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INTRODUCTION TO THE GOSPELS AND ACTS.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO S. MATTHEW.
THE author of this Gospel wu ft publican or tax-gatherer, residing ftt Capernaum, on the western shore of the sea of
Galilee. As to his identity with the " Levi * of the Second and Third Gospels, and other particulars, tee on Matthew,
'%. a. Hardlj anything is known of his apostolic labours. That, after preachiug to hie countrymen In Palestine, he went
i- tbe East, is the general testimony of antiquity; but the precise scene or scenes of his ministry cannot be determined.
Tna* ho died a natural death may be concluded from the belief of the best informed of the Fathers—that of the apostles
-ady three, James tbe greater. Peter, and Paul, suffered martyrdom. That the first Gospel wu written by this apostle is
tbe testimony of all antiquity.
For tbe dais of this Gospel we hare only interna] evidence, and that far from decisive. Accordingly, opinion is much
fTidsd. That it was the first issued of all the Gospels was universally believed. Hence, although in the order of tbe
. those by the two apostles were placed first in the oldest MSS. of the Old Latin version, while in all the Greek
. with scarcely an exception, the order is the same as in our Bibles, the Gospel according to Matthew is in every ease
A nd as this Gospel is of all the four the one which bears the most evident marks of having been prepared nnd
I with a special view to the Jews—who certainly first required a written Gospel, and would be the first to make
ese of it—there cam be no doubt that it was Issued before any of the others. That it was written before the destruction of
Jerusalem ia equally certain; for. as Hug observes (Introduction to the New Testament, p. S18, Fosdick's translation), when
be reports oar Lord s prophecy of that awful event, on coming to the warning about " the abomination of desolation"
which they should ** see standing in the holy place," he interposes (contrary to his invariable practice, which is to relate
withoart resales**/) a call to his readers to read intelligently—" Whoso readeth, let him understand" (Matthew, 94. IB)—a call
ts ■*^rrvl to tbe divine signal for flight which could be intended only for those who lived before the event But how long
before that event this Gospel was written is not so dear. Some internal evidences seem to imply a very early date. Since
tbe J ewiah Christians were, for five or six years, exposed to persecution from their own countrymen—until the Jews, being
:-crseeo£e4 by the Banians, had to took to themselves—it is not likely (it is argued) that they should be left bo long without
nate written Gospel to reassure and sustain them, and Matthews Gospel was eminently fitted for that purpose. But the
-cirests to which Luke refers in bis Introduction (see on Luke, 1. 1-4) would be sufficient for a time, especially as tbe living
«?ce of tfe* ** era-witnesses and ministers of the word " was yet sounding abroad Other considerations in favour of a very
ssrfy onto—sawn as tbe tender way In which the author seems studiously to speak of Herod Antipas, as If still reigning,
tad hist writimj of Pilate apparently as if still in power—teem to have no foundation in fact, and cannot therefore be
cade tbe grocuad of reasoning as to tbe date of this Gospel. Its Hebraic structure and hue, though they prove, as we think,
■:aat this Gospel must have been published at a period considerably anterior to the destruction of Jerusalem, are no evimet in favour of so early a date as AD. 87 or 38—according to some of the Fathers, and, of the moderns, TUlemont,
remfMRs, Owwa, Sirks, TreosOst. On the other hand, the date suggested by the statement of Irenams (S. 1), that Matthew
?* forth his Gospel while Peter and Paul were at Borne preaching and founding the Church—or after AD. 90—though
probably the majority of critics are in favour of it, would seem rather too late, especially as the Second and Third Gospels,
*"i*oh were doubtless published, as well as this one, before the destruction of JeruFaJem, had still to be issued. Certainly.
neb ttavtemmts as tl>e following, ** Wherefore that field is called the field of blood unto this day;* "And this sayiog is
r ossaotLr* reported among the Jews until this 'lay" (Matthew, 37. 8, and SB. 10), bespeak a date considerably later than the
cents reetedrd. We incline, therefore, to ft date intermediate between the earlier and the later dates assigned to this Gosptl,
«rnaat peetendins to greater precision.
We base adverted to the strikingly Jewish character and colouring of this Gospel. The facts which it selects, the
ram to wfcien it gives prominent*, tbe cast <>f thought and phraseology—all bespeak the Jewish point of view from
v^jos it was written and to which It was directed. This has been noticed from the beginning, and is universally acknowHgatL It is of tbe greatest consequence to the right interpretation of It; but the tendency among some even of the best
* taw Germans to infer, from this special design of the First Gospel, a certain laxity on the part of the Evangelist in the
Tar—Tit of his facts must bo guarded against.
Bet by tar the most interesting and important point connected with this Gospel is the lanounoe in which it was
rotten. It is believed by a formidable number of critics that this Gospel was originally written in what is loosely called
Hebrew, but more correctly Aramair, or Syro-Chuldaic, the native tongue of the country at the time of our Lord; and that
fee Greek Matthew which we now possess is a translation of that work, either by the Evangelist himself or some unknown
mad. The evidence on which this opinion is grounded is wholly external. But it has been deemed conclusive by Grotiut,
Jfcaosl-ia, ixnd his translator) J/arsA, Tovnson, CampbtU, Oiahauten, GrtswiU. Meyer, JSbrard, Lange, Davidson, CurtUmt
7ri|»aTis. Webster and Wilkinson, Ac. The evidence referred to cannot be given here, but will be found, with remarks on
i» aasatisfactory character, in the ' Introduction to the Gospels' prefixed to our larger Commentary, pp. xxviii-xxxi.
Bat how stand the facto as to our Greek Gospel? We have not a tittle of historical evidence that it is a Translation,
ntber tj Matthew himself or any one else. All antiquity refers to it as the work of Matthew the publican and apostle.
;-3r- ss the other Gospels are ascribed to their respective authors. This Greek Gospel was from the first received by the
Osama as an mtesral part of the one Quadrifonn Gospel. And while the Fathers often advert to the two Gospels which we
?-t»e fiasm apcetles, and tbe two which we have from men not apostles—in order to show that as that of Mark leans so
oo Peter, and that of Luke on Paul, these are really no leas apostolical than the other two—though we attach leas
ght to tads circumstance than they did, we cannot but think it striking that, in thus speaking, they never drop a hint
c ta« fall apostolic authority of the Greek Matthew had ever been questioned on tbe ground of its not being tbe original.
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Farther, not a trice can be discovered in this Gospel itself of its being a Translation. Michael is tried to detect, and fancied
that he had succeeded in detecting, one or two such. Other Germans since, and Davidson and Cureton among ourselves,
hare made the same attempt But the entire failure of all such attempts is now generally admitted, and candid advocates
of a Hebrew original are quite ready to own that none such are to '-o found, and that but fur external testimony no one
would have imagined that the Greek was not the original. This they regard as showing how perfectly the translation tins
been executed; but those who know best what translating from one language into another is, will be the readiest to own
that this is tantamount to giving up the question. This Gospel proclaims its own originality in a number of striking
points; such as its manner of quoting from the Old Testament, and its phraseology in some peculiar cases. But the close
verbal coinevleneu of our Greek Matthew with tbe next two Gospels must not be quite passed over. There are but two
possible ways of explaining this. Either the translator, sacrificing verbal fidelity in his Version, intentionally conformed
certain parts of his author's work to the Second and Third Gospels—in which case it can hardly be called Matthew's Goepel
at all—or our Greek Matthew is itself the original.
Moved by these considerations, some advocates of a Hebrew original have adopted the theory of adouhU original; the
external testimony, they think, requiring us to believe in a Hebrew original, while internal evidence is decisive in favour of
the originality of the Greek. This theory is espoused by Guerieke, Oithauem, Thiertch. Townton, Tregelke, 4c. But, besides
that this looks too like an artificial theory, invented to solve a difficulty, it is utterly void of historical support. There is
not a vestige of testimony to support it in Christian antiquity. This ought to be decisive against it.
It remains, then, that our Greek Matthew is the original of that Gospel, and that no other original ever existed. It
is greatly to the credit of Dean Al/ord. that after maintaining, in the first edition of his ' Greek Testament* the theory
of a Hebrew original, he thus expresses himself in the second and subsequent editions: * On the whole, then. I find myself
constrained to abandon the view maintained in my first edition, and to adopt that of a Greek original.'
One argument has been adduced on the other side, on which not a little reliance has been placed; but the determination
of the main question docs not, in oar opinion, depend upon the point which it raises. It has been very confidently affirmed
that the Greek language was not sufficiently understood by the Jews of Palestine, when Matthew published las Gospel,
to make it at all probable that he would write a Gospel, for their benefit in the first instance, in that language. Now.
as this merely alleges the improbability of a Greek original, it is enough to place against it the evidence already adduced,
whioh is positive, in favour of the sole originality of our Greek Matthew. It is indeed a question how far the Greek language was understood in Palestine at the time referred to. But wc advise the reader not to be drawn into that question
as essential to the settlement of tbe other one. It is an element in it, no doubt, but not an essential element. There
are extremes on both sides of it The old idea, that our Lord hardly ever Bpoke anything but Syro-Chaldaic, is now pretty
nearly exploded. Many, however, will not go the length, on the other side, of Hug (in his Introduction, pp. 336, &c.) and
Roberto •' Discussions,' *a, pp. 35, &c). For ourselves, though we believe that out Lord, in all the more public scenes of
His ministry, spoke in Greek, all we think it necessary here to say is, that there is no ground to believe that Greek was so
little understood in Palestine as to make it improbable that Matthew would write his Gospel exclusively in that language—
so improbable as to outweigh the evidence that be did so. And when we think of the number of Digests or short Narra
tives of the principal facts of our Lords history, which we know from Luke (1. 1-4) were floating about for some time before
he wrote his Gospel, of which he speaks by no means disrespectfully and nearly all of which would be in the mother
tongue, we can have no doubt that the Jewish Christians and the Jews of Palestine generally would have from the first
reliable written matter sufficient to supply every necessary requirement, until the publican •apostle should leisurely draw up
the First of the Four Gospels in a language to them not a strange tongue, while to the rest of the world it was (As language:
in which the entire Qtiadriform Gospel was to be for all time enshrined. The following among others hold to this view, of
tbe sole originality of the Greek Matthew ;—Eraimu$, Calvin, Sua, Lightfoot* Wttttein, Lardner, Ilvg, FriUeche, Creditor,
dt Wette. Stuart, da Cotta, Fairbairn, Roberta.
On two other questions regarding this Gospel it would have been desirable to say something had not our available space
been already exhausted ;—The characterittie*. both in language and matter, by which it is distinguished from the other
three; and its relation to the Second and Third Gotptle, On the latter of these topics—whether one or more of the Evan
gelists made use of the materials of the other Gospels, and if bo, which of the Evangelists drew from which—tbe opinions
are just as numerous as the possibilities of tbe case, every conceivable way of It having one or more who plead for it The
most popular opinion until within a pretty recent period—and in this country, perhaps, the most popular still—is that the
Hecond Evangelist availed himself more or less of tbe materials of the First Gospel, and the Third ot the materials of both
the First and Second Gospels. Here we can but state our own belief, that each of the First Three Evangelists wrote
independently of both the others; while tbe Fourth, familiar with tbe First Three, wrote to supplement them, and, even
where he travels along the same line, wrote quite independently of them. This judgment we express, with all deference for
those who think otherwise, as the result of a pretty close study of each of tbe Gospels in immediate juxtaposition and
comparison with the others. On the former of the two topics noticed, the linguistic peculiarities of each of the Gospels
have been handled most closely and ably by Credper ('Einleitungl of whose results a good summary will be found in
Davidson's ' Introduction.' Tbe other peculiarities of the Gospels have been most felicitously and beautifully brought out
by da Cotta, in his * Four Witnesses,' to whom we must simply refer the reader, though it contains a few things in which
we cannot concur.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO S. MARK.
rpHAT the Second Gospel was written by Mark is universally agreed ; though by what Mark, not so. The great
-I- majority of critics take the writer to be " John whose surname was Mark," of whom we read in the Acts, and who
was "sister's son to Barnabas" (Colossians, 4. 10). But no reason whatever Is assigned for this opinion, for which the tra
dition, though ancient, is not uniform; and one cannot but wonder how it is so easily taken for gianted by Wetotein, Hug,
Meyer, Ebrard, Langt, EJHeott, Davideon, TregeQee, 4c. Al/ord goes the length of saying it * has been universally believed
Ti
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^ u hf wis the same person with the John M ark of the Gospels.* But Grotius thought differently, and so did SMevrmtKher,
■ swosl Burton, and da Costa; and the grounds on which it is concluded that they were two different persons appear
t aqaite unanswerable. 'Of John, surnamed Mark,' says Campbell, in his Preface to this Gospel, 'one of the first things
t* iesrn is. that he attended Paul and Barnabas in their apostolical journey*, when these two travelled together (Acts,
H O; 119). And when afterwards there arose a dispute between them concerning him, insomuch that Ibey separated,
Hsrk secomranied bis uncle Barnabas, and Silaa attended Paul. When Paul was reconciled to Mark, which was probably
i-a after, we find Paul Ojaun employing Mark's assistance, recommending him, and giving him a very honourable testi-■*7 '0>lo*mans, -1. I ); x Timothy, 4. 11 ; Philemon, 34). But we hear not a syllable of his attending Peter as his minister.
- tsnstinc him in anv opacity;' and yet, as we shall presently see, no tradition is more ancient, more uniform, and better
recused by internal evidence, than that Mark, in his Gospel, was but * the interpreter of Peter,' who. at the close of his
tnl Epistle, speaks of him as * Marcus my son' (1 Peter. 5. 18), that is, without doubt, his son in the Gospel—converted to
'tail through bis instrumentality. And when we consider how little the Apostles Peter and Paul were together—how
■fjiom they even met—how different were their tendencies, and how separate their spheres of labour, is there not, in the
t'*nce of all evidence of the fact, something approaching to violence in the supposition that the same Mark was the
.-■■ i-nate associate of both ? * In brief,' adds Campbell, ' the accounts given of Paul's attendant, and those of Peter's
'trrprtter, concur in nothing but the name, Mark or Marcus; t-.'O slight a circumstance to conclude the sameness of the
;-~soti from, especially when, we consider how common the name was at Borne, and bow customary it was for the Jews iu
ija: *?s to assume fcome Roman name when they went thither.'
Regarding the Evangelist Mark, then, as another person from Paul's companion in travel, all wc know of his personal
katcry is that he was a convert, as we have seen, of the apostle Peter. But as to his Gospel, the tradition regarding Peter's
taad in it is so ancient, so uniform, and so remarkably confirmed by internal evidence, that we must regard it as an estaba&bed fact * Mark,* says Paiias (according to the testimony of Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History* 3. 381 * becoming the intercsbT -./ Ftttr. wrote accurately, though not in order, whatever he remembered of what was cither said or done by Christ ;
<* he va* neither a hearer of the Lord nor a follower of Ilim, but afterwards, as I said [he was a follower], of Peter, who
inxcted the discourses for use, but not according to the order in whioh they were uttered by the Lord.' To the same
Saaireunu ladvtrsns llareses.% 1): 'Matthew published a Gospel while Peter and Paul were preaching and founding
■■-e Chores at Rome; and after (heir departure (or decease), Mark, the disciple and interpreter of Peter, he also gave forth
u as to wntins the things which were preached by Peter,' And Clement of Alexandria is still more specific, in a passage
rr>*-7rej to us by Eusebius 'Ecclesiastical History, 0. 14): ' Peter, having publicly preached the word at Home, and ppoken
- *ti the Gospel by the Spirit, many of those present exhorted Mark, as Aatfina long been a follower of his, and remem■tm what he had said, to write what had been spoken; and that having prepared the Gospel, he delivered it to those who
"Juitd him frr it ; which, when Peter came to the knowledge of, he neither decidedly forbade nor encouraged him.'
Imbivji own testimony, however, from other accounts, is rather different : that Peter's hearers were so penetrated by
-3 preaching that they gave Mark, as being a follower of Peter, no rest till he consented to write his Gospel, as a memonil af tat oral teaching ; and ' that the apostle, when he knew by the revelation of the Spirit what bad been done, was
iasksd with the teal of those men, and sanctioned the reading of the writing (that is, of this Gospel of Mark) in the
: .mhea* [Ecclesiastical History, 9. 15), And giving in another of his works a similar statement, he says that * Peter, from
ttemd humility, did nut think himself qualified to write the Gospel; but Mark, bis acquaintance and pupil, is said to
f-**t recorded his relations of the actings of Jesus. And Peter testifies these things of himself ; for all things that are
t-vrdedby Mark are said to be memoirs of Peter's discourses.' It is needless to go further—to Oriyen. who says Mark
•-x posed his Gospel 'as Peter guided' or 'directed him, who, in bis Catholic Epistle, calls him his son.' *c; and to Jerome,
»ti bat echoes Eusebius.
Tais, certainly, is a remarkable chain of testimony; which, confirmed as it is by such striking internal evidence, may
u rtsuded as establishing the fact that the Second Gospel was drawn up mostly from materials furnished by Peter. In
*i CaetcV Four Witnesses' the reader will find this internal evidence detailed at length, though all the examples are not
wallj convincing. But if the reader will refer to our remarks on Mark, 10. 7. and John. 18. 37. he will have convincing
■-■\itaceet a Petriae hand In this Gospel.
It retrains only to advert, in a word or two, to the readers for whom this Gospel was, in the first instance, designed,
1. 1 tLe iak of it. That it was not for Jews hut Genfita, is evident from the great number of explanations of Jewish
;,«a.cpuuoDs. and places, which to a Jew would at tbat lime have been superfluous, but were highly needful to a Gentile.
'■'■ t cm here but refer to chs. % 18; 7. 3, 4; IS. 18; 13. 3; 14. IS; 15. 42, for examples of these. Regarding the date of this
' w*l-*hoBt which nothing certain is known—if the tradition reported by Irencous can be relied on, that it was written
t Eoeae, • after the departure of Peter and Paul.' and if by that word * departure' we are to understand their death, we
asvfettUtomewhere between the years 04 and 88; hut in all likelihood this is too late. It in probably nearer the truth to
**t it «$ht or ten ytars earlier.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO S. LUKE.
THE writer of this Gospel it universally allowed to have been Lucas (an abbreviated form of Lucanus, as Silas of
^vibbi. though he is not expressly named either in the Gospel or in the Acts. From Colosslans, 4. 14, we learn that
'"•ws-phrsiejan ;" and by comparing that verse with v. 10, 11— in which the apostle enumerates all those of the circum["ft!a*bowere then with him. but does not mention Luke, though he immediately afterwards sends a salutation from
> »-re cuber that Luke was not a born Jew. Some have thought he was a freed-man (libtrtinusi, as the Romans
-"•*ed the tealuag art on persons of this class and on their slaves, as on occupation beneath themselves. His intimate
wi4»iatMc« with Jewish customs, and his facility in Hebraic Greek, seem to show that he was on early convert to the
■«t*u Fiith; and this Is curiously confirmed by Acts, St 37-29, where we find the Jews enraged at Paul's supposed
Tii
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introduction of Greek* Into the temple, because they bad Men " Trophimni the Ephesian" with him; and m we know
that Lake was with Paul on that occasion, it would seem that they had taken him for a Jew. as they made no mention
of him. On the other hand, his fluency in classical Greek confirms his Gentile origin. The time when he Joined Paul's
company ii dearly Indicated in the Acts by hi* changing (at eh. 16. 10) from the third person singular f* he") to the first
person plural ("we"). From that time he hardly ever left the apostle till near the period of his martyrdom (S Timothy,
4. 11). Eusebius makes him a native of Antioch. If so. he would have every advantage for cultivating the literature of
Greece, and such medical knowledge aa was then possessed. That he died a natural death is generally agreed among she
ancients; Gregory Naxianien alone affirming that he died a martyr.
The Hme and place of the publication of his Gospel are alike uncertain. But ws can approximate to it It must at any
rate have been Issued before the Acts, for there the * Gospel ' is expressly referred to as the same author's " former treatise"
(Acts. 1. 1), Now the book of the Acts was not published for two whole years after Paul's arrival as a prisoner at Rome,
for it concludes with a reference to this period; but probably it was published soon after that, which would appear to have
been early in the year 63. Before that time, then, we have reason to believe that the Gospel of Luke was In circulation,
though the majority of critics make it later. If we date It somewhere between A.D. SO and 60, we shall probably be near
the truth; but nearer it we cannot with any certainty come. Conjectures as to the place of publication are too uncertain
to be mentioned here.
That It was addressed, in the first Instance, to Gentile reader*, is beyond doubt This is no more, as Davidson remarks,
riatroduotion,' p. 166), than was to have been expected from the companion of an 'apostle of the Gentiles,' who had wit
nessed marvellous changes in the condition of many heathens by the reception of the Gospel. But the explanations in hia
Gospel of things known to every Jew, and which could only be intended for Gentile readers, make this quite plain—see
rhs. l. 96 ; 4. 31 ; 8. 16; Si. s7; ss. l; 94. 13. A number of other minute particulars, both of things inserted and of things
omitted, confirm the conclusion that it was Gentiles whom this Evangelist had in the first Instance in view.
We have already adverted to the classical style of Greek which this Evangelist writes—Just what might have been ex
pected from an educated Greek and travelled physician. But we have also observed that along with this he shows a won.
derful flexibility of stylo, so much so, that when he comes to relate transactions wholly Jewish, where the speakers and
actors and incidents are all Jewish, he writes in such Jewish Greek as one would do who had never tieen out of Palestine,
or mixed with any but Jews. In da Costa's ' Four ■Witnesses* will be found some traces of ' the beloved physician' in this
Gospel. But far more striking and important are the traces in it of his Intimate connexion with the apostle of the Gentiles.
That one who was so long and so constantly in the society of that master-mind has in such a work as this shown no traces of
that connexion, no stamp of that mind, is hardly to be believed. Writers of Introductions seem not to see it, and take
no notice of it But those who look into the interior of it will soon discover evidences enough in it of a Pauline cast of
mind. Referring for a number of details to da Costa, we notice hero only two examples. In 1 Corinthians. 11. S3. Paul •
ascribes to an express revelation from Christ Himself the account of the Institution of the Lord's Supper which he
there gives. Now, if we find this account differing in small yet striking particulars from the accounts given by Matthew
and Mark, but agreeing to the letter with Luke's account. It can hardly admit of a doubt that the one had it from the
other ; and in that case, of course, it was Luke that bad it from Paul. Now Matthew and Mark both say of the Cup,
" This is my blood of the New Testament;" while Paul and Luke say, tn Identical terms, " This cup is the New Testament
in My blood." Further, Luke says, " Likewise also the cup after supper, saying," sec.; while Paul says, "After the same
manner He took the cup when He hod tupped, saying," Ac.; whereas neither Matthew nor Mark mention that this was
after supper. But still more striking is another point of coincidence in this ease. Matthew and Mark both say of the
Bread merely this: "Take, eat; this is My body:" whereas Paul says, "Take, eat; this is My body, which is broken for
„ou," and Luke, "This is Hy body, which is given for yon." And while Paul adds the precious clause, ** This do in
rememt/rance of Jfs," Luke does the same. In identical terms. Bow can one who reflects on this resist the conviction of
a Pauline stamp in this Gospel ? The other proof of this to which we ask the reader's attention is in the fact that Paul, in
enumerating the parties by whom Christ was seen after His resurrection, begins, singularly enough, with Peter—"And
that He rose again the third day according to the Scriptures: and that He was seen of Otphas, then of the Twelve"
(1 Corinthians, is. 4, 1)—coupled with the remarkable fact, that Luke is the only one of the Evangelists who mentions that
Christ appeared to I'eter at all When the disciples had returned from Emmaus to tell their brethren how the Lord had
appeared to them in the way, and how He had made Himself known to them in the breaking of bread, they were met, as
Luke relates, ere they had time to utter a word, with this wonderful piece of news, "The Lord is risen indeed, and hath
appeared to Simon" (Luke, 94. 34).
Other points connected with this Gospel will be adverted to in the Commentary.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO S. JOHN.
r I HI V. author of the Fourth Gospel was the younger of the two sons of Zebedee, a fisherman on the sea of Galilee, who
J- resided at Bethsaida, where were born Peter and Andrew his brother, and Philip also. His mother's name was
Salome, who, though not without her imperfections (Matthew, 90. 90, Ac.1, was one of those dear and honoured women who
accompanied the Lord on one of His preaching circuits through Galilee, ministering to His bodily wants; who followed
Him to the cross, and bought sweet spioes to anoint Him after His burial, but, on bringing them to the grave, on the morn
ing of the First Day of the week, found their loving services gloriously superseded by His resurrection ere they arrived.
His father, Zebedee, appears to have been tn good circumstances, owning a vessel of his own and having hired serrsnU
(Mark, 1. so). Our Evangelist, whose occupation was that of a fisherman with his father, was beyond doubt a disciple of
the Baptist, and one of the two who had the first interview with Jesus. He was called while engaged at his secular occu
pation (Matthew, 4. SI, 83), and again on a memorable occasion (Luke, S. i-il|, and finally chosen as one of the Twelve
Apostles t Matthew, 10. Sj. He was the youngest of the Twelve—the " Benjamin," as da Costa calls him—and he and James
his brother were named in the native tongue, by Him who knew the heart, " Boanerges," which the Evangelist Mark
<3. 17) explains to mean ** Sods of thunder;" no doubt from their natural vsktmtnct of character. They and Peter conYtii
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caseo tfeat erlset triumvirate of whom see on Lube, 9. 38. But the highest honour bestowed on this disciple was his being
i^fffri to the bosom-place with hi* Lord, at the table, as * the disciple whom Jems loved " (John, 13. S3 ; SO. 9 ; SI. 7,
» Jc. md to have committed to htm by the dying Redeemer the care of His mother (19. 20, 27). There can be no reasontefcafctihat this distinction was due to a sympathy with His own spirit and mind on the part of John which the
--^erntnwt Ere of their common Master beheld in none of the rest; and although this was probably nerer seen either
= aa If* er in bis ministry by his fellow-apostles, It is brought wonderfully out in his writings, which, in Christ-like
t£3**aty, hesrenhueas, and love, surpass, we may freely say, all the other inspired writings.
After ate effaafon of the Spirit on the day of Pentecost, we find him in constant but silent company with Peter, the
:-* Ottoman and actor In the infant Church until the accession of Paul While his lore to the Lord Jesus drew
as ifeBtBawaslj to the aide of His eminent servant, and his chastened vehemence made him ready to stand courageously
* ^m. ss4 saner with him. In all that his testimony to Jesus might cost him, his modest humility, as the youngest of all
5*«aosaB*, made htm an admiring listener and faithful supporter of his brother apostle rather than a speaker or separate
*** lectesiaetica! history is uniform in testifying that John went to Asia Minor—but ft is next to certain that this could
tt %m been nil after the death both of Peter and Paul ; that he resided at Ephesus, whence, as from a centre, he superBused the churches of that region, payine them occasional visits; and that he long survived the other apostles. Whether
* *<i« of Jesus died before this, or went with John to Ephesus, where she died and was buried, jb not njrreed. One or
•*» sssascto of his later days have been handed down by tradition, one at least bearing marks of reasonable probability.
> » is net necessary to give them here. In the reign of Domitlan (AD. 81-06) he was banished to " the isle that is
***4 Pitasas** fa small rocky and then almost uninhabited island in the /Eeean sea), " for the word of God and for the
'itxasy of Jesus Christ** (Revelation, 1. 9). Irenseus and Easebius say that this took place about the end of Pomi Man's
?a\ "fisst he was thrown tato a cauldron of boiling oil, and miraculously delivered, is one o( those legends which, though
T^ed ty T^itnliian and Jerome, is entitled to no credit. His return from exile took place during the brief but tolerant
Vis" Xerva: he died at Ephesus In the reign of Trajan (EuseMus, Ecclesiastical History, 3. 23.', at on age above 60,
ws^ag to some; according to others, 100; and even ISO, according to others still. The intermediate number is generally
^rtai as probably the nearest to the truth.
Ails the decs of this Gospel, the arguments for Its having been composed before the destruction of Jerusalem (though
■■Ma by same superior critics) are of the slenderest nature: such as the expression in ch. 3. 2. "there is at Jerusalem,
"rae ■ases gate, a pool," Ac; there being no allusion to Peter's martyrdom as having occurred according to the prediction
» 4. fl a—a thins; too well known to require mention. That it was composed long niter the destruction of Jerusalem,
ee sFsn the decease of all tfae other apostles. Is next to certain, though the precise time cannot be determined. Probably
* *u tefan bis banishment, however; Bad if we date it between the years 90 and 94, we shall probably be pretty near
acrstk
£J *• the readers for whom tt was more immediately designed, that they were Gentiles we might naturally presume
'"- the lateness of the date; but the multitude of explanations of things familiar to every Jew puts this beyond all question.
3*eomte ww ever thrown upon the genuineness and authenticity of this Gospel till about the close of the last century,
— sen these embodied to any formal attack upon it till Brttsehneider, in 183), issued his famous treatise ( ' Probabilia,'
K fas eoscfasjons of which he afterwards was candid enough to admit had been satisfactorily disproved. To advert
-*■*«■ enfid be as painful as unnecessary; consisting as they mostly do of assertions regarding the Discourses of our Lord
~?iri ts tfcts Gospel which are revolting to every spiritual mind. The Tubingen school did their beat, on their peculiar
3* rf msooiag. to galvanize into fresh life this theory of the post-Joannean date of the Fourth Gospel; and some I'ni**■ codes in this country still cling to it But to use the striking language of von Osttrss* regarding similar specula*
■^s* « tat Third Gospel. * Behold, the feet of them that shall carry it out dead are already at the door* (Acts, 5. 9). Is
toa^t sund of tbe least elevation of spiritual discernment that does not see in this Gospel marks of historical truth and
' F-T*sE3f ;rioty nich as none of the other Gospels possess, brightly aa they too attest their own verity; and who will
"to tasty to say that if not historically true, and true just as it stands, it never could have been by mortal man com*
^<*a*atrred?
°f (be seraUarities of this Gospel we note here only two. Tbe one is its reJUetive character. While the others are
"■— jseri'stiw, the Fourth Evangelist 'pauses, as it were, at every turn,' as da Costa says ('Four Witnesses,' p. 334), *at
« taato tfn a reason, at another to fix the attention, to deduce consequences, or make applications, or to give utterance
< *» Hosssssje ef praise.' See eh*. X SO, SI, S3-SS ; 4, 1, S ; 7. S7-39; 11. 13, 18, 49-52 ; SI. 18, 19, xS, S3. The other peculiarity
* ts £iatel to its surfiernentary character. By this, In the present instance, we mean something more than the tst udi"^tossTdhwVich be omits many most important particulars in our Lord's history, for no conceivable reason but that
**? *«n already familiar as household words to all his readers, through the three preceding Gospels, and his substituting
: *"«f these an immense quantity of the richest matter not found in the other Gospels. We refer here more particu*! fe fe» solars of the additions which distinguish this Go»pel; particularly the notices of the different passovers which
*ar»i suing our Lord's public ministry, and the record of His teaching at Jerusalem, without which it is not too much
'J"****** could have had bat a most imperfect conception either of the duration of His ministry or of the plan of it
7* tostatr Bssfare of these additions is quite as noticeable and not less important. * We find,' to use again the words
* ^A (PP. S38. SSIt, slightly abridged, ' only six of our Lord's mi nicies recorded in this Gospel, but these are all of
■* ** tassarkabU kind, and surpass tbe rest in depth, speciality of application, and fulness of meaning. Of these six
* tos aaqr sac in tbe other three Gospels—the multiplication of the loaves. That miracle chiefly, it would seem, on account
, ** ttossrtant mstroctions of which it furnished the occasion (ch. 0.), is here recorded anew. The five other tokens of
^satsseer are danmaraisbed from among the manyreoorded in the three other Gospels, by their furnishing a still higher
yy* rover and command over the ordinary laws and course of nature. Thus we find recorded here the first of all the
■***■ that Jesus wrought—tbe ehanging of water into wine (ch. a.), tbe cure of the nobleman's son at a distant* (ch. «.)•
i* ■■torsos cures of the hune and the paralytic by the word of Jesus, only one—of the man impotent for thirty and sight
*"■*-*>; of the many cures of tbe blind, one only—of the man from Mind (oh. 9.); the restoration of Lasaros, not from
* ■soHod, fixe J tiros' daughter, nor from a bier, like tbe widow of Nain's son, bet from the prove, and after lying there
•^ tort tad there stoking into corruption (ch. 11.); and lastly, after His resurrection, tbe miraculous draught of fishes
^fcenasf Tiberias (ch. SIX But these are all recorded chiefly to give occasion for the record of those astonishing Dis:c*^asdOanveiwattons, alike with friends and with foes, with His disciples and with the multitude, which they drew forth.'
^ft*»fitoetr»t:cns of the peculiarities of this Gospel will occur, and other points connected with it be adverted to, hi
^ Mffto at Cat Commentary.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE OOSPEIS AND ACTS.

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.
rpn IS bonk is to tbe Gospels what ths fruit fa to the tree that bears it In the Gospels we tee the corn of wheat falling
J- into tbe ground and dying: in tbe Acts we see it bringing forth much fruit (John, 13. 84). There we see Christ
purchasing the Church with His own blood : here we see the Church, so purchased, rising into actual existence ; first
among the Jews of Palestine, and nest among the surrounding Gentiles, until it gains a footing in the great capital of
the ancient world— sweeping majestically from Jerusalem to Rome. Nor is this book of legs value as an Introduction to
the Epistles which follow it, than as a Sequel to the Gospels which precede it For without this history the Epistles of
the New Testament—presupposing, as they do, the historical circumstances of the parties addressed, and deriving from
these so much of their freshness, point, and force—would in no respect be what they now are, and would in a number of
places be scarcely intelligible.
The genuineness, authenticity, and canonical authority of this book were never called in question within the ancient
Church. It stands immediately after the Gospels, in the catalogues of the HotmAoQQumma, or universally acknowledged
books of the New Testament (see Introduction to our larger Commentary, Vol. V. pp. iv, v). It was rejected, indeed, by
certain heretical sects in the second and third centuries—by the Ebiouite*. the Severians (see Eutcbiui, Ecclesiastical
History, 4, S9>, the Marciouites, and the Manicheaus: but the totally uncritical character of their objections (see Introduc
tion above referred to, pp. ziii. xiv) not only deprives them of all weight, but indirectly shows on what solid grounds tbe
Christian Church had all along proceeded in recognising this book.
In our day. however, its authenticity has, like that of all the leading books of the New Testament, been made in
Germany the subject of keen and protracted controversy. First dt Wettc, while admitting Luke to be the author of the
entire work, pronounces the earlier portion of it to have been drawn up from unreliable sources ( * Einleitung,' t a and 9 C).
But tbe Tubingen school, with Baur at their head, have gone much further. As their fantastic theory of the postJoannean date of the Gospels could not pretend even to a hearing so long as the authenticity of the Acts of the Apostles
remained unshaken, they contend that the earlier portion of this work can be shown to be unworthy of credit, while the
latter portion is in flat contradiction to the Epistle to the Galatians—which this school regard as unassailable—and bears
internal evidence of being a designed distortion of facts for the purpose of setting up the Catholic form which Paul gave to
Christianity in opposition to the narrow Judaic but original form of it which Peter preached, and which after the death
of tbe apostles was held exclusively by the sect of the Ebionites. It is painful to thiuk that one so lately deceased should
have spent so many years, and, aided by learned and acute disciples, in different parts of the argument should have ex*
pended so much learning, research, and ingenuity, in attempting to build up a hypothesis, regarding the origination of the
leading books of the New Testament which outrages all the principles of sober criticism and legitimate evidence. A* a
school, this party at length broke up: its head, after living to find himself Bole defender of the theory as a whole, left this
earthly scene complaining of desertion; while some of his associates have abandoned such heartless studies altogether for
the more congenial pursuits of philosophy, others have modified their attacks on the historical truth of tbe New Testa
ment records, retreating into positions into which it is not worth while to follow them, while others still have been
gradually approximating to sound principles. The one compensation for all this mischief is the rich additions to the apologetical and critical literature of the books of the New Testament, and the earliest history of the Christian Church, which
it lias drawn from the pens of Tkurtcfi, Ebrard, and many others. Any allusions which it may be necessary for us to make
to the assertions of this school will be mads in connection with the passages to which they relate—in Acts, 1 Corinthians,
and Galatians.
The manifest connexion between this book and the Third Gospel— of which it professes to be simply the continuation by
the same author—and the striking similarity which marks the style of both productions, leave no room to doubt that the
early Church was right in ascribing it with one consent to Luke. The difficulty which some fastidious critics have made
about the sources of the earlier portion of the History has no solid ground. That the historian himself was an eye-witness
of the earliest scenes—as Hug concludes from the circumstantiality of the narrative—is altogether improbable : but there
were hundreds of eye-witnesses of some of the scenes, and enough of all the rest to give to the historian, partly by oral,
partly by written testimony, all the details which he has embodied so graphically in bis History; and it will appear, wc
trust, from the commentary, that de Wntte's complaints of confusion, contradiction, and error in this portion are without
foundation. The same critic, and one or two others, would ascribe to Timothy those later portions of the book in which
the historian speaks in the first person plural- " we ;" supposing him to have taken notes of oil that passed under his
own eye, which Luke embodied in his History just as they stood. It is impossible here to refute this gratuitous hypothesis
in detail; but the reader will find it done by Ebrard ( ' Go.- pel History,' Beet 110, Clark* translation ; sect. 127 of the origi
nal work, ' Wissenschaftliche Kritikder Evangel. Gescbicbte,' 185t)),and by Davidtoni' Introduction to New Testament,'
VoL H., pp. 8-21).
The Undesigned Coincidences between this History and the Apostolic Epistles have been brought out and handled, as an
argument for the truth of the facta thus attested, with unrivalled felicity by Paley In his ' Hone Pauliuse,' to which Mr.
Birkt has made a number of ingenious additions in his ' Hone Apostolic*.' Exception has been taken to some of these
by JoKett CSt. Paul's Epistles,' VoL I. pp. 108, 4a), not without a measure of reason in certain cases—for our day, at least though even be admits that in this line of evidence tbe work of Paley, taken as a whole, is unassailable.
Much has been written about the object of this History. Certainly ' the Acts of the Apostles' are but very partially re
corded. But for this title the historian is not responsible. Between the two extremes—of supposing that tbe work has
no plan at all, and that it is constructed on an elaborate and complex plan, we shall probably be as near the truth as is
necessary if we take the design to be to record the diffusion of Christianity and the rise of the Christian Church, first among
the Jews of Palestine, the seat of the ancient Faith, and next among the surrounding Gentiles, with Antioch for its head
quarters, until, finally, it is seen waving over imperial Kome, foretokening its universal triumph. In this view of it, there
is no difficulty in accounting for the almost exclusive place which it gives to tbe labours of Peter in the first instance.
and tbe all but entire disappearance from the History both of him and of the rest of the Eleven after the great apostle of
the Gentiles came upon the stage—like tbe lesser lights on the rise of tbe great luminary.
The chronology of the Acts is involved in great uncertainty, the notes of time which it contains being few and vague.
It is only by connecting those events of secular history which it records, and the dates of which are otherwise tolerably known
to ua-such as the famine under Claudius Ccesar (cb. it 28), the expulsion of tbe Jews from Itcme by the some emperor
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-:% IS. £>. and the entrance of Poreioj Festua upon the procuratorship (ch. 24. 27)—with the intervals specified between
f r.e occurrences in the apostle's life and others (such asch. 20. 31 ; 34. £7; 28. 30; and Galatians, 1. and 2.)—that we can thread
■i way through the difficulties that sarroand the chronology of the apostle's life, and approximate to certainty, immense
'rseareh has been brought to bear upon the subject, but the learned, as might be expected, are greatly divided. Every year
lu been fixed upon as the probable date of the apostle's conversion, from A.D. 31 [Benod] to A.D. 42 [EuseLius], But the
■eight of authority is in favour of dates ranging between 35 and 40, a difference of not more than fire years; and the largest
-caber of authorities is in favour of the year 37 or 3K Taking the former of these, to which opiuion largely inclines, the
;jUjwing TaMe will be useful to the student of apostolio History:-1AD. 37. .
" 40. .
" 42-44.

" «. .

"
"

45-47,
47-41.

Paul's Con version.
First Visit to Jerusalem,
First Residence at Antioch,
Second Visit to Jerusalem. .
First Missionary Journey.
Second Residence at Antioch,
TJnrd Visit to Jerusalem,

51, £3, or 54, Second Missionary Jocrnsy.
53 or 54. . Fourth Visit to Jerusalem.
.
.
Third Residence at Antioch,
. Third Missionary Journxy,
f Fifth Visit to.Jerusalem,
.v.
* I Arrest and Imprisonment at Cesarea,
80 (Ant.! — 1
Voyage to and Arrival in Rome,
ci :Sprin£E),
83. . . . Release from Imprisonment

Acts, 9.1.
"
0. 86; Gal 1. is.
" 11. 25-30.
" XL SO; 12. 25.
" 13. 2; 14. 28.
" 14. 28.
" 15. 2-30; Gal. 2. 1-10.
(on which see Jiotes.J
" 16. 30, 40; 18. 22.
" 18. 21, 22.
" 18. 22. 23.
" 18. 23: 21. 15.
21. 15; 23. 35.
27. 1: 28. 10.
23. 30.

At Crete. C'olosse. Macedonia, Corinth, Nicopolis, Dalmatio, Troai
l & 2 Timothy ami Titus.
" 63-85. or GB, or
possibly so late as
" &S-68, . . Martyrdom at Rome.
xi

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF THE MIRACLES OP CHRIST.
Oil the order of seme of our Lord's Miracles and Parables* the data being scanty, considerable
difference obtains.
Where wrought.

Miracles.
Water made wine,
....
Traders cast out of the temple.
Nobleman's son healed. .
First miraculous draught of fishes.
Leper healed.
Centurion's servant healed,
"Widow's son raised to life,
.
Demoniac healed.
....
Peter's ruother-ln-law healed, .
Paralytic healed
Impotent man healed.
Man with withered hand healed. .
Blind and dumb demoniac healed.
Tempest stilied,
Demoniacs dtsiK)&sesse<L .
,
,
J aims' daughter raised to life.
Issue of blood healed,
.
•
.
Two blind men restored to sight, .
Dumb demoniac healed. .
Five thousand miraculously fed, .
Jesus walks on the sea.
,
Svropbenician's daughter healed, .
Deaf and dumb man healed. .
Four thousand fed, ....
Blind man restored to light, .
Demoniac and lunatic boy healed.
Miraculous provision of tribute. .
The eyes of one born blind opened.
Woman, of 1 8 years' infirmity, cured.
Dropsical man healed.
Ten lepers cleansed
Lazarus raised to life.
Two blind beggars restored to sight,
Barren flu-tree blighted. .
Buyers and sellers anain cast out, .
Malchus' ear healed
i-econd draught of fishes, .
.
,

Where recorded.

John. 2. l-ll.
Cana,
John. 3. is-ir.
Jerusalem,
John, 4. 46-64.
Cana,
Sea of Galilee,
Luke, 6. Ml.
Matt. B. 2-4; Mark, 1. 40-45; Lukc.S. 12-15.
Capernaum,
Matt. 8. MS: Luko, 7. 1-10.
Capernaum.
Main.
Luke, 7. 11-17.
Capernaum,
Mark* 1. 21-28; Luke. 4. 31-37.
Caivernaum.
Matt. 8. 14. 16; Mark, 1. 26-31; Luke, 4 38, 30.
Capernaum,
Matt. 9. 2-8; Mark, a. 1-12; Luke, 6. i7-2tf.
John, 5. 1-16.
Jerusalem,
Galilee.
Matt. 12. 10-14; Mark. 3. 1-fl; Luke. 6. 6-11.
Galilee,
Matt. 12. 22 24; Luke. 11. 14.
Sea of Galilee,
Matt. 8. 23-27; Mark. 4. 36-41, Luke. 8. 23-25.
Gadara
Matt, 8. 28-34; Mark, 6. 1-20.
Caiwrnaum,
Matt.
9. 18-26; Mark, 6. 23-14; Luke. 8. 41 56.
Near Capernaum,
Capernaum.
Matt. 0. 27-31.
Capernaum,
Matt. 8. 32-34.
[John. 6. 6-1 4.
Matt. 14. is-21; Mark. 6. 31-44; Luke, e. 10 ir;
Decapolia.
Sea of Galilee.
Matt. 14. 22-33; Mark, 6. 45-52; John, 0.15-^1.
Coasts of Tyre and Sidon, Matt. 16. 21-28; Mark, 7. 34-30.
Mark, 7. 31-ST.
Decapolis,
Decapolia,
Matt. 16. 33-39; Mark, 8. 1-9.
Bethsaida,
Mark, 8. 22-26.
Matt. 1 7. 14-2 1 ; Mark. 9. 11-29; Luke, 9. 37 43.
Near Cesarea Phillppl.
Capernaum,
Matt. 17. 24-27.
John, 9. 1-41.
Jerusalem,
[Perea,)
Luke. 13. 10-ir.
fPerea.)
Luke, 14.1-6.
Borders of Samaria,
Luke, 17.11-19.
Bethany,
John, n.i-40.
Matt. 20. 29-34; Mark. 1f> 46-53; Lu.18. 36-43.
Jericho.
Bethany,
Matt 21. 12, 13, 18. 19; Mark, 11. 12 21.
Jerusalem,
Luke, 19. 45, 46.
Matt, 26. 61-61; Mark, 11. 47-49; Luke, 22.60,
Gethsemane,
Sea of Galilee.
John, 21. 1-14.
[51; John. 13 10. 11.

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OP THE PARABLES OF CHRIST.
Parables.
The strong man armed,

Where spoken.
.

The tares and wheat, .
The mustard seed.
The seed growing secretly.
The hid treasure.
The pearl of (treat price, .
The unmerciful servant, .
The good Samaritan, .
The friend at midnight. .

The lost piece of money, .

The rich man and Lixarus,
The profitable servants, .
The importunate widow, .
The Pharisees and publicans.
The labourers in the vineyard.
The pounds,
.
.
.
The wicked husbandmen.
The marriage of the kings son

Ill

[Capernaum,]
Galilee,
Galilee.
Sea-shore of Galilee,
Sea shore of Galilee,
Sea-shore of Galilee,
Sea-shore of Galilee,
Seashore of Galilee,
Sea-shore of Galilee,
Seashore of Galih e.
Sea shore of Galilee,
Capernaum.
Near Jerusalem.
Near Jerusalem,
Galilee,
Galilee,
Perea,
Perea,
Perea,
Perea,
Jerusalem,
Perea,
Perea,
Perea,
Perea,
Perea,
Pe^ a.
Jericho,
Jerusalem,
Jerusalem.
Jerusalem.
Mount of Olives,
Mount of Olives,

Where recorded.
Luke, 7. 40-13.
Matt. 12. 29; Mark. 3. 27; Luke. 1L 21. IS.
Matt. 13. 43-45; Luke, 11. 24-2d.
Matt. 13. 3-9. 18 23; Mark, 4. 3-9. 14 20; Luke.
Malt. 18. 24-30. SMS.
[8.6-8, 11)6.
Matt. 13. 31. 32; Mark, 4. 30-32; Lu.IS. 18,19.
Mark. 4. 26 29.
Matt, 13. 31'; Luke, 13. 20, 21.
Matt. 13. 44.
Matt. 13. 45. 46.
Matt. 18. 21-36.
Luke. 10. 88-37.
Luke, n. 5\
Luke. 13. 6-9.
Luke, 14. 16-24.
Matt. 18. 13-14; Luke, 16. 3-7.
Luke, 16. 8-10.
Luke. 15. 11 -S3,
John. 10. 1-18.
Luke, 16. 18
Luke, 16. 19-31.
Luke, 17. 7-10.
Luke. 18. 1-8.
Luke, 18. 9 14.
Matt. 20. Me.
Luke. 19. H-37.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt

21.
21
26.
26.

3J-44; Mark, 12.1-12; Luke, 20 CMS.
1-14.
1-13.
14 30.

THE GOSPEL ACCOEDING TO

S. MATTHEW.
CHAPTER L
Ver. 1-17. Genealogy or Christ. /=Luke, 3.
S-^.:1 1. The book of the generation— an expression
Firely Jewish; meaning. 'Table of the genealogy.'
la Genesis. 5. I. the same expression occurs in this
«ewe. We haTe here, then, the title, not of this whole
(.-f*pel of Matthew, but only of the first seventeen
raws, of Jesus Christ. For the meaning of these
t irions words, see on v. 16, 21. "Jesus," the name
.'reo to our Lord at His circumcision (Luke, 2. 211,
<ia that by which He was familiarly known while
*r earth. The word " Christ''—though applied to
Bim as a proper name by the angel who announced
Hu birth to the shepherds Luke, 2. it), and once or
ince csed in thia sense by our Lord Himself ich. 23.
'■. : ■; Mark. 9. 4U— only began to be so used by others
iv at the very close of His earthly career ich. 26. 88;
5.17, The full form. "Jesus Christ," though once
«'*! by Himself in His Intercessory Prayer (John,
JM.was never used by others till after his ascen<m and the formation of churches in His name. Its
t*. then, in the opening words of this Gospel fand
a M", isi is in the style of the late period when our
bwgeUst wrote, rather than of the events he was
pta] to record, the ton of David, the son of Abraham.
l-« ;\ braham was the first from whose family it was
predicted that .Messiah should spring (Genesis, a. ifi),
* David was the lout. To a Jewish reader, accordt-iy, these behoved to be the two great starting.
Mat* of any true genealogy of the promised Messiah;
ud thai this opening verse, as it stamps the first
* -Jipel as one peculiarly Jewish, would at once tend
to tuueiliate the writer's people. From the nearest
■i those two fathers came that familiar name of the
rrcxaed Messiah, " the son of David" Luke, 20. 4lj,
»t;eawaa applied to Jesus, either in devout acknow
ledgment of His rightful claim to it (ch. 9 *7; 20. 3i>,
» a the way of insinuating inquiry whether such
<ire the case [see on John. 4. 29; ch 12. 23;. 2. A bra
ns begat Isaac; and Isaac begat Jacob; and Jacob begat
teuaad hk brethren. Only the fourth son of Jacob is
: rt aimed, as it was from bis loins that Messiah was
"* ipring tGenesis, 49. 10,. 3. And Jndas begat Fhares
-: Zuaof Thamar; and Fhares begat Esrom; and Esrom
'ii-ima; 4, And Aram begat Aminadab;andAmiiiadab
v-pi Baasson ; sad hTaasson begat Salmon; 5. And Sal*V ^a**1 Boc* of Baehah; and Boos begat Obed of Ruth;
-~ Gfcc begat Jesse; 6. And Jesse begat David the king;
iii larid tie king begat Solomon of her of TJrias. Four
v>aes are here introduced: two of them Gentiles by
':-T£-Radkab and Buth; and three of them with a
-i". at their names in the old Testament—Thamart
i**Mb, and hath-atit.t a This feature in the present
*'-iak.igj—herein differing from that given by Luko
'■&& v«ll from him who styles himself in his list
5 the Twelve, what none of the other lists do,
*Atthew the publican;" as if thereby to hold forth,
u *ht very outset, the unsearchable riches of that
sw« which could not only fetch in "them that are
'^ oS," but reach down even to "publicans and
«-"icu,"and raise them to "sit with the princes of
«* People." David la here twice emphatically s:yled
Uitd the king." as not only the first of that royal
J-* from which Messiah was to descend, but the one
«5 <A all that line from which the throne that
Xaaahwaa to occupy took its name—"the throne
* David" The angel Gabriel, in announcing Him
v> Ha Tinja-mother, calls it *' the throne of I>avid
3

His father," sinking all the Intermediate kings of that
line, as having no importance save as links to connect
the first and the last king of Israel as father and son.
It will be observed that Rachab is here represented
as the great-grandmother of David see Ruth, 4. lO-22:
and l Chronicles, 2. n-16)—a thing not beyond possi
bility indeed, but extremely improbable, there being
about four centuries between them. There can hardly
be a doubt that one or two intermediate links are
omitted. 7. And Solomon begat Boboaxn; and Boboam
begat Abia ; and Abla begat Asa; 8. And Asa begat Josaphat; and Josaphat begat Joram ; and Joram begat 0ms
(or TJzziah!. Three kings are here omitted—AluiziaJt,
Joosh, and Amaxitih d Chronicles, 3. 11, vi). Some
omissions behoved to be made, to compress the whole
into three fourteens (p. 17). The reason why these,
rather than other names, are omitted must be sought
in retigiciu. considerations—either in the connection
of those kings with the house of Ahab ias Zwhi/ouf.
Ebrard, and Afford view it ; in their slendeT right to
be regarded as true links in the theocratic chain (as
Lange takes it ; or in some similar disqualiti cation.
11. And Josias begat Jechonias and his brethren. Jechoniah was Josiah's grandson, being the son ofJ ehoiakim .
J osiah's second son d Chronicles, 3. i&r, but J ehoiakim
might well be sunk In such a catalogue, being a mere
puppet in the hands of the king of Kgypt :2 chronicles,
so. 4). The "brethren"' of Jechonias here evidently
mean his uncles—the chief of whom. Alaltaniah or
Zedekiah, who came to the throne a Kings, 24. 17j, is.
in a Chronicles, 30. 10, called '* his brother," as well as,
here, about the time they were carried away to Babylon
—tit.% 'of their migration.' for the Jews avoided the.
word 'captivity' as too bitter a recollection, and our
Evangelist studiously respects the national feeling.
13. And after they were brought to (' after the migration
of'J Babylon, Jechonias begat Salathiel. So I Chronicles.
3. 17. Nor does this contradict •) eremiah, -22. 30, " Thus
salth the Lord, Write ye this man iConiah. or Jechoniah) childless;" for what follows explains In what
sense this was meant—" for no man of his seed shall
prosper, sitting upon the throne of David." He tnu
to have seed, but no reigning child, and Salathiel <or
Shealtieb begat Zorobabel. So tzra, 3. 2; Kehemiah.
12. l; Haggai, 1. 1. But it would appear from i Chro
nicles, 3. id, that Zerubbabel was Salathiersgrandson,
being the son of l'edaiah, whose name, for some reason
unknown. Is omitted. 13-15. And Zorobabel begat
Abiud, &c. None of these names are found in the uld
Testament; but they were doubtless taken trom the
public or family registers, which the J ews carefully
kept, and their accuracy was never challenged. IB.
And Jacob begat Joseph, the husband of Mary, of whom
was born Jesus. From this it is clear that the genea
logy here given lsnotthatof Alary, but of Joseph; nor
has this ever been questioned. And yet It is here
studiously proclaimed that Joseph was not the
natural, but only the legal father of our Lord His
birth of a virgin was known only to a few; but the
acknowledged descent of his legal father from David
secured that thedescontof Jesus Himself from David
should never be questioned. See on v. 10. who is
called Christ—signifying 'anointed.' it is applied in
the Old Testament to the Hugs (1 Samuel. 24 6, 10 ;
to the prusU (Leviticus, 4. 5, 10, &0.); and to the prolJit is (l Kings, 10. 16)—these all being anointed with
oil, the symbol of the needful spiritual gifts, to con
secrate them to their respective offices; and it was
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applied, in its mo3t sublime and comprehensive sense,
to the promised Deliverer, inasmuch as He was to be
consecrated to an office embracing all three by the
immeasurable anointing of the IJoly Ghost Isaiah,
61. l;cf. John, 3. 34) 17. So all the generations from
Abraham to David are fourteen generations; and from
David until the carrying away (or migration into Baby
lon are fourteen generations; and from the carrying away
into r the migration of) Babylon unto Christ are four
teen generations. That is, the whole may be con
veniently divided into three fourtecns, each embracing
one marked era, and each ending with a notable
event, in the Israelftisb annals. Such artificial aids
to memory were familiar to the .lews, and much larger
gaps than those here are found in some of the uld
Testament genealogies. In Ezra, 7. 1-5, no fewer than
six generations of the priesthood are on itted, as will
appear by comparing it with l Chronicles, fi, 3-15. It
will be observed that the last of the three divisions of
fourteen appears to contain only thirteen distinct
names, including Jesus as the last. Langs thinks
that this was meant as a tacit hint that Mary was to
be supplied, as tho thirteenth link of this last chain,
as it is impossible to conceive that the Evangelist
could have made any mistake in the matter. Jut
there is a simpler way of accounting for it. As the
Evangelist himself (p. 17) reckons David twice— as tho
last of the first fourteen and the first of the secondso, if we reckon the second fourteen to end with J osiah,
who was coeval with the " carrying away into cap
tivity** (t>. u), and the third to begin with J echoniah. it
will be found that this last division, as well as the
other two, embraces fourteen names, including that
of our Lord.
Ver. 18-25, Birth of Christ. 18. Now the birth
of Jesus Christ was on this wise, or ' thus? When as his
mother Mary was espoused — rather, ' betrothed' — to
Joseph, before they came together, she was found (or dis
covered to be) with child of the Holy Ghost. It was, of
course, the fact only that was discovered : the ex
planation of the fact here given is the Evangelist's
own. That the Holy Ghost is a living conscious Per
son is plainly implied here, and is elsewhere clearly
taught {Acts, 6. 3, 4, &cJ; and that, in the unity of
the Godhead. He is distinct both from the Father
and the Son. is taught with equal distinctness Mat
thew, 28. 19; 2 Corinthians. U. 14). On the Miraculous
Conception of our Lord, see on Luke, 1. 35 19. Then
Joseph her husband: cf. v, 1:0, "Wary, thy wife." Be
trothal was. in Jewish law. valid marriage. In giving
Mary up, therefore, Joseph had to take legal steps to
effect the separation, being a just man. and not willing
to make her a public example- or * to expose her' (see
Deuteronomy, 22. 23. 2*)—was minded to put her away
privily f privately','—by giving her the required writ
ing of divorcement [Deuteronomy, 84. l), in presence
only of two or three witnesses, and without cause
assigned, instead of having her before a magistrate.
That some communication had passed between him
and his betrothed, directly or indirectly, on the
subject, after she returned from her three months'
visit to Elisabeth, can hardly be doubted. Nor does
the purpose to divorce her necessarily imply disbelief,
on Joseph's part, of the explanation given him. Even
supposing hiru to have yielded to it some reverential
assent—and the Evangelist seems to convey as much.
by ascribing the proposal to screen her to the justice
of his character— he might think it altogether unsuit
able and incongruous in such circumstances to follow
out the marriage. 20. But while he thought on these
things. Who would not feel for him after receiving
Kuch intelligence, and before receiving any light from
Above ! As he brooded over the matter alone, in the
stillness of the night, his domestic prospects darkened
and his happiness blasted for life, his mind slowly
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making itself up to the painful step, yet planning how
to do it in the way least offensive- at the last ex
tremity the Lord Himself interposes, behold, the
angel of the Lord appeared to him in a dream, saying,
Joseph, son of David. This style of address was doubt
less advisedly chosen to remind him of what all the
families of David's line so early coveted, and thus it
would prepare him for the marvellous announcement
which was to follow, fear not to take unto thee Mary
thy wife: q. d., 'Though a dark cloud now overhangs
this relationship, it is unsullied still.' for that which
is conceived in her is of the Holy Ghost 21. And she
shall bring forth a son observe, it is not said, 'she
shall bear the? a son,' as was said to Zacharias of his
wife Elizabeth (Luke. i. 13). and thou ;w his legal
father) shalt call his name JESUS—from the Hebrew
meaning 'Jehovah the Saviour;* in Greek Jebus— to
the awakened and anxious sinner sweetest and most
fragrant of all names, expressing so melodiously and,
briefly His whole saving otlice and work! for he shall
save. The "He" is here emphatic -* He it is that shall
save:' He personally, and by personal acts (as Wtbster
and Wilkinson express it), his people -the lost sheep
of the house of Israel, in the first instance; for they
were the only people He then had. But. on the break
ing down of the middle wall of partition, the saved
people embraced tho " redeemed unto God by His
blood out of every kindred and people and tongue
and nation." from their sins—in the most compre
hensive sense of salvation from sin (Revelation, l. 6;
Ephesians. ft. 26-37}. 22. Now all this was done, that it
might be fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord by the pro
phet (Isaiah. 7. 14), saying, 23. Behold, a virgin—It should
be ' the virgin ;' meaning that particular virgin des
tined to tins unparalleled distinction, shall be with,
child, and shall bring forth a son, and they shall call his
name Emmanuel, which, being interpreted, is, God with
us. Not that He was to have this for a proper name
(like "Jesus"), but that He should come to be known
in Vtie character, as God manifested in the flesh, and
the living bond of holy and most intimate fellowship
between God and men from henceforth and for ever.
24. Then Joseph, being raised from sleep, (and all his
difficulties now removed) did as the angel of the Lord
had bidden him, and took unto him his wife. With what
deep and reverential joy would this now be done on
his part; and what balm would this minister to his
betrothed one, who had till now lain under suspicions
of all others the most trying to a chaste and holy
woman—suspicions, too. arising from what, though to
her an honour unparalleled, was to all around her
wholly unknown! 25. And knew her not till she had
brought forth her first-born son : and he called his name
JESUS. The word" till" does not necessarily imply
that they lived on a different footing afterwards as
will be evident from the use of the same word in
i Samuel, 15. 33: 2 Samuel, C. 23 ; Matthew, 12. 20) ; nor
does the word " first-born " decide the much disputed
question, whether Mary had any children to Joseph
after the birth of Christ: for, asLiouTFooT says, * Tho
law, in speaking of the first-born, regarded not
whether any were born after or no, but only that
none were born before.' (See on ch. 13. 6o, 66.)
CHAPTER II.
Ver. 1-12. Visit of thk Maui To Jkkuha.lkm
ani» BETHLEufcM. The Wise Men reach Jerumltm—
The Sanhedrim, on Herod's demand, pronounce Beth
lehem to be MessiaJt's predicted Birth-place (v. 1-6).
1. Now when Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea— so
culled to distinguish it from another Bethlehem in
the tribe of Zebulun, near the sea of Galilee (Joshua,
lit. if.); called also Beth-'flxnt-judah, as being in that
tribe (Judges. 17. 71: and Ephrath (Genesis, 3o. I(S); and
combining both. Beth-tehem Ephmtah (Micah, ft. a).
It lay about six miles south-west of Jerusalem. But
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bow carae Joseph and Mary to remove thither from these classes, a proportion of the second, and "the
\axareth. the place of their residence? Not of their efcfent"— that is, as Ligiitfoot thinks. 'those elders
nwu accord, and certainly not with the view of ful of the laity that were not of the Levitical tribe,' con
filling the prophecy regarding Messiah's birth-place : stituted the supreme council of the nation, called the
nay, they stayed at Nazareth till it was almost too Sanhedrim* the members of which, at their full com
late lor Mary to travel with safety; nor would they pliment, were seventy-two. That this was the council
have stirred from it at all, had not an order which left which Herod now convened is most probable, from
them no choice forced them to the appointed place. the solemnity of the occasion; for though the elders
A high hand was in all these movements. (See on are not mentioned we find a similar omission where
Luke, :'. M.) in the days of Herod the king-styled the all three were certainly meant (cf. ch. 26. 6U; i;7. i).
Great: son of Antipater. an Ettomite, made king by As Mkyrr says, it was all the theologians of tho
the Romans. Thus was ** the sceptre departing from nation whom Herod convened, because it was a theo
Judah" iGenesis, 4J>. 10 , a sign that Messiah was now logical response that he wanted, he demanded of them
at hand. As Herod is known to have died in the -as the authorized interpreters of Scripture—where
year of Rome 750. in the fourth year before the com Christ—* the Messiah'— should be born — according to
mencement of our Christian era, the birth of Christ prophecy. 5. And they said unto him, In Bethlehem of
must be dated four years before the date usually ns- Judea-a prompt and involuntary testimony from the
*i*med to it, even if He was born within the year of highest tribunal: which yet at length condemned Him
Herod's death, as it is next to certain that He was. to die. for thus it is written by the prophet (Micah,6.2).
there came wise men— lit., ' Magi' or ' Magians:' proba 6. And thou. Bethlehem, | in I the land of Juda-the "in"
cy of the learned class who cultivated astrology and t being familiarly left out, as we say, ' London, Mid
kindred sciences. Balaam's prophecy (Numbers, 24. dlesex'— art not the least among the princes of Jnda:
in. and perhaps Daniel's ch. 9. 24. &c), might have for out of thee shall come a Governor, <fcc. This quota
comedown to them by tradition; butnothingdeflnite tion, though differing verbally, agrees substantially
Js known of them, from the east—but whether from with the Hebrew and LXX. For says the prophet,
Arabia. Persia, or Mesopotamia is uncertain, to Jeru- "Though thou be little, yet out of thee shall come
•alem-as the Jewish metropolis. 2. Saying, Where is the Ruler"- this honour more than compensating for
he that is born King of the Jews ? From this it would its natural insignificance : while our Evangelist, by a
*eem they were not themselves Jews. (Cf. the lan- lively turn, makes him say, "Thou art not the least:
KUige of the Roman governor, John. 18. 33, and of the for out of thee shall come a Governor"—this distinc
Roman soldiers, ch. 27. 2». with the very different tion lifting it from the lowest to the highest rank.
language of the Jews themselves, ch. 27. 42, &c. } The The "thousands of Juda," in the prophet, mean the
Roman historians, Scjktonius and Tacitus, bear subordinate divisions of the tribe: our Evangelist, in
witness to an expectation, prevalent in the East, stead of these, merely names the "princes" or heads
that out of Jndea should arise a sovereign of the of these families, including the districts which they
world tor we have seen his star in the east Much has occupied, that shall rule— or * feed,' as in the margin
been written on the subject of this star; but from all —my people Israel In the Old Testament, kings are,
that is here said it is |>erhap8 safest to regard it as by a beautiful figure, styled "shepherds" Kzekiel.
simply a luminous meteor, which appeared under 3i. &cJ. The classical writers use the same figure.
special laws and for a special purpose, and are come The pastoral rule of Jehovah and Messiah over His
la worship him— 'to do Him homage.* as the word people is a representation pervading all Scripture,
signifies ; the nature of that homage depending on and rich in import. (See Psalm 23; Isaiah, 40. it ;
the circumstances of the case. That not civil but Kzekiel. 37. 24 ; John, 10. 11 ; Revelation, 7. 17.) That
religious homage is meant here is plain from the this prophecy of Micah referred to the Messiah,
whole strain of the narrative, and particularly r. 11. was admitted by the ancient Rabbins, The Wise Men,
Doubtless these simple strangers expected all Jeru despatched to Bethlehem by Herod to see the Babe, aiul
salem to be full of its new-born King, and the time, bring him word, make a Religious Offering to the In
1 lace, and circumstances of His birth to be familiar fant King, but, divinely warned, return home by an*
to every one. Little would they think that the first other \cay [v. 7-i2). 7. Then Herod, when he had privily
announcement of His birth would come from them- called tho wise men. Herod has so far succeeded in
wives, and still less could they anticipate the start his murderous design: he has tracked the spot where
ling, instead of transporting, effect which it would lies his victim, an unconscious babe. But he has an
rroduee—eb«e they would probably have sought their other point to fix— the date of His birth—without
information regarding His birth-place in some other which he might still miss his mark. The one ho had
'(iiaiter. But God overruled it to draw forth a noble got from the Sanhedrim : the other he will have from
testimony to the predicted birth-place of Messiah tho sages; but secretly, lest his object should be sus
frum the highest ecclesiastical authority in the na pected and defeated. So he enquired of them diligently
tion. 3. When Herod the king had heard these things - rather. ' precisely'—what time the star appeared—pre
m wis troubled—viewing this as a danger to his own suming that this would be the best clue to the age of
throne: perhaps his guilty conscience also suggested the child. The unsuspecting strangers tell him all.
"'ttr grounds of fear, and all Jerusalem with him— And now he thinks he is succeeding to a wish, and
from a dread of revolutionary commotions, and per- shall speedily clutch his victim ; for at so early an age
hapi abo of Herod's rage. 4. And when he had gather as they indicate, He would not likely have been re
ed ill the chief priests and scribes of the people together. moved from the pla«e of H is birth. Yet he is wary.
The class of the " chief jrrusts" included the high He sends them as messengers from himself, and bids
;ie?t for the time being, together with all who had them come to him, that he may follow their pious
jTtvionsly filled this office: for though the then head example. 8. And he sent them to Bethlehem, and said,
of the Aaronic family was the only rightful high priest, Go and search diligently—' search out carefully'—for the
the Romans removed them at pleasure, to make way young child; and when ye have found him, bring me word
It creatures of their own. In this class probably again, that I may come and worship him also. The cun
•ere included also the heads of the four-and-twenty ning and bloody hypocrite I Yet this royal mandate
w.'Urse* of the priests. The ".«.*. bts" were at first would meantime serve as a safe-conduct to tho
"i«ely transcribers of the law and synagogue-readers; strangers. 9. When they had heard tho king, they de
'ifterwards intexpreU-rs of the law, both civil and reli- parted. But where were ye, O Jewish ecclesiastics,
sooa, ma so both lawyers and divines. The first of ye chief priests and scribes of tho people? Ye could
A
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The Flight into Egypt.
tell Herod where Christ should be born, and could expression, repeated In the next verse—another in
hear of these strangers from the far East that the direct hint that Joseph was no more than the Child's
Desire of ail nations had actually come: but I do not guardian. Indeed, personally considered, Joseph
see you trooping to Bethlehem—I find these devout has no spiritual significance, and very little place at
strangers journeying thither all alone. Yet God or all. in the Gospel history, and flee into Egypt—which,
dered this too, lest the nows should be blabbed, and being near, as Altord says, and a Roman province
reach the tyrant's ears, ere the Babe could be placed independent of Herod, and much inhabited by Jews.
beyond his reach. Thus are the very errors and was an easy and convenient refuge. Ah ! blessed
crimes and cold indilTerence of men all overruled, Saviour, on what a chequered career hast Thou en
and, lo, the star, which they saw in the east—implying tered here below! At Thy birth there waa no room,
apparently that it had disappeared in the interval- for Thee in the inn : and now all Judea is too hot
went before them, and stood over where the young child for Thee. How soon has the sword begun to pierce
was. Surely this could hardly be but by a luminous through the Virgin's soul! [Luke, 2. 36.) How early
meteor, and not very high. 10, When they saw the star, docs she taste the reception which this mysterious
they rejoiced with exceeding; great joy. The language is Child of her's is to meet with in the world ! And
very strong, expressing exuberant transport 11. And whither is He sent? To "the house of bondage?"
when they were come into the house— not the stable ; for Well, it once was that. But Egypt was a house of
as soon as Bethlehem was emptied of its strangers, refugo before it was a house of bondage, and now it
they would have no difficulty in finding a dwelling- has but returned to its first use. and be thou there until
house, they saw. The received text has "found;" I bring thee word : for Herod will seek the young child to
but here our translators rightly depart from it. for it destroy him. Herod's murderous purpose was formed
has no authority, the young child with Mary his mother. ere the Magi set out for Bethlehem. 14. When he
The blessed Babe is naturally mentioned first, then arose, he took the young child and bis mother by nightthe mother: but Joseph, though doubtless present, doubtless the Eame night -and departed into Egypt;
is not noticed, as being but the head of the house, 16. And was there until the death of Herod- which took
and fell down and worshipped him. Clearly this was no place not very long after this of a horrible disease:
civil homage to a petty Jewish king, whom these star- the details of which will be found in Joseph ca
guided strangers came so far, and enquired so eagerly, [Antiquities 17. 6. l, b. 7, 8). that it might be fulfilled
and rejoiced with such exceeding joy to pay, but a which was spoken of the Lord by the prophet, saying
lofty spiritual homage. The next clause confirms (Rosea, 11. 1), Out of Egypt have I called my son. Our
this, and when they had opened .their treasures, they Evangelist here quotes directly from the Hebrew,
presented- rather, 'offered'—unto him gifts. This ex warily departing from the LXX.. which renders the
pression, used frequently in the Old Testament of words. 'From Egypt have 1 recalled his children,'
the oblations presented to God, is in the New Testa meaning Israel's children. The prophet is remind
ment employed seven times, and always in a rcliv* ing his people how dear Israel was to God in the days
oua sense of offering* to Ood, Beyond doubt, there, of his youth: how Moses was bidden say to Pharaoh,
fore, we are to understand the presentation of these "Thussaitu the Lord. Israel is my son, my first-born:
gifts by the Magi as « religious oj/rring. gold, frankin and I say unto thee. Let my son go, that he may serve
cense, and myrrh. Visits were seldom paid to sove me : and if thou refuse to let him go, behold, I will
reigns without a present (1 Kings iO. 2,&c): cf. Psalm slay tint son, even thy first-born" (Exodus, 4. tt, 23);
72. to, u, 16 ; Isaiah, CO. 3, 6. " Frankincense" was an how, when Pharaoh refused, God, having slain all his
aromatic used in sacrificial offerings; "myrrh" was first-born, "called his own son out of Egypt," by a
used in perfuming ointments. These, with the gold stroke of high-handed power and love. Viewing the
which they presented, seem to show that the offerers words in this light, even if our Evangelist had not
were persons In affluent circumstances. That the applied them to the recall from Egypt of God's own
gold was presented to the infant King in token of beloved, Only-begoUe.i Son, the application would
His royalty: the frankincense in token of His divinity, have been irresistibly made by all who have learnt to
and the myrrh, of His sufferings: or that they were pierce beneath the surface to the deeper relations
designed to express His divine and human natures; or which Christ bears to His people, and both to God ;
that the prophetical, priestly, and kingly offices of and who are accustomed to trace the analogy of God's
Christ are to be seen in these gifts; or that they were treatment of each respectively. 16, Then Herod. &c.
the offerings of three individuals respectively, each As Deborah sang of the mother of Bisera, "She
of them kings, the very names of whom tradition looked out at a window, and cried through the lattice.
has handed down;—all these are, at the best, precari Why is his chariot so long in coming? why tarry the
ous suppositions. Bnt that the feelings of these de wheels of his chariots? Have thuy not f>i>ed?"so
vout givers are to be seen in the richness of their gifts, Herod wonders that his messengers, with pious zeal,
and that the gold, at least, would be highly service are not hastening with the news that all is ready to
able to the parents of the blessed Babe in their unex receive him as a worshipper. What can be keeping
pected journey to Egypt and stay there—thus much them? Have they missed their way? Has any dis
at least admits of no dispute. 12. And being warned of aster befallen them? At length his patience is ex
God in a dream that they should not return to Herod, hausted. He makes his enquiries, and finds they are
they departed— or 'withdrew'— to their own country already far beyond his reach on their way home,
another way. What a surprise would this vision be when he saw that he was mocked—' was trifled with'—of
to the sages, just as they were preparing to carry the the wise men. No, Herod, thou art not mocked of the
glad news of what they had seen to the p«>u-i king! wise men, but of a Higher than they. He thatsitteth
But the Lord knew the bloody old tyrant better than in the heavens doth laugh at thee; the Lord hath thee
in derision. He disappointcth the devices of the
to let him see their face again.
13-25, Tiik Fliqht into Egypt — The Mas crafty, so that their hands cannot perform their en
sacre at Bkthxehem — Tbk Betcrn or Joseph terprise. He taketh the wise in their own craftiness,
andMary witutheIUbk, after Hebod's Death, and the council of the froward is carried headlong.
AND THEIR- SETTLEMENT AT NAZARETH. (=Luke, (Psalm %. 4: Job. 6. It, 13.) That blessed Babe shall
2. 30.1 2 Vie flight into Egypt, (r. 13-16.) 13. And die indeed, but not by thy hand. As He afterwards
when they were departed, behold, the angel of the Lord told that son of thine -as cunning and as unscrupu
appeareth to Joseph in a dream, saying. Arise, and take lous as thyself—when the Pharisees warned Him to
tile young child and his mother. Observe this form of depart, for Herod would fetk to kilt Una— "Ou ye,
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acd tell that '«c Behold. I cast out devils, aud T do went thither when ho found it unsafe to settle in
caret to-day and to-morrow, and the third day I shall Judea. but to " the land of Israel." in its most genbe perfected. Nevertheless I must walk to-day, and cral sense: meaning the Holy Land at large—the par
to-morrow, and the day following: for It cannot be ticular province being not as yet indicated. So
that a prophet perish out of Jerusalem" Luke, 13. Joseph and the Virgin had. like Abraham, to "go
~ »l. Bitter satire! was exceeding wroth. To be out, not knowing whither they went," till they should
made a fool of is what none like, and proud kings receive further direction, for they are dead which
tannot stand. Herod burns with rage, and is like a sought
the young child's life—a common expression in
*iH ban in a net. So he sent forth a band of hired most languages where only one is meant, who here is
murderers, and slew all the [raalel children that were Herod. But the words are taken from the strikingly
j Bethleaem, and in all the soasts, or 'environs,' analogous case in Exodus. 4. in, which probably sug
*Jier?of. from two years old and under, according to the gested the plural here : and where the command is
tee which fce had diligently—' carefully*—enquired of the given to Moses to return to Egypt for the same reason
wise men. In this ferocious step Herod was like hirr- that the Greater than Moses was now ordered to be
«o-m crafty as cruel He takes a large sweep, not brought back /rom it—the death of him who sought
tn raus hii mark. He thinks this will surely embrace his life. Herod died in the seventieth year of his
J» victim. And so it had, if He had been there. age, and thirty-seventh of his reign. 21. And he arose.
wit He is gone. Heaven and earth shall sooner pass and took the young child and his mother, and came into the
»*»y thin thou shalt have that Babe into thy hands. land of Israel—intending, as is plain from what fol
Therefore. Herod, thou moat be content to want lows, to return to Bethlehem of Judea, there, no
Him ; to Rll up the cup of thy bitter mortifications, doubt, to rear the Infant King, as at His own ioy.»i
•h-eady full enoueh — until thou die not leas of a city, until the time should come when they would
broken heart than of a loathsome and excruciating expect Him to occupy Jerusalem, "the city of the
estate. Why, ask sceptics and sceptical critics, is Great King." 23. Bnt when he heard that Archelaus did
sot this massacre, if it really occurred, recorded by reign mJndeam the room of his father Herod. Archelaus
Juftspuus. who it minute enough in detailing the succeeded to Judea, Samaria, aud Idumea: but Au
cruelties of Herod ? To this the answer is not diffl- gustus refused him the title of king till it should be
ratt. If we consider how small a town Bethlehem seen how he conducted himself: giving him only the
•a*. His not likely there would be many male chil title of Ethnarch (Josbphuh Antiquities, 17., 11, 4}.
dren in it from two years old and under: and when Above this, however, he never rose. The people, in
•e think of the number of fouler atrocities which deed, recognised him as his father's successor: and so
-hwsthub has recorded of him, it is unreasonable to it is here said that he "reigned in the room of his
oake anything of his silence on this. 17. Then was father Herod." But, after ten years' defiance of the
^filled that which was spoken by Jeremy the prophet, Jewish law and cruel tyranny, the people lodged
*7H Jeremiah, 31. 15— from which the quotation heavy complaints against him. and the emperor ban
differs but verbally), 18. In Rama was there a voice ished him to Vienne in Gaul, reducing Judea again
fcard, lamentation, and weening, and great mourning, to a Roman province. Then "the sceptre'' clean
*»c»el weeping for her children, and would not be com- "departed from Judah." he was afraid to go thither—
Briss, becaTise they are not. These words, as they and no wonder, for the reason just mentioned, not
ftud in Jeremiah, undoubtedly relate to the Baby- withstanding—or more simply, 'but'—being warned of
taiah captivity. Rachel, the mother of Joseph and God in a dream, he turned aside—' withdrew'—into the
Benjamin, was buried in the neighbourhood of Beth- parts of Galilee, or the Galilean parts. The v. holekhera [Genesis, 35. 19), where her sepulchre is still country west of the Jordan was at this time, as is well
dwwn. She is figuratively represented as rising from known, divided into three provinces— Gaulie being
ite u..mb and uttering a double lamentfor the loss of the northern, Judea the southern, and Saxakxa the
her children— first, by a bitter captivity, and now by central province. The province of Galilee was un
» bloody death. And a foul deed it was. O ye der the jurisdiction of Herod Antipas, the brother of
mothers of Bethlehem, methinks 1 hear you asking Archelaus, his father having left him that and Ferea,
*by roar innocent lubes should be the ram caught on the east side of the Jordan, as his share of the
is the thicket, whilst Isaac escapes. I cannot tell kingdom, with the title of Utrarth, which Augustus
iot : bat one thing I know, that ye shall, some of confirmed. Though crafty and licentious, according
wo, live to see a day when that Babe of Bethlehem to Josephtjb — precisely what the Gospel History
"ban be Himself the Bam, caught in another sort of shows him to be isee on Mark, 6. 14-3U. and on Luke,
ticket, in order that your babes may escape a worse 13. 31-33) — he was of a less cruel disposition than
"too than they now endure. And if these babes Archelaus; and Nazareth being a good way off from
•J yours be now in glory, through the dear might of the seat of government, and considerably secluded,
«at toe-wed Babe, will they not deem it their honour it was safer to settle there. 23. And he came and dwelt
"*t the tyrant's rage was exhausted upon themselves in a city called Nazareth — a small town in Lower
i2tf**d of their Infant Lord? 19. Bnt when Herod was Galilee, lying in the territory of the tribe of ZebuIon.
■"^-Miserable Herod ! Thou thoughtest thyself safe and about equally distant from the Mediterranean
<**i i dreaded Rival: but it was He only that was sea on the west and the sea of Galilee on the east.
JM from thee; and thou hast not long enjoyed even N.B.—lt, from Luke, i. 38, one would conclude that
ji^aeied security. See on v. 16. behold, an angel the parents of Jesus brought Him straight back to
■utUrri. Our translators, somewhat capriciously, Nazareth after His presentation in the temple—as if
•••dei the aame expression "th* angel of the Lord," there had been no visit of the Magi, no flight to
i Lv?: t ** *n(1 *an aD*e* °* tne Lord," *■ here. Egypt, no stay there, and no purpose on returning
** the same angel appears to have been employed to settle again at Bethlehem—one might, from our
« an these high occasions—and most likely he to Evangelist's way of speaking here, equally conclude
*mua in Luke is given the name of "Gabriel." ch. l. tbat the parents of our Lord had never been at Naza
•/'• S'-perhap* it should in every instance except the reth until now. Did we know exactly the sources from
;r* 1*; rendered "Uu angeL" appeareth in a dream which the matter of each of the Gospels was drawn
to Msesh in Egypt, 20. Say ing. Arise, and take the young up, or the mode in which these were used, this appar
«ui ant his mother, and go into the land of Israel—not ent discrepancy would probably disappear at once.
" th* land of Judea, for he was afterward expressly In neither case is there any inaccuracy. At the same
**mwl act to settle there, nor to Galilee, for he only time it is difficult, with these facts before us, to con7
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eelre that either of these two Evangelists wrote his
Gospel with the other's before him-though many
think this a precarious inference, that it might be
fulfilled which was spoken by the prophets. He shall be
called a Hasarene— better, perhaps, 'Nazarene.' The
best explanation of the origin of this name appears
to be that which traces it to the word wetter in
Isaiah, 11. 1— the small 'twig,' 'sprout* or ' sticker,'
which the prophet there says. " shall come forth from
the stem lor rather 'stump*) of Jesse, the branch
which should fructify from his roots." The little
town of Nazareth — mentioned neither in the Old
Testament nor in Josephua—was probably so called
from its insignificance—a weak twig in contrast to a
stately tree : and a special contempt seemed to rest
upon it—"Can any good thing come out of Nazareth?"
(John. 1. 48)—over and above the general contempt in
which all Galilee was held, from the nnmber of Gen
tiles that settled in the upper territories of it, and,
in the estimation of the Jews, debased It. Thus,
in the providential arrangement by which our Lord
was brought np at the insignificant and opprobrious
town called Nazareth, there was involved, first, a local
humiliation; next, an allusion to Isaiah's prediction
of His lowly, twig-like upspringing from the branch
less, drled-up stump of Jesse;and yet further, a stand
ing memorial of that humiliation which " the pro
phets." in a number of the most striking predictions,
had attached to the Messiah.
CHAPTER III.
Ver. 1-12. Preaching and Ministry or John.
(—■Mark. 1. 1-8; Luke, 3. 1-18.) For the proper intro
duction to this section, wo must go to Luke. 3. 1, 2.
Here, as Bknoxx well observes, the curtain of the
New Testament is, as it were, drawn up, and the
greatest of all epochs of the Church commences.
Even our Lord's own age is determined by it (r. 23).
No such elaborate chronological precision is to be
found elsewhere in the New Testament, and it comes
fitly from him who claims it as the peculiar recom
mendation of his Gospel, that 'lie had traced down
all things with precision from the very first' (ch. l. 3i.
Here evidently commences his proper narrative.
Ver. 1. " Now in the fifteenth year of the reign of Ti
berius Caesar"— not the fifteenth from his full acces
sion on the death of Augustus, but from the period
when he was associated with him in the government
of the empire, three years earlier, about the end of
the year of Rome 779. or alxmt four years before the
usual reckoning. " Pontius Pilate being governor of
Judea." His proper title was Procurator, but with
more than the usual powers of that office. After
holding it for about ten years, he was summoned to
Borne to answer to charges brought against him; but
ere he arrived Tiberius died (a.d. 3fi . and soon after
miserable Pilate committed suicide, "and Herod
being tctrarch of Galilee isee on Mark. 6. 141, and his
brother Philip"—a very different and very superior
Philip to the one whose name was Herod Philip,
and whoso wife, Herod Jas. went to live with Herod
An Upas ;see on Mark, (i. 17)— "tetrarch of Iturea"—
lying to the North East of Palestine, and so called
from Itvr or Jetur. Ishmael's son ;l Chronicles, l. 31).
and anciently belonging to the half-tribe of Manasseh.
"and of the region of Trachonitis"—lying farther to
the North East, between Iturea and Damascus ; a
rocky district infested by robbers, and committed by
Augustus to Herod the Great to keep in order,
"and Lysanias the tetrarch of Abilene"—still more
to the North East; so called. Bays Uobixson, from
Abila, eighteen miles from Damascus. Ver. 2. "Annas
and Caiaphas being the high priests." The former,
though deposed, retained much of his Influence, and.
probably, as Sayan or deputy, exercised much of the
power of the high priesthood aloug with Caiaphas

ft/ John theBaptitt.

his son-in law (John. 1* 13; Acts, 4. Gl. In David's
time both Zadok and Abiathar acted as high priests
(2 Samuel. Ifi. 3fi', and it seems to have been the fixed
practice to have two [2 Kings, 26. 18;. "the word of
God came unto John the son of Zacharias in the
wilderness." Such a way of speaking is never oncu
used when speaking of Jesus, because He was him
self The Livina Word; whereas to all merely crea
ture-messengers of God. the word they spake was a
foreign element. See on John, 3. 31. We are nowprepared for the opening words of Matthew. 1. In
those days — of Christ's secluded life at Nazareth.
where the last chapter left Him. came John the
Baptist, preaching—about six months before his Mas
ter, in the wilderness of Judea— the desert valley of
the Jordan, thinly peopled and bare in pasture, a
little North of Jerusalem. 2. And saying. Repent
ye. Though the word strictly denotes a cJianar of
minrf, it lias respect here, and wherever it is used
in connection with salvation, primarily to that seng*
of gin which lends the sinner to flee from the wrath
to come, to look for relief only from above, and
eagerly to fall in with the provided remedy, for the
kingdom of heaven is at hand. This sublime phrase,
used in none of the other Gospels, occurs in this pe
culiarly Jewish <;nrtpel nearly thirty times ; and be
ing suggested by Daniel's grand vision of the Son of
Man coming in the clouds of heaven to the Ancient
of days, to receive His Investiture in a world-wide
kingdom (Daniel. 7. 13. 14 . it was titled at once both
to meet the national expectations and to turn them
into the right channel. A kingdom for which rrpentawee was the proper preparation behoved to 1h>
essentially spiritual. Deliverance from sin. the great
blessing of Christ's kingdom ch. 1. 21 , can be valued
by those only to whom sin is a burden (ch. ». 12'.
John's great work, accordingly, was to awaken thin
feeling, and hold out the hope of a speedy and pre
cious remedy. 3. For this is be that was spoken of by
the prophet Esains, paying ich. 11. 3). The voice of one
crying in the wilderness see on Luke. 3. 2)—the scene of
his ministry corresponding to its rough nature Prerare ye the way of the Lord, make his paths straight.
This prediction is quoted in all the four Gospels,
showing that it was regarded as a great outstanding
one, and the predicted forerunner as the connecting
link between the old and the new economies. Like
the great ones of the earth, the Prince of peace was
to have His immediate approach proclaimed and His
way prepared; and the call here— taking it generally
—is a call to put out of 1hc way whatever would
obstruct His progress and hinder His complete tri
umph, whether those hindrances were public or per
sonal, outward or inward. In Luke (3. 6. 6i the
quotation is thus continued: "Every valley shall be
filled, and every mountain and hill shall be brought
low; and the crooked shall be made straight, and the
rough ways shall bo marie smooth; and all flesh shall
see the salvation of God." Levelling and smoothing
are here the obvious figures whose sense is conveyed
in the first words of the proclamation—" Prritare p«
Vie uwvoj the Lord." The idea is, that every obstruc
tion shall be so removed as to reveal to the whole
world the Salvation of God in Him whose name is the
"Saviour." (CI. Psalm 9& 3; Isaiah, 11. 10; 4P. 6; 62. lu;
Luke, 2. 31, 32; Acts, 13. 47.) 4 And the same John had
his raiment of camel's hair— that is, woven of it— and a
leathern girdle about his loins- the prophetic dress of
Elijah (2 Kings. 1. H; and see Zechariah. 13. 4). and his
meat was locusts— the great well-known eastern locust,
a food of the poor (Leviticus, 11. 22). and wild honeymade by wild bees (l Samuel. 14. 25. 28t. This drean
and diet, with the Bhrill cry in the wilderness, would
recall the stern days of Elijah. 5. Then went out to
him Jerusalem, and all J odea, and all the region round
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owl Jordan. From the metropolitan centre to the
extremities of the Judean province the cry of this
treat preacher of repentance and herald of the ap
proaching Messiah brought trooping penitents and
eager expectants. 6. And were baptized of him in Joreta. confessing;— probably confessing aloud-their tins
This baptism was at once a public seal of their felt
need of deliverance from sin, of their expectation of
the coming Deliverer, and of their readiness to
welcome Him when lie appeared. The baptism
rjelf startled, and was intended to startle tbera.
They were familiar enough with the bapuamof provvtts from heathenism ; bat this baptism of Jews
themselves was quite new and strange to them. 7.
Bet when be taw many of the Pharisees and 8adducees
teat to his baptism, he said onto them—astonished at
rach a spectacle —0 generation of vipers—'Viper-brood;'
(xpresfling the deadly- influence of both sects alike
upon the commnnity. Mutually and entirely anta
gonistic as were their religious principles and Bpirit,
lb* stern prophet charges both alike with being the
H>ifoners of the nation's religious principles. Inch.
11 M, and S3. S3, this strong language or the Baptist
a anew applied by the faithful and true "Witness to
the Pharisees specifically—the only party that had
seal enough actively to diffuse this poison, who hath
wsrssd you— "given you the hint,' as the idea Is—to
awfioai the wrath to cornel—'What can have brought
wv hither f John more than suspected it was not so
Ktoch their own spiritual anxieties as the popularity
ef his movement that had drawn them thither. What
u expression is this. *' The wrath to come!" God's
wrath.' in Scripture, Is His righteous displeasure
*Oinst sin, and consequently against all in whose
■kins tin is found, arising out of the essential and
eternal opposition of His nature to all moral evil.
This is called "the coming wrath," not as being wholly
ftttare—for as a merited sentence it lies on the sinner
tlready.and its etiects, both inward and outward, are
to some extent experienced even now—but because
the impenitent sinner will not, until " the judgment
<tf the great day," be concluded under it. will not have
KStence publicly and irrevocably passed upon him,
till not have it discharged upon him and experience
Its efiects without mixture and without hope. In
this view of it, it is a wrath wtioilv to come—as is Im
plied in the noticeably different form of the exprest&a employed by the apostle in 1 Thessalonians. 1. 10.
Not that even true penitents came to John's baptism
*ith til these views of "the wrath to come." But
*b*t he says is, that this was the real import of the
»'TiUelf. in this view of it, how striking is the word
** employs to express that step—fitting from it—as
* w« who, beholding a tide of fiery wrath rolling
Kpidly towards him, sees in instant flixht his only
•ape! & firing forth therefore fruits—the true read^* clearly is fruit —meet for repentance—that is, such
&*» u h-jia a true penitent. John, not being gifted
•"•h t knowledge of the human heart, like a true
aauyer of righteousness and lover of souls, here di**&* them how to evidence and carry out their re**»t*tc*, supposing it genuine; and in the following
*«« «snu them of their danger in case it were not.
iwi^ Uttk BOt to "*' witnil1 yourselves. We have
^fciuafcwu father— that pillow on which the nation
*^f«ulir reposed, that rock on which at length it
W& »r I say unto you, that God u able of these stones
'+nim ip children unto Abraham— q.d.. 'Flatter not
TflorwiTu with the fond delusion 'that God stands in
tealof yon, to make good his promise of a seed to
Abrthwn ; for I tell you that, though you were all to
Hmh, (^ ^ u at)le to nxats up a seed to Abraham
*nof thow stones as He was to take Abraham him*u cat of u,e rock whence he was hewn, out of the
■*** tbam whence be was digged' (Isaiah. 61. 1).

the Pharisee*.

Though the stern speaker may have pointed as he
spake to the pebbles of the bare clay hills that lay
around (so Stanley's Sinai and Palestine), it was
clearly the calling of the Gen tiles—at that time stonedead in their sins, and quite as unconscious of it—into
the room of unbelieving and disinherited Israel that
he meant thus to indicate. (See ch. 21. 43 ; Romans,
1L 80, 30.1 10. And now also—' And even already '—
the ax is laid onto—' lieth at '—the root of the treee-os
it were ready to strike : an expressive figure of Im
pending judgment, only to be averted in tho way
next described, therefore every tree which bringeth
not forth good fruit Is hewn down, and cast into the fire.
Language so personal and individual as this can
scarcely be understood of any national judgment like
the approaching destruction of Jerusalem, with the
breaking up of the Jewish polity and the extrusion
of the chosen people from their peculiar privileges
which followed it ; though this would serve as the
dark shadow, cast before, of a more terrible retribu
tion to come. The "fire," which in another verse
is called "unquenchable," can be no other than that
future "torment" of the impenitent, whose "smoke
aseendeth up for ever and ever," and which by the
Judge Himself is styled "everlasting punishment"
(Matthew, 25. 46). What a strength, too, of just indig
nation is in that word "cast" or "flung into the fire !**
The Third Gospel here adds the following impor
tant particulars, Luke, 3. 10-I6; Ver, 10. "And the
people"— rather, 'the multitudes'— "asked him, say
ing, What shall we do then V— that is, to show the
sincerity of our repentance. Ver. 11. " He answereth and saith unto them. Be that hath two coats, let
him impart to him that hath none; and he that hath
meat"— 'provisions,' * victuals'—" let him do like
wise." This is directed against the reigning avarice
and selfishness. (Of. the corresponding precepts of
the Sermon on the Mount, ch. 6. 40-12.) Ver. 12.
" Then came also the publicans to be baptized, and
said unto him. Master," or 'Teacher,' "what shall we
do?"— in what special way is the genuineness of our
repentance to be manifested ? Ver. 13. " And he said
unto them. Exact no more than that which is ap
pointed you." This is directed against that extortion
which made the publicans a by-word. (See on ch. ft.
40; and on Luke, 15. 1.) Ver. 14. "And the soldiers"
—rather, 'And soldiers'— the word means 'soldiers on
active duty'—" likewise demanded (or asked) of him,
saying. And what shall we do? And he said unto
them. Do violence to," or ' Intimidate,' "no man."
The word signifies to 'shake thoroughly,' and refers
probably to the extorting of money or other property,
"neither accuse any falsely"—by acting us informers
vexatiously on frivolous or false pretexts— "and be
content with your wages," or 'rations.' We may tako
this, say Webstkr & "Wilkinson, as a warning
oaainst mutiny, which the officers attempted to sup
press by largesses and donations. And thus the
" fruits " which would evidence their repentance were
just resistance to the reigning sins—particularly of the
class to which the penitent belonged- and the mani
festation of an opposite spirit. Ver. 15. " And as the
people were in expectation "—in a state of excitement,
looking for something new—"and all men mused in
their hearts of John, whether he were the Christ, or
not"—rather, 'whether he himself might be the Christ.'
The structure of this clause Implies that they could
hardly think it, but yet could not help asking them
selves whether It might not be; showing both how suc
cessful he had been in awakening the expectation of
Messiah's Immediate appearing, and the high estima
tion, and even reverence, which bis own character
commanded. Ver. 16. "John answered"— either to
that deputation from Jerusalem, of which we read
lu John. 1. Id, &c, or on some othor occasion, to
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remove Impressions < 1 erop.itor y to his blessed Master,
which he knew to be taking hold of the popular
mind—" saying unto them all"—in solemn protesta
tion: [We now return to the First Gospel.) 11. I
indeed baptize you with water onto repentance (ice on
v. 6) : but he that cometh after me is mightier than I.
In Mark and Luke this is more emphatic— "But
there cometh the Mightier than I," whose shoes, or
'sandals.* I am not worthy to bear. The sandals were
tied and untied, and borne about by the meanest
servants, he shall baptise you— the emphatic " He ;"
' He it Is.' to the exclusion of all others ' that shall
baptise you.* with the Holy Ghost "So far from
entertaining such a thought as laying claim to the
honours of Messiahship, the meanest services I can
render to that '* Mightier than I that is coming after
me " are too high an honour for me ; I am but the
servant, but the Master is coming ; I administer but
the outward symbol of purification ; His it is, as His
sole prerogative, to dispense the inward reality.'
Beautiful spirit, distinguishing this servant of Christ
throughout! and with fire. To take this as a distinct
baptism from that of the Spirit—a baptism of the
impenitent with hell-tiro—is exceedingly unnatural.
Yet this was the view of Origin smong the Fathers;
and among moderns, of Nkander, Meyer, de
Wette, and Lange, Nor is It much better to refer
It to the Are of the great day, by which the earth and
the works that are therein shall be burned up. Clearly,
as we think, it is but the Jury character of the
Spirit's operations upon the soul—searching, consum
ing, refining, sublimating—as nearly all good inter
preters understand the words. And thus, in two suc
cessive clauses, the two most familiar emblems—waUr
and fire— are employed to set forth the same purify
ing operations of the Holy Ghost upon the souL 13.
Whose [winnowing) fan is in his hand— ready for use.
This Is no other than the preaching of the gospel,
even now beginning, the effect of which would be to
separate the solid lrom the spiritually worthless, as
wheat, by the winnowing fan, from the chaff, tcf .
the similar representation in Malachi, 3. 1-3.) and
he will throughly purge his |threshing| floor—that is,
the visible church, and gather his wheat—His truehearted saints ; so called for their solid worth (cf.
Amos, 9. 9; Luke, 22. 31). into the garner—"the king
dom of their Father," as this "garner" or " barn " is
beautifully explained by our Lord in the parable of
the Wheat and the Tares (ch. 13. 30. 43). but he will
burn up the chaff— empty, worthless professors of re
ligion, void of all solid religious principle and char
acter (see Psalm 1. 4). with unquenchable fire. Singu
lar Is the strength of this apparent contradiction of
figures :—to be burnt up, but with a fire that is un
quenchable; the one expressing the utter destruction
of all that constitutes one's true life, the other the
continued consciousness 0/ existence in that awful con
dition. Luke adds the following important particu
lars. 3. 18-zv: Ver. 18. "And many other things in
his exhortation preached he unto the people," show
ing that we have here but an abstract of his teach
ing. Besides what we read in John, l. 29, 33, 34 ; 3.
87-36; the incidental allusion to his having taught his
disciples to pray (Luke, 11. 1)—of which not a word
is said elsewhere—shows how varied his teaching was.
Ver. 19. " Bnt Herod the tetrareh. being reproved by
him for Herodias his brother Philip's wife, and for
nil the evils which Herod had done." In this last
clause we have an important fact, here only men
tioned, showing how Uion>uvh-going was the fidelity of
the Baptist to his royal hearer, and how strong must
have been the workings of conscience in that slave
of passion when, notwithstanding such plainness, he
" did many things, and heard John gladly" (Mark.
a. mi Ver. 20. "Added yet this above all. that he shut
10
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up John in prison." This imprisonment of John.
however, did not take place for some time after
this; and it is here recorded merely because the
Evangelist did not intend to recur to his history till
he had occasion to relate the message which he sent
to Christ from his prison at Machrerus (Luke, 7.
18, Arc).
13-17. Baptism of Christ, and Descent or the
Spirit upon Him immediately theeeaftei:.
(= Mark. l. 9-11 ; Luke, 3. 21, 22 ; John, 1. 31-34.) Bap
tism of Christ (r. 13-15). 13. Then cometh Jesus from
Galilee to Jordan unto John, to be baptized of him.
Moses rashly anticipated the Divine call to deliver
his people, and for this was fain to flee the house
of bondage, and wait in obscurity for forty years more
(Exodus, 2. 11, Ac). Not so this Greater than Moses.
All but thirty years had He now spent in privacy at
Nazareth, gradually ripening for His public work,
and calmly awaiting the time appointed of the Father.
> ow It had arrived; and this movement from Galilee
to Jordan is the step, doubtless, of deepest inter
est to all heaven since that first one which brought
Him into the world. Luke (3. 21) has this important
addition—" Now ichen all the people were baptised, it
came to pass, that Jesus being baptized," Ac.—im
plying that Jesus waited till all other applicants for
baptism that day bad been disposed of, ere Be
stepped forward, that H e might not seem to be merely
one of the crowd. Thus, as He rode into Jerusalem
upon an ass "whereon yet never man sat" (Luke,
19. 30', and lay in a sepulchre "wherein was never
man yet laid" John, 19. 41), so in His baptism too He
would be "separate from sinners." 14. But John for
bade him— rather, 'was | in the act of] hindering him.'
or 'attempting to hinder him'— saying, I have need to
be baptized of thee, and comest thou to me? [How John
came to recognise Him. when he says he knew Him
not, see ou John. l. 31-34.] The emphasis of this most
remarkable speech lies all in the pronouns: 'What !
Shall the Master come for baptism to the servant—
the sinless Saviour to a sinner f That thus much is
in the Baptist's words will be clearly seen if it be
observed that he evidently regarded Jesus as Uimsej
needing no purification, but rather tiualtjUd to impart
it to those who did. And do not all his other testi
monies to Christ fully bear out this sense of the won U
But it were a pity if, in the glory of this testimony
to Christ, we should miss the beautiful spirit In which
It was borne— ' Lord, must / baptize Them f Can 1
bring myself to do such a thing ?— reminding us of
Peter's exclamation at the supper-table, " Lord, dost
Thou wash my feetf ' while it has nothing of the
false humility and presumption which dictated
Peter's next speech, " Thou shalt never wash my
feet" (John, 13. 6, 9). 15. And Jesus answering ssid
unto him. Suffer it to be so now—'Let it pass for tho
presents q.d.. 'Thou recoilest. and no wonder, for
the seeming incongruity 1b startling: but In the pres
ent case do as thou art bidden.' for thus it becometh
us—" us." not In the sense of ' me and the*,* or ' men
In general.' but as in John, 3. 11. to fulfil all righteous
ness. If this be rendered, with Scrivener, 'every
ordinance.' or, with Campbell, 'every institution.'
the meaning is obvious enough: and the same sense Is
brought out by "all righteousness," or compliance
with everything enjoined, baptism included. In
deed, if this be the meaning, our version perhaps
best brings out the force of the opening word "Thus.'*
But we incline to' think that our Lord meant more
than this. The import of Circumcision and of Bap
tism seems to be radically the same. And if our re
marks on the circumcision of our Lord (on Luke, 2.
21-24) are well founded. He would seem to have said,
' Thus do I impledge myself to the whole righteous'
ness of the Law— thus symbolically do enter on and
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eann to fnlfll it alt' Let the thoughtful rentier
weigh this. Then he suffered him—with true humility,
« ifIdiot to higher authority than his own impressions
•A propriety.
IkmxM of the Spirit upon the Baptized Redeemer
'r it, i:l 18. And Jesus, when he was baptized, went up
rjiightway out of—rather, 'from'— the water. Mark
feu "out of the water.11 and— adds Luke (3. 21),
"while He was praying;" a grand piece of informa
tion. Can there be a doubt about the burden of that
prayer ; a prayer sent up, probably, while yet in the
water-His blessed head suffused with the baptismal
element; a prayer continued likely as He stepped out
<-l the stream, and again stood upon the dry ground?
The work before Him, the needed and expected Spirit
to rest upon Him for It. and the glory He would then
pat upon the Father that sent Him—would not these
all His breast, and find silent vent in such form as
inn!-* Lo. I come ; I delight to do thy will, O God
r uher. glorify thy name. Show me a token for good.
Let the Spirit of the Lord God come upon me. and I
will preach the Gospel to the pour, and heal the
broken-hearted, and send forth judgment unto vic
tory.' Whilst He was yet speaking-lo, the heavens
*ue opened. Mark says, sublimely, "He saw the
besTens clearing." and he saw the Spirit of God deKtadmg—that is. He only, with the exception of His
honoured servant, as he tells us himself, .lohn, t,
3-M; the by-standers apparently seeing nothing, like
* sflwe, and lighting upon him. Luke says, "in a bodily
inane" 'A 22 ; that Is, the blessed Spirit, assuming the
corporeal form of a dove, descended thus upon His
*oed head. But why in this form ? The Scripture
me of this emblem will be our best guide here.
" My dove, sty uudrjUtd la one." says the Song (C. PI.
Tan is chaste purity. Again, " lie ye harndeae as
dorti." says Chriat Himself [Matthew, 10. 16]. This
u the name thing, in the form of inoffensiveness
towards men. "A conscience void of offence toward
tod and toward men" (Acta, 24. lCi expresses both,
further, when we read in the Song (2. 14}. "O my
dore, that art in the cU/u of the rock, in the secret
Pua of the stain see Isaiah, eu. bi, let me see thy
uiUQtenance, let me hear thy voice; for sweet Is thy
>caoe, and thy countenance is comely"— it is shrinktas modesty, meekness, gentleness, that is thus charmitdr depicted. In a word — not to allude to the
Unoncal emblem of the dore that flew back to the
ark, bearing in its mouth the olive Leaf of peace
'Gttena, a. m-when we read {Psalm OS. 13). "Ve
(ball be as the wings of a dove covered with silver,
*&d bet feathers with yellow gold." it is beauteoueneu
tbat is thus held forth. And was not such that
" Huly. harmless, undeflled One," the " Separate from
'fcnenr "Thon art fairer than the children of
■>■«; tsrace is poured into Thy lips; therefore God
but Mes*ed Thee for ever !" But the fourth Gospel
urtt q* one more piece of information here, on the
wihontyof one who saw and testified of it: "John
j*ft rtcjnl, saying. I saw the Spirit descending from
«»(«i like a dove, and it abodx upon Him." And
**»< should think that this was an accidental thing,
at tddi that this last particular was expressly given
^ ai part of the sign by which he was to recognise
*i iadeotify Him as the Son of God: " And I knew
hUs lot: but He that sent me to baptize with water.
<-* same said unto me. Upon whom thou shalt see
:«*puit descending skd remaining ok Him. the
*** a He which baptireth with the Holy Ghost.
XlA} uw. and bare record that this is the Son of
,'*f* Uohn, 1 32-34]. And when with this we compare
lj* tredieted descent of the Spirit upon Messiah
'"■ink a », "And the Spirit oj Uit Lord thall rest
*jx* an*,*' we cannot doubt that it was this porma■waland p«ritu r«ting of the Holy Ghost upon the
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Son of God—now and henceforward in Hia official
capacity—that was here visibly manifested. 17. And
lo a voice from heaven, saying;. This is—Mark and Luke
give It In the direct form, "Thou art"—my beloved
Bon. In whom I am well pleased. The verb is put in
the aorist to express absolute complacency, once and
fur ever felt towards Him. The English here, at least
to modern ears. Is scarcely strong enough. ' I delight'
comes the nearest, perhaps, to that Ineffable contplaeencn which Is manifestly intended; and this is the
rather to be preferred, as it would immediately carry
the thoughts back to that autrust Messianic prophecy
to which the voice from heaven plainly allude. 1
(Isaiah, 42. 1), "Behold my Servant, whom I uphold:
mine Elect, in whom my socl diliobtith." Nor
are the words which follow to be overlooked, * ' I have
put my Spirit upon Him: He shall bring forth judg
ment to the Gentiles." (The LX X. pervert this, as
they do most of the Messianic predictions, interpo
lating the word "Jacob." and applying it to the Jews, t
Was this voice heard by the by-standers? From
Matthew's form of it, one might suppose it so de
signed : but it would appear that it was not. and pro
bably John only heard and saw anything peculiar
about that great baptism. Accordingly, the words
" Hear ye Him" are not added, as at the Transfigu
ration.
CHAPTER IV.
Ver l-it. Temptation or Christ. (—Mark, l
12. 13: Luke, 1 1-13.) 1. Then—an indefinite note of
sequence. But Mark's word (l. 12) fixes what we
should have presumed was meant, that it was "imme
diately" after His baptism: and with this agrees the
statement of Luke (4. 1). was Jesus led up—i.t . . from
the low Jordan valley to some more elevated spot
of the Spirit—that blessed Spirit immediately before
spoken of as descending upon Him at His baptism,
and abiding upon Him. Luke, connecting these two
scenes, as if the one were but the sequel of the other.
says, " Jesus, being full of the Holy Ghost, returned
from Jordan, and was led," Ac. Mark's expression
has a startling sharpness about it — "Immediately
the Spirit drlveth Him," ' putteth,' or * hurrieth.
Him forth,' or ' impelleth Him.' (See the same word
in Mark, 1. 43; 6. 40; Matthew, 9. 25; 13. 52: John. 10. 4.1
The thought thus strongly expressed is the mighty
constraining impulse of the Spirit under which He
went: while Matthew's more gentle expression. " was
led up," intimates how purely voluntary on His own
part this action was. into the wilderness—probably the
wild Judean desert The particular spot which tra
dition has fixed upon lias hence got the name of
Quarantana or Quarantaria, from the forty days,—
'an almost perpendicular wall of rock twelve or
fifteen hundred feet above the plain.' [Robinson's
Palestine.] The supposition of those who incline to
place the Temptation amongst the mountains of
Moab is. we think, very improbable, to be tempted—
The Greek word {peirazein) means simply to try or
make proof of: and when ascribed to God in His
dealings with men. it means, and can mean no more
than this. Thus, Genesis, 82. 1, " It came to pass that
God did tempt Abraham." or put his faith to a severe
proof. (See Deuteronomy, 8. 1 ) But for the most
part in Scripture the word is used in a bad sense, and
means to entice, solicit, or provoke to sin. Hence the
name here given to the wicked one— "the tempter"
(c. 3). Accordingly, "to be tempted" here is to be
understood both ways. The Spirit conducted Him
into the wilderness simply to have His faith fried;
but as the agent in thia trial was to be the wicked
one, whose whole object would be to seduce Him
from His allegiance to God. it was a temptation in the
bad sense of the term. The unworthy Inference
which some would draw from this is energeUcally
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impelled by an apostle (James, L 13-17). of the devil sensation of hunger, unfelt during all the forty days,
The word signifies a slanderer— one who casts Imputa seems now to have come on in all its keenness—no
tions upon another. Hence that other name given doubt to open a door to the tempter, of which he is
him (Revelation, 12. 10). "Theaccnserof the brethren, not slow to avail himself: q.d.. ' Thou still clingest to
whoaccuscth them before our God day and night." that vainglorious confidence, that thou art the Son of
Mark (l. 13) says, "He was forty days tempted of God, carried away by those illusory scenes at the Jor
Satan," a word signifying an adversary, one who lies dan. Thou wast born in a stable—but thou art the
In wait for. or sets himself in opposition to another. Son of God! hurried off to Egypt for fear of Herod'a
These and other names of the same fallen spirit wrath -but thou art the Son of God! a carpenter's roof
point to different features in his character or opera supplied thee with a home, and in the obscurity of a
tions. What was the high design of this? Kinst, as despicable town of Galilee thou hast spent thirty
we judge, to give our Lord a taste of what lay before years—yet still thou art the Son of God: and a voice
Him in the work He had undertaken: noxt, to make from heaven, it seems, proclaimed it in thine ears at
trial of the glorious furniture for it which He had just the Jordan! Be it so ; but after Viat, surely thy days
received; further, to give Him encouragement, by the of obscurity and trial should have an end. Why
victory now to be won. to go forward spoiling prin linger for weeks in this desert, wandering among the
cipalities and powers, until at length He should make wild beasts and crncgy rocks, unhonoured. unat
a show of them openly, triumphing over them in tended, unpitied, ready to starve for wont of the
His Cross; that the tempter, too. might get a taste, at necessaries of life ? Is this befitting "the Son of God?'
the very outset, of the new kind of material in Man At the bidding of "the Son of God" sure those stones
which he would find he had here to deal with ; shall all be turned into loaves, and In a moment
finally, that He miuht acquire experimental ability present an abundant repast? 4. But he answered and
"to succour them that are tempted" (Hebrews, 2. 18). said. It is written Deuteronomy. 8. 3). Man shall not
The temptation evidently embraced two stages : the live by bread alone— more emphatically, as in the (ireek,
one continuing throughout the forty days' fast ; the 'Not by bread alone shall man live*— but by every
other, at the conclusion of that period. Fi kst Stage : word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God. Of all
a. And when he had fasted forty days and forty nights. passages in Old Testament scripture, none could
Luke says, " When they were quite ended." ho was have been pitched upon more apposite, perhaps not
afterward an hungered- evidently implying that the one so apposite, to our Lord's purpose. " The Lord.
sensation of hunger was unfelt during all the forty led thee (said Moses to Israel, at the close of their
days ; coming on only at their close. So it was ap journeyingsj these forty years in the wilderness, to
parently with Moses (Kxodus. 34. 2*) and Elijah humble thee, and to prove thee, to know what waa
(1 Kings. 19. 8) for the same period. A supernatural in thine heart, whether thou wouldest keep his com.
power of endurance was of course imparted to the mandinents, or no. And he humbled thee, and suf
body, but this probably operated through a natural fered thee to hunger, and fed thee with manna,
law—the absorption of the Redeemer's spirit in the which thou knewest not, neither did thy fathers know;
dread conflict with the tempter. (See on Acts, 0. 0.) that he might make thee know that man doth not
Had we only this Gospel, we should suppose the live by bread only." Ac. * Now, if Israel spent, not
temptation did not begin till after this. But it is forty days, but forty years in a waste, howling wilder
clear, from Mark's statement that "He was in the ness, where there were no means of human subsist
wilderness forty days tempted of Satan." and Luke's ence, not starving, but divinely provided for, om
*' being forty days tempted of the devil," that there purpose to prove to every age that human support
was a forty days' temptation or/ore the three specific depends not upon bread, but upon God's unfailing;
temptations afterwards recorded. And this is what word of promise and pledge of all needful providen
we have called the First Stage, What the precise tial care, am 1, distrusting this word of God, and
nature and object of the forty days' temptation was despairing of relief, to take the law Into my own
is not recorded. But two things seem plain enough. hand? True, the Son of God is able enough in tuna
First, the tempter had utterly failed of his object, Btones into bread: but what the Son of God is able to
else it had not been renewed: and the terms in which do is not the present question, but what is Man's
he opens his second attack imply as much. But duty under want of the necessaries of life. And aa
further, the tempter's whole object during the forty Israel's condition in the wilderness did not justify
days evidently was to get Him to distrust the heavenly their unbelieving niurmu rings and frequent despera
testimony borne to Him at His baptism as the Son tion, so neither would mine warrant the exercise of
or God — to persuade Him to regard it as but a the power of the Son of God In snatching despairingly
splendid illusion— and, generally, to dislodge from at unwarranted relief. As man. therefore. I will
His breast the consciousness of His Sonsldp. With await divine supply, nothing doubting that at the fit
what plausibility the events of His previous history ting time it will crrive.' The second temptation in
from the beginning would be urged upon Him in sup this Gospel is in Luke's the third. That Matthew's
port of this temptation it is easy to Imagine. And it order is the right one will appear, we think, pretty
makes much in support of this view of the forty days' clearly in the sequel, fi. Then the devil taketh him up
temptation, that the particulars of it are not recorded; —rather, 'conducteth him' — into the holy city — so
for now the details of such a purely internal struggle called (as in Isaiah, 4$. 2; Nehemlah, 11. l) from its
could be recorded it is hard to see. if this be correct, being "the city of the Great King." the seat of the
how naturally does the Second Stage of the tempta temple, the metropolis of all Jewish worship, and
tion open ! In Mark's brief notice of the temptation setteth him on a pinnacle — rather, 'the pinnacle'—of
there is one expressive particular not given either by the temple—a certain well-known projection. Whether
Matthew or by Luke—that "He was with the wild this refer to the highest summit of the temple, which
beasts," no doubt to add terror to solitude, and ag bristled with golden spikes (Josephus Antiquities,
gravate the horrors of the whole scene. 3. And when 6. 6. G); or whether it refer to another peak, on Herod's,
the tempter came to him. Evidently we have here a royal portico, overhanging the ravine of Kedron, at
new scene, he said. If thou be the Son of God, command the valley of Hinnom—an immense tower built on the
that these stones be made bread — rather. ' loaves,' an very edge of this precipice, from the top of which
swering to "stones" in the plural; whereas Luke, dixzy height Josephus says one could not look to the
having said, " Command tills stone," In the singular. bottom iAiitiauitus, 16. 11, 6)—is not certain; but the
adds, "that it be made bread,'* in the singular. The latter is probably meant. 6. And saith unto aim . If the*
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of the Devil

t* tie Son of God. As this temptation starts with the and still further, is it not said that Christ came ha
iime pout as the flrst-our lord's determination not destroy by His death "him that hath the power of
v> be disputed out of Hit Sonship—it seems to us death, that is, the devil?" (Hebrews, 2. 14.) Nodoubt
tlnrthat the one came directly after the other; and these passages only express (pen's voluntary subjec
w the remaining temptation shows that the hope of tion to the rule of the wicked one while they live,
carrying that point was abandoned, and all was staked and his power to surround death to them, when it
■ton a desperate renture. we think that remaining comes, with all the terrors of the wages of sin. But
kmpution is thus shown to be the last: as will appear as this is a real and terrible sway, so all Scripture re
ftiil more when we come to it. cast thyself down presents men as righteously sold under it. In this
from hence," Luke. i. 0 : for it is written (Psalm 91. sense he speak* what is not devoid of truth, when
ii It. 'But what is this I see?' exclaims stately he says. "All this is delivered unto me." But how
")<■!• IUll, 'Satan himself with a Bible under does he deliver this "to whomsoever he will?" At
fin arm and a text in his mouth !' Doubtless the employing whomsoever he pleases of his willing sub
tempter, bavins felt the power of God's word in the jects in keeping men under his power. In this case
former temptation, was eager to try the effect of it his offer to our Lord was that of a deputed supremacy
'■■<:ii bis own mouth (2 Corinthians, 11. 14). He shall commensurate with his own. though as his gift and
f-»e bit angels charge concerning thee ; and in—rather, for his aids, if thou wilt fall down and worship me.
on'—thtir hands they shall bear thee up, lest at any time This was the sole, but monstrous condition. Mo
•:-.:u dash thy foot against a stone. The quotation is Scripture, it will be observed, is quoted now, because
trecuely at it stands in the He'^e-and L XX., save none could be found to support so blasphemous a
thai titer the first clause the words, "to keep thee claim. In fact, he has ceased now to present his
m all thy ways," is here omitted. Not a few good temptations under the mask of piety, and stands out
n;-»itom have thought that this omission was in- unblushingly aa the rival of God Himself in his claims
ttntiunal, to conceal the fact that this would not on the homage of men. Despairing of success as an
ku*e been one of "His ways." i.e., of duty. But as angel of light, he throws off all disguise, and with a
at Lord's reply makes no allusion to this, but seizes splendid bribe solicits divine honour. This again
f'ttbe great principle involved in the promise quoted: shows that we are now at the last of the temptations,
*> when we look at the promise itself, it is plain that and that Matthew's order is the true one. 10. Then
toe tense of it is precisely the same whether the stith Jesus unto him. Get thee hence, Satan. Since the
rUate in question be inserted or not 7. Jesus taid tempter has now thrown off the mask, and stands
cats hint. It it written again (Deuteronomy, 0. lti — q.d., forth In his true character, our Lord no longer dealt
"True, it it so written, and on that promise I im ' with him as a pretended friend and pious counsellor.
plicitly rely; but in using it there is another scripture ] but calls him by hit right name—His knowledge of
»bioh must not be forgotten. Thou sbalt net tempt the which from the outset He had carefully concealed till
lord tky God. Preservation in danger is divinely now— and orders him off. This is the final and con
pledged: shall I then create danger, either to put the clusive evidence, as we think, that Matthew's must
promised security sceptically to the proof, or wantonly be the right order of the temptations. For who
to demand a display of it 1 That were to " tempt the can well conceive of the tempter's returning to tha
l>nl my God," which, being expressly forbidden, assault after this, in the pious character again, and
•ould forfeit the right to expect preservation.* 8. hoping still to dislodge the consciousness of His Soniffim. tat devfl taketh him up— " conductcth him,' as ship: while our Lord must in that case be supposed to
fceiore—iato. or ' unto/ aa exceeding high mountain, and quote Scripture to one He had called the Devil to
ttcveth him all the kin gdomt of the world, tnd the glory bis face—thus throwing His pearls before worse than
* them. Luke (4. b> adds the Important clause, " in a swine? for it is written (Deuteronomy, 0. 13): Thus
eminent of time ;" a clause which seems to furnish does our Lord part with Satan on the rock of Scrip
t kty to the true meaning. That a scene was pre ture, Thou thalt worthip. In the Hebrew and LXX.
tested to our Lord's natural eye seems plainly ex- it is. " Thou shalt fear;" but as the sense is the same,
iwated. But to limit this to the moBt extensive scene so " worship" it here used to show emphatically that
vhjch the natural eye could take in, is to give a what the tempter claimed was precisely what God
wase to the expression, "all the kingdoms of the had forbidden, the Lord thy God. and him only thalt
vorld."* quite violent. It remains, then, to gather thou serve. The word "serve" in the second clause, is
from the expression, " in a moment of time"—which one never used by the LXX. of any but religious ser
nuaifenly it intended to intimate some superna vice; and in this sense exclusively is it used In the
tural operation— that it was permitted to the tempter New Testament, as we find it here. Once more the
to extend preternatural ly for a moment our Lord's word " only," in the second clause—not expressed in
nageof vision, and throw a "glory" or glitter over the Hebrew and LXX.— is here added to bring out
ttt Kene of vision: a thing sot inconsistent with the emphatically the. negative and prohibitory feature of
tattogr of other scriptural statements regarding the the command. (See Galatians, 3. 10 for a similar
permitted operations of the wicked one. In this supplement of the word "all" in a quotation from
4te, the "exceeding height" of the " mountain" from Deuteronomy. 27. 2a) 11. Then tbe devil leaveth him.
vbjeb this sight was beheld would favour the effect Luke says, "And when the devil had exhausted"—
attended to be produced. 9. And taith unto him. Ail or, 'quite ended.' at in Luke, 4. 2— "every (mode
tie* things will I give thee—" and the glory of them," of | temptation, he departed from him till a season.''
•ddtLuke. But Matthew having already said'that The definite " season" here indicated is expressly re
th* »tt "showed Him." did not need to repeat it ferred to by our Lord in John, 14. 30. and Luke. 23.
k*t Luke (1 « adds these other very important 62, 63. and, behold, angels came and ministered unto him
^wses, here omitted— "for that is," or 'has been,* —or supplied Him with food, as the same expression
"■Wivertd unto me, and to whomsoever I will I give means in Mark, 1. 31, and Luke, 8. 3. Thus did
t*-' Wu Uua wholly false? That were not like angels to Elijah (1 Kings. 19. 6-8). Excellent critic*
**ttn'i ojual policy, which it to insinuate his lies think that they ministered, not food only, but super
°wJw cover of some truth. What truth, then, is natural support and cheer also. But this would ha
there here? We answer. Is not Satan thrice called the natural effect rather than the direct object of the
by oar Lord Himself, "the prince of this world?" visit, which was plainly what we have expressed.
Joao, n a ; 14. 30 ; 16, ii ;i does not the apostle call And after having refused to claim the UUuilimaic
«a ' the god of this world r il Corinthians, 4. 4:) ministration of angels in His behalf, O with what deep
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Joy would He accept their services when sent, un Nazareth" here! We answer, just as the same word
asked, at the close of all this Temptation, direct is used in Acts, 21. 3, "Now when we had sighted
from Him whom He had so gloriously hononredf Cyprus, and left It on the left, we sailed unto Syria."
What "angels* food" would this repast be to Him ; Ac.—i.e., without entering Cyprus at all, but merely
and as He partook of it, might not a Voice from 'sighting* it, as the nautical phrase is, they steered
heaven be heard again, by any who could read the South East of it, leaving it on the North West So
Father's mind, 'Said I not well. This is my beloved here, what we understand the Evangelist to say is.
that Jesus, on His return to Galilee, did not, as might
Son, in whom I am well pleased !*
12-26. Chribt Begins His Galilean Ministry have been expected, make Nasareth the place of His
—Calling of Peter and Andrew, Jameh and stated residence, but "leaving (or passing by) Naza
John — His First Galilean Circuit. (=Mark, reth," ho cams and dwelt in Capernaum, which is upon
1. 14-20, S&-39; Luke, 4. 14, 16.) There is here a notable the sea coast—'maritime Capernaum,' on the North
gap in the Historv, which but for the fourth Gospel West shore of the sea of Galilee; but the precise spot
we should never have discovered. From the former is unknown. (See on ch. 11. 23.) Our Lord seems to
Gospels we should have been apt to draw three infer have chosen it for several reasons. Four or five of
ences, which from the fourth one we know to be the Twelve lived there ; it had a considerable and
erroneous : First, that our Lord awaited the close of miied population, securing some freedom from that
John's ministry, by his arrest and imprisonment, intense bigotry which even to this day characterizes)
before beginning His own; next, that there was but a all places where Jews in large numbers dwell nearly
brief interval between the baptism of our Lord and alone; it was centrical, so that not only on the ap
the imprisonment of John ; and further, that our proach of the annual festivals did large numbers pass
Lord not only opened His work in Galilee, but never through it or near It, but on any occasion multitudes
ministered out of it, and never visited Jerusalem at could easily be collected about it ; and for crossing
ail nor kept a Passover till He went thither to be and recrossing the lake, which our Lord had so often
come "our Passover, sacrificed for us." The fourth occasion to do, no place could be more convenient
Gospel alone gives the true succession of events; not But one other high reason for the choice of Caper
only recording those Important openings of our Lord's naum remains to be mentioned, the only onespecilled
public work which preceded the Baptist's imprison- by our Evangelist in the borders of Zabulon and Nephroent—extending to the end of the third chapter- thalim—the one lying to the West of the sea of Galilee,
but so specifying the Passovers which occurreddunng the other to the North of it ; but the precise boun
our Lord's ministry as to enable us to line off, with a daries cannot now be traced out 14. That it might be
large measure of certainty, the events of the first fulfilled which was spoken by Esaias the prophet .ch. '.'.
three Gospels according to the successive Passovers 1, 8. or, as in Hebrew, ch. 8. 23, and ». 1 , saying. 15.
which they embraced. Eubebius. the ecclesiastical The land of Zabulon, and the land of Vephthaliin. ibyl
historian, who, early in the fourth century, gave much the way of the sea—the coast skirting the sea of Gali
attention to this subject, in noticing these features lee westward —beyond Jordan—a phrase commonly
of the Evangelical Records, says (3. 24; that John meaning eastward of Jordan; but here and in several
wrote his Gospel at the entreaty of those who knew places It means westward of the Jordan. The word
the important materials he possessed, and filled up seems to have got the general meaning of ' the other
what is wanting in the first three Gospels. Why It aide;' the nature of the case determining which side
was reserved for the fourth Gotiiel, published at so that was. Galilee of the Gentiles -to called from its
late a period, to supply such important particulars position, which made it 'the frontier' between the
in the Life of Christ, it is not easy to conjecture with Holy Land and the eiternal world. While Ephraim
any probability. It may be, that though not un and Judah. as Stanley says, were separated from
acquainted with the general facta, they were not the world by the Jordan-valley on one side and the
furnished with reliable details. But one thing may hostile Philistines on another, the northern tribes
be affirmed with tolerable certainty, that as our Lord's were in the direct highway of all the invaders from
teaching at Jerusalem was of a depth and grandeur the North, in unbroken communication with the
scarcely so well adapted to the prevailing character promiscuous races who have always occupied the
of the first three Gospels, but altogether congenial to heights of Lebanon, and in close and peaceful alli
the fourth; and as the bare mention of the successive ance with the most commercial nation of the ancient
Passovers, without any account of the transactions world—the Phoenicians. Twenty of the cities of Ga
and discourses they gave rise to, would have served lilee were actually annexed by Solomon to the ad
little pur]>ose in the first three Gospels, there may jacent kingdom of Tyre, and formed with their terri
have been no way of preserving the unity and con tory, the "boundary" or " offscouring" {"Gebul" or
sistency of each Gospel, so as to furnish by means of "Cabul*') of the two domlnions-at a later time still
them all the precious Information we get from them, known by the general name of "the boundaries
save by the plan on which they are actually con ("coasts" or "borders") o! Tyre and fcldon." In the
first great transportation of the Jewish population.
structed.
Jfittrv into Galilee {v. 12-17). 12. Vow when Jesus had Naphthali and Galilee suffered the same fate as the
heard that John was cast into prison- more simply, 'was trans-Jordanic tribes before Ephraim or Judah had
delivered up ? as recorded in ch 14. 3-6; Mark, 6. 17-20; been molested 12 Kings, 16. tat. In the time of the
Luke, 3. 19, 20-he departed- rather, ' withdrew'—into Christian era this original disadvantage of their
Galilee—as recorded. In its proper place, in John, 4. position was still felt; the speech of the Galileans
1-3. 13. And leaving Nasareth. The prevalent opinion "bewrayed them" by its uncouth pronunciation
is, that this refers to a first visit to Nazareth after His (Matthew, 88. f3); and their distance from the seats
baptism, whose details are given by Luke (4. 10, ttc): of government and civilization at Jerusalem and
a second visit being that detailed by our Evangelist Csesarea gave them their character for turbulence or
ich. 13. 64-68), and by Mark (ch. e. 1-6 . But to us independence, according as It was viewed by their
there seem all but insuperable difficulties in the friends or their enemies. 16. The people which sat in
supposition of two visits to Nasareth after His bap* darkness saw great light; and to them which sat in the
Usui, and on the grounds stated on Luke, 4. lfl. i:c., legion and shadow of death light is sprung up. The
we think that the on* only visit to Nasareth is that prophetic strain to which these words belong com
recorded by Matthew (13,), Mark (6), and Luke (4.). mences with Isaiah. 7.. to which ch. 6. Is introductory,
£ui how. in that case, are we to take the word "Uavmg and goes down to the end of ch U . which hymns the
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du'ltng of Peter mud Andrew.
spirit of that whole •train of prophecy. It belong* after His return to Galilee. 2. Here. Christ call*
to the reign of Ahax. and turns upon the combined Andrew: there. Andrew solicits an interview with
efforts of the two neighbouring kingdoms of Syria Christ. 3. Here, Andrew and Peter are called to
and Israel to crush Judah. In these critical cir- gether : there, Andrew having been called, with an
nxmstance* Judah and her kin^ were, by their ungod unnamed disciple, who was clearly the beloved dis
liness, provoking the Lord to sell them into the ciple (see on John, 1. 40), goes and fetches Peter his
hands of their enemies. What. then, is the burden brother to Christ, who then calls him. 4, Here, John
of this prophetic strain, on to the passage here is called along with James his brother there. John is
quoted? First. Jndah shall not, cannot perish, be called along with Andrew, after having at their own
cause Immasl kl, the Virgin's Son. Is to come forth request had an interview with Jesus ; no mention be
from his loins. Next. One of the invaders shall soon ing made of James, whose call, if it then took place,
perish, and the kingdom of neither be enlarged. would not likely have been passed over by his own
Further. While the Lord will be the Sanctuary of brother. Thus far nearly all are agreed. But on the
such as confide in these promises and await their ful next question opinion is divided—Was this the same
filment. He will drive to confusion, darkness, and de calling as that recorded in Luke, 5. ill? Many able
spair the Tast multitude of the nation who despised critics think so. But the following considerations
His oracles, and. in their anxiety and distress, betook are to us decisive against it. First, Here, the four are
themselves to the lying oracles of the heathen. This called separately, in pairs : in Luke, all together.
carries us down to the end of the eighth chapter. At Next, In Luke, after a glorious miracle: here, the one
the opening of the ninth chapter a sudden light is pair are casting their net. the other are mending
seen breaking in upon one particular part of the theirs. Further, Here, our Lord had made no public
country, the part which was to suffer most in these appearance in Galilee, and so had gathered none
wars and devastations—" the land of Zebulun, and the around Him; He is walking solitarily by the shores
Und of Naphtali, the way of the sea. beyond Jor of the lake when He accosts the two pairs of fisher
dan. GsJUee of the Gentiles." The rest of the pro men: in Luke, "the multitude are lying upon Him,
phecy stretches over both the Assyrian and the Chal and hearing the word of God, as He stands by the lake
dean captivities, and terminates in the glorious of Gennesaret"—a state of things implying a some
Messianic prophecy of ch. 1L. and the choral hymn what advanced stage of His early ministry, and some
of ch. 12. Well, this is the point seised on by our popular enthusiasm. Regarding these successive
Evangelist. By Messiah's taking up His abode in callings, see on Luke, A i.
those very regions of Galilee, and shedding His glori
First Galilean, Circuit (v, 23-25). 23. And Jesus went
ous light upon them, this prediction, he says, of the about all Galilee, teaching in their synagogues. These
evangelical prophet was now fulfilled; and if it was were houses of local worship. It cannot be proved
sot thus fulfilled, we may confidently aflirm it was that they existed before the Babylonish captivity :
not fulfilled in any age of the Jewish economy, and but as they began to be erected soon after it, pro
has received no fulfilment at all Even the moat bably the idea was suggested by the religious incon
rationalistic critics have difficulty in explaining it in veniences to which the captives had been subjected.
any other way. 17. From that time Jesus began to In our Lord's time, the rule was to have one wherever
Breach, anil to say. Repent : for the kingdom of heaven is ten learned men, or professed students of the law re
as hand. Thus did our Lord not only take up the sided ; and they extended to Syria, Asia Minor.
strain, but give forth the identical summons of His Greece, and most places of the dispersion. The larger
honoured forerunner. Our Lord sometimes speaks of towns had several, and in Jerusalem the number ap
the new kingdom as already come—in His own Person proached 600. In point of officers and mode of wor
and ministry: but the economy of It was only "at ship, the Christian congregations were modelled after
h*r*r until the blood of the cross was shed, and the the synagogue, and preaching the gospel— 'proclaiming
Spirit on the day of Pentecost opened the fountain the glad tidings' of the kingdom, and healing all manner
for sin and for uncleanness to the world at large.
of sickness—'every disease*—and all manner of disease—
Calling 0/ Peter and Andrew, James and John 'every complaint.' The word means any Incipient
it. is-S:. 18. And Jesus, walking'. (The word "Jesus" malady causing 'softness.* among; the people. 24. And
her* appears not to belong to the text, but to have his fame went throughout all Syria — reaching first to
be*n introduced from those portions of it which were that part of it adjacent to Galilee, called Syrophetranscribed to be used as Church Lessons ; where it nicia (Mark, T. 26), and thence extending far and
was naturally introduced as a connecting word at the wide, and they brought unto him all sick people— 'all
commencement of a Lesson. ) by the sea of Galilee. that were ailing* or 'unwell.' Ithosel that were taken
asw twt brethren. Simon called Peter—for the reason —for this Is a distinct class, not an explanation of the
t->titioned In ch. 16. 18—and Andrew his brother, casi *' unwell" class, as our translators understood it: with
ng a net into the sea: for they were fishers. 19. And he divers diseases and torments—i.e.. acute disorders: and
■nth unto them. Follow me —rather, as the tame expres- those which were possessed with devils—'that were desen is rendered in Mark. " Come ye after me"—and monised'or'possessed withdemons.* and those which
I will make yon fishers of men—raising them from a ware lunatic — 'moon-struck* — and those that had the
\>%tx to a higher fishing, as David was from a lower palsy— 'paralytics,' a word not naturalised when our
to a hither fuding Tsalm 78. 70-73). 20. And they version was made—and he healed them. These heal
straightway left their nets, and followed him, SI. And ings were at once His credentials and illustrations of
C^ag cn from thence, he saw other two brethren. James "the glad tidings" which He proclaimed. After read
tie soa of Zebedee. and John his brother, in a ship- ing this account of our Lord's first preaching tour, can
rather. *in the ship,' their fishing boat—with Zebedee we wonder at what follows? 25. And there followed
iuzz father, mending- their nets: and he called them. 23. him great multitudes of people from Galilee, and from De
And they immediately left the ship and their father. capons— a region lying to the East of the Jordan, so
Mark adds an Important clause : " They left their called as containing ten cities, founded and chiefly
lather Zebedee in the ship with the hired terxante;*' inhabited by Greek settlers, and from Jerusalem, and
■bowing that the family were In easy circumstances, from beyond Jordan—meaning from Perea. Thus not
sad fallowed him. Two harm on Is tic questions here only was all Palestine upheaved, but all the adja
sriss- First Was this the same calling with that re cent regions. But the more immediate object for
corded in John. L 36-42? Clearly not. For, 1. That which this is here mentioned is, to give the reader
call was given while Jesus was yet In Judea ; this. some Idea both of the vast concourse and of the
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varied complexion of eager attendants upon the great
I*Teacber, to whom the astonishing Discourse of the
next three chapters was addressed. On the import
ance which our Lord Himself attached to this first
preaching circuit, and the preparation which He made
for it, see on Mark, I. 36-39.
CHAPTERS V-VTl
Sermon on the Mount.
That this is the same Discourse with that in Luke, 0.
K-w-only reported more fully by Matthew, and less
fully, as well as with considerable variation, by Luke
—is the opinion of many very able critics (of the Greek
•oramentators; of Calvin, Grotjcb, Maldonatcs—
who stands almost alone among Romish commenta
tors ; and of most moderns, as Tholuck, Meykr,
Dk Wktx*. Tischkndorf, Stikr, Wlkskler,
Robinson). The prevailing opinion of these critics
is, that Luke's is the original form of the Discourse,
to which Matthew has adde<l a number of sayings,
uttered on other occasions, in order to give at one
view the great outlines of our Lord'B ethical teaching.
But that they are two distinct Dmcouraex — the one
delivered about the close of His first missionary tour,
and the other after asecond such tour and the solemn
choice of the Twelve-is the judgment of others who
have given much attention to Buch matters (of most
Itomish commentators, including Rkahmi/s; and,
among the moderns, of Langr, Grkswkll, Birkb,
"Wkbstkr & Wilkinson. The question is left unde
cided by Alford;. Augustin'b opinion— that they
were both delivered on one occasion, Matthew's on
the mountain, and to the disciples; Luke's in the
plain, and to the promiscuous multitude—is so clumsy
and artificial as hardly to deserve notice. To us the
weight of argument appears to He with those who
think them two (separate Discourses. It seems hard
to conceive that Matthew should have put this Dis
course before his own calling, if it was not uttered
till long after, and was spoken in his own hearing as
one of the newly-chosen Twelve. Add to this, that
Matthew introduces his Discourse amidst very de
finite markings of time, which fix it to our Lord's
first preaching tour; while that of Luke, which is ex
pressly said to have been delivered immediately after
the choice of the Tv. elve, could not have been spoken
till long after the time noted by Matthew. It is hard,
too, to see how cither Discourse can well be regarded
as the expansion or contraction of the other. And
as it is beyond dispute that our Lord repeated some
of His weightier sayiugB in different forms, and with
varied applications, it ought not to surprise us that,
after the lapse of perhaps a year—when, having spent
a whole night on the hill in prayer to God, and set
the Twelve apart. He found Himself surrounded by
crowds of people, lew of whom probably had heard
the Sermon on the Mount, and fewer still remem
bered much of it — He should go over again its prin
cipal points, with just as much sameness as to show
their enduring gravity, butat the same time with that
difference which shows His cxhaustlcss fertility as the
great Prophet of the Church.
CHAPTEK V.
Ver. 1-16. The Bkatitudks, andthkir Bkarino
v pon the World. 1. And seeing- the multitudes— those
mentioned in ch. 4. 25—he went up into a mountain—one
of the dozen mountains which Robinson says there
are in the vicinity of the sea of Galilee, any one of
them answering about equally well to the occasion.
So charming is the whole landscape that the descrip
tions of it, from Josuphub downwards V. W., 4. 10, 8),
are apt to be thought a little coloured, and when he
was set— 'had sat' or 'seated. Himself*—his disciples
came unto him—already a large circle, more or less at
tracted and subdued by His preaching and miracles,
m addition to the smaller baud of devoted adherents.
IS
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Though the Utter only answered to the subjects of
His kingdom, described in this Discourse, there were
drawn from time to time into this inner circle souls
from the outer one. who, by the power of His match
less word, were constrained to forsake their all for
the Lord Jesus. 2. And he opened his mouth—a solemn
way of arousing the reader's attention, and preparing
him for something weighty (Job, 3. 1; Acts, 8. 36; io. 34 j
—and taught them, saying;, 3. Blessed, ice Of the two
words which our translators render "blessed," tho
one here used points more to what is invmrd, and sa
might be rendered " happy." in a lofty sense: while th*
other denotes rather what comes to us from without
(as Matthew, 25. 341. But the distinction is not al
ways nicely carried out. One Hebrewword expresses
both. On these precious Beatitudes, observe that
though eight in number, there are here but *eren dis
tinct features of character. The eighth one — the
" persecuted, for righteousness' sake"— denotes merely
the possessors of the seven preceding features, on.
account of which it is that they are persecuted
(2 Timothy, 3. 12}. Accordingly, instead of any dis
tinct promise to this class, we have merely a repeti
tion of the first promise. This has been noticed by
several critics, who by tho gevenfold character thus)
set forth have rightly observed that a complete char,
acter is meant to be depicted, and by the sevenfold
blessedness attached to it, a perfect blessedness is in.
tended. Observe, again, that the language in which
these beatitudes are couched is purposely fetched
from the Old Testament, to show that the new king
dom is but the old in a new form; while the char
acters described are but the varied forms of that
tpiritwUity which was the essence of real religion
ail along, but had well-ni^h disappeared under cor
rupt teaching. Further, the things here promised,
far from being mere arbitrary rewards, will be found
in each case to grow out of the characters to which
they are attached, and in their completed form aiw
but the appropriate coronation of them. Once more,
as " the kingdom of heaven," which is the first and
the last thing here promised, has two 3tages-a pre
sent and a future, an initial and u consummate stag*
—so the fulfilment of each of these promises has two
stages -a present and a future, a partial and a per
fect stage. 3. Blessed are the poor in spirit. All fa
miliar with Old Testament phraseology know how
frequently God's true people are styled "the poor"—
the ' oppressed,' ' afflicted,' ' miserable'—" the needy,"*
or both together (as in Psalm 40. 17: Isaiah, 41. 17).
The explanation of this lies in the fact that it is
generally " the poor of this world" who are " rich in
faith" (James, 2. 6 ; cf. 2 Corinthians, 6. 10, and Re
velation, 3. 9) ; while it is often "the ungodly" who
"prosper in the world" (Psalm 73. 12). Accordingly,
In Luke (6. 20, 211, it seems to be this class -the liter
ally "poor" and "hungry**—that are specially ad
dressed. But since God's people are in so many
places styled "the poor" and "the needy," with no
evident reference to their temporal circumstances
(as in Psalm 68. I0:G9. 20-33; 132. IS; Isaiah, 61. I; 08. 21,
it is plainly a tramc oj mind which those terms are
meant to express. Accordingly, our translators some
times render such words "the humble" (Psalm 10.
12, 17), "the meek" (Psalm 22. 26), "the lowly" 'Pro
verbs, 3. 34), as having no reference to outward cir
cumstances. But here the explanatory words, "in
spirit," fix the sense to ' those who in their deepest
consciousness realize their entire need' (cf. the Oretk
of Luke, 10. 21; John. 11. 33: 13. 21; Acts, 20. 22; Romans,
12. 11; 1 Corinthians, 6. 3; Philippians. 3.). This selfemptying conviction, that 'before God we are void of
everything,' lies at the foundation of all spiritual
excellence, according to the teaching of Scripture.
Without It we are inaccessible to the riches of Christ:
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tMi It we tre In the fitting state for receiving all
npiritnal supplies (Revelation, 3. 17, 18; Matthew, 9.
li 13;. for theirs Is toe kingdom of heaven. See on ch.
i 1 The poor in spirit not only shall have- they
tlresdy have— the kingdom. The very sense of their
poverty is begun riches. While others "walk in a
nin show"—* In a shadow,' 'an image'—in an unreal
world, taking a false view of themselves and all
wound them — the poor in spirit are rich in the
knowledge of their real ca.se. Having courage to
look this In the face, and own it guilelessly, they feel
strong in the assurance that "unto the upright there
triseth light in the darkness" (Psalm 113. 4); and soon
it breaks forth as the morning. God wants nothing
from us as the price of His saving gifts; we have but
to feel our universal destitution, and cast ourselves
ofon His compassion (Job, 33. 27. 28; 1 John, 1. 8).
So the poor in spirit are enriched with the fulness of
f.tirUt which is the kingdom in substance: and when
Re shall say to them from His great white throne,
"Come, ye blessed of my Father. Inherit the king
dom prtvarrd for you.'* He will invite them merely
to the full enjoyment of an already possessed inheri
tance. 4. Blessed are they that mourn ; for they shall
hf comforted. This "mourning" must not betaken
loosely for that feeling which is wrung from men un
der pressure of the ills of life, nor yet strictly for sor
row on account of committed sins. Evidently It Is
that entire feeling which the sense of our spiritual
poTtrty begets;and so the second beatitude is but the
implement of the first. The one is the intellectual,
the other the emotional aspect of the same thing, it
is poverty of spirit that says, " I am undone:" and it
is the mourning which this causes that makes it break
forth in the form of a lamentation— "Woe is me, for
Ism undone." Hence this class are termed " mourntn t* Zum" or. as we might express it, religious
mourners, in sharp contrast with all other sorts
(Uiiah.«i.i-3:6tt 2). Religion, according to the Bible.
ii neither a set of intellectual convictions nor a bun
dle of emotional feelings, but a compound of both,
toe formergiving birth to the latter. Thus closely do
ttw first two beatitudes cohere. The mourners shall
U " comforted." Even now they get beauty for
ssses, the oil of joy for mourning, the garment of
prsise for the spirit of heaviness. Sowing in tears,
toey reap even here in joy. 8till all present comfort,
e»en the best, is partial,' interrupted, short-lived.
Bat the days of our mourning shall soon be ended,
utd then God shall wipe away all tears from our eyes.
Teen, In the fullest sense, shall the mourners be
" comforted. n 6. Blessed are the meek : for they shall
aserit the earth. This promise to the meek Is but a
repetition of Psalm 37. 11; only the word which our
EuDjRlist renders "the meek." after the LXX.,is
the same which we have found so often translated
" the poor.*' showing how closely allied these two
festores of character are. It is impossible, indeed,
«*t "the poor in spirit" and "the mourners" in
**a should not at the same time be "meek:'' that
** to »»y. persons of a lowly and gentle carriage.
How flttin/, at least, it is that they should be so, may
** wen by the following touching appeal: " Put them
is mind to be subject to principalities and powers,
to obey magistrates, to be ready to every good work,
fc iptak evil of no man. to be no brawlers, bat gentle.
•kwfl-j aU mttkness vnto all men: fob wk our«lvrs vrttit once foolish, disobedient, deceived,
""Jot" divers lusts and pleasures.. .But after that the
si*'lne*s md love of God our Saviour toward man
ipt**ied, according to Hismercy He saved us." Ac.
<«*»*. 3. 1-7.) But He who had no such affecting
Kttons for manifesting this beautiful carriage, said,
neterthtless, of Himself. " Take My yoke upon you,
ud lesra of Me; for I am meek and lowly in heart:
17
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and ye shall find rest unto your souls" (Matthew, it.
29); and the apostle besought one of the churches by
"the meekness and gentleness of Christ" (2 Corin
thians. 10. 1). In what esteem this is held by Him
who seeth not as man seeth, we may learn from
1 Peter. 3. 4. where the true adorning is said to be that
of "a meek and quiet spirit, which in the sight of
God is of great price." Towards men this disposition
is the opposite of high-mind edness, and a quarrel
some and revengeful spirit; it " rather takes wrong,
and suffers itself to bo defrauded" [1 Corinthiann, c.
7); it "avenges not itself, but rather gives place unto
wrath" (Romans, 12. 19); like the meek One, "when
reviled, it reviles not again; when it suffers, it threat
ens not ; but commits itself to Him that judgeth
righteously" (1 Peer, 2. 1B-22). "The earth" which
the meek are to inherit mife'ht be rendered '* the land"
— bringing out the more immediate reference :«
(Canaan as the promised land, the secure possession of
which was to the Old Testament saints the evidence
and manifestation of God's favour resting on them,
and the ideal of all true and abiding blessedness.
Even in the Psalm from which these words are taken
the promise to the meek is not held forth as an
arbitrary reward, but as having a kind of natural ful
filment When they delight themselves in the Lord,
He gives them the desires of their heart: When they
commit their way to Him, Ho brings it to pass ;
bringing forth their righteousness as the light, and
their judgment as the noon-day : The little that they
have, even when despoiled of their rights, is better
than the riches of many wicked, die. (Psalm 37.} All
things, in short, are theirs—in the possession of that
favour which is life, and of those rights which belong
to them as the children of God—whether the world,
or life, or death, or things present, or things to come;
all are theirs (1 Corinthians, 3. 21. 22!; and at length,
overcoming, they "Inherit all things" (Revelation,
21. 7). Thus are the meek the only rightful occupants
of a foot of ground or a crust of bread here, and heirs
of all coming things. 6. Blessed are they which do hun
ger and thirst after righteousness: for they shall be filled
— 'shall be saturated.' 'From this verse,' says
Tholuck, ' the reference to the Old Testament back
ground ceases.' Surprising! On the contrary, none
of these beatitudes is more manifestly dug out of the
rich mine of the Old Testament. Indeed, how could
any one who found in the Old Testament " the poor
in spirit." and "the mourners in Zion.* doubt that
he would also find those same characters also craving
that righteousness which they feci and mourn their
want of? But what is the precise meaning of *' right
eousness" here? Lutheran expositors, and some of
our own, seem to have a hankering after that more
restricted sense of the term in which it is used with
reference to the sinner"s justification before God.
[See Jeremiah, 23. 6: Isaiah, 15. 21; Romans, 4. 6;
2 Corinthians, 5. 21.) Hut. in so comprehensive a say
ing as this, it is clearly to be taken- as in r. 10 also - in
a much wider sense, as denoting that spiritual and en
tire conformity to the law of God, under the want of
which the saints groan, and the possession of which
constitutes the only true saintship. The Old Testa
ment dwells much on this righteousness, as that
which alone God regards with approbation (Psalm 1L.
7: 23. 3; 106. 3; Proverbs, 12. 28; 16. 31; Isaiah. 64. 5. Ac. I.
As hunger and thirst are the keenest of our appetites,
our Lord, by employing this figure here, plainly
means ' those whose deepest cravings are after spiri
tual blessings' And in the Old Testament we find
this craving variously expressed :— "Hearken unto
me, ye that follow after righteousness, ye that seek
the Lord" (Isaiah, 61. 1);" I have waited for thy salva
tion. O Lord." exclaimed dying Jacob (Genesis, 43. is ;
"My soul" says the sweet Psalmist, "breaketh for
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the longing that it hath unto thy judgments at all is everywhere taught. Nor is the 'vision of God'
times" (Psalm 119. 20;: and in similar breathings docs strange to the Old Testament; and though it was an
he Rive vent to his deepest longings in that and other understood thing that this was not possible in the
Psalms. Well, our Lord just takes up here this present life (Exodus, 33. 20; and cf. Job, 19. 26. 27;
blessed frame of mind, representing It as the surest Isaiah, 6. 6), yet spiritually it was known and felt to
pledge of the coveted supplies, as it is the best pre be the privilege of the saints even here (Genesis, 6.
parative, and indeed itself the beginning of tbem. 24: 6. 9 ; 17. 1: 48. 16 ; Psalm 27. 4 ; 36. 9 ; 63. 2; Isaiah.
"They shall be saturated," He says; they shall not 38. 3. ll. Ac.). But, O with what grand simplicity,
only have what they so highly value and long to pos brevity, and power is this great fundamental truth,
sess, but they shall have their fill of it. Not here, here expressed ! And in what striking contrast would
however. Even in the Old Testament this was well such teaching appear to that which was then current,
understood. "Deliver me." says the Psalmist, in in which exclusive attention was paid to ceremonial
language which, beyond all doubt, stretches beyond purification and external morality? This heartthe present scene, "from men of the world, which purity begins ma" heart sprinkled from an evil con
liave their portion in this life: As for me, I shall be science." or a "conscience purged from dead works"
hold thy face in righteousness: 1 shall be satisfied, (Hebrews, lu. 22: v. 14; and see Acts, is. 9) ; and this
when I awake, with thy likeness" (Psalm 17. 13-16). also is taught in the Old Testament (Psalm 32. l, 2;
The foregoing beatitudes — the first four— represent cf. Romans, 4. 6-8: and Isaiah, ft 6-8:. The conscience
the saints rather as conscious oftheir need of salvation, thus purged—the heart thus sprinkled—there is light
and acting suitably to that character, than as pos within wherewith to see God. "If we say that we
sessed of it. The next three are of a different kind- have fellowship with Him, and walk in darkness, we
representing the saints as havmy newfound salvation, lie, and do not the truth: but if we walk in the light.
and conducting themselves accordingly. 7. Blessed as He is in the light, we have fellowship one with the
are the merciful : for they shall obtain mercy. Beautiful other" — He with us and we with Him — "and the
is the connection between this and the preceding be blood of Jesus Christ His Son cleanseth us"— us who
atitude. The one has a natural tendency to beget the have this fellowship, and who, without such continual
other. As for the words, they seem directly fetched cleansing, would soon lose it again—"from all siu"
from Psalm 18. 26, " With the merciful thou wilt (l John, l. 6. 71. " Whosoever sinneth hath not seen
show thyself merciful" Not that our mercifulness Him, neither known Him" (1 John, 3. 6) ; "He that
comes absolutely first. On the contrary, our Lord doeth evil hath not seen God" (3 John, 11). The in
Himself expressly teaches us that God's method is ward vision thus clarified, and the whole inner man
to awaken In us compassion towards our fellow-men in sympathy with God. each looks upon the other
by His own exercise of it, in so stupendous a way with complacency and joy, and we are "changed
and measure, towards ourselves. In the parable of into the same image from glory to glory." But the
the unmerciful debtor, the servant to whom his lord full and beatific vision of God is reserved for that
forgave ten thousand talents was naturally expected time to which the Psalmist stretches his views—" Aa
to exercise the small measure of the same compas for me, 1 shall behold Thy face in righteousness:
sion required for forgiving his fellow-servant's debt 1 shall be satisfied, when I awake, with Thy likeuoss"
of a hundred pence; and it is only when. Instead of (Psalm 17. 16). Then shall His servants serve Him :
this, he relentlessly imprisoned him till he should and they shall see His face: and His name shall be in
pay it up, that his lord's indignation was roused, and their foreheads (Revelation, 22. 3, 41. They shall see
lie who was designed for a vessel of mercy is treated Him as He is (l John, 3. 2). But, says the apostle,
as a vessel of wrath (ch. 18. 23-36; and see ch. 6. S3, 24; expressing the converse of this beatitude—" Follow
ft 15; James. 2. 13). ' According to the view given in holiness, without which no man shall see the Lord"
Scripture,' says Trench most justly, 'the Christian {Hebrews, 11 14). 9. Blessed are the peacemakers—who
stands in a middle point, between a mercy received not only study peace, but diffuse it—Car they shall be
and a mercy yet needed. Sometimes the first is called the children— 'shall be called sons'—of God. Of
urged upon him as an argument for showing mercy— all these beatitudes this is the only one which could
" forgiving one another, as Christ forgave you" (Cojos- hardly be expected to find its definite ground in the
sians, 3. 13 : Ephesians, 4. 32) ; sometimes the last— Old Testament; for that most glorious character of
"Messed are the merciful: for they shall obtain God, the likeness of which appears in the peacemercy;" "Forgive, and ye shall be forgiven" (Luke, makers, had yet to be revealed. His glorious name,
(i. 37: James, 6. 9). And thus, while he is ever to look indeed—as "The Lord, the Lord God. merciful and
l>ack on the mercy received as the source and motive gracious, long-suffering, and abundant in good mom
of the mercy which he shows, he also looks forward and truth, forgiving Iniquity and transgression and
to the mercy which he yet needs, and which be is sin"— had been proclaimed In a very imposing man.
assured that the merciful—according to what Ken- iter (Exodus, 34. 0'. and manifested in action with
«ibl beautifully calls the benigna talw (the gracious affecting frequency and variety in the long course
reiiultal! of the kingdom of God—shall receive, as of the ancient economy. And we have undeniable
a new provocation to its abundant exercise.' The evidence that the saints of that economy felt its
foretastes and beginnings of this judicial recompense transforming and ennobling influence on their own
are richly experienced here below : Its perfection is character. But it was not till Christ "made peace
reserved for that day when, from His great white by the blood of the cross" that God could manifest
throne, the King shall say, " Come, ye blessed of my Himself as "the God or peace, tthat brought again
Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for yon from from the dead our Lord Jesus, that great Shepherd
the foundation of the world ; for I was an hungered, of the sheep, through the blood of the everlasting
and thirsty, and a stranger, and naked, and sick, and covenant" (Hebrews. IS. 20)- could reveal Himself aa
In prison, and ye ministered unto me." Yes, thus "in Christ reconciling the world unto Himself, not
lie acted towards us while on earth, even laying down imputing their trespasses unto them," and hold
His life for us; and He will not. He cannot disown, Himself forth in the astonishing attitude of beseech
in the merciful, the image of Himself. 6. Blessed are ing men to be " reconciled to Himself" (2 Corinthians.
the purs in heart: for they shall see God. Here. too. 6. 19, 20). When this reconciliation actually takes
we are on Old Testament ground. There the differ place, and one has "peace with God through our
ence between outward and inward purity, and the Lord Jesus Christ"—even "the peace of God which
atcepUblene&s of the latter only in the sight of God. passcth all understanding"—the peace-receivers beU
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time tnm'ormctl into peace-diffuscrs. God is thus passage of Luke ifl. 22. 23), where every Indffroity trying
<**n reflected in them; and by the family likeness to flesh and blood is held forth as the probable lot
tfceje peacemakers are recognised u the children of of such as were faithful to Him. the word is even
God, In now coming to the eighth, or supplementary stronger than here, "leap," as if He would have their
beatitude. It will be seen that all that the saints are inward transport to overpower and absorb the sense
>•, tktia&irrjt has been already described, in seven of all these affronts and sufferings ; nor will anything
futures of character; that number indicating com- else do it. for great is your reward in heaven: for so per
pittneas of delineation. The last feature, accordingly, secuted they the prophets which were before yon:— </.<'..
-t a passive one, representing the treatment that the ' Yon do but serve yourselves heirs to their character
characters already described may expect from the and sufferings, and the reward will be common.' 13-16.
■ ■ ; I'i. He who shall one day fix the destiny of all We have here the practical application of the fore
sen here pronounces certain characters "blessed;" going principles to those disciples who sat listening
bat He ends by forewarning them that the world's to them, and to their successors in all time. Our
itrmatio a and treatment of them will be the reverse Lord, though He began by pronouncing certain char
<i Hi*. 10. Blessed are they which are persecuted for acters to be blessed—without express reference to any
--SitKusness' sake, d:a How entirely this ftnal beati- of His hearers—does not close the beatitudes without
tide has its ground in the Old Testament, is evident intimating that such characters were in existence,
'■ten the concluding words, where the encouragement and that already they were before Him. Accordingly,
held out to endure such persecutions consists in its from characters He comes to persons possessing them,
Naos but a continuation of what was experienced by saying, "Blessed are ye when men shall revile you,"
the Old Testament servants of God. But how, it may dec And now, continuing this mode of direct per
b* asked, could such beautiful features of character sonal address, He startles those humble, unknown
provoke persecutionT To this the following answers men by pronouncing them the exalted benefactors of
Vyjold suffice : " Every one that doeth evil hateth the their whole species. 13. Ye are the salt of the earth— to
''■Jul neither cometh to the light, lest his deeds preserve it from corruption, to season its insipidity,
TSwoid be reproved." '* The world cannot hate you ; to freshen and sweeten it. The value of salt for these
tat in* it hateth, because I testify of it, that the works purposes is abundantly referred to by classical writers
thereof are evil. '' "If ye were of the world, the world as well as in Scripture; and hence its symbolical sig
would love bis own: but because ye are not of the nificance in the religious offerings as well of those
world, but I have chosen you out of the world, there- without as of those within the pale of revealed reli
Tore the world hateth you." "Therein yet one man gion. In Scripture, mankind, under the unrestrained
aid Ticked Ahab to good Jeho-diaphat). bywhomwe workings of their own evil nature, are represented
maremiuireof the Lord: but 1 hate him; for henever as entirely corrupt Thus, before the flood (Genesis.
prophwted good unto me, bat always evil" (John, 3. 0. 11. 12); after the flood (Genesis, 8. 21); in the days of
* T. 7: 16, 19; 3 Chronicles, 18. 7). But more particu David Psalm u. 2, 31: in the days of Isaiah (Isaiah, l.
lar/, the seven characters here described are all in 6, e); and in the days of Paul (Ephesiaus, 2, 1-3; see
L-<! teeth of the spirit of the world. Insomuch that also Job, 14. 4; 15. 15, 1C; John, 3. 6; compared with Ro
Rch hearers of this Discourse as breathed that spirit mans, K 8; Titus, 3. 2, 31 The remedy for this, says
arost have been startled, and had their whole system our Lord here, is the active presence of 1 1 is disciples
rt thought and action rudely dashed. Poverty of among their fellows. The character and principles
tpint runs counter to the pride of men's heart; a pen- of Christians, brought into close contact with it, are
«rre disposition, in the view of one's universal de- designed to arrest the festering corruption of human
£riencw before God, is ill rehshed by the callous, ity and season its insipidity. But how, it may be
u iitferent. laughing, self-satisfied world; a meek and asked, are Christians to do this office for their fellow^aiet spirit, taking wrong, is regarded as pusillani- men, if their righteousness only exasperate them, and
aw*, snd rasps against the proud, resentful spirit of recoil, iwevery form of persecution, upon themselves ?
•J* world ; that craving after spiritual blessings re- The answer is. That is but the first and partial effect
**ikes but too unpleasantly the lust of the flesh, the of their Christianity upon the world : though the
!"' * of the eye, and the pride of life ; so does a merei - great proportion would dislike and reject the truth,
1 'il spirit the hardheartedness of the world ; purity of a small but noble band would receive and hold it fast;
kart contrasts painfully with painted hypocrisy; and and in the struggle that would ensue, one and another
**» peacemaker cannot easily be endured by the con- even of the opposing party would come over to His
tttttout, Muarrelsome world. Thus does ** righteous- ranks, and at length the Gospel would carry all before
tass* comt to be "persecuted." But blessed are they it. but if the salt have lost his savour—' become un
*ba in spite of this, dare to be righteous, for theirs savoury' or ' insipid;' losing its saline or salting pro
-"■ie tearoom of heaven. As this waa the reward pro- perty. The meaning is. If that Christianity on which
■issd to the poor in spirit—the leading one of these the health of the world depends, does in any age, re
«*w latitudes—of course it is the proper portion gion, or individual, exist only in name, or if it contain
^*Kb as are persecuted for exemplifying them. 11. not those saeina elements for want of which the world
Send are ye when men shall revile you—or abuse you languishes, wherewith shall it be salted 1—how shall
*> ym face, in opposition to backbiting. [See Mark, the salting qualities be restored to it? Of. Mark, 9.
ti a ud persecute you, and shall say all manner of evil fit). ) Whether salt ever does lose its saline property—
*nfc*ycn£alMly, for my sake. Observe this. He had about which there is a difference of opinion—is a ques
Mi-e nid," for righteousness' sake/* Here He iden- tion of no moment here. The point of the case lies In
'^ Himself and Hia cause with that of righteous- the supposition — that if it siumUl lose it, the conse
»*. bladins up the cause of righteousness in the quence would be as here described. So with Chris
»«M with the reception of Himself. Would Moses, tians. The question is not. Can, or do. the saints ever
**P*rld, or Isaiah, or Paul have so expressed them- totally lose that grace which makes them a blessing
*«w! Sever. Doubtless they suffered for right* to their fellow-men ? But, What is to be the issue of
•"•eesr* sake. But to have called this " their sake." that Christianity which is found wanting in those ele
*vk! *" M<nrwTone '•ela. have been very unbecoming. ments which can alone stay the corruption and season
" wreas He that speaks, being Righteousness incar- the tastelessness of an all-pervading carnality? The
«• see Mark. l. M; Acta, a. 14; Revelation, 3. 7), when restoration or non-restoration of orace, or true living
"»» 'peaks, speaks only like Himself. 12. Eejoice. Christianity, to those who have lost it, has, in our
*** -« fionding rlid—'exult.' In the corresponding , judgment, nothing at all to do here. The question is
19
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not.Tf a roan lose his grace, how shall ffwil orace be
restored to him? but, Since living Christianity is the
only "salt of the earth." if men lose that, what else can
supply Its place? What follows is the appalling answer
to this question, it is thenceforth good for nothing,
but to be cast out—a figurative expression of indig
nant exclusion from the kingdom of God (cf. ch. 8. 12;
22. 13 ; John. 6. 37 ; fi. 34.. and to be trodden under foot
of men—expressive of contempt and scorn. It is not
the more want of a certain character, but the want of
it in those whose profession and appearance were fitted
to beset expectation of finding it 14. Ye are the light
of the world -This being the distinctive title which our
Lord appropriates to Himself (John, 8. 12; 9. 6; and see
John, 1. 4, 0; 3. 10; 11 36. 36r— a title expressly said to
be unsuitable even to the highest of all the prophets
(John, 1. 8) -it must be applied here by our Lord to
His disciples only as they shine with His light upon
the world, in virtue of His Spirit dwelling in them,
and the same mind being in them which was also in
Christ Jesus. Nor are Christians anywhere else so
called. Nay, at if to avoid the august title which the
Waster has appropriated to Himself. Christians are
said to "shine"— not as "lights." as our translators
render it. but— "as luminaries in the world" (Fhilippians. 2. 15); and the Baptist is said to have been" the
burning and shining"—not "light," as in our transla
tion, but—" tamp" of his day (John, 6. 3fi). Let it be
observed, too, that while the two figures of salt and
■unlight both express the same function of Chris
tians—their blessed influence on their fellow-men—
they each set this forth under a different aspect
Bait operates internally, in the mass with which it
comes in contact; the sunlight operates externally,
irradiating all that it reaches. Hence Christians are
warily styled "the salt of the earth"—with reference
to the masses of mankind with whom they are ex
pected to mix; but "the lipht of the irorW"—with
reference to the vast and variegated surface which
feels its fructifying and gladdening radiance. The
same distinction is observable in the second pair of
those seven parables which our Ixmi spoke from the
(jalilean lake-that of the "mustard seed," which
grew to be a great overshadowing tree, answering to
the sunlight which invests the world, and that of the
"leaven," which a woman took and, like the salt, hid
In three measures of meal, till the whole was leavened
(ch. 13. 31-33). A city that is set on an hill cannot be hid
— nor can it bo supposed to have been so built except
to be seen by many eyes. 15. Neither do men light a
oandlo-or 'lamp*—and put it under a bushel -a dry
measure—bnt on a candlestick — rather, 'under the
bushel, but on the lamp-stand.' The article Is in
serted in both cases to express the familiarity of
every one with those household u tensils. and it giveth
light—' shincth'—unto all that arc in the house. 16. Let
your light so shine before men. that they may see your
good works, and glorify your Father which is in heaven.
As nobody lights a lamp only to cover it up, but
places it so conspicuously as to give light to all who
need light, so Christians, being the light of the world,
instead of hiding their light, are so to hold it forth
before men that they may see what a life the disciples
of Christ lead, and seeing this, may glorify their
Father for so redeeming, transforming, and ennobling
earth's sinful children, and opening totheniselves the
way to like redemption and transformation.
17-48. Identity of these Fajncipleb with
those of the axciekt economy, in contrast
WITH THE AKIGNINQ TRADITIONAL TeACHINO. h'Jposition of Principles [v. 17-20). 17 Think noi that I am
come—' that I came'—to destroy the Law, or the Prophets
—i.e.. 'the authority and principles of the Old Testa
ment/ (On the phrase, see ch. 7. 12 ; 28. 40 : Luke.
lo. 10. Acta, U. IV. This general way of takia* the
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phrase is much better than understanding "the Law**
and "the Prophets" separately, and enquiring, as
many good critics do. in what sense our Lord could
be supposed to meditate the subversion of each. To
the various classes of His bearers, who might view
such supposed abrogation of the Law and the Pro
phets with very different feelings, our Lord's an
nouncement would, in effect, be such as this— 4 Ye
who "tremble at the word of the Lord," fear not
that I am going to sweep the foundation from under
your feet : Ye restless and revolutionary spirits. /k>;x
not that I am going to head any revolutionary move
ment : And ye who hypocritically affect great rever
ence for the Law and the Prophets, pretend not to
find anything in my teaching derogatory to Cod's
living oracles.' X am not come to destroy, but to fulfil.
' Not to subvert, abrogate, or annul, bnt to establish
the Law and the Prophets—to unfold them, to
embody them in living form, and to enshrine them in
the reverence, affection, and character of men, am I
come.' 18. For verily I say unto yon. Here, for the
first time, does that august expression occur in our
Lord's recorded teaching, with which we have grown
so familiar as hardly to reflect on its full Import. It
is the expression, manifestly, of supreme legislative
authority; and as the subject in connection with
which it is uttered is the Mural Law, no higher claim
to an authority strictly divine could be advanced.
For when we observe how jealously Jehovah asserts
it as His exclusive prerogative to give law to men
(Leviticus, 18. 1-*; 10. 37; 26. 1-4, 13-16. die.), such lan
guage as this of our Lord will appear totally unsuit
able, and indeed abhorrent, from any creature-lips.
When the Baptist's words—" I say unto you" (ch. 3. 9)
—are compared with those of his Master here, the
difference of the two cases will be at once apparent.
Till heaven and earth pass. Though even the Old
Testament announces the ultimate "perdition of
the heavens and the earth." in contrast with the im
mutability of Jehovah (Psalm 102. 24-27). the prevalent
representation of the heavens and the earth in Scrip
ture, when employed as a popular figure, is that of
their stability (Psalm 119. 89-91; Ecclesiastes, 1. 4: Jere
miah. 33. 26, 26). It is the enduring stability, then, of
the great truths and principles, moral and spiritual,
of the Old Testament Kevelation which our Lord
thuB expresses, one jot—the smallest of the Hebrew
letters—or one tittle—one of those little strokes by
which alone some of the Hebrew letters are dis
tinguished from others like them—shall in no wise
pass from the law, till all be fulfilled. The meaning is.
that 'not so much as the smallest loss of authority
or vitality shall ever come over the law.' The ex
pression, "till all be fulfilled,'* Is much the same in
meaning as *it shall be had in undiminished and
enduring honour, from its greatest to its least re
quirements.1 Again, this general way of viewing our
Lord's words here seems far preferable to that doc
trinal understanding of them which would require
us to determine the different kinds of "fulfilment"
which the mural and the ceremonial parts of it were
to have. 19. Whosoever therefore shall break— rather,
'dissolve,' 'annul,' or 'make invalid'—one of these
least commandments -an expression equivalent to ' one
of the least of these commandments1—and shall teach
men so— referring to the Pharisees and their teaching.
as is plain from the next verse, but of course embrac
ing all similar schools and teaching in the Christian
Church—he shall be called the least In the kingdom of
heaven. As the thing spoken of is not the practical
breaking, or disobeying, of the law, hut annulling or
enervating its obligation by a vicious system of inter
pretation, and teaching others to do the same; so the
thing threatened is not exclusion from heaven, and
still less the lowest place in it, but a degraded and
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ro&temptuaus position in the present stage of the
kinrdom of God In other words, 'they shall be re
duced by the retributive providence that overtakes
them, to the same condition of dishonour to which.
If their system and theirteaching. they have brought
down those eternal principles of God's lav/ but wholeerc shall do and teach them— whose principles and
teaching jro to exalt the authority and honour of
<3od** law. in its lowest as well as highest require
ments—the same shall be called great in the kingdom of
heaven— 'shall, by that providence which watches
■«ver the honour of God's moral administration, be
ntivil to the same position of authority and honour
to which they exalt the law.' 20. For I sav unto von,
Tkat except your righteousness shall exceed the righteous■ess of the scribes and Pharisees. The superiority to
the Pharisaic righteousness here required Is plainly
m 4-»i»W, not H'trrre: for all Scripture tenches that
entrance into God's kingdom, whether in its preflcnt
or fnture et»ge, depends, not on the degree of our ex«rQenoe in anything, but solely on our having the
rfaararter itself which God demands. Our rightconsmb. then—if it is to contrast with the ovtu-nrd and
*<<rmal rishteoucness of the scribes and Pharisees—
rcust he irvsrd, *itaJt spiritual. Rome, indeed, of
the scribes and Pharisees themselves might have the
very righteousness here demanded : but our Lore! is
v caking-, not of persons, but of the njstem they reprevented! and taught, ye shall In no case enter into the
kingdom of heaven. If this refer, as in the preceding
verse, rather to the earthly stage of this kingdom, the
meaning is, that without a righteousness exceeding
tftat of the Pharisees, we cannot be members of it at
all. tare in name This was no new doctrine Romans,
* 3S. »: ». C; Philippians,3. 3). But our Lord's teachrrg here stretches beyond the present scene, to that
**erburtfng stage of the kingdom, where without
" parity of heart" none "shall see God."
The spirituality of the true riohte^usjiesi, in contrast
srifls that of the Scrib** o?id Pharisee*, illustrated from
the S zth Commandment {p. 21-26,. 21. Ye havt heard
that it was said by them of old time—or, as in the margin,
'to them of nld time.' Which of these translations
is th* riffht one has been much controverted. Either
*4 tbem is grammatically defensible, though the lat
ter— "*<• the ancients'*— Is more consistent with New
Testament usajre 'see the Greek of Romans. 9. 12. 26;
Revelation. 6. 11 ; 9. 4> ; and roost critics decide in
fwoar of it But it is not a question of Greek only.
Nearly all who would translate "to the ancients" take
the speaker of the weirds quoted to bo Moms in the lav;
"tbe ancients" to be the prop'' to whom Moses gave
the law ; and the Intention of our Lord here to be to
mnirast His own teaching, more or less, with that of
Howes ; cither as opposed to it— as some go the length
nf aflrraifng— or at least as modifying, enlarging, ele
vating it. But who can reasonably imagine such a
U>inx. just after the most solemn and emphatic prorbmation of the perpetuity of the law, and the noncar sad glory in which it was to be held under the
new economy? To us It seems as plain as possible
tfcat our Lord's one object is to contrast the traditftoasl perversions of the law with the true sense of it
at expounded by H imself. A few of those who assent
to Uus Hill think that "to the ancients" is the only
]*j3timat< translation of the words ; understanding
that our Lord is reporting what had been said to the
indent*, not by Moses, but by the perverters of his
few We do not object to this: but we Incline to think
<with Bkza. and after htm with Fitrrzacnx, Olcsursrw. Htxkk. and Bloomvtexi>| that "by the
ancient*" must have been what our Lord meant here,
nferring to the corrupt teachers rather than the
perverted people. Thou shalt not kill :—*?.<*.. 'This
tern* all that the law require*, whosoever has ImS
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brued his hands in his brother's blood, but he only, is
guilty ef a breach of this commandment:* and w how
ever shall kill shall be in danger of— " liable to'—the judgment—i.e., of the sentence of those inferior courts of
judicature which were established in all the principal
towns, in compliance with Deuteronomy, lfl. Hi. Thus
was this commandment reduced, from a holy law of
the heart-searching God. to a mere criminal statute,
taking cognisance only of outward actions, such as
that which we read in Exodus, 21. 12: Leviticus. 24. 17.
22. But I say onto you. Mark the authoritative tone
in which— as Himself the Lawgiver and Judge-Christ
now gives the true sense, and explains the deep reach,
of the commandment That whosoever is angry with
his brother without r. cause shall be in danger of the judg
ment: and whosoever shall say to his brother, Raca! shall
be in danger of the council : but whosoever shall say. Thou
fool ! shall be in danger of hell fire. It is unreasonable
to deny, as Alexander does, that three degrees of
punishment are here meant to be expressed, and to
say that it is but a threefold expression of one and the
same thing. But Romish expositors greatly err in tak
ing the first two-" the judgment" and "the council"
—to refer t« degrees of temporal punishment with
which lesser sins were to be visited under the Gos
pel, and only the last—" hell fire"— to refer to the fu
ture life. All three clearly refer to divine retribution.
and that alone, for breaches of this commandment ;
though this is expressed by an allusion to Jewish
tribunals. The "judgment," as already explained,
was the lowest of these ; the "council," or 'Sanhe
drim' — which sat at Jerusalem — was the highest:
while the word used for "hell fire" contains an allu
sion to the "valley of the son of Hinnom" (Joshua.
18. 10). In this valley the Jews, when steeped in
idolatry, went the length of burning their children
to Moloch "on the high places of Tophet"—in con
sequence of which good Joslah defiled it, to prevent
the repetition of such abominations (2 Kings, S3. lOi;
and from that time forward, if we may believe the
Jewish writers, a flre was kept burning in it to con
sume the carrion, and all kinds of impurities, that
collected about the capital. Certain it is. that while
the final punishment of the wicked is described in
the Old Testament by allusions to this valley of
Tophet or Hinnom (Isaiah, 30. 33; 66. 24). onr Lord
Himself describes the same by merely quotin? the*e
terrific descriptions of the evangelical prophet (Ma rfr,
9. 43-48J. What precise degrees of uuholy feeling to
wards our brother are indicated by the words " Raca,"
and "fool" it would be as useless as it Is vain to en
quire. Every age and every country has its modes
of expressing such things; and, no doubt, our Ixml
seized on the then current phraseology of unholy dinrespect and contempt, merely to express and con
demn the different degrees of such feeling when
brought out in words, as He had immediately before
condemned the feeling itself. In fact, so little are
we to make of mere words, apart from the feeling
which they express, that as anger is expressly said to
have been borne by our Lord towards His enemies.
though mixed with "grief for the hardness of their
hearts" (Mark. 3. 6). and as the apostle teaches us
that there is an anger which is not sinful (Ephesians, v 20); so in the Epistle of James (2. 20) we find
the words. "Ovain" or 'empty' man; and our Lord
Himself applies the very word "fools" twice in one
breath to the blind guides of the people (ch. 23. 17, iy)
— although, in both cases, it is to false reasoners
rather than persons that such words are applied.
The spirit, then, of the whole statement may be thus
given—* For ages ye have been taught that the sixth
commandment, for example, is broken only by the
murderer, to pass sentence upon whom is the proper
business of the recognised tribunals; but I say unto
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you that it in broken even by causeless anger, which to suggest this. The concluding words—"Verily I
is but hatred in the bud. as hatred Is incipient mur say unto thee. Thou shalt by no means come out."
der (1 .John. a 15): and if by the feelings, much more Ac— manifestly show that though the language is
by those word* in which all ill feeling, from the drawn from human disputes and legal procedure. He
slightest to the must envenomed, are wont to be cut is dealing with a higher than any human quarrel, a
upon a brother : and just as there are gradations in higher than any human tribunal, a higher than any
human courts of judicature, and in the sentences human and temporal sentence. In this view of the
which they pronounce according to the degrees of words—in which nearly all critics worthy of the name
criminality, so will the judicial treatment of all the agree— the spirit of them may be thus expressed :—
breakers of this commandment at the divine tribunal 'In expounding the sixth commandment, I have
be according to their real criminality before the spoken of offences between man and man; reminding
heart-searching Judge.' O what holy teaching is you that the offender has another party to deal with
this! 23. Therefore—to apply the foregoing, and show besides him whom he has wronged on earth, an. I
its paramount importance -if thou bring- thy gift to assuring you that all worship offered to the Searcher of
the altar, and there rememberest that thy brother hath hearts by one who knows that a brother has just
aught—of just complaint against thee ; 24. Leave there cause of complaint against him, and yet takes no
thy gift before the altar, and go thy way ; first be recon steps to remove it, is vain: But I cannot pass from
ciled to thy brother. The meaning evidently is—not, this subject without reminding you of One whose
'dismiss from thine own breast all ill-feeling,' but cause of complaint against you is far more deadly
'get thy brother to dismiss from his mind all grudge than any that man can have against man: and since
against thee.' and then come and offer thy gift. 'The with that Adversary you are already on the way to
picture.' says Tholcck. 'is drawn from life. It judgment, it will be your wisdom to make up the
transports us to the moment when the Israelite, hav quarrel without delay, lest sentence of condemna
ing brought bis sacrifice to the court of the Israelites, tion be pronounced upon you, and then will execu
awaited the instant when the priest would approach tion straightway follow, from the effects of which
to receive it at his hands. He waits with his gift at you shall never escape as long as any remnant of the
the rails which separate the place where he stands offence remains unexpiated.' It will be observed
from the court of the priests, into which his offering that as the principle on which we are to "agree**
will presently be taken, there to be slain by the with this "Adversary" is not here specified, and the
priest, and by him presented upon the altar of sacri precise nature of the retribution that is to light upon
fice.' It is at this solemn moment, when about to the desplsers of this warning is not to be gather** t
cast himself upon divine mercy, and seek in his of from the mere use of the word "prison ;" so, the
fering a seal of divine forgiveness, that the offerer remeddessness ot the punishment is not in so many
is supposed, all at once, to remember that some words expressed, and still less is its actual cessation
brother has a just cause of complaint against him taught. The language on all these points is design edl y
through breach of this commandment in one or general: hut it may safely be said that the unenditta
other of the ways just indicated. What then? Is duration of future punishment—elsewhere so clearly
he to say. As soon as 1 have offered this gift I will go and awfully expressed by our Lord Himself, as in
straight to my brother, and make it up with him? v. 29 and 30, and Mark, 9. 43, 48—is the only doctrine
> ay ; but before another step is taken—even before with which His language here quite naturally ami
the offering Is presented—this reconciliation la to be fully accords. [Of. ch. 18. 30, 34.)
sought, though the gift have to be left unoffered be
The same subject illustrated from the .Seventh Com
fore the altar. The converse of the truth here mandment (v. 27-32). 37. Te have heard that it was said.
taught is very strikingly expressed in Mark, 11. 26, The words "by," or "to them of old time," In this
2fl. " And when v« stand praying (in the very act), verse are insufficiently supported, and probably were
forgive, if ye have aught (of just complaint) against not in the original text. Thou shalt not commit
any ; that your Father also which is in heaven may adultery. Interpreting this seventh, as they did the
forgive you your trespasses. But if ye do not forgive, sixth commandment, the traditional pervertersof the
neither will your Father which is in heaven forgive law restricted the breach of it to acts of criminal in
yon." Hence the beautiful practice of the early tercourse between, or with, married persona ex
church, to see that all differences amongst brethren clusively. Our Lord now dissipates such delusions.
•nd sisters in Christ were made up, in the spirit of 36. Bat I say unto you. That whosoever looketh on a wo
love, before going to the Holy Communion ; and the man to lust after her—with the Intent to do so, as the
Church of England has a rubrical direction to this same expression is used in ch. 6, l; or, with the full
effect In her Communion service. Certainly, if this consent of bis will, to feed thereby bis unholy
be the highest act of worship on earth, such recon desires, hath committed adultery with her already iu
ciliation—though obligatory on all other occasions of his heart. We are not to suppose, from the word
worship—must be peculiarly so then. 25. Agree with here used— " adultery"—that our Lord means to
thine adversary—thine opponent in a matter cognizable restrict the breach of tins commandment to mar
by law. quickly, whiles thou art in the way with him— ried persons, or to criminal intercourse with such.
" to the magistrate," as in Luke, 12. 66; lest at any time The expressions, "'whosoever looketh," and "looketli
—here, rather, 'lest at all,' or simply 'lest* the ad upon a woman, " seem clearly to extend the range of
versary deliver thee to the judge, and the judge— having this commandment to all forms of impurity, and the
pronounced thee in the wrong, deliver thee to the counsels which follow—as they most certainly wer©
officer—the official whose business it is to see the intended for all, whether married or unmarried—seem
sentence carried into effect, and thou be cast into to confirm this. As in dealing with the sixth comprison. 26. Verily I say unto thee. Thou shalt by no mand men tour Lord first expounds it, and then in the
means come out thence, till thou hast paid the uttermost four following verses applies His exposition, so here.
farthing — a fractional Roman coin, to which our He first expounds the seventh commandment, ami
" farthing" answers sufficiently well. That our Lord then In the four following verses applies His expo
meant here merely to give a piece of prudential sition. 29. And if thy right eye— the readier and the
advice to his hearers, to keep out of the hands of the dearer of the two, offend thee—be a ' trap-spring,* or,
law and its officials by settling all disputes with one as in the New Testament, be 'an occasion of stum
another privately, is not for a moment to be tup- bling* to thee, pluck it out, and cast it from thee—imply,
posed, though there are critics of a school low enough inga certain indignant promptitude, heedless of what
22
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(tct cost to feeling the act may involve. Of course,
it is not the rtf€ simply of which our Lord speaks -as
u" execution were to be done upon the bodily organ
-thoarju there have been fanatical ascetics who have
buth advocated and practised this, showing a very low
iPF-rehrnsion of spiritual things— but Oie ofiendina
f\', or the eye considered as the occasion of sin ; and
i-wtfiuently. only the si-nfvt rxtrrite of the organ
s&iehii meant. For as one might put out his eyes
without in the least quenching the lust to which
iter ministered, so. "if thine eye be single, thy
»bule body shall be full of light." and, when directed
t'T i holy mind, becomes an "instrument of rlghttjosecM unto God." At the same time, just as by
cutting off a hand, or plucking out an eye. the poir-rr
'< arum; and of seeing would be destroyed, our Lord
«rt*inly means that we are to strike at the root of
swa unholy dispositions, as well as cut off the occa*-■« which tend to stimulate them, fbrit is profitable
fcr \Xm that oat of thy members should perish, and not
i*t thy whole body should be cast into hell. He who
oVpises the warning to "cast from him," with in^mant promptitude, an offending member, will find
fcj Thole body "cast." with a retributive promptitwie of indignation, "into bell." Sharp language
^i\ from the lips of Love incarnate \ 30. And if
-J right hind— the organ of actton, to which the eye
nates, fifiend thee, cut it off, and cast it from thee: for
» ts trofitabla. &c. See on v. 20. The repetition, in
ifestical terms, of such *tern truths and awful lessons
*w characteristic of our Lord's manner of teachib:. a Mark, ft. 43-49L 31. It hath been said. This
t'Ttened form was perhaps intentional, to mark a
tnnntion from the commandments of the Decalogue
t° t cinl enactment on the subject of Divorce, quoted
Own Deuteronomy. 24. 1. The law of Divorce—acordinz to its strictness or laxity- has so intimate a
>*wn* upon purity in the married life, that nothing
etM be more natural than to pass from the seventh
n -Lioandnient to the loose views on that subject
Us*fl current. Whoeoever shall put away his wife, let
bm pva her a writing of divorcement — a legal check
^t^b reckless and tyrannical separation. The one
lflpUmato ground of divorce allowed by the enactwot just quoted was "some unclean ness"— in other
'•■'ds. conjugal infidelity. But while one school of
tcitr^eten {that of Shammai) explained this quite
'oecUy. as prohibiting divorce In every case save
'■"*t of adultery, another school {that of Hilleil
etched the expression so far as to include everyttcsg m the wife offensive or disagreeable to the husU«ii-»Tietr of the law too well fitted to minister to
OTvtee and depraved Inclination not to find exi*v« tavour. And. indeed, to this day the Jews
*^'V divorce* on the most frivolous pretexts. It was
to sort this that our Lord uttered what follows : 32.
fc 1 or unto you. That whosoever shall put away his
**, utrisf far the cause of fornication, causeth her to
KEail adultery—*.*., drives her into it, in case she
ttvries again; and whoeoever shall marry her that is
^^^wd— for anything short of conjugal infidelity,
f^B&eUi adultery — for if the commandment is
*f** by the one party, it must be by the other
*k* Bat see on ch. 10. 4-0. Whether the innocent
f*rt7. after a just divorce, may lawfully marry again.
J W treated of here. The Church of Rome says. No ;
pa the Greek and Protestant Churches allow it.
*>■* mt^frt Ulustral'd from the Third Command*<■* (v. 33471. 33. Again, ye have heard that it hath
t** sud by them of old tune. Thou shalt not forswear
fcjwtt These are not the precise words of Exodus,
H '■ hut they express all that it was currently under
go*! to condemn, vis., false swearing (Leviticus. 10.
IX 4c). This is plain from what follows. But I say
**** J«c. Swear sot at all. That this was meant to
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condemn swearing of every kind and on every occa
sion — as the Society of Friends and some other
ultra-moralists allege — is not for a moment to be
thought For even Jehovah is said once and again
to have sworn by Himself; and our Lord certainly
answered upon oath to a question put to Him by the
high priest; and the apostle several times, and in the
most solemn language, takes God to witness that he
spoke and wrote the truth; and it is inconceivable
that our Lord should here have quoted the precept
about not forswearing ourselves but performing to
the Lord our oaths, only to give a precept of His own
directly in the teeth of it. Evidently, it is 'swearing
in common intercourse and on frivolous occasions'
that is here meant Frivolous oaths were indeed
severely condemned in the teaching of the times.
But so narrow was the circle of them that a man
might swear, says Lightj-oot. a hundred thousand
times and yet not be guilty of vain swearing. Hardly
anything was regarded as an oath if only the name
of God were not in it: just as among ourselves, u
Trbnch well remarks, a certain lingering reverence
for the name of God leads to cutting off portions of
His name, or uttering souuds nearly resembling it.
or substituting the name of some heathen deity, In
profane exclamations or asseverations. Against all
this our Lord now speaks decisively; teaching His
audience that every oath carries an appeal to God,
whether named or not. neither by heaven; for it la
God's throne: 36. Nor by the earth; for it is his footstool
(quoting Isaiah, C6. 1): neither by Jerusalem : for it is
the city of the great King (quoting Psalm 48. 2). 38.
Neither shalt then swear by thy head, because thou
canst not make one hair white or black. In the other
oaths specified, God's name was profaned quite as
really as if His name had been uttered, because it
was instantly suggested by the mention of His
"throne," His "footstool," His "city." But in
swearing by our own head and the like, the objection
lies in their being ' beyond our control,' and therefore
profanely assumed to have a stability which they have
not. 37. But let your communication—" your word, '.in
ordinary intercourse, be. Yea, yea: Hay, nay:— 'Let a
simple Yes and No suffice, in affirming the truth or
the untruth of anything.' (See James, 6. 12, and
2 Corinthians, 1. 17, 18.) for whatsoever is more than
these cometh of evil -not *of the evil One;' though an
equally correct renderingof the words, and one which
some expositors prefer. It is true that all evil in our
world is originally of the devil, that it forms a king
dom at the head of which he sits, and that, in every
manifestation of it he has an active part But any
reference to this here seems unnatural, and the
allusion to this passage in the Epistle of James (&, 131
seems to show that, this is not the sense of it—
" Let your yea be yea; and your nay, nay; Utt ye jaU
into condemnation." The untruthfulness of our
corrupt nature shows itself not only in the tendency
to deviate from the strict truth, but in the dis
position to suspect others of doing the same ; and as
this is not diminished, but rather aggravated, by the
habit of confirming what we say by an oath, we thus
run the ti -k of having all reverence for God's holy
name, and even for strict truth, destroyed in our
hearts, and so " fall into condemnation." The prac
tice of going beyond Yes and No, in affirmations and
denials—as if our wonl for it were not enough, and
we expected others to question it—springs from that
vicious root of untruthfulness which is only aggra
vated by the very effort to clear ourselves of the sus
picion of it And just as swearing to the truth of
what we say begets the disposition it is designed to
remove, so the love and reign of truth in the breasts
of Christ's disciples revealB itself so plainly even to
those who themselves cannot be trusted, that their
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simple Yes and No come soon to be more relied on
than the most solemn asseverations of others. Thus
does the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, like a tree
cast Into the bitter waters of human corruption, heal
and sweeten them.
Same Subject—Retaliation In. 38-42). We have here
the converse of the preceding lessons. They were
negative: these are pot.it it*. 38, Te have heard that it
hath been said (Exodus, 21. 23-25: Leviticus, 24. 10, 20;
Deuteronomy, 19. 21), An ere far an eye, and a tooth for
a tooth — t.*!., whatever penalty was regarded as a
proper equivalent for these. This law of retribution
—designed to take vengeance out of the hands of pri
vate persons, and commit it to the magistrate—was
abused in the opposite way to the commandments of
the Decalogue. While they were reduced to the
level of civil enactments, this judicial regulation was
held to be a warrant for taking redress into their
own hands, contrary to the injunctions of the Old
Testament itself (Proverbs, 20. 22; 24. 29}. 39. Bat I
say unto you. That ye resist not evil; but whosoever shall
smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other also.
Our Lord's own meek, yet dignified bearing, when
smitten rudely on the cheek (John, 18. 22, 23), and not
literally presenting the other, is the best comment
on these words. It is the preparedness, after one in
dignity, not to invite but to submit meekly to
another, without retaliation, which this strong lan
guage is meant to convey. 40 And if any man will sue
thee at the law, and take away thy coat—the inner gar
ment: in pledge for a debt (Exodus. 22. 26, 27)—let him
nave thy cloak also— the outer and more costly gar
ment. This overcoat was not allowed to be retained
over-night as a pledge from the poor, because they
used it for a bed-covering. 41. And whosoever shall
compel thee to go a mile, go with him twain—an allusion,
probably, to the practice of the Romans and some
eastern nations, who, when Government dispatches
had to be forwarded, obliged the people not only to
furnish horses and carriages, but to give personal at
tendance, often at great inconvenience, when re
quired. But the thing here demanded is a readiness
to submit to unreasonable demands of whatever
kind, rather than raise quarrels, with all the evils
resulting from them. What follows is a beautiful
extension of this precept 43. Give to him that asketh
thee. The sense of unrtasonablt asking is here implied
(cf. Luke, 6. 30). and from him that would borrow of thee
turn not thou away. Though the word signifies classi
cally 'to have money lent to one on security,' or
•with interest,' yet as this was not the original sense
of the word, and as usury was forbidden among the
Jews (Exodus, 22. 25. feeJ, It is doubtless simple bor
rowing which our Lord here means, as indeed the
whole strain of the exhortation implies. This shows
that such counsels as "Owe no man anything" (Ro
mans, 13. 8i are not to be taken absolutely; else the
Scripture commendations of the righteous for "lend
ing" to his necessitous brother (Psalm 37. 26: 112. 6;
Luke, 6. 37) would have no application, turn not
thou away—a graphic expression of unfeeling refusal
to relieve a brother in extremity.
Same Subject—Love to Enemies [v. 43-43). 43. Ye have
heard that it hath been said (Leviticus. 10. 18), Thou
shalt love thy neighbour. To this the corrupt teachers
added, and hate thine enemy— as if the one were a
legitimate inference from the other, instead of being
a detestable gloss, as Ben gel indignantly calls it
Lightfoot quotes some of the cursed maxims in
culcated by those traditionists regarding the proper
treatment of all Gentiles. No wonder that the Ro
mans charged the Jews with hatred of the human
race. 44. But I say unto you. Love your enemies. The
word here used denotes moruMove, as distinguished
from the other word, which expresses personal aff^c24
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tion. Usually, the former denotes 'complacency In
the character1 of the person loved ; but here it de
notes the benignant, compassionate outgoing of desire
for another's good, bless them that curse, you. do goad
to them that hate you, and pray for them which despitefully use you, and persecute you. The best commentary
on these matchless counsels is the bright example of
Him who gave them. (See 1 Peter, 2. 21-24; and cf.
Romans, 12. 20, 21 ; 1 Corinthians, 4. 12; 1 Peter. 3. 9.)
But though such precepts were never before expressed
—perhaps not even conceived —with such breadth,
precision, and sharpness as here, our Lord is here
only the incomparable Interpreter of a law in force
from the beginning: and this is the only satisfactory
view of the entire strain of this Discourse. 45. That
ye may be the children—' that ye may be sons'-of your
Father which is in heaven. The meaning is, 'that ye
may show yourselves to be such by resembling Him*
(cf. v. o and Ephesians, 6. 1). for he maketh his sun—
'your Father's sun.' Well might Benqel exclaim.
'Magnificent appellation !*—to rise on the evil and on
the good, and sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust
—rather [without the article] 'on evil and good, and
on just and unjust' When we find God's own pro
cedure held up for imitation in the law, and much
more in the prophets (Leviticus, 10. 2: 20. 26; and cf.
1 Peter, 1. 15, 18', we may see that the principle of this
surprising verse was nothing new: but the form of it
certainly is that of One who spake as never man spake.
46. For if ye love them which love you. what reward have
ye? do not even the publicans the samel The publicans,
as collectors of taxes due to the Roman government,
were even on this account obnoxious to the Jews,
who sat uneasy under a foreign yoke, and disliked
whatever brought this unpleasantly before them.
But the extortion practised by this class made them
hateful to the community, who in their current
speech ranked them with "harlots." Hot does our
Lord scruple to speak of them as others did, which.
we may be sure He never would if it had been calurcnious. The meaning, then, is, 'In loving those
who love you, there is no evidence of superior princi
ple : the worst of men will do this: even a publican
will go that length.' 47. And if ye salute your brethren
only— of the same nation and religion with yourselves
—what do ye more [than others |t—' what do ye uncom
mon' or 'extraordinary?' >.<*., wherein do ye fxeet f do
cot even the publicans sol The true reacting here ap
pears to be, 'Bo not even the heathens the uunef
Cf. ch. 18. 17, where the excommunicated person is
said to be "as an heathen man and a publican.**
48. Be ye therefore—rather, ' Ye shall therefore be/ or
'Ye are therefore to be,' as My disciples and in My
kingdom — perfect, or 'complete.* Manifestly, our
Lord here speaks, not of degrees of excellence, but of
the Hud of excellence which was to distinguish His
disciples and characterize His kingdom. When there
fore He adds, even as your Father which is in heaven is
perfect. He refers to that full-orbed glorious com pleteness which is in the great Divine Model, "their
Father which is in heaven."
CHAPTER VL
Sermon ok the Mount — continued. Ver. l-ts.
Further Illustration or the RianTEousMKsa
op tbk Kinodom—its UNOttTENTATiotrsxEsfc. Gen
eral Cautwn against Ostentation in ReUffv u<t Ihttir*
ijc, 1). 1. Take heed that ye do not your alms. But the true
reading seems clearly to be 'your righteousness."
The external authority for both readings is prettynearly equal; but internal evidence is decidedly in
favour of 'righteousness.' The subject of the second
verse being 'almsgiving.' that word-so like the other
in Greek—might easily be substituted for it by the
copyist : whereas the opposite would not be so likely.
But it is still more in favour of "righteousness," thai
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1/ *e n read the first verse, it then becomes a general * place of retirement' — and when thou hast shut thy
tadiig for this whole 8ection of the Discourse, door, pray to thy Father which is in secret; and thy Father
ueakating unostentatiousness in all deeds of right- which seeth in secret shall reward thee openly. Of course
wanes*-Almsgiving. Prayer, and Fasting being, in it is not the simple publicity of prayer which is here
i.r-u esse, bat selected examples of thiB righteous- condemned. It may be offered in any circumstance?,
a«i : whereas, if we read " Do not your aim*," &c. however open, if not prompted by the spirit of osten
Uiif ftrrt verse will have no reference but to that one tation, but dictated by the great ends of prayer it
point By "righteousness," in this case, we are to self. It is the retiring character of true prayer which
^Jerstind that same righteousness of the kingdom is here taught
'
tr fceaven. whose leading features—in opposition to
Supplementary Directions, and Model-Prayer l*. 7-15!.
t-*riitional perversions of it— it is the great object of 7. But when ye pray, use not vain repetitions. 'Babble
la;- Discourse to open up: that righteousness of not' would be a better rendering, both for the form
*d:<fl the Lord says. "Except your righteousness of the word—which in both languages is intended to
iUU exceed the righteousness of the scribes and Pha imitate the sound— and for the sense, which expresses
risees, ye shall in no case enter into the kingdom of not so much the repetition of the same words as a
issren"' fch.5. 20). To "do" this righteousness, was senseless multiplication of them ; as appears from
«a old and well understood expression. Thus, what follows, as the heathen do : for they think that
' fciesaed is he that doeth righteousness at aU times" they shall be heard for their much speaking. This method
Palm io*i 3!. It refers to the acting* of righteous* of heathen devotion is still observed by Hindu and
sea id the life—the outgoings of the gracious nature Mohammedan devotees. With the Jews, says Light~'l which our Lord afterwards said to His disciples, foot, it was a maxim, that * Every one who multiplies
" Herein is my Father glorified , that ye bear much prayer is heard.' In the Church of Rome, not only
feufc so shall ye be my disciples" (John, 16. 8). before is it carried to a shameless extent, but, as Tqoluck
i«s. to be seen of them— 'with the view* or 'intention justly observes, the very Prayer which our Lord gave
d tang beheld of them.' See the same expression as an antidote to vain repetitions is the most abused
js ra. & is. True, He had required them to let their to this superstitious end ; the number of times it
ii*ht m shine before men that they might see their is repeated counting for so much more merit. Is not
Wd works, and glorify their Father which is in this just that characteristic feature of heathen devo
J.area <ch. i is:. But this is quite consistent with tion which our Lord here condemns? But praying
sol making a display of our righteousness for self- much, and using at times the same words, is not here
t location. In fact, the doing of the former neces- condemned, and has the example of our Lord Him
urilyiiophes our not doing the latter, otherwise ye self in its favour. 8. Be not ye therefore like unto them :
an» io rward of your Father which is in heaven. When for your Father knoweth what things ye have need of
liidutyii done to God—as primarily enjoining and before ye ask him—and so needs not to be informed of
kiliy judging of it-He will take care that it be duly our wants, any more than to be routed to attend to
*te*ni*ed : but when done purely for ostentation, them by our incessant speaking. What a view of
'".•! cannot own it. nor is His judgment of it even God is here given, in sharp contrast with the gods of
ifccojnt of- God accepts only what is done to Him- the heathen ! But let it be carefully noted that it is
fei. 8o much for the general principle. Now follow not as tht genera'. Father of Mankind that our Lord
says, *• Your Father" knoweth what ye need before
time illustrations of it.
iUuoittito \r. i-4J. 2. Therefore, when thou doert ye ask it; for it is not men, as such, that He is ad
'oat abas, do not sound a trumpet before thee. '1 he ex- dressing in this Discourse, but His own disciples— the
rxssm la to be taken figuratively for blazoninff it. poor in spirit, the mourners, the meek, hungry and
ii-sce our expression to 'trumpet.' as the hypocrites thirsty souls, the merciful, the pure in heart, the
fc- This word—of such frequent occurrence in Scrip peacemakers, who allow themselves to have all man
ture, signifying primarily ' one who acts a part'— de ner of evil said against them for the Son of Man's
fies one who either pretends to be what he is not sake-in short, the new-born children of God, who,
*>oerii,orduK»)oies what he really is (as in Luke, making their Father's interests their own, are here
*~ Lit. in the synagogues and in the streets— the assured that their Father, In return, makes their
facta of religious and of secular resort—that they interests His, and needs neither to be told nor to be
*"J kwt glory of men. Verily I say unto you. In such reminded of their wants. Yet He will have His chil
K+ust expressions, it is the Lawgiver and Judge Him- dren pray to Him, and links all His promised sup
■dJ that we hear speaking to us. They have their re- plies to their petitions for them; thus encouraging
***** All they wanted was human applause, and us to draw near and keep near to Him,' to talk and
^loave it- and with it. all they will ever get. a walk with Him, to open our every case to Him, and
*; wfcsa thou coest alms, let not thy left hand knew assure ourselves that thus asking we shall receiveyut fy right hand doeth. * So far from making a dis- thus seeking we shall find—thus knocking it shall be
^Td it, dwell not on it even in thine own thoughts, opened to us. 9. After this manner—more simply,
** k ■ainisteT to spiritual pride. ' 4. That thine alms ' Thus,' therefore pray ys. The " ye" is emphatic here,
*J at ia secret, and thy Father which seeth in secret in contrast with the heathen prayers. That this
lfil»*Jfi shall reward thee openly. The word "Him- matchless prayer was given not only as a model, but
!***" tppean to be an unauthorized addition to the as a form, might be concluded from its very nature.
'«t vhich the sense no doubt suggested. See Did it consist only of hints or directions for prayer, it
could only be used as a directory; but seeing it is an
1 S^*' * S; KomAns' *• ™'- 1 Corinthians, 4. 5.
ro*w [r. &. Sj. 6. And when thou prayest, thou shalt actual prayer-designed, indeed, to show how much
*■«. according to the preferable reading, 'when ye real prayer could be compressed into the fewest
t*V ye thslT not be as the h; ^ocrites are: for they lovo words, but still, as a prayer, only the more incom
^srn atsnduig in the synagogues and in the comers at parable for that- it is strange that there should be a
'■•■Mi isee on c 2J. that they may be seen of men. doubt whether we ought to pray that very prayer.
Jtdj I try unto you. They have, &c. The Uanding Surely the words with which it is introduced, in the
j^are in prayer was the ancient practice, alike in second utterance and varied form of it which we
»ui w1*1 **"* in t*je eftrlv Christian Church, as is have in Luke, 11. 2. ought to set this at rest: " When
*•*! known to the learned. But of course this con- ye pray. my. Our Father." Nevertheless, since the
***c*hu posture opened the way for the ostentatious. second form of it varies considerably from the first,
Mutlso. whan thou P»T««*. «t*r into thy closet-a and since no example of its actual use, or express
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qnoUtion of its phraseology, occurs in the sequel of
the New Testament, wo are to guard against a super
stitious ubo of it. ilow early this began to appear in
the Church-services, and to what an extent it was
afterwards carried, is known to every one versed in
Church History, Nor has the spirit which bred this
abuse quite departed from some branches of the
Protestant Church, though the opposite and equnlly
condemnable extreme is to be found in other branches
of it.
Model-Prayer {v B-13). According to the Latin
fathers and the Lutheran Church, the petitions of the
Lord's Prayer are seven in number; according to the
Greek fathers, the Reformed Church, and the West
minster divines, they are only s»x: the two last being
regarded—we think, less correctly— as one. The first
three petitions have to do exclusively with God :
*KThy name be hallowed" — "27i|/ kingdom come" —
"Thy will be done." And they occur in & descending
scale —from Himself down to the manifestation of
Himself in His kingdom: and from His kingdom to
the entire subjection of its subjects, or the complete
doing of His will. The remaining four petitions
have to do with ourselves: "Give us our bread"—
" Forgive us our debts"—" Lead us not into tempta
tion"— "Deliver us from evil." But these latter
petitions occur in an ascending scale - from the bodily
wants of every day up to our final deliverance from
all evil.
Invocation: Our Father which art in heaven. In the
former clause we express His nearness to us; in the
latter. His distance from us. (See Ecclesiastes, 6. 2;
Isaiah, fie. l.) Holy, loving familiarity suggests the
one: awful reverence the other. In calling Him
•' Father" we express a relationship we have all known
and felt surrounding us even from our infancy: but
in calling Him our Father "who art in heaven," we
contrast Him with the fathers we all have here
below, and so raise our souls to that "heaven" where
He dwells, and that Majesty and Glory which are
there as in their proper home. These first words of
the Lord's Prayer— this Invocation with which it
opens -what a brightness and warmth does it throw
over the whole prayer, aud into what a serene region
does it introduce the praying believer, the child of
God, as he thus approaches Him ! It is true that the
paternal relationship of God to His people is by no
means strange to the Old Testament iSeo Deutero
nomy, 32. 6: Psalm 103. 13; Isaiah, 03. 10; Jeremiah, 3.
4, 19; Malachi, 1. 6: 2. 10.) But these are only glimpses
—the "back parts" (Exodus, 33. 23), if we may so
say. in comparison with the "open face" of our Father
revealed in Jesus. (See on 2 Corinthians, 3. 18.) Nor
is it too much to say, that the view which our Lord
gives, throughout this His very first lengthened dis
course, of "our Father in heaven," beggars all that
was ever taught, even in God's own Word, or con
ceived before by His saints, on this subject.
Ftrst Petition; Hallowed be— i.e., 'Be held in rever
ence* — regarded and treated as holy, thy name.
God's name means 'Himself as revealed and mani
fested.' Everywhere in Scripture God defines and
marks off the faith and love and reverence and obedi
ence He will have from men by the disclosures which
He makes to them of what He is ; both to shut out
false conceptions of Him, and to make all their devo
tion take the shape and hue of His own teaching.
Too much attention cannot be paid to this.
Second Petition: 10. Thy kingdom come. The king
dom of God is that moral and spiritual kingdom
which the God of grace is setting up in this fallen
world, whose subjects consist of as many as have
been brought into hearty subjection to His gracious
sceptre, and of which His Son Jesus is the glorious
Head. In the inward reality of it,. this kingdom
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existed ever since there were men who "walked with
God" (Genesis, 6. 24), and "waited for His salvation**
iGonesis, 49. 18): who were "continually with Him,
holden by His right hand" (Psalm 73. 23), and who.
even In the valley of the shallow of death, feared
no evil, when Ho was with them (Psalm 23. 4). When
Messiah Himself appeared, it was, as a visible king
dom, "at hand." His death laid the deep foundations
of it— His ascension on high, "leading captivity cap
tive and receiving gifts for men, yea, for the rebel
lious, that the Lord God might dwell among them.1*
and the Pentecostal effusion of the Spirit, by which
those gifts for men descended upon the rebellious,
and the Lord God was beheld, in the persona of
thousands upon thousands, "dwelling" among men
—was a glorious "coming" of this kingdom. But it
Is still to come, and this petition, " Thy kingdom
come." must not cease to ascend so long as one sub
ject of it remains to be brought in. But doea not
this prayer stretch further forward—to "the glory to
be revealed," or that stage of the kingdom called
"the everlasting kingdom of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ?" (2 Peter, 1. 11.) Not directly, perhaps,
since the petition that follows this—"Thy will be
done in earth, as it is in heaven"— would then bring
us back to this present state of imperfection. Still,
the mind refuses to be so bounded by stages and
degrees, and in the act of praying "Thy kingdom
come," it irresistibly stretches the wings of its faith.
and longing, and joyous expectation out to the final
and glorious consummation of the kingdom of God.
Third Petition : Thy will be done in earth, as it is in
heaven— or, as the same words are rendered in Luke,
'as in heaven, so upon earth'—as cheerfully, aa con
stantly* as perjretht. But somo will ask. Will this
ever be? We answer. If the "new heavens and new
earth" are to be just our present material system
purified by fire and transfigured, of course it will.
But we incline to think that the aspiration which we
are taught in this beautiful petition to breathe forth
has no direct reference to any such organic fulfilment,
and Is only the spontaneous and resistless longing of
the renewed soul-put into words—to see the whole
Inhabited earth in entire conformity to the wiU of
God. It asks not if ever it shall be-or if ever it can
be—in order to pray this prayer. It must have its
holy yearnings breathed forth, and this is just the
bold yet simple expression of them. Nor is the Old
Testament without prayers which come very near to
this (Psalm 7. 0;67.;72. 10: «seA
Fourth Petition : 11. Give us this day our daily bread.
The compound word here rendered "daily" occurs
nowhere else, cither in classical or sacred Greek, and
so must be interpreted by the analogy of Its com
ponent parts. But on this critics are divided. To
those who would understand it to mean, "Give us
this day the bread of to-morrow"— as if the sense thus
slid into that of Luke, " Give us day by day** (as
Benusl, Meyer, Arc.) -it may be answered that the
sense thus brought out is scarcely intelligible, if not
something leu; that the expression "bread of to
morrow" is not at all the same as bread "from day
to day," aud that, so understood, it would seem to
contradict v. 34. The great majority of the best critics
(taking the word to be compounded of oiwio. *«vostauar.' or * being'] understand by it the ' staff of li/^
'the bread of subsidence;' and so the sense will be.
'Give us this day the bread which this day's neces
sities require.' In this case, the rendering of our
authorised version (after the Vulgate, Luther, and
some of the best modern critics)—"our daily bread"
—is, in sense, accurate enough. (See Proverbs. 30. s.)
Among commentators, there was early shown an
inclination to understand this as a prayer for the
heavenly bread, or spiritual nourishment; and in this
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-*t \m been followed by many superior expositors,
Sixth Petition: 13. And lead us not into temptation.
r-- down to our own Limes. But as this is quite He who honestly seeks, and has the assurance of,
sasstsraL so it deprives the Christian of one of the forgiveness for past sin. will strive to avoid commit
■»vt*t of his priTi;ev?s-to cast his bodily wants, ting it for the future. But conscious that " when we
a &■ Acrt prayer, br one simple petition, upon would do good evil is present with us," we are taught
is fesavenly Father. >"o doubt the spiritual mind to offer this sixth petition, which comes naturally
^il !rma "the meat that perisheth," naturally rise close upon the preceding, and flows, indeed, instinc
a thsaffat to "that meat which endureth to ever- tively from it In the hearts of all earnest Christians.
*2« Wt" But let it be enough that the petition There Is some difficulty in the form of the petition, as
*»a bmiily wants irresistibly niogesti a higher peti- it is certain that God does bring His people—as He
~<*. and let U3 not rob ourselves—out of a morbid did Abraham, and Christ Himself — into circum
cnaahtr— of our one petition in this prayer for stances both fitted and designed to try them, or test
'ist tedUy provision which the immediate sequel the Btrength of their faith. Some meet this by re
*ianhW'Dr» shows that our heavenly Father has garding the petition as simply an humble expression
m sacs at heart In limiting our petitions, how- of self-distrust and instinctive shrinking from dan
<««■ te prorwion for Of day, what a spirit of cltild- ger; but this seems too weak. Others take it as a
** ^pendence does the Lord both demand and prayer against yielding to temptation, and so equiva
fcsjt:
lent to a prayer for 'support and deliverance when
Tift Miuva: It And forgive us our debts. A we are tempted:' but this seems to go beyond the
«a#j important view of sin this — as an offence precise thing intended. We incline to take it as a
°* ''oi demanding reparation to His dishon- prayer against being dratm or sucked, of our own
^d atomi upon our absolute subjection. As the wilt, into temptation, to which the word here used
'T si the creditor's hand, so is the sinner in the seems to lend some countenance—'Introduce us not'
y^rA God. This ides of sin had indeed come up This view, while it does not put into our mouths a
«tt is this I>»cour*e-fn the warnins to agree prayer against being tempted—which is more than
na *a adrerwy quickly, in case of sentence being the Divine procedure would seem to warrant—docs
»«d spr* na. adjudging us to payment of the last not, on the other hand, change the sense of the peti
-iat, oA to imprisonment till then (ch. 6. 25, 2o''. tion into one for support under temptation, which
^ 3 pqfd« Gp once and again in our Lord's snbse- the words will hardly bear; but it gives us a subject
>« fietchinc-as in the parable of the Creditor for prayer, in regard to temptation, most dtjiuite, and
■da* two debtors Luke. 7. 41, &c\ and in the of all others most needful. It was precisely this
^-tfitot the Unmerciful debtor !cb_ 1&. 23, &c). which Peter needed to ask, but did not ask. when—
3* fr eabodymg it in this brief Model of accept- of his own accord, and in spite of difficulties — he
**Pny«r. and as the first of three petitions more pressed for entrance Into the palace-hall of the high
* m bearm* upon sin. oar Ixird teaches us. in the priest, and where, once sucked into the scene and
»t fnphitx manner conceivable, to regard thia atmosphere of temptation, he fell so foully. And
'^ B° « the primary and fundamental one. if so, does it not seem pretty clear that this was ex
^•wtay to this in the " forgiveness" which it di- actly what our Lord meant His disciples to pray
—'.'. w to reek — not the removal from our own against when He said in the garden—" Watch and
■■toof the sum of gin. nor yet the removal of our pray, that ye enter not into temptation?" (ch. ML 41.)
*4wd of Gods ancer. or of unworthy suspicions
Seventh Petition: But deliver us from evil. We can
^a an. which w all that some tell us we have to see no good reason for regarding this as but the
*J\*s«t-biit the removal from God's own mind second half of the sixth petition. With far better
**P'*»*are arsinst us on account of sin, or. to ground might the second and third petitions be re
Sf!*Vfcure. the wiping or crossing out from garded as one. The "but" connecting the two peti
J "^ of remembrance*' of all entries against tions is an insufficient reason for regarding them as
■'• '<ha account as we forgive onr debtors— the one, though enough to show that the one thought
** ™ "f sin u before: only now transferred to naturally follows ■ close upon the other. As tho ex
* Rraoa of offences given and received between pression "from evil" may be equally well rendered
=» ed inan. After what has been said on ch. 5. 7, ' from the evil one,' a number of superior critics think
^ sot be thought that our Lord here teaches the devil is intended, especially from its following
■"f «r arm* of forgiveness towards our offend- close
upon the subject of "temptation." But the
■^■iw-awn absolutely precedes and is the proper comprehensive
character of these brief petitions, and
r=^j*j*c-1'*1 forgiveness of ns. His whole teach- the place which this one occupies, as that on which
i rT<1~u °' a!* ycripture-ia the reverse of all our desires die away, seems to us against so conf* fei u no one can reasonably imagine himself tracted a view of it. Nor can there be a reasonable
** « tbitct of Divine forgiveness who is deliber- doubt that the apostle, in some of the last sentences
*^ u* tabihully unforgiving towards his fellow- which he penned before he was brought forth to suffer
^V* it it a besutiful provision to make our right for his Lord, alludes to this very petition in the
^** **i erpect daily forgiveness of our daily language of calm assurance—"And the Lord shall
J^**** and our final absolution and acquittal deliver me from every evil work (cf. the Greek of the
°*»: rlarof admission into the kingdom, de- two passage*), and will preserve me unto his heavenly
>*--h
^>-fli^rcon*cionsncssofaforgivinRdisposi- kingdom" (2 Timothy. 4. 18>. This final petition,
^"^u^J CUr fe^ows* an(l our Preparedness to then, is only rightly grasped when regarded as a
'ffi *"jt? th« Searcher of hearts that we do rrayer for deliverance from all evil of whatever kind
^*™*tb«m. i8ee Mark. 11. 26. 20.) God —not only from sin, but from all its consequences—
^.""J**11 ^ace reflected in His forgiving chil- fully and finally. Fitly, then, are our prayers ended
"»»* ! *° ^ ' ;w* *or wu*' we ourselves refuse with this. For what can we desire which this does
^^^ toinnilt Him. So much stress does our not carry with it? For thine is the kingdom, and the
t^k?011 this" tbat *mmediateIy »tCT ^he c,o8e power, and the glory, for ever. Amen.—If any reliance
"-Mi u.!ff' *■ ^ *^e on* P°int m il which He is to be placed on external evidence, this doxology,
vejjl
0Wn m'r- that
X*. W.
the procedure
purpose In
of we think, can hardly be considered part of the origi
,^iT isrjrint
the for
Divine
nal text. It Is wanting in all the most ancient MSS. ;
^ «ttw of forpveness will be exactly what our it Is wanting In the Old Latin version and in the
Vuljatc: the former mounting up to about the
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middle of the second century, and the latter being a fess to bow to the teaching of Christ is it practically
revision of it In the fourth century by Jerome, a disregarded! 'What a man loves.' says Ltjthbr,
most reverential and conservative as well as able and quoted by Tholuck, * that is his G od. For he carries
Impartial critic As might be expected from this, it it in his heart, he goes about with it night and day.
is passed by in silence by the earliest Latin fathers; he sleeps and wakes with it; be it what it may —
but even the Greek commentators, when expounding wealth or pelf, pleasure or renown.' But because
this Prayer, pass by the doxology. On the other "laying up" is not in itself sinful, nay, in some cases
hand, it is found in a majority of M8S., though not enjoined (2 Corinthians. 12. 14). and honest industry
the oldest: it is found in all the Syriac versions, and sagacious enterprise are usually rewarded with
even the Peshito—dating probably as early as the prosperity, many flatter themselves that all is right
second century — although this version wants the between them and God while their closest attention,
■"Amen," which the doxology. if genuine, could anxiety, zeal, and time are exhausted upon these
hardly have wanted; it is found in the Sahidic or earthly pursuits. To put this right, our Lord adds
Thebaic version made for the Christians of Upper what follows, in which there is profound practical
Egypt, possibly as early as the Old Latin ; and it is wisdom. 22. The light-rather,' The lamp'—of the body
found in perhaps most of the later versions. On a is toe eye: if therefore thine eye be single — 'simple.'
review of the evidence, the strong probability, we 'clear.' As applied to the outward eye. this means
think, is that it was no part of the original text. 14. general soundness; particularly, not looking two
For if ye forgive men, &c: 15. But if ye forgive not, &.c. ways. Here, as also in classical Greek, it is used
figuratively to denote the simplicity of the mind's
See on v. 12.
Fasting (r. 10-18). Having concluded His supple eye, singleness of purpose, looking right at its object.
mentary directions on the subject of Prayer with as opposed to having two ends in view. (See Pro
this divine Pattern, our Lord now returns to the verbs, 4. 25-27.) thy whole body shall be tall of light—
subject of Unostentatiousness in our deeds of right 'illuminated.* As with the bodily vision, the man
eousness, in order to give one more illustration of who looks with a good, sound eye walks in light, see
it, in the matter of Fasting. 16. Moreover, when ye fast ing every object clear; so a simple and persistent pur
—referring, probably, to private and voluntary fast pose to serve and please God in everything will make
ing, which was to be regulated by each individual for the wnole character consistent and bright. 23. Bat
himself; though in spirit it would apply to any fast, if thine eye De evil— 'distempered,' or, as we should
be not, as the hypocrites, of a sad countenance: for they say. If we have got a bad eye. thy whole body shall
disfigure their faces—lit.,' make unseen;* very well ren be full of darkness—'darkened.' As a vitiated eye, or
dered " disfigure." They went about with a slovenly on eye that looks not straight and full at its object,
appearance, and ashes sprinkled on their head, that sees nothing as it is, so a mind and heart divided be
they may appear unto men to fast. It was not the tween heaven and earth is all dark. If therefore the
deed, but reputation for the deed which they sought; light that is in thee be darkness, how great is that dark
and with this view those hypocrites multiplied their ness! As the conscience is the regulative faculty,
fasts. And are the exhausting fasts of the Church of and a man's inward purpose, scope, aim in life, de
Rome, and of Romanizing Protestants, free from termines his character — if these be not simple and
this taint 7 Verily I say unto you. They have their re heavenward, but distorted and double, what moat
ward. 17. But thou, when thou fastest, anoint thine head, all the other faculties and principles of our nature
and wash thy face — as the Jews did, except when be which take their direction and character from
mourning (Daniel, 10. 3) ; so that the meaning is, these, and what must the whole man and the whole
'Appear as usual'— appear so as to attract no notice. life be. but a mass of darkness I1 In Luke (11. 36) the
18. That thou appear not unto men to fast, but unto thy converse of this statement very strikingly expresses
Father which Is in secret: and thy Father, which seeth in what pure, beautiful, broad perceptions the clarity of
secret, shall reward thee [openly I The "openly" seems the iRvorrf eye. imparts: "If thy whole body therefore
evidently a later addition to the text of this verse be full of light, having no part dark, the whole shall
be full of light, as when the bright shining of a candle
from v. 4, 7. though of course the idea is implied.
19-34. Concluding Illustrations op the doth give thee light." But now for the application
rlobteovsxess of tiie kingdom — hzavenly- of this. 24. Ho man can serve. The word means to
MINDKDNES8 AND FILIAL CONFIDKNCE. 19. Lay not "belong wholly and be entirely under command to.'
up for ourselves—or hoard not — treasures upon earth, two masters: for either he will hate the one, and love the
where moth—a * clothes-moth.' Eastern treasures, con other; or else he will hold to the one, and despise the
sisting partly in costly dresses stored up (Job, 27. 10), other. Even if the two masters be of one character/
were liable to be consumed by moths (Job, 13. 28 : and have but one object, the servant must take law
Isaiah, 50. 0; 51. 8). In James. 6. 2 there is an evident from one or other: though he may do what is agree
reference to our Lord's words here, and rust—any able to both, he cannot, in the nature of the thing,
'eating into* or 'consuming;' here, probably, *wear- be servant to more than one. Much less if, as in the
and-tear.' doth corrupt —' cause to disappear.' By present case, their interests are quite different, and
this reference to moth and rust our Lord would teach even conflicting. In this case, if our affections be in
how perisitable are such earthly treasures, and where the service of the one—if we " love the one"—we moat
thieves break through and steal. Treasures these, how of necessity " hate the other;" if we determiao reso
precarious ! 20. But lay up for yourselves treasures in lutely to "hold to the one," we must at the same
heaven—The language in Luke (12. 33) is very bold— time disregard, and, if he insist on his claims upon
'Sell that ye have, and give alms; provide yourselves us, even "despise the other." Ye cannot serve God and
bogs which wax not old, a treasure in the heavens mammon. The word "mamon"— better written with
that faileth not," &c. where neither moth nor rust one m—is a foreign one. whose precise derivation
doth corrupt, and where thieves do not break through nor cannot certainly be determined, though the most
steal Treasures these, impirisliabie and unassail probable one gives it the sense of ' what one trusts
able! (Cf. Colossians. 3. 2.) 21. For where your trea in.' Here, there can be no doubt it is used for ridiest*
sure is-that which ye value most, there will your considered as an idol-master, or god of the heart.
heart be also. I ' Thy treasure—thy heart' iB probably The service of this god and the true God together 13
the true reading here: 'your.' in Luke, 12. 34. from here, with a kind of indignant curtness, pronounced
which it seems to have come in here.] Obvious impossible. But since the teaching of the preceding
though this maxim be, by what multitudes who pro- verses might seem to endanger our falling short of
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what is requisite for the present life, and bo being is, and to-morrow is cast into the oven—wild flowers cut
left destitute, our Lord now comes to speak to that with the grass, withering by the heat, and used for
point 25. Therefore I lay onto yon, Take no thought— fuel. (See James, l. 1L) shall he not much more clothe
'Be not solicitous.' The English word "thought," you, 0 ye of littlo faith! The argument here is some
when our Tersion was made, expressed this idea of thing fresh. 'Gorgeous as is the array of the flowers
'solicitude.' 'anxious concern'— as may be seen in that deck the fields, surpassing all artificial human
any old English classic, and in the same sense it is grandeur, it is for but a brief moment; you are rav
used in l Samuel. 9. s, ic But this senae of the word ished with it to-day. and to-morrow it is gone; your
has now nearly pone out, and so the mere English own hands have Belied and cast it into the oven:
reader is apt to be perplexed. Thought or forethought, Shall, then, God's children, so dear to Him. and
for temporal thiugs-in the sense of reflection, con instinct with a life that cannot die, be left naked?
sideration—is required alike by Scripture and com He does not say. Shall they not be more beauteoualy
mon sen*e. It is that anxious solicitude, that carking arrayed? but. Shall He not much more dotiu them?
care, which springs from unbelieving doubts and that being all He will have them regard as secured
cravings, which alone is here condemned, (idee to them ,cf. Hebrews, 13. 6). The expression, ' LittlePfeilippiant, 4. 6 i for your life, what ye shall eat, or faithed ones,' which our Lord applies once and again
vast ye shall drink; nor yet for your body, what ye shall to His disciples !ch. 8. 28; 14. 31; 16. 8). can hardly be re
rat en. la Luke (12. 30) our Lord adds, * neither be ye garded as rebuking any actual manifestions of unbe
unsettled'— not "of doubtful mind," as in our version. lief at that early period, and before such an audience.
When " careful ;or ' full of care') about nothing," but It is His way of gently chiding the spirit of ud belief,
committing all in prayer and supplication with so natural even to the best, who are surrounded by a
thanksgiving unto God, the apostle assures us that world of sense, and of kindling a generous desire to
" the peace of God. which passeth all understanding, shake it off. 31. Therefore take no thought ('solicitude'),
■hall keep our hearts and minds in Christ Jesus" saying. What shall we eatl or, What shall we drink? or,
iPhilippians. *. 6, 7); i>.. shall guard both our feelings Wherewithal shall we be clothed? 33. (For after all these
and our thoughts from undue agitation, and keep things do the Gentiles seek!—rather, 'pursue.' Know
them in a holy calm. But when we commit our ing nothing definitely beyond the present life to
whole temporal condition to the wit of our own kindle their aspirations and engage their supreme
minds, we get into that "unsettled" state against attention, the heathen naturally pursue present ob
which our Lord exhorts His disciples. Is not the life jects as their chief, their only good. To what an
■are than meat— or 'food,' and the body than raiment? elevation above these does Jesus here lift His disci
If God. then, give and keep up the greater—the life. ples ! for your heavenly Father knoweth that ye have
the body—will He withhold the less, food to sustain need of all these things. How precious this word !
hie and raiment to clothe the body? 26. Behold the Food and raiment are pronounced needful to God's
frwhi of the air—In r. 28, ' observe well.' and in Luke, children; and He who could say, "No mau knoweth
ix 3*. "consider"—so as to learn wisdom from them. the Father but the Son, and he to whomsoever the
for they sow not. neither do they reap, nor gather into Son will reveal Him" (ch. 11. 27). says with an au
same ; yet your heavenly Father feedeth them. Are ye thority which none but Himself could claim, " Your
net much better than they 1—nobler in yourselves and heavenly Father knoweth that ye have need of all
dearer to God. The argument here is from the greater these things." Will not that suffice you, O ye needy
tc the less: but how nch in detail I The brute crea ones of the household of faith? 33, But seek ye first
tion—void of reason—are incapable of sowing, reap- the kingdom of God. and his righteousness; and all these
tac and storing: yet your heavenly Father suffers things shall be added unto you. This Is the great sum
them not helplessly to perish, but sustains them ming up. Strictly speaking, it has to do only with
without any of those processes: Will He see, then. the subject of the present Section— the right state of
His own children using all the means which reason the heart with reference to heavenly and earthly
dictates for procuring the things needful for the body things; but being couched in the form of a brief gen
—lookina" up to Himself at every step—and yet leavo eral directory, it is so comprehensive in its grasp as
them to starve ! 37. Which of you, by taking thought to embrace the whole subject of this Discourse.
- anxious solicitude', can add one cubit unto his stature! And, as if to make this the more evident, the two
' 'Stature** can hardly be the thing intended here: key-notes of this great Sermon seem purposely struck
trrt. because the subject is the prolongation of lift, in it— "the kingdom" and "the righteousness" of
by the supply of its necessaries of food and clothing; the kingdom— as the grand objects, in the supreme
sad next, because no one would dream of adding a pursuit of which all things needful for the present
'.shit—or a foot and a half—to his stature, while In life will be added to us. The precise sense of every
Um corresponding passage in Luke 112. 26, 26), the word in this golden verse should be carefully weighed.
tang intended is represented as "that thing which " The kingdom oj tfou" is the primary subject of the
is Um*t,m But if we take the word in its primary Sermon on the Mount—that kingdom which the God
sense of '<b<k' for 'suture' is but a secondary sense) of heaven Is erecting in this fallen world, within
tt* Uiea will be this, 'Which of you, however anxiously which are all the spiritually recovered and inwardly
yarn vex yourselves about it. can add so much as a subject portion of the family of Adam, under Mes
stef- to the length of your life's journey T To com siah as its divine Head and King. "The righteous.
pare the length of life to measures of this nature is ncss tlurreoj" is the character of all such, so amply
fit foreign to the language of Scripture (cf. Psalm described and variously illustrated in the foregoing
a S;sTbDOthy. «. 7. toe). So understood, the mean portions of this Discourse. The " seeking" of these is
ing is clear and the connection natural In this the the making them the object of supreme choice and
bast critics now agree. 28. And why take ye thought pursuit; and the seeking of them ".first" is the seek
far ruocBtl Consider (' observe well'] the lilies of the ing of them before and above all else. The " all these
Seat hew they grow: they toil not— as men, planting and things" which shall in that case be added to us are
preparing the flax, neither do they spin—as women: just the "all these things" which the last words of the
23. And yet I say unto you. That even Solomon in all his preceding verse assured us " our heavenly Father
fiary was net arrayed like one of these. What incom- knoweth that we have need of;" i.e.. all we require
sanbie teaching!— best left in Its own transparent for the present life. And when our Lord says they
rieirnesa and rich simplicity. 30. Wherefore, if God so shall be "added," it is implied, as a matter of course,
uaat lae grass— the * herbage'—cf the field, which to-day that the seekers of the kingdom and its righteousness
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shall have these as their proper and primary portion:
the rest being their gracious reward for not seeking
them. (See an illustration of the principle of this in
3 Chronicles, 1. 11, 12.) What follows is but a reduc
tion of this great general direction into a practical
and ready form for daily use. 34. Take therefore no
thought ('anxious care'] for the morrow: for the morrow
■hall take thought for the things of itself or, according
to other authorities, 'for itself')— shall have its own
causes of anxiety. Sufficient unto the day is the evil
thereof. An admirable practical maxim, and better
rendered in our version than in almost any other,
not excepting the preceding English ones. Every
day brings its own cares ; and to anticipate is only to
double them.
CHAPTER VIL
Sermon on the Mount—cortelnd'd,
Ver.1-13. MlBCKLLANKOUSSUPPLEMENTARTCorNHKLK. That these verses are entirely supplementary
is the simplest and most natural view of them. All
attempts to make out any evident connection with
the immediately preceding context are, in our judg
ment, forced. But, though supplementary, these
counsels arc far from being of subordinate Import
ance. On the contrary, they involve some of the
most delicate and vital duties of the Christian life.
In the vivid form in which they are here presented,
perhaps they could not have been introduced with
the same effect under any of the foregoing heads; but
they spnng out of the same great principles, and are
but other f ormn and manifestations of the same evan
gelical "righteousness."
Censorious Judgment (r 1-6). 1. Judge not, that ye be
not judged. To "judge" here docs not exactly mean
to pronounce condemnatory judgment, nor docs it
refer to simple judging at ail. whether favourable or
the reverse. The context makes it clear that the
thine here condemned is that disposition to look
unfavourably on the character and actions of others,
which leads invariably to the pronouncing of rash,
unjust, and unlovely judgments upon them. No
doubt it is the judgments so pronounced which are
here spoken of; but what our Lord aims at is the
aplrlt out of which they spring. Provided we eschew
this unlovely spirit, we are not only warranted to sit
in judgment upon a brother's character and actions,
but. In the exercise of a necessary discrimination, are
often constrained to do so for our own guidance. It
Is the violation of the law of love involved in tho ex
ercise of a censorious disposition which alone is here
condemned. And the argument against it—" that ye
be not judged"—confirms this; 'that your own char
acter and actions be not pronounced u]>on with the
like severity;' i.e.. at the great day. 2. For with what
judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged : and with what
measure ye mete—whatever standard of judgment ye
apply to others, it shall be measured to you again. This
proverbial maxim is used by our Lord in other con
nections—as In Mark, 1 34, and with a slightly differ
ent application in Luke, 6. 3S-as a great principle in
the divine administration. Un tender judgment of
ethers will be judicially returned upon ourselves, in
the day when God Bhall judge the secrets of men by
Jesus Christ. But, as in many other cases under
the divine ad mintstation, such harsh judgment gets
self-punished even here. For people shrink from
contact with those who systematically deal out harsh
judgment upon others — naturally concluding that
they themselves may be the next victims—and feel
impelled in self-defence, when exposed to it, to roll
back upon the assailant his own censures. 3. And
why beholdest thou the mote—* splinter;' here very well
rendered " mote," denoting any small fault, that is
in thy brother's eye, but considerest not the beam that to
in thine own eye!-denoting the much greater fault
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which we overlook in ourselves. 4. Or how wilt thcu
say to thy brother, Let me pull out the mote out of thine
eye; and. behold, a beam is in thine own eye! 5. Thou
hypocrite— 'Hypocrite!* first cast out the beam out of
thine own eye; and then shalt thou see clearly to cast out
the mote out of thy brother's eye. Our Lord uses a
most hyperbolical, but not unfamiliar figure, to ex
press the monstrous inconsistency of this conduct.
The "hypocrisy" which, not without indignation. Ho
charges it with, consists in the pretence of a zealous
and compassionate charity, which cannot possibly Toe
real in one who suffers worse faults to lie uncor
rected In himself. He only is fit to be a reprover
of others who jealously and severely judges himself.
Such persons will not only be slow to undertake the
office of censor on their neighbours, but, when con
strained in faithfulness to deal with them, will make
it evident that they do it with reluctance and not
satisfaction, with moderation and not exaggeration,
with love and not harshness.
Prostitution of Holy Thing* {v. 0). The opposite ex
treme to that of censoriousness is here condemned —
want of discrimination of character. 6. Give not that
which is holy unto the dogs—savage or snarling haters
of truth and righteousness, neither cast ye your pearla
before swine—the impure or coarse, who are incapable
of appreciating the priceless jewels of Christianity.
In the East dogs are wilder and more gregarious, and.
feeding on carrion and garbage, are coarser and fiercer
than the same animals in the West Dogs and swine,
besides being ceremonially unclean, were peculiarly
repulsive to the Jews, and indeed to the ancienta gen
erally, lest they trample them under their feet— as swine
do—and turn again and rend ytu-at dogs do. Religion
is brought into contempt, and its professors insulted,
when it is forced upon those who cannot value it and
will not have it. But while the indiscriminately
zealous have need of tliis caution, let us be on ouz
guard against too readily setting our neighbours down
as dogs and swine, and excusing ourselves from en
deavouring to do them good on this poor plea.
Prayer [v. 7-11). Enough, one might think, had been
said on this subject in ch. C. 6-15. But the difficulty
of the foregoing duties seems to have recalled the
subject, and this gives it quite a new turn. 'How
shall we ever be able to carry out such precepts as
these, of tender, holy, yet discriminating love? might
the humble disciple enquire. *Go to God with it.' i«
our Lord's reply; but He expresses this with a fulness
which leaves nothing to be desired, urging now not
only confidence, but importunity in prayer. 7. Ask,
and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock:,
and it shall be opened unto you. Though there seems
evidently a climax here, expressive of more and more
importunity, yet each of these terms used presents
what we desire of God in a different light. We ask
for what we wish; we seek for what wo mi**; we knock
for that from which we feel ourselves sJtui out. An
swering to this threefold representation is the triple
assurance of success to our believing efforts. 'But
ah!' might some humble disciple say, *1 cannot per
suade myself that I have any interest with God.'
To meet this, our Lord repeats the triple assurance
He had just given, but In such a form as to silence
every such complaint. 8. For every one that asketh receiveth ; and he that seeketh findeth ; and to Mm that
knocketh it shall be opened. Of course, it i% presumed
that he asks aright—t.-1., in faith -and with an honest
purpose to make use of what he receives. " If any of
you lack wisdom, let him ask of God. But let hina
ask in faith, nothing wavering (undecided whether
to be altogether on the Lord's side . For he that
wavereth is like a wave of the sea driven with the
wind and tossed. For Ut not Unit man Viink Uiut La
shall receive any thing of Uic Lord" (James, 1. 6-7j.
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Hesse, " Ye ask. and rcceivo not. because ye ask
lata, that ye may consume it upon your lusts"
James, 4. 31. 0. Or what man is there of you, whom if
'-UM&aik bread— *a loaf,' will he give him a stonel—
:i<cad and smooth like such a loaf or cake as was
■3Q*h in use, but only to mock him. 10. Or if he ask
t fsa, will he give him a serpent!—like it, indeed, but
calf to sting him. ll. If ye then, being* evil, know how
to j:ve gooi gifts unto your children, how much more shall
r*r Father which is in heaven give good things to them
\~lt uk him! Bad as our fallen nature is. the father
ii n* is not extinguished. What a heart, then, must
the Father of all fathers have towards His pleading
caiiartn! In the corresponding passage in Luke
w on it. 13), instead of "good things," our Lord
iJa* nether He will not much more give the tiay
irvtf to them that ask Him. At this early stage of
Hit ministry, and before such an audience. He seems
i.>uo;d such sharp doctrinal teaching an was more
mordant with His plan at the riper stage indicated
n Lake, and in addressing His own disciples excluuttr.
wW« Bute (v. in. 12. Therefore-to say all in one
rl-iii things whatsoever ye would that men should do
'j rat, eo yt even so— the same thing and in the same
•V. ts them : for this is the Law and the Prophets.
'I ais is the substance of all relative duty; all Scrip.
tut in a nutshell.' Incomparable summary ! How
• ell called "the royal law!" (James, 2. 8; cf. Romans.
u *. ) It is true that similar maxims are found
listing in the writings of the cultivated Greeks and
Konuas. ami naturally enough in the Rabbinical
•*Titmj3. But so expressed asitishere—inimmediato
CbDuction with, and as the sum of such duties as had
Wb lost enjoined, and such principles as had been
Ulcre taught— it is to be found nowhere else. And
lot best commentary upon this fact is. that never
U. oar Lord came down thus to teach did men
tftctnally and widely exemplify it in their practice.
It* is-ecise sense of the maxim is best referred to
' aiton tense. It is not, of course, what-in our
'tiyvard, capricious, grasping moods—we should msh
tint men would do to us. that we are to bold ourtuvei bound to do to them; but only what—in the
'it rase of an impartial judgment, and putting our'*1t«i in their place— ve consider it reasonable that
t>r should do to us, that we arc to do to them.
Lj-Sa. Cokclcsiow and £mcr or the Seilmox
« thi Movnt. We have l.cre the application of
^■e snole preceding Discourse. Contusion, of the
***emo% t/i< Mount [r. 13-27). "The righteousness
<■'■ ihekinjrdom." so amply described, both in princi* and in detaU, would be seen to involve aelfsacn.
>' at«ery step. Multitudes would never face this.
f^U must be faced, else the consequences will be
:"«»l This would divide all within the sound of these
i~tss into two classes: the many, who will follow the
I'tvlicf ease and self-indulgence— end where it might;
c4 the few. who. bent on eternal safety above every'■kat; the, take the way that leads to it- at whatever
«*t This gives occasion to the two,opening verBes
■ < tiiis application. 13. Enter ye in at the strait gate
y it hardly wide enough to admit one at all. This
Besses the difficulty of the first right step in relifa. itTolTing. as it does, a triumph over all our
HSjtl inclinations. Hence the still stronger cxpres*** m Luke 13. 24*. "'Strive to enter in at the strait
31*." tax wide is the gate— easily entered— and broad
•»iStTsy-c&si]y trodden—that leadeth to destruction,
tt*-thas lured — many there be which go in thereat.
!■*- Beerae strait is the gate, and narrow is the way,
'Sea letdeth tnto life — in other words, the whole
^rse is u difficult as the first step ; and (so it comes
to Piss that few then be that find it. The recom•Mtdation of the broad way u the ease with which
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it i i trodden and the abundance of company to bs
found in it.* It is sailing with a fair wind and a
favourable tide. The natural inclinations are not
crossed, and fears of the issue, if not easily hushed,
are in the long ruu effectually subdued. The one
disadvantage of this course is its end—it "leadeth to
destruction." The great Teacher says it. and says it
as "One having authority." To the supposed injus
tice or harshness of this He never once adverts. Ho
leaves it to be inferred that such a course righteously,
naturally, necessarily so ends. But whether men see
this or no, lierc He lays down the law of the kingdom,
and leaves It with us. As to the other way, the dis
advantage of it lies in its narrowness and solitude.
Its very first step involves a revolution in our whole
purposes and plans for life, and a surrender of all that
is dear to natural inclination, while all that follows
is but a repetition of the first great act of self-sacrifice.
No wonder, then, that few find and few are found in
it. But it has one advantage— it "leadeth unto life."
Some critics take " the gate" here, not for the first,
but the last step in religion; since gates seldom open
into roads, but roads usually terminate in a gate, lead
ing straight to a mansion. But as this would make
our Lord's words to have a very inverted and unnatu
ral form as they stand, it is better, with the majority
of critics, to view them as we have done. But since
such teaching would bo as unpopular as the way
itself, our Lord next forewarnB His hearers that
preachers of smooth things— the true heirs and re
presentatives of the false prophets of old-would bo
rife enough In the new kingdom. 15. Beware—"But
beware' of false prophets-i.'., of teachers coming as
authorized expounders of the mind of God and guides
to heaven. (Seo Acts, 20. 29, 30; 2 Peter, 2. l, 2.) which
come to you in sheep's clothing—with a bland, gentle,
plausible exterior; persuading you that the gate is
not strait nor the way narrow, and that to teach so is
illiberal and bigoted— precisely what the old prophets
did (Ezekiel, 13. 1-10, 22). bat inwardly they are raven
ing wolves— bent on devouring the flock for their own
ends (2 Corinthians, 11. 2. 3, 13-15). 1ft Ye shall know
them by their fruits— not their doctrlncs-ns many of
the elder interpreters and some later ones explain it
- for that corresponds to the trceitself ; but the prac
tical effect of their teaching, which Is the proper fruit
of the tree. Do men gather grapes of thorns- any kind
of prickly plant, or figs of thiBtles!—a three-pronged
variety. Tho general sense is obvious—Every tree
bears its own fruit. 17. Even so every good tree bring
eth forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree bringeth forth
evil fruit 18. A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit,
neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. Obvi
ous as Is the truth here expressed in different forms
-that the heart determines and is the only proper
interpreter of the actions of our life- no one who
knows how the Church of Rome makes a merit of ac
tions, quite apart from the motives that prompt
them, and how the same tendency manifests itself
from time to time even among Protestant Christians,
can think it too obvious to be insisted on by the
teachers of divine truth. Here follows a wholesome
digression. 19. Every tree that bringeth not forth gocd
fruit is hewn down, and cast into the fire. See on ch. 3.
10. 20. Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them:—
V.d., ' But the point I now press is not so much the
end of such, as the means of detecting them ; and this.
as already said, is their fruits.' The hypocrisy of
teachers now leads to a solemn warning against reli
gious hypocrisy in general. 21. Not every one that
saith unto me. Lord, Lord—the reduplication of the title
"Lord" denoting real in according it to Christ tsee
Mark, 14. 45!. Yet our Lord claims and expects this
of all His disciples, as when He washed their feet,
" Ye call me Master and Lord: and ye say well; for so
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Conchinon and Effect of the
I am" {John, 13. 13). shall enter Into the kingdom of And the rain descended, and the floods came, and the winds
heaven; bat he that doeth the will of my Father which is blew, and beat upon-or 'struck againsf that house:
In heaven—that will which it had been the great object and it fell: and great was the fall of it—terrible the ruin !
of this Discourse to Bet forth. Yet our Lord says How lively must this imagery have been to an audiwarily, not 'the will of your Father,* but "of My | ence accustomed to the fierceness of an Eastern tem
Father :" thus claiming a relationship to His Father pest, and the suddenness and completeness with
with which His disciples might not intermeddle, and which it sweeps everything unsteady before it!
Effect of the Sermon on tlie Mount (r. 2S. 29). 28. And
which He never lets down. And He so speaks here,
to give authority to His asseverations. But now He it came to pass, when JeBus had ended these layings, the
rises higher still- not formally announcing Himself people were astonished at his doctrine — rather, * His
as the Judge, but intimating what men will say to teaching,' for the reference is to the manner of it
Him, and He to them, when He sits as their final judge. quite as much as to the matter, or rather more so.
22. Many will say to me in that day—What day? It is 20. For he taught them as f one I having authority. The
emphatically unnamed. But it is the day to which word " one," which our translators have here inserted,
He had just referred, when men shall " enter" or not only weakens the statement and not as the scribes.
enter "into the kingdom of heaven." (See a similar The consciousness of divine authority, as Lawgiver,
way of speaking of "that day" in 2 Timothy. 1. 12; Expounder, and Judge, so beamed through His teach
4. 8.) Lord, Lord. The reiteration denotes surprise. ing, that the scribes' teaching could not but appear
* What. Lord ? How is this ? Are we to be disowned t drivelling in such a light
have we not prophesied—or 'publicly taught* As one
CHAPTER VIIL
of the special gifts of the Spirit in the early Church,
Ver. 1-4. Hkai.inm of a Leper. '-Mark. 1. 40-46;
It has the sense of ' inspired and authoritative teach Luke, 5. 12-16.) The time of this miracle seems too
ing,* and is ranked next to the apostleship. (See definitely fixed here to admit of our placing it where
1 Corinthians, 12. 28 ; Ephesians, 4. 11.) In this sense it stands in Mark and Luke, in whose Gospels no such
it is used here, as appears from what follows, in thy precise note of time is given. 1. [And] When he was
namel— or, ' to thy name,* and so in the two following come down from the mountain, great multitudes followed
clauses— 'having reference to Thy name as the sole him. 3. And, behold, there came a leper—" a man full
power in which we did it' and in thy name have cast of leprosy." says Luke. 6. 12. Much has been written
out devils 1 and In thy name done many wonderful works 1 on this disease of leprosy, but certain points remain
—or 'miracles.' These are selected as three examples still doubtful. All that needs be said here is, that
of the highest services rendered to the Christian cause, it was a cutaneous disease, of a loathsome, diffusive,
and through the power of Christ's own name, invoked and, there is reason to believe, when thoroughly pro
for that purpose; Himself, too, responding to the call nounced, incurable character; that though in its dis
And the threefold repetition of the question, each tinctive features it is still found in several countries
time in the same form, expresses in the liveliest man —as Arabia, Egypt, and South Africa— it prevailed, in
ner the astonishment of the speakers at the view now the form of what is called white leprosy, to an un
taken of them. 23. And then will I profess unto them usual extent, and from a very early period, among the
—or, "openly proclaim'— tearing off the mask—I never Hebrews ; and that it thus furnished to the whole
knew you. What they claimed—intimacy with Christ nation a familiar and affecting symbol of sis, con
—is just what He repudiates, and with a certain sidered as (l) loathsome, (2) spreading, (3j incurable.
scornful dignity. * Our acquaintance was not broken And while the ceremonial ordinances for detection
off—there never was any.' depart from me (cf. eh. and cleansing prescribed in this case by the law of
26.41). The connection here gives these words an Moses (Leviticus, 13., 14.) held forth a coming remedy
awful significance. They claimed Intimacy with "for sin and for uncleanness" (Psalm 61. 7; 2 Kings,
Christ, and in the corresponding passage, Luke. 13. 26, 6. 1, 7, 10, 13. 14,, the numerous cases of leprosy with
are represented as having gone out and in with Him which our Lord came in contact, and the glorious
on familiar terms. ' So much the worse for you,' He cures of them which He wrought, were a fitting manireplies: 'I bore with that long enough; but now—be festation of the work which He came to accomplish.
gone!' ye that work iniquity — not 'that wrouyht In this view, it deserves to be noticed that the first of
Iniquity ;' for they are represented as fresh from the our Lord's miracles of healing recorded by Matthewscenes and acts of it as they stand before the Judge. is this cure of a leper, and worshipped him— in what
(See on the almost identical, but even more vivid and sense we shall presently see. Mark says (1. 401, he
awful, description of the scene in. Luke. 13. 24-27.) came, " beseeching and kneeling to Him." and Luke
That the apostle alludes to these very words in 2 Ti says (6. 12), "he fell on his face." saying. Lord, if thou
mothy, 2. 19, there can hardly be any doubt—" Never wilt, thou canst make me clean. As this is the only
theless the foundation of God standeth sure, having cure of leprosy recorded by all the three first Evan
this seal. The Lord ktunotth them that are His. And, gelists, it was probably the first case of the kind: and,
Let every one that nameth the name of Christ depart if so. this leper's faith in the power of Christ must
from iniquity." 24. Therefore—to bring this Discourse have been formed in him by what he had beard of
to a close, whosoever heareth these sayings of mine, and His other cures. And how striking a faith is it !
« doeth them. See James, 1. 22, which seems a plain He does not say he believed Him able, but with a
allusion to these words: also Luke, 11. 2S; Romans, brevity expressive of a confidence that knew no doubt,
2. 13; 1 John, 3. 7. I will liken him unto a wise, man— he says simply. "Thou canst" But of Christ's will.
a shrewd, prudent, provident man, which built his ingness to heal him he was not so sure. It needed
house upon a rock—the rock of true discipleship, or more knowledge of Jesus than he could be supposed
genuine subjection to Christ. 25. Aud the rain—from to have to assure him of that But one thing he was
above— descended, and the floods—from below—came, sure of, that He had but to "will" it. This shows
and the winds- sweeping across—blew, and—thus from with what " worship" of Christ this leper fell on his
every direction— beat upon that house; and it fell not: face before Him. Clear theological knowledge of the
for it was founded upon a rock. See l John, 2. 17. 26. Person of Christ was not then possessed even by those
And every one that heareth these sayings of mine— in the who were most with Him and nearest to Him. Much
attitude of discipleship, and doeth them not, shall be less could full insight into all that we know of the
likened unto a foolish man, which built his house upon Only begotten of the Father be expected of this leper.
the sand—denoting a loose foundation—that of an But he who at that moment felt and owned that to
empty profession and mere external services. 27. heal an incurable disease needed but the jiat of the
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Prooo who stood before bfm. had assuredly that
'•rr faith in the perm which now casta its crown be
fore Hun that loved us, and would at any time die for
HL« blessed name. 3. And Jeiuslor 'He/ according to
saotber reading)— *' moved with compassion,'* says
Mark (L Hi; a precious addition, pat forth his hand.
si touched him. Such a touch occasioned ceremonial
&4Ieinent (Leviticus, 6. 3); even as the leper's comin?
a»r enough for contact was against the Levitical reraistions (Leviticus, 13. «}. But as the man's faith
told him there would be no case for such regulations
if the cure be hoped to experience should be accom
plished, so He who had healing in His wings tran
scended all such statutes, saying, I will; be thou
d*sa. How majestic those two words ! By not assur
or the man of His power to heal him. He delightfully
Wi Hu seal to the man's previous confession of that
cover, and by assuring him of the one thing of which
fit had any doubt, and for which he waited— His will
to do it— He makes a claim as divine as the cure
vhkh immediately followed It. And immediately his
J*prc*7 was cleansed. Mark, more emphatic, says
i *2. "And as soon as He had spoken, immediately
the leprosy departed from him, and he was cleansed"
-u perfectly as instantaneously. What a contrast
liuitooioderapretended cures! 4. And Jesus ( "straitly
fUrsed him. and forthwith sent him away," Mark.
• l. audi gaith unto him. See thou tell no man. A bard
cnadifcoo this would seem to a grateful heart, whose
asionU language, in such a case. Li, " Come, hear, all
n that fear God. and I will declare what He hath
to* (or my soul'' {Psalm flu. 16). We shall presently
m* the reason for it. but go thy way, show thyself to
Uetnest. sad offer the gift tnatMosta commanded Levi
teas. 11). for a testimony unto them-a palpable wit.
*■« that the Great Healer bad indeed come, and
tfctt " God had visi ted His people. " W hat the sequel
vLvour Evangelist says not; but Mark thus gives it
c ttj; "But he went out, and began to publish it
ncch, and to blaze abroad the matter, insomuch that
Jesus could no more openly enter into the city, but
*u without in desert places: and they came to Him
frvm every quarter." Thus—by an over-zealous,
tfc-wjh most natural and not very culpable, infringetest of the injunction to keep the matter quiet—
*u our lord, to some extent, thwarted in His move£*ats. As His whole course was subUmely noiseless
-A. is. is . so we hud Him repeatedly taking steps to
inrveat matters coming prematurely to a crisis with
Hub. Bat see on Mark, 6. 10, 20.) "And He with
ers Himself.'' adds Luke 6. 16\ "into the wilder**». sad prayed;" retreating from the popular excite
rs; intothe secret place or the Most High, and thus
futmn* forth as dew upon the mown grass, and as
>^*en that water the earth (Psalm 72. 0). And this
ti 0* lecret both of strength and of sweetness in the
WTSBUand followers ot Christ in every age.
Ml HUUSO OF THE CEKTURION'S SERVANT.
-Uke, 7. l-io. i This incident belongs to a later
*>**. For the exposition, see on Luke. 7. l-io.
-n* Hxau.no or Peter's Mothbii-in-Law,
"BkUsY Others, i=Mark. l. 2»-34; Luke, 4. 38-4L)
tartM exposition, see on Mark, 1. «W4.
*^S. Ixciuents Illustrative or Disciple^ =Luke, ft 67-CX ) The incidents here are two;
£ "w corresponding passage of Luke they ore three.
m« Uwy are introduced before the mission of the
ivefre; m Luke, when our Lord was making preWkiqu (or His final journey to Jerusalem. But to
^atiodeiroin this, as eouie good critics do, as Ben^CstLutoTT, tc. that one of these incidents at
<"t occurred twice—which led to the mention of
«* when at the two diflerent times—is too artificial.
Ufam tlwm, tnerii « one set of occurrences, the
tatsuon trues. Whether are they recorded by Mat
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thew or by Luke in their proper place? Nean deb,
Schleierhacher, and Olhhacsen adhere to Luke's
order; while Meyer, de Wette, and Lanxse prefer
that of Matthew. Probably the first incident is here
in its right place. But as the command, in the second
incident, to preach the kingdom of God, would
scarcely have been given at so early a period, it is
likely that it and the third incident have their true
place in Luke. Taking these three incidents, then,
up here, we have—
I. The Rash or Precipitate Diaeiple (p. M. 20). 19.
And a certain scribe came, and said unts him, Master, I
will follow thee whithersoever thou goesL 20. And Jesus
saith unto him. The foxes have holes, and the birds of the
sir have nests; but the Son of man hath not where to lay
his head. Few as there were of the scribes who at
tached themselves to Jesus, it would appear, from
his calling Hun * Teacher,' that this one was a " dis
ciple" in that looser sense of the word in which it is
applied to the crowds who flocked after Him, with
more or less conviction that His claims were well
founded. But from the answer which he received
we are led to infer that there was more of transient
emotion—»f temporary impulse—than of IntelUgent
principle in the speech. The preachingof Christ had
riveted and charmed him; his heart had swelled;, his
enthusiasm hod teen kindled; and in this state of
mind he wiU go anywhere with Him, and feels inipeUed totell Him. so. ' Wilt thou!' replies the Lord
Jesus, ' Knowest thou Whom thou art pledging thy
self to follow, and whither haply He may lead thee*
No worm home, no downy pillow has He for thee:
He has them not for Himself. The foxes are not.
without their holes, nor do the birds of the air want
their nests ; but the Son of man has to depend on
the hospitality of others, and borrow the pillow
whereon He lays His head.' How affecting is this,
reply ! Aud yet He rejects not this man's offer, nor
refuses him the liberty to follow Him. Only He will
have him know what he is doing, and ' count the.
cost.' He will have him weigh well the real nature
and the strength of his attachment, whether it be
such as will abide in the day of trial. If so, he will
be right welcome, for Christ puts none away. But it
seems too plain that in this case that had not
been done. And so we have called this The Hash or
Precipitate Disciple,
IL The Procra&txnaiinQ or Entangled Disciple {v.
21, 22j. As this is more fully given in Luke, we must
take both together. "And He said unto another of
his disciples, Follow me. But he said," Lord, suffer
me first to go and bury my father. But Jesus said unto
him. Follow me ; aud let the dead bury their dead— or, aa
more definitely in Luke, " Let the dead bury their
dead: but go thou and preach the kingdom of God."
This disciple did not, like the former, volunteer hit
services, but is called by the Lord Jesus, not only to.
follow, but to preach Him. And hu is quite willing;
only he is not ready just yet. "Lord, I wUl; but"—
'There is a difficulty in the way just now; but that
once removed, 1 am Thine.' What now is this diffi
culty? Was his father actually dead— lying a corpse
—having only to be buried? Impassible. As it was
the practice, as noticed on Luke. 7. 12, to bury on the
day of death, it is not very likely that this disciple
would have been here at all if his father had just
breathed lus last; nor would the Lord, if He was
there, have hindered him discharging the last duties
of a son to a father. No doubt it was the common
case of a son having a frail or aged father, not likely
to live long, whose head he thinks it his duty to see
under the ground ere he goes abroad. 'This aged
father of mine will soon be removed; and if 1 might
but delay till I see him decently interred. I should
then be free to preach the kingdom of God wherever
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duty might call me.* This view of the case will ex
plain the curt reply, "Let the dead bury their dead:
but go thou and preach the kingdom of God." Like
all the other paradoxical sayings of our Lord, the
key to it is the different senses- a higher and a lower
—in which the same word "dead" is used: 'There*
are two kingdoms of God in existence upon earth :
the kingdom of nature, and the kingdom of grace:
To the one kingdom all the children of this world,
even the most ungodly, are fully alive; to the other,
only the children of lislit: The reigning irreligion
consist* nut in indi (Terence to the common humanities
of social life, but to things spiritual and eternal:
Fear not, therefore, that your father will in your
absence be neglected, and that when he breathes his
lost there will not be relatives and friends ready
enough to do to him the last offices of kindness. Your
wish to discharge these yourself is natural, and to be
allowed to do it a privilege not lightly to be foregone.
But the Kingdom of God lies now all neglected and
needy: Its more exalted character few discern: to its
paramount claims few are alive; and to "preach" it
fewer still are »jualified and called: But thou art:
The Lord therefore hath need of Uiee: Leave, then,
those claims of nature, high though they be. to those
who are dead to the still higher claims of the king
dom of grace, which (lod Is now erecting upon earth
—Let the dead bury their dead : but go thou and
preach the Kingdom of God.' And so have we here
the genuine, but Procrastinating or Entangled Dis
ciple. The next case is recorded only by Luke:
IIL Th* Irresolute or Wartriwj fructptc iLuke, a
fll. 02). Of. "And another also said. Lord. I will
follow thee; but let me first go bid them farewell
which are at home at my house. 02. And Jesus said
nn to him. No man, having put his hand to the plough,
and looking back, is tit for the kingdom of God."
But for the very different replies given, we should
hardly liave discerned the difference between this
and the second case : the one man called, indeed.
and the other volunteering, as did the first; but both
seemingly alike willing, and only having a difficulty
in their way just at that moment. But, by help of
what is said rcsjwctively to each, we perceive the
(Treat difference between the two cases. From the
warning given against "looking back," it is evident
that this man's disci pleship was not yet Uwrouvh,
bis separation from the world not entire. It is not a
case of yomti back, but of looking back; and as there
is here a manifest reference to the case of "Lot's
wife" (Genc&ia, 1ft 26,- and see on Luke. 17 32), we see
that it is not actual rtturn to the world that we have
here to deal with, but a reluctance to brtak with it.
The figure of putting one's hand to the plough and
looking back is an exceedingly vivid one. and to an
agricultural people most impressive. As ploughing
requires an eye intent on the furrow to be made, and
is marred the instant one turns about, so will they
come short of salvation who prosecute the work of
God with a distracted attention, a divided heart
The reference may be chiefly to ministers; but the
application at least is general. As the image seems
plainly to have been suggested by the case of Elijah
and Elisha. a difficulty may be raised, requiring a
moment's attention. When Elijah cast his mantle
about Elisha—which the youth quite understood to
mean appointing him his successor, he was ploughing
with twelve yoke of oxen, the last pair held by hlmaelf. Leaving his oxen, he ran after the prophet, and
aald, "Let me, 1 pray thee, kiss my father and my
mother, and (then 1 1 will follow thee." Was this said
%n the name sjint with the same speech uttered by
•ur disciple? Let us see. "And Elijah said unto
him. Go back again: for what have I done to thee."
Commentators take this to mean that Elijah had
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really done nothing to hinder him from going on
with all his ordinary duties. But to us it seems clear
that Elijah's intention was to try what manner of
spirit tlio youth was of:— 'Kiss thy father and mother?
And why not? By all means, go home and stay with
them; for what have I done to thee? I did but throw
a mantle about thee; but what of that?* If this was
his meaning, Elisha thoroughly apprehended and
nobly met it "He returned back from him. and
took a yoke of oxen, and slew them, and boded their
flesh with the instruments of the oxen I the wood of
his ploughing implements j. and gave unto the people,
and they did eat: then he arose, and went after Elijah,
and ministered unto him" (l Kings, it). lft-ST.. "Wo
know not if even Ids father and mother had time to
be called to this hasty feast. But this much is plain .
that, though in affluent circumstances, he gave up
his lower calling, with all its pmsjteets, for the
higher, and at that time perilous office to which he
was called. What now is the bearing of these two
cases? Did Elisha do wrong In bidding them fare
well with whom he was associated in his earthly callin:,'? Or, if not. would this disciple have dono wrong
if he had done the same thing, and in the same spirit.
with Elisha? Clearly not. Elisha's doing it proved
that be could w>Ui &tfrtv do it; and our Lord's warn
ing is not against bidding them farewell which were
at home at his house, but against the probable jataX
cou$tquencts of that step; lest the embraces of earthly
relationship should prove too Btrong for him, ami
he should never return to follow Christ. Accord
ingly, we have called this the Irresolute or Wavering
Disciple.
2^-27. Jesus, crossing the Sea or Galilek.
htracitloikly Stills a Tehtest. t=Mark. 4. 3&-4.1 ;
Luke, a. 22-26.) For the exposition, sco on Mark, 4.
36-41.
2S-34. Jesuh Heals the Geroksene Demoniacs.
(=Mark. 6. 1-20; Luke, 8. 20-30.J For the exposition.
see on Mark, 6. 1-20.
CHAPTER IX.
Ver. 1-8. Healing of a Paralytic, [=Mark. 2.
1-12; Luke, 6. 17-20.) This incident appears to follow
next in order of time to the cure of the leper :cu.
8. 1-4). For the exposition, see on Mark. 2. 1-12.
0-13. Matthew's Call and Feast. (=Mark. 3.
14-17; Luke, 6. 27-32.) The Call of MaUUv) [v. »,. 9.
And as Jesus passed forth from thence—?.'., from the
scene of the paralj tie's cure in Capernaum, towards
the shore of the sea of Galilee, on which tint town
lay. Mark, as usual, pictures the scene more in
detail, thus ;2. 13 : "And He went forth again by the
sea-side; and all the multitude resorted unto Him.
and He taught them"—or, 'kept teaching them.'
" And as he passed by" he saw a man, named Matthew
—the writer of this precious Gospel, who here, with
singular modesty and brevity, relates tho story of his
own calling. In Mark and Luke he is called Levi,
which seems to have been his family name. In thenlists of the twelve apostles, however, Mark and X.uko
give him the name of Matthew, which seems to have
been the name by which he was known as a disciple.
While he himself sinks his family name, he is careful
not to sink his occupation, the obnoxious associa
tions with which he would place over against the
grace that called 1dm from it. and made him an
apostle. (See on ch. 10. 3.) Mark alone tells us >x 14)
that he was " tho eon of Alpheus"—the same, pro
bably, with the father of James the less. From this
and other considerations it is pretty cortain that he
must at least have heard of our Lord before this
meeting. Unnecessary doubts, even from an early
period, have been raised about the identity of Levi
and Matthew. No English jury, with the evidence
before them which we have in the Gospels, would
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hwit«te in giving in a unanimous verdict of identity,
irarag at the receipt of custom—as a publican, which
Lake l\ 27' calls him. It means the place of receipt,
the toIl-hou« or booth in which the collector sat.
I>tnw in this case by the sea-side, it might be the
fmr-Ui, for the transit of persons and goods across
the like, which he collected. 'See on ch. 6. 40.) and
a tilth, onto him. Follow me. "Witching words these,
fr^m the lips of Him who never employed them with"4 riving them resistless efficacy in the hearts of
'->;* they were spoken to. And he "left all" (Luke,
i. S , ame and fc llowed him.
Ikt Frtut {r. 1013'. 10. And it came to pass, as Jesus
ni it neat in the house. '1 he modesty of our Evan*
suist signally appears here. Luke says [v. 29) that
"Levi made Him a great jtOM*" or 'reception,* while
5Lttbew merely says, ** He sat at meat:" and Mark
vA Luke say that it was in Levi's "own house,'*
vfciie Matthew merely says, " He sat at meat m th*.
v«*." Whether this feast was made now, or not
tffl afterw&nls, U a point of some importance in the
r*i*r of events, and not agreed among harmonists.
fi» probability is that it did not take place till a
< T-oderable time afterwards. For Matthew, who
■Xijht rarely to know what took place whde his Lord
m speaking at his own table, tells us that the visit of
I'lirtu, the ruler of the synagogue, occurred at that
Mment it. is). But we know from Mark and Luke
tfistbia visit of Jairus did not take place till after
en Lordi return, at a later period, from the country
<■' tbe Gadarenes, (See Mark. 6, 21, &c. and Luke.
'- to, 4c ) We conclude, therefore, that the feast was
t'Jt made in the novelty of his discipleship, but after
*A:thew had had time to be somewhat established
c the faith; when, returning to Capernaum, bis comP«too for old friends, of his own calling and charirter. led him to gather them together that they
^*ht have an opportunity of hearing the gracious
*jrfs which proceeded out of His Master's mouth,
J b&ply they might experience a like change, behold,
ainypoblicans and sinners—Luke says, "a great conii*sy" J. 29', earn* and aat down with him and his disKlst In all such cases the word rendered ' sat' is
mlined,' in allusion to the ancient mode of lying
a ecaehet at meals. 11. And when the Pharisees—
iad scribes," add Mark and Luke, saw it, they
"Earntured'' or 'muttered,' says Luke [5. SO), and
■Uatto his disciples— not venturing to put their ques*oa to Jesus Himself. Why eateth your Master with
isslicuaand sinners 1 (See on Luke. 15. 2.) 13. But
■taa Jssu heard ithatL he said unto them— to the Phar-«t* and scribes; addressing Himself to them,
J^ti they had shrunk from addressing Him. They
'•at at whole need not a physician, but they that are
■**-«. d., 'Ye deem yourselves whole; My mission,
'■iwelore.ii not to you: The physician's business is
Tiih the sick; therefore cat I with publicans and
^fwt' 0. what myriads of broken hearts, of sin*« Mils, have been bound up by this matchless say■*' 13. Bat jo ye and learn what that meaneth (Hosea,
■* '- 1 will have mercy, and sot sacrifice— i.e., the one
J^-w than the other. " Sacrifice," the chief part
* It* ceremonial law, is here put for a religion of
hfenl adherence to mere rules; while " Mercy*' ex****** ach compassion for the fallen as seeks to
iu*in np' ^he duty of keeping aloof from the
MJsied. in the sense of "having no fellowship with
J* Mtraitful works of darkness," is obvious enough;
»t to understand this as prohibiting such intera*ne with them as is necessary to their recovery, is
to sbuH it This was what these Pharisaical re^fcoists did, and this is what our Lord here exposes.
«r I us net come to call the righteous, but sinners | to
'7^*****1 The words enclosed In brackets are of
*raul authority here, and more than doubtful
36
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authority in Mark. 2. 17; but in Luke. 5. 32 they are
nndisputcd. We have here just the former state
ment stripped of its figure. "The righteous" are the
whole: "sinners." the sick. When Christ "called"
the latter, as He did Matthew, and probably some
of those publicans and sinners whom he had invited
to meet with Him. it was to heal them of their spirit
ual maladies, or save their souls: "The righteous.**
like those miserable, self-satisfied Pharisee*, "He
sent empty away."
14-17. Discourse on Fasttno. See on Luke, ».
33-30.
18-38. The Woman "with the Issue of Blood
Healed.— The Dauohter or Jairus Raised to
Life. (=Luke, 8. 40-66; Mark, 5. 21-43.) For the ex
position, see on Mark, 6.- 21-43.
27-34. Two Blind Men, and a Dumb Demoniao
Healed. These two miracles are recorded by Mat
thew alone. Two Blind Men litaUd [r. 27-31!. 37.
And when Jesus departed thence, two blind men followed
him— hearing, doubtless, as in a later case is ex
pressed, "' that Jesus passed by" (ch. 20. 30), cryiup;.
and saying-, Thou son of David, have mercy on us. It is
remarkable that in the only other recorded case in
which the blind applied to Jesus for their sight, and
obtained it, they addressed Him, over and over again,
by this one Messianic title, so well known—" Sou of
David" (ch. 20. 30'. Can there be a doubt that their
faith fastened on such great Messianic promises as
this, " Then the eyes of the blind shall be opened T*
&c. (Isaiah, 35. 6); and if so, this appeal to Him, as
the Consolation of Israel, to do His predicted office,
would fall with great weight upon the ears of Jesus.
28. And when he was come into the house. To try their
faith and patience, He seems to have made them no
answer. But the blind men came to Him—which, no
doubt, was what He desired, and Jesus saith unto them.
Believe ye that I am able to do this 1 they said unto him.
Tea, Lord. Doubtless our Lord's design was not only
to put their faith to the test by this question, but
to deepen it, to raise their expectation of a cure, and
so prepare them to receive it; and the cordial acknow
ledgment, so touchingly simple, which they imme
diately made to Him of His power to heal thorn,
shows how entirely that object was gained. 29. Then
touched he their eyes, saying. According to your faith be
it unto you— not. Receive a cure jrroportioned to your
faith, but. Receive this cure as ura%ted to your faith.
Thus would they carry about with them, in their
restored vision, a gracious seal of the faith which
drew it from their compassionate Lord, 30. And their
eyes were opened : and Jesus straitly charged them. The
expression is very strong, denoting great earnestness.
31. But they, when they were departed, spread abroad
his fame in all that country. {See on ch. 8. 1)
A Ihtmb Demoniac healed (v. 32-34J. 32. As they
went out. behold, they brought to him a dumb man pos
sessed with a devil—* demonised.' The dumbness was
not natural, but was the effect of the possession. 33.
And when the devil— or ' demon'—was cast out, the dumb
spake. The particulars in this case are not given: the
object being simply to record the instantaneous re
storation of the natural faculties, on the removal of
the malignant oppression of them, the form which
the popular astonishment took, and the very different
effect of it upon another class, and the multitudes
marvelled, saying. It was never so seen in Israel—re
ferring, probably, not to this case only, but to all
those miraculous displays of healing power which
seemed to promise a new era in the history of Israel.
Probably they meant by this language to indicate,
as far as they thought it safe to do so, their inclina
tion to regard Him as the promised Messiah. 34.
But the Pharisees said. He caste th out devils through the
prince of the devils—'the demons through the prince
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of live demons.* This seems to be the first muttering
of a theory of such miracles which Boon became a
fixed mode of calumniating them—a theory which
would be ridiculous if it were not melancholy, as an
outburst of the darkest malignity. (See on ch. 11
14. Ac)
35— X. 6. Third Gaxtlean Circuit—Mission of
the Twelve Apostles. As the Mission of the
Twelvg supposes the previous Choice of them— of
which our Evangelist Rives no account, and which
did not take place till a later stage of our Lord's pub
lic life-it Is introduced here out of its proper place,
which is after what is recorded iu Luke. ft 12-ift
Third Oalilcan Circuit (n. 36)— and probably the last
35. And Jens went about all the cities and villages,
teaching in their synagogues, and preaching the gospel of
the kingdom, and healing every sickness and every disease
[among the people J. The bracketed words are of more
than doubtful authority here, and were probably
introduced from ch. 4. 23. The language here is so
identical with that used in describing the first circuit
(ch. 4. 23). that we may presume the work done on
both occasions was much the same. It was just a
further preparation of the soil, ami a fresh sowing of
the precious seed. (See on ch. 4. 23.) To these fruit
ful journeyuigs of the Redeemer, "with healing In
His wings," Peter no doubt alludes, when, in his
address to the household of Cornelius, he spoke of
"How God anointed Jesus of Maxareth with the
Holy Ghost and with power: who went about doing
good, and healing all that were oppressed of the
devil: for God was with Him" (Acta, 10. 38).
Jfcnu, ComixisswnatmQ the Multitudes, Auk* Pravcr
for Help {«. 30-38). He had now returned from His
preaching and healing circuit, and the result, as at
the close of the first one, was the gathering of a vast
and motley multitute around Him. After a whole
night spent in prayer. He had called His more imme
diate disciples, and from them had solemnly chosen
the Twelve : then, coming down from the mountain,
on which this was transacted, to the multitudes that
waited for Him below. He had addressed to them—
as we take it—that Discourse which bears so strong a
resemblance to the Sermon on the Mount that many
critics take it to be the same. tSee on Luke. ft iS-»:
and on ch. ft. Introductory Remarks.) Soon after
this, it should seem, the multitudes still hanging on
Him, Jesus is touched with their wretched and help
less condition, and acts as is now to be described.
36. But when he saw the multitudes, he was moved with
compassion on them, because they fainted. This reading,
however, has hardly any authority at alL The true
reading doubtless is, * were harassed,' and were
scattered a bread -rather, 'lying about,' 'abandoned.'
or 'neglected'—as sheep having no shepherd—their piti
able condition as wearied and couching under bodily
fatigue, a vast disorganized mass, being but a laint
picture of their wretchedness as the victims of Phari
saic guidance ; their souls uucared for, yet drawn
after and hanging upon Him. Ti'is moved the
Redeemer's compassion. 37. Then saith he onto his
disciples. The harvest truly is plenteous. His eye doubt
less rested immediately on the Jewish field, but this
he saw widening into the vast field of "the world"
(ch. 13. 38), teeming with souls having to be gathered
to Him. but the labourers— men divinely qualified
and called to gather them in—are few ; 36. Pray ye
therefore the Lord of the harvest— the great Lord and
Proprietor of alL Cf. John, 15. l— "1 am the true
Vine, and my Father is the Husbandman." that he
will send forth labourers into his harvest The word
properly means 'thrust forth;' but this emphatic
sense disappears in some places, as in v. 25, and John,
W. 4-" When He putUUijorth His own sheep." (See
onch.4. LJ
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CHAPTER X.
Ver. 1-ft Mwion of tlie Twelve AjmnUeg (=Mark.
6. 7-13; Luke. (t. l-«). The last three verses of ch. 0.
form the proper introduction to the Mission of the
Twelve; as is evident from the remarkable fact that
the Mission of the Seventy was prefaced by the verysame words. (See on Luke. 10. 2.) 1. And when he
had called unto him his twelve disciples, he gave them
power. The word signifies both 'power.' and 'autho
rity' or 'right' Even if it were not evident that
here both ideas are included, we find both words
expressly used in the parallel passage of Luke (9. 1) —
"He gave them power and authority"—in other
words. He both </wa/»./i*dand authorized them— against
—or ' over'—unclean spirits, to cast them out, and to heal
all manner of sickness, and all manner of disease. 2.
Now the names of the twelve apostles are these. The
other Evangelists enumerate the Twelve in imme
diate connection with their appointment (Mark. :<.
13-10; Luke, 6. 13-16). But our Evangelist, not intend
ing to record the appointment, but only the Mission
of the Twelve, gives their names here. And as in
the Acts (1. 13) we have a list of the Eleven who met
daily in the upper room with the other disciples after
their Master's ascension until the day of Pentecost,
we have four catalogues in all for comparison. The
first, Simon, who is called Peter (see on John, 1. 42), mud
Andrew his brother ; James the son of Zebedee, and John
his brother-named after James, as the younger of
the two. 3. Philip and Bartholomew. That this person
is the same with " Nathanael of Cana in Galilee.**
Is justly concluded for the three following reasons:
First, because Bartholomew is not so properly a name
as a family surname: next because not only in this
list, but in Mark's and Luke's, he follows the name
of " Philip," who was the instrument of bringing
Nathanael first to Jesus (John, L 46) ; and again,
when our Lord, after His resurrection, appeared at
the sea of Tiberias, "Nathanael of Cana in Galilee"
is mentioned along with six others, all of them
apostles, as being present (John. 21. 2 . Matthew the
publican. In none of the four hstsof the Twelve is
this apostle so branded but in his own one. as if he
would have all to know how deep a debtor he had.
been to his Lord, [bee on ch. 1. 3, 6. 6; 0. 0.) James
the son of Alpheus— the same person apparently who
is called CUopas or Cioixu (Luke, 24. is; John, 19. 25;
and as he was the husband of Mary, sister to the
Virgin, James the less must have been our Lord's
cousin, and Lebbeus, whose surname was Thaddeus—
the same, without doubt, as "Judos the brother of
James," mentioned in both the lists of Luke (ft 16;
Acts. 1. 13}, while no one of the name of Lebbeus
ox Thaddeus is so. It is he who in John (14. 22; is
sweetly called "Judas, not lscariot" That he was
the author of the Catholic Epistle of "Jude," and
not " tlie Lord's brother" (ch. 13. 66i. unless these be
the same, is most likely. 4. Simon the Cansanite;
rather 'Konanite.' but better still, 'the Zealot,' as
he is called in Luke, ft 15, where the original term
should not have been retained as in our version
("Simon, called Zelotes";, but rendered 'Simon,
called the Zealot' The word "Konanite" is just
the Aramaic, or Syro-Chaldaic. term for 'Zealot,*
Probably before his acquaintance with Jesus, he
belonged to the sect of the Zealots, who bound them
selves, as a sort of voluntary ecclesiastical police, to
see that the law was not broken with impunity.
and Judas lscariot—*.'., Judas of Kerioth. a town of
Judah (loshua, 15. 25) ; so called to distinguish him
from "Judas the brother of James" [Luke, ft 16).
who also betrayed him—a note of infamy attached to
bis name in all the catalogues of thfl Twelve.
4-42. Tub Twklvb Receivb their Instkuotionb. 'Ihu Directory divides itself into throe dia
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tinct parts. Thefir4 part -extending from r. 6 to 15
-contains directions for the brief and temporary
aission on which they were now going forth, with
r-spect to the places they were to go to, the works
Iter *ere to do, the message they were to bear, and
tie manner in which they were to conduct them*h«. The second part—extending from r. ic to 23—
obtains directions of no such limited and temporary
urare. but opens out into the permanent exercise of
theCo*pel ministry. The third part— extending from
<-Mto4g-isof wider application still, reaching not
enir to the ministry of the Gospel In every age, but
to the service of Christ in the widest sense. It is a
iron? confirmation of Uus three/old division, that each
*rt doses Kith the words, "VzrjlyI kay unto you"
•- li 2\ 42'.
Inndians far the Present Mission [r. 5-15). 6. These
t*ifr» Jesus sent forth, and commanded them, saying1,
fe art into the way of the Gentiles, and into any city
rf tie Samaritans enter ye not. The Samaritans were
0- stilts by blood; bat being the descendants of
UK«ewhomthekingof Assyria had transported from
to* E**t to supply the place of the ten tribes carried
captive, they had adopted the religion of the Jews,
tbeogh with admixtures of their own ; and, as the
seuest neighbours of the Jews, they occupied a place
iciermediate between them and the Gentiles. Ao*vdinsly, when this prohibition was to be taken off,
m the effusion of the Spirit at Pentecost, the apostles
*«re told that they ahould be Christ's witnesses first
"a Jerusalem, and in all Judea," then "in BaxanVand lastly, "unto the uttermost paitof the
earUT lActs, l. si. 6. But go rather to the lost sheep of
Ui taue of Israel Until Christ's death, which broke
corn the middle wall of partition (Ephesianv 2. 14),
the Gospel commission was to the Jews only, who,
'ianh the risible people of God, were "lost sheep"
M merely in the sense in which all sinners are (Isaiah,
~ 4; 1 Peter, 2. 25; with Luke, IB. 10). but as abandoned
ud left to wander from the right way by faithless
^e?b*rda Jeremiah. 60. 6, 17; Ezekiel, 34. 2-6, Ac).
' iti u ye go, preach, saying. The kingdom of heaven is
iisaad. See on ch. 3. 2.) 8. Heal the sick, cleanse the
-Ten, [nut the dead, | cast out devils. | The bracketed
''««-'" raise the dead"— is wanting in many MBS. J
Hrie we have the first communication of superar.nnu power by Christ Himself to his followers—
thu anticipating the gifts of Pentecost. And right
rurally does he dispense it freely ye have received,
kfclygive, Divine saying, divinely said! (cf. Deutero•«ay,15. 10. 11; Acts. 3. 6)- an apple of gold in a
**uat of silver (Proverb*, 25. 111. It remind? us of
'^at other golden saying of our Lord, rescued from
<fciTttn by Paul " It is more blessed to give than
fc ?«e»e" Acta, 20. 36). Who can estimate what the
v^eid owes to such sayings, and with what beautiful
k!i*5» snd rich fruit such seeds have covered, and
*^T« cover, this earth ! 9. Provide neither gold, nor
tow. e» brass in— 'for* yoor purses—lit., 'yourbelts,'
a «hieh they kept their money. 10. Nor scrip for
J^JDtrney—the wallet used by travellers for holding
ifxykfte-neither two coats—or tunics, worn next the
■tea. The meaning is. Take no change of dress, no
"Wttfesal articles, neither shoes—i.e. . change of them
""^WiUvtt. The received text here has 'a staff,'
mk ocr version follows another reading, 'staves,'
*£**> is ttmnd in the received text of Luke (9. 3).
"* trae reading, however, evidently is *a staff'—
fjaning. that they were not to procure even thus
Bmeh expressly for this missionary journey, but to go
*»h *b»t they had. No doubt it was the misunder■^tdmsof this that gave rise to the reading "staves"
a to many 5lbS. Even if this reading were genuine,
'■ ***&& not mean "more than one;' for who, as Alww>weu asks, would think of taking a spare staff?
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for the workman is worthy of his meat—his 'food1 or
'maintenance;' a principle which, being universally
recognised in secular affairs, is here authoritatively
applied to the services of the Lord's workmen, and
by Paul repeatedly and touchingly employed in his
appeals to the churches ; Romans, 16. 27; 1 Corinthians,
9. 11; Galatians. 6. 6), and once as "Scripture"
(1 Timothy, 6. 18). 11. And into whatsoever city or
town—'town or Tillage' ye shall enter | carefully]
enquire who in it is worthy— or 'meet' to entertain such
messengers; not in point of rank, of course, but of
congenial disposition, and there abide till ye go thence
—not shifting about, as if discontented, but returning
the welcome given them with a courteous, contented,
accommodating disposition. 12. And when ye come
into an house— or 'the house,' but it means not the
worthy house, but the house ye flrst enter, to try if
it be worthy, salute it— show it the usual civilities.
13. And if the house be worthy— showing this by (riving
you a welcome - let your peace come upon it. This is
best explained by the injunction to the Seventy,
" And into whatsoever house ye enter, first say, Peace
be to this house" (Luke. 10. 6). This was the ancient
salutation of the East, and it prevails to this day.
But from the lips of Christ and his messengers, it
means something far higher, both in the gift and the
giving of it, than in the current salutation. (Bee on
John, 14. 27.) but if it be not worthy, let your peace
return to you. If your peace finds a shut instead of
an open door in the heart of any household, take it
back to yourselves, who know how to value it, and it
will taste the sweeter to you for having been offered,
even though rejected. 14. And whosoever shall not
receive you, nor hear your words, when ye depart out
of that house or city— for possibly a whole town might
not furnish one " worthy," shake off the dust ot your
feet—"for a testimony against them," as Mark and
Luke add. By this symbolical action they vividly
shook themselves from all connection with such, and
all responsibility for the guilt of rejecting them and
their message. Such symbolical actions were com
mon in ancient times, even among others than the
Jews, as strikingly appears in Pilate ich. 27. 24). And
even to this day it prevails in the East. 16. Verily I
say unto yon. It shall be more tolerable— more bearable,
for Sodom and Oomorrha in the day of judgment, than for
that city. Those cities of the plain, which were given
to the names for their loathsome impurities, shall be
treated as less criminal, we are here taught, than
those places which, though morally respectable,
reject the Gospel message and affront those that
bear it.
Directions for the Future and Permanent Exercise
of the Christian Ministry (r. 10-23>. 16. Behold. I send
you forth. The "1" here is emphatic, holding up
Himself as the Fountain of the Gospel ministry, as
He is also the Great Burden of it. as sheep—defence
less, in the midst of wolves- ready to make a prey of
you (John, 10. 12}. To be left exposed, as sheep to
wolves, would have been startling enough; but that
the sheep should be sent among the wolves would
sound strange indeed. No wonder this announce
ment begins with the exclamation, "Behold." be ye
therefore wise as serpents, and harmless as doves. Won
derful combination this ! Alone, the wisdom of the
serpent is mere cunning, and the harmlessness of the
dove little better than weakness: but in combination,
the wisdom of the serpent would save them from
unnecessary exposure to danger: the harmlessness of
the dove, from sinful expedients to escape it. In the
apostolic age of Christianity, how harmoniously were
these qualities displayed ! Instead of the fanatical
thirst for martyrdom, to which a later age gave birth,
there was a manly combination of unflinching zeal
and calm discretion, before which nothing was able
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to stand. 17. But beware of men; for they will deliver
70a up to the councils— the local courts, used hero for
civil magistrates in general, and they will scourge you
in their synagogues. By this is meant persecution at
the hands of the ecclesiastics. IB. And ye shall be
brought before governors— or provincial ruler*, and
kings— the hichest tribunala-for my sake, for a testi
mony against them—rather. ' to them,' in order to bear
testimony to the truth and Its glorious effects-and
[to| the Gentiles- a hint that their message would not
long be confined to the lost sheep of the house of
Israel. The Acts of the Apostles are the best com
mentary on these warnings. 19. But when they deliver
you up, take no thought- 'be not solicitous* or 'anxious.'
(See on ch. 6. 25.} how or what ye shall speak—>.f.,
either in what vt (inner ye shall make your defence,
or of what matter it shall consist-for it shall be given
you in that same hoar what ye shall speak. (See Exodus,
4. 12; Jeremiah, l. 7.) 20. For it is not ye that speak,
but the Spirit of your Father which speaketh in you.
How remarkably this has been verified, the whole
history of persecution thrilling!/ proclaims-from
the Acts of the Apostles to the latest martyrology.
21. And the brother shall deliver up the brother to death,
and the father the child : and the children shall rise up
•gainst their parents, aad cause them to be put to death
—for example, by lodging Informations against them
with the authorities. The deep and virulent hostility
of the old nature and life to the new—as of Belial
to Chrtst-was to issue in awful wrenches of the
dearest ties: and the disciples, in the prospect of
their cause and themselves being launched upon
society, are here prepared for the worst. 22. And ye
shall be hated of all men for my name's sake. The
universality of this hatred would make it evident to
them, that sinco it would not be owing to any tem
porary excitement, local virutenco. or personal pre
judice, on the part of their enemies, so no amount of
discretion on their part, consistent with entire fidelity
to the truth, would avail to stifle that enmity—
though it might soften its violence, and in some
cases avert the outward manifestations of it. but ht
that enuureth to the end shall be saved-a great saying,
repeated, in connection with similar warnings, in the
prophecy of the destruction of Jerusalem tch. 21. 13):
and often reiterated by the apostle as a warning
against "drawing back unto perdition." (Hebrews.
3. 0. 13; a 4-0; 10. 2J, 20 20. 3S, 39; &c.) As "drawing
back unto perdition" is merely the palpable evidence
of the want of "root" from tho first in the Christian
profession [Luke, 8. 13), so "enduring to the end" is
just the proper evidence of its reality and solidity.
23. But when they persecute you in this city, flee ye into
another—' into the other.' This, though applicable to
all time, and exemplified by our lord HiuiBelf once
and again, had special reference to the brief oppor
tunities which Israel was to have of "knowing the
time of his visitation." for verily I say unto you—what
will startle you. but at the same time show you the
solemnity of your mission, and the need of economiz
ing the time for it—Ye shall not have gone over—' Ye
shall in nowise have completed' the cities of Israel,
till the Son of man be come. To understand this—as
La no e and others do-in the Mrstiustance. of Christ's
own peregrinations, as if He had said, 'Waste not
your time upon hostile places, for I myself will be
after you ere your work be over1— seems almost trifl
ing. "The coming of the Son of man" has a fixed
doctrinal sense, here referring Immediately to the
crisis of Israel's history as the visible kingdom of
God, when Christ was to come and fudge it; when
"the wrath would come upon it to the uttermost;"
and when, on the ruins of Jerusalem and the old
economy. He would establish His own kingdom.
This, in the uniform language of Scripture, Is moro
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immediately "the coming of the Bon of man," "tho
day of vengeance of our God" ich. 16. **; 24. ST. 34;
with Hebrews. 10. 2ft: James, ft- 7-f)!-but only as beinc
such a lively anticipation of His Second Coming for
vengeance and deliverance. So understood. It is
parallel with ch. 24. 14 [on which see).
Directions for the S- rriee, at Christ in its widest semmr
(v. 2*-42'. 24. The disciple is not above his master—
'teacher,' nor the servant above his lord— another
maxim which our Lord repeats in various connec
tions (Luke, 0. 40; John, 13. 16: lft. 20), 2v. It is enough
for the disciple that he be as his Master, and the servant
as his Lord. If they have called the master of the house)
Beelzebub. All the Greek MSS. write " BeelzebuL* *
which undoubtedly is the right form of this word.
The other reading came in no doubt from tho Old
Testament "Baalzebub." the god of Kkron (2 Kings,
1. 2:, which it was designed to express. As all idola
try was regarded as devil-worship [Iveviticns. 17. 7;
Deuteronomy, 32. 17: Psalm loo. 37; 1 Corinthians, 10.
20i, so there seems to have been something peculiarlySatanic about the worship of this hateful god.
which caused his name to be a synonym of Satan.
Though we nowhere read that our Lord was actually
called " Beelzebul." He was charged with being In
league with Satan under that hateful nam* ich. 12.
24. 20), and more than once Himself was charged
with "having a devil" or "demon" 1 Mark, 3. 30: John.
7. 20; 8. in). Here it is used to denote the most oppro
brious language which could be applied by one to
another, how much mors {shall they call| them of his
household!—'the inmates.* Three relations in which
Christ stands to His people are here mentioned: He
is their Teacher—they His disciples; He is their Lord
—they His servants; He is the Master of the house
hold—they its inmates. In all these relations. He
says hero. He and they are so bound up together that
they cannot look to fare better than He. and should
think it enough if they are no worse. 26. Fear them
not therefore: for there is nothing covered, that shall not
be revealed; and hid, that shall not be known:— tj.ii..
'There is no use, and no need, of concealing any
thing; right ami wrong, truth and error, are about to
come into open and deadly collision; and the day i-j
coming when all hidden things shall be disclosed.
everything seen as it is, and every one have his due*
II Corinthians, 4. ft). 27. What I tell you in darkness —
in the privacy of a teaching for which men are not
yet ripe— that speak ye in the light— for when ye so
forth all will be ready -and what ye hear in the ear.
that preach ye upon the house-tops:-Give free and fear
less utterance to all that 1 have taught you while yet
with you. Objection: But this may cost us our life?
Answer: It may, but there their power ends: 26. And
fear not them which kill the body, but are not able to
kill the soul. In Luke, 12. 4. " and after that have no
more that they can do." hut rather fear him—in Luke
this is peculiarly solemn, "I will forewarn you whom
ye shall fear." even Him which is able to destroy both
soul and body in hell. A decisive proof this that there
is a hell for the body as well as the soul in the eternal
world: in other words, that the torment that awaits
tho lost will have elements of suffering adapted to
the material as well as the spiritual part of our
nature, both of which, we are assured, wilt exist for
ever. In the corresponding warning contained in
Luke, Jesus calls His disciples "My friends," as if He
had felt that such sufferings constituted a bond of
peculiar tenderness between Him and them. 29. Are
not two sparrows sold for a farthing? In Luke (12. e^ it
is "Five sparrows for two farthings;" so that, if the
purchaser took two farthings* worth, he got one in
addition—of such Bmall value were they, and one of
them shall not fall on the ground— exhausted or killed—
without your Father— ".Not one of them is forgotten
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\*ion God." as it is in Luke. 30. Bat the very hairs
tf year head sxe all numbered. See Luke, 21. IS (and
d. for the lanfiuace 1 Samuel. 11 45: Acts, 27. 34). 31.
For ye sot therefore, ye are of more value than many
canwi. Was ever language of such simplicity felt
to any such weight as this docs? But here lies
math of the charm and power of our Lord's teaching.
32. Whosoever therefore shall confess me before men—
'despiung the shame," him will I confess also before
5j Father whieh is in heaven—I will not be ashamed
<A sun, but will own him before the most august of
»3 assemblies. 33. But whosoever shall deny me before
bo, LUa will I also deny before my Father which is in
acami-before that same assembly: 'He shall h;we
fmn He big own treatment of Me on the earth.'
Bet tec on ch. ia 27. 34. Think not that I am come to
ta& paue on earth: I came not to send peace, but a sword
-wife, discord, conflict: deadly opposition between
eternally hostile principles, penetrating into and
riadiar asunder the dearest ties. 35. For I am come
u mi a bis at variance against his father, and the
tacfkttr against her mother, and the daughter-in-law
arustt her mother-in-law. See on Luke, 12. 61-53. 36.
A:i i nuui's foes shall be they of bis own household.
Thu uying, which is quoted, as is the whole verse,
from Kicah. 7. 6. is but an extension of the Psalmist's
xapiaint. Psalm 4L 9; 55. 12-14, which had its most
Meeting illustration ia the treason of Judas against
nr Lord Himself (John. 13. 18; Matthew. 26. 48-50;.
Hioce would arise the necessity of a choice between
Canst and the nearest relations, which would put
tiea to the severest test. 37. He that loveth father or
actio awre than me. ia not worthy of me; and he that
•Tr.ii toa or daughter more than me, is not worthy of me.
Ct Denteronomy, S3, a. As the preference of the
*ae vould, in the case supposed, necessitate the
ilwdonmect of the other, our Lord here, with a
nbhmc, ret awful self-respect, asserts His own claims
to rapnine affection. 38. And he that taketh not his
am, ui. foU&weth after me, is not worthy of me—a
wi&t which our Lord once and again emphatically
>.&nta (eh. lfl. 24: Luke. 9. 23; 14. 27). We have be■ km so accustomed to this expression—" taking up
<**'! crosi"— in the sense of * being prepared for
tula in general for Christ's sake,' that we are apt to
am ught of its primary and proper sense here—'a
t**P*redneas to go forth even to crucifixion,' as when
to Lord had to bear His own cross on His way to
1 ijviry-a, saying the more remarkable as our Lord
S*l not as yet given a hint that He would die this
4oik, aor was crucifixion a Jewish mode of capital
nuuaent 30. He that findeth bis life shall lose it:
sal fct that keeth his life for my sake shall find it—
twthtr of those pregnant sayings which our Lord so
*k» reiterates ;ch. 10. 25: Luke. 17. 33; John, 12. 25).
^* pith of such paradoxical maxims depends on the
■woUe sense attached to the word " life "—a lower
*1 s lather, the natural and the spiritual, the ternI"»l ud eternal An entire sacrifice of the lower,
Y^ail iu relationships and interests—or, which is
*** >nu thing, a willingness to make it—is indisi^shW to the preservation of the higher life: and
« "ho cannot brim? himself to lurrender the one for
\-'-nkt'Ai:ii- other shall eventually lose both. 40.
^liat resBveth—or 'entertaineth' you, receiveth me;
»^ at taat receiveth me, receiveth him that sent me. As
"* treatment which an ambassador receives is
,C!dentood and regarded as expressing the light in
*faKa he that sends him is viewed, so, says our Lord
•we. 'Your authority is mine, as mine is my Father's.'
ti- Ha that rccdvet* a prophet—one divinely commissooed to deliver a message from heaven. Predicting
iciare efents was no necessary part of a prophet's
$***. eapecially as the word is used in the New
ituaaitat, in the name of a prophet- for his othce'
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sake and love to his Master. (See 2 Kings, 4. 9, 10.1
shall receive a prophefs reward. What an encourage
ment to those who are not prophets! (See 3 John.
5-8.) and he that receiveth a righteous man in the name
of a righteous man—from sympathy with his character
and esteem for himself as such, shall receive a right
eous man's reward—for he must himself have the seed
of righteousness who has any real sympathy with it
and complacency in him who possesses it. 42. And
whosoever shall give to drink unto one of these little
ones. Beautiful epithet ! originally taken from Zechariah, 13. 7. The reference is to their lowliness in
spirit, their littleness in the eyes of an undiscerning
world, while high in Heaven's esteem, a cup of cold
water only—meaning, the smallest service, in the name
of a disciple—or, as it is in Mark (9. 41), because ye are
Christ's: from love to Me, and to him from his con
nection with Me, verily I say unto you, he shall in no
wise lose his reward. There is here a descending
climax—"a prophet." "a righteous man." "a little
one;" signifying that however low we come down in
our services to those that are Christ's, all that is done
for His sake, and that bears the stamp of love to His;
blessed name, shall be divinely appreciated and
owned and rewarded.
CHAPTER XI.
Ter. 1-19, The Imprisoned Baptist's Message
to his Master—The Reply, and Discourse, ox
the Departure of the Messenger*, regarding
John and his Mission. (=Luke, 7. 18-35.) 1. And
it came to pass, when Jesus had made an end of com
manding his—rather, 'the' twelve disciples, he departed
thence to teach and to preach in their cities. This was
scarcely a fourth circuit -if we may judge from the
leas formal way in which it is expressed —but, perhaps,
a set of visits paid to certain places, either not reached
at all, or too rapidly passed through before, in order
to fill up the time till the return of the Twelve. Aa
to their labours, nothing is said of them by our Evan
gelist. But Luke (9. 0! says, "They departed, and
went through the towns," or 'villages,' "preaching
the Gospel, and healing everywhere." Mark (6. 12,
13), as usual. Is more explicit: "And they went out,
and preached that men should repent. And they
cast out many devils (or 'demons'), and anointed
with oil many that were sick, and healed them."
Though this "anointing with oil" was not mentioned
in our Lord's instructions—at least in any of the re
cords of them—we know it to have been practised
long after this in the apostolic Church (see James,
5. 14. and cf. Mark, 6. 12. 13)—not medicinally, but as
a sign of the healing virtue which was communicated
by their hands, and a symbol of something still more
precious. It was unction, indeed, but, as Benoel
remarks. It was something very different from what
Romanists call extreme unction. He adds, what is
very probable, that they do not appear to have carried
the oil about with them. but. as the Jews used oil as
a medicine, to have employed it just as they found
it with the sick, in their own higher way. 2. How
when John had heard in the prison. For the account
of this imprisonment, see on Mark. 6. 17-20. the
works of Christ, he sent, &c. On the whole passage*
see on Luke, 7. 18-36.
20-30. Outburst of Feeling, suggested to the
hind op jesus by the result of hls labours ik
Galilee. The connection of this with what goes
before it. and the similarity of its tone, makes it evi
dent, we think, that It was delivered on the same
occasion, and that it is but a new and more compre
hensive series of reflections in the same strain. 30.
Then began he to upbraid the cities wherein most of his
mighty works were done, because they repented net. 21.
Woe unto thee, Chorasln!—not elsewhere mentioned,
but it must have lain near Capernaum, woe unto
3 11
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Impenitence of Capernaum,
Oirist Upbraldeih the
thee. Bethsaida! ['hunting' or 'flshins-house'—*a fish (see on Luke, 10. 21), probably He did the same now.
ing station' I—on the western side of the sea of Gali though not recorded. 0 Father, Lord of heaven and
lee, and to the north of Capernaum; the birth-place earth. He so styles His Father here, to signify that
of three of the apostle*— the brothers Andrew and from Him of right emanate all such high arrangePeter, and Philip. These two cities appear to be ments. because thou hut hid these things—the know
singled out to denote the whole region in which they ledge of these saving truths—from the wise and prudent.
lay—a region favoured with the Redeemer's pres The former of these terms points to the men who
ence, teaching, and works above every other, for if pride themselves upon their speculative or philoso
the mighty works—' the miracles' which were done in phical attainments; the latter to the men of worldly
you had been done in Tyre and Sidon—ancient and cele shrewdness— the clever, the sharp-witted, the men of
brated commercial cities, on the north-eastern shores affairs. The distinction is a natural one. and was
of the Mediterranean sea, lying north of Palestine, well understood. |See 1 Corinthians, 1. 19; &c.) I Jut
and the latter the northern-most. As their wealth why had the Father hid from such the things that
and prosperity engendered luxury and its concomi belonged to their peace, and why did Jesus so
tant evils -irreligion and moral degeneracy—their emphatically set His seal to this arrangement? Be
overthrow was repeatedly foretold in ancient pro cause it is not for the offending and revolted to speak
phecy, and once and again fulfilled by victorious or to speculate, but to listen to Him from whom we
enemies. Yet they were rebuilt, and at this time have broken loose, that we may learn whether there
were in a flourishing condition, they would have be any recovery for us at all ; and if there be, on
repented long ago in sackcloth and ashes. Remarkable what principles— of what nature—to what ends. To
language, showing that they had done less violence to bring our own "wisdom and prudence" to such
conscience, and so, in God's sight, were less criminal questions is impertinent and presumptuous; and if
than the region here spoken of. 23. But I say unto the truth regarding them, or the glory of it. be " hid"
you. It shall be more tolerable—more 'endurable.' for from us, it is but a fitting retribution, to which all
Tyre and Sidon at the day of judgment, than for you. the right-minded will set their seal along with Jesus.
23. And thou, Capernaum (see on ch. i. i:j , which art But. Thou hast revealed them unto babes— to babe-like
exalted unto heaven. Not even of Choraxin and Beth men; men of unassuming docility, men who, con
saida is this said. For since at Capernaum Jesus scious that they know nothing, and have no right to
had His stated abode during the whole period of His sit in judgment on the things that belong to their
public life which He spent in Galilee, it was the most peace, determine simply to " hear what God the Lord
j around spot upon earth, the most exalted in privi will speak." Such are well called " babes." (See
lege, shalt be brought down to hell: for if the mighty Hebrews, 6. 13; 1 Corinthians. 13. 11; 14. 20; &c.) 26.
works, which have been done in thee, had been done in Even so. Father; for so it seemed good—the emphatic and
Sodom—destroyed for its pollutions, it would have chosen term for expressing any object of divine com
remained until this day—having done no such violence placency; whether Christ Himself (see on ch. 3. 17) or
to conscience, and so incurred unspeakably less guilt. God's gracious eternal arrangements (see on Philip24. But I say unto you, That it shall be more tolerable plans, 2. IX—in thy sight. This is just a sublime echo
for the land of Sodom in the day of judgment, than for of the foregoing words; as if Jesus, when He uttered
thee. * It has been indeed,' says Dr. Stam.e v. * more them, had paused to reflect on it, and as if the glory
tolerable, in one sense, in the day of its earthly judg of it—not so much in the light of its own reasonable
ment, for the land of Sodom than for Capernaum ; ness as of God's absolute will that so it should be—
for the name, and perhaps even the remains, of had filled His soul. 27. All things are delivered onto
Sodom are still to be found on the shores of the Dead me ot my Father. He does not say. They are revealed—
Sea; whilst that of Capernaum has. on the Lake of as to one who knew them not, and was an entire
Gennesareth, been utterly lost' But the judgment stranger to them save as they were discovered to hi**!
of which our Lord here speaks is still future; a —but. They are ' delivered over.' or ' committed, to
judgment not on material cities, but their respon me of my Father; meaning the whole administration
sible inhabitants—a judgment final and irretrievable. of the kingdom of grace. So in John, 3. 35, "The
25. At that time Jesus answered and said. We are not Father loveth the Son, and hath given all things into
to understand by this, that the previous discourse His hand" (see on that verse}. But though the '* ail
had been concluded; and that this is a record only of things" in both these passages refer properly to the
something said about the same period. For the con kingdom of grace, they of course include all tilings
nection is most close, and the word " answered"— necessary to the full execution of that trust—that is,
which, when there is no one to answer, refers to unlimited power. (So ch. 28. lb; John, 17. 2; Ephesians.
something just before said, or rising in the mind of 1. 22.) and no man knoweth the Son, but the Father;
knoweth any man the Father, save the Son, and
the speaker in consequence of something said—con neither
firms this. What Jesus here "answered" evidently he to whomsoever the Bon will-or*'willethT to reveal
was the melancholy results of His ministry, lamented him. What a saying is tnis, that ' the Father and the
over in the foregoing verses. It is as if He had said. Son are mutually and exclusively known to each
* Yes: but there is a brighter side of the picture: even other !' A higher claim to equality with the Father
in those who have rejected the message of eternal life, cannot be conceived. Either, then, we have here one
it is the pride of their own hearts only wnich has of the most revolting assumptions ever uttered, or
blinded them, and the glory of the truth does but the the proper Divinity of Christ should to Christians be
more appear in their inability to receive it; Hot have beyond dispute. 'But alas for me!' may some bur
all rejected it even here; souls tin rating tor salvation dened soul, sighing for relief, here exclaim. If it be
have drawn water with joy from the wells of salva thus with us, what can any poor creature do but lie
tion; the weary have found rest; the hungry have been down in passive despair, unless he could dare to hope
filled with good things, while the rich have been sent that he, may be one of the favoured class 'to whom
empty away.' I thank thee—rather. ' I assent to thee.' the Son is willing to reveal the Father?' But nay.
But this is not strong enough. The idea of 'juli' or This testimony to the sovereignity of that gracious
'cordial' concurrence is conveyed by the preposition. "will," on which alone men's salvation depends, is
The thing expressed is adoring acquiescence, holy designed but to reveal the source and enhance the
satisfaction with that law of the divine procedure glory of it when once imparted—not to paralyse or
About to be mentioned. And as, when He after shut the soul up in despair. Hear, accordingly, what
wards uttered the same words. He " exulted in spirit" I follows: 28. Come onto me, all ve that labour and are
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r=aT7 Udea. md I will five you rest. Incomparable
mishing sounds these—If ever such were beard in
toil weary, groaning world ! What gentleness, what
metnesi is there in the very style of the invitation
-Hither to Me:' and in the words. 'All ye that toll
tad are burdened,' the universal wretchedness of
tnuu depicted, on both its sides—the active and the
ftt«*ue forms of it. 39. Take my yoke upon you— the
•'' »e of subjection to Jesus—and learn of me; for I am
nek and lowly in heart: and ye shall find rest onto your
well. As Christ's willingness to empty Himself to
to* uttermost of His Father's requirements was the
rpring of ineffable repose to His own spirit, so in the
bsw track does He invite all to follow Him, with
lie assurance of the same experience, 30. For my
nto is easy, and my burden is light Matchless
paradox, even amongst the paradoxically couched
xuinu in which our Lord delights! That rest
vhieh the soul experiences, when once safe under
Christ's wing, makes all yokes easy, all burdens light.
CHAPTER XIL
Vcr. i-«. Plucking Cork-ears on the Sabbath
mi. t=Mark. 2. 33-28; Luke, 8. 1-5.) The season of
tb« year when this occurred is determined by the
treat itself. Ripe corn-ears are only found in the
fields just before harvest. The barley harvest seems
dearly intended here, at the close of our March and
beaaniLg of our April It coincided with the Pass3*eMeaaon, as the wheat harvest with Pentecost.
Efet in Luke (d. l) we have a still more definite note
[now. if we could be certain of the meaning of the
peculiar term which he employs to express it. " It
cum to pass (he says) on the sabbath, which was the
Vjt-jKtwwT—for that is the proper rendering of the
•tfiand not "the second sabbath after the first"
■ in our version. Of the various conjectures what
tali may mean, that of Scaligek Is the most aprcwd, and, as we think, the freest from difficulty.
nt, 'the first sabbath after the second day of the
hoover;* i.e., the first of the seven sabbaths which
*ere to be reckoned from the second day of the Passc*er, which was itself a sabbath, until the next feast
to least of Pentecost [Leviticus, 83. 15, 10; DeuteroMaoy. it. a. 10). In this case, the day meant by the
Evangelist is the first of those seven sabbaths interTmag between Passover and Pentecost And if we
we right In regarding tho " feast" mentioned in John,
*• i m a PuMovtr, and consequently the second during
o«i Lord's public ministry {see on that passage), this
storing of the ears of corn must have occurred
laE»diately after the scene aud the Discourse recvdei in John. 5 , which, doubtless, would induce
'«r Lord to hasten His departure for the north, to
**«d the wrath of the Pharisees, which fle had
■J*fied at Jerusalem. Here, accordingly, we find
Km ia the fields— on His way probably to Galilee,
jj it that tisoe Jesus went on the sabbath day through
>*• en-" the corn fields" !Mark. 2. 23: Luke, 6. 1).
'^ to iiseiyles were xa hungered— nut as one maybe
"fen his regular meals; but evidently from short"f**! provisions; for Jesus defends their plucking
** wm-wi and eating them on the plea of necessity.
*^terjc to piuck the ears of corn, and to eat—"rubbing
tuca a their bands" {Luke, 0. li. 2. But when the
• ^3tu saw it, they said onto him. Behold, thy disciples
j* liit which is not lawful to do upon the sabbath day.
Ti* vtiUfif was expressly permitted (Deuteronomy,
- S. But as being "servile work," which was pro;- -'^i oo Uie sabbath day. it was regarded as sinful.
■ teas said auto them. Have ye not read- or as Mark
«nV'Ha?e ye never read"—what David did (1 Samuel,
*■ ■ *"■ vtea he was an hungered, and they that were
JJ* MhV 4. Bow he entered into the house of God, and
■* ■* tie saowbwad, which was not lawful for him to
ai. tethc for them which were with him, but only for
41
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the priests! No example could be more apposite than
this. The man after God's own heart, of whom the
Jews ever boasted, when suffering in God's cause and
straitened for provisions, asked and obtained from
the high priest what, according to the law, it was
illegal for any one save the priests to touch. Mark
(2. 26) says this occurred "in the days of Ablathar
the high priest" But this means not during his high
priesthood— for it was under that of his father Ahime
lech—but simply, in bis time. Ahimelech was soon
succeeded by Ablathar, whose con nection with David,
and prominence during his reign, may account for
his name, rather than his father's, being here Intro
duced. Yet there is not a little confusion in what
is said of these priests in different parts of the Old
Testament Thus he is called both the son and
the father of Ahimelech (l Samuel. 22. 80; 2 Samuel.
8. 17); and Ahimelech hi called Ahiah a Samuel, 14. 3),
and Ablmelech (l Chronicles, is. 18). 5. Or have ye
not read in the Law, how that on the sabbath days the
priests in the temple profane the sabbath—by doing
"servile work," — and are blameless 1 The double
offerings required on the sabbath day [Numbers,
28. 9) could not be presented, and the new-baked
showbread (Leviticus, 24. 6; 1 Chronicles, «. 32) could
not be prepared and presented every sabbath morn
ing, without a good deal of servile work on the part
of the priests; not to speak of circumcision, which,
when the child's eighth day happened to fall on a
sabbath, had to be performed by the priests on that
day. {See on John, 7. 22, 23.) 6. But I say unto you.
That in this place is one greater than the temple— or
rather, according to the reading which is best sup
ported, 'something greater.' The argument stands
thus: ' The ordinary rules for the observance of the
sabbath give way before the requirements of the
temple; but there are rights here before which the
temple itself must give way.' Thus indirectly, but
not the leas decidedly, does our Lord put in His own
claims to consideration in this question-claims to be
presently put in even more nakedly. 7. But if ye had
known what [this I meaneth, I will have mercy, and not
sacrifice (Hosea, o. 6; Mieah, 6. e>8. Arc). See on ch.
0. 13. ye would not have condemned the guiltless:—
q.d., 'Had ye understood the great principle of all
religion, which the Scripture everywhere recognises
—that ceremonial observances must give way before
moral duties, and particularly the necessities of
nature—ye would have refrained from these captious
complaints against men who in this matter are blame
less.' But our Lord added a specific application of
this great principle to the law of the sabbath, pre
served only in Mark: "And he said unto them, the
sabbath was made for man, and not man for the
sabbath" (Mark, 2. 27). A glorious and far-reaching
maxim, alike for the permanent establishment of the
sabbath and the true freedom of its observance. 8.
For the Son of man is Lord (even) of the sabbath day. In
what sense now is the Son of man Lord of the sab
bath dayT Not surely to abolish it— that surely
were a strange lordship, especially just after saying
that it was made or instituted for man-Ihu to own,
it, to interpret it. to preside over it and to ennoble it
by merging it in " the Lord's Day" (Revelation, 1. 10).
breathing into it an air of liberty and love necessarily
unknown before, and thus making it the nearest
resemblance to the eternal sabbatism.
0-21. T UK llEALINO OF A WlTHERXD HAND OX
the Sabbath day, and Retirement ok Jesus to
avoid DANGER. (—Mark, 3. 1-12; Luke, 0. 6-11. ) Heat
ing of a W dkend Band {v. 'Mi. 9. And when he was
departed thence—but "on another sabbath" (Luke,
6. 6), he went into their synagogue—" and taught" He
bad now, no doubt arrived in Galilee: but this, it
would appear, did not occur at Capernaum, for after
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It was over He "withdrew Himself," it is said, "to
the sea" (Mark, 3. 7). whereas Capernaum was at the
sea. 10. And, behold, there was a man which had his
hand withered—disabled by paralysis (as l Kings, 13. 4).
It was his right hand, as Luke graphically notes. And
they asked him, saying. Is it lawful to heal on the sabhath daysl that they might accuse him. Matthew and
Luke say they "watched Him whether He would
heal on the sabbath day." They were now come the
length of dogging His steps, to collect materials for a
charge of impiety against Him. It is probable that
It was to their thouo.hu rather than their words that
Jesus addressed Himself in what follows. 11. And
he said unto them. What man shall there be among you
that shall have one sheep, and if it fall into a pit on the
sabbath day, will he not lay hold on it, and lift it out?
12. How much then is a man better than a sheep?
Beslstless appeal ! " A righteous man regardeth the
life of his beast" (Proverbs, 12. 10). and would instinc
tively rescue it from death or suffering on the sab
bath day; how much more bis nobler fellow-man.
But the reasoning, as given in the other two Gospels,
is singularly striking: " But He knew their thoughts,
and said to the man which had the withered hand,
Rise up, and stand forth in the midst And he arose
and stood forth. Then said Jesus unto them. I will
ask you one thing; Is it lawful on the sabbath days to
do good, or to do evil? to save life or to destroy it?"
(Luke, C 8, y) or as in Mark (3. 4) "to kill?" He thus
shuts them up to this startling alternative: 'Not to
do good, when it is in the power of our hand to do it,
is to do evil; not to save life, when we can, is to kill'
—and must the letter of the sabbath-rest be kept at
this expense? This unexpected thrust shut their
mouths. By this great ethical principle our Lord,
we see, held Himself bound, as Man. But here we
must turn to Mark, whose graphic details make the
second Gospel so exceedingly precious. " When He
had looked round about on them with anger, being
grieved for the hardness of their hearts. He salth
unto the man" (Mark, 3. 6). This is one of the very
few passages in the Gospel History which reveal our
Lord's feelings. How holy this anger was, appears
from the "grief" which mingled with it at "the
hardness of their hearts." 13. Then eaith he to the
man. Stretch forth thine hand. And he stretched it forth
—the power to obey going forth with the word of
command, and it was restored whole, like as the other.
The poor man, having faith in this wonderful Healer
—which no doubt the whole scene would singularly
help to strengthen— disregarded the proud and veno
mous Pharisees, and thus gloriously put them to
shame. 14. Then the Pharisees went out, and held a
council against him, how they might destroy him. This
b the first explicit mention of their murderous de
sign?* against our Lord. Luke (6. 11) says " they were
filled with madness, and communed one with another
what they might do to Jesus." But their doubt was
not, wluther to get rid of Him, but how to compass it.
Mark (3. 0), as usual is more definite: "The Phari
sees went forth, and straightway took counsel with
the Herodians against Him, how they might destroy
Him." These Herodians were supporters of Herod's
dynasty, created by Caesar—a political rather than
religious party. The Pharisees regarded them as un
true to their religion and country. But here we see
them combining together against Christ, as a common
enemy. So on a subsequent occasion, ch. 22. lfi, 16.
Jesut Retires to Avoid Danger (r. 16-21). 15. But
when Jesus knew it. he withdrew himself from thence—
whither, our Evangelist says not; but Mark (3. 7) says
"it was to the sea"—to some distance, no doubt, from
the scene of the miracle, the madness, and the plot
ting just recorded, and great multitudes followed him,
and he healed them all. Mark gives the following
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interesting details: "A great multitude from Galilee
followed Him, and from Judea, and from Jerusa
lem, and from Idumea, and from beyond Jordan;
and they about Tyre and Sidon, a great multitude,
when they had heard what great things he did, came
unto Him. And he spake to His disciples, that a,
small ship"— or 'wherry*— "should wait on Htm be
cause of the multitude, lest they should throng Him.
For He had healed many; insomuch that they pressed
upon Him for to touch Him, as many as had plagues.
And unclean spirits, when they saw Him, fell down
before Him. and cried, saying. Thou art the Son of
God. And He straitly charged them that they should
not make Him known" (Mark, 3. 7-12). How glorious
this extorted homage to the Son of God! But as this
was not the time, so neither were they the fitting
preachers, as Bengal says. (See on Mark. 1. 25, and
cf. James, 2. 19.) Coming back now to our Evangelist:
after saying " He healed them all/' he continues, 16.
And charged them—the healed—that they should not
make him known. (Seeonch. 8. 4.! 17. That it might
he fulfilled which was spoken by Esaias the prophet, say
ing (Isaiah, 42. 1), 18. Behold my servant, whom I have
chosen; my beloved, in whom my soul is well pleased: I
will put my Spirit upon him. and he shall show judgment
to the Gentiles. 19. He shall not strive, nor cry; neither
shall any man hear his voice In the streets. 20. A bruised
reed shall he not break, and smoking flax shall he not
quench, till he send forth judgment unto victory—" unto
i ruth." says the Hebrew original, and the LXX. also.
But our Evangelist merely seizes the spirit, instead
of the letter of the prediction in this point. The
grandeur and completeness of Messiah's victories
would prove, it seems, not more wonderful than the
unobtrusive nolselessness with which they were to be
achieved. And whereas one rough touch will break
a bruised reed, and quench the flickering, smoking
flax. His It should be, with matchless tenderness,
love, and skill, to lift up the meek, to strengthen the
weak hands and confirm the feeble knees, to comfort
all that mourn, to say to them that are of a fearful
heart. Be strong, fear not. 31. And in his name shall
the Oentiles trust. Part of His present audience were
Gentiles—from Tyre and Sidon—first-fruits of the
great Gentile harvest, contemplated in the prophecy.
22-37. A Blind and Dumb Demoniac Healed,
and Reply to the Malignant Explanation put
upon it. (=Mark, 3. 20-30; Luke. 11. 14-23.) The
precise time of this Section is uncertain. Judging
from the statements with which Mark introduces it,
we should conclude that it was when our Lord's
popularity was approaching its zenith, and so, before
the feeding of the five thousand. But, on the other
hand, the advanced state of the charges brought
against our Lord, and the plainness of His warnings
and denunciations in reply, seem to favour the later
period at which Luke introduces it "And the mul
titude," says Mark (3. 20, 21), "cometh together again,"
referring back to the immense gathering which Mark
had before recorded [ch. 2. 8)—"so that they could
not so much as eat bread. And when His friends"
—or rather, * relatives,' as appears from r. 31, and see
on ch. 12. 46—" heard of it, they went out to lay hold
on Him; for they said. He is beside Himself." <jf.
2 Corinthians, 6. 13, " For whether we be beside our
selves, it is to God.*' 22. Then was brought unto him
one possessed with a devil— or 'a demonbted person*—
blind and dumb; and he healed him. insomuch that the
blind and the dumb both spake and saw. 23. And all the
people were amazed, and said. Is not this the son of David!
The form of the interrogative requires this to be
rendered, * Is this the Son of David t And as ques
tions put in this form (in Greek) suppose doubt, and
expect rather a negative answer, the meaning is, 'Can
it possibly be?'- the people thus indicating their
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the Holy Ghott
treret impression that this must be He; yet saving of which it may be said. * That is not a pardonable
themselves from the wrath of the ecclesiastics, which sin.' This glorious assurance is not to be limited by
» direct assertion of it would have brought upon what follows; but, on the contrary, what follows is
them. [See on a similar question in John, 4. 29: and to be explained by this, but the blasphemy against the
on the phrase, " Son of David," on ch, a. 27.) 24. But Holy Ghost shall not be forgiven unto men. 32. And
wsta. liw Pharisees heard it. Mark {3. 22) says " the whosoever speaketh a word against the Son of man, it
•tribes which came down from Jerusalem;" so that shall be forgiven him: but whosoever speaketh against
lias had been a hostile party of the ecclesiastics, who the Holy Ghost, it shall not be forgiven him, neither in
Ud come all the way from Jerusalem to collect this world, neither In the world to come. In Mark the
cuuerials for a charge against Him. (See on r. 14.) language is awfully strong. " hath never forgiveness,
tieysaid. This fellow—an expression of contempt—doth but is in danger of eternal damnation"— or rather,
cat cut out devils, but by Beelzebub— rather, Beelzebul according to what appears to be the preferable,
'se on ch, 10. 25*—the prince of the devils. Two things though very unusual reading, 'in danger of eternal
are here implied— first, that the bitterest enemies of guilt'—a guilt which he will underlie for ever. Mark
ov Lord were unable to deny the reality of His has the important addition {v. 30), "Because they
Qirsdes; and next, that they believed in an organized said. He hath an unclean spirit." (See on ch, 10. 26.)
w/tmJ kingdom of evil, under one chief. This belief What, then, is this sin against the Holy Ghost— the
«wM be of small consequence, had not our Lord unpardonable sin? One thing is clear: Its unpar«t His seal to it; but this He immediately does. donableness cannot arise from anything in the nature
$tung by the unsophisticated testimony of " all the of the sin itself; for that would be a naked contradic
people," they had no way of holding out against His tion to the emphatic declaration of «. 31st, that all
aalmv but by the desperate shift of ascribing His manner of sin is pardonable. And what is this but
miracles to Satan. 25. And Jesus knew their thoughts the fundamental truth of the Gospel? (See Acts. 13.
-"ailed them'* (Mark, 3. 23), and said unto them, 38, 30; Komans. 3. 22, 24; 1 John, 1. 7; &c.) Then,
trtry kingdom divided against itself is brought to deso- again, when it is said (v. 32), that to speak against
latka; sad every city or house—u*., household—divided or blaspheme the Son of man is pardonable, but the
■pint itself shall not stand : 26. And if Satan cast out blasphemy against the Holy Ghost is not pardonable,
Sabs, as is divided against himself; how shall then his it is not to be conceived that this arises from any
tnjttaa standi The argument here is irresistible: greater sanctity in the one blessed Person than the
' No organised society can stand—whether kingdom, other. These remarks so narrow the question, that
or/, or household—when turned against itself; such the true sense of our Lord's words seem to disclose
latetun* war is suicidal: But the works I do are de- themselves at once. It is a contrast between slander
•Jraeuve of Satan's kingdom: That I should be in ing " the Son of man" in H%* veiled condition and unItigM with Satan, therefore, is incredible and absurd.' jint.-litd toork—which might be done "ignorantly, in
^. And if I by Beelzebub cast out devils, by whom do unbelief" (1 Timothy, 1. 13!, and slandering the same
- : cauexen—' your sons,' meaning here, the * dis blessed Person after the blaze of glory which Uie
ables' or pupils of the Pharisees, who were so termed Holy Ghost was soon to throw around His claims, and
•fterthe familiar language of the Old Testament in in the full knowledge of all that. This would be to
5«4kmg of the sons of the prophets. U Kings, 20. 35; slander Him with eyes open, or to do it "presump
1 Kjdss. r 3, Ac.) Our Lord here seems to admit tuously." To blaspheme Christ in the former con
that web works were wrought by them; in which dition—when even the apostles stumbled at many
cue the Pharisees stood self-condemned, as ex- things—left them still open to conviction on fuller
[<re«ed in Luke (1L 19). "Therefore shall they be light: but to blaspheme Him in the latter condition
>*r judges." 28. But if I cast out devils by the Spirit would be to hate the light the clearer it became, and
•*Gol In Luke UL 20) it is. "with (or 'by') the resolutely to shut It out; which, of course, precludes
f£$nr of God." This latter expression is just a salvation. (See on Hebrews, 10. 26-20.) The Pharisees
fc&rstfve way of representing the power of God. white had not as yet done this; but in charging Jesus with
*-ia former tells us the living Personal Agent made being in league with hell they were displaying before
» of by the Lord Jesus in every exercise of that hand a malignant determination to shut their eyes
Peer, thea—"no doubt" (Luke. 11. 20)—the kingdom to all evidence, and so. bordering upon, and in spirit
-- Gcd is come unto you-ratber 'upon you/ as the committing the unpardonable sin. 33. Either make
*«ae expression is rendered in Luke:—q.d„ 'If this the tree good, die. 34. 0 generation of vipers (see on ch.
«?tluou of Satan is. and can be. by no other than 3. 7), how can ye, being evil, speak good things 1 for ont
t*e Spirit of God. then is his Destroyer already in of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh—a
the audst of you, and that kingdom which is destined principle obvious enough, yet of deepest significance
^ tuppUot hi*, is already rising on its rui in.' 29. Or and vast application. In Luke, 0. 45 we find it
t» bev can one enter into a— or rather, * the'—strong; uttered as part of the Discourse delivered after the
-^'i aetae. and spoil his goods, except he first bind the choice of the apostles. 35. A good man, out of the
t&tf eibI sad then he will spoil his house. 30. He that good treasure of the heart, bringeth—or 'putteth' forth
1 ntwuineis against me; and he that gathereth not good things: and an evil man, out of the evil treasure,
■ok* ottereUi abroad. On this important parable, bringeth— or 'putteth* forth evil things. The word
a oeanertion with the corresponding one, v. 43-45, 'putteth' indicates the spontaneousness of what
■» ca Lake, n. 21-20. 31. Wherefore I say unto you, comes from the heart; for it is out of the abundance
AH saaur of sin and blasphemy shall be forgiven unto of the heart that the mouth speaketh. We have
"a- The word "blasphemy" properly signifies 'de- here a new application of a former saying (see on
fcwttoe,' or ' slander.* In the New Testament it ia ch. 7. 10-20). Here, the sentiment is, * There are but
t^hed. as it U here, to vituperation directed against two kingdoms, interests, parties—with the proper
^oduvell a# against men: and in this sense it is to workings of each: If I promote the one, I cannot
wiaderstood as an aggravated form of sin. Well, belong to the other; but they that set themselves in
■W our Lord, all sin— whether in its ordinary or its wilful opposition to the kingdom of light openly pro
**» san-sTated forms—shall find forgiveness with claim to what other kingdom they belong. As for
*«i Accordingly, in Mark (3. 29) the language Is you. in what ye have now uttered ye have but re
•0 itrooaer: " All sins shall be forgiven unto the vealed the venomous malignity of your hearts.' 36.
**• of men, and blasphemies wherewith soever they But I say unto you. That every idle word that men shall
absfisuKphesne.'' There is no sin whatever, it seems. speak, they shall give account thereof in the day of jndg-
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ment. They might say, ' It was nothing; we meant
no evil; we merely threw out a supposition, as one
way of accounting for the miracle we witnessed : if
it will not stand, let it go; why make so much of it.
and bear down with such severity for it J' Jesus re
plies. ' It was not nothing, and at the great day will
not be treated as nothing: Words, as the index of
the heart, however idle they may seem, will be taken
account of, whether good or bad, in estimating char
acter in the day of judgment'
38-60. A Sign Demanded, and the Reply—His
Mother and Brethren seek to Speak with
Him. and the Answer. {=Luke. 11. 16. 24-36; Mark,
3. 31-36; Luke. 8. 10-21.) A Sian demanded* and Vie
Reply (r. 38-46). The occasion of this Section was
manifestly the same with that of the preceding. 38.
Then certain of the scribes and of the Pharisees answered,
saying. Master—' Teacher,' equivalent to * Rabbi'—we
would see a sign from thee—"a sign from heaven"
(Luke, 11. 16) ; something of an immediate and de
cisive nature, to show, not that his miracles were Teat
—that they seemed willing to concede—but that they
were from above, not from beneath. These were not
the same class with those who charged Him with
being in league with Satan (as we see from Luke, 11,
16, 10); but as the spirit of both was similar, the tone
of severe rebuke is continued. 39. But he answered
and said unto them—"when the people were gathered
thick together" (Luke, 11. 89), an evil and adulterous
generation. This latter expression is best explained
by Jeremiah, 3. 30. "Surely as a wife treacherously
departeth from her husband, so have ye dealt treach
erously with me, O house of Israel, saith the Lord."
For this was the relationship in which He stood to
the covenant people—"I am married unto you"
(Jeremiah. 3. 14). seeketh after a sign. In the eye of
Jesus this class were but the spokesmen of their
generation, the exponents of the reigning spirit of
unbelief, and there shall no sign be given to it, but the
sign of the prophet Jonas: 40. For as Jonas was—" a sign
unto the Ninevites, so shall also the Son of man be
to this generation" (Luke, 11. 30). For as Jonas was
three days and three nights in the whale's belly (Jonah,
1 17), so shall the Son of man be three days and three
nights in the heart of the earth. This was the second
public announcement of His resurrection three days
after His death. (For the first, see John, 2, 10.)
Jonah's case was analogous to this, as being a signal
judgment of God: reversed in three days; and followed
by a glorious mission to the Gentiles. The expres
sion "in the heart of the earth." suggested by the
expression of Jonah with respect to the sea (2. 3. in
LXX.l. means simply the rrrave, but this considered
as the most emphatic expression of real and total
entombment. The period during which He was to
lie in the grave is here expressed in round numbers,
according to the Jewish way of speaking, which was
to regard any part of a day. however small, included
within a period of days, as a full day. (See 1 Samuel.
30. 12. 13; Ksther, 4. 16; 6. l: ch. 27. 63, 04; Ac.) 41. The
men of Ninsve shall rise in Judgment with this genera
tion, &c. The Ninevites, though heathens, repented
at a man's preaching; while they, God's covenant
people, repented not at the preaching of the Son
of God—whose supreme dignity is rather implied
here than expressed. 43. The queen of the south shall
rise up in the judgment with this generation. Arc. The
queen of Sheba— a tract In Arabia, near the shores
of the Red Sea—came from a remote country, "south"
of Judea, to hear the wisdom of a mere man, though
a gifted one, and was transported with wonder at
what she saw and heard (1 Kings, 10. 1-9). They, when
a Greater than Solomon had come to them, despised
and rejected, slighted and slandered Him. 43-45.
When the unclean spirit is gone out of a man. Ax. On
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this important parable, in connection with the cor
responding one—v. 29— Bee on Luke, 11. 21-20.
A
charming little Incident, given only in Luke, 11. 27.
23, seems to have its proper place here. "And it
came to pass, as He spake these things, a certain
woman of the company"—'out of the crowd* "lifted
up her voice and said unto Him. Blessed is the womb
that bare thee, and the paps which Thou bast sucked."
With true womanly feeling, she envies the mother of
such a wonderful Teacher. And a higher and better
than she had said as much before her {see on Lake,
1. 281. 42. How does our Lord, then, treat it? Ue is
far from condemning it. He only holds up as "blessed
rather" another class: "But he said. Yea rather,
blessed are they that hear the word of God, and keep
it"— in other words, the humblest real saint of God.
How utterly alien is this sentiment from the teach
ing of the Church of Home, which would doubtless
excommunicate any one of its members that dared to
talk in such a strain !
His Mother and Brethren Seek to Speak with Him,
and the Answer (v. 46-50). 46. While he yet talked to
the people, behold, his mother and his brethren (see on
ch. 13. 66, 60) stood without, desiring to speak with him —
"and could not come at Him for the press" (Luke,
8. 19). For what purpose these came, we learn from
Mark, 3. 20. 21. In His zeal and ardour He seemed
indifferent both to food and repose, and " they went
to lay hold of Him" as one "beside himself." Mark
says graphically. "And the multitude sat about
Him"— or ' around Him.' 47. Then one said unto him.
Behold, thy mother and thy brethren stand without, desir
ing to speak with thee, &c. Absorbed in the awful
warnings He was pouring forth. He felt this to be an
unseasonable interruption, fitted to dissipate the
impression made upon the large audience— such an
interruption as duty to the nearest relatives did not
require Him to give way to. But instead of a direct
rebuke. He seizes on the incident to convey a sublime
lesson, expressed in a style of inimitable condescen
sion. 49. And he stretched forth his hand toward his
disciples. How graphic is this! It is the language
evidently of an eye-witness, and said. Behold my
mother and my brethren ! 60. For whosoever shall do the
will of my Father which is in heaven, the same is my
brother, and sister, and mother:—q.d.. 'There stand
here the members of a family transcending and sur
viving this of earth: Filial subjection to the will of
my Father in heaven is the indissoluble bond of
union between Me and all its members: and whoso
ever enters this hallowed circle becomes to Me
brother, and sister, and mother !'
CHAPTER XIII.
Ver. 1-62. Jesus Teaches by Parables. [=Mark,
4 i-:-i. Luke. 8. 4-1*: 13. 18-20.) Introduction (v. l<i).
1. The same day went Jesus out of the house, and sat by
the sea-jsidel 2. And great multitudes were gathered
together unto him. so that he went into a ship—the article
In the received text wants authority—and sat; and the
whole multitude itood on the shore. How graphic this
picture— no doubt from the pen of an eye-witness,
himself impressed with the scene! It was "the same
day" on which the foregoing solemn discourse was
delivered, when His kindred thought Him " beside
Himself" for His indifference to food and reposethat same day, retiring to the sea-shore of Galilee,
and there seating Himself, perhaps for coolness and
rest, the crowds again flock around Him. and He is
fain to push off from them, in the boat usually kept
In readiness for Him; yet only to begin, without wait
ing to rest, a new course of teaching by parables to
the eager multitudes that lined the shore. To the
parables of our Lord there is nothing in all language
to be compared, for simplicity, grace, fulness, and
variety of spiritual teaching. They are adapted to
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all classes and stages of advancement, behig under
wood by each according to the measure of bis spiri
tual capacity. 3. And he spike many thing* unto them
Is panbl?*. saying. Ac. These parables are heven in
camber; and it is not a little remarkable that while
this to the sacred number, the first pour of them
vere spoken to the mixed multitude, while the
remaining three were spoken to the Twelve in
private— these divisions, fow and three, being them
selves notable in the symbolical arithmetic of Scriprrre. Another thing remarkable in the structure of
these parables is, that while the first of the Seven—
that of the Sower—is of the nature of an Introduc
tion to the whole, the remaining Six consist of tl.r-f
pur*— the Second and Seventh, the Third and Fourth,
and the Fifth and Sixth, corresponding to each other:
each pair setting forth the same general truths, but
with a certain diversity of aspect. All this can
hardly be accidental.
Ptrst Parable: The Sower {v. 3-9, 18-23). This
Parable may be entitled. The Effect or the Word
I'EPENDENT ON THE STATE OF THE HEART. For
the exposition of this parable, see on Mark. i. l-B,
14-JX

E+ojo* for Teaching in Parables (v. 10-17). 10. And
'.he disciples came, and said unto him— "they that were
with Him, when they were alone" (Mark. 4. 10)—Why
rpeakest thou unto them in parables? Though before
this He had couched some things in the parabolic
form, for more vivid illustration, it would appear
ihat He now, for the first time, formally employed
this method of teaching. 11. He answered and said
asm them. Because it is given unto you to know the
rj'ieries of the kingdom of heaven. The word " mys
teries"* in Scripture is not used in its classical sense—
c-f 'retigious secrets,' nor yet of 'things incomprebeastbie, or in their own nature difficult to be under
stood'— but in the sense of 'things of purely divine
rrretotion.' and, usually, * things darkly announced
under the ancient economy, and during all that period
darkly understood, but fully published under the
Gosper ,1 Corinthians, 2, 6-10 ; Ephesians. 3. 3-0, 8, e),
'The mysteries of the kingdom of heaven," then,
swan those glorious Gospel truths which at that
tone only the more advanced disciples could appre
ciate, and they but partially, but to them it is not
riven. 'See on ch. il 25.) Parables serve the double
parpoee of revealing and concealing ; presenting ' the
mysteries of the kingdom' to those who know and
relish them, though in never so small a degree, in a
aew and attractive light; but to those who are insen;bk to spiritual things yielding only, as so many
tiles, some temporary entertainment. 12. For who
mever aata—i.e., keeps; as a thing which he values, to
hca shall be given, and he shall have more abundance—
he will be rewarded by an increase of what he so
Each prizes; but whosoever hath not—who lets this go
<3 be unused, as a thing on which he sets no value—
Sm htm shall be taken away even that he hath— or as
u a la Luke (8. 18), "what he seemeth to have," or
'ihmketh be hath.' This is a principle of immense
importance, and, like other weighty sayings, appears
to hart been uttered by our Lord on more than one
occasion, uid in different connections. (See on ch.
Jill As a great ethical principle, we see it In operaUoa everywhere, under the general law of habit; in
virtue of which moral principles become stronger by
exercise, while by disuse, or the exercise of their con
traries, they wax weaker, and at length expire. The
ease principle reigns in the intellectual world, and
even in the fni*"**—if not in the vegetable also— as
the tacts of physiology sufficiently prove. Here, how
ever, it to viewed as a divine ordination, as a judicial
retribution in continual operation under the divine
sdau&istratton, 13. Therefore speak I to them in
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parables—which our Lord, be It observed, did not
begin to do till His miracles were malignantly ascribed
to Satan, because they seeing, see not. They "saw,"
for the light shone on them as never light shone
before; but they " saw not," for they closed their eyes,
and hearing, they hear not; neither do they understand.
They "heard." for He taught them who "spake as
never man spake;" but they "heard not," for they
took nothing in, apprehending not the soul-penetrat
ing, life-giving words addressed to them. In Mark
and Luke, what is here expressed as a human fact
is represented as the fulfilment of a divine purpose—
" that seeing they may see, and not perceive," &c.
The explanation of this lies in the statement of the
foregoing verse—that, by a fixed law of the divine
administration, the duty men voluntarily refuse to
do, and in point of fact do not do, they at length be
come morally incapable of doing. 14. And in them is
fulfilled—rather, 'is fulfilling,' or is receiving its fulfil
ment—the prophecy of Eiaias, which saith (Isaiah, G.
9, 10—here quoted according to the LXX.), By hearing
ye shall hear, and shall not understand. &c. They were
thus judicially sealed up under the darkness and
obduracy which they deliberately preferred to the
light and healing which Jesus brought nigh to them.
16. But blessed are your eyes, for they see; and yonr ears,
for they hear:—q.d., 'Happy ye. whose eyes and ears,
voluntarily and gladly opened, are drinking in the
light divine.' 17. For verily I say unto you, That many
prophets and righteous men have desired— rather, ' covet
ed,' to see those things which ye see. and have not seen
them; and to hear those things which ye hear, and have
not heard them. Not only were the disciples blessed
above the blinded just spoken of, but favoured above
the most honoured and the best that lived under
the old economy, who had but glimpses of the things
of the new kingdom, just sufficient to kindle in
them desires not to be fulfilled to any in their day.
In Luke, 10. 23, 24, where the same saying is repeated
on the return of the Seventy—the words, instead of
"many prophets and righteous men." are "many
prophets and kings;" for several of the Old Testa
ment saints were kings.
Second and Seventh Parables, or First Pair : The
Wheat and the Tares, and The Good and Bad
Fish (v. 24-30; 36-43; and 47-uO). The subject of both
these Parables—which teach the same truth, with a
slight diversity of aspect—is
The MIXED CHARACTER of the Kingdom in
its Present State, and the FINAL ABSOLUTE
SEPARATION of the Two CmasES.
The Tares and the Wheat [v. 24-30, 36-43). 24. Another
parable put he forth unto them, saying. The kingdom of
heaven is likened unto a man which sowed good seed in
hie field. Happily for us. these exquisite parables are,
with like charming simplicity and clearness, ex
pounded to us by the Great Preacher Himself. Ac
cordingly, we pass to v. 36-38. Then Jesus sent the
multitude away, and went into the house: and his disciples
came unto him, saying. Declare unto us the parable of the
tares of the field, dtc. In the parable of the Sower,
" the seed is the word of God" (Luke, 6. 11). But here
that word has been received into the heart, and has
converted him that received it Into a new creature, a
" child of the kingdom," according to that saying of
James II. 18}. " Of His own wiU begat He us with the
word of truth, that we should be a kind of first-fruits
of His creatures.' It Is worthy of notice that this
vast field of the world is here said to be Christ's own—
" His field." says the parable. (See Psalm 2. 8.) 25.
Bat while men slept, bis enemy came and sowed tares
among the wheat, and went his way. 38. The tares are
the children of the wicked one. As this sowing could
only be " while men slept," no blame seems intended,
and certainly none to charged upon "the servants;"
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It is probably just the dress of the parable, 39. The do iniquity. The former class, as the worst, are men
enemy that sowed them Is the devil—emphatically '* His tioned first 42. And shall cast them into a furnace—
enemy" (p. 26). See Genesis. 3. 16; l John, 3. 6. By rather, * the furnace' of fire: there shall be wailing; and
"tares" Is meant, not what in our husbandry is so gnashing of teeth. What terrific strength of language
called, but some noxious plant, probably darn*!. —the "casting" or "flinging" expressive of indigna
" The tares are the children of the wicked one •" and tion, abhorence, contempt (cf. Psalm 9. 17 ; Daniel.
by their being sown " among the wheat" is meant 12. 2): *' the furnace of fire" denoting the fierceness of
their being deposited within the territory of the the torment: the "wailing" signifying the anguish
visible Church. As they resemble the children of the this causes; while the "gnashing of teeth" is a graphic
kingdom, so they are produced, it seems, by a similar way of expressing the despair in which its remedilessprocess of " sowing"—the seeds of evil being scattered ness issues (see on ch. 8. 12) ! 43. Then shall the rightand lodging in the soil of those hearts upon which eons shine forth as the sun in the kingdom of their Father
falls the seed of the word. The enemy, after sowing —as if they had been under a cloud during their
his "tares," "went his way"—his dark work soon present association with ungodly pretenders to their
done, but taking time to develop its true character. character, and claimants of their privileges, and ob
26. But when the blade was sprang up, and brought structors of their course. Who hath ears to hear, let
forth fruit, then appeared the tares also—the growth in him hear. (See on Mark, 4. 9.)
The Good and Bad Fish {e. 47-r0). The object cf
both cases running parallel, as antagonistic principles
are seen to do. 27. Bo the servants of the householder this brief parable is the same with that of the Tares
came—i.e., Christ's ministers—and said unto him. Sir, and Wheat. But as its details are fewer, so its
didst not thou sow good seed in thy field ! from whence teaching is less rich and varied. 47. Again, the king
then hath it tares 1 This well expresses the surprise, dom of heaven is like unto a net. that was cast into the
disappointment, and anxiety of Christ's faithful ser sea, and gathered ofevery kind. The word here rendered
vants and people, at the discovery of " false brethren" " net" signifies, a large drag-net. which draws every
among the members of the Church. 36. He said unto thing after it. suffering nothing to escape, as dis
them. An enemy hath done this. Kind words these tinguished from * a casting-net,' Mark, 1. 16, 18. The
from a good Husbandman, honourably clearing His far-reaching efficacy of the Gospel is thus denoted.
faithful servants of the wrong done to His field. This Gospel net "gathered of every kind," meaning
The servants said unto him. Wilt thou then that we go every variety of character. 46. Which, when it was
and gather them npl Cf. with this the question of full, they drew to shore— for the separation will not be
James and John (Luke, 9. 64), "Lord, wilt thou that made till the number of the elect is accomplished—
we command fire to come down from heaven and con and sat down— expressing the deliberateneaa with
sume" those Samaritans? In this kind of real there which the judicial separation will at length be made
is usually a large mixture of carnal heat. (See James, —and gathered the good into vessels, but cast the bad
1. 20.) 29. But he said. Nay—' It will be done in due away—lit., 'the rotten,' but here meaning, 'the foul'
time, but not now, nor is it your business.' lest, or 'worthless' fish: corresponding to the "tares'* of
while ye gather up the tares, ye root up also the wheat the other parable. 49. So shall it be at the end of the
with them. Nothing could more clearly or forcibly world, &c. See on v. 42. We have said that each of
teach the difficulty of distinguishing the two classes, these two parables holds forth the same truth under
and the high probability that in the attempt to do a slight diversity of aspect What is that diversity t
so these will be confounded. 30, 39. Let both grow First, the bad, in the former parable, are represented
together—i.e., in the visible Church—until the harvest as vile seed sown amongst the wheat by the enemy
—till the one have ripened for full salvation, the of souls ; in the latter, as foul fish drawn forth oat cf
other for destruction. The harvest is the end of the the great sea of human beings by the Gospel net
world—the period of Christ's second coming, and of itself. Both are important truths—that the Gospel
the judicial separation of the righteous and the draws within its pale, and into the communion of the
wicked. Till then, no attempt is to be made to effect visible Church, multitudes who are Christians only
such separation. But to stretch this so far as to in name; and that the injury thus done to the Church
justify allowing openly scandalous persons to remain on earth is to be traced to the wicked one. Bnt
in the communion of the Church, is to wrest the further, while the former parable gives chief promiteaching of this parable to other than its proper de nence to the present mixture of good and bad, in the
sign, and go in the teeth of apostolic injunctions latter, the prominence is given to the future separa
(1 Corinthians, 6. ). and in the time of harvest I will say tion of the two classes.
to the reapers. And the reapers are the angels. But
Third and Fourth Parables, or Second Pair; The
whose angels are they? "The Son of man shall send Mostabd Seed and The Leaven (r. 31-33). The
forth His angels" (r. 41). Cf. 1 Peter. 3. 22—" Who ia subject of both these parables, as of the first pair, la
gone into heaven, and is on the right hand of God; the same, but under a slight diversity of aspect,
angels and authorities and powers being made sub namely.
ject unto Him." Gather ye together first the tares, and
The GROWTH OP THE KINGDOM, fbom thb
bind them in bundles to burn them—"in the fire" (r. 40] SMALLEST BEGINNINGS TO ULTIMATE UNIVER
—but gather the wheat into my barn. Christ, as the SALITY.
Judge, will separate the two classes [as in ch. 26. 32!.
The Mustard Seed (v. 31, 32). 31. Another parable put
It will be observed that the tares are burned before ha forth unto them, saying. The kingdom of heaven is like
the wheat is housed; in the exposition of the parable to a grain of mustard seed, which a man took, and sowed
(v. 41, 43) the same order is observed: and the same in his field: 33. Which indeed is the least of all seeds
in ch. 25. 46—as If, in some literal sense, " with thine not absolutely, but popularly and proverbially, as in
eyes sholt thou behold and see the reward of the Luke, 17. 0, "If ye had faith as a grain of mustard
wicked" i Psalm 01. 8). 41. The Son of man shall send seed," i.e., 'never so little faith.' but when it is grown,
forth his angels, and they shall gather out of his kingdom it is the greatest among herbs—not absolutely, but in
—to which they never really belonged. They usurped relation to the small size of the seed, and in warm
their place and name and outward privileges; but latitudes proverbially great, and becometh a tree, so
"the ungodly shall not stand in the judgment, nor that the birds of the air come and lodge in the branches
sinners [abide] in the congregation of the righteous" thereof. This is added, no doubt, to express the am
(Psalm l. 6). ill things that offend—all those who have plitude of the tree. But as this seed has a hot, fieryproved a stumbling-block to others, and them which vigour, gives out its best virtues when bruised, and
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1* mteful to the taste of birds, which are accordiMy attracted to its branches both for shelter and
food.li It straining the parable, asks Trench, to
appose that, besides the wonderful growth of His
kiEpJom. our Lord selected this seed to Illustrate
fmher the thttter. repose, and blessedness It is destined
k> afford to the nations of the world ?
TV Isavn*. (»*. 331 33. Another parable spake he unto
':*a ; The kingdom of heaven is like auto leaven, which
i naan took and hid in three measures of meal, till the
t&e was leavened. This parable, while it teaches the
ame general truth as the foregoing one, holds forth,
perhaps, rather the inward growth of the kingdom,
thil* " the Mustard Seed" seems to point chiefly to
the«tfiparrf. It being a woman's work to knead.it
ssras a refinement to say that ** the woman" here re
presents the Church, as the instrument of depositing
the leaven. Nor does it yield much satisfaction to
taderstand the "three measures of meal" of that
tnreefokl division of our nature into "spirit, soul,
ud body,*' alluded to in 1 Thessalonians, 6. 23. or of
ihe threefold partition of the world among the three
^■ai of Noah (Genesis. 10. 32), as some do. It yields
acre real satisfaction to see in this brief parable just
the aii-pcntirating and assimilating quality of the
tsOfpeL by virtue of which it will yet mould all in 1 1
takes and tribes of men, and exhibit over the whole
una one " Kingdom of our Lord and of His Christ"
34 all these things spake Jesus unto the multitude in
psnhhs; and without a parable spake he not unto them—
v/.oa this occasion; refraining not only from all
used discourse, but even from all interpretation of
these parables to the mixed multitude. 35. That it
"-v t he fulfilled which was spoken by the prophet, eayej Psalm rs. 2. nearly as in LXX.I, I will open my
tawta. in parables, &c. Though the Psalm seems to
vstain only a summary of Israelitish history, the
PuJmist himself calls it "a parable," and " dark saycji from of old"—as containing, underneath the hist;T. truths for all time, not fully brought to light till
u* Gospel-day.
Nth and Sixth Parables, or Third Pair: Tin Htd«s Texxsurj: and The Pkabx or Great Prick
f tMO. The subject of this last Pair, as of the two
' naer. is the same, but also under a slight diversity
« aspect: namely,
Tm PRICELESS VALUE of the Blessings of
Tat Kixodom. And while the one parable reprettstathe Kingdom as found without seeking, the other
t^tii forth the Kingdom as sought and found.
Tht Ridden Treasure {v. 44). 44. Again, the kingdom
*" *e»vea is like unto treasure hid in a field—no uncomana thing in unsettled and half-civilized countries,
etta now as well as in ancient times, when there
*»*bo other way of securing it from the rapacity of
J^boun or marauders. {Jeremiah, 41. 8; Job, 3. 21;
™»As,i i) the which when a man hath found—
'■' saexpectedly found— he hidetb, and for joy thereof
~* perceiving what a treasure he had lighted on.
tJasng the worth of all he possessed, goeth and selleth
»** Uat he hath, and buyeth that field— in which case, by
J<*hh law. the treasure would become his own.
JV hjuri of Great Price (p. 46V46). 46. Again, the
fc^tfonof heaven is like unto a merchantman, seeking
f^JpesiU: 46 Who. when he had found one pearl of
Pol fries, went and told all that he had. and bought it.
J* oae pearl of great price, instead of being found
u^ent" M *n *na former case, is found by one
1 «w t*i»«» it U to seek for such, and who finds it
•3^ in the way of searching for such treasures. But
a both caws the surpassing value of the treasure is
Uke recognized, and in both all is parted with for
jj- M. Jens tuth unto them—i.e., to the Twelve. He
^•Tjjoken the first four In the hearing of the mixed
a'Wrtwk: the but three He reserved till, on the dis

missal of the mixed audience. He and the Twelve
were alone (r. 36, <fcc). Have ye understood all these
things 1 They say unto him. Tea. Lord. 52. Then said
he unto them. Therefore—or as we should say. Well,
then, every scribe— orChristian teacher: here bo called
from that well-known class among the Jews. (See ch.
23. 34.) which is instructed unto the kingdom of heaven—
himself taught in the mysteries of the Gospel which
he has to teach to others, is like unto a man that is an
householder which bringeth forth—'turneth' or 'dealeth
out'—out of his treasure—hla store of divine truth,
things new and old— old truths in ever new forms.
aspects, applications, and with ever new illustrations.
63-;>8. How Jesus was Regarded hy Hib Rela
tives. (=Mark. 6. 1-6; Luke, 4. 16-30.) 63. And it
came to pass, that, when Jesus had finished these parables,
he departed thence. 54. And when he was come into his
own country—i.e., Nazareth; as is plain from Mark,
6. l. See on John, 4. 43, where also the same phrase
occurs. This, according to the majority of Harmon
ists, was the second of two visits which our Lord paid
to Nazareth during His public ministry; but in our
view it was His .first and only visit to it. See on ch.
4. 13; and for the reasons, see on Luke, 4. 16-30. Whence
hath this man this wisdom, and these mighty works 1 —
'these miracles.' These surely are not like the ques
tions of people who had asked precisely the same
questions before, who from astonishment had pro
ceeded to rage, and in their rage had hurried Him
out of the synagogue, and away to the brow of the hill
whereon their city was built, to thrust Him down
headlong, and who had been foiled even in that object
by His passing through the midst of them, and going
His way. But see on Luke, 4. 16, Ac. 55. Is not this
the carpenter's sonl In Mark (6. 3) the question is,
"Is not this the carpenter?" In all likelihood, our
Lord, during His stay under the roof of His earthly
parents, wrought along with His legal father, is not
his mother called Mary? ' I>o we not know all about
His parentage? Has He not grown up in the midst
of us? Are not all IHs relatives our own townsfolk?
Whence, then, such wisdom and such miracles?'
These particulars of our Lord's human history con
stitute the most valuable testimony, first, to His
true and real humanity—for they prove that during
all His first thirty years His townsmen had dis
covered nothing about Him different from other
men; secondly, to the divine character of His mission
— for these Nazarenes proclaim both the unparalleled
character of His teaching and the reality and glory of
Hts miracles, as transcending human ability; and,
thirdly, to His wonderful humility and self-denial—
in that when He was such as they now saw Him to
be. He yet never gave any indications of it for thirty
years, because "His hour was not yet come." and
his brethren, James, and Jose 3, and Simon, and Judas 1
56. And his sisters, are they not all with usl Whence
then hath this [man I all these things? An exceedingly
difficult question here arises — What were these
"brethren" and "sisters" to Jesus? Were they. First,
His full brothers and sisters? or. Secondly, Were they
his step-brothers and step-sisters, children of Joseph
by a former marriage? or, Thirdly, Were they His
cousins, according to a commor «-ay of shaking
among the Jews respecting persons of collateral
descent? On this subject an immense deal has been
written; nor are opinions yet by any means agreed.
For the second opinion there is no ground but a
vague tradition, arising probably from the wish for
some such explanation. The first opinion undoubt
edly suits the text best in all the places where the
parties are certainly referred to (ch. li 46; and its
parallels, Mark. 3. 31, and Luke, 8. IS*: our present
passage, and its parallel. Mark. 6. 3; John, 2. 12; 7. 3.
6, 10; Acts, 1. 14). But, in addition to other objec
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ttons, many of the beat interpreters, thinking it in
the last degree improbable that our Lord, when hang
ing on the cross, would have committed His mother
to John if He had had full brothers of His own then
alive, prefer the third opinion ; although, on the other
band, it is not to be doubted that our Lord might
have good reasons for entrusting the guardianship of
His doubly widowed mother to the beloved disciple
in preference even to full brothers of His own.
Thus dubiously we prefer to leave this vexed ques
tion, encompassed as It is with difficulties. As to
the names here mentioned, theyirsf of them, "James."
is afterwards called "the Lord's brother'' (see on
Galatians, 1. 19), but is perhaps not to be confounded
with " James the son of Alphcus," one of the Twelve,
though many think their identity beyond dispute.
This question also is one of considerable difficulty,
and not without importance; since the James who
occupies so prominent a place in the Church of Jeru
salem, in the latter part of the Acts, was apparently
the apostle, but is by many regarded as "the Lord's
brother," while others think their identity best suits
all the statements. The second of those here named.
" Joses" (or Joseph), who must not be confounded
with "Joseph called Barnabas, who was surnamed
Justus" (Acts. 1. S3); and the third here named.
"Simon," is not to be confounded with Simon the
Kanamte or Zealot isee onch. 10. 4). These three are
nowhere else mentioned in the New Testament. The
fourth and last-named, "Judas," can hardly be iden
tical with the apostle of that name— though the
brothers of both were of the name of "James"— nor
(unless the two be identical, was this Judas) with
the author of the catholic Epistle so called. 58. And
he did not many mighty works there, because of their un
belief—"save that He laid His hands ou a few sick
folk, and healed them" (Mark. fl. 6). See on Luke,
4. 10-30.
CHAPTER XIV.
Ver. 1-12. Herod thinks Jesus a Resurrec
tion or the Murdered Baptist— Account or
his Imprisonment and Death. (=Mark, 6. 14-20:
Luke. 0. 7-0.) The time of this alarm of Herod Antipas appears to have been during the mission of the
Twelve, and shortly after the Baptist—who had lain
in prison for probably more than a year- had been
cruelly put to death.
Herod's Theory of the Works of Christ {v. t, 2). 1. At
that time Herod the tetrarch— Herod Antipas. one of
the three sons of Herod the Great, and own brother
of Archclaus (ch. 2. 22), who ruled as Ethnarch over
Galileo and Perea. heard of the fame of Jesus—"for
His name was spread abroad" (Mark, 6. 14). 2. And
said unto his servants—his counsellors or court-mini
sters. This is John the Baptist: he is risen from the
dead, &c. The murdered prophet haunted his guilty
breast like a spectre, and seemed to him alive again
and clothed with unearthly powers in the person of
J esus.
Account of Vie Baptist's Imprisonment and Death
(0. 3-12). For the exposition of this portion, see on
Mark. 0. 17-20.
12-21. Hearing of the Baptist's Death. Jesus
Crosses the Lake with the Twelve, and
Miraculously Feeds Five Thousand. (=Mark.
0. 30-44; Luke, 9. 10-17 ; John. 0. 1-14.) For the exposi
tion of this Section-one of the very few where all the
four Evangelists run parallel— see on Mark. e. 30-44.
22-36. Jesus Crosses to the Western Side of
the Lake Walking on the Sea—Incidents on
Landing. (=Mark. 0. 45; John. 6. 16-24.) For the
exposition, see on John, 0. 16-24.
*
CHAPTER XV.
Ver. 1-20. Discourse on Ceremonial Pollu
tion. (=Mark, 7. 1 23.) The time of this Section was
44
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after that Passover which was nigh at hand when
our Lord fed the five thousand (John. 6. 4j— the third
Passover, as we take it. since His public ministry
began, but which He did not keep at Jerusalem tor
the reason mentioned in John. 7. 1. 1. Then came to
Jesus scribes and Pharisees, which were of— or 'from*
Jerusalem. Mark says they "came from" it: a deputa
tion probably sent from the capital expressly to watch
Him. As He had not come to them at the last Pass
over, which they had reckoned on. they now come to
Him. "And." says Mark, "when they saw some of
His disciples eat bread with defiled, that is to say.
with unwashen hands" — hands not ceremonially
cleansed by washing— "they found fault For the
Pharisees, and all the Jews, except they wash their
hands oft"—lit., 'in' or "with the fist;* i.r„ probably,
washing the one hand by the use of the other—
though some understand it, with our version, in the
sense of 'diligently.' 'sedulously'— "eat not, holding
the tradition of the elders;" acting religiously accord
ing to the custom handed down to them. "And
when they come from the market"— 'And after mar
ket :' after any common business, or attending a court
of justice, where the Jews, as Webster it Wilkin
son remark, after their subjection to the Romans,
were especially exposed to intercourse and contact
with heathens—"except they wash, they eat not
And many other things there be. which they have
received to hold, as the washing of cups and pots,
brazen vessels and tables"— rather, 'couches,' such
as were used at meals, which probably were merely
sprinkled for ceremonial purposes. " Then the Phari.
sees and scribes asked Him." saying;, 2. Why do thy
disciples transgress the tradition of the elders 1 for they
wash not their hands when they eat bread. 3. But he
answered and said unto them. Why do ye also transgress
the commandment of God by your tradition f The charge
is retorted with startling power; 'The tradition they
transgress is but man's, and is itself the occasion of
heavy transgression, undermining the authority of
God's taw,' 4. For God commanded, saying (Exodus,
20. 12; &c). Honour thy father and mother: and (Exodus,
21. 17; &c. 1, He that curseth father or mother, let him dit
the death. 5. But ye say. Whosoever shall say to his
father or his mother. It is a gift—or simply, 'A gift !*
In Mark it is, " Corban!" i.t„ 'An oblation !' meaning,
any unbloody offering or gift dedicated to sacred
uses, by whatsoever thou mightest be profited by me ;
6. And honour not his father or his mother. Ihe shall be
freel.—o.d., 'It is true, father—mother— that by giving
to thee this, which I now present, thou mightest be
profited by me; but I have gifted it to pious uses, and
therefore, at whatever cost to thee, I am not now at
liberty to alienate any portion of it' "And," it is
added in Mark, "ye suffer him no more to do aught
for his father or his mother." To dedicate property
to God is indeed lawful and laudable, but not at the
expense of filial duty. Thus have ye made the commandme ut of God of none effect— 'cancelled' or 'nullified' it
—by your tradition. 7. Te hypocrites, well did Esaias
prophecy of you, saying (Isaiah, 29. 13), 8. This people
draweth nigh unto me with their month. Ac. By putting
the commandments of men una level with the divine
requirements, thtir whole worship was rendered ram
—a principle of deep moment in the service of God.
"For." it is added in Mark, 7. 8, "laying aside the
commandment of God, ye hold the tradition of men.
as the washing of pots and cups: and many other such
like things ye do." The drivelling nature of their
multitudinous observances is here pointedly ex
posed, in contrast with the manly observance of "the
commandment of God;" and when our Lord say*.
"Many other such like things ye do." it is implied
that He had but given a specimen of the hideous
treatment which the divine law received, and the
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rrsspine disposition which, under the mask of piety,
*m manifested by the ecclesiastics of that day. 10.
Ass he called the multitude, and said unto them. The
fcretoinff dialogue, though in the people's hearing.
- i- between Jesus and the Pharisaic cavillers, whose
nb;eet was to disparage Him with the people. But
Jrsoa, having put them down, turns to the multitude,
•toat this time were prepared to drink in everything
lie said, and with admirable plainness, strength, and
fcrtvrty, lays down the great principle of real polluBon, by which a world of bondage and uneasiness of
r- -ascienoe would be dissipated in a moment, and the
tense ot sin be reserved for deviations from the holy
ad eternal law of tied. Hear and understand: 11. Not
--i which goeth into the month denleth a man ; but
ttai which cometh out of the mouth, this denleth a man.
This is expressed even more emphatically in Mark
•". la. 16i. and it is there added. "If any man have
ears to hear, let him bear." As In ch. 13. 9. this so
fflVrepeated saying seems designed to call attention
to the fuitHiiuw.ntaJ. and universal character of the
truth it refers to. 12, Then came his disciples, and said
et'j him. Knoweat thoa that the Pharisees were offended.
after U*y heard this saying 1 They had given vent to
tiseir irritation, and perhaps threats, not to our Lord
HiEsself, from whom they seem to have sluuk away,
tret to some of the disciples, who repoit it to their
Ka^ter. 13. But he answered and said, Every plant.
viiea nrj heavenly Father hath not planted, shall be
-T'jrf up. 'They are offended, are they? Heed it
mc: their corrupt teaching is already doomed; the
'harden of the Lord upon earth, too long cumbered
with their presence, shall yet be purged of them and
:a«r accursed system; yea, and whatsoever is not of
tie planting of My heavenly Father, the great Hustaadinan John, la, l), shall share the same fate.' 14.
Let tana alone : they be blind leaders of the blind. And
if tis hUad lead the blind, both shall fall into the ditch.
inking expression of the ruinous effects of erroneous
teaching ' 15. Then answered Peter and said unto him—
"when He was entered into the house from the
pecpi*." says Mark—Declare unto us this parable. 16.
Atd Jena said. Are ye also yet without understanding;!
^fewness of spiritual apprehension in His genuine
aariples grieves the Saviour: from others He expects
so better !chu 13. 11). 17, 18. Bo not ye yet understand,
t&at whatsoever entereth in at the month, fcc. Familiar
though these sayings have now become, what free■iesn from bondage to outward things do they protiann, on the one hand, and on the other, how searchto; is the troth which they express— that nothing
wfcirfa enters from without can really defile us; and
tea*, only the evil that is in the heart, that is allowed
t; air (here, to rise up in thought and affection, and
to Saw forth in voluntary action, really defiles a man!
13 fw out of the heart proceed evil thoughts— 'evil
rtascamga f referring here more immediately to
'. \*m eorrupt reasonings which had stealthily intro■t^esd and grsudnaliy reared up that hideous fabric of
tr^Tfflffi which at length practically nullified the
ts--iaL*»sabIe principles of the moral law. But the
iiiigsBsnt is far broader than this, viz,, that the first
ihape which the evil that is in the heart takes, when
it henas actively to stir, is that of 'considerations'
• na«r.oinjs* on certain suggested actions, murders,
SbXjfteriav fcmications. thefts, false witness, blasphemies
—' detractions,' whether directed against God or
can; here the reference seems to be to the latter.
Jtafcaddi. " eovetonsnesses"— or desires after more;
" "ickedneases''— here meaning, perhaps, 'maligni
ties' of various form; "deceit, lasciviousness" —
^■**Trnf. 'excess' or 'enormity* of any kind, though
by later writers restricted to lewdness; "an evil eye"
-aeaninc all looks or glances of envy, jealousy, or
iii-wiU towards a neighbour; " pride, foolishness"— in
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the Old Testament sense of "folly;** la, erlminwi
senselessness, the folly of the heart, flow appalling
is this black catalogue ! 30. These are the things which
defile a man: but to eat with unwashen hands denleth
not a man. Thus does our Lord sum up tms whole
searching Discourse.
21-28. Thb Woman ot Canaan and hkk Daugh
ter. For the exposition, see on Mark. 7. 24-30.
29-30. Miracles of Hf.ai.ino— Four Thousand*
miraculously Fed. For the exposition, see on
Mark, 7. 31-8. 10.
CHAPTER XVI.
Ver. 1-12. A Sign from Heaven Sought ani>
Refused—Caution against the Leavxn of the.
Pharisees and Sadducees. For the exposition,
see on Mark. 8. 11-21.
13-28. Peter's noble Confession of Christ,
and the Benediction pronounced upon him—
Christ's First explicit Announcement of His
approaching Sufferings, Death, and Resur
rection—His Rebuke of Peter and Warning
to all the Twelve. (=Mark. 8. 27; 0. 1; Luke, 0.
18-27.) The time of .this Section—which is beyond
doubt, and will presently be mentioned— is of im
mense importance, and throws a touching interest
around the incidents which it records. Peter's Con
fession and the Benediction pronounced upon him
(p. 13-20). 13. Whfu Jcevs came into the eoasts— 'the
parts,-* i.e.. tne territory or region: In Mark (8.27)
it is "the towns" or ' villages.* of Cesarea Philippi. It
lay at the foot of mount Lebanon, near the sources of
the Jordan, in the territory of Dan. and at the north
east extremity of Palestine. lb was originally called
Panium (from a cavern in its neighbourhood dedi
cated to tho god Pan) and Pantos. Philip, the
tetrarch, the only good son of Herod the Great, in
whose dominions Paneas lay, having beautified and
enlarged it, changed its name to Cesarea, in honour
of the Roman emperor, and added Philippi after his
own name, to distinguish it from the other Cesarea
[Acts. 10. l) on the north-east coast of the Mediter
ranean sea. (Josephus Antiquities, 15. W, 3; 18. 2, L)
This quiet and distant retreat Jesus appears to have
sought, with the view of talking over with the Twelve
the fruit of His past labours, and breaking to them
for the first time the Bad intelligence of His approach
ing death, he asked his disciples—" by the way," says
Mark (8. 27}, and "as He was alone praying," says
Luke (0. is)— saying;, Whom-or more grammatically.
** Who" do men say that I the Son of man ami (or.
'that the Son of man is'— recent editors omitting
here the me of Mark and Luke ; though the evidence
seems pretty nearly balanced (—</.<'., 'What are the
views generally entertained of Me, the Son of man.
after going up and down among them so long?* He
had now closed the first great stage of His ministry,
and was just entering on the last dark one. His spirit,
burdened, sought relief in retirement, not only from
the multitude, but even for a season from the Twelve.
He retreated into "the secret place of the Most
High," pouring out His soul "in supplications and
prayers, with strong crying and tears" [Hebrews, 6. 7).
On rejoining His disciples, and as they were pursuing
their quiet journey. He asked them this question.
14. And they said. Some say that thou art John the Bap
tist-risen from the dead. So that Herod Antipaa
was not singular in his surmise (ch. 14. 1, 2). some.
Bills— (cf. Mark, 6. 15.) and others, Jeremiaa. Was
this theory suggested by a supposed resemblance be
tween the "Man of Sorrows" and *the weeping pro
phet?' or one of the prophets— or, as Luke (0. 8) ex
presses it, "that one of the old prophets is risen
again." In another report of the popular opinions
which Mark (6. 15) gives us, it is thus expressed.
"That it is a prophet, |ur| as one of the prophets:"-
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Of Christ.
P'tefs Confession
tn other words. That he was a prophetical person. French, as Webster & Wilkinson remark, it is
resembling those of old. 15. Ha saith onto them, Bui perfect, Pifrre—pisrre. I will build my church— not
whom—rather, "Who" say ye that I ami He had on the man Simon Bar-jona; but on him as the heavennever pat this question before, but the crisis He was taught Confessor of such a faith. " My Church."
reaching made it fitting that He should now have it says our Lord, calling the Church His own; a mag
from them. We may suppose this to be one of those nificent expression, remarks Bbnoel, regarding Him
moment* of which the prophet says, in His name. self—nowhere else occurring in the Gospels, and the
"Then I Baid, I have laboured In vain; 1 have spent gates of hell—'of Hades,' or, the unseen world : mean
my strength for nought, and in vain" 'Isaiah, 49. 4 : ing, the gates of Death: in other words. * It shall never
Lo, these three years I come seeking fruit on this fig perish.' Some explain it of 'the assaults of the
tree; and what is itr As the result of all. I am taken powers of darkness:' but though that expresses a
for John the Baptist, for Elias, for Jeremias, for one trl'.Tious truth, probably the former is the sense here.
of the prophets. Yet some there are that have be 19. And I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of
held My glory, the glory as of the Only begotten of heaveu— the kingdom of God about to be set up on
the Father, and I shall hear their voice, for it is earth—and whatsoever thou ehalt bind on earth shall be
sweet. 16. And Simon Peter answered and said. Thou bound in heaven; and whatsoever thou shalt loose on
art the Christ, the Son of the living God. He does not earth shall be loosed in heaven. Whatever this mean,
say, 'Scribes and Pharisees, rulers and people, are it was soon expressly extended to all the apostles ich.
all perplexed ; and shall we, unlettered fishermen, 18. 18); so that the claim of supreme authority In the
presume to decide?' But feeling the light of his Church, made for Peter by the Church of Rome, and
Master's glory shining in his soul, he breaks forth— then arrogated to themselves by the Popes as the
not in a tame, prosaic acknowledgement. "/ believe legitimate successors of St. Peter, is baseless and
that thou art,' dv.—but in the language of adoration impudent As first in confessing Christ, Peter tot
—such as one uses In worship, "Thou art the this commission before the rest; and with these
Christ, tub Son of the Living God!" He first "keys," on the day of Pentecost, he first "opened
owns Him the promised Messiah (see on cli. 1. 10); the door of faith" to the Jews, and then, in the person
then he rises higher, echoing the voice from heaven of Cornelius, he was honoured to do the same to
—"This is my beloved Son. in whom I am well the OentiUs, Hence, in the lists of the apostles,
pleased:" and in the important addition—" Bon of the Peter is always first named. See on ch. 18. is. One
Living God,"—he recognises the essential and eter thing is clear, that not in all the New Testament is
nal life of God as in tills His Son— though doubtless there the vestige of any authority either claimed or
without that distinct perception afterwards vouch exercised by Peter, or conceded to him, above the
safed. 17. And Jesus answered and said unto him. rest of the apostles—a thing conclusive against the
Blessed art thou. Though it is not to be doubted that Romish claims in behalf of that apostle. 20. Then
Peter, in this noble testimony to Christ, only ex charged he his disciples taat they should tell no man that
pressed the conviction of all the Twelve, yet since he he was Jesus the Christ. Now that He had been so
alone seems to have had clear enough apprehensions explicit, they might naturally think the time come
to put that conviction in proper and suitable words, for giving it out openly; but here they are told it had
and courage enough to speak them out, and readi not
Announcement o/ His approaching Death, and Rfness enough to do this at the right time—so he only,
of ail tha Twelve, seems to have met the present buke of Peter [v. 21-28). The occasion here is evi
want, and communicated to the saddened soul of dently the same. 21. From that time forth began Jesui
the Redeemer at the critical momeut that balm to show unto his disciples— i.e., with an explicitness and
which was needed to cheer and refresh it Nor is frequency He had never observed before, how that he
Jesus above giving indication of the deep satisfaction must go unto Jerusalem, and suffer many things (" and
which this speech yielded Him, and hastening to be rejected," Matthew and Mark! of the ciders and
respond to it by a signal acknowledgment of Peter in chief priests and scribes—not as before, merely by not
return. Simon Bar-joua— or. 'son of Jona' (John, l. 42) receiving Him, but by formal deeds -and be killed.
or Jonas (John, 21. 15J. This name, denoting his and be raised again the third day. Mark (8. 32. adds,
humble fleshly extraction, seems to have been pur that "He spake that saying openly"—'explicitly/
posely here mentioned, to contrast the more vividly or ' without disguise/ 22. Then Peter took him I aside I,
with the spiritual elevation to which divine illumi apart from the rest ; presuming on the distinction
nation had raised him. for flesh and blood hath not re just conferred on him; showing how unexpected and
vealed it unto thee—' This Is not the fruit of human distasUful to them all was the announcement an!
teaching/ but my Father which is in heaveu. In began to rebuke him—affectionately, yet with a certain
speaking of God, Jesus, it is to be observed, never generous indignation, to chide him. saying. Be it far
calls Him, "Our Father" (see on John, 20. 17;, but from thee. Lord: this shall not be unto thee—i.e. ,' If I can
either " vour Father"— when He would encourage help it/ the same spirit that prompted him in the
His timid believing ones with the assurance that He garden to draw the sword in His behalf (John. 18. 10>was theirs, and teach themselves to call Him so— or, 23. But he turned, and said—in the hearing of the rest;
as here, "My Father," to signify some peculiar action for Mark [8. 33) expressly says, " When He had turned
or aspect of Him as "the God and Father of our about and looked on His disciples. He rebuked Peter;"
Lord Jesus Christ." 18. And I say also unto thee:— perceiving that he hod but boldly uttered what
q.d., 'As thou hast borne such testimony to Me, even others felt, and that the check was needed by them
so in return do 1 to thee ;' That thou art Peter. At his also. Get thee behind me. Satan—the same words as He
first calling, this new name was announced to him had addressed to the Tempter (Luke, 4. 8); for Be
as an honour afUnctud* to be conferred on him (John, felt in it a Satanic lure, a whisper from hell, to move
1. 43). .Now he gets it, with an explanation of what Him from His purpose to suffer. So He shook off tho
it was meant to convey, and upon this rock. As Serpent, then coiling around Him, and "felt no
"Peter" and "Rock" are one word in the dialect harm" (Acts, 28. 6). How quickly has the "rock"
familiarly spoken by our Lord— the Aramaic or Sjto- turned to a devil ! The fruit of divine teaching the
Chaldaic, which was the mother tongue of the Lord delighted to honour in Peter; but the mouth
country— this exalted play upon Vte v:ord can be fully piece of hell, which he had in a moment of forgetseen only in languages which have one word for both. fulness become, the Lord shook off with horror,
Even in the Greek it is imperfectly represented. In thou art an offence — 'a stumbling-block' onto ne:
N
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Thou playest the Tempter, casting a stumblingUock in my way to the Cross. Could it succeed,
where w*rt thou? and how should the Serpent's head
l* bruised f for thou savonrest not—'thou thinkest
r-4'—the thing* that be of God, bat those that be of men.
Thou art carried away by human views of the way
■4 setting up Messiah's kingdom, quite contrary to
l!M*e of God." This was kindly said, not to take ofT
the sharp edge of the rebuke, but to explain and
justify it, as it was evident Peter knew not what was
n th* bosom of his rash speech. 34. Then said Jesus
:zxj hia disciples. Mark :8. 341 says. "When He had
mailed the people unto Him. with His disciples also.
iff said unto them" —turning the rebuke of one into
» warning to all. If any man will come after me, let
n» <teay himself, and take up his cross, and follow me.
S. Per whosoever will sate— 'is minded to save,' or
i«at on savins, bis life shall lose it . and whosoever will
■* his life for my sake shall find it See on ch. 10. 38, 39.
'A suffering and dying Messiah liketh you ill: but
wfcji if Hu servants shall meet the same fate 1 They
may not; but who follows Me must be prepared for
tr.e wont' 26. For what is a man profited, if he shall
rata the whole world, and lose— or ' forfeit* his own soul?
k wast shall a man give in exchange for his soul! Innead of these weighty words, which we find in Mark
ilM.it is thus expressed in Luke: "If he gain the
whole world, and lose himself, or be east away."
of better. ' If he cam tbe whole world, and destroy
*.r forfeit btm*elf.' How awful is the stake as here
set forth * If a man makes the present world- in its
T*ricns forms of riches, honours, pleasures, and such
Lie—the object of supreme pursuit, be it that he
aias the world; yet along with it he forfeits his own
•owl Jfot that any ever did. or ever will gain the
•lisle wurld— a very small portion of it. indeed, falls
to the lot of the most successful of the world's votaries
-but to make the extravagant concession, that by
cmoj himself entirely up to it, a man gains the
wcok world: yet, setting over against this gain the
tvrfdture of his soui-necessarily following the sur
render of his whole heart to the world— what is he
£Tt£ted ! Bat. if not the whole world, yet possibly
-^nethinx else maybe conceived as an equivalent for
Uiesool "Well, what is it?— "Or what shall a man
IP* hi exchange for his soul f' Thus, in language the
weightiest, because the simplest, does our Lord shut
a;* His bearers, and all who shall read these words to
:a* end of the world, to the priceless value to every
can of his own soul In Mark and Luke tbe folfcwiBf words are added: "Whosoever therefore shall
be ashamed of Me and of My words" — ' shall be
ashamed of belonging to Me. and ashamed of My
CoaaaL' "to. this adulterous and sinful generation"
Seeonch. 12. 3:*!. "of him shall the Son of man be
ashamed when He cometh In the glory of His Father,
ash the holy angels" (Mark. 8. 36; Luke. 9. 20?. He
wxU render back to that man his own treatment,
djSQvniag him before the most august of all assem
blies, and putting him to "sfozmeand everlasting conte**tm iDanieL 12. 2 .
O shame/ exclaims Benqel,
' to ht aut to shame before God, Christ, and angels ! '
The aecse of thame is founded on our love of rejnttotwa, which causes instinctive aversion to what Is
fitted to lower it, and was given us as a preservative
troaaaH that u properly ahamejuL To be lost to shame,
ts to he nearly past hope. (Zephaniab. 3. ft; Jeremiah,
1 Ucfi. u But when Christ and "His words" are
^popular, the same instinctive desire to stand weU
m£h ethers begets that temptation to be ashamed of
Him which only the * expulsive power* of a higher
affection can effectually counteract. 37. For the son
cf sis shall coma in the glory of his Father with his
aaftifr-in the splendour of His Father's authority
ac4 *uh all His angelic ministers, ready to execute
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His pleasure; and then he shall reward, Ac. 38. Verily
I say unto yon. There be some standing here—'some of
those standing here.' which shall not taste of death, till
they see the Son of man coming hi his kingdom—or, as in
Mark (0. 1). "till they see the kingdom of God come
with power;" or. as in Luke (!>. 27). more simply still,
" till they see the kingdom of God." The reference,
beyond doubt, is to the firm establishment and vic
torious progress, in the lifetime of some then present.
of that new Kingdom of Christ, which was destined
to work the greatest of all changes on this earth, and
be the grand pledge of His final coming in glory.
CHAPTER XVII.
Ver. 1-13. JE8US IS TRtNBFIGUP.ED-CONVXRSAtion about Elias. (=Mark. 9. 2-13: Luke. 9. 2S-3G.}
For the exposition, see on Luke, 9. 28-36.
14-23. Healing of a Demoniac Boy— Second
Explicit Announcement ^jv our Lord of His
approaching Death and Resurrection. (=Mark,
9. 14-32: Luke. 9. 37-16.; The time of this Section is
sufficiently denoted by the events which all the nar
ratives show to have immediately preceded it—tbe
first explicit announcement of His death, and the
transfiguration— both being between His third and
His fourth and last Passover.
Heating o/ the Demoniac and Lunatic Boy {>; 14-21).
For the exposition of this portion, see on Mark, 9.
14-32.
Second Announcement of His Death (r. 22. 23). 22.
And while they abode in Galilee. Jesus said unto them.
Mark (9. 30). as usual, is very precise here: "And they
departed thence"— i.e., from the scene of the last
miracle—"and passed through Galilee; and He would
not that any man should know it." So this was not
a preaching, but a private, journey through Galilee.
Indeed, His public ministry in Galilee was now all
but concluded. Though He sent out the Seventy
after this to preach and heal. Himself was little more
in public there, and He was soon to bid it a final
adieu. Till this hour arrived He was chiefly occupied
with the Twelve, preparing them for the coming
events. The Son of man shall be betrayed into the hands
of men . . . And they were exceeding sorry. Though the
shock would not be so great as at the first announce
ment (ch. 16. 21, 22), their " sorrow" would not be the
less, but probably the greater, the deeper the intelli
gence went down into their hearts, and a new wave
dashing upon them by this repetition of the heavy
tidings. Accordingly, Luke (a 43, 44!, connecting it
with the scene of the miracle just recorded, and the
teaching which arose out of it-or possibly with all
His recent teaching- says our Lord forewarned the
Twelve that they would soon stand in need of all that
teaching: " But while they wondered every one at all
things which Jesus did. He said unto His disciples.
Let these sayings sink down into your ears; for the
Son of Man shall be delivered," Ac: Be not carried
off your feet by the grandeur you have lately seen in
Me, but remember what I have told you, and now
tell you again, that that Sun in whose beams ye now
rejoice is soon to set in midnight gloom.' Remark
able is the antithesis in those words of our Lord, pre
served in all the three Narratives—" The Son of man
shall be betrayed into the hands of men." He adds
[v. 46! that "they understood not this saying, and it
was hid from them, that they perceived it not"—for
the plainest statements, when they encounter longcontinued and obstinate prejudices, are seen through
a distorting and dulling medium— "and were afraid
to ask Him;" deterred partly by the air of lofty sad
ness with which doubtless these sayings were uttered,
and on which they would be reluctant to break in,
and partly by the fear of laying themselves open to
rebuke for their shallowness and timidity. How artleu is all this!
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Christ Teadieth to Avoid Offences.
The Tribute JTOfWf.
24-27. The Tribute Monet. The time of this the coin was an Attic silver coin equal to two of the
Section is evidently in immediate succession to that fore-mentioned "didrachms" of half-a-shekel's value,
of the preceding one. The brief but most pregnant and so. was the exact sum required for both. Ac
incident which it records is given by our Evangelist cordingly, the Lord adds, that take, and give unto them
alone—for whom, no doubt, it would have a peculiar for me and thee—lit., 'instead of Mo and Dice;' perhaps
interest, from its relation to his own town and his because the payment was a redemption of the person
own familiar lake. 24, And when they were come to paid for (Exodus, 30. 12)—in which view Jesus cer
Capernaum, they that received tribute money — 'the tainly was "free." If the house was Peter's, this
double drachma:* a sum equal to two Attic drach will account for payment being provided on this
mas, and corresponding to the Jewish "half-shekel," occasion, not for all the Twelve, but only for him
payable, towards the maintenance of the Temple and and His Lord. Observe, our Lord does not say " for
its services, by every male Jew of twenty years old us." but "for Me and thee;" thus distinguishing the
and upwards. For the origin of this annual tax, see Exempted One and His non-exempted disciple.
Exodus, 30. 13, 14; 2 Chronicles, 24. 6. 0. Thus, it will
CHAPTER XVIII.
be observed, it was not a civil, but an ecclesiastical
Ver. 1-9. Strife among toe Twelve Who
tax. The tax mentioned in the next verse was a civil should be Greatest in the Kingdom of Heaven,
one. The whole teaching of this very remarkable with Relative Teaching. (=Mark, B. 33-50; Luke,
scene depends upon this distinction, came to Peter 9. 46-60.) For the exposition, see on Mark. 9. 33-fio.
—at whose house Jesus probably resided while at
10-35. Further Teaching on the samb Sub
Capernaum. This explains several things in the ject. INCLUDING THE PARABLE OF THE UNMEIK Inarrative, and said. Doth not your master pay tribute 1 ful Debtor.
The question seems to imply that the payment of
Same Subject {v. 10-20). 10. Take heed that ye despise
this tax was voluntary, but expected; or what, in —'stumble'—not one of these little ones; for I say unto
modern phrase, would be called a * voluntary assess you. That in heaven their angels do always behold the face
merit.' 25. He saith. Yes—<j.fL, 'To be sure He does;' of my Father which is in heaven. A difficult verse; but
as if eager to remove even the suspicion of the con perhaps the following may be more than an illustra
trary. If Peter knew—as surely he did—that there tion:—Among men, those who nurse and rear the
was at this time no money in the bag, this reply must royal children, however humble In themselves, are
be regarded as a great act of faith in his Master. And allowed free entrance with their charge, and a degree
when he was come into the house— Peter's, Jesus pre of familiarity which even the highest state ministers
vented him—'anticipated him? according to the old dare not assume. Probably our Lord means that,
sense of the word " prevent," saying;. What thinkest in virtue of their charge over His disciples (Hebrews,
thou, Simon?— using his family name for familiarity, 1. 13; John, 1. 611, the angels have errands to the
of whom do the kings of the earth take custom—meaning throne, a welcome there, and a dear familiarity in
custom on goods exported or imported—or tribute- dealing with "His Father which is in Heaven," which
meaning the poll-tax. payable to the Romans by on their own matters they could not assume. 11. For
every one whose name was in the 'census.' This, the Son of man is come to save that which was— or * is —
therefore, it will be observed, was strictly a civil tax. lost A golden saying, once and again repeated in
of their own children, or of strangers. This cannot different forma Here the connection seems to be.
mean 'foreigners,' from whom sovereigns certainly do 'Since the whole object and errand of the Sod of
not raise taxes, but ' those who are not of their own Man into the world is to save the lost, take heed
family,' i.e„ their subjects. 26. Peter saith unto him. lest, by causing 'offences, ye lose the saved.' That
Of strangers—or, 'Of those not their children.' Jesus this is the idea intended we may gather from r. it
talth unto him. Then are the children free. By *' the 12, 13. How think ye I If a man have an hundred sheep,
children" our Lord cannot here mean Himself and and one of them be gone astray. &c. This is another of
the Twelve together, in some loose sense of then those pregnant sayings which our Lord uttered more
near relationship to God as their common Father. than once. See on the delightful parable of the lost
For besides that our Lord never once mixes Himself sheep in Luke, 1& 4-7. Only the object there is to
up with His disciples in speaking of their relation to show what the good Shepherd will do. when even
God, but ever studiously keeps His relation and theirs one of His sheep is lost, to find it; here the object is
apart (see, for example, on the last words of this chap to show, when found, how reluctant He is to lose it
ter)—this would be to teach the right of believers to Accordingly, it is added, v. 14. Even so it is not the
exemption from the dues required for sacred ser will of your Father which is in heaven, that one of these
vices, in the teeth of all that Paul teaches and that little ones should perish. How, then, can He but visit
He Himself indicates throughout. Hecan refer here, for those "offences" which endanger the souls of
then, only to Himself; using the word "children" these little ones? 15. Moreover, if thy brother shall
evidently in order to express the general principle trespass against thee, go and tell him his fault between
observed by sovereigns, who do not draw taxes from thee and him alone: if he shall hear thee, thou hast gained
their own children, and thus convey the truth re thy brother, Av. Probably our Lord has reference
specting His own exemption the more strikingly:— still to the late dispute. Who should be the greatest !
g.d., ' If the sovereign's own family be exempt, you After the rebuke-so gentle and captivating, yet so
know the inference in My case:' ox to express it more dignified and divine—under which they would doubt
nakedly than Jesus thought needful and lilting: ' This less be smarting, perhaps each would be saying. It
is a tax for upholding My Father's House: As His was not I that began it, it was not I that threw ont
Son, then, that tax is not due by Me—1 am free.' unworthy and Irritating insinuations against my
27. Notwithstanding, lest we should offend—or 'stumble' brethren. Be it so, says our Lord: but as such things
—them-all ignorant as they are of My relation to will often arise, I will direct you how to proceed.
the Lord of the Temple, and should misconstrue a Fir.it , Neither harbour a grudge against your offend
claim to exemption into indifference to His honour ing brother, nor break forth upon him in presence of
who dwells in it. go thou to the sea- Capernaum, it the unbelieving, but take him aside, show him his
will be remembered, lay on the sea of Galilee, and fault, and if he own and make reparation for it, you
cast an hook, and take up the fish that first cometh up; Lave done more service to him than even justice to
and when thou hast opened Mb mouth, thou shalt find a yourself. Next, If this fall, take two or three to wit*
piece of money—* a stater.' So it should have been ne«s how just your complaint is, and how brotherly
rendered, aud not indefinitely, as in our version; for your spirit in dealing with him. Again, If this faiL
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MATTHEW, XVIII..
Unmerciful Debtor.
bring h un before the church or congregation to which one on earth by the tie 01 His assumed flesh, and to
both belong. Lastly. If even this fail, regard him as the other in heaven by the tie of His eternal Spirit
20 longer * brother Christian, but as one ** without" —their symphonlous prayers on earth would thrill
—aa the Jew* did Gentiles and Publicans. 18. Yerilv upwards through Him to heaven, be carried by Him
I say unto 700. Whatsoever ye shall bind on earth shall into the holiest of all, and so reach the Throne.
be bound in heaven; and whatsover ye snail loose on earth Thus will He be the living Conductor of the prayer
r>%n n« Loosed In neaven. Here, what had been granted upward and the answer downward.
bat a abort time berore to Peter only (see on ch. 16.
Parable of the Unmerciful Debtor {v. fl-35). 21. Then
& is plainly extended to ail the Twelve; so that came Peter to him, and said. Lord, how oft shall my
whatever It means, it means nothing peculiar to brother sin against me. and I forgive hlrnl In the re
Peter, fax less to his pretended successors at Home. cent dispute, Peter had probably been an object of
It has to do with admission to and rejection from special envy, and his forwardness in continually
the membership or the Church. But see on John. answering for all the rest would likely be cast up to
Sl EL lft. Again I sij unto you. That if two of you shall him—and it so. probably by Judas—notwithstanding
agree- am earth as touching; any tains that thev shall as*, his Master's commendations. And as such insinua
a ahull be done for them of my Fatner which is in tions were perhaps made once and again, he wished
assrot- 20. For where two or three are gathered to to know how often and how long he was to stand it.
gether xn—or * unto' my name, there am I in the midst of till seven times? This being the sacred and complete
£eaL On this passage—so full of sublime encourage number, perhaps his meaning was. Is there to be a
ment to Christian union in action and prayer—ob limit at which the needful forbearance will be full f
serve, first, the connection in which it stands. Our 22. Jesus saith unto him. 1 say not unto thee. Until seven
Lord bavd been speaking of church-meetings, before times: bat. Until seventy times seven—i.e.. so long as it
which the obstinate perversity of a brother was. in shall be needed and sought: you are never to come
the last resort, to be brought, and whose decision to the point of refusing forgiveness sincerely asked.
vaa to be final—such honour does the Lord of the {See on Luke, 17. 3, 4.) 23. Therefore— 'with reference
Church put upon its lawful assemblies. But not to this matter,' is the kingdom of heaven likened onto a
these assemblies only does He deign to countenance certain king, which would take account of his servants—
sad honour. For even two uniting to bnng any or, would scrutinise the accounts of his revenue-col
aatter before Him shall find that they are not alone, lectors. 24. And when he had began to reckon, one was
far My Father is with them, says Jesus. Next, ob brought unto him, which owed htm ten thousand talents.
serve the preratausi Aire put upon union in prayer If Attic talents are here meant, 10,000 of them would
As this cannot exist with fewer than two. so by letting amount to above a million and a half sterling ; if
rt down so low as that number. He gives the utmost Jewish talents, to a much larger sum. 25. Bat foras
eanrervavble encouragement to union in this exercise. much as he had not to pay. bis lord commanded htm to be
Bsxt what kind of union? Not an agreement merely sold, and his wife and children, and all that he had, and
to pray in concert, but to pray for torn* definite thing. payment to be made. (See a Kings, 1 1 ; Nehemlah,
"As touching any thing which they shall ask," says 5. 8; Leviticus, 26. 39.) 26. The servant therefore fell
oar Jjord—any thing thev shall agree to ask in con. down, and worshipped him— or did humble obeisance to
vox. At the same time. It is plain He had certain him. saying. Lord, have patience with me. and I will pay
t^Tf* at that moment in His eye. as most fitting and thee alt This was Just an acknowledgment of the
needful subjects for such concerted prayer. The justice of the claim made against him, and a piteous
Twelve had been ** failing oat by the way" about the imploratlon of mercy 27 Then the lord of that ser
ensemble question of precedence in uielr Master's vant was moved with compassion, and loosed him. and forkxssgdom. and this, as it stirred tneir corruptions, 5ve him the debt. Payment being nopeless. the
had glv/cn nse—or at least was in danger of giving
aster is, first, moved with compassion; next, liber
nse—to " offences" perilous to their souls. The .Lord ates his debtor from prison ; and then cancels the
H -mself had been directing them how to deal with debt freely. 28. But the same servant went out, and
one another about such matters. " But now shows found one of bis fellow-servants. Mark the difference
Hs unto them a more excellent way." Let them here. The first case is that of master and servant;
fcnng all such matters—yea, and everything whatso in this case, both are on a footing of equality. (See
ever by which either their own loving relationship to v. 33, below.) which owed him an hundred pence. If
each other, or the good of His kingdom at large, Jewish money Is intended, this debt was to the other
aught be affected—to their Fatner in heaven; and if less than one to a million, and he laid hands on him.
they be but agreed in petitioning Him about that and took him by the throat—'he seised and throttled
thing, it shall be done for thorn of His Father which him.' saying. Pay me that thou owest Mark the
is la heaven. But further, it Is not merelv union In mercilessness even of the tone. 29. And his fellowprayer for the same thing—for that might be with servant fall down at his feet, and besought him, saying.
v«y jmrrinz ideas of the thing to be desired— but it is Have patience with me, and I will pay thee all. The
to symphonious prayer, to prayer br kindred spirits, same attitude, and the same words which drew com
Btesnbers of one family, servants or one Lord, con passion from his master are here employed towards
strained by the same love, fighting under one banner, himself by his fellow-servant. 30. And he would not;
cneered by assurances of the same victory: a living but went and cast him into prison, till hs should pay the
sad fcasjasj union, whose voice In the Divine ear is as debt, Ac. Jesus here vividly conveys the intolerable
the soand of many waters. Accordingly, what they injustice and Impudence which even the servants
ask "on earth" is done for them, says Jesus, " of my saw in this act, on the part of one so recently laid
Father which is inheaven." Not for nothing does He under the heaviest obligations to their common
say. "of kt FATHaa"— not "your Fathkr;" as Is master. 32, 33. Then his lord, after that he had called
ci ideal from what follows: " For where two or throe him. said unto him, 0 thou wicked servant, &c. Before
are fathered together unto mv name"—the "My" is bringing down his vengeance upon him, he calmly
eraphatic, "lAere own I in the midst of them." As points out to him how shamefully unreasonable and
Hi* uxe would prove a spell to draw together many heartless his conduct was; which would give tho
dusters of His dear disciples, so if there should be punishment inflicted on him a double sting. 34.
bat two or three, that will attract Himself down into And his Lord was wroth, and delivered him to the tottie midst of them ; and related as He Is to both the mentors—more than fitters; denoting the severity
uaxtisa, the petitioners and the Petitioned— to the of the treatment which he thought such a case
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demanded, till be should pay all that was due unto
him. 35. So likewise— in this spirit, or on this prin
ciple, shall my heavenly father do also onto you, if ye
from your hearts forgive not every one his brother their
trespasses.
CHAPTER XIX
Ver. 1-12. Final Departure frox Galilee—
Divorce. (=Mark. 10. 1-12; Luke. 0. 61.)
Farewell to Galilee. 1. And it came to pass, that when
Jesus had finished these sayings, he departed from Gali
lee. This marks a very solemn period in our Lord's
public ministry. So slightly is It touched here, and
in the corresponding passage of Mark (10. 1), that
few readers probably note it as the Redeemer's Fare
well to (jftJihe, which however it was. See on the
sublime statement of Luke (0. 51}, which relates to
the same transition -stage in the progress of our Lord's
work, and came into the coasts— or "boundaries' —
of Judea beyond Jordan— i.e., to the further, or east
side of the Jordan, into Perea, the dominions of Herod
Antipas. But though one might conclude from our
Evangelist that our Lord went straight from the one
region to the other, we know from the other Gospels
that a considerable time elapsed between the depar
ture from the one and the arrival at the other, during
which many of the most important events in our
Lord's public life occurred— probably a large part of
what is recorded in Luke. 9. 61. onwards to ch. 18.
15. and part of John. 7. 2-1L M. 2. And great multi
tudes followed him ; and he healed them there. Mark
■ays further (10. l). that "as He was wont, lie taught
them there." What we now have on the subject of
Divorce is some of that teaching.
Vtveore [v. 3-12!. 3. Is it lawful for a man to put away
his wife for every cause ! Two rival schools (as we saw
on ch. 6. 31) were divided on this question—a delicate
one. as ds YV'ette pertinently remarks, in the do
minions of Herod Antipas. 4. And he answered and
said unto them. Have ye not read, that he which mads
them at the beginning made them male and female—or
better, perhaps, 'He that made them made them
from the beginning a male and a female.' 5. And
said. For this cause— to follow out this divine appoint
ment, shall a man leave father and mother, and shall
cleave to his wife: and they twain shall be one flesh? Ac.
Jesus here sends them back to the original constitu
tion of man as one pair, a male and a female; to their
marriage, as such, by divine appointment; and to the
purpose of God, expressed by the sacred historian,
that in all time one man and one woman should by
marriage become one flesh— so to continue as long
as both are in the flesh. This being (Vod's constitu
tion, let not man break it up by causeless divorces.
7. They say unto him. Why did Moses then command to
give a writing of divorcement, and to put her away ? 8.
He saith unto them, Moses—as a civil lawgiver, because
of— or 'having respect to' the hardness of your heartslooking to your low moral state, and your inability
to endure the Btrlctness of the original law. suffered
you to put away your wives— tolerated a relaxation of
the strictness of the marriage bond— not as approv
ing of it. but to prevent still greater evils, but from
the beginning it was not so. This is repeated. In order
to impress upon His audience the temporary and
purely civil character of this Mosaic relaxation. 0.
And I say unto you. Whosoever shall put away his wife,
except, &c. Bee on ch. 6. 32. 10. His disciples say unto
him. If the case of the man be so with his wife, it is not
good to marry :-'/■''-. 'In this view of marriage, surely
it must prove a snare rather than a blessing, and had
better be avoided altogether.' li. But he said unto
them. All men cannot receive this saying, save they to
whom it is given:—q.d., ' That the unmarried state is
better, is a saying not for every one, and indeed only
for such as It Is divinely intended for.' But who are
M

Of the Labourer* in the Vineyard.

thesef they would naturally ask: and this our Lord
proceeds to tell them in three particulars. 12. For
there are some eunuchs, which were so born from their
mother's womb— persons constitutionally either in
capable of or indisposed to marriage ; and there are
some eunuchs, which were made eunuchs of men—persons
rendered incapable by others ; and there be eunuchs,
which have made themselves eunuchs for the kingdom of
heaven's sake- persons who, to do God's work oetter.
deliberately choose this state. Such was Paul (1 Co
rinthians. 7. 7). He that is able to receive it, let him
receive it—* He who feels this to be his proper voca
tion, let him embrace it;' which, of course, is as
much as to say— 'he only.' Thus, all is left free in
this matter.
13-15. Little Children Brought to Christ.
(=Mark, 10. 13-16; Luke, 18. 16-17. ) For the exposition.
see on Luke. 18. 16-17.
16-30. The Rich Young Ruler. (=Mark, 10.
17-31; Luke, 18. is-30.) For the exposition, see on
Luke. 18. 18-30.
CHAPTER XX.
Ver. 1-10. Parable op the Labourers in the
Vineyard. This parable, recorded only by Mat
thew, is closely connected with the end of ch. 10.,
being spoken with reference to Peters question.
How it should fare with those who, like himself,
had left all for Christ? It Is designed to show that
while they would be richly rewarded, a certain equity
would still be observed towards laUr converts and
workmen in His service. 1. For the kingdom of heaven
is like unto a man that is an householder, arc The
figure of a Vineyard, to represent the rearing of souls
for heaven, the culture required and provided for
that purpose, and the care and pains which God takes
in that whole matter, is familiar to every reader of
the Bible. (Psalm So. 6-16 ; Isaiah, 5. 1-7 ; Jeremiah.
2. 21; Luke, 20. 0-16; John, 16. 1-8. j At vintage-time,
as Webster & Wilkinson remark, labour was
scarce, and masters were obliged to be early in the
market to secure it. Perhaps the pressing nature of
the work of the Gospel, and the comparative paucity
of labourers, may be incidentally suggested, ch 9.
37. 38. The "labourers," as in ch D. 38, are first, the
official servants of the Church, but after them ami
along with them all the servants of Christ, whom he
has laid under the weightiest obligation to work in
His sen-ice. 2. And when he had agreed with the la
bourers for a penny—a usual day's hire [the amount of
which will be found in the margin of our Bibles), h«
sent them into his vineyard. 3. And he went out about
the third hour— about nine o'clock, or after a fourth
of the working day had expired: the day of twelve
hours was reckoned from six to six. and saw others
standing idle—' unemployed'—la the market-place, 4.
And said unto them. Go ye also into the vineyard ; and
whatsoever is right—'just,' 'equitable,' in proportion
to their time—I will give you. And they went their
way. 5. Again he went out about the sixth and ninth
hour—about noon, and about three o'clock afternoon
—and did likewise— hiring and sending into his vine
yard fresh labourers each time. 6. And about tos
eleventh hour—but one hour before the close of the
working day; a most unusual hour both for offering
and engaging— and found others standing idle, and saith.
Why stand ye here all the day idle? Of course they had
not been there, or not been disposed to offer them
selves at the proper time; but as they were now will
ing, and the day was not over, and " yet there wu
room," they also are engaged, and on similar terms
with all the rest 8. So when even was come—i.e., the
reckoning time between masters and labourers (see
Deuteronomy, 24. 16} ; pointing to the day of final
account— the lord of the vineyard saith unto his steward
—answering to Christ Himself, represented "as a Son
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cnt His own boose1' (Hebrews, 3. 6; see ch. 1L 27;
John, X 36; &. 27), Call the labourers, and give them
tifir kin, teguuiuur. from the last unto the first, tte
mvluhle direction this— 'last hired, first paid.* 9.
LA *sa they came that were hired about the eleventh
kar. the/ received every man a penny- a full day's
"J» 10 But when the first came, they supposed that
ifcjy isorJd have received more. This is that calculatk. mercenary spirit which had peeped out—though
;*rhaps ?ery slightly—in Peter's question (ch. 19. 27).
uil wbieh this parable was designed once for all
fa mt down among the servants of Christ. 11. And
*wa thej had received it. they murmured against the
fxtitt of the house- rather, 'the householder.' the
B T'i being the same as In v. L 12. Saying, These last
tin wrought (butt one hoar, and thou hast made them
^al nsto as. which have borne the burden and beat—
:w burning heat* of the day—who have wrought not
'-■•Ay longer but during a more trying period of the
iif 13. But he answered one of them—doubtless the
;• ketman of thecomplaining party—and said. Friend,
i -3 thee as wrong: didst not thou agree with me for a
fray?... 15. Is it not lawful for me to do what I will
»tia Eiai nwn! Is thine eye eviL because I am good t
-*4. 'Yon appeal to justice, and by that your
tMta is shut; for the sum you agreed for is paid
•*: Your case being disposed of. with the terms I
aske with other labourers you have nothing to do;
■zA to grudge the benevolence shown to others,
*ztn by your own admission you have been bonour*^ dealt with, is both unworthy envy of your neigh
bor, and discontent with the goodness that engaged
ud Rwarded you in his service at all' 16. So the
an tsatl be first, and the first last—q.a\, 'Take heed
•^ by badulging the spirit of these ** murmurenj" at
'« "penny"* given to the last hired, ye miss your
"*i penny, though first in the vineyard; while the
^aoGwnets of having come in so late may inspire
latse last with such a humble frame, and such ad"Biraacoof the grace that has hired and rewarded
•^o at all, as will put them into the foremost place
■ tie end.' for many be called, but few chosen. This
■■mother of our Lord's terse and pregnant sayings,
!^k than once uttered in different connections.
V ch. u. 30; 22. it) The "calling'' of which the
5sw Testament almost invariably speaks is what
<*m« call rftttvat calling, carrying with it a super
mini operation on the will to secure Its consent.
*i that cannot be the meaning of it here: the
f*Hed" being emphatically distinguished from the
^sen," It can only mean here the 'invited.*
am io the sense, is. Many receive the invitations of
'«« Gospel whom God has never " chosen to sal<4ian through sanctification of the Spirit and belief
r thetruth" ;j Thessalonlans. 2. 13). But what.it
^J» asked, has this to do with the subject of our
™4e! Probably this-to teach us that men who
^twioBihtin Christ's service all their days may,
v the spent which they manifest at the last, make it
■*> wdtnt that, as between God and their own
"^thrr never were chosen workmen at all.
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10-22. Stir about Him in the Ctty— Second
Cleansino of the Temple, and Miracles there
— Glorious Vindication of the Children's
Testimony—The Barren Fio Tree Cursed, with
Lessons prom it. [=Mark, 11. n-2fi; Luke. 19. 46-18.)
For the exposition, see Luke, 19. after v. 44; and on
Mark, 11. 12-26.
23-40. The Authority op Jesus Questioned,
and the Reply— The Parables of the Two Sons,
and of the Wicked Husbandmen. {=Mark, 11.
27—12. 12; Luke. 20. l-io.) Now commences, aa Alpord remarks, that series of parables and discourse*
of our Lord with His enemies, in which He develops.
more completely than ever before. His hostility to
their hypocrisy and iniquity: and so they are stirred
up to compass His death.
The Authority of Jesus Qtteslioned. and the B>plV
(v. 23-27). 23. By what authority doest thou these things!
—referring particularly to the expulsion of the buyers
and sellers from the temple, and who gave thee this
authority f 24. And Jesus answered and said unto them,
I also will ask you one thing . . . 25. The baptism of John
—meaning, his whole mission and ministry, of which
baptism was the proper character, whence was it?
frow heaves, or of men! What wisdom there was in
this way of meeting their question, will best appear
by their reply. If we shall say. From heaven; he will
say unto us. Why did ye not then believe hunt—'Why
did ye not believe the testimony which he bore to
Me, as the promised and expected Messiah T for that
was the burden of his whole testimony. 26. But if
we snail say. Of men ; we fear the people—rather the
multitude. In Luke 120. 8) it is, "all the people will
stone us"—' stone us to death.' for all hold John as
a prophet Crooked, cringing hypocrites! No wonder
Jesus gave you no answer. 27. Aud they answered
Jesus, and said. We cannot tell. Evidently their diffi
culty was, how to answer, so as neither to shake their
determination to reject the claims of Christ nor
damage their reputation with the people. For the
truth itself they cared nothing whatever. Neither
tell I you by what authority I do these things. What
composure and dignity of wisdom does our Lord
here display, as He turns their question upon them
selves, and. while revealing His knowledge of their
hypocrisy, closes their mouths ! Taking advantage
of the surprise, silence, and awe, produced by this
reply, our Lord followed it immediately up by the
two following parables.
Parable of the Two Sons {r. 2S-32). 28. Butwhatthink
ye? A certain man had two sons; and he came to the first
and said, Son, go work to-day in my vineyard—for true
religion is a practical thing, a " bringing forth fruit
unto God." 29. He answered and said, I will not.
Trench notices the rudeness of this answer, and the
total absence of any attempt to excuse such disobedi
ence, both characteristic: representing careless, reck
less sinners, resisting God to His face. 30, And he
came to the second, and said likewise. And he answered
and said, I (goj, sir— 'I, sir.' The emphatic "I,"
here, denotes the self-righteous complacency which
*«* TtttED EXPLICIT AVNOUK1 EMEXT OP HlS says, "God, I thank thee that / am not as other
1^60*(hixq Sufferings, Death, axi> Besur- men'* iLuke. 18. 111. and went not. He did not " after
^uas-Tiia Ambitious Request op Jam eh ani> ward repent" and refuse to go: for there was here no
'"». an the Reply. l=Mark, 10. 32-46; Luke, xntentton to go. It is the class that " say and do
''■ 3-Jlj For the exposition, see on Mark, 10. 32-45.
not" (ch. 23. 3)—a falseness more abominable to God,
tm Two Blind Men Healed. (=Mark, 10. says Stier, than any " I will not" 3L Whether of
*^3; Luke is. 35^3.) For the exposition, see on them twain did the will of his Father ? They say unto
him. The first Now comes the application. Jesus
saith unto them. Verily I say unto you. That the publicans
CHAPTER XXI.
'o-M, Christ's Triumphal Entry lktoJeru- and the harlots go—or ' are going ;' even now entering,
*uni ax the First day of the Week, (=Mark. while ye hold back, into the kingdom of God before
I4, ;^_LIlke' 1* 2ft-4o; John. 12. 12-19.) For the ex you. The publicans and the harlots were the first
otica of this majestic scene—recorded, as will be son, who, when told to work in the Lord's vineyard,
*•*. tj all the Evangelists -see on Luke, 10. 29-40.
said, 1 will not; but afterwards repented and went
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Wicked fliubandmen.
Parable of the
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Their early life was a flat and flagrant refusal to do truth, that God's inheritance was destined for, ami
what they were commanded ; It was one continued in due time is to come into the possession of. His
rebellion against the authority of God. " The chief own Son in our nature (Hebrews, L S). come, let us
priests and the elders of the people," with whom our kill him, and let ns seize on bis innentanc?— that so.
Lord was now speaking, were the second son. who from mere servants, wo may become lords. This U
said. I go. Sir. but went not. They were early called. the deep aim of the depraved heart; this is empha
and all their life long professed obedience to God, tically "the root of all evil." £9. And they caugi.t
but never rendered it; their life was one of continued him, and cast him ont of the vineyard— cf. Hebrews. 13.
disobedience. 32. For John came unto you in the way 11-13 ("without the gate — without the camp");
of righteousness— i.r., 'calling yon to repentance f as l Kings, 21. 13; John. 19. 17. and slew him. 40. Wheu
Noah is styled ' a preacher of righteousness1' [2 Peter, the lod therefore of the vineyard cometb. This repre
% 5), when like the Baptist he warned the old world sents 'the settling time,' which, in the case of the
to "flee from the wrath to come." and ye believed Jewish ecclesiastics, was that judicial trial of the
him not—" They did not reject him;" nay. they "were nation and its leaders which issued in the destruction
willing for a season to rejoice in his light" (John, 6. of their whole state, what will he do unto those hus
361 : but they would not receive his testimony to bandmen f 41. They say unto him. He will miserably
Jesus, but the publicans and the harlots believed him. destroy those wicked men—an emphatic alliteration not
Of the publicans this is twice expressly recorded, easily conveyed in English: 'He will badly destroy
Luke. 3. 12; 7. 29. Of the harlots, then, the same may those bad men,' or ' miserably destroy those miser
be taken for granted, though the fact is not expressly- able men.' is something like it. and will let out his
recorded. These outcasts gladly believed the testi vineyard onto other husbandmen, which shall render him
mony of John to the coming Saviour, and so hastened the fruits in their seasons. If this answer was given by
to Jesus when He came. See Luke, 7. 37; 15, l, &c. the Pharisees, to whom our Lord addressed the
and ye. when ye had seen it, repented not afterward, that parable, they thus unwittingly pronounced their own
ye might believe him. Instead of being "provoked condemnation ; as did David to Nathan the propbet
to jealousy" by their example, ye have seen them (2 Samuel. 12. 6-7), and Simon the Pharisee to our Lord
flocking to the Saviour and getting to heaven, un (Luke. 7. 43, die.). But if it was given, as the two
other Evangelists agree in representing it. by our
moved.
Parable of the Wickei Hutbandmen. (r. 33-40:. 33. Lord Himself, and the explicitness of the answer
Hear another parable : There was a certain householder, would seem to favour that supposition, then we can
which planted a vineyard. See on Luke, 13. e. and better explain the exclamation of the Pharisees
hedged it round about, and digged a winepress in it, and which followed it, in Luke's report—"And when
built a tower. Those details are taken, as is the basis they heard it. they said, God forbid"—Hia whole
of the parable itself, from that beautiful parable of meaning now bursting upon them. 42. Jesus saith
Isaiah, 6, 1-7, In order to fix down the application unto them. Did ye never read in the Scriptures (Psalm
and sustain It by Old Testament authority, and let 118. 22, 23). The stone which the builders rejected, Ac
it out to husbandmen. These are just the ordinary A bright Messianic prophecy, which reappears in
spiritual guides of the people, under whose care and various forms (Isaiah, 28. 16, dtc.), and was made
culture the fruits of righteousness are expected to glorious use of by Peter before the Sanhedrim (Acta.
spring up. and went into a far country—"for a long 4. 11). He recurs to it in his first epistle il Peter.
time" (Luke, 20. 9), leaving the vineyard to the laws 2. 4-6i. 43. Therefore say I unto you. The kingdom cf
of the spiritual husbandry during the whole time of God—God's visible Kingdom, or Church, upon earth,
the Jewish economy. On this pliraseology, see on which up to this time stood in the seed of Abraham.
Hark, 4 26. 34. And when the time of the fruit drew shall be taken from you, and given to a nation bringing
near, he sent his servants to the husbandmen. By these forth the fruits thereof— i.e., the great Evangelical com
** servants" are meant the prophets and other extra munity of the faithful, which, after the extrusion of
ordinary messengers, raised up from time to time. the Jewish nation, would consist chiefly of Gentiles,
See on ch. 23. 37. that they might receive the fruits until "all Israel should be saved" (Romans, U. IS. 2s.-,
of it. See again on Luke, 13. c. 35. And the husband This vastly important statement is given by Matthewmen took his servants, and beat one-see Jeremiah, 37. only. 44. And whosoever shall fall on this stone shall
16; 38. 6. and killed another- see Jeremiah, 2d. 20-23. be broken: but on whomsoever it shall fall, it will grind
and stoned another— see 2 Chronicles, 24. 21. Compare him to powder. The Kingdom of God is here a
with this whole verse ch. 23. 37, where our Lord Temple, in the erection of which a certain stone, re
reiterates these charges in the most melting strain. jected as unsuitable by the spiritual builders, is. by
36. Again, he sent other servants more than the first; and the great Lord of the House, made the key-atone of
they did unto them likewise—see 3 Kings. 17. 13; 2 Chro the whole. On that Stone the builders were now
nicles, 3d. 16, 16; Nebcmiah. 8. ai. 37. Bat hut of all "falling" and being "broken" (Isaiah, 8. 16}. They
he sent unto them his son, saying. They will reverence were sustaining great spiritual hurt; but soon that
my son. In Mark (12. e) this is most tonchingly ex* Stone should " fall upon Oiem," and " grind them t-j
pressed: " Having yet therefore one son. His well- powder" (Daniel, 2. 34. 36; Zechariah, 13. 3>—in their
beloved. He sent Him also last unto them, saying. corporate capacity, in the tremendous destruction of
They will reverence my son." Luke's version of it Jerusalem, but personally, as unbelievers, in a more
too (20. 13) is striking: "Then said the lord of the awful sense still. 46. And when the chief priests and
vineyard. What shall I do? I will send my beloved Pharisees had heard his parables—referring to that of
son : it may be they will reverence Him when they the Two Sons and this one of the Wicked Husband
see Him." Who does not see that our Lord here men, they perceived that he spake of them. 46. But
severs Himself, by the sharpest line of demarcation, when they sought to lay hands on him—which Lake
from all merely human messengers, and claims for (20. 19) says they did "the same hour," hardly able
Himself Sonship in its loftiest sense? (Cf. Hebrews, to restrain their rage, they feared the multitude —
3. 3-6. ) The expression, "It tnav be they will reverence rather *tho multitudes'—because they took him for *>
my son," in designed to teach the almost unimagin prophet—jnst as they feared to say John's baptism
able guilt of not reverentially welcoming God's Son. was of men. because the masses took him for a
38. But when the husbandmen saw the son, they said prophet l«\ 26!. Miserable creatures ! So, for this
among themselves— cf. Genesis, 37. 18-30; John, 11. 47-63, time, "they left Him and went their way" LMark
This is the heir. Sublime expression this of the great 111*.
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Marriage tfthi King's Son.
CHAPTER XXII.
destroyed those murderers- and in what vast numbers
Tex. 1-1*. PaJLABLB or THE MARRIAGE OP THE did they do It ! and burned up their city. Ah ! Jeru
KixG'.i Sox. This Is a different parable from that of salem, once "the city of the Great King" (Psalm
Us* Great Supper.' in Luke. 14. 15. Ac., and is recorded 4*. 2). and even up almost to this time ich. 6, 36); but
by Matthew alone. 3. The kingdom of heaven is like now it is " their city"—just as our Lord, a day or two
sate a certain king, which made a marriage for <fcis son. after this, said of the temple, where God had so long
'la this parable.' as Trexch admirably remarks. dwelt, "Behold your house is left unto you deso
"wa aee bow the Lord is revealing Himself in ever late" (ch. 23. 38) ! Cf. Luke, 19. 43, 44. 8. The wedding
clearer light as the central Person of the kingdom. is ready, but they which were bidden were not worthy—
tiring here a far plainer hint than in the last parable for how should those be deemed worthy to sit down
of the nobility of His descent There He was indeed at His table who had affronted Him by their treat
the Son, the only and beloved one iMark. 12. 6), of ment of His gracious invitation ? 9. Go ye therefore
the Householder; but here His race is royal, and He into the highways—the great outlets and thorough
appears aa Himself at once the King and the King's fares, whether of town or country, where human
Ado. (Psalm 72. 1.) The last was a parable of the beings are to be found, and as many as ye shall find bid
Old Testament history : and Christ is rather the last to the marriage—i.*., just as they are. 10. Bo those ser
sad greatest of the line of its prophets and teachers vants went out into the highwaya. and gathered together
than the Founder of a new kingdom. In that. Cod all as many as they found, both bad and good—i.e., with
appears demanding something from men; In this, a out making any distinction between open sinners
pwahle of grace. God appears more as giving some- and the morally correct. The Gospel call fetched
thins; to them. Thus, as often, the twotomplete each in Jews, Samaritans, and outlying heathen alike.
other; this taking up the matter where the other Thus far the parable answers to that of * the Great
left it/ The "marriage" of Jehovah to His people Supper,' Luke, 14. 10, Arc. But the distinguishing
Israel waa familiar to Jewish ears; and in Psalm US. feature of our parable is what follows : 11. And when
this marriage is seen consummated in the Person of the king came in to see the guests. Solemn expression
Messiah 'the Kino,' Himself addressed as 'God' this, of that omniscient inspection of every protested
sad yet as anointed by ' Him God' with the oil of disciple of the Lord Jesus from age to age, in virtue of
riadness above His fellows. These apparent contra which his true character will hereafter be judicially
dictories tsee on Lnke, 20. 41-44) are resolved in this proclaimed! he saw there a man. This shows that It
parable: and Jesus, in claiming to be this King's Son, is the judgment of individual* which is intended in
Kna Hvmmlf Heir to all that the prophets and sweet this latter part of the parable : the first part repre
ssmgtrt of Israel held forth as to Jehovah's ineffably sents rather national judgment, which had not on a
ever and endearing union to His people. But observe wedding garment. The language here is drawn from
carefully, that thi Br ids does not come into view the following remarkable passage in Zephaniah. 1.
ii tins parable ; its design being to teach certain 7, 8:—"Hold thy peace at the presence of the Lord
truths under the figure of guest* at a wedding feast, God; for the day of the Lord la at hand: for the Lord
and the want of a wedding garment, which would hath prepared a sacrifice. He hath bid His guests.
not have harmonised with the introduction of the And it shall come to pass in the day of the Lord's
Bride. X And sent forth his servants—representing all sacrifice, that I will punish the princes, and the
preachers of the Gospel, to call them that were bidden king's children, and all such as are clothed with
— here meaning the Jews, who were "bidden." from strange. appareL" The custom in the East of pre
the first choice of them onwards through every snm- senting festival garments (see Genesis, 46. 28; 2 Kings,
nscsts addressed to them by the prophets to hold 6. 22), even though not clearly proved, is certainly
themselves in readiness for the appearing of their presupposed here. It undoubtedly means something
King, ts the wedding—or the marriage festivities. which they bring not of their own—for how could
Then the preparations were all concluded, and they they have any such dress who were gathered in from
—tuM ant come—as the issue of the whole ministry of the highways Indiscriminately ?—bat which theyrvthe Baptist, our Lord Himself, and His apostles eetre as their appropriate dress. And what can that
thereafter, too sadly showed. 4. my oxen and my fat- be but what is meant by " putting on the Lord Jesus,"
.ht> ars killed, and all things an ready: come unto the as "The Lord our Righteousness?" (See Psalm
xarriage. This points to those Gospel calls after 45. 13, 14.) Nor could such language be strange to
Christ's death, resurrection, ascension, and effusion those in whose ears had so long resounded those
4f the Spirit, to which the parable could not directly words of prophetic joy: "I will greatly rejoice in
alnsde, but when only it could be said, with strict the Lord, my soul shall be joyful in my God; for He
tiofriety. " that all things were ready." Cf. l Co hath clothed me with the garments of salvation. He
rinthians, a. 7. 8. " Christ our passover is sacrificed hath covered me with the robe of righteousness, as a
tar as : therefore, let us keep the feast:" also John, bridegroom decketh himself with ornaments, and aa
C A, "lam the living bread which came down from a bride adorneth herself with her jewels" (Isaiah,
Leavssi : if any man eat of this bread, he shall live 61. 10). 12. Friend, how earnest thou in hither not having
tor ever: and the bread which I will give is my flesh, a wedding garment ? And he was speechless- being selfwhich 1 wdl give for the life of the world." 5. But condemned- 13. Then said the king to the servants—the
Uey BUfie light of it, and west their ways, one to his farm, angelic ministers of divine vengeance las in cb. 13. 41).
i ma to bis merchandise : 6. And the remnant took his Bind him hand and foot—putting it out of bis power to
•ervastt. and entreated them spitefully— 'insulted them.' resist, and take him away, and cast him into outer dark
asd slew than. These are two different classes of ness. So ch. 8. 12; 25. 30. The expression is emphatic
uzib<Ii«Tsrs ; the one simply indifferent ; the other —* The darkness which is outside.' To be 'outsidt' at
siaoJateiy host'U— the one, contemptuous scorners ; all—or, in the language of Revelation, 22. IS, to be
the other, bitter persecutors, 7. Bot when the king— * without' the heavenly city, excluded from Its joyons
the Great God. who is the Father of our Lord Jesus nuptials and gladsome festivities—is sad enough of
Christ, heart thereof, be was wroth—at the affront put itself, without anything else. But to find themselvet
both on His Son. and on Himself who had deigned to not only excluded from the brightness and glory and
itvite them, and he sent forth his armies. The Ro- joy and felicity of the kingdom above, but thrust
■mb* are here styled God's armies, just as the Assy into a region of "darkness," with all Its horrors,
ria* is styled *' the rod of His anger" (Isaiah, 10. 6t. as this is the dismal retribution here announced, that
hstag the executor* of His judicial vengeance, and awaits the unworthy at ths great day. IthsreJ-la
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that region and condition, shall be weeping and gnash
ing of teeth. See on ch. 13. 42. 14. For many are called,
but few are chosen. So ch. 10. 30. See on ch. 20. 16.
15-40. Entangling Questions about Tribute,
the kzstrrbjection, and the great commandxent. with the Replies. (=Mark. 12. 13-34; Luke,
20. 20-40.) For the exposition, see on Mark, 12. 13-34.
41-46. Chkibt Battles the Pharisees by a
Question about David and Messiah. (=Mark,
11 36-37; Luke, 20. 41-44. ] For the exposition, see on
Mark. 12. 36-37.
CHAPTER XXIII.
Ver. 1-39. Denunciation ot the Scribes and
Pharisees—Lamentation over Jerusalem, and
Farewell to the Temple. (=Mark, 12. 38-40:
Luke, 30. 46-47.) For this Ions and terrible discourse
we are indebted, with the exception of a few verses
In Mark and Luke, to Matthew alone. But as it is
only an extended repetition of denunciations uttered
not long before at the table of a Pharisee, and re
corded by Luke ( n. 37-64), we may take both together
in the exposition.
Denunciation of the Scribes and Pharisee* (r. 1-36).
The first twelve verses were addressed more imme
diately to the disciples, the rest to the scribes and
Pharisees. 1. Then spake Jesus to the multitude— 'to
the multitudes,* and to his disciples. 2. Baying, The
scribes and the Pharisees sit The Jewish teachers
stood to read, but sat to expound the Scriptures, as
will be seen by comparing Luke, 4. 16 with v. 20. in
Moses' seat—ie., as interpreters of the law given by
Moses. 3. All therefore—i.e., all which, as sitting in
that seat and teaching out of thai law, they bid yon
observe, that observe and do. The word "therefore" is
thus, it will be Been, of great Importance, as limiting
those Injunctions which He would have them obey to
what they fetched from the law Itself. In requiring
implicit obedience to such injunctions. He would
have them to recognise the authority with which
they taught over and above the obligation of the law
itself—an important principle truly: but He who
denounced the traditions of such teachers (ch. 16. 3}
cannot have meant here to throw His shield over
these. It is remarked by Webster & Wilkinson
that the warning to beware of the scribes is given by
Mark and Luke without any qualification : the charge
to respect and obey them being reported by Matthew
alone, indicating for whom this Gospel was especially
written, and the writer's desire to conciliate the Jews.
4. For they bind heavy burdens and grievous to be borne,
and lay them on men's shoulders ; bat they themselves
will not move them—** touch them not" (Luke, 11. 46!,
with one of their fingers—referring not so much to the
irksomeness of the legal rites, though they were irk
some enough (Acts. 16. lo). as to the heartless rigour
with which they were enforced, and by men of shame
less inconsistency. 5. But all their works they do for
to be seen of men. Whatever good they do, or seal
they show, has but one motive—human applause,
they make broad their phylacteries—strips of parch
ment with Scripture-texts on them, worn on the fore
head, arm. and side, in time of prayer, and enlarge
the borders of their garments— fringes of their upper
garments (Numbers. 16. 37-40). 0. And love the upper
most rooms. The word ** room" is now obsolete in the
sense here Intended. It should be * the uppermost
place.' ie., the place of highest honour, at feasts, and
the chief seats in the synagogues. See on Luke, 14. 7, 8.
7. And greetings in the markets, and to be called of men.
Rabbi, Rabbi. It is the spirit rather than the Utter of
this that must be pressed; though the violation of the
letter, springing from spiritual pride, baa done in
calculable evil in the Church of Christ The reitera
tion of the word "Rabbi" shows how It tickled the
ear and fed the spiritual pride of those ecclesiastics.
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8. But be not ye called Rabbi : for one is your Maitrr—
' your Guide, your Teacher.' 9. And call no man your
father upon the earth : for one is your Father, which is
in heaven. &c. To construe these injunctions into a
condemnation of every title by which church rulers
may be distinguished from the Sock which they rule,
is virtually to condemn that rule itself; and accord
ingly the same persons do both—but against the whole
strain of the New Testament and sound Christian
judgment But when we have guarded ourselves
against these extremes, let us see to it that we retain
the full spirit of this warning against that itch for
ecclesiastical superiority which has been the bane and
the scandal of Christ's ministers in every age. (On
the use of the word "Christ" here, see on ch. l. L)
11. But he that is greatest among you shall be your ser
vant This plainly means, 'shall show that he is so
by becoming your servant? as in ch. 20. 27, compared
with Mark, 10. 44. 12. And whosoever shall exalt him
self shall be abased. See on Luke, IS. 14. What fol
lows was addressed more immediately to the scribes
and Pharisees. 13. But woe unto you. scribes and Phari
sees, hypocrites ! for ye shut up the kingdom of heaven
against men. Here they are charged with shutting
heaven against men: in Luke, 11. 62, they are charged
with what was worse, taking away the. kc\t—" the key
of knowledge"—which means, not the key to open
knowledge, but knowledge as the only key to open
heaven. A right knowledge of God's revealed word
is eternal life, as our Lord says (John, 17. 3, and 6. 39);
but this they took away from the people, substituting
for it their wretched traditions. 14. Woe unto you,
scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! for ye devour widows'
houses, &c. Taking advantage of the helpless condi
tion and confiding character of " widows," they con
trived to obtain possession of their property, while
by their " long prayers" they made them believe they
were raised far above *' filthy lucre." So much "the
greater damnation" awaits them. What a life-like
description of the Romish clergy, the true successors
of those scribes ! 16. Woe unto you, scribes and Phari
sees, hypocrites 1 for ye compass sea and land to make one
proselyte—from heathenism. We have evidence of
this in Jobefhus. and when he is made, ye make him
two-fold more the child of hell than yourselves—con
demned, for the hypocrisy he would learn to practice,
both by the religion he left and that he embraced.
10. Woe unto you, ye blind guides. Striking expression
this of the ruinous eflecte of erroneous teaching.
Our Lord, here and in some following verses, con
demns the subtle distinctions they made as to the
sanctity of oaths, distinctions Invented only to pro
mote their own avaricious purposes, which say. Who
soever shall swear by the temple, it is nothing—he has
incurred no debt, but whosoever shall swear by the gold
of the temple—meaning not the gold that adorned the
temple Itself, but the Corban* set apart for sabered
uses (see on ch. 16. 6), he is a debtor !—ie., it is no
longer his own, even though the necessities of a parent
might require it. We know who the successors of
these men are. but whosoever sweareth by the gift that
is upon it he is guilty. It should have been rendered,
" he is a debtor," as in v. 16. 19. Te fools, and blind !
for whether is greater, the gift or the altar that sanctifleth the gift! (See Exodus, 29. 37.) 20-22. Whoso there
fore shall swear by the altar. Arc. See on ch. 6. 33-37.
23. Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! for
ye pay tithe of mint and anise—rather, ' dill,' as in mar
gin, and cummin. In Luke (11. 42) ft is " and rue, and
all manner of herbs." They grounded this practice
on Leviticus, 27. 30, which they interpreted rigidly.
Our Lord purposely names the most trifling products
of the earth, as examples of what they punctiliously
exacted the tenth of. and have omitted the weightier
matters of the law, judgment, mercy, and faith. In Luke
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11- 49 It is ** judgment, mercy, and the love of God"
—the expression being probably varied by our Lord
Himself on the two different occasions. In both His
reference Is to Micah, 0. &3. where the prophet makes
all acceptable religion to consist of three elements—
"doing jnstly, loving mercy, and walking humbly
with our God ; " which third element pro-supposes
and comprehends both the "faith" of Matthew and
the " love" of Luke. See on Mark. 12. 29. 32, 33. The
rarne tendency to mer?e greater duties in leBs besets
even the children of God; but it is Vie characteristic
zf hvpocritsA. these ought ye to have done, and not tr
leave the other undone. There is no need for one set
**f duties to jostle out another; but it is to be care
fully noted that of the creaUr duties our Lord says.
" Ye ought to liave done" them, while of the leaser He
merely says, "Ye otn/ht not to leave them undone."
M. Ye blind guide*, which strain at a gnat. The proper
rendering—as in the older English translations, and
perhaps oTir own as it came from the translators'
hands—evidently is. ' strain out' It was the custom,
sari TaKJfCH, of the stricter Jews to strain their
■one. vinegar, and other potables through linen or
•naze, le*t unawares they should drink down some
kttie unclean insect therein, and thus transgress
(Leviticus. 11. ao, 23, 41. 42 —just as the Budbists do
now in Ceylon and Hindostan—and to this custom of
tscin our Lord here refers, and swallow a camel—
the largest animal the Jews knew, as the '* gnat" was
the smallest: both were by the law unclean. 25. with
in they are full of extortion. In Luke (11. 39 ' the same
word is rendered "ravening." Le., 'rapacity.' 28
Thx blind Pharisee, cleanse first that which is within
the cup and plxtter, that the outside of them may be clean
also. In Luke (11. 40) it is. " Ye fools, did not he that
rus.de that which is without make that which is
*rri,b.in also?"— 'He to whom belongs the outer life,
isd of right demands its subjection to Himself, is the
nner man leas His 1 ' A remarkable example this of
our Lord's power of drawing the most strikingillustraUfita of great truths from the most familiar objects
and incidents in life. To these words, recorded by
Lake, He adds the following, involving a principle of
immense value: " But rather give alms of such things
aa ye have, and behold, all things are clean unto you"
.Lake, 11. 41!. As the greed of these hypocrites was
cue of the most prominent features of their character
Luke. IB. 14). our Lord bids them exemplify the oppo
site character, and then their ours'dt, ruled by this-,
would be beautiful In the eye of God. and their meals
«<?aJd be eaten with clean hands, though never so
foaled with the business of this worky world. (See
Ectleaostes, 9. 7.) 27. Woe unto you, Bcribes and Phari■eea. hypocritea ! far ye are like whited (or 'white
washed*; aepulchret {cf. Acts, 23. 3). The process of
vhrte-waahirg the sepulchres, as Lightfoot says,
was performed on a certain day every year, not for
ceremonial cleansing, but, as the following words
seem rather to imply, to beautify them, which indeed
*7?en beautiful outward, but are within full of dead men's
'/■» and of all tui cleanness. What a powerful way
cf conveying the charge, that with all their fair show
tteur hearts were full of corruption ! (Cf. Psalm 5. D;
Loota&s. 3. 13. > But our Lord, stripping off the figure.
r>tit holds up their iniquity in naked colours. Wherefcr* ye be witnesses unto yourselves, that ye are the chil
dren rf them which killed the prophets— i.e., ' ye be wit
nesses that ye hare inherited, and voluntarily served
yoaraelves heirs to. the truth-hating, prophet-killing,
fpfarrt of your fathers.' Out of pretended respect and
u*cur. they repaired and beautified the sepulchres
of the prophets, and with whining hypocrisy said,
" 11 we had been in their days, how differently should
w* havf treated these prophets?" while all the time
they were witnesoei to themselves that they were the i
W
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children of them that killed the prophets, convicting
themselves doily of as exact a resemblance in spirit
and character to the very classes over whose deeds
they pretended to mourn, as child to parent In
Luke. 11. 44, our Lord gives another turn to this figure
of a grave: " Ye are as graves which appear not, and
the mon that walk over them are not aware of them."
As one might unconsciously walk over a grave con
cealed from view, and thus contract ceremonial de
filement, so the plausible exterior of the Pharisee*
kept people from perceiving the pollution they con
tracted from coming in contact with such corrupt
characters. 33. Ye serpents, ye generation of vipers, how
can ye escape the damnation of hell? In thus, at the
end of His ministry, recalling the words of the Bap
tist at the outset of his, our Lord would seem to
intimate that the only difference between their con
demnation now and then was, that now they were
ripe for their doom, which they were not then. 34.
Wherefore, behold. I send unto you prophets, and wise men,
and scribes. The I here is emphatic: ' I am sending,*
i.e., 'am about to send.' In Luke, n. 49, the varia
tion is remarkable: " Therefore also, said the wisdom
of God, I will send them." Arc. What precisely fa
meant by " the wisdom of God" here, is somewhat
difficult to determine. To ua it appears to be simply
an announcement of a purpose of the Divine Wisdom,
in the high style of ancient prophecy, to send a last
set of messengers whom the people would reject,
and rejecting, would fill up the cup of their Iniquity.
But, whereas in Luke it is ' I, the Wisdom of God.
will send them,' In Matthew it la * I, Jesus, am send
ing them;' language only befitting the one Sender of
all the prophets, the Lord God of Israel now in the
flesh. They are evidently Evangelical messengers,
but called by the familiar Jewish names of " pro
phets, wise men, and scribes," whose counterparts
were the inspired and gifted servants of the Lord
Jesus; for in Luke (11. 49 it is "prophets and apostles."
unto the blood of Zacharias son of Baracbias, whom ye
Blew between the temple and the altar. As there Is no
record of any fresh murder answering to this descrip
tion, probably the allusion is not to any recent
murder, but to 2 Chronicles, 24, 20-22, as the last re
corded and most suitable case for illustration. And
as Zacharias' last words were, " The Lord require, it,"
so they are here warned that of that generation it
should be rep' 'red. 36. Verily I say unto you. All
these things shall come upon this generation. As it was
only in the last generation of them that " the Iniquity
of the Amorites was full" (Genesis, 15. 16;, and then
the abominations of ages were at once completely
and awfully avenged, so the iniquity of Israel was
allowed to accumulate from age to age till in that
generation It came to the full, and the whole col
lected vengeance of Heaven broke at once over its
devoted head. In the first French Revolution the
same awful principle was exemplified, and Christen
dom has not done with it yet.
Lamentation over Jerusalem, and Farewell to Out
Temple (r. 37-39). 37. 0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that
killed the prophets, and stonest them which are sent unto
thee. £c. How ineffably grand and melting is this
apostrophe ! It is the very heart of God pouring it
self forth through human flesh and speech. It is this
incarnation of the innermost life and love of Deity,
pleading with men, bleeding for them, and ascending
only to open His arms to them and win them back by
the power of this Story of matchless love, that has
conquered the world, that will yet " draw all men
unto Him." and beautify and ennoble Humanity
Itself ! " Jerusalem" here does not mean the mere
city or Its inhabitants; nor is it to be viewed merely
as the metropolis of the natton, but as the centre of
tfieir rvltyiouv life,—" the city of their solemnitief.
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whither the tribes went up. to Rive thanks unto (he
name of the Lord;" and at this moment it was full of
them. It Is the whole family of God, then, which is
here apostrophized, by a name dear to every Jew,
recalling to him all that was distinctive and precious
in his religion. The intense feeling that sought vent
In this utterance comes out first in the redoubling
of the opening word—'* Jerusalem. Jerusalem ! " but,
next, in the picture of it which He draws— "that
killest the prophets, and stonest them which are sent
unto thee ! "—not content with spurning God's mes
sages of mercy, that canst not Buffer even the mes
sengers to live ! When He adds, " How often would
I have gathered thee ! " He refers surely to somethin? beyond the six or seven times that He visited
and taught in Jerusalem while on earth. No doubt
It points to "the prophets," whom they "killed " to
"them that were sent unto her," whom they "stoned.'*
But whom would He have gathered so often? "Thee."
truth-hating, mercy-spurning, prophet-killing Jeru
salem—how often would I have gathered Thee! Com
pare with this that affecting clause In the great
ministerial commission, " that repentance and re
mission of sins should be preached in His name
among all nations, beginning at Jerusalem!" (Luke,
24. 47). What encouragement to the heart-broken at
their own long-continued and obstinate rebellion !
But we have not yet got at the whole heart of this
outburst I would have gathered thee. He says,
"even as a hen gathereth her chickens under her
wings." Was ever Imagery so homely invested with
such grace and such sublimity as this, at our Lord's
touch? And yet how exquisite the figure itself—of
protection, rest, warmth, and all manner of conscious
well-being in those poor, defenceless, dependent little
creatures, as they creep under and feel themselves
overshadowed by the capacious and kindly wing of
the mother-bird ! If, wandering beyond hearing of
her peculiar call, they are overtaken by a storm or
attacked by an enemy, what can they do but in the
one case droop and die. and in the other submit to be
torn in pieces? But if they can reach in time their
place of safety, under the mother's wing, in vain will
any enemy try to drag them thence. For rising into
strength, kindling into fury, and forgetting herself
entirely in her young, she will let the last drop of
her blood be shed out and perish in defence of her
precious charge, rather than yield them to an enemy's
talons. How significant all this of what Jesus is and
does for men ! Under His great Mediatorial wing
would He have "gathered" Israel. For the figure,
see Deuteronomy, 32. 10-13; Ruth, 2. 12; Psalm 17. 6:
36. T: 61. 4: 03. 7; 01. 4; Isaiah, 31. fi; Malachi, 4. 2. The
ancient rabbins had a beautiful expression for pro
selytes from the heathen—that they had 'come under
the wings of the Shechlnah.' For this last word, see
on v. 38. But what was the result of all this tender
and mighty love? The answer is, "And ye would
not" O mysterious word! mysterious the resistance
of such patient Love—mysterious the liberty of selfvndolng ! The awful dignity of the will, as here ex
pressed, might make the ears to tingle. 38. Behold,
your house— the Temple, beyond all doubt; but their
bouse now. not the Lord?*. See on ch. 32. 7. is left
unto you desolate— 'deserted;' i.e.. of its Divine Inha
bitant But who is that? Hear the next words: 39.
For I say unto you— and these were His last words to
the impenitent nation: see opening remarks on Mark,
13.—To shall not see me henceforth. What? Does
Jesus mean that He was Himself the Lord of the
temple, and that it became "deserted" when He
finally left it? It is even so. Now 1b thy fate sealed,
O Jerusalem, for the glory is departed from thee !
That glory, once visible in the holy of holies, over
the mercy-seat, when on the day of atonement the
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biooo of typical expiation was sprinkled on it and In
front of it—called by the Jews the Shechiva)^ or the
Dwelling, as being the visible pavilion of Jehovah —
that glory, which Isaiah (ch. 6.) saw in vision, the
beloved disciple says was the glory of Chrtst (John.
12. 41). Though it was never visible in the second
temple, Haggai foretold that " the glory of that latter
house should be greater titan of the former" (ch. 2. 01,
because " the Lord whom they sought was suddenly
to come to His temple" . Malachl, 3. 1), not in a mere
bright cloud, but enshrined in living Humanity '
Yet brief as well as "sudden" was the manifestation
to be; for the words He was now uttering were to be
Mis very last within its precints. till ye shall say.
Blessed is he tbat cometh in the name of the Lord : ue. .
till those " Hosannas to the Son of David" with
which the multitude had welcomed Him into the
city—instead of "sore displeasing the chief priests
and scribes" (ch. 21. 16) -should break forth from the
whole nation, as their glad acclaim to their once
pierced but now acknowledged Messiah. That such
a time will come is clear from Zechariah, 13. 10:
Romans, 11. 20; 2 Corinthians, 3. 16. 16, Ac. In what
sense they shall then " see Him," may be gathered
from Zechariah, 2. 10-13; Exekiel, 37. 23-28; 39. 2a.
39,60.
CHAPTER XXIV.
Ver. l-6l. Christ's Prophecy or the Destruc
tion or Jerusalem, and Warnings suggested
by it to Prepare for His Second Coxing. (=
Mark. 13. 1-37; Luke, 21. 6-oti.) For the exposition,
see on Mark, 13. 1-37.
CHAPTER XXV.
Ver. 1-13. Parable or the Ten Viroinb. This
and the following parable are In Matthew alone. 1.
Then—at the time referred to at the close of the
preceding chapter, the time of the Lord's Second
Coming to reward His faithful servants and take
vengeance on the faithless. Then shall the kingdom of
heaven be likened unto ten virgins, which took their
lamps. and went forth to meet the bridegroom. This sup
plies a key to the parable, whose object is. in the
main, the same as that of the last parable—to illus
trate the vigilant and expectant attitude of faith, in
respect of which believers are described as "they
that look for Him" (Hebrews, 0. 28), and " love His
appearing" (2 Timothy, 4. S). In the last parable it
was that of servants waiting for their absent Lord;
in this it is that of virgin-attendants on a Bride,
whose duty it was to go forth at night with lamps,
and be ready on the appearance of the Bridegroom
to conduct the Bride to his house, and go in with
him to the marriage. This entire and beautiful
change of figure brings out the lesson of the former
parable in quite a new light. But let it be observed
that, just as in the parable of the Marriage Supper,
so in this—the Bride does not come into view at all
In this parable; the Virgin* and the Bridegroom hold
ing forth all the intended instruction : nor could
believers be represented both as Bride and Bridal
Attendants without incongruity. 2. And five of them
were wise, and five were foolish. They are not dis
tinguished into good and bad, as Trench observes,
but into "wise" and " foolish"—just as in ch. 1. 25-37.
those who reared their house for eternity are dis
tinguished into "wise" and "foolish builders;" be
cause in both cases a certain degree of good-will
towards the truth is assumed. To make any thing
of the equal number of both classes would, we think,
be precarious, save to warn us how large a portion of
those who. up to the last, so nearly resemble those
that love Christ's appearing will be disowned by Him
when He comes. 3. They that were foolish took their
lamps, and took no oil with them : 4. Bat the wise took
oil in their vessels with their lamps. What are these
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': imps" and this "oil?** Many answers have been (Luke, 18. 8.) 8. And at midnight—i.e., the time when
pven. Bat since the foolish as well afl the wise took the Bridegroom will be least expected; for "the day
their lamps and went forth with them to meet the of the Lord so cometh as a thief in the night*1
brdecroom, these lighted lamps, and this advance a (1 Thessalonians, 6. 2), tbert was a crj made. Behold,
■■ U o war in company with the wise, must denote the bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet him—ue„ ' Ba
tin* Christian profession which is common to all ready to welcome Him.' 7. Then all those virgins
vbo bear the Christian name: while the insufficiency arose, and trimmed their lamps—the foolish virgins as
of this without something else, of which they never well as the wise. How very long do both parties
j**iewed themselves, shows that " the foolish" mean seem the same -almost to the moment of decision !
those who, with all that is common to them with real Looking at the mere form of the parable, it is evi
* ixjUsiis. lack the evnUial preparation for meeting dent that the folly of " the foolish" consisted not in
'Vut. Then, since the wisdom of " the wise" con- having no oil at alt; for they must have had oil enough
mud in their taking with their lamps a supply of oil in their lamps to keep them burning np to this
n their vessels, keeping their lamps burning till the moment: their folly consisted In not making provision
liridegroom came, and so fitting them to go in with against its exhaustion, by taking with their lamp an
Him to the marriage—this supply of oil must mean oil-vessel wherewith to replenish their lamp from
Itttt wwird reality of grace which alone will stand time to time, and so have it burning until the bride
" ■-n Hs appeareth whose eyes are as a flame of fire. groom should come. Are we, then—with some even
Bqi this is too general; for it cannot be for nothing superior expositors—to conclude that the foolish vir
tin this inward grace is here set forth by the fami gins must represent true Christians as well as the
liar symbol of oil, by which the Spirit of ail grace is so wise, since only true Christians have the Spirit: and
•outaaUy represented in Scripture. Beyond all that the difference between the two classes consists
doubt, this was what was symbolised bythat precious only in the one having the necessary watchfulness
uoQtuif oil with which Aaron and his sons were which the other wants ! Certainly not Since the
'vawrsted to the priestly oflioe (Exodus, 30. 23-35.30): parable was designed to hold forth the prepared and
bj "UmqU of gladness above Hisfellows" with which the unprepared to meet Christ at His coming, and
Messiab was to be anointed (Psalm Ah. 7; Hebrews, how the unprepared might, up to the very last, be
l r, even as It is expressly said, thai" God giveth not confounded with the prepared—the structure of the
tM Spirit by measure unto Him" (John. 3. 34) ; and parable behoved to accommodate itself to this, by
kv the bowl full of golden oil, in Zechariah's vision, making the lamps of the foolish to burn, as well as
vhich. receiving its supplies from the two olive-trees those of the wise, up to a certain point of time, and
« either side of it. poured it through seven golden only then to discover their Inability to burn on for
iipts into the golden lamp-stand to keep it con- want of a fresh supply of oil. But this is evidently
tnually burning bright (Zechariah, 4. t—for the pro just a structural device: and the real difference be
phet U expressly told that it was to proclaim the tween the two classes who profess to love the Lord's
flest truth. "Not by might, nor by power, but by appearing is a radical one -the possession by the one
Mr Spibit. salth the Lord of hosts (shall this temple class of an enduring principle of spiritual life, and
he tmiltL Who art thou, O great mountain [of op- the want of It by the other. 8. And the foolish said
1 -nuoQ to this issue! ? Before Zerubbabel thou shaft unto the wise. Give us of your oil; for our lamps are gone
htoorne a plain (or, be swept out of the way], and out—rather, as in the margin, 'are going out;' for oil
t-. shall bring forth the head-stone (of the templel, will not light an extinguished lamp, though it will
*itii shoutings Icryingl. Crack, orach unto it." keep a burning one from going out Ah! now at
This supply of oil, then, representing that inward length they have discovered not only their own folly,
inw which distinguishes the wise, must denote. but the wisdom of the other class, and they do homage
■en particularly, that " supply of the Spirit of J esus to it. They did not perhaps despise them before,
Hunt,* which, as it is the source of the new spiritual but they thought them righteous overmuch ; now
We si the first, is the secret of its enduring character. they are forced, with bitter mortification, to wish
^rythiog short of this may be possessed by "the they were like them. 9. Bat the wise answered, |Not
Ivluh." while it is the possession of this that makes so]; lest there be not enough for us and you. The words
"the wise" to be "ready" when the Bridegroom ap» "Not so," it will be soen. are not in the original,
W*n, and fit to "go in with Him to the marriage." where the reply is very elliptical—* In case there be
Just so in the parable of the Sower, the stony ground not enough for us and you.' A truly wise answer
hewers, ** having no deepness of earth" and "no root this. ' And what, then, if we shall share it with you?
c themselves," though they spring up and get even Why, both will be undone/ hut go ye rather to them
':v- ear, never ripen, while they in the good ground that sell, and buy for yourselves. Here agitin it would
**** the precious grain. 5. While the bridegroom be straining the parable beyond its legitimate design
fensi 8o in ch. 21 4S, "My Lord delayeth His to make it teach that men may get salvation even
natarf and so Peter says sublimely of the ascended after they are supposed and required to have it
*»*war, "Whom the heaven must receive until the already gotten. It is merely a friendly way of re
tofesof restitution of all things" (Acts, 3. 21, and minding them of the proper way of obtaining the
r! Use, ij. ii. is). Christ " tarries," among other needed and precious article, with a certain reflection
r-moai. to try the faith and patience of His people. on them for having it now to seek. Also, when the
jWsii domhered and slept—the wise as well as the parable speaks of " selling" and " buying" that valu
.'fliiih. The word "slumbered" signifies, simply, able article, it means simply, 'Go. get it in the only
Balded." or. 'became drowsy f while the word "slept" legitimate way.' And yet the word " buy" is signifi
* »* usual word for ' lying down to sleep:' denoting cant; for we are elsewhere bidden "buy wine and
t»9 baks of spiritual declension—first, that half- milk without money and without price." and "buy
uvoluaiary lethargy or drowsiness which is apt to of Christ gold tried in the fire." &c. (Isaiah, 66. l;
****! over one who falls into inactivity; and then a Revelation. 3. 18). Now, since what we pay the de
wwai/iu, deliberate yielding to it, after a little vain manded price for becomes thereby our own property,
^«Jt*oce Such was the state alike of the wise and the salvation which we thus take gratuitously at
t^» foolish virgins, even till the cry of the Bride- Cod's hands, being bought in His own sense of that
ncoai's approach awoke them. So likewise in the word, becomes ours thereby in inalienable possession.
»*Ws of the Importunate Widow: "When the Son (Cf. for the language. Proverbs. 23. 23; ch. IS. 44.) 10.
* aaa cometh, shall He find faith on the earth?" And while the; weut to buy, toe bridegroom came; and
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they that were ready went in with him to the marriage: As all that slaves have belongs to their master, so
and the door waa ah tit. They are sensible of their past Christ has a claim to everything which belongs to
folly; they have taken good advice: they are in the His people, everything which may be turned to good,
act of getting what alone they lacked : a very little and He demands its appropriation to His service,
more, and they also are ready. But the Bridegroom or. viewing it otherwise, they first offer it up to Him;
comes; the ready are admitted; '"the door is shut," as being "not their own. but bought with a price™
and they are undone. How graphic and appalling (l Corinthians, 6. 10, 20), and He "delivers it to them**
this picture of one almost saved—but lost! 11 After again to be put to use in His service. IS. And unto
ward came also the other virgins, saying. Lord, Lord, open one he gave five talents, to another two, and to another
to ns. In ch. 7. 22. thU reiteration of the name was one. While the proportion of gifts is different in each.
an exclamation rather of surprise: here it is a piteous the same fidelity is required of all. and equally re
cry of urgency, bordering on despair. Ah! now at warded. And thus there is perfect equity, to every
length their eyes are wide open, and they realise ail man according to his several ability— his natural capacity
the consequences of their past folly. 12. But he as enlisted in Christ's service, and his opportunities
answered and said. Verily I say unto yon. I know you not. in providence for employing the gifts bestowed on
The attempt to establish a difference between "I him. and straightway took his journey, Cf. eh. 81. 33.
know you not" here, and "I never knew you" in where the same departure is ascribed to God. after
ch. 7. 23 -as if this were gentler, and so implied a setting up the ancient economy. In both cases, it
milder fate, reserved for "the foolish" of this par denotes the leaving of men to the action of all those
able—is to be resisted, though advocated by such spiritual laws and Influences of Heaven under which
critics as Olshausen. Stier, and Alfokd. Besides they have been graciously placed for their own salvsvbeing inconsistent with the general tenor of such tion and the advancement of their Lord's kingdom
language, and particularly the solemn moral of the 16. Then he that had received the five talents went and
whole (r. 13), it is a kind of criticism which tampers traded with the same—expressive of the activity which
with some of the most awful warnings regarding the he put forth, and the labour he bestowed, and made
future. If it be askod why unworthy guests were ad them other five talents. 17. And likewise he that had
mitted to the marriage of the King's Son. in a former received two—rather, * the two'—he also gained other two
parable, and the foolish virgins are excluded in this —each doubling what he received, and therefore both
one, we may answer, in the admirable words of Ger equally faithjuL 18. But he that had received one went
hard, quoted by Trench, that those festivities are and digged in the earth, and hid his lord's money—not
celebrated in this life, in the Church militant; these misspending, but simply making so use it. Nay. his
at the last day, in the Church triumphant: to those, action seems that of one anxious that the gift should
even they are admitted who are not adorned with the not be misused or lost, but ready to be returned, just
wedding-garment; but to these, only they to whom it as he got it. 19. After a long time the lord of those ser
is granted to be arrayed in fine linen clean and vants eometh and reckoneth with them. That any one—
white, which is the righteousness of saints (Revela within the life-time of the apostles at least—with
tion. 19. 8): to those, men are called by the trumpet such words before them, should think that Jesus had
of the Gospel; to these by the trumpet of the Arch given any reason to expect His Second Appearing
angel: to those, who enters may go out from them, within that period, would seem strange, did we not
or be cast out; who is once introduced to these never know the tendency of enthusiastic, ill-regulated love
goes out, nor is cast out, from them any more: where of His appearing ever to take this turn. 20. Lord, thou
fore It is said, "The door is shut." 13. Watch there deliveredst unto me five talents : behold, I have gained
fore; for ye know neither the day nor the hour wherein besides them five talents more. How beautifully does
the Son of man eometh. This, the moral or practical this Illustrate what the beloved disciple says of
"boldness in the day of judgment," and his desire
lesson of the whoio parable, needs no comment
14-30. Parable of the Talents. This parable, that " when He shall appear we may have confidence,
and
not be ashamed before Him at His coming!"
while closely resembling it, is yet a different one
from that of The Pounds, in Luke, 10. 11-27; though (1 John. 4. If; 2. as ) 21. His lord said auto him. Well
Calvin, Olshausen, Meyer, Ac-, identify them— done—a single word, not of bare satisfaction, but of
but not de Wbtte and Neander. For the differ warm and delighted commendation. And from what
ence between the two parables, see the opening re Lips! thou hast been faithful over a few things. I will
marks on that of The Pounds. While -as Trench make thee ruler over many things ... 22. He also that had
observes with his usual felicity—'the virgins were re received two talents came. . . good and faithful servant-,
presented as waiting for their Lord, we have the thou hast been faithful over a few things, I will make
servants working for Him: there the inward spiritual thee ruler over many things. Both art commended in.
lift of the faithful was described; here his external the same term*, and the reward of both is precisely the
activity. It is not, therefore, without good reason same, (See on v. 15.) Observe also the contrasts:
that they appear in their actual order—that of the * Thou hast been faithful as a servant; now be a ruler
Virgins first, and of the Talents following- since it is —thou hast been entrusted with a few things : now
the sole condition of a profitable outward activity for have dominion over many things.' enter thou into the
the Kingdom of God. that the life of God be dili Joy of thy lord—thy Lord's own joy. (See John, 16, 11 ;
gently maintained within the heart.' 14. For |the Hebrews, 12. 2. ) 24. Then he which had received the one
kingdom of heaven is] as a man. The ellipsis Is better talent came and said. Lord. I knew thee that thon art an
supplied by our translators in the corresponding pas hard— or 'harsh/ man. The word in Luke (la 21) la
sage of Mark (13. 34}. "[For the Bon or man is) as a "austere." reaping where thou hast not sown, aj:d
Hi an," &c. , travelling into a far country—or more simply, gathering where thou hast not etrawed. The sense is
•going abroad.' The idea of long "tarrying" is cer obvious : ' I knew thou wast one whom it was im
tainly implied here, since it is expressed in v. 10. possible to serve, one whom nothing would please:
who called his own servants, and delivered unto them exacting what was impracticable, and dissatisfied
his goods. Between master and slaves this was not with what was attainable.' Thus do men secretly
uncommon in ancient times. Christ's " servants" think of God as a hard Master, and virtually throw
here mean all who, by their Christian profession, on Him the blame of their fruitlessness. 29. And I
stand in the relation to Him of entire subjection. was afraid—of making matters worse by meddling
His "goods" mean all their gifts and endowments, with it at all. and went and hid thy talent in the earth.
whether original oi acquired, natural or spiritual. This depicts the conduct of all those who abut up
U
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their sifts from the active service of Christ, without mingled all along up to this awful moment—as a »heo>
actually prostituting them to unworthy uses. Fitly, herd dtvideth his sheep from the goats (see Ezekiel.
therefore, may it. at least, comprehend those, to 34. 17?. 33. And he shall set the sheep on his right hand
*hom Tebnch refers, who. in the early Church, —the side of honour (1 King*, 2 19; Psalm 46. 9; no.
pleaded that they had enough to do with their own 1, era)—but the goats on the left—theside consequently
toula, and were afraid of losing them in trying to of dishonour. 34. Then shall the Sing. Magnificent
save others ; and so, instead of being the salt of the title, here lor the first and only time, save in parabo
<^rth. thought rather of keeping their own saltness, lical language, given to Himself by the Lord Jesus,
by withdrawing sometimes into caves and wilder* and that on the eve of His deepest humiliation ! It
nnaea. from all those active ministries of love by is to intimate that in then addressing the heirs of
which they might have served their brethren. Thou the kingdom He will put on all Hi* regnt majesty, say
■icked and slothful servant. "Wicked" or "bad" unto them on his right hand. Come—the same sweet
Eseans " false-hearted,1 as opposed to the others, who word with which He had so long invited all the
*re emphatically styled "good servants/' The addi weary and heavy laden to come unto Him for rest.
tion of "slothful" is to mark the precise nature of .Now it is addressed exclusively to such as have come
bu wickedness : it consisted, it seems not in his and found rest It is still "Come." and to "rest"
dtdssg anything against, but simply nothing for his too; but to rest in a higher style, and in another
master. Thou knewest that I reap where I sowed not, region, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom
tad gather where I have not strawed. He takes the prepared for you from the foundation of the world. The
servant's own account of his demands, as expressing whole story of this their blessedness is given by the
graphically enough, not the "hardnttJ* which be had apoBtle, in words which seem but an expansion of
basely Imputed to him, but simply his demand of ' a these: "Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord
pro/Uable return for the gift entrusted.' 27. thou Jesus Christ, who hath blessed us with all spiritual
- attest therefore to have put my money to the exchangers blessings iu heavenly places in Christ; according as
-or. * the bankers,' and then at my coming I should He hath chosen us in Him before the foundation of
uve received mine own with usury- or * interest' 29. the world, that we should be holy and without blame
7w unto every one that hath shall he given, Ac. See before Him in love." They were chosen from ever
oa eh. 13. it. 30. And cast ye—' cut ye out' the unpro- lasting to the possession and enjoyment of all spirit
irabie servant—* the useless servant.' that does bis ual blessings in Christ, and so chosen in order to be
Matter no service, into outer darkness— 'the darkness holy and blameless in love. This is the holy love
« nich is outside.' On this expression see on ch. 22. 13. whose practical manifestations the King is about to
X'-trm shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth. See on recount in detail; and thus we see that their whole
life of love to Christ is the fruit of on eternal pur
en. 11. 41.
51-4A Tbx Last Judgment. The close connec pose of love to them in Christ. 35. For I was an
tion between this sublime scene— peculiar to Matthew hungered . . . thirsty ... a stranger ... 36. Naked . . . sick
-and the two preceding parables is too obvious to ... prison, and ye came unto me. 37-39. Then shall the
aeed pointing out 31. When the Son of man shall righteous answer him, &c. 40. And the King shall answer
xase in bis glory—His personal glory, and all the holy and say unto them. Verily I say unto you, &c. Astonish
taenia with him. See Deuteronomy. 33. 2: Daniel, 7. ing dialogue this between tho King, from the Throne
, l* Jade. 14. with Hebrews, 1. S; 1 Peter, 3. 22. then of His glory, and llu wondering people ! " I was an
tiail ha sit upon the throne of his glory—the glory of hungered, and ye gave Me meat," ic—'Not we.*
Bis judicial authority. 32. And before him shall be they reply, ' We never did that. Lord : We were born
f^&ered all nations—or, *all the nations.' That this out of due time, and enjoyed not the privilege of
tLoald be understood to mean the heathen nations, ministering unto Thee." ' But ye did it to these My
<r all except believers in Christ, will seem amazing to brethren, now beside you, when cast upon your love.'
•sy simple reader. Yet this is the exposition of 'Truth, Lord, but was that doing it to Thee? Thy
l*hac*i.v. Stzeb, Kkil. Alfobd ^though latterly name was Indeed dear to us. and we thought It an
with some diffidence), and of a number, though not honour too great to suffer shame for it When among
iil of those who hold that Christ will come the Second the destitute and distressed we discerned any of the
lixoe before the Millennium, and that the saints will household of faith, we will not deny that our hearts
be caught up to meet Him in the air before His Ap leapt within us at the discovery, and when their
pearing, Their chief argument is, the impossibility knock came to our dwelling, ' 'our bowels were moved,"
of any that ever knew the Lord Jesus wondering, at as though " our Beloved Himself had put In His
U*e Judgment Day. that they should be thought to hand by the hole of the door." Sweet was the lellowkaw* done—or left undone—anything "unto Christ." shlp we had with them, as if we had "entertained
To that we shall advert when we come to it. But ancels unawares ;" all difference between giver and
n<re we may just say, that if this scene do not de- receiver somehow melted away under the beams of
*cr±e a personal, public, final judgment on men, that love of Thine which knit us together; nay rather.
^xordiag to the treatment they have given to Christ as they left us with gratitude for our poor givings, we
—and oooae'jucntly men within the Christian pale — seemed the debtors—not they. But, Lord, were we
w* iaaQ have to consider again whether our Lord's all that time in company with Theez' *Yes, that
t*Aexuag on the greatest themes of human interest scene was all with Me,' replies the King—' Me in the
does mated possess that incomparable simplicity disguise of My poor ones. The door shut against Me
nxA transparency of meaning which, by universal by others was opened by you'—" Ye took Me in."
consent has been ascribed to it If it be said. But Apprehended and imprisoned by the enemies of the
taw can this be the General Judgment, If only those truth, ye whom the truth hod made free sought Me
wuatn she Christian pale be embraced by it?—we out diligently and found Me ; visiting Me in My
answer. What is here described, as tt certainly does lonely cell at the risk of your own lives, and cheering
tM meet the case of all the family of Adam is of My solitude: ye gave Me a coat, for I shivered; and
course *9 far not general. But we have no ngnt to then 1 felt warm. With cups of cold water ye
conclude that the whole "Judgment of the great moistened My parched lips ; when famished with
<Urr will be limited to the points of view here pre hunger ye supplied Me with crusts, and My spirit
dated. Other explanations will come up in the revived—"Ye did it unto Me." What thoughts
crane of our exposition, and he shall separate them— crowd upon us as we listen to such a description of
r<ew for the first time; the two classes having been the scenes of the Last Judgment ! Aud in the lisht
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of this view of the heavenly Dialogue, how bald and
wretched, not to say unscriptural. is that view of it
to which we referred at the outset, which makes it a
Dialogue between Christ and heathen* who never
heard of His name, and of course never felt any stir
rings of His love in their hearts ' To us it seems a
poor, superficial objection to the Christian view of
this scene, that Christians could never be supposed
to ask such questions as the " blessed of Christ's
Father" are made to ask here. If there were any
difficulty in explaining this, the difficulty of the other
view is such as to make it, at least, insufferable. But
there is no real difficulty. The surprise expressed Is
not at their being told tli.it they acted from love to
Christ, but that Christ Himself wax the Personal Object
of all their deeds:—that they found Him hungry, and
supplied Him with food ; that they brought water to
Him, and slaked His thirst; that seeing Him naked
and shivering, they put warm clothing upon Him,
paid Him visits when lying in prison for the truth,
and sat by His bedside when laid down with sick
ness. This, this is the astonishing interpretation
which Jesus .says "the King" will give to them of
their own actions here below. And will any Chris
tian reply, 'How could this astonish them? Does
not every Christian know that He does these very
things, when He does them at all, just as they are
here represented! Nay. rather, is it conceivable that
they should not be astonished, and almost doubt their
own ears, to hear such an account of their own actions
upon earth from the lips of the Judge? And re
member, that Judge has come in His glory, and now
sits upon the Throne of His glory, and all the holy
angels are with Hint ; and that it is from those glorified
Lips that the words come forth, * Ye did all this unto
Mr.' O can we imagine such a word addressed to
ourselves, and then fancy ourselves replying. 'Of
course we did—To whom else did we anything? It
must be others than we that are addressed, who never
knew, in all their good deeds, what they were about?
Rather, can we imagine ourselves not overpowered
with astonishment, and scarcely able to credit the
testimony borne to us by the King? 41 Then shall
he say also unto them on the left hand. Depart from me,
ye cursed, &c *As for you on the left hand, ye did
nothing for Me. 1 came to you also, but ye knew Me
not: ye had neither warm affections nor kind deeds
to bestow upon Me: I was as one despised in your
eyes.' "In our eyes, lxjrd? We never saw Thee
before, and never, sure, behaved we so to Thee.'
* But thus ye treated these little ones that believe in
Me and now stand on My right hand. In the disguise
of these poor members of Mine I came soliciting
your pity, but ye shut up your bowels of compassion
from Me: 1 asked relief, but ye had none to give Me.
Take back therefore your own coldness, your own
contemptuous distance: Ye bid Me away from your
presence, and now 1 bid you from Mine— Depart from
Me, ye cursed .' ' 46- And these shall go away—these
" cursed" ones. Sentence, it should seem, was first
pronounced—in the hearing of the wicked—upon the
righteous, who thereupon sit as assessors in the judg
ment upon the wicked 11 Corinthians, 6. 2); but sen
tence is first executed, it should seem, upon the wicked,
in the sight of the righteous—whose glory will thus
not be beheld by the wicked, while their descent into
" their own place" will be witnessed by the righteous.
as Bknukl notes, into everlasting punishment—or, as
in v. 41, " everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and
his angels." Cf. ch. 13. 42; 2 Thessalonians. 1. 6, die.
This is said to be " prepared for the devil and his
angels." because thoy were "first in transgression."
But both have one doom, because one unholy char
acter, but the righteous into life eternal— 'life ever
lasting.' The word in both clauses, being in the
M
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original the same, should have been the same in the
translation also. Thus the decisions of this awful
day will be final, irreversible, unending.
CHAPTER XXVI.
Ver. 1-14 Christ's Final Announcement or
His Death, as now within Two Days, am. tbb
SIMULTANEOUS CONSPLKACT OF THE JEWISH AU
THORITIES to compass xt— The Anointing at
Beth any—Judas agrees with the Chief Priests
to Betray His Lord. (=Mark. 14. i-ii; Luke. 22.
1-6; John, 12. 1-1 l.j For the exposition, see on Mark.
14. 1-11.
17-30. Preparation for and Last Celebra
tion of the Passovkr. Announcement of the
Traitor, and Institution of the Supper. [=
Mark. 14. 12-26; Luke. 22. 7-23; John. 13. 1-3, 10. tl.
18-30.) For the exposition, see on Luke. 22. 7-23.
31-36. The Desertion of Jesus by His Dis
ciples, and the Fall of Peter foretold (=
Mark. 14. 27-31; Luke, 22. 31-38; John, 13. 30-36.) For
the exposition, see on Luke. 22. 31-38.
36-46. The Aoony in the Gardex. f=Mark. 14,
32-42; Luke. 22. 30-46.) For the exposition, see on
Luke. 22. 39-46.
47-66. Betrayal and Apprehension of Jesus —
Flight of His Disciples. (=Mark, 14. 43-62: Luke.
22. 47-54: John, 18. 1-12.) For the exi>osition, see on
John, la 1-12.
67-76. Jesus Arrainged before the Sanhe
drim. Condemned to Die, and Shamefully;
Entreated—The Fall of Peter. (=Mark, it.
63-72: Luke, 22. 64-71; John, 18. 13-18, 24-27.) For Lb*
exposition, see on Mark. 14. 63-72.
CHAPTER XXVIL
Ver. 1-10. Jesus led away to Pilate—Remorse
and Suicide of Judas. i=Mark, 16. 1: Luke, 23. 1:
John, 16. 28.)
Jesu» Led Away to Pilate [o, l, 2). For the exposi
tion of this portion, see on John, 18. 28, Arc
Hemorse and Suicide of Judas [i\ 3-10). This portion
is peculiar to Matthew. On the progress of guilt in
the traitor, see on Mark, 14. 1-11; and on John. 13.
21-30. 3. Then Judas, which had betrayed him, when
he saw that he was condemned. The condemnation,
even though not unexpected, might well fill him with
horror. But perhaps this unhappy man expected
that, while he got the bribe, the Lord would miracu
lously escape, as lie had once and again done before.
out of His enemies' power: and if so, his remorse
would come upon him with all the greater keenness.
repented himself- but, as the issue too sadly showed,
it was "the sorrow of the world, which worketh
death" (2 Corinthians, 7 10). and brought again the
thirty pieces of silver to the chief priests and elders. A
remarkable illustration of the power of an awakened
conscience. A short time before, the promise of this
sordid pelf was temptation enough to Ids covetous
heart to outweigh the most overwhelming obligations
of duty and love; now, the possession of it so laahes
him that he cannot use it, cannot even keep it ! 4.
Saying, I have sinned in that I have betrayed the inno
cent blood. What a testimony this to Jesus ! Judas
had been with Him in all circumstances for three
years; his post, as treasurer to Him and the Twelve
(John, 12 6 . gave him peculiar opportunity of watch
ing the spirit, disposition, and habits of his Master ;
while his covetous nature and thievish practices
would incline him to dark and suspicious, rather
than frank and generous, interpretations of all that
He said and did. If. then, he could have fastened
on one questionable feature In all that he had so
long witnessed, we may be sure that no such speech
as this would ever have escaped his lips, nor would
he have been so stung with remorse as not to be able
to keep the money and survive his crime. a.m th»?
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■sift. What u that to ml see Umh to that: -'Guilty or
tnneeent is nothing to us : We have Blm nowbegone ? ' Wu ever speech more hellish uttered ? 5.
Aad h* cut down the pieces of silver. The sarcastic.
diabolical reply which he had cot, in place of the
wrmpmthj which perhaps he expected, would deepen
his remorse into an agony, in the temple—the temple
proper, commonly called 'the sanctuary,' or 'the
fcojy place.* into which only the priests might enter.
How is this to be explained ? Perhaps he flung the
nooey in niter them. But thus were fulfilled the
words of the prophet—" 1 cast them to the potter in
the house of the Lord" (Zechariah, 11. 13). and de
parted, and went and hanged himself. See. for the de
tails, on Acta. L 18. 6. And the chief priests took the
tint pieces, and said. It is not lawful for to pat them
tats the treasury— 'the Corban' or chest containing
the money dedicated to sacred purposes (see on
eh. It &)—-because It is the price of blood. How scru
pulous now ! But those punctilious scruples made
them unconsciously fulfil the Scripture. 9. Then was
faltited that which was spoken by Jeremy the prophet,
■arias; (ZechAriah, 1L 12, 13). Never was a compli
cated prophecy, otherwise hopelessly dark, more
surrellotialy fulfilled. Various conjectures have
been formed to account for Matthew's ascribing to
J ererniah a prophecy found in the book of Zechariah.
But since with this book he was plainly familiar,
r_»Ting quoted one of its most remarkable prophecies
ol CnriM but a few chapters before (ch. 21. 4. 5), tile
qaestion is one more of critical interest than real
nsportance. Perhaps the true explanation is the
teUowins, from Liuhttoot:—* Jeremiah of old had
the first place among the prophets, and hereby he
causes to be mentioned above all the rest In ch. id 14;
because he stood first in the volume of the prophets
tat he proves from the learned David K imciii l there
fore he is first named. When, therefore, Matthew
■ - -laceth & text of Zechariah under the name of
Jeremy, he only cites the words of the volume of the
prophets under his name who stood first in the
▼dame of the prophets. Of which sort is that also
«.' our Saviour tLuke. 24. 44), "All things must be
f -InMled which are written of me in the Law, and the
Prophets, and the PsalmV or the Book of Hagiopmphss in which the Psalms were placed first.'
U-aa. Jesus aoais before Pilate—He seeks
«o Release Him, but at length delivers Him
to h Crucified. (=Mark, 16. 1-16; Luke, 23. 1-25;
John, is. z6~to.) For the exposition, see on Luke,
zt 1-2*. and on John, 18. 28-40.
3*-3X Jesus. Scorntclly and Cruelly ExTSXfcTXD or THE SOLDIERS. IS LED AWAY TO BE
CiGcrjTZD- (=Mark. 16, 18-22; Luke, 23. 26-31; John,
is 2. 1TJ For the exposition, see on Mark, 16. 16-22.
M-M. CHUCZXIXION AMD DEATH OF THE LOKD
Jesus. =Mark, 16. 26-37; Luke. 23. 33-40; John. 19.
lMs.1 For the exposition, see on John, 19. 18-30.
a-ea, ftiOSfl AN [> Ol RCU HSTANCES FOLLOWING THE
DEATH OT THE LORD J RSI'S- He ID TAKEN DOWN
rsosi the Cross, and Buried—The Sepulchre
is Gcarpxd. (=Mark. 15. 38-47; Luke, 23. 47-66; John.
12ift4.)
TV Veil Rent (v. 61). 51. And. behold, the veil of the
txesie was rent in twain from the top to the bottom.
This «v the thick and gorgeously wrought veil which
ess bung between the " holy place" and the " holiest
of aU.^ shutting out all access to the presence of
tied ss manifested *' from above the mercyseat and
frees between the cherubim:"—" the Holy Ghost this
r^ci/nng. that tbe way into the holiest of all was not
~: made manifest" (Hebrews, 9. 8). Into this holiest
of sJS none might enter, not even the high priest, save
ones s year, on the great day of atonement, and then
cab* with the blood of atonement in his hands, which
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he sprinkled "upon and before the mercyseat seven
times" (Leviticus, lfl. 14) -to signify that access for
sinners to a holy God is only through atoning blood.
But as they had only the blood of bulls and of goats,
which could not take away sins (Hebrews. 10. 4J,
during all the Ion* ages that preceded the death of
Christ, the thick veil remained; the blood of bulls
and of goats continued to be shed and sprinkled;
and once a year access to God through an atoning
sacrifice was vouchsafed—tn a picture, or rather, was
dramatically represented, in those symbolical actions
—nothing more. But now, the one atoning Sacrifice
being provided in the precious blood of Christ, access
to this holy God could no longer be denied: and so
the moment the Victim expired on the altar, that
thick veil which for so many ages had been the dread
symbol of separation bet-ween God and guilty men was,
without a hand touching it. mysteriously "rent in
twain from top to bottom:"—"the Holy Ghost this
signifying, that the way into the holiest of all was
now made manifest!" How emphatic the statement,
*'/rom top to bottom;" as if to say. Come boldly now
to the Throne of Grace; the veil is clean gone; the
Mercyseat stands open to the gaze of sinners, and
the way to it is sprinkled with the blood of Him—
"who through the eternal Spirit hath offered Him
self without spot to God!" Before, it was death to
go in, now it is death, to stay out. See more on this
glorious subject on Hebrews, 10. 19-22.
An Earthquake— The Rocks Rent— The Graves Opened,
that the Saints which slept in them might Come Forth
after their Lord's Resurrection («■. 61-63). 61. and the
earth did quake. From what follows it would seem
that this earthquake was local, having for its object
the rending of the rocks and the opening of the
graves, and the rocks rent ('were rent')— the physical
creation thus sublimely proclaiming, at the bidding
of its Maker, the concussion which at that moment
was taking place in the moral world at the most
critical moment of its history- Extraordinary rents
and fissures have been observed in the rocks near
this spot 52. And the graves were opened; and many
bodies of the eainis which slept arose. These sleeping
saints (see on l Thessaloniaos, 4. 1 1 were Old Testa
ment believers, who—according to the usual punc
tuation in our version-were quickened into resur
rection-life at the moment of their Lord's death, but
lay in their graves till His resurrection, when they
came forth. But It is far more natural, as we think.
and consonant with other scriptures, to understand
that only the graves were opened, probably by the
earthquake, at our Lord's death, and this only in pre
paration for the subsequent exit of those who slept
in them, when the Spirit of life should enter into
them from their risen Lord, and along with Him
they should come forth, trophies of His victory over
the grave. Thus, in the opening of the graves at the
moment of the Redeemer's expiring, there was a
glorious symbolical proclamation that the Death
which had just taken place had " swallowed up death
in victory f and whereas the saints that slept in
them were awakened only by their risen Lord, to
accompany Him out of the tomb, it was fitting that
" the Prince of Life" "should be Ute First that should
rise from the dead" (Acts, 26, 23; 1 Corinthians, 15.
30, 23; Colossians. 1. 18: Revelation, 1. 6). and went into
the holy city—that city where He, in virtue of whose
resurrection they were now alive, had been con
demned, and appeared unto many—that there might
be undeniable evidence of their own resurrection
first, and through it of their Lord's. Thus, while it
was not deemed fitting that He Himself should
appear again tn Jerusalem, save to the disciples, pro
vision was made that the fact of His resurrection
should be left in uo doubt It must be observed,
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however, that the resurrection of these sleeping
saints was not like those of the widow of Nain's son,
of Jairus' daughter, of Lazarus, and of the man who
" revived and stood upon his feet," on his dead body
touching the bones of Elisha (2 Kings, 13. 21)—which
were mere temporary recalling of the departed spirit
to the mortal body, to be followed by a final depar
ture of it " till tlie trumpet shall sound." But this
was a resurrection once for all, to life everlasting; and
so there is no room to doubt that they went to glory
with their Lord, as bright trophies of His victory
over death.
The Centurion's Testimony (w. 64). 64. Now when the
centurion—the military superintendent of the execu
tion, and they that were with him watching; Jesus, saw
the earthquake—or felt it and witnessed its effects,
and those things that were done—re fleetins upon the
entire transaction, they feared greatly—convinced of
the presence of a Divine Hand, saying. Truly this was
the Son of God. There cannot be a reasonable doubt
that this expression was used in the J e wish sense,
and that it points to the claim which Jesus made to
be the Son of God, and on which His condemnation
expressly turned. The meaning, then, clearly is,
that He must have been what He professed to be; in
other words, that He was no impostor. There was
no medium between those two. See, pn the similar
testimony of the penitent thief— "This man hath
done nothing amiss"—on Luke, 23. 41.
The Galilean Wxtnen (r. 66, 56j. 56. And many women
were there beholding afar off. which followed Jesus.
The sense here would be better brought out by the
use of the plupenect, 'which had followed Jesus,'
from Galilee, ministering unto him. As these dear
women had ministered to Him during His glorious
missionary tours in Galilee (see on Luke, 8. 1-3), so
from this statement it should seem that they accom
panied Him and ministered to His wants from Gali
lee on His final journey to Jerusalem. 66. Among
which was Mary Magdalene (see on Luke, 8. S3, ana
Mary the mother of James and Joses—the wife of Cleophas. or rather Clopas, and sister of the Virgin (John,
19. j ■ . See on eh. 13. 66, 60. and the mother of Zebedee's chiidreu—i.e., Salome: cf. Mark, 16. 40. All this
about the women is mentioned for the sake of what
is afterwards to be related of their purchasing spices
to anoint their Lord's body.
The Taking Down, from the Cross and the Burial
(r. 57-0Oi. For the exposition of tills portion, see on
John, 19. 38-12.
Tlie Women mark the Sacred Spot, thai they might
recognise it on coming thither to Anoint the Boay {v. 61).
61. And there was Mary Magdalene, and the other Mary
—"the mother of James and Joses," mentioned be
fore <r. 68j, sitting over against the sepulchre. See on
Mark. 16. 1.
The Sepulchre Guarded iv. 62-60). 62. Now the next
day. that followed the day of the preparation—i.e., after
six o'clock of our Saturday evening. The cmciliiion
took place on the Friday, and all was not over till
shortly before sunset, when the Jewish Sabbath com
menced: and " that sabbath day was an high day"
(John. IS. 31:, being the first day of the feast of Un
leavened Bread. That day being over at six on
Saturday evening, they hastened to take their mea
sures. 63. Saying. Sir. we remember that that deceiver
—Never, remarks Bknuel, will you ttud the heads of
the people calling Jesus by His own name. And yet
here there is betrayed a certain uneasiness, which
one almost fancies they only tried to stifle in their
own minds, as well as crush in Pilate's, in case he
should have any lurking suspicion that he had done
wrong in yielding to them, said, while he was yet alive.
Important testimony this, from the lips of His bitter
est enemies, to l/w reality ot t/.rwi* okutli; the coruer-
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stone of the whole Christian religion. After three
days—which, according to the customary Jewish way
of reckoning, need signify no more than ' after the
commencement of the third day.' I will rise again —
'I rise/ In the present tense, thus reporting not only
the fact that this prediction of His had reached their
ears, but that they understood Him to look forward
confidently to its occurring on the very day named.
64. Command therefore that the sepulchre be made sure—
by a Soman guard, until the third day—after which,
if He still lay in the grave, the imposture of His
claims would be manifest to all. and say nnto the
people. He is risen from the dead. Did they really feax
this ? so the last error shall be worse than the first—
the imposture of His pretended resurrection worse
than that of His pretended Messiahship. 66. Pilate
said unto them. Te have a wmtch. The guards had al
ready acted under orders of the Sanhedrim, with
Pilate's consent; but probably they were not clear
about employing them as a night-watch without
Pilate's express authority, go your way. make it aa
sore as ye can—'as ye know how,' or in the way ye
deem securest Though there may be no irony in this
speech, it evidently insinuated that if the event
should be contrary to their wish, it would not be for
want of suflicient human appliances to prevent it
66. So they went, and made the sepulchre sure, sealing
the stone—which Mark (16. 4} says was "very great."
and setting a watch—to guard it. What more could
man do? But while they are trying to prevent the
resurrection of the Prince of Life. God makes use of
their precautions for His own ends. Their stonecovered, seal-secured sepulchre shall preserve the
sleeping dust of the Son of God free from ail indig
nities, in undisturbed, sublime repose: while their
watch shall be His guard of honour until the an^U
shall come to take their place !
CHAPTER XXVIII.
Ver. 1-15. Glorious Angelic Annoukckment
OK THK FlRHT DAY OF THE WEEK. THAT CHRIST IS

Risks—His appearance to the Women—Ter
Guards Bribed to give a False account of
the Resurrection. (=Mark, 16. 1-8; Luke, 34. l-te;
John, 90. L)
The Resurrection Announced to the Women [v. 1-8}.
1. In the end of the sabbath, as it began to dawn. After
the Sabbath, as It grew toward daylight.' toward the
first day of the week. Luke (24. 1) lias it, " very early
in the morning"— properly, 'at the first appearance
of day-break;' and corresponding with this, John
iju. U says, "when It was yet dark." See on Mark.
16. 2. Not an hour, it would seem, was lost by those
dearloversof the Lord Jesus, came alary Magdalene,
and the other Mary— "the mother of James and Joses"
(see on ch. 27. 66, 61), to see the sepulcnre—with a view
to the anointing of the body, for which they had.
made all their preparations. See on Mark, it*, l. 'Z
And. behold, there was— i.e., there bad been, before
the arrival of the women, a great earthquake; for the
angel of the Lord descended from heaven, &c. And this
was the state of things when the women drew near.
Some judicious critics think all this was transacted
while the women were approaching; but the view wo
have given, which is the prevalent one, seems the
more natural. All this august preparation—recorded
by Matthew alone—bespoke the grandeur of the exit
which was to follow. The angel sat upon the huge*
stone, to overawe, with the lightning-lustre that
darted from him, the Roman guard, and do honourto his rising Lord. 3. His countenance—or. ' appear
ance,' was like lightning, and his raiment white as
snow—the one expressing the glory, the other the
purity of the celestial abode from which he came. 4.
And for fear of him the keepers did shake, and became as
dead men. Is the sepulchre "sure" now, O ye chief
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by the CJtief Priests.
rnests ? He that ntteth in the heavens doth laugh tion. we will persuade him, and secure you. The " we"'
M -■ on & And the angel answered and said onto the and the "you" are emphatic here—'We shall [take
Tvcen, Fear not ye. The " ye" here is emphatic, to care to! persuade him and keep you from trouble,'
< mtraat their cane with that of the guards, ' Let or 'save yon harmless/ The grammatical form of
■ ...se puny creatures, sent to keep the Living One this clause Implies that the thing supposed was ex
. -^r-ng the dead, for fear of Me shake and become as pected to happeu. The meaning then is, 'If this
<:**d men <e. 4); bnt ye that have come hither on come before the governor—as it likely will—we shall
i notber errand, fear not ye.' for I know that ye seek see to It that,' &c. The "persuasion" of Pilate
Jesus, which was crucified— "Jesus the Crucified.* 6, meant, doubtless, quieting him by a bribe, which we
3- u net here; for he is risen, as he said, bee on Luke, know otherwise he was by no means above taking
M 5-T. Come, as in ch. 11. 28, see the place where the (like Felix afterwards. Acts, 24. 26i. 15. So they took
Irrd lay. Charming invitation! 'Come, see the spot the money, and did as they were taught—thus consent
»herc the Lord of glory lay: now it is an empty grave: ing to brand themselves with infamy—and this saying
lie lie* not, but He lay there. Come, feast your eyes is commonly reported among the Jews until this day—to
<i it !' But see on John, 20. 12. 7. And go quickly, the date of the publication of this GospeL The
—i tell his disciples. For a precious addition to this, wonder is that so clumsy and incredible a story
'am 00 Mark. 1A. 7. that he is risen from the dead; and, lasted so long. But those who are resolved not to
otaeld. ha goeth before yon into Galilee—to which those come to the light will catch at straws. Justin
mmen belonged fch. 37. 65). there shall ye see him. Martyr, who flourished about a.i>. 170, says, in his
This mast refer to those more public manifestations 'Dialogue with Trypho the Jew,' that the Jews dis
'4 Himself to large numbers of disciples at once, persed the story by means of special messengers sent
which He vouchsafed only in Galilee; (or individually to every country.
He was seen of some of those very women almost
10-20. Jehus Meets with the Disciples ok a
r-Djoediately after this {e. 0. 10}. lo, I have told you. Mountain in Galilee, and oives forth the
tietoidU ye hare this word from the world of light ! Great Commission. 16. Then the eleven disciples
h. And they departed quickly. Mark (16. 8) says "they went away into Galilee—but certainly not before the
-ueCT from the sepulcure with fear and great Joy. How second week after the resurrection, and probably
: atural this combination of feelings! See on a similar somewhat later, into a mountain where Jesus had ap
^ element of Mark, la 11. and did run to bring his pointed them. It should have been rendered 'the
-■■wrpi— word. " Neither said they anything to any mountain,' meaning some certain mountain which
-nan Iby the way]; for they were afraid" (Mark, 16. 8). He had named to thorn—probably the night before
Appearance to the Women (v. 9, 10). This appear- He suffered, when He said, "After I am risen, I will
isoe is recorded only by Matthew. 9. And as they go before you into Galilee" (ch. 2a 32; Mark. 11. 28).
■'-: ts> tell his disciples, behold, Jesus met them, saying, What it was can only be conjectured; but of the two
A3 asD <—the usual salute, but from the lips of Jesus between which opinions are divided—the Mount of
'earing a higher signification. And they came and the Beatitudes or Mount Tabor—the former is much
-tii him by the feet How truly womanly ! and wor- the more probable, from its nearness to the sea of
iai?ped him. 10. Then said Jesus unto them. Be not Tiberias, where last before this the Narrative tells
afraid. What dear associations would these familiar us that He met and dined with seven of them.
words—now uttered in a higher style, but by the {John, 21. l, &c.) That the interview here recorded
•iroe Ltps—bring rushing back to their recollection! was the same with that referred to in one place only
. a tall my brethren that they go into Galilee, and there —1 Corinthians, 15. 6—when " He was seen of above
■ail they see me. The brethren here meant must five hundred brethren at once; of whom the greater
tire been His brethren after the flesh (ch. 13. £6); for part remained unto that day, though some were
Ha brethren in the higher sense (see on John, 20. i?j fallen asleep," is now the opinion of the ablest students
1 vi aereraJ meetings with Him at Jerusalem be/ore of the Evangelical History. Nothing can account
He went to Galilee, which they would have missed for such a number as five hundred assembling at
if they had been the persons ordered to Galilee to one spot but the expectation of some promised mani
festation of their risen Lord; and the promise before
CL-*et Him.
rne Owards Bribed (p. 11-15). The whole of this His resurrection, twice repeated after it, best ex
- ^Ttant portion is peculiar to Matthew. 11. How plains this Immense gathering. 17. And when they
■ - a thry were going— while the women were on their saw him, they worshipped him; but some doubted—cer
• >y to deliver to His brethren the message of their tainly none of " the Eleven." after what took place
ruen Lord, some of the watch came into the city, and at previous interviews in J erusalem. But if the five
i^sved sate the chief priests all the things that were done. hundred were now present, we may well believe this
SLttple. unsophisticated soldiers! How could ye of some of them. 19. Go ye therefore, and teach all
taaime that such a tale as ye had to tell would not nations—rather, * make disciples of all nations;' for
*i owe commend itself to your sacred employers ? "teaching," in the more usual sense of that word.
Had they doubted this for a moment, would they comes in afterwards, and is expressed by a different
mt« vectored to go near them, knowing it was death term, baptizing them in the name, it should be, ' into
t * Eoman soldier to be proved asleep when on the name;' as in l Corinthians, in. 2, "And were all
-~car4.?sasd of course that was the only other explana baptized unto for rather 'into'] Moses;1' and Galation of the case. 12. And when they were assembled tians, 3. 27, " For as many of yon as have been bap
•fie Us elders. But Joseph at least was absent; tised into Christ" of the Father, and of the Bon. and
1 '^aaLei probably also; and perhaps others, and had of the Holy Ghost ; 30- Teaching them. This is teaching
' Jtec as£ns*l. they gave large money unto the soldiers. in the more usual sense of the term; or instructing
It would need » good deal: but the whole case of the the converted and baptized disciples, to observe all
Jewish authorities was now at stake. With what things whatsoever I have commanded you: and. lo, I.
contempt must these soldiers have regarded the The "I" here is emphatic It is enough that J am
-1 •Ttsh ecclesiastics ! 13. Saying, Say ye. His disciples with you alway— 'all the daye;' it., till making con
case by night, and stole him away while we slept—which, verts, baptizing, and building them up by Christian
*a we hare observed, was a capital offence for soldiers instruction, shall be no more, even unto the end of the
<-.a surd. 14. And if this come to the governor's ears— world. Amen. This glorious Commission embraces
niher, ' If this come before the governor;' i.e.. not two primary departments, the Missionary and the
in Us way of mere report, but for judicial investiga- Pastoral, with two sublime and comprehensive
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Kvcouragevunii to undertake and go through with
them.
First. The Missionary department I*. 18): "Go.
make disciples of all nations." In the corresponding
passage of Mark (10. 15), it is. "Go ye into all the
world, and preach the Gospel to every creature."
The only difference is. that in this passage the sphere.
In its world-wide compass and its universality of
objects, is more fully and definitely expressed; while
in the former the great aim and certain result is
delightfully expressed In the command to " make
disciples of all nations." ' Go. conquer the world for
Me; carry the glad tidings into all lands and to every
ear. and deem not this work at an end till all nations
shall have embraced the Gospel and enrolled them
selves My disciples.' Now, Was all this meant to
be done by the Eleven men nearest to Him of the
multitude then crowding around the risen Redeemer?
Impossible. Was it to be done even in their lifetime?
Surely not. In that little band Jesus virtually ad
dressed Himself to all who. in every age. should take
up from them the same work. Before the eyes of the
Church's risen Head were spread out. in those Eleven
men. all His servants of every age; and one and all of
them received His commission at that moment
Well, what next? Set the seal of visible discipleship
upon the converts, by "baptizing them into the
name." i.e.. Into the whole fulness of the grace "of
the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost,"
as belonging to them who believe. (See on 2 Co
rinthians, is. 14.) This done, the Missionary depart
ment of your work, which in its own nature is tem-

THE

GOSPEL

1 porary. must merge in another, which Is permanent.
This is.
Second, The Pastor at, department (v. SO): " Teach
them"—teach these baptized members of the Church
visible—"to observe all things whatsoever I have
commanded you." My apostles, during the three
years ye have been with Me.
What must have been the feelings which such a
Commission awakened ? * We conquer the world for
Thee, Lord, who have scarce conquered our own mis
givings—we, fishermen of Galilee, with no letter-*, no
mean?, no Influence over the humblest creature?
Nay, Lord, do not mock us.' 'I mock you not, nor
send you a warfare on your own charges. For'— Here
we are brought to
Third, The Encouragements to undertake and so
through with this work. These are two; one in the
van, the other in the rear of the Commission itself.
First Encouragement : " All power In heaven"—-the
whole power of Heaven's love and wisdom and
strength, "and all power In earth'"— power over ail
persons, all passions, all principles, all movements —
to bend them to this one high object, the evangelisa
tion of the world: All this " Is given unto Me," as the
risen Lord of all, to be by Me placed at your commami
—" Go ye therefore." But there remains a
Second Encouragement: "And lo! I am with you
all the days"—not only to perpetuity, but without
one day's interruption, "even to the end of the
world." The "Amen" is of doubtful genuineness in
this place. If. however, it belongs to the text it is
the Evangelist's own closing word.

ACCORDING

TO

S. MARK.
CHAPTF.R I.
Ter. 1-8. The Preaching aki> Baptism of
John. (=Matthew, 3. 1-12: Luke. 3. 1-18.) 1. The be
ginning; of the gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son of God.
By the " Gospel" of Jesus Christ here is evidently
meant the blessod Story which our Evangelist is
about to tell of His Life. Ministry, Death. Resur
rection, and Glorification, and of the begun Gather
ing of Believers in His Name. The abruptness with
which he announces his subject, and the energetic
brevity with which, passing by all preceding events,
he hastens over the ministry of John and records
the Baptism and Temptation of Jesus- as if im
patient to come to the Public Life of the Lord of
glory— have often been noticed as characteristic of
this Gospel : a Gospel whose direct, practical power
and singularly vivid setting impart to it a preciousness peculiar to itself. What strikes every one is,
that though the briefest of all the Gospels, this is in
some of the principal scenes of our Lord's history the
futleat. But what is not so obvious is. that wherever
the finer and subtler feelings of humanity, or the
deeper and more peculiar hues of our Lord's character
were brought out, these, though they should be
lightly passed over by all the other Evangelists, are
sure to be found here, and in touches of such quiet
delicacy and power, that though scarce observed by
the cursory reader, they leave Indelible impressions
upon all the thoughtful, and furnish a key to much
that is in the other Gospels. These few opening
words or the Second Gospel are enough to show,
that though it was the purpose of this Evangelist to
record chiefly the outward and palpable facts of our
Lord's public life, he recognised in Uim. in common

with the Fourth Evangelist, the glory of the Only
begotten of the Father. 2. As it is written in the
Prophets Malachi, 3. 1: and Isaiah, 40. 3), Behold. I
send my messenger before thy nice, which shall prepare
thy way before thee. 3. The voice of one crying in the
wilderness. Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make bis
paths straight. The second of these quotations U
given by Matthew and Luke in the same connection,
but they reserve the former quotation till they have
occasion to return to the Baptist, after his imprison
ment (Matthew. 11. in; Luke, 7. 27). I Instead of the
words, "as it is written in the Prophets." there is
weighty evidence in favour of the following reading:
'As it is written in Isaiah the prophet" This read
ing is adopted by all the latest critical editors, if
it be the true one. it is to be explained thus—that of
the two quotations, the one from Malachi is but a
later development of the great primary one in Isaiah.
from which the whole prophetical matter here quoted
takes its name. But the received text is quoted by
IrenjKus, before the end of the second century, and
the evidence in its favour is greater in amount, if not
in weight The chief objection to it is, that if this
was the true reading, it is difficult to see how the
other one could have got in at all : whereas, if it be
not the true reading, it is very easy to see how it
found its way into the text, as it removes the start
ling difficulty of a prophecy beginning with the words
of Malachi being ascribed to Isaiah.] For the exposi
tion, see on Matthew, 3, 1-6. U.
0-11. Baptism or Christ, and Descent, or the
Spirit upon Him immediately thereafter. (=
Matthew, 3. 13-17; Luke, 3. n, at) See on Matthew,
3. 13-17.
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is. IX Tmkttjltxom or Christ. (=Matthew, 4. or rage (r. mj He would right willingly permit. 26.
Ml: Lake, v 1 ill See on Matthew. 4. ill.
And when the nnclean spirit had torn him. Luke (4. 33)
14-SO. Chsist BBGINS His Galilean Ministrt says, "When he had thrown him in the midst"
-Calling or Simon and Andrew, James and Malignant cruelty—just showing what he icoutd hare
Jon. See on Matthew, 4. 12-22.
done, if permitted to no further: it was a last lliny!
aja H kali no or a Demoniac in the Syna- and cried with a loud voice—the voice of enforced sub
OOOCTK Or CAPERNAUM. AND THRRBAFTKR or mission and despair— he came oat of him. Luke (4. 33;
Simon's Mother in law and many others— adds, " and hurt him not." Thus impotent were tho
juc9, stem dat, is round in a solttaby place malignity and rage of the impure spirit when under
AT MOMNINO PbATBBB. AND IB ESTREATED TO RE- the restraint of " the Stronger than the strong one
TTHJLV. BUT DECLINES, AND GOES FORTH ON HlS armed" (Luke. 11. 21, til. 27. What thing is this!
Fibbt Missionary Circuit. —Luke. 4. 31-44: Mat what new doctrine {'teaching') is this? The audience,
thew, a. 14-17; 4. 23-23.) 21. And they went into Caper- rightly apprehending that the miracle was wrought to
itiiu- see on Matthew. 4. 13- and straightway on the illustrate the teaching and display the character and
sabbath day ha entered Into the synagogue, and taught glory of the Teacher, begin by asking what novel kind
This should have been rendered, ' straightway on of teaching this could be. which was so marvellously
the sabbaths He entered Into the synagogue and attested. 28. And immediately his fame spread abroad
taught.' or 'continued to teach.' The meaning it. throughout all the region round about Galilee- rather,
that as He began this practice on the very first Sab- * the whole region of Galilee;' though some, as Meter,
hath after coming to settle at Capernaum, so He con- and Eluoott. explain it of tho country surrounding
OBBed it regularly thereafter. 22. And they were Galilee. 20. And forthwith, when they were come out of
ii-ucushed at his doctrine— or 'teaching* — referring the synagogue— so also in Luke, 4. 38, they entered into
Mate as much to the manner as the matter of it. for the house of Simon and Andrew, with James and John.
it taught them as one that had authority, and not as the The mention of these four—which is peculiar to Mark
wribts. See on Matthew, 7. 28, 29. 23. And there was —is the first of those traces of Peter's hand in this
la their synagogue a man with [lit., 'in') an unclean Gospel, of which we shall come to many more. The
spirit—*.*« so entirely under demoniacal power that house being bis, and the disease and cure so nearly
his personality was sunk for the time in that of the affecting himself, it is interesting to observe this
spirit. The frequency with which this character of minute specification of the number and names of the
impurity' is ascribed to evil spirits— some twenty witnesses ; interesting also as the first occasion on
antes in the Gospels-is not to be overlooked, and which the sacred triumvirate of Peter and James and
be cried out, 24. Saying, Let Ins I alone—or rather, John are selected from amongst the rest, to be a
j crisps. *ah!' expressive of mingled astonishment and threefold cord of testimony to certain events in their
(9Tur. what have we to do with thee— an expression of Lord's life (see on ch. 5. 37)—Andrew being present on
frayuemt occurrence in the Old Testament (1 Kings, this occasion, as the occurrence took place in his own
C. i-. t Kings, 3. 13; 2 Chronicles, 35. 21, die.) It de house. 30. But Simon's wife's mother lay sick of a fever.
notes 'entire sevaration of interests?—q.d., 'Thou Luke, as was natural in "the beloved physician"
ansl we have nothing in common: we want not Thee: (Colossiana, 4. 14!, describes it professionally; calling
what would st thou with us?' For the analogous ap it a "great fever," and thus distinguishing it from
plication of it by our Lord to His mother, see on that lighter kind which the Greek physicians were
John. 2. 4. I thou J Jesus of Naxarethl—'Jesus, Naza- wont to call "small fevers," as Galen, quoted by
rsme* an epithet originally given to express contempt. Wethtein, tells us. and anon— or 'immediately' they
but soon adopted as the current designation by tell him of her— naturally hoping that His compassion
tsxwe who held our Lord in honour (Luke, IS. 37; ch. and power towards one of His own disciples would
is. 6; Acts, x 29—art thou come to destroy usl In the not be less signally displayed than towards the
ease of the Gadarene demoniac the question was, demonued stranger in the synagogue. 31. And ha
" Art thou come hither to torment us before the came and took her by the hand— rather. ' And advanc
tmse?" (Matthew. A 2D.) Themselves tormentors and ing. He took her,' &c. The beloved physician again
destroyers of their victims, they discern in Jesus is very specific: " And He stood over her." and lifted
tftscr own destined Tormentor and Destroyer, anti- her up. This act of condescension, much felt doubt
clpBjgfcBBj and dreading what they know and feel to be less by Peter, is recorded only by Murk, and Imme
*waiting them ! Conscious, too, that their powerwas diately the fever hit her, and she ministered onto them—
but permitted and temporary, and perceiving In Him, preparing their Sabbath-meal : 111 token both of the
ptraapT. the Woman's Seed that was to bruise the perfectness and immediateness of the cure, and of her
head and destroy the works of the devil, they regard gratitude to the glorious Healer. 32. And at even,
Hfe approach to them on this occasion as a signal to when the sun did set—so Matthew, 8. 10. Luke (4. 40)
>t so their grasp of this miserable victim. I know says it was setting they brought unto him all that were
t^M who thou art, the Holy One of God. This and other diseased, and them that were possessed with devils—* the
eves more glorious testimonies to our Lord were demonized.' From Luke, 13. 14, we see bow unlaw
fives, as we know, with no good will, but in hope that ful they would have deemed it to bring their sick to
by to* acceptance of them He might appear to the Jesus for a cure during the Sabbath hours. They
peofis to be in league with evil spirits—a calumny waited, therefore, till these were over, and then
which His enemies were ready enough to throw out brought them in crowds. Our Lord afterwards took
avanut Him. Bat a Wiser than either was here, who repeated occasion to teach the people by example,
israrUhly rejected and silenced the testimonies that even at the risk of His own life, how superstitious
came to Him from beneath, and thus was able to a straining of the Sabbath-rest this was. 33. And all
rebat the Imputations of His enemies against Him the city was gathered together at thedoor-of Peter's
f Matthew. 12, 24-30*. The expression. " Holy One of house: i.e., the sick and those who brought them, and
God," seems evidently taken from that Messianic the wondering spectators. This bespeaks the pres
Psalm (14 10), in which He is styled "Thine Holy ence of an eye-witness, and is one of those lively
One," 23. And Jeans rebuked him, saying. Hold thy specimens of word-painting so frequent in this Gosseas*, sad cams out of him. A glorious word of com- peL 34. And he healed many that were sick of divers
Bttaa. Bexjel remarks that it was only the testi diseases, and cut out many devils. In Matthew, 8. 16,
mony borne to Himself which our Lord meant to | it is said. " He cast out the spirits with His word ;"
sUtsc*. That he should afterwards cry out for fear 1 or rather, with a word'— » word of command, and
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niffered not the devils to speak, Vcanse they knew him. In every other step of His work. He acted—" I must
Evidently they would have spoken, if permitted, pro preach the kingdom of God to other cities also: for
claiming His Messiahship in such terms as in the therefore*'—or, 'to tliis end'—"am I sent." An act
synagogue; but once in one day, and that testimony of self-denial It doubtless was, to resist such plead
immediately silenced, was enough. See on r. 24. ings to return to Capernaum. But there were over
After this account of His miracles of healing, we have mastering considerations on the other side.
fn Matthew, s. 17, this pregnant quotation, "That it
40-4&. Healing or a LEFXB.(=Matthew, s. 1-4 :
might be fulfilled which was spoken by Esaias the Luke, 6. 12-10.) See on Matthew. 8. l-i.
prophet, saying (S3. 4), Himself took our infirmities,
CHAPTER IL
and bore our sicknesses." 35. And in the morning—
Ver, 1-12. Healino or a Paralytic. (=Matthew.
i.e., of the day after tills remarkable Sabbath; or, on 9. 1-8: Luke. 6. 17-26.) This incident, as remarked on
the Ftrat day of the week. His choosing this day to Matthew, 9. l, appears to follow next in order of
inaugurate a new and gloriouB stage of His public time after the cure of the Leper (ch. l. 40-45). 1. And
work, should be noted by the reader, risingup a great again he entered into Capernaum—" His own city" (Mat
while before day— 'while it was yet night.* or long before thew. 9 l), and It was noised that he was in the house —
day-break, he went oat—from Peter's house, where no doubt of Simon Peter (ch. 1. 29?. 2. And straightway
He slept, all unperceived, and departed into a solitary many were gathered together, insomuch that there was
place, and there prayed — or, 'continued in prayer.' no room to receive them, no, not so much as about the door.
He was about to begin His first preaching and heaJU This 1b one of Mark's graphic touches. No doubt.
ing Circuit: and as on similar solemn occasions (Luke, in this case, as the scene occurred at his informant's
fi. 16; 6. 12; 9. is. 28. 29; ch. c. 46). He spentsome time in own door, these details are the vivid recollections of
special prayer, doubtless with a view to it. What that honoured disciple, and he preached the word unto
would one not give to have been, during the stillness them—i.e., ln-doors ; but in the hearing, doubtless,
of those yrey morning-hours, within hearing—not of of the multitude that pressed around. Had He gone
His "strong crying and tears," for He had scarce forth, as He naturally would, the paralytic's faith
arrived at the stage for that—but of His calm, exalted would have had no such opportunity to display
anticipations of the work which lay immediately itself. Luke (.'.. 17) furnishes an additional and very
before Him, and the outpourings of His soul about important incident in the scene—as follows: "And it
it into the bosom of Him that sent Him ! He had came to pass on a certain day. as He was teaching,
doubtless enjoyed some uninterrupted hours of such that there were Pharisees and doctors of the law
communings with His heavenly Father ere His friends sitting by, which were come out of every town." or
from Capernaum arrived in search of Him. As for 'village.' "of Galilee, and Judea, and Jerusalem."
them, they doubtless expected, after such a day of This was the highest testimony yet borne to our
miracles, that the next day would witness similar Lord's growing influence, and the necessity lncreasmanifestations. When morning came, Peter, loath ingly felt by the ecclesiastics throughout the country
to break in upon the repose of his glorious Guest, of coming to some definite judgment regarding Him.
would await His apivcarance beyond the usual hour; *' And the power of the Lord was [present] to heal
but at length, wondering at the stillness, and gently them"—or, 'was (efficacious] to heal them,' *.«.. the
coming to see where the Lord lay, he finds it—like tick that were brought before Him. So that the
the sepulchre afterwards—empty ! Speedily a party miracle that is now to be described was only the
is made up to go in search of Him. Peter naturally most glorious and worthy to be recorded of many
leading the way. 36. And Simon and they that were then performed ; and what made it so was doubtless
with him followed after him—rather. ' pressed after the faith which was manifested in connection with
Him.' Luke (4, 42) says. "The multitudes sought it, and the proclamation of the forgiveness of the
after Him:" but this would be a party from the town. patient's sins that Immediately preceded it 3. And
Mark, having his information from Peter himself. they come unto him—i.e. towards the house where He
speaks only of what related directly to him. *' They was, bringing one sick of the palsy—" lying on a bed*
that were with him" would probably be Andrew his (Matthew, 9. 2), which was borne of four —a graphic
brother. James and John, with a few other choice particular of Mark only. 4. And when they couid not
brethren. 37. And when they had found him—evidently come nigh unto him for the press—or, as in Luke. " when
after some search, they said onto him. All men seek for they could not find by what way they might bring him
thee. By this time, "the multitudes" who, according in because of the multitude," they "went upon the
to Luke, "sought after Him"—and who. on going to house-top "—the flat or terrace-roof, universal in
Peter's house, and there learning that Peter and a eastern houses— and uncovered the roof where he was:
few more were gone in search of Him. had set out on and when they had broken it up. they let down the bed
the same errand—would have arrived, and "came —or portable couch, wherein the sick of the palsy lay.
unto Him and stayed Him, that He should not de Luke says, they " let him down through the tiling
part from them" (Luke, 4. 42); all now urging His with his couch Into the midst before Jesus." Their
return to their impatient townsmen. 38. And he said whole object was to bring the pattent into the presence
unto them. Let us go—or. according to another reading, of Jesus; and this not being possible in the ordinary
'Let us go elsewhere.' into the next towns—rather, way, for the multitude that surrounded Him. they
* unto the neighbouring village-towns;* meaning those took the very unusual method here described of
places intermediate between towns and villages, with accomplishing their object, and succeeded. Seven*.I
which the western side of the sea of Galilee was explanations have been given of the way in which i h i
studded, that I may preach there also: for therefore came was done; but unless we knew the precise plan of
I forth—not from Capernaum, as de "Wette miserably the house, and the part of it from which Jesus taught
interprets, nor from His privacy in the desert place. —which may have been a quadrangle or open court.
as Meyer, no better; but from the Father. Of. John, within the buildings of which Peter's house was one,
16. 28. " 1 came forth from the Father, and am come or a gallery covered by a verandah—it Is impossible
into the world," &c.—another proof, by the way. that to determine precisely how the thing was done.
the lofty phraseology of the Fourth Gospel was not One thing, however, is clear, that we have both the
unknown to the authors of the others, though their accounts from an eye-witness, 5. Wrten Jesnn saw
design and point of view are different. The language their faith. It is remarkable that all the three narra
in which our Lord's reply is given by Luke (4. 43) tives call It " their faith" which Jesus saw. That the
expresses the high necessity under which, in this as patient himself had faith, we know from the pro70
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Parable of Me Smccr.
daraatlon of his forgiveness, which .lesns made before I the miracles wrought and the forgiveness of sins proail: mad we should have been apt to conclude that hia I n™"ce'1 by Human Lips. In Matthew 18. 8* it is
ft>or friends bore him to Jesus merely out of benevoThey marvelled, and glorified Ood, which had given
N-nt compliance with the urgent entreaties of the poor such power unto men." At forgiving power thev
«n?erer. But here we learn, not only that his bearers 1 wondered not. but that a man, to all appearance like
rui the same faith with himself, but that Jesns one of themselves, should possess it !
Bsrked it as a faith which was not to be defeated
13-17. Levi's (or Matthew's) Call and Feast.
—a faith victorious over all difficulties. This was l=Matthew, 9. 9-13; Luke, 6. 27-32.) See on Matthew
tb* faith for which He was ever on the watch, and 9. 9-13.
•inch He never saw without marking, and, in those
18-22. Discourse on Fasting. (=Matthew u
vho needed anything from Him. richly rewarding. 14-17 ; Luke. 6. 33-39.) Bee on Luke, s. 33-39.
=* said unto the sick of tbe palsy. Son. " be of Rood
23-28. PLUCKINO CoRN-EARS ON THE SABBATH
'hrer" Matthew. 9. a. thy sins ha forgiven thes. By day. (=Matthew, 12. 1-8; Luke. «. 1-6.) See on Mattiie word " be." our translators perhaps meant "are," thew, 12. 1-8.
•a en Lake rs. 20). For It is not a command to his sins
CHAPTER III.
to depart, but an authoritative proclamation of the
Ver. M± The Healing or a Withered Hand
asa's pardoned state as a believer. And yet. as the on the Sabbath day, and retirement or Jesus
Pharisee* understood onr Lord to be dinpenrino par- to avoid danger. (=Matthew, 12. 9-21- Luke 6.
A.a bv this savins, and -Tosus not only acknowledges Ml.) See on Matthew, 12. 9-M.
tnat they were right, but founds His whole argument
13-19. The Twelve Apostles Chosen. See on
•-tvwi the correctness of it, we must regard the saying Luke. 0. 12-19.
as a royal proclamation of the man's forgiveness by
20-30. Jesus is Charged with Madness an"
Hnu to whom it belonged to dispense it: nor could Demoniacal Possesbion-His Reply. [=Matthew
—.A a style of addreis be justified on any lower sup- 12 22-37; Luke, 11. u 28.) See on Matthew, is. 22-37
wisrcion. (See on Luke, r. u. *c 1 6. But there wsre and on Luke, 11 21-28.
*rtaia «f the scribes—"anil the Pharisees" (Lnke. 5. Ml,
31-34. His Mother and Brethren seek to
crfcssr there—those Jewish ecclesiastics who. .as Luke Speak with Him. and the Reply. l=Matthew.
MM us. " were come out of every village of Galilee, 12. 48-50; Luke, 8 19 21.) See on Matthew, 12. «u-so
sod Judes, and Jerusalem." to make their observa
CHAPTER IV.
tions upon this wonderful Person, in anything but
Ver. 1 29. Parable or the Sower-Reason for
* teachable spirit, though as yet their venomous and Teaching in Parables-Parables or the Herd
tunlooos feeling had not showed itself ; and reason- Growing we Know Not How, and or the
■=* ia their hearts. 7. Why doth this man thus speak Mustard Seed. I=Matthew. u 1-23, 31, 32: Luke.
Hssshsssnes? wtoesn forgive sins but Ood only! In this 8. 4-18.) L And be began again to teach by the sea-side!
■^oud question they expressed a great truth. (See and there was gathered unto him a great multitude—or.
laiah, 41 25 : Micah. 7. IS : Exodus, 34. e. 7. tic) Nor according to another well-supported reading, -a
w" their first question altogether unnatural, though mighty.' or ' immense multitude,' so that he entered
m osor Lord's sole case it was unfounded. That a into a ship-rather. 'Into the ship,' meaning theono
ssaa. to all appearance like one of themselves should mentioned in ch. 3. 9. (See on Matthew, 12. IS.) and
r aim authority and power to forgive sins, they could sat in tbe sea; and the whole multitade was by the sea on
-A. on the first blush of it. but regard as in the last the land—crowded on the sea-shore to listen to Hirn
•!=a»e startling; nor were they entitled even to weigh See on Matthew, 13. 1, 2. 2. And be tanght them many
raea a claim, as worthy of a hearing, save on suppo- things by parables, and said unto them in bis doctrine—
ttion of resistless evidence afforded by Him in sup- or ' teaching.'
r-« of the claim. Accordingly, our Lord deals with
Parable 0/ tltt Sotcfr ,'r. 3-9. 13-201. After this partwos as men entitled to such evidence, and supplies able is recorded, the Evangelist says, v. 10. And when
r.- at the same time chiding them for rashness, in be was alone, they that were about him with the twelve—
«awina harah conclusions regarding Himself. 8. probably those who followed Him most closely and
"J» reason y« these things -or, as in -Matthew, were firmest in discipleship, next to the Twelve.
wherefore think ye evil " in your hearts? 9 asked of him the parable. The reply would seem to in
Wiether ia it easier to say to tbe sick of the palsy. Thy timate that this parable of the Sower was of that
as tc or 'are'j forgiven thee; or to say. Arise, and take fundamental, comprehensive, and introductory
«s thy bed. and walk! "Is it easier to command away character which we have assigned to it 'see on
«ssa»s than to bid away sin ? If. then. I do the one Matthew. 13. I). 13. Know ye not this parable T and
•Wch you can see. know thus that I have done the how then will ye know all parables? Probably this was
>«ssiwhiehyoucannotsee.' 10. But that ye may know said not so much in the spirit of rebuke, as to call
°J* *e Sou ef man hath power on earth to forgive tins- their attention to the exposition of it which He was
•--si fcraricg power dwells In the Person of this
about to give, and so train theru to the right appre
Man. at ht exercised by Him while on this earth hension of His future parables. As in the parables
"' :**« out and in with you'—(be saith to the sick of which we havo endeavoured to explain in Matthew
'■-"; pahj.1 It, I say unto thee. Arise, and take up thy 13., we shall take this parable and the Lord's own
•e*. lad ft thy way into thiaa house. This taking up exposition of the different parts of it together
the portable couch, and walking home with it, was
The Sower, the Seed, and the Soil. 3. Hearken'- iOfci w prove the completeness of the cure. 12. Behold, there went out a sower to sow. What means'
Aid QRaattateJy he arose, took up the bed. -Sweet say- this! 14. The sower soweth the word-or. as in Luke
nut." ssrs Benoel: 'The bed had borne the manit ■» the man bore the bed. ' and went forth before them (8. 11), " Now the parable is this : The seed is </«• wor.t
of God." But who is " the sower?' This is not
. -proclaiming by that act to the multitude, whose expressed here, because if " the word of God" be the
"Wring eyes would follow hiin as he pressed seed, every scatterer of that precious seed must be
fn-ootfc them, that He who could work snch a glori- regarded as a sower. It Is true that In the parablo
^smiraeto of healing, must indeed "have power on
jf
es " *" sai<1- " Ho t,,ttt soweth the good
riftti to forgive sins." We never saw it on this fashion—
seed is the Son of Man." as "lie that soweth the
t^vsr av It thus.' or. as we say, ' never saw the tares is the devil" iMatthew, 13. 37. 38). But these
I te In Luke i aii it Is. "We have seen strange are only the great unseen parties, stmsgling in this
*a aurtpected') things to-day"-referrinf both to
world for the possession of man. Each oi these has
Tl
«K
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his wnUtmoiKmen themselves; and Chnst s wnti and the lnsts of other things entering in—or "the plea
In the sowing of the eood seed are the preachers of the sures of this life ' (Luke. 8. 14), choke the word, and it
word Thus, as in all the cases about to be described. becometh unfruitful. First, " The cares of this world"
the Rower is the same, and the seed is the same, -anxious, unrelaiing attention to the business of
while the result is entirely different, the whole differ- this present life; second. "The deceitfnlness of
ence must lie in the soda, which mean the different richos"-of those riches which are the fruit of this
states of the human heart. And so. the great general worldly " care:" third. " The pleasures of this life."
lesson held forth in this parable of the Sower is. or " the lusts of other things entering in"-the enjoy
That however faithful the preacher, and how pure ments, in themselves It may be innocent, which
aoever his messacc. tlu effect of the preaching of the worldly prosperity enables one to indulge. These
word depends upon tlte state of the hearer's heart. "clmk*" or '"•inolhtr" the word: drawing off so mncli
of one's attention, absorbing so much of one's in
Now follow the cases.
First Cast: The Way-bids'. 4. And it came to pats. terest, and using up so much of one's time, that
at he sowed, some fell by the wayside-by the side of the only the dregs of these remain for spiritual things,
hard path through the Held, where the soil was not and a Tagged, hurried, and heartless formalism is at
broken up: and the fowls lof the airl came and devoured length all the religion of such persons. What a vivi d
it up Not only could the seed not get beneath the picture is this of the mournful condition of many,
surface, but "it was trodden down" (Luke,/. 6). especially in great commercial countries, who once
and afterwards picked up and devoured by the promised much fruit ! " They bring no fruit to per
fowls. What means this? 18. And these are they by fection" (Luke, 8. H) ; indicating how much aroiclh
the way-side, where the word is sown: hut. when they there may be, in the early stages of such a case, and
have heard. Ac. -or. more fully. Matthew. 13. 10. promise of fruit-which after all never ripens.
Fourth Case: The Good Ground. 8. And other fell
" When any one heareth the word of the kingdom,
and undcrsUndeth it not, then coineth the wicked on good ground, and did yield fruit, &c The goodness
one. and catcheth away that which was sown in his of this last soil consists in its qualities being pre
heart" The great truth, here taught is. that Hearts cisely the reverse of the other three soils: from its
all unbroken and hard are no fit soil for saetng truth. softness and tenderness, receiving and cherishing the
They apprehend it not (Matthew. 13. 10). as God s seed; from its depth, allowing it to take Arm root.
means of restoring them to Himself: it penetrates and not quickly losing its moisture ; and from Its
not. makes no impression, but lies loosely on the cleanness, giving its whole vigour and sap to the
surface of the heart, till the wicked one—afraid of plant In such a soil the seed "brings forth fruit," l n
losing a victim by his " believing to salvation (Lake. all different degrees of profusion, according to the
8. 12)-flnds some frivolous subject by whose greater measure in which the soil possesses those qualities.
attractions todraw off the attention, and straiKhlwuy So 20. And these are they which are sown on good ground ;
it is gone. Of how many hearers of the word is this such as hear the word, and receive It. and bring forth fruit,
some thirty-fold, some sixty, and some an hundred. A
the graphic but painful history!
Second C.w: The Sionv, or rather. Rocky heart soft and tender, stirred to its depths on the
Ground. 5. And some fell on stouy ground, where it great things of eternity, and jealously guarded from
had not much earth-' the rocky ground;' in Matthew worldly engrossments, such only is the "honest and
(13 SI 'the rocky places;' in Luke, 'the rock. The good heart" (Luke. 8. IS, which "kelps," i>., "retain*."
thing intended is. not ground with stones in it, which the seed of the word, and bears fruit just in proper
would not prevent the roots striking downward, but tion as it is such a heart. Such " bring forth fruit
ground where a quite thin surface of earth covers a with patience" |r. 15i. or continuance, 'enduring to
end;* in contrast with those in whom the word is
rock. What means this? 16. And these are they like the
"choked" and brings no fruit U> perfection. Tho
wise which are sown on stony ground. &c. "Imme
diately" the seed in such caso "springs up"-all the " thirty-fold" is designed to express the lowest degree
quicker from the shallowness of the soil-" because of fmitfulness; the " hundred-fold" the highest ; an<l
It has no depth of earth." But the sun. beating on the "sixty-fold" the intermediate degrees of fruitful
it as quickly scorches and withers it up, " because ness. As ' a hundred-fold.' though not nnexanipjt-l
iGcnesis, 28. 12). is a rare return in the natural hus
It' has no root" <c. 6 . and "lacks moisture" (Luke, 8. bandry,
so the highest degrees of spiritual fiuitfuln. ■■
tj The great truth here taught is that Hearts super
are
too seldom witnessed. The closing words of this
ficially impressed are apt to rtecire tlie truth with
readiness, and even, with jou (Luke, 8. 13): but the heat introductory parable seem designed to call attention
of tribulation or persecution because of the word, or to the fundamental and universal character of it
the trials which their new profession brings upon them 9. And he said unto them. He that hath ears to hear, hi
Quickly dries up their relish for the truth, and mUiers him hear.
Reason for Teaching in. Parables |r. 11, 12). 11, 11
ail the hasty promise of fruit which they shoved.
Such disappointing issues of a faithful and awaken And he said unto them. Unto yon it is given to know tbmystery
of the kingdom of God: but unto them, &c Sirs
ing mlnistry-alas. iiow frequent are they !
Third (ok: The Thorny Ground. 7. And tome on Matthew, 13. 10-1*. 21. And he said unto them. Is i
candle
—
or ' lamp' — brought to be put under a bushel,
fell among thorns, and the thorns grew up, and choked It,
and it yielded no fruit. This case Is that of ground or under a bed? and not to be set on a candlestick ?"that
they
which enter in may sec the light" (Lul.,
not thoroughly cleaned of the thistles, &c; which,
rising above the good seed. " choke" or "smother" it. 8. 16). See on Matthew, 6. 15. of which this Is nearl)
a
repetition.
22. For there is nothing hid. which sruil
excluding light and air. and drawing away the mois
ture and richness of the soU. Hence it " becomes not be manifested, &c. See on Matthew, 10. XJ. 27; bu(
the
connection
there and here is slightly differentunfruitful" (Matthew. 13. 22): it grows, but its growth
is checked, and it never ripens. The evil here is Here the idea seems to be this :—' I have privaun
expounded
to
you
theso great truths, but only that
neither a hard nor a shallow soil—there is softness
enough, and depth enough; but it is the existence in ye may proclaim them publicly; and if ye will not,
it of what draws all the moisture and richness ot the others will. For these are not designed for secret)
soil away to Itself, and so starves Uie plant. What They are imparted to be diffused abroad, and ibex
now are these "thorns?" IB. And these are they shall be so; yea. a time is coming when the most
which are sown among thorns; such as hear tae word. 19. hidden things shall be brought to light ' 23. If aa;
And the cares of this world, and the deccitfuluess of riches. man have ears to hear, let him hear. This for the secou'l
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time on the same subject (see on v. 9). 24. And ha
suth uto them. Take heed what ye hear. In Luke
fs. 16} it is. "Take heed how ye hear." The one im
plies the other, but both precepts are very weighty.
with what measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you.
See on Matthew. 7. 2. and unto you that hear— i.e.,
thankfully, teach ably, profitably, shall more be given.
35 Tar he that hath, to him shall be given; and he that
kala not, from him shall be taken even that which he
Lata—or ** seemeth to have." or * thinketh he hath.'
See on Matthew, 13. 11 This "having" and "tbinkir* he hath" are not different; for when it hangs
kxoely upon him, and Is not appropriated to Its
proper ends and uses, it both is and is not his.
PvratUe nf the Seed Growing We Know Not Hop}
t. K-2*. This beautiful parable la peculiar to Mark,
lt» deuzn is to teach the Imperceptible Grovrth of the
*ct1 sown in the heart, from its earliest stage of
development to the ripest fruits of practical righteous
ness. 36. So is the kingdom of God, as if a man should
cant seed into the ground ; 27. And should sleep, and rise
sight and day— go about his other ordinary occupa
tions, leaving it to the well-known laws of vegetation
under the xenial influences of heaven. This is the
nee of " the earth bringing forth fruit of herself"
:i the next verse. 28. For the earth bringeth forth fruit
■f herself : first the blade, then the ear, after that the
Mi earn in the ear. Beautiful allusion to the succesroq of similar stages, though not definitely-marked
periods, in the Christian life, and generally in the
tragdom of God. 39. But when the fruit is brought
fcrta— to maturity, immediately he putteth in the sickle.
Wans* the harvest la come. This charmingly points to
lb* transition from the earthly to the heavenly con<L£ion of the Christian and the Church.
Psroofe of the Mustard Seed {v. 30-32). For the exK«tion of this portion, see on Matthew, 13. 31, 32.
33. And with many such parables spake he the word
■ata them, as they were able to hear it. Had this been
ujd ia the corresponding passage of Matthew, we
srjcmld have concluded that what that Evangelist
r^arded was but a specimen of other parables spoken
ea the same occasion. But Matthew (13. 34; says. "All
Sfc<*e things spake Jeans unto the multitude in parabtesf" s>nd as Mark records only some of the par
ables which Matthew gives, we are warranted to infer
that the " many such parables" alluded to here mean
ao mora than the full complement of them which
e* and in Matthew. 34. But without a parable spake
a* sat unto then. See on Matthew, 13. 34. and when
taey were alone, he expounded all things to his disciples.
See os r. 22.
3£—V. 2Hl Jesus, Crossing thk Sea of Galilee,
niaacvLousi.T Stills a Tkmpkst— He Cures the
I'usoyiac of Gakara. (=Matthew, 8. 23-34: Luke,
t 22-».) The time of this Section is very definitely
taarked by our Evangelist, and by him alone, in the
oawsng words.
Jena St*U* a Tempest on the Sea of Galilee (v. 35-41).
34. Asa the same day—on which He spoke the memor
able parables of the preceding Section, and of Mat
thew, a. when the even was come. See on ch. 6. 35.
This arast have been the earlier evening—what we
aacedd call the afternoon— since after all that passed
oc the ether side, when Ue returned to the west side,
the people were waiting for Him in great numbers
as. 21; Lake, s. 40). he saith unto them. Let us pass over
tat* the other side—to the east side of the Lake, to
frappte with a desperate case of possession, and set
the captive free, and to give the Gadarenes an oppor
tunity of hearing the message of salvation, amid the
wonder which that marvellous cure was fitted to
awaken and the awe which the subsequent events
could not bat strike into them. 36, And when they
tad asm away the multitude, they took him even as he

on the Sea of Qatitte.

was in the ship—i.e., without any preparation, and
without bo much as leaving the vessel, out of which
He had been all day teaching. And there were also
with him other little ships—with passengers, probably,
wishing to accompany Him. 37. And there arose a
great storm of wind-'a tempest of wind.' To such
sudden squalls the sea of Galilee is very liable from
its position, in a deep basin, skirted on the east by
lofty mountain-ranges, while on the west the hills
are intersected by narrow gorges through which the
wind sweeps across the lake, and raises its waters
with great rapidity into a storm, and the waves beat
into the ship—' kept beating' or ' pitching on the ship/
so that it was now full— rather, 'so that it was already
filling.' In Matthew (8. 24), " Insomuch that the ship
was covered with the waves;" but this is too strong.
It should be, 'so that the ship was getting covered
by the waves.' So we must translate the word used
iu Luke (S. 23)-not as in our version—"And there
came down a storm on the lake, and they were filled
[with water)"-but 'they were getting filled,' i.e., those
who sailed: meaning, of course, that their ship was
so. 38. And be was in the binder—or stern, part of the
ship, asleep on a pillow— either a place in the vessel
made to receive the head, or a cushion for the head
to rest on. It was evening; and after the fatigues of
a busy day of teaching under the hot sun, having
nothing to do while crossing the lake. He sinks into
a deep sleep, which even this tempest raging around
and tossing the little vessel did not disturb, and
they awake him. and say unto him. Master—or 'Teacher.'
In Luke (s. 24) this is doubled—in token of their lifeand-death-earnestness — " Master, Master." caress
thou not chat we perish? Unbelief and fear made them
sadly forget their place, to speak so. Luke has it,
"Lord, save us, we perish." When those accus
tomed to fish upon that deep thus spake, the danger
must have been imminent. They say nothing of what
would become of Him* if they perished; nor think
whether, if He could not perish, it was likely Ho
would let this happen to them: but they hardly knew
what they said. 39. And he arose, and rebuked the
wind—"and the raging of the water" (Luke, 8. 24,,
and said unto the sea. Peace, be still— two sublime words
of command, from a Master to His servants, the
elements. And the wind ceased, and there was a great
calm. The sudden hushing of the wind would not
at once have calmed the sja, whose commotion would
have settled only after a considerable time. But the
word of command was given to both elements at
once. 40. And he said unto them, Why are ye so fearful ?
There is a natural apprehension under danger; but
there was unbelief in their fear. It is worth j of notice
how considerately the Lord defers this rebuke till
He had first removed the danger, In the midst of
which they would not have been in a state to listen
to anything, how is it that ye have no faithl — next
to none, or none in present exercise. In Luke it is,
"Why are ye fearful, O ye of little faith?" Faith
they had, for they applied to Christ for relief : but
little, for they were afraid, though Christ was in the
ship. Faith dispels fear, but only in proportion to
its strength. 41. And they feared exceedingly — were
struck with deep awe, and said one to another. What
manner of man is this, that even the wind and the sea
obey him!—' What is this 1 Israel has all along been
singing of Jehovah, " Thou rulest the raging of the
sea : when the waves thereof arise. Thou stillest
thtrn:" "The Lord on high is mightier than the
noise of many waters, yea, than the mighty waves of
the sea!" (Psalm 8u. 0: 93.4.) But, lo, in this very
boat of ours is One of our own flesh and blood, who
with His word of command hath done the same !
Exhausted with the fatigues of the day. He was but
a moment mo In » d«ei> sleep, undisturbed by the
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howling tempest, and we had to awake Him with by entreating so earnestly not to be ordered nut of
the cry of our terror: but rising at our call. His the country? Their next petition (r. 12) will make
majesty was felt by the raging elements, for they that clear enough. 11. Bow there wss there, nigh unto
wen instantly hushed-" W hac Uahnbk or Man the mountains—rather, 'to the mountain,' according
to what is clearly the true reading. In Matthew.
16TH1B!**
8. 30, they are said to have been "a good way off."
CHAPTER V.
GhrwHM Cure of the (Jadarnie Dtvi»»uu 't». 1-20). But these expressions, far from being inconsistent,
1. And they came over onto the other side of the sea. only confirm, by their precision, the minute accuracy
into the country of the Oadarenea. 2. And when he was of the narrative, a great herd of swine feeding. There
cone out of the ship, immediately tsee v. C there met can hardly be any doubt that the owners of these
him a man with an unclean spirit—"which had devils were Jews, since to them our Lord had now come
(or 'demons'! Jong time" (Luke, g. 27). In Matthew to proffer His services. This will explain what follow*.
(8. 98), "there met Him two men possessed with 12, And all the devils besought him, saying—" if thou
devils.'' Though there be no discrepancy between cast us out" (Matthew, 8. 31). Bend us into the swine.
these two statements—more than between two wit that we may enter into them. Had they spoken out all
nesses, one of whom testifies to something done by their mind, perhaps this would have been it: * If we
one person, while the other affirms that there were must quit our hold of this man. suffer us to continue
two—it is difficult 2b see how the principal details our work of mischief in another form, that by enter
here given could apply to more than one case. 3. ing these swine and thus destroying the people's
Who had Ms dwelling among the tombs. Luke says, property, we may steel their hearts agaiust Thee *'
" He ware no clothes, neither abode in any house." 13. And forthwith Jesus gave them leave. In Matthew
These tombs were hewn out of the rocky caves of the this is given with majestic brevity — "Go!" The
locality, and served for shelters and lurking-places owners, if Jews, drove an illeir.il trade; if heathen*,
(Lake, 8. 961. 4. Because that he had been often bound they insulted the national religion: in either case
with fetters and chains. &c. Luke says (8. 29} that the permission was just. And the unclean spirits went,
" often times it : the unclean spirit) had caught him ;" out (of the man', and entered into the swine: and to*
and after mentioning how they had vainly tried to herd ran violently — or ' rushed' down a steep place—
bind him with chains and fetters, because " he brake 'down the hanging cliff.' into the sea (they were about
the bands," he adds, "and was driven of the devil two thousand). The number of them is given by our
(or 'demon') into the wilderness." The dark tyrant- graphic Evangelist alone, and were choked in these*—
power by which he was held clothed him with super or "perished in the waters" (Matthew, it. 33'. 14
human strength, and made him scorn restraint. And they that fed the swine fled, and told it—" told every
Matthew (8 28) says he was " exceeding tierce, so that thing, and what was befallen to tho possessed of the
no man might pass by that way," He was the terror devils'* i Matthew, 8. 33), in the city, and in the coonu-y
of the whole locality. 5. And always, night and day, And they went out to see what itwas that was done. Tints
he was In the mountains, and in the tombs, crying, and had they the evidence both of the herdsmen and of
cutting himself with stones. Terrible as he was to their own senses to the reality of both miracles. 15.
others, he himself endured untold misery, which And they come to Jesas. Matthew ,8. 34? says, " BehoM.
sought relief in tears and self-inflicted torture. 6. the whole city came out to meet Jestu." and see aim.
But whan he saw Jesus afar off, be ran and worshipped that was possessed with the devil— "the demoniac*!
him—not with the spontaneous alacrity which says to person,' and had the legion, sitting—"at the feet of
Jesus, " Draw me, we will run after thee," but in Jesus." adds Luke (8. 36); in contrast with his former
wardly compelled, with terrific rapidity, before the wUd and wandering habits, and clothed. As our Evan
Judge, to receive sentence of expulsion. 7. What gelist had not told us that he " ware no clothes," the
have I to do with thee. Jesus, Son of the most high God.! meaning of this statement could only have been con
I adjure thee by God, that thou torment me not—or, as in jectured but for "the beloved physician" (Luke, s.
Matthew, 8. 29, "Art thou come to torment us before 27). who supplies the missing piece of information
the timer" See on ch. 1. 24. Behold the tormentor here. This is a striking case of what are called
anticipating, dreading, and entreating exemption Undesigned Coincident** amongst the different Evan
from torment! In Christ they discern their destined gelists: one of them taking a thing for granted, as
Tormentor; the time, they know, is fixed, and they faruliarly known at the time, but wluch we should
feel as if it were come already! (James, 2. 19.) 8. never have known but for one or more of the others,
(For he said unto him—*.«., before the unclean spirit and without the knowledge of which some of their
cried out. Come out of the man, unclean spirit !) Ordi statements would be unintelligible. The clothing
narily, obedience to a command of this nature was which the poor man would feel the waut of. the
immediate. But here, a certain delay is permitted, moment his consciousness returned to him. w««
the more signally to manifest the power of Christ doubtless supplied to him by some of the Twelve.
and accomplish his purposes. 9. And he asked him. and in his rigiit mind — but now, O in what a lofty
What is thy namet The object of this question was sense ! (Cf. an analogous, though a different kind of
to extort an acknowledgment of the virulence of case, Daniel, 4. 34-37.) and they were afraid. .Had this
demoniacal power by which thin victim was en been (*mw only, it had been natural enough; but other
thralled. And he answered, saying. My name is Legion: feelings, alas! of a darker kind, soon showed them
for we are many—or, as in Luke. " because many devils selves. 16. And they that saw it told them how it befell
(or 'demons') were entered into him." A legion, in to him that was possessed with the devil ('thedemonisvd
the Roman army, amounted, at its full complement, person') and also concerning the swine. Thus had they
to six thousand: but here the word is used, a* such the double testimony of the herdsmen and their own
words with us. and even this one, for an indefinitely senses. 17. And they began to pray him to depart oat
large number—large enough however to rush, as soon of their coasts. Was it the owners only of the v&luahle
as permission was given, into two thousand swine property now lost to them that did this? Alas, no :
and destroy them. 10. And he besought him much that For Luke (8. 37, says. " Then the whole multitude of
he would not send them away out of the country. The the country of the Uadarenes round about besought
entreaty. It will be observed, was made by one spirit, Him to depart from them; for they were taken with
but in behalf of many—"he besought Him not to great fear." The evil spirits had thus, alas! their
send them," Ac. — just as in the former verse, "he object Irritatfid. the jteople could not suffer Hii
answered u*. are many." But what do they mean presence; yet awe-struck, tiny dared nut order liuu

fV Woman with an
Isme of Blood Healed.
MARK. V.
(iff: ao they entreat Him to withdraw, and— He takes 24. And Jesus went with him; and much people followed
1MB st their word. 18. be that had been possessed him. and thronged him. The word in Luke is stronger
with the devil prayed him that he might be with him— —'choked,' 'stifled Him.' 26. And had suffered many
tae erateful heart, fresh from the hands of demons, things of many physicians. The expression perhaps
ehagixu; to it* wondrous Benefactor. How exquisitely does not necesarily refer to the suffering she endured
natural ! 19. Howbeit Jesus suffered him not. &a To under medical treatment, but to the much varied
v a missionary for Christ, In the region where be treatment which she underwent, and had spent ail
m so well known and so lonK dreaded, was a far that she had. and was nothing bettered, but rather grew
nobler caffing than to follow Him where nobody had worse. Pitiable case. and affectingly Aggravated; em
ever heard of him, and where other trophies not less blem of our natural state as fallen creatures (Escklel.
LUastriooa could be raised by the same power and 10. 6. fl). and illustrating the worse than vanity of all
craee. SO. And he departed, and began to publish— not human remedies for spiritual maladies (Hosea. 6 13).
entt am one hie friends, to whom Jeans more imme The higher design of all our Lord's miracles of heal
diately sent him, but in Deeapolis—to called, as being ing irresistibly suggests this way of viewing the present
■ r^r.f m of ten cities. (See on Matthew, 4. 26.) how case, the propriety of which will still more appear as
fTta* tiling* Jesus had done for him : and all men did we proceed. 27. When she had heard of Jesus, came.
aurecL Throughout that considerable region did this This was the right experiment at last. What had she
^■saurjoent of mercy proclaim his new-found Lord: " heard of Jesus T* No doubt It was His marvellous
sad some, it is to be hoped, did more than "marvel." cures she had heard of; and the hearing of these, in
tl-tx Tb»Dauoht«kof JaiRrs Raisfi-»to I,in: connection with her bitter experience of the vanity
-i'Jlt Ui.MAS WITH A** ISHI'K OK BLOOD II K AI.K1). of applying to any other, had been blessed to the
-Matthew. 9. 1b-»: Luke, a. 41-66.) The occasion of kindling in her soul of a firm confidence that He
who had so willingly wrought such cures on others
tab seeae will appear presently.
Je*rW Daughter t«. 21-14!. 21. And when Jesus was was able and would not refuse to heal ber also, la
i ever agsia by ship unto the other side—from the the press behind—shrinking, yet seeking, and touched
i side of the lake, where He had parted with his garment According to the ceremonial law, the
i healed demoniac, to the west side, at Capernaum touch of any one having the disease which this
i people gathered unto Uini—who " gladly received woman had would have defiled the person touched.
Ihm: for they were all waiting for Him" (Luke, 8. 40). Some think that the recollection of this may account
The abundant teaching of that day (ch. 4. 1, Arc , and for her stealthily approaching Him in the crowd
Matthew, IX) had only whetted the people's appetite; behind, and touching but the hem of His garment.
sad disappointed, as would seem, that He had left But there was an instinct in the faith which brought
Lhesn in the evening to cross the lake, they remain her to Jesus, which taught her. that if that touch
Nftftt about the beach, having got a hint, probably could set her free from the defiling disease itself, it
t .rough some of His disciples, that He would be back was impossible to communicate defilement to Him.
the suae evening. Perhaps they witnessed at a dis and that this wondrous Healer must be above such
tance the sodden calming of the tempest. The tide laws. 28. For she said—" within herself' (Matthew.
U oar Lord's popularity was now fast rising, and 0. 21), If I may touch but his clothes, I shall be whole—
as was ugh unto the sea. 22. And, behold, there cometh i.e., if I may but come in contact with this glorious
cm of the rulers of the sjnagogne-of which class there Healer at all. Remarkable faith this ! 29. And
■ere bat few who believed in Jesus (John. 7. 4y. One straightway the fountain of her blood was dried up. Not
s «ld suppose from this that the ruler had been with only was " her Issue of blood stanched" (Luke, 8. 44',
is* malttto.de on the shore, anxiously awaiting the bnt the cause of It was thoroughly removed, insomuch
return of Jesus, and immediately on His arrival bad that by her bodily sensations she Immediately knew
*rcu*t*d Him as here related. Bat Matthew (9. i«) herself perfectly cured. 30. And Jesus immediately
befb os that the ruler came to Him while He was knowing in himself that virtue—or 'efficacy'—had gone
is the act of speaking at his own table on the subject out of him. He was conscious of the forth-going of
'J tssruag: amd as we mnst suppose that this converted His healing power, which was not—as in prophets
: uabcaa ought to know what took place on that and apostles— something foreign to Himself and im
aemorable occasion when he made a feast to his parted merely, but what He had dwelling within Him
U*d. we conclude that here the right order is Indi as " His own fulness." turned him about in the press
cated by the First Evangelist alone. Jsiiasby uame —or 'crowd'—and said. Who touched my clothes? 31.
—or ' Jaeirus.' It is the same name asJnir, in the And his disciples said unto him. Luke says (8. 46).
•4d Testament (Numbers, 32. 41; Judges, 10. 3; Eflther, " When all denied, Peter and they that were with
l A i sad when hs saw him, he fell at his feet—In Mat- Him, said. Master," Thou seest the multitude thronging;
teew £> US), "worshipped Him." The meaning is the thee, and sayest thou. Who touched me? ' Askest thou.
sasse in both. 33. And besought him greatly, saying, Lord, who touched Thee ? Bather ask who touched
Mr cttts daughter. Luke (8. 42j says, " He had one Thee not in such a throng.' "And Jesus said, Some
■ Mr daughter, about twelve years of age." Accord body hath touched me" — ' a certain, person bath
ing to a well-known rabbin, quoted by LioirrrooT. touched Me,' "for 1 perceive that virtue is gone
i «*»a«hier. till she had completed her twelfth year, out of Me' (Luke, -\ 46). Yes. the multitude
»ss taEed 'little,' or 'a little niaid i after that, 'a "thronged and prttnd Him" — the>y jostled against
yoang woman' lieth at the point of death. Matthew Him, but all involuntarily; they wore merely carried
lives it tons: ** My daughter is even now dead"—' has along; but one, one only— "a certain person —
pjX expired.' The news of her death reached the touched Hi*," with the conscious, voluntary, defather after the cure of the woman with the issue of Iiendent touch of faith, reaching forth its hand
biood : bat Matthew's brief account gives only the expressly to have contact with Him. This and this
mb. as in the case of the centurion's servant (Mat only Jesus acknowledges and seeks out. Even so, as
thew, a. a, dec), come and lay thy bauds on her, that Auouhtin long ago said, multitudes still come simi
as* ssay be healed; and she shall live—or. * that she may larly close to Chritt in the means of grace, but all to no
be healed and live/ according to a fully preferable purpose, being only sucked into the crowd. The volun
readiest In one of the class to which this man be- tary, living contact of faith is that electric conductor
kssged. so steeped in prejudice, such faith would which alone draws virtue out of Htm. 33. And he
looked round about to see h«r that had done this thing—
isit-iy more tban in others.
Xm Woman via* on luue of Blood Heated (r. 24-S4). not tor the purpose of summoning forth a culprit.
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but, as we shall presently see. to obtain from the
healed one a testimony to what He had done for her.
33. Bat the woman, fearing and trembling, knowing* what
was done in her — alarmed, as a humble, shrinking
female would naturally be, at the necessity of so
public an exposure of herself, yet conscious that Bhe
bad a tale to tell which would speak for her. came
and fell down before him, and told him all the truth. In
Lake (8. 4*| it is, " When the woman saw that she
was not bid, she came trembling, and falling down
before Him, she declared unto Him before all the
people for what cause she had touched Him, and
how she was healed immediately.'' This, though it
tried the modesty of the believing woman, was just
what Christ wanted in dragging her forth, her public
testimony to the facta of her case—the disease with
her abortive efforts at a cure, and the instantaneous
and perfect relief which her touching the Great Healer
bad brought her. 34. And he said unto her. Daughter
— " be of good comfort" (Luke, 8. 48), thy faith hath
mtde thee whole; go In peace, and be whole of thy plague.
Though healed as soon as she believed, it seemed to
hera stolen cure—she feared to acknowledge it. Jesus
therefore sets His royal seal upon it. But what a
glorious dismissal from the lips of Him who is " our
Peace" is that "Go in peace ! "
Jaxrut Daughter Raised to Life (v. 35-43). 35. Thy
daughter is dead: why troublest thou the Master— 'the
Teacher*—any further f 36. he salth unto the raler of
the synagogue. Be not afraid, only believe. Jesus know
ing how the heart of the agonized father would sink
at the tidings, and the reflections at the d-lau which
would be apt to rise in bis mind, hastens to reassure
him. and in His accustomed style ; " Be not afraid,
only believe"—words of unchanging prcciousness and
power! How vividly do such incidents bring out
Christ's knowledge of the human heart and tender
sympathy! (Hebrews. 4. 16.}. 37 And he suffered no
man to follow him, save Peter, and James, and John the
brother of James. Bee on ch. 1. 29. 38. And he cometh
—rather ' they come'—to the house of the ruler of the
synagogue, and seeth the tumult, and them that wept and
wailed greatly— " the minstrels and the people making
a noise" (Matthew, 9. 23) — lamenting for the dead.
(See 3 Chronicles, 36. 26; Jeremiah, 9. 20: Amos, 6. 16.)
39. And when he was come in, he saith unto them. Way
make ye this ado, and weep? the damsel is not dead,
but aleepeth—so brief her state of death as to be more
like a short sleep. 40. And they laughed him to scorn—
rather, simply, 'laughed at Him'—" knowing that she
was dead" (Luke. 8. 63): an important testimony this
to the reality of her death. But when he had put
them all oat. The word Is strong— 'when he had
put/ or * turned them all out;1 meaning all those who
were making this noise, and any others that may
have been there from sympathy, that only those
might be present who were most nearly concerned,
and those whom He had H imself brought as witnesses
of the great act about to be done, he taketh the father
and the mother of the damsel, and them that were with
him (Peter, and James, and John), and entereth in
where the damsel was lying. 41. And he took the damsel
by the band—as He did Peter's mother-in-law {ch. 1. 31)
—and said unto her, Talitha cumi. The words are
Aramaic, or Syro-Chaldaic the then language of
Palestine. Mark loves to give such wonderful words
just as they were spoken. See ch. 7. 34; 14. 36, 43. And
straightway the damsel. The word here is different
from that In r. 30,40, 41, and signifies 'young maiden,'
or 'little girl.' arose, and walked— a vivid touch evi
dently from an eye-witness—for she was of the age of
twelve years. And they were astonished with a great
astonishment. The language here is the strongest.
43. And he charged them strsitly—or strictly, that no
man should know it. The only reason we can assign
Tt

Herod's View of Christ.

for this is His desire not to let the public feeling
regarding Him come too precipitately to a crisis, and
commanded that something should be given her to eat— in
token of perfect restoration.
CHAPTER VL
Vt. 1-a. Christ Rejected at N\k*rkth.
(=Matthew, 13. 64-68; Luke, 4, 16-30.) See on Luke,
4. 10-30.
713. Mission of the Twelve Apostlba. f=Matthew. io. 1, 6-16; Luke, 9. 1-6.) See on Matthew, 10. 1.
6-16.
14-29. Hkrod thinks Jesus a Rsstterbctiox or
the Murdkred Baptist—Account of his Death.
(=Matthew. 14 1-12; Luke. 9. 7-9.)
Herod1b View of C'Arut (c 14-16j. 14. And king Herod
—i.e., Herod Antipas. one of the three sons of Herod
the Great, and own brother of Archelaus (Matthew.
2. 22). who ruled as EthnartJi over Galilee and Pereav
heard of him; (for bis name was spread abroad:) and ha
said—"unto his servants" (Matthew, 14. 2). his conncillors or court-ministers. That John the Baptist waa
risen from the dead. The murdered prophet haunted
his guilty breast Uke a spectre, and seemed to him
alive again and clothed with unearthly powers, in
the person of Jesus. 16. Others said. That it is Eliaa.
And others. That it is a prophet, or as one of the pro
phets. See on Matthew, 16. 14 10. But when Herod
heard thereof, he said. It is John, whom I beheaded: he
is risen from the dead— ' Himself has risen;' as if the
innocence and sanctity of his faithful reprover had
not suffered that he should lie long dead.
Account of the Baptvst'* lmpruonmtiU and Death
(v. 17-20). 17. For Herod himself had sent forth, and laid
hold upon John, and bound him la prison— in the castle
of Machwrus, near the southern extremity of Herod's
dominions, and adjoining the Dead Sea. ( Josephuh,
Antiquities, 18. 6, 2). for Herodias' sake. She waa the
grand-daughter of Herod the Great, his brother
Paulo's wife—and therefore the niece of both brothers.
This Philip, however, was not the tetrarch of that
name mentioned in Luke. 3. l (see there), but one
whose distinctive name was * Herod Phibp,' another
son of Herod the Great, who was disinherited by bis
father. Herod Antipas's own wife was the daughter
of Aretas. king of Arabia; but he prevailed on He
rodias, his half-brother Philip's wife, to forsake her
husband and live with him, on condition, says
J us k rii us [Antiquities* 18. 6, 1), that he should put
away his own wife. This involved him afterwards
in war with Aretas, who totally defeated him and
destroyed his army, from the effects of which be
was never able to recover himself. 18. Par John had
said unto Herod, It is not lawful for thee to have thy
brother's wife. Noble fidelity! It was not lawful, be
cause Herod's wife and Herodias' husband were both
bving; and further, because the parties were within
the forbiddon degrees of consanguinity (see Leviticus,
20. 31) : Herodias being the daughter of Aristobulua,
the brother of both Herod and Philip (Josxphus,
1\ 6, 4). 19. Therefore Herodias had a quarrel against
him— rather, as in the margin, ' had a grudge again *t
him.' Probably she waa too proud to speak to Uim;
still less would she quarrel with him. and would
have killed him; but she could not: 20. For Herod feared
John—but. as Besuel notes, John feared not Herod.
knowing that he was a just man and an holy. Cf the
case of Elijah with Ahab. after the murder of Naboth
(1 Kings, 21. 20). and observed him -rather, as In the
margin, 'kept' or saved nun;' i.e., from the wicked
designs of Herodias, who had been watching for some
pretext to get Herod entangled and committed to
despatch him. and when ne neard him, he did many
tilings — many good things under the influence of
the Baptist on his conscience; and heard him glaiiy
—a striking statement this, lor which we are indebted
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to oar graphic Evangelist alone ; illustrating the
working of contrary principles in the slave* of pasnan. Bat this only shows how far Herodias must
have wrought upon hira. as .Jezebel upon Ahab, that
he should at length acree to what his awakened con
science kept him long from executing. 21. And when
& oosvtnisat day ;for the purposes of Herodias) wu
eue. that Herod—rather, * A convenient day being
eotne, when Herod.' on his birth day, made a sapper to
t-j lord*, high captains, and chief testates] of Galilee.
This graphic minuteness of detail adds much to the
interest of the tragic narrative. 2.V And when the
lighter of the said Herodias—*.'.. her daughter by
eer proper husband, Herod Philip : Her name was
Salome '.TosEFHtM. lb.), came in. and danced, and
j-kft5ol Herod and them that sat with bim, the king said
oio the damsel— 'the girt' (See on eh. 6. 42.) Ask of
as whatsoever thou wilt, and I will give it thee. 23.
lad he—the king, to called, bat only by courtesy (see
un r. m—aware unto her. Whatsoever thou shalt ask of
aw. eato the half of my kingdom. Those in whom pascot and luxury have destroyed self-command will in
t capricious moment say and do what in their cool
e •meats they bitterly regret. 24. And she said. The
read ef John the Baptist. Abandoned women are more
fhameleas and heartless than men. The Baptist's
fdeiity marred the pleasures of Herodias, and this
was too good an opportunity of getting rid of him
iu let slip. 35. I will that thou give me by and by—
rather, *at once/ in a charger—or large hat 'trencher'
—iae head of John the Baptist. 26. And the king was
TTftfJiffg aerry. With his feelings regarding John,
acd the truths which so told upoa his conscience from
that preacher'a lips, and after so often and carefully
airiatg him from his paramour's rage, it must have
bean very sailing to find himself at length entrapped
by bo* own rash folly, yet for his oath's sake. See
tww men ot no principle, but troublesome conscince,
wall stick at breaking a rash oath, while yielding to
the commission of the worst crimes ! and for their
aakes which sat with him—under the influence of that
fftise shame, which could not brook being thought to
1-- troubled with religious or moral scruples. To
bjv many has this proved a fatal snare ! he would
mi reject her. 27. And immediately the king sent an
exMBJ}0B«r—one of the guards in attendance. The
word hi Roman, denoting one of the Imperial Guard,
ii commanded his head to be brought: and he went and
:• traded him in the prison —after, it would seem, more
than twelve months1 imprisonment Blessed martyr!
Dark and cheerless *at the end reserved for thee:
tut now thou hast thy Master's benediction, " Blessed
a be whosoeTer shall not be offended in Ale" (Mattaew. ii. •;, and hast found the life tbou gavest away
(Matthew. 10. 3»i. But where are they in whose
ksirts is found thy blood ? 28. And brought his head
is ft caa.-ger. and gave it to the damsel; and the damsel gave
a ta her mother. Herodias did not shed the blood of
lae stern reprover ; she only got it done, and then
flatted ar^r it, as it streamed from the trunkless
r.«*i 29 And wnen his disciples heard of it—i.e., the
Bar-bat's own disciples, they came and took up bis
csr^e. and Uid it in a tomb — " and went and told
Jew" (Matthew, it. lit. If these disciples had. up
to tcjg time, stood apart from Him. as adherents of
John {Matthew, n. i). perhaps they now came to
Jeaaa. not without some secret reflection on Him for
rlataterning neglect of their master; but perhaps, too,
a* ■jrphans, to cast in their lot henceforth with the
l>rd'« disciples. How Jesus felt, or what He said,
no ncervinc this intelligence, is not recorded; but
He of whom it was said, as He stood by the grave of
Ha friend Lasarua, "Jesus wept," was not likely
to reserve such intelligence without deep emotion,
i why He might not be unwilling that
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a small body of Johns disciples should cling to him
to the last, might be to provide some attached friends
who should do for his precious body, on a small scale,
what was afterwards to be done for His own.
30-56. THK TWELVE, ON THEIR RETURN, HAVINO
REPORTED THE SUCCESS OF THEIR MISSION, JESUS

Crosses the Sea or Galilee with them. Teaches
TnE People, and miraculously Feeds them to
the number op Five Thouhand-He sends His
Disciples by Ship again to the Western bide,
while Himself returns afterwards Walkino
ox the Sea—Incidents on Landing, i—Matthew,
14. 13-36; Luke, 9. 10-17: John. 6. 1-24.) Here, for the
first time, all the four streams of sacred text run
parallel. The occasion, and all the circumstances of
this grand Section are thus brought before us with a
vividness quite remarkable.
Five Thousand Miraculously Fed (v. 30-44). 30. And
the apostles gathered themselves together— probably at
Capernaum, on returning from their mission it*. 7-131
—and told him all things, both what they had done, and
what they had taught Observe the various reasons
He had for crossing to the other side. First, Mat
thew (14. 13) Bays, that "when Jesu? heard" of the
murder of His faithful forerunner — from those
; attached disciples of his who had taken up his body
, and laid it in a sepulchre [sesonv. 20—" He departed
j by ship into a desert place apart;" either to avoid
some apprehended consequences to Himself, arising
I from the Baptist's death (Matthew, 10. 23}, or more
' probably to be able to indulge in those feelings
< which that affecting event hod doubtless awakened,
j and to which the bustle of the multitude around
Him was very unfavourable. Next, since He must
have heard the report of the Twelve with the deepest
Interest, and probably with something of the emotion
i which He experienced on the return or the Seventy
j (see on Luke, 10. 17-22), He sought privacy for undis
turbed reflection on this begun preaching and pro
gress of His kingdom. Once more. He was wearied
with the multitude of " comers and goers"—depriving
Him even of leisure enough to take His food-aud
wanted rest; " Come ye yourselves apart into a desert
place, aud rest a while," &c. Under the combined
influence of all these considerations, our Lord sought
this change. 32. And they departed into a desert place
by ship privately—"over the sea of Galilee, which is
the sea of Tiberias," says John '6. 1), the only one of
the Evangelists who so fully describes it; the others
having written when their readers were supposed te
know something of it. while the last wrote for those
at a greater distance of time and place. This " desert
place" is more definitely described by Luke (0. 10)
as "belonging to the city called Bethsaida." This
must not be confounded with the town so called on
the western side of the lake see on Matthew, 11. _m>.
This town lay on its north-eastern side, near where
the Jordan empties itself into it; in Caulonitis, out
of the dominions of Herod Antipas, and within the
dominions of Philip the Tetrarch (Luke, 3. U, who
raised it from a village to a city, and called it Julias*
in honour of Julia, the daughter of Augustus (Josephus. Antiquities, 18. 2. 1). 33. And the people— 'the
multitudes' saw them departing, aud many knew him.
The true reading would seem to be: "And many saw
them departing, and knew or recognised (them I'—
and ran afoot. Here, perhaps, it should be rendered
'by land'—running round by the head of the lake,
and taking one of the fords of the river, so as to meet
Jesus, who was crossing with the Twelve by ship.
thither out of all cities, and outwent them—got before
them, and came together unto him. How exceedingly
graphic Is this! every touch of it betokening the pres
ence of an eye-witness. John (0. 31 says, that "Jesus
went up into a mountain"— somewhere in that hilly
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Fid* Five Thousand.
range, the green table-land which skirts the eastern scanty the provisions, the meal to each and all of
fide of the lake. 34. And Jesus, when he cam* oat of them was a plentiful one. " When they were filled.
the ship—' having gone on shore.' saw much people— He said onto His disciples, (lather up the fragments
a great multitude.' and was moved with compassion that remaiu, that nothing be lost" (John, ft. 13). This
toward them, because they were as sheep not having a was designed to bring oat the whole extent of the
ihepherd. At the sight of the multitudes who had miracle. 43. And they took up twelve baskets full of t no
followed Him by land and even got before Him, He fragments, and of the fishes. " Therefore tsays John.
was so moved, as was His wont in such cases, with a 13], they fathered them together, and filled twelve
compassion, because they were like ahepherdless baskets with the fragments of the five barley loaves,
sheep, as to forego both privacy and rest that He which remained over and above unto them that hart
might minuter to them. Here we have an important eaten." The article here rendered "baskets" in all
piece of information from the Fourth Evangelist the four narratives was part of the luggage taken by
(John. ft. 4 , "And the passover, a feast of the Jews, Jews on a journey—to carry, it is said, both their
was nigh"—rather. 'Now the passover. the feast of provisions and hay to sleep on, tliat they might not
the Jews, wits nigh.' This accounts for the multi have to depend on Gentiles, and so run the risk of
tudes that now crowded around Him. They were ceremonial pollution. In this wo have a striking
on their way to keep that festival at Jerusalem. corroboration of the truth of the four narratives.
But Jesus did not go up to this festival, as John ex Internal evidence renders it clear, we think, that the
pressly teds us (ch. 7. D-remainingin Galilee, because first three Evangelists wrote independently of each
the ruling Jews sought to kill Him. 36. Ai,d when other, though the fourth must have aeen all the
the day was now far spent — " began to wear away" others- But here, each of the first three Evangelist*
Or 'decline,' says Luke 19. 12'. Matthew (14. IS) says, uses the same word to express the apparently insig
"when it was evening;" and yet he mentions a later nificant circumstance, that the baskets employed to
evening of the same day [v. 23i. This earlier evening gather up the fragmonts were of the kind which even
began at three o'clock p.m.; the later began at sun the Roman satirist. Juvenal, knew by the name of
set. 36. Send them away, that they may go into the C'f/t'ftu*; while in both the narratives of the feeding
country round about, and into the villages, and buy of the Four Thousand the baskets used are expressly
themselves bread: for they have nothing to eat. John said to have beeu of the kind called spuri*. (See on
tells us (ft. 6, tii that "Jesus said to Philip, Whence ch. 8. in. :.-■.. 44. And they that did eat of the leaves
■hall we buy bread, that these may eat? (And this were I about] five thousand men—*' besides women and
He said to prove him: for He Himself knew what He chUdren" (Matthew. 14. 21'. Of these, however, there
would do.," The subject may- have been introduced would probably not be many; as only the males were
by some remark of the disciples ; but the precise obliged to go to the approaching festival.
order and form of what was said by each can hardly
Jlsus iiK-cros9f3 to the Western aide of the LaJbr,
be gathered with precision, nor is it of any impor Walking on the 5*u jr. 4&-fifl). One very important
tance. 37. He answered and said unto them, "They particular given by John alone to. 15) introduces this
need not depart" (Matthew, H- 16), Give ye them to portion: "When Jesus therefore perceived that they
•at— doubtless said to prepare thorn for what was to would take Him by force, to make Him a king. Ho
follow. And they say unto him. Shall we go and buy departed again into a mountain Himself alone." 4i.
two hundred pennyworth of bread, and give them to eat? And straightway he constrained his disciples to get into
"Philip answered Him. Two hundred pennyworth of the ship, and to go to the other fide before -Him—unto
bread is not suiheient for them, that every one of Bahsaua-Bethsaida of Galilee (John, 13. 21). John
tuoui may take a little" (John. o. 7'. 38. He saithunio says they " went over the sea towards Capernaum"—
them. How many loaves have ye? go and see. Ana when the wind, probably, occasioning this slight deviation
tuey knew, they say. Five, and two fishes. John is more from the direction of Bethsaida. while he sent away
precise and full "One of his disciples, Andrew, the people—' the multitude.' His object in this was to.
Simon Peter's brother, saitii unto Him, There is a lad put an end to the misdirected excitement in His
here which hath five barley loaves and two small favour I.iolin, G. 16), into which the disciples them
fishes: but what are they among so many?" (John. selves may have been somewhat drawn. The worrt
«. a. a.) Probably this was the whole stock of pro "constrained" implies reluctance on their part, per
visions then at the command of the disciples—no haps from unwillingness to part with their Master
more titan enough for one meal to them—and en and embark at night, leaving Him alone on the
trusted for the time to this lad. "He said, Bring mountain. 46. And when he had sent them away, fee
them hither to me" (Matthew, 14. 18). 39. Ana hi departed into a mountain to pray— thus at length getti n«
commanded them to make all sit down by companies upon that privacy and rust which He hail vainly sought
the green grass—or ' green hay;' the rank grass of those during the earlier part of the day; opportunity also
bushy wastes. For, as John (6, 10} notes, " there was to pour out His soul in connection with the extra
much grass in the place." 40. And they sat down in ordinary excitement in His favour that evening —
ranks, by hundreds, and by fifties. Doubtless this was which appears to have marked the zenith of His
to show at a glance the number fed, and to enable reputation, for it began to decline the very next day;
all to witness in an orderly manner this glorious and a place whence He might watch the dUciides
miracle. 41. And when he had taken the five loaves on the lake, pray for them in their extremity, and
a.ut th» two fishes, he looked up to heaven. Thus would observe the right time fur coming to them, in a new
tue must distant of them see distinctly what He was manifestation of His glory, on the sea. 47. And when
doing, and biessed. John says, "And when lie had even was come—the latter evening [see on r. XV. It
given thanks." The sense is the same. This thanks had come even when the disciples embarked Mat
giving fur the meat, and benediction of it as the food thew. 14. 23; John, 0. 1GJ. the ship was in the midst of
of thousands, was the crisis of the miracle, and brake the eea, and be alone on the land. John says (ft. 17). '* It
the loaves, and gave them to his disciples to set before was now dark, and Jesus was not come to them."
them—thus virtually holding forth these men as (Us Perhaps they made no great effort to push across at
future ministers, and the two fishes divided he among first, having a lingering hope that their Master would
tnem all 43. And they did all eat, and were filled. All yet join them, and so allowed the darkness to come
the four Evangelists mention this; and John (0. 11} on. "And the sea arose (adds the beloved disciple,
adds, "and likewise of the fishes, as much as they 0. 18(. by reason of a great wind that blew." 48. And
would"—to show that vast as was the multitude, and he saw them toiling in rowmg; for the wind waa oouUary
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9n the Sea.
more bold that could act it—not fearing either the
softness or the roughness of that uncouth passage.'
30. " But when he saw the wind boisterous, he was
afraid ; and beginning to sink, he cried, saying, Lord,
save me," The wind was as boisterous before, but
Peter " taw" it not; seeing onlyHhe power of Christ,
in the lively exercise of faith. Now he "sees" the
fury of the elements, and immediately the power of
Christ to bear him up fades before his view, and this
makes him "afraid"—as how could he be otherwise,
without any JeU power to keep him up? He then
" begins to sink:" and finally, conscious that his ex
periment had Tailed, he casts himself, in a sort of
desperate confidence, upon his "Lord" for deliver
ance ! 31. "And immediately Jesus stretched forth
His hand, and caught him, and said unto him, O
thou of little faith, wherefore didst thou doubt?"*
This Ttbube w»$ tiot administered while Petir was
sinking, nor bit Christ had him by the tui-nd; first reinvigorating his faith and then with it enabling him
again to walk upon the crested wave. Bootless else
had been this loving reproof, which owns the faith
that had ventured on the deep upon the bare word
of Christ, but asks why that distrust which so quickly
marred it? 32. "And when they were come into
the ship (Jesus and Peter), the wind ceased." 51 And
he went up unto them into the ship. John (a. 21) says,
" Then they willingly received him into the ship"—
or rather. ' Then were they willing to receive Him'
(with reference to their previous terror!; but imply,
ing also a glad welcome, their first fears now con
verted into wonderaud delight. "And immediately,"
adds the beloved disciple, "they were at the land
whither they went." or 'were bound.' This additional
miracle, for as such it is manifestly related, is recorded
by the Fourth Evangelist alone. As the storm was
suddenly calmed, so the little bark- propelled by the
secret power of the Lord of nature now sailing in
it— glided through tbe now unruffled waters, and,
while they were wrapt in wonder at what bad hap
pened, not heeding their rapid motion, v:as Jouud
at port, to their still further surprise.
" Then are they glad, because at rest
And quiet- now they be;
So to the haven He them brings
Which they desired to see."
Matthew (14. 33) says. "Then they that were in the
ship came ('.<*., ere they got to band) and worshipped
him, saying. Of a truth Thou art the Son of God."
But our Evangelist is wonderfully striking, and the
wind ceased: and they were sore amased in themselves
beyond measure, and wondered. The Evangelist seems
hardly to find language strong enough to express their
astonishment. 52. For they considered not the miracle
of the loaves: for their heart was hardened. What a
singular statement! The meaning seems to be that
if they had but "considered (or reflected upon) the
miracle of the loaves." wrought but a few hours
before, they would have uwidered at nothing which
He might do within the whole circle of power and
grace.
Incidents on Landing (<-. 53-60). The details here
are given with a rich vividness quite peculiar to this
charming Gospel. 53. Aud when they bad passed ov-.r,
they came into the land of Gennesaret— from which the
lake sometimes takes its name, stretching along its
western shore. Capernaum was their landing-place
(John, 6. 24. 25,. and drew to the shore — a nautical
™j"tt-n~' m "And He said. Come." SubUme phrase, nowhere else used in the New Testament.
•^hsoing from One conscious of power over the 54. And when they were come out of the ship, straight
****€ element, to bid it serve both Himself and way they knew him— "immediately they recognised
■fiosMoever else He pleased ! " And when Peter was Him;" i.e., the people did. 55. aud began to carry
J*tidown out of the ship, he walked upon the about in beds those that were sick, where they heard
J?/ ~* waters'— "to come to Jesus." * It was a he wss. At this period of our Lord's ministry the
■W *irit.' saji Bi*Hor Hall, 'that could wish It; popular enthusiasm In His favour was at iu> height.
Tv

ista them—patting forth all their strength to buffet
1;« waves and bear on against a head-wind, but to
liitia effect. Ue "mw" thin from His mountain-top,
«<d through the darkness of the night, for His heart
«u all with them: yet would He not go to their
relief till His own time came, and about the fourth
«ittk of toe night. The Jews, who used to divide
the autht into three watches, latterly adopted the
ftxftan division into four watches, as here. Bo that,
at toe rata of three hours to each, the fourth watch,
reckoning from six p.m.. would be three o'clock in
Uu morning. "So when they had rowed about five
tad twenty or thirty furlongs" {John. 8. 19)— rather
bjow than half-way aero**. The lake is about seven
oiks broad at its widest part. So that in eight or
ai» hours they had only made some three and a-half
Bilks, By this time, therefore, they must have been
n a state of exhaustion and despoudency bordering
ea des[*air : and now at length, having tried them
l**f enough, he cometh onto them, walking opou the
•H-"and drawing nigh unto the ship" (John, 6. 10},
im weald have passed by them— but only in the sense
of Lake, 21. **; Genesis. 32. 20; cf. Genesis, 18. 3, 5; 42. 7.
IS Bat when they taw him walking; upon the sea, they
i-&m& it had been a spirit, and cried out—" for fear"
Matthew, u. 38i. He would appear to them at first
like s dark moving speck noon the waters; then as
tinun figure; but in the dark tempestuous sky. and
tn dreaming that it could be their Lord, they take it
toaipint. Cf. Luke. «. 37. 60. For they all bsw him.
ui sen troubled. And immediately he talked with them,
utauthutothsm, Buof good cheer: It is I; be not afraid.
There is something in these two little words-given
> Matthew, Mark, and John-" 'Tis 1," which from
im math that spake It and the circumstances in
vkieh it was uttered, passes the power of language to
"?reav Here were they in the midst of a raging sea.
their tittle bark the sport of the elements, and with
ftst enoagh or light to descry an object on the waters
T*ueh only aggravated their fears. But Jesus deems
'' tnouxh to dispel ail apprehension to let them know
ti*l Ht maa there. From other lips that "I am"
* jld have merely meant that the person speaking
»h sorh a one and not another person. That, surely,
•joiit have done little to calm the fears of men exi^ruttjj eTery minute, it may be, to go to the bottom,
frit spoken by One who at that moment was " tread»« apon the waves of the sea," and was about to
*T»h the raging elements with His word, what was it
kitihe Voice which cried of old in the ears of Israel,
**" fmm the days of Moses, "I AM:" " I. kv*n I.
** HV Cf. John, 18. 5, 6: 8. 68. Now. that word
u " made flesh, and dwells among us,'* uttering itself
tan brwde us in dear familiar tones—"It is the Voice
■ ar Brk.vei ! " How far was this apprehended by
1 *w frightened disciples? There was one. we know,
te tat t*<at who outstripped all the rest in suscepti''"tr to «ooh sublime appeals. It was not the deepU^ed inter of the Fourth Gospel, who, though he
_** ■> war beyond all the apostles, was as yet too
> ^fornrominence. and all unripe. ItwasSimonv,3®i,> Here follows a very remarkable and in""^s episode, recorded by Matthew alone:—
__"**• miitm to Watk upon the Sea (Matthew. 14
•J"1* KM And Peter answered Him, and said. Lord,
L i; be Thou, bid me come unto thee on the water;"
c < ' kd me,' but ' give me the word of command'—
•"wauid; or • order me to come unto Thee upon
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56. and besought him that they might touch if it were
bat the border of his garment- bavins beard, no doubt.
of what the woman with the issue of blood experi
enced on doing so ich. 6. 26-29;. and perhapi of other
unrecorded cases of the same nature, and as many
as touched [him]—or * it— the border of His garment,
were made whole. All this they continued to do and to
experience while our Lord was in that region. The
t>me corresponds to that mentioned (John. 7. 1). when
He "walked in Galilee,*' Instead of appearing in
Jerusalem at the Passover, " because the Jews," i.r„
tt*e ruUrs. " sought to kill Him" — while the people
sought to enthrone Him !
CHAPTER VII.
Ver. 1-23. Di8oouk»b on Ckkkmoniai. PoLLrthis. t=Matthew. 1&. i-20j See on Matthew, 15.
1-20.
34-37. The Svrophknician Woman and hzh
1ui'«.iitkk — A Dkaf and Dumb Man Hbaxkd.
<=Matthew, 15. 21-31.)
The SytophrtiitiaTi Woman and her Dauohter
(». 24 30), The first words of this narrative show
that the incident followed, in point of time, imme
diately on what precedes it 24. And from thence he
arose, and went into, or ' unto,' the borders of Tyre and
Sidon—the two great Phenician sea-ports, but here
denoting the territory generally, to the frontiers of
which Jesus now came, But did Jesus actually enter
this heathen territory? The whole narrative, we
think, proceeds upon the supposition that He did.
His immediate object seems to have been to avoid
the wrath of the Pharisees at the withering exposure
He had just made of their traditional religion, and
catered into an house, and would have no man know
it— because He had not come there to minister to
heathens. But though not, 'sent but to the lost
sheep of the house of Israel" (Matthew, 16. 24), He
hindered not the lost sheep of the vast Gentile world
from coming to Him, nor put them away when they
did come—as this incident was designed to show.
but he could not be hid. ChrUt's fame bad early spread
from Galilee to this very region (ch. 3. 8; Luke, 0. 17).
25. For a certain woman, whose young daughter had an
uuclean spirit — or, as in Matthew, 'was badly demonUed,' heard of nun—one wonders how; but distress
is quick of hearing ; and fell at his feet: 26. The woman
was a Greek— i.e., *a Gentile,' as in the margin; a
Syropheoician by nation — so called as inhabiting the
Phenician tract of Syria Juvknal uses the same
term, as was remarked by Justin Martyr and
Tertullian. Matthew calls her "a woman of
4'anaan"—a more intelligible description to his Jew
ish readers (cf. Judges, l. 30, 32, 33). and she besought
him that he would cast forth the devil out of her daughter
— " She cried unto him, saying. Have mercy on me,
O Lord, Son of David; my daughter is grievously
vexed with a devil-' (Matthew, is. 22). Thus, though
no Israelite herself, she salutes Him as Israel's pro
mised Messiah. Here we must go to Matthew, 15.
S3-2S, for some important links in the dialogue
ununited by our Evangelist. 23. "But he answered
her not a word." The design of this was first, per
haps, to show that He was not sent to such as she.
He had said expressly to the Twelve, " Go not into
the way of the Gentiles" (Matthew, 10. 5i; and being
now amongst them Himself, He would, for consis
tency's sake, let it be seen that He had not gone
thither for missionary purposes. Therefore He not
only kept silence, but had actually left the house and
—as will presently appear— was proceeding on His
way back, when this woman accosted Him. But an
other reason Tor keeping silence plainly was to try and
to whet her faith, patience, and perseverance. And
it had the desired effect: "She cried after them,"
which febow* that He was already on His way from
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the place. "And His disciples came and besought
Him, saying. Send her away; for she crieth after us."
They thought her troublesome with her importunate
cries, just as they did the people who brought young
children to be blessed of Him. and they ask their
Lord to " send her away," i.e., to grant her request
and be rid of her; for we gather from His reply that
they meant to solicit favour for her, though not for
ber sake so much as their own. 24. "But He an
swered and said. I am not sent but unto the lost sheep
of the house of Israel"—a speech evidently intended
for the disciples themselves, to satisfy them that,
though the grace He was about to show to this Gentile
believer was beyond Hie strict commission, He hsxl
not gone spontaneously to dispense it Yet did even
this speech open a gleam of hope, could she have dis
cerned it. For thus might she have spoken: 'I am not
bent, did He say? Truth, Lord, Thou comest not
hither in quest of iw, but I come in quest of Thee;
and must I go empty away? So did not the woman
of Samaria, whom when Thou fonndest her on Thy
way to Galilee, Thou sen teat away to make many
rich P But this our poor Syrophenician could not
attain to. What, then, can she answer to such a
speech? Nothing
She has reached her lowest
depth, her darkest moment; she will just utter her
last cry: 25. "Then came she and worshipped Him,
saying. Lord, help me!" This appeal, so artless.
wrong from the depths of a believing heart, and re
minding us of the Publican's "God be merciful to
me a sinner," moved the Redeemer at last to break
silence -but in what style? Here we return to our
own Evangelist 27. But Jesus said unto her. Let the
children first be filled. * Is there hope for me here f
'Filled first?' 'Then my turn, it seems, ucominx!
—but then. "The ciiildkkn first?" Ah! when, on
that rule, shall my turn ever come P But ere she
has time for these ponderings of His word, another
word comes to supplement it for it is not meet to
take the children's bread, and to cut it unto the dogs.
Is this the death of her hopes? Nay, but it is Ufe
from the dead. Out of the eater shall come forth
meat (Judges. 14. 1 1). At evening time it shall be
light (Zechariah, 14. 7). 'Ha! I have it now. Had
He kept silence, what could I have done but go miblest ? but He hath spoken, and the victory is mine.*
28. And she answered and said unto him. Yes, Lord—or,
as the same word is rendered in Matthew, i&. 27.
" Truth, Lord," yet the dogs eat of the children's crumbs
—"which fall from their master's table" (Matthew >.
*I thank Thee. O blessed One, for that word!
That's my whole case. Not of the children? True.
A dog? True also: Yet the dogs under the table are
allowed to eat of the children's crumbs— the drop
pings from their master's full table: Give me that*
and I am content: One crumb of power and grace
from Thy table shall cast the devil out of my
daughter.' O what lightning-quickness, what reach
of instinctive ingenuity, do we behold in this heathen
woman! 29. And he said unto her—"O woman, great
is thy faith" (Matthew, 15. 28). As Hknukl beauti
fully remarks. Jesus " marvelled" only at two things
—jaitli and unbelief (see on Luke, 7. 0). For this say.
ing go thy way; the devil is gone out of thy daughter.
That moment the deed was done. 30. And when she
was come to her house, she found the devil gone out, and
her daughter laid upon the bed. But Matthew is more
specific: " And her daughter was made whole irom
that very hour." The wonderfulnesa of this case in
all its features has been felt in every age of the
Church, and the balm it has administered, and will
yet administer, to millions will be known only in
that day that shall reveal the secrets of all hearts.
Deaf and Dumb Man Healed (v. 31-37). 31. And
again, departing from the coasts of Tyre and Sidon, he
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ok uto the sea of Galilee—or, according to what has
Terr strong claims to be regarded as the true text
tjfrt, * And again, departing from the coasts of Tyre,
He came through Sidon to the sea of Galilee.' The
M4\ In favour of this reading, though not the most
Eumeroos, are weighty, while the versions agreeing
M!h it are among the most ancient; and all the
l«t critical editors and commentators adopt it In
Uu* caw we must understand that our Lord, having
«.« pone out of the Holy Land the length of Tyre.
;roeeede<l as far north as Sidon, though without
ministering, so far as appears, in those parts, and
■■■r. bent His steps in a south-easterly direction.
There is certainly a difficulty in the supposition of
to long a detour without any missionary object ; and
tome may think this sufficient to cast the balance
ia fsvoar of the received reading. Be this as it may,
oe returning from these coasts of Tyre, He passed
liraoga the midst of the coasts—or frontiers—of Decaprtis- crossing the Jordan, therefore, and approaching
the lake on its east side. Here Matthew, who omits
)« details of the cure of this deaf and dumb man,
introduces some particulars, from which we learn
Hut it was only one of a great number. "And
^nis," says that Evangelist (15. 39-31), "departed
from thence, and came nigh unto the sea of Galilee,
ui vent up into a mountain" —the mountain-range
biding tbe lake on the north-east, in Decapolis:
' And great multitudes came unto Him, having with
them lame, blind, dumb, maimed"— not 'mutilated/
■- i.kb is bat a secondary sense of the word, but ' de' >rmed'-"and many others, and cast them down at
•■■sbV feet: and he healed them: insomuch that the
ru altitude" — *the multitudes' — "wondered, when
' tv saw the dumb to speak, the maimed to be
'bole, the lame to walk, and the blind to see; and
'.her donned the God of Israel"—who, after so long
«d dreary an absence of visible manifestation, had
.'horned to bless His people as of old (cf. Luke.
I w . Beyond this it is not clear from the Evangelist's
insaage that the people saw into the claims of Jesus.
Veil of these cases Mark here singles out one, whose
ure had lomething peculiar in it 32. And they bring
-r j him one that was deaf . . . and they beseech him to
p« his hud upon him. In their eagerness they appear
to tire been somewhat too officious. Though usually
Mai at here suggested. He will deal with this case
ta His own way. 33. And he took him aside from tbe
*:iUtsde-aa in another case He "took the blind man
of the band and led him out of the town" (ch. 8. 23),
l^bablv to fix his uiidistracted attention on HimKlt ad, by means of certain actions He was about
* lo. to awaken and direct his attention to the
Pftper source of relief, and pat his fingers into his
"***- As his indistinct articulation arose from his
J*toesi. our Lord addresses Himse'f to this first.
T» the impotent man He said. " Wilt thou be made
**&T to the blind men. "What will ye that I
«mH 4o onto you*" and " Believe ye that I am able
^wthisr" (John, 6. 6; Matthew, 80. 32; 9. 28.) But
M *"T»ttent could hear nothing, our Lord substit«* symbolical actions upon each of the organs
tftttei. ud he spit and touched his tongue—moistenlni ^ oian'i parched tongue with saliva from His
i n swath, as if to lubricate the organ or facilitate
iHf*** aotion ' tDUS indicating the source of the
wafins virtue to be His own person. (For similar
****». see ch 8. 23; John, 9. 6.) 34. And looking; up
. *ttTea — CT«r acknowledging His Father, even
•tale tbe Healing was seen to flow from Himself
If* onJohn, 5. 19*. he signed—'over the wreck.* says
i*»ch. which sin had brought about, and the
»«* of the devil in deforming the fair features of
'"•<* original creation.' But we take it, there was
Wituure painful impression of that "evil thing
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and bitter" whence all our ills have sprung, and
which, when " Himself took our infirmities and bare
our sicknesses" (Matthew, 8. IT), became mysteriously
His own.
' Iu thought of these His brows benign.
Not even in healing, cloudless shine.'—JTebfe.
and saith unto him, Ephphatha, that is. Be opsned.
Our Evangelist, as remarked on ch. 6. 41. loves to
give such wonderful words just as they were spoken.
35. And straightway bis ears were opened. This is men
tioned first, as the source of the other derangement
and the string; of his tongue was loosed, and he spake
plain. The cure was thus alike instantaneous and
perfect 36. And he charged them that they should tell
uo man. Into this very region He had sent the man
out of whom had been cast the legion of devils, to
proclaim "what the Lord had done for him" (ch. 6. IB).
Now He will have them " tell no man." But in the
former case there was no danger of obstructing His
ministry by "blazing the matter" (ch. 1. 46!, as He
Himself had left the region ; whereas now He was
sojourning in it. but the more he charged them, so muck
the more a great deal they published it. They could
not be restrained; nay, the prohibition seemed only
to whet their determination to publish His fame.
37. And were beyond measure astonished, saying. He hath
done all things well—reminding us. says Trench, of
the words of the first creation [Genesis, l. 31, LXX>,
upon which we are thus not unsuitably thrown back,
for Christ's work is in the truest sense " a new crea
tion." he maketh both the deaf to hear, and the dumb
to speak— "and they glorified the God of Israel'
; Matthew, 16. 3D. See on *. 31 of this chapter.
CHAPTER VIII.
Ver. 1-26. Four Thousand Miraculously Feb*
-A Sign from Heaven Sought and RefuhedThe Leaven of the Pharisees and Sadduceiw
—A Blind Man at Bethsaida Restored to Sight.
(=Matthew, 16. 32-16. 12.) This Section of miscel
laneous matter evidently follows the preceding one
in point of time, as will be seen by observing how it
is introduced by Matthew.
Feeding of the F>sur Thousand [v. 1-9). 1. In those
days the multitude being; very great ... 2. I have com
passion on the multitude-an expression of that deep
emotion in the Redeemer's heart which always pre
ceded some remarkable interposition for relief. (See
Matthew, 14. 14; 20. 34; Mark, l. 41; Luke, 7. 13; also
Matthew, 9. 36, before the mission of the Twelve:
cf. Judges, 2. 18; iu. 16-) because they have now been
with me, in constant attendance, three days, and have
nothing; to eat: 3. And if I send them away fasting to
their own houses, they will faint by the way. In their
eagerness they seem not to have thought of the need
of provisions for such a length of time; but the Lord
thought of it In Matthew (15. 32) it is, " 1 will not
send them away fasting"— or rather, ' To send them
away fasting I am unwilling.' 4. From wheuce can a
man satisfy these men with bread here in the wilderness?
Though the question here is the same as when He
fed the five thousand, they evidently now meant no
more by it than that they had not the means of
feeding the multitude ; modestly leaving the Lord
to decide what was to be done. And this will the
more appear from His not now trying them, as before,
by saying. " They need not depart, give ye them to
eat;" but simply asking what they had. and then
giving His directions. 5. And he asked them. How
many loaves have ye? And they said. Seven. It was
important in this case, as in the former, that the
precise number of the loaves should be brought out
Thus also does the distinctness of the two miracles
appear. 9. And they that had eaten were about four
thousand : and he sent them away. Had not our Lord
distinctly referred, in this very chapter and in two
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The Leaven of the Pliaruess and Saddurees.
Sign from Heaven Sought.
successive sentences to the feeding of the Five and abounds, are more precious than rubies. The state
-A the Four Thousand, as two distinct miracles. of the Pharisaic heart, which prompted this desire*
many critics wonld have insisted that they were for a fresh sign, went to His very soul, and smith .
hat two different representations of one and the Why doth this generation—"!th is wicked and adulter
same miracle, as they do of the two expulsions of ous generation" ! Matthew. 16. 4!, seek after a sign? —
the buyers and sellers from the temple, at the begin- when they have had such abundant evidence already.
n. [u and end of our Lord's ministry. But even in Then shall so sign be given unto this generation — tit..
ipite of what our Lord says, it is painful to find such ' If there shall be given to this generation a sUrn ;•
men as Neandkr endeavouring to identify the two a Jewish way of expressing a solemn and peremptory
miracles. The localities, though both on the eastern determination to the contrary (cf. Hebrews, 4. &;
jida of the lake, were different : the time was differ Psalm 9:7 ll. Margin-, ' A generation incapable of
ent: the preceding and following circumstances were appreciating such demonstrations shall not be grati
different: the period during which the people con- fied with them.* In Matthew, M. 4, He added. " but
tinned fasting was different — in the one case not the sign of the prophet Jonas." See on Matthew.
one entire day, in the other three days: the number 18. 30, 40. 13. And he left them—no doubt with tokens
fed was different—five thousand in the one case, in of displeasure, and entering; into the ship again, departed
the other four thousand: the number of the loaves to the other side.
was different—five in the one case, in the other seven:
1 If Leaven of the Pharisees and Saddveees (r . 14-n. 1 .
the number of the fishes In the one case is definitely 14. Now the disciples had forgotten to take bread, neither
stated by all the four Kvan -relists— two ; In the other had they in the ship with them more than one loaf. This
case both give them indefinitely — " a few small is another example of that graphic circumstantiality
hshes:" in the one case the multitude were com which gives such a charm to this briefest of the four
manded to sit down " upon the green grass;" In the Gospels. The circumstance of the "one loaf' only
other, "on the ground:" in the one case the number remaining, as Webster «fe Wilkinson remark, was
of the baskets taken up filled with the fragments more suggestive of their Master's recent miracles
was twelve; in the other seven: but more than all, than the entire absence of provisions. 15. And he
l»erhaps, because apparently quite incidental, in the charged them, saying. Take heed, beware of the leaven
one case the name given to the kind of baskets used of the Pharisees—" and of the Sadducees" (Matthew.
is the same in all the four narratives— the wphinus 16. 6), and of the leaven of Herod. The teaching or
(see on ch. 6. 43); in the other case the name given *' doctrine" (Matthew, in. 12) of the Pharisees and of
to the kind of baskets used, while It is the same in the Sadducees was quite different, but both were
both the narratives, la quite different— the spvris, a equally pernicious; and the Herodians, though rather
basket large enough to hold a man's body, for Paul a political party, were equally envenomed against our
was let down in one of these from the wall of Da Lord's spiritual teaching. Bee on Matthew, i-j. 14.
mascus (Acts. 9. 26'. It might be added, that in the The penetrating and aijf'asire quality of leaven. lor
one caie the people, in a frenxy of enthusiasm, would good or bad. Is the ground of the comparison. 16.
have taken Him by force to make Him a king; in the And they reasoned among themselves, saying. It is be
other case no such excitement is recorded, in view cause we have no bread. But a little ago He waa tried
of these things, who could have believed that these with the obduracy of the Pharisees; now He is tried
were one and the same miracle, even if the Lord with the obtuseness of His own disciples. The niN«
Himself had not expressly distinguished them ?
questions following each other in rapid succession
Sign from Heaven Souulti (c. 10-13). 10. ADd straight (v. 17-21), show how deeply He was hurt at this want
way he entered into a ship — 'Into the ship' or 'em of spiritual apprehension, and worse still, their low
barked,' with his disciples, and cams into the parts of thoughts of Him, as if He would utter so solemn a
Daimanutha. In Matthew (16. 30) it Is "the coasts of warning on so petty a subject It will be seen, how
Magdala." Magdala and Dalraanutha were both ever— trom the very form of their conjecture. ** It is
on tin; western shore of the lake, and probably not because vre have no bread," and our Lord's astonish
far apart. From the former the surname " Magda ment that they should not by that time have known
lene" was probably taken, to denote the residence better what He took up His attention with — that
of one of the Maries. Dalmanntba may have been a He ever left f/te witoie cure for His own tcmroril
Tillage, but it cannot now be identified with certainty. wants to the Twelve: that He did this so entirely,
11. seeking of him a sign from heaven, tempting him— that finding they were reduced to their last loaf they
not in the least desiring evidence for their con felt as if unworthy of such a trust, and could not
viction, but hoping to entrap Him. The first part think but that the same thought was in their Lord" ■*
of the answer is given in Matthew alone (10. it, 3): mind which was pressing upon their own; but that
" lie answered and said unto them. When it is even in this they were so far wrong that it hurt His feel
ing, ye say. It will be fair weather: for the sky Is ings-sharp just in proportion to His love—that such
red. And in the morning. It will be foul weathor a thought of Him should have entered their mind* !
to-day: for the sky is red and lowring"—'sullen' or Who that. Like angels, "desire to look into these
'gloomy.' "Hypocrites! ye can discern the face of things" will not prize such glimpses above gold? 17.
the sky ; but can ye not discern the signs of the have ye your heart yet hardened? How strong an ex
tunes?" The same simplicity of purpose and care- 1 pression to use of true-hearted disciples! See on ch.
ftil observation of the symptoms of approaching i 6. 63. 18. Having eye>, see ye not! and having ear*",
events which they showed in common things would hear ye not? See on Matthew, 13. 13. and do ye not
enable them to "discern the signs of the times" remember? 19. When I brake toe five loaves among—
—or rather " seasons." to which the prophets pointed 'the'—five thousand, how many baskets fall of fragment*
for the manifestation of the Messiah. The sceptre took ye up?.. .How is it that ye do not understand?—* do
liad departed from Judah ; Daniel's seventy weeks not understand that the warning I gave you could
were expiring, &c.; and many other significant indi not have been prompted by any such petty consider*,
cations of the clo3eof the old economy, and prepara tion as the want of loaves in your scrip.' Profuse
tions for a freer and more comprehensive one, might as were our Lord's miracles, we see from this that
have been discerned. But all was lost upon them. they were not wrought at random, but that He care
12. And he sighed deeply in his spirit The language fully noted their minutest details, and desired that
is very strong. These glimpses into the interior of this should be done by those who witnessed, as
the jiedeeuicr'a heart, in which our Evangelist doubtless by all who read the record of them. Brea
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tfee different kind of basket* used at the two mirs>
' t.ooi feedings, so carefully noted in the two narrai. . r;, are here also referred to; the one smaller, of
*:,ich there were twelve, the other much larger, of
i uich there were teres,
ikmd Man at Bcihtaida R:'tor*<i to S-cAf (v. 32-28).
21 Aad at cometh to Bethsaida— Beth*aida-Juliaa. on
'.'-.* Qonh-eaat side of the Lake, whence after this He
;wc«*dwl toCeaarea Philippic. 27 —and they bring
* kiad mu unto him . and besought him to touch him.
-*e on ch. 7. 3* 23. And he took the blind man by
a* Ual and led him out of the town. Of the deaf
oft dumb man it is merely said that " Ue took him
Mtftt" xh. t. 33); bat this blind nun He Utl by titc
Uad out of the town, doing it Himself rather than
exploring another— treat humility, exclaims Bknva^-that He might gain his confidence and raise
iu expectation, and wheu he had spit on his eyes—
Urf organ affected. See on ch. 1. 33. and put his hands
via kisi, he aakad him if he saw ought. 24. And he
<id up. and said, I see men as trees, walking. This is
a of the eases in which one edition of wh: t is
•ailed the received text differs from another. That
■fcich is decidedly the best supported, and has also
//rail eridenoe on Its side is this: '1 see men;
'.-M 1 see ItbemJ as trees walking" — t.«,» he could
-ur.cm«h them from trees only by their motion; a
uante mark of truth in the narrative, as AuunD
• Serves, describing how human objects had appeared
to bun during that gradual failing of sight which had
died in blindness. 26. After that ha put his hands
*rta tpan bis eyes, and mads him look up; and he was
'"tt**d, and saw every man clearly. Perhaps the one
iteration perfectly restored the * v- *, while the other
iawted immediately the jacvttv of tunny them. It
a ts« only recorded example of a proovrsnitw cure.
ud it eertainly illustrates similar methods in the
-:mual kingdom. Of the four rocr ded cases of
*-jht restored, all the patients save one either cum*
r vrt brought to the Physician. In the case of the
ua born btind. (as Phpvunan comte to the patient.
■**1 xroe seek and find Christ ; of others He is found
- " -i seek Him not. 26. Neither go into the town, nor
<ii n to ssf in the town. Besides the usual reasons
^autsteoins about '* blaring the matter." retirement
a Uut ease would be salutary to himself.
?-& Pxtee s noble Confession or Christ—
'(ii Loan's First explicit Axnocncemknt or
Hn Arriu)A.c4Hsa SurrEniNus. Death, and Re.
"wticnoN—Hie Rebi ke op Peter, and WaknISS TO ALL THE TWELVE. I— MitUiiiru. 10. 1 ...-;-,
l*te.A p^w.1 for the exposition, see on Matthew.
it u*
CHAPTER IX.
T«t MS. JESTS IS TkaAKIIOURED-CoNVEREA**•■ about Suae. (=M. id 28—17. 13; Luke. u.
S-Jtt See on Luke. 9. 27-3*.
"-3. Hjuuno or a Demoniac Hoy—Second
f-irutTt Announcement or Hi» Approaching
ilirson Resurrection. =Matlhew, 17. H-33;
i-osiismj
QssWf of fo Demoniac Boy (v. 14-29). 14. And
•i>s be obi to aia disciples, he saw a great multitude
**a* Use. ud the scribes qoeetioning with them. This
*** ~<m the next day. when they were come down
'*.© the blir i Luke. 9. 37.. The Transfiguration apK"n to have taken placet at night In the morning,
■ «« came down from the hill on which it took
I've- with Peter, and James, and John—on apiroicfeuuT the other nine. He fonnd them surrounded
°7 * treat multitude, and the scribes disputing or
lt*3»ung with them. No doubt these cavillers
*«J taming the apostles of Jesus with their in*°«t| to cure the demoniac boy of whom we are
iTruntiy U) hear, and insinuating doubts even of
sa
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their Master's ability to do It : while they, realom
for their Master's honour, would no doubt refer to
His past miracles in proof of the contrary. 15. And
straightway all the people — 'the multitude1 — when
they beheld him, were greatly amased—or 'were astound
ed'—and running to him sainted him. The singularly
strong expression of surprise, the sudden arrest of
the discussion, and the rush of the multitude towards
Him, can be accounted for by nothing less than some
thing amazing in His appearance. There can hardly
beany doubt that tits countenance still retain*^ trans
of llix trwiajiauratxon-gtorv, iSee Exodus, 34. 39, 3o.|
So JBenqel, de Wette, Meyer, Trench, Alvord.
No wonder. If this was the case, that they not only
ran to Him, but saluted Him. Our Lord, however,
takes no notice of what had attracted them, and pro
bably it gradually faded away as He drew near; but
addressing Himself to the scribes. He demands the
subject of their discussion, ready tomeet them where
they had pressed hard upon His half•instructed, and
as yet timid apostles. 16. And he asked the scribes.
What question ye with them? Ere they had time to
reply, the father of the boy. whose case had occa
sioned the dispute, himself steps forward and answer*
the question; telling a piteous tale of deafness, and
dumbness, and fits of epilepsy—ending with this, that
the disciples, though entreated, could not perform
the cure. 17. And one of the multitude answered and
said. Master, I have brought onto thee my son—"mine
only child" (Luke. 9. 38), which hath a dumb spirit— a
spirit whose operation had the effect of rendering
his victim speechless, and deaf also (v. 26). In Mat
thew's report of the speech (17. 15), the father says
"he is lunatic;" this being another and most dis
tressing effect of the possession. 18. And wheresoever
he taketh him, he teareth him; and ha foamsth, and gnasheth with his teeth, and pineth away— rather, 'becomes
withered,' 'dried up.' or 'paralyzed;* as the same
word is everywhere else rendered in the New Testa
ment. Some additional particulars are given by
Luke, and by our Evangelist below. "Lo," says ho
In Luke, 0. 3u, "a spirit taketh him, and he suddenly
crieth out; and it teareth him that he foameth axain.
and bruising him hardly (or with difficulty) de parte ih
from him." and I spake to thy disciples that they would
cast him out; and they could not Our Lord replies to
the father by a severe rebuke to the disciples. As
if wounded at the exposure before such a multitude,
of the weakness of His disciples' faith, which doubt
less He felt as a reflection on Himself, He puts them
to the blush before all. but iu language titted only to
raise expectation of what Himself would do. 19. He
answer eth him, and saith. 0 faithless generation— " and
perverse," or 'perverted' (Matthew, 17. 17; Luke,
V. All, how long shall I be with you? how long shall
1 suffer you?—language implying that it was a shame
to them to want the faith necessary to perform this
cure, and that it needed some patience to put up
with them. It is to us surprising that some inter
preters, as Chiiyhohtom and Calvin, should repre
sent this rebuke as addressed, not to the dlsciplen at
all but to the scribes who disputed with them. Nor
does it much, if at all, mend the matter to view it
as addressed to both, as most expositors seem to do.
With Bknuel, de Wette, and Mevek, we regard it
as addressed directly to the true apostles who were
unabte to expel this evil spirit. And though, in
ascribing this inability to their 'want of faith' and
the 'perverted turn of mind* which they had drunk
in with their early training, the rebuke would un
doubtedly apply, with vastly greater force, to those
who twitted the poor disciples with their inability;
it would be to change the whole nature of the rebuke
to suppose It addressed to those who had nojaah at
ait, and were v hoitp ptrtcrttd. It was because faith
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sufficient for curing this youth win to have been ex Second, fits appeal to Christ for help against hu frit
pected of the disciples, and because they should by unbclef-s> feature in the case quite unparalleled,
that time have got rid of the perversity in which and showing, more than all protestations could have
they had been reared, that .Jesus exposes them thus done, the insight he had attained into the existence
l>efore the rest And who does not see that this was of a power in Christ mare gloriow than any he hrni
fitted, more than anything else, to impress upon the besought for his poor child. The work was done: ami
bystanders the severe loftiness of the training lie as the commotion and confusion in the crowd was
was giving to the Twelve, and the unsophisticated now increasing, Jesus at once, as Lord of spirits,
footing He was on with them? Bring; him unto me. gives the word of command to the dumb and deal
The order to bring the patient to Him was instantly spirit to be gone, never again to return to his victim .
obeyed; when, lo ! as if conscious of the presence of 36. And the spirit cried, and rent him sore, and came out
his divine Tormentor, and expecting to be made to of him; and be was as one dead : insomuch that many said .
quit, the foul spirit rages and is furious, determined He is dead. The malignant, cruel spirit, now conscious
to die hard, doing all the mischief he can to this that his tune was come, gathers up his whole strength .
poor child while yet within his grasp. 20. And they with intent by a last stroke to kill his victim, and
brought him unto him; and when he saw him, straightway had nearly succeeded. But the Lord of life was
the spirit tare him. Just as the man with the legion there : the Healer of all maladies, the Friend of
of demons. " when he saw Jesus, ran and worshipped sinners, the Seed of the woman. " the Stronger than
Him" (cb. ft. 6), so this demon, vhen he saw Him, the strong man armed," was there. The very faith
immediately " tare him." The feeling of terror and which Christ declared to be enough for everything
rage was the same in both oases, and he fell on the being now found, it was not possible thst the serpent
ground, and wallowed foaming. Still Jesus does nothing, should prevail. Fearfully is he permitted to brui*e
but keeps conversing with the father about the case the '■ '•■ \ as in this case: but his own head shall go for
—partly to have Its desperate features told out by it—his works shall be destroyed (l John. 3. si. ST.
him who knew them best, in the hearing of the Bnt Jesus took him by the hand, and lifted m™ up ; smd
spectators ; partly to let its virulence have time to be arose. 38. Why could not we cast Mm out ? 39. And
show itself ; and partly to deepen the exercise of the he said unto them, This kind can come forth by nothing
father's soul, to draw out his faith, and thus to pre but by prayer and fasting—i.e., as nearly all good in
pare both him and the bystanders for what He was terpreters are agreed, ' this kind of evil spirits cannot
to do. 31. And he asked liis father. How long is it ago be expelled,' or 'so desperate a case of demoniacal
since this came unto him? And be said. Of a child. Arc. possession cannot be cured, but by prayer and fast
Having told briefly the affecting features of the case, ing.' But since the Lord Himself says that His dis
the poor father, half dispirited by the failure of the ciples could not fast while He was with them, perhap*
disciples and the aggravated virulence of the malady this was designed, as Alfokd hints, for their after
itself In presence of their Master, yet encouraged too tnudauce-unless we take it as but a definite way of
by what he had heard of Christ, by the severe rebuke expressing the general truth, that great and difficult
He had given to His disciples for not having faith duties require special preparation and self-dental.
enough to cure the boy, and by the dignity with But the answer to their question, aa given by Mat
which He had ordered him to be brought to Him— in thew (17.), is more full: "And Jesus said unto them.
this mixed state of mind, he closes his description of Because of yonr unbelief. For verily I say unto you.
the case with these touching words : but if thon canst If ye have faith as a grain of mustard seed, ye shall
do any thing, have compassion on us. and help us—"us," say unto this mountain. Remove hence to yonder
says the father; for it was a sore family affliction. place, and it shall remove ; and nothing shall be
Vf. the language of the Syrophenician woman re impossible unto you" (». 20). See on cb, u. 23.
garding her daughter. "Lord, help me." Still, nothing " Howbeit this kind goeth not out but by prayer and
is done ; the man is but *trut)gling into faith: it must fasting" (c. 31): i.e., though nothing is impossible to
come a step farther. But he had to do with Him faith, yet such a height of faith as is requisite for
who breaks not the bruised reed, and who knew how such triumphs is not to be reached either in a mo
to inspire what He demanded. The man had said to ment or without effort—either with God in prayer or
If im, " // T)um canst do ," 33. Jesus—retorting upon with ourselves in self-denying exercises. Luke (0. 43)
him. said unto him. If thou canst believe; The man had adds, " And they were all amazed at the mighty
said, "If Thou canst do any thing;*' Jesus replies. power of God"—* at the majesty' or 'mightiness of
all things are possible to him that believetn—' My doing God,' in this last miracle, in the transfiguration. &c. ;
all depends on thy believing.' To impress this still or. at the divine grandeur of Christ rising upon them
more. He redoubles upon the believing: "If thou daily.
canst believe, all things are possible to him that be
Second Explicit Announcement of Bis Approaching
lievetn." Thus the I-ord helps the birth of faith in lkaUt and Resurrection (v. 30-32). SO. And they de
that struggling soul: and now. though with pain and parted thence, and passed— 'were passing along* through
sore travail, it comes to the birth, as Trench, bor Galilee: and he would net that any man should know it.
rowing from Ol&haithkn, expresses it. Seeing the By comparing Matthew, 17. 22. 23, and Luke. 9. 43, 44.
case stood still, waiting not upon the Lord's power with this, we gather, that as our Lord's reason for
but his own faith, the man becomes immediately going through Galilee more privately than usual on
conscious of conflicting principles, and rises Into this occasion, was to reiterate to them the announce
one of the noblest utterances on record. 24. And ment which had so shocked them at the first mention
straightway the father of the child cried out, and said of it. and thus familiarize them with it by little aud
with tears. Lord, I believe : help thou mine unbelief:—q.d.t little, so this was His reason for enjoining silence
"Tia useless concealing from Thee. O Thou myste upon them as to their present movements. 31. For
rious, mighty Healer, the unbelief that still struggles he taught his disciples, and said unto them—" Let these
in this heart of mine; but that heart bears me wit sayings sink down into your ears" (Luke. 9. lit not
ness that I do believe in Thee; and if distrust still what had been passing between them as to His gran
remains, I disown it, 1 wrestle with it, I seek help deur, but what He was now to utter, "for" The
from Thee against it' Two things are very remark Bon of man is delivered. The use of the present tense
able here : First. The frit and owned presence of un- expresses how near at hand He would have them to
belvf, which only the strength of the man's faith consider it As Bbxqkl says, steps were already in
could have so revealed to hu own consciousness. course of being taken to bring it about into tic
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iindsofraen. This remarkable antithesis—" the Son
'<■ wtan shall be delivered into the hands of men"—
it I* worthy of notice, is m ail the throe Evangelist*.
ud they shall kill aim-'/ rf.. ' Be not carried off your
ff«t by all that grandeur of Mine which ye have
Uu-iy witnessed, but bear in mind what I have
*irtsdy told yon and now destinctly repeat, that
lint San in whose beams ye now rejoice is soon to
trt Id midnight gloom.' and after he is killed, he
■fill riM the third day. 32. Bat they understood not
uut taring—*" and it was hid from them, [so] that
<:iry perceived it not" (Luke, 0. 46). and were afraid to
uk him. Their most cherished ideas were so com
edy dashed by such announcements, that they
v*re afraid of laying themselves open to rebuke by
i«ta'ng Him any questions. But " they were excecdic; sorry' (Matthew, 17. 23'. While the other Evan- ■'-.«?. as Wkbstkr A Wilkinson remark, notice
tiitir ignorance and their fear. St. Matthew, who was
«e of taem, retains a vivid recollection of their
sorrow.
c-a. Strife amono mi Twilvb who hiioi'ld
n Greatest in tuk Kingdom or Heaven, with
fccuTivg TiAcniKu — Incidental Rebuke or
J'jnx for KxcLuaivENK^. (=Matthew, 18. l-«;
Uke. a 4«-50.i
itriit among the Twelve, with Relative Teaching
* .--T. . 33. What was it that ye disputed among
jttJKtai by the way? From this we gather that
» vr the painful communication He had made to
0i«to.the Kedeerner had allowed them to travel so
■ ~ris of the way by themselves : partly, no doubt,
t^it He might have privacy for Himself to dwell on
*h*t Lay before Him, and partly that they might be
r*iac*d to weigh together and prepare themselves
lor Ihe terrible events which He had announced to
Utem. But if so, bow different was theiroccupation '
H fat taey held their peace: for by the way they had
tissetad among themselves, who should be the greatest,
frwa Matthew, 14 I. we should infer that the sub
let was introduced, not by our Lord, but by the disppk*s themselves, who came and asked Jesus who
•ooald be greatest Perhaps one or two of them
Int referred the matter to Jesus, who put them off
!>il they should all be assembled together at Capertunn. He had all the while " perceived the thought
e( their heart" Luke. 9. 47 ; but now that they were
l'J together "in the house." He questions them
fttottltand they are put to the blush, conscious of
!fcttmp»r towards each other which it had kindled.
"Hus rsited the whole question afresh, and at this
*M onr K rangelist takes it up. The subject was
^Bested by the recent announcement of the King*« (Matthew, l& i9.2ft>. the transfiguration of their
kitter. and especially' the preference given to three
'! than at that scene. 3o. If any man desire to be
L-tt, tie sa<3* shall be last of all, and servant of all—i.e^
kt turn be' such : he must be prepared to take the
[Wad lowest place. Hce on ch. 10. 42-45. 36. And
Kiask i child—' a Uttle child' (Matthew, IS. 2); but
wswadii the same in both places, as also in Luke,
' <■ lai ut him In the midst of them: and when he bad
juoLaia hU arms. This beautiful trait is men.
j"oed by our Evangelist alone, he said unto them.
Here we must go to Matthew (18. 3. 4) for the first
Mrtof this answer:—" Verily I say unto you. except
w be converted, and become as little children, ye
•jw Ml eater into the kingdom of Heaven:"—q.a^,
Conversion must be thorough ; not only must the
[**n be turned to God in general, and from earthly
» tfartnly things, but in particular, except ye be
«w*rted from that carnal ambition which still
jwktai within you. into that freedom from all such
**"** *bich ye see In this child, ye have neither
w> n« lot m the kingdom at all : and he who in
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this feature has most of the child, is highest there'
Whosoever, therefore, shall " humble himself as this
little child, the same is greatest in the kingdom of
heaven:" "for he that is iwitling to be) least amont;
you all. the same shall be great" (Luke, 9. 48j. And
Whosoever shall receive one of such children— so mani
festing the spirit unconsciously displayed by this
child, in my name— from love to Me, receiveth me;
and whosoever shall receive me. receiveth not me, but him
that sent me. Bee on Matthew, 10. 40.
Incidental Htbnke of John/or Exctnsirencss (r. 3M1).
38. And John answered him, saying. Master, we saw one
casting out devils in thy name, and be followeth not us:
and we forbade him. because he followeth not us. The
link of connection here with the foregoing context
lies, we apprehend, in the emphatic words which our
Lord had just uttered. " in My name." ' O.' inter
poses John— young, warm, but not sufficiently appre
hending Christ's teaching in these matters — 'that
reminds me of something that we have just done,
and we should like to know if we did right. We saw
one casting out devils "in Thy •name,"' and we forbade
him, because he followeth not us. Were we right,
or were we wrong?' Answer— * Ye were wrong.'
'But we did it because he followeth not us?' 'No
matter.' 39. But Jesns said. Forbid him not: for there
is no man which shall do a miracle in my name, that can
lightly— or. 'soon.' t>„ 'readily.' speak evil of me.
40. For he that is not against us is on our part Two
principles of immense importance are here laid down:
' First. No one will readily speak evil of Me. who ha?
the faith to do a miracle in My name; and Second,
If such a person cannot be supposed to be against us,
ye are to hold hi in tor us.' Let it be carefully ob
served that our Lord docs not say this man should
not have " followed them," nor yet that it was in
different whether he did or not : but simply teaches
how such a person was to be regarded. atthonvh fie
did vol—viz., tut arevererof His name and a promoter
of His cause. 41. For whosoever shall give you a cup of
water to drink in my name, because ye belong to Christ,
verily I say unto you, he shall not lose bis reward. Sea
on Matthew, 10. 42.
Continuation of Teachina tw attested by the Disciple**
Strife (". 42-60). What follows appears to have no
connection with the incidental reproof of John,
immediately preceding. As that bad interrupted
some important teaching, our Lord hastens back
from it, as if no sucli interruption had occurred. 43.
And whosoever shall offend one of these little ones that
believe in me- or, shall cause them to stumble; re
ferring probably to the effect which such unsavoury
disputes as thuy had held would have upon tho
inquiring and hopeful who came in contact with
them, leading to the belief that after all they were no
better than others, it is better for him that a mill
stone were hanged about bis neck. The word here is
simply 'millstone,' without expressing of whicli
kind. But in Matthew, id. o, it is the 'ass-tumed'
kind, far heavier than the small hand-mill turned by
female slaves, as in Luke, 17. 36. It is of course the
same which is meant here, and he were cast into tne
sea— meaning, that if by such a death that stumbling
were prevented, and so its eternal consequence*
averted, it would be a happy thing for them. Here
follows a striking verso in Matthew, 18. 7. " Woe unto
the world because of offences!"— 'There will be
stumblings and falls and loss of souls enough from
the world's treatment of disciples, without any addi
tion from you: dreadful will be its doom in conse
quence; see that ye share not in it* "For it must
needs be that offences come; but woe to that man by
whom the offence cometh!" ' The struggle between
light and darkness will inevitably cause stumbling*,
but not leas guilty is he who wil uliy makes any to
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stumble.* 43. And if thy hand offend the*, rat it off: it
is better tor thee to enter into life maimed, than having
two hand* to go into hell. See Matthew, 6. 29. 30. The
only difference between the words there and here la,
that there they refer to impure inclinations ; here, to
an ambitious dispodtion. an irascible or quarrelsome
temper, and the like: and the injunction is. to strike
at the root of such dispositions and cut off the occa
sions of them. 47. And if thine eye offend thee, pluck
it out : it is better for thee to enter into the kingdom of
God with one eye. than having; two eyes to be cut into
hell-fire: 48. Where their worm dirth not, and the fire is
not quenched. See on Matthew, 6. 30; and on the
words *'he!l" and "hell tire," or 'the hell of fire:'
see on Matthew, fi. 22. The "unriuenchableness" of
tills tire has already been brought before us see on
Matthew, S. 12); and the awfully vivid idea of an un
dying worm, everlastingly consuming an unconsumable body, ie taken from the closing words of the
Evangelical prophet [Isaiah, Oft. 24). which seem to
have furnished the later Jewish Church with its cur
rent phraseology on the subject of future punishment
(see Liuhttoot). 49. For every one shall be salted
with fire, and every sacrifice shall be salted with salt. A
difficult verse, on which much has been written—
isnine of it to little purpose. ** Every one" probably
means ' Every follower of mine ;' and the "fire" with
which he " must bo salted*' probably means 'a fiery
trial' to season him. iCf. Malachl, 3. 1. Ac ) The
reference to salting the sacrifice is of course to that
maxim of the Levltical law, that every acceptable
aacrlflce must be sprinkled with salt, to express
symbolically its soundness, sweetness, wholesomeness. acceptability. But m it had to be roasted first,
we have here the further idea of a salting with tire.
In this case, "every sacrifice," In the next clause,
will mean, * Every one who would be found an accept
able offering to God;* and thus the whole verse may
perhaps be paraphrased as follows: ' Every disciple
of Mine shall have a fiery trial to undergo, and every
one who would be found an odour of a sweet smell,
a sacrifice acceptable and well-pleasinc to God,
must have such a xattaia, like the Levitical sacrifices.*
Another, bnt, as it seems to us, far-fetched as well
as harsh, interpretation—suggested first, we believe,
by Michaelih, and adopted by Alexandre— takes
the "every sacrifice which must be salted with fire"
to mean those who are " cast into hell," and the vre*erxaUv* effect of this salting to refer to the preser
vation of the lost not only in but hy meant of the fire
of helL Their reason for this is that the other inter
pretation changes the meaning of the " fire," and the
characters too, from the lost to the saved, in these
verses. Bnt as our Lord confessedly ends Mis dis
course with the cose of His own true disciples, the
transition to them in the preceding verse is i>erfectly
natural; whereas to apply the preservative salt of the
sacrifice to the preserving quality of hell-fire, is
equally contrary to the symbolical sense of salt and
the Scripture representations of future torment.
Our Lord has still in His eye the unseemly jarring
which had arisen among the Twelve, the peril to
themselves of allowing any indulgence to such pas
sions, and tho severe self-sacrifice which salvation
would cost them. 00 Salt is good; but if the salt have
lost his saltuess—its power to season what it is brought
into contact with, wherewith will ye season it? How
is this property to be restored? See on Matthew,
6. 13. Have salt la yourselves — ' See to it that ye
retain in yourselves those precious qualities that will
make you a blessing to one another, and to all around
you;' ana—with respect to the miserable strife out
of which all this discourse has sprung, in one con
cluding word—have peace one with another. This is re
peated 10 1 Thessalonians. \ u
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CHAPTER X.
Ver. 1-12. Final Depaktvre from Oaltlf.k —
TVtvorce. f= Matthew, 19. 1-12 ; Luke, ». 6U See on
Matthew. 19. Mi
13-ie. Little Children Brocgbt to Christ.
(=Matthew, la. 13-15; Luke, 18. 1M7.) See on Lnke.
18. 16-17.
17-31. Tux Kirn Yorno Rtjler. (=Matthewr, 10.
10-30; Luke. is. 16-30.) See on Luke. 18. 18-3©.
32-45. Third Explicit and still Fuller. An
nouncement op His Approaching Sufferings.
Death, and Resurrection— Thk ambitious Re
quest OF.1 AMEH AND JOHN, AND TUB UlPLV.
(=
Matthew, 20. 17-2*: Luke. 18. 31-34.)
Third Announcement of Hi* fipproachino Svfferinos,
Death, and Hcntrrectum f-\ 33-34'. 32. Aud they were
in the way—or on the road, going np to Jerusalem—in
Perea, and probably somewhere between Ephraim
and Jericho, on t he-farther side of the Jordan, axitl
to the north-east of Jerusalem, and Jesus went befbrr
tSem— as Grotilh says, in the style of an intrepid
Leader, and they were amazed— or 'struck with
astonishment' at His courage In advancing to cer
tain death, and as tbey followed, they were afrai.1- for
their own safety. These artless, life-like touches —
not only from an eye-witness, but one whom the
noble carriage of the Master struck with wonder ami
awe -are peculiar to Mark, and give the second (Gos
pel a charm ail its own; making us feel as if we our
selves were in the midst of the scenes it desert btro.
Weil might the poet exclaim,
* The Saviour, what a noMc flame
Wai ktui.ed in HU breast.
When, hasting to Jerusalem,
He mnrch'd before the rest !'—C«wp*r.
And h« took again the twelve— referring to His previous
announcements on this sad subject and began to
tell them what things should happen unto him—' were
going to befall Him.' The word expresses something
already begun bnt not brought to a bead, rather
than something wholly future. 33. Saying;. Behold.
we go up to Jerusalem — for the lost time, and—'* all
things that are written by the prophets concerning
the Son of man shall be accomplished" (Luke, is. mi.
the Sou of man shall be delivered unto the chief priests.
and unto the scribes; and they shall condemn him tj
death, and shall deliver him to the Gentiles. This is the
first express statement that the Gentiles would com
bine with the Jews in His death; the two gratul
divisions of the human race for whom He died thus
taking part in crucifying the Lord of Glory, at
WxRHTEn & Wilkinmon observe. 34. And they shall
mock him, and shall scourge him, snd shall spit upcu
him. and shall kill him: and the third day he snail rise
again. Singularly explicit as this announcement
was. Luke (IK. 341 says "they understood none of
these things; and this saying was hid from them,
neither knew they the things which were spoken."
The meaning of the words they could be at no loss to
understand, but their import in relation to His
Messianic kingdom they could not penetrate; tlie
whole prediction being right in the teeth of their
preconceived notions. That they should have dimso tenaciously to the popular notion of an wnsttffer^
ing Messiah, may surprise us: but it gives inexpres
sible weight to their after- testimony to a sufTeni;and dying Saviour.
Amtntwtx KwiHtat of Jama and John— The Re%>?y
(v. 36-46). 35. And James and John, the sons of Zebede*.
come unto bira. saying. Matthew (20. 20) says their
"mother came to Him with her sons, worshipping
Him and desiring." &c (Of. Matthew, 37. 60, with
ch. lfi. 40) 8a!ome was her name (ch. iff. ]).* We
cannot be sure with which of the parties the move
ment originated; but as our Lord, even in Mai ihew s
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ofJamegandJohn.
atoonnt addresses Himself to Jamei and John, supplied—it seems to make our Lord repudiate the
msking no account of the mother, it is likely the right to assign to each of His people his place in the
mother m merely set on by them. The thought kingdom of glory; a thing which He nowhere else
m doubtless suggested to her sons by the recent does, but rather the contrary. It is true that He
i-mmije to the Twelve of *' thrones to sit on, when says their place is "prepared for them by Bis Father."
the Son of man should ait on the throne of His glory" But that is true of their admission to heaven at all;
Metthew, 19. 28) ; but after the reproof so lately and yet from His great white throne Jesus will Him
.:■-* o them (ch. o. 83, &a) they set their mother to self adjudicate the kingdom, and authoritatively
•peak for them. Master, we would that thou shouldest Invite into it those on His right hand, calling them
<j fit m whatsoever we shall desire—thus cautiously the " blessed of His Father;" so little inconsistency
icproaching the subject 3d. And he said unto them. is there between the eternal choice of them by His
Tut would ye that 1 should do for you ? Though well Father, and that public adjudication of them, not
■Tire what was their mind ind their mother's, our only to heaven in general, but each to his own posi
Lord will have tl.e unseemly petition uttered before tion in it, which all Scripture assigns to Christ. The
ill 37. Grant uti. us that we may sit, one on thy right true rendering, then, of this clause, we take it, is this:
kud.aad the other on thy left hand, in thy glory —i.<-., 'But to sit on My right band and on My left hand
Amm to us the two places of highest honour in the is not Mine to give, save to them for whom It Is pre
earning kingdom. The semblance of a plea for so pared.* When therefore He says, " It Is not mine to
rremmptuous a request might possibly have been give" the meaning Is, *I cannot give it as a favour to
-iwb from the fact that one of the two usually leaned whomsoever I please, or on a principle of favourit
<'H the breast of Jesus, or sat next Him at meals, ism; it belongs exclusively to those for whom It is
• »Je the other was one of the favoured three. 38. prepared,* Ac, And if this be His meaning, it will
Bu Jems said unto them. Ye know not what ye ask. be seen how far our Lord is from disclaiming the
How gentle the reply to such a request, preferred at right to assign to each his proper place in His King
*oeh a time, after the sari announcement just made! dom; that on the contrary. He expressly asserts it,
:u j« drink of the cop that I drink off To ' drink of merely announcing that the principle of distribution
» cap' Is in Scripture a figure for getting one's fill is quite different from what these petitioners sup
^ther of good (Psalm 16. 6; 23. 6 ; 116. 13 ; Jeremiah. posed. Our Lord, it will be observed, does not deny
- : or of ill (Psalm 75. 8: John. 18. 11 ; Revelation. the petition of James and John, or say they shall not
"io. Here it u the cap of suffering, and be baptised occupy the place in His kingdom which they now
T-U the baptism that I am baptised with ? (Cf. for the improperly sought:—for aught we know, that may be
■ --'.*a*A Psalm 42. T.) The object of this question their true place. All we are sure of is. that their ask
was to bare been to try how far those two men ing it was displeasing to Him "to whom all judg
•m eofzttt of the dignity to which they aspired; ment is committed," and so was not fitted to gain
vA this on the principle that he who is able to suffer their object, but just the reverse. (See what is
oi«t lor His sake will be the nearest to Him in His taught in Luke. 14. 8-11.) One at least of these
tasdorn. 39. And they said unto him. We can. Here brethren, as Alpord strikingly remarks, saw on the
*< w them owning their mother's petition for them right and on the left hand of their Lord, as He hung
« their own : and doubtless they were perfectly upon the tree, the crucified thieves; and bitter
uioere ta professing their willingness to follow their indeed must bave been the remembrance of this am
hyter to any suffering He might have to endure. bitious prayer at that moment 41. And when the
Hell sad they shall have to do it As for James, he ten heard it, they began to be much displeased with
l**the first of the apostles who was honoured, and James and John—or " were moved with Indignation,"
•i'Ted hhnself able, to be baptized with his Master's as the same word is rendered in Matthew, so. 24.
'tpuim of blood (Acts, 12. 1, 'i ; while John, after The expression "began to be," which is of frequent
• tot through all the persecutions to which the occurrence in the Gospels, means that more passed
''Mt Church was exposed from the Jews, and than is expressed, and that we have but the result.
■^ros hi the itrugglee and sufferings occasioned by And can we blame the ten for the indignation which
they felt? Yet there was probably a spice of the old
'^10*4
of theafter
Gospel
Gentiles,
ij%*& to triumph*
be the victim,
all among
the restthehod
got to spirit of rivalry in it, which in sptte of our Lord's re
•**?. el a bitter persecution in the evening of his cent lengthened, diversified and most solemn warn
'-W (or the word of God and for the testimony of ings against it. had not ceased to stir in their breasts.
J«nu Christ. Yes, they were dear believers and 42. Bat Jesus called them to him, and ssith unto them,
■ '<Kd roeo. in spite of this unworthy ambition, and Te know that they which are accounted to rule—are re
l"'sr Lord knew it ; and perhaps the foresight of cognised or acknowledged as rulers, over the Gentiles
*t*t they would have to pass through, and the exercise lordship over them ; and their great ones exer
^**3Mu testimony He would yet receive from cise authority upon them—as superiors exercising an
****■ vie the cause of that gentleness which we acknowledged authority over inferiors. 43. But so
eUBot bat wonder at in His reproof. And Jesus said shall it not be among you: but whosoever will be great
'■'•^i! shall indeed drink of the cup that I drink among you, shall be your minister—a subordinate ser
' , u* wish die baptism that I am baptized withal shall vant. 44. And whosoever of you will be the chiefeet—or
7 • te NMsat No doubt this prediction, when their * first,' shall be—i.f., * let him be,' or ' shall be he who
inolajg at length came upon them, cheered them is prepared to be* servant of all—one In the lowest
to the tanranoe, not that they would sit on His condition of service. 45. For even the Son of man
PfU sod left hand-for of that thought they would came not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and to
« isszttty ashamed—bat that" if they suffered with give his life a ransom for—or, 'instead of many:—f/d.,
^a,
ihould be also glorifled together." 40. 'In the kingdom about to be set up this principle
:- ■ to they
tit m my right band and on my left hand is not shall have no place. All my servants shad there be
r « *x fire; bat i it shall be given to them} for whom it is equal ; and the only "greatness" known to it shall
*:f*J'd--"of my Father" (Matthew, JO. S3!. The be the greatness of humility and devotedness to the
"Wentent which our translators have inserted is service of others. He that goes down the deepest in
•^proved by tome good interpreters, and the proper these services of self-denying humility shall rise the
*s*of the word rendered "but" Is certainly in highest and bold the " chlefest" place in that king
[»**a of it. But besides that it makes the state- dom ; even as the Son of man, whose abasement and
*» elliptical—leaving too many words to be sett-sacrifice for others, transcending all, gives Hun
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The Barren Fig Tree Cursed,

MARK. XI. XII.

of right a place above all! As "the Word in the
beginning with God," He was ministered unto ; and
as the risen Redeemer in our nature He now tx mini
stered unto, "angels and authorities and powers
being made subject unto Him" (1 Peter, 3. 22) ; but
not for this came He hither. The Served of all
c.-ime to be the Servant of all; and His last act was
the grandest Service ever beheld by the universe of
<;-><l-'" He gave Hih Life a Ransom for Many!'"
"Many" Is here to be taken, not in contrast with
few or with ally but in opposition to one—the one Son
of man for the many sinners.
46-62. Blind Bartimki;s Healed. (=Matthew.
2D. 20-34; Luke. 18. 35-43.) See on Luke, 18. 36-43.
CHAPTER XL
Ver. l-ll. Christ's Triumphal Entry into
Jerusalem, on the first day of the week. (=
Matthew, 21. 1-0: Luke. 10. 29-40; John, 12. 12. 19.) See
011 Luke, 19. 29-40.
11-26, The Barren Fig Tree Cursed, with
Lessons from it — Second Cleansing of the
Temple, on the second and third days of the
week. (=Matthew, 21. 12-22: Luke. 19. 46-48.) 11.
And Jeius entered into Jerusalem, and into the temple:
and when he had looked round about upon—or ' surveyed'
all things, and now the even-tide was come, he went oat
unto Bethany with the twelve. Thus briefly does our
Evangelist dispose of tills His first day in Jerusalem.
after the triumphal entry. Nor do the Third and
Fourth Gospels give us more light. But from Mat
thew [21. 10, 11, 14-16) we learn some additional and
precious particulars, for which see on Luke, 19. 46-48.
It was not now safe for the Lord to Bleep in the City,
nur, from the day of His Triumphal Entry, did lie
pass one night in it, save the last fatal one.
Tlu Barren Fig Tree Cursed (c. 12-14). 12. And on
the morrow. The Triumphal Entry being on the First
day of the week, this following day was Munuay.
when they were come from Bethany—" in the morning"
(Matthew. 21. 18)—he was hungry. How was that ?
Had He stolen forth from that dear roof at Bethany
to the "mountain to pray, and continued all night
in prayer to GodF' (Luke, 0. 12); or, "in the morn
ing." as on a former occasion, "risen up a great while
before day, and departed into a solitary place, and
there prayed" ich. 1. 36); not breaking His fast there
after, but bending His steps straight for the city.
that He might " work the works of Him that sent
Him while it was day?" (John. 9. 4.) We know not,
though one lingers upon and loves to trace out the
every movement of that life of wonders. One tiling.
however, we are sure of— it was real bodily hunger
v. hich He now sought to allay by the fruit of this fig
tree. " if haply He might find any thing thereon ?'
not a mere scene for the purpose of teaching a lesson,
as some early heretics maintained, and some still
seem virtually to hold. 13. And seeing a fig tree. (In
Matthew, 21. 19. it is ' one flg tree,' but the sense is
the same as here, ' a certain fig tree,' as in Matthew,
8. 19, &c.) BetliphaKe, which adjoined Bethany, de
rives its name from its being u, Jig-region— ' House of
figs.' afar off having leaves— and therefore promising
fruit, which in the case of figs comes before the leaves.
he came, if haply he might find any thing thereon: and
when he came to it, he found nothing but leaves; for the
time of figs was not [yet]. What the precise import of
this explanation is, interpreters are not agreed. Per
haps all that is meant is, that as the proper fig
season had not arrived, no fruit would have been ex
pected even of this tree but for the leaves which it
had, which were in this case prematurely and un
naturally developed. 14. And Jesus answered and said
uuto it. No man eat fruit of thee hereafter for ever.
That word did not make the tree barren, bnt sealed
it up in iu own barrenness, bee on Matthew, 13.

vHth Lessons from it.

13-16. And bis disciples heard it—and marked the say
ing. This is introduced as a connecting link, to ex
plain what was afterwards to be said on the subject,
as the narrative has to proceed to the other transac
tions of this day.
Stcoud Cleansing of the Tempi* (r. 16-18). For the
exposition of this portion, see on Luke, 19. 46-4S.
Lessons from Ute Cursing of the Fig Tree (v. SO-2G).
20. And in the morning—of Tuesday, the third day of
the week: He had slept, as during all this week, at
Bethany, as they passed by— going into Jerusalem
again, they saw the fig tree dried up from the roots—
no partial blight, leaving life in the root ; but it
was now dead, root and branch. In Matthew. 21. 19.
ft is said it withered away as soon as it was cursed.
But the full blight had not appeared probably at
once: and in the dusk perhaps, as they returned to
Bethany, they had not observed it. The precision
with which Mark distinguishes the days is not ob
served by Matthew, intent only on holding up the
truths which the incident was designed to teach. In
Matthew the whole is represented as taking place
at once, just as the two stages of Joints' daughter—
dying and dead-are represented by him as one. Tlie
only difference is between a more summary and a
more detailed narrative, each of which oniy confirms
the other. 21. And Peter calling to remembrance saitn
unto him—satisfied that a miracle so very peculiar, a
miracle, not of bieseinu, as all His other miracles, but
of cursing, could not have been wrought but with
some higher reference, and fully expecting to hear
something weighty on the subject : Vaster, behold, the
fig tree which thou eursedtt is withered away—so con
necting the two things as to show that he traced the
death of the tree entirely to the curse of his Lord.
Matthew (21. 20) gives this simply as a general ex
clamation of surprise by the disciples "how soon"
the blight had taken effect. 22. And Jesus answering:
with unto them. Have faith in God. 23. For verily I say
unto you, Tnat whosoever shall say unto this mountain.
Be thou removed ... he shall have whatsoever he saith*
Here is the lesson now. From the nature of the c&*e
supposed - that they might wish a mountain removed
and cast into the sea, a thing far removed from any
thing which they could be thought actually to desire
—it is plain that not physical but moral obstacles to
the progress of His kingdom were in the Redeemer's
view, and that what He designed to teach was the
great lesson, that no obstacle sh^nUd be able to sUitvd
before a confiding faith in God. 24. Therefore I aay
unto you. What things soever ye desire, when ye pray.
believe that ye receive them, and ye shall have them'
This verse only generalizes the assurance of the for
mer verse; which seems to show that it was designed
for the special encouragement of evangeiUtic and
missionary efforts, while this is a directory for pre
vailing prayer in general, 25. And when ye stand pray
ing, forgive, if ye have aught against any: that year
Father also which is In heaven may forgive you your
trespasses, &c. This is repeated from the beruion
on the Mount (see on Matthew, & 14, 16J; to remind
them that if this was necessary to the acceptableness of alt prayer, much more trhtn great t/unys *ccre
to be asked and coujuieatlu expected.
27-33, The Authority op Jesus Question*!*—
Hib Reply. (=Matthew, 2L 23-27; Luke. 2u. t^i
See on Matthew. 21. 23-27.
CHAPTER XII.
Ver. 1-12. Parable ok tue Wicked Husbaxxv
men. i=Matthew, 21. 33-46; Luke, 2u, 91s.) ijcJ on
Matthew. 21. 33-46.
13-40. Entangling Questions about Tribute,
THE RESURRECTION, AND THE GREAT CoMMtNl)'
MENT, WITH THE REPLIES—CHRIST DAFKLtS Tfl»
Pharisees »y a Question asuii David, a^d

fnfTtff*'rf Questions about TribuU,
MARK. XIL
and the Resurrection.
T'KorccKi thi Sc&ibss. {=Matthew. 22. iMO; is not here spoken of, but of nature— " being the
Lake. 2t». 20-47. i The time of this Section appears to children of the resurrection." as rising to an unbe ftill the third day of Christ's last week -Tuesday. decaying existence tRomans, 8. 21. 23,, and so being
Muthew introduces the subject by saying 122. 16), the children of their Father's immortality (1 Timothy,
' Ttitn went the Pharisees and took counsel how 6. 16). 26. And as touching the dead, that they rise:
iVy might entangle Utm In His talk." 1& And they have ye not read in the book of Hoses—"even Moses."
tek auto him certain of the Pharisees—"their dis- (Luke. 20. 37), whom they had just quoted for the pur
01)10." says Matthew; probably young and zealous pose of entangling Him. how In the bush Ood spake
t.iiatars in that hardening school and of the Hero- unto him—either 'at the bush,' as the same expres
:aa* See on Matthew. 22. 16. In Luke. 20. 20, sion is rendered in Luke, 20. 37. i.e., when he was
tbese willing tools are called "spies, which should there: or ' in the (section of his history regarding the)
'.tUn themselves just [or 'righteous') men, that they bush.' The structure of our verse suggests the latter
mjht take hold of His words, that so they might sense, which is not unusual taying (Exodus, 3. 6), I
datover Him unto the power and authority of the am the Ood of Abraham, and the Ood of Isaac and the
Kfftfnor." Their plan, then, was to entrap Him Ood of Jacob? 27. He is not the Ood of the dead, but
ioty some expression which might bo construed I the Ood] of the living—not ' the God of dead but [the
nto disaffection to the Roman government: the GodJ of living persons.' The word In brackets is
F*fcarise«i themselves being notoriously discontented almost certainly an addition to the genuine text, and
vita the Roman yoke.
critical editors exclude it. "For all live unto Him"
TribuU to Ceaur in 14-17). 14. And when they were Luke. 'in. 38—'in His view.' or 'in His estimation.*
mat, they say unto hua. Master—or ' teacher'—we know This last statement — found only in Luke—though
■ -it taou art true, and carest for do man; for thou Tegard- adding nothing to the argument, is an important
ti*. sot the persoB of men, but teacbest the way of God in additional illustration. It is true. Indeed, that te
tnih. By such flattery— though they said only the God no human being is dead or ever will be, but all
mth-they hoped to throw Him off His guard. Is it mankind sustain an abiding conscious relation to
**dal to give tribute to Cesar, or not? It was the civil Him ; but the " all" here mean " those who shall be
ixiU-tax paid by ail enrolled iu the ' Census.' See on accounted worthy to obtain that world." These sus
MtUhew. 17. 2i 15. 8hall we give, or shall we not give? tain a gracious covenant-relation to God which can
^ ae. knowing their hypocrisy—"their wickedness" not be dissolved. (Cf. Romans, 6. 10, 11.) In this
'lattbew, a is; " their craftiness" Luke, 20. 23. The sense our Lord affirms that for Moses to call the
t-ahgnity of their hearts took the form of craft, Lord the "God" of His patriarchal servants, if at
i Mtnding what they did not feel— an anxious desire that moment they had no existence, would be un
to bo raided aright in a matter which to a scrupulous worthy of Him. He " would be ashamed to be called
It* ought seem a question of some difficulty. See- their God, if He had not prepared for them a city"
iag perfectly through this. He said unto them. Why (Hebrews. 11. 10). It was concluded by some of the
'*£ft yt met—" hypocrites!" bring me a penny that I early Fathers, fsom our Lord's resting His proof of
■aym It-or "the tribute money" (Matthew, 22. 19). the Resurrection on such a passage as this, instead of
'4 sad they brought it. And he saith unto them. Whose quoting some much clearer testimonies of the Old
ishijunage- stamped upon the coin, and saperscrip- Testament, that the Sadducees, to whom this was
' .t*-:oe words encircling it on the obverse side addressed, acknowledged the authority of no part of
iii ihey said onto him. Cesar's. 17. And Jesos answer- the Old Testament but the Pentateuch ; and this
i{ tsid onto them. Render to Cesar the things that are opinion has held its ground even till now. But as
Cisrs. Putting it in this general form, it was im- there is no ground for It in the New Testament, so
liable for sedition itself to dispute it, and yet it Joseph us is silent upon it ; merely saying that they
•'inorred the snare, and to Ood the things that are rejected the Pharisaic traditions. It was because
fatfi. How much is there in this profound but to the Pentateuch was regarded by all classes as the
item startling addition to the maxim, and how fundamental source of the Hebrew Religion, and all
^eutaparable is the whole for fulness, brevity, clear- the succeeding books of the Old Testament but as
'-aa. might! and they marvelled at him— "at His developments of it, that our Lord would show that
w»w, and held their peace" (Luke. 20. 26), "and even there the doctrine of the Resurrection was
taught. And all the rather does He select this pas
. :: Him, and went their way" (Matthew. 22. 22).
TU Rmrrectio* [r. 18-271. 18. Then come unto him sage, as being not a bare annunciation of the doctrine
-* tsceaeees. which say there is no resurrection— in question, but as expressive of that glorious truth
"wither so«el nor spirit" (Acts. 23. 71. They were out of wtuchthe Resurrtctv<n springs. "And when the
lie materialists of the day. See on Acts, 23. 7. and multitude heard this (sayB Matthew. 22. 33), they were
'**7 asked him taying, 19-22. Master. Moses wrote unto astonished at His doctrine." " Then (adds Luke, 20.
w Deuteronomy. 25. 6i, If a man's brother die. and 30. -to) certain of the scribes answering said, Master"
in ate ■ife behind him. &c. . . . And the seven bad her. —'Teacher,' "thou hast well said"—enjoying His
,d* aft u seed: last of all the woman died also. 23. In victory over the Sadducees. " And after that they
tat ntvnKtun therefore when they shall rise ... 34. Do durst not ask Him any [question at allf*— neither
J< *• tamfore err, because y« know not the Scriptures— I party could; both being for the time utterly foiled
rsardine the future state, neither the power of Ood?
Tin urcat Vmnmandrnent [v. 28-34). " But when the
- tei-jfi which a thousand such difficulties vanish. | Pharisees had heard that He had put the Sadducees
** 'aaato ihey ii>all rise from the dead, they neither to silence, they were gathered together" (Matthew.
■"Tsar are given iu marriage—"neither can they 22. 34). 28. And one of the scribes—" a lawyer," says
,u« *nr more** 'Luke. 20. 36». Marriage is ordained | Matthew (22. M1; •.*., a teacher of the Law, came, and
J* P*r>eiuate the human family; but as there will ■ having heard them reasoning together, and perceiving
'i no breaches by death in the future state, this . that he had answered them well, asked him—manifestly
- riinanot will cease, but are as the angels which are in no bad spirit. When Matthew therefore says he
a Bstro. In Luke it is " equal unto the angels:" but I came " tempting," or " trying him." as one of the
w the subject is death and resurrection, wo are not j Pharisaic party who seemed to enjoy the defeat He
warranted to extend the equality here taught be- i had given to the Sadducees, we may suppose that
road ibe one point—the immorta Uy of their nature. though somewhat priding himself upon his insight
A teaotiful clause is added in Luke—" and are the I into the law. and not indisposed to measure his
uii&cb of God"- not in respect of chaiacUr, which ! knowledge with One u whom he had not yev learned

Great Commandment f
HARK. XII.
JThichutht
to believe, he wu nevertheless an honest-hearted. often it means ' our emotional nature'—the seat of
fair disputant Wfcioh is tht first commandment of feeUna as distinguished from our intellectual nature
all?—first In Importance: the primary. leading com or the seat of tnononi, commonly called the *" mind**
mandment, the moat fundamental one. This was a as in Philippians. 4. 7 . But neither can this be the
question which, with some others, divided the Jewish sense of it here: for here the heart is distinguished
teachers into rival schools. Our Lord's answer is in both from the "mind" and the "soul.'* The "heart,"
a strain of respect very different from what He show then, must here mean the sincerity of both the
ed to cavillers—ever observing His own direction. thoughts and the feelings; in other words. ' upright
"Give not that which is holy to the doss, neither ness' or ' true-hearimdne**,' as opposed to a hypocritical
cast je your pearls before swine; lest they trample or divided affection. Bnt next, " Thou ahalt love the
them under their feet, and turn again and rend you" Lord thy God" with thy souX This is designed to
[Matthew. 7. 6 . 29. And Jesus answered him. The first command our emotional nature: 'Thou shalt put
of all the commandments is. The readings here vary feelino or varnith into thine affection.* Further.
considerably. Tisch endow and Tuoeixes read " Thou shalt love the Lord thy God" with thy mind.
simply, 'the first is.-1 and they are followed by This commands our Intellectual nature: * Thou ahalt
Meyer and Al-tord. But though the authority for put intelligence into thine affection'—in opposition to
the precise form of the received test is slender, a a blind devotion, or mere devoteeism. Lastly. "Thou
form almost identical with it seems to hare most shalt love the Lord thy God" with thy strength. This
weight of authority. Our Lord here gives His ex commands our energies: 'Thou shalt put intensity
plicit sanction to the distinction between command into thine affection'—" Do it with thy might** lEcele
ments of a more fundamental and prtmary character. riastes. 0. WJ. Taking these four things together, the
and commandments of a more dependent and sufc- command of the Law is, 'Thou shalt love the Lord
ontinaU nature ; a distinction of which it is con thy God with all thy powers—with a sincere, a fervtcl.
fidently asserted by a certain class of critics that the an intelligent, an energetic love.' But this is not all
Jews knew nothing, that our Lord and his apostles that the Law demands. God will have all these
nowhere lay down, and which has been invented by qualities in their most perfect exercise. " Thou
Christian divines. (Ct Matthew. S3. SI) Hear, 0 shalt love the Lord thy God." says the Law, ** with
Israel; the Lord our God is one Lord. This every devout all thy heart." or. with perfect sincerity ; *' Them
Jew recited twice every day, and the Jews do it to shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy soul." or.
this day: thus keeping up the great ancient national with the utmost fervour; " Thou ahalt love the Lord
protest against the polytheisms and pantheisms of thy God with all thy mind." or, in the fullest exer
the heathen-world: it is the great utterance of the cise of an enlightened reason ; and "Thou shalt love
national faith in One Living and Personal God— the Lord thy God with all thy strength." or, with
" One Jehovah ! " 30. And thou shalt We have the whole energy of our being' So much for the
here the language of lav, expressive of God's claims. First Commandment. 31. And the s-cond is like—
What then are we here bound down to do? One "unto it" (Matthew, as. 39;: as demanding the same
word is made to express it. And what a word ! Had affection, and only the extension of it, in its proper
the essence of the divine law consisted in deed*, it measure, to the creatures of Him whom we thus love
could not possibly have been expressed in a single —our brethren in the participation of the same na
word; for no one deed Is comprehensive of all others ture, and neighbours, as connected with us by ties
embraced in the law. But as it consists in an affec that render each dependent upon and necessary to
tion of the soul, one word suffices to express it—but the other. Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself
only one. Fear, though due to God and enjoined by Now, as we are not to love ourselves supremely, this
Him. is limited in its sphere and distant in character. is virtually a command, in the first place, not to love
Tnui. Hoi*, and the like, though essential features our neighbour with all our heart and soul and mind
of a right state of heart towards God. are called into and strength. And thus it is a condemnation of the
action only by personal necessity, and so are—in a idolatry of the creature. Our supreme and nttermost
good sense, it Is true, but still are properly—telnsh affection is to be reserved for God. But as sincerity
affection*: that is to say, they have respect to our mtm as ourselves we are to love all mankind, and with the
vxii-bemg. But Love Is an all-inclusive affection, same readiness to do and suffer /or them as we should
embracing not only every other affection proper to reasonably desire them to show to us. The golden
its Object, but all that is proper to be done to its rule Matthew, 7. lxj is here our best interpreter of
Object; for as love spontaneously seeks to please its the nature and extent of these claims. There is none
Object, so. in the case of men to God. it Is the native other commandment greater than these—or. as in Mat
well-spring of a voluntary obedience. It is. besides, thew. S3. 4U. "On these two commandments bans all
the most personal of all affections. One may fear an the Law and the Prophets" (see on Matthew, 6. 17).
event, one may hope for an event, one ru&y rejoice in It is as if He had said. 'This is all Scripture in a
an event; but one can love only a Feram. it is the nutshell; the whole law of human duty in a portable.
tenderut, the most unselfish, the most divine of all pocket form.' Indeed, it is so simple that a child
affections. Such. then, is the affection in which the may understand it, so brief that all may remember
essence of the divine law Is declared to consist—Thou it, so comprehensive as to embrace all possible cases.
ahalt love. We now come to the glorious Object of And from its very nature it is u-nchttngeohie. It is
that demanded affection. Thou shalt love the Lord, inconceivable that God should require from his
thy God— ii.. Jehovah, the 8elf-Exiatent One, who rational creatures anything less, or in substance any
has revealed Himself as the "I Am." and there is thing else, under any dispensation, in any world, at
"none else." who, though by his name Jehovah ap any period throughout eternal duration. He cannot
parently at an unapproachable distance from His but claim this—all this—alike in heaven, in earth, said
finite creatures, yet bears to Thee a real and definite in hetlt And this incomparable summary of the
relationship, out of which arises His claim and Thy Divine Law belonged to the Jewish RelPiton! Aa it
duty— of Love. But with what are we to love Him? shines in its own self-evidencing splendour, so it re
Four things are here specified. First. "Thou shalt veals Its own true source. The Religion from which
love the Lord thy God" with thy heart. This some the world has received it could be none other than
times means 'the whole inner man' (as Proverbs, a Ood-oiven Religion f 33. And the scribes said onto
*. S3); but that cannot be meant here; for then the him. Well. Master—' Teacher.' thou hast said the truth
other thrve particulars would be superfluous. Very for there is one IGodj: and there is sons other hut it?
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Christ Baffles Uu Pharisees.
MARK. XIII.
Of the Destruction of Jerusalem.
The pecnine text here seems clearly to have been, of their property, while by their "long prayers" they
"There Is one." without the word "God;"* and so made them believe they were raised far above " filthy
Dearly all critical editors and expositors read. 33. lucre." So much the "greater damnation" awaited
lid to lore him with all the heart ... and to love his them. (Cf. Matthew, 23. 33.) A life-like description
Labour u hi^j»lf, is more than all whole burnt offer* this of the Romish clergy, the true successors of
£p and sacrifices—more. *.«., than all positive Institu- "the scribes.'*
0001; thereby showing insight Into the essential
41-44, The Widow** Two Mites. . (=Luke, a. 1-4.)
iffereoce between what is moral and in its own 8ee on Luke, 21. 1-4.
__
tature unch>ivo^abte, and what U obligatory only
CHAPTER XIII.
Sots** thrived and only #o long as enjoined. 34. And
vats Jans saw that he answered discreetly—rather,
Ver. 1-37. Christ's Prophecy or the Destruc
intelligently,* or * sensibly;* not only in a pood spirit, tion op Jkruhalem. and Warnings suggested bt
tat with a promising measure of insight into spiritual it to Prepare for Hid Second Coming. {= Mat
thine*, he said unto him, Tiioti art not far from the kiug- thew. 34. 1-61; Luke. 21. 6-80.) Jesus bad uttered all
■. :a of God—for he had but to follow out a IxtUt further His mind against the Jewish ecclesiastics, exposing
•bat he seemed sincerely to own, to find his way their character with withering plainness, and denounc
lata the kingdom. He needed only the experience ing, iu laoguage of awful severity, the judgments of
f another eminent scribe who at a later period said. God against them for that unfaithfulness to their
We know that Vie law is spiritual, but I am carnal. trust which was bringing ruin upon the nation. He
Kid under sin;" who exclaimed, *' 0 wretched man bad closed this His hut public Discourse (Matthew,
that I am ! Who shall deliver me?" but who added, 23.} by a passionate Lamentation over Jerusalem, and
1 thank God through Jesus Christ!** (Romans, 7. 14, a solemn Farewell to the Temple. "And (says Mat
M. tt. i Perhaps among the " great com pany of the thew, 24. l) Jesus went out, and departed from the
tttests" and other Jewish ecclesiastics who "were temple"—never more to re-enter its precincts, or open
■Wient to the faith," almost immediately after the His mouth in public teaching. With this act endtd
day of Pentecost < Acta, ft. 7) this upright lawyer was His public ministry. As He withdrew, says Olsrauone. Bat for all his nearness to the Kingdom of ben, the gracious presence of God left the sanctuary;
God, it may be be never entered it. And no man after and the Temple, with all its service, and the whole
tat durst ask any question—all feeling that they were theocratic constitution, was given over to destruction.
w &atch for Him, and that it was vain to enter the What immediately followed is, as usual.most minutely
bits with Htm,
and graphically described by our Evangelist. 1. And
(■Mmt BuJUs the Pharisee* regarding David (<: 35-37). as be went ont of the temple, one of his disciples saith
3a. And Jesus answered and said, while he taught in the uoto him. The other Evangelists are less definite.
tepfe-and "while the Pharisees were gathered "As some spake," says Luke: "His disciples came to
btxther" '.Matthew. 22. 41). How say the scribes that Him," Bays Matthew. Doubtless it was the speech of
CkriB is too son of David f—How come they to give it one. the mouth-piece, likely, of others. Master—
•«n\, that Messiah is to be the son of David t In ' Teacher/ see what manner of stones and what buildings
Matthew, Jesus asks them, "What think ye of are here—wondering, probably, how so massive a pile
(-nrittfor of the promised and expected Messiah? could be overthrown, as seemed implied in our Lord's
"Whose son is He (to be); They say unto Him, last words regarding it. Josephus, who gives a
The son of David." The sense Is the same. " He minute account of the wonderful structure, speaks of
'sith onto them. How then doth David In spirit call stones forty cubits long Uemsh War* v. 6. 1.), and
Hob Lord!" (Matthew, St ex, 43.) 36. For David says the pillars supporting the porches were twentyu*jsK said by the Holy Ghost (Psalm 110. 1), The Lord five cubits high, all of one stone, and that the whitest
uit to my Lord, Bit thou on my right hand, till I make marble (lb., v. 6. 2). Six days/ battering at the walls,
tiai enemies thy footstool 37. David therefore himself during the siege, made no impression upon them
caQeth him Lord: and whence is he then his sou ? There (lb., vi. 4. 1}. Some of the under-building, yet remain
m bat one solution of this difficulty. Messiah is at ing, and other works, are probably as old as the first
'-■ace inferior to David as his son according to the temple. 2. And Jesus answering said unto him, Seest
-«h. and superior to him as the Lord of a kingdom thou these great buildings 1 'Ye call my attention to
t which David is himself a subject, not the sove- these things 1 I have seen them. Ye point to their
f-sa. The Human and Divine natures of Christ, massive and durable appearance: now listen to their
ud the spirituality of His kingdom—of which the fate.' there shall not be left—"left here" (Matthew,
behest earthly sovereigns are honoured if they be 24. 2). one stone upon another, that shall not be thrown
"■wanted worthy to be its subjects—furnish the only down. Titus ordered the whole city and temple to be
a*7 to this puzzle. And the common people—or, * the demolished (Joseph us. J. IV., vii. 1.1.]; Eleazar
raaease crowd.' heard him gladly. "And no man wished they had all died before seeing that holy city
•uaUe to answer Him a word; neither durst any destroyed by enemies' hands, and before the temple
ou (rim that day forth ask Him any more Ques* was bo profanely dug up (lb. . vii. 8. 7). 3. And as he
sat upon the mount of Olives, over against the temple. On
***»" Matthew, 22. 46J.
Itoftwltej Denounced (v. 38-40). 38. And he said their way from Jerusalem to Bethany they would
zxm mm m Bis doctrine—rather, 'in His teaching;' cross mount Olivet; on its summit He seats Himself,
j&rtjfacthat this was but a specimen of an extended over againBt the temple, having the city all spread out
['•course, which Matthew gives in full tch. 33.). under His eye. How graphically is this set before us
"iie n.yt (». 45) this was *'in the audience of all by our Evangelist. Peter and James and John and
w» people uid unto his disciples." Beware of the Andrew asked him privately. The other Evangelists tell
*cfbes, which love—or * like* to go in long clothing (see us merely that "the disciples" did so. But Mark not
<ja Matthew, 53. fi), and Ilove] salutations in the market- only says it was four of them, but names them; and
■ jfla %- And the chief seats in the synagogues, and they were the first quaiernion of the Twelve. 4. Tell
'.* eppenaost rooms, or positions, at feasts. See on us, when shall these things be! and what shall be the
1 Mi lore of distinction, Luke, 14. 7; and on Matthew. Bign when all these things shall be fulfilled f—" and what
*- i 40. Which devour widows' houses, and for a pre- shall be the sign of thy coming, and of the end of the
t«a suit long prayers: these shall receive greater dam- world?" They no doubt looked upon the date of all
E*Qa- They took advantage of their helpless con- these things as one and the same, and their notions of
«ta> and confiding character, to obtain poaseasion the things themselves were as coniaaed as of the times
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of them. Our Lord takes Hi* own way of meeting
their question*.
Prophecies of the Destruction of Jerusalem (r. 5-31}.
5. And Jetm answering them began to iiv, Take heed
lest any mao decciTe you : 6. For many shall come In my
name, laying. I am (Christ J (see Matthew, 24. 5)—"and
the time draweth nigh" :Luke. 21. 8); that la, the time
of the kingdom lo it* full splendour, and ihilt deceive
many. "Go ye not therefore after them" (Luke, Si. 81.
The reference ihere seems not to be to pretended
Messiahs, deceiving those who rejected the claims of
Jesus, of whom Indeed there were plenty — for oar
Lord is addressing His own genuine disciples—but to
persons pretending to be Jesus Himself, returned in
glory to take possession of His kingdom. This gives
peculiar force to the words, "Go ye not therefore after
them." 7. And wben ye shall hear of wars and rumours
of wars, be ye not trouoled—see on v. 13, and compare
Isaiah. 8. 1114, for such things most needs be ; but the
cod shall not be yet. In Luke (21. o;, " the end is not
by and by." or ' immediately.' Worse must come be
fore all is over. 8. These are the beginning! of Borrows
—'of travail- pangs.' to which heavy calamities are
compared. (See Jeremiah, 4. 31, Ac.) The annals of
Tacitus tell us bow the Roman world was convulsed,
before the destruction of Jerusalem, by rival claimants
of the Imperial purple. 0. But take heed to yourselves:
for— "before all these tilings" (Luke, 21. 13J ; i.e..
before these public calamities come, they shall deliver
you up to contcils ; and in the synagogues ye shall be
beaten. These refer to ecclesiastical proceedings against
them, and ye shall be brcught before rulers and kings—
before cimt tribunals next, for my sake, for a testimony
agams* them—rather 'unto them*—to give you an op
portunity of bearing testimony to Me before them.
In the Acts of the Apostles we have the best com
mentary on this announcement. (Cf. Matthew. 10.
17. 18.) 10. And the gospel must first be published
among all nations—"for a witness, and then shall the
end come" (Matthew, 24. 14J. God never sends judg
ment without previous warning ; and there can be no
doubt that the Jews, already dispersed over most
known countries, bad nearly all heard the Gospel *" as
a witness." before the end of the Jewish state. The
same principle was repeated and will repeat itself to
"the end." 11. But wben they shall lead you, and de
liver you up, take no thought beforehand—* be not anxious
beforehand,* what ye sball speak, neither do ye pre
meditate: 'Be not filled with apprehension, in the
prospect of such public appearances for Me, lest ye
should bring discredit upon My name, nor think it
necessary to prepare beforehand what ye are to say.'
bat whatsoever shall be given yon in that hour, that speak
ye : for it is not ye that spe jk, but the Holy Ghost. See
on Matthew, 10. 19. SO. 13. And ye shall be hated of all
men for my name's sake. Matthew ;24. 12 adds this im
portant intimation: "And because iniquity shall
abound, the lovo of many"—'of the many,' or 'of the
most;' i.e., of the generality of professed disciples—
"shall wax cold." Sad illustrations of the effect of
abounding iniquity in cooling the love even of faithful
disciples we have in the Epistle ofJames, written about
the period here referred to, and too frequently ever
since, bnt he that shall endure unto the end. the same
shall be saved. See on Matthew, 10. 21. 22; and cf. He
brews, 10. 3S. 39, which is a manifest allusion to these
words of Christ; also Revelation. 2. 10. Luke adds
these reassuring words: "But there shall not an ho.ir
of your heads perish" ISi. IS. Our Lord had just
said iLuke. 21. 16) that they should bo put to deaUt;
showing that this precious promise Is far above im
munity from mere bodily barm, and furnishing a key
to the right interpretation of Psalm 91., and vtu h like.
14. But when ye shall see—"Jerusalem cumpusedby
armies"—* by encamped armies;' in other words, when
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ye shall see it besieged* and the abomination of d*so]*tion.
spoken oi by Daniel the prophet, standing where it ongbt
not—i.e. as explained in Matthew (24. 15), " standing
in the holy place." (let him that readeth—readeth that
prophecy, understand.) That "the abomination of
desolation" here alluded to was Intended to point to
the Roman ensigns, as the symbols of an idolatrous,
and so unclean Pagan power, may be gathered by com
paring what Luke says in the corresponding verse
C2L 20) ; and commentators are agreed on it. It is
worthy of noiice. as confirming this Interpretation,
that in 1 Maccabees, t. M—which, though Apocryphal
Scripture, is authentic history— the expression of
I>aniel Is applied to the idolatrous profanation of the
Jewish altar by Antiochus Lpiphanes. thou le; them
that be in Judea flee to tbe mountains. The ecclesiastical
historian. Ersabiua. early in the fourth century, tells
us that the Christians fled to Pell*, at the northern
extremity of Perea, being "prophetically directed"—
perhaps by some prophetic intimation more explicit
than this, which would be their chart—and that thus
they escaped the predicted calamities by which the
nation was overwhelmed. 15. And let him that is on
the iiouse-top not go down into the house, neither enter
therein, to take any thing out of hia house .—i.e., let bim
take the outside flight of steps from the roof to the
ground; a graphic way of denoting the extreme urgency
of the case, and the dancer cf being tempted, by toe
desire to save hia property, to delay till escape should
become impossible. 16. And let him that is m toe fUid
not turn b.tck again for to take up his garment, 17. But
woe to them—or. 'alas for them.' that are with child.
and to them that give sock in those days— inconsequence
of the aggravated suffering which those conditions
would involve. 18. And pray ye toat your night be not
in the wmter—making escape perilous, or tempting yon
to delay your flight. Matthew (24. soj adds, " neither
on the Sabbath dsy,p when, from fear of a breach of
its sacred rest, they might be induced to remain. liX
For in those days stall be r diction, such as was not from
the beginning of the creation which God created note
this time, neither shall be. Such language is not unuaual
in the Old Testament with reference to tremendous
calamities. But it is matter of literal fact, tbat there
was crowded into the period of the Jewish War an
amount and complication of suffering perhaps un
paralleled; as the narrative of Joskphus, examined
closely and arranged under different heads, would
show. 20. And except that the Lord nad shortened those
days, uo iiesh— i.c, no human life—should be saved: bnt
for the elect's sake, whom be hatb chosen, hs hath shorten
ed the days. But for this merciful " shortening,"
brought about by a remarkable concurrence of causes.
the whole nation would have perbbed. in which there
yet remained a remnant to be afterwaru* gathered out.
This portion of the prophecy closes, in Luke, with the
following vivid and important glance at the subse
quent fortunes of the chosen people: "And they shall
fall by the sword, and sball be led away captive into
all nations: and J em sal em shall be trodden down
of the Gentiles, until the times of the Gentiles be ful
filled" (Luke, 21. 24). The language as well as the idea,
of this remarkable statement is taken from Daniel.
9.10,13. What. then, is its import beret It implies,
first, that a time Is corning when Jerusalem shall cease
to be "trodden down of the Gentiles f which It was
then by Pagan, and since and till now is by Moham
medan unbelievers: and next, it implies that the period
when this treading down of Jerusalem by the Gentile*
is to cease will be when "the times of the Gentiles are
fulfilled" or 'completed,' But what does this mean *
*\\e may gather the meaning of it from Romans, n..
in which the divine purposes and procedure towards
the chosen people from first to last are treated in de
tail. In v. 23 of that chapter, these words of our
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lflrdaretbu* reproduced: "For I would not. brethren,
thai ye should be ignorant ol ih s mystery, lest ye
should be wise in your own conceits ; that blind uoas
id part is h-tppenrd to Israel, until the fulness of the
i.enfcles be com* in." See the exposition or that Terse.
from which it w ill appear that— " till the fulness of the
tientiles be come in*— or, in our Lord's phraseology,
"till the times of the Gentllei be fulfilled"—does not
B,ein 'till the general conversion of the world to
Cortst' but 'till theGentiles have had their fail time
of that place in the Church which the Jews had before
them.' After that period of Gtntitism, as before of
J%dat$m, "Jerusalem" and Israel, no longer "trodden
<io<ro by the Gentiles" but "grafted into their own olive
tree,' shall constitute, with the believing Uentites one
uurch of God. and fill the whole earth. What a
trwnt vista doea this open up! 21. And then, if any
cm shall »iy to you, Lo, here it Chriit ; or, lo. (he if]
ttcrt: beluve him not. So Luke. )7. 23. Ho one can
rtadJosv-PHra' acctmnt of what took place before the
fraction of Jerusalem without seeing how striki ciy this was fulfilled, to sen nee. If it were possible.
tna the elect— Implying that this, though all but done,
■ill prove Impossible What a precious assurance !
U. 1 rhessalODiaaa, S. 9-13J 33 Bat take re heed : bek-ld. I kav* foreoid joa ill tlnoifi. He had just t M
them that the seduction of the elect would prove mipossible: bat since this would be all but accomplished.
He : ids them be on their guard, as the proper means
fi averting that catastrophe. In Matthew (24. 20-28)
■e nave some additional particulars: "Wherefore, If
toey shall say unto you. Behold, He Is in the desert;
■■■'"' i forth: behold. He is in the secret chambers;
It-lieve it not. For as the lightning cometh out of
Hi* out. and shlneth even unto the west; so shall also
tie coming; of the Son of man be." See on Luke, 17.
r^2i. "For wheresoever the carcase is. there will
the eagles be gathered together.'* See on Luke, 17. 37
M Bat is those day*, after that tribulation —" Imme
diately after the tribulation of those days" (Matthfw.it. 2»; the suu snail be darkened, and the moon
liaii sot give her light. 25. And the stars of heaven
shmll all—** and upon the earth distress of nations,
»iih perplexity: the sea and the waves roaring; men's
hearts failing them for fear, and for looking after
those things which are coming, on the earth" (Luke,
It. 8. 2fl). and the powers that are in heaven shall be
ttatn. Though the grandeur of this language carries
toe siind over the head of all periods but that of
Erin's Second Coming, nearly every expression will
U found used of the Lord's corning In terrible na
tional judgments: as of Babylon (Isaiah, 13 9-13) ; of
Huiks Usaiah. 34. 1, 2, 4, S-101; of Egypt (Ezekiel, 32.
'. a: compare also Psalm 18. 7-1&; Isaiah, 21. 1, 17-10;
Jl*L 5 10, li, Ac. We cannot therefore consider the
"we strength of this language a proof that it refers
orlnrively or primarily to the precursors of the final
^tr. though of course in * that day" It will have Its
"wtswfyl fulfilment. 26. And then shall they see the
S» d nil coming in the clouds with great power and
Itery. In Matthew, 24. 30. this is given most fully:
"And then shall appear the sign of the Son of man
in heaven; and then shall all the tribes of the earth
Brora, and they shall see the Son of man,'' &c. That
Uiis liDfftiage finds Its highest interpretation in the
i^eond Personal Coming of Christ, is most certain.
lot the question I*, whether that be the primary
•we of it as it stands here? Now if the reader will
tnm to Daniel, 7. 13, 14. and connect with It the preetdlDt rmes. he will find, we think, the true key to
cir Lord's meaning here, Th^re the powers that op
pressed the Church—symbolised by rapacious wild
bean*—are summoned to the bar of the great God,
*ho as the Ancient of days seats Himself, with His
*Utt*ors.oti a burning Throne: thousand thousands
iu

Vie Destruction of Jerusalem.

ministering to Him. and ten thousand times ten thousand standing before Him. "The judgment is *et,
and the books are opened.'* Who that is guided l>y
the mere voids would doubt that this is a description
of the Final Judgment? And yet nothing iB clearer
than that it is not, but a description of a vast temporal
judgment, upon organized bodies of men, for their in
curable hostility to the kingdom of God upon earth.
Well, after the doom of these has been pronounced
and executed, and room thus prepared for the unob
structed development of the kingdom of God over the
earth, what follows? '* I saw in the niglit visions, and
behold, one like tii k Son or Man came with the clouds
of heaven, and came to the Ancient of days, and they
'the angelic attendants) brought Him near before
Him." For what purpose? To receive investiture in
the kingdom, which, as Messiah, or right belonged to
Him. Accordingly, It is added, "And there was given
him dominion, and glory, and a kingdom, that all
peoples, nations, and languages should serve Him:
His dominion is an everlasting dorr in ion. which shall
not pass away, and His kingdom that which shall not
be destroyed." Comparing this with our Lord's words.
He seems to us. by " the Son of man (on which phrase,
see on John, 1. 61} coming in the clouds with great
power and glory," to mean, that when judicial ven
geance shall once have been executed upon Jerusalem,
and the ground thus cleared for the unobstructed
establishment of His own kingdom. His true regal
claims and rights would be visibly and gloriously as
serted and manifested. See on Luke, 9 28 (with its
parallels In Matthew and Mark), in which nearly the
same language Is employed, and where it can hardly
be understood of anything else thsn Vie full and free
establishment of the kingdom of Christ on the destruc
tion of Jerusalem. But what is that " si.L-n of the Son
of man in heaven?" Interpreters are not agreed. But
as before Christ came to destroy Jerusalem some ap
palling portents were seen in the air. so before His
Personal appearing it is likely that something ana
logous will be witnessed, though of what nature It
wonid be vain to conjecture. 37. And then shall he
send his angels—"with a great sound of a trumpet"
:Matthew, 24. 31), and shall gather together his elect, <fec.
As the tribes of Israel were anciently gathered together
by sour.d of trumpet Exodus, 10. 13, id. 10; Leviticus,
23. 24; Psalm 81. 3 51. so any mighty gathering of God's
people, by divine command, is represented as collected
by sound of trumpet I Isaiah, 27. 13; cf. Revelation,
11.16); and the ministry of angels, employed In all the
great operations of Providence, is hero held forth as
the agency by which the present assembling of the
elect Is to be accomplished. Liohtfoot thus explain *
it: 'When Jerusalem shall be reduced to ashes, and
that wicked nation cut off and rejected, then shall the
Son of man send His ministers with the trumpet of
the Gospel, and they shall gather his elect of the several
nations, from the four corners of heaveu: so that God
shall not want a Church, although that ancient people
of His be rejected and castoft: but that ancient Jewish
Cburch being destroyed, a new Church shall be called
out of the Gen* ties.' But though something like this
appears to be the primary sense of the verse, in relation
to the destruction of Jerusalem, no one can fail to
see that the language swells beyond any gathering of
the human family into a Church upon earth, and forces
the thoughts onward to that gathering of the Church
"at the last trump," to meet the Lord in the air,
which 1b to wind up the present scene. Still, this Is
not in our judgment, the direct subject of the predic
tion: for the next verse limits the whole prediction to
the generation then existing. 28. H-iw learn a parable
of the fig tree— * Now from the fig tree learn the par1 able,' or the high lesson which this teaches: When her
I branch u yet tender, aud p.uuta loiu leaves — 'its
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Conspiracy to Put Jems to Death.
leaves.' 39. 80 ye. In like manner, when ye shall etc :5-40. 42-40. 37. And what I say onto yon—this Dis
these thing* come to p»sa—rather, 'coming to past,' course, it will be remembered, was delivered in
know that it—M the kingdom of God" (Luke, Si. 3U. is private, I say unto all. Watch—anticipating and re
nigh, even at the doors— that is, the full manifestation quiring the diffusion of His teaching by them amongst
of it: for tilt tben.it admitted of no fall development. ail His disciples, and its perpetuation through all
In Luke (81. 28) the following words precede these: time.
"And when these things begin to come to pass, then
CHAPTER XIV.
look up, and lift up your heads; for your redemption
Ver. l n. Tax Conspiracy or the Jewish
draweth nigh"—their redemption, In the first instance Authorities to Put Jsauu to Death—Tat Supper
certainly, from Jewish oppression (l Tbessalonians, 2. and the Anointing at Bethany—Judas Aorkrs
14-10; Luke, II. 62): but in the highest sense of these with the CaiEP Priests to Betray bis Lord.
words, redemption from all the oppressions and ( = Matthew. 26. 1-16; Luke. S3. 1-6; John, 12. l-iu The
miseries of the present state at the Second Appearing events of this Section appeared to have occurred on
of the Lord Jesus. 30. Verily I say nnto you. that the fourth day of the Redeemer's Last Week—the
this generation shall not pass till all these things be Wednesday.
dons—or "fulfilled'* (Matthew, 24. St; Luke, 81. 32).
Conspiracy c/ the Jewish Authorities to Put Jesus to
Whether we take this to mean that the whole would Death (r. l, 2). 1. After two days was the feast of the
he fulfilled within the limits of the generation then pasiover, and of unleavened bread. The meaning is. that
current, or, according to a usual way of speaking, that two days after what is about to be mentioned the Patethe generation then existing would not pass away over would arrive ; in other words, what follows
without seeing a begun fulfilment of this prediction, occurred two-days be/ore the feast, and the ehief priests
the facts entirely correspond. For either the whole and the scribes sought bow they might take him by craft.
was fulfilled In the destruction accomplished by Titus. and pat him to death. From Matthew's fuller account
as many think ; or If we stretch it out, according to (ch. 26.) we learn that our Lord announced this to the
others, till the thorough dispersion of the Jews a little Twelve as follows, being the first announcement to
later, under Adrian, every requirement of our Lord's thf in of the precise time: "And it came to pass, when
words seems to be met 31. Heaven and earth shall Jesus had finished all these sayings"—referrif g to the
pass away : bat my words shall not pass away—the strong contents of ch. 24., 25., which He delivered to His dis
est possible expression of the divine authority by ciples; His public ministry being now closed: from His
which Ue spake ; not as Moses or Paul might have prophetical He is now passing into His PrUstly office.
said of their own inspiration, for such language would although all along Himself took our infirmities and
be unsuitable In any merely human mouth.
bare our sicknesses — "He said unto His disciples,
Warning* to Prepare for the Coming of Christ Sug Ve know that after two days is [the feast ofj the Pass
gested fey the foregoing Prophecy (v. 32-37). It will be over, and the Son uf man is betrayed to be crucifled."
observed that, In the foregoing prophecy, as our Lord Theylrst and the tost steps of his final sufferings are
approaches the crisis of the day of vengeance on Jeru brought together in this brief announcement of all
salem, and redemption for the Church—at which stage that was to take place. The Pasiover was the first
the analogy between that and the day of final vengeance and the chief of the three great annual festivals, com
and redemption waxes more striking—His language memorative of the redemption of God's people from
rises and swells beyond all temporal and partial ven- Egypt, through the sprinkling of the blood of a lamb
geance, beyond all earthly deliverances and enlarge divinely appointed to be slain for that end ; the de
ments, and ushers us resistlessly into the scenes of stroying angel, " when he saw the blood, passing over**
the final day. Accordingly, in these six concluding the lsmelitish houses, on which that blood was seen,
verses It Is manifest that preparation for " that day" when be came to destroy all the first born in the hud
is what oar Lord designs to inculcate. 32. Bat of of Egypt (Exodus. 12.]—bright typical foreshadow il$,
that day and that hoar—i.e., the precise time, knoweth of the great Sacrifice, and the Redemption effected
no man—lit., 'no one,' no, not the angels which are in thereby. Accordingly, " by the determinate counsel
heaven, neither the Son, but the Father. This very re and foreknowledge of God, who is wonderful to coun
markable statement regarding "the Son'* is peculiar sel and excellent in working," it was so ordered that
to Mark, Whether It means that the Son was not at precisely at the Passover-season, ** Christ our Passover
that time in possession of the knowledge referred to, should be sacrificed for us." On the dsy following the
or simply that it was not among the things which Be Passover commenced ** the feast of unleavened bread."
had received to communicate—Uas been matter of much so called because for seven days only unleavened bread
controversy even amongst the firmest believers in the was to be eaten {Exodus, 12. 16-20,-. See on 1 Co
proper Divinity of Christ. In the latter sense it was rinthians, 6. 6-8, We are further told by Matthew
taken by some of the most eminent of the ancient f2G. 3; that the consultation was held in the palace of
Fathers, and by Luther, Melakcthon, and most of Caiaphos the high priest, between the chief priests,
the elder Lutherans; and it is so taken by Bekobx, (the scribesJ, and the elders of the people, how" they
Lanob, WsBtrrxR & Wilkinson. Chrysostoh, and might take Jesus by subtlety and kill Him." 2. But
others understood it to mean that as Man our Lord they said. Not on the feast [day]—rather, 'not during
was ignorant of this. It is taken literally by Calvin. the feast;' not until the seven days of unleavened
CBOTiua, db Wette. Meyer, Fkhzscije. Stikr, bread should be over, lest there be an uproar of the
Alyurd, and Alexander. 33. Take ye heed, watch people. In consequence of the vast influx of strangers,
and pray: for ye know not when the time is. 34. [For the embracing all the male population of the laud who
Sjd of man is] u a man taking a Tar Journey, die. The had reached a certain age. there were within the walls
idea thus far is similar to that In the opening part of of Jerusalem at this festival some two millions of
the parable of the talents (Matthew, 26. 14, 16], and people: and in their excited state, the danger of tumult
commanded the porter—or ' the gate-keeper,' to watch- and bloodshed among " the people," who for the most
pointing to the official duty of the ministers of re part took Jesus for a prophet, was extreme, (bee
ligion to give warning of approaching danger to the Josepiil'8. Antiquities, xx. 6. SJ What plan, if any.
people. 35. Watch ye therefore; for ye know not when these ecclesiastics fixed upon for seizing our Lord,
tae master of the house comeih, at even, or at midnight, does not appear. But the proposal of Judas being at
or at the cock-crowing, or in the mora tag—an allusion to once and eagerly gone into, it is probable they were
the four Roman watches of the night. 30. Lett, till then at some loss for a plan sufficiently quiet and
coming suddenly, he find yon sleeping, bee on Luke. 12, yet effectual. So, just at the feast time shall it be
M

The Svpper and
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Anointing at BcUtany.
dooe; the unexpected offer of Judas relieving tbeoi of anoint her dead Lord. But as the time was so near
tiieir fears. Thus, as Benqel remarks, did the divine at hand when that office would have to be performed.
and ihc was not to have that privilege even after the
evens*! take effect.
The Supper and the Anointing at Bethany Six Days spices were brought for the purpose (ch. 16. l). He lov
Uji.fi the i'a&sover (e. 3-9). Die time of this part of the ingly regards it as done now. * In the act of love done
narrative, is four day* before what has just beta re toHim.' 8aysOLttBAUtt£N beautifully, 'she lias erected
lated. Had it been part of the regular train of events to herself an eternal monument, as lasting as the Goswhich our Evangelist designed to record, he would pel, the eternal Word of God. From generation to
probably hare Inserted it in its proper place, before generation this remarkable prophecy of the Lord has
the conspiracy of the Jewish authorities. But having been fulfilled ; and even we, in explaining this say
come to the treason of Judas, he seems to have gone ing of the Redeemer, of necessity contribute to its
heck upon this scene as what probably gave imme accomplishment.' 'Who but Him&elf,' asks Stick,
diate occasion to the awful deed. 3. And being in * had the power to ensure to any work of man, even
Bethany, in the house of Simon the leper, as he sac at if resounding in His own time through the whole
sMit. there came a woman. It was " Mary," as we learn earth, an imperishable remembrance in the stream uf
from John, 12. 8. having an alabaster box of ointment history i Behold once more here the majesty of His
cf ipJteuard—pure nard. a celebrated aromatic. (See royal judicial supremacy in the government of the
cong of Solomon. 1. 12.) very piecioui— " very costly" world, in tliis" Verily 1 hay unto you."' 10. And Judas
(John, IS. S). and she brake the box, and poured it on his Iscariot, one of the twelve, went unto the chief prie&ts. to
at iii " and anointed." adds John, " the feet of Jesus, betray him unto them—i.e.. to make his proposals, and
and wiped His feet with her hair : and the house was to bargain with them, as appears from Matthew's
filled with the odour of the ointment." The only use fuller statement (ch. 86), which says, he "went unto
of this was to refresh and exhilarate—a grateful com the chief priests, and said. What will ye give me, and 1
pliment In the East, amidst the closeness of a heated will deliver Him unto youf And they covenanted
ikxfospbere. with many guests at a feast. Such was with him for thirty pieces of silver" (e. 16). The thirty
the form in which Mary's love to Christ, at so much pieces of silver were thirty shekel*, the tine paid for
coat to herself, poured itself out. 4. And there were man or maid-servant accidentally killed (Exodus,
■ease thai had iudignation withiu themselves and said. 21. 32), and equal to between four and five pounds
Matthew says 1 2C 6), " But when His disciples saw it, sterling—" a goodly price that 1 was prized at of them I"
ihey had indignation, saying." The spokesman, how (Zechanah, 11. IS.) 11. And when they heard it, they
ever, was cone of the true-hearted Eleven—as we were glad, and promised to give him money. Matthew
learn from John US. 4): " Then salth one of His dis- alone records the precise sum, because a remarkable
expies. Judas Iscariot, Simon's son, which should be and complicated prophecy, which he was afterwards
tray Him." Doubtless the thought stirred first in his to refer to, was fulfilled by it. And he sought how ha
txea&v and issaed from his base lips ; and some of might conveniently betray him—or, as more fully given
Ike reefc. ignorant of his true character and feelings, in Luke {22. 6), "And he promised, and sought op
and carried away by his plausible speech, might for portunity to betray Him unto them in the absence of
the mocoeut feel some chagrin at the apparent waste. the multitude." That he should avoid an "uproar" or
Way was this waste of the ointment made 1 5. For it 'riot' among the people, which probably was made an
aught have been sold for more than three hundred pence essential condition by the Jewish authorities, was thus
—between nine and ten pounds sterling, and have been assented to by the traitor; into whom, says Luke (22. 3J.
grrea to the poor. And they murmured against her. "Satan entered," to put b-.m upon this hellish deed.
"Thai be said." remarks John, and the remark is of
18-26. PREPARATION lOK AND LAST Celebraexceeding importance, "not that he cared for the poor tion or, the Passu v el— announcement or THE
L.-.t because he was a thief, and had the bag"— the Traitor—Institution or the Supper. ( = Mat
viip or treasure cheat ; " and bare what was put thew, 26. 17-30; Luke, 23. 7-23. 39; John, 13. 21-30.) See on
therein'*—not * bare It off* by theft, as some under- Luke, 22. 7-23, 39; and on John, 13. 10, 11. IS, 19, 21-30.
tiaad it. 1 1 is true that he did this ; but the expres27-31. The Desertion of Jesus bv His Disci
sao. soeans simply that he had charge of it and its ples, and the Fall or Peter, Foretold. ( =Alatcoaienla, or was treasurer to Jesus and the Twelve. thew. 86. 31-35 ; Luke, 82, 31-36 ; John, IX S6-38.J See
What a remarkable arrangement was this, by which on Luke. 88. 31-46,
u avaricious and dishonest person was not only taken
38-48. The Aoont in the Garden. ( = Matthew.
Btto the number of the Twelve, but entrusted with 26. 3646; Luke, 22. 39-46.) See on Luke, 82. 39-46.
ua custody of their little property 1 The purposes
43-63. Betrayal and Apprehension op Jesus
rtkh thi* served are obvious enough; but it is farther —Flight op His Dlsciplfa *= Matthew, 26. 47-66 ;
Lfjtoee&bie. that the remotest hint was never given to Luke, 22. 47-63 ; John, 18. Ml) See on John, 18. 1-12.
u* Eleven of his true character, nor did the disciples
63-72. Jesus arraigned betore the Sanhe
u*st (avcuxed with the Intimacy of Jesus ever suspect drim. Condemned to Die, and Shamefully En
hiavtiU a few minutes before he voluntarily separated treated—The Fall of Peter. ( = Matthew, 26.
bfceesal from their company—for ever 1 6. And Jesus 67-76 ; Luke, 22. 64 71 ; John. IS. 13-18, 24-27.) Had we
said. Let atr siiioe; why trouble ye her! she hath wrought only the first three Gospels, we should have concluded
a good wwk esi me. It was good In Itself, and so was that our Lord was led immediately to Caiapbas, and
*T»f»» to Christ ; it was eminently seasonable, and had before the Council. But as the Sanhedrim could
eo more acceptable still; and it was " what she could," hardly have been brought together at the dead hour
and so most acceptable of all. 7. For ye have the poor of night—by which time our Lord was in the hands
wji* yes always—referring to Deuteronomy, 16, 11, and of the officers sent to take Him—and as it was only
wke&Mvcr ye will ye may do them good ; but me ye " as soon as It was day" that the Council met (Luke,
have net always—* gentle hint of His approaching de- 22. 66), we should have had some difficulty in knowing
larture. by One who knew the worth of His own pres what was done with Him during those intervening
ence. S. She hath done what she could—a noble teati hours. In the Fourth Gospel, however, ail this is
nner, embodying a prlLciple of immense Importance. cleared up, and a very important addition to our in
she la com* aforehand to anoint my body to the burying— formation is made (John, 1ft. 13. 14, 19-24). Let us en
or. asm John (UL 7), "Against the day of my burying deavour to trace the events In the true order of suc
bath she kept this." Not that she. dear heart, thought cession, and in the detail supplied by a couipariaou
of Hit banai much leas reserved any of her nard to of all the four streams of text.
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Jesuit is brought privately before Annas, the Fatherin-'aw 0/ Caiapbas (John, 16. 13, 14). 13. "And they led
Him away to Annas lint; (or be was father-in-law to
Caiaphas, which was the high priest that same year."
'ibis successful Annas, as Ellicott remarks, was ap
pointed high priest by Qtiirinus a.d. 12 and after hold
ing the office for several years, was depend by Valerius
Grntus. Pilate** predecessor in the procaratorship of
Judea iJo.sKPBts, Antupiities. xvhi. 2. l, &c \. He
appears, however, to have possessed vast influence,
bavine obtained the high priesthood, not only for his
son Eleasar, and bis son-in-law Caiaphas. but subse
quently for four other sons, under the last of whom
James, the brother of our Lord, was put to death (lb..
xx. 9. I). It is thus highly probable that, besides hav
ing the title of "hik'h pnest" merely as one who had
filled the office, he to a great decree retained the
powers he had formerly exercised, and came to be re
garded practically as a kind of rightful high priest.
14. " Now Caiaphas was he which gave counsel to the
Jews that it was expedient that one man should die
for the people." See on John. 11. 60. What passed
between Annas and our Lord during this Interval the
beloved disciple reserves till he has related ihe begin
ning of Peter's fall. To this, then, as recorded by our
own Evangelist, let us meanwhile listen.
Peter obtain* Access within the Quadrangle of the
High Priest's Bendeuce, and Warms HimseJJ at the
J'ire {v. 63, M). 53. And they led Jrsus away to tba high
priest: and with him were assembled—or rather, 'there
gathered together unto him,' all the ch'et puests and
toe elders aud the tenths. It was then a full and formal
meeting of the Sanhedrim. Mow, us the first three
Evangelists place all Peter's denials of hit Lord after
this, we should naturally conclude that they took
place while our Lord stood beJore ti*e Sanhedrim. But
besides that the natural impression is that the scene
around the Are took place over-nighty the second crow
ing oj the cock, if wo are to credit ancient writers, would
occur about the beginning of the fourth watch, or be
tween three and four in the morning. By that time,
however, the Council had probably convened, being
warned, perhaps, that they were to prepare for being
called at any hour of the morning, should the Prisoner
be successfully secured. If this be correct, it is pretty
certain that only the hist at Peters three denials would
take place while our Lord was under trial before the
ftanhednm. One thing more may require explanation
If our Lord had to be transferred from the residence of
Annas to that of Caiaphas, one is apt to woniier that
there is no mention of His being marched from the
one to the other. But the building, in all likelihood,
was one and the same; in whicu case He would merely
have to be taken, perhaps across the court, from one
chamber to another. '54. Aua Peter fallowed him star
off. even into—or 'from afar, even to the interior or,"
the palace of the tngh priest. 'An Oriental house.' says
Robinson, *is usually built around a quadrangular
interior court; into which thore is a passage (some
times arched) through the front part of the bouse,
closed next the street by a heavy folding gate, with a
smaller wicket for single peiwons. kepi by a porter.
The interior court, ofteu paved or flagged, and open to
the skv. is the bail, which our translators have ren
dered " palace." where the attendants made a Are; and
the pasKHke beneath the front of the house, from the
street to this court, is the porch. The place where |
Je*us stood be lore the high priest may have been au j
open room, or place of audience on the groundfloor,
in the rear or on one fide of the court; such rooms,
open in front, Iteing customary. It was close upon tne
court, for Jesus beard all that was going on around i
the tire, and turned and looked upon Peter :Luke, 2S. j
61'.' And he sat with th« servants, and warmed himself at |
the tire. The graphic details, here omitted, are sup

the High PrieM's R'tidnnr.

plied in the orher Gosr-els. John, is. l*. "And the
servants and officers stood there (that is, in the hall.
within the quadrangle, open to the sky . who had made
a fire of coals," or 'charcoal' (in a brazier probably),
"for it was cold * John alone of all the Evangelists
mentions the material, and the coldness of the nudit.
as Webster & Wilkinson remark. The elevated
situation of Jernsalem. observes Thoutck. renders
it so cold about Easter, as to make a watch-fire at
n!cht indispensable. "And Peter stood with them
and warmed himself." " He went Id 'says Matthew.
26. 68!. and sat with the servants fos« the end." The?e
two minute statements throw an interesting light on
each other. His wishing to " pee the end." or issue of
these proceedings, was what led him into the pahv-e.
for be evidently feared the worst. B-it once in, the
serpent-coil Is drawn closer ; it is a cold night, and
why should not he take advantage of the fire as well
Mothers? Besides, In the talk of the crowd about the
all-engrossing topic, he may pick up something which
be would like to hear. Poor Peter! But now, let us
leave him warmi? g himself at the fire, and listening to
the hum of tak about this strange case by which the
subordinate officials, passing to and fro and crowding
around the flre in this open court, would while away
the time: and. following what appears the order of the
Evangelical Narrative, let us turn to Peter's Lord.
Jesus is Interrogated by Annas—His Dignified Re
ply—Is Treated with Indignity by one of the Officials-'
His Meek R>bukc (John, 18. 10-23). We have seen that
it is only the Fonrth Evangelist who tells us that our
Lord was Bent to Annas first, over-night, until the
Sanhedrim could be got together at earliest dawn. We
have now, in the same Gospel, the deeply instructive
scene that passed during this non-official interview.
19. "The high priest [Annas] then asked Jesus of Hi<
disciples aud of His doctrine"—probably to entrap
Him Into some statements which might be used
against Him at the trial From onr Lord's answer it
would seem that "His disciples'* were understood to
be some eecret party. SO. "Jesus answered him. I
spake openly to the world"—cf. ch. 7. 4. He speaks of
His public teaching as now a past thing—as now all
over. "I ever taught In the synagogue and In the
temple, whither the Jews always resort." courting
publicity, though with sublime noiselessness. "and
in secret have I said nothing"— rather, 'spake I noth
ing;' that is, nothing different from what Ho taught in
public ; all His private communications with the
Twelve being but explanations and developments of
His public teaching. (Cf. Isaiah. 45. 19; 48, 16}. IL
"Why askest thou Met ask them which heard Me
what I have said to them"—rather, 'what I said unto
them:' "behold, they know what I said.** From this
mode of replying, it is evident that our Lord saw the
attempt to draw Him into Be If-crimination, acd re
sented it by falling back noon the right of every ac
cused party to have some charge laid against Him by
competent witnesses. 22. "And when He had thus
spoken, one of the officers which stood by struck Jesus
with the palm of his hand, saying, Answerest thou the
high priest soV (see Isaiah. 50. 6.) It would seem,
from Acts, 23. 2, that this summary and undignified
way of punishing what was deemed insolence in the
accused had the sanction even of the high priests
themselves. 23. "Jesus answered him. If I have
sooken evil "—rather, * If 1 spoke evil.' in reply to (be
high priest, ** bear witness of the evil; but if well, why
smitest thou Me';" He does not say. *i! »o< evil.' as Lf
His reply had been merely unobjectionable: but "If
ve1'." which seems to challenge something altogether
fitting in the remonstrance He had addressed to the
high priest. From our Lord's procedure here, by the
way, it is evident enough that His own precept in the
Sermon on the Mount—that when smitten on the one
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dnek we are to turn to the smiter the other also (Mattsew. a 90:—U not to be taken to the letter.
AmnatSendi J'-<nts to Caiaphas (o. 24). 24. "[Now]
Aonas had sent Him bound onto Calaphas the high
preen." On the meaning of this verse there is much
diversity of opinion; and according as we understand
it will be tbe conclusion we come to, whether there
»« bat one hearing of our Lord before Annas and
(aUphas together, or whether, according to the view
we bar* given above, there were iu\> hrarivus—si prebmnxiry and informal one before Annas, and a formal
iad rfhciaJ one before Caiaphas and the Sanhedrim.
If oar translators have given the right sense of the
Terse, there was bat one bearing before Caiaphas: and
teen this 34th verse is to be read as a parenthesis,
jamif supplementing what was said in v. 13. This Is
tea view of Calvin. Bkz&. Grotius, Binoel, dk
Wettk. IMstter, Lucks, Tholuck. But there are
tedded objections to this view. First. We cannot
bit think thatt Clio natural sense of the whole passage,
•rabracing v. 13, 14 and 19-34. Is that of a preliminary
ron-oltieial hearing before "Annas first," the particusus of which are accordingly recorded; and then of a
transference of onr Lord from Annas to Caiaphas.
Sfrrond, On the other view, it Is not easy to see why
to* Evangelist should not have inserted v. 24 Immecisteiy after v. 13; or rather, how he could well have
dfse otherwise. As it stands, it is not only quite out
rrf iu proper place, but comes in most perplezingly.
Waereaa, if we take it as a simple statement of fact.
that after Annas had finished his Interview with
Jesus, aa recorded in v. 19-23, he transferred htm to
'aiapfaaa to be formally tried, all is clear and natural
TjotL The pluperfect sense "had sent" is in the
iruLsbUion only; the sense of the original word being
imply * sent.* And though there are cases where the
torist here need has tbe sense of an English pluperttrX. this sense is not to be put upon it unless it be
f&vkraa and indisputable. Here that la so fir from
being tbe caae, that the pluperfect ' had sent ' is rather
u unwarrantable inUrpretation than a simple transbi£umoftbeword; informing the reader that, according
to the T-\'tc of ovr translators, our Lord "had been"
sent to Oaiapbas before the interview just recorded by
tbe Evamteliat; whereas, if we translate the verse
literally—Annas sent Him hound unto Caiaphas the
high priest* —we get just the information we expect,
that Annas, having merely * precoimosced' the prisoner,
hoping to draw something out of Him, "sent Him to
Cuapha* " to be formally tried before the proper tri
bunal. This is the view of Chryso&tom and Augus
tus among the Fathers ; and of the moderns, of
' JUKACSKO*. SKJHLBUKJlMACHKR, NBANDER, EbRARD,
^'fm>BXR£, LaKOB, Lt niAui'i. This brings us back
to tbe text of our second Gospel, and in it to—
TV Judicial Trial and Condemnation of the Lord
Term by tiu Sanhedrim (v. 65-94). But let the reader
oiwrve, that though this is introduced by the Evantt&A before any of the denials of 1'eter are recorded,
*e have given reasons for concluding that probably
Uu ftrst two dentals took place while our Lord was
wiih Annas, and the last only during the trial before
the Sanhedrim. 55. And the chief priests and all the
oassaJ svagbt lor witness against Jesus to put him to
caste. Matthew {26. £9) says they "sought false witness.*
Xnty knew tbey could find nothing valid; but having
their Prisoner to bring before Pilate, they behoved to
make a case, and found none—none that would suit
their purpose, or make a decent ground of charge befiote Pilate. 56. for muiy bear false witness against
t-im From their debasing themselves to "seek" them,
we axe >ed to mfer that tbey were bribed to bear false
witness ; though there are never wanting sycophants
eccsuh. ready to sell themselves for nought, if they
luay bat get a smile from those above them: see a
; in Acta. 0. 11-14. How Is one reminded
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here of that complaint, " False witnesses did rise up:
they laid to my charge things that 1 knew not! " 'Psalm
35. 11). bat thtir witness agreed not together. If even
two of them had been agreed, it would have been
greedily enough laid hold of. aa all that tbe law insisted
upon even in capital cases 'Deuteronomy, 17. S). But
even in this they failed. One cannot but admire tbe
providence which secured this result ; since, on the
one band, it seems astonishing that those unscrupulous
prosecutors and their ready tools should so bungle a
business in which they frit their whole interests bound
up, and, on the other hand, if they had succeeded in
making even a plausible case, the effect on the pro
gress of the Gospel might for a time have been in
jurious. But at the very time when His enemies were
saying, "God bath forsaken Him; persecute and take
Him; for there is none to deliver Him" (Psalm 71. Ill,
He whose Witness He was and whose work He was
doing was keeping him as the apple of His eye, and
while He was making the wrath of man to praise
Him, was restraining the remainder of that wrath
{Psalm 76- 10).' 57. And there arose certain, and bare
false witness against him. Matthew (2C 60} is more pre
cise here: "At the last came two false witnesses." As
no two had before agreed in anything, they felt it neces
sary to secure a duplicate testimony to something,
but they were long of succeeding. And what was it.
when at length It was brought forward? Baying, 53.
We heard hiin say. I will destroy this temple that is made
with hands, and within three days I will build another
made without hands. On this charge, observe, first,
that eager as His enemies were to find criminal matter
against our Lord, they bad to go back to the outset of
His ministry. His first visit to Jerusalem, more than
three years before this. Iu all that He said and did
after that, though ever increasing in boldness, tbey
could find nothing: Next, that even then, they fix only
on one speech, of two or three words, which they dared
to adduce against Him: Further, they most manifestly
pervert the speech of our Lord. We say not this liecause in Mark's form of it, it differs from the repou
of the words given by the Fourth Evangelist (John.
2. 18-22)—the only one of the Evangelists who reports it
all, or mentions even any visit paid by our Lord to
Jerusalem before bis last— but because the one report
bears truth, and the other falsehood, on its fi.ee.
When our Lord said on that occasion, "Destroy this
temple, and in three days I will raise it up" they
might, for a moment, have understood Him to refer to
tbe temple out of whose courts He bad swept the
buyers and sellers. But after they had expressed their
astonishment at His words, in that sense of them, and
reasoned upon the time it bad taken to rear the tem
ple as it then stood, since no answer to this appears to
have been given by our Lord, it is hardly conceivable
that they should continue in tbe persuasion that this
was really His meaning. But finally, even if the more
ignorant among them hod done so, it is nexttoeertaiu
that tlte ecclesiastics, who were the prosecutors in this
case, did not believe that this wasRti meaning. For in
less than three days after this they went to Pilate, say
ing, "Sir, we remember that that deceiver said, while
he was yet alive, after three days J unit rise again"
(Matthew, 27. 63}. Now what utterance of Christ
known to bis enemies, covJd this refer to, if not to this
very saying about destroying and rearing up the tem
ple? And if so, it puts it beyond a doubt that by this
time, at least, they were perfectly aware that our
Lord's words referred to His death 6v their hands and
His resurrection by His own. But this is confirmed by
the next verse. 59. Bat neither »o did thtir witness agree
together—i.e., not even as to so brief a speech, consist
ing of but a few words, was there such a concurrence
in their mode of reporting lt as to make out a decent
case. In such a charge everything depended on the very
terms alleged to have been used. Fur every one niu&t
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by the High Priest.
see that a very slight turn, either way, given to inch though noble, was not of such primary importance—
words, would make them either something like \ndict- but to that sublime confession which, under Pilatc>
ahU Matter, or else a ridiculous ground/or a criminal administration. He witnessed before the only com
charge—would either give them a colourable pretext petent tribunal on such occasions, the Supreme Eccle
for the charge of impiety which they were bent on siastical Council of God's chosen nation that He was
making oat. or else make the whole saying appear, on tdx Messiah, and iei Son ot the Bleshkd One ; in
the worst Tiew that could betaken of it, as merely some the former word owning His Supreme Official, in the
mystical or empty boast. 60. Answerest tuou Dotting 1 latter His Supreme Personal Dignity. 63. Then the
what u it which these witness against thesl Clearly, high priest rent his do- net. On this expression of
they felt (hat their case had failed, and by this artful horror at blasphemy, see 2 Kings, IS. ST. and saith.
question the high priest hoped to get from hit own What need we any further witnesses ! 64. Ye have heard
month what they had in vain tried to obtain from their The blasphemy. (See John. 10. 3S.) In Lake (22. 71).
false and contradictory witnesses. But in this, too " For we ourselves have heard of his own month"—an
they failed. 61. But be held his peace, and answered affectation of religious horror, what think ye 1 ' Say
nothing. This must have nonplussed them. But they what the verdict U to be.' And they all condemned hitn
were not to be easily baulked of their object. Again to be guilty of death—or of a capital crime, which biasthe high priest—arose (Matthew, 26. 62), matters baying phemv against God was according to the Jewish law
now come to a crisis, and asked him, and said unto him. (Leviticus, 24. 16). Yet not absolutely all; tm Joseph
Art tuou the Christ, the Son of the Blessed! Why our of Arimathea. " a good man and a just." was one of
Lord should have answered this question, when lie that Council, and * he was not a consenting party to
was silent as to the former, we might not have quite the counsel and deed of them,' for that Is the strict
seen, but for Matthew, who says (26. 63) that the high sense of the words of Luke, 23. 60, 5i. Probably he
priest put Him upon solemn oath, saying, **1 adjure absented himself, and Xicodemus also, from this meet
thee by the living God, that thou tell as whether thou ing of the Council, the temper of which they would
be the Christ, the Bon of God." Such an adjuration know too well to expect their voice to be listened to:
was understood to render an answer legally necessary and in that case, the words of our Evangelist are to be
(Leviticus, 6. 1). 63. And Jesus said, I am—or, as in taken strictly, that, without one dissentient voice,
Matthew, 26. 64. " Thou hast said fit}." In Luke. " all [present! condemned Him to be guilty of death."
however (22. 70, the answer, "Ye say that I am/
The Blessed One it now Shamefully Entrtated (v. t>6 .
should be rendered—*s dk Wette. Mkvek, Klu- Every word here must be carefully observed, and the
oott, and the best critics agree that the preposition several accounts put together, that we may lose none
requires—'Ye say [it], for I am [so].' Some words, of the awful Indignities about to be described. 65.
however, were spoken by our Lord before giving His And some began to spit on him—or, as in Matthew, 26. 67,
answer to this solemn question. These are recorded " to spit in [or ' into*] His face." Luke 122. 63,' sars in
by Luke alone (22. 67.6ft): "Art thou the Christ (they addition, "And the men that held Jesus mocked him"
asked) ! tell as. And He said unto them. If I tell you. —or cast their jeers at Him. and to cover his face—or
ye will not believe : and if I also ask "—or * interro * to blindfold him' (as in Lake, 22. 64), and to buffet
gate' "you, ye will not answer me, nor let me go." him, Luke's word, which is rendered " smote Hun**
This seem a to have been uttered before giving Ills 121. 63), is a stronger one, conveying an idea for which
direct answer, as a calm remonstrance and dignified we have an exact equivalent in RngH»ht bat one too
protest against the prejudgment of His case and the colloquial to be inserted here, and Lbegan} to say unto
unfairness of their mode of procedure. But now let him. Prophesy, in Matthew, 26. 68 this is given more
us hear the rest of the answer, in which the conscious fully: " Prophesy unto us. thou Christ, Who is be that
majesty of Jesus breaks forth from behind the dark smote thee r The sarcastic fling at Him m "the
cloud which overhung Him as He stood before the Chntt\m and the demand of Him in this character to
Council : and (In that character} ye shall see the Son of name the unseen perpetrator of the blows inflicted
man sitting; on the right hand of power, and coming iu on Him, was in them as infamous as to Him it mast
the clouds of heaven. In Matthew (26. 64) a slightly have been, and was intended to be. stinging, and the
different bat Interesting turn Is given to it by one servants did strike him with the palms of their hands—
word : "Thou hast said [it]: nevertheless" —"We prefer or "struck Him on the face" (Luke, 22. 641. Ah! Well
this sense of the word to * besides.* which some recent did He say prophetically, in that Messianic prediction
critics decide for—" I say onto you* Hereafter shall ye which we have often referred to, " I gave my back to
see the Son of man sit on the right hand of power, and the smlters. and my cheeks to them that plucked off
coming in the clouds of heaven.* The word rendered the hair : I hid not my face from shame and spitting' '
"hereafter" means, not *at some future time' (as now ( Isaiah, 60. 6 . "And many other things blasphemously
"hereafter'' commonly does), but what the English word spake they against Him" (Lake, 22. m . This general
originally signified, 'after here,' * after now,' or 'from Btatement is important, as showing that virulent and
this time.' Accordingly, in Luke, 22. 60, the words varied as were the recorded affronts put upon Him.
usud mean 'from now.' So that though the reference they are but a email specimen of what He endured on
we have given it to the day of His glorious Second that dark occasion.
Appearing is too obvious to admit of doubt. He would,
Peter's Fiiist Denial of his Lord (v. 66-68). 66
by using the expression, ' From this time,' convey the And as Peter was beneath iu the palace. This little word
important thought which He had before expressed, " bttneatli"—one of oar Evangelist's graphic touches
immediately after the traitor left the Sapper-table to —Is most important for the right understanding of
do his dark work. " Koto is the Son of Man glorified " what we may call the topography of the scene. We
(John, n. 31). At this moment, and by this speech, must take It in connection with Matthew's word (26.
did He "witness the good confession" emphatically 60j. "Now Peter sat without in the palace"— or
and properly, as the apostle says, 1 Timothy. 6. 13. Our quadrangular court. In the centre of which the fire
translators render the words there, "Who before would be burning: and crowding around and boxzing
Pontius Pilate witnessed ;" referring it to the admis about it would be the menials and others who had
sion of His being a King* in the presence of Cesar's been admitted within the court. At the upper en>l
own chief representative. Bat it should be rendered, of this court, probably, would be the memorable
as Litheb renders it. and as the best interpreters chamber In which the trial was held—open to the
now understand it, * Who under Pontius Pilate wit- court, likely, and nor far from the Jire (as we gather
nessed.'&c. In this view of it, the apostle is referring from Luke, 22. 61). bat on a higher level; for (as our
not to what our Lord confessed bijore 1 Lute—wuxcu. verse anysj the court, with 1'tter in it, was "penestl"
SI
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ret** Denial
t. The ascent to the Council-chamber was perhaps had not been observed ; but hoping, probably, to
r a short flight of steps. If the reader will bear thii put them off the scent by joining in the ftresvic-taik,
x) i&netion in mind, he will find the intensely in* he only thus discovered himself. The Fourth Gos
rating details which follow more intelligible, there pel is particularly interesting here: "One of the
. awth on* of the maids of the high priest—"the damsel servants of the high priest, being his kinsman (or
aat kept the door" (John. 18. 17). The Jews seem to kinsman to him) whose ear Peter cut off, saith.
-'.reemployed women as porters of their doors (Acts, Did not 1 see thee in the garden with Him?"
i in. 07. And when she saw Peter wanning: himself, (John, 16. 26.) No doubt his relationship to Mai
if Itched upon him. Luke (22. 56) is here more graphic; chus drew his attention to the man who had smit
But a certain maid beheld him as he sat by the fire" ten him. and this enabled him to identify Peter.
-?Lf,, ' by the < 'o/it.' which, shining full upon him, re- * Sad reprisals t * exclaims Bengel. Poor Peter ?
.-aled him to the girl—" ami earnestly looked upon Thou art caught in thine own toils; but like a wild
ita" —or. ' fixed her g&se upon him.' His demeanour bull in a net, thou wilt toss and rage, filling up the
nd timidity, which must have attracted notice, as measure of thy terrible declension by one more de
> reneralty happens. * leading,' says Olhhausen, 'to nial of thy Lord, and that the foulest of alL ~1. But
*? recognition of him.' and said. And thou also wast he began to curse—' to anathematise.' or wish himself
rtxh Jesus of Naszreth— ' with Jesus the Naxarene,' or, accursed if what he was now to say was not true, and
with Jesus of Galilee" (Matthew, 26. 60). The sense to swear— or to take a solemn oath, saying;, I know
t tin\s is given in John's report of it (18. 17), "Art not not this man of whom ye speak. 72. And THE SECOND
bam also one of this man's disciples?" i.e., thou as TIME THE C0CE CREW. The other three Evange
dl as " that other disciple." whom she knew to be lists, who mention but one crowing of the cock—and
lie. bnt did not challenge, perceiving that he was a that not the first, but the second and last one of Mark
nvilet^fd person. In Lake (22, £6) it is given as a —all say the cock crew "immediately." but Luke
taiark made by the maid to one of the bystanders— says. "Immediately, while he yet spake, the cock
this man was also with Him." If so expressed in crew'* (22. 60). Alas 1—But now comes the wonderful
"eter** bearing—drawing upon him the eyes of every sequel.
oe that heard it (as we know it did. Matthew, 26. 90),
The Redeemer*a Look upon Peter, and Peter's B'tter
nd oompelling him to answer to it—that would ex- Tears v. 72: Lake. 22. 61, 62). It has been observed
jin the different forms of the report naturally that while the beloved disciple is the only one of
c jagb. But in such a case this is of no real import- the four Evangelists who does not record the repent
noe. 68 Bat he denied— " before all'' (Matthew. 26, ance of Peter, he Is the only one of the four who re
saying;. I know sot, neither understand I what thou cords the affecting and most beautiful scene of his
irsst—In Lake. " 1 know Him not." And he went complete restoration. (John. 21. 16-17.) Luke. 22. 61:
.: into tee porch— the vestibule leading to the street— "And the Lord turned and looked upon Peter."
'■> doubt finding the fire-place too hot for him; possi- How? it will be asked. We answer. From the cham
j ilso with the hope of escaping—but that was not ber in which the trial was going on, in the direction
• be. and perhaps he dreaded that too. Doubtless, of the court where Peter then stood—in the way
■7 this time bis mind would be getting into a sea of already explained. See on v. 66. Our Second Evan
mmcCian. and would fluctuate every moment in its gelist makes no mention of this look, but dwells on
^ivea. AJTD THE COCK CREW. See on Luke. 22. the warning of his Lord about the double crowing of
i. This. then, was the First Denial
the cock, which would announce his triple fall, as
Jeter's flseoKoDKNiAxq/ Aw Lord (r. 60. 70). There what rushed stingingly to his recollection and made
' here a verbal difference among the Evangelists, him dissolve in tears. And Peter called to mind the
• hieh. without some information which has been word that Jesus said unto him. Before the cock crow twice,
tnhbeld. cannot be quite extricated. 60. And a maid thou shalt deny me thrice. And when he thought thereon.
i» t-;Tn agaiBf— or. ' a girl.' It might be rendered 'the he wept To the same effect is the statement of the
ir! f bat this would not necessarily mean the same First Evangelist (Matthew, 26. 76), save that like " the
*• aa before, but might, and probably does, mean beloved physician," he notices the "bitterness" of the
jt the female who had charge of the door or gate weeping. The most predons link, however, in the
*.n whieh Peter now was. Accordingly, in Matthew, whole chain of circumstances in this scene is beyond
r. n. she is expressly called "another [maidJ." Bat doubt that "look" of deepest, tenderest import
: Luke it issuuw servant: "And after a little while reported by Luke alone. Who can tell what lightning
■ rrm the tune of the first denial) another"—\.r., as flashes of wounded love and piercing reproach shot
-_ ward suaiifles, * another male ' servant. Bnt there from that " look" through the eye of Peter into his
ao real dirficulty. as the challenge, probably, after heart! "And Peter remembered the word of the
^cmg made by one was reiterated by another. Lord, how He had said unto him. Before the cock
ArenrdUngly. in John, it is, *' They said therefore unto crow, thou shalt deny Me thrice. And Peter went
ons,' ejc.. as if more than one challenged him at out and wept bitterly." How different from the
' ace. aad began to say to them that stood by. This is one sequel of Judas's act ! Doubtless the hearts of the
:f taca—<a*. as in Matthew. 26. 71—"This | fellow | was two men towards the Saviour were perfectly different
•<■ with Jeans the Nasarene." 70. And he denied it from the first; and the treason of Judas was but the
In Lake, " Man. I am not." But worst of all consummation of the wretched man's resistance of
-*' And again he denied with an oath, I the blase of light in the midst of which he had lived
io cot know the man" (26. 72). This was the Second for three years, while Peter's denial was but a mo
mentary obscuration of the heavenly light and love
L^sisi. more vehement, alas ! than the first.
?*ur*t Third Dxxial of hie Lord io. 70-72). 70. to his Master which rnled his life. But the imme
: i a htria after—4' about the space of one hour after" diate cause of the blessed revulsion which made Peter
Lake, S. *»:. they that stood by said again to Peter, "weep bitterly" was. beyond all doubt, this heartrthj then art one of them: for thou art a Galilean, and piercing "look" which his Lord gave him. And re
7 fpeech agTseta thereto—"bewrayeth (or 'discover- membering the Saviour's own words at the table,
ih>th*e** .Matthew, 26, 73). In Luke it is "Another " Simon, Simon. Satan hath desired to have you, that
naftdsntry aJrhrmad. saying. Of a truth this | fellow | he may sift you as wheat; out / proved /or thee, that
■o was with biro, for be Is a Galilean." The Gall- thy jaith fail not," may we not say that this prayer
eaa dialect had a more Syrian cast than that of fetched dovm all that there was in that "look" to pierce
i Jdea. // Peter had heut hit peace, this peculiarity and break the heart of Peter, to keen it from despair.
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to work in it " repentance unto salvation not to be
repented of." and at length, under other healing
touches, to "restore his soul?"
(See on Mark,
18. 7.1
CHAPTER XV.
Ver. 1-20. Jesus ia Brought Before Pilate- At
a Second Hearing. Pilate, after Seeking to
Release Him. Dexiverb Him Itp— After being
Cruelly Entreated, He is Led Away to be
Crucified. (=Matthew, 24 l. 2, 11-31: Luke. 23. l-o.
13-25; John. 18. W-10. 15.) See on John. 18. 28-19. 10.
21-37. CRrriFixioM and Death of the Lord
Jehcs. <=Matthew, 27. 32-50; Luke, 23. 2tM6;John,
la. 17-30.) See on John. 19. 17-80.
38-4*. Signs and Circumstances followino
the Death of The Lord Jests — He is Taken
Down from the Cross and Bi;ried-The Sepul
ture is Gtarped. (=Mntthew. 27. 61-fiO; Luke. 23
45. 47-50; John 19. 31-42J See on Matthew, 27. 51-50;
and on John, 19. 31-42.
CHAPTER XVL
Ver. 1-80. Angelic Announcement to trb
Women on the First Day of the Week, that
< hkiht is Risen — His Appearances after His
Ke»urh ection—His Ascension—Tri lm ph ant Pro
clamation or His Gospel. ( = Matthew, 2s. 1-10.
16-20; Luke. 24. 1-61; John. 20. 1. 2. 11-29 <
The Resurrection Announced to the Women fe, l-8i.
1. And when the tab bath was put—that is. at sunset ol
our Saturday, Mary Magdalene—see on Luke, 8. 2, and
Mary the mother of Jamei—James the Less see on ch.
15. 40), and Salome— the mother of Zebcdee's sons cf.
ch. 15. 40 with Matthew, 27. 50', had bought sweet spices,
that they might come and anoint him. The word is sim
ply 'bought.' But our translators are perhaps right
iu rendering it here * had bought,' since It would ap
pear, from Luke, 23. 50. that tbey had purchased them
immediately after the Crucifixion, on the Friday even
ing, duriug the short interval that remained to them
before sunset, when the Sabbath rest began; and that
they had only deterred using them to anoint the body
till the Sabbath rest should be over. On this "anoint
ing." see on John. 19. 40. 2. And very early in the
morning—see on Matthew. 28. 1, the first (h.y of the week,
t:iey came unto the sepulchre at the rising of trie «un—not
quite literally, but 'at earliest dawn;' according to a
way of speaking not uncommon, and occurring some
times in the Old Testament. Thus our Lord rose on
the third day: having lain in the grave part of Friday,
the whole of Saturday, and part of the following First
day. 3. And tin y said among themselves—as they were
approaching the sacred spot. Who shall roll us away the
arone from the door of the sepulchre?... for it was very great.
On reaching it they find their difficulty gone- 1 lie stone
already rolled away by an unseen hand. And are
there no others wfu>, when adtancing to duty in the
fuet of appalling difficulties, find Ouir stone also rollett
awavf 6. Aud entering into the sepulchre, they saw a
y i uug man. In Matthew. 28. 2, be is calli d " the angel
of the Lord;" but here he is described as be appeared
to the eye, in the bloom of a life that knows no decay.
hi Matthew he is represented as sitting on the stone
outside the sepulchre; but siace even there he says,
"Come, see the place where the Lord lay" (28. 0 , he
seems, as Alfukd says, to have gone in with them
from without; ouiy awaiting their arrival to accompany
them into the hallowed spot, and instruct them about
it. Sitting on the right side — having respect to the
position in which His Lord had lain there. This trait
is peculiar to Mark; but cf. Luke, 1. 11. clothed in a
long white gaimeut. (hi its lengUu see Isaiah, 0.1; and
on its whiteness, see on Matthew, 28. 3. and tbey were
aff ifhted. 6. And he saith unto them. Be not affrighted—
a stronger word th*n " Fear not " in Matthew. Yeses*
WW
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Jesus ot Nssareth. which was crucified— 'the >'axireoe,
the Crucified.' he is risen; he is not here. See on Luke,
24. 6, 6. behold the place where they laid him. See on
Matthew, 28. 6. 7. Bat go your way. tell his disciples
and Peter. This Second Gospel, being drawn up—as
all the earliest tradition states—tinder the eye of Peter,
or from materials chiefly furnished by him. there is
something deeply affecting in the preservation of this
little clause by Mark alone, that be goetn before you
into Galilee: there shall ye see him. as he said unto you.
See on Matthew, 28. 7. 8. And they went oat qaick'y.
and fled from the sepulchre; for tbey trembled and were
iinsi'd— 'for tremor and amazement seised them.'
neither said they any thing to any man ; for tuey were
afraid. How Intensely natural and simple Is this 1
Appearances of Jesus After His Resurrection (B.O-l&h
9. Now when Jesus was risen early the first day of lbs
week, he appeared first to Mary Magdalene, out of whom
he bad cast seven devils. There is some difficulty here,
and different ways of removing it have been adopted.
She had gone with the other women to the sepulchre
v li, parting from them, perhaps, before their inter
view with the angel, and on finding Peter and John
she had come with tuem back to the spot; and it was
at this second visit. It would seem, that Jesus appeared
to this Mary.as detailed in John. 20. n-is. Toaicoman
wis tltis honour given to be the first tJiat saw tine risen
Redeemer ; and tltat woman was mot his virginmother. 11. And tbey, when they had heard that he was
alive, and had been seen of her, believed not. This, which
is once and again repeated of them all, is most import
ant in its bearing on their subsequent testimony to HU
resurrection at the risk of life itself. 12. After that he
appeared in another form (cf. Luke, 24. 16' unto two of
them, as they walked, and went into the country. The
reference here, of course, is to His manifestation to tb>~
two disciples going to Emmaus. so exquisitely told by
the third Evangelist (see on Luke. 24. 13, &c.). 12. Aid
they went aud told it unto the residue: neither believed
they them.. .15. And he said unto them, Go ye into all the
world, aud preach the Gospel to every creature. See on
John, 20. 19-23: and on Luke, 24. 38-40. 16. He that believeth and is baptised. Baptism is here put for the
external signature of the inner faith of the heart, just
as "confessing with the mouth" is in Romans. 10. 10;
and there also as here this autvxird manifestation,
once mentioned as the proper fruit of faith, is not re
peated in what follows i Romans, to. 11), snail be sav»r.
bnt he that believe th not shall be damned. These awful
issues of the reception or rejection of tne Gospel,
though often recorded in other connections, are given
in this connection only by Mark. 17. And these signs
shall follow them that believe
IB. Tbsy shall take np
serpents, 6*c. These two verses also are peculiar to
Mark.
Tlu Ascension and IViumphant Proclamation of tlte
Gospel theriafUr (v. 10-20). 19. So then, alter tne Lord—
an epithet applied to Jesus by this Evangelist only in
the two concluding verses, when He comes to His glo
rious Ascension and its subsequent fruita. It is mwt
frequent in Luke, had spoken unto tuem, he was re
ceived op into heaven. See on Luke. 24. 60. 51. and sit
on the right hand of God. This treat truth U here only
related as a fact In the Gospel History. In that exalted
attitude He appeared to Stephen (Acta, 7. 66. 60, ; and
It is thereafter perpetually referred to aa His proper
condition In glory. 30. And they went forth, and preacatJ
ever; where, tne Lord working with them, and col firm ii;*:
the word with signs following. Amen. We have In thii
closing verse a most important link of connection with
the Acts of the Apostles, where He who directed all
the movements of the Infant Church Is perpetually
styled "the lord;" thus illustrating His own pro
mise for the founding and building up of the Church,
" L.j. I am with vol alway 1 *

TBE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO

S. LUKE.
CHAPTER I.
Yer. 1-4. It appear* from the Acta of the Apo«tles
tad Uj« Apostolic Epistles, that the earliest preaching
of the go*pel consisted of a brief summary of the facts
erf our Lord's earthly history, with a few words of
pointed application to the )>arties addressed. Of these
isLocushlog facts, notes would naturally be taken and
&icst* put Into circulation. It is to such that Luke
Ltn refers; and in terms of studied respect, as narra
tives of what was "believed surely." or "ou sure
zrrrunda" am >ng Christians, and drawn np from tike
testimony of "eye-witnesses and ministering servants
of the word." But when he adds that " it seemed
« • d to him also to write in order, having traced down
aU things with exactness from their first rise," It is a
virtual claim for his own gospel to supersede these
"md|" narratives. Accordingly, while nut one of
Ufcem has eurvtved the wreck of time, this and the
outer canonical gospels live, and shall live, tne only
SOinr vehicle* of those life-bringing facts which have
made ail thing* new. Apocryphal or spurious gospels,
a; -held by parties unfriendly lo the truths exhibited
ia the caoonical gospels, have not perished ; but those
vrli-meaat and substantially correct narratives here
referred to. used only while better were Lot to be had,
k<re by tacit consent allowed to merge in the four
pttrleas documents which from age to age. and with
astonishing unanimity, have been accepted as the
•Titian Charter of all Christianity. 1 to set loith in
•rfiar— more simply. ' to draw up a narrative.' from
tat sefinainff— that is, of His public ministry, as is
i laui from what follows, from the very first— tliat is,
f/oto the very earliest events ; referring to those pre
ss-tm details of the birth and early life, not oniy of our
tiji1 but of his forerunner, which we owe to Luke
Loce. in order- or "consecutively"—in contrast. pro
bably, with the diuoiuted productions to which he
L*d referred. But this must not be pressed too far ;
tor. oa comparing it with the other gospels, we see
i^st in tome particulars the strict cnronolugical older
ij not observed in this gospel, most txcelleot — or
lijost noble'—a title of rank applied by this same
• r.ter twice to Felix and once to Festus (Acts, S3. 'M ;
^i 3, a. S3 . It is likely, therefore, that "Theophilus'
*i» c^wf magistrate of some city iu Greece or Asia
Mjior. tWruTiK & Wilkinson.1 thai thou might-., kaew— ' know thorougnly. hast been instructed—
'•iraUy instructed' — lit., 'catechised' or 'catecbetti diy taught, a*, first as a catechumen or candidate for
laroxiab Baptism.
5-a\. AJIJlOOCUtUiT Or TBI FokBRUNNEK. 5.
Htr*d—See on Matthew, 2. L cours« ot A >ia—or Abi;»a—the eighth of the twenty-four orders or courses
aw wLich fJavid divided the priests. See l Chrotscies, 14. I. 4. 10. Of these courses only four returned
s/^er th* captivity Ezra. 2. 36-3»j, winch were again
■.ubdrrided into iwen;y-four — retaining the ancient
cuat and order cf each. They took the w bole tetnplesrrvsoe for a week each, his wife w>s of the danghters
a aarse—The priests might marry into any tnbe, but
'rt vis moat commendable of ail to marry one of the
priest's lice.* (Lightfoot.) 6. commandment and orCixasees—The one expressing their moral— the other
u^r ceremonial—obedience. (Calvin & Sbngkl.]
H ExekieL 11. 20; Hebrews. 9. 1. It has been denied
l. at any such distinction was known to the Jews and
;. ;» Testament writers. But Mark, 12. 33, and other
manges, put this beyond all reasonable doubt. 7. So
*~ta Abraham and Sarah. Isaac and Rebekah, FJkalmi and LLuinah, Mau«jah and his » lie. 9. uis iot to
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barn incense—The part assigned to each prieaf in his
week of service was decided by lot. Three were employed at the offering of incense—lo remove the ashes
of the former service; to bring iu and place on the golden altar the pan filled with hot burning coals taken
from the altar of burnt-offering ; and to sprinkle the
incense on the hot coals; and. while the smoke of it
I ascended, to make intercession for the people. This
was the most distinguished part of the service ;Revulation, 8. 3.'. and this was what fell to the lot of Zacharias at this time. ILuibtfoot.) 10. praying without
—outside the court in front of the temple, where stood
the altar of burnt-ottering; the men and women in sepa
rate courts, but the altar visiule to all toe time oi
incense—which was offered along with the morning and
evening sacrifice of every day; a beautiful symbol of
the accep table ness of the sacrifice offered ou the altar
of burnt offering, with coals from whose altar the in
cense was burnt (Leviticus, 16. 12, 13). This again wad
a symbol of the "living sacrifice" of themselves and
their services offered daily to God by the worshippers.
Hence the language of 1'salm Hi. 2 ; Revelation. 6. 3.
But that the acceptance of this daily offering depended
on the exi'iatory virtue presupposed in the burnt-of
fering, and pointing to the one " sacrifice of a sweetsmelling savour'' (Epnesiaiis, 5. 2j. is evident from
Isaiah, 6. tf, 7. 11. right side—the south side, between
the al;ar and the candlestick, Zacharias being on the
north side, in front of the altar, while offering incense.
[WaBsrajt <k Wilkinson 1 But why there t The right
was the lavourable side, Matthew, 26. 33 IScuottoks
& WKTbTsiN in MbYJfK.], cf. Mark, 16 6. 13. tuy prayer
is hearo—doubtless for ojfispring, which by some presentiment he even yet had not despaired of. John—the
same as "Johanau."sofreuutut in the Old Testament,
meaning 'Jehovah's gracious girt.' 14. shall rejoiceso they did (». 63. tie,; but the meaning rather is, * shall
have cause to rejoice—it would prove to many a joy
ful event. 15. great tn the Big In of the Loid—nearer to
Him in official standing than ail the prophets. Seeou
Matthew. 11. 10. 11. drink neither wine, &c.—i.e., shall
be a Nazarite, or ' a separated one.' N umbers, 0. 2, &c.
As the leper was the living symbol of sin, so was the
Kazarite of Wtncas: nothing iiiQamiug was to cross
his lips ; no razor to come on his head ; no ceremonial
defilement to be contracted. Thus was he to be " holy
to the Lord (ceremonially; all the days of his separa
tion." Tnis separation was la ordinary cases tem
porary and voluntary: only Samson (Judges, 13. 7J,
Samuel (l Samuel, 1. 11), and Jvim Baptist, were Naxarites from the womb. It was fitting that the utmost
severity of legal consecration should be seen in Christ's
forerunner. Ha was the Reality and Perfection
of the Nazante without the symbol, which perished in
that living realization of It:—"Such an High Priest
became us, who was hspakate fkom mnnejis" (He
brews, 7. z&u filled with tut Hoiy Ghost from.. .womb—
a holy vessel for future service. 16, 17. A religious
and moral reformer, Eiijah-like. he should be (Malachi.
4. 6, where the "turning of the peoples heart to the
Lord" is borrowed from l Kings. 18.37). In both cases
their success, though great, was jm Hull— the nation
was not gained, before him—before ' the Lord their
Uod," v. 10. JJy comparing this with Malachi, 3. 1. unit
Isaiah, 4U. 3, It Is plainly ".Jehovah" in the flesh of
Messiah [Calvin <k Olbuaui*bn1 before whom John
was to go as a herald to announce his approach, and a
pioneer to prepare his way. in the spirit—after the
model, and power o! Enas—not his miraculous power,
for " John did no uiirac»e" lJolui.lu.4lj. but hut power
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In "turning the heart." or with like success in his t
ministry. Both fell on degenerate times ; both wit
nessed fearlessly for God ; neither appeared much care
in the direct exercise of their ministry; both were at
the head of schools of disciples ; the success of both
was similar, fathers to the children—taken literallv,
this denotes the restoration of parental fidelity
I M by Eft. die. J, the decay of which is the beginning of
religious and social corruption—one prorainentfeature
of the coming revival being put for the whole. But
what follows, explanatory of this, rather suggests a
figurative sense, if "the disobedient" be "the chil
dren," and to " the fathers" belongs " the wisdom of
the just'* IBknokl], the meaning will be, 'he shall
bring back the ancient spirit of the nation into their
degenerate children.' (Calvin, &c.\ So Elijah invoked
"the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Israel" when seek
ing to "turn their heart back again" ii Kings. 18. St).
37). to make ready, &c —more clearly, ' to make ready
for the Lord a prepared people,' to have in readiness a
people prepared to welcome Him. Such preparation
requires, in every age and every tout, an oi>eration cor
responding to the Baptist's ministry. 18. whereby, <fcc
—Mary believed what was far harder without a sign.
Abraham, though older, and doubtless Sarah too.
when the same promise was made to him. " staggered
not at the promise of God through unbelief, but was
strong in faith, giving glory to God." This was what
7. icimrias failed in. IB. Gabriel—signifying * man of
God,' the same who appeared to Daniel at the time of
incense < Daniel. 9. 21), and to Mary, e. 36. stand, &c.—
as his attendant, cf. l Kings, 17. i. 20. dumb—'speech
less.' not able—deprived of the power of speech, «. 64.
lie asked a man. and now he got it. until tbe day, Ac.
— see on v. 64. 21. waited—to receive from him the
usual benediction. Numbers. 6. 23-37. tarried so long
—It was not usual to tarry long, lest it should be
thought vengeance had stricken tbe people's represen
tative for something wrong. ILkihtfoot ] 22. speechlets—'dumb,' and deaf also, see v. 62. 24. hid five
months—till the event was put beyond doubt and be
came apparent.
26-38. Annunciation of Christ. See on Matthew.
1 18-21. 26 sixth month—of Elizabetha time. Joseph,
of the house of David—see on Matthew, 1. 16. 28. oighly
favoured—a word only once used elsewhere (Ephesians,
1. 6, "made accepted"): cf. v. 30. "Thou hast found
favour with God." The mistake of the Vulgates ren
dering. ' full of grace,' has been taken abundant advan
tage by the Komiah Church. As the mother of our
Lord, she was the most " blessed among women" in
external distinction ; but let them hear to the Lord's
own words, "Ray. rather blessed are they that hear
the word of God and keep it." See on eh. 11. 27. 31.
The angel purposely conforms his language to Isaiah's
famous prophecy. ch. 7. 14. [Calvin.) 32, 33. (his
is but an echo of the sublime prediction. Isaiah, 0. 6. 7.
3*. How. Ac—not the unbelief of Zacharias," Whereby
shall 1 know this'/*' but. taking tbe fact for granted.
* How u ti to be, so contrary to the unbroken law of
human birth V Instead of reproof, therefore, her ques
tion is answered in mysterious detail. 36 Holy Ghost
—see on Matthew, l, its power of the hignest—the im
mediate energy of the Godhead conveyed by the Holy
Ghost. ovpr»h»dow — a word suggesting how gentle,
while yet emcadons, would be this Power [Benokl];
and its mysterious secrecy, withdrawn, as if by a cloud,
from human scrutiny. [Calvin. J that holy thing born
of thee— 'that holy Offspring of thine.' therefore. Son
of God—That Christ is the Son of God In His divine and
eternal nature is clear from all the £*ew Testament ;
yet here we see that Sonship efflorescing Into human I
and palpable manifestation by his being born through
"the power of the Highest," an Infant of days. We
must neither think of s>d-»bk Sonship, as some do, !
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harshly and without all ground, nor deny what is here
plainly expressed, the connection between His human
birth and His proper personal Sonship. 36. thy cousin
—' relative.' but how near the word says not, con
ceived. <fcc.— this was to Mary an unsought sign, in re
ward of her faith. 37. for, &c—referring to what was
said by the angel to Abraham In like case. Genesis. 18.
14, to strengthen her faith. 38. Marvellous faith in
such circumstances !
89-o6. Visit op Mart to Elizabeth. 39. hill
country—the mountainous tract running along tbe
middle of Judea, from North to South. rWEBtrrRK &
Wilkinson ] with haste—transported with the an
nouncement to herself and with the tidings, now first
made known to her. of Elizabeth's condition, a city of
Juda—probably Hebron (tee Joshua, 20. 7; 21. 11). 40.
saluted Elisabeth — now returned from her seclusion,
v. 24. 41. babe leaped— From v. 44, it is plain that this
maternal sensation was something extraordinary— a
sympathetic emotion of the unconscious babe, at the
presence of the mother of his Lord. 42-44. What
beautiful superiority to envy have we here ! High as
was the distinction conferred upon herself, Elizabeth
loses sight of it altogether. In presence of one more
honoured still ; upon whom, with ber unborn Babe, in
an ecstasy of inspiration, she pronounces a benedic
tion, feeling it to be a wonder unaccountable that "the
mother of ber Lord should come to her." "Torn this
as we "-ill, we shall never be able to see the propriety
of calling an unborn child "Lord," but by supposing
Elizabeth, like tbe prophets of old. enlightened to per
ceive tbe Messiah's Divine nature.' [Olshacsek ]
"The mother of my Lord"—but not "My Lady" (et
ch, 20. 42 : John. 20. S8j. fBEXOEL.) 46. An additional
benediction on tbe Virgin for ber implicit faith, in tacit
and delicate contrast with her own husband, for. Ac
—rather, as in the margin. ' that' 46-56. A magnifi
cent canticle, in which the strain of Hannah's ancient
song, in like circumstances. Is caught up, and just
slightly modified and sublimed Is it unnatural to
suppose that the spirit of the blessed Virgin had been
drawn beforehand into mysterious sympathy with tbe
ideas and the tone of this hymn, so that when the life
snd fire of inspiration penetrated ber whole soul it
spontaneously swept the chords of this song, enriching
the Hymnal of the Church with that spirit-s taring
canticle which has resounded ever since from Its tem
ple wails? In both songs, those holy women, filled
with wonder to behold "the proud, the mighty, the
rich." passed by, and. In their persons the lowliest
chosen to usher in the greatest events, sing of this as
no capricious movement, but a great law of the king
dom of God, by which lie delights to "put down the
mighty from their seats and exaU them of low degree.'
In both songs the strain dies away on Christ ; in Han
nah's, under tbe name of " Jehovah's King"—to whom,
through ail his line, from David onwards to himself.
He will "give strength ;" His "Anointed." whose horn
He will exalt (l Samuel, 2. 10; In the Virgin's song, it
is as the " Help" promised to Israel by all the prophets.
My soul ... my spirit—"all that is within me" (Psalm
103. 1). my S&viour—Mary, poor heart, never dreamt,
we see. of her own * Immaculate conception'—In the
offensive language of the Komanists—any more than of
ber own immaculate life, holpea—iX. Psalm 89. 19. " I
have laid help on One that is mighty." A<* He spake to
our lathere— The sense reauir*s this clause to be read as
a parenthesis. (Cf. M icah. 7. 20; Psalm 98. 3.) for cv-r
—tbe perpetuity of Messiah's kingdom, as exprvslr
promised by the angel, v. 33. 56 abode with bar about
three months— What an honoured roof was that which.
for such a period, overarched th se cousins ! and yet
not a trace of it is now to be seen, while the progeny
of those two women — the one but the honoured
pioneer of tbe other-have made the world new. re
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ursad u her own bouse-at Nazareth, after wtiich took
liaot rkat>is recorded in Matthew, l. ifi-26.
57-80, Birth and Circumcision op John—So no
cpZacbjlbjas, and Prog it las or the Child. 59.
*:rV.a "say—The law [Genesis, 17. 12) was observed,
even though the eighth day after birth should be a
asbbath J olio. T. 33; and see FhiUpplans, 3. 6). called
kia—lit,," were calling"—i.e., las we should say) ' were
tar calling.' The naming of children at baptism has
Its origin in the Jewish custom at circumcision (Gene
ris, XL 3, 4j ; and the names of Abram and Sarai were
changed, at its tint performance (Genesis, 17. 5, 16). 62.
Bad* signs—showing he was deaf, as well as dumb. 63.
*33«*»d all—at his giving the same name, not know.» of any communication between them on the sub
ject, mouth opened immediately — on thus palpably
thawing his full faith in the vision, for disbelieving
»bkn be had been struck dumb (r. 13, 20). 65. fear—
Mfctous awe ; under the impression that God's hand
tsii specially in these eveuts (cf. ch. 5. 26; 7. 16; 8. 37!.
66 hand of the Lord wai with him—by special tokens
raking him oat as one destined to some great work
1 King*. IS. 46; * Kings, 3. 15; Acts. 11. XI). 63-79.
There is not a, word in this noble burst of divine song
stout hu own child ; like Elizabeth losing sight enunij* os* self, in the glory of a Greater than both.
1>4 God of Israel—the ancient covenant-God or the
peraliar people, visited and redeemed—is., in order to
rclaexD : returned after long absence, and broken his
}<*i silence isee on Matthew, 16. 30- In the Old TesusmiI, God is said to " visit " chiefly for judgment, in
ttee 5«w Testament for mercy. Zacharias would, as
jw, have bui imperfect views of such "visiting and
rwieemiuii." "saving from and delivering out of the
Uad of enemies" if. 71. 71). But this Old Testament
phraseology, used at first with a lower reference, is
vben viewed in the light of a loftier and more compre
hensive kmgdom of God. equally adapted to express
the moat spiritual conceptions of the redemption that
U j» Christ Jesus, horn of novation—i.e., 'strength of
solvation.' or 'mighty Salvation,' meaning the Saviour
tticiaell. whom Simeon calls "Thy Salvation" (ch. 2.
'Mi . The metaphor is taken from those animals whose
*r?%eth is in their horns (Psalm 18. 8; 76. 10; 132. 17).
<*9 ^ase of D**id— This shows that Mary must have.
> «a. isaeww to bs of Out royal line, independent of
<?fraeon ; of wboai Zacharias. if he knew anything,
cocid not kao* that after this be would recognise
Mary, since the world began—or, 'from the earliest
vmoch' the mercy promised. ..his holy coven ant. ..the
aata M Abraham—The whole work and kingdom of
sf-*siahi is represented as a mercy pledged on oath to
Abraham and his seed, to be realised at an appointed
period : and at length, in " the fulness of the time."
kiririauakw made good. Hence, not only "grate," or the
U«**- promised : bat "truth." or fidelity to the promise,
arc ssdd to " come by JesusChrist" (John. 1. 17}. that
be ■■ nsl gnat us. Ac.—How comprehensive is the view
here erven! fIJ The purpose of all redemption—**that
we rbocud irrw Him"—i.e.. " the lord God of Israel"
e. *> . . The word signifies religious service distinctively
— ' the pmsdtood of the New Testament.' [Bkngel.]
£2.' The aatvre of this service—"in holiness and righteo4i»ess before Him" — or. as in His presence (cf.
I K*lm is! i&. OJ Its freedom—" being deUvered out
t i Ism hand cf our enemies." (4.) Its fearlessness—
" Tvia^bt serve Him without fear." (6) its duration—
" ail the day* of our life." 76-79. Here are the dying
fences of this song; and very beautiful are these closng aotes—hhe the setting sun, shorn indeed of its noonLde radiance, bat skirting the horizon with a wavy
_r;d quurvering light—as of molten gold—on which the ,
ve deJsghts to case, till It disappears from the view, j
"be song passes not here from Christ to John, but only (
rtJD Csmst direct, to Christ as berslded by bis fore- I
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runner, th-u child—not "my son"—this child's rela
tion to himself being lost In his relation to a Greater
than either. Prophet of the Highest, for thou shalt go
before him—i.e., "the Highest." As "the Most High"
is an epithet in Scripture, only of the supreme God, it
is inconceivable that inspiration should apply this
term, as here undeniably, to Christ, unless be were
" God over all blessed for ever" (Romans, 0. •:>}, to giva
knowledge of salvation— to sound the note of a needed
and provided "salvation," was the noble office of John,
above all that preceded him ; as it is that of all subse
quent ministers of Christ ; but infinitely loftier was it
to be the " Salvation" itself (v. 69, and ch. 2. 30;. by the
remission of Bins—This stamps at once the spiritual
nature of the salvation here intended, and explains
u. 71, 74. Through the tender mercy. &c.—the sole spring,
necessarily, of all salvation for sinners, day-spring
from on high, &c.—either Christ Himself, as the " Sun
of righteousness" (Malachi. 4. Si, arising on a dark
world [Bkza, Grotidr. Caxvin, De Wettb, Olshauskn, &c.1, or the light which He sheds. The sense, of
course, is one. 79. (Cf. Isaiah, 0. 2; Matthew, 4. 13-17).
' That st. Luke, of all the Evangelists, should have ob
tained and recorded these inspired utterances of Zach
arias and Mary—is in accordance with his character
and habits, as indicated in v. 1-4.' [ Wii^ikk a- Wil.
KiNsoN.J 80. And the child, Ac—' a concluding para
graph, indicating, in strokes full of grandeur, the
bodily and mental development of the Baptist ; and
bringing his life up to the period of his public appear
ance.' [Olshauses.J in the deserts—probably *'the
wilderness of Judea" (Matthew. 3. 1), whither he had
retired early in life, in the Nazarite spirit, and where,
free from rabbinical influences and alone with God
his spirit would be educated, like Moses in the desert,
for bis future high vocation, his showing unto Israel
—the presentation of himself before bis nation, as Mes
siah's forerunner.
CHAPTER U.
Ver. 1-7. Birth or Christ. 1. Cesar Augustus—
the first of the Roman emperors, all the world—so the
vast Roman Empire was termed, taxed—'enrolled,'
or ' register themselves.' 2. first... whso Cyrenios, Ac
—a very perplexing verse, inasmuch as Cy renins, or
Quirinus, appears not to have been governor of Syria
for about ten years after the birth of Christ, and the
" taxing" under bis administration was what led to the
insurrection mentioned in Acts, 6. 37. That there was
a taxing, however, of the whole Roman Empire under
Augustus, is now admitted by all ; and candid critics,
even of sceptical tendency, are ready to allow that
there is not likely to be any real inaccuracy in the
statement of our evangelist Many superior scholars
would render the words thus, "This registration was
previous to Cyrenius being governor of Syria'—as the
word "first" is rendered in John. 1. 15; 15. 18. In this
case, of course, the difficulty vanishes. But it is per
haps better to suppose, with others, that the registra
tion may have been ordered with a view to the taxa
tion, about the time of our Lord's birth, though the
taxing itself—an obnoxious measure in Palestine—was
not carried out till the time of Quirinus. 3. went...to
his own city—the city of his extraction, according to the
Jewish custom, not of his abode, which was the usual
Roman method. 4, 9. Not only does Joseph, who was
of the royal line, go to Bethlehem (1 Samuel. 16. 11, but
Mary too—not from choice surely in ber condition, but,
probably, for personal enrolment, as herself an heiress,
espoused wife—now, without doubt, taken home to him.
as related, Matthew, 1. 18: 25. 6. while.. .there, &c —
Mary had up to this time been living at the wrong
place for Messiah's birth. A little longer stay at Na
zareth, and the prophecy would have failed. But Id >
with no intention certainly on ber part much less of
Cesar Augustus, to fulfil the prophecy, she is brought
3M
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from Nazareth to Bethlehem, and at that nick of time
her period arrives, and her Babe is born (Psalm lis.
23J. ' Every creature walks blindfold ; only He that
dwell.* in light knows whether they bo.' [Brsaop
Hall.] 7. first-born—So Matthew. 1. S6, », yet the
law, in speaking of the first-born, re^ardeth not
whether any were born after or no. but only that none
were burn before. [Ljuhtfoot.J wrapt him... laid him
—the mother herself did so. Had she then none to
help hert It would seem so (8 Co. 8. 9). a manger—
*the manger, the bench towards which the horses'
heads were tied, on which their food could rest. [Wxbstek it Wilkinson. | no room in the inn—a square
erection, open inside, where travellers put up, and
whose back parts were used as stables. The ancient
tradition, that our Lord was born In a grotto or cave,
is quite consistent with this, the country being rocky.
In Mary's condition the Journey would be a slow one,
and ere they arrived the inn would be pre-occupied—
affecting anticipation of the reception He was through
out to meet with 'John, 1. 11).
Wrapt in Ilia fwsddling bands,
And in Hit manger laid.
The hope and glory of til lands
Is oome to the world'! aid.
No peaceful home upon Hit cradle «nll*ti.
Guests rudely wsnt and came where tlept the royal Child.
-KM*.
Bat some 'guests went and came.' not 'rudely.* but
reverently. God seut visitors of his own to pay court
to the new-born King.
8-20. Angelic Annunciation to tbeSbetuekds
—their Visit to the New-born Babe. 8. Abiding
Id the fields—staying there, probably in huts or tents,
watch by night—or. * night-watches,' taking their turn
of watching. Prom about Passover time in April until
autumn, the flocks pastured constantly in the open
fields, the shepherds lodging there all that time. (From
this it seems plain that the period of the year usually
assigned to onr Lord's birth ts too late J Were these
shepherds chosen to have the first sight of the blessed
Babe without any respect to their own state of mind 1
That, at least, is not God's way. ' No doubt, like Si
meon iv, 25), they were among the waiters for the Con
solation of Israel' [OlshauhenJ ; and, if the simpli
city of their rustic minds, their quiet occupation, the
stillness of the midnight hours, and the amplitude of
the deep blue vault above them for the heavenly music
which was to fill their ear. pointed them out as fit re
cipients for the first tidings of an Infant Saviour, the
congenial meditations and conversations by which, we
may suppose, they would beguile the tedious hours
would perfect their preparation for the unexpected
visit Thus was Nathanael engaged, all alone but not
unseen, under the fig-tree, in unconscious preparation
for his first interview with Jesus. (See on John, l. 44.)
So was the rapt seer on his lonely rock " in the spirit
on the Lord's day," little thinking that this was his
preparation for hearing bdhind him the trumpet-voice
of the Son of man (Kevelation, 1. 10. &cj. But if the
shepherds in his immediate neighbourhood had the
first, the sages from afar bad the next sight of the new
born King. Even so still, simplicity first, science next,
finds its way to Christ. Whom
In quiet ever and la shade
Shepherds and Sage may find
They, who hare bowed untaught to Nature e sway.
And they, who Mlow Truth along her htar-pav'd mtky.—KtbU,
9. glory of tbe Lord—' the brightness or glory which is
represented as encompassing all heavenly visions.'
(Olbbauiien.J *>>re afraid—so it ever was (Daniel, 10.
T. 8; Luke. 1. 12; Kevelation. L 17k Men have never
felt easy with the invisible world laid suddenly open
to their gase. It was never meant to be permanent ;
a momentary purpose was all it was intended to serve.
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10. to all people—'to the whole people,' is., of Israel ;
to be by them afterwards opened up to the whole
world. (See on v. 14.) 11. onto you is born, 4c—you
shepherds, Israel, mankind. [Benoel.] Cf. Isaiah,
9, 6. " Unto us a Child is born," It Is a Birtti—" The
Word is made flesh." When ! *' This day." Where !
"In the city of David"—in the right line and at the
right spot ; where prophecy bade lis look for Him, and
faith accordingly expected Him. How dear to us
should be these historic moorino* of our faith 1 With
the loss of them alt substantial Christianity Is lost.
By means of them how many have been kept from
making shipwreck, and attained to a certain external
admiration of Him. ere yet they have fully ** beheld
his glory." a Saviour—not One who shall be a Saviour.
but "born a Saviour." Christ the Lord—"magnificent
appellation!' [Behoel.] 'This is the only place where
these words come together; and 1 see no way of under
standing this "Lord" but as corresponding to tbe
Hebrew J xuo van.' [Alfokd.] 12. a sign—'the sign.'
t tie babe—' a Babe.' a manger—' the manger.' The sign
waa to consist, it seems, solely In tbe overpowering
contrast between tbe things just said of Him and the
lowly condition in which they would find Him :—'Him
whose goings forth have been from of old, from ever
lasting, "ye shall find a Babe;" Whom the heaven
of heavens cannot contain, "wrapt in swaddlin*
bands;* the "Saviour. Christ theLord." lying in amanger !' Thus early were these amazing contrasts, which
are His chosen style, held forth. (See 3 Corinthian-,
8. 9.) 13. suddenly—as if only waiting till their fellow
bad done, with tbe ingel—who retlreanot, but Is join
ed by others, come to seal and to celebrate tbe tiding
he has brought, heavenly host—or 'army,' an arm*
celebrating peace t [Benoel] 'transferring the occu
pation of their exalted station to this poor earth which
so seldom resounds with the pure praise of God' i.Ui,bhausen} : to let it be known how this event is re
garded in heaven and should be regarded on sortA.
glory, &c— brief but transporting hymn—not only in
articulate human speech, for our behoof, but in tunable
measure, in the form of a Hebrew parallelism of two
complete clauses, and a third one only amplifying tie
second, and so without a connecting "and." The "gloiv
to Ooa\" which the new-born " Saviour" waa to brio*:.
i3 the first note of this sublime hymn: to this answers,
iu tbe second clause, "the peace on earth," of which
He was to be " the Prince" (Isaiah, 9. 6,—probably suu
resnonsively by the celestial choir; while quick follows
the glad echo of this note, probably by a third detach
raent of the angelic choristers— "Good-will to men:'
'They say not, glory to God in heaven, where angels
are, but. using a rare expression. " in the highest (hea
vens)." whither angels aspire not.' Hebrews, i. 3, 4.
[Bengel. ] "Peace" with God is the grand necessity
of a fallen world. To bring in this, and all other peace
In its train, was the prime errand of the Saviour to
this earth, and, along with it. Heaven's whole "good
will to men"—the Divine complacency on a new foot
ing—descends to rest upon men, as upon the Sou Him
self, In whom God is " well-pleased." i Matthew. 3. 17,
the same word as here. J 16 let us go. Arc —lovely sim
plicity of devoutness and faith this I They are not
taken up with the angels, the glory that invested them,
and the lofty strains with which they filled tbe air.
.Nor do they say, Let us go and see if Otis be trtuthey have no misgivings. Bui "let us go and see thi»
thing which ts come to pass, which the Lord hath raadf,
known unto us.' Does not this confirm tbe view given
on v. 6, of the spirit of these humble men? 16. wiU
baits—Cf. ch. 1. 39; Matthew. 28. 8 "did run"!; John,
4. 28 ("left her water-pot," as they do their flocks, in s
transport), found Miry, «kc.— ' mysteriously guided by
the Spirit to the right place through the obscurity ^
the nigm. ' tOxaUAUsiUi.J a manger—'the manger, si
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before. 17. made known abroad— before their return
■ s9, ud thus were the first evangelists. [ Besoki..]
20 glorify u» a; ana praising God. Arc — the Utter word,
wed of the *ou»; of the angels (v. 13). and ch. It). 37. and
■liiw. leads ua to suppose that theirs was a song
to* probably some canticle from the Psalter—meet
niucle for the swelling emotions of their simple hearts
at what *" they had heard and seen."
a. Culi- l si c itaos of Ckjust—Here only recorded,
ud even here merely alluded to, for the sake of the
uae then given to the holy Babe. ".) esus," or bavteou Matthew, l. 21; Acts. 13. 23). Yet in this namlag of Run ■* Saviour," in the act of circumcising Him,
■tlcn was a symbolical and bloody removal of the body
M sis. we hare a tacit intimation that they "had
ease"*—ea John aaid of His Baptism—rather to be cirnuadsed by Uim "with the circumcision made withuot hard*, in the putting off of the body [of the sins)
rf the flesh by the circumcision of Christ" (Colossians,
t 1U. mod thavt He only ** suffered U to be so, because
ton it became Hint to fulfil all righteousness"
Matthew. 3. IS'. Still the circumcision of Christ had
* profound bearing on His own work—by few rightly
i^crehended. For since '* he that is circumcised is a
•iibtor to do Vit ichoie law1* (Ualatians, 6. 31, Jesus
that bare about with Him in his very flesh the seal of
* roi notary obligation to do the whole law—by Him
* it possible In the flesh since the fall. And as He
«ai '* made under the law" for no ends of His own, but
cory " to redeem, them thai were under Vie tow, that
wt might receive the adoption of sons" (Gielatians, 4.
1 &?. the obedience to which His circumcision pledged
1 . fa was a redeeming obedience—that of a " Saviour."
Aed, flnally. as "Christ hath redeemed us from the
f arse of the law" by " being made a curse for us" (GatatUna, 3. 13>. we must regard Him, In His circumbstau, aa brought under a palpable pledge to be
"iBsdemt unto death, even the death o/ the cross"
fiuiLppiaoa, 2. M.
S-SO.

PUBXHCATIOS OF TBI VlP.OIN.— PltEMENTA-

nos or tbs Babe in the Tkmplb —Scene there
with SnestOK xkd Anna. 22. 24. her purification—
1 £oo«h the most and best copies read "their," It was
the mother only who needed purifying from the legal
iseleanneas of child-bearing. " The days" of this punacastoa for a male child were forty in all (Leviticus.
li. a. 4!, on the expiry of which the mother was re*
•faired to offer a Lunb for a burnt- offering, and a turtle<fcj*e or a young pigeon for a Bin-offering. If she could
sot afford a lamb, the mother had to bring another
tsrUe-dove or yonng pigeon; and, if even this was beraod her means, then a portion of fine flour, but with
out the usual fragrant accompaniments of oil and
fragfcmeenae, as it represented a sin-offering I Leviti
cus, la. *-»; 5. Mil. From the intermediate offering of
" a pear of turtle-doves or two young pigeons." we
ta'hur that Joseph and the Virgin were in poor cirrsnaftaace* fl Corinthians, 8. 9 , though not in abject
poverty. Being a first-born male, they '* bring him to
Jeruaauesa. to present him to the Lord." All such had
been dahaed aa "holy to the Lord," or set apart to
sacred uses, in memory of the deliverance of the firstbora of Israel from destruction in Egypt, through the
apriaJrJing of blood {Exodus. 13. 2i. In lieu of these,
ruwever. one whole tribe, that of Levi, was accepted.
acd art apart to occupations exclusively sacred i> um
bers, 8- 11-30; and whereas there were 273 fewer Le
nt** then tint-bora of all Israel on the first reckon
ing, each of these first-born was to be redeemed by the
[•aystent of five shekels, yet not without being ** prr+nUe& tor broughtj unto the Lord,* In token of His
njhsfnl claim to them and their service (Numbers, 3.
ti-47; la. i&. lft. It was in obedience to this "law of
Moeuu," that the Virgin presented her babe unto the
Lord, *ta the east gate of the court called Nicanor'a
10»
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Gate, where herself would be sprinkled by the priest
with the blood of her sacrifice.' (Liohtpoot.) By
that Babe, In due time, we were to be redeemed, "not
with corruptible things as silver and gold, but with
the precious blood of Christ" fl Peter, 1. 18, 10), and the
consuming of the mother's burnt-offering, and the
sprinkling of her with the blood of her sin-offering,
were to find there abiding realisation In the "living
sacrifice" of the Christian mother herself, in the ful
ness of a " heart sprinkled from an evil conscience,"
by "the blood which cleanseth from all sin." 25 just
—upright in his moral character, devoot—of a reli
gious frame of spirit, waiting for the Consolation of
Israel— a beautiful title of the coming Messiah, here
intended, the Holy Ghost was, supernaturally, upon
him—Thus was the Spirit, after a dreary absence of
nearly 400 years, returning to the Church, to quicken
expectation, and prepare for coming events, revealed
by the Holy Ghost—Implying, beyond all doubt, the
personality of the Spirit should see death till he had
seen—'sweet antithesis!* [Bengel.] How would the
one sight gild the gloom of the other 1 He was, pro
bably, by this time, advanced in years. 27. 28. The
Spirit guided him to the temple at the very moment
when the Virgin was about to present Him to the
Lord. 29. took him up in his arms—immediately recog
nising in the child, with unhesitating certainty, the
promised Messiah, without needing Mary to Inform
him of what had happened to her. [OlahaUskn.] The
remarkable act of taking the babe in his arms must
not be overlooked. It was as if he had said, 'This Is
all my salvation and all my desire' (2 Samuel, 23. 6). 29.
Lord—' master.' a word rarely used in the New Testa
ment, and selected here with peculiar propriety, when
the aged saint, feeling that his last object in wishing to
live had now been attained, only awaited his Master's
word of command to "depart." now let-tea t, &c—more
clearly, *now thou art releasing thy servant;' a patient
yet reverential mode of expressing a desire to depart.
30. seen thy Salvation— many saw this child, nay, the
full-grown "man, Christ Jesus," who never saw in
him " God's Salvation." This estimate of an object of
sight, an unconscious, helpless babe, was pure faith.
He " beheld his glory" (John, 1. 14). In another view,
it was prior faith rewarded by present sight. 31, 33.
all people—' all the peoples.' mankind at large, a light
to the Gentiles—then in thick darkness, glory of thy
Israel—already thine, and now, in the believing por
tion of it, to be so more gloriously than ever. It will
be observed that this * swan-like song, bidding an eter
nal farewell to this terrestrial life' [Oejjhauskn ], takes
a more comprehensive view of the kingdom of Christ
than that of Zacharias. though the kingdom they sing
of is one. 34, 35. set—appointed, fall and rising again
of many in Israel, and for a sign spoken against—perhaps
the former of these clauses expresses the two stages of
temporary " fall of many in Israel " through unbelief,
during our Lord's earthly career, and the subsequent
" rising again" of the same persons after the effusion of
the Spirit at Pentecost threw a new light to them on
the wholo subject; while the latter clause describes
the determined enemies of the Lord Jesus. Such op
posite views of Christ are taken from age to age. yea.
4c.—* messed as thou art among women, thou shall
have thine own deep share of the struggles and suffer
ings which this Babe is to occasion'—pointing not only
to the continued obloquy and rejection of this Child of
hers, those agonies of His which she was to witness
at the cross, and ber desolate condition thereafter,
but to dreadful alternations of faith and unbelief, of
hope and fear regarding Him, which she would have
to pass through, that the tboaghta, &a—men's views
and decisions regaining Christ are a mirror in which
the very " thoughts of their hearts" are seen. 36. 37.
Anna— or, Hannah, a prophetea* — another evidence
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that *' the Lui uuie»" in whicu utni was to " pour out
hit Spirit upon all flesh" were at hand, of the tribe or
A»er—one of the ten tribef, of whom many were not
carried captive, and not a few re-united themselves to
Judah after the return from Babylon. The distinc
tion of tribes, though practically destroyed by the cap
tivity, was well enough known up to their final disper
sion {Romans, IL 1 ; Hebrews, 7. 14 : nor Is it now
entirely lost, lived, &c.—she had lived seven y*mr*
with her husband, and been a widow eighty-four ytara;
so that if she married at the earliest marriageable **,..,
twelve years, she could not at this time be less than
103 years old. departed not from the temple— was found
there at all stated hours of the day, and even during
the night-services of the temple watchmen Psalm 134.
1, 2'. "serving God with fastings and prayer." (See
1 Timothy, &. 5. suggested by this.) coming in—'pre
senting herself.' She had been there already, but now
is found 'standing by/ as Simeon's testimony to the
blessed Babe died away, ready to take it up 'in turn '
(as the word rendered " likewise" here means), to all
mem. &c—the sense is, 'to all them in Jerusalem that
were looking for redemption'—saying in effect. In that
Babe are wrapt np all your expectations. If this was
at the hour of prayer, when numbers flocked to the
temple, it would account for her having such an audi
ence as the words imply. [Altorp 1 39. Nothing is
more difficult than to fix the precise order in which
the visit of the Magi, with the flight into and return
from Ifeypt :Matthew, SJ, are to be taken, in relation
to the circumcision and presentation or Christ in the
temple, here recorded. It is perhaps best to leave this
in the obscurity Id which we tind it. as the result ot
two independent, though. If we knew all, easily reconcileabte narratives. 40. His mental development kept
pace with His bodily, and "the grace of God," the
Divine favour, rested manifestly and increasingly upon
Hun. See v. 62.
41-42. First Conscious Visit to Jerusalem.—
'Solitary floweret out of the wonderful enclosed gar
den of the thirty years, plucked precisely there where
the swollen bud, at a distinctive crisis iat twelve years
of age), bursts into flower. To mark that is assuredly
the design and the meaning of this record.' IStikr,]
went up—' were wont to go.' Though males only were
required to go up to Jerusalem at the three annual fes
tivals (£xodus. 23. 14-17', devout women, when family
duties permitted, went also, as did Hannah [l Samuel,
1. 7j.and.aswe here see, the moiherof Jesus. 42. when
twelve years old—At this age every Jewish boy was
styled *a sod of the law,' being put under a course of
instruction and trained to fasting and attendance on
public worship, besides being set to learn a trade. At
this sge accordingly our Lord is taken up for the first
tune to J erusaleiii, at the Passover season, the chief of
the three annual festivals. But O, with what thoughts
and feelings must this Youth have gone up I Long ere
He beheld it. He had doubtless "loved the habitation
of God's house and the place where his honour dwelt "
(Psalm 20. 8). a love nourished, we may be sure, by that
"word hid in His heart," with which in after life He
showed so perfect a familiarity. Ab the time for His
first visit approached, could one's ear have caught the
breathings of His young soul, he might have heard Him
whispering. "As the hart panteth after the waterbrooks, so panieth my soul after Thee, O God. The
Lord loveth the gates of Zion more than all the dwell
ings oi Jacob. I was glad wben they said unto me.
Let us go unto the house of the Lord. Our feet shall
stand within thy gates. 0 Jerusalem!" (Psalm 42. 1;
87. 2; 122. l, 2 ) Oo catching the first view of "the city
nf their solemnities," and high above all in it, " the
p'ace of God's rest," we hear Him saying to Himself,
** Beautiful for situation, the joy of the whole earth is
Mount Zion. on the sides of the north, the city of the
1U6
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great King : Out of Zion, the perfection of beauty, God
doth shine" (Psalm 48. 2; 60. 2). Of his feelings or ac
tions during all the eight days of the feast not a word
is said. As a devout child. In company with its par
ents. He would go through the services, keeping His
thoughts to himself. But metItinks 1 hear Him. after
the sublime services of that feast, saying to Himself,
"He brought me to the banqueting house, and his bannerovermewas love. I sac down under his shadow
with great delight, and his fruit was sweet to my taste'
iSong of Solomon, 2. 3. 4], 43. as they returned—if the
duties of life must give place to worship, worship, in
Its turn, must give place to them. Jerusalem is good,
but Naiareih is good too; let him who neglects the one,
on pretext of attending to the other, ponder this sceoe-.
43. tarriea behind . . . Joseph and his mother knew not—
accustomed to the discretion and obedience of the lad
[Olshaumkn], they might be thrown off their guard.
44. sought bim among their kinsfolk and acquaintance—
On these sacred journeys, whole villages and districts
travelled in groups together, partly for protection,
partly for company; and as the well-disposed would
beguile the tediousnesa of the way by good discount-.
to which the child Jesus would be no silent listener,
they expect to find him in such a group. 45, 46. After
three sorrowing days, they find him still In Jerusalem,
not gazing on its architecture, or surveying its forms
nf busy life, but in the temple—not the " sanctuary "
as in ch. l. 0}, to which only the priests had access.
but in some one of the enclosures around it. where the
rabbins, or "doctors" taught their scholars, hearug...
asking— the method of question and answer was the
customary form of rabbinical teaching ; teacher and
learner becoming by turns questioner and answerer.
as may be seen from their extant works. This would
give full scope for all that "astonished them in Hi*
understanding and answers." Not that He assume*!
the ofUce of teaching—" His hour" for that " was not
yet come." and His furniture for that waa not complete ;
for He had yet to " increase in wisdom" as well is
" stature" (v. 62). In fact, the beauty of Christ'* ex
ample lies very much in His never at one stage of lit*
Life anticipating the duties of another. All would be
in the style and manner of a learner, "opening his
mouth and panting." ** His soul breaking for the loos
ing that It had unto God's judgments at all times"
(Psalm nu. 20*. and now more than ever before, when
finding Himself for the first time in his Father's houseStill there would be in His Questions far more than in
tlieir unsicers; and if we may take the frivolous inter
rogatories with which they afterwards plied Him, about
the woman that bad seven husbands and such like, a*
a specimen of their present drivelling questions, per
haps we shall not greatly err, if we suppose that "the
questions" which He now "asked them" in return,
were just the germs of those pregnant questions with
which he astonished and silenced them in after yen:- :
—-What think ye of Christ? Whose Son is He? 1)
David call h i m Lord, how is he then his son t " " Which
is the first and great commandment?" " Who it mv
neighbour?" about my Father's busiuess—lit., 'in' or
'at my Father's.' i.c, either 'about my Father's af
fairs' or *in my Father's courts'—where He dweUs
and is to be found—about Bis hand, so to speak. Tbii
latter shade of meaning, which'includes the former, u.
perhaps, the true one. Here He felt Himself at homt,
breathing His owu proper air. His words convey a
gentle rebuke of their obtuse n ess in requiring Htm to
explain this, ' Once here, thought ye I should so
readily hasten away? Let ordinary worshippers 1*
content to keep the feast and be gone ; but is this sli
ye have learnt of met' Methinks we are here let into
the holy privacies of Nazareth ; for sure what He say*
they should have known. He must have given them
ground to know, She tells him of the sorrow with
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vfcich Hi* father and the had sought Him. He speaks
of no father but one, saying, in effect, * My Father has
sot been seeking; me ; I have been with Him all this
teste ; Uw King bath brought me into His chambers.
Ba left hand is under my head, and His right hand
eoth embrace me Song of Solomon, 1. 4; 2. 6). How is
H that ye do not anderstaod ?* (Mark, 8. 2U 50, SI.
mgratood sm!—probably He had never expressly said
•* meoo. and so confounded them, though it was but
tee true interpretation of many things which they had
km and heard from him at home. (See on John, 14.
1 i_ Bat lest it soon M be thought that now He threw
of the filial yoke, and became his own Master hencebrta. and theirs too. it is purposely added. "And He
•mi down tcith them, and was sufoect unto thtmn
Toe marvel of this condescension lies in its coming
after socfa a scene, and snch an assertion of His higher
Sooabip : and the words are evidently meant to conw? this. * From this time we have no more mention
* Joteptt. The next we hear is of bis "mother and
brethren" (John. 2. 12i; whence it is inferred, that hetvteo thU Ume and the commencement of our Lord's
n'^ne life. Jostphdied' I Alfubd], having now served
ife* doable end of being the protector of our Lord's
• ircm-mother. and affording Himself the opportunity
•A presenting a matchless pattern of subjection to both
[areata. M. See on «. 40. stature—or better, perhaps,
u >d the margin. ' age.' which implies the other. This
is ali the record we have of the next eighteen years of
i&at voodrons life. What seasons of tranquil meditAiioa over the lively oracles, and holy fellowship with
His Father : what inlettings. on the one baud, of light,
sad love, and power from on high, and outgoings of
Siiai supplication, freedom, love, and joy on the other.
veuld theee eignteen years contain ! And would they
not seem ** bot a few days,'' if they were so passed,
aowever ardently he might long to be more directly
'about HU Father's business * "
CHAPTER in.
v«r. 1-20. FRfucaixo, Baptism, and ImprtbonMB3KT orJoas. See on Matthew, s. 1-12; Mark. A. 17,
ex. 1. a. Here the curtain of the New Testament Is,
as It were, drawn up. and the greatest of all epochs of
IE* church commences. Even our Lord's own age
s 22*. ie determined by it. (Bknoel.) No such ela
borate chrou*jio<ical precision is to be found elsewhere
d the New Tusument. and it comes fitly from him
■ho Haim* it as the peculiar recommendation of his
oaepel. that he had ' accurately traced down all things
irom the first * lch_ I. 3). Here, evidently, commences
kis proper narrative, the fifteenth year of Tiberios—
r^rhaniiuc from the period when be was admitted,
-Juee yean before Augustus' death, to a share of the
empire [WsjBwraE. & Wilkinson), about the end of
Um year of Borne 778, or about four years before the
iksaal reckoning. Puate... governor of Jade*—his proper
utle was Procurator, but with more than the usual
powers of that office. After holding it about ten years
he was ordered to Rome, to answer to charges brought
against Mm. but ere be arrived Tiberius died (a,d. 35),
aj»d aooa after Pilate committed suicide. Herod—See on
Mark-1 :«. PaUip—a different and very superior Philip
to the oae whose wife Herodias went to live with
Jierod And pas. See Mark, 6. 17. Iior«»—to the North
£a*t of Palestine : so called from Isbmael's son Itur
or Jetur a Chronicles, I. 31}. and anciently belonging
x*j the half tribe of Manasseh, Tracbonitfs—farther to
tLe North East, between Iturea and Dimascut ; a rocky
district, infested by robbers, and committed by Augus
ta* to Herod the Great to keep In order. Abilene—still
mom to the North East, so called from Abila, eighteen
Ksiita from Damascus [Robikso.x.J Annas and Caia•£■ **• saga pnasta—the former, though deposed, retained
amA of his inflnence. and. probably, as Sagan or dexpatj, taercuttd much of the power of the hi^li priest
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hood along with Cataphas (John. 18. 13 ; Acta. 4. 6).
Both Zadok and Ablatbar acted as high priests hi Da
vid's time (2 Samuel. 16. 35), and It seems to have be
come the fixed practice to have two {2 Kings, 25. 18).
word of God came onto John—Such formulas, of course,
art never used when speaking of Jesus, because the
Divine nature manifested Itself In Him not at certain
isolated moments of his life. He teas the one ever
lasting manifestation of the Godhead— The Word.
[Olsbadukn.] S. evsiy valley. <fcc. — levelling and
smoothing, obvious figures, the sense of which is In the
first words of the proclamation. " Prepare ye the way
of the Lord." all flesh, Ac.—(Quoted literally from the
Septuagint of Isaiah, 40. 6.) The Idea Is that every ob
struction shall be so removed as to reveal to the whole
world the Salvation of (iod In Him whose name Is the
"Saviour." (Cf. Psalm 98. 3; Isaiah, 11. 10; 49. 6; 62.
10; Luke, 2. 31. 32 ; Acts, IS. 47.) 1014. What shall we
do then*—to show the sincerity of our repentance, two
coats, &c.—directed against the reigning avarice, pub
licans., .exact no more, Ax—directed against that extor
tion which made the publicans a bye-word. See on ch.
19. 2, 8. soldiers.. .do violence to none—the word signifies
to ' shake thoroughly/ and so to * Intimidate,' probably
in order to extort money or other property, accuse
falsely—acting as Informers vexatlously, on frivolous or
false grounds, content with your wages—' rations.' We
may take this as a warning against mutiny, which the
officers attempted to suppress by largesses and dona*
tfons. [Webster & Wilkinson.) And thus the
" fruits" which would evidence their repentance were
just resistance to the reigning sins, particularly of the
class to whicu the penitent belonged, and the manifes
tation of an opposite spirit. 15-17. whether he were the
Christ—showing both how successful be bad been in
awakening the expectation of Messiah's Immediate ap
pearing, and the high estimation, and even reverence,
which bis own character commanded. John answered.
ic—either to the deputation from Jerusalem (see
John, 1. 19. &c.), or on some other occasion, simply to
remove Impressions derogatory to his blessed Master
which he knew to be taking hold of the popular mind,
■aying auto them all, &c.—in solemn protestation. So
far from entertaining such a thought as laying claim to
the honours of Messiahship, the meanest services I can
render to that " Mightier than me that is coming after
me." are too high an honour for me. Beautiful spirit,
distinguishing this servant of Christ throughout I one
mightier than I—' the Mightier than L' 18. many other
things, Ac— such as we read in John. l. 29. 33, 34 ; 3.
27-36. 19, 20. but Herod, &c—See on Mark. 6. 14, &c.
siid for all the evils which Herod had done—important
fact here only mentioned, showing bow thorvuah<i-riutj was the fidelity of the Baptist to his royal hearer,
and how strong must have been the workings of con
science in that slave of passion when, notwithstand
ing such plainness, he *' did many things and heard
John gladly" (Mark. 0. 20. 201.
21, 22. Baptism or and Descent of the Spirit
rj ton Jehus. See on Matthew, 3. 13-17. when all the
people were baptised—that He might not seem to be
merely one of the crowd. Thus, as He rode into Jeru
salem upon an ass, "whereon yet never man sat" (ch.
1 9. 30) , and lay in a sepulchre *' wherein was never man
yet laid" (John, 19. 41), so In His baptism He would
be "separate from sinners."
23-38. Gk.nbaxooy of Jesus. 23. be bfgan to be
about thirty—i.e., 'was about entering on his thirtieth
year.' So our translators have taken the word [and so
CALVIX.Ba2A,BLOOMFIEM>,WKB8TER & WlLKlNSON.

<fcc.J; but ' was about thirty years of age when he began
(his ministry),' makes better Greek, and is probably
the true sense. (Brno*!.. Olshausen, De Wette.
Mkyek. Alford, Ac.) At this age the priests entered
on their office (Kunibers, 4. 3j. being, as nu supposed.

Genealogy oj Jem*.

LFKK. IV.

Be begins his Ministry,

the son of Joseph. Ac.— Hare we In this genealogy, as | Mark. 0. l-«). we take to be not a later visit, but the
well as Matthew'*, the line of Joseph ? or Is this the same with this first one; because we cannot think that
line of Mary 1—a point on which there has been great the Nasarenes. after being so enraged at His first dis
difference of opinion and much acute discussion. | play of wisdom as to attempt His destruction, shonM,
Those who take the former opinion contend that it is on a second display of the same, wonder at it and asx
the natural sense of this verse, and that no other bow He came by it, as if they had never witnessed it
would have been thought of but for its supposed im before, as his custom was—Cf. Acts, 17. 2. 17. stood no
probability and the uncertainty which It seems to ■ to read—Others besides rabbins were allowed to ad
throw over our Lord's real descent But it is liable to dress the congregation. See Acts, 13. 16. 18. 19. To
another difficulty, viz.. that in this case Matthew have fixed on any passage announcing His suffermQa
makes "Jacob," while Luke makes "HeiW to be Jo (as Isaiah, 63J. would have been unsuitable at that
seph's father ; and though the same man had often early stage of His ministry. But He selects a passage
more than one name, wa ought not to resort to that announcing' the sublime object of His whole mission.
■apposition, in such a case as this, without necessity. Its Divine character, and His special endowments for
And then, though the descent of Mary from David it ; expressed In the first person, and so singularly
would be liable to no real doubt, even though we had adapted to the first opening of the mouth in His pro
no table of her line preserved to us see, for example, phetic capacity, that it seems as if made expressly for*
ch. 1. 1-32, and on ch. 2. 6), still It does seem unlikely this occasion. It la from the well-known section of
—we say not incredible—that two genealogies of our Isaiah's prophecies whose burden is that mysterious
Lord should be preserved to us, neither of which gives " servant or the Lord." despised of man, abhorred
his real descent. Those who take the tatter opinion, of the nation, bnt before Whom kings on seeing Him.
that we have here the line of Mary, as in Matthew are to arise, and princes to worship ; in visage nsore
that of Joseph"here his real, there his reputed line- marred than any man and His form than the sons of
explain the statement about Joseph, that he was " the men, yet sprinkling many nations; labouring seem
son of Heh," to mean that he was his son-in-taw, as the ingly In Tain, and spending His strength for nought ami
husband of his daughter Mary (as In Ruth, 1. n, it). in vain, yet Jehovah's Servant to raise up the tribes of
and believe that Joseph's name is only introduced in Jacob and be His Salvation to the ends of the earth
stead of Mary's, In conformity with the Jewish custom ;Iuiah, 49., Ac. . The quotation la chiefly from the
in such tables. Perhaps this view is attended with Septuagint version, used In the synagogues, accept
fewest difficulties, as it certainly is the best supported. able year—an allusion to the Jubilee year (Levitlcuat.
However we decide, it is a satisfaction to know that 26. 10), a year of universal release for person and pro
not a doubt was thrown out by the bitterest of the early perty. See also Isaiah. 49. 8 ; i Corinthians. 6, a. A.n
enemies of Christianity as to our Lord's real descent the maladies under which humanity groans are here
from David. On comparing the two genealogies, it set forth under the names of poverty, brokcn-hearteriwill be found that Matthew, writing more immediately ness. bondage, blindness, bruisedness or crushedness^
for Jew*, deemed it enough to show that the Saviour so, as the glorious Healer of ail these maladies,
was sprung from Abraham and David ; whereas Luke, Christ announces Himself In the act of reading it .
writing more immediately for Gentiles, traces the de stopping the quotation just before it comes to "th*
scent back to Adam, the parent stock of the whole day of vengeance," which was only to come on the re
human family, thus showing him to be the promised jecters of His message (John, 3. 17). The first words.
*' Seed of the woman." *The possibility of construct
"The Spirit of the Lord is npon Mr." have been
ing such a table, comprising a period of thousands of noticed since tho days of the Church fathers, as an il
years. In an uninterrupted line from father to son, of lustrious example of Father, Son, and Holy Gho*t%
a family that dwelt for a long time in the utmost re being exhibited as In distinct yet harmonious action
tirement would be inexplicable, had not the members In the scheme of salvation. 20. the minister—the Chnof this line been endowed with a thread by which they zan or synagogue-officer, all eyes fastened on Him—as
could extricate themselves from the many families tounded at His putting In such claims, tl. began to
into which every tribe and branch was again subdi ■ay, Ac.—His whole address was just a detailed appli
vided, and thus hold fast and know the member that cation to Himself of this and perhaps other like pro
was destined to continue the lineage. This thread phecies. 22. gracious words — * the words of grace,"
wiu the hope that Messiah would be born of the race referring both to the richness of his matter and the
of Abraham and David. The ardent desire to behold sweetness of His manner (Psalm 4A. SI. Is not this. At.
Him and be partakers of His mercy and glory suffered —See on Matthew, is. 64-M. They knew he had re
not the attention to be exhausted through a period ceived no rabbinical education, and anything superna
embracing thousands of years. Thus the member tural they seemed Incapable of conceiving. 23. thta
destined to continue the lineage, whenever doubtful, proverb— like our 'Charity begins at home.' whatso
became easily distinguishable, awakening the hope of ever, Ac.—* Strange rumours have reached our ears of
a final fulfilment, and keeping it alive until It was con thy doings at Capernaum : bnt If such power resides in
summated.' [OlshausenJ 34-30. son of Kitthat, thee to cure the ills of humanity, why has none of It
At -Sec on Matthew, l. 13-15. In v. 37, Salathlel is yet come nearer home, and why Is all this alleged
called the son, white In Matthew, 1. 12, be Is called the power reserved for strangers V His choice of Caper
father of Zerubbabel. But they are probably different naum as a place of residence since entering on public
life was, it seems, already well-known at Nasareth ;
persons. 38. ton of God-Cf Acts. 17. 28.
CHAPTER IV.
and when He did come thither, to give no displays of
Ver. 1-13. Temptation or Christ.—See on Mat His power when distant places were ringing with His
fame, wounded their pride, lie bad indeed " laid his
thew, 4. 1 11.
14-32. Jbmcs, Entering on His Public Ministry, hands on a few sick folk and healed them,** Mark.
maker a Circuit or Galilee—Rejection at Naz A. 6; but this seems to have been done quite privately.
areth. y.B.—A. large gap here occurs, embracing I the general unbelief precluding anything more open.
the important transactions in Galilee and Jerusalem I 24. and he said, Ac.—He replies to the one proverb by
which are recorded in John, 1. 29. to 4. 64, and which I another, equally familiar, which we express in a
occurred before John's Imprisonment (John, 3. J4J; rougher form— 'Too much familiarity breeds eonwhereas the transactions here recorded occurred (as j tempt.' Our Lord's long residence in Xasareth merely
appears from Matthew, 4. 12, 13} after that event. The as a townsman had made him too common, incatwcivisit to Nazareth recorded in Matthew, 13, &4-6S (and i tatlng them for appreciating Him as others did who
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•ere less familiar with his everyday demeanour in
trwate life. A most important principle, to which
the wise will pay doe regard. (See also Matthew, 7. 0, on
which our Lord himself ever acted.) 35-27. Bat I tell
yse, &c.—falling back for support on tbe well-known
examples of KLijah and Elisha iEliseus :. whose mira
culous power, passing by those who were near, exl«mded itself on those at a distance, yea on heathens,
the two great prophets who stand at the commence
ment of prophetic antiquity, and whose miracles
a r.loiiftly preflgu red those of oar Lord. As He intended
Lke them to feed the poor and cleanse tbe lepers, He
fvwts to them mtrac/r* of mercy, and not to the .tire
tram heaven and the hears that tore the mockers.'
!mi eb_ ] tore* years and six months—So James, 6. 17.
mdadias; perhaps the six months after the lastfaU oj
rata, when there would be little or none at any rate :
shereaa in 1 Kings, 18. 1, which says the rain returned
" la the third year." that period is probably not reck
oned, save . . . sarins*—' but only.' fcf. Mark, is. 38,
^reefcj Sarepta—" Zarephatb." 1 Kings, 17, 9, a hea
then rlllaee between Tyre and Sidon. (See Mark. 7.
Ji.; 38, 39. wMn they heard these things—these allu
sion* to the heathen* just as afterwards with Paul
-Acfn. H. 11. Ml rose op—broke up the service irrevereatly **?d rxubed forth, thrust him—with violence, as
a prisoner In their hands, brow, Ac.— Nazareth,
though not built on the ridge of a hill, is in part surTt-anded by one to the west, having several such preci
pices. See 2 Chronicles, 2&. 12; x Kings, 0. 33. It was
a mode of capital punishment not unusual among the
F^icans and others.: This was the first insult which
the Son of God received. and it came from "them of
his own bouseholdf' (Matthew, in. 36.) 30. passing
tsjonck taa midst, Ac—evidently in a miraculous way,
thengh perhaps quite noiselessly, leading them to
wonder afterwards what spell could have come over
them, that they allowed him to escape. (Similar
escapes, however, in times of persecution are not un
exampled,: 31. down to Capernaum—It lay on the sea
rt Galilee (Matthew, 4. 13„ whereas Nazareth lay
hv-hX3-3T. l>xa<oinAcHsALED. unclean—the frequency
with which this character of impurity is applied to
evil spirits Is worthy of notice, cried oat, Ac.—see on
Matthew. 8. J9: Mark. 3. 11. rebuked them, Ac.—see on
e. u. thrown hist. Ac.—see on Mark, 9. 90. what a
nerd- a word from the Lord of spirit*.
3PMI.
Parrot's Mothkr-in-Law. and Many
•Theea. Heajjbo. See on Matthew, 8. 14-17. 41.
c^xwred them not to speak—the marginal reading here is
« rang- Oar I/n*d ever refused testimony from devils,
for the eery reason icnv they were eager to owe it. be-um He and they would thus seem to be one interest,
u His enemies actually alleaed. (See on Matthew, lx.
:t-*c
See also Acts, 16.10-13.
r>44. JttauH. Sought Out at Morning Prayer,
4JTJ> E5TTC RATED TO

STAY. DECLINES FROM THE

ricxicT or His Won k. See on Mark, 1.36-30. where
we learn bow early He retired, and how He was encaged a solitude when they came seeking Him. stayed
sxss—"were staying him,' or sought to do It. What a
roctnat to tbe Gadarenes ! The nature of His mission
r*-, sired Him to keep moving, that all might hear the
dad tidings, (Matthew. 8. 34.) I mast, Ac.—but duty
< -ily could more Him to deny entreaties so grateful to
Hxarpuil,
CHAPTER V.
Ver. T-ll_ MntACCLom* Draught or Fishe*—
Call or Prtbr, .Iambs, and John.—Not their first
r+n Bowaver. recorded John, 1. 35-42: nor their second,
recorded Matthew. 4. l*-tx ; but their fMrd and last
besot* their appointment to tbe apostleshlp. That
tfceaseall* were all distinct and progressive , seems quite
kSinular liases are observable in other eminent

Call of Peter, James, and John.

servants of Christ.) 3. taught out of the ship-see on
Matthew, 13. 2. 4. for a draught—munificent recom
pense for tne use of his boat. fi. Master—betokening
not surely a first acquaintance, but a relationship al
ready formed, all night—the usual time of fishing
then 'John, 21. .t . and even now Peter, as a fisherman,
knew how hopeless It was to " let down bis net" again,
save as a mere act of faith, " at His word" of command,
which carried in it. as it ever does, assurance of suc
cess. (This shows he must have been already and for
some time a follower of Christ.) 6. net brake—rather
'was breaking,' or 'beginning to break,' as e. 7, "be
ginning to sink." 8. depart, Ac.—Did Peter then wish
Christ to leave him? Verily no. Hisall was wrapt up
in Him. (John. 6. 68.) Twos rather, 'Woe is me.
Lord ! How shall 1 abide this blase of glory? A sinner
such as I am is not fit company for Thee.' (cf. Isaiah,
8. o ) 10. fear not. Simon— this shows bow tbe Lord
read Peters speech. The more highly they deemed of
Him, ever the more grateful it was to the Redeemer's
spirit. Never did they pain Him by manifesting too
lofty conceptions of Him. from henceforth—marking a
new stage of their connection with Christ. The last
was simply. "1 will make you fishers." fishers of men
—' What wilt thou think, Simon, overwhelmed by this
draught of fishes, when I shall bring to thy net what
will beggar all this glory?' See on Matthew, 4. 18. 11.
forsook all—They did this before (Matthew, 4. ZO); now
they do it again ; and yet after the Crucifixion they are
at their boats once more. (John. 21. 3.} In such a
business this is easily conceivable. After Pentecost,
however, they appear to have finally abandoned their
secular calling.
12-16. Leper Hkaled.—See onMatthew. 8. 2-4. 15.
bat so, Ac—See on Mark. 1. 45.
17-26. Paralytic Hkalkd.—See on Matthew, 9. 1-8.
17. Pharisees and doctors.. .sitting by— the highest testi
mony yet borne to our Lord's growing influence, and
the necessity increasingly felt by the ecclesiastics
throughout the country of coming to some definite
judgment regarding Him. power of the Lord present—
with Jesus, to heal them— the sick people. 18. house
top—the fiat roof, through the tilitg. . . before JesusSee on Mark. 2. 2. 24. take op tby couch— 'sweet say
ing ! The bed had borne the man; now tbe man shall
bear the bed.' ( Brn« ;rr. .]
27-32. Levi's Call and Fbast.—See on Matthew.
9. 9-13 ; and Mark, 2. 14. 30. their scribes— a mode of
expression showing that Luke was writing for Gentiles.
33-30. Fasting.—See on Matthew, 9. 14-17. The ineongruities mentioned In v. 30-38 were intended to
illustrate the difference between the genius of tbe old
and tbe new economics, and the danger of mixing up
the one with the other. As, in the one case supposed,
"the rent is made worse," and in the other, " the new
wine is spilled." so by a mongrel mixture of the ascetic
ritualism of the old with the spiritual freedom of the
new economy, both are disfigured and destroyed. The
additional parable in «. 39. which is peculiar to Luke,
has been variously interpreted. But the " new wine "
seems plainly to be the evangelical freedom which
Christ was introducing; and tbe old, the opposite
spirit of Judaism: men long accustomed to the latter
could not be expected "straightway"—all at once—to
take a liking for the former, q. d., ' These inquiries
about the difiference between my disciples aud the
Pharisees.' and even John's, are not surprising ; they
are the effect of a natural revulsion against sudden
change, which time will cure ; the new wine iciU itself
in time become old, and so acquire all the added charms
of antiquity. What lessons does this teach, on the one
band, to those who unreasonably cling to what is get
ting antiquated; and, on the other, to hasty reformers
who have no patience with tbe timidity of their weaker
brethren I
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CHAPTER VL
Ver. 1-6. Plcokuko Cork Kars on Sabbath.
Sm on Matthew. 12. 1-6; and Mark, *. 23-28. 1. Second
sabbath after tot first—an obscure expression, occur
ring here only, generally understood to mean, the tint
Sabbath after the second day of unleavened bread,
lite reasons cannot be stated here, nor is the opinion
itself quite free from difficulty. 5. Lord also— rather
' even,' as Matthew, 12. 8. of the Sabbath—as naked a
claim to all the authority of Htm who gave tlte law at
Mount Sinai as could possibly be made. q.d. ' I have
said enough to vindicate the men ye carp at on my ac
count; but in this place is the Lord o/ Vie law. and they
haw His sanction. See on Mark, 2. 28.
6-11. Withered Hakd Healed, bee on Matthew.
12. 9-16 ; and Mark, 3. 1-7. watcned whetner, Ac.—in
Matthew this is put as an ensnaring question of theirs
to our Lord, who accordingly speaks to tlie state of
their hearts, v. 9, just as if they had spoken it out. 9.
good or evil, save or destroy—By this novel way of put
ting His case, our Lord teaches the great ethical prin
ciple, that to neglect any opportunity of doing good it
to incur the guilt of doing evil; and by this law He
bound His own spirit. (See on Mark, 3. 4J 11. tilled
with m»uu<M—the word denotes senseless rage—at the
confusion to which our Lord had put them, both by
word and deed, what to do with Jesus—not so much
whether to get rid of Htm, but ttow to compass tL i&ee
on Matthew, 3. ft.)
12-iy. Thi Twelve Apostles Chosen—Gathkrin'u Multitudes — Ulokjouh Hkalinos. 12, 13.
went out — probably from fjapernaum all night in
prayer.. .and when day, he called, dtc—the work with
which the next day began shows what had been the
burden of this night's devotions. As He directed His
disciples to pray for "labourers" just before sending
themselves forth (see on Matthew, 9. 37; 10. l), so here we
nnd the Lord Himself in prolonged communion with
His Father in preparation for the solemn appointment
of those men who were to give birth to His Church,
and from whom the world in all time was to take a new
mould. How instructive is this ! 13-16. See on Mat
thew. 10. 2-4. 17. In the piain— by some rendered ' on
a level place,' i.e., a piece ot high table-land, by which
they understand the same thing, as "on the moun
tain," where our Lord delivered the sermon recorded
by Matthew (5. l). of which they take this following
discourse of Luke to be but an abridged form. But as
the sense given in our version is the more accurate, so
there are weighty reasons for considering the discourses
different. This one contains little more than a fourth
of the other ; it has woe* of its own, as well as the
beatitudes common to both ; but, above all. that of
Matthew was plainly delivered a good whiles/ore, while
this was spoken after the choice of the twelve, and
as we know that our Lord delivered some of His
weightiest sayings more than once, there is no difnculty in supposing this to be one of Hia more extended
repetitions; nor could anything be more worthy of it,
19. healed — kept healing, denoting successive acts of
mercy till it went over "all " that needed. There is
something unusually grand and pictorial in this touch
of description. 20, 21. In the Sermon on the Mount
the benediction is pronounced upon the " poor in
spirit" and those who "hunger and thirst after rightsourness' (Matthew, 5. s, 6.) Here it is simply on the
"poor" and the " hungry now." In this form of the
discourse, then, our Lord seems to have had in view
" the poor of this world, rich in faith, and heirs of the
kingdom which God hath promised to them that love
htm," aa these very beatitudes are paraphrased by
James (2. 5'. laugh—how charming is the liveliness of
this word, to express what in Matthew is called being
'comforted!" separate you—whether from their Church.
by excommunication, or from their society; both hard
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to flesh and blood. 22. for the Son of Man's sake— cf.
Matthew. 6. 11. "for my sake;* and immediately be
fore, " for righteousness' sake" (*. 10.) Christ thns binds
up the cause of righteousness in the world with the re
ception of Himself. 23. leap for joy—a livelier word
than "be exceeding glad" or 'exult,' Matthew, &. 12.
24, 26. rich . . . full . . . laugh—who have all their good
things aud joyous feelings here and now, in perizbable
objects, received your consolation— see on ch. 14. 25.
shall hunger—their inward craving strong as ever, but
the materials of satisfaction for ever gone. 26. all
speak well of you—alluding to the court paid to the false
prophets of old. iMicah, 1. 1L) For the principle of
this woe, and its proper limits, see John, 16. 19. 27-36.
See on Matthew. 6. 44-48 ; 7. 12 ; and 14. 12-14. 37, 36.
| See on Matthew, 7. 1, I ; but this is much fuller and
more graphic. 39 can the blind, Ac.—not in the Ser
mon on the Mount, but recorded by Matthew in
another and very striking connection, ch. 16. 14. 40.
the disciple, tec.—q.d. ' The disciple's aim to come up
to his master, ana he thinks himself complete when be
does so r If you then be blind leaders of the blind, the
perfection of one's training under you will only Land
him the more certainly in oue common ruin with your
selves.' 41-49. See on Matthew, 7. 3-6, lft-27.
CHAFTKB VIL
Ver. HO. Centurion's Servant Healed. See on
Matthew, 8. 6-13. 4. be was wortny, &c—a testimony
must precious, coming from those who probably were
strangers to the principle from which he acted.
(Ecclesiastes, 7 l.) lovetu our nation—having found
that "salvation was of the Jews." he loved theuu for
n. built, ic—his love took this practical and appro
priate form.
11-17. Widow or Main's Son Raised to Lore.
(in Luke oniyj 11. Nam — a small Tillage not else
where mentioned in Scripture, and only this once
probably visited by our Lord ; it lay a little to the
south of mount Tabor, about twelve miles from Ca
pernaum. 12. carried oat — 'was being carried out."
Dead bodies, being ceremonially unclean, were Dot
allowed to be buried within the cities (though the
kings of David's house were buried in the city of
David), and the funeral was usually on the same day
as the death, only son, lie.—affecting particulars, toid.
with delightful simplicity. 13. 14. tae Lord—' Thia
sublime appellation is more usual with Luke and J oba
than Matthew; Mark holds the mein.' IBexuel.) eaw
her, had compassion, Ac.— What consolation to thou
sands of the bereaved has this single verse carried Itout
age to age. 14, IS. What mingled majesty and grace
shines in this scene ! The Resurrection and the Life m
human flesh, with a word of command, bringing back
life to the dead body; Incarnate Compassion sumruouing its absolute power to dry a widow's tears 1 16.
vnited his people— more than bringing back the day*
of Elijah and Elisba. (I Kings, 17. 17-24 ; 2 Kinga, 4.
32-37; and see on Matthew, la. 3U
18-36. The Baptist's Message, the Kki'LY. and
consequent Discourse. See on Matthew, n. a-14.
29, 30. and all the people that heard— on hearing tthia .'
These are the observations of the evangelist, not of our
Lord, and the publicans—a striking clause, justified
God, being baptized, Ac—rather, 'having been baptized.*
The meaning is. They acknowledged the Divine wiauom
of such a preparatory ministry as John's, in leading
them to Him who now spake to them (see ch. 1. 1G, 17J;
whereas the Pharisees and lawyers, true to themselves
in refusing the baptism of John, set at nought also
the merciful design of God in the Saviour himself, to
their own destruction. 31-30. tbe Lord said, die.— As
cross, capricious children, invited by their playmates
to join them in their amusements, will play with them
neither at wedding* nor funerals (juvenile imitations
of the joyous aid mournful scenes of Ufa, ao that g
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rejected both John And his Master : the one
--ranse he was too unsocial — more like a demoniac
.-. «. rational man : the other, because he was too
I'jch the reverse, siren to animal indulgences, and
snorting with the lowest classes of society. But the
..ildren of Wisdom recognise and honour her whether
. Lhe austere part) of the Baptist or in the more attract<* style of his Master, whether in the Law or in the
rosrel. whether In rasa or in royalty ; for "thefullsoul
Kttxtth an honeycomb, but to the hungry soul every
ititr thing is *wet." IProverbs, 27. 7.)
36-60. CHRUfa Feet Washed wits Tears. 37.
S. a itnaer—one who had led a profligate life. If. B, —
\ert i* no ground whatever for tiie popular notionthat
\m woman wo* Mary Magdalene, nor do we know
■ii*i her name was. See on ch. 8. 3. an alabaster box
' Mits&*ai—a perfume-vessel, in some cases very costly
roan. ll. j . "Die ointment has here a peculiar in-ct%i, as the offering by a penitent of. what had been an
^•wrym her no hallowed work of sin.' [Alfohd.)
l tis fact beaind him—the posture at meals being a
. lj i Dij one. with the feet out behind, began to wash,
t—to * water with a shower.' The tears, which were
site invoiuntary, poured down In a flood upon His
-deed feet, as she bent down to kiss them; anddeemiug
: em rather fouled than washed by this, she hastened
i wipe them off with the only towel she bad, the long
rtsses of her own hair, 'with which slaves were wont
j wash their masters' feet.' [Stikr.,1 kissed — the
r-rd signifies 'to kiss fondly, to caress,' or to 'kiss
jua and a^ain,' which v. 45 shows is meant here
> Lit prompted this? Much love, springing from a
um of mud* forgiveness. So says He who knew her
•-art, v. 47- Where she had met with Christ before,
r vnat words of His had brought life to her dead heart
ad a sense of Divine pardon to her guilty soul, we
u>w cot. But probably she was of the crowd of
pabUcans and sinners " whom Incarnate Compassion
jtw so often around Him, and heard from His lips
.jm of those words such as never man spake, " Come
tsto me all ye that labour," Ac. No personal interview
i*-i ap to this time taken place between them; butshe
. j id keep her feelings no longer to herself, and having
Kicd her way to Him and entered along with him.
U , they burst forth in this surpassing yet most artess style, as if her whole soul would go out to Him.
3 ism Pharuse— who had formed no definite opinion
.■I oar Lord, and invited Him apparently to obtain
r i> rials for ajndgineot. spake within himself. &c—
Ha! I have Him now; He plainly knows nothing of the
i^rvm He allows to touch Him. and so. He can be no
prcpbefc.' £«ot so fast. Simon ; thou hast not seen
•-■ rwjfh thy Guest yet, but He hath seen through thee.
V> 4l like Nathan with David, our Lord conceals His
t a.fr'Uirust under the veil of a parable, and makes
H j aost himself pronounce upon the case. The two
■ aicrs are the woman and Simon: the criminality of
w^i- <xm wa* ten time* that of the other (in the propor»\- a of * *00 " to "50 "j; but both being equally insolvewb both are with equal frankness forgiven ; and
Miaow is made to own that the greatest debtor to
I raving mercy will cling to her Divine Benefactor
ri:btee deepest gratitude. Does our Lord then admit
^hat stnma was a forgiven man? Let us see. 45-47. I
£atared..ne water—a compliment to guests. Was this
" roach love T Was it any f do kiss—of salutation.
How much lavs was here? Any at all? with oil.. .not
sren common olive-oil in contrast with the
'ointment" or aromatic balsam. What eviwas thus afforded of at.y feeling which forgiveprompts? Our Lord speaks this with delicate
.-•,iiteoe*a, as if hurt at these Inattentions of His host,
TFliich though not tnvariab'y shown to guests, were
' .? costomary marks of studied respect and regard.
*"Ue inference is t/iain—-only *meof the debtors wot really
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forgiven* though In the first instance, to give room for
the play of withheld feelings, the forgiveness of both
is supposed in the parable, bar bids which are many—
* those many sins of hers,' our Lord, who admitted how
much more she owed than the Pharisee, now proclaims
in naked terms the forgiveness of her guilt, for—not
because, as if love were the cause of forgiveness, but
Inasmuch as.' or *in proof of which.' The latter clause
of the verse, and the whole structure of the parable,
plainly shows this to be the meaning, little forgiven..lovath little—delicately ironical intimation of no fore and
noforgiveness in the present cAse. 48. said unto her, flic.
—an unsought assurance, usually springing up unex
pected In the midst of active duty and warm affections,
while often it flies from those who mope and are para
lyzed for want of it. 49. 50. they that sat... who is this 1
&c—no wonder they were startled to hear One who
was reclining at the same couch, and partaking of the
same hospitalities with themselves, assume the awful
prerogative of * even forgiving sins.* But so far from
receding from this claim, or softening it down, our
Lord only repeats it, with two precious additions: one,
announcing what was the one secret of the "forgive
ness" she had experienced, aud which carried " salva
tion'' in its bosom; the other, a glorious dismissal of
her in that " peace" which she hail already felt, but is
now assured she has His full warrant to enjoy !
This wonderful scene teaches two very weighty truths:
(l. J though there be degree* of guilt, insolvency, or in
ability to wipe out Uie dishonour done to God, u common
to all smner*. (2.) As Christ is the Great Creditor to
whom all debt, whether great or small, contracted by
sinners i* owing, *o to Him belong* the •prerogative of
forgiving it. This latter truth is brought out in the
biructure and application of the present parable as it
•a no where else. Either then Jesus was a blaspheming
deceiver, or He la God manifest iu the flesh.
CHAPTER VIIL
"Ver. 1-3. A Ga Liuan Circuit, with the Twelve
ani^ckktain Mimhtiuung Women. (In Luke only.)
went—* travelled.' 'made a progress.' throughout every
city and village—* through town and village.' preach
ing, A:c —tue Prince of itinerant Preachers scattering
far and wide the seed of the Kingdom, certain women
healed, &c.—on whom He had the double claim of
having brought healing to their bodies and new life to
their souls. Drawn to Him by an attraction more than
magnetic, they accompany Him on this tour as His
a Imoners—ministering unto Him of their substance.
Blessed Saviour! It melis us to see Thee living upon
the love of Thy ransomed people. That they bring
Thee their poor offerings we wonder not. Thou hast
sown unto them spiritual thing*, and they think it, as
well they might, a small thing that Thou shouldst reap
their carnal things. (1 Corinthians. 9. ll.) But dost
Thou take it at their hand, aud subsist upon it ? "O
the depth of the riches"—of thiB poverty of His. Mary
Magdalene—i.e., probably, of Magdala, on which see
Matthew. 15. 39. went—rather ' had gone.' seven devils
—{Mark. iti. 9.; It is a great wrong to this honoured
woman to identify her with the once profligate woman
of ch. 7. 37, and to call all such penitents Magdalene*.
The mistake has arisen from confounding unhappy
demoniacal possession with the conscious entertain
ment of diabolic impurity, or supposing the one to have
been inflicted as a punishment for the other—for which
there is not the least scriptural ground. Joanna, wife
of Cbuza, Herod's steward—If the steward of such a god
less, cruel, and licentious wretch as Herod Antipas
(see on Mark, 6. 14, &c) differed greatly from himself,
his post would be no easy or enviable one. That he
was a disciple of Christ is very improbable, though he
might be favourably disposed towards Him. But what
we know not of him. and may fear he wanted, we are
sure his wife possessed. Healed either of "evil spirits"
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or of (ome one of the " infirmities " here referred to—
the ordinary diseases of humanity — she joins In the
Saviour's train of grateful, clinging followers. Of
*' Susanna," next mentioned, we know nothing but the
name, and that here only. Bat her services on this
memorable occasion hare Immortalized her name.
"Wheresoever this gospel shall be preached throughcut the whole world, this also that she hath done," in
ministering to the Lord of her substance on His Gali
lean tour. ** shall be spoken of as a memorial of her.'
(Mark, 14. 9.J many others — i.e.. many other healed
women. What a train! and all ministering onto Him
of their substance, and He allowing them to do It and
subsisting upon it! * He who was the support of the
spiritual liie of His people disdained not to be sup
ported by them in the body. He was not ashamed to
penetrate so far into the depths of poverty as to live
upon the alms of love. He only fed others miraculously :
for Himself, He lived upon the love of His people. He
gave all things to men. His brethren, and received ail
things from them, enjoying thereby the pure blessing
of love ; which is then only perfect when it is at the
same time both giving and receiving. Who could in
vent such things as these? ' It was necessary to live in
this manner thai it might be so recorded,' IOlsHaubrn.J
4-ife. Parable or the Sower.—See on Mark. 4.
3-0, 14-30. 16. Ho man, Ac.—See on Matthew. 6. 16. of
which this is nearly a repetition. 17. for nothing;. AcSee on ch. 13. 3. 19. now ye—In Mark, 4. 24, "what ye
hear." The one implies the other. The precept is very
weighty, ssemeth to have—or. * thlnketh that he hath.'
(Afargin.) The " having" of Matthew, 13. IS (on which
seej, and this 'thinking he hath.' are not different.
Hanging loosely on him, and not appropriated, it is
and u not his.
lMi. His Mother and Brethren desire to
Speak with Him.—See on Mark, 11 46-60.
2£-2A.

jE.iUtt, CROSSING THE LaKE, STILLS THE

Storm.—See on Matthew, 8. 23-37, and Mark, 4. 36-41.
23. fiued—/it., 'were getting filled.' i.e„ those who
sailed; meaning that their ship was so.
38-39. Demoniac or Gadara Healed.—See on
Matthew, 8. 26-34; and Mark. 6. 1-20.
40-46. Jaikus' Daughter Raised, and Issue or
Blood Healed.—See on Matthew, 9. 18-20; and Mark,
6.21-4 i. 40. gladly received htm, for.. .oil waiting him—The
abundant teaching of that day In Matthew. 13: and see
Mark, 4. 36.) had only whetted the people's appetite;
and disappointed, as would seem, that He had left
them in the evening to cross the lake, they remain
hanging about the beach, having got a hint probably
through some of His disciples that He would be back
the same evening. Perhaps they witnessed at a dis
tance the sudden calming of the tempest. Here at least
they are, watching for His return, and welcoming Htm
to the shore. The tide of His popularity was now fast
rising. 46. Who touched me?—' Askest Thou, Lord, who
touched Thee 1 Bather ask who touched Thee not in
such a throng.' 46. somebody touched—yes, the multitude
"thronged and pressed Him "—** they jostled against
Him, but all involuntarily; they were merely carried
along; but one. one only—somebody—touched Him.*'
with the conscious, voluntary, dependent touch of
faith, reaching forth its hand expressly to have contact
with Him. Tnisandtbis only Jesus acknowledgesand
seeks out. Even so, as the Church father Auoustin
long ago said, multitudes still come similarly dose to
Christ m themeans of grace, but all tonopurpose, being
only sucked into the croiod. The voluntary, living con
tact of faith is that electric conductor which alone
draws virtue ont of Him. 47. declared before all—this,
though a great trial to the shrinking modesty of the
believing woman, was just what Christ wanted in
riraRGring her forth, her public testimony to the facta of
her case— both her disease, with her abortive efforts at
113
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a cure, and the instantaneous and i>erfect relief which
her touch of the Great Healer had brought her. 55
give her meat—See on Mark, A. 43.
CHAPTER IX.
Ver. 1-6. Mission or the Twelve Apostles. See
on Matthew. 10. 1-15. 1. power and authority— lie both
qualified and authorised them.
7-9. Herod Troubled at what he Hears or
Christ, Desires to See Him. See on Mark, 6. 14-30.
7. perplexed—* at a loss.' 'embarrassed.' said of seme
tha; John was risen—among many opinions, this vu
the one which Herod himself adopted, for the reason.
no doubt, mentioned on Mark, 6. 14. desired to see bin
—but did not, tilt as a prisoner He was sent to him by
Pilate just before His death, aa we learn from ch. S3 8.
10-17. On the Ketcrn or the Twelve, Jkik
retires with them to Beth saida, and theke
Miraculously Feeds Five Thousand. See on
Mark, 6. 31-44.
16-27. Peters Contession or Christ—Our Lord's
First Explicit Announcement or His Approach
ing Death, and Warnings Arising Out or it.
See on Matthew. 16. 13-38; sod Mark, 8. 34. 24. will
save—* la minded to save/ bent on saving. The pith
of this maxim depends—as often in such weighty say
ings (for example. ** Let the dead bury their dead,"
Matthew, 8. 33.)—on the double sense attached to the
word ** life." a lower and a higher, the natural and the
spiritual, temporal and eternal. An entire sacrifice of
the lower, or a willingness to make it. Is indispensable
to the preservation of the higher life; and be who can
not bring himself to surrender the one for the sake of
the other shall eventually lose both. 36. ashamed of
me and of my words—the sense of shame is one of the
strongest in onr nature, one of the social affections,
founded on our love of reputation, which causes in
stinctive aversion to what is fitted to lower it. and was
given us as a preservative from all that is properly
shameful. When one is, in this sense of it. losttoshaw.
he is nearly past hope. (Zecbariah. 3. 6 ; Jeremiah,
6. 16; X 3. ) But when Christ and " His words"-Cnristianity, especially in its more spiritual and uncompro
mising features— is unpopular, the same instinctive
desire to stand well with others begets the temptation
to be ashamed of Him which only the 'expulsive
power* of a higher affection can effectually counteract.
Son of Kan be ashamed when he cometh, Arc— He will
render to that man his own treatment; He will disown
him before the most august of all assemblies, and put
him to "shame and everlasting contempt." (Daniel
13, 3.) aO shame, to be put to shame before God, Christ,
and angels.' [Bengil.1 27. not taste of death tall they
see the kiodom of God—'* see it come with power" (Mark.
9. 1.1; or see "the Son of Man coming in His kingdom"
(Matthew, 16. 28). The reference, beyond doubt. Is
to the firm establishment and victorious progress. In
the life-time of some then present, of that new King
dom of Christ, which was destined to work the greatest
of all changes on this earth, and be the grand pledge
of His final coming In glory.
28-36. Jxsus TRAMsriouRxri. 23. an eight dtyi
after these sayings—Including the day on which this was
spoken and that of the Trausflguration. Matthew and
Mark say " after six days," excluding these two days.
As the " sayings" so definitely connected with the
Transfiguration scene are those announcing His dsath
—at which Peter and all the Twelve were so startled
and scandalised, so this scene was designed to show to
the eyes as well as the heart how glorious that death
was In the view of Heaven. Peter. James, and Joanpartners before in secular business; now sole witnesses
of the resurrection of Jaime* daughter (Mark, 6. r .
the transfiguration, and the agony in the garden M v I .
14. 33). a monntsio—not Tabor, according to long tra
dition, with which the facts ill comport, but some one
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»- the lake, to pray—for the period He had now
u-bed wu a critical ud anxious one. (See on Matrv, 16. 13. J Bat who can ade-matelv translate those
Etrocuc erylngs and tear* V Methinks. as I steal by
% aide, 1 bear from Him these olalntive sounds,
<nrd. Who hath believed Our report T i am come
.:<_• Mine own and Mine own receive Me not; I am
»me a stranger unto Mr brethren, an alien to My
ruber's children : Consider Mine enemies, for they
- many, and they hate Me with cruel hatred. Arise.
Lord, let not man prevail. Thou that dwelleet bev*n Ute cherubim, shine forth; Show Me a toEen fOT
Od: Father, clnnfy Thy name.' 29. as He prayed, the
iimd, du_ — before He cried He was answered, and
l»t He was yet speaking He was beard. Blessed
>rroption to prayer this 1 Thanks to God, trausntg manifestations are not mute strangers here.
rames in the deepest depths, out of groamnfrs which
anat be uttered. God's dear children are suddenly
■exported to a kind of heaven uoon earth, and their
ji is made as the chariots oi Ammtnadab. Their
. r- n fetch down such light, strength, holy gladness,
^oakes tbetr face to shine, putting a kind of celestial
tiiaxxe upon it. (2 Corinthians, 3. 18., with Exodus,
... 28-3&J raiment white, .tc,— Matthew says " His face
\ ■nine aa the sun'* (17. S.!, and Mark says '* His
-sent became shining, exceeding white as snow, so
i no fuller on earth can white them" (0. 2). The
jtt. then. It would seem, shone not -upon Him from
, but out of Him Aon wUhin; He was all lirai in one blase of celestial glory. What a
i to that " visage more marred than men, and
la form than the sons of meuf (Isaiah, 61 U.J 30,
1_ there talked with aim two men ..Moses and Ellas...
geared in fiery—" Who would have believed these
•ere not angels bad not their human names been subanedT tBstSGEUj (cf. Acts. 1. 10; Mark, 10. 6.) Moses
-treeented "the law," EHjah "the prophets." and
■ ;a whether the whole testimony of the Old TestaLsat Scriptures, and the Old Testament saints, to
^mst; sow sot borne in a book but by living men, not
o a eoettwjff but a corns Messiah, visibly, for tbey "apeered." and audibly, for they "spake." spake—'were
.taking ' of bis decease— 'departure f beautiful euphemsn .softened term,1 for death, which Peter, who wit.-aaaed the scene, uses to express his own expected
T-uh, and the use of which single term seems to have
'BcaUed the whole by a sudden rush of recollection,
□a occasioned that delightful allusion to this scene
* sssh w« And in 2 Peter, 1. 16-18. which he shonld accom;-.*a—*waa to fulfil.* at Jerusalem — Mark the his'uneat character and local featurts which Christ's death
*±ra«ed to these glorified men—as important as it is
-*,*Ttan«—and we on ch. 2. 1L What now may be
^uaecwd from this statement! (L) That a dying
'1-jnah it the gnat article of the (rue Jewislt theology.
Fcr a bong time the Church had fallen clean away from
th* faith of this article, and even from a preparedness
to receive it. But here we have that jewel raked out
■ i u*e dunghill of Jewish traditions, and by the true
representatives of the Church of old made the one
object of talk with Christ himself. (2.) The adoring
triutueU of glorified men for His undertaking to ac-mpUsh tuefYa defease; their felt dependence upon it
.'<▼ the glory in. \chich thev appeared ; their profound
wlerut la the progress of it; their humble solaces and
■ i a *Lr*igrmenU to go through with it; and their sense
w* Us peerless and overwhetmning glory. * Go, match
less, adored One. a Lamb to the slaughter ' rejected of
oten, bet chosen of God and precious ; dishonoured.
ADfeerrsd. and soon to be slain by men. but worshipped
•t •oerobtm. ready' to be crested by all heaven. In
t jta* of that decease we are here; our all is suspended
.-■a ft sea wraps up in it. Thine every step Is watched
bf «• with ineffable interest; and thoiign it were too
113
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high an honour to us to be permitted to drop a word
of cheer into that precious but now clouded spirit, yet,
as the first-fruits of harvest, the very joy set before
Him. we cannot choose but tell Him that what Is the
depth o! shame to Him Is covered with glory In the
eyes of heaven, that the Cross to Him Is the Crown to
us, that that " decease'* is all our salvation and all our
desire.* And wuo can doubt that such a scene did
minister deep cheer to that spirit? Tla said they
" talked" not to Him but " icith Him:" and If they told
Him how glorious His decease was, might He not fitly
reply, * I know it, but your voice, as messengers from
heaven come down to tell it me, is music in mine ears.'
32. and when they were awake—so, certainly, the most
commentators: but if we translate literally. It should
be 'but having kept awake.' [Meter, Altord.] Per
haps 'liaving roused tliemstlves up' [OlshausenI may
come near enough the literal sense; but from the word
used we can gather no more than that they shook offtheir
drowsiness. It was night, and the Lord seems to have
spent the whole night on the mountain (v. 37). saw his
glory. Ssc.—the en\phasis lies on "sow." qualifying them
to become * eye-witnesses ofHis majesty" (2 Peter, 1. IS).
33, tney departed—Ah 1 bright manifestations in this vale
of tears are always "departing" manifestations. 34,
35. a cloud—not one of our watery clouds, but the
Shechinah-cloud (see on Matthew, 23. 39). the pavilion
of the manifested presence of God with His people,
what Peter calls "the excellent" or "masniticent clory'*
[2 Peter, L I7j. a voice—"such a voice,** says Peter
emphatically; "and this voice (he adds; we heard when
we were with Htm in the holy mount." (2 Peter, 1. 17,
18.) my beloved Bon. . . bear Him— reverentially, impli
citly, alone. 36. Jesus found alone—Moses and £lias
are gone. Their work is done, and they have disap
peared from the scene, feeling no doubt with their
fellow-servant the Baptist,*' He must increase, but 1
must decrease." The cloud too is none, and the naked
majestic Christ, braced in spirit, and enshrined in the
reverent affection of His disciples, is left—to suffer t
kept it close— feeling, for once at least, that such things
were unmeet as yet for the general gaze.
37-46. Demoniac and Lunatic JSoy Healed—
Christ's Second Explicit Announcement or His
Death and Resurrection.—See on Mark, 0. 14-33.
43-45. the mighty power of Ood — 'the majesty* or
'mightiness' of Ood In this last miracle, the Trans
figuration, izc; the divine grandeur of Christ rising
upon them daily. By comparing Matthew, l". 22. and
Mark, 9. 30, we gather that this had been the subject
of conversation between the twelve and their Master
as they journeyed along, these sayings—not what was
passing between them about His grandeur [Meyer,
&c], but what Be was now to repeat for the second
time about -His sufferings. fDa Wette, Sties, Al■obd, Ac.] q.d. 'Be not carried off your feet by all
this grandeur of Mine, but bear in mind what I have
already told you, and now distinctly repeat, that that
Sun in whose beams ye now rejoice is soon to set in
midnight gloom.' "The Son of man" says Christ,
"into the bands of men"—a remarkable antithesis 'also
In Matthew, 17. 22, and Mark. 9. 31). and they feared
—' insomuch that they feared.' Their most cherished
ideas were so completely dashed by such announce
ments, that tbey were afraid of laying themselves open
to rebuke by asking Him any questions.
46-48. Strike amono the Twelve, who should
be Greatest—John Rebuked fob £xcluhiyene<in.
46-48.—See on Matthew, 18. 1-5. 49, 00. John answered,
dtc.—The link of connection here with the foregoing
context lies in the words " in My name" (t>. 48). ' O, as
to that said John, young, warm, but not sufficiently
apprehending Christ's teaching in these things i. We
saw one casting out devils "in Thy name," and we
forbade him : Were we wrong! * 'Ye were wrong/
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'But we did "because he followeth not as."' "No
matter. For (LI "There is no man which shall do a
miracle la my name that can lightly for * soon ') apeak
evil of Me," Mark, 9. 39. And (2.) If such a person
cannot be supposed to be " against us," you are to
hold him "for us." ' Two principles of immense im
portance. Christ does not say this man should not
have followed " with them," but simply teaches how
he was to be regarded though he did not—as a reverer
of H Ik name and a promoter of His cause. Surely this
condemns not only those horrible attempts by force to
stmt up all within one visible pale of discipleship.
which have deluged Christendom with blood in Christ's
name, but the same spirit in its milder form of proud
ecclesiastic scowl upon all who "after the form which
they call a sect (as the word signifies. Acta, 84. 14 , do
so worship the God of their fathers," Visible unity in
Christ's Church is devoutly to be sought, but this is
not the way to it. See Uu noble spirit of Moses. Num
bers, 11. 24-29.
si-se. The Period of His Assumption ApriioAc himq. Chkikt takes His Last Leave of
Galilee— The Samaritans Rkf-usc to Receive
Hih. 51. the lime was come— rather, 'the days were
being fulfilled,' or approaching their fulfilment, that
he should be received up—' of His assumption,' meaning
His exaltation to the Father ; a sublime expression,
taking the sweep of His whole career, as if at one bound
He was about to vault into glory. The work of Christ
in the flesh is here divided into ttco great stages; all
that preceded this belonging to the one. and all that
follows it to the other. During the one. He formally
"canw to His own,' and " would hare gathered them;'
during the other, the awful consequences of " His own
receiving Him not" rapidly revealed themselves, he
stedfistly set bis face—the "He" here is emphatic —
* He Himself then.' See His own prophetic language,
" 1 have set my face like a flint," Isaiah, 50. 7. go to
Jerusalem— as His goal, but including His preparatory
visits to it at the feasts of Tabernacles and of Dedica
tion (John. 7. 3. 10; and 10. : 2. 23). and ail the Inter
mediate movements and events. 52. messengers before
his face.. .to make ready for him— He bad not done this
before; but now, instead of avoiding. He seems to court
publicity— all now hastening to maturity. 53. did not
receive Him, bicmie, &c—the Galileans, in going to the
festivals at Jerusalem, usually took the Samaritan
route (JoESPut s. Antiquities, xx. 6. 1). and yet seem
to have met with no such in hospitality. But if they
were asked to prepare quarters for tiic Messiah, in the
person of one whose " face was as though he would go
to Jerusalem," their national prejudices would be
raised at so marked a slight upon their claims. (See
on John. 4. 2u.) 51. J»m»« and John—not Peter, as we
should have expected, but three " sons of thunder"
(Mark. 3. 17). who afterwards wuuld have all the high
est honours of the Kingdom to themselves, and the
younger of whom had been rebuked already for his
delusiveness {v. 49. 50). Yet this was "the disciple
whom Jesus loved," while the other willingly drank
of His Lord's bitter cup. (See on Mark. 10. 38-40. and
Acts, 12. 2.) That same fiery zeal, in a mellowed and
hallowed form, in the beloved disciple, we find in
2 John, 10, and 3 John, 10. fire.. .as Eli"—a plausible
case, occurring also in Samaria. (2 Kings, i. 10-12.)
55. 58. know not what spirit. &c.—' The thing ye de
mand, though in keeping with the legal, is un suited to
the genius of the evangelical dispensation.' The sparks
of unholy indignation would seize readily enough on
this example of Elias, though our Lord's rebuke (as is
plain from v. 66i, is directed to the principle involved
rather than the animal heat which doubtless prompted
the reference. * It is a golden sentence of Tiliotson,
Let us never do anything for relifdon which is contrary
to religion.' [Webster * Wilkinson.] for the Son
Hi
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of man, Ac —a saying truly Divine, of which all Hi*
miracles—for salvation, never destruction—were one
continued illustration, wsnt to another — illustrating
His own precept, Matthew. 10. 23.
57-62. Incidents Illustrative of Disciplbshkp.
57, 58. The precipitate disciple.—See on Matthew.
8. 19, 90. 59, 80. The procrastinating disciple. —
See on Matthew, 8. 81. S2. 61. 62. The irresolute
disciple. I will follow.. .but—The second disciple bad a
'* but" too—a difficulty in the way just then. Yet the
different treatment of the two cases shows how differ
ent was the spirit of the two, and to that our Lord
addressed Himself. The case of Elisha (l Kings. 19.
10-21). though apparently similar to this, will be found
quite different from the ** looking back " of this case,
the best illustration of which is that of those Hind**
converts of our day who, when once persuaded to ware
their spiritual fathers in order to " bid them farewell
which are at home at their house* very rarely return te>
them, no man, Ac.—As ploughing requires an eye in
tent on the furrow to be made, and is marred the
instant one turns about, so will they come short of
salvation who prosecute the work of God with a dis
tracted attention, a divided heart. Though the refer
ence seems chiefly to ministers, the application is
general. The expression "looking back "has a mani
fest reference to " Lot's wife." {Genesis, 19. 26 ; ami
see on ch. 17. 32.) It is not actual return to the world,
but a reluctance to break with it.
CHAPTER X.
Ver. 1-24. MrssioM or the Seventy Dikciplesl,
and their Return. As our Lord's end approaches,
the preparations for the establishment of the coming
Kingdom are quickened and extended. 1. the Lord—
a becoming title here, as this appointment was an set
truly lordly. LBenqel.] other seventy also — rather
'others (also in number), 70;* probably with allusion to
the seventy elders of Israel on whom the Spirit de
scended in the wilderness. (Numbers. 11. 24,36.) The
mission, unlike that of the Twelve, was evidently quite
temporary. All the Instructions are in keeping with i
brief and hasty pioneering mission, intended to supply
what of general preparation for coming events the
Lord's own visit afterwards to the same "cities ami
places " (p. 1) would not, from want of time now sutflce
to accomplish; whereas the instructions to the Tweive.
besides embracing all those to the seventy, contem
plate world-wide and permanent effects. Accordingly,
after their return from this single missionary tour.
we never again read of the seventy. 2. the harvest!
Arc— see on Matthew, 8. 37. 38. 3-12. See on Matthew.
10. 7-10. son of peace—inwardly prepared to embrace
your message of peace. See note on " worthy." Mat
thew. 10 13. 12-15. See on Matthew. 11. 20-24. for
Sodom—Tyre and Sidon were ruined by commercial
prosperity; Sodom sank through its vile pollutions :
but the doom of otherwise correct persons who. amidst
a blaze of light, reject the Saviour shall be less endur
able than that of any of these. 18. he that. &c. See on
Matthew, io 40. 17. returned — evidently not long
away. Lord, &c—'Thou hast exceeded Thy promise,
for "eren tite devils,'" dec. The possession of such
power, not being expressly In their commission, as in
that to the Twelve (ch. 9. 1). filled them with mora as
tonishment and joy than all else, in thy name—takir-u
no credit to themselves, but feeling lifted into a region
of unimagined superiority to the powers of evil simply
through their connexion with Christ. 18. I beheld—
As much of the force of this glorious statement de
pends on the nice shade of sense Indicated by the im
perfect tense in the original. It should be brought out
in the translation:—'! was beholding Satan as light
ning falline from heaven:' q.d., 'I followed you on your
mission, and watched its triumphs ; while you were
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wondering at the subjection to yon of devils in Mr Jews interpreted very narrowly and technically, as ex
tame. a grander spectacle was opening to My view; cluding Samaritans and Gentiles. Ialfohd.) 30. a
ridden aa the darting of lightning from heaven to certain man—a Jew. from Jerusalem to Jericho—a dis
earth, to! Satan was beheld falling from heaven T How tance of nineteen miles North East, a deep and very
remarkable is this, that by that law of association fertile hollow — ' the Temps of Judea.' [Trench.]
voids connects a part with the whole, those feeble tri thieves—"robbers." The road, being rocky and deso
umph* of the Seventy seem to have not only brought late, was a notorious haunt of robbers, then and for
vividly before the Redeemer the whole ultimate result ages alter, and even to this day. 31. 32. came down a
cf His misaloQ. hut compressed it into a moment and priest.. .and a Levite—Jericho, the second city of Judea,
(, liekened it Into the rapidity of lightning ! N.B—The was a city of the priests and Levltes, and thousands of
*ord rendered ** devils," is always used for those spiri them lived there. The two here mentioned are sup
tual scents employed in demoniacal possession's— never posed, apparently, to be returning from temple-duties,
for the ordinary agency of Satan in rational men. When but they * had not learnt what that meaneth, "I will
therefore the Seventy say, "the ckvtts (demons) are sub have mercy and not sacrifice."' ITrbnch.] saw him
ject to oa," and Jesus replies, * Mine eye was beholding —it was not inadvertently that he acted, came and
•SabxM Calling.* it is plain that He meant to raise their looked— a farther aggravation, passed by—although the
Bifida not only from the particular to the general* but law expressly required the opposite treatment even of
from a very temporary form of satanic operation to the the beast not only of their brethren, but of their enemy,
ezj.tr* kingdom of evil. {See J ohn, IS. 31 ; and cf. Isaiah, Deuteronomy, 22. 4; Exodus, 23. 4. 6. (Cf. Isaiah, fci.
la. ta.) 19. behold X five yon, dw.—not for any renewal 7.) 33. Samaritan—one excommunicated by the Jews,
t.4 their mission, though probably many of them after a bye-word among them, synonymous with heretic and
wards became ministers of Christ ; but simply as dis- devil (John, 8. 48). See on ch. )7. 18. had compassion—
r Uea. serpents and scorpions—the latter more veno- His best is mentioned first; for 'He who gives outward
r>--a» than the former: literally, in the first instance things gives something external to himself, but he who
lark. 16. IT. is; Acts, 36. fi); but the next words, "and imparts compassion and tears gives him something
■ --.▼ ail the power of the enemy, and nothing shall by from his very self.* (Grkcory the Great, in J'kkm h. J
•us- means hurt you." show that the glorious power No doubt the Priest and Levite had their excuses—
i f faith to ** overcome the world" and " quench all the ' Tisn't safe to be lingering here; besides, he's past re
trrj darts of the wicked one.* by the communication covery ; and then, mayn't suspicion rest upon our
i maintenance of which to his people lie makes selves ? So might tbe Samaritan have reasoned, but did
it-m innocuous, is what is meant, u John, 5.4; Kphe- not.' [Ti!K>cii.J Nor did be say. He's a Jew. who would
■uoi, 4. 10J 20. rrjoice sot, Ac—i.e.. not so much. So have had r,o dealings with me (John, 4. fl . and why
tv from forbidding it. He takes occasion from it to should 1 with him! oil and wine—the remedies used
v J them what bad been passing in His own mind. But In such cases all over the Eaat (Isaiah, 1. 6), and else
as power over demons was after all intoxicating. He where; the wine to cleanse the wounds, the oil to as
crrea them a higher joy to balance it. the joy of having suage their smartlngs. on his own bust—himself going
their names in heaven's register. (Phllippians. 4. 3.] on foot. 35. two pence—equal to two days' wages of a
21 23. Jesus said, Ac—The very same sublime words labourer, and enough for several days' support. 36.
* pre uttered by our Lord on a former similar occasion, Which was neighbour?—a most dexterous way of put
%£auhew. ix. 36-57 ton which see notej ; but (I.) there ting tbe question: (l.) Turning the question from
■** are merely told that He "an»wered and said" thus; ' Whom am I to love as my neighbour?' to ' Who is the
L-re. He "rejoiced in spirit and said." (2.) There it man that shows that love T (2.] Compelling the lawyer
«*s merely "at that time {or season)" that he spoke to give a reply very different from what be would like
: .at. meaning with a general reference to the rejection —not only condemning his own nation, bnt those of
! His gospel by the self- sufficient; here, "latitat hour them who should be the most exemplary. 18.' Making
Jesns said.** with express reference probably to the him commend one of a deeply-hated race. And he does
r .mbte class from which He had had to draw the it. but it is almost extorted. For he does not answer,
-*T«*£y. said the similar class that had chiefly wel- ' The Samaritan'—that would have sounded heterodox,
f-ned their message. "Rejoice" is too weak a word. heretical—but " He that showed mercy on him." It
It is " exulted in spirit"—evidently giving visible ex- comes to the same thing, no doubt, but the circumlo
: -"-vetoa to His unusual emotions, while, at the same cution Is significant. 37. Go, Ac—O exquisite, match
i.-it the words *' in spirit" are meant to convey to the less teaching ! What new fountains of charity has not
.-i-wler the depth of them. This is one of those rare this opened up in the human spirit—rivers in the wil
rases in which the veil is lifted from off the Redeemer's derness, streams in the desert ! what noble Christian
tansy can. that, angel-like, we may "look into it " for Institutions have not such words founded, all un
b toewnt. (i Peter. 1. 12.} Let us gage on it with re- dreamed of till that wondrous One came to bless this
wenCial wonder, and as we perceive what it was that heartless world of ours with His incomparable lovetrodaesd that mysterious ecstasy, we shall find rising first in words, and then in deeds which have trans
it em hearts a still rapture—"O the depths!" 23. 24. lated His words into flesh and blood, and poured the
life of them through that humanity which He made
—See on Matthew, 13. 16. 17.
aW7. Qrisnoic of a Lawyer, akd Parable of His own ! Was this Parable, now, designed to mag
ths Good Samaritan. 25. tempted him — 'tested nify the law of love, and to show who fulfils it and
bim ; m bo hostile spirit, yet with no tender anxiety who not? And who did this as never man did it, as
'■ r tight on that question of questions, but just to see our Brother Man," our Neighbour?" The Priests and
-iiiBsUht this great Galilean teacher had. 26. what Levltes had not strengthened the diseased, nor bound
u written in the law—apposite question to a doctor of up the broken (Ezekiel. 34. 41, while He bound up the
theusr, and putting him in turn to the test. (Bfnqkl.) broken-hearted (Isaiah. 61. 1), and poured into all
:: man ihalt. &c—the answer Christ Himself gave to wounded spirits the balm of sweetest consolation.
v-xhmt lawyer. See on Mark, 12. 29-33. 28. he said, All the fathers saw through the thin veil of this
£c —* ISght ; this do, and life Is thine—laying such noblest of stories, the Story of love, and never wearied
cxpbasison "this" tw to indicate, without expressing of tracing the analogy (though sometimes fancifully
X cam Ike real difficulty to a sinner lay, and thus enough). (Trknch.) 'He hungered.' exclaims Gre
.- cplaMlng the questioner himself. 29. willing— gory of Naziansum iin the fourth century), 'but He fed
* wii>ing.' to get himself out of the dillicalty. by throw thousands; He was weary, but He is the Rest of the
ing ob Jesus the defiuition of ' neighbour,* which the weary; He is saluted "Samaritan" and "Demoniac."
lie
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but He savts him. that went down/rot* Jerusalem and
fell among thieves,' die.
3M2. Martha and Makv. 38. certain village—
Bethany (John, 11. 1), which Luke so speaks of, hav
ing uo farther occasion to notice it. received him.. .her
house—the house belonged to her, and she appears
throughout to be the elder sister. 39. which also—
* who for her part.' In contrast with Martha, sat—
'seated herself.' From the custom of sitting beneath
an Instructor, the phrase ' allium at one's feet' cauie
to mean being a disciple of any one (Acts, 22. 3). heard
—rather, ' kept listening' to His word. 40. cumbered—
* distracted.' came to him — ' presented herself before
him,* as from another apartment, in which her sister
had " left her to serve (or make preparation; alone."
carest thou not... my sister, Ac— 'Lord, here am I with
everything to do, ami this sister of mine will uot lay a
hand to anything; thus I miss something from thy lips,
and Thou from our hands.' bid her, die—She presumes
not to stop Christ's teaching by calling her sister away,
and thus leaving Him without His one auditor, nor did
she hope perhaps to succeed if she had tried. Martha,
M art na—Emphatically redoubling upon the name,
careful and cambered—the oce word expressing the in
ward worrying anxiety that her preparations should
be worthy of her Lord ; the other, the outward btutU
of those preparations, many things—"much service"
(v. 40); too elaborate preparation, which so engrossed
her attention that she missed her Lord's teaching. 42.
one thing, 6ic—The idea of ' Short work and little of
it suffices for Me' is not so much the lower sense of
these weighty words, as supposed in them, as the basis
of something far loftier than any precept on economy.
Underneath that idea is couched another, as to the
httleuess both of elaborate preparation for the present
life and of that life itself, compared with another,
chosen the good part—not in the general sense of Moses'
choice (Hebrews, 11. 26). and Joshua's (Joshua, 24. Ui,
and David's (Psalm 110. 30). i.e.. of good in opposition
to bad ; but, of two good ways of serving and pleasing
the Lord, choosing the better. Wherein, then, was
Mary's better than Martha's! Hear what follows,
not be tak*n away — Martha's choice would be taken
from her. for her services would die with Iter ; Mary's
never, being spiritual and eternal. Both were truehearted disciples, but the one was absorbed in the
higher, the other in the lower of two ways of honour
ing their commou Lord. Yet neither despised, or
would willingly neglect, the other's occupation. The
one represents the contemplative, the other the active
style of the Christian character. A church full of
Maries would perhaps be as great an evil as a church
full of Marthas. Both are needed, each to be the com
plement of the other.
CHAPTER XL
Ver. 1-13. Tui Disciples Tadght to Prat. 1.
one, dec.—struck with either the matter or the manner
of our Lord's prayers, as Jobn, dwr.—From this re
ference to John, it is possible that disciple had not
heard the Sermon ou the mount. Nothing of John's
inner teaching (to his own disciples) has been preserved
to us, but we may be sure be never taught his disciples
to say."Our Father." 2-4. See on Matthew, 6. 0-13. day
by day, die—an extension of the petition in Matthew
for "this day's'' supply, to every successive day's neces
sities. The closing doxology, wanting here. Is want
ing also in all the best and most ancient copies of
Matthew's gospel. Perhaps our Lord purposely left
that part open: and as the grand Jewish doxologies
were ever resounding, and passed immediately and na
turally, In all their hallowed familiarity into the Chris
tian Church, probably this Prayer was never used in
the Christian assemblies but In its present form, as we
find it In Matthew, while in Luke it has been allowed
to itaud as ungiuftily uttered. 5-8. at midnight. ..for a
1M

how to Pray.

friend Is come— the heat in warm countries makes even
ing preferable for travelling to day: but "midnight"
is every where a most unseasonable hour of ca.lL an. I
for that very reason it is here selected, trouble me not
—the trouble making him insensible both to the ur
gency of the case and the claims of friendship. I castnot—without exertion which he would not make,
importunity—the word is a strong one— ' shamele&aness;' persisting, in the face of all that seemed reason
able, and refusing to take a denial, as many, die— his
reluctance once overcome, all the claims of friendship
and uecessity are felt to the full. The sense is obvious :
If the churlish and self-indulgent—deaf both to friend
ship and necessity—can after a positive refusal, be
won over, by Bheer persistency, to do all that is needed.
how much more may the same determined persever
ance in prayer be expected to prevail with Him whotei
very nature is "rich unto all that call upon Hun *"
(Romans, 10. 18). 9-13. Bee on Matthew, r. 7-u. tiio
Holy Spirit — in Matthew (7. 11), "good gifts:" the
former, the Gift of gifts descending on the Church
through Christ, and comprehending the latter.
14-36. Bund and Dumb Demoniac Uialid—
Charge or being in League with Heli„ aj*d Re
ply—Demand or a Sign, aj»d Reply. See on
Matthew. 12. 21-46. 14. dumb—blind also, Matthew. 13,
22. 20. the finger of God— "the Spiritof God." Matthew.
12. 28; the former figuratively denoting the power of
God, the latter the living Personal A gent In erery ex
ercise of it. 21, 22. strong man — meaning Sotom,
armed—pointing to all the subtle and varied methods
by which he wields his dark power over men. keeper h
—'guardeth.' his palace—man, whether viewed more
largely or in individual souls—how significant of nnat
men are to Satan I in peace—undisturbed, secure in
his possession, a stronger than he— Christ; Glorious
title, in relation to Satan t corns upon him and overeosDe
him—sublimely expressing the Redeemer's approach.
as the Seed of the woman, to bruise the Serpent's head.
taketh from him all his armour —' his panoply.' * hi*
complete armour.' Vain would be the victory, were
not the means of regaining his lost power wrested from
him. It is this that completes the triumph and ensures
the final overthrow of his kingdom. The parable that
immediately follows—v. 24-20—is j ust the reitrst of t hi •>.
See on Matthew, 12. 43-46. In the one case, Satan is
dislodged by Christ, and so finds, in all future aaamuUa.
the house pre-occupied ; in the other, he merely goes
out and comes in again, finding the house "kblpty"
(Matthew, 12. 44j. of any rival, and all ready to welcome
him back. This explains the important saying that
comes in between Uu two parables* v. 23. NeutrcUxty
in religion there is none. The absence of positive at*
tachment to Christ involves hostility to Him. gathereth-.scattereth—Referring probably to gleaners. The
meaning seems to be. Whatever in religion is discon
nected from Christ comes to nothing. 37, 28. as he
spake these thiugi, a woman of the company—* of the
multitude,' the crowd. A charming little incident and
profoundly instructive. With true womanly feeling,
she envies the mother of such a wonderful Teacher.
Well, and higher and better than she bad said aa much
before her. ch. l. 28. 42; and our Lord Is Car from con
demning It. He only holds up—as "blessed rather*'—
the bearers and keepers of God's word ; in other words,
the humblest real saint of God. See on Matthew, is.
49, 60. How utterly alien is this sentiment from the
teaching of the Church of Rome, which would excom
municate any one of its members that dared to t&ik in
the spirit of this glorious saying! 29-32. See on
Matthew. 12. 39-41 33-36. See on Matthew. 5. 14-16 ;
g. 22. 23. But v. 36 here is peculiarly vivid, express
ing what pure, beautiful, broad perceptions the clarity:
of the inward eye imparts.
97-64. Denunciation or tbe PbabisxEs, 38. mar
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Tilled. a*c.—idee on Mark, 7. 1-4. 29 41. cup and platter
-remarkable example of our Lord's way of drawing
lb* moat striking Illustrations of great truths from the
.-sort familiar objects and incidents in life, ravening
-rw*city. that which Is without, &c— q ■/.. "He to
whom belongs the outer life, and right to demand its
•injection to Himself—is the inner man less His?'
pvt aims., .and all clean—a principle of immense value.
U the greed of these hypocrites was one of the most
• "ninent features of their character (ch. 16. 14;
Matthew. S3. 14). our Lord bids them exemplify the
-jposite character, and then their outsidet ruled by
:iis. would be beautiful in the eye of God, and their
sals would be eaten with clean hands, though never
n fouled with the business of this worky world. .See
lixleslftstes. 9. T.) 43. mint, me, Ac—founding on Le<r,ticu*. 27. 30. which they interpreted rigidly. Our
Lord purposely names the most trifling products of the
.nh. as examples of what they punctiliously exacted
she tenth of. judgment, mercy, and the love of God—in
Matthew. 33. 8S, "judgment, mercy, and faith:' The
reference is to Mlcau, 6. 6-8, whose third element of
ali acceptable religion, ** walking humbly with God,"
" mprebenda both " love " and *' faith." See on Mark.
<i 39, 33. S3. Trie same tendency to merge greater
iiaiMa in less besets us still, but it is the characters' ■ ..-/ hypocrite*, these ought ye, &c. —There is no need
lor one set of duties to jostle out another; bat of the
—rsSer. oar Lord says, " Ye ought to have done" them;
4 toe Iraser. only " ye ought not to leave them undone."
4A spnerwteat seats—See on ch, 14. 7-1L greetings—See
n Matthew. 33. 7-10. 44, appear not, &c.—As one
Gdsfct unconsciously walk over a grave concealed from
t-eew. and thua contract ceremonial defilement, so the
ptauatbie exterior of the Pharisees kept people from
P?rcsaviiSK the pollution they contracted from coming
in contact with such corrupt characters. See Psalm
i • : Romans. 3. 13. {A different illustration from
Xanbaw. 23. iff.) 46. burdens grievous, &c — Referring
not so moth to the iiksomeness of the legal riles
r-h«wach they were irksome. Acts, 16. 10 . as to the
htartleas rLxour with which they were enforced, and
by cwen of shameless Inconsistency. 47, 48. ys build,
tc—Oat of pretended respect and honour, they re
paired and beautified the sepulchres of the prophets,
-i- 1 with whining hypocrisy said, " If we had been in
t&e dan of our fathers, we should not have been par-akera with them in the blood of the prophets," while
tJ the tune they " were witnesses to themselves that
tbey wrre the children of them that billed the proi-seta."5 Matthew. 33. so. 30; convicting themselves
iiihj of aa exact a resemblance in spirit and character
to che vary classes over whose deeds they pretended to
-' 'jrn. aa child to parent. 49 51. said the Wisdom, &c.
-a remarkable variation of the words in Matthew. 23.
'*. " Behold / HfarD." Aa there seems plainly an alluuca to ancient warnings of what God would do with
m tneomsibie a people, so here Christ, stepping raa; ridcalty Into the place of God, so to speak, says.'Now
J-c. eneng to carry all that out.' Could this be other
'Jjjm the Lord God of Israel in the flesh t at rr quired
ci" tha gasaratiea—As it was only in the last generation
4 iratm that " the iniquity of the Amorites was full '
■jeisnea. IS. IS) and then the abominations of ages were
•: race completely and awfully avenged, bo the iniquity
of Israel was allowed to accumulate from age to age
tall in that generation it came at the full, and the whole
roOeeted vengeance of Heaven broke at once over its
devoted bead. In the first French Revolution the same
aetol principle was exemplified, and Christendom has
*■■* d9*€ unth it yet. prophets—in the New Testament
s«nse Matthew. S3. 3C ; see 1 Corinthians, 12. 2s. blood
A sersa rial Fmhnlrlr the allusion ts not to any recent
cartas, bat to 3 Chronicles, 34. 20-32, as the last rei? nisei and most suitable case for illustratioo. And as
ill

Warning against Hypocrisy.

Z-icharias' last words were, " The Lord mini re it" so
they are warned that " of that generation It should be
i required," S3, key of knowledge—not the key to open
: knowledge, but knowledge, the only key to open hea
ven. In Matthew, 23. 13, they are accused of shutting
heaven ; here of taking auay the key, which was worse.
A right knowledge of God's word is eternal life (John,
17. 31; but this they took away from the people, substi
tuting for it their wretched traditions. 53. 54. Exceed
ingly vivid and affecting. They were stung to the
quick—and can we wonder?—yet had not materials for
the charge they were preparing against him. provoke
him, ire.—'to harass Him with questions.'
CHAPTER XIL
Ver. 1-12. Warning against Hypocrisy. 1-3.
meantime—in close connexion, probably, with the fore
going scene. Our Lord had been speaking out more
plainly than ever before, as matters were coming to a
head between Him and His enemies, and this seems
to have suggested to His own mind the warning here.
He had just Himself illustriously exemplified His own
precepts, his disciples first of all—afterwards to " the
multitudes," v. M. covered—from the view, hid—from
knowledge. * 'Tis no use concealing anything, for all
will one day come out: Give free and fearless utterance
then to all the truth.* (cf. 1 Corinthians, 4. 3, 5J 4, 5.
I say, 4c— 'You will say. That may cost us our life."
' Be It so:' ' but, *' my friends," there their power ends.'
He calls them "friends" here, not in any loose sense.
but, as we think, from the feeling He then had that in
this " killing of the body" He and they were going to
be affectingly one with each other. Fear Him... tear
Him—bow striking the repetition here. Only the one
fear would effectually expel the other, after he hath
killed, &e.—Learn here. (I.) To play false with one's
convictions to save one's life, may fail of its end after
all, for God can Inflict a violent death in some other
and equally formidable way. (2.J There is a hell, it
seems, for the body aa well aa the soul; consequently,
sufferings adapted to the one as well as the other. (3.)
Fear of hell is a divinely authorised and needed mo
tive of action even to Christ's •friends." 14.) As Christ's
" meekness and fcentleness" were not compromised by
such harsh notes as these, so those servants of Christ
want their Master's spirit who soften down all such
language to please * ears polite.' See on Mark, 0. 43-48.
6, 7. five for two farthings—in Matthew, 10. 20, It is
'two for one farthing ;" so if one took two farthings'
worth, he got one 'in addition'—of such small value
were they, than many sparrows — not * than millions
of sparrows;' the charm and power of our Lord's teach
ing (is) very much in this simplicity. 8. 9. confess...
deny. Ac. The point lies in doing it " before men,"
because one has to do it " despising the shame." But
when done, the Lord holds Himself bound to repay it
in kir.d by confessing such " before the angels of God.''
For the rest, see on ch. B. 36. 10. Sou of man... Hoi;
Ghost. See on Matthew, 12. 31, S3.
13-63. CovrrouBNKsa — Watchfulness — Superi
ority to Earthly Tixs. 13. Master, &c—qd.,
* Great Preacher of righteousness, help; there is need
of Thee in this rapacious world: here am I the victim
of injustice, and that from my own brother, who with
holds from me my rightful share of the inheritance
that has fallen to us.' In this most inopportune in
trusion upon the solemnities of our Lord's teaching,
there is a mixture of the absurd and the irreverent.
the one however occasioning the other. The man had
not the least idea that his case was not of as urgent a
nature, and as worthy the attention of our Lord, as
any thing else He could deal with. 14. Han, 4c— Con
trast this style of address with "my friends." v. 4. Who,
to'.-n question literally repudiating the office which
Moses assumed. {Exodus, 2. 14.) The influence ofrt*
ligious Uacliers in the external relations of life has ever
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Superiority to t.arUdy Ties.

been immense, whm only the indibkct effect of their his master knocks, he can open to him "Immediately."
teaclting: but whenever Utev intermeddle DWECTLVioith and hail his " return"—that is the most enviable,
secular arid political matters, the spell of that influence " blessed" servant of alL 41-48. to as or to all I—us
is broken. 15. unto them—The multitude around Him. the Twelve, or all this vast audience r Who then, Acv. 1. of eovetousness—The best copies have "all," i.«„ answering the question indirectly by another question,
" every kind of eovetousness;" because as this was one from which they were left to gather what it would be :—
of the more plausible forms of it, so He would strike ' To you certainly in tbe first instance, representing the
at once at the root of the evil, a man's life. Ac.—a " stewards " of the " household" lam about to collect,
singularly weighty maxim, and not less so because its but generally to all "servants" in My house.' faithful
meaning and its truth are equally evident. 16-19. a and wise — Fidelity is the first requisite in a servant,
certain man, Sic —Why is this man called a *' fool?" (I. wisdom (discretion, and judgment in the exercise of hia
Because he deemed a life of secure and abundant functions*, tbe next, steward—house-steward, whose
earthly enjoyment the summit of human felicity. it was to distribute to the servants their allotted
(2.J Because, possessing the means of this, through portion of food, shall make— will ileemflttobe made,
prosperity in his calling, he flattered himself that made him ruler over all he hath—will advance him to tbe
he had a long lease of such enjoyment, and nothing highest post, referring to the world to come. (See Mat
to do but give himself up to it. Nothing else is thew. 26. 21,23.) begin to beat, Ac,—in the confidence
laid to his charge. 20. 21. this night. Ac-This sud that his Lord's return will not be speedy, throws off
den cutting short of his career is designed to express tbe servant and plays tbe master, maltreating those
not only the folly of building securely upon the future, faithful servants who refuse to join him. seixing on suid
but of throwing one's whole soul into what may at any revelling in the fulness of hia master's board; intend
moment be gone. "His soul being required of him" is ing, when he has got his fill, to resume the mask of
put in opposition to bis own treatment of it. "1 will fidelity ere his master appear, cut him in sunder—a pun
say to my soul. Soul," Ac whose shad those things be, ishment not unknown in the East; cf. Hebrews, it. 37.
Ac—cf. Psalm 38. o. ** He heapeth up riches and ktiow- " Sawn asunder;" l Samuel, 15. 33; Daniel, 2. 6. the un
etlt not who shall gatlur them." so is be, Ac—Such is believers— "the unfaithful,* those unworthy of trust;
a picture of his folly here, and of its awful issue, is Matthew, 24. 61, "the hypocrites"—falsely calling them
not rich, Ac— Lives to amass and enjoy riches which selves " servants." knew not—£.«., knew but partially;
terminate on self, but as to the riches of <>od*s favour, for some knowledge is pre supposed both in the name
which ie are [Psalm 30. b), of " precious*" faith (2 Peter. "servant" of Christ, and his being liable to punisumeut
2. l; James, 2. 6), of good works (1 Timothy. 6. 18), of at all. many.. .few stripes—degrees of future punish
wisdom which is better than rubies (Proverbs, 8. JiJ— ment proportioned to the knowledge sinned against.
lives and dies a beggar! 23-31.—See on Matthew, fl. Even heathens axe not without knowledge enouih for
25-33. 2S. 28. which of you. Ac—'Corroding solicitude future judgment: but the reference here is not to such.
will uot bring you the least of the things ye fret about, It is a solemn truth, and though general, hike ail other
though it may double the evil of wanting them. And revelations of the future world, discloses a tangible
if not the least, why vex yourselves about things of and momentous principle in its awards. 49-53. to send
more consequence.' of doubtful, Ac—'unsettled' mind, —' to cast.' fire—' the higher spiritual element of life
put off your balance. 32. little flock. Ac.—How sub which Jesus came to introduce into this earth fcf.
lime and touching a contract between this tender and Matthew, 3. ID. with reference to its mighty effects iu
pitying appellation, "Little flock" fin tbe original a quickoning all that is akin to it and destroying all that
double diminutive, which in German can be expressed, u opposed. To cause this element of life to take up its
but not in English)— and the "good pleasure" of the abode on earth, and wholly to pervade human hearts
Father to give them the Kingdom; the one recalling with its warmth, was the lofty destiny of the Redeemer.'
the insignificance and helplessness of that then literal [Oliiauhen: so Calvin. Stibk, Axforxi, Ac) wcat
handful of disciples, the other holding up to their view will I. Ac.—an obscure expression, uttered under deep
the eternal love that encircled them, tbe everlasting and ball-smothered emotion. In its general import all
arms that were underneath them, and the high inheri are agreed; but the nearest to the precise meaning
tance awaiting them!—"the kingdom,-" 'grand word; seems to be. ' And what should I have to desire if it
then why not "bread," v. 31.' [ li ks* . ex.] Well might were once already kindled 1* (Bkngkx and IkxwMHe say, " Fear not!" 33, 34. sell. Ac.—This is but a riBLD.J But.. .a baptism, Ac—clearly. His own bloodymore vivid expression of Matthew, o. iy-2i see note baptism, first to take place, how straightened—not,
there). 35-40. loins girded—to fasten up the long outer * how do I long for its accomplishment,' as many un
garment, always done before travel and work <2 Kings, derstand it, thus making it but a repetition of the
4. 29; Acts, 12. 8;. The meaning is. Be iu readiness, former verse; but 'what a pressure of spirit Is upon
lights, Ac—See on Matthew, 25. 1. return irom the wed- me.' till it be accomplished—till it be over. Before a
diug—not come to it, as the parable of the Virgins. promiscuous audience, such obscure language was fit
Both have their spiritual significance; but prepared on a theme like this; but O what surges of mysterious
ness for Christ's coming is the prominent idea, gird emotion in tbe view of wbat was now so near at hand
himsslf. Ac—*a promise the most august of all: Thus does it reveal! peace? nay—the reverse of peace, in the
will the Bridegroom entertain his friends Inay, ser first instance. See on Matthew, iu. 34-36. The con
vants] on the solemn Nuptial Day." (Bkngkl.J second nection of all this with the foregoing warnings about
...third watch—To find them ready to receive Him at Hypocrisy, Covetousness. and Watchfulness, is deeply
any hour of day or night, when one might least of all solemn: 'My conflict hastens apace; Mine over, yours
expect Him, is peculiarly blessed. A servant may be begins; and then, let the servants tread in their Mas
truly faithful, even though taken so far unawares that ter's steps, uttering their testimony entire and fearless,
be has not everything in such order and readiness for neither loving nor dreading the world, anticipatm*
bis master's return as he thinks is due to him. and awful wrenches of the dearest ties in life, bat looking
both could and would have bad If he had had notice forward, as I do, to the completion of their testimony,
of tbe time of his coming, and so may not be willing to when, reaching the haven after the tempest, they shall
open to him "immediately" but fly to preparation, and enter into the joy of their Lord.'
let his master knock again ere he admit him, and even
64-69. Mot Disckrnino the Signs or tbe Time.
then not urith full joy. A too common case this with 64. to the people—'the multitude.' a word of special
Christians. But if the servant have himself and all warning to the thoughtless crowd, before dumisaic**
under his charge in such a state that at any hour when them. Sec ou Matthew, IG. 2. 3. how. ..sot discern. Ac—
11*
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smble to perceive what a critical period that was for
\be Jewish Church, why not of yourselves. <tc —They
might say. To do this requires more knowledge ofSen i»tirp and Providence than we possess: bnt He 3ends
lu0m to their own conscience, as enough to show them
rfcoHe wa«, and win them to immediate disciileship
Ti« taau gotst, &c—See on Matthew, &. %:,, so. The
vyrncy ttf tins com with thtm, and the n'^essity, for
lV-»r o% u sa/Hy, of immediate decision* was the object
• : U-eie striking words.
CHAPTER XITX
Vrr i-». Thk Lrhaon, 'Reprnt or Perish.* Sua
naro? »T Two Recent Incidents, and Ili-ubr.'ATED BY THK PARAFLK OK THK BAKRBN FlQ:•« 1-3. Galileans— possiuly the followers of Judas
erf Galilee who, some twenty years before this, taught
l it Jews should not pay tribute to the Romans, and
i< whom we learn, from Acts. 6. 37, that he drew after
Lan a multitude of followers who on his beinj: slain
• ere all diiper«eiL About this time that party would
> at its heicht, and if Pilate caused this detachment
if them to be waylaid and put to death as they were
jtruxt their sacrifices at one of the festival;*, that
r.-uH be "mingling their blood with their sacrifices."
•imorrr;*. Wkhstkr & Wilkinson, but doubted by
[w. Witts; Mkyrr, Ai.f-ord. fcc j News of this
--iatT brought to our Lord, to draw out His views of
■ '•». sad whether it was not a judgment of Heaven.
it tiujply points them to the practical view of the
utter: * These men are not signal examples of divine
-r..**nee, as ye suppose; but every impenitent -sinner
■y* \wTtelvex, except ye repent—shall ba like moimirats of the j udgment of Heaven, and in a more awful
: -».* The reference here to the impending destruc■t- -i o/ Jerusalem is far from exhausting our Lord's
- ^hty wor-ts: they manifestly point to a " perdition '
r a -core awful kind—future, personal, remediless. 4.
www is Si loam—probably one of the towers of the
t? wall, near the pool of Siloam. Of its fall nothing
knevwn. 6-9. IIj-tree—Israel, as the visible witness
: ' -od in the world, bnt generally all within the pale
' the visible Church of God: a familiar figure, cf.
uih, 5. 1-7; John. 15. IS: *fcc. vineyard—a spot se-,:«.! for its fertility, separated from the surrounding
>xi«. sasA cultivated with special care, with a view
#e±j to frwt. came and sought fruit—a heart turned
• G-od ; the fruits of righteousness ; cf. Matthew, 21.
' 21, attd laelan. ». 2, "He looked that it should bring
r*i fruit.* He has a right to it, and will m;utre It.
_•-# rears—a long enough trial for a fig-tree, and so
: acinic probably just ^sufficient period of culture for
j-.tosi fruit. The supposed allusion to the duration
•:-2i Lord's ministry is precarious, cut it down—in*'*nt lansruage. eumbereth—not only doing no good,
-; waaUDjE ground. He answering. Ac— Christ, as
vrcessor. loath to see it cut down so long as there
■as ssqt hops, ace v. 34. dip, Ate.—loosen the earth
:ont rtBDd enrich it with manure; pointing to changes
.' netted in the divine treatment of the impenitent,
i order to fresh spiritual culture, if fruit, well—
ec uiae repentance, however late, avails to save. (ch.
- «. V\ 1 after that, fcc.—The final perdition of such
. a,'ter the utmost limits of reasonable forbearance,
e found fruitless, will be pre eminently and con
--dry just (Proverbs, l. 21-31; Exekiel. 24. 13J
•> 17. Wonaw or Eighteen- Years' Infirmity
Utn» ow THK Sabbath. 11. spirit of infirmity—
t. 17. "whom Satan bath bound." From this it is
rtttbia. tbouvh not certain, that her protracted inflr:y tu tne effect of some milder form of possession;
sa* was ""» daughter of Abraham," in the same
ejeens asuise. no doubt, as Zaccheus. after his con
victs, wsm "a son of Abraham.'' (ch. 10. u } 12. 13.
1. Woman... and laid—both at once. 14 with indig^t— not so much at the i^bbath violation as at the
lid

Miscellaneous Teaching*,

glorification of Christ. Cf. Matthew 21.15. [TrknchJ
«aid to the people— 'not daring directly to find fault
with the Lord, he seeks circuitously to reach Hira
through the people, who were more under bis influ
ence, and whom he feared less.' [Trknch.] 16. the
Lord—tee on ch. 10. l. hypocrite!—How "the faithful
And true Witness" tears off the masks which men wearl
hisox <fcc—seeon Matthew. 12. 9-l3:and ch. 6 0. ought
not, &c.—How gloriously the Lord vindicates the supe
rior claims of this woman, in consideration of the sad
ness and long duration 0/ her suffering, and of her
dignity notwithstanding, as an heir of the promise !
18-30. Miscellaneous Teachings. 18-21. mustardseed -leaveu—see on Mark, 4. 30-32. The parable of
"The Leaven" sets forth, perhaps, rather the invxird
growth of the kingdom, while "the Mustard-seed"
seems to point chiefly to the out-.card. It being a woman's work to knead, it seems a refinement to say that
" the woman" here represents the Church, as the instru
ment of depositing the leaven. JNor docs it yield much
satisfaction to understand the "three measures of
meal" of that three-fold division of our nature into
"spirit, soul, and body," alluded to in 1 Thessalonians,
s 23. or of the threefold partition of the world among
the three bods of Noah ("ienesis. 10. 32), as some do. It
yields more real satisfaction to see in this brief parable
just the all-penetrating and assimilating quality of the
(Gospel, by virtue of which it will yet mould all insti
tutions and tribes of men, and exhibit over the whole
earth one "Kingdom of our Lord and of His Christ"
(See ou Revelation, 11. 16.) 23. Lord, Aw.—one of those
curious questions by talking of which some flatter
themselves they are religious, said onto them — the
multitude; taking no notice of the man or his ques
tion, save a« furnishing the occasion of a solemn warn
ing not to trifle with so momentous a matter as " sal
vation " strive—The word sUnifiesto 'contend' as for
the mastery, to 'struggle,' expressive of the difficulty
cf being saved, as if one would have to force his way in,
strait gate—another figure of the same. See note on
Matthew. 7. 13, 14. for many will seek—desire, <.«., with
a mere wish or slothful endeavour, and shall not be
able — because It must be made a life-and-dcath
struggle. Master of the bonis is risen op and hath shut
to the door—awfully sublime and vivid picture) At
present He Is represented as in a sitting posture, as if
calmly looking on to see who will "strive," while en
trance is practicable, and who will merely " seek " to
enter in. But this is to hare an end, by the great
Master of the house Himself rising and shutting the
door, after which there will be no admittance. Lord,
Lord — emphatic reduplication, expressive of the
earnestness now felt, but too late. See on Matthew.
7. 21, 22. 26, 27. See on the similar passage. Matthew, 7.
22, 23. eaten and druuk, Ac.-we have sat with Thee at
the same table, tangnt in our streets—Do we not re
member listening in our own streets to Thy teaching 1
Surely we are not to be denied admittance? But he
shall say, &c.—Nonearness of external communion with
Chrid will avail at Vie great day, in place of that
"holiness without ichich no man shall see the Lord."
Observe the style which Christ intimates that He will
then assnme, that of absolute Disposer of men's eter
nal destinies, and contrast It with His "despised and
rejected" condition at that time. 26, 29. See on Mat
thew, 8. 11. 12.
31-35. Mbssaok to Hkrod. 31. and depart hence—
and 'go forward,* push on. He was on His way out of
Perea, East of Jordan, and in Herod's dominions,
"journeying towards Jerusalen " (v. 22). Haunted by
guilty fears, probably. Herod wanted to get rid of Him
(see on Mark, 6. 14;, and seems, from our Lord's an
swer, to hare sent these Pharisees, under pretence of
a friendly hint, to persuade Him that the sooner He
got beyond HoroU'* jurisdiction the beuer it would be
3N
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LUKE. XIV.
for His own safety. Our Lord saw through both of feast, notwithstanding, shall not want abundance
them, and sends the cunning ruler a message couched guests; but not one of Its present contemners—w
in dignified and befitting irony, that fox— that crafty, Bhail yet come to sue for admission—shall be solo*
cruel enemy of God's innocent servants. Behold I cast to taste of it.' This shows what was lacking in
oat devils and I do cures— 'id-. 'Plot on and ply thy seemingly pious exclamation of this man. It v
wiles: 1 also have My plans; My works of mercy are Balaam's. " Let me die Vie death of the righteous, a
ncariug completion, but some yet remain; I have work let my lost end be like his" (Numbers, 23. 10), witht
for to-day and to-morrow too, and the third day; by any anxiety about ixving his life; fondly wishing tl
that time 1 shall be where his jurisdiction reaches not; til were right with him at tost, while all heedless
the guilt of My blood shall not lie at his door; that the precious present a grea: supper—Cf. Isaiah, M
dark deed is reserved for others.' He does not say, I bads many — historically, the Jews (see on Mattht
preach the Gospel—that would have made little im S3. 3) ; generally, those within the pale of professed c
pression upon Herod—in the light of the merciful cipleship. supper time. . .all now ready—pointing i
character of Christ's action the malice of Herod's doubtedly to the now ripening preparations for 1
snares is laid bare. | Ben gel.] to-day. to-morrow, the great Gospel call. See on Matthew. 22. 4. all began
third day—remarkable language expressive of successive make excuse—Cf. Matthew, 22. 6. Three excuses. g»
steps of His work yet remaining, the calm ifu'toerafe- as specimens of the rest, answer to ** the cart of t
ness with which He meant to go through with them, world" (e. IS), "the deeeitfulntss of riches' (w. Ifc.s
one after another, to the last, unmoved by Herod's "the pleasures of this life" (e. 20, which "choke 1
threat, yet the rapid march with which they were now i word" (Matthew, 13. 22, and cb. 6. 14. Eachdiff
hastening to completion, icf. John, 22. is.) I shall be from the other, and each has its own plausibility, L
perfected—* I finish My course,' *I attain completion.' all come to the same result : * We have other things
It cannot be that a prophet. <fcc.—<i,d.. * It would never attend to, more pressing just now.' Nobody is rep
do that.' iic—awful severity of satire this upon "the sented as saying, 1 will not come; nay. all the answ
bloody city!" ' He seeks to " Kill Me." does he? Ah I Imply that out for certain things they would coc
1 must be out of Herod's jurisdiction for that. Go tell and when these are out of the way they will come,
him I neither fly from him nor fear him, but Jerusalem it certainty is in the case intended, for the last woi
is the prophet's slaughter-house.' 34, 35. 0 Jerusalem, clearly imply that the refusers will one day beco:
&c.-See on Matthew. 23. 37, 39.
petitioners, came and told. &c—saying as in Isaii
63. 1. * It is the part of ministers to report to the Lt
CHAPTER XIV.
Ver. t-24. Hxalinu or a Dropsical Mak. ajtd in their prayers the compliance or refusal of th
Manifold Teachings at a Sabbath Feast. 2. Man hearers/ [Benokl.] angry—in one sense a gracu,
before him—-Not one of the company, since this was ap word, showing how sincere he was in issuing bis in
parently before the guests sat down, and probably the tations (hsekiel, 33. 11). But it is the slight put up
man came in hope of a cure, though not expressly soli him, the sense of which is intended to be marked
citing it [Da- Wstte.) 3-6. See on Matthew, 12. 11, this word, sti eete and lanes—historically, those witi
12. 7-11. a parable—sho wing that His design was not the same pale of "the city" of God as the fom
so much to inculcate mere politeness or good manners, class, but the despised and outcasts of the nation, I
as underneath this to teach something deeper [v. nj. "publicans and sinners" ITiisnchI; generally,
chief rooms—* principal seats,' in the middle part of the similar classes, usually overlooked in the first pro
couch on which they reclined at meals, esteemed the sion for supplying the means of grace to a commum
most honourable, weddwg—and seating thyself at the half heathen in the midst of revealed light, and
weddlng-/east. Our Lord avoids the appearance of every sense miserable, yet there is room — Lmpiyi
personality by this delicate allusion to a different kind that these classes had embraced the Invitation M
of entertainment than this of his host. IBenoel.) thew, 21. 32 ; Mark, 12. 37, last clause ; John. 7. 4-?. I
the lowest — not a tower merely. [Benoel.] with and beautifully expressing the longing that should
shame—* To be lowest is only ignominious to him who the hearts of minis ters to see their Master's tab.e fUi
affects the highest.' [Benoel.] friend—said to the highways aud hedges—outside the city altogether : J
modest guest only, not the proud one, e. B. [Benqsl.] forteaWv, the heathen, sunk in the lowest depths
worship—honour. The whole of this is but a repro spiritual wretchedness, as being beyond the pale of
duction of Proverbs, 25. 6, 7. But it was reserved for that is revealed and saving, " without Christ, Strang
the matchless Teacher to utter articulately, and apply from the covenant of promise, having no hope, a
to the regulation of the minutest features of social without God in the world" iEphesiana, a. it; sea
life, such great laws of the Kingdom of Qod as that ally, all such still. Thus, this parable prophetic*}
of v. 11. "Whosoever," &c.—couching them iu a contemplates the extension of the kingdom of God
chaste simplicity and proverbial terseness of style the whole world ; and spiritually, directs the G<«
which makes them " apples of gold in a setting of sil invitations to be carried to the lowest strata, and
ver." See on ch. IS. 14. 13-14. call not thy friends- brought in contact with the outermost circles, of 1
Jesus certainly did not mean us to dispense with the man society, compel them to come ia—not as if t'
duties of ordinary fellowship, but. remitting these to would make the "excuses" of the first class, bat
their proper place, inculcates what is better. [Ben- cause it would be hard to get them over two diiSi
gel.] lest.. .a recompense be given thee—a fear the world ties: (I.) 'We are not fit company for such a fea
is not afflicted with. I Benoel.] The meaning, how (2.) ' We have no proper dress, and are ill iu orde>r
ever. Is that no exercise of principle is involved in it, such a presence.' How fitly does this represent
as selfishness itself will suffice to prompt to it (Mat difficulties and fears of the sincere ! How is Una m
thew, 6. 46. 47). cill the poor—' Such God Himselfcalls.' ' Take no excuse—make them come as they are—br
v. SI. [Benoel.] blMted-acting from disinterested, them along with you.' What a directory for mints:
god-like compassion for the wretched. 15 24. when of Christ 1 that my house may be filled—'Grace no re
one.. .h«ardu.he said, Blessed, &c—As our Lord's words than nature will endure a vacuum.' [BknoelJ I
seemed to hold forth the future " recompense" under unto you, thst none—Our Lord here appears to thi
the Idea of a great Feast, the thought passes through off the veil of the parable, and proclaim the Su>
this man's mind, how blessed they would be who His Own. Intimating that when transferred and tra
should be honoured to sit down to It. Our Lord's re formed into its final glorious form, and the refue
ply is in substance this : ' The great Feast is prepared themselves would give all for another opportunity,
already; the invitations ar<> issued, but declined; the «U1 not alio* one of them to taste it, lV.A—J|
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I «nblo must not be confounded with that of Proverbs,
1.34U, The Marriage Supper, Matthew, 22. 2-14.)
&JL Address to Great Multitudes Travkllimj with Him. 25 great multitudes with him— on
His anal journey to Jerusalem. Hie "great multi
plies" were doubtless people going to the Passover.
~ ■:• moved along iu clusters (ch. 2. 44). and who on this
oossioQ tailing in with our Lord had formed theius-tvwioto one ma.«s about Him. 26, 27. If any mac,
fo-Ssc on Matthew, io. 3t-3tt. and Mark, 8. 34. 36.
3s 31 which of yon, Ac—Common sense teaches men
art io btffin any costly work without first seeing that
uwr bare wherewithal to finith. And he who does
*4«*ue exposes himself to general ridicule. Nor
will any wise potentate enter on a war with any hostile
praei without first seeing to it that, despite formid*U< odds (two to one), he be able to stand his erouud
tad if be has no hope of this, he will feel thai, nothing
"rating for him but to make the best terms he can.
~F.pa to" says our Lord, 'in the warfare you will
t*eh hare to wage as my disciples, despise not your
tttiays strength, for the odds are all against you ; and
m kid better see to it that, despite every disadvan'■*«, ruu still have wherewithal to hold out and win
tt« day, or else not begin at all and make the best you
ttt is such awful circumstances.' In this simple sense
■-f the parable—(Stiku, Alford, Arc, go wide of the
auk here in making the enemy to be God. because of
w "conditions of peace," v. Si}—two thingsare taught:
;.. Better not begin (Revelation, 3. 16;, than begin and
u<i finish. (2.) Though the contest for salvation be on
«r part an awfully unequal one. the human will. In
fc* exercise of that ** faith which overcometb the
*<*Jd ' ;'i John. 6. 4), and nerved by power from above,
y&idToittof weakness makes it strong (Hebrews, 11.
•:, i Peter, l. i\ becomes heroical and will come off
"aon than conqueror." But without absolute sur"*4er *j tfif% ine contest is hopeless, v. 33. 34. 35. salt,
a -ae* on Matthew. 6. 13-16; and Mark, S. 50.
CHAPTKR XV.
rsr. 1-32. Ptjblicanh and Sinners Welcomed
et Chai^t-Three Parables to Explain this.
i tot* atar all taa publicans and sinners, &c—drawn
tfdiad Hun by the extraordinary adaptation of His
toiesmj ui their case. who. till He appeared—at least
ha forerunner—ruUht well say, "No roan careth for
BDool" 2. aoxmared. saying, Arc —took it ill, were
E**l*hnd at Him. and Insinuated ion the principle
tastanan Is known >>y the company he keeps) that
nt ami \SAYt some secret sympathy with their charac*
'■f■ But 0 what a truth of unspeakable preciousnesa
* fttir lipt, as on other occasions, unconsciously
*3*1 Kow follow three parables representing the
■*■*: iLj in kit stupidity : (2.) as all-unconscious of
*» hat andUiou; (S.J knowingly and willingly
■J"***? from God. [Bkkgel] The first two setforth
** swains' love of God : the last. His receiving love.
llfcBKt,] 3.7. l The Lost Sheep — occurring
aais. Xattttew, is. 12-14; but there to show how prepesssasof His sheep ia to the good Shepherd, here,
/■** A*t the shepherd, though it stray never so
*«ttj. win ie«k it out. and when be hath found will
I*fc»wertt. leave the ninety and nine—bend all His
•-**mjci sod care, as it were, to theone object of recov■"BZ the lost sheep ; not saying. * 'Tis but one ; let it
«?. ortu*n remain.' go after...on til, die —pointing to
u the diversified means which God sets in operation
>■* rwAerins sinners. 6. Eejoice with me, &c.—The
Pflaaak here is. that one feels exuberant joy to be
*™°* too much for himself to bear alone, and is posiV«J relieved by having others to share it with him.
•^M ». 10.) ninety-Bine just., .needing no repentance—
]Jjl *n'eii. whose place in these parables is very differ'^Hfcom Uu*: but those represented by the prodipofs
-tfc-Wmwa brother, who have "served their father
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many-years and not at anytime transgressed His com
mandment " (in the outrageous sense of the prodigal).
See on v. 20, 31. In other words, such as have grown
up from childhood in the fear of God and as the sheep
of His pasture. Our Lord does not say "the Phari
sees and scribes" were such; but as there was undoubt
edly such a class, while " the publicans and sinners*
were confessedly the strayed sheep and the prodigal
children. He leaves them to fill up the place of the
other class, if they could. 8-10. If. The Lost Coin.
sweep the house — 'not done without dust on man's
part.' |Bkkgel.J Likewise—on the same principle,
joy, &c— Note carefully the language here :—not * joy
oh the part.' but " joy in Uie presence of the angels of
God." True to the idea of the parables. The Great
Shepherd. The Great Owner Himself, is He whose the
joy properly is over His own recovered property; but
so vast and exuberant is it (Zechariah. 3. 17J, that as
if He could not keep it to Himself. He "caileth His
friends and neighbours together"—His whole celestial
family—saying, "Rejoice with Me. lor I have found
My sheep—My piece." die. In this sublime sense it
is "joy." be/ore "or in the presence 0/ the angels f
they only ' catch the flying joy,' sharing it with Him I
The application of this to the reception of those pub
licans and sinners that stood around our Lord is grand
in the extreme: 'Ye turn from these lost ones with dis
dain, and because I do not the same, ye murmur at it:
but a very different feeling is cherished in heaven:
There, the recovery of even one such outcast is watch*
ed with interest and hailed with joy; nor are they left
to come home of themselves or perish; (or lo! even
now the great Shepherd is going after His lost sheep,
and the Owner is making diligent search for the lost
property; and He is finding it too, and bringing it back
with joy. and all heaven is full of it.' (Let the reader
mark what sublime claims for Himself our Lord
covertly puts in here—as if in Him they beheld, all
unknown to themselves, nothing less than heaven In
the habiliments of earth, the Great Shepherd above,
clothed in a garment of flesh, come "to seek and to
save that which was lostl") 11-32. .li.1. The Prodi
gal, Son. 12. the younger—as the more thoughtless.
■aid, die—weary of restraint, panting for indepen
dence, unable longer to abide the check of a father's
eye. This is man, impatient of divine control, desiring
to be independent of God, seeking to be his own mas
ter ; that * sin of sins, iu which all subsequent sins are
included as In their germ, for they are but the unfolding
of this one.' ITkencu.] be divided, Ac—Thus 'God,
when His service no longer appears a perfect freedom,
and man promises himself something far better else
where, allows him to make the trial : and he shall dis
cover, if need be by saddest proof, that to depart from
Him is not to throw off the yoke, but to exchange a
light yoke for a heavy one, and one gracious Mas
ter for a thousand imperious tyrants and lords.'
[Trench.] 13. not many days—intoxicated with his
newfound resources, and eager for the luxury of using
them at will, a far country—beyond all danger of in
terference from home, wasted, die.—So long as it lasted,
the inward monitor (Isaiah, 66. 2) would be silenced
(Isaiah. 9. 10 ; 67. 10 ; Amos, 4. 6-10). riotous living—
v. 30," with harlots." Ah! but this reaches farther than
the sensualist ; for ' in the deep symbolical language of
Scripture fornication is the standing image of idolatry;
they are in fact ever spoken of as one and the same sin.
considered now in Its fleshly, now in its spiritual as
pect' (Jeremiah, 3.; Ezekiel, 16. and 17.). [The.nch.J
14. when he bad spent all.. .a mighty famine—a mysteri
ous providence holding back the famine till he was in
circumstances to feel it in all its rigour. Thus, like
Jonah, whom the storm did not overtake till on the
mighty deep at the mercy of the waves, does the sinner
feel as if "the stars in their cuurses were fightun;
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against" him (Judges, :>. 20). in want— the first stage
of his bitter experience, and preparation for a change.
15. joined himaelt. &c—his pride not yet humbled, un
able to brook the shame of a return, to feed ewine—
Glad to keep life in any how, behold the son sunk into
a swine-herd, among the Jews, on account of the pro
hibition of swine's flesh, emphatically vile! He who
begins by using the world as a servant, to minister
to his pleasure, ends by reversing the relationship.
ITii v.n ch . J 16. would fain have filled—rather. ' was fain
to fill,' ate greedily of the only food he could get. the
huiks—' the hulls of a leguminous plant which in the
East is the food of cattle and swine, and often the nour
ishment of the poorest in times of distress.' [Stier.]
no man give him—not this food, for that he had. but
anything better (Jeremiah, 30. 14}. This was his lowest
depth — perishing unpitied, alone in the iwW, and
rcarfv to disappear from it unmissed ! But this is just
the blessed turning-point; midnight before dawn of
day (2 Chronicles, 12. 6; 33. n-13; Jeremiah. 2. 19). came
to himself— Before, he had been "beside himself |£cclesiastes, 9. 3). in what sense will presently appear?
how many hired, tec.—What a testimony to the nature
of the home he hail left ! But did he not know all this
ere he departed and every day of his voluntary exile ?
He did, ami he did not. His heart being wholly
estranged from home and steeped In selfish gratifica
tions, his father's house never camo within the range
of his vision, or but as another name for bondage and
gloom. Isow empty, desolate, withered, perishing
hone, with all its peace, plenty, freedom, dignity,
starts into view, fills all his visions as a warm and liv
ing reality, and breaks his heart. IB. "I will arise
and oo to my Father!" The change has come at last,
and what a change !—couched in terms of such exqui
site simplicity and power as if expressly framed for all
heart-broken penitents. Father. &c.—Mark the term.
Though " no more worthy to be called his son," the
prodigal sinner is taught to claim the degraded and de
filed, but sUU existing relationship, asking not to be
made a servant, but remaining a son to be made "as
a servant," willing to take the lowest place and do the
meanest work. Ah I and is it come to this? Once It
was, * Any place rather than home/ Now, * O that
home, could I but dare to hope that the door of it
would not be closed against me, how gladly would I
take any place and do any work, happy only to be there
at all.' Well, that is con version—nothing absolutely
new, yet all new; old familiar things seen in a new light
and fur tin- first time as realities of overwhelmingmagnltude and power. How this is brought about the par
able says not. (We have that abundantly elsewhere,
Philippians, 2. 13, &c) Its one object is to paint the
welcome home of the greatest sinners, when (no mat
ter for the present how) they " arise and go to their
Father." 20. a great way off—0 yes. when but the face
Is turned homeward, though as yet far, faraway, our
Father recognises His own child in us, and bounds to
meet us—not saying. Let him come to me and sue for
pardon first, but himself taking the first step, fell on
his neck and kitted him* What I In all his filth ? Yes.
In all his rags ? Yes. In all his haggard, shattered
wretchedness ? Yes. " Our Father who art In heaven."
is this Thy portraiture! It is even so (Jeremiah. 3L
20). And because it Is so I wonder not that such In
comparable teaching hath made the world new. 31.
Father, I have sinned, Arc. — 'This confession Is ut
tered after the kiss of reconciliation' (Ezekiel, 16. 63).
[Trench.] 23. but the Father said, &t—The son has
not said all he purposed, not so much because the
father's demonstrations had rekindled the filial, and
swallowed up all servile, feeling [Trench] (see on the
word " Father," v. 18). but because the father's heart
is made to appear too full to listen, at that moment, to
more in this strain, the best robe — (X Zechariah. 3.
122

the Prodigal Son,

4, ft. "Take away the filthy garments from him; behold
I have clothed thee with change of raiment ; and they
clothed him with garments" (Isaiah, 61. 10; Revelation.
3. 18), a ring—Cf. Genesis. 41. 42: James. 2. 2. shoesslaves went barefoot. Thus, wo have here a threefold
symbol of freedom and honour, restored, as the fruit
of perfect reconciliation. 23. the fatted calf—kept for
festive occasions. 24. my ton — now twice his son.
dead.. .lost—to me ; to himself—to my service, my satis
faction; to his own dignity, peace, profit, alive again
...found—to all these, merry—See on r. 10. 25. in the
field—engaged in his father's business : cf. 20. "These
many years do I serve thee." 28. came his father out
and entreated him—"lake as a father pitieth his chil
dren, so the Lord pitieth them that fear Him" (Psalm
103. 13). As it is the elder brother who now errs, so it is
tlte same paternal compassion which had fallen on the
neck of the younger that comes forth and pleads with
the elder. 29. these many years . . . neither transgressed
at any time. &c.—The words are not to be pressed too
far. Ho is merely contrasting his constancy of love
and service with the conduct of his brothers ; just as
Job. resenting the charge of hypocrisy by his friends.
speaks as if nothing could be laid to his charge (Job,
23. 10-l2f. and David too (Psalm 18. 20-24'. The father
attests the truth of all he says, never a kid— I say not
a calf, but not even a kid. that I might make merry
with my friends— Here lay his misapprehension.
It
was no entertainment for the gratification of the prodi
gal : it was a father's expression of the joy he felt at his
recovery, thy sou.. .thy liviug—How unworthy a reflec
tion on the common father of both, for the one not only
to disown the other, but fling him over upon his
father, as if he should say. Take him, and have joy of
him ! 31. San, Ac.—The father resents not the insult
—how could he, after the largeness of heart which had
kissed the returning prodigal? He calmly expostulates
with him. 'Son. listen to reason. What need for apectal. exuberant joy over thee? Didst thou say, "to,
these many years do 1 serve thee ? " In that saidst thou
truly; but just for that reason do I not set the whole
household a rejoicing over thee. For thee Is reserved
what is higher stilt—a tranquil life-long satisfaction in
thee, as a true-hearted faithful son in thy father's house,
nor of the inheritance reserved for thee is aught alien
ated by this festive and fitting joy over the once fool
ish but now wise and newly-recovered one.' 33. it was
meet—' Was it possible he should simply take his Ionsvacant place in the family, without one special sign of
wonder and delight at the change? Would thsvt have
been nature f ' But this being the meaning or the fes
tivity, it would for that very reason be temporary. jn
time, the dutifulness of even the younger son would
become the law and not the exception; he too at
length might venture to say, ' ' Lo, these many years do
I serve thee ;" and of him the father would say, "Sob.
thou art ever with me." In that case, therefore, it
would not be " meet that they should make merry and
be glad." The lessons are obvious, but how beautiful !
(l.) The deeper sunk and the longer estranged amy sin
ner is. the more exuberant is the joy which his recov
ery occasions. (2.) Such joy is not the portion of those
whose whole lives have been spent in the service of
their Father iu heaven. (3J Instead of grudging the
want of this, they should det-m it the highest testimony
to their life-long fidelity, that something better is re
served for them—the deep, abiding complacency of
their Father in heaven.
CHAPTER XVI.
Ver. 1-31. Parables or the Unjust Steward
and or Tim Rich Man and Lazarus, ok, tux
Kkjht Use or Money. 1. steward -manager of his
estate, accused—informed upon, had wasted—rather.
' was wasting.* 3. cannot dig.. .to beg, ashamed—therts
fore, when dismissed, shall be in utter want, 4. but
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tcire me, Ac.— Observe his one object—when cast out
j em hvuu to secure anoOter. This is the key to the
irtjjjt, on which there have been many differing
■*e**. S-7. filly... fourscore—deducting a half from the
*U of uie one. and a filth from that of the other. 8.
-; ,d.-d—eTiilenti> the steward's lord, no called in v. 3, 6.
_L*endt(3, £c—not fur hi* " injustice," but " because
« Lid dime wistiy," or prudently ; with commend&c jortsttjhi and skilful adaptation, oj means to end.
.wrtn cf uus woila-so ch. 20. 34; cf. Psalm 17. 14
"ihtir portion in this life*' J ; Philippiaus, 3. 10
"mind earthly thing* J. Psalm 4. 6", 7. In (or forj
au gtssratwu-i.e.. lor the purposes of the ' world'
i--j are "at" The greater wisduui tor shrewdness^ of
:.* ooe, in adaptation of means to ends, and in enercUc. dele i mined prosecution of them, is none of it
b tiad and eternity— a region they were never in. an
uuoiphez* they never breaihed, an undiscovered
imkl. an uuboin existence to them—but all for the
iii^«eiof their own grovejiing and fleeting genera
ls, caidicauf lignt-so John, 12. 30; iiMhesians.6.8;
ifcessaioaians, s. 6. Yet this is only * as night-birds
« letter in the dork than those of the day—owls than
*i.t*. lUJiiA.s mid 1UK.NCU.] but we may learn
eifc.>us from ibeui, as our Lord now shows, and " be
n* ss rfrjxwts.** 9. make liieuds o(— turn to your own
diutsgc; i«i ai Uie steward did. " by showing mercy
o uw poor* ilMuueL 4. *7j: cf. I*. 33; it. 13. 14. mamn c( uiigbtcb.ttsuess— treacherous, precarious, (bee
a Matthew, S. U.) >e lad—in respect of life, tiiey^
ui ttaive you— not genu rally, 'ye may be leceived'
« ch. 1 38. " shall wcrt give j, but ' those ye have reutfetl may rise up as witnesses for you ' at the great
i*]. Toeo. like the steward, when turned out ul one
mm shall ye secure another ; but better thao he. a
.j\enly lot an eaithly. an everlasting lor a temporary
uu^suon.' Money is nut here made the key toheaw. more than " me deeds done m me body * in generd. sccording to winch, as a test of character— but uot
a Uie merit of wniuh—men are to be judged (2 Corisuuuu. 5. 10;, and see Matthew, to. *4-40. 10. He.
tc-* maxim of great pregnancy and value ; rising
from Uie prudence which me steward had to the/idet«l *tuea be had not, the " tusruuessness ol the dove,
io \ ,.,ca the serpent" with all his " towdoni" is a total
't'.rmtt. Fidelity depends not on the amount en''^U'-ti, but on the ten.se, oj rtspoitsibtlity. He that
ix-s Uas lo little will feel it in much, and conversely.
U 12. saiigtiieous numman-To the whole of this lie
stilts toe duparaging term "*what Is least," in couu**t with " the true riches." another man's.. .your own
-*£ important turn to the subject. Here all we have
•'■j*:nutai stewards, who have an account to render.
H*:afur, what the faithful have will be their own
(■"■wtn. being no Junker on probation but m secure,
'-acittorued, rightful, everlasting possession and en: «t*itfllaU tnat is graciously bestowed on us. Tims
~ -*iu EtiUter to be idolised nor despised; we must
i-i k«at to u and use it lor God's glory. 13. can serve
-at «6rsiK at the command of; and this is true even
*fc«iu» services are not opposed. Late...love—showU4 Uui la* t«o lure intended are in uncompromising
t4Ulayi4)«ach other:—an awfully searching principle!
14-li cvstoas... derided him—sneered at him; their
EUittt-na being too plainly struck at for them to rel*i Eat it was easier to run down than to refute
,3'* teaching, iasuiy yourielves — make a show of
r*L^a,ae81- aigblv esteemed among men—generally
omtd swsy by phusible appearances. (See l Samuel,
f 7:«*detL 14. n.) Tae Liw. &c.~See on Matthew,
*'• H tverv man vrestiUi, dx. — Publicans and sin^ td indiicnmhiately. are eagerly pressing into it;
^a re. interested aduerents of the mere forms of an
-comt wutch u passing away. " discerning not the
*^-s of ibis m^e" will aUow the ttde to
lii

and of tnt Zich ZTan and Lazarus.

and be found a stranded monument of blindness aud
obstinacy, it is easier, die—See on Matthew, 6. 17, IS.
putteta away his wife, die.—See on Matthew. 19. 3-8. Far
from intending to weaken the force of the law, iu these
allusions to a new economy, our Lord, in this unex
pected way, sends home its high requirements with a
pungency which the Pharisees would not fail to .eeL
19. purpie and fine linen, die—cf. Esther. 8. 16; Reve
lation, IS. 12, wanting nothing which taste and appe
tite craved and money could procure. -0, 21. laid—
having to be carried and put down, fuil of sores —
open, ruuniug.'not closed, nor bound up, nor mollified
with ointment." [Isaiah, 1. 6.) desiring to be led wuu
—but was not. [Glomus, Benuel. Mkyek, Tin ncu.
&c.}: the words may mean indeed 'was lain to leed
on.' or 'gladly fed on.' as ch. 16. 10. (Auto it i>, "VVkbsxer & Wilkinsok, &c.\ But the couU'.u rather
favours the former, licked, die. — a touching act of
brute pity, in the abseuce of human relief. It is a
case of heartless indifference, amidst luxuries of every
kind, to one of God's poorest and most afflicted ones,
presented daily before the eye. iiu. diea—his burial
uas too unimportant to mention; while "the rich man
died and teas ourtcd"—his carcat>e carried in pomp to
its earthly resting-place, iu ADraham's bosom—as if
seen reclining next to him at the heavenly feast.
(Matthew, 8. 11. 23 iu hcU—not the final place of toe
lost (for which another word is used;, but as we say
' the unseen world.' But aa the object here is certainly
to depict the whole torment of the one and the perfect
bliss ol the other, it comes in this cai>e to much mo
same, seem Aoiaham—not Uod, to whom therefore he
cannot cry. iBkngki.J Pettier Atnanam — a weiifounded, but unavailing, claim of natural descent (ch.
3. t); John, tt. 371, *4. mercy on me—who never showed
any. (James. 2, 13.1 send Lazanu—the pining victim
of bis merciless neglect, that ns nuy—take me hence i
No; that he dares not to ask. aip... tongue—i.e., the
least conceivable and the most momentary abatement
of nis torment; that is all. But even this he is told is
U., unreasonable. HH. 26. Sob—stinging acknowledg
ment of the claimed relationship. tuou...Lasaru9, «vc.
—As it is a great law of God's kingdom, that t/i« nature
of our present desires shall rule Utat of ourfuture bliss,
so by that law. he whose "good things," craved and
enjoyed, were all bounded by time, could look lor none
after his connection with time had come to an end.
tch. tf. 24.J iiut by the same law, he whose " evil
things," all crowded into the present life, urove him
to seek, and find, consolation in a lite beyond the
grave, is by death released irom all evil and ushered
into unmixed aud uninterrupted good ;ch. 6. 2LJ. u.j
It is impossible, oesiaes all tuis—' independently of tins
consideration.' a great gulf fix d— by an irrevocable
decree, there has beeu placed a vast impassable auyss
between the two states, and the occupants of each.
27-31. Then he said—now abandoning all hope for him
self, send him to my lather's nouie, die—no waking up
of good in the heart of the lost, but bitter reproach
against God and the old economy, as not warniug him
sufficiently. ITkknch J The answer of Abraham is.
They are sufficiently warned, nay— giving the lie to
Abraham, li, &c—a principle of awful magnitude and
importance. Tne greatest miracle will have no effect
on those who are determined not to believe. A real
Lnzarus soon "rose irom the dead," but the sight of
him by crowds of people, inclined thereby to Christ,
only crowned the unbelief and hastened the murderous
plots of the Pharisees against the Lord of glory; nor
has His own resurrection, iar more overpowering, yet
won over that " crooked and perverse nation."
CHAPTER XVLL
Ver. 1-10. Offences—Faith—Humilitt. 1, 2. See
on Matthew, it* y. 7. 3, 4.—See on Matthew, is. i&-i7.
Si 22. seven times—not a lower measure of the forgiv-
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and of Ou Son of Man.

Inc spirit than the " seventy-times seven " enjoined on breaks out or revolutions occur.' [Auoed.] m light
i'eier. which was occasioned by Ins asking if he was to ning. ..so the Bon of Man—i.e.. it will be as manifest,
stop at seven times. 'No.' is the virtual answer, ' The Lord speaks here of His coming and manifesta
'though it come to seventy times that number, if tion in a prophetically indefinite manner, and in these
only he ask forgiveness in sincerity.' 5. Lord—See on preparatory words blends into one the distinctive
ch. 10. 1. increase our faith—moved by the difficulty of epocJis.' IStier.I When the whole polity of the Jews,
avoiding and forgiving "offences." This is the only civil and ecclesiastical alike, was broken up at once,
instanco in which a spiritual operation upon their souls and its continuance rendered impossible, by the de
was solicited of Christ by ilu> Twelve ; but a kindred struction of Jerusalem, it became as manifest to all as
and higher prayer had been offered before, t»y one with the lightning of heaven that the Kingdom of God had
far fewer opportunities. See on Mark, P. 2*. 6. syca ceased to exist in its old, and had entered on a new
mine—mulberry. See on Mark. u. iri-24. 7-10. say unto and perfectly different form. So it may be again, era
Mm by and by—The '* by and by"' (or rather ' directly') its final and greatest change at the personal coming;
should be joined not to the sairing but the gomg:— of Christ, of which the words in their highest sense
■ Go directly." The connection here is: * Bat when your are alone true, fiat fint... suffer, Lc.—This shows that
faith has been so increased as both to avoid and for- j the more immediate reference of the previous verse
give offences, and do things impossible to all but faith, is to an event soon to follow the death of Christ, it
be not puffed up as though you had laid the Lord under was designed to withdraw ihe attention of " His dis
any obligations to you. I trow do:— or. as we say. when ciples" from the glare in which His foregoing words
much more is meant, 'I should think not.' unprofitable had invested the approaching establishment of His
—a word which, thoazh usually denoting the opposite kingdom. 26-30. eat.. . married, planted, &c—all the
of profit, is here used simply in its ntoatize sense. * We , ordinary occupations and enjoyments of life. Though
hive not, as his servants, profited or benefited CJod the antediluvian world and the cities of the plain
were awfully wicked, it is not their wickedness, but
at all.' (cf. Job, 22. 2.3; Romans, 11. 35.}
11-10. Tax Lepers Ci.eanskd. 11-13. through their worUUmess, their unbelief and indifference to the
midst of Simarla and Galilee— probably on the C07(fines future, their unprepnredness, that is here held upus
of both, stood afar off—cf Leviticus, 13 45. 48. they warning. N.B.—These recorded events of Old Testa
lifted up — their common misery drawing these poor ment history — denied or explained away now allays
outcasts together 12 Kings, ". 3). nay, making them by not a few—are referred to here as /acts. 31-33. to
forget the fierce national antipathy of .1 ew and Samari- 1 take it away...remember, &c. — a warning against that
tan. [Trench.] Jesus. <fcc—cf. Matthew, 20. 30-33. , lingering reluctance t-j part wiUi present treasures
How quick a teacher is felt misery, even though as [ which induces some to remain in a burning house. In
here the teaching may be soon forgotten ! 14. show . hopes of saving this and timt precious article, till con
yonrielves—as cleansed persons. See on Matthew, S. 4. | sumed and buried in its ruins. The cases here sup
Thus too would the Samaritan be taught that "* salva- I posed, though different, are similar. L/.'i wife—her
tfon is of the Jews." (John. 4. 22.) as they went, were I " ki>k back* for that is all that is said of her, and her
cleansed—In how many different ways were our Lord's recorded doom. Her heart was iu Sodom still, and the
cares wrought, and this different from ad the rest. 17, ** lock" just said, 'And must 1 bid it adieu 1' whoso
IB. Were there not ten cleansed -rather, 'Were not the ten I ever, &c.—See on ch. 9. 23-27. 34 two in out bed— the
cleansed? t «.. the wnole of thi-ni—an example (by the prepared and unprepared initgled in closest inter
wayj of Christ's omniscience. [ Kknuel J this stranger course together in the ordinary walks and fellowships
—'this alien' iliteralJy. 'of another race';. The language j of life, when the moment of severance arrives. Awful
is that of wonder and admiration, as is expressly said truth t realised before the destruction of Jerusalem,
of another exhibition of uentile faith. Matthew, s 10. when the Christians found themselves forced by their
19. arise—for he had " fallen flown on his face at His Lord's directions (ch. 21. 2U at once and for ever away
feet," r. is, and there lain prostrate, faith made thee from their old associates ; but most of all when the
wfloie—not as the others, merely in body, but In that second coming of Christ shall burst upon a heedJeaa
higher spiritual sense with which His constant lan world. 37. wnere—shall this occur f whatsoever, &c
— ' As birds of prey scent out the carrion, so wherever
guage has so familiarised us.
20-37. Comiso of the Kingdom of Goi> andofthe is found a mass of incurable moral and spiritual cor
Son or Man. 20-25 Wnen.&u.—To meet the erroneous ruption, there will be seen alighting the ministers of
views not only of the Pharisees, but of the disciples Divine judgment,' a proverbial saying terrifically veri
themselves, our Lord addresses both, announcing the fied at tue destruction of Jerusalem, and many times
coming of the kingdom under different aspects, "it since, though its most tremendous illustration will be
cometh not with observation"—* with watching' or at the wond's final day.
'lying in wait,' as for something outwardly imposing
CHAPTER XVIII.
Ver. 1-8. Parable ori-aa Importunate Wn>ow,
and at once revealing itself. Lo here! lo there!—Shut
up within this or ttuit sharply defined and visible geo 15. always—cf. r. 7, "niyht and day.* faint— "lose
graphical or ecclesiastical limit, witbin yon—is of an ! heart,' or 'slacken.' ftartti not... nor regarded—defying
internal and tpintnal character (as contrasted with the vengeance of God and despising the opinion of meu.
their outside views of it1. 13ut it has its external side widow— weak, desolate, defenceless, il Timothy, &. a,
too. trie days—rather 'days.' will come—as ch. 19.43 which is taken from this.) came— kept coming.' See
—when, amidst calamities. <fcc. you will anxiously v. 5, "her continual coming." avenge me— i.e., rid me
look for a deliverer, and deceivers will put themselves of the oppression of. continual coining— 'coming tor
forward in this character, one of the days of the Son ever.' 6-8. the Lord—a name expressive of the aui/toriof Man—Himself again amongst them but for one day; tative style iu which He interprets His own parable.
as we say when all seems to be going wrong and the snail not God—not unjust, but the infinitely righteous
one person who could keep them right is removal. Judge, avenge—redeem from oppression, his twn elect
i.N'EANDER in Stier, tfcc.) "This is said to guard —not like this widow, the object of indifference and
against the mistake of supposing that His visible pres contempt, but dear to Him as the apple of the eye Zeence would accompany the manifestation and eatab- chariah, 2. 8] . cry day and night—whose every cry enters
lishmentof His kingdom.' IWeimtkr& Wilkinhon.] into the ears or the Lord of Sabaoth (James. 6. 4), and
t;i'-y shall say. Bet here. _ Go not, <tc—*a warning to all how much more their incessant and persevering cries?
so-called expositors of prophecy and their followers, bear long with them — rather, 'in their case.' or 'on
who cry. Lo there and see here, every time that war their account' ,as James, 6. 7, "for it"J. LUeotiv*.
1X4
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I>i Wettk, &C-] speedily—as if pained at the long
itthkf. Impatient for the destined moment to inter
pose, cf. Proverbs. 29. 1.) nevertheless, &c.—q. tl.,
'Yet «e the Son of Man comes to redress the wrongs
cf His Church, so low will the hope of relief sink,
through the length of the delay, that one will be fain to
■sk. will He find any faith of a coming avenger left on
the earth ? From this we learn, (1.) That the primary
oast historical reference of this parable is to the Church
u its widowed, desolate, oppressed, defenceless condiU.TO during the present absence of her Lord in the
heavens; i».: That in these circumstances importunate,
peTsercnn4 prayer for deliverance is the Church's
fltun* exercise, tl) That notwithstanding every enr«raecm«nt to this, so long will the answer be deUyed. whti« the need of relief continues the same,
that all hojje of deliverance will have nearly died out,
and ** faith" of Christ's coming scarcely be found. But
the application of the parable to prayer in general is
so obvious as to have nearly hidden Its more direct
reference, and so precious that one cannot allow it to
c **pt«ar in any public and historical interpretation.
8-1*. Parable op the Pharisee and the Publk'ax. 11. 12. stood—as the Jews in prayer. (Mark,
it xSJ Ood, £c.—To have been kept from gross inii utics was undoubtedly a just cause of thankfulness
le God: but instead of the devoutly humble, admiring
hun which this should inspire, he arrogantly severs
kem^-tf from the rest of mankind, as quite above them.
aad with a contemptuous look at the poor publican
tfc^ck* <tod that be has not to stand afar off like him,
to han? down bis head like a bulrush and beat his
Lrrasl like him. But these are only his moml excclt*»?.*A. His religious merits complete his grounds for
or emulation. Not confining himself to the one t
djTinely prescribed annual fast (Leviticus, id. 29), he i
was act behind the most rigid, who fasted on the
veama and fifth days of every week (Liohtfoot], and
£»ve the teeth not only of what the law laid under
utfcurc. but of "all his gains." Thus, besides doing
aS Jus duty, he did works of supererogation; while
<-n* to confess and spiritual wants to be supplied he
Mxjns to have felt none. What a picture of the Phari
saic character and religion I 13. standing afar off—as
<*srwcfthy to draw near; but that was the way to get
sear. UPsalm 34. IS; Isaiah. 67. 15.) would not lift up
—'blushing and ashamed" to do so. (Ezra, 9. 6.!
oste. &c—"kept smiting^ for anguish !ch. 23.43), and
seiLrvyroach Jeremiah. 31. 19). be meicit'ul— *be propit^iad,' a very unusual word in such a sense, only
r*5t else used in the New Testament, in the sense of
~ making reconciliation" by sacrifice, Hebrews, 2. 17.
There wuxy. therefore, be some allusion to this here,
L>:*tza not likely, a sinner—literally, 'the sinner;' qd„
' if ever there was one. I am he.* 14. rather than the
meaning is, 'and not the other;' for the
» was not seeking justification, and felt no need
of u* Thus great law of the Kingdom of God is. in the
leach-as of Christ, inscribed, as In letters of gold, over
its eBiraoi-e-sate. And in how many different forms
u u repeated. (Psalm 13S. <i; 147. 6; ch. l. 63.) To be
*r\f~-mt-t*ed, or, "poor hi spirit," is the fundamental
sod IstdLrpensable preparation for the reception of the
"trace which bringeth solvation:'' wherever this exists,
Ue " mourning " for it which precedes " comfort " and
t» earnest "hnngerings and thirsttngs after righteousoess * which are rewarded by the " fulnesB " of it, will,
as we tea here, be surely found. Such, therefore, and
suck only, are the justified ones. (Job, 33. 27, 29; Psalm
14. IS; Isaiah, 47. 15./
1*47. Little Children Brought to Christ.
t&iiati—ahowin«; that some, at least, of those called in
3sAtthew (IP. 13) and Mark (10. 13) simply "little" or
'" ycac; children" were literally "babes" touch them—
u u u-ure fulJy in Matthew, " put his bands on them
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and pray," or invoke a " blessing" on them (Mark, 10.
10), according to venerable custom (Genesis, iH. 14. 16).
rebuked them—Repeatedly the disciples thus interposed,
to save annoyance and interruption to their Master,
but, as the result showed, always against the mind o)
Christ. (Matthew. 16. 23; ch. 18. 39, 40.) Here, it is
plain from our Lord's reply, that they thought the in
trusion a useless one, as infants were not capable of
receiving anything from Him. His ministrations were
for grown people. Bat Jesus—" much displeased," says
Mark (10. 14"; an invaluable addition, said—"Suffer
THE LITTLE CHILDREN TO COME UNTO Me"— "AND

forbid rii km not," is the important addition of Mat
thew [19. 14) and Mark (10. 14). What words are these
from the lips of Christ ! The price of them is above
rubies. But the reason assigned, "For of such is
the Kingdom of God," or "of heaven," as in Matthew, 19. 14, completes the previous information here
conveyed; especially as interpreted by what imme
diately follows:—"And He took them up in Him
ARMS. PUT HlS HANDS UPON THEM, AND BLES8KD

them," Mark, 10. 10. It is surely not to be conceived
that all our Lord meant was to inform us, that seeing
grown people must become childlike in order to be
capable of the Kingdom of God. therefore they should
not hinder infants from coming to Him, and there
fore He took up and blessed the infants them
selves. Was it not just the grave mistake of the
disciples that infants should not be brought to
Christ, because only grown people could profit by
Him, which "much displeased" our Lord? And
though he took the Irresistible opportunity of low
ering their pride of reason, by informing them that.
in order to enter the Kingdom, * instead of tlie children
first becoming like them, they must themselves become
like Die children" [Richtbr in Stier], this was but by
the way; and returning to the children themselces. Ho
took them up in His gracious arms, put His hands upon
them and blessed them, for no conceivable reason but
to show that they were thereby made capable, as in
fants, oftlie Kingdom of Ood, And If so, then "Can
any manforbid water that these should not be baptized
whtch have received the Holy Ghost as welt as \oe?'
(Acts. 10. 47.) But such application of the baptismal
water can have no warrant here, save where the in
fants have been previously brought to Christ Himself
for His benediction, and only as the sign and seal of
that benediction.
IS-30. The XUcn Young Ruler, and Discourse
Thkreon. TiiiscasepresentBsome remarkable points.
(1.) The man was of irreproachable moral character;
and this amidst all the temptations of youth, for he
was a "young man" (Matthew, 19. 22), and wealth, for
" he was very rich" (». 23; Mitthew, 19 22 ; Mark, 10.
22). But (2.) restless notwithstanding, his heart craves
eternal life. (3.) Unlike the "rulers." to whose class
he belonged [v. 181. he so far believed In Jesus as to be
persuaded He could authoritatively direct him on this
vital point. (4.) So earnest is he that he comes " runnin;,'" and even "kneeling before Him." and that when
He was gone forth info the way (Mark. 10. 17).—the
highroad, by this time crowded with travellers to the
Passover; undeterred by the virulent opposition of
the class he belonged to as a " ruler" and by the shame
he might be expected to feel at broaching such a ques
tion in the hearing of a crowd and on the open rond.
19 why, Ac—Did our Lord mean then to teach that
God only ought to be called " good V Impossible; for
that bad been to contradict all Scripture teaching, and
His own too. {Psalm 112. 6; Matthew. 25. 21; Titus, 1.
8J Unless therefore we are to ascribe captiousness to
our Lord, he could have had but one object— to raise
the youth's ideas of Himself, as not to be classed merely
with other " good masters," and declining to receive
this title apart from the "One* who is essentially and
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only"good." This Indeed Is butdistamly Muled; but
unless this is seen in the back-ground of our Lord's
words, nothing worthy of Him can be made out or
them. (Hence. Xocinianism, instead of having nny
support here, is only baffled by it,) 20. thoukncweit. Arc
—Matthew is more full here: " But if thou wilt euter
into life, keep the commandments. He saith unto
him, Which !— as if he had said, 'Point me out one of
them winch I have not kept V—Jesus said. Thou
sbalt." die. (Matthew, 19, 17, 18.) Our Lord purposely
confines Himself to the second table, which He wouid
consider easy to keep, enumerating them ail—for in
Mark 110. 19), "Defraud not" standsfor the tenth (else
the eighth is twice repeated). In Matthew the sum of
this second table of the law is added, "Thou shalt love
thy neighbour as thyself," as if to see if he would ven
ture to say lie had kept that. 21. til these, Am.—" what
lack I yet," adds Matthew. Ah 1 this gives us a glimpse
of his heart. Doubtless he was perfectly sincere ; but
something within whispered to him that his keepiig
of the commandments was too easy a way of getting to
heaven. He felt something beyond this to be neces
sary; after keeping all the commandments he was at a
loss to know what that could be; and he came to Jesus
just upon that point. "Then," says Murk do. 21).
"Jesus beholding him loved him." or 'looked lovingly
upon him.' His sincerity, frankness, and nearness to
the kingdom of God, in themselves most winning
qualities, won our Lord's regard even though bo turned
bis back upon Him—a lesson to thoso who cm see
nothing lovable save in the regenerate. 23. lackest
one thing— All! but that a fundamental, fatal lack. sell.
Am.—As riches were bis idol, our Lord, who knew it
from the first, lays His great authoritative grasp at once
upon it, saying, ' >iowgive Me up that, and all is right.'
No general direction about the disposal of riches, then,
is here given, save that we are to sit loose to them and
lay them at the feet of Him who gave them. He who
does this with all he has, whether rich or poor, is a true
heir of the kingdom of heaven. 23*5. was very sorrow
ful—Matthew more fully, "went away sorrowful;"
Mark still more, "was sad" or 'sullen' at that saying,
and ** went away grieved." Sorry he was, very sorry,
to part with Christ; but to part with his riches would
have cost him a pang more. When Riches or Heaven,
on Christ's terms, were the alternative, the result
showed to which si«le the balance inclined. Thus was
he shown to lack the one all-corn preheu si ve require
ment of the law—the aitsolute subjection of the heart to
God, and this want vitiated all his other obediences,
when Jesus saw— Mark says, He "looked round about"
—as if first following the departing youth with His eye
—"and saith unto His disciples." how haraly. Am.—
with what difficulty. In Murk an explanation is added,
" How bird is it for them that trust in riches," Am.—
i.e., with what difficulty is this idolatrous trust con
quered, without which they cannot enter; and this is
introduced by the word "children*"—sweet diminutive
of affection and pity. (John. 21. 5.) easier far a camel.
Ate—a proverbial expression denoting literally a thing
impossible, but figuratively, very diflicult, 28, 27. tor.
Ate.—'At that rate none can be saved:' 'Well, it does
pass human power, but not Divine.' 28-cO. Lo. Am —
in the simplicity of his heart fas is evident from the
roply), conscious that the required surrender had been
made, aud generously taklug in his brethren with him
—"w»;*' not in the spirit of the young ruler. "All
these have 1 kept." Am. left all— 'The workmen's
little is as much his "all" as the prince's much.'
[Be.\gel.) In M:Uthew (10. 27) he adds. "What shall
we have therefore?" How shall it fare with us? there
is no man, Am.—graciously acknowledging at onco the
completeness and the acceptable!) ess of the surrender
as a thing already made, house, Arc —the specification
is still more nuuute in Matthew and Mark, to take
ISO
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in every form of seif-saenflce. for the kingdom of Ga
sake—in Mark. " for my sake and Die Gospel's." 3
on ch. C. 22. manifold more iu this present time—.
Matthew (19. 29; ''an hundred-fold." to which JIoi
(10. 30) gives this most interesting addition, "Now
this preseut time, houses, and brethren, and sintei
and mothers, and children, and lands, with persea
tions." WTe have here the blessed promise of a rtffl
struction of aU human relationships and offcdtL*
on a Christian busts and in a Christian ttaie. a;<\
being sacrificed, in their natural form, on Vie aU\
of love to Christ. This he calls "manifold more"
"an hundredfold more"— than what they sacrifice
Our Lord was Himself the first to exemplify this »\
adjustment oj His own rdatiomJuw. (See on ih
thew, 12. 49, 50; and on 2. Corinthians, 0. 14-1SU 1this " with persecutions;" for how could such a tr«
fer take place without the most cruel wrenches to fta
and blood? but the persecution would haply foli<
them into their new and higher circle, breaking ui
up too 1 But best of ail,, "in the world to come i
everlasting." And
When the shore is won at last.
Who will count the billows past?—Kzttt.
These promises are for every one « ho forsakes his i
for Christ. But in Matthew {10. 2S) this is prefaced
a special promise to t/te Twice:, " Verily 1 say m
you. That ye which have followed me in the Ke^e!
ration, when the Son of Man snail sit in the throne
His glory, ye also shall sit on twelve throne* jutljti
the twelve tribes of Israel. " Ye who have now adhci
to mo shall, in the new kingdom, rule, or give b*
the great Christian world, here set forth in Jew:
dress as the twelve tribes, presided over by the twei
Apostles on so many judicial thrones, in this sen
certainly the promise has been illustriously fulttik
[Calvin, Uiioxiua, Ligutfoot, Am.) But if t
promise refer to the yet future gioiy u may j
thought from ch. S2. BB-30, and as most take it.
points to the high personal distinction of the til
founders of the Christian Church.
31-3*. Fuller announcement or His ApproaC
ing Dkatu and liEbURRkcrioN. See on Mar*. I
32-34. 31. all written by V..e prophets cjucernmg tttS
olMin be accomplished—showing how Christ Hum
read, and would have us to read, the Old Tesutuel
in which some otherwise evangelical ii.terpre cers fii
no prophecies, or virtually none, of the sufleriatfs;
the Son of Man. understood none. Am.—The evanj-ell
seems unable to say strongly enough how eniirt
hidden from them at thai time was the sense of Ui^
exceeding plain statements: no doubt to add weight,
their subsequent testimony, which from this very ci
cumstance was prodigious, and with all the sun pi
hearted irresistible.
36-13. Blim> Man Healfd. In Matthew, so. I
Arc, they are two, as in the case of the Drmuuuc
Gadara. In Matthew and Mark (10. 46. Am, J the occtj
rence is connected with Christ's departure J"\
Jericho; in Luke with ilis appi vadi (■> it. Many wa
of accounting for these slight divergences of det
have been proposed. I orhaps. if weknew ail thtjac
we should see no difficulty; but that we have beenk
so far in the dark slows that the thing is of nomui
any way. One thing is plain, there could hare been
collusion among the authors of the-e Uospela,
they would have taken care vo remove these 'sjxli
the sun.' 3b.S.m tf David, Am.— See on Matthew, ii
29. rebuked, Am.— See on v. 16. to much tin moi
importunity so commended in the Syropheiucian
man, and 30 often enjoined cu. 11. !>, Am.; i». 1,
40. commanded. Ate—Mark has this interesting adi
tion: "And they call the blind man, saying unto
Be of good comfort, rise, ho cuileih thee"—just &s <«i
earnestly desiring an interview with some exaiia
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stqs. bet tcM by one official after another that it is
vita vait, as be wtil not succeed [they know it), yet
iocj a viititg for loraa answer to his suit, and at
ksn 'Jm doer opens, and a servant appears, saying
\m wiil be admitted—be has called you.' And are
t*\ w other mttart to Jesuswho sometimes fare thus?
'lis**, casting sway his Raiment"—how lively is this
ecendeniiy of an eye-witness, expressive of his
sneaeu and joy—"came to Jesus." (Mark. 10.
tx 4141 wfcw will ye. ic—totrythera; todeepen
tx: (feMGt crttseiousness of need; and to draw out
-•: .u-i;alli ... Li d— * h'iW>oitiii," Mark. lo .'■!;
a wwfaattc and confiding exclamation. (See on
■Hoi
CHAPTER XIX.
kv«. Zaccheusthk Publicax. The name is
Asifc. J4. thisf among; tnc publicans—farming a coutseikie diitrict, with others under him. iicu-hlsua aches sotse of it certainly was. See on v. 8. who
■ vs-vbat wrt of person. Curiosity then was his
sb ,2Xj«, though his determination not to tie
fcaftttt m overruled for more than he sought, sycawa-oe Egyptian fig, with leaves like the mulberry.
H ifeaw sp. Ac—in the full knowledge of who was
■attne. and preparatory to addressing him, Zac4w»et-*hom be had never seen in the flesh, nor
■taMy beard of. '* He calleth His own sheep by name
■liaMtia them out" iJohn, 10. Si. make haste and
Can-to which he literally responded—"he made
sod came down." tor to-day. ic.—Our Lord in8m*tf. and in royal style, which waits not for
bat as the honour is done to the subject,
sovereign, announce* the purpose of royalty to
of the nibject's hospitalities. Manifestly our
u knowing how the privilege would be apj:yfaLy— Whence this so sudden "joy" in
botom of an avaricious publican ? The interwas as perfect as instantaneous. " He
salt was done." "Then shall the lame man
ss hart, and the tongue of the dumb sing"
*al« tc-day abide—(ef. John. l. 39,i probably
•»^*L 7. Pi be guest—or lodge; something more
"eufa; with" such i'ch. 15 2). a sinner— that uim
hu k minute ago. but now is not. This mighty
tarevtr, was all unknown to them. But they
it presently. "Sinner' would refer both lo
▼tie ic the eyes of a Jew, and to his clwraciiU evident was not good. 8-10. stood—be
ats tito the lord. Behold. Lard—Murk how
Lake rises this title and always where lordly
_. sVgwtt>. or power is intended, if I have—
j%ta*sslhave.' for evidently the "if" is so used
'^Asw^eun. 4. 8a. taken by false acensation— "de'2M.>at«ercharecd" ch, 3. 12. IS), fourfold — The
awav ka required this; the Jewish law, but the
•*■**! iad a fifth more {Numbers, 5. 7). There was
•^■iasde for either; bat, as if to revenue him■■sisiUjeTto reigning sin 'see on Johu, 20. 2S),
■*»■*!> isa change lie had experienced, besides
^■tan the half of his fair gains to the poor, he
*rn*h determines to (rive up all that was ill-;<otJ*w*spied He gratefully addressed this to tho
J**** whom he owed the wonderful change. Jesus
j* w> tea—but ai*o before all. This d..y, ic.—
»nn* ! Salvation already come, but not
is Uii bouse—so expressed probably to meet
"He U «me to be guest," ic. The home is
Bounded ; it is now fit to receive Me. But
fee fecntv is an exceedingly precious Idea,
Its* new air that would henceforth breathe
the new impul«es from its bead which would
■**members Psalm 118. 15 ; Acts, IS. 15. 18. 31'.
■^awaits- He was that by birth, but here it
^"••Wrtaker of his failh, being mentioned as the
BCia* a9uutauoa of sairal ion having; come to him
IT7
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10. lost—and such " lost " ones as tins Zaccheus. See
on ch. is. 32. What encouragement is there in this
narrative to hope for unexpected conversions !
, U-27. Pakablb or tup Pounds. A ditrerent par
able from that of the Talents, Matthew, 25. 14 30. For,
i (1.) This parable was spoken "when He was nigh to
1 Jerusalem," v. 11; that one. some days after entering
1 It, and from the mouutof Olives. (2.) This parable was
spoken to the promiscuous crowd; that, to the Twelve
, alone. Accordingly, (4.) Besides the " servants" in this
, parable, who profess subjection to him, there is a class
of "citizens" who refuse to own Him, and who are
I treated differently; whereas in the Talents, spoken to
the former class alone, this latter class is omitted. (4.)
In the Talents, each servant receives a different num
ber of them 5, a, l] ; in the Pounds, all receive the
same one pound, which is but about the Guth part of
a talent; also, in the talents, each shows the same
fidelity by doubling what he received (the 6 are made
10. the 2, 1; in the Pounds, each, receiving the same,
renders a different return (one making his pound 10,
another 6). Plainly, therefore, the intended lesson is
different: the one illustrating e<(ual fidelity with differtnt degrees of advantage; the other, different degrees
of improvement of Vie same opportunities; yet with
all this difference, tho parables are remarkably simi
lar. 13. a far country— said to put down the notion
that He was just on His way to set up Ills kingdom.
and to inaugurate it by His personal presence, lo re
nin a kinffduin—be invested with royalty; as when
Herod went to Home and was there made king ; a strik
ing expression of what our Lord went away for and re
ceived, "sitting down at the right hand of the Majesty
on high." to return—at His second coming. 13. Occupy
—'negotiate.' 'do business,' with the resources en
trusted. 14. hiscitnsn6— His proper subjects; mean
ing the Jews, who expressly repudiating our Lord's
claims said, " We have uo king but Ce>ar" (John, 19.
16). In Christendom, these correspond to infidel re
jecters of Christianity, as distinguished from professed
Christians. 15 26. See on Matthew, 25. 19-29. ten...
five euirs—different degrees of future gracious reward,
proportioned to the measure of present fidelity. 37.
bring hither, ic.— iCf. \ Samuel, 15. 32. :>3.) Referring
to the awful destruction of Jerusalem; but pointing to
the final destruction of all that are found in open re
bellion aga nst Christ.
SM4. Christ's Tiiiumi'hal Entry into Jerusa
lem, and Tkarb ovek it. See on Matthew. 21. 1-11.
29-33. Bethphige—"house of Ass." a village which with
Bethany lay along the further side of mount Olivet.
East ot Jerusalem, whereon, ic—See on John, id. 41.
the L rd hath need, ic —lie both knew all and had the
key of tho human heart. See on o 5. Perhaps the
owner was a disciple, set Jesus on— He allowing this,
as betitting the state Ho was for the first and only time
assuming, whole multitude, ic—The language here is
very grand, intended to express a burst of admiration
far wider and deeper than ever had been witnessed
before, blessed be the kmg. ic. — Mark more fully,
" Uosanna," i.e.* save now.' the words of Psalm US.
25, which were understood to refer to Messiah; and so
they add. "to the Son of David, blessed is he thatcometh In the name of the Lord (Psalm lis 26), Hosanna
in the highest." This was the very loftier stylo in
which He could be saluted the promised Deliverer,
peace, ic. —See on ch. 2. 13. 14 40 the Bror.m. ic—
Hitherto the Lord had discouraged all demonstration*
in His favour; latterly He had beyau an opposite
course : on this one occasion He seems to yield His
whole soul to the wide and deep acclaim with a mys
terious satisfaction, resarding it as so nress-iry a part
of the regal dignity in which as Messiah He for this
last time entered the city, that if not offered by the vast
multitude, it would have been wrung out o/Uie slonts
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rather than be withheld (Habakkuk. 2. 11). 41-44.
wueu beheld, wept, <fcc.—Cf. Lamentations. 3. 51, "Mine
eye affucteth mine heart;" the heart again affecting
the eye. TJn.ler this sympathetic law of the relation
of mind and body Jesus, in His beautiful, tender hu
manity, was constituted even as we. W hat a contrast
to the immediately preceding profound joy! He
yielded Himself alike freely to both. See on Matthew,
S3, 37. at least, in this, &c.—even at this moving mo
ment. See on ch. 13. 9. thy peace— ' glancing perhaps
at the name of the city,' Hebrews, 7. 2. [Webster 4
Wilkinson.] How much is included in this word I
now hil— It was His among His last open efforts to
"gather them," bin their eyes were judicially closed,
a trench—rampart ; first of wood, and when this was
burnt, a built wall, four miles circuit, built in three
days—so determined were they. This "cut off all hope
of escape." and consigned the city to unparalleled hor
rors. (See Josephus. JnvitJi War. v. 6. 2: and 12. 3.4.)
Ail here predicted was with dreadful literality fulfilled.
46-48. Skco.yd Clkansino of the Temple, and
subsequent TKAcniNa. 45. 46 As the first cleans
ing was on lli&jirst visit to Jerusalem (John. 2. 13-22),
so this second cleansing was on His last, den of thieves
—banded together for plunder, reckless of principle.
The mild term " house of merchandise," used on the
former occasion, was now unsuitable, sought—'con
tinued seekim;,' i.e., " daily," as He taught, were very
attentive to hear him—* hung upon His words.'
CHAPTER XX.
Ver. 1-1S. Tn« Authority of Jesus Questioned,
and His Rei-ly— Parable of the Wicked liesbani-me.v. See on Matthew. 21. 23. 2. these things—
particularly the clearing of the temple. 4. baptism of
John—his whole miuistry and mission, of which bap
tism was the seal, why theu believed ye him not!—i.e.,
in his testimony to Jesus, the sum of his whole wit
ness. 7. could not tell—crooked, crinirins hypocrites !
No wonder Jesus gave you no answer (Matthew, 7. 6.)
But what dignity and composure does our Lord display
as He turns their question upon themselves. 9-13.
vineyard—See on ch. 13. C. in Matthew. 21. 33. addi
tional points are given, taken literally from Isaiah,
6. 2. to fix down the application and sustain it by Old
Testament authority, husbandmen — the ordinary
spiritual guides of the people, under whose care and
culture the fruits of righteousness might be yielded.
went, &c.—leaving it to the laws of the spiritual hus
bandry during the whole length of the Jewish economy.
(See on Mark, 4. 26 ) beat. &<■.—Matthew, 21. 36:i.e„ the
prophets, extraordinary messengers raised up from
time to time. See on Matthew, 23. 37. my beloved son
—Mark (12. 6! still more affectingly, "Having yet there
fore one son. his well- be loved;" our Lord thus severing
Himself from all merely /mwianniessencers, and claim
ing Sonship in its loftiest sense, (cf. Hebrews, 3. 3-fl.)
it may be—'surely;' implying the almost unimaginable
guilt of w>t doing so. 14. said among themselves, &c.
—cf. Genesis, 37. 1S-20; John. 11. 47-53. the heir— sub
lime expression of the great truth, that God's inheri
tance was destined for. and in due time to come into
the possession of. His Son in our nature. (Hebrews,
1.2.) inheritance ours—and so from mere servants we
may become lords; the deep aim of the depraved heart,
and literally " the root of ail evil." cast him oat of the
vineyard—cf. Hebrews. 13. 11-13: I Kings, 21. 13; John,
10. 17. 16. He shall come. Ax.— This answer was given
by the Pharisees themselves Matthew, 21. 41), thus
pronouncing their own righteous doom. Matthew
alone (21. 43} gives the naked application, that "the
kingdom of God should be taken from them, andgiven
to a nation bringing forth the fruits thereof"—the
great evangelical community of the faithful, chiefly
(^entiles. God forbid—His whole meaning now burst
ing upon them. 17-19. written—in Psalm IIS, 22, 23.
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See on ch. 19. 3*.) The Kingdom of God is here a
Temple, in the erection of which a certain stone* rejected as unsuitable by the spiritual builders, is, by
the great Lord of the House, made the key-stone of the
whole. On that Stone the builders were now "falling"
and beins "broken" (Isaiah, 8. 15), " sustaining great
spiritual hurt; but soon that stone should 'fall upon
tttem' and grind them to powder" (Daniel. 2. 34. 35;
Zechariah, 12. 3—in their corporate capacity In the
tremendous destruction of Jerusalem, but j*ersonallyt
as unbelievers, in a more awful sense still, the same
hour—hardly able to restrain their rage.
20-40. Entangling Questions about Tribute
and the Resurrection—The Ref-lies. 20-26. sent
forth— After consulting (Matthew, 22. 15J on the best
plan, spies—'of the Pharisees and Herodians." (Mark.
12 13} See on Mark, 3 6. we know, &c.—hoping by
flattery to throw Him off His guard, tribute—See on
Matthew, 17. 24. thicgi which be Csmr's— Putting it
in this general form, it was impossible for sedition
itself to dispute it. and yet it dissolved the snare, and
to God— How much there is in this profound but to
them startling addition to the maxim. and how incom
parable is the whole for fulness, brevity, clearness,
weight! 27-34. no resurrection—"nor angel nor spirit."
Acts, 23. 8; the materialists of the day. said unto them
—In Matthew, 22. 29. the reply begins with this impor
tant statement:—"Ye do err, not knowing the Scrip
tures," regarding the future state, "nnr the power of
God," before which a thousand such difficulties vanish
(also Mark, 12. 24). 36. neither die any more— Marriage
is ordained to perpetuate the human family; but as
there will be no breaches by death in the future state,
this ordinance will cease, equal—or 'like'— unto the
angels—i.e., in the immortality of their nature, child
ren of God-not in respect of character but nature;
"being the children of the resurrection" to an uudecaying existence. (Romans, 8. 21, 23.) And thus the
children of their Father's immortality, 1 Timothy,
6. 16. 37. 38. even Moies—whom they had just quoted
to entangle Him. not of the dead, lor all, &c.—To God,
no human being is dead, or ever will be; but all sus
tains an abiding conscious relation to Him. Hut the
"all" here meant "tho.se who shall he accounted worthy
to obtain that world." These sustain a gracious corenant relation to God, which cannot be dmsolrtd. In this
sense our Lord affirms that for Moses to call the Lord
the "God" of his patriarchal servants if at that moment
they had no existence, would be unworthy of Him. He
" would be ashamed to be called their i>od, if He had
not prepared for them a city," Hebrews, 11. 16. How
precious are these glimpses of the resurrection state!
39. scribes... well said—enjoying HiB victory over the
Sadducees. they durst not—neither party, both for the
time utterly foiled.
41-47. Christ Baffles the Pharisees tit a
Question about David and Messiah, and De
nounces the Scribes. 41. said, &c.—** What think
yo of Christ (the promised and expected Messiah} r
Whose son is He ito be]? They say unto Him, Tho
son of David. He salth unto them. How then doth
David in spirit 'by tho Holy Ghost, Mark, 12. 3e:. call
him Lord?" Matthew, 22, 42, 43. The difficulty can
only be solved by the higher &nd lower—the divm* mini
human natures of our Lord. (Matthew, 1. 33.) Mark
the testimony here given to the inspiration of the Ol>l
Testament Icf. ch, 24. 44.J 46. 47. Beware. At—See ou
Matthew, S3. »; and on ch. 14. 7. devour, <fcc— taking
advantage of their helpless condition and confiding
character, to obtain possession of their property, while
by their " long prayers" they made them believe they
were raised far above "filthy lucre." So much "tho
greater damnation" awaits them. What a life-like
description of the Romish clergy, the true successors of
" the scribes,"
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LUKE. XXL

CHAPTER XX I.
Ver. 1-4. The Widow's Two Mites, looked np—
H« had •'sat down over acainst the treasury" (Mark.
a 4i?, probably to rest, for He had continued Ions
teaching on foot in the temple court (Mark, 11. 27).
acd "looking op He saw"—as in Zacchous' case, not
ija;^ casually, the neb, Ac—"the people (says Mark.
ii. H. cast money into the treasury, and many rich
cm* in ranch;"* i.e., into chests deposited in one of the
eeeort* of the temple to receive the offerings of the
peopie towards its maintenance. (2 Kings, 12 0; John.
* »J two mites—"which make a farthing" (Mark, 12.
<r. the smallest Jewish coin. 'She might have kept
<-«.' [Rpsgex ) And he said—"to His disciples."
»toro Ho "called to Him" (Mark, 12. 43). to teach
from it a prest future lesson, more than all—in pro
ration to her means, which is God's standard. 2 Coraihians. 8. 12. of their abundance—"their superfluity;'
*eat they bad 'to spare.' or beyond what they needed.
*?a«r penary—""or want" (Mark, 12. 44;—'her dfjicieiici/,'
ef wbat was fc*« than her own wants required, "all the
hriae she had " Mark still more emphatically, "all
v-ot *he had. her whole subsistence.' Note, :i.) As
''■sO-o/rVrm^s are netted still, for Vie service oj
C&nM at home and abroad, so " lookina doum" now, as
ftr* 'up" He "sees" who "cast in" and how much.
.; i~krtMts .standard of commendable offering is not our
mprrftLitv but our deficiency—not what will never be
cj«ed. but wbat costs us some real sacrifice, and just
e proportion to the relative amount of that sacrifice
See x Corinthians, 8. 1-3.
Mc CarmiffT's pRopnrcY or thb Destruction
or Jkkv^alkm. and Warnings to Phepark for
fia SCi-i»ND COMI.NO, SUGGESTED BY IT— Hid DaYS

wdKight* during Hia Last Week. 5-7. See on
Matthew. 21. 1^3. 6. the lime—of the Kingdom, in its
haD story, go cot after them—* I come not so very soon,'
i Tbeasaloaians, 2. 1, 2. IStier,] 9-11. not terrified—
S« r. 1); Isaiah, 8. 11-14. end not by and by — or
'immediately :' "not yet." Matthew, 24. fi; Mark.
EL 7. q.d., "Worse must come before all is over.'
ass**, it — Matthew and Mark add. "All these
are the beginning of sorrows." or 'travail-pangs.' to
which heavy calamities are compared. (Jeremiah. 4.
si;AeJ 13. brought before, 4c—The book of Acts
vert&ea all this, 13. for a testimony—an opportunity
■* bearinjc testimony. 19. not a hair perish— He had
Kin said p. lev. they should be put to death ; showing
lUt Uus precious promise ia far above immunity from
mere bodily harm, and furnishing a ker to the right
b'-CTpneiatinn of Psalm 91.. and such like. Matthew
4d<is the following: "And because iniquity shall
stipend, the love of many" ('the many or the most')
—i* generality of professed disciples— "shall wax
cud,* But he that endureth to the end shall be saved.
jm>4 iEnstrations of the effect of abounding iniquity in
p^ojio- the love even of faithful disciples, we have in
thi* Lp^tUs nf Jamts. written about this i>eriod refftn-d to, and too frequently ever since (Hebrews. 10.
is. Zr, EeveUtion. 8. 10). "And this gospel of the king
dom thsJl be preached in all the world for a witness.
aid then shall the end come" (Matthew, 24. 14J. God
r*T«r seed* judgment without previous warning ; and
iaer« can be no doubt that the Jews, already dispersed
over most known countries, had nearly all heard the
p*pe& "as a witness." before the end of the Jewish
Bata The same principle was repeated and will re
peat Itself to the end. 30. 21. by armies— 'encamped
•/sates.* te . besieged ; " and the abomination of deso
lation imeaning the RooiAn ensigns, as the symbols of
to idolatrous Pagan, unclean power) spoken of by
L>uoei the prophet (Daniel, 9. 271 stand in the holy
I'iaee—."where It ought not," Mark. 13. 14)—whoso
r>adsth [that prophecy) let him understand," Matthew.
iA. la. Two toe, Ac—Ecsxbitjb says the Christians

Destruction of Jerusalem.

fled to Pelta. at the North extremity of Perea, being
" prophetically directed;" perhaps by some prophetic
intimation still more explicit than this, which still
would be their cJuzrt. 23. woe unto—' alas for.' witu
ciiild. Ac—from the greater suffering it would involve;
as also "flight in winter, and on the Sabbath," which
they were to *' pray" against (Matthew, 24. 20i. the one
as more trying to the body, the other to the souL
" For then shall be tribulation such as was not since
the beginning of the world, nor ever shall be"—lan
guage not unusual In the Old Testament for tremen
dous calamities, though of this it may perhaps be
literally said, "And except those days should be short
ened, there should no flesh be saved, but for the elects'
sake those clays shall be shortened" (Matthew. 24. 24,
22). But for this merciful "shortening." brought
about by a remarkable concurrence of causes, the
whole nation would have perished, in which there yet
remained a remnant to be afterwards gathered out.
Here in Matthew and Mark are some particulars
about " false Cbrists," who should, *" if possible"—*
precious clause—" deceive the very elect." Cf. 2Thessalonians, 2. 9-ll ; Kevelation, 13. 13.) 24. Jerusalem,
trodden down until, Ac—Implying (1.) that one day
Jerusalem shall cease to be "trodden down by the
uVntifes" (Revelation. 11. 2), as then by Pa&in so now
by Mohammedan unbelievers; (2.) that this shall be at
the "completion" of "the times of the Gentiles."
which from Romans, u. 26 (taken from this) we con
clude to mean till the Gentiles have had their full
iiMneoi that place in the Church which the Jews in
their time had before them—after which, the Jews be
ing again "grafted Into their own olive tree." one
Church of Jew and Gentile together shall till the earth
Romans, 11). Wliat a vista this opens up I 25 23.
signs. &c—Though the grandeur of this language car
ries the mind over the head of ail periods but that of
Christ's second coming, nearly every expression will
be found used of the Lord's coming in terrible national
judgments, as of Babylon, Ac; and from v. 28 32. it
seems undenhible that its immediate reference was to
the destruction of Jerusalem, though its ultimate
reference beyond doubt is to Christ's final coming,
redemption—from the oppression of ecclesiastical des
potism and legal bondage by the total subversion of
the Jewish state and the firm establishment of the
evangelical kingdom (v. 3tJ. But the words are of far
wider and more precious import. Matthew (24. 30)
says, "And then shall appear the sign of the Son of
Man in heaven." evidently something distinct from
Himself, mentioned immediately after. What this
was intended to mean, interpreters are not agreed.
But as before Christ came to destroy Jerusalem some
appalling portents were Reen in the air, so before His
personal appearing it is likely that something analog
ous will be witnessed, though of what nature it is vain
to conjecture. 32. this generation—not 'this nation."
as some interpreters, which, though admissible in it
self, seems very unnatural here. It is rather as in
ch. 9. 27. 34 37. surfeiting; and drunkenness—All animal
excesses, quenching spirituality, cares of this life—See
on Mark. i. 7. 10. watch ... pray, Ac—the two great
duties which in prospect of trial are constantly en
joined. These warnings, suggested by the need of
preparedness for the tremendous calamities approach
ing, and the total wreck of the existing state of things.
are the general improvement of the whole discourse,
carrying the mind forward to Judgmentand Vengeance
of another kind and on a grander and more awful
scale—not ecclesiastical or political but personal, not
temporal but eternal—when all safety and blessedness
will be found to lie in being able to "8taS*d before
th e Son op Man" In the glory of His personal appear
ing. 37, 38. in the day tim*>— of this His lost week.
abode in the mount—ie., at Bethany (Matthew, 21. 17 1.

Institution of the Supper.
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Agony in the Garden.

CHAPTKK XXII.
31-31. 8 hi u. Simon — See on ch. 10. 11. desired to
Ver. l-fl. Conspiracy or tuk Jewish Authori have—rather,' hath obtained you." properly 'asked and
ties to put Jems to Death — Ukmpact with obtained;' alluding to Job (I. 6-12; 2. 1-0!, whom he soli
Judah. 1, 2. See on Matthew, 20 1-5. 3. Tiieu entered cited and obtained that he might sift him as wheat.
Satin, <fcc— but not yet in the full sense. The awful Insinuating as " the accuser of the brethren" .'Revela
stages of it wore tlie.se: (1J Covetousnesi being his mas tion. 12. 10 , that he would find chaff enough in his reter-passion, the Lord let it reveal iuself and gUher j ligion, if indeed there was any wheat at all. to have
strength by entrusting him with "the bug" iJoha. 12. ! you— not Peter only, but them all. but I have prayed—
6), as Treasurer to Himself aid the Twelve. [2 ) in the i have been doing it already, for thee—as most in danger.
discharge of that most sacred trust he became "a '■ See on v. 61, 62. fail not—i.e.. entirely, for partially it
thief," appropriating its contents from time to time did fail, converted—brought back afresh as a penitent
to his own use. Satan, seeing this door into his heart ■ disciple, strengthen, ftc.-qd,, make use of thy bitter
standing wide open, determines to enter by it, but I experience for the fortifying of thy tempted brethren.
cautiously (2 Corinthians, 2 H); first merely "putting; j I am ready, fcc.—honest-hearted, warmly-attached, dis
it into his heart to betray Him" (John, vs. 2). suggest ciple, thinking thy present feelings immovable as a
ing the thought to him that by this means he might en rock, thou shalt And them in the hour of temptation
rich himself. |3.] This thought was probably converted i unstable as water: "I have been praying for thee."
Lnto a settled purpose by what took place in Simon's therefore thy faith shall not perish: but thinking this
house at Bethany. See on Matthew. 20. 6, and John. superfluous, thou shalt find that "he that trusteth in
12. 4-s. I*.) Starting back, perhaps, or mercifully held his own heart is a fool" (Proverbs, i8. 20}. cock crow
back, for some time, the determination to carry it into — *" twice," Mark, 14. 30. 35 38. but now— that you are
immediate effect was not consummated till, sitting at going forth not as before on a temporary mission, pro
the Paschal supper, "Satan entered into htm" (see on vided for without purse or scrip, but into scenes of
John, 13. 27), and conscience, effectually stifled, only continued and severe trial, your methods must be dif
rose again to be his tormentor. What lessons in all ferent : for purse and scrip will now be needed for
this for every oue (Ephesians.4. 27; James, 4. 7; 1 Peter. support, and the usual means of defence, the things
*. 8. 9). 5. money—" thirty pieces of silver" (Matthew. concerning me—decreed and written, have an end—are
26, 16) ; thirty shekels, the tine payable for man or maid rapidly drawing to a close, two sword*.. .enough —they
servant accidentally killed (Exodus, 21. 32>. and equal thinking Ho referred to present defence, while His:
to between four and five pounds of our money—" a answer showed He meant something else.
goodly price that I was prized at of them " Zechariab,
:ttM«. Aoonv in the Garden. 29 ss wont—See
11. 13). See on John, IS. 1C 6. in us absence. Ac— John, 18. 2. the place—the Garden of Cethsemane. on
See on Matthew, 20. 5.
the West or city side of the mount. Comparing all the
7-38. Last Passover—Institution of the Suppfr accounts of this mysterious scene, the facts appear to
—Discourse at the Table. 7. toe day of nnieavened be these: d. I He bid nine of the Twelve remain "here"
bread—strictly the 15th Nisan [part of our March and while He went and prayed "yonder." (2. J He "took the
April) after the Paschal lamb was killed; but here, the other three. Peter. James, and John, and becan to be
14th (Thursday. Into the difficult questions raised on sore amazed (appalled), sorrowful, and very heavy
this we cannot here enter. 10-13. when ye enter the city (oppressed), and said. My soul is exceeding sorrowTnl
—Ho Himself stayed at Bethany probably during the even unto death"— 'I feel as if nature would sink under
day. there shall a man, ic —See on ch. IB. 20-32. 14-18. this load, as if life were ebbing out, and death coming
the hour—atiout 6pm Between three and this hour before its time'—"tarry ye here, and watch with meT
the lamb was killed .Exodus, 12. 0, Manjin . with desire not,* Witness for me.' but. ' Bear me company.* It did
...desired— 'earnestly have 1 longed' (as Genesis, 31. :u, Him good, it seems, to have them beside Him. <3 :
"sore longed* t"J. Whyf It was to tie His last "be Hut soon even they were too much for Him: Ha must
fore He suffered "—and so became "Christ our Pass be alone. "He was withdrawn from them atiout a
over sacrificed for us" \l Corinthians, 6. 7i. when it was stones-cast"— though nearenough for them to-be com
"fulfilled In the Kingdom of God." the typical ordi petent witnesses—and kneeled down, uttering that
nance thenceforth disappearing, took the cup— the first most affecting prayer (Mark, 14. .'€?. that if i»o$5ibie
of several partaken of in this service, divide it fur. Arc. " the cup," of His approaching d'atlt.*' might pass from
—q.d.,*lt is to be i/ourlast as well as Mine,' "until the Htm, but if not. His Father's will be done :" implying
Kingdom of Uod come." or as it is beautifully given iu mat m itself it was so purely revolting that only its
Matthew. 2ti. 20, " until that day when I shall drink it being the Father's will would induce Him to taste it.
new with you in my Father* kingdom." It was the but that m that view of it He was jwrfectly prei>ared
point of transition b'tvwni two economies and their to drink it up. it U no struggle between a reluctant
two great festival*, the one about to close for ever, the and a compliant will, but between two views of one
other immediately to open and run its majestic career event—an abstract and a relative view of it, in the one
until from earth it be transferred to heaven. 21. 22. of which it was revolting, in the other welcome. By
Seeou John. 13. SI, <fcc, 24-30. there was—or * had l>een.' signifying how it felt In the one view. He shows His
referring probably to some symptoms of the former beautiful oneness with ourselves in nature and feel
strife which had re-appeared, perhaps on seeing the ing; by expressing how He regarded it in Uie other
whole Paschal arrangements committed to two of the light. He reveals His absolute obediential subjection
Twelve. See on Mark. 10. 42-43. benefactors—A title to His Father. (4.) On this, having a momentary relief,
which the vanity of princes eagerly coveted, but ye for it came upon Hun, we imagine, by surges. He re
not—of how little avail has this condemnation of "lord turns to the three, and finding thein sleeping. He
ship" and vain titles been against the vanity of Chris addresses them affeciingty, particularly Peter, as tn
tian ecclesiastics? continued, &c—affecting evidence Mark. : i. 37, 3S. He then IS.) goes back, not now t>
of Christ's tender susceptibility to human sympathy kneel, but fell on His face on the ground, &a> ing the
and support 1 (See on John, (J. cfi, 07; l<v't2.) I appoint, j same words, but with this turn, "If this cup may not
&c —Who is tin a that dispenses kingdom?, nny, the ; pass," A:c (.Matthew, 20. 42)—q d., ' Yes. 1 understand
Kingdom of kingdoms, within an hour or two of bis ; tills mysterious silence (Psalm 22 1-6!; it may notp&»:
apprehension, and less than a day of Ilia shameful 1 am to drink it, and 1 will'— "Thy will be done : '
death! These sublime contrasts, however, perpetu (61 Again, for a moment relieved. He returns and tin-is
ally meet and entrance us in this matchless History. them "sleeping for sorrow," warns them as before, but
cat and diiuk. &c—See on v. 13, and on ch, m. 28, &c. puis a loviug construcliuu upon it, separating between
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LUKE,
tV* "willing spirit" and the "weak flesh." (7 J Once
ttwre. returning to His solitary apot, the stirpes rise
higher, beat more teiup-istuoinly, and seem ready to
•Trwbelm Him, To fortify Him for this, "there apr-«*d an angel unto Him from heaven strengthening
Hia"*—not to minister ll*:ht or comfort; He was to have
20bb of that, and they were not needed nor fitted to
convey it;, bat purely to sustain and brace up sinking
rVure for a yet hotter and fiercer struggle. And now.
He is "in au agony, and prays more earnestly—even
Ovist's prayer. It seems, admitted of and now deowadwd such increase—and His sweat was as it were
*-t*X <iror>s (literally clots) of blood falling down to
x :be zr>'uni." What was this? Not H>s proper sacracial Qjf* rift?, though essential to It. It was just the
laseraal struggle, apparently hushing itself before, but
xsm swell ma up acmin, cnnvulsing His whole inner
aaa. and this so affecting His animal nature that the
r*eat ooz<*>4 out from every pore in thick drops of
> >>i. falling to the ground. It was jnst shuddering
■tsiv-T and indomitable will struggling together. But
-r#aia the cry. If it must be. Thy wi-'l be done, issues
frsoi HU lips, and all is over. "The bitterness of
deaib is post." He has anticipated and rehearsed His
t-%1 conflict and won the victory—now on the theatre
of aa wwinj-ible will, as then on the arena of the Cross.
*I vaU suffer.' is the grand result oF Gethsemane : "It
10 fcm«ht»l '* is the shout that bursts from the Cross.
The Will without the Deed had been all in vain ; but
Hn work was consummated when He carried the now
--anifested Will into the palpable Deed, "bv the which
win. w* are sanctified thuoijou the offering or
-a« body or Jtsrs Christ osce for all" (He
brew*. 10. 10. &.) At the close of the whole scene,
fi»Hag them still sleeping (worn out with continued
■crrowand rack in.* anxiety j. He bids them, with an
Imry of deep emotion. " sleep on now and take their
re**, the hour is come, the Son of Man is betrayed into
the audi of sinners, rise, let us be going, the traitor
i* at head." And while He spake, Judas approached
wiln sua armed band. Thus they proved " miserable
rr^nforter*.'' broken reeds; and thus in His whole work
iU was alow, and " of the people there was none with
Hun.*
•"-St. Betrayal and Apprehension- or Jescts—
TuoBTorHus Disciples.
&4t Jft»c<* Before Caiapiias—Fall or Peter.
Th* particulars of these two sections require a combiaaaoa of all the narratives, for which see on John.
•ltl Jests Condemned to Die and Shamer u.t Entreated. See on Mark, 14. 63-03; John, 18.
I.*. Ac J3ee on v. &5-G2 )
CHAPTER XXIII.
Ver. \-&. Jesus Before Pilate. See on Mark. 15.
W. aad John. i4. 'is. Ac.
C-tx JcsiT3 Before Herod. Sea on Mark, 15. 6.
wt: hia la Herod—hoping thus to escape the dilemma
of an annuo, condemnation or an unpopular release.
a: Je-unfea ... at that time—to keep the Passover.
taac mi7»de—Fine sport thou expectedst, as the Philisuae* with Samson fJudges, 10. 25 , O coarse, crafty,
=rjel tyrant < But thou hast been baulked before {see
en eh. to. 31-33). sod shalt be a^ain. answered nothing
-See Maf-hew. 7. 0. stood and vnbemeatly acenied him
-no doubt both of treason before the king, and of blotpKestf. tor the king w&i a Jew. and his men of war—
Li body-guard- set him at nought, &:•.— stuns with
'tsapfrtintment at His refusal to amuse him with
miracles or answer any of his questions, gorgeous robe
-'bricbl robe ' If this mean [as sometimes; of shiniai white, this being the royal colour among the Jews,
i: may have been in derision of His claim to be
"hluwof the Jews." But if so,' He in reality honoured
IU/a, as did PiUte with His true title blazoned ou tho
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He is Led away to be Crucified.

cross.' [Bengel . ] sent him again to Pilate— instendi
of releasing Him as he ought, having established
nothing against Him Itr. 14. 16). 'Thai he implicated
himself with Pilate in all the guilt or His conriemuation. and with bun accordingly he is classed' (Acts. i.
27). [BkngklJ at enmity— perhai s about some point
of disputed jurisdiction, which this exchange of the
Prisoner might tend to heal.
13-38. Jesus again before Pilate— Delivered
dp— Led away to be Crucified. See ou Mark, 16.
G-15; ar.d John, iy. 2. £c 26. Cyrenian—of Cyrene. in
Libya, on the North coast of Africa, where were many
Jews who had a synagogue at Jerusalem (Acts, o. 9,
and set! 2. 10;. He was "the father of Alexander and
Rufus" Mark, 16. 21). probably better known after
wards than himself, as disciples. See Romans. 16. 13.
on*, of the country—and casually drawn imo that part
of the crowd, laid the croes— "Him they compel to
bear His cross" (Matthew, 27. 32—sweet compulsion,
if it issued in him or his sons voluntarily "taking up
thrir cross!" It would anpear that our Lord had first
to bear His own cross [John. 19. 17;. but being from
exhaustion unable to proceed, it was laid on another
to bear it "after Him." 27 31. women—not the pre
cious Galilean women (». 40,, but part of the crowd.
not for me, 4;c.— noble spirit of compassion, rising
above His own dread endurances, in tender comuiisseration of suffering* yet in the distance and far
lighter, but wit tout Hit supports and consolations}
mountains.. .nibs. Arc — iHosea, 10. S.) flying hither and
thither as they did in despair for shelter, during the
siege ; a very slight premonition of cries of another
and more awful kind (Isaiah, 2. 10. IS, :i ; Revelation,
0. 16, 17;. green tree—that naturally resists the tire.
the dry—that attracts the fire, being its proper fueL
The proverb here plainly means: 'If such sufferings
alight upon the innocent One, the very Lamb of God,
wliat must be in store for those who are provoking
the flumes^
323S, 44-46. CKUCIEIXIOS AND DEATH OF TUB
Loud Jesub. See on John. 19. 17-30.
39-43. The Two Thieves. 39. railed on him—
catching up the universal derision, but with a turn of
his own. Jesus, "reviled, reviles not again f but
another voice from the cross shall nobly wipe out this
dishonour and turn it to the unspeakable glory of the
dying Redeemer. D>st not thou—"Thou" is emphatic*.
' Let others jeer, but dost thou?' fear God—* Hast thou
no fear of meeting Him so soon as thy righteous
Judge?' Thou art within an hour or two of eternity,
and dost thou spend it In reckless disregard of coming
judgment? in the same condemuatiou—' He has been
condemned to die. but is it better with thee r Doth
even a common lot kiudle no sympathy In thy breast t
we justly, &c— lie owns the worst of his crimes and
deserts, and would fain shame his fellow into the same.
nothing amiss—lit., 'out of place •* hence 'unnatural;'
a striking term here. Our Lord was not charged with
ordinary crime, but only with laying claim to ofllce
and honours which amounted to blasphemy. The
charge of treason had not even a show of truth, aa
Hlate told His enemies. In this defence then there
seems more than meets the eye. 'He made Himself
the promised Messiah, the Son of God ; but in this He
'did nothing amiss ;" He ate with publicans and sin
ners, and bid all the weary and heavy laden come and
rest under His wing; but in this He *"did nothing
amiss;" He claimed to be Lord of the Kingdom of God,
to shut It at will, but also to open it at pleasure even
to such as we are; but in this He "did nothing amiss!"'
Does His next speech imply less than this? Observe
(1.1 His frank confession and genuine self-condemna
tion. (2.] His astonishment and horror at the very
different state of his fellow's mind. (3.) His anxiety
to bring him to a better inlod whde yet there was hope.
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U l His noble testimony not only to the innocence of
Jesus, but to all that this Implied of the rightfulness
of His claims. 8ud to Jems, die—Observe here (1.)
The "kingdom" referred to was one btyond Uu grave ;
for it is inconceivable that he should have expected
Him to come down from the cross to erect any ternjHir<d kingdom. (2.) This he calls Christ's own (thy)
kingdom, (3.; As such, he sees in Christ the absolute
right to dispose of that kingdom to whom He pleased.
(4.) He dues not presume to ask a place in that king
dom though that is what he means, but with a humi
lity quite affecting, just says " Lord, renumber me
when," Arc. Yet was there mighty faith in that word.
If Christ will but "think upon him" (Nehemiah.6. 19',
at that august moment when He "cometh into His
kingdom," it will do. ' Only assure me that then Thou
wilt not forget such a wretch as I, that once hung by
thy side, and I am content.' Now contrast with this
bright act of faith the darkness even of the apostles'
minds, who could hardly be got to believe that their
Master would die at all, who now were almost despair
ing of Him, and who when dead had almost buried
their hopes in Ilia grave. Consider, too. the man's
previous disadvantages and bad life. And then mark
how his faith comes out—not in protestations, 'Lord
1 cannot doubt. I am firmly persuaded thrtt Thou art
Lord of a kingdom, that death cannot disannul thy
title nor impede the assumption of it in due time,' die.
—but as having no shadow of doubt, and rising above
It as a question altogether, he just says. "Lord, re
member me u'/i^n thou eomest." &c. Was ever faith
like this exhibited upon earth f It looks as if the
brUhiest crown had been reserved for the Saviour's
head at His darkest moment I Jesus mid, Ate.—The
dying Redeemer speaks as if He Himself viewed it In
this light. It was a " 6ong In the night." It ministered
cheer to His spirit in the midnight gloom that now
enwrapt it. verily X say unto thee—' Since thou speakestas to the king, with kingly authority speak I to
the*.' to-day—' Thou art prepared for a long delay
In-fore I come into my Kingdom, but not a day's delay
shall there be for thee ; thou shall not be parted from
me even for a moment, but together we shall go, and
with Me. ere this day expire, shaft thou bo in paradise'
(future bliss, 2 Corinthians, 12. 4 ; Revelation. 8. 7).
Learn (1.) How "One is taken and another left;" (2.)
How easily divine teaching can raise the rudest and
worst above the best instructed and most devoted ser
vants of Christ; (a.) How presumption and despair on
• death hour are equally discountenanced here, the
one in the Impenitent thief, the other in his penitent
fellow.
47-66. Signs ANDCrRCUMsTANCis Following Hiw
Dcath—Hia Burial. See on Matthew, 27. 61-60. 62-06.
John. 10. 31-42.
CHAPTER XXIV.
Ver. 1-H Anoklh; Announcement to tds Wo
men that Christ is Rihkn—Peter's Visit to thk
Empty Sepulchre. See on Mark, 16. l-8;and Matthew,
a*. 1-5. 5. why, &c.— Astonishing question !f not 'the
risen,* but " tlte Living One " (cf. Revelation, 1. 18); and
the surprise expressed in it implies an incongruity in
His being there at all. as if. though he might submit to
U, "it was impossible He should be holden of it"
(Acts, 3. 31). 6. in Galilee — to which these women
themselves belonged, ch. 23. 66. 7. saying;. i*c—How
remarkable it is to hear angels quoting a whole sen
tence of ChriBt's to the disciples, mentioning where it
was uttered, and wondering it was not fresh on their
memory, as doubtless It was In theirs! l Timothy, 3.
lfl." seen of angels." and l refer, 1. 12.1 10. Joanna—See
on ch. 8. 1-3. 12. Peter, die—See on John. 20. 1, <fcc
13-35. Christ Atpeaiis to tub Two Going to
Emmaus. 13. Two of them—one was CUopas (18J, who
the other was U mere conjecture, Ejuiuus — about

lie Aypiars to the Two Going to Emmaus.

seven and a half miles from Jerusalem. They pro
bably lived there and were going home after the Pass
over. 14-16. c ram mud aud raajoned —exchanged views
and feelings, weighing afresh all the facts, as detailed
in v. IS-S4. drew near—coming up behind them as from
Jerusalem, eyes holden— Partly He was " in another
form " (Mark. 10. 12;, and partly there seems to have
been an operation ou their own vision ; though cer
tainty, as they did not believe that He was alive. His
company as a fellow-traveller was the last thing they
would expect. 17-24. communication!. die—The words
imply the earnest discussion that had appeared in their
manner. 18. knowett not, die—If he knew not the
ovents of the last few days in Jerusalem, he must be a
mere sojourner; if he did, how could he suppose they
would be talking of anything else? How artless all
this! concerning Jesus. dec—As if feeling it a relief to
have some one to unburden his thoughts and feeling
to. this disciple 'noes over the main facts in his own
desponding style, and this was just what our I*ord
wished, we trusted. die—They expected the promised
Deliverance at His hand, but In the current sense of it.
not by His death, besides all this—not only did His
death seem to give the fatal blow to their hopes, but
He had been two days dead already, and this was the
third. It is true, they add, some of our women gave
us a surprise, telling us of a vision of angels they had
at the empty grave this morning that said He was
alive, aud some of ourselves who went thither con
firmed their statement: but then. Himself they taw
not. A doleful tale truly, told out of the deepest de
spondency. 25-27. fools — senseless, without under
standing, ought not (Jurist—* the Christ,' ' the Messiah.'
to suffer. ..aud enter—i.e., through the gate of suffering
(and suffering " tfiese tilings" or such a dcatft) to emer
into His glory. *Ye believe in the glory; but these
very sufferings are the predicted gate of entrance into
it.' Hoses and all the prophets, die— Here our Lord
both teaches us the reverence due to Oltf Testa
ment Scripture, and the great burden of it—"Him
self " 29-31. made as thaugh. Ate—cf. Mark. 0. W;
Genesis, 18, 3. 6; 32. 2126, constrained. <fcc — But for
this, the whole design of the interview had been lost;
but it teas not to be lost, for He who only wished to be
constrained had kindled a longing in the hearts of His
travelling companions which was not to be so easily
put off. And does not this still repeat itself in the in
terviews of the Saviour with His loving, longing dis
ciples i Else why do they say,
Abide with me from morn to eve.
For without Thee 1 cannot lire;
Abide with me when night in uigh.
For without Thee I cannot die— A* W#.
he took.. .aud blessed., .and their eyes were opened—The
stranger first startles them by taking the place of mas
ter at their own table, but on proceeding to that act
which reproduced the whole scene of the last Supper, a
rush of associations and recollections disclosed their
guest, and he stood confessed before their astonished
gate — their mtJKN Lord I They were going to g*z$
on Him. perhaps embrace Him, but that moment He
is gone! It was enough. 32-34. They now tell each
to the other bow their hearts burned—were tired—
within them at His talk and His expositions of .scrip
ture. 'Ah I this accounts for it : We could not under
stand the alow of self-evidencing light, love, glory that
ravished our hearts; but now we do.' They cannot
rest—how could theyi—they must go straight back aud
tell the news. They find the eleven, but ere they hare
time to tell their tale, their ears are saluted with tiw
thrilling news, " The Lord is risen indeed, and hath
appeared to Simon." Most touching and precious in
telligence tins. The only one of the Eleven to whom
He appeared alone was he, it seems, who had *o shame
fully denied Him. What passed at that interview «

Jesus Appears to His Disciple*.
JOHN. t.
His Ascension,
shall never know here. Probably It was too sacred for proclaiming for all time that there is mercy in Christ
&*dcsure. Sae on Mark. 16. 7. The two from Emraaus for the chief of sinners. (See on Matthew, 23. 37.) wit
lav relate what bad happened to them, and while thus ness—Cf. Acts, L 6. 22. I send—the present tense, to
comparing notes of their Lord's appearances, lo! Him intimate its nearness, promise or my Father — i.e..
self stands in the midst of them. What encourage* 'what my father hath promised;* the Holy Ghost, of
which Christ is the authoritative Dispenser. (John,
neat to doubting, dark, true-hearted disciples!
^ a. Jesus Appears to thk Assemblko Dis- 14. 7; Revelation. 3. 1; 6. 0.) endued— 'invested,' or
r.rLia— His Ascension. 36. Jesus stood— See on 'clothed with;' implying, as the parallels show [Romans,
John, so. IP. 3? 33. a spirit- the ghost of their dead 13. 14; 1 Corinthians, 15. 53; Galatians, 3. 27: Colossians,
Lard, but not Himself In the body. (Acta, 12. 15; 3. 0, 10), their being so penetrated and acted upon by
Matthew. 14. 26.) thoughts—rather * reasonings ;' i c, conscious supernatural "poioer" (in the full sense of
whether He were risen or no. and whether this was His that word) as to stamp with divine autlwrity the wluAc
rery self. 39-43. Behold, fcc.—lovingly offering them exercise of Utcir apostolic office, including, of course,
both ocular and tangible demonstration of the reality their pen as well as their mouth. 50-53. to Bethany—
of His resurrection, a BDirit hath not—an important not to the village itself, but on the descent to it from,
statement regarding "spirits." flesh and boats— lie Mount Olivet, while he blessed ... parted, Ac—Sweet
says not "flesh and blood;' for the blood is the life of intimation I Incarnate Love, Crucified Love, Risen
the animal and corruptible body (Genesis. B. 4;. which Love, now on the wing for heaven, waiting only those
"ear-not inherit the kingdom of God." 1 Corinthians. odorous gales which were to waft Him to the skies,
IS. Hi; but "flesh and bones," implying the identity, goes away in benedictions, that in the character of
bat with, diversity of laws, of the resurrection-body. Glorified. Enthroned Love. He might continue His
3ee en John. 20. 21-28. believed not for ioy. &<x- They benedictions, but in yet higher form, until He come
oW believe, elee they bad not rejoiced. fBK.su el.J But again ! And O if angels were so transported at His
rt -eetned too goo?.l to be true. (Psalm, 126. 1,2'. honey- birth into this scene of tears and death, what must
cAtt-common fraud fare, anciently, eat before them have been their ecstacy as they welcomed and attended
—*.- . let them see Him doing it: not for His own neces* Him "far above all heavens" into the presence-cham
s:j, bat their conviction. 44-49. These are the wordi, ber, and conducted Him to the right baud of the Ma
&:.—^. «f„ " Now you will understand what seemed so jesty on High! Thou hast an everlasting right, O my
dark vo you when I told you about " the Sou of Man Saviour, to that august place. The Brightness of the
btaa pat to death and rising again" (ch. is. 31-31). Father's glory, enshrined in our nature, hath won it
*soie yet with you—a striking expression, implying that well, for He poured out His soul unto death, and led
He was now. as the dead and risen Saviour, virtually captivity captive, receiving gifts for men. yea for the
CLsacvered from this scene of mortality, and from all rebellious, that the Lord God might dwell among them.
ordinary intercourse with His mortal disciples, law... 'Thou art the King of glory. O Christ.' Lift up your
pnphsi5.„paaJau — The three Jewish divisions of the heads, O ye gates, be luted up, ye everlasting doors.
OA Testament Scriptures, then opened he. Am. —a that the King of glory may come in 1 Even so wilt
sutement of unspeakable value; expressing, on the thou change these vile bodies of ours, that they may be
taae hand, Christ's immediate access to the human like unto thine own glorious body; and then, with
rsmrii and absolute jkhcvt orer it, to the adjustment of gladness and rejoicing; snail they be brought, they shall
tta vitton. and permanent rectification for spiritual enter into the King's palace! worshipped him—cer
4i5cerament (than which it is impossible to conceive tainly in the strictest sense oi adoration, returned to
s stronger evidence of His proper divinity); and, on the Jerusalem—sis instucted to do; but not till after gazing,
ether band, making it certain that the manner of inter- as if entranced, up into the blue vault in which be had
yrdsttna f/u Old Testament which the apostles after- disappeared, they were gently checked by two shin
varus employed (see the Acts and Epistles*, has the ing ones, who assured them He would come again to
dmtt sanction of Qvrist Himself, behoved Christ—See them in the like manner as He had gone into heaven.
cnv. a. beginning; at Jerusalem—(1.) As the metropo- (See on Acts, l. 10, iu This made them return,
hs and heart of the then existing kingdom of God:— not with disappointment at His removal, but '* with
' to the Jew first." Romans. 1. 16; Acts, 13. 46 ; Isaiah , 2. great joy." were continually in the temple—i.e„ every
1 st* on Matthew. 10. 6). (Sj. As the great reservoir and day at the regular hours of prayer till the day of
kberatory of all the sin and crime of the nation, thus Pentecost.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO

S. JOHN.
CHAPTER L
Ver. 1-T4. Tw k Word AUi>e Flesh. 1. In the berisefcf—<rf ail time and created existence, for this
Word gave it being (v. 3. 10;; therefore, "before the
witW was* ten. 17. a. 24):or, from all eternity, was
tas W«rd—He who is to God what man's word is to himsey. the manifestation or expression of himself to those
vtthout him. {See on v. IS.) On the origin of this
most lofty and now for ever consecrated title of Christ,
this is not the place to speak. It occurs only in the
■ntrags of this seraphic apostle, was with God—havloj a conscious personal existence distinct from Qod
as one to from the person he hi " with"), but insepar
able from Hun and associated icith Him (v. IS; ch. 17.
5; 1 John. L. 4). where *' the Father" la used In the
sea* seuse u "Goo" here, was QA— iu substance
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and essence Goo : or was possessed of essential or
proper divinity. Thus, each of these brief but preg
nant statements is the complement of the other, cor
recting any misapprehensions which the others might
occasion. Was the Word Eternal f It was not the
eternity of "the Father," but of a conscious personal
existence distinct from Him and associated with Him.
Was the Word thus " with God ?' It was not the dis
tinctness and the fellowship of another being, as if there
were more Gods than one, but of One who was Himself
God—in such sense that the absolute unity of the God
head, the great principle of all religion, is only trans
ferred from the region of shadowy abstraction to the
region of essential life and love. But why all this de
finition! Not to (five us any abstract information
about certain mysterious distinctions in the Godhead,

The Inearnation

JOHN L

but solely to let the reader know Who it was Uiat in
the fulness of lime "icasm>uUflesh." After each verse,
thefi, tiie reader must say, "It was lie who is thus,
and thus, and thus described. Who was made flesh."
2. The same. &c —See what property of the Word the
stress ii laid upon—H s eternal distinctness, in unity,
from God— the Father. (John, 1. S.< 3. All thins*. <fcc.
—all things absolutely, aa is evident from v. 10; l Corin
thians, 8. «; Colossians, 1. 16. 17; bat put beyond ques
tion by what follows. "Without Him was not one,
thing made .brought into being) that was made." This
is a denial of the eternity and non-creation of matter,
which was held by the whole thinking world outside of
Judaism and Christianity: or ratiier. its proper crea
tion was never so much as dreamt of aive by the chil
dren of revealed religion. 4. Is Him was life— essenti
ally and original >i. as the previous verses show to be
the meaning. Thus He is the Living Word, or. as He
is caLe i in 1 John. 1. I. 2. "the Word of Life." the
life tne light of men—all that in men which is true
light—knowledge, integrity, intelligent, willing subjec
tion to God, love to H im and to their fellow-creatures.
wisdom, purity, boiy joy. rational happiness—all this
*' light of men" has Us fountain in the essential origi
nal "life" of "the Word/' (1 John. 1. 5-7: ISalni 06.
9.) 5. shineth in darkursi, &-•.—in this dark, falieu world,
or in mankiud " sitting in darkness and the shadow of
death." trilA no ability to find the icay edherof truthor
of holiness. In this thick darkness, and consequent
intellectual and moral obliquity, "the Jik'iit of the
Word" shineth—by alt the rays whetJier of natural or
revealed trashing ichicli men (apart from the incarna
tion of tiie Word) are favoured with, the darkness
comprelieuded it not—'did not take it in. a brief sum
mary of the effect of all the strivings of this itnincarnate Word throughout this wide world from the be
ginning, and a hint of the necessity of His putting on
flesh, if any recovery of men was to be effected (l Co
rinthians, t. 21.) 6-0. The evangelist here approaches
his grand thesis, so paving his way for the full state
ment of it in v. )4, that we may be able to bear the
bright light of it. and take in its lensrth and breadth and
depth and height, through him—John, not that Light
—See on ch. 5. 34. What a testimony to John to have
to explain that "he was net that Light!" Yet was he
but a foil to set It off, his night-taper dwindling be
fore the Day-spring from on high (ch 3. 30). ligateth
every man, Arc—rather, 'which, coining into the world,
enlighteneth every man;' or, is "the Light of the
world" (ch.9. 6). "Coming into the world" is a super
fluous and quite unusual description of " every man;"
but it is of all descriptions of Christ amongst the most
familiar, especially In the writings of this evangelist
{oh. 12. 4d; 18. M; 18. 37; I John, 4. B; 1 Timothy. 1. 16.
&c). 10-13. Hs was la the world, Ate.—The language
here is nearly as wonderful as the thought. Observe
its compact simplicity, its sonorousness—" the world *
resounding in each of its three members—and the en
igmatic form in which it Is couched, startling the
reader and setting his ingenuity a-working to solve the
stupendous enigma of Christ ignored in His own world.
"The world," in the first two clauses, plainly means
the created world, " Into which he came," says v. 9;
"m it he was," says this verse. By His Incarnation,
He became an Inhabitant of it, and bound up with it.
Yet it " was made by him " iv. 3, 4, 6). Here. then. It
is merely alluded to, in contrast partly with His being
in it, but still more with the reception He met with
from it. " The world that knew him not" (1 John, 3.
1), is of course the intelligent world of mankind. (See
on v. 11. 12.) Taking the first two clauses as one state
ment, we try to apprehend it by thinking of the Infant
Christ conceived in the womb and born in the arms of
His own creature, and of the Man Christ Jesus breath
ing Hu own air, treading His own ground, supported
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of the Word.

by substances to which Himself gave being, and the
Creator of the very men whom He came to save,
i But the most vivid commentary on this entire
verse will be got by tracing (in his matchless his
tory Him of whom it speaks walkiDg amidst all the
elements of nature, the diseases of men and death
itself, the secrets of the human heart, and ** the
rulers of the darkness of this world " in all their
number, subtlety, and malignity, not only with abso
lute ease as their conscious Lord, but, as we might
say, with full consciousness on their part of the pres
ence of their Maker, whose will to one and all of them
j was law. And this is He of whom it is added, * the
I world knew Him not!" his own—" His own {properiy
or possession.)' for the word is in the neuter gender.
It means His own land, city, temple. Messianic rights
and possessions, and his own — 'His own (people] ;'
for now the word is masculine, it means the Jews, as
| the " peculiar people." Both they and their land with
' all that this included, were " ins own," not so much
■ as part of "the world which was made by Him." but
; as"THKHEiR" of the Inheritance, Luke, 20. 14. See also
! on Matthew, 22. 1.1 received him not— nationally, as
God's chosen witnesses, but as many— individuals, of
the '* disobedient and gainsaying people." give he
power—The word signifies both auUtorxiy &ad ability.
! and both are certainly meant here, to became—Mark
these words : Jesus is the Son of God; H'jis never said
to have becomk such, ins sods—or more simply 'sons
Of God,' in name and in nature, believe on his name—
a phrase never used in Scripture of any mere creature,
to express the credit given to human testimony, even
of prophets or apostles, inasmuch it carries with it the
idea of TRrsr proper only towards God. In this sense
of supreme faith, as due to Him who "gives those that
believe, m Himself power to become sons of God." it is
manifestly used here, which were bom—a sonship
therefore not of mere title and privilege, butof nature,
the soul being made conscious of the vital capacities,
perceptions, and emotions of a child of (rva\ before
unknown, not of blood, &c—not of superior human
descent, not of human generation at all. not of man
in any manner of way. By tins elaborate threefold
denial of the human source of this sonship. immense
force is given to what follows— " but of God." Bight
royal gift, which Who confers must be absolutely
divine. For who would not worship Him who can
bring him into the family, and evoke within him the
very life, of the sons of God ? 14. And the Word, dec—
To raise the reader to the altitude of Otis climax torn
the thirteen foregoing verses written, was made flash
— became man. and in man's present frail, mortal con
dition, denoted by the word "flesh" (Isaiah. 40. 6;
1 Peter, 1. 24). It is directed probably against the
Doceta, who held that Christ was not really but only
apparently roan ; against whom Litis gentle spirit is
vehement in his Epistles, l John. 4. 3; I John. 7. 10. 11.
[Luckc Ac] Nor could He be too much so. for with
the verity of the Incarnation all substantial Christi
anity vanishes. But now. married to our nature,
henceforth He it as personally conscious of all that is
strictly human as of all that u properly divine; and
our nature is in His Person redeemed and quickened,
ennobled and transfigured, and dwelt—* tabernacled '
or "pitched his tent ;' a word peculiar to John, who
uses it four times, all in the sense of a permanent stay
(Revelation. 7. 16; IS. It; 13. 6; 21. 3). For ever wedded
to our "flesh*" He has entered this tabernacle to "go
no more out." The allusion is to that TabernarJe
where dwelt the Shechinah (see on Matthew, 23. 36, S» ,
or manifested "Glory of the Loud." and with
reference to God's permanent dwelling amongst Ha
people Leviticus. 26. 11; Psalm 68. la; 132. 13, 14; I.v
kiel. 87. 27). This is put almost beyond doubt by wh*t
immediately follows, "And we beheld till glory.**

Thi Baptist's Testimony

JOHN, I.

iLicek. ACaYEit,D* Wette, which last critic, rising
| .ter than usual, says that thus were perfected all
firmer partial manifestations of God in an esseni&lyPenonaland historically Human manifestation. ]
ftii tf grace and truth—So it should read. "He dwelt
k=i>E4 as fall of (trace and truth r or, in Old TestaBeat phrase, ".Mercy and truth." denoting the whola
(rut of God's purposes of love towards sinners of
fcukiod. which until now existed only in promise,
«d to fulfilment at length of tbat promise in Christ ;
a one great word, "the sukb mercies of David"
laiaa. 54. 3 ; Acta, 13. 34 ; cf. 2 Samuel, 23. 6). In His
Person all that Gracdand Truth which had been floattiii k> long in shadowy forms, and darting into the
*oois of the poor and needy its broken beams, took
^trusting possession of human flesh and filled it full.
J* tins Incarnation of Grace and Truth, the teaching
i ifcoaiands of years was at once transcended and
•-Tared, and the family of God sprang into Manhood.
^i «t beheld hu g lory—cot by the eye of tense, which
«t in Him only " the carpenter." His glory was
'manually discerned" (I Corinthians. 2. r-l5;2Corin"uaa, 3. i&; 4. 4, 6; 5. lGi—the glory of surpassing
eve. lore, tenderness, wisdom, purity, spirituality ;
tijatjr snd meekness, richness and poverty, power
«d ■eakness. meeting together in unique contrast ;
«rr attracting and at Limes ravishing the "babes"
ifctt followed and forsook all for Him. the glory as of
* ail? wro;un of the Father— Sec on Luke, 1. 35—
:-** like, but 'such as {belongs to;,' such as became or
*u lxAi!i*g the only-begotten of the Father [Ciikv-*Tuii in Licke. Ca lvjh, ezc.}. according to a wellbjrn uwof the word "as."
H A &AYLNO OF THE BaPTI.ST CONFIRMATORY OP

rmi afar me—in official manifestation, before me—
<* rati and lUamty. for he was before ine—in exist«; "Ha goings forth being Irom of old. from ever^iwms" (Mjcih, 5. 2). (Anything lower than this His
**v&* can not mean.) q.d.. *ily Successor is my Supe*-*, tor He was my Predecessor." This enigmatic play
-rathe different senses of the words *' before" and
^tfier" was doubtless employed by the Baptist to
vwt Miration, and rivet the thought; and the evan■■ :w introduces it just to clinch his own statements.
*ift- iSamkSobjkct Continued, of his fulness—
"hTiae and truth." resuming the thread of r. 14.
Pm* far (wx—ie.. Krace upon grace {as all the best
tterpreten;, in successive communications and larger
•s^iairts. m each was able to take it in. Observe, the
T*d " trath " is here dropt. Grace being the chosen
N*« Testament word for the whole fulness of the new
ioreawt, all that dwells in Christ for men. For, &c.—
A* lav elicits the consciousness of sin aud the need
■inoeoption ;* it only typifies the reality. The Gost*Lob the contrary, actually communicates reality
^d rw»er from above Icf. Romans. 6. 14). Hence Paul
*a**.U0W Testament "shadow." while he calls the
-'"lasvsent *' substance." Colossians, 2. IT. [Ol*3*cax] Va man—'No one.' in the widest sensektt mb fed—by immediate gaze, or direct intuition,
j^J** **» of the Father—A remarkable expression,
bare oo|y tied, presupposing the Son's conscious txistfm ditiifitt from the Father, and expressing His
manhati and most endeared aaxss to, and absolute
***w*w,au vith Him. He — Emphatic : q.d.. ' He
**1 Hi only hath declared him,' because He only can.
***. The Baptist's Testimony to Christ. 19.
rK^*-'w»tmiony.' the Jews—i.e.. the heads of the
**». «* members of the Sanhedrim. 7b this ptcu'"* *asj m.r evangelist seems always to use tlie term.
.,,„..,:,,
..,...,.„..,
...
*&mtA. &«.—//, d..'. While
many were
ready to hail
^utbeChrin.he neithergave the slightest gronnd
t* *och view*, nor the least entertainment to them,
*l Iua«~in his own proper person, that prophet—
*aMuxcd tn Deuteronomy, 18. 15, &c„ about whom
JJ*

to Jesus Christ.

they seem not to have been agreed whether he were
the same with the Messiah or no. 25. Why baptizest
thou, if uot. <fcc—Thinking he disclaimed any special
connection with Messiah's kingdom, they demand his
right to gather disciples by baptism. 26 there staudeth
—This must have been spoken after the Baptism of
Christ, and possibly just after His Temptation isee ou
v. 20). 28. Bethabara—Rather •Bethany" (with nearly
all the best and most ancient MSS.J; not the Bethany
of Lozirus, but another of the same name, and dis
tinguished from it as lying "beyond Jordan.'' on the
East. 29 seeth Jesus—fresh, probably, from the scene
of the temptation, coming to turn—as to congenial
company (Acts. 4. 23), and to receive from him His
first greeting, aud saith—catching a sublime inspira
tion at the sight of Him approaching, tue Lamb of
God—the one God-ordained, God-gifted sacrificial offer
ing, that tube tti awav — takzth up and takctfi away.
The word signifies both, as does the corresponding
Hebrew word. Applied to sin. it meaus to be charge'
able with the guilt of it (Exodus, 28. oS ; Leviticus, 3.
1; Ezekiel. 18. 20), and to bear it away (as often). In
the Levitical victims both ideas mot, as they do in
Christ, the people's guilt being viewed as transferred
to them, avenged in their death, and so borne away by
them iLeviticus. 4. 15 ; 16. 15, 21, 22 ; and cf. Isaiah, 53.
G-12; 2 Corinthians. 5. 21). the sin—The singular num
ber being used to mark the collective, burden and alltmbraciiio efficacy, of the world—not of Israel only,
for whom the typical victims were exclusively offered.
Wherever there shall live a sinner throughout the wide
world, sinking under tbat burden too heavy for him
to bear, he shall find in this " Lamb of God," a
shoulder equal to the weight. The right note was
struck at the first—balm, doubtless, to Christ's own
spirit ; nor was ever after, or ever will be, a more glo
rious utterance. 31-34. knew him not— Living mostly
apart, the one at Xoz&reth. the other in the Judean
desert—to prevent all appeaianca of collusion, John
only knew that at a definite time after his own call, his
Master would show Himself. As He drew near for
baptism one day. the lost of all the crowd, the spirit of
the Baptist heaving under a divine presentiment that
the moment had at length arrived, aud an air of un
wonted serenity and dignity, not without traits, probably.of the family features, appearing in this Stranger,
the Spine said to him as to Samuel of his youthful
type, "Arise, anoint Him. for this is He !" U Samuel,
16. 12). But the sten which he was told to expect was
the visible descent of the Spirit upon Him as He
emerged out of the baptismal water. Thtn, catching
up the voice from heaven, "he saw and bare record
that this is the Son of God." 35, 36. John stood—* was
Handing.* at his accustomed place, looking—* having
fixed his eyes,' with significant gaze, on Jesus, as he
walked—but not now to him. To have done this once
(see on r. 29), was humility enough. [Bkngkl.] Beheld.
&c—The repetition of that wonderful proclamation.
in identical terms and without another word, could
only have been meant as a gentle hint to go after Him
—as they did,
37-51. First Gathering of DiscirLES— John,
Andkkw. Simon, hiair, Nathanael. 38. What
seek ye—gentle, winning question, remarkable as the
Redeemer's first public utterance, iSee on Matthew,
12. l*-20.) Where dwellest thou— yd., "That is a Ques
tion we cannot answer in a moment ; but had we thy
company for a calm hour in private, gladly should we
open our burden/ 39. Come and see — His second
utterance, more winning still, tenth hour— not 10 a.m.
(as some), according to Roman, but 4i*. m .according to
Jewish reckoning, which John follows. The hour U
mentioned to show why they stayed out the day with
him—because little of it remained. 40. One . . . was
Andrew—The other was doubtless our evangelist him
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self. ' His great sensitiveness is touchingly shown in
his representation of this first contact with the Lord:
the circumstances are present to him in the minutest
details ; he still remembers the very hour.' But 'he
reports no particulars of those discourses of the I/ird
by which he was bound to Him for the whole of Ins
life ; he allows every think" personal to retire..' IOlhhauskn.J Peter's brother—and the elder of the two.
41. have found the Hessias—The previous preparation
of their simple hearts under the Baptist's ministry,
made quick work of this blessed conviction, while
others hesitated till doubt settled into obduracy. 6'o
it is dtll, 42. brought him to Jesui— Happy brothers
that thus do to each other! beheld him—'fixed his eyes
on him.' with significant gaze fas v. 36). Ciphas ..stone
—(bee on Matthew, id. 13 J 43, 44. would go into Galilee
—for from His baptism He had sojourned in Judea
(showing that the calling at the sea of Galilee (Mat
thew, 4. IS; was a subsequent one, see on Luke. 6. l).
follow me—the first express call given, the former three
having come to Him spontaneously, the dry of Andrew
and Philip — of their birth probably, for they seem to
haveittvd at Capernaum (Mark, 1. 23;. 45 Nathanael—
(See on Matthew, 10. 3.) Motet— (See ch. 5. 46.) sou of
Joseph—the current way of speaking. (See Luke, 3. 23.)
any good out of Nazareth — remembering Bethlehem.
)>erhaps, as Messiah's predicted birth-place, and Naza
reth having no express prophetic place at all, besides
being in no repute. The question sprang from mere
dread of mistake in a matter so vital. Come and seeNoble remedy against preconceived opinions. [BbnUEL.I Pnilip, though he could no; perhaps solve his
difficulty, could show him how to get rid of it. (See on
ch 0. 68.) 47, 48. an Israelite indeed . . . na guile—not
only no hypocrite, but. with a guileless simplicity not
always found even in God's own people, ready to fol
low wherever truth might lead him. paying, Samuellike. " Speak, Lord, for thy servant bearuth." Whence
knowest thou me— conscious that his very heart bad been
read, and at this critical moment more than ever be
fore. Before Philip called thee—showing He knew all
that passed between Philip and him at a distance,
when under the fig-tree, Ac— where retirement for me
ditation and prayer was not uncommon. ILioutkoot]
Thither, probably -hearing that his master's Master
bad at length appeared, and heaving with mingled
eagerness to behold Him and dread of deception—he
bad retired to pour out his guileless heart for light
and guidance, ending with such a prayer as this. "Show
me a token for good .'" (See on Luke, 2. 8.) Now he has
it. 'Thou guileless one, that fu-tree scene, with all its
heaving anxieties, deep pleadings and tremulous holies
—I saw it all.' The first words of Jesus had astonished,
but this quite overpowered and wou htm 49. Son of
trod.. .King of Israel— the one denoting Uls person, the
other His office How much loftier this than anything
Pnilip had said to him ! But just as the earth's vital
powers, the longer they are frost-bound, take the
greater sprint: when at length set free, so souls, like
Nathanaet and Thomas (see on ch. 20. 28), the outgo
ings of whose faith are hindered for a time, take the
start of their more easy-going brethren when loosed
andletgo. 50.51 Becmsel said. Ac—q d.'Soquickly
convinced, and on this evidence only Y—an expression
of admiration. Hereafte-. ic— The key to this great
saying is Jacob's vision itienesia, is. 12. &c ). to which
the allusion plainly is To show the patriarch that
though alone and friendless on earth his interests were
busying all heaven, be was made to see " heaveu
opened and the angels of God ascending and descend
ing upon a" mystic " ladder reaching from heaven to
earth." 'By and by.' says Jesus here, 'ye shall see
this communication between heaven and earth thrown
wide open aud the Son of Man Vie real Ladder of this
intercourse.'
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Christ's First MiracU.

CHAPTER II.
I Ver. 1-12. First Miracle, Wats a Made \Vis«
| — Brikf Visit to Capernaum. 1. third day—He
would take two days to reach Galilee, and this was tl«e
third, mother there—it being probably some relative's
marriage. John never navies her. [Bcnobl). 3. lo
wine—evidently expecting some display of His glory.
and hinting that now was His time. 4. 5. Woman—uo
term of disrespect in the language of that day (eh. l ■
26;. what.. .to do with thee—q d., * In my Father's busij ness I have to do with Hint only.* Twas a gentle
rebuke for officious xtderference, entering a region from
which all creatures were excluded icf Acts, 4. 19, »:.
mine hrur, &c—hinting that He uxuld do something,
but at His own time; and so she understood it r. 6).
6. firkins—about seven and a half gallons in Jewish, or
nine in Attic measure; each of these huge water jars,
therefore, holding some twenty or more gallon?, for
washings atsuch feasts.; iMaTk. 7. 4.) 7,8. Fill., draw...
bear, die—directing all, but Himself touching nothing,
to prevent all appearance of collusion. 0. 10. well
druuk—'drunk abundantly' [as Song of Solomon. 5. 1 .
speaking of the general practice, the good till now—
thus testifying, while ignorant of the source of supply.
not only that it was real wine, but better than any at
the feast 11. manifested forth his glory—Nothing m
the least like this is said of the miracles of prophet or
apostle nor could without manifest blasphemy be said
ofanymerecreature. Observe. (I.; At a marriage Christ
made His first public appearance in any company,
and at a marriage He wrought His first miracle— tl^
noblest sanction that could be given to that Godgiveu Institution (2.) As the miracle did not make
bad good, but good betUr, so Christianity only redeems,
sanctities, and ennobles the beneficient but abused
institution of marriage; and Christ's whole work only
turns the water of earth into the wine of heaven. Thus
" this beginning of miracles" exhibited the character
and "manifested forth the glory" of His entire Mis
sion. (3.) As Christ countenanced our Eeasons ot fes
tivity, so also that greater Julnc-s which befits such,
so far was He from encouraging that asceticism which
has since been so often put for all religion. (4.) The
character and authority ascribed by Humanists to the
Virgin is directly in the teeth or this and other scrip
tures. 12. Capernaum—on the S^a of Galilee. (See on
Matthew, 9. l.; his mother and brethren—6ee en Luko.
2, 61. aud Matthew. 13. 64-C6
13-26. Christ's First Passovsr- Fjkst ClkaNv
inu op tdk Temple. 14-17. in the temple — not me
temple itself, as v. 10-31, but the UmpU court. s-jU
oxeu. &c —for the convenience of those who bad to
oiler tbem in sacrifice, changers of money—of Roman
into Jewish money, in which the temple-dues tse* on
Matthew, 17. 24) bad to be paid, email cords—likely
some of the rushes spread for bedding, and when
twisted used to tie up the cattle there collected. ' Not
by this slender whip but by divine majesty was the
ejection accomplished, the whip b»iug but a sign of
the scourge of divine anger.' (Grotius] poured oat.,
overthrew, «fco.—thus expressing the mingled iudign*tion ami authority of the impulse, my father's houseHow close the resemblance of these remarkable wordi
to Luke 3. 41*; the same consciousnts* of intrinsic rri-i
don to tfie TVmpfe—as the seat of His Fathers ino-t
august worship, and so the symbol of all that is du ■
to Him on earth— dictating both speeches. OnJr.
when but a youth with no authority. He was siniplr
" a Son in His own house;*1 now He was " a Son ovsu
His own house" (Hebrews. 3. 6). the proper Represe>
tative. and in flesh " the Heir," of his Father's rights,
house of merchandise—There was nothing wrong In tb*
merchandise ; but to bring it, for their own sa<i
others* convenience, into that most sacred place ***
a huh handed pufauation which the eye of Jcau*
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ciabl oot endure, eaten me up—a glorious feature in
the predicted character or the suffering Messiah {Psalm
® tf.asd rising hiiih eveu in some not worthy to loose
*f-* huchet of HLi shoes. (Exodus. 32. 19. die,) 18-22.
Wbju ai^n, die.—Though the act and the word-t of
tArUt. taken together, were sign enough, they were un
convinced; yet they were awed, and though at His very
«ext appearance at Jerusalem they ".soushtto kill him"
lor -f* aking or ■* His Father " just as He did now (ch. 5.
1* . they, at this early stage, only ask a sign. Destroy
ta* tempts, dax— [See on Mark. 14. 5S, 501. forty-six
yaara— From the eighteenth year of Herod till then was
.-art forty-*-x years. [Joszeavs, Autiijuitus, xv. 11. l.J
jjpk trf his body—in which was enshrined the glory of
the eternal Word. (See on ch. 1. 11.1 By its resurrecttaa the true Temple of CJod upon eartli was reared up,
ul which, the atone one f« hut a shadow; so that the
UiaaioTj Is not quit* exclusively to Himself, but takes
m that Temple of which He is the foundation, and all
-*hrvcn art; the " lively stones.*' (l Peter, 2. 4, SJ belarvwl the Scriptures—on this subject, i.e., what was
s-aant, which was hid from them till then. Mark (l.J
tit* 'ixt by fchich Christ s-iqnalised His Jir.vt public api*nra*cs in the Temple; Taking "His fan in His hand.
H* purses His floor." not thoroughly indeed, but
encash to foreshadow His last act towards that faithi«s people— to sweep them out of God's house. fS.J
TKa a*cn of His authority to do this is the announceraact, at this first outset of His ministry, of that com
as death by their bands, and resurrection by His own.
waicn were to pave the way for their judicial ejection.
2i-2& in the feut-day—tbe foregoing things occurring
■probatory before the feast began, many believed— super■
fesaihj, struck merely by " the miracles He did." Of
ia -se we have no record, did not commit—'entrust,' or
is hirnaelf down familiarly to them, as to His genuine
loOplea. kaew what was in man—It is impossible for
'■atsua^e more clearly to a«s?rt of Christ what in Jeresaamfc. IT. ft. 10. and elsewhere, is denied of all mere
CHAPTER IIL
Ver. ML
Night -Interview OF Njcodemos
«m J fears. 1. 3. Hicodemns— In this member of the
Mabednm sincerity and timidity are seen struggling
Uvether One of those superficial "believers" menbooed In ch. 2. 23, 24. yet Inwardly craving further
■+L faction, he comes to Jesus in quest of it, but
eoakes "by night" (see ch. 19. 38, 30; 11 42}; he avows
a.* coo fiction that He was " come from God"— an exFnsao* never applied to a merely human messenger,
lad probably meaning more here— hut only as "a
Iwearr," and in His miracles he sees a proof merely
that** God hi with him." Thus, while unable to reITwahu convictions he is afraid. of committing himself
tooftr. 3. Except. &c. This blunt and curt reply was
tiahdy meant to shake toe whole edifice of the man's
rK>a<ia in order to lay a deeper and more enduring
tfJUMm&Jb. Nicoderuus probably thought he bad gone
a lone way. and expect ed, perhaps, to be complimented
0] bis candour. Instead of this, be is virtually told
that be baa raised, a question which he is not in a capa
city to sabre, and that before approaching it, his spirit
ual mien rrqa>red to be rectified by an entire rtvolutMo*MtinjisT man. Had the man been less sincere,
liiis would certainly have repelled him; but with per•ewj ta his mixed state of mind— to wnich Jesus was
so ttnuuer ich. i 25.1— auch methods speed better
thao more honeyed words and gradual approaches, a
sus-eot a Jew merely; the necessity is a universal
'jot. bora ajgara—or, as it were, begin life anew, in reUaoii to God; his manner of thinking, feeling, and
Kusg. with reference to spiritual things, undergoing
ifwdtmental and permanent revolution, cannot see
—r%a have no part in 'just as one is said to "see Inc.*
" •** (icitb," ftc j. the kingdom of God—whether in its
Lt7
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beginnings here (Luke. 10. lGi. or its consummation
hereafter. (Matthew, 25. 34: Ephesians, 5. 5.) 4. How.
die—The figure of the new birth, if it had been meant
only of (JentUe proselytes to the Jewish religion, would
have been intelligible enough to Nicodemus, being
quite in keeping with the language of that day; but
that Jews tlianselves should need a new birth was to
him incomprehensible. 5. of water aud of the Spirit—
A twofold explanation of the " new birth." so startling
to Nicodemus. To a Jewish ecclesiastic, so familiar
with the symbolical application of water, in every
variety of way and form of expression, this language
was fitted to show that the thing intended was no other
than a thorough spiritual purification by the operation
of the Holy Wiost* Indeed this element of water and
operation of tfie Spirit are brought together m a glori
ous evangelical prediction of Ezekiel (36. 25-«-J, which
Nicodemus might have been reminded of had such
spiritualities not been almost lost in the reigniug
formalism. Already had the symbol of water been
embodied in an initiatory ordinance, in the baptism
of the Jewish expectants of Messiah by the Baptist,
not to speak of the baptism of Gentile proselytes be
fore that; and in the Christian Church It was Boon to
become the great visible door of entrance into "the
kingdom of God," tfie reality being the sole work of
the Holy Ghost. (Titus. 3. 5.) 6 8. That which is born.
Ate. — A great universal proposition; 'That which is
begotten carries within itself the nature of that which
begat it." [Olhhauhen.] flesh—Not the mere material
body, but all that comes into tbe world by birth, the
entire man; yet not humanity simply, but in its cor
rupted, depraved condition, in complete subjection to
the law of the fall (Romans, 8. 1-9;. So that though
a man '* could enter a second time into his mother's
womb and be born," he would be no nearer this " new
birth" than before {Job, 14. 4; Psalm 6L 6). is spirit—
Partakes ofaiut possesses His spiritual nature. Haivel
no', <Vc —if a spiritual uature only can Bee and enter
the kingdom of God ; if all we bring into the world
with us be the reverse of spiritual; and if this spirit
uality be solely of the Holy Ohost, no wonder a new
birth is indispensable, ye must—" Fe, says Jesus, not
we.' IBkj-gel.] After those universal proposition.*,
about what "a man'' must be, to "enter the king
dom of God,"—this is remarkable, showing tliat our
Lord meant to hold himself forth as " separate from
sinners." The wind, <tc. —Breath and spirit (one word
both in Hebrew and Greek], are constantly brought
together in Scripture as analogous (Job, 27. 3 ; 33. 4 ;
Ezt'kiel, 37. y-u. canst not tell, Ax.—The laws which
govern the motion of the winds are even yet but par
tially discovered; but the risings, fallings, and change
In direction many times in a day, of those gentlebreezes
here referred to wtU probably ever be a mystery to us:
So of the operation of the Holy Ghost in the new birth.
9. 10. How. &c—Though the subject still confounds
biui, the necessity and possibility of the new birth is
no longer the point with him, but tbe nature of it and
how it is brought about. (Luthardt.j ' From this
moment Nicodemus says nothing more, but has sunk
luto a disciple who has found bis true teacher. Therefort the Saviour now graciously advances in his com
munications or truth, and once more solemnly brings
to the mind of this teacher in Israel, now become a
learner, bis own not guiltless ignorance, that He may
then proceed to utter, out of the fulness of His divine
knowledge, such farther testimonies both of earthly
aud heavenly things as his docile scholar may to bis
own profit receive.' [Stick.] master—'teacher.' Tbe
question clearly implies that Hie doctrine of regenera
tion v so far disclosed tn the Old Testament that Nico
demus was culpable in being ignorant of it. Nor is it
merely as something thai should be experienced unaVr
Vie Gospel that the Old Testament holds It forth -aa
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many distinguished critics allege, denying that there
was any such thing as regeneration before Christ. For
our Lord's proposition Is universal, that no fallen man
Is or can be spiritual without a regenerating operation
of the Holy Ghost, and the necessity of a *iriritual
oltediencet under whatever name, in opposition to mere
mechanical services, is proclaimed throughout all the
Old Testament. 11-13. We speak that we kuow. and...
have wen— i.e., by absolute knowledge and immediate
vision of God. which ** the only-begotten Son in the
bosom of the Father" claims as exclusively His own,
ch. l. IS. The ** we" and " our" are here used, though
Himself only is intended, in emphatic contrast, pro
bably, with the opening words of Nicodeutus, "Kabbi,
toe know.' &c. ye receive not, Ac—referring to the class
to which Kicodemus belonged, but from which he was
beginning to be separated in spirit, earthly things—
such as regeneration, the gate of entrance to the king
dom of God on eartiii and which Nicodemus should
have understood better, as a truth even of that more
tarthly economy to which be belonged, heavenly
tnings—The things of the new and more heavenly evan
gelical economy, only to be fully understood alter the
effusion of the Spirit from heaven through the exalted
Saviour, no man hath asceuded, &c Tnere is some
thing paradoxical in this language—' No one has gone
up but he that came dowu. even he who is at ouce
buth up and down.' Doubtless it was intended to
■startle and constrain His auditor to think that there
must be mysterious elements iu His Person. The
old Socinians, to subvert the doctrine of the pre-existence of Christ, seiaed upon this passage as teach
ing that the man Jesus was secretly caught up to
heaven to receive bis instructions, and then "came
down from heaven" to deliver them. But tbe sense
manifestly is this: "The perfect knowledge of God is
not obtained by any man's going up from earth to
heaven to receive it,—no man hath so ascended—but
He whose proper habitation, in His essential and eter
nal nature, is heaven, hath, by taking human flesh,
descended as the "Son of Alan" to disclose the
Father, whom He knows by immediate gaze alike in
the flesh as before He assumed it. being essentially
and unchangeably "in the bosom of the Father" ' ich.
l. la). 14-16. And as Muses, tc.— Here now we have the
"heavenly things," as before the "earthly," but under
a veil, for the reason mentioned In v. it. The cruci
fixion of Messiah is twice after this veiled under the
same lively term—" ui*Vtin0,"ch. *. as: 12. 32.33. Here
it is still farther veiled—though to us who know what it
means, rendered vastly more instructive—by reference
to the brazen serpent. Tbe venom of the fiery ser
pents, shooting through the veins of the rebellious
Israelites, was spreading death through the camplively emblem of the perishing condition of men by
reason of sin. In both cases the remedy was divinely
provided. In both tbe way of cure strikingly resem
bled that of the disease. Stung by serpents, by a ser
pent they are healed. By "fiery serpents" bitten—ser
pents, probably, with akin spotted fiery-red [Kuktz]
—the instrument of cure is a serpent of brass or copper,
having at a distance the tame appearance* So in re
demption, as by man came death, by Man also comes
life—Man. too, " in the likeness of iwfui jUsh," differ
ing in nothing outward and apparent from those who.
pervaded by the poison of the serpent, were ready to
perish. But as the uplifted serpent had none of the
venom of which the serpent-bitten people were dying,
ao while the whole human family were perishing of
the deadly wound inflicted on it by the old serpent,
"the Second Man," who arose over humanity with
healing in His wings, was without spot or wrinkle, or
any such thing. In both cases the remedy is ronjpicumisty displayed ; In the one case on a pole, in the other
.en the cross, to "draw all men unto Him" tch. 12. su
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In both cases, it is by directing the eye to tiu uplifted
Remedy that the cure is effected ; in the one case the
bodily eye, in tbe other the gaze of the soul by "believ
ing in Him," as in that glorious ancient proclamation
—"Look unto roe and be ye saved, all the ends of the
earth," Are. (Isaiah, 45. Tli. Both methods are stum
bling to humau reason. What, to any thinking Israelite,
could seem more unlikely than that a deadly poison
should be dried up in his body by simply looking on a
reptUe of brass \ Such a stumblmgblock to the Jews
and to the Greeks foolishness was faith in the cruci
fied >&zarene, as a way of deliverance from eternal
perdition. Yet was the warrant iu both cases to expect
a cure equally rational and well-grounded. As the
serpent was Hods ordinance for the cure of every bit
ten Israelite, so is Christ for the salvation of every
perishing siuuer—the one however a purely arbitrary
ordiiiMice, trie other divinely adapted to mans com
plicated maladies. In both cases the eliicacy is the
same. As one simple look at the serpent, however
distant and however weak, brought an instantaneous
cure, even so. real faith iu the Lord Jesus, however
tremulous, however distant— be it but real faithbrings certain and instant bealmg to the perishing
souL lu a word, the consequences of disobedience are
the sauie in both. Doubtless many bitteu Israelites,
gallibg as their case was, would reason rather than
obey, would speculate on the absurdity of expecting tne
bite uf a liviug serpent to be cured by looking at a piece
of dead metal in the shape of one— speculate thus Uti
tluy died, Alas ! is not salvation by a crucified Re
deemer subjected to like treatment? Has "the of
fence of the cross" yei ceased r iCf. 3 Kings, 6. ltj
For God m> loved, ttc.— What proclamation of the Gos
pel has been so oit on the lips of missionaries and
preachers in every age since it was first uttered i what
has tent such thrilling sensations through millions ol
mankind': what has been honoured to bring Mich mul
titudes to the feet of Christ! what to kindle in the
cold and selfish breasts of mortals the fires of self-sac
rificing love to niaukind, as these words of transparent
simplicity, yet overpowering majesty 1 The picture
embraces several distinct compartments : "Tin
Wuhld"—in its widest sense—ready " to perish;" tbe
immense " Love or God" to tluxt perisinn-j tcorid,
measurable ouly, and conceivable only, by tbe gift
which it drew forth from Him; tux Gist itself—" He
so loved the world that Ho gave His only begotten
Son." or. in the language of Paul, " spared not His own
Son " (liomaus, b. 3iJ. or iu that addressed to Abraham
when ready to offer Isaac on the altar, " icWtfuld not
His Sou. His only Son, whom He loved" ilienesu. £L
Iti] ; the Fkuit of this stupendous gift—uot only deliver'
ance jrmn impending "perdition," but the bestowal
of everlasting life; and the mode in which all takes
effect— by "believing" on the Son. How would Nicodemus' narrow Judaism become invisible in the blase
of this Sun of righteousness seen rising on "the world *
with healing in His wings ! 17-21, not to condemn, £c
A statement of vast importance. Though "condeui
nation" is to many the issue of Christ's mission (C 18.,
it is not tbe object of His mission, which is purely *
saving one. is not condemned— Having, immediately
on his believing "passed from death unto life,"ch. i.
24. condemned already—Rejecting the one way of de
liverance from that "condemnation" which God gave
His Son to retaoee. and so wilfully remaining con
demned, this is the condemnation, arc—Emphatically
so. revealing the condemnation already existing. an<i
sealing up under it those who will not be delivered
from it. light is come into the world—in the Person of
Him to whom Nicodemua was listening, loved airi
ness, &c.—This can only be known by the deliberate
rejection of Christ, but that dots fearfully reveal it,
reproved—by detection, doeta trusti—whose onlyohM

Mx't Testimony
JOHX. IV.
to Christ*
h Me is to be and do what will bear the light. There- had said. "All come to Him" iv. 26,. The Baptist here
Ion to tores and "comes to the light," that all he is virtually says. Would it were so, but alas ! they are
aid doe*, being thu? thoroughly tested, may be seen next to "none." [BkngelJ They were for readier to
i ■»*•.«« nothing in it bnt what is divinely wrought ami
receive himself, and obliged him to say, I am not the
dmnel? approved. This is the "Israelite, indeed, in Christ, and he seems pained at this, hath set to His
■biro is no guile.**
seal, Ac.—gives glory to God whose words Christ
S-34 JwfiVH IV THE NnonBOURHOOD OF THE speaks, not as prophets and apostles by a partial com
E\rmr-Ht? N^ble Testimony to His Mahtek. munication of the Spirit to them, for God giveth not
3-H lui of Jude*—The rural parts of that province, the Spirit by mess are—Here, again, the sharpest con
ibe forcing conversation being held in the capital. ceivable line of distinction is drawn between Christ
xtix.il -In the sense explained in ch. 4. 2. JEuon . . . and all human-inspired teachers: "They have the
Si-La—to the West of Jordan (Cf. b. 26 with ch. X. 23.) Spirit in a limited degree; but God giveth not [to Him]
Ma net t« cast into prison— Hence it is plain that the Spirit by measure* It means 'the entire fulness
rir Lord's ministry did not commence with the imprf- of divine life and divine power. The present teuse
nraiw* of .Inhn. though, but for this, we should have " giveth," very aptly points out the permanent commu
*-wa lh.it inference from Matthew. 4. 12. Ac, and nication of the Spirit by the Father to the Son, so that
Xirt i. 14, expre«!» statement. 25, 28. between some a constant flow and re-flow of living power Is to be
"i-nuher. 'on the nrt of.' and the Jews — rather understood.' [Cf. ch. 1. fil.) [Olhhau»kn.J 35. 36. The
jrwdtiK tn the best MSS. , ' and a Jew.* abont puri- Father lovsth, Ac.—See on Matthew, n. 27, where we
tfOf~*x.. baptising, the symbolical meaning of wash- have the "delivering oterot all things Into the hands
rat *ith water, being put fas in ch. 2. d> for the act of the Son." while here we have the deep spring
Keif As John and Jesus were the only teachers who of that august act in the Fathers ineflablo "love
;*?:i-*<i Jin. discussions might easily arise between of the Son." hath everlasting; life — already hath it.
-V Baptist's disciple?> and such Jews as declined to See on v. 18, and ch. &. 24. shall not see lite—The con
tihorit to thtt rite. Rabbi, Ac.—' Master, this man trast here is striking : The one has already a life that
ifD; tj« that he to whom thou barest such generous will endure for ever—the other not only has It not now,
v.ftm tvfond Jnnlan is requiting thy generosity by but shall never have it—never see it. abideth on him—
lirartni all the people away to himself. At this rate. It was on Him before, and not being removed in the
Ibn Uialt soon have no disciples at all.' The reply only possible way, by " believing on the Sou," it neces
to His ft one of the noblest and most affecting ntter- sarily rcmaineth on him ! N.B.—How flatly does this
umthat ever came from the lips of man. 27-30 A contradict the teaching of many in our day, that there
■■a. At —*I do my heaven-prescribed work, and that neither was, nor is, any thing in God against sinners
»*noorhfor me. "Won Id yon have me mount into my which needed to be removed by Christ, but only in
Vxtett place'; Said I not unto you, I am not the men against God.
CHAPTER IV.
0*i4! The Bride is not mine, why should the people
•ar with me 7 Mire it is to point the burdened to the
Ver. 1-42. Christ and the Woman of Samaria
U-na or God that takoth away the sin of the world, to —The Samaritans or Sychar. 14. the L<>rd knew
tO them there is balm in Gilead. and a Physician —not by report, but in the sense of ch. 2. 2i, for which
toert. And shall I grudge to see them, in obedience reason He is here styled " the Lord." Jesus baptixed
v>tb» call living as a cloud, and as doves to their not—John being a servant baptixed with his own hand:
^adr-wi* Whose is the Bride but the Bridegroom's? Christ as the Master." baptising with the Holy Ghost."
twfljb for me to be the Bridegroom's FrienA, sent administered the outward symbol only through HU
^ Rim to negotiate the mat<-h. privileged to bring disciples, left Judea—to avoid persecution, which at
"crtherthe Saviour and those He is come to seek ami that early stage would have marred His work, departed
*»»e. and rejoicing with joy unspeakable if I may iuro Galilee— by which time Johu had been cast into
V. " stsod ami hear the Bridegroom's voice." witnfss- prison (.Mark, 1. 14). must needs go through Samaria—
*; the Messed e*poitsaU. Pay. ye, then, they go from for a ideographical reason, no doubt, as it lay tttm'ghs
<■* » Hirn? Ye bring me glad tidings of great joy. in his way, but certainly not without a higher design.
Ht bb« increase, but I must decrease : this, my joy, 5. comet ii to—i.e., as far as : for He remained at some
tonrfore ta fulfilled.' A. man can receive. Ac .—'can distance from it. Sy char— the " Shechem" of the Old
^tmt nothing,* i e., lawfully and with any success ; Testament, about thirty- four miles from Jerusa
■i*. Every nvui has his work and sphere appointed lem, afterwards called " Neapolis," and now ".Natin trim shove. Even Christ Himself came under blous." 6-8. wearied. ..sat thus — i.e., 'as you might
*i l«w Hebrews. 5. 4 . 31-34. He that. Ac-Hero fancy a weary man would ;' an instance of the graphic
11 tt» reuon why He mast increase while all human stylo of St. John. [Webster A Wilkinson.) In fact,
teseam mu«t decrease. The Master " cometh from this is perhaps the most human of all the scenes of
lJW*"-dtacerding from Uis projvr tUment, the our Lord s earthly history. We seem to be beside Him.
ttiwi those " heavenly thincs" which He came to overhearing all that is here recorded, nor could any
nrt*i- vai «o. although mingling with men and things painting of the scene on canvass, however perfect, do
°*J 'be esrh, is not " of the earth." either in I'erson or other than lower the conception which this exquisite
"«d: The servants, on the contrary, springing of narrative convoys to the devout and intelligent reader.
**!*■- m tit the earth, and their testimony, even But with all that is human, how much also of the
w»»fe fiinne in authority, partakes necessarily of dinM have we here, both blended in one glorious
iwi own eanhiuess. (So strongly did the Baptist manifestation of the majesty, grace, pity, patience,
jw this contrast that the last clause just repeats the with which " the Lord" imparts light and life to this
fif**- It La impossible for a sharper line of dis- unlikeliest of strangers, standing midway between
t**t«2 to he drawn between Christ and all human Jews and heathens, the sixth hear—noonday, reckon
***£ben. even when divinely commissioned and speak- ing from o a.m. From Song of Solomon, 1. 7. we kuow,
"» h? the power of the Holy Ghost Aud who does as from other sources, that the very flocks "rested at
**perr*Vre it; The words of prophets and apostles noon/' But Jesus, whose maxim was. " 1 must work
"•wwtaiable and most precious truth ; but in the the works of Him that sent me while it is day" (ch.o.4!.
•"aiuj of Christ we hear a voice as from the excellent seems to have denied Himself that repose, st least on
'•Kwy. the Eternal Word making Himself heard in onr this occasion, probably that He might reach this well
"wtifleih. wii" *• b*l& seen and heard-iSeeoni.il, when He knew the woman would be there. Once there,
»wca.LlSj no sua receive th. Arc—John's disciples however, Hu accepts the grateful ease of a seat on the
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Christ Talketh with a
patriarchal stone. But what music is that which I
hear from His lip**. " Come unto Me all ye that labour
and are heavy laden, and 1 will give you rest" (Mat
thew, 11. 281. Give me 'o drink—for the heat of a noon
day sun had parched His lipa. But "in the last, that
treat day of the feast,1' Jesus stood and cried, saying,
"If any roan thirst let him come unto me and drink**
(ch. 7. 37). 9-12. Hjw U it than thou— not altogether
refusinc, yet wondering at so unusual a request from
a Jew. as his dress and dialect would at once discover
him to be. to a Samaritan. For. Arc—It is this national
antipathy that give* point to the parable of the good
Samaritan (Luke, 10. 30, &c.), and the thankfulness of
the Samaritan leper (Luke, 17. 20. 18!. If thou knewest.
&c.— 'i .<{., * In me thou seest ouly a petitioner to thee ;
but It thou knewest Who that Petitioner is, and the
Gift that God is giving to men, thou wouldst have
changed places with Him. gladly suing of Him living
water— nor shouldst thou have sued in vain' (gently
reflecting ou her for not Immediately meeting His re
quest). Art thou greater, &c.—already perceiving in
this Stranger a claim to some mysterious greatness,
our father Jacob—for when it went well with the Jews
they claimed kindred with them, as being descended
from Joseph, but when misfortunes befel the Jews
they disowned all connexion with them. [Joskphus,
9. 14. 3.] 13. 14. thirst again . ..never thirst, &c—The
contrast here is fundamental and ail comprehensive.
" This waier *" plainly means * this natural water and
all satisfaction* of a like earUUy and perishable nature,'
Coming to us/rom without, and reaching only the super
ficial parts of our nature, they are soon spent, and need
to be anew supplied as much as if we had never expe
rienced them before, while the deeper wants of our
being are not reached by them at all ; whereas the
" water" that Christ (rives—spiritual life—is struck
out of the very depths of our being, making the soul
not a cistern, for holding water poured into it from
without, but a fountain [the word had been better so
rendered, to distinguish it from the word rendered
"well" in v. 11). springing, gushing, bubbling up and
flowing forth from within us, ever fresh, ever living.
The indwelling oi the Holy Ghott as the Spirit of
Christ is the secret of this lire with all its enduring
energies and satisfactions, as is expressly said (ch. 7.
37-39;. "Never thirsting." then, mean? simply that
such souls have the supplies at home, into everlasting
life—carrying the thoughts up from the eternal fresh
ness and vitality of these waters to the treat ocean in
which they have their confluence.' * Thither may 1
arrive !' IBenosl.] 15-18. give me this water, <fcc—
This is not obtuseness—that is giving way—it ex
presses a wondering desire after she scarce knew what
from this mysterious Stranger, call thy husoand—now
proceeding to arouse her slumbering conscience by
laying bare the guilty life she was leading, and by the
minute details which that life furnished not only
bringing her sin vividly up before her, but preparing
her to receive in His true character that wonderful
Stranger to whom her whole life, in its minutest par
ticulars, evidently lay open. 19. 30. Sir, I perceive,
Ac—Seeing herself all revealed, does she now break
down and ask what hopes there might be for one so
guilty': Nay. her convictions have not reached that
point yet. She ingeniously shifts the subject from a
personal to a public question. It is not, 'Alas, what a
wicked life am 1 leading !' but * Lo, what a wonderful
prophet I got into con vernation with : He will be able
to Bettle that Interminable dispute between us and the
Jews; Sir, you must know all about such matter-s
our fathers hold to this mountain here,' pointing to
G'erizim in Samaria, *as the divinely consecrated place
of worship, but ye Jews say that Jerusalem is the pro
per place—which of us is right?" How slowly does the
human heart submit to thorough humiliation ! (comH0

Woman of Samaria.
pare the prodigal; see on Luke, 15. 16,) Doubtless
onr Lord saw through the fetch : but does He say.
'That question is not the point just now. but Have
you been living in the way described, yea or nay f Till
' this is disposed of I cannot be drawn into theological
j controversies.' The Prince of preachers takes another
\ method: He humours the poor woman, letting her
, take her own way, allowing her to lead while He fol
j lows—but thus only the more effectually gaining His
j object. He answers her question, pours light into her
j mind on the spirituality of all true worship, aa of its
glorious Object, and so brings her insensibly to the
, point at which He could disclose to her wondering
| mind Whom she was all the while speaking to. 21-24.
i Woman, &c—Here are three weighty pieces of informa
tion : ii.) * The point raised will very soon cease to be
j of any moment, for a total change of dispensation is
| about to come over the church.' 42.) ' The Samaritans
are wrong, not only as to the place, but the whole
grounds and nature of their worship, while in all these
respects the truth lies with the Jews.' (3.) *As God is
a Spirit, so He both invites and d-mands a spiritual
worship, and already all is in preparation for a spirit
ual economy, more in harmony wiih the true nature of
acceptable service than the ceremonial worship by
consecrated perrons, place, and times, which God for
a time has seen meet to keep up till fulness of the time
should come.' neither in this mountain nor at Jerusa
lem—i.e., exclusively. (Malachi. 1. it; l Timothy. 1. 8J
worship the Father—She had talked simply of " wor
ship ;" our Lord brings up before her the great Object
of all acceptable worship—"the Fathek," Te worship
ye know not what — without any revealed authority,
and so very much in the dark. In this Bense, the Jews
knew what tluy were about. But the most elonous
thing here is the reason assigned, " For salvation rs
of the Jiws," intimating to her that Salvation was
not a thing left to be reached by any one who might
vaguely desire it of a God of mercy, but something
that had been revealed, prepared. deposited wUh aparticular pcopte. and must be sought in connexion with,
and as issuing from them; and that people "the
Jews." hour cometn and now it — evidently meaning
her to understand that this new economy wsw in some
sense being set up while He was talking to her. a sense
which would in a few miuutes so far appear, when He
told her plainly He was the Christ. 25. 28. I know
Messias oometh,..wiien He is came. Ax.— If we take our
Lord's immediate disclosure of Himself, in answer to
this, as the proper key to its meaning to His ear, we
can hardly doubt that the woman was already all but
prepared for even this startling announcement, which
indeed she seems (from v. 29) to have already begun to
suspect by His revealing her to herself. Thus quickly,
under so matchless a Teacher, was she brought up from
her sunken condition to a frame of mind and heart
capable of the noblest revelations, tell us all things
—an expectation founded probably on Deuteronomy.
18. 16. I that speak.. .am he— He scarce ever said any
thing like this to His own people, the Jews. He had
magnified them to the woman, and yet to themselves
He is to the last far more reserved than to her—proring rather than plainly telling them He was the Christ,
But what would not have been safe among them was
safe enough with her. whose simplicity at this stage of
the conversation appears from the sequel to have be
come perfect. What now will the woman say? We
listen, the scene has changed, a new party arrives, thiiliaciples have been to Sychar, at some distance, to buy
bread, and on their return are astonished at the com
pany their Lord has been holding in their absence. ST.
marvelled that he talked with the woman — It never
probably occurred to them to marvel that He talked
with tliemsfivcs ; yet in His eye, as the sequel show*.
He was quite as nobly employed. How poor. If not
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HHjov, are roaoy or our most plausible estimates !
«*•« said.. . What V. Wnjl—awedby the spectacle, and
: rkirig there must be something under it. 26-30.
Jeft h*r water-pot — Huw exquisitely natural ! The
r reaence of strangers made ber feel that it was time
kwher *o withriraw, and He who knew what was In
*vr heart, and. what she was going to the city to do,
■•* her to without exchanging a word with her In the
larog of others. Their interview was too sacred, and
tin- effect on the woman too overpowering (not to speak
ef His own deep emotion! to allow of its beinsj eonusaed. Bnt i hU one artless touch—that she " left her
water-pot"*— speakat volumes. The living water was
areacy becinninj; to spring up within her; she found
that man doth not live by bread nor by water only,
>cd that there was a water of wondrous virtue that
rused people above meat uud drink, and the vessels
fjUheld them, and all human things. In short, she
t«s transported, forgot every thine but one ; and her
ecart fanning over with the tale she had to tell, she
frvtjr* home and pour* it out. Is not tcis the Curist
— rbe/ona of the question in the Greek) is a distant,
cueist way of only half insinuating what it seemed
hardly fitting for her to affirm; norrioes she refer to
whit He said of Himself, but solely to His disclosure
to her of the particulars of her own life, they weat out,
*-— Row different from the Jews ! and richly was
thesr opennesa to conviction rewarded. 31-33. mrau«■■«♦■ 4.e-. while the woman was away. Master, eat—
Fit^ffu* and Qiirst we saw He felt; here is revealed
another of oar common infirmities to which the Lord
»«* subject—hunger, meat ye know not of—What spimnality of mind ! * I hare been eating all this while,
ard each food as ye dream not of.' What can that be?
ti»» y aak each other; have any supplies been brought
ti Lin in our absence T He knows what they are sayiug
T^^-oqh He hears it not. My meat is, &c.—*A Servant
bsre to fulfil a prescribed work, to do and to finish,
thai is "meat" to Me; and of this, while you were
aaay. I have had my fill.' And of what does He speak
Ikut Of the condescension, pity, patience, wisdom
H* had been laying out upon one soul— a very humble
«c«ian, and in some respects repulsive too ! But He
L*d rained her, and through her was going to g aiu more,
irsd lay perhaps the foundations of a great work in the
et>jntry of Samaria ; and this filled His whole soul,
ssd raised Him above the sense of natural hunger
aiattfeew. 4. 4). yet four months, and then harvest—
fdL, 'In current speech, ye say thus at this season;
im'lift up your eyes and look upon those fields in the
fc^hl of ar-otiter husbandry, for lo ! in thai sense, they
ire *ren now white to harvest, ready for the sickle.'
The simple beauty of this language Is only surpassed
fcr the stow of holy emotion in the Redeemer's own
Bf?^l wbirh it expresses. It refers to the ripeness of
these Syeharite-s. for accession to Him, and the joy of
trds treat Lord of the reapers over the anticipated
h^jatfterir*. O could we but no "lift up our eyes and
k>ik" Knott many fields abroad and at home, which to
dull sense appear unpromising, as He beheld those of
f-acvana. what movements, as yet scarce in embryo,
aad accession* to Christ, as yet seemingly far distant,
soariit we not discern as quite near at hand, and thus.
«B&i<ut difficulties and discouragements too much for
vst'.un to sustain, be cheered—as our Lord Himself
•ku in circumstances far more overwhelming—with
~*»rt in the night !** he that reapeth. <fec— As our
L-Td could not mean that the reaper only, and not the
h^tt. received ** wages.'* in the sense of personal remTii for his work, the " wages " here can be no other
than the joy of havinjr such a harvest to gather in—the
joy ef " fathering fruit unto life eternal." rejoice toretaet—The bleared issue of the whole Ingathering is
the mterert alike of the sower as of the reaper ; it is
no more the fruit of lb* last operation than of the first:
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and just as there can be no reaping without previous
sowing, so ha-ve those servants of Christ, to whom is
assigned the pleasant task of merely reaping the spi
ritual harvest, no work to do, and no joy to taste, that
has not been prepared to their hand uy the toilsome
and often thankless work of their predecessors in the
field. The joy. therefore, of the great harvest festivity
will be Vie common joy of all who have taken any part
in Vie work from tiie first operation to the last. [See
Deuteronomy, 10. n, 14 ; Psalm 126. 6 ; Isaiah, 9. 3 .'
What encouragement is here for those "fishers of men"
who "have tolled all the night" of their official life
and, to human appearance. " and have taken nothing !"
I ssut you. &c.—The / is emphatic—I. the Lord of the
whole harvest: "sont you," points to their post ap
pointment to the apostles hip, though it has reference
only to their future discharge of it, for they had
nothing to do with the present ingathering of the
Sychantcs. ye bestowed no labour— meaning that much
of their future success would arise from the prepara
tion already made for them. See on v. 42. others
laboured—Referring to the Old Testament labourers,
the Baptist, and by implication Himself, though He
studiously keeps this in the background, that the line
of distinction between Himself and all His servants
might not be tost sight of. 'Christ represents Him
self as 'the Husbandman [rather the Lord of the la
bourers] who has the direction both of the sowing and
of the harvest, who commissions all the agents— those
of the Old Testament as well as of the New—and there
fore does not stand on a level with either the sowers
or the reapers.' [Olshauskx.] 39-42. many believed,
<fcc.—* The truth of v. 35 begins to appear. These Sama
ritans were the foundation of the church afterwards
built up there. No miracle appears to have been
wrought there [but unparalleled supernatural know
ledge displayed 1: " we have heard him ourselves" suf
ficed to raise their faith to a point never attained by the
Jews, and hardly as yet by the disciples—that He was
"theSaviouroff/wioorW." IAltokp.] 'This incident is
farther remarkable as a rare instance of the Lord's
ministry producing an awakening on a large scale.'
[OmnAUaXN.] abode two days — Two precious days,
surely, to the Redeemer Himself ! Unsought, He had
come to His own, yet His own received Him not : now
those who were not His own had come to Him, been
won by Him. and invited Him to their town that
others might share with them in the benefit of His
wonderful ministry. Here, then, would He solace
His already wounded spirit, and have in this outfield
villa -je- triumph of His grace a sublime foretaste of the
iubringiug of the whole Geutile world into the chimh.
43-34. Second Galilean Mikaclk— IIealino of
the Courtier's Son. 43. 44. After two days—ftfc,
'the two days' of His stay at Sychar. For Jesns testi
fied, &c—This verse has occasioned much discussion.
For it seems strange, if " His own country," here
means Nascreth, which was in Galilee, that it should
be said He came to Galilee because in one of its towns
He expected no good reception. Rut all will be simple
and natural if we fill up the statement thus : ' He went
into the region of Galilee, but not, as might have been
expected, to that part of it called "His own country '
Nazareth [see Mark. 8. 4 ; Luke. 4. tVi.for He acted on
the maxim which He oft repeated, that a prophet,' &c.
45. received—' welcomed' Him. having; seen ... at the
feist—proud, perhaps, of their Countryman's wonder
ful works at Jerusalem, and possibly won by this cir
cumstance to regard His claims as at least worthy of
respectful investigation. Even this our Lord did not
despise, for saving conversion often begins in lesB than
this (so Zoccheus, Luke. is). 3, dicj. for they also went
—i.e.. it was their practice to go up to the feast. 46,
47. nobleman—courtier, king's servant, or one connected
with a royal household; such as Chuxa (Luke, 6. 3j, or
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Mauaen [Acts. 13. 1J. heard that Jesus vu come cat of
Judes—' where he h*d doubtless seen or heard what
tilings J bias had done at Jerusalem iv. 4£). (Benoel-J
come down—for Capernaum was down on the North
Wost shore of Lho sea of Galilee. 43-51 Except ya see
signs, &c.—He did believe, both as his coming and
his urgent entreaty show; but how imperfectly we
shall see ; and our Lord would deei en his faith by
such a blunt and seemingly rough answer as He made
to Kicodemus. Come down eie my child die—'While
we talk, the case is at its crisis, and if thou come not
instantly, all is over.' This was faith, but partial, and
our Lord would perfect it. The man cannot believe
the cure could be wrought without the Physician
coming to the patient—the thought of such a thing
evidently never occurred to bim. But Jesus will in a
moment bring him up to this. Go thy way; thy son
liveth—Both effects instantaneously followed:—"The
man believed the word," and the cure, shooting
quicker than lightning from Cana to Capernaum, was
felt by the dying youth. In token of faith, the father
takes his leave of Christ—in the circumstances this
evidenced full faith. The servants hasten to convey
the joyful tidings to the anxious parent, whose faith
now only wants one confirmation. "When began r>e
to amend V "Yesterday, at the seventh hour, the
fever left him"— the very hour in which was uttered
that great word. "Thy Son liveth!" So "himself be
lieved and his whole house." He had believed before
this, first very imperfectly ; then with assured coufideuce of Christ's word ; but now with a faith crowned
by "sight." And the wave rolled from the head to
the members of his household. "To-day is solvation
cniue to this /louse" (Luke. 10. 9); and no mean house
this I second miracle Jems did — i.e.. in Cana ; done
" alter he came out of Judea," as the former before.
CHAPTER V.
Ver. 1-47. The Impotent Man Healktj— DisroUKex Occasioned by the Pbrsbcition akisikq
thkheupon. 1. a feast of the Jewa—Wltatjeaft f fio
question has more divided thoHarmoni&tsof the Gos
pels, and the duration of our Lord's ministry may be
^aidtohtngeon it. For if, as the majority have thought
(until of late years) it was a Passover* His ministry
msted three-and-a-half years ; if not. probably a year
less. Those who are dissatisfied with the Passoverviuw ait diner among; themselves what other feast it
was. and some of the most acute think there are no
grounds for deciding. In our judgment the evidence
is in favour of its being a I'assovtr, but the levsons can
not be stated here. 2, 3. sheep L market]—The supple
ment should be (as in Margin] 'sheep [gate],' men
tioned Xehemiah, 3. 1. 32. Betnesda — i,e., 'house
•place) of mercy.' from the cures wrought there, five
porches—for shelter to the patients, impotent—or in' nn. 4. Au angel. &c—This miracle differed in two
points from all other mtricles recorded in Scripture :
;i.l It was not one but a succession of miracles periodi
cally wrought : it. ) As it was ouly wrought " when the
wuters were troubled," so only ujwn one patient at a
tune, and (hat the patient " who first stepped in after
the troubling of the waters." But this only the more
undeniably fixed its miraculous charactur. We have
heard of many waters having a medicinal virtue ; but
what water was ever known to cure instantaneously a
single disease! And who ever heard of any water
curing all, even the most diverse diseases—*' blind,
halt, withered"—alike? Above all, who ever heard of
buch a thing being dune "only at a certain season,"
and most singularly of all, doing it only to the first
person who stepped In after the moving of the waters !
Any of the?o peculiarities— much mora all taken to
gether— must.have proclaimed the supernatural cha
racter of the cures wrought. (If the text here be
genuine, there can be no doubt of the miracle, as
14J
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there were multitudes living when this gospel was
published who. from their own knowledge of Jerusa
lem, could have exposed the falsehood of the evange
list, if no such cure had been known there. The want
of v. 4 and part of v. 3. in some good XISS., and the use
of some unusual words in the passage, are more easily
accounted for than the evidence in their favour if they
were not originally in the text. Indeed v. 7 is unin
telligible without v. 4. The internal evidence brought
against it Is merely the unlikelihood of such a miracle—
a principle which will carry us a great deal farther if we
allow it to weigh against positive evidence.] 5-9. thirty eight years—but not all that time at the pooL This was
probably the most pitiable of all the cases, and ther-.fort selected, saw him lie aud knew, &c.—As He doubt
less visited the spot just to perform this cure, so Ha
knows where to find His patient, and the whole pre
vious history of his case (ch. -. 25). Wilt thou be mace
wholel—Cuuld any one doubt that a sick man would
like to be made whole, or that the patients can.
timber, and this man had returned again and again,
just in hope of a cure? But our Lord asked the ques
tion, (i.) To fasten attention upon Himself; (2j L'.y
making him detail his case, to deepen in him the feel
ing of entire helplessness; (3.) By so singular a ques
tion, to beget in his desponding heart the hope of a
cure. (Cf. Mark, 10. 51.) Sir, I have no man, &c— In
stead of saying he wished to be cured, he just teiU
with piteous simplicity how fruitless hod been all h:s
efforts to obtain it, and how hdpUss and all but hope
less he was. Yet not quite. For here he is at the pool,
waiting on. It seemea of no use; nay, only tantalis
ing—" While I am coming another steppeth down be
fore me"—the fruit was snatched from his lips. Yet
he will not go away. He may get nothing by staying,
he may drop into his grave ere he get into the pool;
but by going from the appointed, divine way of htaling. he can get nothing. Wait therefore be will, wait
he does, and when Chi 1st comes to heal him, lo! he is
waitiug his turn. What an attitude for a sinner »t
Mercy's gate ', '1 be man's hopes seemed low enough ere
Christ came to turn. He might have said, jiist before
"Jesus passed by that way," 'This is no use; Id
never get in; let me die at home.' Then ail had been
lost. But he held on, and his perseverance was re
warded with a glorious cure. Probably some rays of
hope darted into his heart as be told his tale before
those Eyes whose glance measured his whole case. But
the word of command consummates his preparation
to receive the cure, aud instantaneously works it. Bitr.
take up tay bed, &c—" Immediately " he did so. " He
spake and it was done." The slinging of hu portable
couch over his shoulders was designed to show the
perfection of the cure, the saute day was the Sabbata
—beyond all doubt this was intentional. :u in so many
other healings, in order that when opposition arose on
this account men inula be compelled to listen to His
claims and His teaching. 10 18. Toe Jews—ie.. Vow.
in authority, ice on ch. 1. 111. It is uot lawful to car;y
thy bed—a glorious testimony to the cure, as instan
taneous and complete, from the lips of the most preju
diced ! {And what a contrast does it, as all our Lord's
miracles, present to the bungling miracles of the
Church of Home !1 In ordinary circumstances, tie
rulers had the law on their side. (Neheraiah, 13. 13;
Jeremiah. 17. 31.) But when the man referred them
to " Him that had made him whole" as his authority,
the argumeut was resistless. Yet they ingeniously
parried the thrust, asking bim, sot who had " nuuio
him whole"—that would have condemned themselTet
and defeated their purpose— but who had bidden dim
" take up his bed and walk," in other words, who had
dared to order a breach of the Sabbath? Tia time **
were looking after him—thus hoping to shake ihd
man's faith in his Healer, he that was heated vu; a-W
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fcc—That some one. with unparalleled generosity,
tenderness and power, hail done it, the man knew well
ecos^h: bnt as he had never heard of Him before, so
He disappeared too quickly for any Inquiries, colrr?«d Himself away—or 'slipped out* of the crowd that
bad gathered to avoid both hasty popularity and precwieie hatred. (Matthew, 12. 14-10.) findeth him lu
uc temple—saying, perhaps, " I will go into thy house
»ith barn t-offerings, I will pay my vows which my
; ;~ have uttered and my mouth hath spoken when I
was in trouble." (Psalm 68. 13. 14.) Jesus, there Hira*lf Cor His own ends, "findeth him there"—not ail
accidentally, be assured. Stn no more, Ac.—a glimpse
this of the reckless life he had probably led before his
Cdrty-eight years' infirmity had come upon him, and
•akh not improbably had brought on, in the just
.^kment of God. his chronic complaint. Fearful illustnUon this of ** the severity of God." but glorious
unfestation of our Lord's insight into "what was in
iran.'* Tae man deputed and told, &c—little thinking
bow unwelcome his grateful and eager testimony
would be. ' The darkness received not the light which
vis pouring its rays upon it,' John, l. 5, 11. ;« '..saauioax.] because he had done these things on tbe Sabbus-day— What to these byocritical religionists was
she. doing of the most glorious and beneficent miracles,
x»xpared with the atrocity of doing them on the Sabbuh day! Having given them this handle, on purpose
to raise the first public controversy with them, and
U as open a fitting opportunity of laying His claims
before them. He rises at once to tbe whole height of
them, in a statement which for grandeur and terseness
exceed* almost any thing tbat ever afterwards fell
from Him. at least to His enemies. 17, 18. My Father
wofketa hitherto and I work. The "1" is emphatic q (l.,
' fee creative and conservative activity of my Fa.
Ubcrhas known no Sabbath-cessation from the beginatnguntil now, andUiat is tiic law of My working' God
«u au Father—lit., ' his own (or peculiar) Father.' as
lattomane. S. 32. The addition is their own, but a very
; >rop«r one. rcakiug himself equal with God—rightly
c»ther re: this to be His meaning, not from the mere
voids " my Father." but from His claim of right to act
u His Father did in the like high sphere, and by the
euae law of ceaseless activity In that sphere. And as.
mtead of Instantly disclaiming any such meaning—as
He matt have done if it was false—He positively sets
Bis seal to it in the following verses, merely explaining
to- consistent such claim was with the prerogatives of
Uis Father, it Is beyond all doubt that we have here
ia assumption of peculiar pergonal Sonslap, or partir> nation in the Father's essential nature. 19. 20. the
5 ae*a do nothing of himself—i-e., apart from and in
Drat*? of tbe Father, as they supposed. The meaning
u. "tbe S*on can have no separate interest or action
from tbe Father.' for what things, Ac.— q d., 'On tho
coutzmry, whatever the Father doeth that same doetb
tha^oo.' likewise—*ln the like manner.' What claim to
tbeotule equality with the Father could exceed this;
not only w do the same things, but to do them as the
father does them ? Father loveth . . , and saoweth him
aU. &c.-A* love has no concealment*, so it results
fracn the perfect fellowship and mutual endearment of
IS* Fa:her and the don see on ch. 1. 1, U), whose incrests axe one. even as their nature, that the Father
cjenmunicates to the Son all His counsels, and what
Jh-ta been thua shown to the Son is by Him executed in
His usedjaiosial character. 'With the Father, doing is
-rJli*?; it is only the Son who arts in Time.' [Alreou>.] Threw things here are clear: i ) Tbe pergonal
•tutinetums in the Godhead. (2.) Unity of action
■ laoag tbe Persons results from unity of nature. (3.)
Their oneness of interest is no unconscious or invo
luntary thing, but a thing of glorious consciousness,
wiO. ac4 tote, of which the Person* themselves are
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the proper Objects, show him greater things. &c—re
ferring to what He goes on to mention (r. 21-31), com
prised in two great words. Life and J ulgmkxt, which
Stikr, beautifully calls God's Regalia. Yet these
Christ says the Father and He do in common. 21 23.
raiseth tne dead and quickeneth them—one act in two
stages. This is His absolute prerogative as God. sa
the son qulckeneth—i.e., raiseth up and quickeneth.
whom He will—not only doing the same divine, act, but
doing it as the result of His own will, even as the Fa
ther does it. Ibis statement is of immense impor
tance in relation to the miracles of Christ, distin
guishing them from similar miracles of prophets and
apostles, who as human instruments were employed to
perform supernatural actions, while Christ did all as
the Father's commissioned Servant indeed, but in the
exercise of His own absolute right of action. For tbe
Father judgeth no man, Ac— rather, ' For neither doth
the Father judge Any man,' implying that the sahib
" thing was meant In the formerverse of the quicken
ing of the dead"—both acts being done, cot by the Fa
ther and tho Son, as though twice done, but by the
Father through through the Son as His voluntary
Agent, all judgment—judgment in its most comprehen
sive sense, or as we should say, all administration.
honour the Son as.. .the Father—As he who believes that
Christ in the foregoing verses has given a true account
of His relation to the Father must of necessity hold
Him entitled to the same honour as the Father, so He
here adds that it was the Father's express intention in
making over all judgment to the Son, that men sfiouhf.
thus honour Him. honorueth not the Father, Ac.—dot a
not do it in fact, whatever be may imagine, and will
be held as not doing it by the Father Himself, who
will accept no homage which is not accorded to His
own Son. 24. believeth on Him tbat sent ra«—i.e„ believeth in him as having sent Me. q.d,, 1 have spoken
of the Son's right not only to heal the sick but to raise
from the dead, and quicken whom He will: And now
[say unto you, 77iot lift-giving operation has already
passed upon all who receive, my wordi as the Sent of tho
Joiner on the great errand of mercy, hath everlasting;
life—immediately on his believing cf. ch. 3. IS; i John.
6. 12, 13>. is passed—'bath passed over' "from deatli
unto life." What a transition ! cf. 1 John. 3. 14.
25-29. the hour cometh—in its whole fulness, at Pente
cost, and now is—in its beginnings, the dead— tho
spiritually dead, as is clear from v. 28, Here He rises
from the calmer phrase "bearing his word" 'v. 24). to
the grander expression, "hearing the voice of ttit Hon
of God." to signify that as it finds *uen in a dead
condition, so it carries with it a resurrection-power.
snail live— in the sense of v. 24. given to the 3 :i,
Ac.—Does this rofer to the essential llfo of the Son
before all time (ch. 1. 4) [as n;o.ii, of the Fathers,
and Olsiiausen. Stiek. Ai.fokh. Ax-., among the
moderns), or to the purpose of Cod that this essen
tial life should reside in tbe Person of the incartiuto
Son, and be manifested thus to the world ? (Calvin,
Luckk, Lothardt. Ac.) The question is as difficult
as the subject is high. But ai all thAt Christ says of
His essential relation to the Father is intended to ex
plain and exalt his m*di» tonal functions, go the on >
seems in our Lord's own mind and language mainly
the starting-point of the other, because he Is tho Son
of Man— This seems to confirm tho last remark, that
what Christ had properly in view was the indwelling of
the Son's essential life in humanity as the great Unatre and medium of divine display, in both tbe great
departments of His work— life-giving and judgment.
The appointment of a Judge in our own nature is one
of the most beautiful arrangements of divine wisdom
in redemption. Marvel not at this—this committal of
all judgment to UtcSon of Man. for tbehoor is coming
—He adds not in this case (as in s. 2£,, "and now is.'
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because this was not to be till the close of the with theirs, which was to obtain human applause, not
whole dispensation of mercy, resurrection of life— Lc, the love or God in you— which would inspire you with a
'to life' everlasting. (Matthew. 26. 46.) of damnation— single desire to know His mind and will, and yield
It would have been harsh to say "the resurrection of yourselves to it. in spite of prejudice and rei»rdles*i of
death.' though that is meant, for sinners rise from consequences. 42 47. If another sliad cjme. &c— How
death to d/ath. [Rksgkl.1 The resurrection of both strikingly has this been verified in the history of the
classes is an exercise of sovereign authority: but In the Jews; 'From the time of the true Christ to our
one caws it is an act of grace, in the other of justice. time, sixty-four false Christs have been reckoned by
id 1 mriici, 12. 2, from which the langnate is taken.) whom they have been deceived.' IBks<;eu] How cm
How awfully grand are these unfolding* of His dignity ye believe! &c.— [See on v. 40.41. The "wilt not" of
and authority from the mouth of Christ Himself ! And v, 40. and "cannot" here are jum different features of
they are all in the third person; in who* follows He the same awful state of the human heart. Dj not think
resumes the fi.ru* pcrnon. 30 32. of mine own self do I will accuse yon— q.d., *My errand hither is not to col
nothing- i.f.. apart from the Father, or in any interest lect evidence to condemn ynu at God's bar.* one tint
of my own. ^ee 'in v. 19 ) as I hear—q.rf., 'My judg i jadgeth ?pu. H >ses. kc—qd.. 'Alas! that will be too
ments are all anticipated in the bosom of my Father, well done by another, and him the object of all your
to which I have irn mediate access, and by me only re religious boastings— Moses.' here put for " the Law.'
sponded to and re/Urtfd. They cannot therefore err, the basis of the Old Testament Scriptures, he wrote of
as I live for one end only, to carry Into effect the will me— 'an important testimony to the subject of the
of Htm that Kent mo. If I witness of myself—standing whole I'entateuch—"of Me " [Alforo.) 2f ye believe
alone, and setting up any separate interest, nitre is not, &c (See on Luke, IG. 31.) hie writings... my words
another—i.e., tlic Father, as is plain from the connec —a remarkable contrast, not ahwluU.lv exalting Old
tion. How brightly the distinction of the Persons Testament Scripture above His own words, bnt point
shines out here! and I know that the witness, da\— ing to the office of those venerable documents to pre'This is the Icon's testimony to the Father's truth (see part Christ's way. to the necessity universally felt for
ch. T. 2»; 8. 26, ft5 . It testifies to the full consciousness documentary testimony in revealed religion, and per
on the part of the Son, even in the days of His humilia haps las Stier, adds! to the relation which the com
tion of the righteousness of the Father.' tALFORD.l parative "Utter* of the Old Testament holds to the
And thus he cheered His spirit under the cloud u'f more flowing "words" of "spirit aud ltfe"which cha
human opposition which was already gathering over racterise the New Testament
His head. 33-25 Ye- sent nnto John— (See ch. 1. Id, &c)
CHAPTER VI.
receive not ten.. .from men— i.e., depend not on human
Ver. 1-13. Five Thousand Miraculously Fed.
testimony, bat. ..that ye mav be saved— 'I refer to him (See on Mark, 0. 31-14, 3. a mountain — somewhere in
merely to aid your faith, in order to your salvation.' that hilly range which skirts the East side of the lake.
He was a burning and a shining light— lit , 'the burning 4. paiBov«r...was nigh—but for the reason mentioned,
and shining lamp' (or torch); — q.d., ' the great lieh; ch. 7.1, Jesus kept away from it. remaining in Galilee.
of his day.' Christ is never called by the humble word
H-21. Jesus Walks on the Sea. See also
here applied to John—a light-bearer—studiously used on Mark, 6. 46-56. 14-15. that prpotaet— (see on ch.
to distinguish him from his Master, but ever the. Light 1, 21. J lft. departed to a mountain himself alone— il.)
in the most absolute sense. See on ch. l. 6. willing to rest, which He came to this " desert place"
for a season—i.e., till they saw that it tainted whether on purpose to do before the miracle of the loaves,
they were not prepared to go. to rejoice in his light- but could not for the multitude that followed Him
There is a play of irony here, referring to the hollow see on Mark, ti. 31 : and (2.J "to pray." Matthew.
delight with which his Lest imony tickled them. 36-38. 14. 23; Mark. 6. 40. But from His mountain top He
I hnvo greater witness—rather. 'The witness which I kept watching the ship (see on v. lei, and doubt
have is greater.' the works.. .bear witness of me—not less prayed both for them, aod with a view to the
■imply as miracle* nor even as miracles of mercy, but new manifestation which He was to give them of His
these miracles, a* He did tiiem, with a wtll and a glory. 16, 17. when even was come— [See on Mark.
power, a mnje *ty and a grace manifestly His own. The i>. 35.) entered imoaship—" cojistrainrd" to do so by
Father himself hath borne witness of me— not referring. their Master (Matthew. 14. 22; Mark. G. 46). in order to
probably, to the voice of His baptism, but (as seems put au end to the misutrocted excitement in His fa
from what follows) to the testimony of the Old Testa vour [«. 15), into which the disciples themselves may
ment Scripture. I Calvin, Lucre. Meyer, Luth- have been somewhat drawn. The word '* constrained "
artjt. &c] neither heard his voice, &c.—never recog implies reluctance on their part, perhaps from unwill
nised him In this character. The words are 'designedly ingness to part with their Master and embark at
mysterious, like many others which our Lord uttered.' night, leaving Him alone on the mountain, went—
[Stier.] not ins word abiding in you—passing now from rather, 'were proceeding.' towards Capernaum—Mark
the Witness to the testimony borne by him in "the says (6. 451, "unto tiethsalda." mean in? " Bethsaida
lively oracles." both were alike strangers to their of Galilee" (ch. 12. 21 1, on the West side of the lake.
breasts, as was evidenced by their rejecting Him to The place they left was of the same name (see on Mark,
whom all thai witness was borne. 39-42. Search tue 0. 31.? Jesus was not come to them—They probably
Scriptures. &c—qd, 'In the Scriptures ye lind yonr lingered in hopes of His still joining them, and so let
charter of eternal life; go search thera then, and you the darkness come on. 18. 19. sea arose, dec. —aud they
will find that I Am the Great Burden of their testi were 'now in the midst of if (Matthew. 14. «j. Mark
mony; yet ye will not come to Me for that life eternal adds the graphic and touching particular. " He saw
which you profess to find there, and of which they tell them toiling in rowing" (6. 4SJ, putting forth all their
you 1 am the appointed Dispenser.' icf. Acts, 17. 11, 12.) strength to buffet the waves and bear on against a
How touching and gracious are these last words! Ob head wind, but to little effect. He saw this from HU
serve here (L.J The honour which Christ gives to the mountain-top, and through the darkness of the night,
Scriptures, as a record which all have a right and are for His heart was all with them; yet would He not go
found to search— the reverse of which the Church of to their relief till His own time came, they see Jesus
Rome teaches; (8.) The opposite extreme is, resting iu —" about the fourth watch of the night " (Matthew, it.
the mere Book, without the. living Christ, to direct the 25; Mark. 6. 48). or between three and six in the morn
soul to Whom is its main use and chiefest glory. I ing, walking on the sea—What Job 9. *;■ celebrates as
receive uot honour tiom men—contrasting His own end j the distinguishing prerogative of God, " Who alom
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»--*vlrth out the heavens, and trkaditb upon thk
*«tbi of tbk exa"— what Abut challenges as God's
unapproachable prerogative, to "gather thk wjxd
r\ His fists, and bind tbi vatkrs in a oarmint"
Lprorerbi. 30.4»—lo ! this Is here done \n flesh, by " the
S»sorMAK," drawing nigh to the ship—yet as though
H» "wonid haze pa*vd 6y tttm" Mark, 0. 48 (cr.
Lake, 24. 33: Genesis, 18, 3. 6; 31 24-28.) they were
if-aia— "cned out for fear'* .'Matthew. 14. 28], "suppowftc it had been a spirit" (Mark, 6. 49). He would
aapear to tbera at first like a dark moving speck upon
ifcr waters: then as a human figure, bat—in the dark
leso&estuous aky. and not dreaming that it could be
tacir Lord—they take it for a spirit. (How often thus
we miscall our chiefest mercies— not only thinking
tbam distant when tliey are near, but thinking the best
the worst"
20 It is I: be not afraid—Matthew and
Mark give before these exhilarating words, that to
is** w«li -known one. " Be of good cheer!" 21. willingly
r-stmd him into toe ship— their first fears being now
converted into wonder and delight, and immediately
tae sain was at the land—This additional miracle, for as
saca it is manifestly related, is recorded here alone.
Yet all that u meant seems to be that as the storm
was suddenly caimed, so the little bark—propelled by
the secret power of the Lord of nature now sailing in it
—fiaded through the now unruffled waters, and, while
toey w*re wrapt in wonder at what had happened, not
aeadj ne their rapid motion, was found at port, to their
sail farther surprise.
tr-Ti. Janrs, Followxd by thk Mtjltitddks to
' ifirxaux, Discourses to tbkm in thb SynaM9i~s of thk Bread or Lite — Efffct of this
os Two Classics or the Disciples. 22-24. These
Tersest sure a little Involved, from the Evangelist's de► re to mention every circumstance however minute
thai coignt call up the scene as vividly to the reader as
>: stood before bis own view. The day lollowing—the
tirade of tfae loaves, and the stormy night; the day
r* which they landed at Capernaum, ths people which
t^mi ea the other side of the sea—not the whole multoade that had been fed, but only such of them as reoamed over night about the shore, \.em on the east
aw** of the lake; for we are supposed to have come,
wot Jesus and bis disciples in the ship, to the west
side, to Capernaum, saw that there was nou« other
bast there, Ac —The meaning is. the people bad ob
served that there had been only one boat on the East
sds wbere they were, namely, the one in which the dlsaias* had crossed at nig.it to the other, the West aide,
sad thaw had also observed that Jesns had not gone on
hoard that boat, but His disciples had put off without
Hum : "Bowbeit." adds the Evangelist, in a lively
aanothesis. "there came other boats from Tiberias'*
iwfcru lay near the south-west coast of the lake'.
*«» passenger* were part of the multitude that had
far&nrwed Jesus to the East aide, and been miraculously
fad; these boats were fastened somewhere [says the
Eranse&it ** nigh unto the place wbere they did eat
bread, after that the Lord bad given thanks"—thus
be refers to the glonons ** miracle of the loaves ''—and
we they were put In requisition to convey the people
>**cs: :wtam to the West side. For when "the people
sasr that Jesras was not there, neither his disciples, they
sl*o took shipping (in these boats) and came to Caper*
naonsL sealing for Jesus." 26. when they found him on
is* *ta«r tide tat Capernaum} they said, die—astonished
at His b+mg there, and wondering how be could have
artnopUshed it. whether by land or water, and when
H- came; for being quite unaware of His having walked
a pea the sea and landed with the disciples in the ship,
trey cald not tee how. unless He had travelled all
niaht rmnd the bead of the lake alone, he could have
reached Capernaum, and even then, how he could have
arrived before themselves. 20. Ys seek me, &e.—Jesus
14J
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does not put them through their difiicu'ty, says nothing
of His treading on the waves of the aea, nor even
notices their question, but takes advantage of the fa
vourable moment for pointing out to them how furward, flippant, and superficial were their views, and
how low their desires. " Ye seek me not because ye saw
the miracles"—fit., ' the stgns,' i.e., supernatural tokens
of a higher presence, and a divine commission, " but
because yedid eat of the loaves and were filled" From
this He proceeds at once to that oWicr Brtad. just as,
with the woman of Samaria, to that other Water (ch, 4. ).
We should have supposed all that follows to have been
delivered by the way side, or wherever they happened
first to meet. But from v, &D we gather that they had
probably met about the door of the synagogue—'for
that was the day in which they assembled in their
synagogues ' | LioutfootJ—and that on being asked, at
the close of tiie sen-ice. If He had any word of exhor
tation to the people. He bad taken the two bread*, the
perishing and the ttting bread, for the subject of His
profound and extraordinary discourse. 27. which me
Sod of Mm—taking that title of Himself which de
noted His incarnate life, snail give uuto you—iu the
sense of e. 61. Him haih God trie Father sealed—marked
out and authenticated for that transcemlant office, to
impart to the world the bread of an everlasting life,
and this in the character of " the Son olMan." 28-31.
What shall we do. ..the works of God — such works as
God will approve. Different answers may be given to
such a question, according to the spirit which prompts
the inquiry. (Bee Hosea.6. 6-S; Luke, 3. l*-UJ Here
our Lord, knowing whom he had to deal with, shapes
His reply accordingly. This is the work of God, die.—
That lies at the threshbold of all acceptable obedience,
being not only the pre-requlsite to it. but the proper
spring of it—in that sense, the work of works, empha
tically "(/«; work of God." What sign snoaen thou.
Arc— But how could they ask "a sign," when niauy of
them scarce a day before had witnessed such a "sign"
as bad never till then been vouchsafed to men; when
after witnessing it, they could hardly be restrained
from making Jlim a kin.': when they fullowed Him
from the one side of the lake to the other; and when.
In the opening words of this very discourse. He had
chidforseeking Him. "not because they saw Uiesigns."
but for the loaves 1 The truth seems to be. that they
were confounded by the now! claims which our Lord
had just advanced. In proposing to make Hun a king,
it was for far other purposes tbau dispeusing to the
world the bread, of an everlasting Jtfe; and when He
seemed to raise His claims even higher still, by repre
senting it as the grand "workofGou," that they should
believe ©n. Himself as his Sent One, they saw very
clearly that He was making a demaud upon them be
yond any tiling they were prepared to accord to Him.
and beyond all that man had ever before made, llenco
their question, " What dost thou work ? " Oar fatneis
did cat manna, £c.— insinuating the inferiority of
Christ's miracle of the loaves to those of Moses: o d..
'When Moses claimed the confidence of the fathers,
" he gave them "oread from heaven to eat "—not for a
few thousands but for millions, and not once only, but
daily throughout their wilderness journey .' 33, 33.
looses gave you not, die.—qd., *it was not Moses that
Have you the manna, and even it was but from the lower
neavens; ** but My Fatiter giveth you Vie true bread,"
and that "from heaven." The bread of God is He, Ac.
—'Ibis verse is perhaps best left in its own transparent
grandeur—holding up the Bread Itself as divine, spi
ritual, and eternal; its ordained Fountain and essenii :il v. instance, "Him who mine dmon from heaven to
give it" (that Eternal Life which was with the Father
and was manifested unto us." i John, 1. 2j; and its de
signed objects, "the worid." 3*. Lord »verniore give as
this bieid—speaking now with a certain reveience ;as
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at r. 25\ the perpetuity of the manna floating perhaps
in their minds, and much tike the Samaritan woman,
when her eyes were but half opened, "Sir. give me this
water." &c. 'ch. 4. 15.) 35. I am the Bread of Life—
Henceforth tie discourse is all in Vie first person. "L"
** Me," winch occurs in one form or other, as Stier
reckons, thirty-five times. He that cometh to rat-to
obtain what the soul craves, and as the only all-suffi
cient and ordained source of supply. hunger... thirst—
shall have conscious and abiding satisfaction. 36. But
ye have teen me sod believe not—seen Him not in his
mere bodily presence, but in all the majesty of His
life. His teaching. His works. 37-40. All that, die—
This comprehensive and very grand passage is ex
pressed with a peculiar artistic precision. The open
ing general statement [v. XT), consists of two members:
(l.) "Atx that the Father lit vet-hue shall comb
to me"-ij,(1. "Though ye. as I told you. have no faith
Id me, my errand into the world shall in no wise be
defeated: for all that the Father giveth me shall infal
libly come to me.' Observe, what is given Him by the
Father is expressed in the singular number and neuter
(tender—lit., 'everything;' while thosewhocometoHim
are put in the masculine gender and singular number
—' every one.' The ic/tofe mass, so to speak, is gifted
by the Father to the Son as a unity, which the Son
evolves, one by one. in the execution of His trust.
So. ch. 17. 2, "that he should give eternal life to all
that which thon hast given him." (BenoelJ This
*l$hal'" expresses the glorious certainty of it, the
Father being pledged to see to it that the gift be no
empty mockery. (2.) "And him that cometh to me
I will in no wise cakt OUT." As the former was
the divine, this is just the human side of the same
thing. True, the "coming" ones of the second clause
are just the "given " ones of the first. But hod our
Lord merely said, ' When those that have been given
me of my Father shall come to me, i will receive them,
— Iw-sides beini; very flat, the impression conveyed
would have been quite different, sounding as if there
were no other laws in operation, in the movement of
sinners to Christ, but such as are wholly divine and
inscrutable to us; whereas, though He does speak of
it as a sublime certainty which men s refusals cannot
frustrate, he speaks of that certainty as taking effect
only by men's voluntary advances to Him and accep
tance of JIiui — "Him that cometh to me," "whoso
ever will." throwing the door wide open. Only it is not
the simply willing, but the actually coming, whom
He will not cast out; for the word here employed usu
ally denotes urrioal. as distinguished from the ordi
nary word, which rather expresses the act oj coming;
see ch. 8. 42, Greek. IWebster d: Wilkinson.] " In
no wise" is an emphatic negative, to meet the fears of
the timid ias in Revelation, 21. 27. to meet the presump
tion of the hardened). These, then, being the two
member* of the general opening statement, what fol
low* is meant to take in both, " For 1 came down from
heaven not to do mine own will"—to play an indepen
dent part— "but (in respect to both the foregoing
things, the divine and the human side of salvation)
the will of him that sent me." What this two-fold
will of him that sent Him Is, we are next sublimely told
(p. 39.40;: "And tills"—in the first place—"is the will of
Him that sent me. that of all ('everything') which he
hath given me (taking up the identical words of v. 37),
I should lose nothing, but should raise it up at the last
day." The meaning is not. of course, that He is charged
to keep the objects entrusted to Him as He received
them, so as they should merely suffer nothing in His
bands. For as they were just "perishing" sinners of
Adam's family, to let " nothing " of such " be lost," but
*" raise them up at the last day," must Involve. .tint,
"giving his flesh for them" (t». 51), that they "might not
perish hut have everlasting life;" and then . alter ' keep140
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ing them from falling." raising their sleeping dust in
incorruption and glory, and presenting them, body and
soul, perfect and entire, wanting nothing, to Him who
gave them to Him, saying, " Benold I and the children
which God hath given me." So much for the first will of
Him that sent Him, the divine side of man's salvation,
whose every stage and moveuneut is inscrutable to us
but Infallibly o«rt».in "Ami this "—in the second place
—"is the will of Him that sent me, that every one
which seeth the Son and believeth (or * seeing the Sou
believeth') on Hun, may have everlasting life, and 1
will raise him up at the last day." This is the human
side of the same thing as in the foregoing Terse, and
answering to "Him that cometh unto me I unit in mo
wise cast out." qd, 'I have it expressly in charge
that every one that so " beholdeth'" t'so vieweth'j the
Son as to believe on Him shall have everlasting life;
and. that none of him be lost, " I will raise him up at
the last day." See on v. 54. 41-46 Jews murmured—or
'muttered,' not in our Lord's hearing, but He knew it,
v. 43. (ch. 2. 26.) he said. I am tbe bread, &c—Missing
the sense and glory of this, and having no relish for
such sublimities, they harp upon the '* Bread from
heaven." * What can this mean '.- Do we not know all
about him—where, when, and of whom he was born?
And yet he says he came down from heaven f Murmur
not... No man —q d , 'Be not either startled or stumbled
at these sayings; for it needs divine teaching to under
stand them, divine drawing to submit to them.' <aa
coma to me—In the sense of v. 35. except the Father
which hath sent me—i.e.. the Father as theSenderojMc
and to carry out the design of my mission, draw bun—
by an infernal and efficacious operation: though by all
the means of rational convictiou, and In a way alto
gether consonant to their moral nature (Song of Solo
mon, 1.4; Jeremiah, 31. 3; Hoses, 11.3.4). raise aim up,
&c— See on v. 64. written in the prophets—In Isaiah.
64. 13; Jerenilah, 31. 33, 34; other similar passages rosy
also have been in view. Our Lord thus falls back upon
Scripture authority for this seemingly hard saying,
all taught ot God—not by external revelation merely,
but by internal illumination, corresponding to the
" drawing " of r. 44. every man therefore. &c —ic.wbo
bath been thus efficaciously taught of him. cometh
unto me—with absolute certainty, yet in the sense above
given of "drawing." q.d„ 'As none can come to me
but as divinely drawn, so none thus drawn shall fail to
come.' Not that any man hath seen, die.— Lest they
should confound that " hearing and learning of tue
Father," to which believers are admitted by divine
teaching, with His own immediate access to Him. H<
here throws in a parenthetical explanation; slating as
explicitly as words could do it, now totally different
the two cases were, and that only He who is " from
Uod" hath this naked. Immediate access to the
Father. (See ch. 1. 1S.» 47-51. He that oelievstb, &c,
—See on ch. 3. 38; 6. 24. I am the bread of life— As t>«
that believeth in Me hath everlasting life, so I am
Myself the everlasting Sustenance of that life. iKepeated from v. 36.) Your fathers—of whom ye spake ic.
31); not 'ours,' by which Ho would hint that He had a
higher descent, of which they dreamt not. [BenokU
did eat manna . . . and are dtad—recuirimt to their own
point about the manna, as one of the noblest of the
ordained preparatory illustrations of His own office:
' Your fathers, ye say, ate manna in the wilderness:
and ye say well, for so they did. but they are dea>teven they whose carcases fell in the wilderness did est
of- that bread; the Bread whereof 1 speak cometh do*n
from heaven, which the manna never did. that men,
eating of it, may fire for ever,' I am, dzc—Understand,
it is of Myself I now speak as the Bread from heaven :
of Ms if a man eat he shall live for ever; and "the
Bread which 1 will oive ih My FLEan which I
WILL CiVE /Oft THE LIFE OF THE WOALT>."
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far the first time in this high discourse, our Lord ex His blond become spiritually one life, though p<r*»nplicitly introduces His sacrificial (hath — for only ally distinct. As the living; Father hath sent me—u>
rationalists ctn doubt this—not only as that which communicate His own life, and I live by the Father—
rnsstllntfin Him the Bread of life to men. but as that I it . , * because of the Father;' My life and bis being one,
very clement ik Him which possksskh the like- but Mine that of a .Son. whose It is to be "of the Father."
ujtixo tzktuk.—' From this time we hear no more (Seech. 1. 18; 6. 26.) he that eateth me shall live by ir.e
on this discourse) of " Bread;" this figure is dropped. —lit., ' because of me;" So that though one spiritual lite
and the reality takes Its place.' |Stikh.] The words with Him, "the Head of every man is Christ, as the
" I will giv* " may be compared with the words of in- head of Christ is God." (1 Corinthians. 11. 3; 8. S3 )
•Citation at the Supper. "This is my body which la This is that bread. Arc —a sort of summing up of the
anen for yon" 'Lake, XI 10'. or in Paul's report of it, whole discourse, on which let this one further remark
~l?roken for yon." (1 Corinthians, u. 24.) 62. Jews suffice—that as our Lord, instead of softening down
sasse among; themselves—arguing the point topetlier. His figurative sublimities, or even putting them in
Bjwcan. &c.—q.dU 'Give us his flesh to eat! Absurd.' naked phraseology, leaves the great truths of Hib Per
&ML. Bxoepc ye eat the flesh.. .and drink the blood.. .no son and Office, and our participation of Him and it.
is*, tc—the harshest word He bad yet uttered in their enshrined for all time in those glorious forms of
«u* They asked how it was possible to eat his flesh. speech, so when we attempt to strip the truth of these
°« answers, with great solemnity. *It is indispensable.' figures, figures though they be, it yoes away from
Yet even here a thoughtful hearer might find some- us, like water when the vessel is broken, and our wis
tats* to temper the harshness. He says they must dom lies in raising our own spirit, and attuning our
»x only " eat HiBjtesh" but ** drink His blood," which own ear. to our Lord's chosen modes of expression,
ccedd not but suggest the idea of His death—implied lit should be added that although this discourse has
a. the separation of one's flesh from his blood. And nothing to do with the Sacrament of the Supper, the
as He had already hinted that it was to be something Sacrament has every thing to do with it. as the visible
very different from a natural death, saying, " My flesh embodiment of these figures, and. to the believing par
I will give for the life of the world" (v. 61). it mnst taker, a real, yea. and the most lively and affecting
here been pretty plain to candid hearers that He participation of His flesh and blood, and nourishment
iseaat something above the gross idea which the bare thereby of the spiritual and eternal lite, here below.)
terms expressed And farther, when he added that 59. These things raid he in the synagogue—which seems
they ** had no life in them unless they thus ate and to imply that what follows took place after the congre
diuk." it was impossible they should think He meant gation had broken up. 60 66. Many of his disciples—
t.iat the temporal life they were then living was de His pretty constant followers, though an outer circle
pendent on their eating and drinking, in this gross of them, bard saying—not merely harsh, but insuf
•ease. His flesh and blood. Yet the whole statement ferable, as the word often means in the Old Testament,
was certainly confounding, and beyond doubt was who can hear—submit to listen to it. Doth this offend...
iL«ant to be so. Our Lord had told them that In spite What and if, ate,—Q.d. 'if ye are stumbled at what I
of all they bad " seen " in Him they " did not believe'' have said, how will ye bear what I now say.' Not that
fa, M. For their conviction therefore he does not here His ascension itself would stumble them more than
say Himself out: but having the ear not only of them His death, but that after recoiling from the mention of
bat o/ the more candid and th-ughtful in the crowded the one they would not be in a state of mind to take
Tsagogue. and the miracle of the loaves having led up in the other, the flesh profiteth nothing— Much of His
to the most exalted of all views of His Person and discourse was about "flesh;" but flesh as such, mere
(jOcs. H* takes advantage of their very difficulties and flesh, could profit nothing, much less impart that life
objections to announce, for all time, those most pro- which the Holy Spirit alone communicates to the soul,
fcand truths which are here expressed, regardless of the words I speak are spirit and life—the whole burdeo
ike disgust of the unteachable, and the prejudices of the discourse is " spirit." not mere flesh, and " life "
•vest of the most sincere, which His language would in its highest, not its lower sense, and the words I
tessn only designed to deepen. The truth really con have employed are to be interpreted solely in that
veyed here is no other than that expressed in v. Si. sense. Bat there are some, arc—4 a\, ' But it matters
tfcesch in more emphatic terms— that Himself, in the little to some of you in what sense I sj*iik, for ye be
vtrtae of His sacrificial death, is the spiritual and lieve not.' This was said, adds the Evangelist, not
etesT-al life of men; and that unless men voluntarily merely of the outer but of the inner circle of His dis
sxtropriste to themselves this death, in Its sacrificial ciples; for He knew the traitor, though it was not yet
vrrtne, so as to become the very life and nourishment time to expose him. Therefore said 1, tec—ad., 'That
c4 their Inner man. tbey have no spiritual and eternal w,is why 1 spoke to you of the necessity of divine
hie sft alL Not as if His death were the only thing of teaching, which some of you are Grangers to.' except
▼ah*, but it is what gives all else in Christ's Incarnate it were given him—plainly showing that by the Father's
P»r*ca. Life, and Office, their whole value to -us sinners. "drawing" (r. 44) was meant an interna* and efficacious
Wassa stfeth . . . hatn, Arc —The former verse said that operation, for in recalling the statement here He says.
MMlern they partook of Him they had no life; this adds, It must be "given to a man to come" to Christ. 66-71.
that sJioeter dues so "hath eternal life." And I will From that time. Ac —or.in consequence of this. Those
rssst bim up at the last day — For the fourth time last words of our Lord seemed to have given them the
Una is repeated dee v. 39. 40, 44.)—showing most finishing stroke—they could not stand it no longer.
dearly that the "eternal life" which such a man ' walked no more—Many a journey, it may be. they bad
- hath " cannot be the same with the future resnr- 1 taken with Him, but now they gave Him finally up ! the
reetfem-ofe. from which it is carefully distinguished ' Twelve—the first time they are thus mentioned in this
#sc9 time, but a life communicated here below imme gospel. Will ye also go away!— Affecting appeal ! Evi
diately on believing (ch. 3. 36; 6. 34. 26); and giving to dently Christ felt the desertion of Him even by those
the renrreetton of the body, as that which consum- miserable men who could not abide His statements;
nmues the redemption of the entire man. a prominence and seeing a disturbance even of the wheat by the vio
whscb in the current theology, it is to be feared, it bas lence of the wind which blew away the chaff (not yet
sejdmn had. 33*« Romans, 8. 23 : l Corinthians. 15. visibly showing itself, but open to His eyes of fire).
throughout.) He that eateth . . . dwelleth in me snd I in He would nip it in the bud by this home question.
trx As our food becomes incorporated with our- j Then Simon Peter—whose forwardness in this case was
selves, so Christ and those who eat His flesh and drink ' noble, and to the wounded spirit of His Lord doubt
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less very grateful. Lard, to whom, tc.—qd , * We cannut deny that ti?e have been staggered as well as they,
and seeing so many go away who, as we thought,
Might have been retained by teaching a little less hard
to take in, our own endurance has been severely tried,
nor have we been able 10 stop short of the question.
Shall we follow the rest, and Rive it up! But when Lt
came to this, our light returned and our hearts were
re-assured. For as soon as we thought of going away,
there rose upon us that awful question. " To whom
shall we go?" To the lifeless formalism and wretched
traditions of the elders? to the gods many and lords
many of the heathen around us? or to blank unbelief?
Nay. Lord, we are shut up. Thcv have none of that
"ktkrnal Li fk" to offer us whereof Thou hast been
discoursing, in words rich and ravishing %s well as in
words staggering to human wisdom. That life we can
not want; that lite we have learnt to crave as a neces
sity of the deeper nature which Thou hast awakened;
"tJie words of that eternal life" 'the authority to reveal
lt and the power to confer it Thou hast: Therefore will
we stay with Thee—'we must.' And we believe, &c.—
(See on Matthew, 16. 16 J Peter seems to have added
this not merely—probably not so much—as an assur*
ance to his Lord of Mb hpart » belief in Him. as for the
purpose of fortifying himself and his faithful brethren
against that rcc-nt from his Lords harsh statements
which he was probably struggling against with diffi
culty at that moment. A*. B.—There aro seasons when
one's faith is tr.ed to the utmost, particularly by specu
lative difficulties; the spiritual eye then swims, and all
truth seem* ready to depart from us. At such seasons.
a clear perception that to abandon the faith of Christ
is to/ace blank desolation, ruin and death: and on re
coiling from this, to lie able to fall bark, not merely
on first principle* and immoceoJilefouiutaXions. but on
personal exiwwitce of a Living Lord in whom all trutli
is wrapt up and madcfleslt f<>r our very bens/it —ttds is
a relief unspeakable. Under that blessed Wtug taking
shelter, until we are again fit to grapple with the ques
tions that have staggered us, we at length either find our
way through them, or attain to a calm satisfaction in
the discovery that they lie beyond the limits of present
apprehension. Have not 1 chosen... aud one of you is a
devil:— q.d , 'Well said, Simon-Barjonas. bnt that
" we" embraces not so wide a circle as in the sim
plicity of thine heart thou thinkest; for though 1 have
chiwun you but twelve, one even of these Is a "devil"*'
(the temple, tne tool of that wicked one/.
CHAPTKR VII.
Ver. 1-53. Christ attuk Fkast or Tabernaclkji
1 2. Afier thes* things—i.e.. all Uiat is recor<led ajtcr
eh. 6. 18. walked in Gal ilea —continuing His labours
there, instead of going to Judea, as might have been
expected, sought to kill him. Ac —referring back to
ch. 6. 18. Hence it appears that our Lord did not atttnd the Passover mentioned at ch. 0. 4— being the third
since His ministry be^an. if the feast mentioned in ch.
6. l, was a Passover, feu: of tabernacles a: hind—This
was the last of the three annual festivals, celebrated
on the 15th of the 7th month (September;. See Levi
ticus, rt, 33, Ac ; Deuteronomy. 16. 13, A:c.; Nebemlah,
8. 14-16. 3 5. 11k brethren said — See on Matthew. 13.
'■! 66 Depart ..into Judea, &c—In v. 5 this speech is
ascribed to their unbelief. But as they were in the
"upper room" among the one hundred and twenty I
disciples who waited for the descent of the Spirit after !
the lord's ascension [Acts, 1. 14). they aeein to have
had their prejudices removed, perhaps after iiis resur
rection. Indeed here their language is more that of
strong prejudice and suspicion {sucli as near relatives,
even Vie best, too frequently sliow in such cases), than
formed unbelief. There was also, probably, a tincture
of vanity In it. 'Thou bant many disciples in Judea;
here in Galilee they are f««t dropping off; it U not like
149
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one who advances the claims thou dost to linger so
long here, away from the city of our solemnities, where
surely "the kingdom of our father David* is to be set
up; "seeking," as thou dost, "to be known openly."
those miracles of thine ought not to be confined to this
distant corner, but submitted at head-quarters to the
inspection of "the world."' iSee Psalm 68. S. "lam
become a stranger to not brethren, an alien unto my
mother's childrenr'} 6 10 My time not yet come— i.e..
for " showing Himself to the world." your time always
ready, dsc—q.d.. ' It matter* little when ye go up. for
ye have no great plan* in life, and nothing hangs upon
your movements : With Me it is otherwise ; on every
movement of Mine there hangs what ye know not: The
world has no quarrel with you. for ye bear no testi
mony against it, and so draw down upon yourselves
none of its wrath; but 1 am here to lift up My voice
against Its hypocrisy, and denounce its abominations,
therefore It cannot endure Me, and one false step
might precipitate its fury on its Victim's head before
the time: Away, therefore, to the feast as soon as it
suits you; 1 follow at the fitting moment, but "My
time is not yet full come." ' toe* w«nt he., .not openly—
not "in the (caravan) company." [Mkykk.1 (See on
Luke. 2. 44.) as it were in secret—rather. * In a manner
secretly;' perhaps by some other route, and in a way
not to attract notice. 11-13. Jews (the rulers) wrairnt
him—for no good end. Wnere is he ?— He had not been
at Jerusalem for probably a year and a half, macs
murmuring—* buzzing.' among the people— * the multi
tudes;' 'the natural expression of a Jewish writer, in
dicating without design the crowded state of Jerusalem
at tliis festival' (Webster & Wilkimhon.J a good
Tnau...Kay...deceivetb, Ac —the two opposite views of
His claims, that they were fionest, aud that they were
au imposture, nose spake openly of him — i.«., in His
favour, "for fear of the (ruling Jews." 14. 15. about
the midst of the feast—the fourth or fifth day of tne
eight, during which it lasted, went up into the tempts
aod taught— J'he word denotes formal and continuous
teaching, as distinguished from mere casual saying*.
This was probably the first tun*, that He did so thus
openly in Jerusalem. He had kept back till the feast
was half through, to let the stir about Him subside,
and entering the city unexpectedly, had begun Jl:s
"teaching" at the temple, and created a certain awe,
before the wrath of the rulers had time to break iL
How kaoweth...letters—learning. (Acts, 38. 24.) bavin;
never learned—at any rabbinical school, as Paul under
Gamaliel These rulers knew well enough that He
had not studied under any human teacher—an impor
tant admission against ancient aud modern attempts
to trace our Lord's wisdom to human sources.
[Meykk.) Probably His teaching on this occasion
was expository, manifesting that unrivalled faculty
and depth which in the Sermon on the mount had ex
cited the astonishment of all. 16-18. docjine. ..not
mine. A'c— i.e.. from Myself unauthorised; I am here
by commission. If any man will oo the will. Arc.— 'is
willing,' or 'wishes to do." whether of God or...c>f
myself—from above or from beneath: is divine or au
imposture of mine. A principle of immense impor
tance, showing, on the one hand, that singleness •■'
desire to please God is the grand xnlet to ligld on all
questions vitally affecting one's eternal interests, an-t.
on the other, that tlu want of this, whether perceir^i
or not, is the chief cause of infidelity amnist the lutht
of revealed religion, seeketh hit own glory, &c—hr*
on ch. 6. 41-44. 19, 20. Did not Hoses, &c—«.d.. 'll!
opposing Me ye pretend zeal for Moses, but to tie
spirit and end of that law which he gave ye are toisl
strangers, and in "going about to kill Me." ye are its
greatest enemies.' The people answered. Thoo hssi a
devil: who goeth about to kill the*!—This was saiiU'r
* (Ac multitude,' who as yet had no bad feeling to Jesa*.
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aw) were not id the secret or the plot hatching, as our all.' IXightfoot.] On this Inch occasion, then. Ho
Lord knew, against Him. 31-34- I haw done one work, who had already drawn all eyes upon Him by His
*e—Taldns no notice of the popular appeal, as there supernatural power and unrivalled teaching—"Jesus
were those there who knew well enough what He stood." probably in some elevated position, "and
E*ant, U e recalls His care of the impotent man, and cried." as if making proclamation in the audience of
tot murderous rase it had kindled ich. &. 9, 16, 18.) It all the people, "If any man thirst let him comb
say seem strange that He should refer to an event a unto Me and drink!" What an otter ! The
year and *v half old, as if bat newly done. But their deepest cravings of the human spirit are here, as in
f reseat attempt " to kill Him" brought the past scene the Old Testament, expressed by the figure of "thirst,"
aU fresh up, not only to Him. but without doubt to and the eternal satisfaction or them by "drinkmij."
laetn too. U indeed they had eror forgotten it; and by To the woman of Samaria He had said almost the
this fearless reference to it. exposing their hypocrisy Mine thing, and in the same terms, John. 4. 13, 11 Uut
sad dark designs. He gave Hit* position urc.it moral what to her was simply affirmed to her as a fact is here
sawytth. Moves gave you circumcision, &c—Though turned into a world-wide proclamation; and whereas
eerrile work was forbidden on the Sabbath, the cir- there, the o'ift by Hun of the living water is the most
itaaosion of males on that day (which certainly was a prominent idea— in contrast with herhesitation to give
*mle work) was counted no infringement of the law: Him the perishable water of Jacob's well-here, the
How much less oththt fault to be found with One who prominence is given to Himself as the Well-spring
had made a man "every whit whole*'—or rather. *a of all satisfaction. He had in Galilee invited all
sans entire body whole'—on the Sabbath-day? What the weary and ii ba v v-i.AitF.N of the human family
i testimony/ to the reality of the miracle, none daring to come under His wiug and they should find kb*.t
to meet the bold appeal, jndge not, <fcc .— g <t. *£ise (Matthew, 11. 2S,\ which is just the same deep want,
ibove the lei&r into the spent of the law.' 36-27. some and the same profound relief of it. under another and
s! utm of Jerusalem—the citizens, who, knowing the equally grateful figure. He had in the synagogue of
keg formed purpose of the rulers to put Jesus to Cuperuanui (ch. 0.) announced Himself, in every va*
ileasa. wondered they were now letting Him teach riety of lorm, as " the .Bread of Life," and as both
openly. Do Uie rulers know, Ac.—Have they got some able and authorized to appease the "hunger," and
i«w light in favour of His claims! Howbeit we know quench the "thirst," of all that apply to Him. There
■Sis ssan. Ac.—This seems to reter to some current is, and there can be. nothing beyond that here. But
^.ysnioo that Messiah's origin would be mysterious what was on all those occasions uttered in private, or
&jt altogether wrong), from which they concluded that addressed to a provincial audience, is here sounded
J^os could not be He. since they knew all about His forth in the streets of the gre%t religious metropolis,
family at Nazirctn. 23, 29. Je>us cried—in a louder und iu language of surpn.&5iu^ majesty, simplicity, and
tc^cuidmore solemn, witnessing style than usual. Ye grace. It is just JdwtalCs ancient proclamation now
UU. Ac.—v-oL, * Yes. ye know both myself and iuy local soundiny forth through human Jtcsh, "Ho, every
uarentaga, "* and ii/eti I am not come of myself." ' tie ONE THAT TUlKMEiH, C'lIE Vi: TO TUK WATERS,
utaj scat oe U uoe, &c —Probably the meaning is. ' He and he that uatu no mu.nky!" (Isaiah. 66. 1.) In
LUMctme is the only rnu Sender of anyone.' 30-22. this light we have but two alternatives ; either to say
iAfht to take—noue laid Lands—their impotence being with Caiaphas of Him that uttered such words, "ll>: 15
t^aal to XheirmoltQntiit. Wticn CnrUtcojieth, will he, ffmlty ofdeath," or falling down before Him toexciaim
ic —*>ot., * If this be not the Christ, what can the with Thomas, "My Lord and my (ion!" as the
Cuiat do. when he does come, which has not been Scripture huh said—These words belong to what fol
anticipated and eclipsed by this man T This was evi- lows, "Out of his belly, as the Scripture hath said, shall
•aeubr the Language of friendly persons, overborne by flow," &c., referring not to any particular passage, but
their spiteful superiors, but unable to keep quite silent. to such as Isaiah, 68. 11; Joel, 3. is; Zechariah, 14. 8;
*a*itiiLi.t tluy ma. mured—that muttertngs to this effect Ezekiel, 47. 1 12; in most of which the ides is that of
»eie joins about, and thoujht it high time to stop Him waters issuing from beneath the Temple, to which our
H He ir«s not to be allowed to carry away the people. Lord compares Himself aud those who believe iu llim.
32, 34. Yet a little while, ic— q.d., * Your desire to be cue of hi* belly— i.e.. his inner mau, his soul, as in i'rond of Me will be for you ail too soon fulttlled: Yet a vcrbs, £0. 27. rivers of living water— See on ch. 4. 13,
fcaie vuiie and we part company—for ever; for I go 14. It refers primarily to tne coinoustwss, but indi
vainer ye caonot come, nor, even wbeu ye at length rectly also to the dixl'usicmess. of this living water to
svek to Him whom now ye despise, shall ye be able to the good of others. This spake as of the spirit— Who,
t^d Him,' —referring not to any penitential, but to by His direct personal agency, opens up this spring of
aorely semah cries in their time of desperation. 35. 3d, living waters in the human spirit (ch. 3. 6), aud by His
w£r.s*r will he go. &c.—They canuo: comprehend him. indwelling in the renewed soul ensures their unfading
bat seem awed by the solemn grandeur of His warn- jiow. they that believe, &c.—As the Holy Ghost is, in
1*4. He takes no notice, however, of their questions. the redemption of man, entirely at the service of Christ,
3? 3B. the last, the great day of the feast— the eighth as His Agent, so it is only in bci'tuny eonntxton wtUk
iLevmaas. 23. 39.. It was a Sabbath, the last feast* Christ that any one "receives" the Spirit. For the
day of (he year, and distinguished by very remarkable Hjly Ghoat was not yet (glveuj— Beyoud all doubt tho
eeretnoaie*. "The generally joyous character of this word"given," or some simi'ar word, is the right sup
fcut broke out on this day into loud Jubilation, par- plement. Iu ch. 1G- 7, the Holy Ghost is represent
uenZariy at the solemn moment when the priest, not only as the giftoj Christ, but a Gift the communica
as was dene on evt-ry day of this festival, brought tion of which was dependent upon His own departure
forth, in golden vessels, water from the stream of to Vie Fatlur. Now as Christ was not yet oone, so the
ixiean. which flowed under the temple-mountain, and Holy Ghost was not vet given. Jesus not yet gl ■mi: d
audejunly poured St upon the altar. Then the words —the word ^glorified" is hero used advisedly, to teach
cf Isaiah, IS. 3, were sunt, '* With joy shall ve draw the reader not only that the departure of Christ to the
voter out of the tcell* of Salvation," and thus the sym- Father was indispensable to the giving of the Spirit,
teriieal reference of this act. Intimated in v. 39, was ex but that this illustrious Gut, direct from the hands of
pressed * [Olshausen.1 So ecstatic was the joy with the ascended Saviour, was tiod's iutimation to the
which this ceremony was performed — accompanied world that He whom it hid cast out. crucified, and
«:-.:-. sound of trumpets—that it used to be said, 'Who- slain, was "His Elect, in whom His soul delighted,"
eicr iuu iiui w.tue^sca it ijadncFer seen rejoicing at aud that it w as through the stuitiug uf that Rock that

Christ Teatheth in (hi Temp1.*.

JOHN. VIII.

TJie Woman Taken in AdkUery.

the waters of the spirit—for which the Church was see why what is recorded in Luke, 21. 37. 38. may not
waitiug and with |>omp at the feast of Tabernacles | even tuus early have taken place ; it might have been
\y roc iai mine its expecution—had pushed forth upon a ■ the Loru's ordinary custom from the beginning to leave
thirsty world. 40*43. Many . . • wiitn tney heard this. . . ( the brilliant misery of the city every night, that so He
sua,G:a truth. &j.—Thoonly wonderis they did not all j might compose His sorrowful and interceding heart,
say it. "Bui their minds were blinded." Otters, Tins ' and collect His energies for new labours of love ; pre
ii the Carnt— See on cti. l. 21. Sn.aU Christ corns cat I ferring for His resting-place Bethany, and the Mount of
of Galhee.. .Scripture taid...of the -eed of D.wid and cut I Oitves. the scene thus consecrated by many prepara
cf Bethlehem. tc.-We accept this spontaneous teati- 1 tory prayers for His final humiliation and exaltation.'
rnouy to our David -descended, Bethlehem -bora Sa- * [Stier.] 3-6. Scribes and Pharisees—foiled in their
viour. Had those who gave it made the inqriry ' yesterday's attempt, and hoping to succeed better
which the case demanded, they would have fouml that ' in this, woman.. .in adultery... Kates C3mmanded...ahould
Jesus "came out of Galilee'" and "out. of Betultbeui'" ' be stoned—simply put to death (Deuteronomy, 22. 2Z.<.
both, alike iu fuilUment of prophecy as in point of fact. but in aggravated cases, at least in later times this
(Matthew. 2. 23; 4. 13-16 J 44 49. voula havo taken him was probably by sioning (Ezekiel, is. 40). bat what
bat. oic—See on v. :w. Than came the efficers—" seut to sayest thou— hoping, whatever He might answer, to
take him." v. 32. vThy not brought nim 1—already put Him in the wrong:—if He said, Stone her. that
thirsting for their Victim, and thinking it an easy would seem a stepping out of His province; U lie for
matter to seize and brin^ Him. N'ver man spake like bade it, that would hold Him up as a relaxer of the
this man—Soble testimony of uusopbisticaied men! public morals. But these conning hypocrites were
Doubtless they were strangers to the profound iutent overmatched, stooped down—It will be observed He
of Christ s teaching, but mere was that in i; which by was "sitting* when theycamo to Him. wrote with his
Its mysterious grandeur and transparent purity and finger on the ground—The words of onr translators iu
trace, held them spell-bound. So doubt It was of Italics {" as though he heard them not") have hardly
God that they should so feel, that their arm might improved the sense, for it is scarcely probable He
be paralysed, as (Jurist's hour was not come ;" but could wish that to be thought. Bather He wished to
even in human teaching there has sometimes been felt show them His aversion to enter on the subject. But
such a divine power, that men who came to kill them as this did not suit them, they " continue asking hiru. "
{e.g. Kowland Hill; have c-mfesse'1 toail that they pressing for an answer. At last, raising Himself He
were unmanned, ye also doctivedt— In their own ser said,—He that is without sin—not meaning sinless al
vants this seemed intolerable, an? of th« rulfTS and together ; nor yet. guiltless of a literal breach of the
Pnarisees bslieved? — " Many of them" did, including Seventh Commandment; but probably, he whose con
Is'ieodemus and Joseph, but not one of These had science acquits him of any such sin. cast a stone—* th*
openly "confessed bim" (ch. 12. 4'J), and this appeal stone.' meaning the first one {Deuteronomy, ir. 7).
must have stung such of them as heard it to the quick. again stooped down and wrote—The design of this second
But this people— lit.t * multitude.' meaning the ignorant stooping and writing on the ground was evidently to give
ralibU. (Pity these important distinctions, so marked her accusers an opportunity to slink away unooserved
in the original of this gospel, should not be also in onr by Him, and so avoid au exposure to His eye which tbey
version.) kooweth not the law—i.e., by school learn cuiild ill have stood. Accordingly it is added.—they...
ing, which only subverted it by human traditions, convicted . . . went out one by one . . . Jeans left alone—i.e ,
are cursed—a cursed tet fa kind of swearing at them, witboutone of her accusers remaining; for it is added.—
out of mingled rage and scorn;. 60-53. Hicjdeni us— re the woman, in the midst— i.e., of the remaining audience.
appearing to us after nearly three years' absence from While the trap failed to catch Him for whom it vu
the history, as amenberof the council, probably then laid, it caught those who laid it. btunned by the urrez sitting. Doth oar liw. etc. A very proper, but all too peered home-thrust they immediately made off—whicn
tune rejoinder, and evidently more from pressure of makea the impudence of those impure hypocrites in
conscience than any design to pronounce yosititely in dragging such a case before the public eye the more
the case. 'The feebleness of his defence of Jesus has disrating. Woman, Ac—What inimitable tenderness
a Ktroug contrast in the fierceness of the rejoinders of and grace ! Conscious of her own guilt, and till now in
the Pharisees. ' 'Wkbstisr <fc Wilkinson.] Thou of the hands of men who had talked of stoning her. won
Galilee?—-in this taunt expressing their ttcorn of the dering at the skUl with which her accusers had been
party. Even a wor>i of caution, or the gentlest pro dispersed and the grace of the few words addressed to
posal to enquire before condemning, was with them herself, she would be disposed to listen, with a rever
equivalent to an espousal of the haled One. Search . . . ence and teachableness before unknown, to our Lord's
out of Galilee ... no prophet—Strange J For had not admonition, "And Jesus said unto her. Neither do I
Jonah iof Gathhepherj and even Elijah (of This be) condemn thee, go and am no more." He pronounce*
arisen out of Galilee? and it maybe more, of whom we no pardon upon the woman (like "Thy sins are forhave no record. But rage is blind, and deep prejudice given thee*1—"Go in peace";, much less doea He stay
distorts all facta. Yet it looks as if th*y wen- afraid that she had done nothing condemuable: He aimf-ty
of losing Nicoderaus, whea tboy take the trouble to leaves the matter where it was. He meddles not with
reason the point at all. It was jnst because he had the magistrate's office, nor acts the Judge in any sense
" searched." as they advised him, that he went the ch. li. 47;. But in saying "Go and sin no more.**
length even that he did. every man went to his own which had been before said to one who undoubtedly
home—:-finding their plot could not at tliat time be car believed {ch. 6. 14), more is probably implied than ex
ried into effect, is your rage thus impotent, ye chief pressed. If brought suddenly to conviction of aha. ad
priests f
miration of her Deliverer, and a willingness to be
admonished and guided by Him, this call to begin a
CHAPTER VIII.
Ver.l-U. Tu e Woman Taken in Adultery. 1.2.' new life may have carried with it what would ensure
Jesus went unto the mount of Olives—This should have j and naturally bring about a permanent change. {This
formed the last verse of the foregoing chapter. 'The whole narrative is wanting in some of the earliest and
return of the people to the inert quiet and security of j most valuable MSS., and those which have it vary
their dwellings ch. 7. 63). at the close of the feast, is ; to some extent. The internal evidence in its favour ia
designedly contrasted with onr Lord's homeless way, j almost overpowering. It is easy to account for ita
RO to speak, of spending the short night, who is early omissum, though genuine; but if not so, it is next to
in the morning on the scene again. One cannot well I impossible to account for its insertion.!
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JOHN. virx
He Reproves the Unbelieving Jews.
li-ss. Ftbthkr Discourses or Jssus—Attempt judge of you; but he that sent me is true, «tc— /.<' .. I
to SrostB H ix.—12. I am the light of the world—As the could, and at the fitting time, will say and judge many
firmer references to water ch. 4. and 7.) and to bread things of you, referring perhaps to the work of the
ten. «.* were occasioned by outward occurrences, so this Spirit, which is for judgment as well as salvation, ch,
on* to ItgAi. In " the Treasury " where it was spoken 16. 8, ) but what I do say is just the message my father
see on r. so, > stood two colossal golden lamp-stands, on hath given me to deliver.' 28-30. When ye hare lifted
which hung a. multitude of lamps, lighted after the up the Son of Han—The plainest intimation He had yet
rreoing sacrifice iprobably every evening) during the given in public of the manner and the authors of
beat of Tabernacles, diffusing their brilliancy, it is His death, ye shall know that I am he,<tc—i.e.,ftiul<mt,
said, over all the city. Around these the people danced or have sufficient evidence„how true was all He said,
with great rejoicing. Now as amidst the festivities of though they would be far from owning it. the Father
taa voter from Siloam Jesus cried, saying, "If any man hath not left me alone; for I do always those things that
thirat let Mm come onto me and drink," so now amidst please him, &c—q,d„ To you, who gnash upon me with
Ike blue and the joyousness of this illumination. He your teeth, and frown down all open appearance for
proclaims.'* I ax tbb Lxoht ofthe world"—plainly me, I seem to stand uncountenanced and alone; but
£■ the most absolute sense. For though He gives his I have a sympathy and support transcending all
caadples the same title, they are only "light in the human applause; I came hither to do my Father's will,
Lord,* Etiheaians, 6, 8'■; and though He calls the Baptist and in the doing of it have nut ceased to please Him;
"the burning and shining light " ior 'lamp' of his day, therefore is He ever by Me with His approving smile.
i*. S. S5»] yet ** he was not that Ligld, but was sent to His cheering words. His supporting arm.' As he spake
hear witness of that light: That was thk true limit these words, many believed on him—Instead ofwondering
such, coming into the world, ligfiteth every man,'' (eh, at this, the wonder would be ifwords of such unearthly,
LI.I.J Under this magnificent title Messiah was pro surpassing grandeur could be uttered without captivat
mised of old, Isaiah, 42. 6; Malachl, 4. 2, Ac he that ing some that heard them. And just as "all that sat
aikiwsih B4>—as one does a light going before him, and in the council" to try Stephen "saw his face"—though
as the Israelites did the pillar of bright cloud in the expecting nothing but death—'* as it had been the face
wilderness, but shall have the light of life—the light, of an angel," (Acts, 6. 16.) so may we suppose that, full
as of a new world, a newly awakened spiritual and of the sweet supporting sense of His Father's presence,
eternal life. 13-19. bearcat record of thyself; thy record amidst the rage and scorn of the rulers, a divine be
a not true—How does He meet this specious cavil? nignity beamed from His countenance, irradiated the
X** by disputing the wholesome human maxim that words that fell from Him, and won over the candid
*serf-Drause is no praise,' but by affirming that He was "many" of H<" audience. 31-33. Then said Jesus to
«a rse*x4i<m to the rule, or rather, that it had no appli- those who believed. If ye continue in my word, then are ye
<ar»a to HinL. for I know whence I came, and whither I my disciples indeed, die.—The impression produced by
IX Ac. 8ce on ch. 7. 28, 29. Tejudge after the flesh—with the last words of our Lord may have become visible by
ar> spiritual apprehension. I judge no man...yet if I some decisive movement, and here He takes advantage
jaAga, my judgment is tree, <fcc—aA. 'Ye not only form of it to press on them "continuance." in the faith, sinew
jnsr carnal and wan«ed judgments of Me, but are bent then only were they "his real disciples," (c£ ch. 15.3-$,)
cm carrying them into effect; I, though I form and and then should they eayerimcntally " know the truth,"
■tier my judgment of you, am not here to carry this and "by the truth be made {spiritually] free.** They
into execution—that is reserved to a future day; yet answered him. We be Abraham's seed, and were never in
the yodement I now pronounce and the witness 1 now bondage to any man, &c— Who said this? Not surely
bear is not mine only, as ye suppose, but His also the very class just spoken of as won over by His divine
that sent me. See on ch. 6. 31, 32.) And these are the words, and exhorted to continue in them. Most in
tao witnesses to any fact which your law requires.' terpreters seem to think so; but it is hard to ascribe
30 These words spake he in the treasury—a division, so such a petulant speech to newly-gained disciples, even
called, of the fore-court of the temple, part of the court in the lowest sense, much less persons so gained as they
<aT the women Johkpiiub" Antiquities, xlx. 6. 2, <tc), were. It came,' probably, from persons mixed up with
which may confirm the genuineness of v. 2-11, as the them in the same part of the crowd, but of a very dif
t4ase where the woman was brought no man laid hands ferent spirit. The pride of the Jewish nation, even
•a aim. &a—8ee on ch. 7. 90. In the dialogue that now after centuries of humiliation, la the most strik
foOowa, the conflict waxes sharper on both sides, till ing feature of their character. * Talk of freedom to
riaumr to its climax, they take up stones to stone him. ust Pray when or to whom were we ever in bondage? '
21-35 thea staid Jesus again unto them, I go my way, This bluster sounds almost ludicrous from such a
*t—fc*e on 'ch. 7. 34. then said the Jews, Will he kill nation. Had they forgotten their long and bitter bon
knees' 1—seeing something more in his words than be dage in Egypt? their dreary captivity in Babylon? their
fore, eh, 7. 36, t but their question more malignant present bondage to the Roman yoke, and their restless
and snornfnl Te are from beneath . . .1 from above—con- eagerness to throw it off? But probably they saw that
trssf.'sa Himself, not as in ch. 3. 31, simply with earth- our Lord pointed to something else—freedom, perhaps,
born, swsBAjKTO of God, but with men sprung from from the leaders of sects or parties—and were not will
snrf brtaff&ig an opposite element from His. which ing to allow their subjection even to these. Our Lord,
rendered it impossible that He and they should have therefore, though He knew what slaves they were la
any present fellowship, or dwell eternally together. this sense, drives the ploughshare somewhat deeper
**• again on ch. 7. 34; also r. 44. If ye believe not that than this, to a bondage they little dreamt of. 34, 36.
lam as, ye shall die in your sins—They knew well enough Whosoever committeth sin —/.*., Uvelh in the commission
what He meant. [Mark, 13. 6, Or. cf. Matthew. 24. 6.) of it. (cf. 1 John, 3. 8; Matthew, 7, 23.) Is the servant
Bat He would not, by speaking it out, give them the of sin—i.e., the botid-servant, or slave of it; for the ques
materials for a charge for which they were watching. tion Is not about free-service, but Who are in bondage f
At the same time, one is irresistibly reminded by such (cf. 2 Peter, 2. 10; Revelation, 6. 16.) The great truth
hrnyaiTe. so far transcending what is becoming in men, here expressed was not unknown to heathen moralists;
*-4* those ancient declarations of the God of Israel, but it was applied only to vice, forthey were total stran
"I ajt Ha.* &c- •Deuteronomy„32. 39; Isaiah, 43. 10, gers to what in revealed religion is called sin. The
U: 4c. <: sa, 12..1 See on ch. 6. 20. Who art thou!— thought of slaves and freemen in the house suggests to
hofin* thus to extort an explicit answer; but they are our Lord a wider Idea. And the servant abideth not in
disappointed. 36. 37. 1 have many things to say and to the house for ever, but the son abideth ever— q. d., ' And
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Christ Ansuxrdh the Jews.
john, vm.
He Asserts His Character.
if your connexion with the family of God be that of? It holds up the devil, fl.)as the murderer of the human
koni> servants, ye have no natural tie to the house; race; but as this is meant here In the more profound
your tie Is essentially uncertain and precarious. But I sense of spiritual death, it holds him up 1: as the
the Son's relationship lolhvFxTHKR la h natural and j spiritual parent of this fallen human family, comcssentuU one; it is an indefeasible tie; His abode in it municatlng to his offspring bis own evil passions ami
is perpetual and of right: That is My relationship, My | universal obliquity, and' stimulating these into active
tie: If, then, ye would have your connection with ; exercise. But as there is " a stronger than he," who
God's family made real, rightful, permanent, ye must comes upon him and overcomes him. Lake, n. 21,
by the Son be manumitted and adopted as sons and it is only such as " love the darkness" who are address
daughters of the Lord Almighty. In this sublime state ed as children of the devil, Matthew. 13. 36; 1 John,
ment there is no doubt a subordinate allusion to Gene 8.8-10.) 45-47. And because I tell yon the truth, ys will not
sis, 21. 10, " Cast out this bondwoman and her son, for believe—not although, but just because He did so, for
the son of this bondwoman shall not be heir with mv the reason given in the former verse. Had He been
son, with Isaac." (cf. Galatians. 4. 22-30.) 37-41. ye seek less true they would have hailed Him more readily.
to kill me— He had said this to their face before; He which of yon convinceth me of sin—* Convicteth,' bringnow repeats it, and they do not deny it; yet are they eth home a charge of sin. Glorious dilemma! * Convict
held back, as by some marvellous spell—it was the awe me of sin, and reject me: If not, why stand ye out
which His combined dignity, courage, and benignity ! against my claims? ' Of course, they could only be
struck into them, because my word hath no place in you i supposed to impeach his life; but in One who had
—When did ever human prophet so speak of his words? ! already passed through unparalled complications, and
They tell us of "the word of the lord" coming to them. ! had continually to deal with friends and foes of every
But here is One who holds up " His word as that which i sort and degree, such a challenge thrown wide amongst
ought to find entrance and abiding room for itself in the ! his bitterest enemies, can amount to nothing short of
souls of all who hear It. my father. ..your father—See ■ a claim to absolute sinlessness. 48-51. Say we not well,
on v. 23. If ye were Abraham's children, ye would do the j that thou art a Samaritan, and hast a devil!— What
works of Abraham—He had just said He " knew they intense and virulent scorn! »8ee Hebrews, 13. 3.) The
were Abraham's children,'' i.e., according to the Jlesh; > " say we not well" refers to ch. 7. 20. " A Samaritan"
but the children of his faith and holiness they were ' means more than 'no Israelite at all:' it means one
not, but the reverse, this did not Abraham—In so who pretended, but had no manner of claim to the title
doing ye act in direct opposition to him. we be not —retorting, perhaps, this denial of their true descent
born of fornication . . .we have one father, God—meaning, from Abraham. Jesus answered, I have not a de-ii—
as Is generally allowed, that they were not an illegiti What calm dignity is herel Verily, " when reviled, he
mate race in point of religion, pretending only to be reviled not again." (1 Peter, a. 23 J cf. Paul, Acta, 3a. a5.
God's people, but were descended from his own chosen "I am not mad," &c He adds not, 'Nor am 1 a,
Abraham. 43, 43. If God were your father, ye would love Samaritan,' that He might not even seem to partake
me—</.&, 'H ye had anything of his moral image, as of their contempt for a race that had already welcomed
children have their father's likeness, ye would love Him as the Christ, and begun to be blessed by Him
me, for I am Immediately of him and directly from I honour my Father, and ye do dishonour me—the language
him. But "my speech,' (meaning his peculiar style of wounded feeling. But the interior of His soul at such
of expressing himself on these subjects,} is unintelli moments is only to be seen in such prophetic utteran
gible to you because ye cannot take In the truth which ces as these, " For thy sake I have borne reproach ;
it conveys. 44. Ye are of your father the devil—"This is ono shame hath covered my face: I am become a stranger
of the most decisive testimonies to the objective out unto my brethren, an alien unto my mother's children.
ward) personality of the devil. It is quite Impossible For the zeal of thine house hath eaten me up. and tKu
to suppose an accommodation to Jewish views, or a reproaches of them that reproached thee are fallen upon
metaphorical form of speech, in so solemn an asser me." [Psalm 08. 7-9.) I seek not mine own glory: there is
tion as this/ [Alford.] the lusts of your father—his one that seeketh--i.e., evidently, ' thatjeeketh my gieyry:
impure, malignant, ungodly propensities, inclinations, requiring " all men to honour the Son even as they
desires, ye will do—'are willing to do,' i.e., "willingly do^ honour the Father;" judicially treating him ** who
not of any blind necessity of nature, but of pure natural honoureth not the Son as honouring not the Father
inclination, he was a murderer from the beginning—The that hath sent him," ch. 6. £3; and cf. Matthew, 17. & J
reference is not to Cain, as [Locke, Da Wettk, Al but giving to Him (ch.6. 37.) such as will yet cast their
ford, &c.,J but to Adam, [Grotius, Calvin, Meyer, crowns before His throne, in whom He ** shall sec of
Lutuardt, Ac] The death of the human race, in its the travail of his soul, and be satisfied. " ilsai&h. jo,
widest sense, is ascribed to the murderous seducer of 11.) 51. If a man keep my saying, he shall never see death
our race, and abode uot in the truth—As, strictly speak —Partly thus vindicating His lofty claims, as Lord of
ing, the word means ' abidcth,' it has been denied that the kingdom of life everlasting, and, at the same Urm\
the faU of Satan from a former holy state is here ex holding out even to His reviters the sceptre of gra\ce.
pressed, [Locke, &c.,] and some superior interpreters The word "keep* is in harmoDy with v. 3L. "li >-*.
think It only implied. [Olsiiacsen, Ac.] But though continue in my word," expressing the permanency, a** a
the form of the thought is present—not past—this is to living and paramount principle, of that faith to which
express tho important idea, that his whole character Hereferred: "Never sec death? though virtually uttered
and activity are just a continual aberration fnmx his before, .ch. 5. 24; 0. 40, 47, 61,) is the strongest and mc*A
own original trutli or rectitude; and thus his fall is not naked statement of a very glorious truth yet given.
only the implied basis of the thought, but part of Oie (In ch. 11. J6, it is repeated in nearly identical Umii. I
statement itself, properly interpreted and brought out. S3, 53. then said the Jews unto him, Now we know tiat
no truth in him—void of all that holy, transparent recti thou hast a devil, &c.—Thou art now self-convicted ;
tude which, as his creature, he originally possessed. only a demoniac could speak so; the most illustrious*
when he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own—perhaps of our fathers are dead, and thou promisestexemptirn
his own resources, treasures. Matthew, 12. 35. [Af from death to any one who will keep Uiy saving.' prsky.
ford.] {ThewordispiurrtJ.) It means that he has no who art thou?' 54-58. If I honour myself, my honour is
temptation to it from without; it is purely stlf-begoUcn, nothing. &C.—See on ch. 5. 31, &c I should be a liar like
springing from a nature which is nothing but obliquity unto you—now rising to the summit of holy, nalcedl
the father of it—i.e., of lying: all the falsehood in the severity, thereby to draw this long dialogue to a bead.
world owes its existence to Him, What a verse is this I Abraham rejoiced to see my day. &c—' exulted.' or 'exIM

The Opening of (he Byes
JOHN, rx.
of One Born Blind.
orwlinsly rejoiced that he should see,' he 'exalted to natural, now about to be conferred, la only a derivation
•"* k. »-«.. by anticipation. Nay, he ai It aid ni and symbol' [Alpobd.] 6, 7. he spat on the ground,
glad—he actually beheld it, to his joy. If this mean and made clay... and anointed the eyes of the blind man,
no more than that he had a prophetic foresight of the ire.—These operations were not so incongruous in their
cspel day—theisecond clause just repenting the first nature as might appear, though it were absurd to ima
—how could the Jews understand our Lord to mean gine that they contributed in the least degree to the
that He "had seen Abrahamf And if it mean that effect which followed. (See on Mark, 6. 13 ; and 7. 83,
Abraham was thtn beholding, in his disembodied spirit, 34.) Go, wash in Siloam...which is. Bent, &c.—(See 3
the incarnate Messiah. [Sties, Azjtobd, &c,] tho Kings, 6. 10, 14.) As the prescribed action was purely
worda aeem very unsuitable to express it It expresses symbolical in Its design, so In connection with It the
something t>ast—"he saw my day, and was clad," i.e., evangelist notices the symbolical namo of the pool as
rarely vhiU he lived. He seems to refer to the familiar in this case bearing testimony to him who was sent to
aBercoorse which Abraham.had with God, who is once do what it only symbolized. (See Isaiah, 8. 6, where this
and again in the history called "the Angel 0/ the Lord,' same pool is used figuratively to denote " the streams
and whom tliriat here identifies with Himself. On that made glad the city of God," and which, humble
those occasions, Abraham " saw Me." [Olshacskk, though they be, betoken a present God of Israel.) 8-LS.
ItiUiA he thinks the reference is to some unrecorded The neighbours therefore . . . said, Is not this he that sat
scene.] IT this be the meaning, all that follows is quite and begged—Here are a number of details to identify
natural 57-56. then said the Jews unto him. Thou art the newly seeing with the long-known blind-beggar,
eat yet fifty years eld — * No inference can be drawn they brought to the Pharisees—sitting probably in coun
frem this as to the age of our Lord at the time as man. cil and chiefly of that sect, (ch. 7. 47. 48.) 18, 17. this
Fifty years was with the Jews the completion of man man is not of Ood, *c—See on ch. 5. 9, 10. Others said, Ac.
hood.' [Auobd.] and hast thou seen Abraham»-He —as Nlcodemus, and Joseph, the blind man said, He is
had said Abraham saw Htm, as being his peculiar a prophet—rightly viewing the miracle as but a "sign"
privilege. They sire the opposite turn to it—" Hast of his prophetic commission. 18-23. the Jews did not
thou seen Abrahamf" as an honour too great for Him believe he had been born blind. ..till they called tie parents
to pretend to. Before Abraham was, I am—The words of him that had received his sight—Foiled by the testi
rendered " was" and "am" are quite different The mony of the young man himself, they hope to throw
<me clause means. 'Abraham was brought into being;' doubt on the fact by close-questioning his parents, who,
the other. ' 1 erisV The statement therefore is not that perceiving the snare laid for them, ingeniously escape
CSrist eosne into existence before Abraham did, (as Ari it by testifying simply to the identity of their son, and
as.- affirm is the meaning", but that He never came into his birth-blindness, leaving itito himself, as.'a compe
beta; at all. Irat tn<Ud before Abraham had a being; tent witness, to speak to the cure. They prevaricated,
is ether words, existed before creofton, or eUrnaUy, however, in .saying they " knew not who had opened
aa ch. L 1. In that sense the Jevs plainly understood ! his eyes," for " they feared the Jews," who had come to
**e. since "then took they up stones to cast at him, an understanding, (probably after what is recorded,
r%d asthev hadbefore donewhenthey saw that He made ch. 7. 60, &c., bnt by this time pretty well known.) that
Himself fj\uii with God, ch. 5. 18. hid himself—See on whoever owned him as the Christ should be put outof
Luke, ISO.
the synagogue—i. 1'.. not simply excluded, but excom
municated. 24-34. Qive Ood the praise, we know that this
CHAPTER DC.
Ver. 1-OL THEOPEsrsGorTHKErEiorONiBoBii man is a sinner—not wishing him to own, even to the
Buss, ISB what Followed oh it. 1-5. As Jesus praise of God, that a miracle had been wrought upon
i by, he saw a man which was blind from his birth him, but to show more regard to the honour of God
who " sat begging," v. 8. whodid sin, this man or than ascribe any such act to one who was a sinner. He
j Barents, that he was born blind, 4c—not in a former answered and said, Whether a sinner or no, Ac—Not that
salt of existence, in which, as respects the wicked, the the man meant to insinuate any doubt in his own mind
Jews did not believe; but, perhaps, expressing loosely on the point of bis being " a sinner," but as bis opinion
that da soa\ev:here had surely been the cause of this on such a point would be of no consequence to others,
calamity. Neither this man, &c—<i.d„ ' The cause was he would speak only to what he knew as fact in his
uatber in himself nor his parents, but, in order to own case, then said they again, What did he to thee, &c.
0<e manifestation of " the works of God." in bis cure.' —hoping by repeated questions to ensnare him, but
I Esct work the works of him that sent me, etc.—a most the youth is more than a match for them. I have told
n-tererting statement from the mouth of Christ; inti- you already...will ye also be his disciples!—In a vein of
•aatbag. X. that He had a precise work to do upon keen irony he treats their questions as those of anxious
earth, with every particular of it arranged and laid out enquirers, almost ready for discipleshipl Stung by this,
u> BJm; 2. that all He did upon earth was just " the they retort upon him as the disciple, (and here they
work»<d God "—particularly "going about doingamd.' plainly were not wrong;) for themselves, they fell back
though sot exclusively by miracles; (3.) that each work upon Moses; about him there could be no doubt; but
had Us precise- time and place in His programme of who knew about this upstart? The man answered, Here
inetrarxioBj, so to speak; hence, it.! that as His period in is a marvellous thing, that ye know not from whence he
fla stTihad deflnitetennination,&9byIettinganyone is, and yet he hath opened mine eyes, Ac.—He had no
«rvi»e pass by its allotted time, the whole would be need to say another word; but waxing bolder indefence
'Usamnged. marred, and driven beyond its destined of his Benefactor, and his views brightening by the
period tor completion; (5.) that He acted ever under very courage which it demanded, he puts it to them
the impulse of those considerations, as man — " the how they could pretend inability to tell whether ono
aiattl cometh when no man (or no one) can work." who opened the eyes of a man bom blind was "of God"
" a sinner"—from above or from beneath—and pro
What lessons are here for others, and what encouragenent from FUch Example! As long as I am in the world, ceeds to argue the case with remarkable power. So
I aja the tlgint at the world, *c. —not as if He would cease, Irresistible was his argument, that their rage burst
after that, to be so; but that He must make full proof forth in a speech of intense Pharisaism, "Thou wast
of HV fidelity, while His earthly career lasted; by dls- altogether bom in sins, and dost thou teach us? — thou,
t-lxTEv His glory. " As before the raising of Lazarus, a base-bom, uneducated. Impudent youth, teach us, the
£&. 11. 25 j He announces Himself as Vie Resurrection trained, constituted, recognised guides of the people
asul the Life, so now He sets Himself forth as the in the things of God? Out upon thee.' they cast him ont
sow* of the archetypal spiritual light, of which the —judicially, no doubt, as well as in fact. The allusion
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to his being "born in sins" seems a tacit admission of his
being blind from birth —the very thing they had been bo
unwilling to own. But rage and enmity to truth are
seldom consistent In their outbreaks. The friends of
this excommunicated youth,crowding around him with
their sympathy, would probably express surprise that
one who could work such a cure should be unable to
protect his patient from the persecution it had raised
against him, or should possess the power without
using it. Nor would it be wonderful if such thoughts
should arise in the youth's own mind. But if they did,
it Is certain, from what follows, that they made no
lodgment there, conscious as he was that " whereas he
was blind, now he saw," and satisfied that if his Bene
factor " were not of God he could do nothing." (v. 33.'
There was a word for him too. which, if whispered in
his ear from the oracles of.God, would seem expressly
designed to describe his case, and prepare hira for the
coming interview with his gracious Friend. "Hear
the word of the Lord ye that tremble at His word.
Your brethren that hated you, that catt you out for my
name sake, said. Let the Lord be glorified; but He shall
appear to your joy, and they shall be ashamed?
(Isaiah, 04. 5.) But how was He engaged to whom such
noble testimony had been given, and for whom such
persecution had been home? Uttering, perhaps, in se
cret, " with strong crying and tears." the words of the
prophetic psalm, " Let not them that wait on thee, O
Lord God of hosts, be ashamed for my sake; let none
that seek thee be confounded for my sake, O God of
Israel; because for thy sake I have borne reproach . . .
and the reproaches of them that reproached thee are
fallen upon me," (Psalm TO. 6,7,8.) 35-38. Jesas heardi.e., by intelligence brought Him. that they had cast oat
the youth; and when He had found him—by accident?
Not very likely. Sympathy in that breast could not
long keep aloof from its object He said unto hint, Dost
thou believe in the Bon of God ?— A question stretching
purposely beyond his present attainments, in order
the more quickly to lead him—In his present teachable
frame—into the highest truth. He answered and said,
Who is He, Lord, that I may believe on Him I—' His reply
Is u tlirmiiti ve.and believing by anticipation, promising
faith as soon as Jesus shall say who He is.' [Stler.]
Jesus said auto him, Thou hast both seen Him—the new
sense of sight having at that moment its highest exer
cise. In gaxing upon " the Light of the world." He said,
Lord, I believe: and he worshipped Him—a Jaiih and a
worship, beyond doubt, meant to express far more
than he would think proper to any human " prophet"
K 17,)—the unstudied, resistless expression, probably
of supreme faith and adoration, though without the
full understanding of what that implied. 39-41. Jesus
said—perhaps at the same time, but after a crowd,
including some' of the sceptical and scornful rulers,
had, on seeing Jesus talking with the healed youth,
hastened to the Bpot. that they which see not might
see, Ac.—Rising to that sight of which the natural
vision communicated to the youth was but the sym
bol. (Bee on v. 6. and cf. Luke, 4. 18.) that they which
see might be made blind—judicially incapable of appre
hending and receiving the truth, to which they have
wilfully shut their eyes, are we blind also %—We, the
constituted, recognised guides of the people in spirit
ual things? pride and rage prompting the question. If
ye were blind— wanted light to discern My claims, and
only waited to receive it. ye should have no sin—none
of the guilt of shutting out the light ye say. We see;
therefore your sin remalneth — Your claim to possess
Ught, while rejecting Me, is that which seals you up
in the guilt of unbelief.
CHAPTER X.
Ver. 1-21. The Good Shepherd. This discourse
seems plainly to be a continuation of the closing verses
of ch, 9. The figure was familiar to the Jewish ear. from
IM
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Jeremiah, 23; EiekieL 34; Zecbariah.U. ore. This simple
creature (the sheep) has this special note among al!
animals, that it quickly hears the voice of the shep*
herd, follows no one else, depends entirely on him, and
seeks help from him alone, cannot help itself, but it
shut up to another's aid. ' [Luther in Stier,] 1, 3. he
that entereth not in by the door—the legitimate way (with
out saying what that was, as yet', into the sheep-fold—
the sacred enclosure of God's true people, clunbeth op
some other way—not referring to the assumption of
ecclesiastical office without an external call, for those
Jewish rulers, specially aimed at, bad this Matthew,
23. 2.,, but to the want of a true spiritual commission,
the seal of heaven going along with the outward autho
rity: it is the assumption of the spiritual guidance of
the people urithout this that Is meant he that entereth
in by the door is the shepherd of the sheep—a true,divinely-recognlsed shepherd. & to him the porter openeth—i.e..
right of free access is given, by order of Him to whom
the sheep belong; for it is better not to give the allu
sion a more specific interpretation. [Calvin, Meyrk,
Luthardt.] and the sheep hear his voice—This and all
that follows, though it admits of important application
to every faithful shepherd of God's flock, is in its direct
and highest sense true only of " the great Shepherd of
the sheep," who in the first five verses seems plainly,
under the simple character of a true shepherd, to be
drawing His own portrait f Lakpev, Stier, &c. ]
7-14. 1 am the door of the sheep—£, «., the way in to the
fold, with all its blessed privileges, both for shepherds
and sheep, (cf. ch. 14. e^Ephesians, 2. IS.) All that em
came before me—the false prophets; not as claiming the
prerogatives of Messiah,but as perverters of the people
from the way of life, all pointing to Him. [Olhhacs«v1
the sheep did not hear them—the instinct of their divine
ly-taught hearts preserving them from seducers, and
attaching them to the heaven-sent prophets, of whom
it is said that " the Spirit of Christ was in them." .1
Peter, 1. 11.) by me if any man enter in—whether shep
herd or sheep, shall be saved—the great object of the
pastoral office,asof all the divine arrangements towards
mankind, and shall go in and oat and find pasture—in,
as to a place of mfety and repose; out, as to "green pas
tures and still waters," i Psalm 23. 2.) for nourishment
and refreshing, and all this only transferred to another
clime, and enjoyed in another manner, at the close of
this earthly scene. (Revelation, 7. 17.) I am come that
they might have life, and more abundantly—not merely
to preserve but impart llfe, and communicate It in
rich and unfailing exuberance. What a claim ! Y- 1
it is only an echo of all His teaching; and He who
uttered these and like words must be either a blas
phemer, all worthy of the death He died, or " God with
us:"—there can be no middle course. I am the good
Shepherd—emphatically, and, in the sense intended,
exclusively so. (Isaiah. 40. 11; Ezekiel, 34. 23; S7. 24;
Zechariah, 13. 7.) the good shepherd giveth his life frr
the sheep—Though this maybe said of literal shepherds
who. even for their brute flock have, like David, en
countered " the lion and the bear" at the risk of their
own lives, and still more of faithful pastors who, lik^*
the early bishops of Rome, havebeen the foremost to
brave the fury of their enemies against the flock com
mitted to their care; yet here, beyond doubt it point-'
to the struggle which was to Issue in the willing sur
render of the Redeemer's own life, to save His sheci
from destruction, an hireling . . whose own the sheep sre
not—who has no property In them. By this He point.*
to His own peculiar relation to the sheep, the san»as His Father's, the great Proprietor and Lord of tie
flock, who styles Him " My Shepherd, the Man that i<
my FeUow" (Zechariah, 13. 7.; and though faithful
under-shepherds are so in their Master's interest, tha:
they feel a measure of His own concern for their chanre.
the language is strictly applicable only to "the ;
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ever His own house." (Hebrews, 3. 6.) teeth the wolf the darkness revealing themselves with Increasing
earing — not the devU distinctively* as some take it clearness in the separation of the teachable from the
■ —alh, alford, Ac], but generally whoever comes obstinately prejudiced. The one sawinHimonly "a
upon the flock with hostile intent, in whatever form: devil and a madman ;" the other revolted at the thought
though the wicked one. no doubt, is at Vie bottom of that such words could come from one possessed, and
«»th movements. [Luthardt.] I am the good Shep sight be given to the blind by a demoniac; showing
herd, and know my sheep— In the peculiar sense of 2 clearly that a deeper impression had been made upon
Timothy, 3. 19. am known of mine—the soul's response them than their words expressed.
v> the voice that has inwardly and efficaciously called it ;
22*12. DISCOURSE AT THE FEAST OF DEDICATION—
far of this mutual loving acquaintance ours is the effect From the Fury or uis Enemies Jesus escaped
d ^l* ' The Redeemer's knowledge of us is the active beyond Jordan, where many believe on Him.
element, penetrating us with His power and life; that 22, 23. It was . . . the Feast of Dedication — Celebrated
tf believers ia the passive principle, the reception ofHis rather more than two months, after the feast of taber
hit and light. In this reception, however, an assimi nacles, during which intermediate period our Lord
lation of the soul to the sublime Object of its know- seems to have remained In the neighbourhood of Jeru
led?* and love takes place; and thus an activity, though salem. It was instituted by Judas Maccabeus, to com
i derived one, is unfolded, which shows itself in o 1 >e- memorate the purification of the temple from the pro
''Jaxx to Hlx commands.' [Olshausen.1 From this fanations to which it had been subjected by Antiochus
mtuaJ knowledge Jesus rises to another and loftier Epiphanes >b.c. 105\ and kept for eight days, from the
jyeprccity of knowledge. 16-18. As my Father knoweth SothChisleu {Decemben, the day on which Judas began
a*, even so know I the Father—What claim to absolute the first joyous celebration of it. (l Maccabees, 4. 62,
equality with the Father could exceed this? (See on 66, 60; and Josephus' Antiquities, xil. 7. 7.) it was
Matthrw, 11. 27. ' and I lay down my life for the sheep— winter—Implying some inclemency. Therefore, Jesus
How sublime this, immediately following the lofty walked in Solomon's porch—for shelter. This portico
dahn of the preceding clause ! Tis the riches and was on the east aide of the temple, and Josephus says
the poverty of " the Word made flesh"—one glorious it was port of the original structure of Solomon.
Pw*on reaching at once up to the Throne and down (Antiquities, xx. 9. 7.) 24. then came the Jews— Vie
*r«n to the dust of death, "that we might live through rulers, [See on ch. 1. 10.) how long dost thou make us to
Him." A candid interpretation of the words, "for the doubt—"hold us in suspense," (marg.) If thou be the
d,*rp~ ought to go far to establish the special relation Christ, tell us plainly—But when the plainest evidence of
id the vicarious death of Christ to the Church, other it was resisted, what weight could a mere assertion of
ihsep I have, not of this fold: them also I must bring1— it have? 26, 26. Jesus answered them, I told you—i.e..
He ueans the perishing Gentiles, already His "sheep" In substance, what I am, (e,g. ch. 7. 37, 38 ; 8. 12, 36, 36, 58.)
i3 the lore of His heart and the purpose of His grace J ye believe not, because ye are not of my sheep, as I saidto * bring them* in due time, they shall hear my voice referring to the whole strain of the parable of the
—Pus is noi the language of mere foresight that they sheep, v. 1, Sx. 27-30. My sheep hear my voice, &c.—
■u *%ld Wterf. but the expression of a purpose to draw (See on v. 8.) I give unto them eternal life—not " will
ft—» to Himself by an inward and efficacious call, give them;" for it is a present gift. (See on ch. 3. 30; fi.
alitcA would infallibly issue in their spontaneous acees- 24.) It Is a very grand utterance, couched in the lan
mon to Him, and there shall be one fold—rather ' one guage of majestic authority. My Father, which gave
fark' <for the word for 'fold,* as In the foregoing verses, them me—iSee on ch. 6. 37-39.) Is greater than all—with
is Quite different). Therefore doth my Father love me, whom no adverse power can contend. It is a general
aenvaee I lay down my life, &c—As the highest act of the expression of an admitted truth, and what follows
goafs love to the Father was the laying down of His life shows for what purpose it was uttered, "and none is
fee the sheep at His *' commandment," so the Father's able to pluck them out of my Father's hand." " The
km to Him an His incarnate Son reached Its consum impossibility of true believers being lost. In the midst
mation, and finds its highest justification, in that sub- of all the temptations which they may encounter, does
L=^*t icfl most affecting of all acts, that I might not consist in their fidelity and decision, but is
t*a* i. again—His resurrection-life being indispensable founded upon the power of God. Here the doctrine of
t. tit fcfxcmpli&hment of the fruit of His death. Ho predestination is presented in Its sublime and sacred
*-»n uieth nay life from me, but I lay it down myself: I aspect; there is a predestination of the holy, which is
lit* pB*er to lay it down, and I have power to take it taught from one end of the Scriptures to the other; not,
Kgaa—It i* impossible for language more plainly and indeed, of such a nature that an "irresistible grace"
■^[ji*ti^iiy to express the absolute voluntariness of compels the opposing will of man (of course not], but so
Christ'* death, such a voluntariness as it would be that that will of man which receives and loves the
-Laciifcat presumption In any mere creature to affirm commands of God is produced only by God's grace."
<.', Li* own ii«ath. It Is beyond all doubt the language [Olshausen—a testimony all the more valuable, being
f< ifc* «ho na> conscious that His life was His men given in spite of Lutheran prejudice.] I and my Father
.which no creature's is1, and, therefore. His to surren are one—Our language admits not of the precision of
der or retain at tcih. Here lay the glory of His sacrifice, the original In this great saying. "Arc" Is In the masthat it was purely voluntarily. The claim of " power to culine gender—"we two persons) are;" while "one" Is
take it stain" is no less important, ba showing that His neuter—"one Vang." Perhaps "one interest'' expresses,
resazrection. though ascribed to the Father, in the as nearly as may be, the purport of the saying. There
atom w« shall presently see, was nevertheless His own seemed to be some contradiction between His saying
eswaikm of Him own right to life as soon as the pur they had been given by His Father into His own hands,
poses of His voluntary death were accomplished. This out of which they could not be plucked, and then say
aeraaaadment—to " lay down His life, that He might ing that none could pluck them out of His Fathefs
take ft acain.* have I received of my Father—So that hands, as if they had not been given out of them. A\ 'Christ died at once by " command" of His Father, and V*er they have*' says He; ' Though He has given them to
by each a voluntary obedience to that command as me, they ore as much In His own almighty hands as
hat made Him .so to speak) infinitely dear to the ever—they cannot be, and when given to me they are
Father. The necessity of Christ's death, in the light of not, given away from Himself; for He and I have all
iheae profound sayings, must be manifest to all but in common." Thus It will be seen, that, though oneness
the superficial student 19*31. there was a division of essence Is not the precise thing here affirmed, that
afaia snitg the Jews for these sayings—the light and truth is the basis of what is ajJInned. without which
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it would not be true. And Aujrustin was right in resist, (ch. 7. 46; 8. 30. But, Tor those who wanted this.
saying the *' We are' condemns the Sabcltians who " the works" were a mighty help. When these failed,
denied the distinction ofPersons in the Godhead', while the case was desperate indeed, that ye may know and
the "one" (as explained) condemns the Arians [who believe that the Father is in ma, and I inHim — thus
denied the unity of their essence. 31-33. then the Jews reiterating His claim to essential oneness with the
took up stones again to stone Him—and for precisely the Father, which He had only seemed to soften down, that
same thing as before, (ch. 8. £8. 69.) Many good works He might calm their rage and get their ear again for a
have I showed yon—i.«., works of pure benevolence (as moment, therefore they sought again to take Him—true
Acta, 10. 88, "Who went about doing good," &c.; 'see to their original understanding of His words, for they
Mark, 7. 37.) from my Father—not so mnch by Ills saw perfectly well that He meant to *' make Himself
power, but as directly commissioned by Him to do them. God" throughout all this dialogue, he escaped out of thei r
This He says to meet the imputation of unwarrantable hand— See on Luke, 4. 30; ch. 8. 6P.j 40-42. went away
assumption of the divlue prerogatives. fLuTiiAimT.] again beyond Jordan ... the place where John at first
for which of these works do ye stone mel—"are ye stoning baptised—See on ch. 1. 28. many resorted to him—on
lie., going to stone) me?" for blasphemy—whoso legal whom the ministry of the Baptist had left permanent
punishment was stoning [Leviticus, 24. 11-10.) thou, Impressions. John did no miracle, but all things John
being a man—i.e., a man only, makest thyself God—Twice spake of this man were true—what they now heard and
before they understood Him to advance the same claim, saw in Jesus only confirming in their minds the divinity
and both times they prepared themselves to avenge of His forerunner's mission, though unaccompanied
what they took to be the Insulted bonoar of God, as by any of His Master's miracles. And thus, " many
here, in the way directed by their law, (ch. 6. 18; 8. 69.) believed on him there."
34-30. It Is written in your law—in Psalm 82. 0, respect
CHAPTER XL
ing judges or magistrates, ye are gods—being the official Ver. 1-46. Lazarus Raised from the Dead—The
representatives and commissioned agents of God. If he Consequences or thts. 1, 2. Of Bethany—at the east
called them gods to whom the word of God came, say ye of side of mount Olivet, the town of Mary and her sister
Him wham the Father hath sanctified and sent Into the Martha—thus distinguishing it from the other Bethany
world, Thou blasphemest—The whole force of this reason ** beyond Jordan.* (Bee on ch. 1. 28; 10. 40. 1 it was that
ing, which has been but In part seized by the commen Mary who anointed the Lord with ointment, tfca—This,
tators, lies in what is said of the two parties compared. though not recorded by our evangelist till ch. 12. 3, &c.,
The comparison of Himself with mere men, divinely was so well known in the teaching of all the churches,
commissioned, is Intended to show, [as Nkaxdek well according to our Lord's prediction {Matthew, 26. 13. .
expresses It,] that the idea of a communication of the that it is here alluded to by anticipation, as tho most
Divine Majesty to human nature was by no means natural way of identifying her; and she is first named,
foreign to the revelations of the Old Testament; but though the younger, as the more distinguished of tho
there Is also aconfrasf between Himself and all merely two. She " anointed the Lord," says the evangelist
human representatives of God — the one "sanctified —led doubtless to the use of this term here, as he was
by the Father and sent into tile world;" the other, " to about to exhibit Him illustriously at the Lord of Lijt.
whom the word ofGod merely! came" which Isexpressly 3-6. His sitter sent unto him, saying, Lord, he whom thou
designed to prevent His being massed up with them as lovest is eick—a most womanly appeal yet how rever
only one of many human officials of God. It is never ential, to the known affection of her Lord for the
said q/ Cftrist that "the word of the Lord came to Hlm^ patient (See v. 6. 11.) * Those whom Christ loves are
whereas this Is tho well-known formula by which the no more exempt than others from their share of earthly
divine commission even to tho highest of mere men, is trouble and anguish; rather are they bound over to
expressed, as John the Baptist, Luke, 3. 2.) The reason it more surely.' [Trench.] When Jesns heard that, he
Is that given by the Baptist himself. (See on ch. 3 31 ) said, This sickness is not unto death—to result in death.
The contrast Is between those "to whom the word of but for the glory of God, that the Sou of God may be glori
God came"—men of the earth, earthy, who were merely fied thereby—le..bythisglory of God. (Seetfr.; Remark
privileged to get a divlne:me«.xi!7<: to utter (If prophets), able language this,which from creature lips would hare
or a divine office to dischargo if judges —and "Him been intolerable. It means that the glory of God mani
whom (not being of the earth at all , tlic Father sancti fested in the resurrection of dead Lazarus would ba
fied (or set apart), and sent into the world," an expres shown to be the glory, personally and immediate) v, of
sion never used of any merely human.messcnger of Ood, the Son. Jesus loved Martha and her sister and Lazarus
and used only of Himself, because I said, I am the Son —What a picture I one that in every age has attracted
of God—It is worthy of special notice that our Lord Itad the admiration of the whole Christian Church. No
not said, in so many words that He was the Son of God, wonder that those miserable sceptics who have carpel
on this occasion. But He had said what beyond doubt at the ethical system of the Gospel, as not embracing
amounted to it—namely, that He gave His sheep eter private friendships in the list of its virtues, liave been
nal life, and none could pluck them out of His hand- referred to the Saviour's peculiar regard for this family
that He had got them from His Father, In whose hands' as a triumphant refutation, if such were needed, when
though given to Him. they still remained, and out of he heard he was sick, he abode two davs still where he wu
whose hand none could pluck them; and that they were —at least twenty-five miles off. Beyond all doubt this
U,c imUftasMe property of both, inasmuch as " He and was just to let things come to their worst, in order u»
1 1 isi 1 ather were one." Our Lord considers all this as the display of His glory. But how trying, meantime,
just saying of Himself. "1 am the Son of God "-One to the faith of his friends, and how unlike the way in
nature with Hun, yet mysteriously of Him. The Dar which love to a dying friend usually shows itself. i>a
en hesis ,». 35). "and the Scripture cannot be broken." wliich it is plain that Mary reckoned. But the ways
referring to tho terms used of magistrates In the sad ot divine are not as the ways of human love. Often
realm, has an Important bearing on the auUuyritvot they are the reverse. When His people are sick, in
the Lying oracles.
The Scripture, as the expressed body or spirit; when their case is waxing more and
"^ ."'J"" ,unchwi««",lo God, i, itself unchaigcabie more desperate every day; when all hope of recovery h
ami md »°lublo/ [Olshausbk.] (cf. MaStowTSj about to expire—just then and therefore it is that "He
37-39. Though ye believe not me. believe the works-Th.-ii abuka two days still in Vie same place where He is." Can
was in Christ's words. Independently of ^.S^ they still hope against hope* Often they do not- bu;
' this is their Infirmity." For it is His chosen style of
who"C'dendnK-truth; maiesty' !U1(1 srace^hwX^ acting.
We have been well taught it, and should not
who bad any spiritual susceptibility were unable to
now have the lesson to learn. From the days of Musts
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ni it given aablimely forth as the character of His vive His Master's sacrifice toithe fury of His enemies.
modest interpositions, that *' the Lord will judge his It was that kind of affection which, living only in the
people and repent himself for his servants—when he light of its Object, cannot contemplate, or has no
trth that their poorer is gone. (Deuteronomy. 32. 36.) heart for life, without it 17-19. When Jesus came, he
"-I0. Let ua go into Judea again—He was now in Perea, found that he had lain in the grave four days— If he died
*" berood Jordan." His aiaciples say unto him, Blaster, on the day the tidings came of his Illness—and was,
tit Jew* of late sought, &C.—IU., 'were Just nowseek- according to the Jewish custom, burled the same day
Its' "*to stone thee." (ch. 107.31.) goest thou thither again! (see Joint's Archaeology, and v. 39; Acts, 6. 6, 6, io.l—and
—to certain death, as r. 16 shows they thought Jesus if Jesus, after two days' farther stay in Perea, set out on
uswarod. Are there not twelve hours in the day?—See on the day following for Bethany.some ten hours' journey),
dirt Out Lord's day had now reached its 11th hour, that would make out the four days; the first and last
acd having till now *' walked in the day," He would being incomplete. [Meyeb.] Bethany waa nigh Jeru
ort p»i*ttm* the remaining and more critical part of salem, about fifteen furlongs—rather leas than two miles;
Hi? work, which would be as fatal. He says, as omitting mentioned to explain the visits of sympathy, noticed
it afcoatether; for "if a man (so He speaks, putting In the following words, which the proximity of the two
Biat&eif under the same great law of duty as all other places facilitated, many of the Jews came to Martha
qscb—if a man1 walk in the night, he stunibleth,because and Mary to comfort them—Tims were provided, in a
taere is no light in him." 11-16. Oar friend Laxarus most natural way, so many witnesses of the glorious
c^epeth, bat I go that I may awake him out of sleep—Hlus- miracle that was to follow, as to put the fact beyond
fciosts title. " Our friend Lazarus." To Abraham only possible question. 20*22. Martha, as soon as she heard
is it accorded in the Old Testament, and not till after that Jesus was coming, went and met him—true to the
t.-m death, 2 Chronicles, 20. 7; Isaiah, 41. 8, to which our energy aud activity of her character, as seen in Luke,
mention la called in the New Testament (James, 2. 10. 38-42. (See notes there.) but Mary sat in the houses.i When Jesus came in the flesh. His forerunner equally true to her placid character. These undesigned
rpLed this name, in a certain sense, to himself, ch. touches not only charmingly illustrate the minute
*. 9:'amd into the same fellowship the Lord's chosen historic fidelity of l>oth narratives, but their inner har
diadples are declared to have come, ch. 15. 13-16. * The mony, then said Martha, Lord, if thou hadat been here,
v-btraae here employed, "our friend Lazarus." means my brother had not died—As Mary afterwards Baid the
TDTie than " he whom thou lovest " in v. 3, for it implies same thing (v. 32. , it is plain they had made this very
ristt Oarist'fl affection was reciprocated by Lazarus.' natural remark to each other, perhaps many times
j Lawrz.1 Oar Lord bad been told only that Lazarus during these four sad days, and not without having
m ■ tick." But the change which his two days' delay their confidence in His love at times overclouded.
had produced is here tenderly alluded to. Doubtless, Such trials of faith, however, are not peculiar to them,
Hi* spirit wavs ail the while with His dying, and now but I know that even now, Ax.— Energetic characters are
dead -friend." The symbol of "sleep" for deaVt is usually sanguine, the rainbow of hope peering through
crrxmoo to all languages, and familiar to us in the Old the drenching cloud, whatever thou wilt aak of God,
Tiafimint In the New Testament, however, a higher God will give it thee— i.e., 'even to the'restoration of my
i-^»ni"f: is put into it, in relation to believers in Jesus, dead brother to life,' for that plainly is her meaning, as
j*t on 1 Theasaloniana, 4. 14j a sense hinted at, and the sequel shows. 23-27. Jesus saith unto her, Thy brother
fretty dearly, in Psalm 17. 16, [Lcthardt.J; and the shall rise again—purposely expressing Himself in gene
' awaking oat of sleep" acquires a corresponding sense ral terms, to draw her out. Martha saith, I know that ha
fir transcending bare resuscitation, if he sleep, he shall shall rise again at the last day—a. <i„ ' But are we never
*• wsQ—tit.. * be preserved;' i.e„ 'recover.' q'd.t 'Why to see him in life till then? Jesus said, I am the Resur
Men go to Jadea ? ' then said Jesus unto them plainly, rection and the Life—a.d., "The whole pmctr to restore,
Lmuw it dead—* Sleep [says IJem; el, beautifully] is impart, and maintain life, resides in Me.' (See on ch.
the death of the saints, in the language of heaven; but l. 4; 6. 21.) What higher claim to supreme divinity than
iktt language the disciples here understood not: incom- this grand Baying can be conceived ? he that beheveth
tarabke is the generosity of the Divine manner of dls- in me though dead . . . shall live—</.d., ' The believer's
it-srvnc. bat such is the slowness of men's apprehen- death shall be swallowed up in life, and his life shall
mm that Scripture often has to descend to the more never sink into death.' As death comes by sin, it is His
tuaerabfe rtyle of human discourse; cf. Matthew, 10. to dissolve it; and as life flows through His righteous
U,* Ac. I an glad for your sakes I was not there—This ness, it is His to communicate and eternally maintain
certainly implies that if He had been present. Lazarus it. (Revelation, 6. 21.) The temporary separation of
•wild not have died; not because He could not have soul and body is here regarded as not even interrupt
resisted the importunities of the sisters, but because, ing, much less impairing, the new and everlasting life
is iTwecee of the personal Life, death could not have imparted by Jesus to His believing people. Believest
raehad His friend. [Lltraadt.] * It is beautifully thou this 1—Canst thou take this int Tea, I believe that
eoatruow to the divine decorum that In presence of thou art the Christ, the Son of God, &c.—q. d.. And hav
the Prftxe of Life no one is ever said to have died.' ing sveh faith in Thee, I can believe all which that
( ^i3«£L. } that ye may believe—This is added to explain comprehends. While Bhe had a glimmering perception
H * "dadoes* " at not having been present. His friend's that Resurrection, in every sense of the word, belonged
■irath, as such, could Dot have been to Him " joyous;* to the Messianic office and Sonship of Jesus, she
the fe-wrtl ahowa it waa "grievous* but 'for them it means, by this way of expressing herself, to cover much
• as safe.' (.Philemon 8.1.1 Thomas, called Didymua—or that she felt her ignorance of—as no doubt belonging
' the twin.* let us also go, that we may die with him— to Him, 28-32. The Master is come and calleth for thee—
l>ve2y spirit, though tinged with some sadness, such as The narrative does not give us this interesting detail,
r--appears at ch. 14. 6, showing the tendency of this but Martha's words do. as soon as she heard that, she
£*cipfc to take the da rfcview of things. On a memor arose quickly—affection for her Lord, assurance of His
ial* occasion thia tendency opened the door to down- sympathy, and His hope of interposition, putting a
rvfct, thotum bat momentary, onbebef. (ch. 20. 25.; spring into her depressed spirit The Jews followed
Here however, though alleged by many interpreters, her to the grave—Thus casually were provided witnesses
tiwre la nothing of the sort He perceives clearly how of the glorious miracle that followed, no* prejudiced*
* ute journey to Jadea will end, as respects His Master, certainly, in favour of Him who wrought it. to weep
ud nfrt only seea in it peril to themselves, as they all there—according to Jewish practice, for some days alter
iiid, bat feels w If he could not and cared not to sur- burial fell at his feet—more imitassioned than her
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Flster, though her words were fewer. (See on e. 21. 1 trench with water, that no suspicion might arise ot fire
33-38. When Jesus saw her weeping, and the Jewi weeping, having been secretly applied to the pile (l Kings, 18.
he groaned in spirit—the tears of Mary and her friends 30-35! ; so our Lord would let the most sceptical see
acting sympathetically upon Jesus, and drawing forth that, without laying a hand on the stone that covered
His emotions. What a vivid and beautiful outcoming His friend. He could recal him to life. But what could
of His real humanity! The word here rendered be done by human hand He orders to be done, reserv
44 groaned" does not mean*'slghed" or "grieved," but ing only to Himself what transcended the ability of all
rather ' powerfully checked his emotion'—made a visi creatures. Martha, sister of the dead—and as such the
ble effort to restrain those tears which were ready to proper guardian of the precious remains; the relation
gush from His eye*, and was troubled—rather, troubled ship being here mentioned to account for her ventur
himself' imarg.*; referring probably to this visible ing gently to remonstrate against their exposure. In a
difficulty of repressing His emotions. Where have ye state of decomposition, to eyes that had loved him so
laid him 1 Lord, come and see—Perhaps It was to retain tenderly In life. Lord, by this time he itinketh, for he
composure enough to ask this question, and on receiv hath been dead four days—See on v. 17.) It is wrong to
ing the answer to proceed with them to the spot, that suppose from this [as Lampe and others do] that, like
He checked Himself. Jesus wept—This beautifully con the bystanders, she had not thought of his restoration
veys the sublime brevity of the two original words; to life. But the glimmerings of hope which she cher
else ' shed tears ' might have better conveyed the differ ished from the first {v. 22), and which bad been bright
ence between the word here used and that twice em ened by what Jesus said to her (e. 23-27!, had suffered
ployed in v. 33, and there properly rendered "weeping, a momentary eclipse on the proposal to expose the
denoting the loud wall for the dead, while that of now sightless corpse. To such fluctuations all real faith
Jesus consisted of silent tears. Is it for nothing that is subject in dark hours. (See, for example, the cose
the evangelist, Rome sixty years after It occurred, holds of Job.) Jesus salth unto her, Said I not unto thee, that
up to all ages with such touching brevity the sublime if thou wouldest believe, thou shouldest see the glory of God*!
spectacle of the Son of God in tears i What a seal of —He had not said those very words, but this was the
His perfect oneness with us in the most redeeming scope of all that He had uttered to her about His lifefeature of our stricken humanity! But was there giving power ie. 23, 23. 28,); a gentle yet emphatic said
nothing in those tears beyond sorrow for human suffer most instructive rebuke : 'Why doth the restoration
ing and death? Could these effects move Him without of life, even to a decomposing corpse, seem hopeless in
suggesting the causef Who can doubt that In His ear presence of the Resurrection and the Life? HJast thou
every feature of the scene proclaimed that stem law of yet toleam that " if thou canst believe, all things are
the Kingdom, " The wages of sin is death' and that possible to him that believeth?' (Mark, 9. 23. i Jean*
this element In his visible emotion underlay all the lifted up his eyes—an expression marking His cairn
rest? then said the Jews, Behold how he loved him!—We solemnity. (cf.ch.iM.) Father, I thank thee that thou
thank you, O ye visitors from Jerusalem, for this spon hast heard me—rather, * heardest me,' referring to a
taneous testimony to the human softness of the Son of specific prayer offered by 11 uu, probably on intelligence
God. And—rather * But,' some said. Could not this man, of the case reaching Him iv. 3, 4.); for His living and
which opened the eyes of the blind, have caused that this loving oneness with the Father was maintained and
man should not have died'—The former exclamation came manifested in the flesh, not merely by the spontaneous
from the better-feeling portion of the spectators; this and uninterrupted outgoing of Each to Each in spirit,
betokens a measure of suspicion. It hardly goes the but by specific actings of faith and exercises of prayer
length of attesting the miracle on the blind man; but about each successive case as It emerged. Ho prayed
4 If as everybody says) Ho did that, why could He not [says Luth ardt, well] not for what He wanted, but for
also have kept Lazarus alive? As to the restoration the manifestation of what He had; and having the
of the dead man to life, they never so much as thought bright consciousness of the answer in the felt liberty to
of It. But (Aw disposition to dictate to Divine power, ask It, and the assurance that It was at hand. He gives
and almost to peril our confidence in it upon its doing thanks for this with a grand simplicity l>efore perform
our bidding, is not confined to men of no faith. Jesus ing the act. And—rather ' Yet.' I knew that thou heaxest
again groaning In himself—i.e., as at v. 33, checked or me always, but because of the people that stand by X said
repressed His rising feelings, in the former Instance, of it, that they might believe that thou hast sent me—Instead
sorrow, here of righteous Indignation at their unreason of praying now. He simply gives thanks for answer to
able unbelief, (cf. Mark, 3. 6.) (Webster ds Wilkin prayer offered ere He left Perea, and adds that His doing
son.] But here, too, struggling emotion was deeper, even this. In the audience of the people, was not from
now that His eye was about to rest on the spot where any doubt of the prevalency of His prayers in any case.
lay, in the still horrors of death. His friend, a cave— but to show the people that He did nothing wilhcnU His
the cavity, natural or artificial, of a rock. This, with Father, but all by direct eommunicatvm \rith Htm. 43,
the number of condoling visitors from Jerusalem, and 44. and when ha had thus rooken, he cried with a loud voice
the costly ointment with which Mary afterwards —On one other occasion only did He this—on the cross.
anointed Jesus at Bethany, all go to show that the His last utterance was a " loud cry." (Matthew. 27. 60.)
family were In good circumstances, 39-44. Jesus said, " He shall not cry," said the prophet, nor. In His minis
Take ye away the stone—spoken to the attendants of try, did He. What a sublime contrast is tids "loud cry*
Martha and Mary; for It was a work of no little labour. to the magical "whisperings'* and "mutterin«s** of
[Grotius.] According to the Tahnudists.lt was forbid which we read In Isaiah, S. 10; 29. 4. [as Grottos
den to open a grave after the stone was placed upon it. remarks. 1 It Is second only to the grandeur of that voice
Besides other dangers, they were apprehensive of legal which shall raise all the deacLch. 6. 2$, 29; l Thessalunimpurity by contact with the dead. Hence they avoided ians, 4. 10. Jesus saith unto them, Loose him and let him
coming nearer a grave than four cubits. [Maimon- go—Jesus will no more do this Himself than roU away
ides in Lami*e.] But He who touched the leper, and the the stone. The one was the necessary preparation for
bier of the widow of Nain s son, rises here also above resurrection, the other the necessary sequel to it. Tna
these Judaic memorials of evils, every one of which UrE-UlVlMO ACT AXONE HE RESERVES TO Hmaarp
He had come to roll away. Observe here what our Lord So in the quickening; oj the dead to spiritual life, huma n
did Himselft and wltai He made others do. As Elijah instrumentalUy is employed firstto prepare the teas', aad
himself repaired the altar on CarraeL arranged the tlien to turn it to account 45, 46. Many . . . which had
wood, cut the victim, and placed the pieces on the seen . . . believed, but some went to the Pharisees and laid
fuel, but made the bystanders fill the surrounding . what Jesus had done—The two classes which continually
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re-appear in the Gospel history; nor is there ever any 1. 12.) anointed the feet of Jesus—and "poured it on his
treat work of God which does not produce both. * It is head," Matthew, 20. 7; Mark, n. ;>. The only use of this
reraarksble that on eachof the three occasions on which was to refresh and exhilarate—a grateful compliment
oar Lord raised the dead, a large number of persons in the East, amidst the closeness of a heated atmos
ni assembled. In two instances, the resurrection of phere, with many guests at a feast. Such was the
ti* widow's son and of Lazarus, these, were all witnesses form in which Mary's love to Christ, at so much cost
< ' the miracle; In the third iof Jairus* daughter) they to herself, poured itself out. Judas . . . who should be
wfere necessarily cognisantof it. Yet this important cir- tray him—For the reason why this is here mentioned, see
cmstance is in each case only incidentally noticed by on Matthew, 20. 6. three hundred pence—between nine
lie historians, not put forward or appealed to as a prool and ten pounds sterling, had the bag—the purse or
d their veracity. In regard to this miracle, we observe treasure-chest, bare what was put there—not, bare.it oft*
a create? degree of preparation, both in the provident by theft, though that he did; but simply, had charge
arrangement of events, and in our Lord's actions and of its contents, was treasurer to Jesus and the twelve.
words than in any other. The preceding miracle cure How worthy of notice is this arrangement, by which
of the man born blind: is distinguished from all others an avaricious and dishonest person was not only taken
ST the open and formal investigationof its facts. And into the number of the twelve, but entrusted with the
both these miracles, the most public and best attested custody of their little property. The purposes which
d the whole, are related by St. John, who wrote long this served are obvious enough; but it is farther notice
arVr tlie other Evangelists.' [Webster & Wilkis- able, that the remotest bint was never given to the
scolJ 47-54. What do we? for this man doeth many mira- eleven of his true character, nor did the disciples most
da. etc—q.cL, 'While we trifle, "this man," by his favoured with the intimacy of JesHs ever suspect him,
* many miracles." will carryall before him; the popular till a few minutes before he voluntarily separated him
eaifcaaiasm will bring on a revolution, which will pre- self from their company—for ever! Jesus said, Let her
ctpliate the Romans upon us, and our all will go down alone, against the day of my burying hath she done this—
ia cue common ruin.' What a testimony to the reality not that she thought of His burial, much less reserved
at «*ar Lord's miracles, and their resistless effect, from any of her nard to anoint her dead Lord. But as the
His bitterest enemies I Caiaphas . . . prophesied that time was so near at hand when that office would have
lam should die for that nation, Arc—Ho meant nothing to be performed, andjhe was not to have that privilege
nore than that the way to prevent the apprehended even after the spices were brought Jor the purpose (Mark,
ruin of the nation was to make a sacrifice of the Dis 10. 1.), He lovingly regards it as done now. the poor
turber of their peace. But in giving utterance to this always with you—referring to Deuteronomy, 15. 11. but
rcz&estkra of political expediency, he was so guided as me not always—a gentle hint of His approaching depar
to sire forth a Divine prediction of deep significance; ture. He adds, Mark, 14. 8—"She hath done what she
sad God so ordered it that it should come from the could, " a noble testimony, embodying a principle of
Ep* of the high priest for that memorable year, the Immense importance. " Verily 1 say unto you. Where
recognised head of God's risible people, whose ancieut soever this Gospel shall be preached in the whole world,
i£o. symbolised by the TJrim andThuniuilm, was to there shall also this, -that this woman hath done, bo
4adde in the last resort, all vital questions as the orcle told for a memorial of her." (Matthew, 20. 13; Mark, 14.
at the Divine will, and not for that nation only, die— 9.) * In the act of love done to Him she had erected to
These axe the Evangelist's words, not Coiaphas's, they herself an eternal monument, as lasting a3 the Gospel,
kek ccuacU together to put him to death—Caiaphas but the eternal word of God. From generation to genera
expressed what the party were secretly wishing, but tion this remarkable prophecy of the Lord has been
tfraid to propose. Jesus walked no more openly among; the fulfilled; and even we, in explaining this saying of the
Jewi—How could He, unless He had wished to die Redeemer, of necessity contribute to its accomplish
before His time? near the wilderness—of Judea. a city ment.' [Olshausen.1 'Who but Himself had the
oiled £p£raini—between Jerusalem and Jericho. 55-57. power to ensure to any work of man, even if resound
"Piimi'i at hand . . . many went op before the passover to ing in his own time through the whole earth, an imper
T^cfr themselves—from any legal uncleanness which ishable remembrance in the stream of history? Behold
woold hare disqualified them from keeping the feast once more here, the majesty of His royal judicial supre
This is mentioned to introduce the graphic statement macy in the government of the world, in this "Verily I
which follow*, sought for Jesus, and spake among them- say unto you."' [Stier.] Beautifal are the lessons here.
cerres as the; stood m the temple—giving forth their vari (1.) Love to (foriktmnsftgures the humblest services. All,
ces atajectures and speculations about the probability indeed, who have themselves a heart value its least
cat His coming to the feast, that he will not cornel—The outgoings beyond the most costly mechanical performtea of this question impliesthe opinion that He rather ances;,but how does it endear the Saviour to us to find
««£i come, chief priests and Pharisees had given com- Him endorsing the principle as His own standard in
ssaatssat that if any knew where he were* they should judging of character and deeds]
■how ft, that they might take him—This is mentioned to
" What though tn poor and humble gufse
account for the conjectures whether He would come,
Thou here didnt sojourn cottage-born?
Yet from thy glory in the skies
a spite of this determination to seize Him.
" i thou didst not
Our earthly gold
Dot scorn.
6©
CHAPTER XU.
For Love delights
bring her best.
best,
_ __ to bringher
Vet ml The asouitho at Bbthant.— See on
And where Love is that offering evermore is blest
Matthew, 20. fr-13. 1-8. Six days before the passover—
Love on the Saviour's dying head
u-. as the 6th day before it; probably after sunset on
Her spikenard drops anblam'd may pour.
/Viday evening, or the commencement of the Jewish
Hay mount bis cross, and wrap him dead
In spioes fiom*the golden shore," etc—[Keb!e J
^sbcath preceding the Passover. Martha served—This,
with what is afterwards said of Mary's way of honour- (2.) Works of utility should never be set in opposition
in; her Lord, is so true to the character in which those to the promptings of self-sacrificing love, and the sin
two women appear in Luke, 10. 38-42, as to constitute cerity of those who do so is to be suspected. Under
Gfte of the strongest and most delightful confirmations the mask of concern for the poor at home, how many
of the truth of both narratives. See also on ch. li. 20. excuse themselves from all care ofthe perishing heathen
Lazarus sat at the table—' Between the raised Lazarus abroad. ( 3.) Amidst conflicting duties, that which our
i*d the healed Leper '.Simon, Mark.* H. 3.) th>: Lord pro- " hand {presently) flndeth to do" is to be preferred, and
'j*W» tiu a* between two trophies ofBis glory.' [StierJ even a less duty only to be done now to a greater Omt
nahzaard—orpurejvjrti, a celebrated aromatic, [Cant. can be am* at any time 4., " If there be first a willing
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mind, it Is accepted According to that a man hath, petition for an interview, but sees the cross which
and not according to that he hath not" (3 Corinthians, was to bring them gilded with glory. Except a corn of
8. 12.!—"She hath done what she could." (6.* As Jesua wheat fall into the ground and die, it abideth alone: but if
beheld in spirit the universal diffusion of His Gospel, it die, it bringeth forth much fruit—The necessity of flla
while His lowest depth of humiliation was only ap death is here brightly expressed, and its proper operaproaching, so He regards the facts ofHis earthly History tion'and fxxdtr-A'iJe springing forthout ofdeath—imaged
as constituting the substance of this Gospel, and the re forth by a beautiful and deeply significant law of the
lation of them as just the " preaching of this Gospel." vegetable kingdom. For a double reason, no doubt,
Not that preachers are to confine themselves to a bare this was uttered—to explain what He had said of His
narration of these facts, bat that they are to make their death, as the hour of His own glorification, and to sus
whole preaching turn upon them as its grand centre, and tain His own Spirit under the agitation which was
derive from them its proper vitality; all that goes be mysteriously coming over it in the view of that death.
fore thisin the Bible being but the imparntwn for them, He that loveth his life shall lose it; and he that hateth his
and all that follows but the sti/vcl. 9-11. Crowds of the life in this world shall keep it unto life eternal—See on
Jerusalem Jews hastened to Bethany, not so much to Luke, 9. 24. Did our Lord mean to exclude Himself
see Jesus, whom they knew to be there, as to see dead from the operation of the great princi pie here expressed
Lazarus alive; and this, issuing in their accession to —self-renunciation the law of actfi/reserration; and ites
Christ, led to a plot against the life of Lazarus also, as converse, self-preservation Vie law of self-destruction*
the only means of arresting the triumphs of Jesus .see On the contrary, as He became Man to exemplify this
r,. ltf.j—to such a pitch had these chief priests come of fundamental law of the Kingdom of God in its most
diabolical determination to shut out the light from sublime form, so the very utterance of it on this occa
themselves, and quench it from the earth!
sion served to sustain His own Spirit in the double
12-10. Christ's Triumphal Entry into Jeru prospect to which He had just alluded. If any man
salem.— See ou Matthew, 21. 1, Ac. ; and Luke, 19. serve me, let him follow me; and where I am, there shall
29, &c 12. On the next day—the Lord's day, or Sunday also my servant be: If any man serve me, him will my
(see ontJ. l.); the tenth day of the Jewish month Nisan, Father honour—Jesus here claims the same al>sofute sul>on which the Paschal Lamb was set apart, to be " kept jection to Himself, as Vie law of men's exaltation to hem.up until the 14th day of the same month, when the our, as He yielded to the Father. 27, 28. Now is my soul
whole asembly of the congregation of Israel were to troubled—He means at the prospect of His death, just
kill it in the evening." (Exodus, 12. 3, C.j Even so, alluded to. Strange view of the Cross this, immediately
from the day of this solemn entry into Jerusalem. after representing it as the hour of His glory I ;». sx)
" Christ our Passover" was virtually set apart to l>e But the two views naturally meet, and blend into one.
*' sacrificed for us." 1 Corinthians, 6. 7.) 16. Whan It was the Greeks, one might say, that troubled Hirn.
Jesus was glorified, than remembered they that these things ' All! they sliall see Jesus, but to Him it shall be a costly
were written of him, Ac. —The Spirit, descending un sight." and what shall I sayl—He is in a strait betwixt
them from the glorified Saviour at Pentecost, loaned two. The death of the Cross was. and could not but be,
their eyes suddenly to the true sense of the Old Testa appalling to His spirit. But to shrink from absolute
ment, brought vividly to their recollection this and subjection to the Father, was worse stilL In asking
other] Messianic predictions, and to their unspeakable Himself, " What shall 1 sayl" He seems as if thinking
astonishment showed them that they, and all the aloud, feeling His way between two dread alternatives,
actors in these sceneshad been unconsciously fulfilling looking both of them sternly in the face, measurini;,
weighing them, in order that the choice actually mode
those predictions.
20-36. Some Greeks Desire to See Jesus— might be seen, and even by Himself the more vividly
The Discourse and Scene thereupon. 20-22. felt, to be a profound, deliberate, spontaneous election.
Greeks—Not Grecian Jews, but Greek proselytes to the Father, aave me from this hour—To take this as a ques
Jewish faith, who were wont to attend the annual fes tion, 'Shall I say, Father, save rax,' Ac—as some emi
tivals, particularly this primary one, the passover. the nent editors and interpreters do. is unnatural sund
same came therefore to Philip of Bethsaida—possibly as jejune. It is a real petition, like that in Gelhseruarie,
being from the same quarter, saying, We would see "Let this cup pass from me;" only whereas then He
Jesus—certainly in a far better sense than Zaccheus. prefaces the prayer with an "If it be possible," hrr*
(Luke, 19. 3.) Perhaps He was then in that part of the He follows it up with what Is tantamount to that
temple court to which Gentile proselytes had no ac *' Nevertheless for this cause came I unto this hour."
cess. * These men from the tcerf represent, at the end The sentiment conveyed, then, by the prayer. In both
of Christ's life, what the wise men from the east repre cases, is twofold: il.; that only one thing could recon
sented at its beginning; but those come to the cross cile Him to the.death of the Cross—Its being His Father's
of the King, even as these to His Manger.* [Stieb..] will He should endure it^-and (2.) that in this view of it
Philip telleth Andrew—As fellow-townsmen of Beth- He yielded Himself freely to it, Wi<at H* recoil* from
saida, (ch. l. 44.) these two seem to have drawn to each is not subjection to His Father's will ; but to sheno heeu?
other. Andrew and Philip tell Jesus—The minuteness tremendous a self-sacrifice that obedience involved. Ho
of these details, while they add to the graphic force of first asks the Father to save Hun from it. and then
the narrative, serve to prejwre us for something im signifies how perfectly He knows that He is there for
portant to come out of this introduction. 23-26. Jesus the very purpose of enduring it. Only by letting these
answered them, The hour is come that the Son of Man should mysterious words speak their full meaning do they
he glorified—q,d„ 'They would sec Jesus, would they? become intelligible and consistent. Aa for those who
Yet a little moment, and they shall see Hun so as now see tut bitter elements in Vie death of Chrid^-nothing
they dream not of. The middle wall of partition that beyond mere dying—what can they make of such a
keeps them out from the commonwealth of Israel is ou scene? and when they place it over against the feelings
the eve of breaking down, "and I, if I be lifted up from with which thousands of His adoring followers have
the earth, shall draw all men unto Me:" I see them " fly welcomed death for His sake, how can they hold Win\
ing as a cloud, and as doves to their cots "—a glorious up to the atbniration of men? Father, glorify thy name
event that will be foiAhe Son of Man, by which this is —by a present testimony. I have both glorified it—refer
to be brought about." It is His deaUi He thus sublimely ring specially to the voice from heaven at His baptism,
and delicately alludes to. Lost in the scenes of triumph and again at His transfiguration, and will glorify it again
which this desire of the Greeks to see Him called up —t.e., in the yet future scenes of His still deeper neces
before His view, He gives no direct answer to their sity; although this promise was a present and suhlime
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tetimooy, which would irradiate the clouded spirit of of His whole ministry on the bulk of the now doomed
the don Gt Man. 29-33. the people therefore that stood people, though he had done bo many miracles—The word
by, nid. It thundered; others, an angel spake to him— used suggests their nature m well as number, that the
h me hearing only a sound, others an articulate, but laying of Esaias might he fulfilled—rj.d, , 'This unbelief
i>tb«u unintelligible voice. Jesus said, This voice came did not at all set aside the purposes of God, but, on the
Kt because of me, but for your takes—i.e., probably, to contrary, fulfilled them.'
therefore they could not
ramet the unfavourable impressions which his mo believe, because Esaias said again, He hath blinded their
aeatary floatation and mysterious prayer for deiiver- eyes, that they should not sec, die. —That this expresses a
un may have produced on the bystanders. Now is positive divine act, by which those who wilfully clos^
iStnagnent oi this world—the world that "crucified their eyes and harden their hearts against the truth are
the Lord of glory," [1 Corinthians, 2. 8.}, considered as judicially shut up in their unbelief and impenitence, is
i nit and complicated kingdom of Satan, breathing admitted by all candid critics (as Olshausen], though
lb spirit, doing his work, and involved in his doom, many of them think it necessary to contend that this
*lwh Christ's death by its hands irrevocably sealed. is no way inconsistent with the liberty of the human
IwiaiU the prince of this world be east out—How differ- will, which of course it isnot. These things said Esaias,
nsh* is that fast-approaching "hour" regarded in the when he saw his glory.and spake of him—a key of immense
kis£doaisof darkness and of light 1 'The hour of relief importance to the opening of Isaiah's vision, {Isaiah, 6.)
fctj the dread Troubler of our peace—how near it isl and all similar Old Testament representations. "The
Va » httle moment, and the day is ours!' So it was Son is "the King Jehovah" who rules in the Old Testa
ikalated and felt in the one region. "Now shall the ment and appears to the elect, as in the New Testament
pim of this world be cast out." is a somewhat different the Spirit, the invisible Minister of the Son, is the
tit* of the same event. We know who was right. Director of the Church and the Revealer in thcBanctuBooth yet under a veil. He sees the triumphs of the ary of the heart.' IOlshausen.] 42, 43. among tbe
Orai in unclouded and transporting light. And I, if chief rulers also — rather, ' even of the rulers;1 such as
I ■* tiited up frcm the earth, will draw all men unto me Nicodemus and Joseph, because of the Pharisees—i.e.,
-dm)" I "here is emphatic—I, taking the place of the the leaders of the sects; for they were of it themselves.
*rrld"s ejected prince. " If lifted up,* means not only put out of the synagogue—See on ch. 0. 22, 34. they loved
<Vftof I have tteen lifted up, but. through the virtue of the praise of meu more than the praise of God— 'a severe
list ntiifting. And truly, the death of the Cross, in all remark, considering that several at least of these per
Bi ■prflcapoe, revealed in the light, and borne in upon sons afterwards boldly confessed Christ. It indicates
ti* heart, by the power of the Holy Ghost, possesses an the displeasure with which God regarded their conduct
^nvtion over the wide world—to civi lized and savage, at this time, and with which He continues to regard
tiraed sad illiterate, alike—which breaks down all similar conduct.' [Webster & Wilkinson.] 44-50.
inflation, assimilates all to itself, and forms out of Jesus cried— in a loud tone, and with peculiar solemnity.
fe uost heterogeneous and discordant materials a cf. ch. 7. 37.) and said. He that believeth, &c.-This
bnpiom of surpassing glory, whose uniting principle is seems to be a supplementary record of some weighty
Horim subjection "to Him that loved them."— "Will proclamations, for which there had been found no
£w ill men ' cxto Ma," * says He. What lips could natural place before, aud introduced here as a sort of
rentoreto utter such a word but His, which "droptas summary and winding up of His whole testimony.
g bcaeycomb," whose manner of speaking was everCHAFTEEXHX
aon to the ume spirit of conscious equality with the
Ver. 1-20. At the Last Supper, Jesus Washes
tahtr? This he said, signifying what death he should die the Disciples' Feet—the Discourse arising
-U, "by being lifted up from the earth" on " the ac- thereupon.—1. When Jesus knew that his hour was come
"sadtree," ch. 3. 14; 8. 28. 34. We have heard out of the that he Bhould depart out of this world unto the Father—On
*-the scriptures of the Old Testament, referring to these beautiful euphemisms see on Luke, 9. 31.51. having
^a places as Psalm 80. 28. 29; 110. 4; Daniel, 2. 44; 7. loved his own which were in the world, he loved them unto
HU. that Christ—the Christ "endureth for ever." and the end—The meaning is, that on the very edge of His
last sufferings, when it might have been supposed that
**«jwtthcu. The Son of Man must be lifted up, Abe
tter an that consist with this "upliftingi" They saw He would be absorbed in His own awful prospects. He
*WT«tU both that He was holding Himself up as the was so far from forgetting " His own." who were to be
***■*, anil a Christ to die a violent death ; and as that left struggling " in the world " after He had " departed
fts counter to all their ideas of the Messianic prophe- out of it to the Father," [ch. 17. 11.) that in His care for
^.theTwtre glad to get this seeming advantage to them. He seemed scarce to think of Himself save in
nsny Aeir unyielding altitude. 36, 36. Yet a little while connexion with them: " Herein is love," not only " en
■feBtttwilh you, walk while ye have the light, dec— during to the end," but most affectingly manifested
Iaaeai of answering their question. He warns them, when, judging by a human standard, least to be ex
Ti&Kistlerl majesty and tenderness, against trifling pected. 2. supper being ended— rather 'being prepared.'
•tththurUst brief opportunity, and entreats them to 'being served,' or 'going on;' for that it. was not
» tottt tagiit while they had it in the midst of them. " ended " is plain from v. 20. the devil having now—or,
«* tatawtves might be " light in the Lord." In this 'already '—put into the heart of Judas to betray him—refer
™*. *fl the clouds which hung around His Person and ring to the agreement he had already made with the
chief priests, Luke, 22. 3-0.) 3. Jesus knowing that the
-'haim sculd speedily be dispelled, while if they con
tused to hate the light,bootle»s were all His answers to Fatherihad given all things into his hands, &c—This verse
thes merely speculative or captious questions. tSee is very sublime, and as a preface to what follows, weie
f« Uke. U 23.' These things spake Jesus, and departed, we not familiar with it, would fill ns with inexpressible
eJ iH tide himself from them—He who spake as never surprise. An unclouded perception of His relation to
Mae. and Immediately after words fraught with the Father, tbe commission.He held from Him, and His
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jj°» Hii auditors'. What then must thev have l>een? he riseth from supper, and laid aside his outer garments
»* retired, probably to Bethany. (The parallels are, —which would have impeded the operation of washing
™*w.tLl7;Lnke,21. 37.) 37-41. It Is the manner —and took a towel and girded himself — assuming a
f< thiserangellst alone to record his own reflections servant's dress, began to wash—'proceeded to wash."
« the iceaeii be describes; but here, having arrived at Beyond all doubt Vie feet of Judas were uadied, as of
t&£ "^ T^rtu*^Y th* do*6 °f our Lord's public min- all the rest. 6-1L Peter saith. Lord, dost thou wash my
***. h* caiU an affecting alance over the fruitlessuess feet:—Our language caixnot bring out the iutenaely viviil
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contrast between the "t/tou" and the " my," which, by togs, as what tender spirit of a Christian is not! is it
bringing them together the original expresses, for it is not a relief to be permitted thus to wash our feet after
not English to jay, 'Lord, Thou my feet dost wash!' a day's contact with the earth! This is not to call in
But every word of this question is emphatic. Thus question the completeness of our past justification. Our
far, and in the question itself, there was nothing but Lord, while graciously insisting on washing Peter's feet,
the most profound and beautiful astonishment at a refuses to extend the cleansing farther, that the symbo
condescension, to him quite incomprehensible. Ac lical instruction Intended to be conveyed might not be
cordingly, though there can be no doubt that already marred, and ye are clean—in the first and whole sense,
1'eter's heart rebelled against it as a thing not to be but not all—important, as showing that Judas, instead
tolerated, Jesus ministers no rebuke as yet, but only of being as true-hearted a disciple as the rest at first,
bids him wait a little, and he should understand it all. and merely falling away afterwards —as many repre
Jenu answered and said, What I du thou knowest not now sent it—never experienced that cleansing at all whicii
—q.d. Such condescension docs need explanation; it is made the others what they were. 13-15. Know ye what I
fitted to astonish, but thou shalt know hereafter—'after have donel—i.e., its intent. The question, however, was
wards,' meaning presently; though viewed as a general put merely to summon their attention to His own ans
maxim, applicable to all dark sayings in God's word, wer. Ye call me Master, (Teacher)—and Lord—hominy
and dark doings in God's providence, these words arc of Him in the one capacity, obeying Him in the other.
full of consolation. Peter saith unto him. Thou shalt never and ye say well, tor so I am—The conscious dignity with
wash—more emphatically, ' Never shalt thou wash' my which this claim is made is remarkable, following im
feet. Q.d. ' That is an incongruity to which I can never mediately on His laying aside the towel of service. Yet
submit.'
How
likeme—■What
the man! Peter
If I wash
thou what is this whole history but a succession of such
hast no part
with
couldthee
notnot,
submit
astonishing contrasts from first to last? If I then—
to was, that the Master should serve His servant. But the Lord—have washed your feet—the servants'— ye—
the whole saving work of Christ was one continued series but fellow-servants, ought to wash one another's feet—
of suclt service*, ending with and consummated tiy the not in the narrow sense of a literal washing, profanely
most sdf-sacvificing and transcendent of all services: caricatured by Popes and Emperors, but by the very
The Son of Man came not to be ministered unto, but humblest real services one to another. 15, 17. The
TO MINliJTER, AND TO GIVE HlS UFK A RANSOM FOR servant is not greater than his 'Lord, &c — an oft-re
many." (See on Mark, 10. 45.) If Peter then could not peated saying. [Matthew, 10. 24. &c.) If ye know these
submit to let his Master go down so low as to wash things, happy are ye if ye do them—a hint that even
his feet, how should lie svjj'cr himself to be served by Him among real Christians the doing of such things would
at allt This is couched under the one pregnant word come lamentably short of the knowing. 18, 19. 1 speak
"wash," which though applicable to the ttneer operation not of you all—the " happy are ye," of v. 17, being on no
wliich Peter reslstep. is the familiar scriptural symbol supposition applicable to Judas. I know whom I hare
of that higher cleansing, which Peter little thought he chosen—In the higher sense. But that the Scripture might
was at the same time virtually putting from liiiu. It be fulfilled—i.e.t one has been added to your number,
is not humility to refuse what Vie. Lord deigns to do by no accident or mistake, who is none of Mine, but
for us, or to deny what He has done, but it is self-willed just that be might fulfil his predicted destiny. He
presumption — not rare, however, in those inner circles that eateth bread with me—"did eat of my bread,' ;Psalm
of lofty religious jrrofession and traditional spirituality, 41. 9. , as one of my family; admitted to the nearest
which are found wherever Christian truth has enjoyed familiarity of discipleship and of social life, hath
long mid undisturbed possession. The truest humility is lifted up his heel against me—turned upon me, adding
to receive reverentially, and thankfully to own, the gifts insult to injury, icf. Hebrews, 10. 29.) In the Psalm
of grace. Lord, not my feet only, but also my hands and the immediate reference is to Ahithophel's treachery
my head—q.d. ' To be severed from Thee, Lord, is death against David, (2 Samuel, 17.) one of those scenes in
to me: If that be the meaning of my speech, 1 tread which the parallel of his story with that of his great
upon it; and if to be washed of Thee have such signifi Antitype is exceedingly striking. 'The eating bread
cance, then not my feet only, but hands, head, and ail, derives a fearful meaning from the participation in
be washedf This artless expression of clinging, life-ami- the sacramental supper, a meaning which must be
death attachment to Jesus, and felt dependence upon applied for ever to ail unworthy communicants, as
Him for his whole spiritual well-being, compared with well as to all betrayers of Christ who eat the bread
the similar saying in ch. 6. 63, 69. (on which see notes,) of His Church.' — [Stikr, with whom, and others, we
furnishes such evidence of historic verity as no agree in thinking that Judas partook of the Lord's
thoroughly honest mind can resist. He that is washed— supper.] I tell you before, that when it comes to pus,
in this thorough sense, to express which the word la ye may believe—and it came to pass when they deeply
carefully changed to one meaning to wash as in a bath. needed such confirmation. 30. He that receiveth whom
needeth not—to be so washed any more, save to wash soever I send, receiveth me, &c.—JSee on Matthew, 10. -J".
his feet—needeth to do no more than wash his feet, The connexion here seems to be that despite the dis
{and here the former word is resumed, meaning to wash honour done to Him by Judas, and similar treatment
the hands or feet) but Is clean every whit—or, 'as a awaiting themselves, they were to be cheered iby the
whole.' This sentence is singularly instructive. Of the assurance that their office, even as His own, was
two cleansing$, the one points to that which takes place divine.
at the commencement of the Christian life, embracing
21-30. The Traitor Indicated—He Leaves the
complete absolution from sin as a guilty state, and entire Supper Room. 21. When Jesus had thus said, he wu
deliverance from it as a polluted life, [Revelation, 1. 6; troubled in spirit, aud testified, and said, Verily, verily. I
1 Corinthians, 0. 11.)—or, in tho language of theology,' say unto you, One of yon shall betray me—The announce
Justification and Regeneration. Tills cleansing is effect ment of v. 18. seems not to have been plain enough to be
ed once for all, and is never repeated. The other cleans quite apprehended, save by the traitor himself. Hfl
ing, described as that of "the feet," is such as one will therefore speak it out in terms not to be misun
walking from a bath quite cleansed still needs, in con derstood. But how much it cost Him to do this, ap
sequence of his contact with the earth, (cf. Exodus, 30, pears from the " trouble " that came over His "spirit
18, 10.) It is the daily cleansing which we are taught —visible emotion, no doubt—before He got it uttered.
to seek, when in the spirit of adoption we say, " Our What wounded susceptibility does this disclose, and
Father which art in heaven—forgive us our debts;" and, what exquisite delicacy In His social intercourse with
when burdened with the sense of manifold short-coin- the Twelve, to whom He cannot, without tm effort.
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feat Us subject ! S3, the diicipla> looked one on an showing how carefully Jesus had kept the secret, and
te, in&sg of whom he spake—Further Intensely Judas his hypocrisy, to the last. He then, having re
fet^tiai particular* are given in the other Gospels. ceived the sop, went immediately out—severing himself
1 *They "ere exceeding sorrowful," 'Matthew, 26. forever from that holy society with which he never had
1' 1 * Th#y began to enquire among themselves any spiritual sympathy, and it was night—but far
0A of them it was that should do this thing." blacker night in the soul of Judas than in the sky
LrttS.3. 3J "They began to say unto Him one over his head.
■VtKliit Land another,' Is it I?" Generous, simple
31-38. Discourse aster the Traitor's Dbken* ' They abhorred the thought, but. instead of parture — Peter's Self-Confidence — His Fall
feasor il on others, each was only anxious to purge Predicted. 31. When he was gone out, Jesus said. Now
mdf, md know If kc could be the wretch. Their is the Sou of Man glorified—These remarkable words
Mb* it at once to Jesus Himself, as knowing doubt- plainly imply that up to this moment our Lord had
■fevfeo ru to do it, was the best, as it certainly was spoken under a painful restraint, the presence of a
fcsnt spontaneous and artless evidence of their in- traitor within the little circle of His holiest fellowship
V Jesus, apparently while this questioning
earth preventing the free and full outpouring of
*-■ on. added, " The Son of Man goeth as it is on
His heart; as is evident, indeed, from those oft-recurr
a* II j . i : but woe unto that man by whom the ing clauses, "Ye are not all clean," "I speak not of you
tf Man is betrayed ! It had been good for that alL" Ac "Now" the restraint is removed, and the
a* had not been born." /Matthew, s». K] fftj embankment which kept in the mighty volume of
," Ivt of all. " answered and said. Lord. Isitlf living waters having broken down, they burst forth in
feeling that when all were saying this, if he a torrent which only ceases on His leaving the supperpeace, that ofitetelf would draw suspicion upon room and entering on the next stage of His great work
T prevent this the question is wrung out of —the scene in the Garden. But with what words is
perhaps, amidst the stir and excitement at the silence first broken on the departure of Judas? By
in a half-suppressed tone—as we are ] nclined no reflections on the traitor, and, what is still more
the answer also was—" Thou hast said," Mat- wonderful, by no reference to the dread character of His
& . or possibly by little more than a sign; own approaching sufferings. He does not even name
£. it is evident that till the moment when them, save by announcing, as with a burst of triumph,
he was not openly discovered. 23-26. there that the hour of His glory has arrived! And what is
en Jens' bosom one of his disciples, whom very remarkable, in five brief clauses He repeats this
-Thus modestly does our evangelist denote word "glorify " five times, as if to His view a corusca
reclining next to Jesus at the table. Peter tion of glories played at that moment about the Cross.
- fcio tc ask who it should he of whom he spake See on ch. 13. 23.) God is glorified in him—the glory of
probably at the corresponding place on the Each reaching its senith in the Death of the Cross 1 If
of Jesus. He then lying— rather * leaning God be glorified in Him, God shall also—In return and re
Jesns' bosom, saith—in a vhisper, " Lord, ward of tliis highest of all services ever rendered to
Jens answered—also itutudibly, the answer Him, or capable of being rendered, glorify him in
'■■■ I to Peter perhaps from behind. Himself, and straightway glorify Him—referring now to
I ihall give a sop when I have dipped it—a the Resurrection and Exaltation of Christ after this
bread soaked in the wine or the sauce of service was over, including all the honour and glory
Be of the ancient ways of testifying peculiar then put upon Him, and that will for ever encircle
■■'-." he that eateth bread with me.' And Him as Head of the new creation. 33-35. Little chil
fed dipped, he gave it to Jndas. &c—Thus the dren—From the height of His own glory He now de
Jwia* treachery was an affecting expression, scends, with sweet pity, to His "little children," all
hat, of the Saviour's wounded love! 27-30. now His own. This term of endearment,' no where
Kp Shtan entered into him—Very solemn are else used in the Gospels, and once only employed by
" hints of the successive steps by which Paul {Galatlans, 1. 10.), is appropriated by the beloved
ed the climax of his guilt. " The devil had disciple himself, who no fewer than seven times em
it into his heart to betray bis Lord." Yet ploys it in his first Epistle, ye shall seek me—feel the
tell That struggles he went through ere he want of Me. as I said to the Jews—ch. 7. 34; 8. 21. But.
tfaaslf to carry that suggestion into effect 1 O, in what a different sense 1 a new commandment I give
this, however, his compunctions were not at unto yon, That ye love one another; as I have loved you,
Trth the thirty pieces of silver already in his that ye also love one another, &c—This was the new fea
he *eems still to have quailed—and can we ture of it. Christ's love to His people in giving His life
Wn Jesus stooped to wash bis feet. It may a ransom for them was altogether new, and conse
fex Rnvle was reaching its crisis. But that quently as a Model and Standard for thelr's to one
* m fee KUm, about " one that ate of his bread another. It is not, however, something transcending
lift np his heel against Him," probably all the great moral law, which is " the old command
the dread scale, and the still more expli- ment" (1 John. 2. 7, and see on Mark, 12. 28-33.), but
t, that one of those sitting with Him that law in a new and peculiarform. Hence It is said
We should betray Him. would beget the to be both new and old (I John, 1 7, 8.). by this shall
' 'I am detected; it is now too late to draw all men know that ye are my disciples—the disciples of
At that moment the sop is given ; offer of Him who laid down His life for those He loved, if
h once more made—and how affectingly! ye have love one to another, Ac—for My sake, and as one
"Satan baa entered into him," and though in Me; for to such love men outside the circle of be
'■act might seem enough to recall him even lievers know rlghtfwell they are entire strangers. Alas,
ww in his bosom, and he says within him- how little of it there is even within this circle ! 36-38.
fciscast; now let me go through with it; Peter said—seeing plainly in these directions how to be
Bee on Matthew, 12. 43-45.) Then said have themselves, that He was indeed going from them.
— Ma, That thou doest, do quickly—q.d., * Why Lord, whither goest thou!—having hardly a glimmering
■ Thy presence is a restraint, and thy work of the real truth. Jesus answered, Thou canst not follow
■**3; thou hast the wages of iniquity, go work me now, but thoo shalt follow me afterwards—How differ
i. a«fi knew for what intent he spake this unto ent from what He said to the Jews. " Whither I go vc
*■'■;- thought Jesus said. Buy what we need . . . cannot come." (cfa.fl.8L) Whynotnowl I will lay down
• P* * uj poor—a very important statement, as my life for your sake. He seems now to see that It was
Ml
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death Christ referred to as what would sever Him from we get to Him, "For In Him dwelleth all the fulness
them, but Is not staggered at following Him thither. of the Godhead bodily * (ColoasJUuu 2. 9.), and He U all
Jesus answered, Wilt thou lay down thy life for my sake 1— "the life" that shall ever flow to us and bless us from
In this repetition of Peter's words there is deep though the Godhead thus approached and thus manifested in
affectionate irony, and this Peter himself would feel Him—" this is the true God and eternal life." (1 John
for many a day after his recovery, as he retraced the 6. 20.) from henceforth—now, or from this time, under
painful particulars. Verily. . . The cock, &c-See on stand. 8-12. The substance of this passage la that the
Son Is the ordained and perfect manifestation of the
Luke 22. 31-34.
Father, that His own word for this ought to Hist dis
CHAPTEE XTV.
Ver. 1-31. Discourse at the Table, after Scp- ciples to be enough; that if any doubts remained His
pnu—' We now come to that portion of the evangelical works ought to remove them, ■ see on ch. 10. 37, 38.} ; but
history which wo may with propriety call its Holy of yet that these works of His were designed merely to avid
Holies. Our Evangelist, like a consecrated priest, alone weak faith, and would be repeated, nay exceeded by
opens up to us the view into this sanctuary. It is the His disciples, in virtue of the power He would con
record of the last moments spent by the Lord In the fer on them after His departure. His miracles the
midst of His disciples before His passion, when words apostles wrought, though wholly in His name and by
full of heavenly thought flowed from His sacred lips. His power; and the "greater" works— not in degree
All that His heart, glowing with love, had still to say but in kind—were the conversion of thousands) in a
to His friends, was compressed Into tills short season. day, by His Spirit accompanying them. 13, 14. whatso
At first from ch. 13. 31.) the intercourse took the form ever ye ask in my name—as Mediator, that will I do—
of conversation; Bitting at table, they talked familiarly as Head and Lord of the Kingdom of God. This comtogether. But when H. 31.) the repast was finished, prehewdve promise Is emphatically repeated in v. 14.
the language of Christ assumed a loftier strain; the dis 16-17. If ye love me, keep my commandments. And I will
ciples, assembled around their Master, listened to the pray the Father, Arc—This connexion seems designed
words of life, and seldom spoke a word (only ch. 16. to teach that the proper temple for the indwelling
17, 29.). At length. In the Redeemer's sublime Interces Spirit of Jesus is a heart filled with that lore to Him
sory prayer, His full soul was poured forth in express which lives actively for Him, and so this was the fitting
petitions to His heavenly Father on behalf of those who preparation for the promised gift. He shall give yon
were His own. It is a peculiarity of these last chapter*, another Comforter—a word used only by John ; In his
that they treat almost exclusively of the most profound Gospel with reference to the Holy Spirit, in his Find
relations—as that of the Son to the Father, and of Epistle (8. 1.), with reference to Christ Himself. Its
both to the Spirit, that of Christ to the Church, of proper sense Is an "advocate," "patron," "helper.'
the Church to ihe world, and so forth. Moreover, a con In this sense it is plainly meant of Christ, 1 John, 2. 1J,
siderable portion of these sublime communications sur and In this sense it comprehends all the comfort as well
passed the point of view to which the disciples had at as aid of the Spirit1s work. The Spirit is here promised
that time attained: hence the Redeemer frequently as One who would supply Christ§ own place in IHs
repeats the same sentiments in order to Impress them absence, that He may abide with you for ever—never go
more deeply upon their minds, and, because of what away, as Jesus was going to do in the body, whom
they still did not understand, points them to the Holy the world cannot receive, Ac—See l Corinthians 2. 14.
Spirit, who would remind them of all His sayings, and He dwelleth with you, and shall be in you—Though the
lead them into all truth (14. 2<3.).' [Olmhausrx.] 1. proper fulness of both these was yet future, our Lord,
Let not your heart be troubled, &c.— What myriads of by using both the present and the future, seems
souls have not these opening words cheered, in deep plainly to say that they already had the germ of this
est gloom, siuce first they were uttered! ye believe In great blessing. 18-20. I will leave you comfortless—in a
God -absolutely, believe also in me—<i,d„ 'Have the bereaved and desolate condition—or ias Mary.} 'or
sttme trust in Me.' What less, and what else, can these phans.' I will come to you—*I come' or 'am coming'
words mean? And if so, what a demand to make by to you, i.e., plainly by Vie Spirit, since it was to make
ono sitting familiarly with them at the supper table I His departure to be no bereavement, world teeth ;*becf. the saying, ch. 6. 17, for which the Jews took up holdeth1) me no more, but ye see ('behold"} me—Hu
stones to stone Him. as '* making himself equal with bodily presence, being all the sight of Him which " the
God" iv. 18.1. But it is no transfer of our trust from its world" ever had, or was capable of. it " beheld Him
jrroper Object ; it is but tlte concentration of our trust no more" after His departure to the Father ; but by
in the Unseen and Impalpable One upon Hie Own In the coming of the Spirit, the presence of Christ was not
carnate Son, by which that trust, instead of the dis onlyconftnu«(toHis spiritually enlightened disciples,
tant, unsteady and too often cold and scarce real thing but rendered /armor* efficacious and blissful than HLi
it otherwise is, acquires a conscious reality, warmth, bodily presence had been before the Spirits coming.
and power, which makes all things new. IViisisCfiris- because I live—not ' shall live,' only when raised from
tuuiity in brief. 2, 3. In my Father's house are many the dead ; for it Is His unextf nguishable, divine life of
mansions—and so room for all, and a place for each, which He speaks, in view of which His death and resur
it not I would have told you—<j.a\ , * 1 would tell you so at rection were but as shadows passing over the san*ajck»rionce, I would not deceive you.' I go to prepare a place for ousdisc. cf. Luke, 24.5; Revelation, 1. la, "the Living
you—to obtain for you a right to be there, and to pos
One." And this grand saying Jesus uttered urith death
sess your "place." I will come again and receive you unto immediately in view. What a brightness does this throw
myself—strictly, at His Personal appearing; but in a over the next clause, " Ye shall live also!" * Kjwwrt
secondary and comforting sense, to each individually. thou not," said Luther to the King of terrors, ' that
Mark again the claim made;—to come again to receive thou didst devour the Lord Christ, but wert obliged
His people "tv Himself, that where He i-t there they may to give Him back, and wert devoured of Him? So thou
be also." He thinks it outfit to be enouoh to be assured must leave me undevoured because I abide In Ilimjuict
lJutt they shall be where He is and in His keeping. 4-7. live and sutler for His name's sake. Men may hunt me
whither I go ye know . , . Thomas saith. Lord, we know out of the world—that I care not for—but I shall not
not whither thou goest. Jesus saith, I am the way, fee- on that account abide In death, I shall live with my
By saying this. He meant rather to draw out their en
Lord Christ, since I know and believe that He Horths '
quiries and reply to them. Christ is "the Way" to the [quoted InlSTUR.] At that day—of the Spirit's coming
Father—"no man cometh unto the Father but by Mef To shall know that. I am in my Father, ye in me, I in
Heis'THJiTiiUTH" of all we find In the Fathor when yon-See on ch. 17. 22, 20. 21*34. He that hath ny
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crsxaaxtdments and keepeth then, Arc—See on v. 15, 10.
bt Father will love him, and I—Mark the sharp line of
£5tinctlon here, not only between the divine Persons,
bet the acting* of lore in Each respectively, towards
tree disciples. Judas saith, not Iscariot—Beautiful par*
cihesis this! Hie traitor being no longer present, we
xaeded not to b« told that this Question came not from
kisa. Bat it Is as if the evangelist had said, 'A very
diSerent Judas from the traitor, and a very different
•^aotJon from any that he would have put. Indeed
[v ooe in Stuck says), we never read of Iscariot that he
sacred in any way into his Master's words, or ever put
i satsiicra even of rash curiosity though it may be
bs end. but that nothing from htm was deemed fit for
lacDOrtsJity in the Gospels but bis name and treason).
t?w swaifsst thyself to us, and not to the world!—a most
uanal and proper question, founded on r. 19, though
iiierprctem speak against it as Jewish, we will oome
■al sak* tor abode with him—Astonishing statement !
la the Father's " coming " He * refer3 to the revelation
•3? Him as a Father to the soul which does not take
cixae till the Spirit comes into the heart, teaching it to
ay. Abba, Father.* [Olshauses.J The ** abode"
c*saa a permanent, eternal stay! jcf. Leviticus 26. 11,
C; Eiekicl 37. 26, 27; 2 Corinthians ft. 16; and contrast
Jeremiah. It. b.) 25, 26. He shall teach you all things,
saw knag all to remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto
rrz, «5c.—See on v. 16, 17. As the Son came in the
f^Jurr't name, so the Father shall send the Spirit "in
-,f tame.' says Jesus, i.e., with like divine pencer and
£ 2?*orit-j to reproduce in their souls what Christ
r-.-^rf them, *bringmg to living consciousness what lay
Lx* slumbering gems in their minds.' [Olshausen.]
• n» tfsU rtsU the creiUbility and ultimate divine author.fy of tue Gospbx History. The whole of what Is
£-?ce said of the Spirit is decisive of His divine pcrrrraUtv. * he who can regard all the personal expresrfw applied to the Spirit in these three chapters,
~ teaching.'* " reminding,'* " testifying," " coming,"
" «.u» Uxang." *" guiding/ "speaking,'' *' hearing/'
" ^rorhecying,'' "taking,") as being no other than a
l^-x drawn out figure, deserves not to be recognized
<^a u an Interpreter of intelligible words, much
ksa an exposition of Holy Scripture.' [Stuck] 27.
react I koava with you, my peace I give unto you—If the
two {needing verses sounded like a note of preparation
to» tewing the discourse to a close, this would sound
bke a fcreweU. But O how different from ordinary
ifiMi.' It is a parting word, but of richest Import, the
rasvsEary "peace" of a parting friend sublimed and
taosnTired. As **the Prince of Peace" (Isaiah, 0. 0.)
H* brought it into flesh, carried it about in His Own
loos .*" My peace"), died to make it ours, left it as
lb* heritage of His disciples upon earth, implants and
f"«.mta*fi« it by tf is Spirit in their hearts. Many a legaTb-kft" that is never "given'* to the legatee, many
s. dfi, destined that never reaches its proper object. But
OiTisx is the Executorof His own Testament; the peace
He "koTO" He "gives:' Thus all is secure, not as
tie werid grveth—in contrast with the world. He gives
n*eerfirZr*b3tantiaUv, tternallv. 28, 29. If ye loved
=c ye wcaii rejoice, becaase I said, I go unto the Father,
fcr ay Fzther is greater than I—These words, which
Ahaoj and docinians perpetually quote as triumphant
r-rdeace against the proper divinity of Christ, really
rWkt bo intelligible sense on their principles. Were
i bc!y man. on his death-bed, beholding his friends in
* -in it the prospect of loosing him. to say, ' Ye ought
QOser toioy than weep for me, and would if ye really
n«d me.' the speech would be quite natural. But if
"i?y tbunld ask him, why joy at his departure was
mora suitable than sorrow, would they not start back
*~-U» astccltnment. if not horror, were he to reply,
~ Ucavst imy Father is greater than If Does not this
:"i2te r£*v.h fxum Christ's lips, then. prcrufpotAsnclt
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teaching on His part as would make It extremely diffi
cult for them to think He could gain anything bv de
parting to the Father, and make it necesstry for Him
to say expressly that there was a sense in which Ha
could do so? Thus, this startling explanation seems
plainly intended to correct such misapprehensions as
might arise from the emphatic and reiterated teaching
of Bis proper equality with the Father—as if so Exalted
a Person were Incapable of any accession by transition
from this dismal scene to a cloudless heaven and the
very bosom of the Father—and by assuring them that
this was not the case, to make them forget their own
sorrow in His approaching joy. 30, 31. Hereafter I will
not talk much with you—' I have a little more to say,
but my work hastens apace, and the approach of the
adversary will cut it short.' for the Prince of this world
—See on ch. 12.-31. cometh—with hostile intent, for a
last grand attack, having failed in his first formidable
assault, Luke 4, from which he " departed (only) for
a season" {v. 13. ). and hath nothing in me—nothing
of Bis own—nothing to fasten on. Glorious saying I
The truth of it Is, that which makes the Person and
Work of Christ the life of the world. , Hebrews 0. 14;
l John 3. 6; 2 Corinthians 6. 21.} But that the world
may know that I love the Father, &c.—The sense must
be completed thus: * But to the Prince of the world,
though he has nothing in me, I shall yield myself up even
unto death, that the world may know that I love and
obey the Father, whose commandment It is that I giro
my life a ransom for many.' Arise, let us go hence—
Did they then, at this stage of the discourse, leave the
supper-room, as some able interpreters conclude ? U
so, we think our evangelist would have mentioned it;
see ch. 18. 1, which seeinB clearly to intimate that they
then only left the upper-room. But what do the words
mean if not this! We think it was the dictate of that
saying of earlier date, "I have a baptism to be bap
tized with, and how am I straitened till it lie accom
plished!"—a spontaneous and irrepressible expression
of the deep eagerness of His spirit to get into the con
flict, and that if, as is likely, it was responded to some
what too literally by the guests who hung on His lips,
in the way of a movement to depart, a ware of His
hand would be enough to show that He had yet more
to say ere they broke up; and that disciple, whose
pen was dipt in a love to his Master which made titeir
movements of small consequence save when essential
to the illustration of His words, would record this little
outburst of the Lamb hastening to the slaughter, in the
very midst of|His lofty discourse; while the effect of it,
if any, upon His hearers, as of no consequence, would
naturally enough be passed over.
CHAPTER XV.
Ver. 1-27. Discourse at the Supper-Table Con
tinued.—1-8. The spiritual oneness oj Christ and Hh
people, and Bis relation to them as the Source ofall Uieir
spiritual life and fruitfulness, are here beautifully set
forth by a figure familiar to Jewish ears. (Isaiah, 5. 1,
&c.) I am the true Vine—of Whom the vine of nature,
is but a shadow, my Father the husbandman—the great
Proprietor of the Vineyard, the Lord of the Spiritual
kingdom. (It is surely unnecessary to point out the
claim to supreme divinity involved in this.) every
branch in me that beareth not fruit . . . every branch that
beareth fruit—As in a fruit-tree, some brandies may bo
fruitful, others quite barren, according as there is a
vital connexion between the branch and the stock, or
no vital connexion; so the disciples of Christ may bo
spiritually fruitful or the reverse, according as they are
vitally and spiritually connected with Christ, or but
externally and mechanically attached to Him. The
fruitless Ho "taketh away" (see on v.O.i; the fruitful
He "purgeth" ('eleansetb,' ' pruneth'f^rfripjnng it. as
the husbandman does, of what isrankand luxuriant
Mark, 4, U>.), " that it may bring forth more fruit:" a
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process often painful, but no less needful and bene In the same sense ch. 2. 17; Acts, 1 20; Romans, 11. P.
ficial than In the natural husbandry. How— rather^ 10; 16. 3. 26, 27.—See on ch. 14. 16, 17. ye also shall bear
'Already,' ye are clean through ('by reason of ") the word witness—rather, 'are witnesses;' with reference indeed
I hare spoken to you—already in a purified, fruitful con to their future witness-bearing, but putting the em
dition, in consequence of the long action upon them of phasis upon their present ample opportunities for
that searching." word* which was "as a refiner's tire," acquiring their qualifications for that great office. In
(Malachi, 3.2. 3.) abide In me, and I In you; at the branch asmuch as they bad been "with Him from the begin
cannot bear fruit of itself, except it abide in the vine, Arc. ning." (See on Luke, 1. 2.)
—As all spiritual fruitfulneas had been ascribed to the
CHAPTER XVL
mutual inhabitation, and living, activctnterjrfrnfta Hon
Ver. 1-33. Discourse at theSlppeb-Tabx-e Con
(so to speak of Christ and His disciples, bo here the cluded. 1-5. These things have I spoken unto you, that
keeping up of this vital connexion is made essential to ye should not be offended, die—both the warnings and
continued fruitfulness. without me—* apart.' or "vitally the encouragements just given, they shall pot yon out
disconnected from. Me,' ye can do nothing—spiritually, of the synagogues—(ch. 0. 22; 12. 42.) the tune cometh,
acceptably. If a man abide not in me, he is cast forth as that whosoever killeth you will think that he doeth God ser
a branch...withered...cast into the Are ... burned—The vice—The words mean religious service—*that be 1st offer
one proper use of the vine is to bearfruit; failing this, ing a service to God.' (So Saul of Tarsus, GalatJans.
it is good for one other thing—/*«/. vSee Esekiel. 16. 1-6.) 1. 13, 14; Philemon, 3. 6.) these things I said not at
How awfully striking the figure. In this view of It! If ('from') the beginning—He had said it pretty early
ye abide in me, and my words in yon—Hark the change (L. 6. 22.), but not quite as in v, 2. because I was with
from the i nbabitation or Himself to that of His words. you. But now I go my way to him that sent me, dec—
paving the way for the subsequent exhortations (p. 9, while He was with them, the world's hatred was di
10.). ask what ye will, and it shall be done unto you— rected chiefly against Himself; but His departure would
because this indwelling of His words in them would bring.it down upon them as His representatives, and
secure the harmony of their askings with the Divine none of you asketh me, Whither goest thou?—They had
will glorified that ye bear much fruit—not only from done so in a sort, ch. 13. 36; 14. 6; but Ho .wished
His delight in it for its own sake, but as from the more intelligent and eager inquiry on the subject. 6,
juices of the living Vine.' so shall ye be my disciples 7. But because I have said these tilings, sorrow hath, filled
—evidence your disclpleship. 9-11. continue ye in my your heart—Sorrow had too much paralyzed them, and
love—not. * Continue to love me." but, 'Continue ln,the He would rouse their energies. It is expedient liar you
possession and enjoyment of My love to you;' as is that I go away —
evident from the next words. U ye keep my command
My Saviour, can it ever be.
ments, ye shall abide in my love—the obedient spirit of
That I should gain by losing thee? -[ K«Ut. ]
true discipleship cherishing and attracting the continu Yes. for if I go not away, the Comforter will not come
ance and increase of Christ's love; and this. He adds, unto you, but if I go I will send Him unto you—See on ch.
was the secret even of His own " abiding in His 7.30; 14. 16. And when he is come, he will, dec —'This is
Father's lovel" 13-16. That ye love one another, Ac- one of the passages most pregnant with thought in the
See On ch. 13, 34, 35. greater love hath no man than this, profound discourses of Christ; with a few great strokes
that a man lay down his life for his friends—The em depicting all and every part of the ministry of the Holy
phasis lies not on " friends," but on " laving down his Ghost In the world—His operation with reference to
life" for them, q.d., 'One can show no greater regard Individuals as well as the mass, on believers and unbe
for those dear to htm than to give his life for them, lievers alike. [Olsii.] he will reprove—This ia too weak
and this Is the love ye shall find In Me.' ye are my a word to express what is meant ' Reproof' is indeed
friends. If ye do whatsoever I command you—' hold your implied in the term employed, and doubtless the work
self In absolute subjection to Me.' Henceforth I call begins with it. But 'conflict' or 'conrtnee' Is the thing
you not servants—i.e.. in the sense explained in the next Intended; and as the one expresses the work of the
words; for servants He still calls them iv. 20 , and they Spirit on the unbelieving portion of mankind, and
delight to call themselves, in the sense of being "un the other on the believing, it is better not to restrict
der law to Christ" (1 Corinthians. 9. 20.). the servant it to either, of sin, because they believed not on me—As
knoweth not what his lord doeth—knows nothing of his all sin has Its root in unbelief, so the most ajnrravated
master's plans and reasons, but simply receives and form of unbelief is the rejection of Christ. The Spirit,
executes his orders, but friends, for all things that I however, in fastening this truth upon the conscience,
have heard of my Father 1 have made known unto yon- does not extinguish, but, on the contrary, consummate
admitted you to free, unrestrained fellowship, keeping and intensify, the sense of all other sins, of righteous
back nothing from you which I have received to com ness, because I go to my Father, and ye see me no more—
municate, icf. Genesis, is. 17; Psalm 25. 14: Isaiah. 60. Beyond doubt. It is QirisVs personal ri^lUeous?tA ■
4.) Te have not chosen me, bat I you—a wholesome- me which the Spirit was to bring home to the sinner mento after the lofty things He had just said about heart. The evidence of this was to lie in the great his
their mutual indwelling, and the unreservedness of the toricalfact, that He had " gone to His Father and was
friendship they had been admitted to. ordained ('ap no more visible to men:" for if His claim to be the
pointed') you, that ye should go and bring forth fruit— Son of God, the Saviour of the world, had been a lie.
i.e., give yourselves to it and that your fruit should bow should the Father, who is " a jealous God," hav*>
remain—showing itself to be an imperishable and ever raised such a blasphemer from the dead and exalted
growing principle, (cf. Proverbs,4. 18;2 John.8.) that him to His right hand? But If He was the " Faithful
whatsoever ye shall ask, eYc.—See on v. 7. 17-21. The and True Witness," the Father's " Righteous Servant."
substance of these important verses has occurred more " His Elect, In whom His soul delighted." then was Hi*
than once before. (See on Matthew, 10. 34-36; Luke, 12. departure to the Father, and consequent disappearani 4£>-53, &cJ 22-25.—See on ch.y. 39-41. if Ihadnotcome from the view of men, but the fitting consummation,
and spoken unto them, they had not had sin—compara the august reward, of aH that He did here below, tha
tively none; all other sins being light compared with seal of His mission, the glorification of the testimony
the rejecti on of the Son of God. now they have no cloak which He bore on earth, by the reception of its Bearer
for their sin—rather. ' pretext.' If I had not done the to the Father's bosom. This triumphant vindication
works which none other did—See on ch. 12. 37. that the of Christ's rectitude is to us divine evidence, bright as
word might be fulfilled, They hated me without a cause- heaven, that He Is Indeed the Saviour of the world,
quoted from the Messianic Psalm GO. 4. applied also God's Righteous Servant to justify many, because He
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bare their iaiqnltles. Isaiah. 33. 11. ) Thus the Spirit,
in thte clause, is *een convincing men that there is in
Chris* perfect relief under the sense of sin of which
he hart before convinced them; and so far from mourn
ful over Ftis ab*ence from us, as an irreparable loss,
v» learn to dory in it. as the evidence of Hi* perfect
asaeptaace on our behalf, exclaiming with one who
raderttood this point, *' Who shall lay anything to the
ctarpe of liodTs elect? It is God that justifleth: Who
i* be that coodemneth? It Is Christ that died; vea,
vstfe/-, 0«af is risen aaain, who is even at the right
Jesasl #/ Ged~ &c.
Romans, S. 33. 34.) of judgment,
btsaese the prince of this world is judged— By supposing
tart thejinat judgment is here meant, the point of this
ehv»e i*. even by good interpreters, quite missed. The
ttssrmeo' . " The prince of this world is judged,n means,
beycod at I reasonable doubt, the same as that i n ch. 1 2.
a. -.Sow shall the prince of this world be cast out; "
sad both mean that bis dominion over men, or his
pawr to enslave and so to ruin them, is destroyed.
the death of Christ " judged" or judicially overthrew
Ban. aa4 he was thereupon "ca.-t out" or expelled
from his usurped dominion. (Hebrews, 2. 14; 1 John,
t «; Colowians, a. 15.) Thus, then, the Spirit shall bring
uss* to mens conscience !1.' the sense of sin, consanamaied in the rejection of Him who came to ** take
away the sin of the worlds 2.) the sense of perfect
rtiief in the righteousness of the Father's Servant, now
fetched from the earth that spurned Him to that
boseca where from everlasting He had dwelt; and (■),)
to* senv of emancipation from the fetters of Satan,
vbxaw jm. lament brings to men liberty to be holy, and
tasff/onnattoD out of servants of the devil into sons
and daughters of the Lord Almighty. To one class of
a*m. however, all this will carry conviction only; they
" will not come to Christ"—revealed though He be to
usees as the life-giving One—that they may have life,
haen, abiding voluntarily under the dominion of the
ferine* of this world, are judged in his judgment, the
Tisav* consummation of which will be at the great day.
Ta araaher cLsas. however, this blessed teaching will
has*, another L'-sae—translating them out of the kingdon of darkness into the kiaydom of Uod's dear Son.
U-li. when he, the Spirit of troth, is come ... he shall
zsx *?-ak«f hlnuelf— k(.,/romHimself,but, like Christ
** what He hears," what is given Him to com
ae will show you things to come—referring
ypee'.afly to those revelations which, in the Epistles
psotaulr. but most fully in the Apocalypse, open up
a vista ;ato the Future of the Kingdom of Hod, whose
fc«rjp* is the everlasting hills. He shall glorify me;
far ke sssjl receive of mine and show it unto yon—Thus
la* whose design of the Spink's office is to glorify Christ
—as* in His own Person, for this was done by the
father when He exalted Him to his own right handban in th* view and estimation of men. For this
sssxpo** He was to " rtctive of Christ"—ail the truth
rrimiiLift* Carsat—"and show it untothem," or make
i te discern it in its own light. The subjective
) of the Spirit's teaching—the discovery to the
' men of what is Christ outwardly—is here very
enssriy expressed; and, at the same time, the vanity
d ha.-smj for revelations of the Spirit which shall
do asytlin? Lwyond throwing light in the soul upon
what < \rUi H i mself is,snd taught, and did upon earth.
ill »fctB;v that the Father hath are mine—a plainer ex
pression khan this of absolute community with the
Jfaaaarr in aU things, cannot be conceived, though the
"bsI thins*- here have reference to the things of the
Kinjiom of Grace, which the Spirit was to receive
tiaS He aiifiht fthow it to us. AYe have here a wonderful
c-uar,[*e into the inner rotation*} of the Godhead. 16-22.
a. lisle while, and ye shall aot see me, and again a little
•rail*, sad ye shall see me, because I go to the Father—The
" yjf itl the world' at their ' not seeing him' seems to
267
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show that His removal from them by death was what
He meant: and in that case, their ' joy at again seeing
Him' points to their transport at His re -appearance
among>t them on His rcsurreciirm, when they could
no longer doubt his identity. At the nan<e time the
sorrow of the widowed Church in the absence of her
Lord in the heavens, and her transport at His person
al return, are certainly here expressed. 24-28. At that
day—of the dispensation of the Spirit, as ch. 14. 20. ye
shall ask /enquire of) me nothing*—by reason of the
fulness of the Spirit's teaching. :ch. 14. 26; 10. 13; and
cf. 1 John, 2. 27.) hitherto have ye askei nothing in my
name—for * prayer in the name of Christ, and prayer to
Christ, presuppose His glorification. [Ol8hau;4EN.]
ask—when 1 am gone, "in my name." in proverbs—in
obscure language. opposed to "showing plainly"—1>. , by
the Spirit's teaching. I say not, I will pray the Father
for you—as if He were net of Himself disposed to aid
you : Christ does pray the Father for his people, but
not for the purpose of inclining an unwilling ear. fin*
the Father himself loveth yon, because ye have loved me—
This love of theirs is that which is called forth by
God's eternal love in the gift of hi* Son mirrored in the
hearts of those who believe, and resting on His dear
Son. I came fcrth from the Father, &.c,—g.d„ 'And ye
are right, for I have indeed so come forth, and shall
soon return whence I came/ This echo of tho truth,
alluded to in the preceding verse, seems like thinking
aloud, as if it were grateful to His own spirit on such
a subject and at such an hour. 29, 30. His disciples
said, Ifow tpeakest tliou plainly, and speakest no proverb,
Ac—hardly more so than before; the time for perfect
plainness was yet to come; but having caught a glimpse
of His meaning iit was nothing more , they eagerly ex
press their satisfaction, as it glad to make anything of
His words. How touchingly does thh show both the
simplicity of their hearts and the infantile character
of their faith! 31-33. Jesus answered, Do ye now believe!
—a.d., ' It is well ye do. for it is soon to be tested, and
in a way ye little expect.' the hour cometh, yea, is now
come, that ye shall he scattered, every man to his own,
and shall leave me alone; and yet I am not alone—A deep
and awful sense of wrong experienced is certainly ex
pressed here, but how lovingly! That He was not to
be utterly deserted, that there was One who would not
forsake U im, was to Him matter of ineffable support
and consolation: but that He should be without all hu
man countenance and cheer, who as Man was exquis
itely sensitive to the law of sympathy, would fill them
selves with as much sltame, when they afterwards re
curred to it, as tho Redeemer's heart in his hour of need
with pungent sorrow. "Hooked for some to take pity,
but there was none; and for comforters, but I found
none." iPsaim 88.20.) because the Father is with me—
how near, and with what sustaining power, who can
express? These things I have spoken unto you—not the
immediately preceding words, but this whole discourse,
of which these were the very last words, and which He
thus winds up. that in me ye might have peace—in the
sublime sense before explained. iSee on ch. 14. 27.)
in the world ye shall have tribulation—specially arising
from its deadly opposition to those who "are not of the
world, but chosen out of the world." So that the
"peace" promised was far from an unruffled one. I
have overcome the world—not only before you, but for
you, that ye may be able to do the same, l John, 5. 4, C.J
CHAPTER XVH.
Ver. 1-26. Thb Intercessory Prayer—See on
ch. 14. 1. Had this prayer not been recorded, what
reverential reader would not have exclaimed. Oto have
been within hearing of such a prayer as that must have
been, which wound up the whole of His past ministry
and formed the point of transition to the dark scenes
which immediately followed! But here it is, and with
such signature of the Lips that uttered it that we seem
SQ
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rather to hear It from Himself than read it from the
pen of His faithful reporter. 1-3. Tnese wordi spike
Jesus, and lifted np hii eyes—' John very seldom depicts
the gestures or looks of our Lord, as: here. Bat this
was an occasion of which the impression was indelible,
and the upward look could not be passed over.
[Axford.] Father, the hour hi come—See on ch. 13. 31, 32. I
glorify thy Son—Put honour upon thy Son. by counte- [
nancing, sustaining, and carrying llim through that i
"hour." given ^gavest' him power overall flesh—See |
on Matthew, U. 27; 2*. i*-20. give eternal life to as many
as. die—lit., *to all that which thou hast given him.' See
on ch. 0. 37-40.) This is [that; life eternal, that they might
(may; know, &c—This life eternal, then, is not mere
conscious and unending existence, but a life of acquain
tance with Cod in Christ. Job. 22. 21.) thee, the only
true God—the sole personal living tk>d; in glorious con
trast equally with heathen polytheism, philosophic
naturalism, and mystic pantheism, and Jesus Christ
whom thou hast sent—This .is the only place where our
Lord gives himself this compound name, afterwards
so current In apostolic preaching and writing. Here
the terms are used in their strict signification—
"Jesus." because He " wires his people from their
alnsf "Christ," as anointed with the measureless
fulness of the Holy lihost for the exercise of His saving
offices see on Matthew 1. 10.; "Whom thou hast
bent." in the plenitude of Divine Authority and Power,
to aave. ' The very juxtaposition here of Jesus Christ
with the Father is a proof, by implication, of our
Lord's Godhead. The knowledge of God and a crtature
could not be eternal life, and such an association of
the one with the other would lie inconceivable.' [Alfori>.] 4. 6. I have glorified thee on the earth—rather,
'I glorified' for the thing is conceived as now past).
I have finished / I finished ' the work which thou gavest
me to do—It is very important to preserve in the trans
lation the fiA, tense, used in the original, otherwise it
might l>e thought that the work already "jinuJied' was
only what He hail done before uttering that prayer;
whereas it will be observed that rur Lord sjwaks
throughout as already beyond this present scene v. 12,
dsc), and so must be supposed to include in His "fin
ished work " the " decease which He was to accomplish
at Jerusalem." And now—in return, glorify thou me
—The "i Owe" and " Thou me" are so placed in the
original, each beside its fellow, as to show that A per
fect RECIPROCITY OF HERVIOE3 of the Son tO the
Father first, and then of the Father to the Son in re
turn, is what our Lord means here to express, with
the glory which I had with thee before the world was—when
"In the beginning the Word was witit God " ich. 1. 1J,
** the only-begotten Son in the bosom of Vie Father"
(ch. 1. 18.). With this pre-existcnt glory, which He
veiled on earth. He asks to be reinvested, the design
of the veiling being accomplished—not, however, sim
ply as before, but now in our nature. 6-8. From
praying for Himself He now comes to pray for His
disciples. I have manifested (' I manifested': thy name—
His whole character towards mankind, to the men thou
gavest me out of the world.—See on ch. 0. 37-40. they have
known surely that I came out from thee—See on ch. 10. 3u,
31. 9-14. 1 pray for them— not as individuals merely, but
as representatives of all such in every succeeding ago
(see on v. 20. 1, not for the world—for they had been giv
en Him "out o/the world" r. 6V, and had been already
transformed into the very opposite of it. The things
•ought for them, indeed, are applicable only to such.
all mine are thine, and thine are mine— lit., 'All my things
are thine and thy things are mine.' iOn this use of the
neuter gender, see on ch. 0. 37-40.) Absolute commun
ity op property between the Father and the Son
la here expressed as nakedly as words can do it. (See
on*. 6.) I am no mire in the world see on v, V, but
these are in the world—q.d.. Though My struggles are at
IBB
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an end, theirs are not ; though 1 have gotten beyond
the scene of strife, I cannot sever myself in spirit from
them, left behind and only just entering on their great
conflict.' Holy Father—an expression He nowhere else
umjs. "Fatiter" is His wonted appellation, but "holy*
is here prefixed, because His appe il was to that per
fection of the Father's nature, to "keep" or preserve
them from being tainted by the unholy atmosphere
of " the world " they were still in. keep through thine
own name—rather, 'in thy name;' in the exercise of.
that gracious and holy character for which He was
known, that they may be one—See on v. 21. I kept
(guarded) them in thy name—acting as thy Kepresentative on earth, none of them lost, bat the son of perdition
—' It is not implied here that the sou of perdition was
one of those whom the Father had given to the Son.
but rather the contrary, ch. 13. is. [w. & w.) It is just
as in L. 4. 20, 27, where we are not to suppose that the
woman of Sa repta inSidoni was one of the widows of
Israel, nor Naaman the Syrian one of the lepers In
Israel, though the language—the same as here*—might
seem to express that, son of perdition—doomed to it.
(2 Thessalonians 2. 3; Mark 14. 21. I speak in the world,
that they might have my joy fulfilled in themselves—q.d,,
'Such a strain befits rather the upper sanctuary than
the scene of conflict; but I speak so "in the world,"
that My joy, the joy 1 experience in knowing that
such intercessions are to be made for them by their
absent Lord, may be tasted by those who now hear
them, and by all who shall hereafter read the record of
them. 16-10. I pray not that thou shouldest take them
out of the world—for that, though it would secure their
own safety, would leave the world unblessed by their
testimony, but k^ep them from the evil—all evil in and
of the world. They axe not of the world, ev> n as I am net
of the woild.—See on ch. 15. 18, la. This is reiterated
here, to pave the way for the prayer which follows
Sanctify them— As the former prayer. "Keep them."
was negativt. asking protection for theui from the
poisonous element which surrounded and preyed upon
their renewed nature, so this prayer, "Sanc!i>v them,"
is positive, asking the advancement and completion of
their begun sauctifi cation, through or ' in"; thy truth
—<Jod's revealed truth, as the medium or element ot
sanctiflcation; a statement this of immense importance,
thy word is truth—cf. ch. 16. 3; Colosians, 1. s; Ephesians, 1. 13. As thou hast sent I'seutest". me into the
world, even so have I also sent .'sent 1 also'; them into
the world—As their mission was to carry into effect the
purposes of their Master's mission, so our Lord speaks
of the auUiority in both cases as co-ordinate, and for
their saxes I sanctify consecrate! myself, that they also
might ('may') be sanctified (consecrated)—'The only
difference between the application of the same term
to Christ and tho disciples is, as applied to Christ,
that it means only to 'consecrate;' whereas, in appli
cation to the disciples, it means to 'consecrate* with
the additional idea of previous sanctiflcation. since
nothing but what is holy can be presented as an offer
ing. The whole self-sacrificing work of the disciples
appears here as a mere result of the offering of Christ.
[Olshauhkn.] through or ' in '] the truth—Though the
article Is wanting In the original here, we are not to
translate, as in the margin, ' truly sanctified:" for the
reference seems plainly to be to " the truth " mentloned v. 17. see there:. 20*23. Neither pray I for these
alone—This very important explanation, uttered in
condescension to the hearers and readers of this
prayer in all time.ismeant not merely of what follows
but of the whole prayer, them also which shall baUev«
—The majority of the best MSs. read ' which believe,'
all future time being viewed as present, while the present is viewed as past and gone, that they ail may be
one, as thou, Father, in me, and 1 in thee, that they may
be one in ua—TheinduxUinaSpi^a/ the Father and 6W
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On* Pnvdh for His Apostles.
JOHN, XVIII.
His Betrayal and Apprehension,
i-? is the one perfect-bond of union, knitting up into because He is appealing to his righteousness or jus
iLiing unity, first, all believers amongst themselves; tice, to make a distinction between those two dia
oextuus unity into one still higher, with the Father metrically opposito classes-—" the world? on the one
ictlihe S>n. Observe, that Christ nener mixes HimsetJ hand, which would not " know the Father, though
u mift H'u divipies as He as-ociates Him&if wiUi the brought so nigh to it in the Son of HU love, and, on
fitStr. but say* I in them and thky in us.) that the other, Himae'j. who recognised and owned Him,
tii varfd may believe that thou hast teat i'sentest') me— and ereit If is disciples, who owned His mission from
tola* grand impression upon the world at large, that the Father. And I have declared ('I made known' or
ia Mission of Christ is Divine, is to be made by Vie * communicated' ; thy name—in His past ministry, and
tarty iff His disciples. Of course, then, it must be will declare it—in yet larger measure, by the gift of
*< setting that shall be visible or perceptible to the the Holy Ghost at Pentecost and through all succeed
ffurid. What is it, then* Not certainly a merely ing ages, that the love wherewith thou bast loved
fcnniL mechanical unity of ecclesiastical machinery. v'lovedst') me may he in them, and I in them — This
f<? a; that may, and to a large extent does exist, in eternal love of the Father, resting first on Christ, is
bstfa the Western and Eastern Churches, with little of by His Spirit imparted to and takes up its permanent
ii* spirit of Christ, yea much, much with which the abode in all that believe In Him; and "He abiding
iiinii.f Christ cannot dwell, so instead of convincing in them and they in Him" [ch. 15.5.', they are "one
C* world beyond its oum pale of the divinity of the Snrit." * With this lofty thought the .Redeemer closes
Gospel, tt generates infidelity to a large extent within His prayerfor His disciples.and in them for His Church
iii7*n bosom. But the Spirit of Christ, illuminating, through all ages. He has compressed into the last
t^arformuu, and reigning in the hearts of the genuine moments given Him for conversation with His own
d.r.piei of Christ, drawing them to each other as the most sublime and glorious sentiments ever uttered
fcoiben of one family, and prompting them to loving by mortal lips. But hardly has the sound of the last
cooperation for the good of the world—this is what, word died away, when He passes with the disciples
■t*i larficiently glowing and extended, shrill force over the brook Kedron to Gethsemane—and the bitter
eenrietion upon the world that Christianity is divine. conflict draws on. The seed oi the new world must
I»>-btle>3, the more that differences among Christians be sown in Death, that thence Life may spring up.'
k»Wear-the more they can agree even in minor mat- [OLSUAUijEN.J
Vn-tae impression upon the world may be expected
CHAPTER XVm.
btesrealer. But it is not dependent upon this; for
Ver. 1-13. Betrayal and Apprehension or Je
Lnaj and loving oneness in Christ is sometimes more sus. 1-3. Over the brook Kedron—a deep, dark ravine,
t'T.-aingty seen even amidst and in spite of minor to the North-East of Jerusalem, through which flowed
4::*rtaoei, tUan where no such differences exist to try this small 'storm-brook' or 'winter-torrent.' and which
-- ttftasth of their <lecper unity. Yet till this living in summer is dried up. where was a garden—at the
^ifrhood in Christ shall show itself strong enough foot of the mount of Olives, "called Cethsemane'1
''" it-troy the sectarianism, selfishness, carnality, and '(■'live-press '). Matthew 26. 30, 36. Judas knew the place,
K*Sq thai eat out the heart of Christianity in all the for Jestu ofttimes [see ch. 8. 1; Luke 21. 37; resorted thi
nxafc sections of it, in vain shall we expect the world ther with his disciples—The baseness of this abuse of
* fc overawed by it. It is when " the Spirit shall be knowledge in Judas, derived from admission to the
j'X.al upon us from on high,1* as a Spirit of truth and closest privacies of his Master. Is most touchingly con
tet, lad upon all parts of the Christian territory veyed here, though nothing beyond bare narrative is
uie. melting down differences and heart-burnings, expressed. Jesus, however, knowing that in this spot
i^ilioj a&tooUhment and shame at past unfruitful* Judas would expect to find Him, instead of avoiding
wa,in»mg forth longings of catholic affection, and it, hies Him thither, as a Lamb to the slaughter. " No
>e«*iajs over a world lying in wickedness, embody- man taketh my life from me, but I lay it down of my
lutattahffti in palpable forms and active measures self." (ch. 10. 18.) Besides, the scene which was to fill
~>lbfttoihatwe may expect the effect here announc- up the Uttle breathing time, the awful interval .between
™ to bt vrwluced, and then it will be irresistible. the Supper and the Apprehension—like the "silence in
' »W wt ijhri tians ponder these Vtinos f "should not heaven for about the space of half-an-hour" between the
tv' *■'
. Kind be in them which was also in Christ breaking of the Apocalyptic Seals and the peal of the
*;■'"'•'•■ u*ios;
this matter? sfiouid not His prayer be Trumpets of war [Revelations. l.J—the Agony—would
t'*vi? aU tie glory which thou gavest t'hast given') have been too terrible for the upper room ; nor would
a I sin p?t3 theic, that they may be one, even as we He cloud the delightful associations of the hist Passover
** **-TU* last clause allows the meaning of the first, and the first Supper by pouring out the anguish of His
h li &t ihtfutHre glory of the heavenly state, but the soul there. The garden, however, with its amplitude.
•wet of tlui present unity just before spoken of; the Its shady olives, its endeared associations, would be
^TiUrekre. <# the indwelling Spirit of Christ; the congenial to his heart. Here He had room enough
E*rr of u accepted state, of a holy character, of every to retire—first, from eight of them, and then from the
J2*- lis tatm, and thou in me, that they may be made more favoured three : and here, when that mysterious
^■•t-SeennfLZl. 24-26. Father, I will-The scene was over, the.stillness would only be broken by
**■■«! of this style of speaking is quite transparent. the tread of the traitor. Judas then—"He that was
0 f*3j critidiin will be allowed to fritter it away called Judas, one of the twelve." says Luke, in language
* "iy bat superficial or perverted readers, be with which brands him with peculiar infamy, as in the sa
"J **** l *a-bee on ch 14. 3. that they may behold cred circle while in no sense of it. the band of men—
5* Pf* wskh toon bast given me—See on v. 5. Christ 'the detachment of the Roman cohort, on duty at the
^a-'fcit as glory enough for us to be admitted to see festival, for the purpose of maintaining order.' [Web
m ust for eTer upon Bis glory t This is * the beatific ster & Wilkinson.] officers from the chief priests and
i?'m ix lhal1 *** no mere Ti«lon« for " we sna11 be Pharisees.—Captains of the Temple and armed Levites.
J** Max htcaose we shall see him as he is," 1 John 3. lanterns and torches—It was full moon, but in case He
* ° nfrtuetu Father, the world hath not known thee should have secreted Himself somewhere in the dark
ItJTJ*** *wtX but I have known {'knew') thee, ravine, they bring the means of exploring its hidinga w» ksvs koswa i* knew ') that thon hut sent (' sent- places—little knowing whom they bad to do with.
1 Bs-As before He said " Holy Father," when "Now he that betrayed Him had riven them a sign,
*-i~j\4 the display of that perfection on His disciples saying. Whomsoever I shall kiss, that same is He, huld
^ "... sg here He styles him "ZiylUcous Father," Him fast." (Matthew 2U 48.) The cold-bloodedness
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of this speech was only exceeded by the deed itself, j
"And Judas went before them, Luke 22. 47.: and;
forthwith he came to Jesus, and said, flail. Master, <
and kissed Him." (Matthew 20. 49. cf. Exodus 4. 27 ; |
18. 7; Luke 7. 45.) The impudence of this atrocious |
deed shows how thoroughly he had by this time mas
tered all his scruples. If the dialogue between our
Lord and His captors was be/ore this, as some inter- '
prclers think it was, the kiss of Judas was purely ;
gratuitous, and probably to make cood his ri^ht to ,
the money; our Lord having presented Himself unex
pectedly before them, and rendered it unnecessary for
any one to point Him out. But a comparison of the '
narratives seems to show that our Lord's " coining !
forth" to the band was sitbse>tucnt to the interview of
Judas. "And Jesus said unto him, Friend"— not the [
endearing term " friend" in ch. 15. 15, but ' companion," :
a word used on occasions of remonstrance or rebuke |
(as Matthew 20. 13 ; 22. w. —" Wherefore art thou come? j
(Matthew 26. 5u. Bet rayest thou the Son of Man with i
» kiss."—imprinting upon the .foulest act the mark of J
tenderest affection': What wounfkd fating does tins |
express ! Of this Jesus showed Himself on various '
occasions keenly susceptible—as all generous and I
beautiful natures do. 4-9. Jesus, knowing all things
that should com? ('were coming up~n Him* wtnt forth— I
from the shade of the trees, probably, into open view,
indicating His sublime preparedness to meet His cap- |
tors. Whom seek ye?—Partly to prevent a rush of the
soldiery upon the disciples [BknoelJ; and see Mark
14. 51, 52, as showing a tendency to this: but still more
as part of that courage and majesty wldch so overawed
them. He would not wait to be i-'Un. They answered,
Jesus of Nazareth—Just the sort of blunt, straightfor
ward reply one expects from military men. simply act
ing on their instructions, lam l He J—See on ch. C. 20.
Judas stood with them—Xo more is recorded here of
his part of the scene, but we have found the gap pain
fully supplied by all the other Evangelists. As soon
then as He said unto them, I am [He], they weut backward
*-recoiled. and fell to the ground—struck down by a
power such as that which smote Saul of Tarsus and
his companion4! to the earth. (Acts '10. 14.] It was the
glorious effulgence of tho majesty of Christ which over
powered them. ' This, occurring before His surrender.
would show His power over His enemies, and so the
freedom with which He gave Himself up [Meyeu.]
Thea asked He them again, Whom seek ye!—Giving them
a door of escape from the guilt of a deed which noa>
they were able in some measure to understand. Jesus
of Nasareth—The stunning effect of His first answer
wearing off, they think only of the necessity of exe
cuting their orders. I have told you that I am [HeJ : if
therefore ye seek Me, let these go their way— Wonderful
self-possession, and consideration for others, in such
circumstances! that the laying might be fulfilled which
He spake, Of them which Thou gavest Me have I lost none
—The reference is to such sayings as ch. C. 39 ; 17. 12 ;
showing how conscious the Evangelist was, that iu
reporting his Lord's former sayings, he was giving
them not in mtbstance merely, but in form also. Ob
serve, also, how the preservation of the disciples on
this occasion is viewed as pait of that deeper prrservattim undoubtedly intended in the saying quoted. 10,
11. Then Simon Peter, having a sword, drew it, and smote
the High Priest's servant, and cut off his right ear. The
servant's name was Malchus— None of the other Evan
gelists mention the name either of the ardent disciple
or of his victim. John, being "known to the High
Priest," (v. 15.} the mention of the servant's name by
him is quite natural, and an interesting mark of truth
In a small matter. As to the riyht ear. specified both
here and iu Lnke, the man was 'likely foremost of
those who advanced to seize Jesus, and presented him*
self in the attitude of a combatant ; hence his right
170
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side would be exposed to attack. The blow of Peter
was evidently aimed vertically at his head.' (Wsbbtku & Wilkinson.) Then said Jtsas—"Suffer ye
thus far" (Luke 22. 51;. Put up thy sword into the sheath :
the cup which my Father hath given n>e, shall I not drink
it?—Tills expresses lutOi tlu ftelhu/s which struggle*! in
the Lord's breast during the agony in the garden—
aversion to the cup viewed in it&W, but. in- the lUtfit
oftlte Father's icW, perfect preparedness to drink it «p.
(See on Luke 22. rttt-46.) Matthew adds to the address
to I'eter the following:— "For all they that take the
sword shall perish by the sword" M. 2fi. 62 —q.tJL.
'Those who takethesword must run all the risJu of
human warfare ; but Mine is a warfare whose weap
ons, as they are not carnal, are attended with no such
hazards, but carry certain victory. '* Think est thou
that I cannot now^—even after tiling have proceeded
so far — " pray to my Father, and He shall presently
give me"—rather, ' place at my disposal'—** wore than
twelve legions of an ;eLs;" with allusion, possibly, to
the one angel who had. In His agony. "ap|»earcd to
Him from Heaven strengthening Him" .Luke 22. 43 ;
and in the precise number, alluding to the tvxlvc who
needed the help. Himself and His eleven diacipUw.
iThe full complement of a legion of Roman soldiers
was six thousand.; " But how then shall the Scripture
be fulfilled that thus it must ber" (Matthew 2ft, aa, 64.;
He could not suffer, according to the Scripture, If He
allowed Himself to be delivered from the predicted
death. " And He touched his ear and healed bini*
(Luke 22. 51 ; for "The Sou of Man came not to destroy
men's lives, but to save them" Lukes. GO. and, even
while they were destroying His, to save theirs. 13.
Then the baud. .took Jesus— but not till He had made
them feel that "no man took His life from Hi in, but
that He laid it down of Himself." 13, and led Him
away— "In that hour," says Matthew ;2C. 6o. ->a , and
probably now, on the way to judgment, when the
crowd.? were pressing upon Him, "said Jesus to the
multitudes. Are ye come out as against a thieL. with
swords and staves, for to take me"— expressive of the
indignity which he felt to be thus done to Him — " I
sat daily with you In the Temple, and ye Laid no hold
on me. But this" 'adds Luke 22. *xJ.) "is your hour
nnd the power of darkness." Matthew continues—
"But all this was done that the Scriptures of the pro
phets initdit be fulfilled. Then all the di Maples forsook
Him and fled" (Matthew, 26. 6G,;■—thus fulfilUntf Hu
prediction, Mark it. 27 ; ch. 16. 32.
13-27. JESUS BEFORE ANNAS ANI> CaIA PI! AS— FaU.
or Peter.. 13, 11. And led Him away to A.n^nff firs;—
See on Luke 3. 2, and on Matthew ^6. 57. 15-ia, Si
mon Peter followed Jesus—Natural though this was, and
safe enough, had he only " watched and prayed that
he enter not into temptation," as his Master bode him
[Matthew LG. 41., it was, in his case, a fatal step, and
another disciple— Rather, 'the other disciple' — onr
Evangelist himself, no doubt, known unto the KJg:
Priest—See on v. 10. Went iu with Jesus into the pabo:
of the High Priest But Peter stood at the door witheur
—by preconcerted arrangement with his friend tiU he
should Bet access for him. Than went out that other . „
and spake to her that kept the door, and brought in Peter
—the naturalness of these small details is not unworthy
of notice. This other disciple first mad« good his ovrn
eutrance, on the score of acquaintance with the Hi*;1'.
Priest ; this secured, he goes forth again, now as » pri
vileged person, to make interest for Peter's admission.
But thus our poor disciple U in the coils of the serpent.
The next steps will best be seen by inverting verses
17 and IS. And the servants and officers— The rneni'al?
and some of the " band" that " took Jesus.1* stood there,
who had made ('having made'; a fire of coeds, tor it was
cold, and they warmed them selves—' John alone notices
the material I' charcoal') of which the are was xoax*?.
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atsi tfce rex*-»n for a Are—the coldness of the night. that the foregoing interview took place before Caia
rWrap.TKK A WitKissoN.] "Peter went in and pat phas; Annas, declining to meddle with the case, having
with the- servant* to see the end Matthew 20. 68?, and fent Him to Caiaphas at once. Hut the words hero,
warmr-d Mm-elf at the fire" [Mark 14. 64.). These two literally are, 'Annas sent Him (not * had sent Him')
fjUffifata are extremely interesting. His wishing to Caiaphas'—and the "now" being of doubtiul author
to "see the end," or issue of these proceedings, was ity. Thus read, the verse affords no evidence that He
what led hira into the palace, for he evidently feared was sent to Caiaphas be/ore the interview just recorded,
rV «r»r*t But once in, the serpent-coil is drawn closer; but Implies rather the contrary. We take this inter
ft ia a cold nitrht. and why should not he take advan- view, then, with some of the ablest interpreters, to be
togi of the fire as well as others? Besides, in the talk a preliminary and non-oftlcial one with ^4nnas,at an
*t ibe crowd about the all-engrossing topic, he may hour of the night when Caiaphas s Council could not
jick mp something which he wonld like to hear. '* And convene: and one that ought not to be confounded with
m Peter was beneath in the palace" (Mark 14. 6ft/. that solemn oue recorded by the other Evangelists,
SL^Aew ;2«. 68V says, "sat icitJtout in the palace." when all were assembled and witnesses called. But
AcctTd-nj to oriental architecture, and especially in the building in u-hicJt both nut with Jesus apixara to
Uit* buildings, as here, the street-door, orlieavy fold- have been the same, the room only beiug different, and
iac-.ate—through which single persons entered by a tfte court, of course, in that case,one. And Simon Peter
» if : kept by a porter—opened by a passage or "porch" was standing and warming himself. They said therefore,
<3tark it. G* into a quadrangular mutt, here called the Art thou not also one of his disciples!—In Matthew, 26.
"*l*l*ce" or hall, which was open above, and is frequent 71. the second charge was made by "another maid*
ly fjr/rf with flagstones. In the centre of this court when he was gone out into the porch," who " saw him,
t>» **riie* would be kindled ;ln a brazier). At the and said unto them that were there. This [fellowj
«j*t*t end of It, probably, was the chamber in which was also with Jesus of Nazareth." ISo also Mark, 14.
the trial va^i held. open to the court and not farjrcm 00. Ilut in Luke. 22. 5\ it Ik said. " After a little while *
A* .arc Luke 22. 61), but on a higher level; for Mark from the time of the first denial , another [man] saw
c*7* the omirl was " beneath" it. 'Hie ascent was, per- him, and said. Thou art also of them." Possibly it wal
h«yt. by a *hort flight of steps. This explanation will thrown at him by more than one : but these circum
make the intensely interesting details more intelli stantial varieties only contirm the truth of the narra>
gible. Theft saith the damsel that kept the door—" one of ttve. He denied it, and said. I am n. t—in Matthew, 28.
tlMaaidsorthe High Priest," says Mark U4.60). "When 72, " He denied with an oath, 1 do not know the man."
&* «aw Peter warming himself, she looked upon him This was the second denial. One of the servanti
a»l«aid* Mark U. 67 . Luke is more graphic (22. £6 — of the Hi yh Priest, being hia kinsman, whose ear Peter cut
.^fce 'beheld him as he sat by the fire lit., 'the light"), off, saith, Did not I see thee la the Garden with Him—No
ii.i earnestly looked on him i*ftxed her gaze upon him' , doubt his relationship to Malchut drew attention to
*ad <aid. ' His demeanour and timidity, which must the man who smote him, and this enabled him to iden
have vividly showed themselves, as it so generally hap tify Peter. 'Sad reprisals!' [Benoel.] The other evan1pen*, leading to the recognition of him.' [Olshapskn.] Relist* nuke his detection to turn upon his dto^'et
Art sat taia al'.o one cf this man's disciples?— i.e., thou "After a while ("about the space of one hour after,"
as w«-l! as "tint other disciple;' whom she knew to Luke, 22. 69,i came unto him they that stood by and
be cat Vat did not challenge, perceiving that he was a said to Peter, "Surely thou also art one of them, for
>riTile^?*t |*r«m. Ee saith, I am not—" He denied thy speech betrayeth thee," Matthew, 20. 73. ("Thoa
before th^m all. saying. I know not what thou sayest," art a Galilean, and thy speech agreeth thereto," Markt
Mactkew sr.. 70— a common form of point-blank denial; 14. 70; and so Luke, 22. «i. ; The Galilean dialect had a
"Iknow supply Him' not, neither understand I what more Syrian cast than that of Jndea. Ij Peter had held
tkoe**y*a." Mark 14. 68;*' Woman, I know Him not/ his peace, this peculiarity had not been observed; but
Lake U- m. This ras the first denial. "And he hoping, probably, to put them ofT the scent by joining
wd* osU into the porch [thinking, perhaps, to steal in the fire~nde talk, he only thus discovered himselfi
a* ^r. s*id the cock crew,* Mark U. CS. 19-21. The Peter then denied again—But, if the challenge of AlalEifi Prtest asked Jesus of His disciples, and of His doctrine chus' kinsman was made simultaneously with this on
—Probate/ to entrap Him into some statements which account of his Galilean dialect, it was no simple denial;
Bngh* be u*ed against Him at the trial. From our for Matthew. 20. 74, says, "Then began he to curse and
Lords snswer it would seem that " His disciples" were to swear, saying, I know not the man." So Mark, 14.
wntr- Tn nil to be some secret party. I spake (' have 71. This was the third denial. And immediately
spiskeQ' cptaly to the worl d—.See ch. 7. 4. I ever taught ("while he yet spake," Luke, 22. go.) the cock crew—As
ia tkt fyaagcgu'S and in the Temple, whither the Jews Mark is the only evangelist who tells us that our Lord
atarajt rearrt—Courting publicity, though with sublime predicted that the cock should crow tnice ch. 14. 30.)
"*^4Wfrn*ij In secret have I said ('spake V) nothing so he only mentions thatit did crow twice ». 72.]. The
—ia, ftothin; of any diilerent nature ; all His private other evangelists, who tell us merely time our Lord
opsmaniration* with the twelve being but explana- predicted that " before the cock should crme he would
tiw Ami developments of His public teaching—cf. deny Him thrice," iMatthew, 2H. 34; Luke, 22. 34; John,
iMiah 4a. M; *8. la. Why a&kest me? ask them whic'n 13. 3S;) mention only one actual crowing, which was
fcaaxc oc . . . they know what I said — This seems to Mark's last. There is something affecting in this
imply that He saw the attempt to draw Him into sell'- evangelist— who, according to the earliest tradition
crimination, and resented It by falling back upon the [confirmed by internal evidence), derived his materials
ri&t. of every accu*cd party to have some charge latil so largely from Peter, as to have been styled his
against Him by competent witnesses. Struck Jesus "t/iterpn'N-r," being the only one who gives both the
with the palms . . Answerest the High Priest so— Sec Isaiah sad prediction and its still sadder fulfilment in/uU.
Sl «; aa-1 cf. Acts 23. 2. It I have spoken— 'If 1 spoke' It seems to show that Peter himself not only retained
e*1L ia reply to the His»h Priest. L well—He does not through all his after-life the most vivid recollection
My "* li u*j'. * ceil, as if His reply were merely unobjec- of the circumstances of his fall, but that he was Willi tig
tftovahJe : " WdV M*m» to challenge more than this that others should know them too. The immediately
aft due tu HU remonstrance. (1Jkn«el.| This shows snbseiptcnt acts are given full only io Luke 22. 01, 62.);
Uzat Matthew, s. 39, is not to be taken to the letter. "And the Lord turned and looked upon, Peter," from
24-37. V?w Aanai had sent Him bound unto Caiaphas— the hall of judgment to the court, in the way already
tfax translators to render the words, undei standing I ci plained. But who can tell what lightning- uashea
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of wounded lore and piercing reproach shot from that
" look* through the eye of Peter into his heart! "And
Feter remembered the word of the Lord, how he had
said unto him. Before the cock crow, thou sha'.t deny
me thrice. And Peter went out and wept bitterly.''
How different from the sequel of Judas' act! Doubt
less the hearts of the twomeu towards the Saviour were
perfectly different from the first; and the treason of
Judas w&s but the consummation of the wretched
man's resistance of the blaze of light In the midst of
which he had lived for three years.while Peter's denial
was but a momentary obscuration of the heavenly light
and love to his Master which ruled his life. But the
Immediate cause of the blessed revulsion, which made
Peter "weep bitterly" was, beyond all doubt, this heartpiercing "look" which his Lord gave him. And re
membering the Saviour's own words at the table,
"Simon, Simon, Satan hath desired to have you that
he may sift you as wheat, but I liove prayed rather '1
prayed for thee that thy faith fad not" tsee on Luke.
22. 81.32), may we not say that Wit* prayer fetched doirn
all that Viere \oa* in that " look" to pierce and break
the heart of Peter, to keep it from despair, to work in
it "repentance unto salvation not to be repented of,"
and at length, under other healing touches, to " re jtore
his soul?" (See on Mk. 18. 7.)
2S-40. Jraim before Pilate, n.b. Our Evangelist,
having given the interview with Annas, omitted by the
other Evangelists, here omits the trial and condemnation
before Caiaphas, trhivh the others had rt corded. See on
Mark, 14. 63 66. [The notes, broken off there at v. 61,
are here concluded. iMark 14.) 61. "The high priest
asked him. Art thou the Christ, the Son of the blessed-'*
—Matthew says the high priest put him upon solemn
oath, saying. "I adjure thee by the living God that thou
tell us whether thou be the Christ, the Son of God" ;p.
A3.}. Tills rendered an answer by our Lord legally ne
cessary, Leviticus, 5. t. Accordingly, 62. "Jesus said,
I am" ("Thou hast said.* Matthew, 28. 84.'. In Luke,
22. 07, 08, some other words are given, "If I tell you,
ye will not believe: and if I also ask you, ye will not
answer me, nor let me go." This seems to have been
uttered Ixjort giving His direct answer, as a calm
remonstrance and dignified protest against the pre
judgment of His case and the unfairness of their mode
of procedure, "and ye shall Fee the Son of Man," &c.
—This concluding part of our Lord's answer is given
somewhat more fully by Matthew and Luke. "Never
theless I say unto you. Hereafter (rather, 'Prom hence
forth'; shall ye see the Son of Man sitting on the right
hand of power, and coming in the clouds of heaven."
(Matthew, 26. 01; Luke, 22. 00.) q.d. '1 know the scorn
with which ye are ready to meet such an avowal: To
your eyes, which are but eyes of flesh, there stands at
this bar only a mortal like yourselves, and He at the
mercy of the ecclesiastical and civil authorities: "Never
theless" a day is coming when ye shall see another sight:
Those eyes, which now gaze on me with proud disdain,
shall see this very prisoner at the right hand of the
Majesty on high, and coming in the clouds of heaven:"
Then shall the Judged (me be revealed as the Judge,
and His .nidges in this chamber apiiear at His august
tribunal; then shall the unrighteous judges be impar
tially jua^ed; and while they are wishing that they had
never been born. He for whom they now watch as their
Victim shall be greeted with the hallelujahs of heaven,
and the welcome of Him that sitteth ui-on the throne!'
63, 64. "Then the high priest rent his clothes, and
saith. What need we any further witnesses? Ye have
heard the blasphemy"—"of his own mouth," Luke, 22.
71; an affectation of religious horror. "What think
ye?"— 'Say, what verdict you would pronounce.' "They
all condemned him to be guilty of death"—of a capital
crime. (See Leviticus. 24. lO.i 66. "And some began
to spit on him" /'Then did they spit in his face, "Mat
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thew. 28. 67. ' Sec Isaiah, 50. ft. " And to cover his face,
and to buffet him, and to say unto hUu. Prophesy"—or
'divine' "unto us, thou Christ, Who is be that Emote
thee?" The sarcasm in stjling Him "tlu Chriet." and
as such demanding of Him the perpetrator of the
blows inflicted upon Ilim, was in them as infamous as
to Him it was stinging, and the servants did strike hini
with the palms of their hands—"And many other things
blasphemously spake they against him." Luke, 22. GJ.
This general statement is important, as showing that
virulent and varied as were the recorded affronts put
upon Him, they are but a small specimenof what He
endured on that black occasion.]
28. Then lei they
Jesus from Caiaphas to the hall of judgment—but not
till ' in the morning the chief priests held a consulta
tion with the elders andscrilies and the whole council
against him to put him to death, and bound him,*
Matthew, 27. 1 ; and see on Mark. 15. l.) The word here
rendered "hall of judgment" is from the Latin, and
denotes 'the palace of the governor of a Roman pro
vince.' they themselves went not into the palace lest they
should be defiled—by contact with ceremonially unclean
Gentiles, but that they might eat the Passover—If this
refer to the principal ]»art of the festival, the eating
of the lamb, the question is, how our Lord and bis
disciples came to eat it the night before; and, as it was
an evening meal, how ceremonial defilement contracted
in the morning would unfit them for partaking of it, as
after 8 o'clock it was reckoned a new day. These arc
questions which have occasioned immense research
aud learned treatises. But as the usages of the Jews
appear to have somewhat varied at different times, and
ourpresent knowledge of them is not sufficient to clear
up all difficulties, they are anions the not very impor
tant questions which probably will never be entirely
solved. 29-32. Pilate went out to them, and said. What
accusation bring; ye against this man!—iitate your charge.
If he were not a malefactor, we would not have delivered
him up unto thee—They were conscious they had no case.
of which Iilate could take cognizance, and therefore
insinuate that they had already found him worthy of
death by their own law; but not having the inmer,
under the Roman government, to carry their sentence
intocxecution, they had come merely for his sanction,
that the saying might be fulfilled which he spake, signify
ing what death he should die— i. e„ by crucifixion ch. 12.
32, 3J; Matthew. 20. ltf; , which bc;ng a Roman mode
of execution, could only be carried into effect by order
of the governor. The Jewish mode in Mich cases as
this, was by stoning. i 33*38. Pilate called Jesus, and
said, Art thou the king of the Jewsl -In Luke. 23. 2. they
charge our Lord before Pilate with '* perverting the
nation, and forbidding to give tribute to Ce-iar, saying
that he himself is Christ a king.' Perhaps this was what
occasioned Pilate's question. Jesus answered. Sayest
thou this of thywlf, or did others tell it of me ! —an im
portant question for our Lord's case, to bring out whe
ther the word "king" were meant in a political sense,
with which Pilate had a right to deal, or whether he
were merely put up to it by His accusers, who had no
claims to charge him but such as were of a purely reli
gious nature, with which Pilate had nothing to do.
Pilate answered. Am I a Jew! Thine own nation and the
chief priests delivered thee to me: What hast thou done *—
q.d. 'Jewish questions I neither understand nor med
dle with; but thou art here on a charge which, though
it eeems only Jewish, may yet involve treasonable mat
ter: A? they state it, 1 cannot decide the point: tell roe,
then, what procedure of thine hiis brought the* into
this position.' In modern phrase. Pilate's otiject in
this question was merely to determine the relcvincy of
the charge. Jesus answered. My kingdom is not of this
world -lie does not say 'not orcr.' but 'not of this
world'—i.e„ in its origin and nature; therefore 'no
such kingdom as need give thee or thy master the least

Of Christi Kingdom.
johx, xrx.
Jesus before Pilate, rfn,
ikrm,' If my kingdom were of this world, then would my was able to breathe new life into ruined human nature,
*m*U fiffht, that I should not be delivered to the Jews— and that in the apprehension of complete redemption.'
'A nr? convincing argument; for if his servants did [Olshausen.] and salth unto them—in the hearing or
Ki (!«ht to prevent their kins from being delivered up our Lord, who had been brought forth—I find no fault
tflhiifnerofe*, much less would they use force for the in him—no crime. This so exasperated "the chief
tKablishnient of his kingdom.' [w. &. w.] but now— priests and elders" that, afraid of losing their prey, they
to; the fact is. is my kingdom not from hence—Our Lord poured forth a volley of charges against him, as appears
crjy sars whence His kingdom is not—first simply from Luke. 33. 4, 5: on Pilate's affirming his innocence,
tUnning U. next giving proof of it. then re-affirming it. "they were Vie more fierce, saying. He stirreth up the
law tas all that Pilate had to do with. The positive people, teaching throughout all Jewry, beginning from
swireol His kingdom He would not obtrude upon one Galilee to this place." They see no hope of getting
vbo vu as little able to comprehend it, as entitled Pilate's sanction to His death unless they can fasten
officially to information about it. [It is worthy of notice upon Him a charge of conspiracy against the govern
that the " my," which occurs fuur times in this one ment; and as Galilee was noted for its turbulence,
«T»-ftri« of His kingdom, and once of His servants Luke, 13. l; Acts. 5. 37 •) and our Lord's ministry lay
-to put in the emphat ic form. Art thou a king, then*— chiefly there, they artfully introduce it to give colour to
Tk:e «as no sarcasm or disdain in this question Las their charge. "And the chief priests accused him of
rsotrcK. Altord. &c. , allegeJ, else our Lord's answer many tilings, but he answered nothing (Mark. 15. 3.).
«"u)d have been different. Putting emphasis upon Then said Pilate unto him, Hearest thou not how many
"ferti. ' his Question betrays a mixture of surf/rise and things they witness against thee ? And he answered
ssmjbim*, tartly at the possibility of there being, after him to never a word, insomuch that the governor mar
lU. something dangerous under the claim, and partly velled greatly" [Matthew, 27. 13, 14). bee on Mark, 15.
froo a certain awe which our Lord s demeanour proba- 3 5. In his perplexity. Pilate, hearing of Galilee, be
i'j struck into him. T ou sayest that I am a king—It is thinks himself of the expedient of sending Him to
ffra 10. To this end w*a I (' have I been'; born, and to Herod, in the hope of thereby farther shaking off re
fca esd came I * am I come ') into the world, that I may sponsibility in the case. See on Mark, 15. G; and ou
kiiritness to the truth.— His birth expresses His man- Luke. 23. 6-12. The return of the prisoner only deep
i-wd; His comma, into the world. His existence before ened the perplexity of Pilate, who, "calling together
i-mning humanity : The truth, then, here affirmed, the chief priests, rulers, and people," tells them plainly
ih^igh Pilate would catch little of it. was, that His that not one of their charges against " this man" had
[ -w.-natifm was expre -sly in order to tlie assumption of been made good, while even Herod, to whose jurisdic
'^■■yaltf in our nature. Yet, instead of saying. He tion he more naturally belonged, had done nothing to
ouaetobe a king, which is His meaning. He says He him : He " will therefore chastise and release him"
ciisf to tt-tifv to the truth. Why this 1 Because, in such (Luke, 23. 13-16.}. But ye have a custom that I should re
arrjmstancea, it required a noble courage not to flinch lease one unto you at the passover, Ac.—See on Mark, 15.
from His royal claims; and our Lord, consriouj that He 7-11. 'On the typical import of the choice of Christ
T3. putting forth that courage, gives a turn to His con to suffer, by which Barabbas was set free, see Leviti
fession expressive of it. It is to this that Paul alludes, cus. 16, particularly v. 6-10, where the subject is the
in those remarkable words to Timothy: " I charge thee sin ejtiring on the great day of atonement.'—(.Krafft
Wore God. who quickeneth all tilings, and before in Luthardt,]
' ^n*t Jesus, who, in the presence of Pontius Pilate,
CHAPTER XTX.
^^ae^ed the good confession, [l Timothy, 6. 13. 1 This
Ver. 1-16. Jesus iiekohe Pilate — Scourged—
tf* act of our Lord's life. His courageous witness-bear Treated with other Severities and Insults—
ds Wore the Governor, selected as an encouraging Delivered Up, and Lei* away to be Crucified.
tiratdeof the fidelity which Timothy ought to display. 1-3. Pilate took Jesus and scourged him—in hope of ap
A.' the Lord [saysOLafiAUsEN beautifullyj owned Him- peasing them. See on Mark, 16. 15. " And the soldiers
wll tt* Hon uj God before the most exalted theocratic led him away into the palace, and they call the whole
woarit jo He confessed H is regal dignity in presence of band' (Mark, 15. 16 —the body of the military cohort
toe representative of the highest political authority on stationed there, to take part in the mock coronation
tvik trtrj one that is of the truth hearsth my voice— now to be enacted, the soldiers platted a crown of thorns,
(*x Lord here not only affirms that His word had in and put it on his head—in mockery of a regal crown, and
» * self-evidencing, self recommending power, but they put on him a purple robe—in mockery of the imperial
wlj l&sinuated the true secret of the growth and purple; first "stripping him" (Matthew, 27. 28.) of His
•wdrur (•/ His kingdom—as a Kingdom of truth, own outer garment. Tlie robe may have been the "gor
& it! highest sense, into which all souls who have geous" one in which Herod arrayed and sent Him back
■4-inA to live and count all things but loss for the to Pilate (Luke, 23. 11.). "And they put a reed into his
tr*ih ue, by a most heavenly attraction, drawn as into right hand" (Matthew, 27. 29.;—in mockery of the regal
they prrjpeT element; the King of whom Jesus is, sceptre. " And they bowed the knee before him" [Mat
fetching them in and ruling them by His captivating thew, 27. 2D.) and said. Hail, King of the Jews !—doing
*w*erorer their hearts. Pilate sjitn unto Hun, What is Him derisive homage, in the form used on approach
roi*—3.<i 'Thoustirrest the question of questions. ing tlie emperors. " And they spit upon him, and took
*ofc*h the thoughtful of every age have a>ked, but the reed and smote him on the head" (Matthew, 27.
■**>*! man yet answered.' And when he had said this— 30.). The best comment on these affecting details is to
is if, by put tin? such a question, he was getting into corer the face. 4, S. Pilate went forth again, and saith.
iateraunable and unseasonable inquiries, when this Behold I bring ('am bringing,' i.e. goin^ to bring! him
bcsactss demanded rather prompt action, he went .tort ii to you, that ye may know I find no fault in him—
:nia onto the Jews— thus missing a noble opportunity and, by scourging him and allowing the soldiers to
'< r timself, and giving utterance to that consciousness make sport of him. have gone as far to meet your ex
of Uie want of all intellectual and moral certainty, asperation as can be exacted from a judge. Jesus
* hlch was the feeling of every thoughtful mind at that thereibre came forth, wearing the crown of thorns, and the
'hue. 'The only certainty,' says the elder Pliny, 'is purple robe. And Pilate saith unto them, Behold the man !
tUt nothing is certain, nor more miserable than man. —There is no reason to think that contempt dictated
a<t more proud. The fearful laxity of morals at that this speech. There was clearly a struggle in the brea-t
tune must doubtless be traced in a great degree to this of this wretched man. Not only was he reluctant to
Kepticunn, Ihe revelation of the eternal truth alone surrender to mere clamour an innocent man. but a
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feeling of anxiety al>out ilia mysterious claims, as is
plain from what follows, was beginning to rack his
breast, ami the object of liis exclamation seems to
have been to move thtir pi/|/. Hut, be his meaning
what it may, tlio.se three words have been eagerly ap
propriated by all Christendom, and enshrined for ever
in its heart, as a sublime expression of its calm, rapt
admiration of its suffering Lord. 6, 7. When the chief
priests saw him, they cried out— their fiendish rase kind
ling afresh at the sight of Him. crucify him, crucify him
—See on Mark, U>. 14. Pilate saith unto them, Take ye him,
and crucify htm: for I find no fault in him—a- if this would
relieve him of the responsibility of the deed, who, by
surrendering Mini, incurred it all 1 The Jews answered
him, We liave a law, and by our law he ought to die, because
he made himself the Sou of Ocd—Their criminal charges
having come to nothing, they give up that point, and
as Pilate was throwing the whole responsibility upon
them, they retreat into their own Jewish law, by which,
a> claiming equality with God, see on ch. 6. 18, and 8.
6P.\ He ought to die: insinuating that it was Pilate's
duty, even as civil governor, to protect their law from
such insult. 8-11. Whan Pilate heard this saying, he was
the more afraid—the name ".Son ok God " the lolty
sen>e evidently attached to it by His Jewish accusers
the dialogue he had already held with Him, and the
dream of his wife Matthew, 27. 19. , all working to
gether in the breast of the wretched man. and went
again into the judgment hall, and saith to Jesus, Whence
art thou !—beyond all doubt a question relating not to
His mixsion but to His i«r-onal oriain. Jesus gave
him no answer— He had said enough; the tine for an
swering such a quest on was \uai ; the weak and
wavering governor is already on the point of giving
way. Then saith Pilate unto him, Speakest thou not to
me 1—The " me" i • the emphatic word in the question.
He fitll> back mam the pnde vf qgicr, which doubtless
tended to biiint the working* "f his conscience, knowest thou uU tuat I have power to crucify thee, and have
power to re:ease thee t— sat I to wnrk upon him at once
by /ear and by hope. Thoucouldst rather 'shouldsi'j
have uo power at all against me—neither to crucify, nor
to release, nor to do any thing whatever against me.
[Bbnobi.] except it were t' utiles* it had been* given
thee from above—q.d. Thou thinkest too much oif thy
power. Pilate : against Me that power is none, save
what is n.etedout to thee by special divine appoint
ment, for a special end.' tktrefcre he that delivered
me unto thee Vauphas. to wit—but he only as repre
senting the Jewish authorities as abody hath the greater
•in— is having better opportunities and more know
ledge of such matters. 12-16. And from henceforth—
particularly this speech, which seems to have tilled
him with awe. and redoubled his anxiety. Pilate
sought to release him—i.e.t to gain their consent to it, for
he could have done it at once on his own authority, but
the Jews cried—seeing their advantage, and not slow
to prollt by it. If thou let this man go, thou art not
Cesar's friend, &c. "This was equivalent to a threat of
impeachment, which we know was much dreaded by
such otiicers as the procurators, especially of the char
acter of Pilate or Felix. It also consummates the
treachery and disgrace of the Jewish rulers, who were
willing, for the purpose of destroying JesuB, to affect a
real for the supremacy of a loreign prince.' Seer. 15.
(Webster & Wilkinson,] When Pilate heard that, he
brought Jesus forth, and sat down in 'upon'; the judg
ment seat—that he might pronounce sentence against
the Prisoner, on this charge, the more solemnly—in a
place called the pavement, a tt*s.sehited pavemeut, much
used by the Romans , in the Hebrew, G&bbatha—from its
being raiiied. It was the preparation—i.e., the day before
the Jewish Sabbath, and about the sixth hour. The
true reading here is probably, 'the third hour'—or 9
a.m.—which agrees best with the whole series oi events,
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as well as with the other evangelists, he saith to the
Jews, Behold your King !—Having now made up his mind
to yield to them, he Lakes a sort of quiet revenge oo
them by this irony, which he knew would sting them.
This only re-swakens their cry to despatch him. Crucify
your king 1 We have no king but Cesar. ' Some of those
who thus cried died miserably in rebellion against
Cesar forty years afterwards. But it suited their present
purpose.' [Alford.] Then delivered he him therefore
onto them to be crucified, eVc.—See on Mark, 15. 15.
17-30. Crvciflxjon and Death or the Lord Je
sus. 17. And he bearing his cress—See on Luke, 23. so,
went forth—cf. Hebrews, 13. 11-13, " without the camp;"
"without the gate." On arriving at the place, "they
gave him vinegar to drink mingled with gall (wine
mingled with myrrh, Mark, 15. S3. . and wlten be had
tasted thereof, he would not drink," Matthew, 27. 34.
This jtotlon was stupefying, and given to criminals
just before execution, to deaden the sense of pain.
" Pill high the bowl, and spice it well, and pour
The dews oblivious: for the Cross Is sharp.
The Cross is sharp, and He
Is tenderer than a lamb."— [fcbls.]
But our Lord \oould di* with every faculty dear, and
in full sensUAlitv to ail His suffering*.
Thou wilt feel all. that Thou mayVt pity all;
And rather would'st Thou wrestle with strong pain,
Than orercloud Thy soul.
So clear in agony.
Or lose one glimpse of Heaven before the tima,
0 most eutire and perfect sacrifice.
Renewed in every pulse, Ac.-[A'«6U.]
18. they crucified him, and two others with him—"male*
factors" iLukc. 23. 33. i, "thieves" (rather 'robbers.
Matthew, 11. 3a ; Mark, 16. 27. .
On either side one
and Jesus in the midst — a hellish expedient, to hold
Him up as the worst of the three, liut in this, as in
many other of their doings, *' the Scripture was fulfill
ed, which saith a Isaiah, 63. 12:, And he teas numbered
triUi the transgressors'-- Mark, 15. 2t*,;—though the pre
diction reaches deeper. " Then said Jesus—' probably
while being nailed to the Cross" [OuuiavjkKnj. Fath
er. rOROIVETHEM. FOR TI1EY KNOW NOT WI1ATTH£Y
do" Luke. 23. 34. —and again the Scrij>ture was ful*
filled which said, "And he made intercession for the
transgressors" ilsaiah, 63. 12.1, though this also reaches
deeper. See Acts, 3. 17, 13. IT; and cf. 1 Timothy, 1. 13.
Often have we occasion to observe how our Lord is the
first to fulfil His own precepts—thus furnishing the
right interpretation and the perfect Model of them.
tSee on Matthew, 6. 44.J How quickly was it seen in
"His martyr Stephen." that though He had left the
earth in Person, His Spirit remained behind, and Him
self could, in some oi His brightest lineaments, be repro
duced in His disciples 1 (Acts, 7. GO.) And what does
the world in every age owe to these few words, spoken
where and as they were spoken! 19-22. Pilate wrote
a title, and put it on the cross, Jesus of tfaiareth, the King
of the Jews . . . and it was written in Hebrew, or Syroehaldaic, the language of the country; and Greek, the
current language; and Latfruthe official language. These
were the chief language* of the earth, and iln.i secured
that all spectators should be able to read it. Stung by
this, the Jewish ecclesiastics entreat that it may be *o
altered as to express, nut His regal dignity, but Idfalse claim to it. liut Pilate thought he had yielded
quite enough to them ; and having inteDded expressly
to spite and insult them by this title, for having e»l
him to act against his own sense of justice, he peremp
torily refused them. And thus, amidst the oiKifiictiog
passions of men.was proclaimed, in the chief tongues of
mankind, from the Cross itself and in circumstances
which threw upon it a lurid yet grand light, the truth
which drew the Magi to His manger.and will yet be own
ed by all the world 1 23, 24. the* the soldiers, wlun tax
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kj OTxifH Jesus, took Ms parments, and wado four
pits loerery wldier—of the four who nailed Him to
the ero?N and whoae perquisite they were, a part,
o£ ilia sis cat—the Roman tunic, or close-fitting
no. wiihost seam, woven from the wp throughout—
'perhajw dentin; considerable skill and labour as
cssssirr to produce such a garment, the work proba
cy of oue or more of the women who ministered in
BrMbiDiM unto him, Luke, *. 3.' [Wkhstek &. WilBWW.J Let us not rend it, but cast lots whose it shall
k 'Jut tt* Scripture miguX be fulfilled which saith. The;
pded icj raiment among: them; and for my vesture they
H ait lets, *c—Psalm 22. is. That a prediction so
euetdittdy *i>eciflc—distinguishing one piece of dress
frac return, and announcing; that while those should
l» [4iwd amount several that should be given by lot
to (w person—that such a prediction should not only
be fulfilled to the letter, but by a party of heathen
nfliniy, without interference from either the friends
mitt enemies of the Crucified One, is surely worthy
to be ranked among the wonders of this all-wonderful
seat No* come the mockeries, and from four differoiqairteis:- l. "And Vie v that pa-'5«ii*t/ reviled him,
vifipa; their heads" in ridicule. Psalm 22. 7; 109. 23;
et Jttwmah, IS. 16; Lamentations, 2. 15. "Ahf 'Ha.'
*sn-*iamation here of derision. "Thou that destroy
ed toe temple, and buildest it in three days, save tbyfc# ind come down from the cross." Matthew. -S7. SB,
fc.Msrk, i.i. 23, :o. 'It is evident that our Lord's sayUi or rather this perversion of it for He claimed not
to itstroy but to rel'uild the temple destroyed by them1
W {really exasperated the feeling which the prie-ts
^UWisecs had contrived to excite aguiust Him. It
11 nsttrcd to as the principal fact brought out in evi>-n,T against Him on the trial. <cf. Acta. 6. 13. 14, as
•a ^fltace for which He deserved to suffer. And it is
vrrj remarkable that now, white it uras receiving its
fM-' MMmeid, it should i« made more public and
aw? improve by the insulting proclamation of His
^jcaiies. Hence the importance attached to it arter
*■* KHimctinn. ch. 2. 22." [Webster a; Wilkinson]
L "Likewise also the ehiej priest* mocking him. with
& **&* and tbler*. said. He saved others, himself he
ans^ere." There was a deep truth in this, as in
«*«Uanti; for both He could not do, having "come
to&nflu life a ransom for many." No doubt this
•jilted laoaknown stin« to the reproach. "If he be
the Inn} oi Israel \bi uini now come down from the
aaa,sal*t vui hebeve him.' No. ttiey would not; for
tt*e vbo resisted the evidence from the resurrection
cf ^an/m, and from His own resurrection, were he
ft-ad tiie reach of any amount of merely external evi*&« "lie trusted in God that he would deliver him;
jrtla* dehver him now If be will have him ior *dejtBttnaiai.' cf. Psalm 18. 19: Deuteronomy, 21. 14.J;
wr»*«KU am the Son of God," Matthew. 27. 41-43.
"e«ttk you, O ye chief priests, scribes, and elders.
£* wis tnple testimony, unconsciously borne by yon,
«e»linst; first to His halntual trust in God, as a
featui* in Hi, cliaracter so marked and palpable that
"*fi ft found upon it your impotent taunt; next, to
Hit yJaUUy WtUl Uu, Sufferer of Uie *±nd Psalm, whose
*rfy *urds ,r. \: ye unwittingly appropriate, tlius
*~n*t tvundea heirs to the dark office and inipo*« aalhjnjty of Messiah's enemies ; and again, to
ijis iro* .*a*e of that august title which He took to
"ut*if, "Tux Son or God.' which he rightly iuterI -*ad at the very first, isee on ch. 5. 18.) as a claim to
^ view* qf nature with lUm.and dcarncss to Him,
*mca a wo has to his father. 3.! " And Vie ?ol>tUrs
**c aocked him. coming to him and ottering him
■&&, iud saying, U thou be the king of the Jews.
fcu thy.^lf," Luke. 23. 36. 37. They insultingly offer
rf «*re with Him their own vinegar, or sour wine, the
wa*l dunk of iUinuui soldiers, it being about the time
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of their midday meal. In the taunt of the soldiers wa
have one of those undesinned coincidences which so
strikingly verify these historical recorils. "While the
e«x:lesiastics deride Him for calling Himself "the
Chr'mt, the King 0/ Itrarl. the Chosen, the Sou of God/*
the soldiers, to whom all such phraseology was mere
Jewish jargon, make sport of Him as .1 pretender to
royalty ("kino of the Jews"), an office an'l dignity
which it belonged to them to comprehend. "The thieves
also, which were crucified « ith him. cast the same in lus
teeth," Matthew, 27. 44; Mark, l». 32. Not botli of them,
however, as some commentators unnaturally think we
must understand these words; as if some sudden
change came over the penitent one, which turned him
from an unfeeling railer into a trembling petitioner.
The plural "thieves" need not denote more than the
quarter or cfo** whence came this last and crudest
taunt — q.d, 'Not only did scoffs proceed from the
Itassers by, the ecclesiastics, the soldiery, but even from
His felUyv:-sufferers, ' a mode of speaking which no one
would think necessarily meant both of them. Cf. Mat
thew, 2. 20, " They are dead which sought the child's
life," meaning Herod; and Mark. 9. 1, "There bewme
standing here," where it is next to certain that only
John, the youngest and last survivor of the apostles,
is meant. And is it conceivable that this penitent thief
should have first himself reviled the Saviour, and then,
on his views of Christ suddenly changing, he should
have turned upon his fellow-suflererand fellow-reviler,
and rebuked him not only with dignified sharpness, but
in the language of astouUJtmcnt that he should be capa
ble of such conduct? Besides, there is a deep calmness
in all thut.be utters, extremely unlike what we should
expect from one who was the subject of a mrntal revo
lution so sudden and total. On the scene itsiilf. see on
Luke, 23. 29-43. 26-27. Nuw there stood by tiie cross of
Jesus his mother, and Lis mother's sister, Maiy, wife of
Cleuplias.—This should be road, as in niarg. "Clopas,*
the same as "Alpheus." Matthew, 10. 3. The "Cleopas" of Luke, 24. 18, was a d.flereut person. When
Jesus saw his mother, aui the disciple whom he loved,
standing; by, he said to his mother, Woman, Behold
thy son ! Then saith he to the disciple. Bkiiold tut
kothkii!—What forgetfulness of self, what filial love,
and to the "mother" and "son" what parting wot da!
from that hour . . . took tier to bu own home—or. home
with him ; for his fathe Zehedee and his m< >ther -Salome
were both alive, and the latter here present Mark. 15,
40. i. See on Matthew, 13. S6. Now occurred the super
natural darkness, recorded by ail the otherevaugelists,
but not here. " Now from the «th hour tl_', noon; there
was darkness over all the land uuto the i>th hour,'1
Matthew, 27. 45. No ordinary eclipse of the sup. could
have occurred at this time, it being then full moon,
and this obscuration lasted about twelve times the
length of any ordinary eclipse, cf. Exodus, 10 21 23.
Beyond doubt, the divine intention of the portent was
to invest this darkest of all tragedies with a gloom ex
pressive of its real chaiacter. " And about the ninth
hour Jesus cried, Kli, Eli. lama rauacthaki. . . My
God, my Ood. tchy hast thou jonuken met" Matthew,
27. 40. As the darkness commenced at the flth hour,
the second of the Jewish hours of prayer, so t contin
ued till the 9th hour, the hour 01 the evaiing sacrifice,
increasing probably in depth, and r< aching its deepest
gloom at the moment of this mysterious cry, when the
flame o: the one great "Evening Sacrifice" was burn
ing fiercest. The words were made to His hand. They
are the opening words of a I'salm the 22nd lull of the
last "sufferings of Christ and the following glories'V]
Feter, 1 11. t. "Father," was tho cry in the first prayer
which He uttered on the cross, for matters had not then
ciinie to their worst- " Father" was the cry of His last
prayer, for matters had then passed their worst. But
at this crisis of His silverings, "Father" does not issue
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from his lips, for the li^ht of a Father's countenance was
then mysteriously eclipsed. He fall* back, however, on
n title expressive of His official relation which, though
lower and more distant in itself, yet when grasped in
pure and naked faith was its mighty in its claims, and
rich in i . salinodic associations And what deep earnest.
uess is conveyed by the redoubling of this title . But
as for the cry itselt.lt will never be fully comprehended.
An absolute desert ion is not Indeed to be thought of;
but a total ecui«e of the tdt sense of God's presence
Jt certainly expresses. It expresses surprise, as under
the experience ot something not only never before
known but inexplicable on llie footing which had till
then subsisted between Him and God. Jtisa question
which Uie lost cannot utUr. lliey are forsaken. Out tluy
know why. Jesus is forsaken, but does not hnoic and
demands to knotc why. it is thus the cry oj conscious
innocence* but of innocence unavailing to draw down,
at that moment, the least token of approval from the
unseen Judge—innocence whose only recognition at
that moment lay in the thick surrounding gloom which
but reflected th^ horror of great darkness that invested
his own spirit. Tlure was indeed a cause for it. and He
knew it too—the " why " must not be p: essed so far as
to exclude this. Htvuid taste this bitterest oj the wages
oj sin "Who did no tan." But that Is not the p. int now
111 Him there was no cause at all (eh. n. ao.i and He
takes refuge in the glorious fact. When no ray from
above shines iu uiron Him, He strikes a light out of
His own breast. If God will not own Him, He shall own
Himself. On the rock of Ills unsullied allegiance to
Heaven He will stand, till the light of Heaven return
to His spirit. And it is near to come. Whilst lie is
yet speaking, the fierceness of the flame Is beginning to
abate. One incident and insult more, and the experi
ence of one other predicted elemeut of suffering, and
the victory is His. The incident, and the insult spring
ing out of i t, is the misunderstanding of thu cry, for we
can hardly suppose that it was any thing else. "Some
of them that stood there, when they heard that, said.
This man colleth for Ellas," Matthew, 27. 47. 28-30.
After this, Jesus knowing' that all thing* were now accom
plished— Le., the moment lor the fulfilment of the last
of them; for there was one other small particular, and
the time was come for that too, in consequence of the
burning thirst which the fevered state of His frame
occasioned (Psalm 22. 15.). that the Scripture l'salm oy.
21;, might be fulfilled, aaith, I thirst— Now there was set
a vessel full of vlueyar isee on the offer of the soldier*'
vinegar, above] ; and they—*' one of them," Matthew. 27.
48—filled a sponge with vinegar, and put it upon [a stalk
of] hyssop, and pnt it to his mouth—Though a stalk of
this plant does not exceed eighteen inches in length, it
would suffice, as the feet of crucified persons were not
raised higher. " The rest said. Let be'—i.e., as would
eeem, 'Stop that otticions service'—" let us see whether
EUas will come to save him," Matthew, 27. 49. This was
the last cruelty He was to suffer, but it was one of the
most unfeeling. "And when Jesus had cried with a
loud voice." Luke, 2d. 46. This "loud voice," noticed by
three of the Evangelists, does not imply, as some able
interpreters contend, that our Lord's strength was so
far fro: n being exhausted, that He needed not to die
then, and surrendered up His life sooner than nature
required, merely because it was the appointed time. It
was indeed the appointed time, but time that He
should be crucifieu through weakness? (2 Corinthians,
13. 4.:, and nature waa now reaching its utmost exhaus
tion. But just as even His own dying saints, particu
larly the martyrs of Jesus, have sometimes had such
gleams of coming glory Immediately before breathing
their last, as to impart to them a strength to utter
their feelings which has amazed the bystanders, so this
mighty voice of the expiring .Redeemer was nothing
else but the exultant spirit of the Dying Victor, per176
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i celvinjr the fruit of His travail Just about to be
embraced, and nerving the organs of utterance to an
I ecstatic expression of Its sublime feelings not so much
; in the immediately following words of tranquil sur
render, in Luke, as In the Anal shout, recorded only by
John. "Fathbr, into thy hands I commend my
ariitrrl" Luke, 23. 46. Yes. the darkness is past. and
the true light now shmeth. His will has emerged from
its mysterious horrors; *' Aly God" is heard no more,
but in unclouded light He yields sublime into His Fa
ther's hands the infinitely precious spirit— using here
also the words of those matchless Psalms ,31. 5,i which
were ever on his lips. ' As the Father receives the
I spirit of Jesus, so Jesus receives those of the faith
ful,' Acts, 7. fii). [Besqel.] And now comes the expir
ing mighty shout, '"It l-< finish Ki> ! and He bowed Hid
head and gave up the ghost!" r. 30. What is finished?
The Law is fulfilled as never before, nor since, in His
"obedience unto death, even the death of the crossf
Messianic prophecy is accomplished; Redemption ii
completed: "He hath finished the transgression, and
made an end of sin, and made reconciliation for ini
quity, and brought in everlasting righteousness, and
sealed up the vision and prophecy, and anointed a
holy of holies:" He has inaugurated the kingdom of God
and given birth to a new world.
31-42. J3UB1AL of Cjihist. 31-37. The preparation—
Sabbath eve. that the bodies should not lenum—over
night, against the Mosaic law. Deuteronomy, 21. 22.
23. on the Sabbath-day, for that day was an high or
great' ) day— the first day of unleavened bread, and, as
concurring with an ordinary Sabbath, the most solemn
season of the ecclesiastical year. Hence their peculiar
jealousy le t the law shouid be infringed, besought Pi
late that their lfgs might be brotcen — to hasten their
death, which was done in such cases with clubs. Bui
when they came to Jesus, aiid saw that he was dead already
—there being In Hit case elements of Buffering, un
known to the malefactors, which might naturally has
ten His death, lingering though it always was in such
cases, not to speak of His previous bufferings, they
brake not his leps—a fact—of vast imjwrtanee, as show
ing that the rfaUiyof His death was visible to thu.-e
whose business it was to see to it. The other dirine
purpose served by it will appear presently. Bntooeof
the soldiers—to make assurance of the fact doubly sure.
with a spear pierced his tide—making a wound deep and
wide, as indeed is plain from ch. 20. 27, 2a. Had hi*
.--till remained, it must have fled now. and forthwith
came thereout blood and water— 'It is now well known
that the effect of long-continued and intense agony is
frequently to produce a secretion of a colourless lymph
within the pericardium the membrane em eloping the
heart,1, amounting in many cases to a very considerable
quantity.' [Webster A: Wilkinson'.] And he that saw
it bare record 1' hath borne witness'., and his witness ii
true, and he knoweth that he sai:h true, that ye might
believe—This solemn way of referring to bis own lev
tiinony in tills matter has no reference to what he says
in his Epistle about Christ's "coming by water and
blood," iseeon 1 John, &. t),j but is intended to csdl at
tention both to the fulfilment of Scripture in the*«
particulars, and to the undeniable evidence he was
thus furnishing of the reality of Christ's death, turn
consequently of His resurrection ; perhaps also to
meet the growing tendency, in the Asiatic churches,
to deny the reality of our Lord's body, or that "Jesus
Christ in come in the flesh." ;i John, 4. l-s.i that ta;
Scripture should be fulfilled, a bone of him shall not be
oroken—The reference is to the paschal hunb, as to
which this ordinance was stringent, Exodus l- 4C;
Numbers, 0. 12. (cf. 1 Corinthians 5. 7. —But thoudi
we are to see here the fulfilment of a very definite typi
cal ordinance, we shall, on searching deeper, see in it J
remarkable divine interposition to protect tttt suovi
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Wir of Christ frnm the Uatt indignity after He had
fished the work given Him to do. Every imaginable
mtuuty had been permitted be/ore that, up to the moncut of bit death . Bat no sooner is that over, than an
I -*en hand is found to hare provided against the
ejtaof the rude soldiers corning lo contact with that
feajtleof the Godhead. Very different from such vio
Ire* vat that war-thrust, for which not only doubting
T.ouas would thank the soldier, butlntelligent belie vn in every ae», to whom the certainty of their Lord's
Oito and resurrection is the lite of their whole Chris(Butty. Aad again another Scripture i&ith, They shall
hJ as him whom tbiy pierced—The quotation is from
Zreairiah, 12. 10; not taken as usual from the Septuacut the current Greek version;, which here is all
*T3e*. bat direct from the Hebrew. And there Is a
n wkable nicety In the choice of the wordsemployed
Ha by the prophet and the evangelist for " piercing."
I« word in Zechariah means to thrust through with
*ev. javelin, sword, or any such weapon. In that
setseit ii used in all the ten places, besides this, where
fail found. How suitable this was to express the action
c.' its Roman soldier, is manifest; and our evangelist
t*i the exactly corresponding word, which the Sep.
Uarnt certainly does not. Very dijfermt is the other
r~*i for "pi*rce" in Psalm ti. 10. " They pierced ray
iiisaiajid my fed.' The word there used is one sigti)\% to }<ort as with an awl or hammer. How strik*
b« tr« these small nice tie* ! 38-40. Joteph of Anmafcn-"sr.ch man" Matthew, 27. 57,. thus fulfilling
Iaaa.ji. 8; "an honourable counsellor, fa member of
tu Sanhedrim, and of good condition), which also
nittdfor the kingdom of God" (Mark. is. 43,^, a devout
ii^ectaot of Ues*uh s kingdom; "a good man and a
.■.it. it* tune had not consented to the counsel and
o*d cf them" jLuke 23. 50, 51, — he had gone the
ta3h. perhaps, ot dissenting aud protesting in open
t-«aol ijiiDit the condemnation of our Lord); "who
»a»aimseif was Jesus' disciple" [Matthew, 27. 57.1.
**C * abaple of Jesus but secretly, for fear of the Jews
-"He went in boldly unto Pilate" (Mark. 15. 43)—lit..
'tanas uken courage went in.' or ' had the boldness to
Pa.' Mirk alone, as bis manner is, notices the bold««whicb this required. The act would without doubt
tttsUfj stm/vr the Arst time with the disciples of
' -nc. Marvellous it certainly is, thai one who while
Je«aiwt! f*t alive merely refrained from condemning
Una. to: hiring the courage to espouse bis cause by
«s postage set. should, now that He was dead, and
Ha now apparently dead with Him, summon up
Grcrmtogoin personally to the Roman Governor and
"k penai$sion to taUe down and inter the body. But
h'thabe tu first instance, it is not the last, that a
•fSMajiji dead VhrUt hat wakened a sympathy which*
lt*insiadfaiied to eioke. The heroism of faith is
*™*S| kiWied by detperate circumstances, and is not
**b%i*tpinyed by those who before were Vie most timid,
*** «tr$» known as disciples at all. "And Pilate
Jj*rwJ«d If he were"— rather * wondered that he was '
"*Jm4ro*wl." "And calling the centurion, he asked
** *i»tf>er he had been any while dead"— Pilate could
J**» crerllt what Joseph nad told him, that He had
u*n d«ad " Mime time.' and before givins up the body
to Hu friends, would learn how the fact stood from
t-'etainrion. whose busirieis it was to oversee the exe^on. "And when he kisew it of the centurion." that
i:*u« Joseph had said, "he Rave"— rather 'made
»dftoP"the body to Joseph;' struck, possibly, with
tj* rank of the petitioner and the dignihed boldness
«U» peii;lon. in contrast with the spirit of the other
Wj wd the low rank to which he had been led to
Ulicveail th- followers of Christ belonged. Nor would
t* be onwlllin? to show that he wai not poinz to carry
ttisUwk affair any further. But whatever were
1'iiiUi motives two mos" blessed objects were thus
ITT
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secured: (1.) The reality of our Lord's death was attrstedl
by the party of all others most competent to decide
on it, and certainly free from all bias—the officer In
attendance—in full reliance on whose testimony Pilate
surrendered the body: (2 ) The dead Redeemer, thus
delivered out of the hands of His enemies and commit
ted by the supreme political authority to the care of
His friends, was thereby protected from ail further
indignities; a thing most befitting Indeed, now that
His work was done.but impossible, so far as we can see,
if His enemies had been at liberty to do with Him as
they pleased. How wonderful are even the minutest
features of this matchless History ! aJso Nicodemua
iwhich at the first came to Jesus by uigiit)—* This remark
corresponds to the secrecy of Joseph's disci pleship,
just noticed, and calls attention to the similarity of
their previous character and conduct, and the remark
able change which had now taken place,' [Wkbstkr
& Wilkinson.] brooght myrrh and aloes, about an hun
dred pounds weight—an immense quantity, betokening
the greatness of their love, but part of it probably
intended as a layer for the spot on which the body was
to lie. iSee 2 Chronicles. 16. 14.) i May i :r.J then took
they the bady of Jesus, and wound it In linen clothes with
the spices, as the manner of the Jews is to bury—the mixed
and pulverised myrrh and aloes shaken into the folds,
and tin: entire body, thus swathed, wrapt In an outer
covering of "clean linen cloth." (Matthew, 27". 6ft.)
Had the Lord's own friends had the least reason to
think that the spark of life was still in Hi in. would they
have done this 7 But even if one could conceive them
mistaken, could any one have lain thus enveloped for
the period during which He was in the crave, and
life still remained! Impossible. "When, therefore, Ho
walked forth from the tomb, we can say with the
most absolute certainty. " Now is Christ rise-n from
the dead, and become the first-fruits of them that
slept!" (t Corinthians, 15. 20.) No wonder that the
learned and the barbarians alike were prepared to dio
for the name of the Lord Jesus; for such evidence was
to the unsophisticated resistless. (No mention is made
of anointing in this operation. No doubt it was a
hurried proceeding, for fear of interruption, and be
cause it was close on the Sabbath, the women seem to
have set this as their proper task "as soon as the Sab
bath should be past" Mark. 16. U. But as the Lord
graciously held it asundesianedly anticipated by Mary
at Bethany [Mark. 14. 8J, so this was probably all the
anointinsr, in the strict sense of it. which fie received.
41, 42. How iu the place where he was crucified there was
a ga:den. and in the garden a new sepulchre—The choice
of tills tomb was. on tiicir part, dictated by the double
circumstance that it was so near at hand, and by its
belonging to a friend of the Lord ; and as there was need
of baste, even they would be struck with the providence
which thus supplied it. "There laid they Jesus there
fore, because of the Jews' preparation day, for the se
pulchre was nigh at hand." But there was one recom
mendation or it which protobly would not strike them;
but God had it in view. Not its being " hewn out of
a rock " (Mark, 16. 46.1. accessible only at the entrance,
which doubtless would impress them with its security
and suitableness. But It was "a new sepulchre* ir. J ii,
"wherein never man before was laid" ;Luke. 23. S3);
and Matthew (27. 60.1. says that Joseph laid Him " in
his own new tomb, which he had hewn out in the rock**
—doubtless for his own use. though the Lord had higher
use for it. Thus as He rode into Jerusalem on an a«a,
" Hureon nercr man before had eat." so now He shall
lie in a tomb wherein never man before had lam, that
from these specimens it may be seen that in all things
He was "sepakats from sinners."
CHAPTER XX.
Ver. MS. Mart's Visit to tiikSkpulchrr, and
&ET17AX TO IT WITH PKTER AND JOHN-HkR RlSEA
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Lord Atpsars to Her. 1, 2. The first day comets
Zu=iry Magdalene early. Arc —See on Mark, 16. 1-4; and
Matthew, 28. l, 2. She runneth and cometh to Simon Pe
ter, and to the other disciple whom Jesus loved, and tilth
unto them. They havetakt-u aw^y the Lord out of the sepul
chre—Dear disciple! thy dead Lord is to thee "The Lord"
still. 3-10l Peter therefore wen: forth, and that other dis
ciple, and came first to the sepnlchre, &c—These partic
ulars have a singular air uf artless truth about thetn.
Mary, in her grief, runs to the two apostles who were
aoon to be ao closely associated in proclaiming the Sa
viour's resurrection, and they, followed by Mary, has
ten to see with their own eyes. The younger disciple
outruns the elder; love haply supplying swifter wings.
He stoops, he i:axes in, but enters not the open sepul
chre, held hack probably by a reverential fear. The
bolder Peter, coming up, goes in at once, and is reward
ed with bright evidence of what had happened, aeeth
the linen clothes lie ('lying*) and the nnpkiu. that was
about ids head, not lying with the linen clones— loosely,
as if hastily thrown down, and indicative of a hurried
And disorderly removal, but wrapped for* folded 'j
together in a place by itself—showing with what grand
tranquillity " the Living One " had walked furth from
** the dead" (Luke, 2». 6.). ' Doubtless the two attend
ant angels [v. 12), did this service for the Rising Que,
the one disposing of the linen clothes, the oilier of the
napkin/ [Benoel.] Then went in that other dK-iple
which came his: to ttie sepulchre—The repetition of this.
In connection with bis not having gone in till after
Peter, seems to show that at the moment of penning
these words the advantage which each of these loving
disciples had of the other was present to his mind, j
and he saw and bcaeved—Probably he means, though
he does not say, that he believed in his Lord's resur
rection more immediately and certainly than Peter, I
Fur ai yet they knew (i «., understood) not the Scripture |
that he must rise again from the dead, Ac. — in other
words, they believed in His resurrection at first, not \
because they were prepared by Scripture to expect it;
but facts carried resistless conviction of it in the first i
instance to their minds, and furnished a key to the !
Scripture predictions of it. 11-15. But Mary stood |
with out at the sepulchre weeping, &c.~-Brief was the stay
of those two men. But Mary, arriving i>erhaps by I
another direction after they left, lingers at the spot,
weeping for her missing Lord. As she gates through |
her tears on the oi<en tomb, she also ventures to stoop i
down and look into it. when loi " two angels in white' |
(as from the world of light, and see on Matthew, 28. 3J. I
appear to her. in a "sitting" posture, 'as having fin \
ished some business, and awaiting some one to impart
tidings to.' [Bknoel.] one at the head, and the other at
the feet where the body ofJesus bad UiD—not merely pro
claiming silently the entire charge they had had of the |
body of Christ (quoted in Luthardt.J, but rather, !
possibly, calling mute attention to ttie narrow space
within which the L >rd of glory had contracted Himself;
as if they wou d say, (Jome. see within what limits,
marked off by the interval here between us two. the
Lord lay! But she is in tears, and these suit not the
scene of so glorious an Exit, They are going to point
out to her the incongruity. Woman, wny weepest thou!
—You would think the vision too much for a lone wo
man. But absorbed in the one Object of her arLction
and pursuit, she speaks out her grief without fear.
Because, fce—<y.rt., Can 1 choose but weep, when " they
have taken away." Ac, repeating her very words to
Peter and John. On this she turned herself and saw
Jesus Himself standing beside her, but took Him for
the gardener. Clad therefore in some such style He
must have been. But if any ask, as too curions Inter
preters do, whence He got those habiliments, we an
swer, (with Olsuauskn & LuthardtJ where the two
Mgcligot theirs.—Sordid the voice of His first word*
170
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discover Him— '* Woman, why weepest thou? whom
seekest thou*" He will try her ere he tell her. 5tae
answers not the stranger* s question, but comes straight
tolier point with htm. Sir, it tiiou have borne hitn hence
—borne whom? She says not. She can think only of
One, and thinks others must understand her. It re
minds one of the question of the spouse, " Saw ye him
whom my soul loveth!" (Song, 3. 3.) tell ne where thou
hast laid him, and X will tak; him away—Wilt thou, doar
fragile woman? But it is tiie language or sublime affec
tion, that thinks Itself fit for anything if once in pos
session of its Object. It is enough, i.ike Joseph, He
can no longer restrain Himself. (Genesis, 45. 1.) 16,
17. Jesus sauh uato her. M*ry ! ft is not now the dis
tant, though respectful, "Woman." It is the oft-re
peated name, uttered, no doubt, with all the wonted
manner, and bringing a rush of unutterable and over
powering associations with it. Bhe turned herself, and
saita to him, Bibb jni ! But that single word of trans
ported recognition was not enough for woman's full
heart. Not knowing tiie change which had pa*s«H nnou
Him, she hastens to express by her actions what words
failed to clothe; bnt she Is checked. Jesus saith nuu
her. Touch me not, for I am not yet ascended to my Father
—Old familiarities must now give place to new and
more awful, yet sweeter approaches; but for the?e the
time has not come yet. 'lliis seems the spirit, at least,
of these mysterious words, on which mucu difference
of opinion has obtained, and not much that is satisfac
tory said. But go to my brethren, (cf. Matthew, as. io;
Hebrews. J. it, IT.) That he had still our Humanity. and
therefore *' is not asttamtd to call -us brethren." is indeed
grandly evidenced by these words. But it is wortuyof
most reverential notice, that we no where read of a;iy
one who presumed to call Him Brother. "My brethren:*
Blessed Jesus, who are these! Were they nut thy (ollowers? yea. thy forsakersl How dost thou raise titese
titles with thyself! At first they were thy acrtants;
then disciples; a little before thy death, they wertt thy
friends; now, alter thy resurrection, they were thy
brethren. But O, mercy without measure! how wilt
thou, how canst thou call them brethren whom, in thy
last parting, thou foundest fugitives! Did tucy not run
from theel Did not one of them rather leave his in
most coat behind him than not be quit of theel And
yet thou say est, 'Go, tell my brethren!" It is not in
the power of the sins of our infirmity to urj brother us.'
I Bishop Hall.] X ascend unto my Father and your Father.and [toJ my Qod and yourOod—words o( locomparableglory! Jesus had called God habitually Uir Fftzh'T,
and on one occasion, in His darkest moment.lHis Qod\
But both are here united, expressing that full -orbed
relationship which embraces in its vast sweep at once
Himself and His redeemed. Yet, note well. He says
not. Our Father and our God. All the deepest of the
church fathers were wont to call attention to this, as
expressly designed to distinguish between wli.it t>od
is to Him and to us—His Father essentially, em's not
so: our God essentially. His not so: His God only in
connexion with us: our God only in connexion, irith
Htm. 18. Mary Migdalene came and told the disciples
that she nad seen the Lord, and that He had spoken tc*ie
things unto her— To a woman was this honour given t-j
be the first tliat saw the risen Rrdeetner. and that
woman icas not H>s motiier. fSee on Mark,* IO © )
10 23. Jesus ArrKARa to the Asskmblcd Db>
ciples. 19-23. Tnesainedayateveninj.thefirstdayoIUe
week, the doors being; stmt where the disciples were asses*.
bled for fear or" tue Jews, came Jesus— plainly r»ot by the
ordinary way of entrance, and saitb. Peace be untoyen
—not the mere wish that even His own exaJtetf peace
might be theirs [eh. 14. ST,!, but conveying it into their
hearts, even as He "opened their understajHitn-t to
understand the Scriptures" (Luke, 84 45.1. Acd wi
ne had so said, he showed them hi* bands and hia aide—not
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, &tnnfa*iui tunyiM* evidence of the reality of
Ffcsemtrtioo seeon Luke, 24. .^7-43.) but as through
[Sfcsww rf that resurrection" dispensing all His
; IkliM. Tfcen were the disciples glad when they saw
■lei Tits tud Jems— prepared now to listen to
■las or* character. Peace be onto yon. As my
Ifcridi mst m% t» send I yon, izc—See on ch. 17. IS.
■M « lien—a symhollcal conveyance to them
fb $<tnt and saith, Receive ye the Holy Ghost—an
w ttJflnt-fraitt of the more copious Pentecostal
■ vaasoerer rias ye remit they are remitted nnto
i*.. -h aajr litcrnt and authoritative sen«e this
P*v* aevr «mwd fty o^rtc o/ (/« arwwite*. and
«' vwxrundtrstood by themselves as possessed
*« -r^weyei to them. fSee on Matthew, Hi. 9J
«- to intrude npon the relation between men
t "tfouviot have been in ven by Christ toHisminimv hit a «ii,i" -^ri'.'ti ordectaratirc sense—as
i • sed interpreters of His word, while in the
m> ministers, the real natnro of the power
nwai & them is seen in the exercise of church
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thou bast believed—words of measured commendation,
but of indirect, and doubtless painfully felt rebuke:
q.d,t "Thou hast indeed believed: it is well; it is only
on the evidence of thy senses, and after peremptorily
refusing all evidence short of that.' Blessed they that
have net wen and yet have beiieved— '"Wonderful in
deed, and rich in blessing for us who have not seen
Him, Is this closing word of the Gospel fAlford. j
30, 31. First Close or this Gospel. The connec
tion of these verses with the last words of v 20 is beau tiful: q.d., 'And indeed, as the Lord pronounced them
blessed who not bavins seen Him have yet believed,
so for that one end have the whole contents of this Gos
pel been recorded, that all who read it may believe on
linn, and believing, have life in that blessed name.'
many other signs—miracles, .But these are written—as
sufficient specimens, the Christ, the Son of God—the
one H [s.ojhcial, the other His pergonal title, believing,
may have life—See on ch. 6. 51-54.
CHAPTER XXJ.
Ver. 1-23. Supplementary Particulars. LTbat
this chapter was added by another hand lias been ukMSaOJLCf APPEARS TO THE ASSEMBLED I sevted, against clear evidence to the contrary, by some
fa «. 24,26. Bo* Thomas see on eh. 11. lttj was late critics, chiefly because the evangelist hadcwiciud: Tate wbea Jesus came — why, we know not; I ed his part of the work with ch. ML 3u. 31. liut neither
' w »re loath to think (.with Stier, Alford, j in the Epistles of the New Testament, nor in other good
saw.J it wa-i intentional. from sullen despon- authors, is it unusual to insert supplementary matter,
• fan merely is here stated, as a loving apo- ; and so have more than one conclusion.] 1, 2. Jesus
r Mi slowness of belief. Wa have seen the Lord— showed {' manifested', himself again, and on this wise
Msjtakhg of Jesus [asp. 20 and 81. 7.) sostiit- I he manifested himself—Thisway of speaking shows that
» **<irreet ion-state, was soon to become the 1 after His resurrection He appeared to them but occa- -trie. Except X tee in his hands the print of j eionallv, unexpectedly, and in a way quite umarUUy.
I pit ray Anger into the print of the nail?, | though yet realty and corporeally. Nathanael—See on
| *f hand iato his side, I will not believe—The | Matthew, 10. 3. 3-6. Peter saith unto them, I go a fishing:
flhu speech betokens the strength of the | —See on Luke, 5. U. that night ciagnt nothing—as
f U not, If I shall aw / shall believe, but, at the llrst miraculous draught Em on Luke, 5. 6,): no
1 1 will not believe ; nor does he expect ' doubt so ordered that the miracle might strike them
thenthers tell him they had. [BenuklJ I the more by contrast. The same principle is seen in
s Himself ■yiewed this state of mind, we j operation throughout much of Christ's ministry, and
i KantiIS. 14, "He upbraided them with ! is indeed a great law of God's spiritual procedure with
I hardness of heart because they be- i His people. Jesus stood—cf. ch. 20. 10, 20. but the disi which had seen Him after He was ] ciples knew not it was Jesus—Perhaps there had beeu
I mhence sprang this pertinacity of resist- some considerable interval since the last manifesta
Not certainly from reluctance to tion, and having agreed to betake themselves to their
I as in Xathanael ;see on ch. 1. 4>3, from secular employment, they would be unprepared to ex
1 of mistake in no vital a matter. 26-29. pect Him. Children—This term would not necessarily
•.. on the 8th. or fli st day of the identify Him, being not unusual from any superior;
Tb*y probably met every day daring but when they did recognize Him, they would feel it
" . but th'.-ir Iy»rd designedly reserved sweetly like Himself, have ye acy meatl—'provisions,'
amon^t them till the recur- 'supplies;* meaning fish, they answered, No—This was
Lion -day, that He might thus inau In His wonted style, making them UU their case, and to
• fcavhiinl sanctities of the Lord's Day" the better prepare them for what was coming, he said
■ *•- - the disciples were within, and Thomas unto them, Cast the net on the right side of the ship—no
i stood in the midst, and saith. Peace be doubt, by this very specific direction, intending to reAh he to Thomas, Beach hither . . . be- i veal to them His knowledge of the deep and power
iio my tide, and be not faithless, but over it. 7-11. that disciple whom Jesus loved, 3aid, It is
> U something rhytlimlcal in these the Lord—again having the advantage of his brother ii
r are purposely- couched in the words of quickness of recognition see on ch, 20. BJ, to be follow
". to put him to shame.' [Lutb ardt.J ed by an alacrity iu Peter alt his own. he was naked—
l condescension and gentleness is this his vest only on, worn next the body, cast himself into
I and said unto him, My Lord and the sea—the shallow part, not more than a hundred
i did not do what Jesus invited yards from the water's edge if. 8! ; not meaning therefore
1 what he had made the condition of his to swim, but to get sooner to Jesus than in the full boat
■a plain from v. 29, (" Because thou hast which they could liardly draw to shore, the other dis
! ha*t believed. "J He is overpowered, ciples came in a little ship—by ship, they saw ('see't a tire
4 Christ now breaks upon him hi a flood. of coals, and fish laid thereon, and bread— By comparing
m all that had bees yet utter- this with 1 Ki. 19. 6. and similar passages, the unseen
■es«rpar«*ed by any thing that ever will agency by which Jesus made this provision will appeax
In or heaven. On the striking parallel evident. Jesus saith unto them, Bring of the fish ye have
t on ch. J. 49. The Socinian evasion of caught—Observe the double supply thus provided—His
Hfcrhujy of Christ here manifestly taught and theirs. The meaning of this will perhaps appear
all upon God in a ttt of aston- presently. Peter went up—into the boat; ' went aboard.
xoeath notice, save for the profanity it and drew the net to land full of great fishes, an hundred
■^■■■a this disciple, and the straits to which it and fifty and three; and for all there were so many, yet
^^■■■eWei reduced, because thoa hast seen me was not the net broken—The manliest reference here to
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the former miraculous draught. Luke, 6. 1-11, furnishes comfort, in prospect of the great work before him. re
the key to this scene. There the draught was symboli quired some such renewal of his call and re-establish
cal of the success of their future ministry: While ment of his position as this, he saith to him the second
'* Peter and all that were with him were astonished at time . . . lovest thou me, Arc—In this repetition of the
the draught of the fishes which they had taken. Jesus question, though the wound was meant to be re-open
said unto him. Fear not, from henceforth thou slialt ed, the words, ' ' more Otan tiuse " are not repeated ; for
catch men." Nay. when first called, in the act of "cast Christ is a tender as well as skiljul riiysician. and
ing their net into the sea, for they were fishers," the Peter's silence on that point was confession enough of
same symbolic reference was made to their secular his sin and folly. On Peter's repeating his protestation
occupation: " Follow me, and I will make you fishers in the same words, our Lord rises higher in the mani
of men." Matthew, 4. IS. 19.1 Here, then, if but the festation of His restoring grace. Feed ior 'keep' my
same syml>olic reference be kept in view, the design sheep— It has been observed that the word here is stu
of the whole scene will, we think, be clear. The mul diously changed, from one signifying simply to fted, to
titude and the size of the fishes Viey caught symboli one signifying to 'tend' as a shepherd, denoting the
cally foreshadowed the vast success of their now fast abiding exercise of that vocation, and in its highest
approaching ministry, and this only as a beginning of functions, he saith unto him the third time, Simon, sou
successive draughts, through the agency of a Christian of Jonas, lovest tiiou me. Peter was grieved because he
ministry, till, "as the waters cover the sea. the earth said the third time, &c.—This was the Physician's deep
should be full of the knowledge of the Lord. " And est incision into the wound, while yet smarting under
whereas, at the first miraculous draught, the net "was the two former probings. Not till now would Peter
breaking" through the weight of what it contained— discern the object of this succession of thrusts. The
expressive of the difficulty witJt which, after they had third time reveals it all. bringing up such a rush of
"caught mt.n," they v:mild be able to retain, or keep dreadful recollections before his view, of his "fane*
Obtm from escaping: txvk into ifis, tcorld—while here, denying that he knew Him," that lie feels it to the
" for all they were so many.yet was not the net broken." quick. It was fitting that he should; it was meant
are we not reminded of such sayings as these iehap. that he should. But this accomplished, the painiul
W. 28.]; " 1 give unto my sheep eternal life, and they dialogue concludes with a delightful "Feed my sheep*
shall never i*rish, neither shall any pluck them out of as if He should say, 'Now, Simon, the last speck of the
my hand?" [LuTHAitDT.l But it is not through the cloud which overhung thee since that night of nights"
agency of a Christian ministry that all true disciples is dispelled: Henceforth thou art to me and to my work
are gathered. Jesus Himself, by unseen methods, as If no such scene had ever happened. 18, 19. when
gathers some, who afterwards are recognised by the thou wast young—embracing the whole period of life to
constituted fishers of men, and mingle with the fruit the verge of old age. thou girdedst thyself, and walkedst
of their labours. And are not these symbolized by that whither thou wouldest—wast thine own master, when
portion of our Galilean repast which the fishers found, old, thou shalt stretch forth thine hands—to be bound for
in some unseen way, made ready to their hand? 12- execution, though not necessarily meaning on a cm«.
14. None durst ask him, Who art thou, knowing1 it was the There is no reason, however, to doubt the very early
Lord—implying that they ivould have liked Him just tradition, tliat Peter's death was by crucifixion. This
to say, "It is 1;" but having such convincing evidence, spake he, signifying by what death he should glorify God
they were afraid of being " upbraided for their unbe —not. therefore, a mere prediction of the manner of his
lief and hardness of heart" if they ventured to put the death, but of the Iwnour to be conferred upon him by
question. Jesus taketh [the] bread, and giveth them, and dying for his Master. And. indeed, beyond doubt,
[the] fish likewise—See on Luke, 24. 30. This is the third this prediction was intended to follow up his triple
time that Jesas showed himself 'was manifested'; to hit restoration:—* Yes, Simon, thou shalt not only feed my
disciples—his asxemldcd disciples; for if we reckon His lambs, and feed my sheep, but after a long career of
appearances to individual disciples, they were more. such service, shalt be counted worthy to die for the
15-17. When they had dined Jesus saith—Silence api«ears name of the Lord Jesus.' And when he had spoken this,
to have reignexl during the meal; unbroken on His part. he saith unto him, Follow me—By thus connecting tho
that by their mute observation of Him they intuit utterance of this prediction with the invitation to fal
have their assurance of His identity the more confirm low Him.the evangelist would indicate the deeper sense
ed; and on theirs, from reverential shrinking to speak In which the call was understood, not merely to go
Mil He did. Simon, son of Jonas, lovest th u me more along with Him at that moment, but to come after
than thesel—referring lovingly to those sad words of Him taking up hi* cross.' 20, 2L Peter, turning about
Peter, shortly licfore denying his Lord, "Though all —showing that he followed immediately as directed,
men shall l»c offended because of thee, yet trill I never teeth the disciple whom Jesus loved following; which
be offended" iMatthew, 20. 33.), and intending by this also leaned ou Jesus' breast at [the] supper, and said, Lord,
allusion to bring the whole scene vividly before his which is he that betrayeth thee?—The evangelist make*
mind and put him to shame. Tea, Lord; thou knowest these allusions to the peculiar familiarity to which he
that I lore thee—He adds not, "more than these." but had been admitted on the most memorable of ail oeoprefixes a touching appeal to the {Saviour's own om s ons, perhaps lovingly to account for Peter's somewlut
niscience for the truth of his protestation, which makes forward question about him to Jesus ; which is tbe
It a totally different kind of speech from his former. rather probable, as it was at Peter's suggestion that
he saith unto him. Feed my lambs—It is surely wrong to he put the question about the traitor which he hero
viewthi* term as a mere diminutive of affection, and recalls ch. 13,24, 25.). Peter saith to Jesus.Lord, and what
as meaning the same thing as "the sheep." [Wbkhtkr [shallj this man [do] 1—* What of this maul* or. How
d; Wii-kin'son.] It is much more according to usage shall it fare with him ? 22, 23. Jesus saith to him, L' I
to understand by the "lambs" young and tender dis will that he tarry till I come, what is that to thee 1 follew
ciples, whether in age or Christian standing Isaiah, thou me—From the fact tliat John alone of the twelve
40. 11; 1 John. 2. 12, 13.) and by the "sheep" the more survived the destruction of Jerusalem, and so wit
mature. Shall wc say (with many] that Peter was here nessed the commencement of that series of events
renstated In office? Not exactly, since he was not actu I which belongs to "the last days," many good interally excluded from it. But after such conduct as his, ! preters think that this is a virtual prediction of fart.
the deep wound which the honour of Christ had receiv ' and not a mere supposition. But this is very doubt*
ed, the stain brought on his office, the damage done to fuL and it seems more natural to consider our Lord as
his high standing among his brethren, and even his own ] intending to give no positive indication of John's (*u>
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liil bot to signify that this was a matter which beJeepd to the Master of both, who would disclose or
oeoai tt as He thought proper, and that Peter's part
nit*>mJad his own affairs. Accordingly, in "follow
im me,' the wont " thou" is emphatic. Observe the
i&ilate disposal of human life which Christ claims :
"Ifl viS that he tarry till I come, &c. Then went this
Bprj abroad among the brethren, that that disciple
itxli ut Ait—into which they the more easily fell,
frod the prevalent expectation that (.Prist's second
ca.a: was then near at hand, yet Jesus said not unto
ux, He stall net die—The evangelist is jealous for His
Hiker* honour, which his death might be thought to
' ^■romife if such a misunderstanding should not
l»: ^meted.
K3. FiXAi close or Tnrs Gosrsx. This is the
iacjk wiica Ustifietu of these things, and wrote these

His Attention to Heaven.

| things—thus identifying the author of this book with
all that it says of this disciple, wo know that his testimony
is true—cf. ch. 19. 35. Aud there are many other things
which Jesus did—cf. ch. 20. 30, 31. if written every one,
I suppose—an expression used to show that what follows
is not to be pressed too far. even the world itself would
not hold the books, Jkc—not a w.re hyperbolical ex
pression, unlike the sublime simplicity of this writer,
but intended to let his reader know that, even now
that he had done, he felt his materials so far from
being exhausted, that he was still running over, and
could multiply "Gospels'* to almost any extent within
the strict limits of what "Jesus did." But in the Urnitation of these matchless Histories, in point of number,
there is as much of that divine wisdom which has pre
sided over and pervades the living oracles, as in their
variety and Julness.

THE

ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.
CHAPTER I.
Ver.Ml. l5TBODUcnoN—Last Da ys'of otjk Lord
r?oj Kabtb—His Accession*. 1,2. former treatise—
IfctaVi Gospd< Theophilus— see on Luke, 1. 3. began
t fcici teach—a very important statement, dividing
tt* vork of thrift Into two great branches : the one
«bTieluf His work mi earth, the other His subsequent
"wi/row heaven; the one in His own Person.the other
t? Hii Spirit ; the one the " beginning,'* the other the
vstiDnaaee of the same work; the one complete when
R* »at down on the right hand of the Majesty on high,
tt r-:her to continue till His second appearing; the one
n< *de<l in " The Gospel." the beginnings only of the
**Vr related in this book of " The Acts." * Hence the
Cud history of what Jesus did and taught does not
Batfadc with His departure to the Father; but Luke
Btvbeghuilin a higher strain; for all the Mibsequeut
h «7Ti of the sport les are just an exhibition of the
****&ritftfagloTified Redeemer Ilinun If, bccau.se they
***** acting under H:s authority, and He wa3 the
Pn»T*e tkat operated In them all.' [OuiHAUSEy.]
*-*•*•• ie,Uffcai;a the Holy Ghost, had given commandment,
ic-refcmni to the charge recorded in Matthew, 2S.
1; >"■ ; Mirk, it ii-is ; Luke. 24. 44-49. U is worthy of
t-TCi«that bo where else are such communications of
tUriietiJleilwnier said to have been given "through
*** Hoh- *;ho»t.** In general, this might have been
■sid of all be uttered and all He did in His official
•"hinder; for it was for this very end that God '* gave
**< ibe Spirit by measure unto Him" iJohn, 3. 34.).
t'ox after Hi« resurrection, as if to signify the new
i*l»tJai in which he now stood to the Church, He
Z-nbteA His first meeting with the assembled dls'*&* fy "ortaSXing on them (immediately alter
•fcjjfli.-ji; to thtm His peace) and saying. Receive ve
tkRtfvGkjxt," thus anticipating the donation of the
•^JntrrnfaHis hands see on John, 20. 21, 22.]; and on
'^-* a.*Le principle His parting charges are here said
k' *«« b«n given " through the Holy Ghost," as if to
Bark On: He was now all redolent with the Spirit ;
*-** *hat bad been husbanded, during His suffering
*"< far His own necessary uses, had now been set
free, vu already overflowing from Himself to His
^plei, and needed but bis ascension and gloriflca|k* to flow all forth. Seeon Johu, 7. 39.) 3-5. showed
^^«ifihve— As the author is about to tell us that "tite
f-J*rT«ticm. of the Lord Jesus' was the great burden of
"Jf/wtohe preaching, so the subject is here fitly intro- '->d by an sJlusion to the primary evidence on which
**■* mat fact rests, the repeated and undeniable
1*1

manifestations of Himself in the body to the assembled
disciples, who, instead of being predisposed to l.elieve
it. had to be overpowered by the resislless evidence of
their own senses, and wire slow of yielding even to
this. (Mark, 10. 11.; alter his passion—Or ' Suffering.*
This primary sense of the word ' Passion,' has fallen
into disuse; but it is nobly consecrated in the phras
eology of the Church to express the .Redeemer's final
endurances, seen cf them forty days—This important
specification of time occurs here only, speaking of—
rather, 'speaking' the things pertaining to the kingdom
of God—till now only in germ, but soon to take visible
form; the earliest and the latest burden of His teach
ing on earth, should not depart from Jerusalem—Because
the Spirit was to glorify the existing economy, by
descending on the disciples at its metroi>olitan seat,
and at the next of its great festivals after the ascension
of the Church's Head; in order that "out of Zion
might go forth the law, and the word of the Lord from
Jerusalem" f Isaiah, 2. 3; and cf. Luke, 21. 49.). ye shall
be bap: ix;d with the Holy Ghost not many days hence— Ten
days hence, as appears from Leviticus, 23. 15, 10; but
it was expressed thus indefinitely to exercise their faith.
6-8. wilt thou at this time restore the kingdom to Israel!
—Doubtless their carnal views of Messiah's kingdom
had by tins time been modified, though how far it is
impossible to Bay. But, as they plainly looked for some
restoration of the kingdom to Israel, so they are neither
rebuked nor contradicted on this point. It is not f>r
you to know the timet, &.c—implying not only that this
was not the time, but that the question was irrelevant
to their present business and future work, receive
power—See Luke, 24. 49. and ye shall be witnesses unto
me ... in Jerusalem ... in all Judea, . . . and unto the
uttermost part of the earth — This order of ajtottolic
preaching and success supplies the proper key to the plan
of the- Acts, which relates first the progress of the (Gospel
" in Jerusalem, and all Judea and Samaria " (ch. 1. to
ch. 9.) and then " unto the uttermost part of the earth,"
(ch. 10. toch.28.) 9-ll.whiletheybeheldhewast3k?nup
—See on Luke. 21 50-&3. Lest it should be thought He
had disappeared when they w ere looking in some other
direction, and so was only concluded to have gone up
to heaven, it is here expressly said that "while ihey
wire looking He was taken up. and a cloud received
him out of their sight." So Elijah, "It thou see me
when I am taken from thee" (2 Kings, 2. 10.): "And
KUsha sate if v. 12.). See on Luke, 9. 32. while they
looked steadfastly toward heaven—Following Him with
their eager eyes, in rapt amazement. Not. however*
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as .1 mere fact la thii recorded, but as part of that
resistless evidence of theirsenses on which their whole
subsequent testimony was to be borne, two men in
white apparel—Amiels in human form, as Luke, 24. 4.
ye men of Galilee, why stand y? gazing up into heaven, A*<\
—* As if your now dnrified Head were none from you
never to re'urn: He is coming again; not another, l»ut
* this same Jesus;'" and "as ye have seen Him bo, in the
like manner shall Me come"—as |wr«>witft/t as rmWy,
U alorvmsly: and let the joyful expectation of tliis comin« swallow up the sormw of that departure.
Ver. l2-'.»rt. Rktukn ottiie Eleven to Jerusalem
— PROCEEDINGS VS THE Upl'KK ROOM TILL Pen
tecost. 12-14. a Sabbath-day's jonrney—About 2000
cubits. went up to an upper room— Perhaps the same
•*larce upper room* where with their Lord they had
celebrated the last Passover and the first Supper Luke.
22.12.). where abode— Nut lodged, but had for their
place of rendezvous. Peter, &c.—See on Matthew, io.
2-4. continued with one accord— Knii by a bond stronger
than death, in prayer and supplication—for the pro
mised baptism, the need of wh ch in their orphan state
would lw increasingly felt, and Mary the n- other of Jesus
—Distinguished from the other "women," but 'bo as
to exclude the idea of her having any pre eminence
over the disciples. We tiud her with the rest in prayer
to her glorified Son.* [Webster 4 Wilki>w>s.]
This is the last mention of her in \he AVir Testament
The fable of the Assumption of the Virgin has no
foundation even in tradition. [Alforp.J with his
brethren—See on John, 7. 3-5. 15-26. in tbote days—
Of expectant prayer, and probably towards the close
of them, when the nature of their future work besau
more clearly to dawn upon them, and the Holy (J host,
already "breathed" on the eleven -John 20. 22.}. was
stirring in Peter, who was to be the leading spirit of the
infant community Matthew, 10. 13.) . the number . . .
about an hundred and twenty— Many, therefore, of the
"froo brethren" who saw their risen Lord "at once"
(1 Corinthians, 16. 6.) inust have remained in Galilee,
falling headlong, e?c—This information supplements,
but by no means contradicts, what Is said in Matthew,
87. fl. His bishopric— Cr 'charge.' The words are a com
bination of Psalm ffl. 26; and loo. 8; In which the
apostle discerns a greater than David, and a worse than
Ahithophel and his iellow-conspirators against David,
all the time the Lora Jesus went in and out among us—m
the close intimacies of a three years' public life, begin
ning from the baptism of John— by whom our Lord was
not only Himi-cll baptized, but first otiicially announced
and introduced to his own disciples, until that same
day wh*n he was taken up from us, must one be ordained
to be a witness with ns of his resurrection—How clearly
Is the primary office of the apostles here expressed: .i;
to testify, from personal observation, to the one great
fact of " the resurrection of the Lord .lesus ; " (2.) to
show how this tloritled Hi* whole previous life, of
which they were constant observers, and established
ills iti vine claims, they appointed— 'Put up' in nomina
tion ; meaning not the eleven but the whole company,
of whom Peter was the spokesman, twe—The choice
would lie between a very few. prayed and said, Thou,
Lord, Ac.—'The word "Lord," placed absolutely, de
notes in the New Testament almost universally the
Son; nnd the words "Show whom thou hast chosen,''
are decisive. The apostles are just Christ's messengers:
It is He that sends them, and of Him they bear wit
ness. Here, therefore, we have the first example of
a prayer offered to the exalted Redeemer; furnishing
indirectly the strongest proof of his divinity. [Olshat'sen.] which knowest the hearts of all men — See
Joiin, .'. 24, 2o;21. 15-17; Revelation, 2. 23. thathe might
go to his own place — A euphemistic or softened ex
pression of the awful future of the traitor, implying
not only destined habitation but congenial element.
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was numbered—' Voted in' by general siiflraoe. with
the eleven apostles—Ompletinc the broken Twelve.
CHAPTER II.
Ver. 1-13. Drscrvr oettie Spirit—TnE TrrsoptTs
Speak with Tonoues—Amazt.mevt »>f the McltituI'E. 1-4. when the day of Pentecost was fully ccme
—The fiftieth from the morrow after the first Passover
Sabbath Leviticus, 23. 15, 16.). with one accord—The
solemnity of the day, perhaps, unconsciously raising
their expectations. 2. And suddenly there cime a sonnd
from heaven, as of a rushing mighty wind, Arc — "The
whole description is so picturesque and striking that it
could only come from an eye-witness." (Olshahsex.]
The suddenness, strength, and diffusiveness of the
sound strike with deepest awe the whole company, and
thus complete their preparation for the heavenly gift
Wind was a familiar emblem of the Spirit Kiekiel, 37.
D; John, 3. *; :0. 22.'. But this was not a rush of actual
wind. It was only a sound " 'is of " it. 3. eioven
tongues, like as o: Are, &c — 'disparted tongues,' i.e..
tongue -shaped, flame-like appearances, rising from a
common centre or root, and resting upon each of that
large company:—beautifid visible symbol of the burn
ing energy of the Spirit now descending in all His
plenitude n]>on the Church, and about to pour itself
through every tongue, and over every tribe of men
under heaven! 4. they began to epeak with . . . tongue .
Ac. — Real, living langua.es. as is plain from what
follows. The tiling uttered, probably the same by all,
was "the wonderful works of C*od," perhaps in the
inspired words of the Old Testament evangelical hymns;
though It is next to certain that the speakers themselves
understood nothing of what they uttered (see on t
Corinthians, 14. . 5-11. there were dwellij g at JenuaJon
Jews, devour men out of every nation—not, it would seem.
l>ermanently settled there [see c. 9,) . though the language
seems to imply more than a temporary visit to keep
this one feast. Pan him a. &c. — Beginning with the
farthest east, the Partliians, the enumeration proceeds
further and further westward till it conies to Judea;
next tome the western countries, from Cappadociato
Pamphylia ; then the southern, from Egypt to Cyrene;
finally, apart from all geographical consideration,
Cretcs and Arabians are placed together. This enum
eration is evidently designed to convey an impression
of universality. IBaumoartbn.]
14-30. Peter, for the First Time, Ptbucxt
Preach eh Christ. 14-81. Peter, standing up with tiu
eleven—in advance, perhaps, of the rest, these are cot
drunken—meaning, not the eleven, but the body of the
disciples, but the third hour—0 a.m. ;see Eccleslasles,
10. 16; Isaiah, 5. 11; 1 Thessalonians, 6. 7.1. in the hut
days— meaning, the days of the Messiah (Isaiah, * t.;
as closing all preparatory arrangements, and constitut
ing the final dispensation of Cod's kingdom on earth,
pour out cf my Spirit—In contrast with the mere drops
of all preceding time, oroa all flesh— hitherto confined
to the seed of Abraham, sons . . . daughters . . . younj
men . . . eld men . . . servants . . . handmaidens—"Without
distinction of sex, age, or rank, see visions
dream
dreams—Tlds is a mere accommodation to the ways in
which the Spirit operated under the ancient economy,
when the prediction was delivered; for. in the .New
Testament, visions and dreamsare rather the exception
than the rule. I will show wonders. Ac.—Referring to
the signs which were .to precede the destruction of
Jerusalem see on Luke, il. Si, «fcc. . whosoever shall
call on the name of the Lord shall be saved—This points
to the permanent establishment of the economy of sal
vation, which followed on the breaking up of the
Jewish state. 22-28. a man approved of God — Bather.
* authenticated.' 'proved,' or ' demonstrated to be from
God.' by miracles . . . which Ood did by him—This is net
a low view of our Lord's miracles, as baa been alleged,
nor Inconsistent with John, i, n, bat is in strict
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t&adaocewith his progress from humiliation to glory,
ud with his own words in John, 5. li>. This view of
Unit is here dwelt on to exhibit to the Jews the
*bok conns of Jesus of Nazareth as the ordinance
laddering of the Godofltrael. [Alpord.] determinate
anal ud foreknowledge—God's Axed plan and perfect
ftraigbt of all the steps involved in it. ye have taken ,
cibjwieked Iliads have crucified and slain—How strikofa is the criminal itr of Christ's murderers here
cnseuted in harmony with the eternal purpose to
■ -i.vier him into their hands 1 was not possible he
txold be balden of it—Glorious saying I It was indeed
ixpoastale that "the living One" should remain
"mecb« the dead* Luke, 24. 6, ; but here, the iinprohUity seems to refer to the prophetic assurance
uat He should not see corruption, wilt cot leave my
*ai ii tell—In its disembodied state (see on Luke, 16.
~. aei'.her . . . suffer thine Holy One to see corruption
-ta tbs grave. Thou hast made known to me the ways of
■It-U., Besurrection-life. thou shalt make me full of
«7 roi tky countenance—i.e.,in glory; as is plain from
'be stole connexion and the actual words of the Psalm.
>& DiTid ... is . . . dead and buried. &c — Peter,
fill of the Holy Ghost, sees in this icth Psalm, one
-i is Man, whose life of high devotedness and lofty
^tritoality is crowned with the assurance, thai though
He teste of death He shall rise again without seeing
«nption, and be admitted to the bliss of God's imcedtat* presence. Now as this was palpably untrue
•:( Dsrid, it could l)e meant only of One other, even of
IDm whom David was taught to expect as the final
'Arcput of the throne of Israel, /lhoae, therefore,
u4 tbey are many, who take David himself to be the
•a'seet of this Psalm, and the words quoted to refer
lo Canst only in a more eminent sense, nullify the
<hoie argument of the apostle., The Psalm is then
uftn&td to have bad its only proper fulfilment in J fairs,
"* whose resurrection and ascension they were witttmt, while the glorious effusion of the Spirit by the
bad of this ascended One, setting an infallible seal
c^n alLwas even then witnessed by the thousands
•bo stood listening to Him. A further illustration of
Hesnafc'i ascension and session at God's right hand is
4awa from Psalm 110. 1. in which David cannot be
Uithl to fpeak of himself, seeing he is still in his
cwt Tberefore—' to sura up all.' let all the bouse of
hmi-for in this first discourse the appeal is formally
Mide Vj ifct whole house of Israel, as the then eiisting
Kiiid-jin of God. know assuredly — by indisputable
bete, Watted predictions, and the seal of the Holy
•tcost set upon sJJL that God hath made—for Peter's
' '.M*Mtojhow them that, instead ofinterfering with
io» amuvements of the God of Israel, these events
vera Hii Own high movements, this same Jesus, whom
^nm crossed—"The sting is at the close.' [Benhel.]
"c trove to them merely that Jesus was the Messiah
raifi&t bare left them all unchanged in heart. But to
camnee them that He whom they had crucified had
***bJj the right hand of (Jod exalted, and constituted
t£e 'liaa>* whom David in spirit adored, to whom
•jny knee shall bow, and the Christ of God, was to
bring tocni to "look on Him whom they had pierced
and mourn for Him.' 37-40. pricked in their hearts—the
**&& fulfilment of Zechariah, 12. 10, whose full ac<!^BP&thment is reserved for the day when " all Israel
^bil be sand" see on Romans, 11.!. what shall we
<iUThij ii that beautiful spirit of genuine compunctwnind childlike docility.which, discovering its whole
W< eueer to have been one frightful mistake, seeks
<s»h* to be set right for the future, be the change inv J-ed and the sacrifices required what they may. So
fcfll of Tarsus eh. J>. 6.!. Repent—The word denotes
'M*v? 6/ mind, and here includes the reception of the
<**&el as the proper issue of that revolution of mind
which they were then undergoing, baptized ... for the
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remission of sins—as the visible seal of that remission.
For the promise—of the Holy Ghost, through the risen
Saviour, as the grand blessing of the new covenant, all
afar eff—the Gentiles, as Ephesians, 2. 17. But " to the
Jew first" With many other words did he testify and
exhort—Thus we have here but a summary of Peter's
1 discourse: though from the next words it would seem
I that only the more practical parts, the home appeals,
are omitted. Save yourselves Iroin this untoward genera
tion—as if Peter already foresaw the hopeless impeni
tence of the nation at large, and would have his hearers
hasten in for themselves and secure their own salvation.
41*47. Beautiful Beginnings of the Christian
Church. 41-47. They that gladly received his word were
baptized—* It is difficult to say how 3,000 could be bap
tised in one day, according to the old practice of a
complete submersiou; and the more as in Jerusalem
there was no water at hand except Kidron and a few
pools. Thedinicuity can only l»u removed by supposing
that they already employed sprinkling, or baptized in
houses in large vessels. Formal submersion in rivers,
or larger quantities of water, probably took place only
where the locality conveniently allowed it.' (ulhhauskn.J the same day there were added to the Church about
3,000 louls—fitting inauguration of the new kingdom,
as an economy of the Spirit! continued steadfastly in—
'attended constantly upon.' the apostles' doctrine—or
'teaching;' giving themselves up to the instructions
which, in their raw stale, would be indispensable to
the consolidation of the immense multitude suddenly
admitted to visible discipleship. fellowship — in its
largest sense, breaking of bread—not certainly in the
Lord's Supper alone, but rather in frugal repasts taken
together, with which the Lord's Supper was probably
conjoined until abuses and persecution led to the dis
continuance of the common meal, prayers—probably,
stated seasons of it. fear came upon every soul—a deep
awe rested upon the whole community, all that believed
were together, and had all things common, Ac— iSee on
cli. 4. 34 37.). daily in the temple—observing the hours
of Jewish worship, and breaking bread from house to
house—Bather, ' at home' iinargin), i.e., in private, as
contrasted with their temple -worship, but in some stated
place or places of meeting, eat their meat with gladness
('exultation') and singleness of heart; praising God—" Go
thy way, eat thy bread with joy, and drink thy wine
with a merry heart, for God now aaxpteth Uiy work**
Ecclesiastes. 9. 7; see also on ch. 8. 3D.), having favour
with all the people—commending themselves by their
lovely demeanour to the admiration of all who observed
them. And the Lord— i.e., Jesus, as the glorified Head
and Ruler of the Church, added—'kept adding;' i.e.,
to the visible community of believers, though t he.words
" to the Church " ore wanting. In the most ancient MSB.
such as should be saved—Rather, 'the saved/ or ' those
who were being saved.' ' The young Church hod but
few peculiarities in its outward form, or even in its
doctrine: the single discriminating principle of its few
members was that they all recognized the crucified
Jesus of Nazareth as the Messiah. This confession
would have been a thing of no importance, if it had
only presented itself as a naked declaration, and would
never in such a case have been able to form a com
munity that would spread itself over the whole Roman
Empire. It acquired its value only through the power
of the Holy Ghost, passing from the apostles as they
preached to the hearers; for He brought the confession
from the very hearts of men (1 Colossians, 13. 3,), and
like a burning flame made their souls glow with love.
By the power of this Spirit, therefore, we behold the
first Christians not only in a state of active fellowship,
but also internally changed : the narrow views of the
natural man are broken through; they have their pos
sessions in common, and they regard themselves as one
family.' [Olbha usen.]
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CHAPTER III.
Ver. 1-26. Petkr Hkalh a Lamr Man at the
Temple Gate — His Ajddbesh to the Wondering
Multitude. 1-11. Peter and John—already Associated
by their Master, first with James Mark, 1. 20; 5. 37; o.
2. , then by thempelves Luke 22. 8; and see John, 13. 23.
24.) : Now we find them constantly together, but John
(yet young only as a silent actor, went up — ' were
going up,' were on their way. a certain man lame from
his mother's womb—and now " above 40 years old" ch.
4. 22.). was carried—"was wmt to be carried.' Peter,
fastening his eyes on him with Jo' u, said. Look on us . . .
And be gave heed—that, through the eye, faith might be
aided in its birth. Silver and gold have I none, but such
as I have give I thee, &c—What a lofty superiority
breathes In these words! In the name of Jesns of
BTaxareth rise up and walk, Ac.—These words, uttered
with supernatural power, doubtless begat in this poor
man the faith that sent healing virtue through bis
diseased members. And he trok . . . and lifted him up
—precisely what his Lord had done to his own motherin-law Mark, l. 31. >. bis feet (or soles) and ancle-bones.
Ax.—the technical language of a physician iColossians,
4.14.!. leaping up, stood . ..walked . . .entered the temple
walking, leaping, and praising God—Every word here is
emphatic, expressing the perfection of the cure, as v. |
7 its Immed lateness, all the people saw him, Ac—as I
they assembled at the hour of public prayer, in the j
temple courts; so that tho miracle had the utmost
publicity, they knew that it was be which sat for alms,
4c— cf. John, 0. t>.) the lame man held, &c—This is
nature, all the people ran together unto them in the porch,
&c.- How vividly do these graphic details bring the
whole scene before us! Thus was Peter again furnished
with a vast audience, whose wonder at the spectacle of
the healed beygar clinging to his benefactors prepared
them to listen with reverence to his words. 12-16. why
marvel at tbist— For miracles are marvels only in rela
tion to the limited powers of man. as trough by our
own power or holiness we had made this man to walk, &c—
Neither the mb,ht nor the merit of the cure are due to
"Ujj, mere agents of Him whom we preach. The God of
Abraham, &c—see on ch. 2. 22, 30. hath glorified his Son
Jesus—rather, ' hi* Servant Jesus,* as the same word is
rendered in Matthew, 12. I4, but in that high sense in
which Isaiah applies it always to Messiah isaiah, 42.
1; 40. 6; 52. 13; 63. 11.'. When 'Hon' is intended a dif
ferent word Is used, whom ye delivered up, Ac—With
what heroic courage does Peter here charge his audi
ence with tho heaviest of nil conceivable crimes, and
with what terriflcstrength of Language are these charges
clothed I killed the Prince of Life—Glorious paradox,
but how piercing to the conscience of the auditors !
His name through faith in his name hath mtde this man
strong, Arc— With what skill does the apostle use the
miracle both to glorify his ascended Lord and bring
the guilt of His blood more resistlessly home to his
audience! 17-21. And now, brethren, &c— Our preacher,
like his Master, "will not break the bruised reed."
His heaviest charges are prompted by love, which now
hastens to assuage the wounds it was necessary to
Inflict. I wot—or * know.' through Ignorance ye did it
—(See marginal reference.*, that Christ—The best MSS.
read, ' that His Christ.' should suffer—Thedoctrineof a
buffering Mbhhiah was totally at variance with the
current views of the Jewish Church, and hard to digest
even by theTwelve, up to the day of their Lord's resur
rection. Our preacher himself revolted at it, and
protested against It, when first nakedly announced, for
which he received a terrible rebuke. Here be affirms
it to be the fundamental truth of ancient prophecy
realized unwittingly by the Jews themselves, yet by a
glorious divine ordination. How great a change had
the Pentecostal Illumination wrought upon his views 1
when the times of refreshing sha 1 come—Rather. * in order
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that the times of refreshing may come:' that long period
of repose, prosperity and joy, which all the prophet!
hold forth to the distracted Church and this miserable
world, as eventually to come, and which Is here, as in
all the prophets, made to turn upon the national con
version of Israel, he shall send Jesus Christ, 4c—The
true reading is, * He shall send > our predestinated tor
foreordained) Messiah, Jesus.' until the three, dec—
embracing the whole period between the ascension and
the second advent of Christ, restiiut on of all tuings—
comprehending, probably, the rectification of all the
disorders of the fall. 22 26. a prophet like onto me—
particularly in intimacy of communication vith Gcii
[Numbers, 12. 6-8., and a* the mediatorial head of a «*»"
order of thing* (Hebrews, 3. 2-«J. Peter takes it for
granted that. In the light of all he had just said, it
would be seen at once that One only had any claim to
be that Prophet. Him shall ye bear In all things, &c.~
This part of the prediction Is emphatically added, in
order to shut up the audience to the obedience of faith,
on pain of being finally "cut off" from the congrega
tion of the righteous Psalm 1. U. fonto'd of these days
—of Mestdah; all pointing to " the time of reformation"
i He brews, o. 10./, though with more or leas distinctness,
yearethochildien. . .of the covenant—and so the natural
heirs of its promises, in thy seed, &c. — t£ee on Galatians, 3. 8. At. ' . God having raised up—not, from the
dead, but having provided, prepared, and given, bit
Sen Jesus—'His Servant Jesus' see one. 13J. lenthim
to bleu you—W.,' sent Him blessing you,' as if laden
with blessing, in turning away every one of you from bis
iniquities—q .d., ' Hitherto we have all been looking too
much for a Messiah who should shed outward bless
ings upon the natbn generally, and through It upon the
world. But we have learnt other things, and no*
announce to you that the great blessing with which
Messiah has come laden Is the turning away of evert
one of you from his iniquities.' With what Dmn*
skill does the apostle, founding on resistless facts, berw
drive home to the conscience of hisauditors their guilt
in crucifying the Lord of Glory; then soothe their
awakened minds by assurances of forgiveness on turn
ing to the Lord, and a glorious future as soon as this
shall come to pass, to terminate with the Personal
Keturn of Christ from the heavens whither He hu
ascended; ending all with warnings, from their o*n
Scriptures, to submit to Him if they would not perish,
and calls to receive from Him the blessings of salvatim1.
CHAPTKB IV.
Ver. 1-13. Petbr and John betokk the Saxhsdbim. 1-12. the captain (of the Levitical guard; of the
temple—annoyed at the disturbance created around it
and the Badducees—who " say that there is no resur
rection " Jcb, 23. a,) , irritated at the apostles " preaching
through rather, 'in'; Jesus the resurrection from the
dead ;" for theresuiTection of CluUt, if a fact effectually
overthrew the Sudduceau doctrine, the numtxrof Uw
men—Or ' males,' exclusive of women; though the went
sometimes includes both, about five thousand. And
this hi Jerusalem, where the means of detecting the
imposture or crushing the fanaticism, if such it hid
been, were within every one's reach, and where then
was every inducement to sift It to the bottom, tteu
rulers,d:c.—ThUwasa regular meeting of the Sanhedrim
see on Matthew, 2. 4.). Annas . . . and Caiaphas— i»t*
on Luke, 3. 2.\ Jobn and Auxandrr—Of whom nothing
Is known, by what power, or . . . name have ye done tail
—thus admitting the reality of the miracle, which
afterwards they confess themselves unable to deny r.
10.). thi n Peter, filled with the Holy Ghost, said-^
Mark, 13, 11; Luke, 21, 15.). beitknewnuntoyou. . . vi
to all the people of Israel—As If emitting a formal judi
cial testimony to the entire nation through its ruler*
now convened, by the name ; f Jesus, die.— (see on ch, 3>.i\
&c.}. even by him doth this tr an stacd before you wit.*-

raW/sAa be/on ti* SanSedrim.

Ai/rg/T.

H, it appears that the healed man was at
t before their eyes. This is the stone which
WtfstMBgatof yon baildexs. 4c—This application
*M»ll5.i2, already mule by our Lord himself
kfac nut of the same "builders" tMatthew, 21. 42.;,
rte rrpeated with peculiar propriety after the
4 of KJKtkjQ had been consummated, and the re
ad Hat had. by His exaltation to the right hand of
fclijertron hU*u. become " the bead of the corner."
fcaa a tbtr? nlvitioa in any other; for there is none
•l shbb isdir heaven given smor g men whereby we
sK kartd-Hgw sublimely does the apostle, in these
■fil words, shntapthej* rulers of Israel to Jesus for
Ihtta.BKl in what universal and emphatic terms
m » hold up his Lord as the one Hope of men!
*£ jetCTfd that they were unlearned and ignorant
fa-ii, aninstructed in the learning of the Jewish
Ifckud of the common sort ; men in private life,
■htod to teaching, took knowledgeof them tbatthey
■taaviti Jhus—Recognised them as having been
■aasEpaay; remembering, possibly, that they had
■*a*tlhffim,[MKYER,BLooMFiELD, Alfokd!;
M» probably, perceiving in their whole bearing
g Beatified them with Jesus : q.d. ' We thought
IMiot rid of Him ; but, lo ! He re-appears in these
Lisa iQ that troubled us in the Nazarene Himself
i* to he put down in these his disciples.' What a
to these primitive witnesses ! Would that
could be said of their successors ! a notable
• . feat by them is manifest to all in Jerusalem;
Mtdeay it—And why should ye wish to deny
but that ye hate the light, and will not
Ifebt lest your deedB should be reproved,
so farther ... let us ttraitly strictly,1
that they speak benceforth to no man in this
" devicei little knew they the fire that
fa the bones of those heroic disciples. 18it be right ... to hearken to you more than
ye. Fcr we cannot but sreak the things
and heard—There is here a wonderful
respectful appeal to the better reason
1 calm, deep, determination to abide
of a constrained testimony, which
sower above their own resting upon them,
finding netting how they might
Became cf the people— Not at a loss for a
si a loss how to do it so as not to rouse the
of the people.
and John, dismissed from the
export the proceedings to ths
BttClPLZS—THKY ENOAOJB IN l'RAYKR—
iO .ANSWER AND RESULTS. 2330.

tttj went to their own company— Observe the
b> rages, representing the two interests
•bout to come into deadly conflict, they
the assembled disciples, on hearing
with one accord— the breasts of all preevery word of this sublime prayer. Lord
1 29. Applied to God, the term expresses
;y. God. which hast made heaven and
t whom, therefore, all creatures are
by tie month of David—to whom the Jews
Bad Psalm, though anonymous; and inconfirm* it, David's "apirit" sees with
"the heathen, the peoples, the kings and
lb* earth."* in deadly combination against the
and his Anointed his Messiah, or
•*ki " why ■ it is. This tierce confederacy
disciples see in foil operation, in the
btetherof Herod and Pilate, the Gentiles
authority.], and the people of Israel,
• holy Child ('Servant'; Jesus" iseeonch.
test ancient copies read, after "were ga" ' in this Htyt' which probably answers
tUytiilofZkn.'iuihei^alui, thy hand
1=5

Ananias and Sapphira.

and thy counsel determined ... to be done — i.e., " thy
counsel " determined to be done " by thy hand." now.
Lord, behold their threatening! — Recognising in the
threatening* of the Sanhedrim a declaration of war by
Lhe combined powers of the world against their infant
cause, they seek not enthusiastically to hide from
themselves its critical position, but calmly ask the Lord
of heaven and earth to " look upon their threatenings."
that with all boldness they may speak thy word—Rising
:»bove self, they ask only fearless courage to testify for
their Master, and Divine attestation to their testimony
by miracles of healing. Arc, in His name. 31-37. place
was shaken—Glorious token of the commotion which
the Gospel was to make fch. 17. 6; cf. 16. 26,), and the
overthrow of all opposing powers in which this was to
issue ! they were all filled with the Ho!y Ghost, and srake.
«fec—The Spirit rested upon the entire community, first,
in the very way they had asked, so that they " spake the
word with boldness" iv. 29, 31,!; next, in melting down
ill selfishness, and absorbing even the feeling of in
dividuality in an intense and glowing realization of
Christian unity. The community of goods was but an
outward expression of this, and natural in such cir
cumstances, with great power—effect on men's minds.
great grace was upon them all—The grace of God copious
ly rested on the whole community, laid ... at the
apgatW feet— sitting, it may be, above the rest. But
the expression may be merely derived from that prac
tice, and here meant figuratively. Joses, &c—This is
specified merely it an eminent example of that spirit
of generous sacrifice which pervaded all. son of conso
lation—no doubt so surnamed from the character of his
'uinistry. a Lemte—who, though as a tribe having no
inheritance, might and did acquire property as individ
uals (Deuteronomy, 18. 8.). Cyprus— a well-known
island in the Mediterranean.
CHAPTER V.
Ver. l-il. Ananias and Sapphira. 'The first
trace of a shade upon the bright form of the young
Church. Probably among the new Christians a kind
of holy rivalry had sprung up, every one eager to place
Ids means at the disposal ofthe apostles.' [Guma tnODT.J
Thus might the new-born zeal of some outrun their
libiding principle, while others might be tempted to
seek credit for a liberality which was not in their
character. 2. his wife kept back part of the price, also
being privy to it—The coolness with which theyplanned
the deception aggravated the guilt of this couple.
jrought a certain part— pretending it to be the whole
uroceeds of the sale. 3-6. why hath Satan filled (i.e., why
bast thou suffered him to fill) thine heart. &c.~so crimi
nally entertaining his suggestion? cf. v. 4. "Why hast
thou conceived this thing In thine heart?" and see J.
13. 2, tZ. to lie to the Holy Ghost—to men under His
supernatural illumination, whiles it remained, was it
not thine own? and after it was sold, was it not in thine
own power?—from which we see how purely voluntary
were all these sacrifices for the support of the infant
community, not to men but God—tomen soentirely the
instruments of the directing Spirit that the lie was
rather told to Him :—language clearly implying both
the distinct personality and the proper divinity of the
Holy Ghost. Ananias . . . gave up the ghr st . . . great
tear came on all that heard these things—on those without
the Christian circle; who, instead of disparaging the
followers of the Lord Jesus, as they might otherwise
have done on the discovery of such hypocrisy, were
iwed at the manifest presence of Divinity amongst
them, and the mysterious power of throwing off such
corrupt matter which rested upon the young Church.
the young men—some of the younger and more active
members of the Church, not as office-bearers, nor com
ing forward now for the first time, but who probably
had already volunteered their services in making
subordinate arrangements, in every thriving Christian
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community snch volunteers may be expected, and will
be found eminently useful. 711. tell ma whether ye sold
the land for so much— naming the sum. how is it that
ye hive agreed together—dee on v. x. to tempt the Sptrit
—try whether they could escape detection by that
omniscient spirit of whose supernatural presence with
the apostles they had had such full evidence, feet of
tliem that buried thy husband are at the door—How awfully
graphic! buried her by her husband — The later Jews
buried before sun-set of the day of death, great fear
on all the Church, Ac—This effect on the Christian com
munity Itself was the chief design of so startling a judg
ment; which had its counterpart, as the sin itself had,
in AcJian [Joshua, 7.;,while the time—at the commence
ment of a new career— was similar.
12-26. ThEPROORESS OF THE NEW CAUSE LEADS TO
THE ARREST Or THE APOSTLES — TlIEV ARE MIR
ACULOUSLY DELIVERED FROM PRISON, RESUME TH E1R
TEACHING, BUT ALLOW THEMSELVES TO BE CON
DUCTED BEFORE THE SANH EI >K1M. 12. So'omOLB porch
—See on John. 10. 23. 13-18. of the rest durst no man join
himself, &c.—of the unconverted none ventured, after
what bad taken place, to profess disclplesbip; but yet
their numbers continually increased, into the streets
—' in every street.' in beda and couchn—The words
denote the softer couches of the rich and the meaner
cribs of the poor. [Bengel.1 shadow of Peter might
overshadew some of them — cf. ch. 19. 12; Luke, 8. 40. So
Elisha. Now the predicted greatness of Peter .Matthew,
16. 18,), as the directing spirit of the earliest Church,
was at its height. 17-23. sect of the Saddacees—See on
ch. 4. 2, for the reason why this is speclfled. by night—
tbe same night, all the words of this lift—Beautiful ex
pression for that Life in the Risen One which was the
burden of their preaching ! entered into the temple, Arc.
How self-possessed ! the indwelling Spirit raising them
above fear, called ... all the senate, die—an unusually
general convention, though hastily summoned, the
prison shut . . . keepers before the doors, but ... no man
within—the reverse of the miracle in ch. 16. 26; a similar
contrast to that of the nets at the miraculous draughts
of fish Luke.fi. 6;and John. 21. 11.]. 24-26. they doubted
—' were In perplexity.' without violence, for they feared,
Ac.—hardened ecclesiastics, all unawed by the miracu
lous tokens of God's presence with the apostles, and the
fear of the mob only before thelreyesl
2T-42. Second appearance and testimony
BEFORE THE SANHEDRIM—ITS RAOE CALMED BY GA
MALIEL — Being dumikhed. they depart rejoicINO, AND CONTINUE THEIR PRSACHINO. 27. 28. VB
have Ailed Jerusalem with your doctrine—noble testimony
to the success of their preaching, and (for the reason
mentioned on ch. 4. 4. to the truth of their testimony,
from reluctant lips 1 intend to bring this man's blood upon
us— They avoid naming Him whom Peter gloried in
holding up. [Benoel.1 In speaking thus, they seem to
betray a disagreeable recollection of their own recent
imprecation, "His blood be upon us," Ac. (Matthew,
27. 24.), and of the traitor's words as he threw down the
money, "I have sinned In that I have betrayed innocent
blood * (Matthew, 27. 4.). 39, 30. Then Peter. &c.-See
on ch. 2. 22, and on ch. 3, 13, Ac. 31. Prince and Savicur
—the one word expressing that Royalty which all Israel
looked for in Messiah, the other the Saving character
of it which they had utterly lost sight of. Each of these
features in our Lord's work enters into the other, and
both make one glorious whole (cf. ch. 8. 16; Hebrews,
2. 10.). to give—dispensing as "a Prince." repentance
and remisaicn of sins—as "a Saviour;" 'repentance'
embracing all that change which issues in the faith
which secures ' forgiveness ' (cf. ch. 2, 38; 20. 2U. How
gloriously Is Christ here exhibited; not, as ba other
places, as the At ahum, but as the Ditveneer of all
spiritual blessings! 32,33. we are witnesses . . . and tbe
Holy Ghost—they as competent human witnesses to facts,
166
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and the Holy Ghost as attesting them by undeniable
miracles, cut to the heart, and took ('were taking')
counsel to slay them—How different this feeling, and the
effect of it from that "pricking of the heart" which
drew from the first converts on the day of Pentecost
the cry, "Men and brethren, what shall we dot" (ch.1
37.) The words used In the two places are strikingly
different. 34. Then stood up . . . Gamaliel—in all pro
bability one cf that name celebrated in the Jewish writ
ings for his wisdom, the son of Simeon (possibly the
same who took the Infant Saviour in his arms, Luke,
2. 26, die.,) and grandson of Hillel, another celebrated
rabbi. He died eighteen years before the destruction
of Jerusalem. [Liobtfoot.] 35-39. Theudas—not the
same with a deceiver of that name whom Josephus
mentions as heading an Insurrection some twelve years
after this (Antiquities, 2t). 6. l,), but some other of.
whom he makes no mention. Such insurrections were
frequent. Judas of Galilee—See on Luke. 2. 2, and 18.
1-3, [Josephus' Antiquities, 13. l.l.] if of men, it will
come to nought, 4c. — This neutral policy was true
wisdom, in the then temper of the council. But in
dividual neutrality Is hostility to Christ, as Himself
teaches Luke. 11. 23.). 40-42. beaten them — for dis
obeying theirorderscf. Luke, 23. 16.1. departed rejoicing
that they were counted worthy to suffer shame for His name
—* thought worthy by God to be dishonoured by man'
(Matthew, 6. 12; 1 Peter, 4. 14, 10.!. IWebstee &
Wilkinson.] 7 his was their firgt taste of persecution.
and it felt sweet for His sake whose disciples they were,
in every house—or ' in private.' See on ch. 2. 46. ctsted
not to preach Jesus Christ—i.e., Jesus ;to be the; Chriit
CHAPTER VI.
Ver. 1-7. First Election or Deacons. 1. tie
Gremiin—the Greek-speaking Jews, mostly born In the
provinces, the Hebrews— those Jews born in Palestine,
who used their native tongue, and were wont to look
down on the " Grecians " as an inferior class, were
neglected—'overlooked,' by those whom the apostles
employed, and who were probably of tbe Hebrew cuts*,
as being the most numerous. The complaint was in
all likelihood well-founded, though we cannot suspect
the distributors of Intentional partiality. 'It was really
just an emulation of love, each party wishing to have
their own poor taken care of in the best manner.'
[Olshausen.] the daily ministration — the daily dis
tribution of alms or of food, probably the latter. 2-4.
the multitude—the general body of the disciples. It u
not reason— The word expresses dislike: q.d.t 'We can
not Mil mi lit.' to leave the Word of God — to have our
time and attention withdrawn from preaching; which.
It thus appears, they regarded as their primary dnty.
to serve tables—oversee the distribution of provision;',
look ye out (from! among you—i.e., ye " the multitude '
from amongst yourselves, seven men of honest repcrtgood reputation (ch. 10. 22; 1 Timothy, 3. TJ. full of tbe
Holy Ghost—not full of miraculous gifts, which would
have been no qualification for the duties required, bot
spiritually gifted; although on two of them miraculous
power did rest, and wisdom—discretion, aptitude for
practical business, whom we may appoint—for while
the election, was vested in the Christian people, the
appointment lay with the apostles, as spiritual rulen.
we will give ourselves to prayer—public prayer, as aioiu
with preaching their great work. Stephen, &c.—As this
and the following names are all Greek, it is likely they
were all of the " Grecian" class, which would effectually
restore mutual confidence, when they had prayed, they
bid their hands on them—the one proclaiming that all
official gifts flowed from the Church's glorified Head,
the other symbolizing the communication of these v>
tbe chosen office-bearer* through tlte recognized chan
nels, word of God increased . . . disciples multiptud
in Jerniatem greatly— prosperity crownine the beaauful spirit which reigned In this mother-comrnunit/.
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i ^mt company of the priests were obedient, &c—This Genesis, it is clearly implied In Genesis, 15. 7; and
was the crowning triumph of the Gospel, whose pence- Nehenuah, 9. 7 ; and the Jewish writers speak the some
,'fci prosperity vis now at its greatest height. After language, when his father was dead, he removed into this
' 'i [ISM i'i touching and trial made it clear that sacer- < land—Though Abraham was in Canaan before Tenth's
dctaJ interests could not stand with the Gospel, such death, bis settlement in it as the land of promise is here
n~-tiy accessions became rare indeed. Note U how ! said to be after it, as being in no way dependant on the
.tftrj mis understandings may arise among the mo-t | family movements, but a transaction purely between
*~ia; and devoted followers of the Lord Jesus: but J ehovah and Abraham himself. 6-8. four hundred years
:_. How quickly and effectually such misunderst aud I —using round numbers, as in Genesis. IS. 13, 16 >ee on
its mar be healed, where honest intentions, love and Galatians, 3. 17.). after that shall they come forth, and
wisdom, reign : '3.) What a beautiful model for imlta- serve me in this place—Here the promise to Abraham
: * is furnished by the cla&s here complained of, who, (Genesis, 16. 16.) and that to Moses (Exodus, 3. 12,) are
t.-m^n themselves the majority, chose the new office- combined ; Stephen's object being merely to give a rapid
u^rsrs from amongst the complaining minority ! (4.) summary of the leading facts, the covenant of circumil jw superior to the Inst of power do the apostles here cisitn— it ., the covenant of which circumcision was the
•j ■-* tberoaelves to be, in not only divesting themselves token, and sc—i.e., according to the terms of this cov
<V the immediate superintendence of temporal affairs enant, on which Paul reasons (Galatians, 3.}. the twelve
i& use Christian community, but giving the choice of patriarch*—so called as the founders of the twelve tribes
uc*e who were to be entrusted with it to the disciples of Israel. 9-16. the patriarchs, moved with envy, sold
t: tarfel s. : How little of formal organization did the Joseph into Egypt, bnt Ood was with him—Here Stephen
*,-*arties give to the Church at first, and when an eiu- gives his first example of Israel's opposition to God's
trve&ey arose which demanded something more, how purposes, in spite ofwhieli and by means of which those.
erarety was the remedy suggested by the reason of the purposes were accomplished, threescore and flf-een souls
tim;! i a."1 Though the new office-bearers are not ex- —according to the Septuagint version of Genesis, 46. 27,
iTteary called Deacon* here, it is universally admitted which Stephen follows, including the five children and
ib iX this was the first institution of that order in the grandchildren of Joseph's two sons. Bat when (rather
' Linvh ; the success of the expedient securing its per- 'as') the time of the promlse—i.r., for Its fulfilment.
r-.uteDcy. and the qualifications for "the office of a the people grew and multiplied in Egypt—For more than
. <tacon" being laid down in one of the apostolical 200 years they amounted to no more than seventy-five
l!p*jtb» immediately after those of *'a Bishop" (1 souls: how prodigious, then, must havo been their
multiplication during the latter two centuries, when
r.pwthy. 5. 8-13J.
--15. 8rarH«s Abjlaigned befobk the San- 600,000 men, fit for war, besides women and cliildreu,
left
Egypt! 20-22. In which time—of deetwst depression.
8. And Stephen, £c.—The foregoing narrative
i to be only an introduction to what follows, foil Moses was barn—the destined deliverer, exceeding fair
/ tdta—Rather, * of grace,' as the bent MJSS. read. 9, —lit., *fair to God' (Aforpin', or, i>erhaps, 'divinely
.3 r/najr-gue of the Libertines—Jewish freedmen; man- fair' (see on Hebrews, 11. 23.,1. mighty in word—Though
1 utted Roman captives, or the children of such, ex- defective In utterance (Exodus, 4. 10,}, his recorded
i^Jitl frocn Home as appears from Josej>hus and speeches fully bear out what Is here said, and deed7 iitne , and now residing at Jerusalem. Cyreimns— Referring probably to unrecorded circumstances in his
M vs of Gyrene, in Libya, on the coast of Africa, th-m early life. If we are to believe Josephus, his ability
rt (Mw^a—tmrtngat whom mav liave been Saul ofTardus was acknowledged ere he left Egypt. 23-27. In verses
«*. r. Sfc; 21. 3».j . and of Asia—See on ch. io. 6. not able 23, 30, and 38, the life of Moses is represented as em
ts recast the wisdom aad the spirit by whicb he spake— bracing three periods, of forty years each ; the Jewish
^ hat he said, and the power with which he spoke it, writers say the same ; and though this Is not expressly
were anke resistless. 11-14. blasphemous words againe. stated in the Old Testament, his age at death, 120 years
Xssm — doubtless referring to the Impending dieap- Deuteronomy, 34. 7,), agrees with it. it ome into his
I «araace of the whole Mosaic system, aud against God heart to visit his brethren—his heart yearning with love
—This mast refer to the supreme dignity aud authority to them as God's chosen people, and heaving with the
which he churned lor Christ, as the Head of that new consciousness of a Divine vocation to set them free.
troeorny wiiich was so speedily to supersede the old avenged him that was oppressed, and smote the Egyptian
ct eh, T. as, M>. 60.). 15. as the face of an angel—a play —going further in the heat of his indignation than he
< t rrperBatoral radiance attesting to all who beheld probably intended. For be supposed his brethren would
have understood, &c.—and perhaps imagined this a suit
L» countenance the divine calm of the spirit within.
able occasion for rousing and rallying them under him
CHAPTER VIX
Ver. H». DsrEwecASDMARTYRDOMorSrxpnEN. as their leader; thus anticipating bis work, and so
1-itsu kmg defence Stephen takes a much wider range, running unsent. bat they understood not—Reckoning
»*i cms leas directly into the point raised by his on a spirit in them congenial with his own, he had the
accoam. than we should have expected. His object. mortification to find it far otherwise. This furnishes
-<ems to have been to show (l) that so far from dispar- to Stephen another example of Israels slovmess io ap
aiae. he deeply reverenced and was intimately con- prehend and fall in unth the divine purposes oflove, next
^ •ream wrtb . the •* hole history of the ancient economy j day he showed himself unto them as they strove—Here, not
■ad flt that in resisting the erection of the Gospel an Israelite and an Egyptian, but two lmrtles in Israel
Ktr^dom they were but treading in their fathers' loot- Itself, are in collision with each other ; Moses, grieved
oep*. the whole history of their nation being little else at the spectacle, interposes as a mediator ; but his in
t>.au one continued misapprehension of God's high terference, as unauthorised, is resented by the party fa
.".etsns towards fallen man and rebellion against them. the wrong, whom Stephen identifies with the mass of the
. S Tm Gcd of glory—A magnificent appellation, fitted nation v. 35,), just as Messiah's own interposition had
it the very outset to rivet the devout attention of his been spurned. 28, 29. Wil Uou kill me. as thou didst
-alienee ; denoting, not that visible glory which at the Egyptian yesterday 1—Moses had thought the deed
•-cwied many of the Divine manifestations, but the glor> unseen [Exodus, 2. 12, , but it now appeared he was
rf those manifestations themselves, of which this was \ mistaken. Then fled Hoses, Ac.—for "when Pharaoh
-.inied by every Jew as the fundamental one. It is ' heard this thing he sought to slay Moses* (Exodus, 2. 15.1.
the story of absolutely free grace, appeared unto oui 30 34. an Angel of the Lord— Rather, 'the Angel' of the
ulier Abraham before be dwelt in Charrau, and said, Arc. covenant, who immediately cans himself Jehovah
-"1 Lough this first call is not expressly recorded in cf. v. 38J. 35-11. This Mow* whom they refused, saying.
1*7
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Who made thee a ruler and a judge, *c—Here, again,
"the stout which the builders refused is made the head
vfthe corner' ; Psalm 118. 22.). Thia is that Moses which
aaid ... A prophet . . . him shall ye hear—Tills Is quoted
to remind hie Moses-wondilpping audience of the grand
testimony of their faithful lawgiver, that himself was
not the last and proper object of the Church's faith, but
oidv a humble precursor and small rnodeioj Him to whom
their absolute submission was due. in the church—the
collective body of God's chosen people; hence used to
denote the whole body of the faithful under the Gospel,
or particular sections of them, this is he that was in
the church in the wilderness, with the angel , . . and with
oar fathers—alike near to the Angel of the Covenant,
from whom be received all the institutions of the ancient
economy, and to the people, to whom be faithfully re
ported the living oracles and among whom he setup
the prescribed institutions. By Otis high testimony to
Moses, Stephen rebuts the main charge for wftich he was
an trial, to whom our fathers would not obey, ic. Here
he shows that the deepest dislwnonr done to Moses came
from Hie nation that now professed the greatest jealousy
for his honour, in their hearts turned back into Egypt.
In litis Stephen would have his Itearers read tlte down
ward career on which they were Utemselres entering. 4250. gave them up—judicially, as written in the book of
the prophets—the twelve minor prophets, reckoned as
one: the passage is from Amos, 5. 23. have ye offered to
Me. . . sacrifices 1 The answer is. Yes, but as if ye did it
not; for ' neither did ye offer to Me only, nor always,
nor with a perfoct and willing heart.' [Bknusx.] Tea.
ye took up the tabernacle of Moloch, £c. Two kinds of
idolatry are charged upon the Israelites: that of the
golden calf and that of the heavenly bodies ; Moloch
und Remphan being deities, representing apparently
the Divine powers ascribed to nature, under different
aspects, carry you beyond Babylon — the well-known
region of the captivity of Judah ; while " Damascus " is
used by the prophet 'Amos, 5. 27,;. whither the ten
tribes were carried. Our fathers had the tabernacle of
witness in the wilderness—which aggravated the guilt
of that idolatry in which they Indulged, with the tokens
of the Divine presence constantly in the midst of them,
which our fathers that came in after—rather Margin)
* having received it by succession,' i.e., the custody of
the tabernacle from their ancestors, brought in with
Jtsus—or Joshua, into the possession—rather, 'at the
taking possession of [the territory ofj the Gentiles.'
unto the dsys of David—for till then Jerusalem con tinued
in the hands of the Jebuzites. But Stephen's object
in mentioning David is to hasten from the tabernacle
which he set up, to the temple which his son built, in
Jerusalem; and this only to show, from their own
Scriptures (Isaiah. 66. l, 2,}, that even Viat temple,
magnificent though it was. was not the proper restingplace, of Jehovah upon earth; as his audience and the
nation had all along been prone to imagine. iWhat
that resting-place was, eveu " the contrite heart, that
trtmbUth at God's word," he leaves to be gathered from
the prophet referred to . 61-53. Ye ctiffnecked ... ye do
always resist the Holy Ghost. Arc. It lias been thought
that symptoms of impatience and irritation in the
audience induced Stephen to cut short bis lustorical
sketch. But as little farther light could have been
thrown upon Israel's obstinacy from subsequent jwriods
of the national history on the testimony of their own
Scriptures, we should view this as the summing up,
the brief Import of the whole Israeli LLdi history—
grateness of heart, spiritual deafness, continuous resist
ance of tlie Holy Ghost, down to the very council before
wtiom Stephen was pleading. Which of, drc. Deadly
Iwstility to the. messengers of God, whose high office it
was to tell of " the Kighteous One"—that well-known
prophetic title of Messiah ilsalab, 63. 11; Jeremiah. 23.
fl, &C.J, and this consummated by Vie betrayal and
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murrter of Messiah Himself, on the part of those now
sitting in judgment on the speaker, are the still darker
features of the national character depicted in these
withering words, who have received the law by the
dispotttbn fat the appointment' or 'ordination,'^.,
by the ministry; of angels, and have not kept n. Tbii
closing word is designed to shut up those ldolizers of the
law under the guilt of high disobedience to it, aggra
vated by the august mannerin which they had received
it. 54-56. When they heard this, they were cut to the heart,
&c. If they could have answered hlra, how different
would have been their temper of mind ! But he, being
full of the Holy Ohrst, looked up steadfastly into heaven,
and saw the glory of God. Ye who can transfer to can vans
such scenes as these, in which the rage of hell grins
horrible from men, as they sit condemned by a frail
prisoner of their own. and see heaven beaming from his
countenance and opening full upon his view—I envy
you. for I find no words to paint what, in the majesty
of the Divine text, is here so simply told. 'But how
could Stephen, in the council chamber, see heaven at
all*' 1 suppose this question never occurred but to
critics of narrow soul, one of whom [Mevek] conject
ures that he saw it through the window ! and another,
of better mould, that the scene lay in one of the courts
of the temple. [Alfokd.] As the sight was witnessed
by Stephen alone, the opened heavens are to be viewed
as revealed to bis bright beaming spirit, and Jecu
standing on the right hand of Go 3. Why " standing ' *ud
not sitting, the posture In which the glorified Saviour
is elsewhere represented? Clearly, to express the eager
interest with which He watched from the skies the scene
in that council chamber, and the full tide of His Spirit
which he was at that moment engaged in pouring into
the heart of his heroical witness, till it beamed in
radiance from his very countenance. I see ... toe Son
of Man standing. etc.—This Is the only time that our
Lord is by human lips called thk Son or Mas after
his ascension (Revelation, 1. 13 ; 14. 14. are not in
stances.!. And why here? Stephen, full of the Holy
Ghost, speaking now not of himself at all [u. as,... but
entirely by the Spirit, is led to repeat the very words in
which Jesus Himself, befort Otis same council, had
foretold His glorification (Matthew, 26. 64.:. assuring
them that that exaltation of the Son or Mas which
they Bhould hereafter witness to their dismay, was
already begun and actual.' TAltobd.] 57, 58. Then
they cried out and ran upon him with one accord, Ac—
To men of their mould and in their temper, Stephen's
last seraphic words could but bring matters to ex
tremities, though that only revealed the diabolical
spirit which they breathed, cast him out of tae city—
according to Leviticus, 24. 14; Numbers, 15. :;5; l King*.
21. 13; and see Hebrews. 13. 12. and stoned— *prooeeded
to stone ' him. The actual stoning is recorded in next
verse, and the witnesses—whose hands were to be first
upon the criminal [Deuteronomy, 17. 7.). bid down
their ch<th*s—their loose outer garments, to have them
taken charge of. at a young man's feet whose name wis
Saul— How thrilling is tlds our first introduction tooue
to whom Christianity— whether as developed in the
New Testament or as established in the world—0'<xes
more perhaps than to all the other ajtostles together!
Here he is, having perhaps already a seat m the Sanhe
drim, some 30 years of age. in the thick of this tumul
tuous murder of a distinguished witness for Christ,
not only "consenting unto bis death" eh. S. lj. bat
doing his own part of the dark deed. 59, 60. caKing
upon [God] and saying. Lord Jesus, 4c—An unhappy
supplement of our translators is the word "God" here;
as if. while addressing the Son, ho was really calliru
upon the Father. The sense is perfectly clear without
any supplement at all—"calling ujton invoking an»l
saying. Lord Jesus ;" Christ being the Person directly.
invoked and addreised by name (ct ch. 9. 1C E™°
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(.tonus, Dc Wette, Meyer, ic„ admit this, adding
*ver*i other examples of direct prayer to Christ; and
i :i> v, in hi* well-known letter to the Emperor Trajan
cd. IM or Ulj says ft was part of the regular ChrisUu service to sing, in alternate strains, a hymn to
< arilt u God. Lord Jens, receive my spirit—In prcstrtiaj to Jesus the identical prayer which Himself
Uloa the cross offered to His Father, Stephen renders
u Lis sjoruled Lord absolute divine worship, in the
□est sahlime form, and at the most solemn moment
-.' bh life. In this commitment of his spirit to Jesus,
'wl afterwards followed his footsteps, with a calm
uultaot confidence that with Him it was safe for
r>nuty 3 Timothy, l. 12.) . cried with a loud voice—
■Ufa something of the gathered energy of bis dying
]«d isee on John, 19. 10-30, p. 86 fij second column
f?jn middle.). Lord—i.e., Jesus, beyond doubt, whom
:-ii*d just before addressed as Lord, lay uot this sin
la iatj charge—Comparing this with nearly the same
, -rarer of his dying Lord, it will he seen bow very richly
uos martyr of J esus had drunk into his Master's spirit,
:.: iU drrinest form, he fall asleep—never said af Vu
™Jh <*f Ovist. See on 1 Thcssalonians. 4. 14. How
Injat the record of this first martyrdom for Christ,
£Jdst all the darkneaa of its perpetrators; and bow
ttisjr have been cheered by it to like faithfulness evuu
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CHAPTER Vin.
Vw.i-4. Pesescutxon CjarXIKTJED, IN which
>*ll TAKES A PROMINENT FART—HOW OVERRULED
• iEoood, 1. Saul was oonaeiiting unto his death. The
'*d expresses hearty approval, they were ail scattered
L-r&id-sll the leading Cliristiaus, particularly the
i.-*acners, agreeably to their Lord's injunctions :MatLfctw, it bj, though many doubtless remained, and
■. *hm m appears by ch. 9. 20-30.) soon returned, except
lie ux*k«—who remained, nut certainly as being less
tii<ned to danger, bat, at whatever risk , to watch over
lie infant cause where it was most needful to cherish it.
I ua ervoat nun—pious Jews, probably, impressed
nib tdmiration for Stephen and secretly inclined to
< Vutisnity, but not yet openly declared. 3. Saul . . .
< i-vnsi; ate mry house—like an Inquisitor. [BenoelJ
iiftg sea aad women, £c See bis own affecting con^*ioog afterwards ich.22. 4; 86. 9, 10; 1 Corinthians, 16.
- i^hbus. 1. 13; Philemon, 3. 6; 1 Timothy, l. 13.).
Tbej tbtwtn scattered abroad went everywhere preach£g Thrash solemnly enjoined to do thin (Luke, 24.
^: ch. 1. &., they would probably have lingered at
•'cnualiss, but for this besom of persecution which
y**Whm out. How often has the rage of Christ's
t^flniei thus " turned out rather imto the furtherance
■■■ the Goiper [see Philippians. 1. 12, 13).
6* Success of PHixJF'sPREACHiNo in Samaria
-*«e or Simon Mao us. 5. Then Philip— not the
s;o*Ue of that name, as was by some of the fathers
t'tvprnd; tat besides that the apostles remained at
•■*rmksit titty would in that case have had no ocnsMM to send a deputation of their own numl>er to
M taeir hands on tlie baptized disciples. [Ghotius.]
J: «jj the deacon of that name, who comes next after
•^■sen in the catalogue of the seven, probably as being
U» nut most prominent. The persecution may have
'■tea directed especiaUy against Stephen's colleagues.
(Miro.) the city of Samaria—or ' a city of Samaria i
II it the former seems more likely. ' It furnished the
Laidge between Jerusalem and the world.' [liAUMfiiKTES.J 0-8. the people with one accord gave heed to
Phtip — the way being prepared perhaps by the
fruits of our Lord's sojourn, as Himself seems to intifiile 'see on John, 4. 31-38; p. 72, f second column.),
kat'we may mark the providence of God in sending
» "Gtedan," or a Hellenistic Jew. to a people who
ffi.-m national antipathy would have been unlikely to
AUendloanaCiPcufJudca/ [Webster^: Wilkinson.]
ite
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great joy in that city—over the change wrought on it by
the Gospel, as well as the cures which attested its
divine character. 9-13. usedtorcery—magical arts, soma
great one ... the great power of God— a sort of Incar
nation of divinity. To whom all gave heed . . . because of
long tims he had bewitched them. This, coupled with the
rapidity with which they deserted him and attached
themselves to Pliilip. shows the ripeness of Samaria for
some religious change, wen baptised, both men and
women—the detection of Simon's frauds helping to ex
tend and deepen the effectsof Philip's preaching. Then
Simon, Dims :lf believed also. Left without followers, he
thinks it best to join the man who had fairly outstripped
him, not without a touch of real conviction, and . . .
was baptized. What a light does this throw on what is
called Baptismal Regeneration I he continued with
Pnilip—' was in constant attendance upon ' him. 1447.
the apostles . . . sent Ptter aud John—showing that they
regarded Peter as no more than their own equal, prayed
. . . they might receive the Holy Ghost, for . . . only they
were baptised in the name of the Lord Jesus. As the
baptism of adults presupposed " the renewing of the
Holy Ghost" Titus, 3. fi-7; 1 Corinthians, 12. 13,\ of
which the profession of faith had to be taken for
evidence, this communication of the Holy Ghost by
the laying on of the apostles' hands was clearly a super
added thing; and as it was only occasional, so it was
invariably attended rrith miraculous manifestations
;see ch. 10. 41, where it followed Peter's preaching ; and
ch. 19. 1-7, where, as here, it followed the laying on of
hands.) In the present case an important object was
served by it—' the sudden appearance of a body of
baptized disciples in Samaria, by the agency of one who
was not an apostle, requiring the presence and powerof
apOBtles to perform their special part as the divinely
appointed founders of the Church.' [Alford.] Beauti
ful, too, was the spectacle exhibited of Jew and
Samaritan one in Christ. 18-24. oflered them money.
Hence the term Simony, to denote trafficking in sacred
things, but chiefly the purchase of ecclesiastical offices,
that on whomsoever I lay hands he may receive the Holy
Ghost. StnrUual ambition here shows itself the key to
this wretched man's character. Thy money perish with
thee—q. d., 'Accursed be thou and thy money with thee."
It is the language of mingled horror and indignation,
not unlike our Lord's rebuke of Peter himself (Mat
thew, 10. 23.). tliou hast neither put nor lot ... thy
heart is not right, &.c—This U the fidelity of a minister
of Christ to one deceiving himself in a very awful man
ner. Bepent . . . pray ... if perhaps the thought of thine
heart may be forgiven—this expression of doubt being
designed to impress upon him the greatness of bis Bin,
and the need of alarm on his part, in the gall of bit
terness and . . . bond of iniquity — Expressing both the
awfulness of his condition and the captivity to it in
which he was held. Pray ye to the Lord for me—Peter
had urged him to pray for himself: he asks those
wonder-working men to do it for him ; having no con
fidence in the prayer of faith, but thinking that those
men possessed some peculiar interest with heaven,
that none of those things come upon me— not that the
thought of his wicked heart might be forgiven him, but
only that the evils threatened might be averted from
Mm. While this tbrowB great light on Peter's view
of his melancholy case, it shows that Christianity, as
something divine, still retained its hold of him.
(Tradition represents him as turning out a great heresiarch, mingling Oriental or Grecian philosophy with
some elements of Christianity.) 25. and they (Peter and
John!, when they had preached (in the city where Philip's
labours had been so richly blessed) returned ... and
preached in many villages of the Samaritans—embracing
the opportunity of their journey back to Jerusalem to
fulfil their Lord's commission to the whole region of
Samaria (ch. l.b..-
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26-10. Trk Ethiopian Euwvch. 'With this nar
rative of the progress of the Gospel among the Samar
itans is connected another which points to the diffusion
of the dot- trine of the Cross anion* the remotest nations.
The simplicity of the chamberlain of Meroe forms a
remarkable contrast with the craft of the magician iust
described.' [OlshaubKN.] 36-28. the angel of the Lord
—rather, 'an angel.' go south, the way that goeth down
from Jerusalem to Gaza. There was such a road, across
mount Hebron, which Philip might take without going
to Jerusalem (as Von Rawness " Pahcstina" shows/,
which is desert—ie., the way; not Gasa itself, which was
the southernmost city of Palestine, in the territory of
the ancient Philistines. To go from a city, where his
hands had been full of work, ho far away on a desert
road, could not but be staggering to the faith of Philip,
especially as he was kept in ignorance of the object of
the journey. But like Paul, he " was not disobedient
to the heavenly vision ;" and like Abram, " he went out
not knowing whither he went" (ch. 26. 19; Hebrews, 11,
8J. a man of Ethiopia—Upper Egypt, Meroe. an eunuch
of great authority. Eunuchs were generally employed
for confidential offices in the east, and to some extent
axe still. Candace—the family name of the queens of
Upper Egypt, like Pharaoh, Ci-usar. Ax. (as appears from
classic authors;, had come to Jerusalem to worship —
i.e., to keep the recent feast of Pentecost, as a Gentile
proselyte to the Jewish faith. iSee Isaiah, 66. 3-6, and
John, 12. 20.i was returning—Having come so far, he
not only staid out the days of the festival, but pro
longed his stay till now. It says much for his fidelity
and value to his royal mistress that he had such liberty.
But the faith in Jehovah and love of his worship and
word, with which he was imbued, sufficiently explain
this, and sitting in his chariot, read E&aiaa — Not con
tented with the statutory services in which he had
joined, he beguiles the tedium of the journey home
ward by reading the Scriptures. But this is not all ;
for as Philip "heard him read the prophet Esaias,"
he must have been reading aloud and not (as is
customary still in the East, so as merely to be audible,
but in a louder voice than he would naturally have
used, if intent on his own benefit only ; — evidently
therefore he was reading to his charioteer. 38-31. the
Spirit said—by an unmlstakeable voice within, as ch. 10.
U; 16. 6, 7. go near and jointuis chariot. This would
reveal to Philip the hitherto unknown object of hie
journey, and encourage him to expect bouiethiiiK.
Uuderstandest what thou radesU To one so engaged
tins would be deemed no rude question, while theeager
appearance of the speaker, aud the question itself,
would Indicate a readiness to supply any want o* in
sight that might be lelt. How can I, except some man
guide me I— Beautiful expression at once of humility
and docility; the Invitation to Philip which immediately
followed, to " come up and sit with him," being but the
natural expression of this. 33, 33. The place . . . was
this. He was led as a hunb. Arc. One cannot but wonder
that this, of all predictions of Messiah's Bufferings in
the Old Testament the most striking, should have been
that which the eunuch was readiug before Philip joined
him. Ue could hardly miss to have heard at Jerusalem
of the sufferings and death of Jesus, aud of the existence
of a continually-increasing party who acknowledged
him to be the Messiah. But his question to Philip,
whether the prophet in this passage meant himseh or
some other man. clearly shows that he had not the
least idea of any connexion between this prediction
and those facts. 34-38. And the eunuch answered, I pray
thee, Ac. The respect with which he here addresses
Philip was prompted by his reverenceforone whom he
perceived to be his superior in divine things; his own
worldly position sinking before this. Then Philip opened
his mouth: See on Matthew. 6. 2. begin at the same
scripture—founding on it as his text, preached uutj lax
ltd
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Jesus—showing Him to be the glorious Burden of this
wonderful prediction, and interpreting it in the light
of the facts of His history. See, here is water—more
simply, 'Behold water!' as if already, his mind filled
with light and his soul set free, be was eagerly looking
out for the first water in which he might seal his re
ception of the truth and be enrolled among the visible
disciples of the Lord Jesus, what doth hinder me to be
baptised 1 Philip had probably told him that this was
the ordained sign and seal of di««*i pleship. but the
eunuch's question was likely the first proposal of Its
application in this case, iVerse 37 is wanting in the
principal M.vv and most venerable versions of the
New Testament. It seems to have been added from
the formularies for baptism which came into current
use.; they went down both into the water, and hebapuzd
him, Ac.—probably hiving the water upon him, though
the precise mode is neither certain nor of any con
sequence. 38, 40. the Spirit of the L.-rd caught away
Philip — To deny [as Mjcvkb, Olshacbkx, Bloomfield,] the miraculous nature of Philip's disappear
ance, is vain. It stands out on the face of the words,
as just a repetition of what we read of the ancient pro
phets, in 1 Kings, IS. 12; 2 Kings, 1. 16. And the same
word [as Bengzl remarks1 is employed to express a
similar Idea in 2 Corinthians, 12. 2, 4; l Thessalnniam.
4. 17. the eunuch saw him no more—nor, perhaps, for
very joy, cared to see him. [Bsuroax.] and he went on
his way rejoicing—He had found Christ, and the key to
the Scriptures; his soul was set free, and his discipleiliip sealed ; he had lost his teacher, but gained what
was infinitely better: He felt himself a new mau, and
"his joy was full." Tradition says he was the first
preacher of the Gospel In Ethiopia; and how, indeed,
could he choose but "* tell what the Lord had done for
his soulr" Yet there is no certainty as to any historical
connexion between his labours and the introduction
of Christianity into that country. Philip was found—;
d., 'found himself,' 'made his appearance:' an expres
sion confirming the miraculous manner of bis trans
portation. atAxotus—theaucieutAshdod. preached in
all the cities—alone the coast, proceeding northward.
till he cams to Cesares—fifty-five miles North-West of
Jerusalem, on the Mediterranean, just south of Mount
Carmel; and so named by Herod, who rebuilt it, iu
honour of Lit sar Augustus. Henceforth we lose sight
of xealous and honoured Philip, as by and by we sludl
lose sight even of Peter. As the chariot of the Gospel
rolls on, other agents are raised up, each suited to his
work. But " he that soweth and he that reapeth shall
rejoice together." iSee on John, 4. 31-38.)
CHAPTER IX.
Ver. 1-ST>. Cosvkbsion or Saul, jlid beoinmn os
or Ms Ministry. 1. Saul, yet breathing threatening*
and slaughter against the disciples of the Laid, &c. The
emphatic "yet" is intended to note the remarkable
fact, that up to this moment his blind persecuting rage
against the disciples of the Lord burned as fiercely as
ever, (iu the teeth of this, Neandcr aud OUhau**
picture him 'deeply impressed with Stephen's joyful
faith, remembering passages of the Old Testament c>ufirmatory of the Messuthship of Jesus, and experiencing
such a violent struggle as would inwardly prepare the
way for the designs of Cod towards him. Is not tib
like, if not unconscious disbelief, of sudden conversion
at the bottom of this?) The word "slaughter" here
points to cruelties not yet recorded, but the particulars
of which are supplied by himselr nearly thirty years
afterwards: "And I persecuted this way unto the death"
ch. 22. 4J ; " and when they were put to death, Igsve my
voice ('vote'/ against them. And I punished them oft
in every synagogue, and compelled them to {'did my
utmost to make them'; blaspheme; and being exceed
ingly mad against them, 1 persecuted them e.-en onto
Grunge ;TuicUJ*u'; diss" tcu. -H. 10, 11*. All tiuisss
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V^hisprwentjourney. 3. desired letters—of author- fundamentally and wholly wrong. (3.) That though his
jalioo. uIUmascajK-thecapltalofSyriaand the great whole future was now a blank, he had absolute con
—hway between eastern and western Asia, about 130 fidence in Him who had so tenderly arrested him in
els North-East of Jerusalem; the most ancient city his blind career, and was ready both to take in all His
rrtups in the world, and * lying in the centre of a teaching, and to carry out all His directions ;see more
tnlaot and inexhaustible paradise.' It abounded (as on v. 0). Arise, and go into the city, and it shall be told
;*4n from Josephua, Wars, 11, 20, 2,) with Jews, thee, ire. See on ch. 8. 26-28. 7. the men . . . stood
:!*LthUemUe proselytesto the Jewish faith. Thither speechless. This may mean merely that they * remained*
-* Gospel had penetrated; and Saul, flushed with past so ; but if the standing posture be intended, we have
-tflsjss. undertakes to crush it out. that if he foaud only to suppose that though at first they " all fell to the
if irf that way, whether men or womea. Thrice are earth " ch. 26. l-t , they arose of their own accord while
■**n specified aa objects of his cruelty, as an ag- Saul yet lay prostrate, hearing a (rather 'the'} voice.
mated feature of it (ch. 8. 3; 21 4; and herej. 3. he Paul himself says they "heard not the voice of Him
•at star Damascus—so ch. 23. 0. Tradition points to that spake to him" (ch. 22. 9). But just as "the people
:«d$e near the city, as the spot referred to. Events that stood by heard" the voice that saluted our Lord
iidi ue the turning points in one's history so imprint with recorded words of consolation and assurance, and
■sLselre* upon the memory, that circumstances the yet heard not the articulate words, but thought " it
t tnJUng in themselves acquire by connexion with thundered," or that some " angel spake to him" (John,
kb tomething of their importance, and are recalled 12. 28, 20,]—so these men heard the voice that spake to
tfi inexpressible interest, suddenly—at what time of Saul, but heard not the articulate word*. Apparent
i*. is not said ; for artless simplicity reigns here. But discrepancies like these, in the different narratives of
lunuelf emphatically states, in one of his narratives the same scene in one and the same Book of Acts, fur
X that it was " about noon " (ch. 22. 6,}, and in the nish the strongest confirmation both of the facts them
ber, "at mint-day" ich. 20. 13,:, when there could be selves and of the book which records them. Saul arose
'Ueeption. there ehined rouud about him a light from . . . and when bis eyes were opened, he saw no man—
ma—" a great light" (lie himself says), "above the after beholding the Lord, since he "could not see for
:.£ine* of the bun," then shining in its full strength. the glory of that light" ich. '£2. li;, he bad involuntarily
» to fc.l t« the earth—and his companions with him closed his eyes to protect them from the glare; and on
- is. 14J, who " saw the light" (ch. 22. 0.. and heard opening them again he found his vision gone. ' It is not
ace tiring unto him — " in the Hebrew tongue" ich. said, however, that he was blind* for it was no punish
u . Saai, Saul—a reduplication full of tenderness, ment.' [Bknokl.] 9. And he was three days without
i 'A mi.| Though his name was soon changed into sight, and neither did eatnordrink—i.«.—according to the
xd," we find him, in both his own narratives of the Hebrew mode of computation—he took no food during
re, after the lapse of so many years, retaining the the remainder of chat day, the entire day following, and
- nal form, aa not oaring to alter, in the smallest so much of the subsequent day as elapsed before the
'■■*, toe overpowering words addressed to him. why visit of Ananias. Such a period of entire abstinence
uxxjeA tlum me t —No language can express the af- from food, in that state of mental absorption and re
unt character of this question, addressed from the volution into which he bad been so suddenly thrown, is
m (andof the Majesty on high to a poor, infuriate.!, in perfect harmony with known laws and numerous
venting mortal. (See Matthew, 25. 45, and on that facts. But what three days must those have been !
!"* judgment- scene.. Who art thou. Lord*—'Jesus ' Only one other space of three days' duration can be
* -Vk-iiereSiaul knew Jesus.' [Bknoel.] The term mentioned of equal importance in the history of the
»ru" here is an indefinite term of respect for some world.' | Hums.] Since Jesus had been revealed not
known but august speaker. That Saul saw as well only to his eyes but to his soul see on Galatians, 1. 15,
^ard uiis glorious Speaker, is expressly said by 16), the double conviction must have immediately
»c»s v. U; 22. 14.) by Barnabas ich. 9. 27.) and by flashed upon him, that his whole reading of the Old
srtx'd tn. 2«. 18,; and in claiming apostleship, he ex Testament hitherto had been wrong, and that the
it id? stoua that he bad "seen the Lord" (1 Corinth- system of legal righteousness in which he had, up to
!'»■ »■ t; U vi which can refer only to this scene. I that moment, rested and prided himself was false and
i Jems wean thoo persecutest. The "I" and "thou" fatal. What materials these for spiritual exercise dur
re are touching!y emphatic in the original ; while the ing those three days of total darkness, fasting, and
to " Jtacs" is purposely chosen, to convey to him solitude! On the one hand, what self-condemnation,
r Uuilbng information, that the hated name which what anguish, what death of legal hope, what difficulty
t'Kisht to bunt down—"t/te Xazarene," as it is in ch. in believing that in such a case there could be hope at
'—wasnow speaking to him from the skies, "crownod all; on the other hand, what heart-breaking admiration
-' c JOT and honour" (see ch. 26. »;. It is bard for thee of the grace that had " pulled him out of the fire," what
t-ct sgiiast the pricks. And he, trembling and aston- resistless conviction that there must be a purpose of
<tsm, Lord, what wilt thou have me to dot And the love in it, and what tender expectation of being yet
"i ual .The most ancient MSS. and versions of the honoured, as a chosen vessel, to declare what the Lord
-*■ Testament want all these words here ; but they had done for his soul, and spread abroad the savour
it in eh. 2B. 14, and ch. 22. 10, from which thuy ap- of that name which he had so wickedly, though ignor: to hare been inserted here.) The metaphor of an antly, sought to destroy—must have struggled in his
valf driving the goad deeper by kicking against it, breast during those memorable days ! Is it too much
. '4%»-ic one. and here forcibly expresses, not only to say that all that profound insight into the Old Testa
T*sity of all his measures for crushing the Gospel, ment, that comprehensive grasp of the principles of the
tie deeper wound which every such effort inflicted divine economy, that penetrating spirituality, that
.-. himself. Thequestion, " What shall I do. Lord," vivid apprehension of man's lost state, and those glow
" Lord, what wilt thou have me to do?" indicates ing views of the perfection and glory of the divine
.lie of mind singularly interesting see on ch. 2. 37.) remedy, that beautiful ideal of the loftiness and the
:.irmentB seem to be these : (Li Resistless convic- lowliness of the christian character, that large phil
that ** Jesus whom he persecuted," now speaking anthropy and burning zeal to spend and be spent
:m. was " Christ the Lord." See on Galatians, 1. 15, through all his future life for Christ, which distin
:. Am a consequence of this, that not only all his guish the writings of this chiefest of the apostles and
K»us viewa, but his whole religious character.had greatest of men — were ail quickened into life during
. aa entire *"*j1*1"* ; that he was up to that moment those three successive days 2 10-16. a certain disciwe
M
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See od ch. 22. 12. to him said the
Lord—i.e„ Jnua. See v. 13, It, 17. go Into the street
. . . called Straight. There in «U11 a street of this name
in Damascus, about half-*-nille in length, running from
east to west through the city. [Mai n hkkm . I and
enquire in the house cf Judas f *r oue called Saul of Tarsus.
There is something touching in the minuteness of these
directions. Tarsus was the capital of the province of
CUicia, lying along the North East coast of the Med
iterranean. It was situated on the river Cydnua, was
a 'large and populous dty.'iuys Xenophon. and see ch.
SI. 3»„- and under the Romans liad the privilege of selfgovernment, behold, he prayeth—** breathing out" no
longer *' threatenings and slaughter,*' but struggling
desires after light and life in the Persecuted One.
Beautiful note of encouragement as to the frame in
which Ananias would find the persecutor! And hath
seen in a vision a man named Ananias, die. Thus, as in
the case of Cornelius and Peter afterwards, there was a
mutual preparation of each for each. But we have no
account of the vision which Saul had of Ananias com
ing in to him and putting his hands upon him for the
restoration of his sight, save this interesting allusion
to it In the vision which Ananias himself had. Ananias
answered. Lord, I have heard by many of this man. Arc.
' The objections of Ananias, and the removal of them
by the Lord, display in a very touching manner the
t-hlldlike relation of the believing soul to Its Redeemer.
The Saviour speaks with Ananias as a man does with
his friend.' [Olshauben.J how much evil be hath done
1 1 thy saints. " Thy saints, " says Ananias to Chnst :
therefore Christ Is God. [Benoel.] So. In the very
next verse. Ananias describes the disciples aa "those
that called on Christ's name." See on ch. 7. 60. 00; and
cf. 1 Corinthians. 1. 2. here he hath authority, die So
that the terror not only of the great persecutor's name,
but of this commission to Damascus had travelled
before him from the capital to the doomed spot Go
toy way—Do as thou art bidden, without gainsaying.
he Is a chosen vessel—a word often used by Paul in il
lustrating God's sovereignty In election .Romans, y. 81•a, 2 Corinthians. 4. 7; 2 Timothy, 2. 2v, 21 ; [Alford.]
cf. Zechariah, 3. 2;. I will show him— see ch. 20. 2*, 24;
21. 11 . bow great things ha must suffer for my name—
U.4., ' Much he has done against that Name ; but now,
when I show him what great things he must suffer for
that Name, he shall count It his honour and privilege.
17-10. At*»"'»* went his way. and putting his hands on hun.
Mid, Brother 8anl How beautifully childlike is the
obedience of Ananias to ' ' the heavenly vision t " the
Lord, even Jesus. This clearly shows in what sense the
term " Lord " Is used In this book. It Is J ehus that Is
meant, as almost invariably in the Epistles also, who
appeared onto thee in the way. This knowledge by an
inhabitant of Damascus of what had happened to Saul
before entering It, would show him at once that this was
the man whom Jesus had already prepared him to ex
ited, and be filled with tue Hoty Ghost— which Ananias
probably, without any express instructions on that
subject, took it for granted, would descend upon lihn ;
and not necessarily after his baptism LBaumciakten,
W'ebhter & Wilkinson,]—for Cornelius and his com
pany received It before theirs ch. 10. 44-48)—but perhaps
immediately after the recovery of his bight by the laying
on of Ananias' hands, there fell finm bis eyes as it were
Kales. 'This shown that the blindness as well as the
cure was supernatural. Substauces like scales would
not form natunUly in so short a time.' I Webster 6i
Wilkinson.] And the medical precision of Luke's
language here Is to be noted, was baptised —as directed
by Ananias .ch. 2"-'. it) . when he had received meat he
was strengthened—for the exhaustion occasioned by his
three days' fast would not be the less real, though unfelt during his struggles. See on Matthew. 4. 2. then
was Saul certain days with the disciples at Damaicos —
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making their acquaintance, in another way than either
he or they had anticipated, and regaining his tone by
the fellowship of the saints; but not certainly in order
to learn from them what he was to teach, which he ex
pressly disavows 'Galatuns, 1. 12, 16). 30 22. preached
Christ . . . that he Is the Boa of God—rather. ' preached
Jesus,' according to all the most ancient HISS. and
versions of the New Testament, so [v. 21, "all thai,
call on this name," i.c, Jesus; and c 22, " proving th.ni
this' Jesus "Is very Christ"; 23. And after maay days
were fulfilled, the Jews took counsel to kill him. Bad i<-i»
no other record than this, w should have supposed that
\ciiat is here related took place while Saul continued est
Damascus after his baptism. But in dotations, 1. 17,
18, we learn' from Paul himself that he "went tta/o
Arabia, and reftirwed aaainvnto Damascus*' and that
from the time of his first visit to the dose of his smeowui,
l>oth of which appear to hare been short, a period of
three years elapstd ,- either three full years, or one fu 11
year and part of two others. See on Galatlans, l_ 16- lb.
That such a blank should occur In the Acta, and be
filled up In Galatlans. is not more remarkable than that
the flight of the Holy Family into tigypt, their stay
there, and their return thence, recorded only by Mat
thew, should be so entirely passed over by Lake, that
if we had only his Gospel we should have supposed
that they returned to Nazareth Immediately after the
presentation In the temple. {Indeed In one of his
narrative*, ch. 22. 1$. 17, Paul himself takes no notice of
this period} But wherefore this journey* Perhaps ;l_j
because be felt a period of repose and partial seclusion
to be needful to his spirit, after the violence of the
change, and the excitement of his new occupation. A. ■
To prevent the rising storm which was gathering against
him from coming too soon to a head. 03.) To exercise
his ministry in the Jewish synagogues, as opportunity
afforded. On his return, refreshed and strengthened In
spirit, he immediately resumed his ministry, but soon
to the imminent hazard of his life. Si, 25. tbey watc tied
the gates night and day to kill him. The full extent of
his danger appears only from his own account "2 t^orinthians, 11. 32 "In Damascus, the governor under
Aretas the king kept the city of the Damascenes with
a garrison, desirous to apprehend me f the exasperated
J ews having obtained from the governor a military force,
the more surely to compass his destruction. Then ta*
disciples ... by night let him down (" through a window'*
2 Corinthians. 11. 33.) by the wall. Such overh&ngin*
windows in the walls of Eastern cities were oumnsun.
and are to be seen in Damascus to this day.
26-31. Saul's First Visit to Jerusalem aitka
his Conversion. 26. And when Saul was com* to Jeru
salem—" three years after" his conversion, and partic
ularly "to see Peter," Gelations, 1. is; no doubt because
he was the leading apostle, and to communicate to him
the prescribed sphere of his labours, specially to "the
Gentiles." he assayed to join himself to the disciple*—
simply as one of them, leaving his apostolic commission
to manifest itself, taey were afraii of him. drc—knowing
him only as a persecutor of the faith; the rumour of his
conversion, if it ever was cordially believed, passing
away during his long alienee in Arabia, and the news
of his subsequent labours in Damascus perhaps not
having reached them. 37. But Barnabas . . . hrcught
hi m to the apostles— i.e., to Peter and James: for "other
of the apostles saw I none." says he fourteen years after
Galatlans, 1. 18, 19. Probably none of the oUteraposllei
were there at the time (ch. 4. 36. \ Barnabas being ot
Cyprus which wss within a few hours' sail of Cibeia, and
annexed to it as a iloman province, and Saul and b*
being Hellenistic Jews and eminent in their respecti^
localities, they may very well have been acquainted with
each other before this. (Hows.) What Is here said of
Barnabas is in tine consistency with the "goodness"
ascribed to him (ch. 11. 21;, and with the name ** Son of

F* r-iaMnn 5tal< o/far CfcurcA.
ACTS.X.
Accession and Baptism of Corndiue, (tc.
caati£&t20C,B given him by the apostles (ch. 4. 38 ; and
deeds—eminent for the activities and generosities of the
ter Peter and Junea were satisfled, the disciples Christian character, when they had washed—according
swraDy would at once receive him. how he had seen to the custom of civilised nations towards the dead, in
* Lard . „ . and he [i.e.. the Lord.) had spoken to him— an (rather, 'the'} upper chamber—icf. 1 Kings, 17. 19.'.
• _ haw be had received hi* commission direct from the the disciples scut unto Peter—showing that the disciples
r : himaelf. — 28, 39. And he was with them coming in generally did not possess miraculous gifts. [Bekujcl.]
U gxnff cnt at Jerusalem—for fifteen days, lodging all the widows—whom she had clad or fed. stood by him
-£h Peter (Gal&tlans, I. 18'. disputed with the Grecians. weeping, and showing the co its and garments which Dor
te on eh. 6. 1 ; addressing himself specially to them, cas had made— i.e., {as the tense implies.) showing these
ertApa* SkS being of his own class, and that against as specimens only of what she was in the habit of mak
-jch he bad In the days of his ignorance been the ing. 40-43. Peter pat tbem all forth, and kneeled down
cfcuA. they went about tc Vill him. Thus was he made —the one in imitation of his Master's way (Luke, 8.
led, throngbout his whole course, what he himself 64; and cf. 2 Kings. 4. S3.) . the other, in striking contrast
xi made others so cruelly to feel, the cost of disciple- with it The kneeling became the lowly servant, but
'• ;■ 30. they brought him d:wn to Ceoarea—on tlie coast not the Lord himself, oj whom it is never once recorded
■** on ch. *. 40 ; accompanying him thus far. Hut that he knelt in the performance of a miracle, opened
W bad another reason than his own apprehension her eyes, and when she saw Peter, she sat up. The graphic
: ;aittins; Jerusalem so soon. " While he was pray- minuteness of detail here imparts to the narrative an
~ in the temple, he was in a trance," and received ex- air of charming reality, he give her his liaud, a:id lifted
7-s3 injunction? to this effect. See on ch. 22. 17, &c. her up—as his Lord had done to his own mother-inai sest him forth to Tarsus. In Galatians. 1. 21, he law (Mark, 1. 31). with one Simon a tanner—a trade re
£z?*elf says of this journey, that he " came into the garded by the Jews as half unclean, and consequently
-^r.3&3 of Syria and Cilicia ;" from which it U natural disreputable, from the contact with dead animals and
>.- infer that instead of sailing direct for Tarsus, he blood which was connected with it. For this reason,
zj&txA at Selencia, travelled thence to Antioch, and even by other nations, it is usually carried on at some
*ae:rate*l from this northward into Cilicia, ending his distance from towns ; accordingly, Simon's house was
ar*>ty at Tarsua. As this was hfs first visit to his "by the sea side" (ch.10.6). Peter's lodging there shows
-iiiTe city since his conversion, so it is not certain him already to some extent above Jewish prejudice.
CHAPTER X.
ha: be ever was there again. Seeonch. ll.2fi.26. Now
1-48. Accession and Baptism or Cornelius and
: jTobably was that he became the instrument of
altering into the fold of Christ those " kinsmen,'* that his party; on.. The first-fruito of the G entiles.
' .ifter." and perhaps her "son," of whom mention is We here enter on an entirely new phase of the Christ
tian Church, the " opening of the door of faith to the
ude in Bomans, 16. 7, ll,31;cb 23. 16, &c. [Hows.]
3L Flouri»hi>u State of the Church in Palks- Gentiles ;" in other words, the recognition of Gentile,
n*n ar thjw Tim a. 31. Then had the churches rest— on terms of perfect equality with Jewish, discipleship
ritaer. "the Church,' according to the best M3S. and without the necessity of circumcision. Some begin
-fu-aons. But this rest was owing not so much to the nings appear to have been already made in this direc
'^Ttr»on of Haul, as probably to the Jews being tion see on ch. 11. 20, Si] ; and Saul probably acted on
--r-TQased with the emperor Caligula's attempt to have this principle from the first, both in Arabia and in
■j* own Image set up in the temple of Jerusalem tJo- Syria and Cilicia. But had he been the prime mover
-zrartf .VxriQCrriw, l*. 8; L, 4c.). throughout all in the admission of uncircumcised Gentiles into the
J-asa, sad Galilee, and Samaria. This incidental notice Church, the Jewish party, who were never friendly to
£ distinct churches already dotting all the regions which him, would have acquired such strength as to bring the
wtre the chief scenes of our Lord's ministry, and that Church to the verge of a disastrous schism. But on
«erc be* able to test the facts on which the whole Peter, "the apostle" specially "of the circumcision"
l r-^chiaR of (be apostles was based, is extremely inter- was conferred the honour of initiating this great move
c-tmg. "The fe.tr of the Lord" expresses their holy ment, as before of the first admission of Jewish believ
walk ; " the cornfort of the Holy Ghost," their " peace ers. (See on Matthew, 16. ID. After this, however, one
*>1 toy in believing," under the silent operation of the who had already come upon the stage was to eclipse
this "chiefest of the apostles." 1, 2. Cesarei. See on
Urtsed Inrnfbrter.
a*. Prrax Hkais Ekeas at Lydda, and Raises ch. 8. 40. the Italian band—a cohort of Italians, as dis
TftsnHA to Lite at Joppa. Tlie historian now re- tinguished from native-soldiers quartered at Cesarea,
1jms to Peter, in order to introduce the all-important probably in a body-guard to the Roman procurator who
BAmcnv of Cornelius 'ch. 10}. The occurrences here resided there. An ancient coin makes express men
related probably took place during Saul's sojourn in tion of such a cohort in Syria, (Akerman's Numis
Arabia 33-35. as Peter passed throughout all quarters matic Illustrations of the New Testament.) A devout
—not bow Seeing from persecution, bat peacefully man, Ac—an uncircumcised Gentile proselyte to the
v^insctbe churches. t» the saints which dwelt at Lydda Jewish faith, of whom there were a very great number
—tboHtnve miles East of Joppa. And Peter said unto at this time ; a distinguished proselyte, who had brought
ina, Kasu, Jesus Christ makeiti thee whole. See on ch. his whole household establishment under the hallow
x 1 stake thy bed. See on John. 5. is. all that dwelt at ing influence of the Jewish faith and tho regular
lyiii asd Sir an — or " Sharon," a rich vale between observance of its principal seasons of worship, gave
>"Vpaand Cesarea . saw him, and turned to the Lord much alms to the people— i.e., the Jctcuih people, on the
— j., there was a general conversion in consequence. same principle as another centurion before him [Luke,
SI-39. at Joppa— the modern Jaffa, on the Mediter- 7. 5 ; thinking It no " great thing," if they had " sown
ruean, a very ancient city of the Philistines, after unto him spiritual things, that they should reap his
ward* and still the seaport of Jerusalem, from which carnal things" [l Corinthians, 0. 111. prayed to God
•: lies distant forty-five miles to the North West Ta- alway—at tlie stated daily seasons. See on v. 3. 2-6.
i.taa . . . Dorms—the Syro-Chaldaic and Greek names saw. . . evidently — 'distinctly,' the ninth hour of tne
tor aa antelope or gazdU, which, from its loveliness, day—three o'clock, the hour of the evening sacrifice.
n> frequently employed as a proper name for women. But he had been "fasting until that hour" (v. 30). per
[Meybb. Olsbausen.I Doubtless the interpretation, haps from the sixth hour [v. 9). What is it. Lordi—
a- litre given, is but an echo of the remarks made by language which, tremulously though it was uttered,
C-.t Christians regarding her, how well her character betokened childlike reverence and humility. Thy
ac^vercd to her name. full of rood works and alras- prayers and thine alms. The way in which both are
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■peclfled Lb emphatic. The one denotes the spiritual tercourse was certainly kept up. (See the Gospel
outgoing of his soul to God, the other its practical out* i History, towards the end.) But intimate social fellow
going to men. are coma up for a memorial before God— ship was not practised, as being adverse to the spirit of
i.e., as Asaeri/Ut well-pleasing unto God, as an odour of the law. I ask therefore, Arc The whole speech is full
a sweet smell (Revelation, 8. 4). send to Joppa ... for of dignity, the apostle seeing In the company before him
one Simon, «fcc. Seeon ch.0. 11. 7, 8. when the angel a new brotherhood. Into whose devout and enquirhu
was departed, he oiled—immediately doing as directed, minds he was divinely directed to pour the light of new
and thereby showing the simplicity of his faith, a truth. 30-33. Fonr days ago—the messengers being de
devout soldier of them that waited on him continually—of spatched on the first ; on the second reaching Joppa, ;».
the "soldiers under him," such as the centurion at 81 ; Btarting for Cesarea on the third ; and on the fourth
Capernaum bad, Matthew, 8. 0. Who this " devout arriving, we are all here present before God, to hear all
soldier" was, can only be matter of conjecture. Da things that are commanded thee of God :—Beautiful ex
Coda ("Four Witnesses") gives a number of ingenious pression of entire preparedness to receive the expected
reasons for thinking that, having attached himself divine teaching through the lips of this heaven-coniniishenceforth to Peter—whose influence in the composi i sioned teacher, and delightful encouragement to Peter
tion of the second Gospel is attested by the earliest tra to give free utterance to what was doubtless already
dition, and is stamped on that Gospel itself—he Is no ] on his lips! 34, 35. Peter opened his month. See on
other than the Evangelist Mark. 0-16. upon the house | Matthew, 6. 2. Of a truth I perceive—i.e., ' I have it now
top—the flat roof, the chosen place in the East for cool I demonstrated before mine eyes.' that God is no respecter
retirement, the sixth hoar—noon, a trance—differing > of persons. Not °i see there is no capricious /annir'ttfro
from the " vision" of Cornelius, in so far as the things ' with God,' for Peter wouid never imagine such a thin^:
seen had not the same objective reality, though both i but, (as the next clause shows.) ' I see that God ha*
were supernatural, all manner of four-footed beasts, ! respect only to personal character and state in the ac&c.—i.e., the clean and the unclean (ceremonially; all ' eei i tame of men. national and ecclesiastical distinctions
mixed together. Not so. Lord. See Marginal refer I being of no account.' bnt in every nation—not, .observe.
ence. I have iiever eaten anything; that is common—i.e., I in every religion; according to a common distortion of
not sanctified, by Divine permission to eat of it, and these words, he that feareth him, and wcrketh right*jusso " unclean." * The distinction of meats was a sacra nest. This being the well-known phraseology of the Old
ment of national distinction, separation and consecra Testament in describing the truly godly man, with'
tion.' (Webster & Wilkinson! What God hath the pale of revealed religion, it cannot be alleged that
cleansed , that call not thou common :—The ceremonial dis Peter meant it to denote a merely virtuous character,
tinctions are at an end, and Gentiles, ceremonially sepa in the heathen sense ; and as Peter had learnt enough,
rated from the chosen people > v. 28} , and debarred from from the messengers of Cornelius and from his own
that access to God in the visible ordinances of His lips, to convince him that the whole religious character
Church which they enjoyed, are now on a perfect of this Roman officer had been moulded in the Jewish
equality with them, done thrice. See Genesis, 41. 32. faith, there can be no doubt that the apostle intended
17 21. while Pet -r doubted . . . what this should mean, be to describe exactly such saiutship—inits internal spirit
hold, the three men . . . stood before the gate, . . . and uality and external fruitfulness—as God had already
asked—'were enquiring,' i.e.. In the act of doing so. pronounced to be genuine and approved. And since to
The preparations here made—of Peter for his Gentile such " He giveth more grace," according to the law of
visitors, as of Cornelius for him — is devoutly to be His Kingdom (James. 4. 6; Matthew. 25. 88;, he send*
noted. But besides this, at the same moment, "the Peter, not to be the instrument of his conversion, as thb
spirit" expressly informs him that three men were is very frequently called, but simply to *' show him the
enquiring for him, and bids him unhesitatingly go with ' way of God more perfectly," as before to the devout
them, as sent by Him. I am he whom ye seek. This Ethiopian eunuch. £6-38. the word . . . sent unto the
seems to have been said without any communication ' children of Israel—for to them (he would have tbemdiv
being made to Peter regarding the men or their errand. | tinctly know; the Gospel was first preached, even as the
t!iey said. Cornelius, a just man, die—fine testimony this facts of it took place on the special theatre of theancient
from his own servants, of good report among all the , economy, preaching peace by Jeaua Christ:—the glorfc'Ui
nation of the Jews—specified, no doubt, to conciliate the sum of all Gospel truth, l Corinthians, l. 20-22. he is
favourable regard of the Jewish apostle, to hear words Lord of all—exalted to embrace under the canopy of His
of thee. See on ch. 11. 14. called them in and lodged peace Jew and Gentile alike, whom the blood of His
them—thus partially anticipating this fellowship with i Cross had cemented into one reconciled and accepted
Gentiles. Peter went . . . with them, and certain brethren ! family of God, Ephesians, 2. 13-15. that word ye know.
—six in number, ch. 11. 12. from Joppa—as witnesses of The facts, it seems, were too notorious and extrsora transaction which Peter was prepared to believe dinary to be unknown to those who mixed so much
pregnant withgreatconsequences. Cornelius . . . called with Jews, and took so tender an interest in all Jew
together his kinsmen and near irienls:— implying that he ish matters, as they did ; though, like the eunuch, they
had been long enough at Cesarea to form relationships knew not the significance of them, which was publiased
there, and that he had Intimate friends there whose throughout all Judea. and began from Galilee. See Lake,
presence he was not ashamed to invite to a religious 4. 14, 37, 44; 7. 17; 'J. 6; 23. 6. after the baptism which Jain
meeting of the most solemn nature. 35-20. as Peter preached. See on ch. 1. 22. how God anointed Jesos of
was coming in, Cornelius met him—a mark of the highest Nasareth—rather, * Jesus of .Naxareth, (as the bunks
respect, fell down at his feet, and worshipped him. In of that "published word.") how God anointed him"
the East this way of showing respect was customary with the Holy Ghost and with power, dec.— i.e., at His
not only to kings but to others occupying a superior baptism, thus visibly proclaiming Him M 1 >sj a u. " \i«
station; but among the Greeks and Romans it was lord's Christ." See Luke, 4. 1*-2L For it is not Hii
reserved for the gods. Peter, therefore, declines it as ' unction for personal holiness at His incarnation that
due to no mortal. [Grotius.] ' Those who claim to J is referred to—as many of the Fathers and some mod
ltavc succeeded Peter, have not imitated this part of hit , erns take IV—but His investiture with the insignis of
conduct,' [ALroRD.] therein only verifying 2 Thessalon- ! the Messianic office, in which he presented Himself after
lans, 2. 4, and cf. Revelation, in. 10; 22. 9. ye know it ; His baptism to the acceptance of the people, went&bcs:
is . . . unlawful ... for ... a Jew to keep company, or come doing good—holding up the beneficent character of all
unto one of another nation, Ac There wan no express his miracles, which was their predicted character
prohibition to this effect, and to a certain extent in- (Isaiah, 33. 5, 0. icj healing all that were oppressed «iu
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ta? arril—whether in the form of demoniacal posses&s»s, or more indirectly as in her " whom Satan had
vwmd with a spirit of infirmity eighteen years" Lake,
i_\ in: thereby showing Himself the Redeemer from all
-'. it for God was with him. Thus gently does the
.* -Ue rise to the supreme dignity of Christ with which
he dose*, accommodating himself to his bearers. 3'..'- 3 we axe witnesses of all he did—not objects of super'LUions reverence, but simply witnesses to the great
-^staricaJ facts on which the Gospel is founded, slew
^L hanged i.e.. slew by hanging) on a tree. Soch. 6.
x- sad see on CJalatians, 3. 13. showed him openly ; not
t: *U the people—for it was not fitting that He should
■■jtject Himself, in His risen condition, to a second
rC^conci in Person, bat unto witnesses chosen before of
■as. ... to as, who did eat and drink with him after be
^ t^. Not the less certain, therefore, was the fact
{ His resurrection, though withholding Himself from
^o- ral gaze in His risen body, be which was ordained
■1 Ssd to be the Judge of quick and dead. He hud before
[ .-Attuned Him " Lora oi all," for the dispensing oi
~ isaee" to ail alike: now he announces Him in the
fc^ase supreme lordship, for the exercise of judgment
~.ym all sdike. On this divine ordination, see John, 6.
^ r%27;cb_ 17.31- Thus we have here all Gospel truth
a hnef. ' But, Forgiveness through this exalted One is
toe dosing note of Peter's beautifully simple discourse.
T» am civ* all the prophets witness — i.e.. This is the
^rdeo, generally, of the prophetic testimony. It was
u : r thus to give the spint of their testimony, than to
<; a*<e them in detail on such an occasion. But let this
t^ytrtolic statement of theevangellcalimportof theOld
l'^umeut writings be devoutly weighed by those who
ire disposed to rationalize away this element in the
utfi Testament, whosoever belicveth in him. Tliis was
•videntty said with special reference to the Gentile
* jdieace then before him, and formed a noble prac
tical cooclnaion to the whole discourse, 44, 45. While
se y« spake, the Holy Ghost fell—by visible and audible
■i JrifesLauon [v. 4»}. they of the circumcision . . . were
ill iiiubw*. . . . because tiiat on the Gentiles also was
pgared o*t, £c —without circumcision, heard themspeak
vrth tagves and magnify God. As on the day of Pentecost. it was no empty miracle, no mere speaking of
im^sjB languages, but utterance of "the wonderful
works of God * In tongues to them unknown {ch. 2, 11},
*o here -, hot more remarkable in this case, as the
speakers were perhaps less familiar with the Old Testa
ment songs of praise. 46-48. Then answered Peter, Can
say maa ttrmd water . . . which have received the Holy
Sfccst, £c Mark, he does not say They have received
the Spirit, what need have they of water ? but. Having
law Irving diadpleahip imparted to them and visibly
damped upon them, what objection can there be to
idmittiss?. them, by the seal of baptism. Into the full
I .: .wsisip of the Church! who have received the Holy
Gfcoatat well aa we—and are thus, in all that Is essentia]
v. Afrasiaxi. on a level with ourselves, he commanded
thsss ta be baptised—not doing it with his own hands,
»' neither did Paul, save on rare occasions, l Oorinthiaas, L14-17 ; ct ch. S. 38, and John, 4. 2. prayed him to
tarry certain days— 'golden days,' (Besgel,] spent,
lijubtfesa, in refreshing Christian fellowship, and In
caj-arting and receiving fuller teaching on the several
K-UiCs of the apostle's discourse.
CHAPTER XI.
Ver 1-15. Peter Vindicates Htmsele before
ire Chubcb in* Jerusalem for hi» procedure
i»jVAtu» THE Gentiles.
1-11. the apostles and
aretferen ... in Judea—rather, * throughout Judea.'
■**f, . . af the circumcision—not the Jewish Christians
,f=crraily. f°T ccre there were no other, but such as.
rza their jealousy for "the middle wall of partition *
%hjch circuinclsion raised between Jew and Gentile,
were ajttrtrards known as " they of the circumcision."

Peter Vindicates Himself.

They doubtless embraced apostles as well as others.
Thou wen test in, Aic, . . . But Peter rehearsed the matter.
Arc. These objectors scruple not to demand from Peter,
though the first among the apostles, an explanation of
his conduct; nor is there any insinuation on Peter's part
of disrespect towards his authority in that demand—a
manifest proof that such authority was unknown both
to the complainers and to himself. 12-18. we entered
the man's house. No mention of Cornelius' name, much
less of his high position, as if that affected the question.
To the charge, "Thou wentest in to men uncircumcised,'*
he simply speaks of the uncircumcised "mun" to whom
he had been divinely sent, seen an angel :—iit., ' the
angel,' for the rumour took that definite shape, who
shall tell thee words whereby thou and all thy house shall
be saved. The historian makes the angel express this
much more generally, ch. 10. 6. So also the subsequent
report of it by the deputies and by Cornelius himself
to Peter, ch. 10. 22. 32. But as Peter tarried with Cor
nelius certain days, and they doubtless talked over the
wonderful scene together, perhaps this fuller and richer
form of what the angel said was xiven to Peter ; or the
apostle himself may have expressed what the angel
certainly designed by directing them to send for him.
Observe, "Salvation" is here made to hang upon
"words," is., the Gospel message concerning Christ.
But on the "salvation" of Cornelius, see on ch. 10. 34,
35 : On that of his " house," see on Luke, 19. 10. Then
remembered I the words . . . John . . . baptised with water ;
but ye shall be baptised with the Holy Ghost. Forasmuch
then, «tc .— q.d.% * Since God himself has put them on a
level with ourselves, by bestowing on them what the
Lord Jesus pronounced the liigher baptism of the Holy
Ghost, would it not have been to withstand God if <
had withheld from them the lower baptism of water,
and kept aloof from them as still "unclean!" held their
peace and glorified God. Well had it been if, when Paul
afterwards adduced equally resistless evidence in just
ification ofthe same line of procedure, this J ewish party
had shown the same reverential and glad submission '
Then hath God also granted to the Gentiles, &c.—rather,
* granted to the Gentiles also.' {See a similar misplace
ment of "also'' in Hebrews, 12. 1.} To"ffroni repent
ance unto life"—i.e., 'such as Issues in life' fcf. 2
Corinthians, 7. 10, "repentance unto salvation";—is
more than to be willing to pardon upon repentance.
[Grotxub.] The case of Cornelius Is so manifestly one
of grace reigning in every stage of his religious history,
that we can hardly doubt that this was just the feature
of it which they meant here to express. And this is
the grace that reigns in every conversion.
10-24. The Gospel being preached to Gentiles
AT AXTXOCH ALSO, BaRNARASIB SENT THITHER FROM

Jerusalem, who hailb their accession and
labours among them. 19-24. they which were scat
tered abroad upon the persecution that arcse about Stephen
—and who "went everywhere preaching the word" ich,
b. 4J. travelled as far as Phenice—that part of the Med
iterranean coast which, commencing a little North of
Cesarea, stretches northwards for upwards of 100 miles,
half-way to Antioch. and Cyprus. See on ch. 4. 36.
An active commercial intercourse subsisted between
Phenice and Cyprus, and Antioch—near the head of the
North-East coast of the Mediterranean, on the river
Orontes, and containing a large colony ofJews, to whose
religion there were there numerous proselytes. *It was
almost an oriental Rome, in which all the forms of the
civilized life of the empire found some representative;
and through the two first centuries of the Christlanera
it was what Constantinople became afterwards, ' the
Gate of the East.' fHows.) some of them were men of
Cyprus and Cyrene — (see on Luke 23. Ml:—as Lucius,
mentioned ch. 13. 1. spake unto the Grecians—rather,
" the Greeks" i.e., uncircumcised Gentiles (as the true
reading beyond doubt is). The Gospel had, from the

Barnabas goes to Tarsus Jot Saul.
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flrst, been preached to "the Grecians* or Greek-speaking
Jew*, and these 'men of Cyprus and Gyrene.' were them
selves " Grecians." How, then, can we suppose that
the historian would note, as something new and sing
ular (t>. 32), that some of the dispersed Christians
preached to them? a great number believed. Thus the
accession of Cornelius and his party was not the first
admission of unclrcumdsed Gentiles into the Church.
(See on ch. 10. LI Nay, we read of no Influence which
the accession of Cornelius and his house had on the
further progress of the Gospel among the Gentiles;
whereas there here open upon us operations upon the
Gentiles from quite a different quarter, and attended
with ever-growing success. Theonlygreatohjectserved
by the case of Cornelius was the formal recognition of
Vie principles vMch that case aflerxrartls secured. (See
on ch. 15.) sent . . . Barnabas ... as far as Antioch—
implying that even on the way to Antioch he found
churches to visit. IOlshauhen.] It wns in the first
instance, no doubt, a mission of enquiry; and no one
could be more suitable to enquire into the proceedings
of those Cyprians and Cyrenians than one who was
himself a "Grecian" of Cyprus (ch. 4.36), and "a son
of consolation." when he . . . had seen the grace of God
fin the new converts) was s;Ud—owned and rejoiced in
it at once as divine, though they were uncircumcised.
exhorted them all that with purpose of heart as op loosed to
a hasty and fickle discipleship they would cleave unto the
Lord— the Lord Jesus. For he was a good man. The
sense of "good" here is plainly 'large-hearted,' 'liberalminded,' rising above narrow Jewish sectarianism, and
that because, as the historian adds, he was " full of the
Holy Ghost anil of faith.'* and much people were added
unto the Lord. This proceeding of Barnabas, so full of
wisdom, love, and zeal, was blessed to the great increase
of the Christian community In that important city.
25, 20. Barnabas, finding the work in Antioch
TOO MUCH TOR HIM, OOEHTO TARDUS FORSAUI/—THEY
LAHOUR THERE TOGETHER FOR A WHOLE YEAR WITH
MUCn SUCCESS, AND A.VTIOCH BECOMES THE HON
OURED BIRTHPLACE OF THE TERM CHRISTIAN.

Then departed Barnabas to Tarsus for to srek Saul—or
course, then, this was after the hasty despatch of Saul to
Tarsus, no doubt by Barnabas himself among others, to
ewape the fury of the Jews at Jerusalem. And as
Barnabas was the first to take the converted persecutor
by the hand and procure his recognition as a disciple
by the brethren at Jerusalem (ch. 9. 27}, so he alone
seems at that early period to have discerned In him
those peculiar endowments in virtue of which he was
afterwards to eclipse all others. Accordingly, instead
of returning to Jerusalem, to which, no doubt, he sent
accounts of his proceedings from time to time, finding
that the mine In Antioch was rich in promise and re
quired an additional and iwwerful hand to work, ho
leaves it for a time, takes a journey to Tarsus, " finds
Saul" Iseemindy implying — not that he lay hid
1 Hev*i el,J but that he was engaged at the time in some
preaching circuit—see on ch. 1ft. 23,1 and returns with
him to Antioch. Nor were his hopes disappointed.
As co-pastors, for the time being, of the Church there,
they so laboured that the Gospel, even in that great
and many -sided community, achieved for itself a name
which will live and l>e gloried in as long as this world
lists, as the symbol of all that is most precious to the
fallen family of man: — "The disciples were called
Christians first in Antioch," This namo originated
not within, but without, the Church ; not with their
Jewish enemies, by whom they were styled "Nazarenes"
(ch. 24. ft), but with the heathen in Antioch, and (as the
form of the word shows) with the Romans* not the Greeks
there. [Olshausen.] It was not at first used In a good
sense, as ch. 20. 28, and 1 Peter 4. 10 shows, though hardly I
framed outof contempt [as DeWette, Baumqartkn,
4c. 1; but at It was a noble testimony to the light in |
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which the Church regarded Christ—honouring; him as
their only Lord and Saviour, dwelling continually on
His name, and glorying in it—so it was felt to be too
apposite and beautiful to be allowed to die.
2740. By occasion of a famine, Barnabas asiSaul return to Jerusalem with a contribution'
for the relief of their SUFFER I SO BRETHRENcame prophets from Jerusalem—inspired teachers, a chasi
we shall afterwards frequently meet with, who some
times, but not necessarily, foretold future) event*.
They are classed next to apostles, 1 Corinthians, 13. is*
20; Epheslans, 4. II. that there should be great dcaxth
throughout all the world — the whole Roman Empire,
which came to pass in the days of Claudius Cesar. Four
famines occurred during his reign. This one in Judea
and the adjacent countries took place, ad.. 41. [JusEPiius' Antiqiittes, 20, 2, 6.] An important date S'>r
tracing mUtlucttroiiotog\i(rfthe Acts. (But this subject
is too difficult and extensive to admit of being handled
here.) Then the disciples, every man according to his
ability, determined to send relief, &c. This was the pure
prompting of Christian lore, which shone so bright in
those earliest days of the Gospel, sent it to the elder*
—an office well known to be borrowed from the syn
agogue ; after the model of irnich, and not at all of the
temple, the Christian Churches were constituted by the
Apostles, by the hands of Barnabas aiid SauL. This
was Saul's mecoxd visit to Jerusalem after hie con
version.
CHAPTER XLL
Vcr. 1-10, Pmi8ECUTIONOFTHECHTJB.CHBTHKROr«
Aorippa I. — Martyrdom or James and mirac
ulous DILI VKRAXCE of Peter. 1-3. Her od the klU£ crandson of Herod the Great, and son of Aristobulu*.
He at this time ruled over all his father's dominions,
1'alev has remarked the accuracy of the historian here.
For thirty years before this, there was no king at Jeru
salem exercising supreme authority over J udea, nor was
there ever afterwards, save during the three but years
of Herod's life, within which this transaction occurred,
killed James . . . with the sword—beheaded him: a mot»t
ignominious mode of punishment, according to the
Jews. Blessed martyr I Thou hast indeed " drunk of
thy Lord's cup, and hast been baptized with Hi* barrtlsm ." See on Mark. 10. 38-10.) A grievous loss thi*
would be to the Church ; for though nothing is known
of him beyond what we read in the Gospels, the place
which he had as one of the three whom the Lordadnoitted to his closest intimacy would lead the Church to
look up to him with a reverence and affection which,
even their enemies would come to hear of. They could
spring only upon one more prized victim ; and flushed
with their first success, they prevail upon Herod to
seize him also, because be saw it f leased the Jews.
Popularity was the ruling passion of this Herod, not
naturally so cruel as some of the family. [Josjlphu**
Antiquities. 10. 7, 3.] to take Pettr also—whose loss,
at this stage of the Church, would have been, so Car
as we can see, irreparable. Then were the days of un
leavened bread—seven in number, during which, after
killing and eating the Passoier, no leaven was sdlowed
in Jewish houses ;ExoduB, 12). 4. delivered him to fbur
qoaternions of soldiers—i.e., to four parties of four each,
corresponding to the four Roman watches; two watch
ing in prison and two at the gate?, and each parry being;
on duty for the space of one watch, intending after
Bast ei—rather, 'after the Passover ;' i.e,, after the wbolo
festival was over. [The wonl in our authorized version
Is an ecclesiastical term of later date, and ought not u»
have been employed here.) to bring him forth to the
people—for execution: for during "the days of unleav
ened bread," or the currency of any religious festival,
the Jews had a prejudice against trying or putting any
one to death. 5, 6. prayer was made without ceosisg —
rather, {Margin* * instant.' ' earnest,* * urgent;' as U.

M&MOKi of Peter.
ACT3.Xn.
Herod's Miserable End.
IAIH^MlT: and l Peter, 4. * ; isee Ureek). of hour of ni«ht for that, but to listen who was there.
bMtk flod far him—not in public assembly, for : opened sot for gladness, but ran In and told, Ac. How
m mUmilj not safe to meet thus ; bat in little j exquisite Is this touch of nature! Thou art mad—one
cm* u private houses, one of which was Mary's, v. I of those exclamations which one can hardly resist on
I Jsd uuj was kept up during all the days of un- I hearing what seems far ' too good to be true.' she ecu
ssttt bread, a^ when Herod weald have brought bim | Btantlyaffinved ('kept steadfastly affirming') that it was
(*-*»•* r ios to bring him forth.' the same night— even so. Then said they. It is his angel—his disembodied
he hours before the intended execution. Thus spirit, his ghost; anything, in fact, rather than himself.
svm the disciples kept waiting ; their prayers ap- | Though this had been the burden of their fervent
trvavailiDg. and their faith, as would seem from I prayers during all the days of unleavened bread, they
waxing feeble. Such, however. Is tbe law of dispute themselves out of it as a thing incredible.
Deuteronomy, 32. 36, and see on Still, it is but the unbelief of the disciples who "be
t. Peter was slreping between two soldiers, lieved not for joy and wondered" at the tidings of thensssfc tiro chains. Roman prisoners had a chain Lord's resurrection. How rften do we pray for what
kiatccjc end to the wrist of their right hand, and we can hardly credit the bestowment of, when it comes
ether to the wrist of a soldier's left hand, leaving in answer to our prayers! This, however, argues not
Jst ens of tbe keeper free in case of any attempt so much hard unbelief as that kind of it incident to the
■at. For greater security the prisoner was best, in this land of shadows, which perceives not so
baa. as here, chained to two soldiers, one en clearly as it might how very near heaven and earth,
t Seech. 21.33.1 Ye think your prey secure, the Lord and his praying people, are to each other.
kraty pr es)**. and thou obsequious tyrant who, Peter continued knocking—delay being dangerous. But
mm the Jew-*," hast shut in this most eminent he, beckoning . . . with bis baud to hold their peace :—a
■reacts of Christ within double Kates, guarded lively touch this. In the hubbub of joyful and wonder
&* sentinels, while double keepers anddonble ing interrogatories there might mingle reflections,
■asm to defy all rescue! Si thought tbe chief thrown out by one against another, for holding out so
l»t» "made the sepulchre of the Lord sure, long against the testimony of Rhoda ; while the emo
[ft* store and setting a watch." But'* He that tion of the apostle's own spirit would be too deep anil
heavens shall laugh at yon." Meanwhile, solemn to take part in such demonstrations, or utter a
" In a few honrs he expects a sting - word till, with his hand, he had signified his wish for
' neither counts he his life dear unto him, perfect silence. Go show these tlings unto James and to
Boish his course with joy and the ministry tbe brethren. Whether James the son of Alpheus, one
received of the Lord Jesus." In this of the twelve, usually known as 'James the Le?s,' and
Bsrtt be has dropt asleep, and lies the picture "James the Lord's brother" Galatians, l. lit) were the
T-1L tt e angel if the Lord— rather, 'an angel' same person ; and If not, whether the James here re
_ So in Luke, 2. 0, expressive of the un- ferred to. was the former or the latter, critics are
. re of tin visit, smote Peteron tbe side, ,. . singularly divided, and the whole question is one of
icky. And his chains fell off . . . Gird thyself the most difficult. To us, it appears that there are strom;
he did. . . . Cart thy garment (tunic, which reasons for thinking that they were not the same per
off for the night i about thee . . . follow me* sons, and that the one here meant, and throughout the
minuteness of detail we have a charm - Acts, is the apostle James. (But on this more hereafter.)
of reality : while the rapidity and curtness James is singled out, because he had probably begun
and the promptitude with which they to take the oversight of the Church in Jerusalem, which
betoken the despatch which, in thecircum- we afterwards find him exercising (ch. 15). And he
uecemry. wist not that it was true; but departed, and went into another p1 ace—according to his
iw a vision : —6o little did the apostle look Lord's express command, Matthew, 10. Jta. When told,
. . first and . . . second ward . . . the iron on a former miraculous liberation from prison, to go
Bsskefcth unto th* city. We can only conjecture and speak unto the people fch. 6. 2(0, he did it ; but in
■neaaiDg of all this, not knowing the pos this case to present himself in public would have been
ts* miton. passed on tbrcugh ens itreet, and to tempt God by rushing upon certain destruction. 18,
sse aagtl departed fr^m him — when he had 19. as soon :s it was day, &c. His deliverance must
i beyond pursuit. Tims " Ke disappolnteth have been during the fourth watch (three to six a. m.);
tsef the crafty, so that their hands cannot else he must havo been missed by the keepers at the
enterprise." (Job,5. 12.) whenPefer wrs change of the watch. rWi»i.] examined the keepers—
recovered from his bewilderment, and who, either like the keepers of our Lord's sepulchre,
look back upon all the steps that had had "shaken and become as dead men" (Matthew, 28.
other In such rapid sucr easion. Now I 4). or had slept on their watch and been divinely kept
thzt the Lord hath sent bis angtl, and from awaking, commanded that they should be put to
ne, *c — another evidence that Peter death. Impotent vengeance!
■tsiiu but to seal his testimony with his
20-25. herod'b miserable end—g rowing sttcoerg
kb occasion. 12-17. he came to tbe house of op the Gospel—Barnabas and Saul return to
■efco ' must have had a house of some pre- Antioch. 20. Herod was . . . displeased with them of
receive a large number ; and, accordingly, Tyre and Sidon—for some reason unknown ; but the effect
■* fc* hfr brother Barnabas Colossians, 4. 10) on their commercial relations made the latter glad to
ea of substance ch. 4. 37). She must also j sue for peace, their country was nourished by the king's
ubruTKnUhed for faith antl courage to allow ; ctuntry. See 1 Kim s, *■ U : Ezra, 3. 7; Ezekiel. 27. 17.
Mbsfin the face of persecution.' [Webster J Perhaps the famine (ch. 11. 2S; made them the more
ma.] To such a house it was natural that ! urgent for reconciliation. 21, 23. And upon a set day
eeme. jrotherof Join . . . Mark—so called Herod . . . made an ( ration onto trem—tothe Tyrians and
ahbim from the apostle of that name, and [ Sidonlans especially, the people gave a shout, Ac, Jos*msh her from the other Maries, where i ephus" account of his death is remarkably similar to
■ ptbered together praying — doubtless for I this. [Antiquities, xix. 8. 2.1 Several cases of such
•^nmce, and continuing, no doubt, on this J deaths occur in history. Thus was this wretched man
the days of unleavened bread, which was nearer his end than he of whom be had thought tomako
*pe, all night in prayer to God. cane to a public spectacle. 24. But the word grew, &c:—q.d,
; for neither waa it a time nor an ; 1 Not only was the royal persecutor igi omlnlousdy
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in Company \tith Barnabas.

■wept from the stage, while his intended victim wan
spared to the Church, bnt the came which he and his
Jewish instigators sought to crush was only furthered
and glorified.' How full of encouragement and con
solation is all this to the Christian Church in every
age I 35. Barnabas and Saul returned from Jerusalem—
where, it thus appears, they had remained during all
this persecution, when tbey had fulfilled their ministry
—or service; that mentioned ch. 11. 29, 30. took with
them John... Mark. Seeonr. Tj —not to be confounded
with the second evangelist, as ts often done. As his
uncle was Barnabas, so his spiritual father was Peter
(1 Peter, 5. 13}.
CHAPTER Xm.

destination was Indicated from the flirt [ch. 23. 21. J.
K.R While the personality of the Holy Ghost is
manifest from this language. His supreme Divinity will
appear equally so by comparing it with Hebrews, 6. 4.
laid their bands on them see on ch. 0. 6 —*' recommend
ing them to the grace of God for the work which they
had to fulfil." ch. 14. 23. sent them away — with the
double call—of the Spirit first, and next of the Church.
8o clothed, their mission is thus described: "They being
sent forth by the Holy Ghost," Have we not here for
all time the true principle of appointment to sacred
offices I
4-U. Arrivi.no in CvrRca, thet preach is the
bynaoooues or Salahib—At Paphos, EltmjAb is

'CHAFTBJW XIII. XTV.l

STRUCK BLIND, AND THE QO VERSO R OP THE ISLAND

is con vkrted. 4, 5. departed unto Seleucia—the seaport
PAUL'S FIRST MISSIOKABT JOURNEY.
is company wits Barnabas.
of Antioch, from which it lay nearly due West fifteen
Ver. 1-3. Barnabas and Saul, divinely call- | miles, and five from the Mediterranean shore, on the
river
Orontes. thence sailed to Cyprus—whose hi^h
EU TO LABOUR AMONG THE GENTILES, ARE SET
APART AND SENT fORTH BY THE CHURCH AT mountain summits are easily seen in clear weather fron
Astioch. The first seven chapters of this Book the coast [Colonel Chesney in Hows.] "four
mU;ht be entitled. The Churcli among the Jews; the reasons may have induced them to turn in first to Lhi ■
next five chap. 8-12), The Church in transition from t island: (1) Its nearness to the mainland; iii It was the
Jews to Gentiles; and the last sixteen ch. 13-28), The , native place of Barnabas, and since the time when
Church among the Oentiles. [Baumoarten.] Though Andrew found his brother Simon, and brought him it.
Christianity had already spread beyond the limits of Jesus, and "Jesus loved Martha, and her sister, and
Palestine.Ktill the Church continued a stranger toformal Lax-trus," family ties had not been without effect on the
missionary effort. Casual occurrences, particularly the progress of the Gospel. (3 It could not be unnatural to
persecution at Jerusalem ch. *. 2\ had hitherto brought suppose that the truth would be welcomed in Cyprus
about the diffusion of the Gospel. It was from Antloch I when brought by Barnabas and his kinsman Mark, to
that teachers were first sent forth with the definite their own connexions or friends. The Jews were
purpose of spreading Christianity, and organizing j numerous in Salamls. By sailing to that city, they
churches, with regular Institutions {ch. 14. 23. p [Ol- were following the track of the synagogues; and though
shauuek.J 1. there were . . . certain prophets seeonch. ; their mission was chiefly to the Gentiles, their surest
11. 27 J and teachers, ai Barnabas, dx.—implying that course for reaching them was through the proselytes and
there were others there besides; but, according to what Hellenixing Jews. {4) Some of the Cypriotes were
appears the true reading, the meaning simply is that already Christians. Indeed, no one place out of Pales
those here mentioned were in the church at Antioch tine, except Antioch, had been so honourably associated
as prophets and teachers. Simeon . . . Niger—of whom with the work of successful evangelisation. [Hows.]
nothing is known. Lucius of Cyrene. See on ch. 2. 20. and when they were at Salamis—the Grecian capiiaJ of
He is mentioned, Romans, 10. 31. as one of Paul's kins the island, on the eastern side, and not many hourmen. Hansen—or Menahem, the name of one of the sail from Seleucia. At this busy mercantile port irukings of Israel. 2 Kings, lft. 14'. which had been brought j mense numbers of Jews were settled, which accounts
up with or 'the foster-brother nf ' Herod the tetrarch— ' for what is here said, that they bad more than one
i.e., A ntipas, who was himself'brought up with a certain synagogue, in which Barnabas and Saul preached, while
private person at Rome.' IJomephub* Antiquities, 17. other cities had one only, they had . . . John (Mark, to
l, 3.] How differently did these two foster-brothers their minister—' for their officer.' See on Luke, 4_ so.
turn out—the one, abandoned to a licentious life and With what fruit they preached here is not said. Pry
stained with the blood of the most distinguished of bably their feeling was what Paul afterwards express*-!
God's prophets, though not without his fits of reforma at Antioch in Pisidia,t. 40. 6. when they had gone reun<*
tion and seasons of remorse ; the other, a devoted dis the isle unto Paphos— on the oppostte or West side of
ciple of the Lord Jesus and prophet of the church at | the island, about 100 miles by land, along the S. cosvst
Antioch ! But this 1b only what may be seen in every I the Roman capital, where the governor resided. th?y
age: "Even so. Father, for so it seemeth good in thy I found a sorcerer—one of a numerous class of irr.poMor
sight" If the courtier whose son, at the point of | who, at this time of general unbelief, were encoura^vd
death, was healed by our Lord fJohn, 4. 4C: was of I even by cultivated Romans. 7. which was with U.*
Herod's establishment, while Susanna's husband was deputy—properly * the Proconsul* This name was r»his steward Luke, w. 3), his foster-brother's becoming ; served for the governors of settled provinces, which
a Christian and a prophet is something remarkable, I were placed under the Roman senate, and is never
and Saul—last of all. but soon to become first. Hence j given in the New Testament to Pilate. Festus, orPeiix.
forward this book Is almost exclusively occupied with who were but Procurators, or subordinate administra
him: and his Impress on the New Testament, on Chris tors of unsettled, imperial, military provinces. Now as
tendom, and on the world. Is paramount. 2. As they I Augustus reserved Cyprus for himself, its sovernur
ministered to the Lord—The word denotes the perform j wouldmthateasehavebeennotaPrcconsulbutsunrly
ance ofofficial duties ofany kind,and was used to express a Procurator, had not the emperor afterwards restored
the priestly functions under the Old Testament. Here it to the Senate, as a Roman historian [Dio Cassiu
expressly states. In most striking confirmation of this
it slgniflesthe corresponding ministrations of the Chris
tian Church, and fasted. As this was done In other minute accuracy of the sacred historian* coins haTt>
cases on special occasions {v. 3, 14, 23). it is not improb | actually been found In the island, stamped with the
able that they had been led to expect some such names of Proconsuls, both in Greek and Latin. [Akuprophetic announcement at this time, the Holy Ghost MAS'S NUMIHMATIC ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE; NEW
said—through some of the prophets mentioned In v. 1. Testament. J (Groftws and Bengcl, not aware of this.
Separate me. So Romans. 1. 1. for the work wherennto have missed the mark here.) Sergios Paolns, a prntfen*.
I have called them—by some communication, perhaps, for ' intelligent') man—who thirsting for truth, sent fir
to themselves : in the case of Saul at least, such a Barnabas and Saul, desiring, f earnestly desiring*) to
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bear uV word of God. 8-12. Bat Ely mas or 'the wtse')
timbhi* name by interpretation the word is from the
Arabfd withstood them — perceiving, probably, how
n&rij the proconsul was drinking in the word, and
fcarmg sdismias&L (cf. STimothy, 3. 8.) Then Saul . . .
dar . „ . called Paul—and hence forward Paul only ; a
*yteaing of his former name, in accommodation to
5*<oaa ear*, and ias the word signifies ' tilth '; probably
t^a allusion as elsewhere to his insignificance of stature
4*1 appearance 2 Corinthians, 10. 1, 10). [Webster &
:.ir>-W'N.J filled with the Holy Ghost—the Spirit coin:u mightily upon htm. set bis eyes on him. and said,
hsaoeforward Barnabas sinks into the background.
7W whole soul of his great colleague, now drawn out,
i? uerez before, shoots by the lightning gaze of his
eye, through the dark and tortuous spirit of the sor
cerer. What a picture '. full of all subtlety—referring
1 1 kia wfHn arts, and all malice—The word signifies
__ j for any thing/ knavish dexterity, thou child
l", af the devil, . . . tnemy of all righteousness. These
■em not words of passion, for immediately before ute ictfthem it is said he was "filled with the Holy Ghost."
Karsoerox.l wilt thou not cease to pervert the right
nrs cf the Lord, &t—referring to his having to that
. - rm*rf» a trade of leading his fellow-creatures astray.
'.:* ind of the Lord is open thee, and then shalt be blind
i »aaon—the judgment being mercifully designed to
\a him to repentance. The tradition that it did is
■oily to be depended on. there fell on htm a mist, <fcc.
Thu hi in Luke's medical style. Then the deputy, when
t §ur what was done, believed, being astonished at the
■rarite cf the Lord—so marvellously attested : cf. Mark,
:". What fruit. If any, followed this remarkable con-vi'jo. or bow long after it the missionaries remained
: Wr*trta, we know not.
;:-ii At Pekt.a John Mark forsakes tbeui .VsnocH, ix FlaiDiA, Paul Preaches with
lp*ioct kftssct—The Jews, enraged, kxpelthem
it or TsU3K coasts. 13. they came to Perga in
LKpayha. Tfce distance from Pathos to Attaleia, on
* ,-uh* of Pamphylia ;see on ch. it. 25} sailing in a
nh West direction, is not much greater than from
^-nda to SsUamis on the East. Perga was the metroti3 as* Pamphylia. on the river Oestrus, and about
' -j* miles inland from Attaleia. and John departing
z^ then* returned to Jerusalem. As Paul afterwards
:-> ojptoruy refused to take Mark with him on his
• ■ •ad miasaonary journey, because "he had departed
r ' fallen eft"* from them and had not gone with them
the work" ch. 15. 38, there can be no doubt that he
. i either wearied of it or been deterred by the pros
es of the dancers which lay before him. (But see on
IS. », Ac) 14- departed from Perga — apparently
: jv-wt rp"*'i'*g any stay or doing any work : cf. the
>rei»t language of ch. 14. 25, and see immediately
/*. cauae to Antioch in Piaidia—usually so called, to
-inrxiab it from Antioch in Syria, from which they
- -larted. though it actually lies in Phrygia, and
.c*i due Xorth from Perga. It was a long journey,
! -*s it lay almost entirely through rugged mountain• e-. while " rivers burst out at the bases of huge cliffs,
lain down wrildly through narrow ravines,' it must
t 4e«aa a perilous one. The whole region was. and to
Imy is. infested by robbers, as ancient history and
,-ra travel* abundantly attest ; and there can be
: tlDabt that to this very journey Paul many years
- ajudes, •when he speaks amidst his "joumeyings
." of his ~" perils of riven" 'as the word iai and his
■ils «*v~ robbers" {2 Corinthians, 11. 20.) If this
-:r were tsaken in May —and much earlier than that
tuuaeas would have been blocked up with snow—
■uld account foT their not staying at Perga, whose
trt*t* atre then deserted; 'men, women, and chilflocks. nerds, camels, and asses, all ascending at
e^ixmiraK of the hot season from the plains to the
IM
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cool basin-like hollows on the mountains, moving In
the same direction with our missionaries.' [Hows.]
15-17. Then Paul stood up, and beckoning with his handas was bis manner on such occasions, ch. 21. 40: and aee
ch. 28. 1, Hen of Israel, and ye that fear God — by the
latter expression meaning religious proselytes, who
united with the Jews in all acts of ordinary worship.
and exalted them when they dwelt as strangers in Egypt—
by marvellous interpositions for them in their deepest
depression. 18-22. forty years suffered he their manners
—rather, according to what appears the true reading,
' cherished he them' (as a nurse the infant in her bosom),
after that he gave . . . Judges ... by the space of four hun
dred and fifty years. As t Ids appears to contradict 1 Kings,
0. l, various solutions have been proposed. Taking the
words as they stand in the Greek, thus, ' after that, by
the space of 460 years, he gave judges,' the meaning may
be, that about 460 years elapsed from the time of the
covenant with Abraham until the period of the judges ;
which is historically correct, the word " about" showing
that chronological exactness was not aimed at. But
taking the sense to be as in our version, that it was the
period of the judges itself which lasted about 460 years,
this statement also will appear historically correct, if
we include In it the interval of subjection to foreign
powers which occurred during the period of the judges,
and understand it to describe the whole period from
the settlement of the tribes in Ouiaan to the establish
ment of royalty. Thus, from the Exodus to the building
of the temple were 502 years [Joseph us' Antiquities,
8. 3. 1] : deduct forty years in the wilderness ; twentyfive years of Joshua's rule [Josephus* Akttquttiks,
6.1. 29]; forty years of Saul's reign ;u.21);fortyofI)avid'8;
and the first four years of Solomon's reign (l Kings, 6,
l), and there remain, just 443 years ; or, in round num
bers, 'about 460 years.' Gcd gave them Saul . . , of the
tribe of Benjamin. That the speaker was himself of the
same name and the same tribe, has often been noticed
as in all likelihood present to the apostles mind while
speaking, forty years. With this length of Saul's reign
(not mentioned in the Old Testament,} Josephub coin
cides [Antiquities* vi. 14. it.). I have found David, Ac
This quotation is the substance of Psalm 88. 20; 1
Samuel, 13. 14; and perhaps also of Psalm 78. 70-72. 23
25. Of this man's seed bath God, according to . . . promise,
raised unto Israel a Saviour, Jesu s. The emphasis of this
statement lies 1) in the seed from which Christ sprang
—David's—and the promise to that effect, which was
thus fulfilled ; 2 on the character in which this pro
mised Christ was given of God—"a Saviour." His
personal name "Jehus" Is emphatically added, as
designed to express that very character. [See on Mat
thew, 1. 21.) 26 31. children ... of Abraham, and who
soever among you feareth God (Gentile proselytes' to you
is the word of this salvation sent—both being regarded as
one class, as *' the Jew first." to whom the Gospel was
to be addressed in the first instance. For they that
dwell at Jerusalem, and their rulers, because they knew
him not, &c The apostle here speaks as if the more
immediate guilt of Christ's death lay with the rulers
and people of the metropolis, to which he fondly hoped
that those residing at such a distance as Antioch would
not set their seal, found no cause of death—though they
sought it, Matthew, 20. 50, 60. they took him down . . .
and laid him in a sepulchre. Though the burial of Christ
waj an act of honour and love to him by the disciples
to whom the body was committed, yet since his enemies
looked after it, and obtained a guard of soldiers to
keep watch over it, as the remains of their own victim,
the apostle regards this as the last manifestation on
their part of enmity to the Saviour, that they might see
how God laughed all their precautions to scorn by
" raising him from the dead." he was seen many days of
them which came up with him from Galilee to Jerusalem,
&c.—(.«., by those who, having gone out and in with
IS'
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Expelled from Antuxrh.
Paul and BarnaJjos
him In closest Intimacy daring all bis public ministry, faith.* ye will not believe though a man declare it auto
which lay chiefly in Galilee, and having accompanied you—i.e„ even on unexceptionable testimony. The
him on his last journey to Jerusalem, could not pos words, from llabakkuk, 1. 3, were originally a merciful
sibly be mistaken as to the identity of the risen One, but fruitless warning against the approaching destruc
and were therefore unexceptionable and sufficient wit tion ofJerusalem by the Chaldeans and the Babylonish
nesses. 33, 33. God hath fulfilled the same—' hath com captivity. As such nothing could more fitly describe
pletely fulfilled.' In that he hath raised up Jesus again— the more awful calamity impending over the generation
tit., ' raised up ;' but the meaning is notwithstanding which the apostle addressed. 42, 43. And when the Jews
the contrary opinion of many excellent interpreters,) were gone out of the synagogue, the Gentiles besought that
"Jronxtfiedead;" as the context plainly shows, as it is these words might be preached to them the uext Sabbath—
written in the second psalm—in many M3S. 'the first rather, .according to what is beyond doubt the true
psalm ■? what we call the first being regarded by the reading,] 'Now, as they were going out of the synagogue i
ancient Jews as only an introduction to the Psalter, they besought—t.c, not the Gentiles, whoso case comes
which was considered to begin with the second, this in afterwards, but the mixed congregation of Jews and
day have I begotten thee. As the apostle in Romans, l. proselytes, to whom the discourse had been addressed,
4, regards the resurrection of Christ merely as the entreated to have another hearing of such truths; those
manifestation of a prior Sonship, which he afterwards, of them, that is, who had been Impressed. "And after
ch. 8. 32, represents as essential, it la plain that this is the breaking up of the synagogue, many of* both classes,
bis meaning here. (Such declarative meaning of the Jews and religious proselytes, followed Paul and Bar
verb 'to be' is familiar to every reader of the Bible.} nabas (observe, from this time forward, the inverted
See ex. pr. John, 15. 8, "So shall ye be." i.e., be scentobe order of these names ; except ch. 14. 14; 13. 7; li 25; on
** my disciples.' It is against the whole sense of the N ew which see). These had evidently been won to the Gospel
Testament to ascribe the origin of Christ's Sonship to by what they had heard, and felt a clinging to their
His resurrection. 34-37. now no more to return to corrup spiritual benefactors, who speaking to them—following
tion—ix., to the grave where death reigns and, cf. up the discourse In the synagogue by some farther words
Romans, 6. 9, " Christ being raised from the dead dleth of encouragement, persuaded them to continue in the
no more, death hath no more dominion over him." I grace of God—which they had experienced through the
will give you the sure mercies of ftivid. (Isaiah, 65. 3.) Gospel, cf. ch. 11. 23.} 44-48. the uext Sabbath came
The word rendered "mercies" is peculiar, denoting the almost the whjle city together to hear the word of God—tho
sanctity of them, as comprehending the whole riches of intervening days having been spent In further enquiry
the new covenant; while the otherword, " sure," points and instruction, and the excitement reaching the Gen
to the (xrtainty with which they would, through David's tiles, who now for the first time crowded, along with
Seed, be at longth all substantiated. See on John, 1. 14. the usual worshippers, into the synagogue. But when
But how do these words prove the resurrection ofChrist? the Jews—those zealots of exclusive Judaism, saw to*
"They pre-suppose it; for since an eternal kingdom was multitudes, they were filled with envy—rather, ' indigna
promised to David, the Ruler of this kingdom could tion,' and broke out in their usual manner, contradict
not remain under the IX)wer ofdeath. But to strengthen ing and blaspheming—There is nothing more awful than
the indefinite prediction by one more definite, theapostie Jewish fury and execration of the name of Jesus of
adduces Psalm 10. 10, of which Peter hud given the Nazareth, when thoroughly roused. Then Paul and Bar
same explanation see on ch. 2. 27, 30, 3D, both apostles nabas wtx-:d bold, and said, &c. This Is in the highest
denying the possibility of its proper reference to David.' Btyle of a last and solemn protestation. It was necessary
[Olniiauhkn.] for David, after he had served his own that the word ihonid first have been spoken to you. See the
generation by the will of Ood—rather, ' served,* in his own direction of Christ in Luke, 24. 47; also Romans, L 1p.
generation, the will (or 'counsel': of God; yielding him since ye judge yourselves unworthy of everlasting life —
self an instrument for the accomplishment of God's pass sentence upon yourselves. For so hath the Lord
high designs, and In this respect being emphatically conunaiided us, saying, tc. These and other predictions
" the man after God's own heart." This done, he * fell must have been long before this brought vividly home
asleep, and was gathered to his fathers, and saw cor to Paul's mind in connexion with his special vocation
ruption.' David, therefore, (argues the aiwstiej could to the Gentiles. I have set thee— Le., Messiah; from
not be the subject of his own prediction, which had its wlilch Paid inferred that he was but following out
proper fulfilment only in the resurrection of the uncor- this destination of his Lord, in transferring to the
rnpted body of the Son of God, emphatically God's Gentiles those " unsearchable riches" which were now
"Holy One." 38-41. the forgiveness of sins—the first by the Jews rejected and despised, when the Gentiles
necessity of the sinner, and so the first experienced heard this, thty were glad—to perceive that their ac
blessing of the Gospel, by him all that believe are justified cession to Christ was matter of divine arrangement as
from all things. The sense requires tliat a pause in the well as apostolic effort, and glorified the word of the
sentence be made here. q.d. ' By Iilm the believer Is Lord—by a cordial reception of it and as many- as m
absolved from all charges of the law.' What follows— ordained to eternal life believed—a very remarkable staie
from which ye could not be justified by the law of Moses- ment, which cannot, without force, be interpreted of
is not an exceptional but an explanatory clause. The anything lower than this, tliat a divine ordination fc>
meaning is not, 'Though the law justifies from many eternal life is the cause, not the effect, of any Titan's be
things, It cannot justify from all things, but Christ makes lieving. 49-52. And the word of the Lord was published
up all deflciencea:' but the meaning is, * By Christ the throughout all the region—implying some stay in Antioch
believer is justified from all things, whereas tho law and missionary activity in its vicinity, the devout mz£
justifies from nothing.' (N.B. The deeper sense of honourable women — female proselytes of distinction,
justification, the positive side of It, is reserved for the jaundiced against the new preachers by those Jewish
Epistles, addressed to the justified themselves; and ecclesiastics to whom they had learnt to look up. TV
whereas it is the resurrection of Christ here, and potent influence of the female character both for and
throughout the Acts chiefly, which Is dwelt on, because against the truth is seen in every age of the Church'* I
the first thing in order to bring peace to the guilty history, expelled them—an easier thing than to refute I
through Christ was to establish His Messiahship by them, shook off the dust of their feet against theza— as I
His resurrection; in the Epistles to believers. His death directed, Matthew, 10. 14. came unto Iconiom—a pot- I
as the way of reconciliation is fully unfolded.) Bewaie, ulous city about forty -five miles i?ontb East from i
therefore. Ac. By this awful warning of the Old Testa Plsidian Antioch ; at the foot of mount Taurus ; on th* I
ment the apostle would fain " shut them up unto the borders of Lycaoula, Phrygia, and Pisidi*;and in Uur 1
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at Lydra, Derbe, etc

Cm hotly cootribut ing to the consolidation of the the messengerand attendant of Jupiter, in the heathen
; irrha empire, the disciples—who, though not them- mythology, the priest of Jupiter which was {i.e., whoso
^mtipelled, had to endure sufferings fortheGospel^ temple stood) before their city, brought oxen and garlands
-■-■; leva from ch. 14, 22. were filled with joy and with
—to crown the victims and decorate, as on festive oc
'•* Hiij flbat—who not only raised them above shame casions, the porches. 14-18. when Barnabas and Paul
Ifear.aa professed disciples of the Lord Jesus, but heard—Barnabas is put first here, apparently as hav
iM Utem with holy and elevated emotions.
ing been styled the "Jupiter" of the company, they
CHAPTER XTV.
rent their clothes, and ran in—rather, (according to the
Vet H. Meeting: with similar success and true reading,) *ran forth.' among thepeople, crying out.
saaui opposition at Iconium, Paul and Bar- Sirs, why do ye these things! This was something more
iAIU FLU FOR THEIR LTV £3 tO L.Y3TRA AND DeRBE, than that abhorrence of Idolatry which took possession
AisruicBTHEBs. * After this detailed account oi of the Jews as a nation from the time of the Babylonish
1 a i labours at Ilsidlan Antioch, Luke subjoins only captivity : it was that delicate sensibility to everything
i xlidltxi of his further labours, partly because from which affects the honour of God which Christianity, giv
u* ttton of the case his discourses must have em- ing us in God a reconciled Father, alone can produce;
-Vfll Leariy the same topics, and partly because the making the Christian instinctively feel himself to bo
t^aeneea that resulted assumed quite a similar wounded in all dishonour done to God, and flUing him
'-4*.' [Ouhausxn.] 1. they went both together into with mingled horror and grief when such gross insults
u irugogae—q.a\, "Though Paul was now the pro- as this are offered to him. we are men of lika passions,
-i^Jl speaker and actor, yet in every thing Barnabas &c. How unlike either imposture or enthusiasm is
Pilous with bim.' a . . . multitude ... of the Greeks this, and how high above all self-seeking do these men
i^nd-neaning probably the religious proselytes, as of Christ show themselves to be! unto the living God.
;>edto"the Gentiles" mentioned p,2. 3. Loug time f This is the most glorious and distinctive of all the
-ranabode they—because in spite of opposition they names of God. It is the familiar phraseology of the
boating with so much success, speaking boldly Old Testament, which, in such contrast with all that la
i 'jm Lod—rather, ' in dependence on the Lord,1 1 £. , on to be found within the literature of heathenism, is
jur iktifled Head, who gave testimony to the word ot shown to be, with its sequel, the New Testament, tho
-* nee-a notable definition of the Gospel, whose ono Book of the true religion, who made heaven, and
■''k burden is Grace, and granted—" granting," i.e., earth, and the sea, and all therein. This idea of creation,
'^confirmed the Gospel by granting miraculous at- utterly unknown alike to rude and to cultivated hea
-u&otoit. (The "and" is wanting in the best MSS.) thenism, would not only define what was meant by
a wult made ... to stono them—rather here, ' au "the living God," but open up a new world, on after
^rrtooas movement' with a view to stoning them : for reflection, to the more thoughtful part of the audience,
- ■ f-'oriothiana, II. 25, Paul says, "Once was I stoned," who in times past suffered all nations to walk in their own
fid teal tu at Lystra, as expressly related in v. 19. ways—i.e.. 'without extending to them the revelation
- wgi Tanaiks— ' Hoxuk Pauunj:'—on this singular vouchsafed to the seed of Abraham, and the grace at
-*5dd*»oi between the Epistle and the History are tending it: cr. ch. 17. 30; 1 Corinthians, l. 2L (Yet not
-?«nkiag.] fled— [See Matthew. 10. 23.) e.toLyitra without guilt on their part was this privation, Romans,
-i ScSfr-tU one some twenty miles to the South, the 1. 20, &e.) Nevertheless he left net himself without wit
■lit <ao6 sixty miles to the East of Iconium, some. ness, in that, &c. Though the heinousness of idolatry
L'ft ^loot the bases of what are called the Black is represented as so much less in the heathen, by how
■j-otfiau, and the roots of mount Taurus ; but their much they were outside the pale of revealed religion,
*t nation has not yet been discovered.
he takes care to add that the heathen have divine
'•A* ax LrsxEA, Paul heallko a CRirruE, the "witness" enough to leave them "without excuse."
t-lU AiSfcCAB.CE RESTRAINED FROM SACRIFICING he did good—scattering his beneficence everywhere and
■' IHIg ISGOiMl, BUT AFTEE. WARDS, THEIR MINDS in a thousand forms, rain from heaven and fruitful
^i'i?01a0fin>,TnEYaTONEpAUL, LEAVING HIM FOR seasons—on which human subsistence and all human
Ui—Withdrawing to Debbe, they preach and enjoyment depend. In Lycaonia, where, as ancient
luh THa\t There being no mention of the syna- writers attest, rain is peculiarly scarce, this allusion
"^^UUn, it is probable there were too few Jews would have all the greater effect filling our hearts with
•*-=■ to form one. 8-l<X ttere sat a certain man ... a food and gladness — a natural colloquialism, the heart
■ir£ feas Ui mother's womb . . . The seme heard Paul being gladdened by the food supj Bed to the body, and
**-ia the open air and {v. 11) to a crowd of people. with these sayings scarce retrained they the people that
-j .'<ii£aijy btboldiag bim—as he did Elymas the aor- they hr J not done sacrifice to them . In spite of this, and
'tf*^ about to workamiracle on him. andperceiv- Peter's repudiation of all such honour (ch. 10. 20', how
i ;-* be tad faith to be healed. Paul may have been soon did idolatrous tendencies begin to show themselves
.' :"> !i*«yt.t of thia cripple to dwell on the Saviour's in the Christian Church, at length to be systematised
"v-a of beating, and His present power ; and per- and enjoined in the Church of Romel came thither Jews
■ j'tfi £ruu the eagerness with which the patient drank from Antioch and Iconium—Furious zeal that would travel
^ ^crli, that he was prepared to put his own 8o far to counteract the missionaries of the Cross! per
* i^> ibe Redeemer's hands, the Spirit of the glori- suaded the people— 'the multitudes.' and having stoned
- rliiirian came all upon him, and "with a loud Paul. See on v. 5. Barnabas they seem to have let
■'* l^ bade him "stand upright upon Ills feet." The alone; Paul, as the prominent actor and speaker, being
;-t wm instantaneous—ho * sprang ' to his feet " and the object of all their rage. The words seem to Imply
***■" 11-13. in tU speech cf Lycaonia—whether a that It was the Jews who did this; and no doubt they
^; tion of the Greek tongue, which was well enough took the lead [v. 19}, but it was the act of the instigated
>.r*U)od in this region, or the remains of some older and fickle multitudes along with them, drew him out
•vi. la not known. The gods are come down to as in of the city. By comparing this with ch. 7. 68. it will be
- :sia -f men—the language of a rude and im seen that the Jews were the chief actors in this scene.
plicated people. But ' that which was a super- as the disciples stood round about him—sorrowing. Sohia
■ -nla Lrcaonia. and for which the whole creation labours here had not been in vain: "Disciples" had
£*d. became a reality at Bethlehem.' DVEBffTER been gathered, who now rallied around the bleeding
Vinson] they called Barnabas Jupiter—the father body. And one apptars to have been gained on Oiti
w soda, from bis commanding mien {CTirysostom occasion, of far more importance than aU the rest—
**]. and Paul Mercarias—the god of eloquence and iTtmothkuk. See on ch. 16. 1-3. tit could scarcely have
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been at the sybgeouent visit, v. 21, for the reason given before had not been proselytes. See on ch. 11. 21 ; ami
on 2 Timothy, 3. 10. 11; while at the third visit, ch. 16. oafthe language— see l Corinthians, 10. 0; 2 Corinthian*.
1-3. he was already a Christian.) he rose up— It is just 2. 13; Colossians, 4. 3. The ascribing directly to God
possible that this recovery was natural; the insensi of such access to the Gentiles is to be noted. 38. there
bility occasioned by such treatment as he had received, they abode long time (* no little time'!. From the com
sometimes passing away of itself, and leaving the mencement of the mission till they left Antioch to *co
patient less hurt thin appeared. But certainly the im up to attend the council at Jerusalem, some four or
pression naturally left on the mind by the words is that five years elapsed ; and as the missionary journey woul d
the restoration was miraculous ; and so the best inter probably occupy less than two years, the rest of the
preters understand the words. This is confirmed by time would be the period of their stay at Antip*-^,
what follows, came into the city. Noble intrepidity ! [But see Chronological Table.)
next day he departed with Barnabas to Derbe—a journey
CHAPTER XV.
Ver. 1-36. COUKCEL AT JERUSALEM TO DECtT>K OK
for which he could hardly be fit if hi* recovery had
been natural. (See as to Derbe, our. 0. and when they THE NECESSITY OF CIRCUMCISION FORTHEGENTLLE
had preached to that city and had taught many—rather, converts. 1, 2. certain man. See the description of
'had made many disciples' [Margin]; but probably them in Galatians, 2. 4. Paul and Barnabas (now the re
without suffering any persecution, as Derbe is not men cognised heads of the church at Antioch,,' had no small
tioned along with Antioch, Iconiuin, and Lystra, 2 dissension and disputation with tliein, they determined ,i".e.„
the church did that Paul and Jiaraabas. and certain
Timothy, 3. 11.
21-28. Paul and Barnabas retracetueir sTsra, others of them—Titus was one, Galatians, 2. 1 ; probably
RETURN TO ANTIOCH IN SYRIA, AND THUS COM V LET E as an unclrcumcised Gentile convert endowed with the
their first MISSIONARY journey. 21,33. they re gifts of the Spirit. He is not mentioned in the Acts.
turned to Lystra, Icouium, and Autioch, confirming the but only In 2 Corinthians, Galatians. 2 Timothy, and
souls, &c. At Derbe, Paul was not far from the well- the Epistle addressed to him. fAuoRD.l they deter
known pass which leads down from the central table mined that Paul and Barnabas should go up to Jerusalem
land to Cilicla and Tarsus. But his thoughts did not . . . about this question. That such a deputation should
centre In an earthly home. He revisited the places be formally desi>atched by the church of Antioch was
where he had been reviled and persecuted, but where natural, as it might be called the mother-church of
he had left as sheep in the desert the disciples whom Gentile Christianity. 3-6. being brought on their way
hiB Master had enabled him to gather. They needed by the church —a kind of official escort, they paased
building up and strengthening in the faith, comforting through Phenioe. See on ch. 11. 10. and a«»»^riv declar
in the midst of their inevitable suffering, and fencing ing the conversion of the Gentiles, and they caused great
round by permanent institutions. Undaunted there joy to the brethren. As the converts in those parts were
fore by the dangers that awaited them, our missionaries Jewish .ch. 11. ID1, their spirit contrasts favourably with
return to them, using words of encouragement which that of others of their nation, and when they were coma
none but the founders of a true religion would have to Jerusalem. This was Paul's third visit to Jekvventured to address to their earliestconverts.that " we salem after his conversion, and on thu occasion U>^k
can only enter into the kingdom of God by passing place what is related in Galatians, 2. 1-10. {See there J
through much tribulation." [Hows.] 23, 24. when were received of the church, and the apostles and elders—
they had ordained them elders—lit,,' chosen by show of evidently at a meeting formally convened for this
hands.' But as that would imply that this was done purpose ; the deputation being one so influential, and
by the apostles' own hands, many render the word, as from a church of such note, they declared all thir g%
in our version, " ordained." Still, as there Is no evid that God had dene with them. See on ch. 14-27. the
ence in the New Testament that the word had then apostles and elders came together to consider of this—bat
lost its proper meaning ; as this is beyond doubt its In presence, as would seem, of the people («. 12, 22, at3j .
meaning in 2 Corinthians. 8. 19; and as there is indis 7. Peter, &c. This is the last mention of him in the
putable evidence that the concurrence of the people Acts, and one worthy of his standing, as formally pro
was required In all elections to sacred office in the nouncing, from the divine decision of the matter
earliest ages of the Church—it is perhaps better to un already in his own case. In favour of the views which
derstand the words to mean. * when they had made a Paul's whole labours were devoted to establishing, a
choice of elders,' i.e., superintended such choice on the good while ago—probably about fifteen years before this,
part of the disciples, and had prayed with fasting— made choice . . . that the Gentiles by my mouth, iree on
lit, 'fastings,' thus setting them solemnlyapart. This ch. 11. 21. God which knoweth the hearts—itn plying that
last clause confirms our interpretation of the former. the real question for admission to full standing in the
For if " ordination " was by prayer and fasting see ch. visible church is the state oj the heart. Hence, though
13. 3 , why should it be said they first "ordained elders," that cannot be known by men, no principle ofatUmss k> n
and after that *' prayed with fasting !" Whereas If the to church privileges which reverses this can be sound,
first clause refer to the clioice and the second to the put no difference between us and them: Purifying; their
ordination, all is natural, they commanded {'commit hearts by faith. " Purification " here refers to ** sprink
ted') them—i.e., all these churches, to the Lord—Jesus, ling ;of the confidence by the blood of J esus} from dead
when they had preached the word in Perga—now doing works to serve the living God." (See on 1 Corinthians,
what, for some reason, they had not done on their 6. 11.) How rich Is this brief description of the Inward
former visit, but probably with no visible fruit, they revolution wrought upon the genuine disciples of the
went down into AtUleia — a seaport on the Gulf of Lord Jesus ! 10. why tempt (* try,* * provoke,' ye God—
Painphylia, drawing to itself the commerce of Egypt by Rtanding In the way of his declared purpose, to pat
and Syria. 26. sailed to Antioch, from whence they had a yoke upon the neck of the diiciples, &c. He that was
been recommended. See on ch. u. 3. 27. when they had circumcised became thereby lx>und to keep the whole
gathered the church together, they rehearsed all that God law. Sec Galatians, 5. i-6.j It was not then the mere
had done with them, dec—As their call and mission had yoke of burdensome ceremonies, but of an obligation
been solemn and formal, In the presence of and by the which, the more earnest and spiritual men became, the
Church at well as the Holy Ghost, they dutifully, and more Impossible they felt it to fulfil. (See Romans, 3.
no doubt with eager joy, convened the Church and gave 6; Galatians, 2. &c.) 11. through the grace of the Lord
In their report of " all that God had done with them," Jesus—t.c, by that only, we shall be saved even as they:
i.e., by and for them, and how fin particular he had —'Circumcision in our case being no advantage, and in
1 the door of faith to the Gentiles—to such even as their case unclrcumclaion no loss; but grace doing all
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r*t*rii at JeruMiUm to Decide
ACTS, XV.
on the Necessity 0/ Circumcision* He
'•■- both, and the same for each.' 12. Then all . . . gave hononr in which they held the church at Antioch and
i:i2S»ce to Barnabas and Paul. On this order of the the deputies they had sent to the council, and as the
: Lines here, see on v. 25. declaring what miracles and matter affected all Gentile converts, to give-weight to
$zi God trough*, among the Gentiles by them. This the written decision of this important assembly. They
.-tiil of tacts, immediately following up those which were " prophets " v. 32, (and see on ch. 11. 27), and as
I tier had recalled to mind, would lead all who waited such, doubtless their eminence in the church at Jeru
ly for divine teaching to see that God had himself salem had been obtained, and they wrote ... by them.
-jounced the Gentile converts to be disciples in as This is the first place in the New Testament history of
J ttandinc as the Jews, without circumcision ; and writing as an element in its development. And the
'. ittesttngp miracles to which Paul here refers would combination here of written and oral transmission of
ad, in such an assembly, to silence opposition. 13. an important decision reminds us of the first occasion
i=4s answered, saying, &c. Whoever this James was of writing mentioned in the Old Testament where a
« on Galatians. 1. ID , he was the acknowledged head aim liar combination occurs—Exodus, 17. 14. But where
' *ie church at Jerusalem, and here, as president of as there it is the deep difference- between Israel and the
a tssembly. speaks last, winding up the debate. H1b Gentiles which is proclaimed, here it is the obliteration
ecttioii. though given as his own judgment only, could of that difference through faith in the Lord Jesus.
■-< bet be of great weight with the opposing party, [ II aumo a bt fn. ] greeting—The onlyother place in the
tai his conservative reverence for all Jewish usages New Testament where this word occurs (except in the
£fcin the circle of Israelitish Christianity. 14-17. letter of Lysias, ch. 23. 26) Is James 1. 1, which seems
seas—a. Hebrew variation of Simon, as in 2 Peter, to show that both letters were drawn up by the same
l; (Jr.) the Jewish and family name of Peter, hath hand. [Bxngel.] the Gentile brethren hi Antioch, and
dared how God at the first—answering to Peter's own Syria, and Cilicia—showing that churches then existed
?resczon "a «ood while ago," v. 7. did visit the Gentiles in Cilicia as well as Syria, which owed their existence,
sks pot of them— in the exercise of His adorable in all likelihood, to Paul's labours during the interval
nrei&nty.
a people for (the honour of) his name— between his return to Tarsus (ch. 0. 30J and his depar
f*jc His (dory, to this agree the words of the prophets ture in company with Barnabas for Antioch (see on
.-*jerally ; bat those of Amos (ch. 0. 11! are specified ch. 11. 25, 26'. 24-27. Forasmuch as we have heard that
>rty as In the Septnagint version). The point of the certain which went oat from us have troubled yon with
.^^e lie/i in the predicted purpose of God, under the words — without authority or even knowledge of the
» «r>oomy. that "the heathen" or "Gentiles" should church at Jerusalem, though they belonged to it, and
- called by His name," or have " His name called probably pretended to represent its views, subverting
--* them.* By the "building again of the fallen your souls. Such strong language is evidently designed
^raade of T>avid,"or restoring its decayed splendour, to express indignation at this attempt, by an unauthor
^neant that only and glorious recovery which it was ised party, to bring the whole Christian Church under
frxp-Tience under David's "son and Lord." 18, 19. Judaical and legal bondage, our beloved Barnabas and
3&wfe »T,tfl God are all his works from the beginning—He Paul. Barnabas is put first here, and in v. 12, on ac
a j s&nounced these things so long before, and He who count of his former superior position in the church at
*i acir brought them to pass, were one and the same; Jerusalem isee ch. 0. 27; 11. 22 —an evidence this that
t-hat they were no novelty, wherefore, my sentence (or we have the document precisely as written, as also of
jdement * is. that we trouble not [with Jewish obliga- the credibility of this precious history. Men that have
r> tiem which from among the Gentiles are turned to hazarded ilit., 'rendered up/ as in wiil they did) their
< —rather. ' are turning.' The work is regarded as in lives for the name of oar Lord Jesns Christ. Noble testi
tKsrrvss, and indeed was rapidly advancing. 20. Bat mony to those beloved men I It was doubtless prompt
. that they ahstain from pollutions of idols— i.e., things ed more immediately by the narrative they had just
tlVcted by having been offered In sacrifice to idols. listened to from their own lips, t\ 12, and judiciously
-.e heathen "were accustomed to give away or sell por- inserted in this letter, to give them the highest weight
ns of »uch animate. From such food James would as the bearers of it, along with theirown deputies. Judas
Ooin the 'Gentile converts to abstain, lest it should and Silas shall tell you the same by month. Mark here how
^m to the Jews that they were not entirely weaned considerate and tender it was to send men who would
j-nt idolatry, and from fornication—The characteristic be able to say of Barnabas and Paul what could not be
- cl heathendom, unblushingly practised by all ranks expected to come from themselves. 28, 29. For it seemed
i classes, and the indulgence of which on the part of good to the Holy Ghost and to as—The One, Inwardly
«- < Vnxile converts would to Jews, whose Scriptures guiding to and setting His seal on the decision come
-vTjded it as an abomination of the heathen, proclaim to ; the other, the external ecclesiastical authority de
erq to be yet joined to their old idols, and from voutly embracing, expressing, and conveying to the
,-gm strangled—which had the blood in them, and churches that decision :—a great principle this for the
n=. steed—in every form, as peremptorily forbidden to Church in all time, to lay upon you no greater burden
e Jews, and the eating of which, therefore, on the than these necessary things . . . from which if ye keep
i-t of the Gentile converts, would shock their pre- yourselves, ye shall do well. The whole language of these
jLieea. see on v. 2*. 29. For Hoses of old time hath in prohibitions, and of v. 20, 21, Implies that they were
try eisy then that preach him . . . every Sabbath-day— designed as concessions to Jewish feelings on the part
^a keeping alive in every Jew those feelings which of the Gentile converts, and not as things which were
-fc practices would shock, and which, therefore, the all of unchanging obligation. The only cause for
^xile converts must carefully respect, if the onenes3 hesitation arises from "fornication" being mixed up
Moth classes in Christ was to be practically preserved. with the other three things ; which has led many to
, -*rt*dcm of these suggestions commended itself to regard the whole as permanently prohibited. But the
— resent- 22. 23. Jndas surnamed Barsabaa—therefore remarks on v. 20 may clear this. The then state of
'tJae apostle "Judas the brother of James" ch.i.i;; , heathen society in respect of all the four things seems
:iA^Lzaed "Tliaddcus" (Matthew, 10. 3); nor can it be the reason for so mixing them up. 30-33. they rejoiced
sr> that be was a brother of " Joseph called Bar- for the consolation. As the same word Is In the next
fcia mm ch. 1. 23% But nothing f s known of him beyond verse properly rendered "exhorted,'' the meaning proba
^ \g here said, and Silas—the same as "Silvanus" bly is, 'rejoiced for the exhortation' [maronnj or advice;
^ «? Epistles. He became Paul's companion on his so wise in itself and so contrary to the imposition at
^a=d missionary journey iff. 40}. chief men among the i tempted to be practised upon them by the Judaizers.
— selected purposely as such, to express the 1 Judas aud Silas being prophets themselves—i.e., Inspired
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Paul and Barnabas Part Company
ACTS, XV.
to Prosecute Separate Missionary Tours.
teachers, exhorted the brethren with many words ,or place between Paul and him, so cordial that the apostic
'much discourse,') and confirmed them—opening up, no expresses more than once the confidence be had in
doubt, the great principle involved in the controversy huu, and the value he set upon his services (Colossians,
now settled, of gratuitous salvation, or the purification 4. 10, 11; 2 Timothy, 4. ID—it may seem thai events
of the heart by faith alone .as expressed by Peter, v. 9, showed Barnabas to be in the right, and Paul too harsh
U . and dwelling on the necessity of harmony in prin and hasty in his judgment. But, in behalf of Paul,
ciple and uffoction between the Gentile disciples and it may well be answered, that not being able to see into
their Jewish brethren, were let go in peace—'with the future he had only the unfavourable past to judge
peace,' as the customary parting salutation. 34, 35. by; that the gentleness of Barnabas xh. 1. 36; 11. 24} had
it pleased Silas (' Silas determined ', to abide there still. already laid him open to imposition (see on Galatians,
(The authorities against the insertion of this verse are 2. 13;, to which near relationship would in this ca-*.
strong. It may have been afterwards added to explain make him more liable ; and that In refusing to take
v. 40.) Doubtless the attraction to Antioch for Silas was John Mark on this missionary journey be was not
Paul's presence there, to whom he seems to have now judging his Christian character nor pronouncing on
formed that permanent attachment which the sequel his fitness for future service, but merely providing in
of this Book and Paul's Epistles show to have existed. the meantime against being again put to serious incon
Paul and Barnabas continued in Antioch, teaching (to the venience and having their hands weakened by a pos
disciples) and preaching (to those without, the word of sible second desertion. On the whole, then, it seems
the Lord, with many others (other labourers.' also—How clear that each of these great servants of Christ had
rich must Antioch at this time have been in the min something to say for lumself, in defence of the position
istrations of the Gospel ! (For a painjul scene on titis which they respectively took up; that while Baxnalm?
occasion, bctioecn Paid and Peter, see Galatians, 2. 11, was quite able to appreciate the grounds on which Paul
proceeded, Paul was not so competent to judge of the
Ac.)
30-40. DlSSXNSION BKTWIKN PAUL AND BABNABAS considerations which Barnabas probably urged; that
—They part company to prosbcute separate while Paul had but one object in view, to see that the
missionary tours. And some days after—how long, is companion of their arduous work was one of thoroughly
matter only of conjecture. PaiU said to Barnabas, Let congenial spirit and suflicient nerve, Barnabas, over
us go again and visit our (the true reading is, 'the') and above the same desire, might not unreasonably be
brethren in every city where we have preached . . . and see afraid for the soul of his nephew, lest the refusal to
how they do—whether they were advancing or declining, allow him to accompany them on their journey might
A*c: a pattern forchurchesandsuccessful missionaries injure his Christian character and deprive the Church
in every age. ('Reader, how stands it with thee?'] of a true servant of Jesus Christ ; and that while both
[Bxnoeu] 'Paul felt that he was not called to spend sought only the glory of their common Master, each
a peaceful, though laborious life at Antioch, but that looked at the question at issue to some extent, through
his true work was " far off among the Gentiles." ' We the medium of his own temperament, which grace
notice here, for the first time, a trace of that tender sanctifies and refines but does not destroy — Pantfy
solicitude for his converts, that earnest longing to see through the medium of absolute devotion to the Cause
their faces which appears iu the letters wbieh he wrote and Kingdom of Christ, which, warm and womanly a^
afterwards, as one of the most remarkable and attrac his affections were, gave a tinge of lofty sternuess to
tive features of his character. He thought, doubtless his resolves where that seemed to be affected; Bar
of the Pisidians and Lycaonians, as he thought after nabas, through the medium of the same singJencs? of
wards at Athens and Corinth of the Thessalonians, from heart in Christ's Bervice, though probably not in equal
whom he had been lately "taken in presence, not in strength [Uahitions, 2. 13), but also of a certain natural
heart, night and day praying exceedingly that he might gentleness which, where a Christian relative was con
see their face and perfect that w hich was lacking iu their cerned, led him to attach more weight to what seemeV.
faith." IHowh.1 Barnabas determined to take with them for his spiritual good than Paul could be supposed UJohn . . . Hark—his nephew .( >>lossians, 4. 10). But Paul do. In these circumsUnces, it seems quite possible
thought not good to take him with tnem who departed from that they might have amicably 'agreed to differ,* each
them—i^.. who hid departed; but the word is stronger taking his own companion, as they actually did. Bxv.
than this—* who stood aloof or 'turned away' from the 'paroxism' ias the word is}, the ' exacerbation "
them, from P&mphylia. and went nrt with them to the which is expressly given as the cause of their partuv.
work—the work yet before them. The allusion is to shows but too plainly, that human infirmity amidst U. what is recorded in ch. 13. 13 ton which see'. And the great labours of the church at Antioch at length sunder
contention was so sharp between them isuch was the ' ir ed those who had sweetly and lovingly borne together
ritation,' or 'exacerbation,',' that they departed asunder the heat and burden of the day during a protracted tour
one from the other. Said they not truly to the Lystrians inthe service of Christ. "Therefore let no man glory in
that they were " men of like passions with thenar (ch. men" (l Corinthians, 3. 2i;. As for John Mark, al
14. 15.) But vAo teas to blame ? ,1) That John Mark though through his uncle's warm advocacy of his cani
had either tired of the work or shrunk Irom the dangers ne was put in a condition to dissipate the cloud tha."
and fatigues that yet lay before them, was undeniable ; bung over him, how bitter to him musthave ever after
and Paul concluded that what he had done he might, wards been the reflection that it was his culpable con
and probably would, do again. Was he wrong in this? duct wMch gave occasion to whatever was sinful in the
(Bee Proverbs, 26. IS.) But (2), To this Barnabas might strife between Paul and Barnabas, and to a separation
reply that no rule was without exception ; that one in action, though no doubt with mutual Christian re
failure, in a young Christian,wasnot enough to condemn gard, between those who bad till then wrought nobly
him for life ; that if near relationship might be thought together. How watchful does all this teach Christian^
to warp his judgment. It also gave him opportunities and especially Christian ministers and missionaries,
of knowing the man better than others; and that as he to be against giving way to rash judgment and b-c^
was himself anxious to be allowed another trial, (and temper towards each other, especially where on be*t^
the result makes this next to certain,] in order that sides the glory of Christ is the ground of difference.
be might wipe out the effect of his former failure and How possible is it that in such cases both parties mar .
show what "hardness he could now endure as a good on the question at issue, be more or less in the righi :
soldier of Jesus Christ,'' his petition ought not to be How difficult is it even for the most faithful and devoted
rejected. Now since John Mark did retrieve his servants of Christ, differing as they do in their natura_*
character in these respects, and a reconciliation took texuperament even under the commanding influence;
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of* tnce, to see even Important questions precisely In
toe same light.
And if, with every disi>oaition to
yield what is unimportant, they still feel It a duty each
» stand to hi* own point, how careful should they be
Xt do it lovingly, each pursuing his own course without
dispamremeiit of his Christian brother! And how affectirjciy does the Lord overrule such difference of
jcsVment and such manifestations of human infirmity,
by T»^"g them ** turn out rather unto the furtherance
of the (joepel : * as in this case is eminently seen in the
f*t> missionary parties Instead of one, not travelling
ever tbe came ground and carrying their dispute over
ail tste radons of their former loving labours, but dividfca the field between them ! and so Barnabas took Hark,
■24 sailed unto Cyprus ; and Paul cbose Silas (see on r.
M. —coin* two and two, as the twelve and the seventy
Hark, 4. 7; Luke, 10. l). and departed, being recomse-isd ... to tea grace of God—Ino doubt by Borne
solemn service ; see ch. 13. 3 , as in ch. 14. 26. It does
act follow from the historian's silence that Barnabas
was not so recommended too; for this is the last men
tion of Barnabas in the history, whose whole object
new is to relate the proceedings of Paul. Nor does it
asem quite fair (with De Wette, Meyer, Hows,
AxroBn. Racket, Webster. A: Wilkinson. Aw., J to
ccaefade from this that the church at Antioch took
cast marked way of showing their sympathy with Paul
Ix. opposition to Barnabas, and he went through Syria,
tad Cilioa confirm ng toe churches. ' It is very likely
that Paul and Barnabas made a deliberate and amicaula arrangement to divide the region of their first
dukioc between them; Paul taking the continental,
and Baraab&s the iimular, part of the proposed visita
tion. If Barnabas visited Salarais and Paphos, and if
PvJL travelling westward; after passing through Derbe,
I.yttr*,and Iconium, went asfaras Antioch in Pisidia,
tfae wfcole circuit of tbe proposed visitation was actually
aecrmnuahedU for It does not appear that any converts
had br*-o made at Perga and Attaleia.' [Hows.] 'This
second missionary tour appears to have proceeded at
cr*i solely trom the desire of visiting the churches
already planted. In tbe end, however, it took a much
wiiier sweep, for it brought the apostle to Europe.'
l<A*SLfcC4E>\l
CHAPTER XVI.
Chaps, is. 41—18. 2i—Paul's second
MISSIONARY JOURNEY.
Chap*, li. 41—16. 5. Visitation ofthechtjrches
POKHE2XT ESTABLISHED, TlMOTHKUS HERE JOINING
TBZMI4IOVABY PARTY. Ch. xv. 41. he went through
Syria ami CilieU :«ee on r. 23;—taking probably the same
route a? when despatched in haste from Jerusalem to
Tarsus, he then went by land (see on ch. 9. 3o,:. Ch. xvL.
1-4. Then cane he t> Derbe and Lystra; and, behold, a
seroua rtisr'r1* was there—i.e., at Lystra not I>erbe, as
ansae conclude from ch. 20. 41. named Timotheus. See
ca ch. 14. So. As Paul styles him "his own son in the
faith" J. Timothy, 1. 2), he must have been gained to
Christ at tbe apostle's first visit; and as raul says he
*" bad faUy known his persecutions which came on him
at Lystra" (*2 Timothy, 3. 10, ll;, he may have been in
ty$ group of disciples that surrounded tbe apparently
lifeless body of the apostle outside the walls ot Lystra,
Aid that at a time of life when the mind receives its
deepest impressions from the spectacle of innocent
fufferiji- and undaunted courace. [Hows.] His would
be ©a* of "* the souls of the disciples confirmed " at the
apostle's second visit, " exhorted to continue in the
oath, and" warned "that we must through much trib
ulation eater into the kingdom of God" ch. H. 21. 22).
Ue sos of a certain . . . Jewess. "The unfeigned faith
which dwelt first in his grandmother Lois" decended
to "fals mother Eunice," and thence it passed to this
youth "l Timothy, l. 5), who "from a child knew the
Uolj Scriptures " £2 Timothy. 3. 15). His gifts and desM
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tination to the ministry of Christ had already been
attested ;'l Timothy, 1. IS; 4. 14); and though some ten
years after this Paul speaks of him as still young (1
Timothy, 4. 12} , " he was already well reported of by the
brethren that were at Lystra and Iconium " {v. 2), and
consequently must have been well known through all
that quarter, but his father was a Greek. Such mixed
marriages, though little practised, and disliked by the
stricter Jews, in Palestine, must have been very fre
quent among the Jews of the dispersion, especially iu
remote districts, where but few of the scattered people
were settled. [Hows.] Him would Paul have to go forth
with him. Tills is in harmony with all we read In the
Acts and Epistles, of Paul's affectionate and confiding
disposition. He had no relative ties which were of
service to him in his work; his companions were few
and changing ; and though Silas would supply the place
of Barnabas, It was no weakness to yearn for the society
of one who might become, what Mark once appeared
to be, a son in the Gospel. rHowu.] And such he in
deed proved to be. the most attached and serviceable
of his associates Pbilipplans,2. 10-23; 1 Corinthians, 4.
17; 16. 10, it; l Thessalonlans, 3. 1-0). His double con
nexion, with the Jews by the mother's side and the
Gentiles by the father's, would strike tbe apostle as a
peculiar qualification for his own sphere of labour.
* So far as appears, Timothy Is the first Gentile who
after his conversion comes before us as a regular mis
sionary; forwhat is said of Titus {Galatlaus, 2. 3) refers
to a later period.' |\Vies.J But before his departure,
Paul — took and circumcised him (a rite which every
Israelite might perform) because of the Jews ... for they
knew all that his father was a Greek. This seems to im
ply that the father was no proselyte. Against the
wishes of a Gentile father no Jewish mother was. as
the Jews themselves say, permitted to circumcise her
son. We thus see why all the religion of Timothy is
traced to the female sido of the family (2 Timothy, 1.
6}. 'Had Timothy not been circumcised, a storm
would have gathered round the apostle in his further
progress. His fixed line of procedure was to act on
the cities through the synagogues ; and to preach the
Gospel to the Jew first and then to the Geutile. But
such a course would have been Impossible had not
Timothy been circumcised. He must necessarily have
been repelled by that people who endeavoured once to
murder St. Paul because they imagined he had taken a
Greek into the temple ich. 21. 20). The very inter
course of social life would have been almost impossible,
for It was still " an abomination " for the circumcised
to eat with the uncircurucised.' [Hows.] In refusing
to compel Titus afterwards to bo circumcised, (Galatians, 2. 3) at the bidding of J udaising Christians, as
necessary to salvation, he only vindicated "the truth of
the Gospel" iGalatians, 2. 5!; in circumcising Timothy,
" to the Jews he became as a Jew that he might gain the
Jews." Probably Timothy's ordination took place now
(1 Timothy. 4. 14; 2 Timothy, 1. 6) ; and it was a service,
apparently, of much solemnity — " before many wit
nesses" (l Timothy, 6. 12). And as they went through
' the cities' they delivered the decrees . . . And so were
the churches established In the faith, and increased in
number daily — not the churches, but the number of
their members, by this visit and the written evidence
laid before them of the triumph of Christian liberty at
Jerusalem, and the wise measures there taken to pre
serve the unity of the Jewish and Gentile converts.
6-12. They break new ground in Phryqia and
GaLATIA—THEIR COURSE IN THAT DIRECTION BEINO
MYSTERIOUSLY HEDOED UP, THEY TRAVEL WEST
WARD TO TilOAS, WHERE THEY ARE DIVINELY
DIRECTED TO MACEDONIA—THE HISTORIAN HIMSELF
HERE JOINING THE MDJ8IONARY PARTY, THEY EM
BARK J"OR NeaPOLIS, AND BEACH PHILIPPI. 6-8.
Now wneii they had gone throughout Plirygia and the
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region of Qalatia—proceeding in a north-westerly direc- ,
tlon. At this time must have been formed "the churches |
of Galatia" ;Galatians, 1.2; 1 Corinthians, 10. 1); found
ed, as we learn from the Epistle to the Galalians, par
ticularly ch. 4. 19, by the ai>ostie Paul, and which were
already in existence when he was on his third mission
ary journey, as we learn from ch. 18. 23, where it ap
pears that he was no less successful in Phrygia. Why
these proceedings, so interesting as we should suppose,
are not here detailed, it is not easy to say ; for the
various reasons suggested are not very satisfactory;
ex. gr. that the historian had not joined the party
[AlfordJ; that he was in haste to bring the ai>ostle to
Europe [Olbhausen]; that the main stream of the
Church's development was from Jerusalem to Borne,
and the apostle's labours in Phrygia and Galatia lay
quiteoutofthe line of that direction. [Baumoarten.!
and were forbidden of the Holy Ghost [speaking by some
prophet, see on ch. 11. 27) to preach the word in Asia—
not the great Asiatic Continent, nor even the rich
Peninsula now called Asia Minor, but only so much of
its western coast as constituted the Roman province of
Asia. Alter they were come to Mysia—where, as being
part of Roman Asia, they were forbidden to labour [v.
fc). they assayed ;or attempted) to go into (or 'towards';
Bithynia-to the North East, but the Spirit (speaking
as before) suffered them not:—probably because ;l) Europewas ripe for the labours of this missionary party ; and
{2. other instruments were to be honoured to establish
the Gospel In the eastern regions of Asia Minor, es
pecially the apostle Peter iseel Peter, 1. I . By the end
of the first century, as testified by Pliny the governor,
Bithynia was filled with Christians. ' This is the first
time that the Holy Ghost is expressly spoken of as
determining the course they were to follow in their
efforts to evangelize the nations, and It was evidently
designed to show that whereas hitherto the diffusion of
the Gospel had been carried on in unbroken course,
connected by natural points of junction, it was now to
take a leap to which it could not be impelled but by an
immediate and independent operation of the Spirit; and
though primarily, this intimation of the Spirit was only
negative, and referred but to the immediate neigh
bourhood, we may certainly conclude that Paul took it
for a sign that a new epoch was now to commence in
his apostolic labours.' [Baumgarten.] came down
to Troas—a city on the North East coast of the Egean
Sea, the boundary of Asia Minor on the West; the
region of which was the scene of the great Trojan war.
9,10. a vision appeared to Paul (while awake, for it is not
called a dream) in the night : There stood a man of
Macedonia, and prayed him, saying, Come over Into Mace
donia, aud help us. Stretching his eye across the Egean
Sea, from Troas on the North East to the Macedonian
hills visible on the North West, the apostle could hardly
fail to think this the destined scene of his future
labours; and if he retired to rest with this thought, he
would be thoroughly prepared for the remarkable in
timation of the divine will now to be given him. This
visional Macedonian discovered himself by what he
said. But it was a cry not of conscious desire, for the
Gospel, but of deep need of it and unconscious pre
paredness to receive it, not only in that region, but, we
may well say, throughout all that western empire
which Macedonia might be said to represent. It was
a virtual confession 'that the highest splendour of
Heathendom, which we must recognize in the arts of
Greece and in the polity and imperial power of Rome,
had arrived at the end of all its resources. God had
left the Gentile world to walk in their own ways (ch.
14. 2). They had sought to gain salvation for them
selves; but those who had carried it farthest along the
paths of natural development were now pervaded by
the feeling that ail had Indeed been vanity. This
feeling it the simple, pure result of all the history of
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Heathendom. And Israel, going along the way which
God had marked out for him, had likewise arrived at
his end. At last he is in a condition to realise his
original vocation, by becoming the guide who is to lead
the Gentiles unto God, the only Author and Creator of
man's redemption; and St. Paul is in truth the Terr
person in whom this vocation of Israel is now a pre
sent divine reality, and to whom, by this nocturnal
apparition of the Macedonian, the preparedness of the
heathen world to receive the ministry of Israel towards
the Gentiles is confirmed.' [Baumoarten.] This mice
cries /rom Heathendom stili to the Christian CPiurth,
and never dots the Church undertake the tcork of misriots, nor any missionary qv forth from itt in the right
spirit* save in obedience to Vtis cry. and afLer he had seen
the vision, immediately we endeavoured to go into Mace
donia. The *' we," here first introduced, is a modest
Intimation that the historian himself had now joined
the missionary party. The modern objections to this
are quite frivolous.) Whether Paul's broken health had
anything to do with this arrangement for having; "the
beloved physician'* with him [WibsJ. can never be
known with certainty; but that be would deem himself
honoured in taking care of so precious a life, there can
be no doubt. 11, 12. therefore locsing from Troas, we
came (tit, 'ran') with a straight course (i.e., 'ran before
the wind'] to Samothrada—alofty island on the Turacian
coast. North fromTroas.with an inclination west vcanL
The wind must have Bet in strong from the South or
South South East to bring them there so soon, as the
current is strong in the opposite direction, and they
afterwards took five days to what they now did in two
,ch. 20. 6). [Hows.] uext day to Neapohs—on the Mace
donian, or rather Thracian, coast, about sixty-five miles
from Samothrada, and ten from Philippi, of which it
is the harbour. Philippi . . . the chief < rather, perhaps,
'the first') city of that part of Macedonia. The meaning
appears to he—the first city one comes to, proceeding
from Neapolis. The sense given in our version hardly
consists with fact, a colony—ix., possessing ail the
privileges of Roman citizenship, and, as such, both
exempted from scourging and iin ordinary cases} from
arrest, and entitled to appeal from the local magistrate
to the emperor. Though the Pisidlan Antioch and
Troas were also "colonies," the fact is mentioned in
this history of Philippi only on account of the frequent
references to Roman privileges and duties in the seuuel
of the chapter.
12-34. At Phiuppi, Lydia is gained and -wttb
hkit household baptized—an evil spirit is kxpelled, Paul and Silas arehcouhqed, imprison
ed, AND MANACLED. BUT MIRACULOUSLY SETT FREE,
AND THE JAILOR WITH ALL HIS HOUSEHOLD CON
VERTED and baptized. 12, 13. we were in that city
abiding certain days—waiting till the Sabbath, came
round : their whole stay must have extended to some
weeks. As their rule was to begin with the Jews and
proselytes, they did nothing till the time when they
knew that they would convene for worship, on t£e
Sabbath-day—the first after their arrival, as the words
imply, we went oat of the city — rather, as the trxttt
reading Is, 'outside of the icity) gate.' by a river-side—
one of the small streams which gave name to the place
ere the city was founded by Philip of Macedon. where
prayer was wont to be made—or a prayer- meeting; held.
It is plain there was no synagogue at Philippi •contrast
ch. 17. 1), the number of the Jews being small. The
meeting appears to liave consisted wholly of women,
and these not all Jewish. The neighbourhood of
streams was preferred, on account of the ceremonial
washings used on such occasions, wesatdownand spake
unto the women, &c — a humble congregation, and
simple manner of preaching. But here and thus vrtrv
gathered the first fruits ofEurope unto Christ, and they
were of the female sert of whose accession and service*
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mention will again and again be made. 14, change will in any case attend the triumph of tliis
llffe- a common name iimong the Greeks and principle depends on the breadth and obstinacy of the
ku ■ teller of purple, of the city of Thyatira—on resistance it meets with. 21. And teach customs which
. i!** of Lydia and Phrygia. The Lydians, par- are not lawful for *u to receive, neither to observe, being
I m inhabitants of Thyatira, were celebrated Romans. Here also there was a measure of truth; as
-'-'ifeuig.in which they inherited the reputation the introduction of new gods was forbidden by the laws,
Tracs. Inscriptions to this effect, yet remain- and this might be thought to apply to any change oi
tc.tin.ihe accuracy of our historian. This woman religion. But the whole charge was pure hypocrisy; for
avi *aave been in good circumstances, harms an as these men would have let the missionaries preach
ixrLi uFbilippi large enough to accommodate what religion they pleased if they had not dried up
noaary party it. 15J, and receiving her goods the source of their gains, so they conceal the real cause
tre town, which worshipped Ood—i.e., was of their rage under colour of a zeal for religion, and
to the Jewish faith, and as such present | law, and good order ; so ch. 17. 0, 7; and 19. 25, 27. 22.
whose heart the Lord opened—i.e., the the multitude rose up together against them: so ch. 19. K,
*. 15; and cf. Luke. 24. 45; Matthew. 11. 34; 21. 30; Luke. 2J. 18. the magistrates rent off theii
ate a->- to the things spoken by Paul — 'show - (Paul's and Silas's] clothes—i.e., ordered the lictors, or
■k inclination of the heart towards the truth rod bearers, to tear them off, so as to expose their naked
sol in the will of man. The first disposition bodies (see on v. 37J. The word expresses the roughness
he Gospel isaworkofgrace.' [Olshauskn.J with which this was done to prisoners preparatory to
■are the place assigned to * giving attention' whipping, and commanded to beat them—without any
H to the truth, that species of attention which trial (». 37.) to appease the popular rage. Thrice, it
■&!i baring the whole mind engrossed with it. seems, Paul endured this indignity, 2 Corinthians, it
and drinking it in, in its vital and 25. 23,24. when they had laid many stripes upon them—tht
Ai.l when . . . baptized . . . and her bleeding wounds from which they were not washed till
. ly nithoutmuchdelay. Themention it was done by the converted jailor (t. 331. charged the
for the first time in connexion with the jailor . . . who thrust them into the inner prison—' pes
| Paul, v, bile it was doubtless perrormed on tilential cells, damp and cold, from which the light
r converta, indicates a special importance was excluded, and where the chains rusted on the
£aropean baptism* Here also is the first prisoners. One such place may be seen to this day on
•■Christian household. Whether it included the slope of the Capitol at Rome.' [llows.] he made
in that case baptized, is not explicitly their feet fast in the stocks—an instrument of torture
Ujc presumption, as in other cases of house- as well as confinement, made of wood bound with iron.
cvrtainly is that It did. Yet the ques- with holes for the feet which were stretched more or
1 j • i ■ i .■ must be determined on other less apart according to the severity intended. [Origen
-■ ii incidental allusions form only part at a later period, besides having his neck thrust Into an
materials for ascertaining the practice iron collar, lay extended for many days with his feet
she besought us, saying. If ye have judged four holes on the rack). Though jailors were prover
to the Lord—the Lord Jesus; q.d\, By bially unfeeling, the manner in which the order wa*
ei which ye have recognised In me by given in this case would seem to warrant all that was
e is a beautiful modesty in the expres- done. 25. And at midnight Paul and Silas prayed and
Mstrained us—the word seems to imply sang praises—lit., 'praying, were singing praises:' i.e.,
reluctant, bnt were overborne. 16-18. while engaged in pouring out their hearts in prayer,
_ rayer—The words imply that it was on had broken forth into singing, and were hymning loud
■ B-r«**i place of public prayer, by the their joy. As the word here employed is that used to
that ibis took place ; therefore not on the : denote the Paschal hymn sung by our Lord and His
■nth what had just occurred, a damsel—* a j disciples aftertheirlast passover (Matthew, 26. SO}, and
ssTiK,' and in this case a slave (v. 19). pos- : which we know to have consisted of Psalm 118-118,
■Ca a sjuit of divination—or * of Python,' i.e„ a ; which was chaunted at that festival. It is probable that
"^osoi to be inspired by the Pythian Apollo, i it was portions of the Psalms, so rich In such matter
u mat nature. The reality of this demoniacal I which our joyous sufferers chaunted forth ; nor could
Ma li ai undeniable as that of any in the Gospel I any be more seasonable and inspiring to them than
" - ■
*n: Mivar.ls of the Moit High God, I those very six Psalms, which every devout Jew would
«a testimony! Hut see on Luke, 4. 41. this I nodoubthaveby heart. "Hegivethsongsinthenvjht"
ay 4ay$—i.e., on many successive occasions {Job, 36. 10). Though their bodies were still bleeding
vay to their usual place of meeting, or ' and tortured in the stocks, their spirits, under 'the
tn religious services. Paul being; grieved I expulsive power of a new affection,' rose above suffervictim; grieved to see such power pos- ing.and made the prison walls resound with their song.
ly of man's salvation, and griered ' In these midnight hymns, by the imprisoned witnesses
plant defeign with which this high for Jesus Christ, the whole might of Roman injustice
i borne to Christ. 19. when her masters saw i and violence against the Church Is not only set at nought
their gains was gene, they caught Paul and but converted into a foil to set forth more completely
hadlmt persons, snd drew them into the the majesty and spiritual power of the Church, which
Forum, where the courts were; to the as yet the world knew nothing of. And if the suffer
ssrfakg. £c We have here a full and ings of these two witnesses for Christ are the beginning
I eeafrrrnation of the reality of this su- and the type of numberless martyrdoms which were
any other supposition such to flow upon the Church from the same source, in like
a 20. These men, being Jews manner the unparalleled triumph of the Spirit over
contempt, and suspicion by the suffering was the beginning and the pledge of a spiritual
at this time of more than usual prejudice,. power which we afterwards see shining forth so tri
rtnable our city. See similar charges, ch. umphantly and Irresistibly in the many martyrs of
1 Kings, IS. 17. There is some colour of Christ who were given up as a prey to that same imperial
accusations. In so far as the Gospel, might of Rome.' |Nl.\m»kk iu Bai m....u;i.\.j and
t fear of God, as a reigning principle of the prisoners heard them—lit., 'were listening to them,'
a m a godless world a thoroughly rero- i.*., when the astounding eveDts immediately to be
How far external commotion and related took place ; not asleep, but wide awake and rapt
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(no doubt! in wonder at what they heard. 36-28. And be asked how it could take such definite shape, let It
suddenly there wu a great earthquake—In answer, doubt be considered (2! that the jailor could hardly be ignor
less, to the prayers and expectations of the sufferers ant of the nature of the charges on which these men
that, for tin.- truth's sake and the honour of their Lord, had been imprisoned, seeing they had been putuicJy
some interposition would take place, every one's bands whipped by order of the magistrates, which would fill
(i.e., the bands of all the prisoners; were loosed —not by the whole town with the facte of the case, including
the earthquake of course, but by a miraculous energy that strange cry of tbe demoniac from day to day—
Accompanying it By this, and the joyous Btrains which *' These men are tbe servants of tbe most high God,
they had heard from the sufferers . not to speak of the which aliow unto us tlie icav of solvation*' — word;
change wrought on the jailor, these prisoners could proclaiming not only the divine commission of Uh
hardly fail to have their hearts in some measure opened preachers, but the news of salvation they were sent tc
to the- truth ; and this i>art of the narrative seems the tell, the miraculous expulsion of ihe demon, and the
result of information afterwards communicated by one rage of her masters. All this, indeed, would aro for
or more of these men. tbe keeper . . . awaking . , . drew nothing with such a man, until. roused by the mighty
his sword, and would hare killed himself, &c—knowing earthquake which made the building to rock: then
that his life was forfeited in that case ch. 12. 10; and despair seizing him at the sight of the open doors, the
cf. 27. At. Bui Paul cried with a loud voice—the better sword of self-destruction was suddenly arrested 1?
to arrest the deed. Do thyself no barm, for we are all words from one of those prisoners such as he would
here. What divine calmness and self-possess Ion! No never imagine could be spoken in their circumstances
elation at their miraculous liberation, or liastc to take words evidencing something divine about them. Then
advantage of it : but one thought filled the apostle's would flash across him the light of a new discovery :
mind at that moment, anxiety to save a fellow-creatnre "That was a true cry which the Pythoness uttered,
from sending himself into eternity Ignorant of the only " These men aro the servants of the most high God,
way of life ; and his presence of mind appears In the which show unto us the way of salvation!'" That I now
assurance which he so promptly gives to the desperate must know, and from them, as divinely sent to me.
man, that his prisoners had none of them fled as he must I learn that "way of salvation !'" Substantially.
feared. But how, it has been asked by recent sceptical this is the cry of every awakened sinner, though the
critic*, could Paul in his inner prison know what the degree of light and the depths of anxiety it expres*e=
jailor was about todol In n any conceivable ways, will be different in each case. 31-34. Believe on the Lord
without supposing any supernatural communication. Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved. The brevity, sim
Thus, Ifthe jailor slept at the door of "the Inner prison," plicity, and directness of this reply are, in the cir
which suddenly flew open when the earthquake shook cumstances, singularly beautiful. Enough at tli.it
the foundations of the building; if. too, as may easily moment to have his faith directed simply to the sav
be conceived, he uttered some cry of despair on seeing iour, with the assurance that this would bring to hi-;
the doors open; and if the clash of the steel, as the soul the needed and sought salvation—the hoic being a
affrighted man drew it hastily from the scabbard, was matter for after teaching. Thou shalt be saved, and thy
audible but a few yards off, in the dead midnight still house. See on Luke, 19. 10. And they spake unto fcia
ness increased by the awe inspired in the prisoners by the word of the Lord—unfolding now, doubtless, morv
the miracle—what difficulty is there in supposing that fully what " the Lord Jesus Christ" was to whom titer
Paul, perceiving in a moment how matters stood, after had iwinted his faith, and what the " salvation " wai
crying out, stepped hastily to him, uttering the noble which this would bring him. and to all that were in his
entreaty here recorded? Not less flat is the question, house—who from their own dwelling (under the ssdj«
why the other liberated prisoners did not make their roof no doubt with the prison had crowded rounJ
escape :—as if there were the smallest difficulty in the apostles, aroused first by the earthquake. ['From
understanding how, under the resistless conviction their addressing the Gospel mes-age "to all that wen
that there must be something supernatural In their In the house" it is not necessary to infer that it con
Instantaneous liberation without human hand, such tained no children, hut merey tliat as it contains
wonder and awe should possess them as to take away adults besides the jailor himself, so to all of these, $j
for the time not only all desire of escape, hut even all alone of course fit to bo addressed, they preached tiw
thought on the subject. 29, 30. then he called for a light, word.] And he tcok them—tbe word implies chance of
and sprang in, . . . and fell down before Paul and Silas, place, the same hour of the night, and washed thacr
and brought them out and said. How graphic this rapid sttlpes—in the well or fountain which was within or
succession of minute details, evidently from the parties near the precincts of the prison. [Hows.] The men
themselves, tbe prisoners and the jailor, who would tion of " the same hour of the nhiht" seems to imply
talk over every feature of the scene once and again, in that they liad to go forth into the ojwn air, which, un
which the hand of the Lord had been so marvellously seasonable as the hour was, they did. These bleeding
seen. 6irs, what must I do to be tavedl If tins question wounds had never been thought of by tbe indirTerea:
should seem in advance of any light which the jailor jailor. But now, when his whole heart was opened to
could be supposed to possess, let it be considered flj his spiritual benefactors, he cannot rest until he hzs
that the "trembling" which came over him could not done all in his power for their bodily relief, and was
have arisen from any fear for the safety of his prison baptized, he and all bis, straightway—probably at the
ers, for they were all there ; and if it had, he would same fountain, since it took place "straightway ;** the
rather have proceeded to secure them again than one washing on his part being Immediately succeeded
leave them, to fall down before Paul and Silas. For by the other on theirs. And when he had brought thaaa
the same reason it is plain that his trembling had into his house, he set meat before them and rejoiced, be
nothing to do with any account he would have to ren lieving (i.e., as the expression implies, ^rejoiced becan**
der to the magistrates. Only one explanation of it can he had believed') in God—as a converted heathen, fx r
be given—that he had become all at once alarm ed about the faith ofa Jew would not be so ei pressed. [Alfohxv ]
his spiritual state and that though, a moment before, with all his house — the wondrous change on himself
he was ready to plunge into eternity with the guilt of and the whole house filling his soul with joy. "Thi«
self-murder on his head, without a thought of the sin Is tbe second house whicli, in the Roman city of Phil
he was committing and its awful consequences, his un Ippi, has been consecrated by faith in Jesus, and or
fitness to appear before God, and his need of salva which the inmates, by hospitable entertainment of the
tion, now flashed full upon Ids souland drew from the Gospel witnesses, have been sanctified to a new becir
depths of his spirit the cry here recorded. If still it nlng of domestic life, pleasing and acceptable to God.
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ur fee revolt came to pass In consequence simply of in connexion with St. Paul, by the cliange of a pronoun,
at fNefaixtg of the Gospel ; the second was the fruit or the unconscious variation of his style. In ch. 17.,
i * iestimony sealed and ennobled by suffering.' the narrative is again in tlie third person, and the
.•-«-«■ 4Eti>. ; 35,36. when it was day, the magistrates pronoun is not changed to the second till we come to
■bin sejanu. taying. Let those men go. The cause ch. 20. 6. The modesty with which St Luke leaves
tf lac change can only be conjectured. When the out all mention of his own labours need hardly be
asavoci ceased, reflection would Eoon convince pointed out. We shall trace him again when he re
■so of the injustice they had done, even supposing joins St. Paul in the same neighbourhood. His voca
fcmoBen had been entitled to no special privileges; tion as a physician may have brought him into con
ss f raaooar reached them that the prisoners were nexion with these contiguous coasts of Asia and Europe,
'
^ ander supernatural protection, they might aud he may (as Mr. Smith suggests, "Shipwreck," die.)
tat stare awed into a desire to get rid of them, the have been in the habit of exercising his professional
pr •jwrjoywd to have such orders to execute) told skillas a surgeon at sea.' [Hows.l
t> Pial . . . now therefore ... go in peace. Very
CHAPTER XVII.
y did Pan 1 receive such orders. 37. Paul said
Ver.1-15. At Thesmalonica the success of Paul h
ci the Serjeants wboiiad entered the prison PRKACIIINO I'.MiANCKllINO Hid LUTE, HE IS fl.-*. =Tih the jailor, that they might be able to report PATCHEB BY NIOHT TO BeKKA, WHERE HIS MESSAGE
«. ne aat-n bad departed. They have beaten us openly. MEETS WITH KNLIQHTENID ACCEPTANCE—A HOSTILE
E* MAn'y of the injury done them, exposing their | MOVEMENT FROM ThESSALONICA OCCASION8HIS SUD
» Ski bleeding bodies to the rude populace, was DEN DEPARTURE FROM UEREA.— He AKR1TES AT
*s f th* most stinging feature of it to the apos- J Athens. 1. when they had passed through Amphipolisi • -vii« feeling, and to this accordingly he alludes i tlurty-three miles South West of Philippl, on the river
Lir-^'fi!.i.ii-, prnltably a year after : "Even | Strymon, and at the head of the Gulf of that name,
*t had suffered before, and were shamefiUty ! on the Northern coast of the Egean Sea, aud Appolat- 'insulted') aa ye know at Philippi" il i Ionia—about thirty miles South West of Amphipolis .
2. 2 .
nncoudem&ed (unconvicted on I but the exact site is not known, they came to Thessa
— - on ch. 22. 28,; and cast us into I lonica—about thirty-seven miles due West from Appo
illegal Of Sila-V* citizenship, if meant to Ionia, at the head of the Thennaic lor Theasaloniani
* •. know nothing, and now do tliey thrust j Gulf, at the North-Western extremity of the Egean
sat .see Mark. 9. 38, Greek.) privily! Mark I Sea; the principal and most populous city in Mace
contrast between the jtulrtic insult they donia. * We see at once how appropriate a place it
and the private way in which they ordered [ was for one of the starting-points of the Gospel in
sb wo*,
nay veriiy mo, indeed; but let them i Europe, and can appreciate the force of what Paul said
« and fetch us out—by an open and for- | to the Thes Salomons within a few months of his depar■f&ivalem to a public declaration of their I ture from them: "From you, the word of the Lord
-»*. fe. they feared when they heard they were j sounded forth like a trumpet, not only in Macedonia
Mt>L- authority being thus imperiled; for they ■ and Achaia, but in every place"* (l Thessalonians, l
*. - id an action for what they had done. 39, '8). [Howe.) where was a synagogue of the Jews—imply
alary ease iin person and besought them— not ing that las at Philippi there was none at Ampin
ma of them. What a contrast this suppliant I polis and Appollonia. 2-4. Paul, as his manner was—
sretors of PhiUppi to the tyrannical air always to begin with the Jews, went in unto them. la
>sh they bad the day before treated the preach- writing to the converts but a few months after this,
■at Isaiah, CO. 14; Revelation. 3. u.) brought he reminds them of the courage and superiority to
deducted them forth from the prisan into indignity, for the Gospel's sake, which this required
as ids ■*ted on'; and desired i' requested'] I after the shameful treatment he had so lately expericut of the city—perhaps fearing again to 1 enced at Philippi l Ihessalonians, 2. 2). opening and
populace. And they went out of the prison.
i: ■ lined their object—to vindicate their civil alleging that Christ must needB have suffered, &c. His
preaching, it seems, was chiefly expository, and do
a infraction of which in this case the (ios- signed to establish from the Old Testament Scripture*
atnons had been illegally affronted—they (1. that the predicted Messiah was to be a suffering and
to carry the matter further. Their citi- dying, and therefore a rising Messiah; (2.; that Ibis
taluable to them only as a shield against I Messiah was none other than Jesus of Nazareth, con
injuries to their Master's cause. What a I sorted ('cast in their lot 'J with Paul and Silas: cf. .
of dignity and me i. tu -v is this! I Corinthians, 8. 6. of the chief women—female proselytes
which may be turned to the account I of distinction. From the First Epistle to the Thessa
Is morbidly disregarded ; in any other i lonians it appears that the converts were nearly all
of this nature is set store by:—an exam- , Gentiles; not only such as had before been proselytes.
ages, and entered into the house of Lydia i who would be gained in the synagogue, but such as
I by thia leisurely proceeding, that they up to that time had been idolaters t Thessalonian.s.
nade to leave, but were at full liberty ■ l. 9, 10). Iniring his stay, while Paul supported hunown convenience, and when they had I self by his own labour (1 Thessalonians, 2. 9; 2 Thi
■not only her family and the jailor's, i salonians, 3. 7-9 ; he received supplies once and agaiii
now gained to the GosiwL they | from the Philippians, of which he makes honourable
perhaps, 'exhorted' them, which I acknowledgment tFlullppians.4io.16i. 5-9. the Jews . . .
comfort. 'This assembly of believers in ! moved with envy—seeing their influence undermined by
u Ov fird Chunk that had been ! this stranger, lewd fellows of the baser s^rt—better.
(Baumoartex.] and departed— perhaps, 'worthless market -people,' i.e., idle loungers
; lor two of the company remained behind about the market-place, of indifferent character, hav
W,
u
:
TtmotlutttJi.oi
whom the
Philippians
L proof that he honestly
cared
for their ing gathered a company—rather, 'having raised a mob.
assaulted the house of Jason—with whom Paul and Sihu
> truly like-minded with St. Paul. " serv- abode (v. 7) , one of Paul's kinsmen, apparently [Romans,
ia the Gospel as a sou with his father" 16. 21 , and from his name, which was sometimes used
1>23 ; and Luke, "whose praise is in the as a Greek form of the word Joshua JGrotius), pro
praises himself or relates his bably a Hellenistic Jew. sought to bring them Mason's
and though we only trace his movements lodgers] out to the people. And when they found them
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not, they drew Jaion and certain brethren onto the rulers
—lit.* • the politarchs ;' the very name (riven to the
magistrates or Thessalonica in an inscription on a still
remaining arch of the city—so minute is the accuracy
of this history, crying;, These that have turned the
world npside down. See on ch. 16. 20. all do contrary to
the decrees of Cesar, &c—meaning, probably.nothing but
what is specified in the next words, saying;, . . . there
is another king, one Jesus. See ou John. 19. 12. bavins
taken security of Jison and of the other {'the others')
— probably making them deposit a money-pledge
that the preachers should not again endanger the
public peace. 10-12. the brethren Immediately sent away
Paul and Silas by night—for it would have been aa use
less as rash to attempt any further preaching at that
time, and the conviction of this probably made his
friends the more willing to pledge themselves against
any present continuance of missionary effort. to Berea—
fifty or sixty miles South West of Thessalonica; a town
even still of considerable population and importance.
These were more noble than those in Thessalonica. The
comparison is between the Jm-s of the two places; for
the triumphs of the Gospel at Thessalonica were mostly
among the Gentiles. See on v. 2-4. in that they received
the word with all readiness of mind—heard it not only
without prejudice, but with cagcrlnterest, "inon hon
est andgood heart" (Luke, S. 15 , with sincere desire to
be taught aright see John, 7. 17). Mark the " nobility"
ascribed to this state of mind, searched the Scriptures
daily whether these things were so—whether the Chris
tian interpretation which the apostle put upon the Old
Testament Scriptures was the true one. Therefore
many of them believed— convinced tliat Jesus of Nazareth
whom Paul preached was indeed the great Promise and
Burden of the Old Testament. From this it is undeni
able 1.) that the people, no less than the ministers of
the Church, are entitled and bound to search the Scrip
tures; (lj that Vicy are entitled and bound to judge, on
their OHfi responsibility, whether the teaching they re
ceive from the ministers of Vie Church is according to
the word of God; (3.) tliat no faiVi but such as results
from, personal conviction ought to be demanded or is
of any avail, of honourable women which were Greeks, and
cf men (which were Greeks) not a few. 'The upper
classes in these European-Greek and Romanized towns
were probably better educated than those of Asia
Minor.' [Wkbstbh & Wilkinson.] the Jews of Theseaiouica . .. came thither also— 'like hunters upon their
prey, as they had done before from Iconium to Lystra.'
I Hows.) 13, 14. immediately the brethren—the converts
gathered at Berea. sent away Paul —as before from
Jerusalem (ch. 0. 30}, and from Thessalonica ft?. 10).
How long he staid at Berea we know not ; but as we
know that he longed and expected soon to return to
the Thessalonians {I Thessalonians. 2. 171, it is probable
he remained some weeks at least, and only abandoned
his intention of revisiting Thessalonica at that time
when the virulence of his enemies there, stimulated by
his success at Berea, brought them down thither to
counterwork him. to go as it were to the sea—rather,
perhaps, 'in the direction of the sea.' Probably he de
layed fixing his next destination till he should reach
the coast, and the providence of God should guide him
to a vessel bound for the destined spot. Accordingly,
it was only on arriving at Athens, tliat the convoy of
Berean brethren, who had gone thus far with hlin, were
sent back to bid Silas and Timothy follow him thither.
Silas and Timotheus abode there still— ' to build it up in
its holy faith, to be a comfort and support in its trials
and persecutions, and to give it such organization as
might be necessary.' [Hows.1 Connecting this with
the apostle's leaving Timothy and Luke at Philippi on
his own departure ;see on ch. 10. 40;, we may conclude
that this was his fixed plan for cherishing the first
beginnings of the Gospel in European localities, and
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organizing the converts. Timotheus must have soon
followed the apostle to Thessalonica, the bearer, pro
bably, of one of the Philippian "contributions to his
necessity" (Phllippians, 4, 15. W. and from thence he
would with Silas accompany him to Berea. 15. Silas
and Timotheus to come to him with all speed. He pro
bably wished their company and aid In addressing
himselfto so new and great a sphere as Athens. Accord
ingly It is added that he "waited for them" there, as if
unwilling to do any thing till they came. That they did
come, there is no good reason to doubt (as some excel
lent critics do). For though Paul himself says to the
Thessalonians that he ** thought it good to be left at
Athens alone" (1 Thessalonians, 3. 1). he immediately
adds that he " sent Timotheus to establish and com
fort them" (v. 2 ; meaning, surely, that be despatched
him from Athens back to Thessalonica. He had indeed
sent for him to Athens; but, probably, when It appear
ed that little fruit was to be reaped there, while Thes
salonica was in too interesting a state to be left uncheri?hed, he 'seems to have thought it better to send him
back again. [The other explanations which have been
suggested seem less satisfactory.) Timotheus rejoined
the apostle at Corinth (ch. 18. 6.).
16-34. Paul at Athens. 16. 17, wholly given to
idolatry— 'covered with idols:' meaning the city, not
the inhabitants. Pctronius, a contemporary writer at
Nero's court, says satirically that it was easier to find
a god at Athens than a man. This ' ' stirred the spirit**
of the apostle. 'The first impression which the mas
ter-pieces of man's taste for art left on the mind of
St. Paul was a revolting one, since all this majesty
and beauty had placed it«elf between man and hi*
Creator, and bound him the faster to his gods, who
were not God. Upon the first contact, therefore, which
the Spirit of Christ came Into with the sublimest crea
tions of human art, the judgment of the Holy Ohost—
through which they have all to paw—is set up as " the
strait gate," and this must remain the correct standard
forever.' IBaumgahtrn.] therefore disputed "or "dis
cussed') he in the synagogue with the Jews. The sense
is not, 'Therefore went he to the Jews,' because the
Gentile Athenians were steeped in idolatry ; but,
' Therefore set he himself to lift up his voice to the
idol-city, but, as his manner was, he began with the
Jews.' and with the devout persons—Gentile proselyte*.
After that, in the market the Agora, or place of public
concourse daily with them that met with him—or * came
in his way.' 18-21. certain of the Epicureans—a wellknown school of atheistic materialist*, who tan^ht
that pleasure was the chief end of human existence ;
a principle which the more rational interpreted in a
refined sense, while the sensual explained it in its
coarser meaning, and of the Stoics—a celebrated school
of severe and lofty Pantheists, whose principle was that
j the universe was under the law of an iron necessity.
I the spirit of which was what Is called the Deity; and
| that a passionless conformity of the human will to thi*
law, unmoved by all external circumstances and chan1 ges, is the perfection of virtue. While therefor* t-ha
■ Stoical was in itself superior to the Epicurean system.
j both were alike hostile to the Gospel. ' The two enej mies it has ever had to contend with are the two ruling
principles of the Epicureans and Stoics—Plectsvre Kt**d
Pride.' [Hows.] What will this babbler say 1 The word.
which means 'apicker-up of seeds,' bird-like, is applied
to a gatherer and retailer of scraps of kno"wiedpe, a
prater ; a general term of contempt for any pretended
teacher, a setter forth of strange gods—* demons.* but
in the Greek [not Jewish) sense of 'objects of warship^
because he preached Jesus and the resnrrectloa— Not aa
If they thought he made these to be two divinities :
the strange gods were Jehovah and the Risen Setriow-.
ordained to judge the world, they took him, sod
brought him to Areopagus —'the hill where the
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sjkismt of judicature had sat. from time inimemoaik tm sentence on the greatest criminals, and to
•att -a the mod solemn questions connected with
■ip'c N > piece in Athena was so suitable fora dis
own; tie mysteries of religion.' [Hows.] The
kovever was not here on his trial, but to exiiilr. what he had thrown out in broken
in the Agora, ail the Athenians . . . spent
a sashing use bat to tall or hear some new
sewer thing,* as if what was new becoming
stale, they craved something still more new.
Una lively description of the Athenian
--sacxrb abundantly attested by their own writers.
Iftc P*U rtoed . . . and said—more graphically,
■at* tn the midst of Mars' bill, said.' 'I Ins pressfciifcnon to the position he occupied shows the
tawi rah to bnng the situation vividly before us.
bataasTSN.} I perceive that in all things ye are too
amviflu— rather, with most modern interpreters
^hssrient Greek ones * in all respects extremely
r*=CAi ..r ' much idves to reludous worship," a
«at-*-T* acd commendatory introduction, founded
BsaraobseTTation of the symbols of devotion with
awJidrdty was covered, and from which all Greek
awCv veil as the apostle, inferred the exemplary
^kascru of the Athenians. iThe authorized transawl smlA imply t hat only too much superstition
_ and represents the apostle as repelling his
k the very first sentence; whereas the whole
is studiously courteous.) 23. as I passed by
" par drvvtioas—rather, ' the objects of your
/narrring, as is plain from the next words, to
■ss» tii of art consecrated to religion. I found an
p.- TsOsa «or *an'' unknown gcd—erected, proba•.V ssAemorate some divine interposition, which
aav mn n&bte to ascribe to any known deity. That
Sa*n *e*etch altars. Greek writers attest; and on
isnbtsj.^tle skilfully fastens at the outset, as the
awlsflfcoBKiorse, taking it as evidence of that dim■sfofsssdeas conception which. In virtue of his bet• ^aLUwas prepared to dissipate, whom there
in* irssaaUj worship— rather, 'Whom, therefore,
av*i km not, ye worship,' alluding to " The I.H as*-* joc* ham declare /announce*, I unto you. This
<t* uu q/ km previous discourses, save that to the
•ssntfi,*-.. r. ...i i. h. 14. 16-17'. His subject is not,
• s. a* *rnac«Ji-ues, the Messiahship of Jesus, but
SsiL'-ii.o God, in opposition to the materialistic
•sBiat^uc polytheism of Greece, which subverted
slavrei^i^ii. Nor does he come with speculation
•wsavrioiiLd subject—of which they had had enough
tss)«ter—b-Lt \n authoritative "announcement" of
ssasfiersfli n. they were groi.ing; notgivingHim any
*M,ta«eier. cor even naming the Saviour Himself,
tetSBacagiitt true character of both as they were
■■hsiaoBTei:. 24, 25. God that mads the world and ail
**■**> Tat mobt profound philosophers of Greece
' ** assie to conceive any real distinction between
**"s"fc uuverse. Thick darkness, therefore, be^k* ssi m all their religious conceptions. To
■■&sb> thk, the apostle seta out witli a sharp state ^sktdct of creation as the central principle of
■ — not leas needed now, against the
idealiun of our day. seeing he is Lord or
si saves and earth—holding in free and
■■* s&>j*c*_ofj xil the works of His hands; presid** **&*% royalty over them, as well as pervading
ws&u tu principle of their being. How different
■&ss tfc? Uind Force or Kate to which all creatures
■* *sesdod as in bondage ! dwelleth not in tempi's
^**akiKU. This thought, so familiar to Jewish
1 Et,s< . p. i^uh, 06. 1, 2; ch. 7. 48), and so ele■"■TV Itrutisns, would serve only more sharply
?**,«1 **• heathen audience the spirituality of
■™ crK personal Ood, whom he announced" to

m
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them. Neither is worshipped with ('ministered unto.'
'served by') men's hands, as though he needed any thing.
No less familiar as this thought also is to us, even from
the earliest times of the Old Testament Job, •/.;». 8 h :
Psalm ie. 8, 3 : M. 12-14; Isaiah, 40. 14-18), it would pour
a flood of light upon any candid heathen mind that
heard it. seeing he ('he himself) giveth to all life, and
breath, and all thing?. The Giver of all cannot surely
be dependent for aught upon the receivers of all (1
Chronicles, 20. 14). This is the culminating point of a
pure Theism. 26, 27. and hath made of one blood all
nations of men to dwell on all the face of the earth. Hold
ing with the Old Testament teaching, that in the blood
is the life (Genesis, 0.4; Leviticus, 17. 11; Deuteronomy,
12. 23), the apostle sees this life-stream of tin; whole
human race to be one, flowing from one source. [Baum*
o ahtcn. 1 and hath determined tb« times before appointed ,
and the bounds of their habitation. The apostle here
opposes both Stoical Fate and Epicurean Chance, ascrib
ing the periods and localities in which men and nations
flourish to the {Sovereign will and prearransenients of
a living God. that they should seek tbe Lord. That is
the high end of all these arrangements of Divine Power.
Wisdom, and Love, if haply they might feel after him
fas men groping their way in the dark and find him
—a lively picture of the murky atmosphere of Natural
Religion, though he be not far from every one of us. Tho
difficulty of finding God outside the pale of revealed
religion lies not in His distance from us but in our dis
tance from Him, through the blinding effect of sin. 28.
For in him we live, and move, and have our being (or,
more briefly, 'exist'). This means, not merely,' With
out Him we have no life, nor that motion which every
inanimate nature displays, nor even existence itself
[MeyebJ, but that God is the living immanent Principle
of ail these in men. as certain also of your own poets
have said. For we are also his offspring—the first half of
the fifth line, word for word, of an astronomical poem
of Aratus, a Greek countryman of the apostle's, and
his predecessor by about three centuries. But, as he
hints, the same sentiment is to be found in other Greek
poets. They meant It doubtless hi a pantlieiatic sense;
but tbe truth which it expresses the apostle turns to his
own purpose—to teach a pure, personal, spiritual The
ism, iProbably during his quiet retreat at Tarsus, ch.
0. 30, revolving bis special vocation to the Gentiles, he
gave himself to the study of so much Greek literature
as might be turned to Christian account tn his future
work. Hence this and his other quotations from the
Greek poets, 1 Corinthians, 16. 33; Titus, l. 12.) 29.
Forasmuch then as we are the offspring of God, we ought
not to think : —The courtesy of this language is worthy
o/ notice, that the Godhead U like unto gold, or silver, or
stone, graven by art and man's device— i*graven by the art
or device of man',. One can hardly doubt that the
apostle would here point to those matchless monu
ments of the plastic art, in gold and sliver and costliest
stone which lay so profusely beneath and around him.
The more intelligent Pagan Greeks no more pretended
that these sculptured gods and goddesses were real
deities, or even their actual likenesses, than Komanlst
Christians do their images; and Paul doubtless knew
this: yet here we And him condemning all such efforts
visibly to represent the Invisible God. How shamefully
inexcusable then are the Greek and Eoman Churches in
paganizing the worship of the Christian Church by the
encouragement of pictures and Images in religious ser
vice! (lntheeighthcentury.thesecondcouncilof Nlcea
decreed that the image of God was as proper an object
of worship as God himself.) 30. the times of this ignor
ance God winked ^t—lit., (and far better; 'overlooked,'
i.e., bore with, without interposing to punish it, other
wise than suffering the debasing tendency of such wor
ship to develop itself, (cf. ch. 14. ie, and see on Romans.
1. 24, &cj but DQW-that a new light was risen upon
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the world. cmnmandeth :— qd.t "That duty—all along | consul; a large and populous mercantile city, sad the
lyinK upon man estranged from his Creator, bat hither centre of commerce alike for east and west; having a conto only silently recommending itself and little felt—is I siderable Jewish population, larger, probably, at wis
now peremptory, all men everywhere to repent ,cf. Cbl- I time than usual, owing to the banishment of the Jews
ossians, 1. 0, 23; Titus, 1. 11) — a tacit allusion to the 1 from Rome by Claudius Cesar (v. 2). Such a city was a
narrow precincts of favoured Judaism, within which noble field for the Gospel, which, once established there ,
immediate and entire repentance was ever urged. The would naturally diffuse itself far and wide, a Jew . . .
word "repentance" is here used [as in Luke, 13. 3,5; 15. Aquila . . . with his wife Priscilla. From these Latin
lo) in its most comprehensive sense of "repentance unto names one would conclude that they had resided so long
life." 31. Because lie bath appointed a day in the which he in RomeastosinktheirJewishfaniilynair.es. torn in
will Judge the world. Such language beyond doubt Pont us — the most easterly province of Asia Minor,
teaches that the judgment will, in its essence, lie a stretching alone the southern shore of the Black Sea.
solemn judicial assize held upon all mankind at once. From this province there were Jews at Jerusalem on
'Aptly is this uttered on the Areopagus, the seat ofjudg | the treat Pentecost {ch. 2. »;■, and the Christians of it
ment.' [Bengel.] by that man whom he hath ordained: are included among "the strangers of the dispersion,'
—cf. John, fi. 22, 23, 27; ch. 10. 42. whereof be hath given to whom Peter addressed his first Epistle (1 Peter, l.V.
assurance unto all men, ia that he hath raised him from j Wliether this couple were converted before Paul made
the dead — the most patent evidence to mankind at ' their acquaintance, commentators are much divided.
large of the judicial authority with which the Risen , They may have brought their Christianity with them
One i3 clothed. 32-34. when they heard cf the resurrection l from Rome [Olshauskn], or Paul may have been drawn
of the dead, some mocked. As the Greek religion was but 1 to them merely by hike occupation, and, lodging with
the glorification of the present life, by the worship of them, have been the instrument of their conversion.
nil its most beauteous forms, the Resurrection, which [Meyer.] They appear to have been In good rircumpresupposes tb© vanity of the presentlife, and is nothing 1 stances, and after travelling much to have eventually
but life out of the death of all that sin has blighted, settled at Ephesus. The Christian friendship now tint
could have no charms for the true Greek. It gave the ' formed, continued warm and unbroken, and thehighest
death-blow to his fundamental and most cherished testimony is once and again borne to them by the apostk.
ideas; nor, until these were seen to be false and fatal, | Claudius, &c This edict is almost certainly that men
could the Resurrection, and the Gospel of widen it was tioned by Suetonius, in his life of this Emperor ch.
a primary doctrine, seem otherwise than ridiculous. 26}. tent-makers — manufacturers, probably, of those
So Paul departed. Whether he would have opened, to ! hair-cloth tents supplied by the goats of the aposuY*
any extent, the Gosiwl scheme in this address, If he had 1 native province, and hence, as sold in the markets of
not been interrupted, or whether he reserved this for the Levant, called cUicium. Every Jewish yooli.
exposition afterwards to earnest enquirers, we cannot whatever the pecuniary circumstances of his parent?.
tell. Only the speech is not to be judged of as quite was taught some trade (see on Luke, 2. 42), and Paul
complete, others aiid. We will hear tt.ee again of this— made it a point of conscience to work at that which he
'an Idle compliment to Paul and an opiate to their con* had probably been bred to, partly that he might not be
sciences, such as we often meet with in our own day. burdensome to the churches, and partly that hismotives
They probably, like Felix, feared to hear more, lest they as a minister of Christ might not be liable to miscon
should be constrained to believe unwelcome truths: ch. struction. To both these he makes frequent reference
21.25; and cf. Matthew, 13. 15.' [Webster & Wilkin - in his Epistles, the Oreeka—ie., Gentile prwelyte*>'
son.J Howbeit certain men clave unto Mm—Instead of to the heathen, as usual, he only turned when rejected
mocking or jiolitely waiving the subject, having listened by the Jews v. 6}. 6, 6. And when Slhu and Tinwtteui
eagerly, theyjoined themselves to the apostle for further were come from Macedonia— i-e., from Thsasatanca,
instruction; and so they "believed." Dionysius the whltherSilas had probably accompan led Timothy wneu
Arecpagite—a member of that august tribunal. Ancient sent back from Athens (see on ch. 17. 14'. Paul wu
tradition says he was placed by the apostle over the pressed in the spirit—rather, (according to what ia cer
little flock at Athena. ' Certainly the number of con tainly the true reading,} ' was pressed with the word ;
verts there, and of men fit for office in the Church was expressing not only his zeal and assiduity in preachio*
not so great that there could be much choice.' [Olhu- it, but some inward pressure which at this time be
acsen'.] a woman named Damarh—not certainly one of experienced in the work (to convey which more clearly
the apostle's audience on the Areopagus, but won to the was probably the origin of the common reading1, ^hii
faith either before or alter. Nothing else is known of that pressure was we happen to know, with singula
her. Of any further labours of the apostle at Athens, minuteness and vividness of description, from the
and how long he staid, weare notinformed. Certainly apostle himself, In his First Epistles to the CorUunUni
ho was not driven away. But * it is a serious and in and Thessalontans (1 Corinthians. 2. 1-5; 1 Thessaknstructive fact that the mercantile population of Thes- ians. 3. 1-10). He had come away from Athens, asfr
salonica and Corinth received the message of God with remained there, in a depressed and anxious state «
greater readiness than the highly educated and polished mind, having there met, for the first time, with unk
Athenians. Two letters to the Thcssalonians, and two ing Gentile ears. He continued, apparently for sows
to tho Corinthian.*, remain to attest the flourishing time, labouring alone in the synagogue of Corinth, fcu
state of those churches. But we possess no letter writ of deep and anxious solicitude for his Thessalonuu
ten by St. Paul to tho Athenians; and we do not read converts. His early ministry at Corinth was colour*!
by these feelings. Selfdeeply abased, his power as *
that he was ever in Athens again.' fHowa.]
preacher was more than ever felt to lie in demon*t«'
CHAPTER XVIII.
Ver. 1-22. Paul's arrival and labours at tion of the Spirit At length Silas and Timothi"*
arrived with exhilarating tidings of the faith and lo\c
COF.LNTH, WHERE HE 18 REJOINED BY Si LAS AMD
TlMOTUY, AND, UNDER DIVINE ENCOURAGEMENT, of his Thessalonian children, and of their earnest iote
MAKES A LONG STAY—AT LENGTH, RETRACING HIS ings again to see their father in Christ ; bringing wiw
STEPS, BY EPKESUS, CEHARKA, AND JERUSALEM, HE them also, In token of their love and duty, a pecuniaW
contribution for the supply of his wants. This seat*
RETURNS, FOR THE LAST TIME TO A NTIOCH, THUS COM
PLETING HIS SECOND MISSIONARY JOURNEY. 1-4. to have so lifted him as to put new life and vigour into
his
ministry. He now wrote hi* First Etl^ili w
came to Corinth—rebuilt by Julius Ceearon the isthmus
between the Egean and Ionian seas; the capital of the the Theksalo.mans, in which the " pressure" whi'-1
lion: an province ofAchats, and the residence of the pro- resulted from all this strikingly appears. {See lay ■
Hi

Mimed btf/n Gattio, d-e.
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dKfwBto l Itessalonians.) Sacb emotions are known
•sfc to the ministers of Christ, and, even of them, only
fc'Gdu "travail in birth until Christ be formed in"
tiabearera. Toar blood be upon your own heads, Ac.
Se E&kiel, 33. 4, 9. from henceforth I will go onto the
Ge2a:rf.ch. 13. 40. 7,8. be departed thence, and entered
ls t anna nun*! house, named Justus—not changing
Li bluing, u if Aquila and Priscilla up to this time
*« »ua the opponents of the arostle [AlfokdJ, but
'jftJy ctuing any more to testify in the synagogue,
*ato£ceforth carrying on his labours in this house
'■'< Jwa*, which "joining hard to the synagogue,"
f -Jd be euily accessible to such of its worshippers
-'■"iff $uU open to light. Justus, too, being probably
•i .'^eirte, would more easily draw a mixed audience
i-uiatij-tiagogue. From this time forth conversions
r.j«if iatreawd. Crispoj, the chief ruler of the aynacpt, fettered on the Lcrd with all his house—an event
^i V- be so important that the apostle deviated from
t j uui practice .1 Corinthians, 1. 14-161 and baptised.
l^.uwtllasCaius iGaius) and the household of
'siiaou, with his own band.' [Hows. J many of the
CsiEiaaa believed and were baptised—the beginnings
-iibanh gathered there. 0-11. Then spake the Lord
ih*l... by t vision. Be not afraid. . . no man shall set
i La te kart thee, &c. From this it would seem that
.:** sj&al successes were stirring up the wrath of the
^ y.jetin; Jews, and probably the apostle feared being
-•■» ly riolence, as before, from this scene of such
f'-^iiay Ubour. He is reassured, however, from
to*t I hire mock people in this city—' whom in virtue
i '&i election to eternal life he already designates
Hi>' rf.ch.13. *s>. [Baumoarten.J continued there
j*o isl a months—the whole period of this stay at
ifash, and not merely up to what Is next recorded.
'"^i -.vote part tf this j/criod he wrote his Second
i- wis io the Thehsalonians. (See Introduction
• ft-egnJGLians.; 12-17. when Oillio was the deputy—
■timcoBsol.' Seeonch.13. 7. He was brother to the
tfcfcntri philosopher Seneca, the tutor of Nero, who
-wittBUsce of death on both, contrary to the (Jew- U*-piob*bly in not requiring the Gentiles to be
Msadsti, If it were a matter of wrong or wicked
'izu-uj offence pnni3hable by the magistrate.
- U t q&uaa of wcrds and names, and of your law,
IviHViLajttdgc&c.—in this only laying down the
." ;*.r smut of hia office, drave them, flic.—annoyed
tsadnesit. ail the Greeks— the Gentile spectators.
**■ ^teaw perhaps the successor of Crispus, and
■"-Jir lU ijesd of the accusing party. It Is very
-i*.lat>i* that this was the same Sosthenes as the
; iu- afttf-sards calls "his brother," 1 Corinthians,
-• *ad tea: tia before the judgment-seat—under the
? *j» of ib* judge. And Gallic cared for none of those
-ia-t^iaing loath, perhaps, to Gee these turbulent
*;. tor vhooi probably he felt contempt, themselves
- usi *lat they hoped to inflict on another, and inf ^ito whatever was beyond the range of his office
dca*. mi brother eulogises his loving and loveable
*^*ri. Eehgiou3 inditference, under the influence
m cur ami amiable temper, re-appears from age to
I It fwj . . . tarried ... yet a good while. During
J*i residence at Corinth Paul planted other
"-"wis. Achaia (2 Corinthians, 1. 1). then took . . .
i: rf lis brethren, and sailed. . . into (rather, * for ')
^-to Antioch, the starting point of all the missions
-* i.^atUes, which he feels to be for the present conled, with hia Priscilla and Aquila. In this order
^aes occur in v. 26 according to the true reading) ;
ttos, II. i; 2 Timothy. 4. 19; which seems to imply
&e wife was the more prominent and helpful to
uunth. Silas and Timotheus doubtless accomrJ the apostle, as also Erastus, Galus, and Ariaus eh. a. 23, 29). Of Silas, as Paul's associate,
*»d no more. His name occurs Utt in connexion

with St. Peter and the churches of Asia Minor. rw>.B>
steb4i Wilkinson. J having shorn his head inCsnchrea
—the eastern harbour of Corinth, about ten miles dis
tant, where a church had been formed, Romans, IS. 1.
for he P;ml bad a vow. That it was the Xararlte vow
{Numbers, c) is not likely. It was probably one made
in one of his seasons of difficulty or danger, in prosecu
tion of which he cuts off his hair and hastens to
Jerusalem to offer the requisite sacrifice within the
prescribed thirty days (Josephus* Jewish War, if. 15.
l). This explains the haste with which he leaves
Ephesus iv. 2U, and the subsequent observance, on the
recommendation of the brethren, of a similar vow (ch.
21. 24). This one at Corinth was voluntary, and shows
that even in heathen countries he systematically studied
the prejudices of his Jewish brethren. 19. he came to
Ephesus—the capital of the Roman province of Asia {See
Introduction to Epistle to Ephesians). It was a sail,
right across from the West to the East side of the Egean
Sea, of some eight or ten days, with a fair wind, left
them (Aquila and Priscilla) there, but he himself entered
Into the synagogue — merely taking advantage of the
vessel putting in there, and reasoned with the Jews—
the tense here not being the usual one denoting con
tinuous action ,as in ch. 17. 2; 18. 4j but that expressing
a transient act. He had been forbidden to preach tho
word In Asia !ch. 16. 6), but he would not consider that
as precluding this passing exercise of his ministry when
Providence brought him to itscapital-.nordid it follow
that the prohibition was still In force. 20. when they
desired him to tarry. The Jews seldom rose against the
Gospel till the successful preaching of it stirred them
up, and there was no time for that here. 21. I most
. . . keep this feast — probably Pentecost, presenting a
noble opportunity of preaching the Gospel, but I will
return—the fulfilment of which promise is recorded ch,
19. 1. And when he had landed at Cesarea—where he left
the vessel. 22. and gone np (Le., to Jerusalem) and sainted
the church. In these lew words does the historian
despatch the apostle's fourth visit to Jerusalem
after his conversion. The expression "going up" is
invariably used of a journey to the metropolis: and
thence he naturally "went down to Antioch." Perhaps
the vessel reached too late for the feast, as he Beenis to
have done nothing in Jerusalem beyond "saluting the
church." and privately offering the sacrifice with which
his vow [v. IS) would conclude. It is left to be under
stood, as on his arrival from his first missionary tour,
that " when he was come, and had gathered the church
together, he rehearsed all that God had done with him"
[ch. 14. 27! on this his htcond missionary journey.
Ver. 23—ch. xxi. 16. Paul's Third ajjd Last
Missionary Journey.
23. He visits the churches op Galatia and
Phrygia. and after he had spent some time there—but
probably notlong. he departed—little thinking, proba
bly, he was never more to return to Anlioch. went over
all . . . Galatia and Phrygia in order—visiting the several
churches in succession. See on ch. 16. 6. Galatia is
mentioned first here, as he would come to It first from
Antioch. It was on this visitation that he ordained tho ,
weekly collection, I Corinthians, 16. 1, 2, which has been
since adopted generally, and converted into a public
usage throughout Christendom. Timotheus and Lras-tus, Galus and Aristarchus, appearto have accompanied
him on this journey, fch. 19. 22, 29; 2 Corinthians, 1. D,
and from 2 Corinthians we may presume, Titus also.
The details of this visit, as of the former ,ch. Id. 6). are
not given.
24-28. Episode concerning Apollos at Etbesus
and in Achaia. This Is one of the most interesting
and suggestive incidental narratives in this precious
History. 24, 25. a . . . Jew named Apollos a contraction
from Apollonlus born at Alexandria—the celebrated city
of .Egypt on the S.E. shore of the Mediterranean, called

Episode Concerning ApoUos at Ephcsiu, dx.
ACTS, XIX.
Signal Success of Paul at E»ht*ua.
after Its founder. Alexander the Great. Nowhere was I slon, when compared with r. 25, seems to imply a richer
there such a fusion of Greek, Jewish, and Oriental I testimony than with his partial knowledge, he was at
peculiarities, and an Intelligent Jew educated In that first able to bear; and the power with which he bore
dty could hardly foil to manifest all these elements in down all opposition in argument is that which made
hi s mental character. ehquent—turning his Alexandri ' him such an acquisition to the brethren. Thus hi*
an culture to high account, and mighty in the Scrip ministry would be as good as another visitation of
tures—his eloquence enabling him to express clearly the Achaian churches by the Apostle him self 'see 1 Cor
and enforce skilfully what, as a Jew, 1 e had gathered inthians, 3. 6) ; and the more as, in so far as he was
from a diligent study of the Old Testament Scriptures. indebted for it to Priscilla and Aquila, it would have
came to Epheaus—on what errand is not known. This ; a decidedly Pauline cast.
nan was instructed in the way of the Lord . . . knowing;
CHAPTER XIX.
oiily the baptism of John. He was instructed, probably,
Vex. 1-41. Signal success or Paul, at Ephksdi.
by some disciple of the Baptist, in the whole circle of j 1-3. while apollos was at Corinth—where his ministry
John's teaching concerning Jesus, but no more: be bad was so powerful that a formidable party in the church
yet to learn the new light which the outpouring of the of that dty gloried in his type of preaching in prefer
Spirit at Pentecost had thrown upon the Redeemer's ence to Paul's (1 Corinthians, 1. 12; 3. 4 , no doubt from
Death and Resurrection; as appears from ch. 10. 2, 3. i the marked infusion of Greek philosophic cul ture which
being fervent in the spirit:—His heart warm, and con distinguished it and which the apostle studiously avoid
scious, probably, ofhis gifts and attainments, he burned ed ;i Corinthians, 2. 1-6). Paul having passed through
to impart to others the truth he had himself received. 1 the upper coasts ;or 'parts',1—the interior of Asia Alinor
he spake and taught diligently—rather, 'accurately* (it is which, with reference to the sea-coast, were elevated.
the same word as is rendered " perfectly" in r. 28). 26. came to liDhesus—thus fulfilling his promise, ch. 18, 21.
speak boldly in the synagogue, whom when Aqaila and : finding certain disciples—in the same stage of Christian
Priscilla heard—joying to observe the extent of >cripture knowledge as ApoUos at first, newly arrived, probably.
knowledge and evangelical truth which he displayed, I and having had no communication as yet with ti .nod the fervency, courage, and eloquence with which , church at Ephesus. Have je received the Holy Ghost sine*
he preached the truth, they took bim unto them priv ye believed!—rather, ' Received ye the Holy Ghost when
ately] and expounded nnto bim the way ofOod more perfectly j ye believed?' implying, certainly, that the one did not
—opening up those truths, to him as yet unknown, on ' of necessity carry the other along with It see on ch. ».
which the Spirit had shed such glorious light {In what 14-17). Why this question was asked, we cannot tell ;
appears to be the true reading of this verse, Priscilla but it was probably in consequence of something that
is put before Aquila, as in v. 1$, on which see; she passed between them from which the apostle wsls led
being probably the more intelligent and devoted of the to suspect the imperfection ot their light. We have cot
two.) One cannot but observe how providential It waa so much as heard whether there be any Holy Ghost. This
that this couple should have been left at Ephesua when cannot be the meaning, since the personality and nfflfff*
Paul sailed thence for Syria; and no doubt it was chiefly of the Holy Ghost, in connexion with Christ, forn*.«I
to pave the way for the better understanding of this an especial subject of the Baptist's teaching. .Literally,
episode that the fact is expressly mentioned by the his the words are, 'We did not even hear whether the Holy
torian in u. 10. We see here also an example of not only Ghost was [given) ;' meaning, at the time of their bap
lav agency las it is called; but female agency of the tism. That the word 'given' Is the right supplement,
highest kind and with the most admirable fruit Nor as in John, 7. 39, seems plain from the nature of thJ
can one help admiring the humility and teachableneas case. 4. Then said Paul, John . . . baptised with the bap
of so gifted a teacher in sitting at the feet of a Christian tism of (water unto] repentance, saying nnto the people
woman and her husband. 27, 38. And when be was dis that they should believe on him which should, come after
posed ('minded,' 'resolved* to pas* into Achaia—of which him— i.e., who should bapuze with the Holy Ghosrt.
Corinth, on the opposite coast (see on v. 1} was the cap The point of contrast Is not between John and Christ
ital; there to proclaim that Gospel which he now more personally, but between the water baptism of John unto
fully comprehended, the brethren. We had not before repentance, and the promised baptism of Vie Spirit tVosn
heard of such gathered at Ephesus. But the desire of the hands of his coming Master unto netc life. As to all
the Jews to whom Paul preached to retain him amongst the facts, or at least the signtneancy, of this baptism,
them for some time iv. 20), and his promise to return to which made the whole life and work of Christ anoth< r
them (v. 21 1 seem to indicate some drawing towards the thing from what It was conceived to be before it wa*
Gospel, widen, no doubt the zealous private labours vouchsafed, these simple disciples were unenlightened i
of Priscilla and Aquila would ripen into discipleship. 6-7. When they heard this—not the mere words reported
wrote, exhorting the disciples to receive him—a beautiful In v. 4, but the subject expounded according to the tenor
specimen of * letters of recommendation' <as ch. 16. 23, of those words, they were baptised— not however by
•26-27, and see 2 Corinthians, 3. 1); by which, as well as Paul himself (l Corinthians, 1. if. In the name of* the
by interchange of deputations, &c„ the early churches Lord Jesus—Into the whole fulness of the new economy.
maintained active Christian fellowship with each other. as now opened up to their believing minds. And whea
when he was come, helped tiiem much—was a great ac Paul had laid his hands upon tbem they spake with tong-ax *,
quisition to the Achaian brethren, which believed <v c . See on ch 10. 44, 46. 8-10. he went into the ■ynagosriks
through grace — one of those incidental expressions and sp-ike boldly for . . . three months, ic See on ch. 17,
which Bhow that faith's being a production ofGods grace 8, 3. when divers 0 some ') weie hardened, &c—imply-if^
in the heart was so current and recognised a truth that that others, probably a large number, believed, spake
it was taken for granted, as a necessary consequence of evil of that way before the multitude, he departed (from th<the general system of grace, rather than expressly in synagogue, as at Corinth, ch. is. 7; and separated the dis
sisted on. (It la against the natural order of the words ciples—withdrawing to a separate place of meeting, for
to read them, as Benoel, Meyer, <fcc. do, 'helped the sake both of the converts already made, and the
through grace those who believed.') For he mightily unsophisticated multitude, disputing i* discoursing *
convinced the Jews. The word is very strong: 'stoutly or 'discussing') daily in the school or lecture-ball, ex?
bore them down in argument' ' vigorously argued them one Tyrannus—probably a converted teacher of rhetoric
down ; ' and the tense Implies that be continued to do or philosophy, this eouunued . .. two years—ln*dtliti*ia
it, or that this was the characteristic of his ministry, to the former three months. See on ch. SO. 31. Bat
showing by the Scriptures that Jesus was Christ—Rather, during some part of this period he must have paid a
'that the Christ iar 'Messiah') was Jesus.' Thisexpres- second unrecorded visit to Corinth, since the one next
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ttaiseth an Uproar against Paw,.
fcwded see on ch. 20. 2, 3J Is twice called his tirird (presuming it to be thedrachma, the current coin of the
nsl JOwmthians, 12. 14; 13. l). See on 2 Corinthians. Levant, of about lOd. value}. From their nature they
1 Ui«,whkh might seem inconsistent with this. The would be costly, and books then bore a value above
t^iSt across was quite a short one (see on ch. IS. 10). any standard we are familiar with. The scene must
! fink the close of this long stay at Ephesus, as we have been long remembered at Ephesus, as a strong
knit from 1 Corinthians, 16. 6, be wrote his Fxbst proof of honest conviction on the part of the sorcerers
tfwru to ths* Corinthians; also (though on this and a striking triumph of Jesus Christ over the powers
c*&k«j are divided,', the Epistle to tub Galatianb. of darkness. The workers of evil were put to scorn, like
*t Introductions to those Epistle?.; And just as at Baal's priests on Carmel, and the word of God mightily
<tfiuh hi* greatest snccess was after his withdrawal grew and prevailed. [Hows.] 21, 32. After these things
tuxnarate place of meeting (ch. 18.7-101, so at Ephesus. were ended ('completed';—implying something like a
etku ill they which dwelt in ithe Roman province of) natural finish to his long period of labour at Ephesus.
Is* huri the word of the Lord Jesus, both Jews and Paul purposed . . . when he had passed through Macedouia
tod*. This U the "great door and effectual opened and AchaJa. to go to Jerusalem . . . After I have been
aio him" while resident at Ephesus. 1 Corinthians, there I must see Borne also. Mark here the vastness of
h ?, which Induced him to make it his head-quarters the apostles missionary plans. They were all fulfilled,
rtvjloof a period. The unwearied and varied char- though he "saw Rome" only as a prisoner. So he sent
*M of his labours here are bej>t seen In his own sub- into Macedonia Timotheus and Erastus—u his pioneers.
*;Knt address to the Elders of Ephesus, ch. 20. 17, Ac, In part to bring "them into remembrance of his
tel tiro* Ephesus became the 'ecclesiastical centre for ways which were in Christ" (l Corinthians, 4. 17, and 1
'& retire region, as indeed it remained for a very long Corinthians, 16. 10), partly to convey his mind on various
wol' [Baumqartkn.] Churches arose at Colosse, matters. After a brief stay he was to return (1 Corinth
U-iioa, and Hierapolis eastward, either through his ians, 16. 11). It is very unlikely that this Erastus was
'*a labours or those of his faithful helpers whom he "the chamber lain of the city" ol Corinth, of that name
^wflin different directions, Epaphras, Archippus, ^Romans, 10. 23). he himself staid in (the province of)
MJfcacQ Oolossians, l. 7; 4. 12-17; Philemon. 23;. 11, Asia for a season—i,e.t at Ephesus, its chief city. [Asia
3 fcdwnaght special i'no ordinary *J miracies by the is mentioned in contrast with Macedonia in the pre
b^i sf Pial—implying that he bad not been accustom- vious clause.) 23. the same lime — of Paul's proposed
*4»vork such. Si that from his body were brought unto departure, about that .'the ') way. So the new religion
Ui iMIuadkerchiefi or aprons, &c,:—cf. ch.o. 15, IG.very seemed then to be designated (ch. 9. 2; 23. 4; 24. 14). 24^ftalfrom the magical arts practised at Ephesus. 26. silver shrines for (*of'J Diana—small models of the
~'*A wrought these miracles" merely " by ttie hands of Ephe^ian temple and of the shrine or chapel of the god
hii' sad the very exorcists [v. I3i observing that the dess, or of the shrine and statue alone, which were pur
tjae of Jesus was the secret of ail his miracles, hoped, chased by visitors as memorials of what they had seen,
*■> was him in this, to be equally successful ; while the and were carried about and deposited in houses as a
reaUotallUi the " magnifying of the Lord Jesus" [v. charm. (The models of the chapel of our Lady of Lori" ihovej that in working them the apostle took care etto, and such like which the Church of Rome system
' 't HM op Him whom he prcadmd as the source of atically encourages, are such a palpable imitation of
^fc uncles which he wrougftt. 13. vagabond Jsws this heathen practice that it is no wonder it should bo
~^&$y, 'wandering Jews,' who went from place to regarded 1 >y im partial judges as ChristianityPaganized).
''■*« puKUsng exorcism, or the art of conjuring evil gain to the craftsmen—the master-artificers. Whom Ihe
•writs to depart out of the possessed. That such a called together with the workmen of like occupation —
1* «'t did tlist, for gome time at least, seems imphed rather, 'with the workmen (or fabricators) of such
a Maubeir, n 37, But no doubt this would breed articles,' meaning the artisans employed by the masterI&Wi«; and the present case is very diilerent from artificers, all who manufactured any kind of memorial
** Rimed to In Luke, 9. 40, 50. We adjure you by of the temple and its worship for sale, ye see and hear
Jsuvtsarggj preacheth—a striking testimony to the —the evidences of it were to be seen, and the report of
w*w of Christ's name in Paul's mouth. 14-17. seven it was in everybody's mouth, that not alone at Ephesus,
***■ ■ ten , . . chief 01 the priests—bead, possibly, but almost throughout all Asia, this Paul hath turned away
w »e of the a courses, the evil spirit answered, Jesus much people:— Noble testimony this to the extent of
haw rr&jjKDUe' and Paul I know (know intimately) Paul's Influence I saying that they be no gods which are
~Q contrail to them, whom he altogether disowns— made with hands. The universal belief of the people was
*^:ii»*-*«jet And the mac in whom theevil spirit was. that they were gods, though the more intelligent re
Ark the dear line of demarcation here between " the garded them only as habitations of Deity, and some,
^ fv& which answered and said" and " the man in probably, as mere adds to devotion. It is exactly so
*g*% nu tpiru was." The reality of such posses- in the Church of Rome. 27. So that not only this our
£"** *ald not be more clearly expressed, leaped on craft is in danger, but. Arc.—q.d., ' that indeed la a small
t**^» thatthey fled naked and wounded. This was matter ; but there is something far worse.' So the
'> Mnflfag a testimony at once against those profane masters of the poor Pythoness put forward the religion*
™P*»«id ba favour of Paul and the Master whom revolution which Paul was attempting to effect at
, 1™t8ad,that we wonder not it spread to "all the Philippi, as the sole cause of their zealous alarm, to
_*J"*1 Greeks at Ephesus, that fear fell on them," cloak the self-interest which they felt to be touched by
'An
the name of tfie Lord Jesua wa8 magnified." his success ch. 10. 19-21). In both cases religious zeal
'•■*■ aaay tint beiieved came and confessed , . . their deeds was the hypocritical pretext; self-interest, the real
•to* dnpes of magicians, <tc., acknowledging how moving cause of the opposition made, also the temple
'■ttietully they liad been deluded, and how deeply of the great goddess Diana . . . despised, and her magnif
*> bid allowed themselves to be implicated in such icence . . . destroyed, whom all Asia and the world worship
prtice*. Maay of them . . . which used curious arts. ped . It was reckoned one of the wonders of the world.
•itrT00* "i'aiiIilEJ thinns ' overdone ;' significantly ap- It was built about 650 b,c, of pure white marble, and
*>* to srut in which laborious but senseless incanta- though burned by a fanatic on the night of the birth of
'-1" ire practised, brought their books-containing the Alexander the Ureat, b.c. 356 was rebuilt with more
J*j* fonnulariee. and burned them before all. The splendour than before. It was 425 feet long, by 230
"*; here used sraphically. expresses progress and broad, and the columns. 127 in number, were sixty feet
-ODusiH* ^tneoonftagraUon. oonnted the price, . . . in height, each of them the gift of a king, and thirty-six
** «« h &nr thousand rdeces of silver-about £2,000 of them enriched with ornament and colour. It wag
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what the Bank of England is in the modern world, the
larger portion of the wealth of Western Asia being
stored up in it. It was continually receiving new
decorations and additional buildings, statues, and
pictures by the most celebrated artists, and kindled
unparalleled admiration, enthusiasm and superstition.
It* very site is now a matter of uncertainty. The little
wooden image of Diana was as primitive and rude aa
its shrine was sumptuous; not like the Greek Diana,
in the form of an imposing huntress, but quite Asiatic,
in the form of a many-breasted female, (emblematic |
of the manifold ministrations of nature to man, ter
minating in a shapeless block. like some other farfamed Idols, it was behoved to have fallen from heaven 1
(r. 35], and models of it were not only sold in Immense
numbers to private persons but set up for worship in
other cities. [Hows.] What power must have attended
the preaching nf that one man by whom the death-blow
was felt to be given to their gigantic and witching
superstition! 28, 29. Great is Diana of the Ephesians—
theciviccry of a populace so proud of their temple that
they refused to inscribe on It the name of Alexander
the Great though he offered them the whole spoil of
his eastern campaign if they would do it. [Strabo in
Hows.) having caught Gaius and Aristarchtu—disap
pointed of Paul, as at Thesaalonica ch. 17. 5, 0 . They
are mentioned ch. 20. 4; 27. 2; Romans, it). 23; 1 Corinth
ians, 1. 14; and probably 3 John. 1. If it was in the house
of Aquila and Priscilia that he found an asylum t&ee
1 Corinthians. 16. 9 , that would explain Roniaus. 16. 3,
4, where he says of them that " for his life they laid down
their own necks." lUowa.] rashed . . . into the theatre
—a vast pile, whose ruins are even now a wreck of
Immense grandeur. [Sib C. FxLLowi&*,"AsiaMinor/
1830.J 30-34. when Hal would have entered in (with
noble forgetfulness of self), unto the people (the demos,
i.e., the people met in public assembly the disciples suf
fered him not The tense here used implies only that
they were using Oicir tfforts to restrain him ; which
might have been unavailing but for what follows. And
certain of the chief of Aiit :—/((.,'And certain also of the
Asiarchs.' These were wealthy and distinguished
citixens of the principal towns of the Asian province,
chosen annually, and ten of whom were selected by the
Proconsul to preside over the games celebrated in the
month of May ithe same month which Komanism dedi
cates to Vic Virgin. It was an office of the highest
honour, and greatly coveted. Certain of these, it seems,
were favourably inclined to the Gospel, at least were
Paul's "friends," and knowing the passions of an
Atheslan mob, excited during the festivals, "sent (a
message) to him desiring him not to adventure himself
Into the theatre." they drew Alexander out of the mul
titude, the Jews putting him forward—rather, 'some of
the multitude urged forward Alexander, the Jews
thrusting him forward." As the blame of such a tumult
would naturally be thrown upon the Jews, who were
regarded by the Romans as the authors of all religious
disturbances, they seem to liave put forward this man
to clear them of all responsibility for the riot. (BengeTs
conjecture, that this was Alexander the coppersmith, t
Timothy, 4. u, has little to support it.) beckoned with the
hand: cf. ch. 13. 16; 21. 40. would have made his defence—
'offered to speak in defence.' But when they knew he was
aJew, all with one voice, for the space of two hours, criedout.
Great is Diana, ate. Die very appearance of a Jew had
the opposite effect to that intended. To prevent him
obtaining a hearing, they drowned his voice in one
tumultuous shout in honour of their goddess, which
rose to such frantic enthusiasm as took two hours to
exhaust itself. 35-41. when the town-clerk—keeper of
the public archives, and a magistrate ofgreat authority,
had appeased ('calmed') the ltopls ('the multitude')—
which the very presence of such an officer would go far
to do. he said, . . . what man . . , knoweth not that the city
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of Proceeding again to Macedonia* <fev
or ths Ephesians is a worshipper of the great goddess Daavn a
—lit., *lhe neocoron or warden.' The word mean?
'temple-sweeper;' then, 'temple-guardian.' Thirteen
cities of Asia bad an interest in the temple, bat Kphesus was honoured with the charge of it (Various cities
have claimed this title with reference to Ok Firkin or
certain saints). [Webster & Wiuttssox.] and of
the image which fell down from Jupiter—' from the sky '
or * from heaven.' See on v. 27. ' With this we may com pare various legends concerning Images ami pictures
in the Romish Church.such as the traditional likenesses
of Christ.which were said to be "not made with bauds."" '
IWkbster & Wilkinson. J Seeing that these thing's
cannot be spoken against, &c. like a true legral man,
he urges that such was notoriously the constitution
and fixed character of the city, with which its very
existence was all but bound up. Did they suppose
that all this was going to be overturned by a set of
itinerant orators? Ridiculous. What did they mean,
then, by raising such a stir? For ye have brought hither
these non, which are neither robbers of churches—' temple
plunderers,' or sacrilegious persona, nor blasphemers
of your goddess. This is a remarkable testimony, show
ing that the apostle had, in preaching against idolat ry ,
studiously avoided as at Athens' insulting the feeling?
of those whom he addressed :—a lesson this to mis
sionaries and ministers in general, if Demetrius . .
have a matter (of complaint against any man, the law is
open—rather, 'the assizes (or court-days, are being
holilen.' and there are deputies—lit, 'proconsuls' ;aee
on ch. 13. 7;, i.e., probably, the proconsul and his coun
cil, as a court of appeal if ye enquire—* have any
question.' concerning otlier matters—of a public nature.
For we (the public authorities are in danger of being
called in question—by our superiors.
CHAPTER XX.
Ver. 1-13. Paul fclfllb his purpose ot PRO
CEEDING AGAIN TO MACEDONIA AND (iRKZOas — .RE
TURNING THENCE, ONHIBKOUTBFOKjKKUtiALaM. nt
REVISITS PHIL1PPI AND TboAS— HlB MINXSTK_TXON»

at Troah. This section of the apostle's life, though
peculiarly rich in matter, is related with great brevity
in the History. Its details must be culled from his own
Epistles. 1, 2. departed — after Pentecost, 1 Corinth
ians. 10. B. to go into Macedonia—in pursuance of the
first part of his plan, ch. 10. 21. From his Epistles w«
learn ill that, as might have been expected from it*
position on the coast, he re-visited Troas, 2 Corinthians,
2. 12. tSee on ch. 16. 8.1 (Si That while on his former
visit he appears to have done no missionary work their.
henow went expressly "to preach Christ's Gospel/* and
found "a door opened unto him of the lord" then.
which he entered so effectually as to lay the founda
tion of a church there, v. 6, 7. {3 That he would have
remained longer there but for Ids uneasiness at the
non-arrival of Titus, whom he had despatched to Cor
inth to finish the collection for the poor saint* at Jeru
salem (1 Corinthians. 16. l, 3; S Corinthians, s. c". but
still more, that he might bring him word what effect his
first Epistle to that church had produced.
.He had
probably arranged that they should meet at TroaaJ {t:
That in this state of mind, afraid of something wron«.
he "took leave" of the brethren at Troas and went from
thence into Macedonia, it was, no doubt, the city < f
Puilippi that he came to (landing at Mcopolis, its sea
port, see on ch. 16. U, lx1, as appears by comparing i
Corinthians, 11. 0, where "Macedonia" is named, wish
Philippians, 4.UA, where it appears that Philippi is
meant. Here he found the brethren, whom he had left
on his former visit in circumstances of such deep in
terest, a conjolidated and thriving churchjrenerousawjd
warmly attached to their father in Christ: under the
superintendence, probably, of our historian, ** the be
loved physician" (see on ch. 16. 40}. All that Is said by
our historian of this Macedonian visit is that **ke
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*w cw those parts and gave them much exhortaUa.* ii Titus not having reached Philippi so soon
a lie apostle, "Ml flesh had no rest, but he was
mated on every side ; without were fightings, within
•at fears* it Corinthians, 7. 6). (6j At length Titus
*-Ti*id, to the joy of the apostle, the bearer of better
ufap from Oorinth than he had dared to expect (2
' . .iflthisns. 7. 6, 7, 13 , but chequered by painful inteweaoe o/ the efforts of a hostile party to undermine
hispDSiolicreputationthereiSCorinthiaDS}. 71 Under
te uiied feelings which this produced, he wrote—
*n Macedonia, and probably Philippi—Am Second
I'icuto TBaOoKiNTHiANs see Introduction to 2
Lothian* ; despatching Titus with it, and along with
■Q two other unnamed deputies, expressly chosen to
tut up and bring their collection for the poor jaints
u Jersniem, and to whom he bears the beautiful testiw*7. thai they were " the glory of Christ" [2 Corinth"UL
.-] It mu.st have been at this time that
i* KoeUUed as fur as to the confines of " lUyricum,"
tat slang the shores of the Adriatic (Romans, 15.19.
Ht*o«M naturally wish that his second Letter to the
' nathiios should have sometime to produce its prow t5«t ere he revisited them, and this would appear
* "Areaient opportunity f°r * north-western circuit,
»bu would enable him to pay a passing visit to the
^jthw at Thessakuica and Berea, though of this we
«wt so record. On his way southward to Greece, he
* wkl preach the Gospel in the intermediate regions of
■l - rji,Ts«isal>-, and Beotia [see Komans, IS. 19 , though
'' Wi »« have no record, he came into Greece — or
■"-iaa, in pursuance of the second part of his plan, ch.
•- l t And there abode three mouths. Though the
) Mian only is here mentioned, it is the city of Cobirrg utst i* meant as the province of " Macedonia,"
*. I. meant the city of Philippi. Some rough work he
I'iticipsad on his arrival at Corinth '£ Corinthians. 10.
* \ U; U. HO . tiioiub. be had reason to expect satistok* oa the whole ; and as we know there were other
'iwfea in Achaia besides that at Corinth (2 Corinth****. U; II. Vii, he would have time enough to pay
****» »D » brief visit during the three months of his
**l there. This period was rendered further memor•fch tf (be despatch of Vu Kpistlk to the Komans.
*nu» daring bis stay at Corinth, aud sent by " Phebe
* *nut ,* deaconess '.. of the church at Ceuchrea" (see
>m ro. u. ^ t la^y apparently of some standing and
•abwanes who was going thither on private business.
■^*« wlioaias, lti. l, and Introduction to Epistles to
Chubs' aa w^en the Jews laid wait ior him. as he was
»»Jttond iLb Syria. He had intended to embark,
iroUbi; ij ceocbrea. the eastern harbour of the city,
'* fiwtifie, on bis route to Jerusalem, the Utird part
'" ail pUa, oh. ». xi. llut having detected some con^Vraainit bis life byhia bitter Jewish enemies (as
'*"> l^asfci, ch. 9. 22-26, and Jerusalem, ch. 9. 20, 30: ,
wctasad his plan, and determined " to return" as he
^cosst, "through Macedonia." As he wasnever more
jj; I**n> to t.'orinth, so this route would brintrliim. for
jkWuaa, face to face with the attached disciples of
'-"a. fWuVmioa, and Phitippi. 4, 5. there accomj£**4 km iato the province of) Asia, Sopater of Berea.
J-wtnie reidini, beyond doubt, is, ' Sopater [the son]
« onhuj of Berea.' Some think this mention of his
■ssar wu to dUtinguish him from Soslpater (the same
"J*** in fuller form, mentioned Romans, 1G. 21. But
•*■* toey were the same person seems more probable.
5^ Ta&auOTtians, Aruurchu*. See on ch. 10. 20. and
pueu — of whom nothing else is known. Qaiusof
J*V Though the Gains oi en. 10 29, is said to be of
JaeedoiuV and this one " of Derbe," there is no
tooent reason for supposing them different persons ;
;J tt* contrary, Bomans, lo. 23. cf. with 3 J. 1, where
~ j hardly any reason to doubt that the same Gaius
u •ddwsseu, seems to show that though he siwnt an

'!■;:
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imi>ortant part of his Christian life away from bis native
Derbe, he had latterly retired to some place not very
far from it. and Timotheus— not probably of Derbe, as
one might suppose from this verse, but of Lystra [see
on ch. 18. 1); both being so associated In his early con
nexion with the apostle, that ihe mention of the one In
the previous clause would recall the other on the men
tion of his name, and of Asia, Tychicus and Tropkimus.
The latter was an Kphesian, and probably the former.
They seem to have put themselves, from this time
forward, at the apostle's disposal, and to the very last,
been a great comfort to him. Kphesians, 6. 21. 22; Colossians, 4. 7, 8; ch. 21. 20; 2 Timothy, 4. 12. 20.) From
the mention of the places to which each of these com
panions belonged, and still more the order in which
they occur, we are led to conclude that they were
deputies from their respective churches, charged with
taking up and bringing on the collection for the poor
saints at Jerusalem, first at Berea, next at Thessalonica, then at Philippi [ Hows], where wc gather that our
historian himself rejoined the party (from the resump
tion at v. 6 of the " wr," dropt at ch. 16. 17), by whom the
Philippian collection would naturally be brought on.
5, 6. These going before— perhaps to announce and pre
pare for the apostle's coming, tarried for us at Troas.
And we sailed . . . from Philippi after the days of unleavened
bread— (i.e., the Passover . This, compared with l Cor
inthians, 18. 6, allows that the three monthB spent at
Corinth [v. 3; were the winter months, came to Troas—
for the third and last time. (See on ch. 16. 8, and on v.
1.) in five days. As It might nave been done in two days,
the wind must have been adverse. The vivid style of
one now present will be here again observed, where we
abode seven days— i.e., arriving on a Monday, they staid
over the Jewish Sabbath and the Lord's Day following;
occupying himself, doubtless, in refreshing and strength
ening fellowship with the brethren during the interval.
7. upon the first day of the week, when tlu disciples came
together. This, compared with 1 Corinthians, 16. 2, and
other similar allusions, plainly indicates that the Chris
tian observance of the day afterwards distinctly called
"the Lord's Day," was already a fixed practice of the
churches. Paul preached ('discoursed'}. The tense im
plies continued action—'kept discoursing.' 8. there were
many lights in the upper chamber—not a mere piece of
graphic detail by an eye-witness [Hackjct, Hows], but
mentioned, probably, as increasing the heat and con
tributing to drowsiness [W'bbhtxb & Wilkinson], m
the next clause seems to show. 9. in a ('the') window
—or window-seat, or recess. Jell down from the third
loft v* storey ') and was taken up dead. 'The window pro
jected (according to the side of the room where it was
situated) either over the street or over the interior
court; so that in either case he fell on the hard earth
or pavement below. 10-13. Paul ... fell on him—like
Elisba, 2 Kings, 4. 34. his life is in him— now restored: cf.
Mark. 5. 30. broken bread and eaten—with what a mix
ture of awe and joy after such an occurrence 1 and eaten
—denoting a common repast, as distinguished from the
breaking of the eucharistic bread, and talked a long
while, even till break of day. How life-like this record
of dear Christian fellowship, as free and gladsome as
it was solemn 1 (See Ecclesiastes, 9. r.)
13-39. Continuing bis bouik to Jkkubalxm, he
reaches mllktus, whence uk sbndd >'0b tub
KLDEBS OF KPHKBUt*— His FAHKWELL ADDBE8B TO

them. 13, 14. we . . . sailed (from Troas) unto Assos*,
there to take in Paul: for so had he appointed, minding him
self to go afoot—'to go by land/ [See on Mark, 6. 33).
In sailing southward from Troas to Assos, one has to
round Cape tectum, and keeping due east to run along
the northern shore of the Gulf of Adramyttium, on
which it lie*. This is a sail of nearly forty miles ; where
as by land, cutting right across, in a south-easterly direc
tion, from sea to sea, by that excellent liuuoan, road

fJis Farardl Address to thrtn.
ACTS, XX.
Paul Scndifor the Elders of Ephesus.
which then existed, the distance was scarcely more than looking also to Him as its only Hope of deliverance
half. The one way Paul wished his companions to take, Faith is said to be " towards our Lord Jesus Christ,'
while he himself, longing perhaps to enjoy a period of because. In that frame of mind just described, It eagerly
solitude, took the other, joining the ship, by appoint credits the testimony of relief divinely provided in
ment, at Assos. came to Mitylene — the capital of the Christ, gladly embraces the overtures of reconciliation
beautifnl and classical Island of Lesbos, which lies op in Him, and directs all Its expectations of salvation,
posite the eastern shore of the Egeau Sea, about thirty from Its first stage to its last, to Him as the one ap
miles south of Assos; in whose harbour tbey seem to pointed Medium of all grace from God to a sinful
have lain for the night. 15, 16. came the next day or*r world. ThuswehavehereabriefsummaryofallGospcl
against Chios—now Hcio : one of the most beautifnl of preaching. And It Is easy to see why Repentance is
those islands between which and the coast the sail is so here put before faith; for the former must of necessity
charming. They appear not to have touched at it. next precede the latter. There is a repentant* snhsequeni
day we arrived {' touched ' or * put in* at Samos—another to faith, the fruit of felt pardon and restoration. It
island coming quite close to the mainland, and about was this which drew the tears with which the Saviour's
as far South of Chios as it is South of Lesbos, tarried feet were once so copiously moistened. ;Lnke,7. 37, ->(for the night) at Trogyllium—an anchorage on the pro 47; and cf. Ezekiel, 16. 03.} But that is not the light in
jecting mainland, not more than a mile from the south which it Ij here presented. 23, 23. And now, behold. I i'T
ern extremity of the island of Samos. next day we oan e Is emphatic here bcund in the Spirit: cf. ch. 19. SI. ThH
to Milstue—on the mainland ; the ancient capital of internal pressure, unattended with any knowledge of
ionia, near the mouth of the Meander. For Paul had " what was to befall him there" was the result of tits',
determined to sail by or 'sail past'} Iphesas. He was higher guidance which shaped all his movements.
right opposite to it when approaching Chios, because Save that the Holy Ohoat witnesseth In every city. Ac
he would not spend time in Asia; (the Asian province of hy prophetic utterances from dty to city, as ch. 11. *:
wliich Ephesus was the chief city , f r he hasted, if . . . 21.10, 11. Analogous premonitions of «mras events are
possible ... to be at Jerusalem the day of Pentecost—as a not unknown to the general method of God's provid
suitable season for giving In the great collection from ence. They would tend to season the apostle's spirit.
all the western churches, for keeping the feast, and 24. But none of these things move me. neither, &c~ln
clearing his apostolic position with the church, then re this noble expression of absolute dedication to the
presented in large number at Jerusalem. The words service of Christ and preparedness for the worst that
imply that there was considerable ground to doubt If he could befall him In such a cause, note ill his jealous
would attain this object— for more than three of the for the peculiar character of his mission, as tavaedwt'!*
seven weeks from Passover to Pentecost had already frttm Christ Himself, on which all the charges again; i
expired—and they are Inserted evidently to explain why him turned ; (2) the Burden of that Gc*pel which fw
he did not once more visit Ephesus. 17. from Miletus he preached—Grace; it was "the Gospel of the Grace cf
sent to Xpheaas, and called the eiders cf the church. As he God." 26 27. I know that ye all . . . shall see my fao? to
was now some forty miles South of Ephesus, we might men— not an Inspired prediction of what was certain! v
think that more time would be lost by sending thus far to be, but what the apostle, in his peculiar circum
for the elders to come to him, than by going at once to stances, fully expected. Whether, therefore, be ever di<)
Ephesus Itself, when so near it. But If unfavourable see them again, is a question to be decided purelyoait"
winds and stormy weather had overtaken them, his own evidence. I am pure from the blood of all men (ch. I*.
object could not have been attained, and perhaps he r.; and cf. l Samuel, IS. 3, 6; Ezekiel, 3. 17-21; 33. ?, C
was unwilling to run the risk of detention at Ephesus For I have not shunned to declare all the counsel of God by the state of the church and other causes. Those here God's way of Salvation, and His kingdom of souls saved
called "elders" or "presbyters," are in e. 28 called by His Son Jesus Christ. See Luke, 7. 30. 38. I "
"bishops* (See note there.) The identity of presbyters heed . . . unto yourselves : cf. 1 Timothy, 3. 2-7; 4, M; fi
and MshopsintheNewTestament is beyond all reason ll, and to the flock :cf. Hebrews, 13. 17. Observe hero
able dispute. 18. Ye know . . . after what manner I have how the personal Is put before the pastoral care, ever
been with yon at all seasons, &c For the Christian in . . . which the Holy Ohoat hath made yon—cf. John. S*.
tegrity and fidelity of his whole official Intercourse 22, 23; Ephesians, 4. 8, 11, 12; Revelation, 3. L QlH
with them he appeals to the m wives. 19. Serving the 23, shows that the apostle did not mean to excise
Lord (Jesus) with all humility, . . . and many tears and human ordination.) overseers—or, as the same woni t<
temptations. Self-exaltation was unknown to him, and everywhere els* rendered in our version,* bishops-' ' The
ease of mind: He "sowed In tears," from anxieties both English Version has hardly dealt fair In this case *r ;
on account of the converts for whom he "travailed in the sacred text, in rendering the word ** overseers."
birth" and of the Jews, whose bitter hostility was whereas It ought here, as in all other places, to hav
perpetually plotting against him, interrupting his work been ' bishops,' In order that the fact of elders an-i
and endangering his life. 30. kept back—timidly with bishops Laving been originally and apostolical ly TQheld from fear of consequences, nothing tbat was pro onymous, might be apparent to the ordinary English
fitable— edification directing all. havs taught yon pub reader, which now it is not.' [Alford.] The divinelicly, and from house to house. Did an apostle, whose tion between these offices cannot be certainly trace"
functions were of so wide a range, not feel satisfied till the second century, nor was It established till lai*
without private as well as public ministrations? How In that century, to feed the church of Ood—or the Church
then must pastors feel! [Bknobx.] 21. testifying both of the Lord.' Which of these two readings of the tert
to Jews and Greeks labouring under a common malady, Is the true one. Is a question which has divided the rest
and recoverable only by a common treatment! repen critics. The evidence of MSS. preponderates in favaar
tance toward Ood and faith towards our Lord Jesus Christ. of 'the Lor»;' some of the most ancient Version*.
See on ch. 6. SI. KaTKifTANCE, as distinguished from though not all, so read; and Athanasius, the crest
faith, is that state of the "honest and good heart" which champion of the supreme divinity of Christ early in
arises from a discovery of ones contrariety to the righ the fourth century, says the expression * Blood of God"
teous demands of the divine law. This is said to be is unknown to the Scriptures. Which reading, thes.
" towards God* because seeing Him to be the party does the inicmaJevidencefavourl As 'Church of 0«f
dishonoured by sin, it feels all Its acknowledgments occurs nine times elsewhere In Paul's writings, and
and compunctions to be properly due to Him, as the 'Church nfthe Lord' nowhere, the probability, it iisaW.
treat Lawgiver, and directs them to Him accordingly; U, that he used his wonted phraseology here si**
condemning, bumbling itself, and grieving before Him, Bnt If he did, it is extremely difficult to see ho» »
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laany early transcribers should have altered It into the part, and of warm admiration and attachment on the
qute unusual phrase, * Church of the Lord;1 whereas. If part of these Ephesian presbyters. Would to God that
the apostle did use this latter expression, and the such scenes were more frequent la the Church 1
historian wrote It so accordingly, it is easy to see how
CHAPTER XXL
transcribers might, from being so accustomed to the
Ver. 1-18. Saillnq t&ox Ephesus, they land at
osual phrase, write it ' Church of God.' On the whole. TVKK. AMD THENCE SAILING TO PTOLOMAIH, THEY
therefore, we accept the second reading as most pro PROCEED BY LAND TO CESaBKA AMD JERUSALEM. 1.
bably the true one. But see what follows, which hs we were gotten (' torn', from them—expressing the diffi
Lita purchased .'made his own,' 'acquired'! with hii own culty and pain of the parting- with a straight course—
l:jod. 'His own' Is emphatic :o. d 'That glorified Lord running before the wind, as ch. 16. 11. unto Coos (' Cos')
who from the right hand of power in the heavens is —an island due South from Miletus, which they would
vsthering and ruling the Church, and by liis Spirit, reach iu about six hours, and coming close to the main
through human agency, hath set you over It, cannot be land, the day following unto Rhodes — another island,
indifferent to its welfare In your hands, seeing He hath some fifty miles to the South East, of brilliant classic
uvea for it His own most precious blood, thus making memory and beauty, thence unto Patara — a town on
it His own by the dearestof all ties." ThetranRcendant the magnificent mainland of Lycia, almost due East
tacredness of the Church of Christ is thus made to rest from Abodes. It was the seat of a celebrated oracle of
on the Dignity of its Lord and the consequent-precious- Apollo. 2. And finding a ship their former one going
i.ess of that blood which He shed for it. And as the nofurther, probably, to Phenlcia. See on ch. 1L 19.
?acriflcial atoning character of Christ's death is here went aboard. One would almost think this extracted
plainly expressed, so His supreme dignity is implied as from a journal of the voyage, so graphic are its details.
clearly by the second reading as it is expressed by the - 3. when we . . . discovered /sighted,' as the phrase UJ
hrst. What a motive to pastoral fidelity la here fur- I Cypru, we left it on the left Laud—;., .. steered South
Dished! 29. 30. after my departure shall grievous wolves East of It. leaving it on the North West, sailed into
rater in among you—Two classes of coming enemies are i ('unto') Syria, and landed at Tyre—the celebrated seat
here announced, the one more external to themselves, i of maritime commerce for East and West. It might
the other bred in the bosom of their own community: | be reached from Patara in about two days, there loa
both were to be teachers, but the one. "grievous ship was to unlade her burden—which gavo the apostle
wolves," not sparing, i.e., making a prey of the flock; time for what follows. 4 6. finding disables /finding
t'.w other, simply sectarian " perverters" of the truth, I out the disciples')—implying some search, llicy would
w ith the view of drawing a party after them. Perhaps j expect such, from what is recorded, ch. 11. 10. Perhaps
the one pointed to that subtle poison of oriental Gno they were not many; yet there were gifted ones among
sticism, which we know to have very early Infected the them, who said to Paul . . . that fc e should not go to Jeru
Asiatic churches; the other to such Judaising tenden- { salem. See on ch. 20. 23; also on v. 11-14. they ail brought
cies as we know to have troubled nearly all the early us on our way with wives and cnildren, ... and we kueeled
i hurches. See the Epistles to the Ephesians, Colossians, down on the shore and prayed, Arc. Sec on ch. 20. 30-36.
and IHmotfiy. alio those to the seven churches of Asia Observe here that the cluUlrcti of these Tyrian disciples
; In, X. mod 3). But watchfulness agatustaU that tends "otonly were taken along with their parents, but must
> injure and corrupt the Church Is the duly of its pas. have joined in this act of solemn worship. See on
tors in every age. 31. by the space of three years—speak Ephesians, 0. 1. 7. when we had finished our .course
ing in round numbers; for it was nearer three than ('completing the voyage') from Tyre, we came (which
two years. I ceased not to warn every one night and day they would do the bam© day, to Ptolemais — anciently
with tears. What an appeal to be able to make! 'And called A echo (Judges, I. 31; now St. Jean d' Acre, or
i f this was an apostle's part, how much more a pastor's " Acre, and saluted tae brethren, and abode, dx.—disciples
I Cejig xl. ] 32, 35. 1 commend you to God—the almighty gathered probably as at Tyre, on the occasion men
Conservator of His people, and to the word of bis grace tioned ch. il 10. 8-10. next day we [that were of Pauls
■ that message of liis pure grace (t>. 24) by the faith conipanyj departed. (The words in brackets are omitted
of which He keeps us £1 1 eter, 1. 5). whicu (i.e., God. In the best MSS. They were probably added as the con i » able to build yju up, and to give you an inheritance, dec necting words at the head of some church Lessons.) and
( 'bserre how Salvation—not only in its initial stages of came to Cesarea—a run along the coast, southward, of
j -ardon and regeneration, but In all its subsequent stoats some thirty miles. Philip the evangelist—a term answer
i < "up-building," evento Us consummation in the final ing apparently very much to our missionary IHowsJ,
Inheritance—is here ascribed to the "ability" of God by whose ministry such joy had been ditlused over
t > bestow it, as in Romans, 16. 25; Ephesians, 3. 20; par- Samaria, and the Ethiopian eunuch had been baptised,
t .-ularly Jude 24; and cf. 2 Timothy. 1. 12, where the ch. 8. one of toe seven deacon-, —who had "purchased
i mu thing is ascribed to Christ* anung all them wnich to himself a good degree" tl Timothy, 3. 13). He and
are sanctified. Sanctificatlon is here viewed as the final Paul now meet for the first time, some twenty-five years
t haracter and condition of the heirs of glory, regarded after that time, the same man had four daughters . . .
a* one saved company, these bonds—doubtless holding which did prophesy—fulfilling Joel, 2. 28 isee ch, 2. la).
them up. as before Agrippa in chains, ch. 26. 29. have | This Is mentioned, it would seem, merely as a high
i.: mistered unlo my necessities, and ti them that were with distinction divinely conferred on so devoted a sen ant
us. See ch. 18. 3; and 1 Corinthians, 4. 12; 9. 6, written of the Lord Jesus, and probably indicates the high
from Epuesus.also lThessaJon.aus, 2. t*. that so labour- tone of religion in his family, tarried there many fa
iag as I have done, for others, as well as myself) ye ought good many') days. Finding himself in good time for
tokupport the weak, and to remember the words of the Pentecost at Jerusalem, he would feel it a refreshing
Lord Jesus, bow he f how Himself) said. It is more blessed thing to his spirit to hold Christian communion for a
to give than to receive, &c This golden Baying, snatched few days with such a family, there came down from Judes
from oblivion, and here added to the Church's abiding (the news of Paul's arrival having spread) a certain pro
treasures, so apt to beget the wish that more of what phet, . . . Agabus—no doubt the same as In ch. 11. 28.
Usued from those Lips which "dropped as an honey 11-14. So shall the Jews bind the man that owucth this
comb." had been preserved to us. But see on John, 21. girdle, &c For though the Romans did it. it was at the
25. 36-33. he kneeled down and prayed with them all. Jews' instigation, v. 33; ch. 28. 17. Such dramatic
At Nothing can be more touching than these three methods of announcing Important future events would
1 1 -ncluding verses, leaving an indelible impression of bring the old prophets to remembrance, (of. f**l»h.
rsre ministerial fidelity and affection on the apostle's 20. 2. die. ; Jeremiah, 13. l, and Ezckiel, 5. 1, die. I This
IU
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prediction and that at Tyre [v. 4) were Intended, not to I conciliation to Jewish prejudice, the Church of Jeru
prohibit him from frolng, bnt to put his courage to the salem was taught to adhere to the decision of the famous
teat, and, when he stood the test, to deepen and mature I council held there ch. IV. 26. to signify i e., announce
it. we and they at that place the Cesarean Christians) ' to the priest; the accomplishment of the days of purificabesought him 'even with tears, v. 13) not to go to Jeru ! tion, Ac, See on Numbers, 6. 13-21. 2? -30. the Jews
salem. Then Paul answered. What mean ye to weep and * of Asia—in all likelihood those of Ephtsiu (since they
break mine heart, Ac. Beautiful union of manly reso recognized Trophimus, apparently as a townsman it*.
luteness and womanly tenderness, alike removed from 20 . embittered by their discomfiture, ch. 19. e, Ac.
mawkistiness and stoicism ! I am ready not to be bound Trophimus. See on ch. 20. 4. took Paul, and drew him
only. q.d. ' If that is all, let it come.' but to die. Ac. It out of the temple; and forthwith the doors were shut —t h.-v *
was well he could add this, for he had that also to do. the murder they meant to perpetrate might not pollute
15, 16. we took up our carriages, {* our bacgage') and went that Holy Place. 31. tidings came—lit, 'went up,' i.e..
up to Jerusalem—for thejfftk time after his conversion, I to the fortress of Antonia, where the commandant
tJmsconcludinffhut/ttrrfirt&ttumary tour, which proved resided. Seeon v. 32. This part of the narrative is par
his fast, so far as recorded; for though he accomplished ticularly graphic, the chief captain— 'the chiliarch,' or
the fourth and last part of the m Issionary plan sketched tribune of the Roman cohort whose full number was
out. ch. 19. 21 — "After I hare been at Jerusalem, 1 l.ooo men. 33. commanded him to be bcund with two
must also see Rome"—it was as "a prisoner of Jesus chains. See on ch. 12. 34. some cried one thing. The
Christ." went with us . . . and brought with them [rather, difficulty would be so to state his crimes as to justify
' brought us to') one Hnason of Cyprus, an oM disciple, their proceedings to a Roman officer, to be ca'led into
Ac— not an aged disciple, but probably *a disciple of the castle—rather, perhaps, *the barracks,* or that part
old standing,* perhaps one of the 3.000 converted on the of the fortress of Antonia appropriated to the soldiera .
day of FentecoBt, or, more likely still, drawn to the The fort was built by Herod on a high rock at the North
Saviour Himself during His lifetime. He had come, "West corner of the groat temple-area, and called after
probably.with the other Cyprians ch. 11. 301 to Antioch, Mark Antony. 35, 36. Away with him—as before of hi?
" preaching the Lord Jesus unto the Grecians," and lord, Luke,23. l»;John,l£>. 15. 37-40. Art not thou that
Egyptian, Ac The form of the question implies that
now he appears settled at Jerusalem.
17-40. Pact, reports tfib events or his Thtrd the answer is to be in the negative, and is matter of
some
surprise: */.rt. "Thou art not then.' Ac! madest
Missionary Journey— In TnB temple, ruRunriNQ
HIMSELF FROM A JEWISH VOW, HE IS SEIZED BY A an uproar, Ac. Thenarrative is civen in Josrphut Jew
ish
War,
ii, 8. 6; and 13. 5 . though his two allusions ami
MOB AND BEATEN TO THE DANGER OP His LIVE—THE
UPROAR BECOMING UNIVEH8AL, THB RoMAK COM ours feem to refer to different periods of the rebellion.
a
citizen
of
no mean city. See on ch. in. 37. stood en the
MANDANT HAS HJM BROCOHT IN CHAINS TO THE
FORTRESS, FROM THE STAIRS OF WBlCn HE IS PER stairs. 'What nobler spectacle than that of Paul at this
MITTED to address the people. The apostle was moment! There he stood, hound with two chains,
full of anxiety about this visit to Jerusalem, from the ready to make his defence to the people. The Roman
numerous prophetic intimations of dani^r awaiting commander sits by, to enforce order by his presence.
him, and having reason to expect the presence at this An enraged populace look up to him from below. Yet
Teast of the very parties from whose virulent rage he in the midst of so many dangers, how self-possessed f *
had once and again narrowly escaped with his life. he, how tranquil!' [Chrysostom or in his name; in
Hence we find him asking the Roman Christians 10 H acket.] a great silence—the people awed at the per
wrestle with him in prayer, "for the Lord Jesus Christ's mission given him by the commandant, and seeing him
sake, and for the love of the Spirit, that h' might hi sitting as a listener, in the Hebrew tonguf— the Symdelivered from thnn that helierfd vol in Jvdea," as well Chaldaic, the vernacular tongue of the Palestine Jews
as "that his service which he had for Jerusalem (the since the captivity.
great collection for the poor saints there) might be ac
CHAPTER XXII.
cepted of the saints." Romans, 15. 30, 31,
17-19. the
"Ver. 1-3<V Paul's defence from the stairs or
brethren received ns gladly—the disciples generally, as THE FORTRESS—THE RAGE OF TIIE AUDIENCE EUF.STdistinguished from the official receptirn recorded in INO FORTH, THE COMMANDANT HAS HIM BROUGHT
v. IS. Paul went iu with us unto James; and all the elders INTO TBI FORT TO RE EXAMINED BY SCOURGING, KIT
were present — to "report himself" formally to the ac- ' LEARNING THAT HE IS A KoMAN HE ORDERS HIS
knowledged head of the church at Jerusalem, and his RELEASE AND COMMANDS THE SANHEDRIM TO TRY
associates in office. See on ch. 15. 13. Had any other him. 1, 2. when th«?y heard ... the Hebrew tongue (sec
of the apostle* been in Jerusalem on that occasion, it on ch. 21 . 40) they kept the more silence. They could have
could hardly fail to have been noted, he declared par understood him in Greek, and doubtless fully expected
ticularly (in detail) what God had wrcught among trie the renegade to address them in tliat language, bnt
Gentiles by his miuietry — as on previous occasions, ch. the sound of their hob' mother-tongue awed them int* »
11. 27; and see Romans, 15. 15; no doubt referring to the deeper silence. 3. a Jew of Tarsus, brought up iu this city,
Insidious and systematic efforts of the Judaiziug party at the fee: ;see on Luke, 10. 3<> of Gamaliel see on ch. s.
in a number of places, to shrivel the Church of Christ j 31)~a fact of tcreat Importance in the apostle's history.
intna Jewish sect, and his own counterprocedure. 20- standing in the same relation to his future career a=?
25. they glorified the Lord, Ac -constrained to justify Moses' education in Hie Egyptian court to the work for
Ids course, notwithstanding the Jewish complexion of which he was destined, the perfect manner of the tow
the Christianity of Jerusalem, they are inf rmed . . . of U e fathers—the strictest form of traditional Judaism .
t hat thou tea cheat all the Jews which are among the Gentiles sealcns i'a zealot': toward God as ye ah are this day— hi*;
(those residing In heathen countries! to forsake Moses, own murderous zeal acainst the disciples r f the Lont
Ac. This calumny of the unbelieving Jews would find Jesus beiny merely reflected in theirpreseut treatment
easy credence among the Christian xealots for Judaism, of himself. 4. I persecuted, Ac See on ch. 9. 1, a, 5-r.
we have four men Christian Jews, no doubt/ which have the high priest (still alive' doth bear me witness, and all
a vow—perhaps kept ready on purpose, be at charges the esuteof the elders—the whole Sanhedrim. 8. Je^ns
with them — i.e., defray the expense of the sacrifices of Nazareth— :' the Nazarene'f. See on ch. 0. 5. 9-11.
legally required of them, along with his own, which the men. Ac. See on eh. 9. 7. Ac. 12. Ananias, a devout
was deemed a mark of Jewish generosity, touching man according to the law. having a good report rf all the
the Gentiles ... we have written and concluded that they Jews which dwelt there. One would not know from thi \
observe no such things, Ac. This shows that with all their description of Amnias that he was a Christiau at all.
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tie apostle's object being to hold him up as unexceptionahie even to the moat rigid Jews. 13-16. The God of
rtr iit&ers hjith chosen thee—studiously linking the new
economy upon the old, as but the sequel of it ; both
saving one glorious Author, that thou shonldest sea
that .'the') Just One : cf. ch. 3. 14; 7. 52. and hear the
race of his mouth— in order to place him ona level with
the other apostles, who had "seen the Risen Lord."
•t baptized and wash away tby sine. This way of speaking
arises from baptism being the visible seal of remission.
calling; on the name of the Lord—rather, * having called,'
ic, after having done so ; referring to the confession
ef Christ which preceded baptism, as ch. 8. 37. 17-21.
.; came to pass, <Vc. This thrilling dialogue between the
gktrifled Redeemer and his chosen vessel is nowhere
else related. When X was come again to Jerusalem—on
the occasion mentioned ch. 9. 26. &c. while I prayed In
'.he temple. He thus calls their attention to the fact that
after his conversion he kept op his connexion with the
temple as before, get quickly ont of Jerusalem (cf. ch. 0.
rs for they will not receive thy testimony . . . And I said,
Lad, they know, Ax. : >\.d., ' Can it be. Lord, that they
will resist the testimony of one whom they knew so
well as among the bitterest of all against thy disciples,
and whom nothing short of resistless evidence could
have turned to Thee V Depart, for I will send thee far
hence unto the Gentiles, q.d., 'Enough; tby testimony
i-- not to be thrownaway upon Jerusalem; theGentlles,
afar off, are thy peculiar sphere.' 22, 23. gave him
audience to this word . . . then . . . Away with such a fellow
from the earth, Ac. Their national prejudices lashed
into fury at the mention of a mission to the Gentiles,
they would speedily have done to him as they did to
Stephen, but for the presence and protection of the
Roman officer. 24 2ft. examined by scourging—accord
ing to the Roman practice, that he might know where
fore tfcfey cried so. Paul's speech being to him in an un
known tongue, he concluded from the horror which it
kindled in the vast audience that he must have been
guilty of some crime. Paul said to the centurion that
stood by—to superintend the torture and receive the
confession expected to be wrung from him. Is it law
ful for you to scourge a man that is a Roman &c. See on
ch. 16. 37. 27-29. Art thou a Roman 1—showing that his
being of Tarsus, which he had told him before (ch. 21.
s» , did not necessarily Imply that he was a Roman
citizen. With a great sum obtained I this freedom. Roman
citizenship was bought and sold in the reign of Clau
dius, we know, at a high price: at a subsequent date,
for next to nothing. But to put in a false claim to this
privilege was a capital crime. I was [free] born (' born
to It*;—by purchase, or in reward of services, on the
part of his father or some ancestor, chief captain feared,
Ac See on ch. 10. 38. 30. commanded the chief priests
and all their council to appear—t^., the Sanhedrim to
be formally convened. "Note here the power toordcr a
Sanhedrim to try this case, assumed by the Roman
officers and acquiesced in on their part.
CHAPTER XX1I1.
Ver. 1-10. Paul's defence before the SANHED
RIM, DIVIDES TQB RIVAL TACTIONS, FROM WHOSE
VIOLENCE THE COMMANDANT HAH THE APOSTLE RE
MOVED lino the fortress. 1. Paal, earnestly behold
ing the council—with a look of conscious integrity and
unfaltering courage, perhaps also recognising some of
his early fellow -pupils. I have lived in all good conscience
faefcre God until this day, Ac. The word has an indirect
reference to the 'polity' or "commonwealth of Israel,"
of which he would signify that he had been, and was
to that hour, an honest and God-fearing member. 2.
the high priest . . . commanded . . .to smite Mm on the
month—a method of silencing a speaker, common in
the East to this day. [Hacket.] Rnt for a judge thus
to treat a prisoner on his trial, for merely prefacing his
defence by a protestation of his integrity, was Infamous,
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Wore the Sanhedrim.
3, 4. God shall smite thee—as indeed He did; for he was
killed by an assassin during the Jewish war. (JoseI thus' Jewish War, ii. 17. 9.) thou whited wall—i.e., hy' pocrite Jtfatthew, 23. 27). This epithet, however, cor| rectly describing the man, must not be defended as
addressed to a judge, though the remonstrance which
follows—" for sitlest thou," Ac,—ought to have put him
I to shame. 5. I wist not that he was the high priest.
All sorts of explanations of this have been given. The
high priesthood was in a state of great confusion and
constant change at this time (as appears from Jo*ephv$\
and the apostle's long absence from Jerusalem, and
; perhaps the manner in which he was habited or the
' seat he occupied, with other circumstances to us un
known, may account for such a speech. But if he was
j thrown off his guard by an insult which touched him
I to the quick, ' what can surpass the grace with which he
recovered his self-possession, and the frankness with
which he acknowledged his error? If his conduct in
yielding to the momentary impulse was not that of
Christ himself under a similar provocation [John. 18.
22, 23), certainly the manner in which he atoned for his
fault was Christ-like.' [Hacket.] 8-0. when Paul per
ceived (from the discussion which plainly had by this
time arisen between the parties1 that the one part were
Baddaceea, and the other Pharisees, he cried out [raising
his voice above both parties), I am a Pharisee, the son
of a Pharisee the true reading seems to be, ' the son of
Pharisees,' i.e., belonging to a family who from father
to son had long been such): of the hope and resurrection
of the dead (i.e., not the vague hope of immortality, but
the definite expectation of the resurrection) I am called
in question. By this adroit stroke, Paul engages the
whole Pharisaic section of the council in his favour;
the doctrine of a resurrection being common to both,
though they would totally differ in their application
of it. This was, of course, quite warrantable, and the
more so as it was already evident that no impartiality
in trying his cause was to be looked from such an
assembly, the Sadducees say . . . there is no resurrection,
neither angel, nor spirit. See on Luke, 20. 37. the scribes
... of the Pharisees' part . . . strove, saying. We find so
evil in this man, bnt (as to those startling things which
he brings to our ears) If a spirit or an angel hath spoken
to him—referring, perhaps, to his trance in the temple,
of which he had told them, ch. 22. 17. They put this
favourable construction upon his proceedings for no
other reason than that they had found him one of their
own party. They care not to enquire into the truth of
what he alleged, over and above their opinions, but
only to explain it away as something not worth raising
a noise about. The following words, " Let us not fight
against God." seem not to belong to the original text,
and perhaps are from ch. 6. 39. In this case, either
the meaning is, 'If he has had some divine communi
cation, what of that V or, the conclusion of the sentence
may have been drowned In the hubbub which the next
verse shows to have been intense.) 10. the chief captain,
fearing lest Paul should have been pulled to pieces . . . com
manded the soldiers to go down and take him by force, Ac.
This shows that the commandant was not himself pre
sent, and further, that instead of the Sanhedrim trying
the cause, the proceedings quickly consisted in the one
party attempting to seize the prisoner, and the other
to protect him.
lt-36. In the fortress Paul is cheered bta
NIGHT vision—An infamous conspiracy to assas
sinate him rs providentially defeated, and he
18 despatched bt night with a letter from the
COMMANDANT TO FELIX AT CE&AREA, BY WHOM AR
RANGEMENTS ARE MADE FOR A HEARINO OF BIS

cause. 11. the night following — his heart perhaps
sinking, in the solitude of his barrack-ward, and think
ing perhaps that all the predictions of danger at Jeru
salem were now to be fulfilled in bis death there, the
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Paul tent to Felix.
Lord ;i.r., Jesus! stood by him ... Be of good chter, Paul ;
for as thou hast testified of me in Jerusalem, so most thou
alio at Borne : q.<l. 'Thy work in Jerusalem is done,
faithfully and well done ; but thou art not to die here ;
thy purpose next to "see Rome" {ch. 19. 21) shall not
be disappointed, and there also must thou bear witness
of He.' As this vision was not unneeded now, so we
shall find it cheering and upholding him throughout
ail that befell him up to his arrival there. 13-14. bound
themselves with a curse . . . that they would neither eat
. . .till they had killed Paul: cf. 2 Samuel. X Sfi; l Samuel,
14. 24. 15. Sow . . . yo with the council signify to the chief
captain . . . as though, Ac 'ITiat these high ecclesiastics
fell in readily with this Infamous plot is clear. What
will not unscrupulous and hypocritical religionists do
under the mask of religion? The narrative bears unmistakeable internal marks of truth, or ever he come near,
'llieir plan was to assassinate him on his way down
from the barracks to the council. The cat e was critical,
but He who had pledged His word to him that he should
testify for Him at Rome provided unexpected means
of defeating this well-laid scheme. 16 22. Paul's sister's
sen. See on ch. 0. 30. If he was at this time residing
at Jerusalem for his education, like Paul himself, he
may have got at the schools those hints of the conspiracy
on which be so promptly acted. Then Paul called one
of the centurions. Though divinely assured of safety
he never allows this to interfere with the duty he owed
to his own life and the work he had yet to do. (See
on ch, 27. 22-24. 31.) took film by the hand. This shows
that be must have been quite in his boyhood, and
throws a pleasing light on the kind-hearted impartiality
of this officer, and now are they ready, looking Cor a pro
mise from thee. Thus, as is so often the case with God's
people, not till the last moment, when the plot was all
pn-i-ared. did deliverance come. 33, 34. two hundred
soldiers— a formidable guard for such an occasion; but
Roman officials felt their honourconoerned in the pre
servation of the public peace, and the danger of an
attempted rescue would seem to require It. The depot
at Jerusalem was large enough to spare this convoy,
the third hour of the night—nine o'clock, beasts to set
Paul on—ns relays, and to carry baggage, unto Felix,
the governor — the procurator. See on ch. 24. 21, 25.
36-30. Claudius — the Roman name ho would take on
purcltasing his citixenshlp. Lysias— his lireek family
name, the most excellent governor—an honorary title
of office, cams I with an army—rather, 'with the mili
tary.' perceived to be accused of questions of their l..w,
Ac. Amidst all his difficulty in getting at the charges
laid against Paul, enough, no doubt, came out to
satisfy him that the whole was a question of religion,
and that there was no case for a civil tribunal gave
commandment to his accusers ... to say before thee. This
was not done when he wrote, but would be ere the letter
reached. 31, 33. brought him to An tipatris—nearly forty
miles from J erusalem, on the way to Cesarea; so named
by Herod in honour of his father. Antipater. On the
morrow they (the infantry} left the horse—themselves no
longer needed as a guard. The remaining distance was
about twenty-five or twenty-six miles, 34. 36. asked of
what province he was — the letter describing him as a
Roman citizen. I will hear thee. The word means,
"give thee a full hearing.' to be kept in Herod'sjudgmeuthall—' pretorium,' the palace built at Cesarea by Herod,
and now occupied by the Roman procurators ; in one
of the buildings attached to which l'aul was ordered
to be kept.
CHAPTER XXIV.
Ver. 1-87. I Paul, a ecubed by a professional
1'I.BAIIEK BEFORE I tll.lX, MAKES BIS DEFENCE, AND
Li REMANDED FOR A FURTHER HEARING.. AT A PRI
VATE INTERVIEW KSUX 1HEMBI.I.S UNDKR PAUL'S
PREACHING. BUT BERTS HIM PRISONER FOR TWO
TEARS, WHEN BE WAJJ SUCCEEDED BV PESTUS. 1. after
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He is Ancttstd by TertvBwx.
five days—or. on the fifth day from their departure from
Jerusalem. *"»"'" . . . with the elders—a deputation
of the Sanhedrim, a certain orator—one of those Roman
advocates who trained themselves for the higher practice
of the metropolis by practising in the provinces, where
the Latin language, employed in the courts, was but
imperfectly understood and Roman forms were not
familiar, informed
against Paul—'laid information.'
id., put in the charges. 34. Seeing that by thee we enjoy
great quietness, die. In this fulsome flattery there was
a semblance of truth: nothing more. Felix acted with
a decree of vigour and success in suppressing lawless
violence. iJoaxpHUtr* Antu/%itus, xx. 8. 4; confirmed
by Tacitus, -Inn. xii. M. by thy providence—a phras«
applied to the administration of the Emperor*. 5-8. av
pestilent fellow t'a plague,' or 'pest.') and a mover of
sedition among all the Jews by exciting disturbances
among them throughout the world. See on Luke, 2. l.
This was the firtt charge; and true only in the sense
explained on ch. 10. 20. a ringleader of the sect of the
Nas&renes — the second charge; and true enough, hath.
gone about ['attempted') to prolans the temple—the Oiirti
charge; and entirely false, we . . . would have judged
according to our law. But . . . Ljsias came upon us. and
with great violence took him out of our hands—a wilful
falsehood and calumnious charge against a public
officer. He had commanded the Sanhedrim to meet
for no other purpose than to ''judge him according to
their law ;* and only when, instead of doing so, they
fell to disputing among themselves, and the prisoner
was In danger of being "pulled in pieces of them" (ch.
23. lo;—or as his own letter says "killed of them" (ch.
S3. 27)—did he rescue him, as was his duty, " by force"
out of their hands, commanding his accusers to come unto
thee. Here they insinuate that, instead of troubling;
Felix with the case, he ought to have left it to be dealt
with by the Jewish tribunal; in which case his life
would soon have been taken, by examining whom,
iLysias, as would seem, r. 22} thyself mayest, &c—refer
ring all, as if with confidence to Felix. Toe Jews assent
ed, dx. See on ch. 23. 16. 10. thou hast been many years
a judge to this nation. He had been In this province for
six or seven years, and In Galilee for a longer period.
Paul uses no flattery, but simply expresses his satisfac
tion at having to plead before one whose long «fBfj»i
experience of Jewish matters would enable him the
better to understand and appreciate what he had to say .
11. thou mayest understand [canst easily learn) that there
are but twelve days since I went up lo Jerusalem: via., 1.
The day of Ids arrival In Jerusalem (ch. 21. io-i7|; 2. the
interview with James ch. 21. 18, die.); 3. The assump
tion of the vow (ch. 21 . 20} ;4, 6, e, continuance of the vow.
Interrupted by the arrest (ch. 21. 27, Ac.); 7. Arrest of
Paul (ch. 21. 27]; 8. Paul before the Sanhedrim (ch. 22.
30; 23. l-ioj; S. Conspiracy of the Jews and defeat of it
1I1. 23. 12, &c.\ and despatch of Paul from Jerusalem
on the evening of the same day (ch. 23. 23, 31); 10, 11, 12.
13, tin.1 remaining period referred to, ch. 24. 1. (Mever.1
This short period is mentioned to show how unlikely
it was that he should have had time to do what was
charged against him. for to worship—a very different
purpose from that imputed to him. 13. 13. they neither
found me . . . neither can they prove the things, die After
specifying several particulars, he challenges proof of
any one of the charges brought against him. So much
for the charge of sedition. 14, 15. But this I confess to
thee (In which Felix would see no crime.) that after the
way they c ill heresy Jit., and better, 'a sect'), so wor
ship I the God of my fathers (' the ancestral GodV Two
arguments are contained here: (l.j Our nation is divided
into what they call 'sects'—the sect of the Pharisees,
and that of the Sadducees—all the difference between
them and roe is, that 1 belong to neither of these, but
to another sect, or religious section of the nation, which
from its Head they call Aozurenc*;—for this reason.
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and this Alone, am I hated. (2.) The Roman lav allows
every nation to worship its own deities; I claim pro
tection under that law, worshipping the God of my
ancestors, even as they, only of a different sect of the
common religion, believing all, &c Here, disowning
i U opinions at variance with the Old Testament Scriptares, he challenges for the Gospel which he preached
the authority of the God of their fathers. So much for
ti*e chance of heresy- and have hope ... as themselves
tltow, that there shall be a resurrection, &c. This ;ii >\ <>n 1
to the faith of his accusers shows that they were chiefly
of the Pharisees, and that the favour of that party to
* hich he owed in some measure his safety at the recent
council (cb. 23. 6-flj, had been quite momentary. 16.
And herein—' On this account,' 'uxxmlitigiy :' <j.<l. look
ing forward to that awful day. (cf. 2 Corinthians, 6.
]©. I exercise myself. The "I" here is emphatic: u.d.
' Whatever they do, this Is my study.' to have always
a conscience void oi ofitace. Arc. See ch. 23. 1; 2 CorinthUna, 1. 12; 2. 17, &c q.d. 'These are the great principles
• i iuy life and conduct—how different from turbulence
-od sectarianism T 17. Now, after many (* several'; years
absence from Jerusalem) I came to bring alms to my
nation—referring to the collection from the churches of
Macedonia and Greece, which he had taken such pains
to gather. This only allusion in the Acts to what is
dwelt upon so frequently in his own epistles (Romans,
LV. 25, S6; 1 Corinthians. 16. 1-4; 2 Corinthians, 8. 1-4}
throws a beautiful light on the truth of this History.
See Palsy's ifone Paulina.) and (to present) offerings
—connected with his Jewish vow: see next verse. 1821. fjnnd me pnrihediu the temple—not polluting it, there
fore, by my own presence, and neithergathering a crowd
nor raising a stir: If then these Asiatic Jews bare any
charge to bring against rae in justification of their
arrest of me. why are they not here to substantiate it?
or else let these . . . here wy:—' Or, passing from all that
jireceded my trial, let those of the Sanhedrim here
present say if I was guilty of aught there,' &c Nodoubt
his hasty speech to the high priest might occur to them,
b it the i revocation toiton his own part was more than
they would be willing to recall. Except . . . this one
voice . . . Touching toe resurrection, <fcc. This would
recall to the Pharisees present their own inconsistency,
in befriending him then and now accusing him. 22,
23. Laving more perfect knowledge of that ('the'} way.
See on ch. 19. 23; and on v. 10. when Lysias . . . shall
come, ... I will know, &c. Felix might hare dismissed
the case as a tissue of unsupported charges. But if from
his interest in the matter he really wished to have the
presence of Lysias and others involved, a brief delay
was not unworthy of him as a judge. Certainly, so
far as recorded, neither Lyshis nor any other parties
appeared soaln in the case. Verse 23, however, Beems
U) show that at that time his prepossessions in favour of
1 aul were strong. 24. 25. Felix . . . with his wife Drusiila
.... a Jewess. This beautiful but infamous woman
was the third daughter of Herod Agrippa I. who was
eaten of worms isee on ch. 12. ij, and a sister of Agrippa
11.. before whom Paul pleaded, ch. 26. She was 'given
in marriage to Aziz us. king of the Emesenes, who had
consented to be circumcised fur the Nike of the alliance.
But this marriage was soon dissolved, after this man
ner. When Festus was procurator of Judea, he saw
her, aud being captivated with her beauty, persuaded
her to desert her husband, transgress the laws of her
country.and marry himself.' [JoaEPHUtf Antiquities,
ir. 7. i, 2J Such was this "wife" of Felix, he sent for
Paul and heard him concerning the faith in Christ Per
ceiving from what he had heard on the trial that the
new sect which was creating such a stir was represent
ed by its own advocates as but a particular develop
ment of the Jewish faith, he probably wished to gratify
the curiosity of his Jewish wife as well as his own,
by a more particular account of it from this distlnid

He Preacltetli Christ to Felix.
guished champion. And no doubt Paul would so far
humour this desire as to present to them the great
leading features of the Gospel. But from r. 26, it is
evident that bis discourse took an entirely practical
turn, suited to the life which his two auditors were
notoriously leading. And as he reasoned of righteousness,
(with reference to the public character of Felix} temper
ance, (with reference to his immoral life) andjadgrnant
to come (when he would be called to an awful account
for both} Felix trembled—and no wonder. For. on the
testimony of Tacitus, the Roman Annalist (v. 9; xli.
M . he ruled with a mixture of cruelty, lust, and ser
vility, and relying on the influence of bis brother Pallas
at court, he thought himself at liberty to commit every
sort of crime with impunity. How noble the fidelity
and courage which dared to treat of such topics in
&uch a presence, and what withering power must have
been in those appeals which made even a Felix to
tremble! Go thy way for this time; and when I have a
convenient season I will call for tbee. Alas for Felix!
This was his golden opportunity, but—like multitudes
still—he missed it. Convenient seasons in abundance
he found to call for Paul, but never again to "hear
him concerning the faith in Christ." and writhe under
the terrors of the wrath to come. Even in these mo
ments of terror he had no thought of submission to
the Cross or a change of life. The word discerned the
thoughts and intents of his heart, but that heart even
then clung to its idols; even as Herod who "did many
things and heard John gladly," but in bis best momenta
was enslaved to his lusts. How many Felixes have
appeared from age to age ! He hoped . . . that money should
have been given him . . . wherefore he sent for him the
otiener.and communed wiihhlm. Bribery In a judge was
punishable by the Roman law, but the bpirit of a slave
(to use the words of Tacitus'; was in all his acts, and
his *' communing with Paul"—as if he cared for either
him or bis message—simply added hypocrisy to mean
ness. The position in life of Paul's Christian visitors
might beget the hope of extracting something from
them for the release of their champion; but the apostle
would rather lie in prison than stoop to this! after two
years, &c. What a trial to this burning missionary of
Christ, to suffer such a tedious period of inaction !
How mysterious it would seem! But this repose would
be medicine to his spirit; he would not, and could not,
be entirely inactive, so long as he was able by pen and
message to communicate with the churches; and he
would doubtless learn the salutary truth that even he
was not essential to his Master's cause. That Luke
wrote his Cospel during this pe.iod, under the apostle's
superintendence, is the not unlikely conjecture of able
critics. Porcius Festus. little is known of him. He
died a few years after this. (Josethub' Antiquities,
xx. 8. u, to 9. 1.} came into Felix1 room. He was recalled,
on accusations against him by the Jews of Cesarea, and
only acquitted through the intercession of his brother
at court. (Josepuus* Antiquities, xx. 8, 10.} Felix,
willing to shew the Jews a pleasure—* to earn the thanks
of the Jews,' which he did not left Paul bound ch. 20.
29), which does not seem to have been till then.
CHAPTER XXV.
Ver. 1-12. Festus, coming to Jerusalem, de
clines to have Paul brought thither for juikiment, but givks the parties a bearing on hit

RETURN TO ClBAREA — ON FeSTU 8 ASKING THE
APOSTLE IF HE WOULD GO TO JERUSALEM FOR
ANOTHER U EARING BEFORE HIM, HE IB CONSTRAINED
IN J USTICE TO HIS CAUME TO A PPEAL TO THE KMPEROR.

1-3. Festus . . . niter three days ascended ... to Jerusalem
—to make himself acquainted with the great central
city of his government without delay. Then the high
priest—a successor of him before whom Paul had ap
peared (ch. 23. 2). and the chief of the Jews—and "tho
whole multitude of the Jews." v. 24, clamorously, in-
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formed him .'gainst Paul . . . desired favour in r. 15, lived with he.- brother Agrippa—not without suspicion
" judgement ") against him. Tt would seem that t ney had of incestuous intercourse, which her subsequent licen
the insolence to ask him to have the prisoner executed tious life tended to confirm, came to salute Festus—
eren without a trial (v. lfl . living wait . . . to minim. to pay his respects to him on his accession to the pro~
How deep must have been their hostility, when two curatorship. 14. 15. when there many 'several' days.
years after the defeat of their former attempt, they FMtns declare! Paul's cause—taking advantage of the
thirst as keenly as ever for his blood. Their piea tor presence of one who might be presumed to know such
having the case tried at Jerusalem, where the alleged matters better than himself, though the lapse of "seve
offence took place was plausible enough; but Irom r. ral days * ere the subject was touched on shows that it
10 it would seem that Festus had beeu made acquainted gave Festus little trouble. 16-21. to deliver any man to
with their causeless malice, and that in some way die. See on theword "deliver up" v. 11. asltnppcsed
which Paul was privy to. 4-6. answered . . . that Paul
'suspected'1—crimes punishable by civil law. questions
should be kept iraiher, *isin custody 'J at Csaarea, and of their own superstition—rather 'religion' fsee on ch. 17.
himself would depart shortly thiiher. Let them . . . 22). It cannot be supposed that Festus would use the
which among you are able, go down— ' your leading men.' word in any discourteous sense in addressing his Jew
the Jews . . . from Jerusalem—clamorously, as at Jeru ish finest, one Jesus. "Thus speaks this miserable
salem, see v. 24. many and grievous complaints against Festus of Him to whom every knee shall bow.* [BevPaul. From his reply, and Festus' statement of the gel.] whom Paul affirmed {'kept affirming' was alive
case before Agrippa, these charges seem to have been —showing that the resurrection of the Crucified One
a jumble of political and religious matter which they had been the burden, as usual, of Paul's pleading. The
were unable to substantiate, and vociferous cries that insumlncance of the whole affair In the eyes of Festus
he was unfit to live. Paul's reply, not given in full, ;s manifest, because I doubted of such manner of ques
was probably little more than a challenge to prove tions. The "I" is emphatic : — I, as a Roman judge,
any of their charges, whether political or religious. 9, being at a loss how to deal with such matters, the hearing*
10. Festus, willing to ds the Jews a pleasure :to ingratiate if Augustus—the imperial title first conferred by the
himself with themj, said. Wilt thou go up to Jerusalem, Roman Senate on Octavius. 22-37. I would also hear
and ... be judged . . . before me for * under my protec
'should like to hear') the man myself. No doubt
tion"). If this was meint In earnest, it was temporis- Paul was right when be said, "The kin? knoweth of
ins and vacillating. But, possibly, anticipating Paul's these things ... for I am persuaded that none of these
refusal, he wished merely to avoid the odium of refus
things are hidden from him; for this thing was not
ing to remove the trial to Jerusalem. Then eiid Paul, done in a corner" ich. 28. M;. Hence his curiosity to
see and hear the man who had raised such commotion,
1 stand at Cesar's judgment-seat—i.e., I am already be
fore the proper tribunal. This seems to imply that and was remodelling to such an extent the old Jewish
he understood Festus to proi»ose handing him over to life, when Agrippa was come, ard Beroice, with great
the Sanhedrim for judgment !and see on v. 11), with a pomp—in the same city in which their father, on ac
mere promise of protection from him. But from goinR count of his pride, had perished, eaten up of worms.
[WrrsT.] with thechi'f captains. See on ch. 21. 3a.
to Jerusalem at all he was too well justified in shrink
ing, for there assassination had been quite recently Josephus Mewlsh War, ill. 4. 2.) says that five cohorta.
planned against him. to the Jews have I done no wrong, whose full complement was 1000 meu, were stationetl
»■ then knowest very well— lit., 'better,' i.e.. perhaps) at Cesarea. principal men of the city — both Jews ami.
better than to press such a proposal, if theie be none of Romans. * This was the most dignified and influential
thee* things ... no man may deliver me unto them. The audience Paul had yet addressed, and the prediction,
word signifies to 'surrender In order to gratify* auother. ch. 0. 16, was fulfilled, though afterwards still more
1 appeal to Cesar. The right of appeal to the supreme remarkablv at Rome, ch. 27. 24; 2 Timothy, 4. 16. 17/
power, in cases of life and death, was secured by an (Webster & Wilkinson.) I have no certain fdefinite*}
ancient law to every Rowan citizen, and continued thing to write to my lord— Nero. ' The writer's accuracy
under the empire. Had Festus shown any disposition should be remarked here. It would have been a mis
take to apply this term (" lord') to the emperor a few
to pronounce final judgment, Paul, stronc in the con
sciousness of his innocence and the justice of a Roman years earlier. Neither Augustus nor Tiberius would
tribunal, would not have made this appeal. But when let himself be so called, as Implying the relation of
the only other alternative offered him was to give his master and slave. But it had now come rather, was
own consent to be transferred to the creat hotbed of coming) into use as one of the Imperial titles.*
plots against his life, and to a tribunal of unscrupulous [Hacket.J
and bloodthirsty ecclesiastics whose vociferous cries
CHAPTER XXVI.
for his death had scarcely subsided, no other course
Ver. 1-32. Paul's defence of himself bkfork
was open to him. 12. Festus little expecting such an AOKIPPA.WHO PRONOUNCES HIM INNOCENT, BUT COKappeal, but hound to respect it having conferred with CLUDEMTHATTnEAPPKALTOCBSAB MUMT BR CAUBItri
the council (Mb assessors in judgment, as to the admis our. This speech, though in substance the same as
sibility of the appeal;, said, Hast thou for 'thou hast'! that from the fortress-stairs of Jerusalem ich. 22;.
... to Cesar limit thou no—as If he would add [perhaps! differs from It in being less directed to meet the chargr
( of apostasy from the Jewish faith, and giving more en
' and see if thou fare bettor.'
13-27. Herod Aguippa II, on a visit to Festus, larged views of his remarkable change and apostolic
BRI>0 CONSULTED BY (MM ON PATTL'fl CASE. DESIRES I commission, and the divine support under which he was
TO riEAR. THE APOSTLE, WHO IS ACCORDINGLY I enabled to brave the hostility or his countrymen. 1-3.
wrought fortfi. 13. king Agrippa—great grandson Agrippa said. Being a king he appears to have presided .
of Herod the Great, and Drusilta's brother fsee on ch. Paul stretching iorth the hand—chained to a soldier
24. 24). On his father's awful death 'ch. 12. 23), bein« (». 29, and see on ch. 12. fl> I know thee to be expert, Ac
thought too young [17] to succeed. .Tudea was attached His father was zealous for the law, and himself had
to the province oi Syria. Four years after, on the death the oflice of nresident of the temple and its treasures.
of his uncle Herod, he was made king of the northern I and the appointment of the high priest. (Joe epics'
principalities of Chalets, and afterwards got Batanea, Antiquities, xx. 1.3.) hear me patiently—The idea of
lturea. Trarhonitts. Abilene. Galilee, and Perea, with ' indulgently' is also conveyed. 4. 5. from my youth.
the title of king He died ad. loo, afterrelgning fifty- which was at the first.. .at Jerusalem, know all the Jews;
one years, and Bermce— his sister. She was married to which knew me from the beginning—plainly showing that
her uncle Herod, king of Chalets, on whose death she ha received bis education even from early youth, at

fnFs Pr/mot
act?,
■Jerusalem. See on ch. 22. 3. if they would ('were willass to' testify — but this, of course, they were not, it
being a strong point in his favour, titer the most strait*rt the strictest'} sect—as the Pharisees confessedly
■!K. This was said to meet the charge, that as a
Hellenistic Jew he had contracted among the Hea
then lax ideas of Jewish peculiarities. 6, 7. 1 ... am
jadged for the hope of the promise made ... to our fathers
—*far believing that the promise of Messiah, the Hope
of the Church (ch. 13. .12; 2S. 10; has been fulfilled in
Jesua of Nazareth risen from the dead.' unto which
yrraisa (the fulfilment of Hi our txelve tribes—James. 1.
1; and see on Luke, 2. 36. Instantly—'intently ;' sec on
rb, 12, 5. serving God—in the sense of religious wordtip;see on ** ministered," ch. 13. 2. dayand night hope
to com*. The apostle ri*es into language as catholic as
the thought—representing Ills despised nation, all scat
tered though it now was. as twelve great branches of
eat ancient stem, in all places of their dispersion offer
ing to the God of their fathers one unbroken worship,
r-posing on one great "promise" made of old unto their
fathers . and sustained by one "hope"' of "coming" to its
fulfilment: the single point of difference between him
and his conntrymen, and the one cause of all their
virulence a&ainst him, beinsc, that his hope had found
rest in One already come, while theirs still pointed to
the future, for which hope's sake, king Agrippa, I am
accused of the Jews -'lam accused of Jews, 0 king'
;so the true reading appears to be): of all quarters the
most surprising for such a charge to come from. The
charge of sedition is not so much as alluded to through
out this speech. It wa3 indeed a mere pretext. 8.
Wiy titoold It be thought a thing incredible . . . that God
should raise the deadt— rather, '"Why is it judged a thing
incredible if God raises the dead ? the case being viewed
as an accomplished fad. No one dared to call In
<jues:ion the overwhelming evidence of the resurrec
tion of Je*us, which proclaimed Him to be the Christ,
the Son of God; the only way of getting rid of it, there
fore, was to pronounce it incredible. But why, asks
the apostle, is it sn judntd f Leaving this pregnant
question to find Its answer in the breasts of his au
dience, he now passes to hi3 personal history. 9-15.
S*e on ch. 9. 1, dx.. and cf. cb. 22. 4, Ac. 16-18. But rise,
frc. Here the apostle appears to condense into one
statment various sayings of his Lord to him in visions
at different times, in order to present at one view the
grandeur of the commission with which his Master had
clothed him. [Au"oiii».J a minister . . . both of these
thicgi which thou hast seen [putting him on a footing
with those " eye-witnesses and ministers of the word "
mentioned Luke, 1. 2; and cf those in which I will appear
to thee—referring to visions he was thereafter to be
favoured with; such as ch. 18. 9, 10; 22. 17-21; 23. 11 ; 2
Corinthians, 12. Arc. (Galatiaiis, 1. 12). delivering thee
from tUe people the Jews) and from the Gentiles. He
was all along the object of Jewish malignity, and was
at that moment in the hands of the Gentiles: yet he
calmly reposes on his Master's assurances of deliver
ance from both, at the same time taking all precautions
for safeiy and vindicating all his legal rights, unto
whom now I i£nd thee. The emphatic "1" here denotes
the authority of the Sender. IUenoel.] To oren their
eyes, [and] to turn them from darkness to light—rather.
'that they may turn' (as in r. 20.) i.e., as the effect of
their eyes being opened. The whole passage leans upon
Isaiah, 61. 1 Luke, I. lS.i. and from the power of Satan.
Note the connexion here between being " turned from
darkness' and "from the power of Satan," whose whole
power over men lies in keeping them in the dark:
Hence he is called *' the ruler of the darkness of this
world.1* See on 2 Corinthians, 4. 4. that they may re
tain nrfrivsnes* . . . and inheritance among the sanctified
by faith that is in me. Note: Faith is here made
U# instrument of salvation at ouce in its first stage,
tat
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before Agrippa.
forgiveness, and its last, admission to the home of ftV
sanctified; and the faith which introduces the soul to
all this is emphatically declared by the glorified Re
deemer tared upon Himself— "faith, even that
which is in Me." And who that believes this can
refrain from .'casting his crown before Him or resist
offering Him supreme worship? 19-21. Whereupon, 0
king Agrippa, I was not disobedient unto the heavenly
vision. This musical and elevated strain, which carries
the reader alonij with it, and doubtless did the hearers,
bespeaks the lofty region of thought and feeling to
which the apostle had risen while rehearsing his
Master's communications to him from heaven, showed
to them cf Damascus and at Jerusalem—omitting Arabia;
because, beginning with the Jews, hisobject was to men
tion first the places where his former hatred of the name
of Christ was best known: the mention of the Gentiles,
so unpalatable to his audience, is reserved to the last,
repent and turn to God, and do works meet for repentance—
a brief description of conversion and its proper fruits,
suggested, probably, by the Baptist's teaching, Luke,
3. 7, 8. 22. 23. having obtained help {'succour") from G. d
{'that [which comethj from God,1} I continue (' stand.'
'hold my ground') unto this day, witr-essing, &c: q.d.
This life of mine, so marvellously preserved, in spite
of all the plotsagainst it. Is upheld for the Gospel's sake;
therefore I "witnessed," *c. that Christ should suffer,
■fee. The construction of this sentence Implies that in
regard to the question * whether the Messiah is a suffer
ing one and whether, rising first from the dead, he
should show light to the (Jewish; people and to the
Gentiles,' he had only said what the prophets and Moses
said should come. 24. Fwtus said with a loud voicesurprised and bewildered. Paul, thou art beside thyB»lf, much learning doth make thee mad— q.d. is turning
thy head. The union of flowing Greek, deep acquaint
ance with the sacred writings of his nation, reference to
a resurrection and other doctrines to a Roman utterly
unintelligible, and above all, lofty religious earnestness,
bo strange to the cultivated, cold hearted sceptics of
that day—may account for this sudden exclamation.
25, 26. 1 am not mad, most noble Festus, but. Arc. Can any
thing surpass this reply, for readiness, self-possession,
calm dignityl Every word of it refuted the rude charge.
though Festus. probably, did not intend to hurt the
prisoner's feelings, the king knoweth, &c. Bee on r.
I-?. 27-29. bellevest thou the prophets? I knew that thou
believest. The courage and confidence here shewn pro
ceeded from a vivid persuasion of Agrippa's know
ledge of the fad* and faith in the predictions which
they verified; and the king's reply is the highest testi
mony to the correctness of these presumptionsand the
in mense power of such bold yet courteous appeals
to conscience. Almost or 'In a little time') thou persuadest ice to be aCMistian. Most modern Interpreters
think the ordinary translation inadmissible, and take
the meaning to be, "Thou thinkest to make me with
little persuasion or small trouble.) a Christian—but 1
am not to be so easily turned.' But the apostle's reply
can scarcely suit any but the sense given in our author
ized version, which is that adopted by Ciirvsostom
and some of the best scholars since. The objection
on which so much stress is laid, that the word "Chris
tian" was at that time only a term of contempt, has
no force except on the other side; for taking it in that
view, the sense is, 'Thou wilt sonn have mo one of
that despised sect.' I wonld to God, Arc. What un
equalled magnanimity does this speech breathe! Only
his Master ever towered above this, not only. . .almost
. . . but altcgetlier—or, ' whether soon or late,' or ' with
little or much difficulty.' except these bonds—doubt
less holding up his two chained hands (see on ch. I?.
6; ; which in closing such a noble utterance must have
had an electrical effect. 30-32. when he had thus spoken ,
the king rose—not over-easy, we may be sure. This man
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might have been let it liberty if he had not appealed to Acuity V were come over against Cnidua—a town on the)
Cesar. It would tteem from this that such appeals, once promontory of the peninsula of that name, having the
made, behoved to be carried oat.
island of Coos (see on ch. 21. 1] to the West of it. But
CHAPTER XXV1L
for the contrary wind they might have made the dis
Ver. 1-44, Th» votaux to Italy—Th« khtp- tance from Myra (130 miles) in one day. They would
WRKCK AND Un UNWKO AT MALTA. 1. we should naturally have put in at Cuidus, whose larger harbour
•ad, 4c The "toe" here re-introduces the Historian was admirable, but the strong westerly current induced
as one of the company. i\ c it that he had left the apostle them to run .-with, under (the lee of Crate (see on
from the time when he last included himself—ch. 21. Titus, 1. 6). over against Salmons — the cape at the
15—but the apostle was parted from him by his arrest eastern extremity of the island. 8. and hardly passing it
and imprisonment, until now, when they met in the — 'with difficulty coasting along it;' from the same
ship, delivered Paul and certain other prisoners—state- cause as before, the westerly current and headwinds,
prisoners going to be tried at Rome ; of which several cams to ... the Fair Havens — an anchorage near the
instances are on record. Julius—who treats the apostle centre of the South coast, and a little East of Cape
throughout with such marked courtesy {v. 3, 43; ch. 2s. Manila, the southernmost point of the island, uigb.
le., that it has been thought [Bekokl] he was present whereuuto was the city liases — identified, but quite re
when Paul made his defence before Agrtppa (see ch. 26. cently, by the Xev. George Jirown iSaum's Voyuvaanei
23), and was impressed with his lofty bearing, aeen- Shipwreck of St. Paul, App. iii., 2nd Ed., 1868. To thia
turion of Augustus' band — the Augustan cohort, an invaluable book all recent commentators on this
honorary title given to more than one legion of the chapter, and these notes, are mostly indebted.) 9, lO.
lioiuan army, implying, lerhaps, that they acted as a when much time was s^ent—since leaving Cesarea. But
body-guard to the emperor or procurator, as occasion for unforeseen delays they might have reached the
required. 2. a ship of (belonging toi Adramytlnim—a Italian coast before tne stormy season, and sailing (the
port on the North East coast of the Egean Sea. navigation oi the open sea was now dangerous, becuse
Doubtless the centurion expected to And another ship, the last was now. . . past—thatof the Day of Atonement,
bound for Italy, at some of the ports of Asia Minor, answering to the end of September, and beginning uT
without having to go with this ship all the way to Adra- October, about which time the navigation is pronounced
myttium; and in this he was not disappointed. See on unsafe by writers of authority, Since all hope ol com
r. 6. meaiuug to sail by the coasts ('places') of Asia—a pleting the voyage during that season was abandoned,
coasting vessel, which was to touch at the ports of pro the question next was, whether they should winter at
consular Asia, lone] ArUtarchus, a Macedonian of Thes- Pair Havens, or move to Port i'henice, a harbouraboiit
salonica, being with us—rather, 'Aristarchus the Mace lorty miles to the westward. St. Paul assisted at the
donian,' Ac. The word "one" should not have been consultation and strongly urged them to winter where
introduced here by our translators, as if this name they were. Sirs, 1 perceive, that tins voya ge wiu be with
had not occurred before; for we find him seized by the hurt and much damage, &c.—not by any divine com
Epheslan mobas a "man of Macedonia and Paul's com munication, but simply in the exercise of a good judg
panion in travel." ch. 19. 29, and as a "Thusalonican ' ment aided by some experience. The event justified
accompanying the apostle from Ephesus on his voyage his decision. 11. Nevertheless the centurion believed the
back to Palestine, ch. 20. 4. Here both these places master and owner . . . more than Paul. He would natu
are mentioned in connexion with his name. After rally think th em best able to judge ; and there was m uch
this we find him at Koine with the apostle, Colosaiana. to say for their opinion, as the Bay at Fair Havens,
4. 10; Philemon, 24. 3. next day touched at Sidon. To being open to nearly one-half of the compass, could
reach this ancient and celebrated Mediterranean port, not be a good winter harbour. Pmiuce CFhenix."
about seventy miles North from Cesarea, in one day, now called Lutroi which lielh toward the south-wist and
they must have had a fair wind. Julius courteously see north-west. H this mean that it was open to the West,
on v. 1 gave him liberty to go to his friends-no doubt it would certainly not be good anchorage. It la
disciples, gained, it would seem, by degrees, all along thought, therefore, to mean that a uind Jnm that
the Phenician coast since the first preaching there isee quarter would lead into it, or that it lay in an eosfe-rtw
on ch. li. 18; and 21. 4). to refresh himself—which after uirection from such a wind. IsmitilJ The next verse
Ids long confinement would not be unnecessary. Such steins to confirm this. 13. when the south wind blew
Muall personal details are in this case extremely in soltiy, supposing they had attained their purpose. With
teresting, i. when we bad launched f set aail'j from such a wind they had every prospect oi reaching their
thence, we sailed under Cyprus, because the winds wen destination in a few hours. 14. 16. a tempestuous ftycontrary. The wind blowing from the westward, pro phontc) wind—i.e., like a typlum or tomado, causing a
bably with a touch of the North, which was adverse whirling of the clouds, owing to the meeting ol op
they Bailed under me lee oi Cyprus, keeping it on their posite currents ol air. called Euroclydon. The true
Ufl. and steering between it and the mainland of reading appears to be i'uro-aonito.orEast North tust,
Pbenicla. 5. whenwehad sailed over the sea ofCuicia and which answers all the effects here ascribed to it. c-mid
Fampliylia - coasts with which Paul had been long not bear up into lor 'face') the wind, we let her driit—
familiar, the one. iierhaps, from boyhood, the other before the gale. 18. 17. under (the lee of> a certain
Irora the time of his first missionary tour, wecame to ('small') island . . . Clauda-South West of Crete, now
Myra, a city of Lycia-a port a little East of PaUira (see called liomo; about twenty -three mUes to leeward, wo
on ch. 21. 1). 8. there . . . found a ship of Alexandria, soil had much work to ooine by (i.e., to hoist up and secure;
ing into Italy, and he put us therein. (See on v. 2.) As the boat—now become necessary. But why was this
Egypt was the granary of Italy, and this vessel was difficult? Independently of the gale, raging at the
laden with wheat (e. 36), we need not wonder it was time, the boat had been towed between twenty and
large enough to carry 270 souls, passengers and crew thirty miles after the gale sprung up, and could scarcely
together |e. 37). Besides, the Egyptian merchantmen fail to be filled with water. [Sums.J unoeigirding the
among the largest in the Mediterranean, were equal to sjip—i.r., passing four or five turns of a cable laid rone
the largest merchantmen in our day. It may seem
the huU or frame of the ahlp, to enable her to
strange that on their passage from Alexandria to Italy round
resist the violence of the seas, an operation rarely re
they should be found at a Lycian port. But even still sorted to in modern seamanship, fearing lesttheys.iouid
it is not unusual to stand to the N. towards Asia
into the quicksands-' be cast ashore'or 'etranded
Minor, lor the sake of the current. 7. sailei slowly many fall
days lowing to contrary winds), and scaice ('with dif upon the Syrtis ,' the Sorfu Mayor, agulf on the African
coast, South Meat ol Crete, the dread of mariueri.
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owing to its dangerous shoals, they strike struck) nil cullar sound of the breakers) that they drew near some
This cmnnot be the meaning, for to strike sail would country (* that some land was approaching them ') . This
ks*e driven them directly towards the Syrtis. The nautical language gives a graphic character to the nar
■Mining most be, ' lowered the gear' appurtenances of rative, they cast four anchors out of the stern. The
every kind); here, perhaps referring to the lowering of ordinary way was to cast the anchor, as now, from the
the he*vy mainyard with the sail attached to it. bow: but ancient ships ; built with both ends alike, were
Smith.] 18-20. cast out with cur own hands (passengers fitted with hawse-holes ha the stem, so that in case of
aad crew together the tackling of the ship—whatever need they could anchor either way. And when the
they conld do without, that carried weight. This fear was, as here, that they might fall on the rocks to
further effort to lighten the ship seems to show that it leeivard, and the Intention was to run the ship ashore
vu now in a leaking condition, as will presently appear as soon as daylight enabled them to fix upon a safe
•ore evident, neither sun nor stars appeared mai-y spot, the very best thing they could do was to anchor
>everal'.' days—probably most of the fourteen days by the stern. [Smith.] In stormy weather two anchors
sK&ticmed v. 27. This continued thickness ofthe atmos were used, and we have instances of four being employ
phere prevented their making the necessary observa ed, as here, and wished ('anxiously' or 'devoutly wished')
tions of the heavenly bodies by day or by night ; so for day—the remark this of one present, and with all his
that they conld not tell where they were, all hope that shipmates alive to the horrors of their condition. ' The
nihculd be laved was taken away. 'Their exertions ship might go down at her anchors, or the coast to lee
to subdue the leak had been unavailing: they could not ward might be iron-bound, affording no beach on which
tell which way to make lor the nearest land. In order they could land with safety. Hence their anxious long
to run their shipashore, the only resource for a sinking ing for day, and the ungenerous but natural attempt,
snip: but unless they did make the land, they must not peculiar to ancient times, of the seamen to save
founder at sea. Their apprehensions, therefore, were their own lives by taking to the boat. ' [»i mt . J 30.
not so much caused by the fury of the tempest, as by As the shipmen were about to flee oat of the ship (under
the state of the ship.' [Smith.] From the inferiority cover of night) when they had let down the boat ... as
of ancient to modern naval architecture, leaks were though they would . . . cast anchors out of the foreship
sprung much more easily, and the means of repairing ('bow')—rather, 'carry out* anchors, to hold the ship
them were fewer than now. Hence the far greater fore as well as aft. ' Ibis could have been of no advan
cumber of shipwrecks from this cause. 21-20. But tage in the circumstances, and as the pretext could not
after lane; abstinence. See on v. S3. "The hardships deceive a seaman, we must infer that the officers of the
which the crew endured during a gale of such continu ship were parties to the unworthy attempt, which was
ance, and their exhaustion from labouring at the pumps perhaps detected by the nautical skill of St. Luke, and
and hunger may be imagined, but are not described.' communicated by him to St. Paul.' [Smith.] 31. Paul
{Surra.] Paul stood forth in the midst cf them, and said. said to the centurion and to the soldiers—the only parties
Sirs, ye should have hearkened to me, Ac —not meaning now to be trusted, and whose own safety was now at
to reflect on them for the past, but to claim their con stake, exceptye abide in the shipye cannot be saved. The
fidence for what be was now to say . . . there stood by soldiers and passengers could not be expected to pos
me this sight the angel of God (as eh. 16. 9, and 23. 111. sess the necessary seamanship in so very critical a case.
whose I am n Corinthians. 6. 19, so) and whom I serve The flight of the crew, therefore, might well be regard
in the sense of wwsAtp or religious consecration: see or ed as certain destruction to all who remained. In full
ch. 13. 2 . saying. Fear not, Paul; thou most be brought assurance ofultimate safety.in virtue vfa divink pledge,
before Cesar : and, lo. God hath given thee all .. . thatasil to all in the sliip, Paul speaks and acts throughout this
with thee. While the crew were tolling at the pumps, whole scene in the exercise of a sound judgment as to the
Paul was wrestling in prayer, not for himself only and indispensable human conditions of safety; and as there
the cause in which be was going a prisoner to Rome, is no trace of any feeling of inconsistency between these
but with true magnanimity of soul for all his shipmates ; two things in his mind, so even the centurion, under
and God heard him, "giving him" {remarkable ex whose orders the soldiers acted on Paul's views, seems
pression ' all that sailed with him. * When the cheer never to have felt perplexed by the twofold aspect,
less day came he gathered the sailors (and passengers) divine and human. In which the same thing presented
around him on the deck of the labouring vessel, and itself to the mind of Paul. Divine agency and human
raising his voire above the storm,' [Hows], reported the instrumentality are in all Ute events of life t/uitc as
dtvine communication he had received; adding with a much as here. The only difference is that the one is
noble simplicity, "for I believe God that it shall be even for the most part shrouded from view, while the other
as it was told me," and encouraging all on board to Is ever naked and open to the senses. 32. Then the
"be of good cheer" in the same confidence. What a soldiers cot off the ropes of the boat (already lowered;,
contrast to this is the speech of Cesar in similar circum and let her fall off—let the boat drift away. 33-37. while
stances to his pilot, bidding him keep up his spirit day was coming en — * until it should be day ; ' L«., in
because he carried Cesar and Cesar's Fortune. [Plu the interval between the cutting off of the boat and
tarch. ] The Roman general knew no better name for the approach of day, which all were "anxiously look
the Divine Providence by which he had been so often ing for " it>. £9). Paul—now looked up to by all the pas
preserved, than Cesar's .Fortune. [Humphry.} From sengers as the man to direct them, besought them all
the explicit particulars- that the ship would be lost, to take meat ('partake of a meal') saying, This is the
but not one that sailed in it, and that they " must be fourteenth day ye have tarried (' waited for a breathing
cast on a certain island"—one would conclude that a time ') . . . having eaten nothing [i.e., taken no regular
visional representation of a total wreck, a mass of meal). The impossibility of cooking, the occupation
human beinas struggling with the angry elements, and of all hands to keep down leakage, 4c., sufficiently ex
one and all of tho^e whose figure and countenance had plain this, which is indeed a common occurrence iu
daily met his eye on deck, standing on some unknown such cases. I pray yen to take some meat, for this is for
i-land shore. From what follows, it would seem that your health, for there shall not a hair fall from . . . any of
Paul from this time was regarded withadeferenceakln you. On this beautiful union of confidence in the divine
toawe. 37-29. when the fourteenth nightwascome .from pledge and care for the whole ship's health and safety
the time they left Fair Havens), is we were driven see on e. 31. when be had thus spoken he took bread (as
drifting' op aad down in Adria—the Adriatic, that sea suming the lead] and gave thanks to Qod in presence of
which lies between Greece, Italy, and Africa, about them all—an impressive act in such circumstances, and
midnight the shipmen deemed (no doubt from the pe- fitted to plant a testimony for the God he served in the
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breasts of all. when he had broken It. he begin to eat- sutnal axr which the whole narrative wears, agree*
not understood by the Christians in the ship as a love- singularly with all we know and have reason to believe
feast, or a celebration of the Lord's Supper, as some of "the beloved physician :" see on ch. 16. iu.
think, but a meal to recruit exhausted nature, which
CHAPTER XXVUX
Paul shows the in by his own example how a Christian
Ver. 1-31. The wintering at Malta akd not
liarfakes of. Then were they all of good cheer, and they able OCCURRENCE* THERE — PROSECUTION OF TUB
also took some meat — 'took food;' the Ant full meat voyaue to Italy as far as Puteoli, and uuur>since the commencement of the irale. Such courage in JOURNEY THENCE TO ROME — SUMMARY OT THE
desperate circumstances as Paul here showed is wonder apostle'slabours there roRTHErwo FOLLOWING
fully infectious. 38-40. when they bad eaten enougn, &c. years. 1. knew the island was called Helita. See on
With fresh strength after the meal, they make a third ch. 27. 39. The opinion that this island was not Malta
and last effort to lighten the ship, not only by pump to the south of Sicily, but Meleda iu the Gulf of Venice
ing, as before, but by throwing the whole cargo of wheat —which till lately had resi>ectable support among com
into the sea (see on v. 6,1. wUen it was day they knew petent judges—is now all but exploded ; recent examina
not the land. This has been thought surprising in sailors tion of all the places on the spot, and of all writings and
accustomed to that sea. But the scene of the wreck is principles bearing on the question, by gentlemen of the
remote from the great harbour, and possesses no mark* highest qualifications, particularly Mr. Smith (see on
ed features by which it could be recognised, even by a ch. 27. 41 , having set the question, it may now be
native If he came unexpectedly upon it [Smith 1. not aflirmed, at rest. 2. the barbarous people — so called
to speak of the rain pouring in torrents (ch. 28. 2> which merely as speaking neither the Greek nor the Latin
would throw a haze over the coastevenaflerday broke. language. They were originally Pheuiclan colonists.
Immediately on landing they knew where tbey were showed as no l.ttle ('no ordinary'} kindness, for they
(ch. 28. 1), discovered a creek with a shore. Every creek kindled a fire, and received us every one, because of theof course must have a shore ; but the meaning is, a present rain ("the rain that was on us'—not now firstprai-tiaibU shore, in a nautical sense, i.e., one with a falling, but then falling heavily} and because of the cold
smooth beach, in contradistinction to a rocky coast 'as —welcomed us all, drenched and shivering, to these
r. 41 shows.) ioto waica they were minded, if . . .possible, most seasonable marks of Iriendship. In this these
to throat the ship. This was their one chance of safety, " larbariaus" contrast favourably with many since,
taken up the anchors, they committed themselves to the sea. bearing the Christian name. The life-like style of the
The Marg. L* here evidently right, 'cut the anchors narrative here and in the following verses gives it a
taway) they left them in thesea.' loosed the rudder-binds. great charm. 2. when Paul had gathered a bundle cl
Ancient ships were steered by two large paddles, one sticks ('a quantity of dry sticks'). The vigorous activity
on each quarter. When ancnored by the steminagale, of Paul's character is observable in thiscoiuparatively
it would be neassary to lift them out of the water and trifling action. (Webster <fc Wilkinson.] and laid
secure them by lashings or rudder-bands, and to loose them on the fire, there came aviperoatof tue beat. Having
these when the ship was again got under way. [Smith.] laid itself up among the sticks on the approach of tb«r
haieed up the mainsail—rather, 'the fore-sail.' the best cold winter season, it had suddenly recovered from ite
possible sail that could tie set in the circumstances. torpor by the heat, and fastened [its fangs) on his hand.
How necessary must the crew have been to execute Vipers dart at their enemies sometimes several feet at
all these movements, and how obvious the foresight a bound. They have now disappeared from Malta, ow
which made their stay indispensable to the safety of all ing to the change which cultivation has produced. 4-6.
on tfoard see on o. 31J. 41. falling into a place where No doubt this man is a murderer his chains, which they
two seai met. Mr. SmMi thinks this refers to the would see, might strengthen the impression; whom . . .
channel, not more than 100 yards broad, which sepa vengeance suffereth not to live. They believed in «
rates the small island of Salmone from Malta, forming a Suprtiiu, Resistless, Avtrht/ing Eve andHand, however
communication between the sea inside the bay and that vague their notions otuiure it resided, shook off the
outside, the fore part stuck tast, and remained immove* beast and felt no 1 arm. bee Mark. 16. 18. they looked
aole. ' The rocks of Malta disintegrate Into extremely ('continued looking',1 when he should have swollen or
minute particles of sand and clay, which, when acted fallen down deid (familiar with the effects of such bites)
upon by the currents or surface agitation, form a de and saw no harm come to him. they changed tbair minds,
posit of tenacious clay: but, in still waters, where these and said ... he was a god—from "a murderer" to " a
causes do not act, mud is formed; but it is only in Cod," as the Lycaonian greeting of Paul and Silas from
creeks, where there are no currents, and at such a depth "sacrificing to them" to "stoning thein" ch. 14. 13, la;.
as to be umli.iturl>ed by the waves, that the mud occurs. What has not the Gospel done for the uncultivated
A ship, therefore, impelled by the force of a gale, into portion of the human family, while its effects on the
a creek, with such a bottom, would strike a bottom ot educated and refined, though very' different, are cot less
m ml, graduating into tenacious clay, into which the , marvellous. Verily it is God's chosen restorative for
fore-part would tlx Itself, and be held fast, while the ! the human spirit, in all the multitudinous forms and
litem was exposed to the force of the waves.' [Smith.] * gradations of its lapsed state. 7, 8. possessions of the
hinder part was broken. The eontinutd action denoted \ chief man (' the First man '; of the island. Me would
by the tense here is to be noted—* was fast breaking.' [ hardly be so styled in the Life-tune of his father, if his
going to pieces. 4244. the soldiers' counsel was to kill distinction was that of ilw family. But it is now as
tie prisoners, lest any . . . should eecape. Roman cruelty, certained that this was the proper official title of the
which made tins keepers answerable for their prisoners Maltese representative of the Roman Prelor of Sicily.
with their own lives, is here reflected in this cruel pro to whose province Malta belonged; two inscription*
posal, the centurion, Ac. Groat must have been the having been discovered in the island, one in Greek,
influence of Paul over the centurion's mind to produce the other in latin, containing the same woids which
such an effect. All followed the swimmers in commit Luke here employs, who received us (of Paul's company,
ting themselves to the deep, and according to the di but doubtless including the "courteous" Julius) and
vine pledge and Paul's confident assurance given them, lodged us three days courteously—till proper winter-lode*
every soul got safe to land — yet without miracle. ings could be obtained for them, the father of Public*
(While the graphic minuteness of this narrative of the lay sick of a fever—' fevers.' The word was often thus
shipwreck puts it beyond doubt that the narrator was used in the plural number, probably to express recur
himself on board, the gre.it number of nau^itvi/jArose*. ring attacks, and of a bloody flux—' of dysentery.' (The
whicuall crit.es lave noted, along with the uwrc/o iHidkul accuracy of our historian's style bu beta
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starred here.) to whom Piul entered in, and prayed, ' to strike their top-sail on landing. By this they were
thereby precluding the supposition that any charm easily recognised as they hove in sight by the crowd*
resided in himself and laid his hands on him, and healed that we find gathered on the shore on such occasions.
him Thus, as our Lord rewarded Peter for the use of [Hows.] 14, 15. Where we found brethren— not "the
his boat Luke, 6. 3, 4, <tc), so Paul richly repays brethren" (see on ch. 21. 4), from which one would con
PuUius for his hospitality. Observe the fulfilment clude they did not expect to find such. [Wkbsteb. <fc
acre of two thing* predicted in Mark, 16. 19, the " tak Wilkinson.) and were desired {'requested'; U tarry
ing up serpents," and "recovering of the sick by laying with them seven days. If this request came from
hands on them." this done, others . . . came and were Julius, it may have proceeded partly from a wish to
sealed— 'kept coming to [usj and getting healed.' i.e., receive instructions from Koine, and make arrange
daring our stay, not all at once. [Webster & Wilkin ments for his journey thither, partly from a wish to
son.) who also honoured as
and wuen we departed gratify Paul, as he seems studiously and increasingly to
they laded us, &c This was not taking hire (or the have done to the last. One can hardly doubt that be was
ndracies wrought among them 'Matthew, 10. 8), but such influenced by both considerations. However this may
grateful expressions of feeling, particularly in provid be, the apostle had thus an opportunity of spending a
ing what would minister to their comfort during the .Sabbath with the Christians of the place, all the more
voyage, aa showed the value they set upon the pres refreshing from his long privation in this respect, and
ence and labours of the apostle among3t them, and as a seasoning for the unknown future that lay before
such aa it would have hurt their feelings to refuse. him at the metropolis, so we went toward Borne. And
Whether any permanent effects of this three-months' from thence, when the brethren 'of Rome heard of us—
stay of the greatest of the apostles were left at Malta, by letter from Puteoli, and probably by the same con
we cannot certainly say. But though little dependence veyance which took J ulius'B announcement of his ar
» to be placed upon the tradition that Publius became rival, they came to meet ns as far as An ii Forum— a
Lisbop of Malta and afterwards of Athens we may well town forty-one miles from Rome, and the Three Taverns
bcueve the accredited tradition that the beginnings of —thirty miles from Rome. Thus they came to greet the
the Christian church at Malta sprang out of this me apostle in two parties, one stepping short at the nearer,
morable visit. 11. we departed in a ship oi Alexandria see the other going on to the more distant place, whom
on ch. 27. t>; which had wintered in the isle—no doubt when Paul saw, te thanked God—for such a welcome.
driven in by the same storm which had wrecked on How sensitive he was to such Christian affection all his
iti shores the apostle's vessel;—an incidental mark of Epistles show. (Romans, l. it; &c.) and took courage—
consistency in the narrative, whose sign — or figure his long-cherished purpose to "see Rome" (ch. 10. 21.)
head; the figure, carved or painted on the bow, which there to proclaim the unsearchable riches of Christ, and
gare name to the vessel. Such figure-heads were thedivine pledge that in this he should be gratified ch.
anciently aa common as now. was Castor and Pollux—the 23. 11). being now about to be auspiciously realized.
tutelar gods of mariners, to whom all their good for 16. when we came to Rome—the renowned capital of the
tune was ascribed, tit. Anthony is substituted for them ancient world, situated on the Tiber, the centurion
in the modern superstitions of Mediterranean (Roman delivered the prisoners to the captain of the guard — the
ist sailors. They carry his image in their boats and Pretorian Prefect, to whose custody, as commander of
ships. Ii is highly improbable that two ships of Alex the Pretorian guard, the highest military authority in
andria should have been casually found, of which the the city, were committed aU who were to come before
owners were able and willing to receive on board such the Emperor for trial. Ordinarily there were two such
a number of passengers ;ch. 27. C<. We may then Prefects ; but from a.i>. 61 to til', one distinguished
reasonably conceive that it was compulsory on the general—liun iw Ajramus, who had lieen .Nero's tutor
owners to convey soldiers and state-travellers. [ Wkb- —held that office ; and as our Historian speaks of " the
BTxa £ Wilkinson.) 12,13. landing at Syracuse—the captain," as if there were but one, it is thought that
ancient and celebrated capital of Sicily, on its eastern this fixes the apostle's arrival at Rome to be not later
coast, about eighty miles, or a day's sail, North from than the year 62. [ Wics.J But even though there had
Malta, we tarried there three days—probably from the been two when Paul arrived, he would be committed
state of the wind. Doubtless Paul would wish to go only to one of them, who would be "Vie captain" who
ashore, to findout and break ground amongst the Jews got charge of him. [At most, therefore, this can furnish
and proselytes whom such a mercantile centre would no more than confirmation to the chronological evid
attract to it; and if this was allowed at the outset of the ence otherwise obtained) bat Paul was suffered to dweil
voyage ch. 27. 3), much more readily would it be now by himself with a ('the') soldier that kept C guarded')
when" he had gained the reverence and confidence of all j him. (See on ch. 12. 6.) This privilege was allowed in
i with whom he came in contact. At any rate we the case of the better class of prisoners, not accused of
cannot wonder that he should be regarded by the Sici any flagrant offence, on finding security— which in
lians as the tounder of the church of that island, from Paul's case would not be difficult among the Christians.
thanes we latched a compass—i.e., proceeded drcmtously, The extension of this privilege to the apostle may have
or taekeH, working to windward probably, and availing been due to the terms in which Festus wrote about
themselves of the sinuosities of the coast, the wind not him ; but far more probably it was owing to the hi J i
being favourable. [Smith.] What follows confirms terms in which Julius spoke of him, and his express
this, and cams to Rhegiom—now Reggio, a seaport on intercession in his behalf. It was overruled, however,
the South West point of the Italian coast, opposite for giving the fullest scope to the labours of the apostle
the North East point of Sicily, and at the entrance of compatible with confinement at all. As the soldiers
the narrow straits of Messina, after one day the south who kept him were relieved periodically, he would thus
wind blew — ' a ttouth wind having sprung up ;' being make the personal acquaintance of a great number of
now favoured with a fair wind, for want of which they the Pretorian guard; and if he had to appear before the
had been obliged first to stay three days at Syracuse, Prefect from time to time, the truth might thus pene*
and then to tack and put In for a day at Rhegium. the trate to those who surrounded the emperor, as we learn,
taut day to Puteoli—now Pozzuoii, situated on the north from PhiliPpians,'].13.13. that it did. 17-30. Paul called
ern part of the magnificent bay of Naples, about 180 the chief of the Jews together. Though banished from
mile* North of Rhegium, a distance which they might the capital by Claudius, the Jews enjoyed the full
make, running before their "south wind." in about benefit of the toleration which distinguished the first
twenty -six boors. The Alexandrian corn-ships enjoyed period of Nero's reign, and were at this time in con
a privilege peculiar to themselves, of not being cbUgcd siderable numbers, wealth, and influence settled as
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Rome. We have seen that long before this a flourishing discussion being felt by both parties to be exhausted.
Christian Church existed at Rome, to which Paul I after Paul had spoken one word — one solemn parting
wrote his Epistle see on ch. 20. 3,, and the first mem testimony, from those Scriptures regarded by both
bers of which were probably Jewish converts and pro i alike as " the Holy Ghost speaking" to Israel. Hearing
selytes. [See Introduction to Epistle to Romans.) yet j ye shall hear, &c. See on Matthew, 13. 13-16; and John,
was I delivered prisoner from Jerusalem into the hands of . 12. 33-40. With what pain would this stern saying be
the Romans [the Roman authorities, Felix and Festus) wrung from him whose "heart's desire and prayer to
... I was constrained to appeal . . . not that I had aught God for Israel was that they might be saved," and who
to accuse my nation of—q.d. lara here not as their accuser j "hadgreatheaviness and continual sorrow in his heart*
but as my own defender, and this not of choice but ' on their account! .Romans, 10. 1; 0. 2.) the salvation of
necessity. His object, in alluding thus gently to the God is sent to the Gentiles, and they will hear. Seeonch.
treatment he had received from the Jews, was plainly 13. 44-48. ' This "departure to the Gentiles" he bad
to avoid whatever might irritate his visitors at the Intimated to the perverse Jews at Antioeh ch. is. 46 ,
first; especially as he was not aware whether any or , and at Corinth (ch. 18. 6}; now at Rome:—thus in Asia,
what information against him had reached their com Greece, and Italy.' [Bengel. 1 the Jews departed, and
munity. For this cause . . . have I called for you, . . . \ had great ('much'/ reasoning among themselves. 'This
because ... for the hops of Israel 'nee on ch. So. 6, 7) I j verse is wanting in many MSS. Land omitted by several
am bound with this chain—q.d. * This cause is not so I recent editorsj, but certainly without reason. Pro
much mine as yours ; it ts the nation's cause: all that bably the words were regarded as superfluous, as they
t? dear to the heart and hope of Israel is bound up seem to tell us what we were told before, that Paul
with this case of mine.' From the touching allusions "departed" {see v. 23). But in v. 2ft it is the breaking
which the apostle makes to hid chains, before Agrtppa off of the discourse that is meant, here the final de
first, and here before the leading members of the Jew parture from the house.' [PtJiiiAUSE>\] 30. in his own
ish community at Rome, at his first interview with hired house {see on r.23), yet still in custody, for he only
them, one would gather that his great soul felt keenly " received all that came to him;* and it is not said
his being in such a condition; and it is to this keenness that he went to the synagogue or anywhere else, with
of feeling, under the control of Christian principle, that all confidence, no man forbidding him — enjoying. In the
we owe the noble use which he made of it In these two uninterrupted exercise of his ministry, all the liberty
cases. 21, 33. We neither received letters out of Jades of a guarded man.
concerning thee, &c. We need not suppose (withTHoluck and others] that there was any dishonest con
Thus closes this most precious monument of the be
cealment here. The distinction made between himself, ginnings of the Christian Church, in its march from
against whom they liad heard notldng, and, his "sect," East to West, among the Jews first, whose centre was
as "every where spoken against," is a presumption in Jerusalem; next among the Gentiles, with Antioeh for
favour of their sincerity; and there is ground to think its head-quarters; finally, its banner is seen waving
that as the case took an unexpected turn by Paul's ap over imperial Rome, foretokening its universal tri
pealing to Cesar, so no information on the subject would umphs. That distinguished apostle whose conversion,
travel from Jerusalem to Rome in advance of the labours, and Bufferings for "the faith which once he
a|K»tle hiinnelf. we desire [' deem it proper *i to hear of destroyed" occupy more than half of this History, it
thee what thou thinkest—what are thy Bentiments, views, leaves a prisoner, unheard, so far as appears, for two
Ac. The apparent freedom from prejudice here ex years. His accusers,whoso presence was indispensable,
pressed may have arisen from a prudent desire to would have to await the return of spring before starting
avoid endangering a repetition of those dissensions for the capital, and might not reach it for many months ;
about Christianity to which, probably, Suetonius al nor, even when there, would they be so sanguine of
ludes, and which had led to the expulsion of the Jews success—after Felix, Festus, and Agrippa had all pro
under Claudius. fHuMPHRY.j See on ch. 18. 2. 33, nounced him innocent—as to be Impatient of delay.
24, there came many (' considerable numbers': into his And if witnesses were required to prove the charge ad
lodging. The word denotes one's place of stay as a vanced by Tertullus, that he was "a mover of sedition
guest Philemon, 22), not "his own hired house," men among all the Jews throughout the Roman; world " (ch.
tioned v. 30. Home Christian friend—possibly Aquila 21. [>>. they must have seen that unless considerable
and Priscilla, who had returned to Rome Romans, 16. time were allowed them the case would certainly break
3j—would be glad to receive him, though he would down. If to this be added the capricious delays which
soon find himself more at liberty in a house of his own. the emperor himself might interpose, and the practice
to wnom he txpounded and testified the kingdom of God— of Nero to hear but one charge at a time, it will not seem
opening up the great spiritual principles of that king strange that the Historian should have no proceedings
dom In opposition to the contracted and secular views in the case to record for two years. Begun, probably,
of it entertained by the Jews, persuading them concern- be tore the apostle's arrival, its progress at Rome under
lug Jesus—as the ordained and predicted Head of that his own eye would furnish exalted employment, and
kingdom, out of the law and the prophets—drawing his beguile many a tedious hour of his two years' imprbx nmaterials and arguments from a source mutually ac ment. Had the case come on for hearing during this
knowledged, from morning till evening. *Who would period, much more if it had been disposed of, it is
not wish to have been present?' exclaims Bengel; but hardly conceivable that the History should have closed
virtually we art present while listening to those Epistles as it does. But if, at the end of this period, the
which he dictated from his prison at Home, and to his Narrative only wanted the decision of the case, while
other Epistolary expositions of Christian truth against hope deferred was making the heart sick Proverbs, 11
the Jews, and some believed . . . some not. What sim 12), and if, under the guidance of that spirit whose seal
plicity and candour are in this record of a result re was on it all, it seemed of wore consequence to put
peated from axe to age where the Gospel Is presented , the Church at once in possession of this History than
to a promiscuous assemblage of sincere and earnest j to keep it back indefinitely for the sake of what might
enquirers after truth, frivolous worldlings, and pre come to be otherwise known, we cannot wonder that
judiced bigots 1 36-39. when they the Jews; agreed not it should be wound up as it is in its two concluding
among themselves—the discussion having passed into ; verses. All that we know of the apostle's proceeding
one between the two parties into which the visitors and history beyond this must be gathered from the
were now divided, respecting the arguments and con- tipixtks of the Imprisonment—£phesians,PhilippiaD«.
elusion* of the apostle, they dsparted-tiie materials of Colosfiiiins, and Phi lemon—written during this perivd.
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sari Ote Pastoral Epistles—\o Timothy and Titus which, has never been doubted. But that the appeal which
in oar judgment, are of subsequent date. From the brought him to Rome issued in his liberation, that he
former class of Epistles we learn the following par was at large for some years thereafter and took some
ticulars: :l; That the trjinc restraint laid upon the wide missionary circuits, and, that he was again ar
ipoetle's labours by bis imprisonment had only turned rested, carried to Rome, and then executed — was the
hja influence into a new channel; the Gospel having In undisputed belief of the early Church, as expressed by
consequence penetrated even Into the palace, and per- Cttrysostom, Jerome,and Euscbius, in the fourth century,
rsded. the city, while the preachers of Christ were em up to Clement of Rome, the "fellow-labourer" of the
boldened; and though the Judaizing portion of them, apostle himself (Philippians, 4. 3. , In the first century.
observing bis success among the Gentiles, had been The strongest possible confirmation of this is found in
led to Inculcate with fresh seal their own narrower the Pastoral Epistles which bear marks throughout of
Gospel, even this had done much good by extending a more advanced state of the Church, and more matured
ta« truth common to both (See on Philippians, 1. 12-16; forms of error, than can well have existed at any period
4, 22 : t» That as in addition to all his other labours, before the appeal which brought the apostle to Rome;
"the care of all the churches pressed upon him from which refer to movements of himself and Timothy, that
day today" i20orintliians, 11. 28 , so with these churches cannot without some straining las we think be made
he kept up an active correspondence by means of letters to fit into any prior period; and which are couched in a
mtd messages, and on such errands he wanted not manifestly riper style than any of his other Epistles.
faithful and beloved brethren enough, ready to be em {See Introduction to Timothy, and Titus, and Notes.)
ployed — Lvke; Timotheus; Tychicus; (John) Mark; All this has been called In question by modern critics
Demos; Aristarchus; Epaphras; (hummus; Jems, called of great research and acuteness iPetavixu, Lardner, De
Vastus; and, for a short time, Epaphrodxtus (See on Wette, Wieseter, Davidson, Ac.). But those who main
Colossians. 4. 7,9-12, 14; Philemon, 23, 24; and Introduc tain the ancient view are of equal authority and more
tion to Ephesians, Philippians, and Philemon.) That numerous, while the weight of argument appears to us
the apostle suffered martyrdom under Nero at Rome to be decidedly on their side.
CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF THE PRINCIPAL EVENTS CONNECTED WITH THE LIFE OF
THE APOSTLE PAUL.
Certainty in these dates is not to be bad, the notes of time in the Acts being few and vague. It is only
by connecting those events of secular history which it records, and the dates of which are otherwise tolerably
known to us—such as the famine under Claudius Cesar ich, 1 1. 28., the expulsion of the Jews from Rome by the
sane emperor ten, 19. 2, and theentranceofPorcius Festus upon his procuratorsbip (ch. 84. 27)—with the intervals
specified between some occurrences in the apostle's life and others (Buch as eh. 80. 31; 24. 27;28. 30; and Galatians,
l., and 3J. that we can thread our way through the difficulties that surround the chronology of the apostle's
life, and approximate to certainty. Immense research has been brought to bear upon the subject, but. as
might be expected, the learned are greatly divided. Every year has been fixed upon as the probable date of
the apostle's conversion, from a.d. 31 {Benael) to a.d. 42 [Eusebius). But the weight of authority lain favour of
dates ranging between 36 and 40, a difference of not more than five years; and the largest number of authorities
is In favour of the year 37 or 38. Taking the former of these, to which opinion largely inclines, the following Table
will be useful to the student of apostolic History:—
A-I>. 37.
...
Paul'b Conversion.
Acts, 9. 1.
"40
First Visit to Jerusalem,
" 0. 26; Ga. 1. 18.
First residence at Antloch,
42-44,
" 11.26-30.
Second Visit to Jerusalem,
44,
" 11. 30; 12. 25.
First Missionary Journey,
43-47.
" 13. 2; 14. 28.
Second residence at Antloch,
47-5L
" 14.28.
Third Visit to Jerusalem,
" 15. 2-30; Ga, 2. 1-10.
(on which see Notes.)
Second Missionary Journey,
" 15. 30, 40; 18. 22.
61. 63, OT 54,
Fourth Visit to Jerusalem,
.
.
.
" 18. 21. 22,
63 OT 64,
Third residence at Antioch,
.
.
" 18.22,23.
Third Missionary Journey,
,
.
" 18. 23; «, 15.
M 21.15; 23. 35.
f Fifth Visit to Jerusalem,
\
68. .
\ Arrest and Imprisonment at Ceseara,)
M 27.1:28.10.
aoiAut.l— \
Voyage to and Arrival in Rome,
61 ^Spring1,)
Release from Imprisonment,
" 28.30.
At Crete, Colosse, Macedonia, Corinth, Nico1 & 2 Tim. and Tit.
polis, Dalmatia, Troas,
" 63-03. or 66, or
possibly so Inteas
Martyrdom at Rome,
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THE EPISTLE OF PAUL THE APOSTLE TO THE

ROMANS.
INTRODUCTION.
THE GENUINENESS of the Epistle to the Romans has never been questioned. It has the nnbroken testimony of
all antiquity, up to Clement, the apostle's " fellow-labourer In the goapel. whose name was in tbe book of life " ( Phitipplans, 4. 8), and who quotes from it in his undoubted Epistle to the Corinthians, written before the close of the first century.
The moat searching investigations of modern criticism have left it untouched.
WHEN and W II ERE this epistle wss written, we have tbe means of determining with great precision, from the epistle
Itself compared with tbe Acts of the Apostles. Up to the date of it the apostle had never been at Rome (ch. 1. 11, 13, 15}.
He was then on the eve of visiting Jerusalem with a pecuniary contribution for its Christian poor from the churches of
Macedonia and Achaia, after which his purpose was to pay a visit to Rome on his way to Spain (oh. 15. 33-381. Now this
contribution we know that he carried with him from Corinth, at the olose of his third visit to that city, which lasted throe
months (Acts, SO, J. 3; 14. 17). On this occasion there accompanied him from Corinth certain persons whose names are
given by the historian of tbe Acts (Acts, to. 4), and four of these are expressly mentioned in our epistle as being with th*
apostle when he wrote it—Timotheus, Sosipater, Gaius, and Erastus (ch. 16. 31, S3). Of these four, the third. Gains, was
an inhabitant of Corinth (1 Corinthians, 1. 14), and the fourth, Erastus, was • chamberlain of lh* city ' (ch. 18. S3), which can
hardly he supposed to be other than Corinth. Finally, Phebe, the bearer, as appears, of this epistle, was a deaconess of
the Church at Cenohrese, the eastern port of Corinth (ch. 16. 1). Putting these facta together, it is impossible to resist the
conviction, in wbtch all critics agree, that Corinth was tbe place from which the epistle was written, and that it was
despatched about the close of the visit above mentioned, probably in the early spring of the year SS.
The FOUNDER of this celebrated church is unknown. That it owed its origin to the apostle Peter and that he was
Its first bishop, though an ancient tradition and taught in the Cburch of Home as a fact not to be doubted, is refuted by
the clearest evidence, and is given up even by candid Romanists. On that supposition, how are we to account for m
Important a circumstance being passed by in silence by the historian of the Acts, not only in the narrative of Peter's
labours, but In that of Paul's approach to the metropolis, of tbe deputations of Roman "brethren" that came as far u
Appii Forum and the Three Taverns to meet him, and of his two years' labours there T And how, consistently with his
declared principle—not to build on another man's foundation (ch. 15 Su>—could be express his anxious desire to come to
them that be might hare some fruit among them also, even as among other Gentiles (oh. 1. 13). If all the while he knew
that they had tbe apostle of the circumcision for their spiritual father ? And how, if so, is there no salutation to Peter,
among the many In this epistle—or, if it may be thought that be was known to be elsewhere at that particular time—how
does there occur in all the epistles which our apostle afterwards wrote from Rome not one allusion to such an origin of tUe
Roman Church ? The same considerations would seem to prove that this church owed its origin to no prominent Christian
labourer; and this brings us to the much litigated question,
For WHAT CLASS or Christians was this epistle principally designed—Jewish or Gentile ? That a large number of
Jews and Jewish proselytes resided at this time at Rome is known to all who are familiar with the classical and Jewish
writers of that and the immediately subsequent periods; and that those of them who were at Jerusalem on the day of
Pentecost (Acts, 1 10), and formed probably part of the three thousand converts of that day, would on their return to
Rome carry the glad tidings with them, there can be no doubt Nor are indications wanting that Borne of those embraced
in the salutations of this epistle were Christians already of long standing, if not among the earliest converts to the Christian
faith. Others of them who bad made the apostle's acquaintance elsewhere, and who, If not indebted to him for their first
knowledge of Christ, probably owed much to his ministrations, seem to have charged themselves with tbe duty of cherishing
and consolidating the work of the Lord in the capital And thus it is not improbable that up to the time of the apostle's
arrival the Christian community at Rome bad been dependent upon subordinate agency for the increase of its nambera
aided by occasional visits of stated preachers from the provinces ; and perhaps it may be gathered from the salutations
of the last chapter that it was up to that time in a less organised, though far from less flourishing state, than some other
churches to whom tbe apostle had already addressed epistles. Certain it is that the apostle writes to them expressly as a
Gentile church (ch. 1. 18 15; 15. 16, 10); and though it is plain that there were Jewish Christians among them. and the whole
argument presupposes an intimate acquaintance on the part of his readers with the leading principles of the Old Testament,
this will be sufficiently explained by supposing that the bulk of them, having before they knew the Lord been Gentile pro
selytes to the Jewish faith, had entered tbe pale of the Christian Church through the gate of the ancient economy.
It remains only to speak briefly of the PLAN and CHARACTER of this epistle. Of all tbe undoubted epistles of
out apostle this fa the moat elaborate, and at the same time the most glowing. It has just as much in common with a theo
logical treatise as is consistent with tbe freedom and warmth of a real letter. Referring to the headings which we hare
prefixed to its successive sections, as best exhibiting the progress of the argument and the connection of its points, we here
merely note that its first great topic Is what may be termed the IcpoJ relation o/ man to God as a violator of His holy law,
whether as merely written on the heart* as in the case of the Heathen, or, as in the case of the Chosen People, as further
known by external revelation ; that it next treats of that legal relation as wholly reversed through believing connection
with the Lord Jesus Christ; and that its third and last great topic is the new life which accompanies this change of relation.
embracing at once a blessedness and a consecration to God which, nidimentally complete already, will open, in the future
world, into the bliss of immediate and stainless fellowship with God. The bearing of these wonderful truth- upon the con
dition and destiny of the Chosen People, to which the apostle next comes, though it seem but tbe practical application
of them to his kinsmen according to the flesh, 1b in some respects the deepest and most difficult part of the whole epistle,
carrying us directly to the eternal springs of Grace to tbe guilty in the sovereign love and Inscrutable purposes of God;
after which, however, we are brought back to the historical platform of the risible church, In the calling of the Gentiles,
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the preservation of a faithful IsraclHish remnant amidst the general unbelief and fall of the nation, and the ultimate
nemry of all Israel to constitute, with the Uentiles in the latter day, one Catholic Church of God upon earth. The
remainder of the epistle is devoted to sundry practical topic*, winding tip with salutations and outpouring! of heart
ii.yotfullj' suggestive.

CHAPTER L
Ver. l-U. Introduction. 1. Paul (see on Acts, 13.
f. a servant of Jeeu* Caris t—The word here rendered
"•errant" mean* 'bond-servant,' or one subject to the
rill and wholly at the disposal of another. In this
sense it is applied to the disciples of Christ at large
a Corinthians, 7. 21-23 , as in the Old Testament, to all
the people of God {Isaiah, 06. 14). But as. in addition
to this, the prophets and kings of Israel were officially
"the servants of the Lord" (Joshua, 1. l; Psalm 18.
title), the apostles call themselves. In the same official
sense, "the servants of Christ" {as here, and Phillppians, 1. 1 : James, 1. 1; 2 Peter, 1. 1; Jude, 1), expressing
sach absolute subjection and devotion to the Lord
Jesus as they would never have yielded to a mere
creature. (See on v. 7; and on John, s. 22, 23.) called
to be an apostle—when first he "saw the Lord;" the
indispensable qualification for apostleship. See on
Arts. 9. A; 22. 14; 1 Corinthians, 0. 1. separated unto the
^reaching of the gospel—neither so late as when " the
Holy Ghost said. Separate me Barnabas and Saul" (Acts,
11 % . nor so early as when ** separated from his mother's
womb" (see on Galatians, 1. 15). JJe was called at one
and the same time to the faith and the apostleship of
Christ (Acta, 26- 16-16). of God—i.e..the gospel of which
God is the glorious Author. So ch. 15. 16; 1 Thessalonians, X. 2, 8, 0; 1 Peter, 4. 17. 2. Which he had
promised afore . . . in the holy Scriptures—Though the
Boman Church was Gentile by nation (see on v. 13;,
yet as It consisted mostly of proselytes to the Jewish
faith (see Introduction to this Epistle) they are here
reminded that in embracing Christ they had not cast
cff, but only the more profoundly yielded themselves
to, Moses ai.d the prophets (Acts, 13. 32, 33;. 3, 4,
Concerning his Sou Jesus Christ our Lord— the grand
burden of this *" gospel of God." made of the seed of
D.Yid — as, according; to "the holy Scriptures," He
behoved to be. (See on Matthew, 1. 1.) according to
the flesh—*.«., in His human nature Jcf. ch. 0. 5, and
John, 1. U ; Implying, of course, that He had anoUicr
nature, of which the apostle immediately proceeds to
speak. And declared — lit., 'marked off,' 'defined,'
• determined,' te.% * shown,' or * proved.' to be the Son
of God—Observe how studiously the language changes
here. He " teat hade (says the apostle) of the seed of
David, according to the fleshf but He was not made.
He was only "declared lor proved) to be the Son of
God." 60 John, 1. 1, 14, "In the beginning was the
Word . . . and the Word tms made flesh;' and Isaiah,
ft. fl, "Unto us a Child is born, unto us a Son is
civev." Thus the Son ship of Christ Is in no proper
sense a born relationship to the Father, as some, other
wise sound divines, conceive of it. By His birth in
the fleih, that Sonship, which was essential and un
created, merely effloresced into palpable manifestation.
©ee on Luke. 1. 35; Acts, 13. 32. 33.) with power—This
may either be connected with "declared," and then the
meanin* wiU be ' powerfully declared' [ Luther, Beza,
LasoKL. FiUTZdCuic Alitord, &aj; or (as in our ver
sion, and as wo think rightly) with " the Ron of God,"
and then the sense is, 'declared to be the Son of God
in posh* salon of that " power" which belonged to Him
as the only-begotten of the Father, no longer shrouded
as in the days of his flesh, but "by His resurrection
from toe dead" gloriously displayed and henceforth
to be for ever exerted In this nature of ours.' [V ul-

mon expression must mean 'In His otlur nature,
which we have seen to be that "of the Son of God"—
an eternal, uncreated nature. Tlds is here styled the
"Spirit' as an impalpable and Immaterial nature
(John, 4. 24), and "the Spirit of holiness" probably in
absolute contrast with that " likeness of sinful flesh"
which He assumed. One is apt to wonder that If this
be the meaning, it was not expressed more simply.
But if the apostle hsd said * He was declared to be the
Son of God according to the Holy Spirit,' the reader
would have thought he meant lthc Holy Ghost;' and
it seems to have been just to avoid this misapprehen
sion that he used the rare expression, "the Spirit of
holiness." 6. By whom (as the ordained channel) we
have received grace (the whole "grace that bringeth
salvation") and apostlsship—for the publication of that
"grace," and the organisation of as many as receive
it into churches of visible disclplesbip. (We prefer
thus taking them as two distinct things, and not, with
some good interpreters, as one —' the grace of apostle
ship.') for obedience to the faith (rather, * for the obedi
ence of faith';—i.e.. In order to men's yielding them
selves to the belief of God's saving message, which is
the highest of all obedience, for his name—that He
might be glorified. 6. Among whom are ye also—i.e..
along with others; for the apostle ascribes nothing
special to the Church of Kome (of. 1 Corinthians, 14.
36). [Besoei..] the called (see on ch. 8. 30) of Christ
Jesus—i.e., either called *by Him' (John, 5, 26), or the
called ' belonging to Himf ' Christ's called ones.' Per
haps this latter sense is best supported, but one hardly
knows which to prefer. 7. beloved of God—;cf. Deutero
nomy, 33. 12; Coiosslans, 3. 12). Grace . . . (see on
John, 1. 14, p. 70, 2d column) and peace — the peace
which Christ .made through the blood of His cross
Coiosslans, 1. 20), and which reflects into the believing
bosom tho peace of God which passeth all understand
ing {Philippiam,4. 7). from God our Father, and the
Lord Jesus Christ— "Nothing speaks more decisively
for the divinity of Christ than these juxtapositions of
Christ with the eternal God. which run through the
whole Inniruage of Scripture, and ttie derivation of
purely divine influences from Him also. The name of
no man can be placed by the side of tho Almighty. He
only, in whom the Word of tho Father who is Himself
God Iwcamc flesh, may bo named beside Him; for men
are commanded to honour Him even as they honour
the Father, John, fi. 23.' [Olsiiaukek.] 8. your faith
is spoken of throughout the whole world—This was quite
practicable through tho frequent visits paid to the
capital from all the provinces; and the apostle, having
an eye to the influence they would exercise upon
others, as well as their own blessedness, gives thanks
for3uch faith to "his God through Jesus Christ," as
being the source, according to bis theology of faith, as
of all grace in men. 9. For God — whom I serve (the
word denotes religious service) with my spirit (from my
inmost soul, in the gospel of his Son (to which Paul's
whole religious life and official activity were conse
crated) is my witness, that without ceasing I make
mention of you always in my prayers—60 for the Ephesians (Epheslons, 1. 15, 16) ; so for the Fhillpplans
[Philippians. 1. 3, 4); so for the Coiosslans (Coiosslans,
1. 3, 4); so for the Theasalonlans (1 Thessalonians, 1.
2, 3j. What catholic love, what all-absorbing spiritu
ality, what impassioned devotion to the glory of Christ
ClAXK. CAXVIK, HODOE, IllIUITl. Mkhiunu. dSC.J among men I 10. Making request, if by any means now
at
length I may have a prosperous journey by the will of
iccordicg to the spirit of holmes*—If "according to the
dean." mean hare, 'in His human nature,1 this uncom- God, to come to you—Though long anxious to visit the
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Hebrews. 10. S8 — showing that the gospel way of
lite by PAnn,' so far from disturbing, only con
tinued and developed the ancient method — On the
foregoing verses, note (1.) What manner of persona
ought the ministers of Christ to be, according to the
pattern here set up:—absolutely subject and officially
dedicated to the Lord Jesus; separated unto the gospel
of God. which contemplates the subjugation of all
nations to the faith of Christ: debtors to all classes,
the refined and the rude, to bring the gospel to them
all alike, all shame in the presence of the one, as well
pride before the other, sinking before the glory which
they feel to be In their message; yearning over all faith
ful churches, not lording it over them, but rejoicing
in their prosperity, and finding refreshment and
strength In their fellowship! '2.; The peculiar features
of the gospel here brought prominently forward should
be the devout study ot all who preach it. and guide
the views and the taste of all who are privileged
statedly to hear It: that it is " the gospel of God," as
a message from heaven, yet not absolutely new, but
on the contrary, only the fulfilment of Old Testament
promise; that not only is Christ the great theme of it,
but Christ in the very nature of God as His own Sou,
and in the nature of men as partaker of their flesh— '
the Son of God now in resurrection- power and in
vested with authority to dispense all grace to men,
and all gifts for the establishment and edification of
the Church, Christ the righteousness provided of God
for the justification of all that believe in His name;
and that in this glorious Gospel, when preached as
such, there resides the very power of God to save Jew
and Geniile alike who embrace it (3.; While Christ
is to be regarded as the ordained Channel of all grace
from God to men (v. 8), let none imagine that His
proper divinity is in any respect compromised by this
arrangement, since He is here expressly associated with
" God the Father," in prayer lor " nace and peace"
(including all spiritual blessings, to rest upon this
Church iv. 7). (4.) While tills Epistle teaches. In con
formity with the teaching of our Lord Himself, that
all salvation Is suspended upon faith, tills Is but half a
truth, and will certainly minister to self-righteousness,
if dissociated from another leature of the same truth,
here explicitly taught, that this laith Is Gods oie» giJX
—for which accordingly, in the case of the Soman
believers, he " thanks his God through Jesus Christ"
(v. 8). (6.) Christian lellowshlp, as indeed all real
fellowship. Is a mutual benefit: and as it is not possible
for the most eminent saints and servants of Christ to
IX IB TBI POWER OP GOD UNTO SALVATION TO EVERY impart any refreshment and profit to the meanest ot
oni that believeth—Here and in the next verse their brethren without experiencing a rich return into
trie apostle announces the great theme of his ensuing their bosoms, so just In proportion to their humility
argument: Saltation, the one overwhelming neces and love will they feel their need of It and rejoice in it.
sity of perishing men; this revealed in thi gospel
18. Why this divinely provided Righteous
message- and that message so owned and honoured of ness ls needed by all Men. For the wrath of God
God as to carry. In the proclamation of it, God's own (His holy displeasure and righteous vengeance against
POWER TO PAVE EVERY SOUL THAT EMBRACES IT, Sim is revealed from heaven—in the consciences of men.
Greek and Barbarian, wise and unwise alike. 17. For and attested by innumerable outward evidences of a
therein is the righteousness of God revealed—that is, (as Moral Government against all ungodliness—te., their
the whole argument of the Epistle shows) God's justi whole irreliaiousness, or their living without any con
fying righteousness, from faith to faith—a difficult scious reference to God, and proper feelings towanU
clause. Most interpreters (judging from the sense of Him. and unrighteousness of men—ix„ their whole
such phrases elsewhere) take it to mean, 'from one deviations from moral rectitude in heart, speech, and
degree of faith to another.' But this agrees ill with the liehaviour. (So these terms must be distinguishnt
apostle's design, which has nothing to do with the pro when used together, though, when standing alone,
gressive stages of faith, but solely with faith ItselT as either of them includes the other.)
the appointed way of receiving God's " righteousness."
18-st This Wrath op God, revealed aoainst
We prefer, therefore, to understand H thus: "The
righteousness of God Is in the gospel message, revealed all Iniquity, overmanos the whole Heathen
(to be) from (or 'by") faith to (or 'for'; faith,' that is, World. 18. who hold (rather, 'hold down." hinder.'
•in order to be by faith received.' (So substantially, or ' keep back1) the truth in unrighteousness — The
Melville, Meyer, Stuart, Bloompield, etc.) as it apostle, though he began this verse with a comprehen
is written Habakkuk. S. 4). The just shall live by faith sive proposition regarding men In general, takes up in
—This golden maxim of the Old Testament. Is thrice the end of it only one of the two great divisions ol
mankind, to whom he meant to apply It; thus gently
quoted In the New Testament—here; Galatlans, 3. 11;
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capital, he met with a number or providential hind
ranees («. 13: ch. 16. S2; and «ee on Acta. 10. 21: a. 11;
SS. 16); Insomuch that nearly a quarter of a century
elapaed. after hli conversion, ere hi» desire was ac
complished, and that only as "a prisoner of Jesus
Christ." Thus taught that his whole future was in the
hands of God. he makes It his continual prayer that at
length the obstacles to a happy and prosperous meetins might be removed. 11, 18. For I long to see you,
that I may impart unto yon. «>m« spiritual gift-not any
supernatural girt, as the next clause shows and cr.
1 Corinthians. 1. 7. to the end that ye may be.established ;
That is. that I msy b« comforted together with yon by the
mutual faith both of yon and me—' Not wishing to lord
it over their faith." but rather to be a " helper of their
Joy" the apostle corrects his former expressions: my
desire is to instruct you and do yoo good, that Is. for
us to instruct and do one another good: In giving I
shall also receive.' [Jowett.] ' Nor is he insincere
In so speaking, for there ia none so poor In the Church
of Christ who may not Impart to us eomethinc of
value- it la only our malignity and pride that hinder
us from gathering such fruit from every quarter.
ICalvin ] How 'widely different is the apostolic style
from that of the court of Papal Romef [Benoil.]
13 oftentimes I purposed to come unto you, but was let
(hindered! hitherto—chiefly by his desire to go first to
places where Christ was not known (ch. 16. 20-14).
that I might have some fruit (of my ministry' among
yon also, even as among other OentUes -The Gentile
origin of the Roman Church is here so explicitly stated,
that those who conclude, merely from the Jewish
strain of the argument, that they mnst have been
mostly Israelites, decide In opposition to the apostle
himself (But see Inirodttclicm to this Epistle. 14,15.
I am debtor both to the (cultivated) Oreeks and to the
(rudei Barbarians. . . . So. as much as in me is. I am ready
to preach the gospel to you that are »t Borne also— He
feels himself under an all-subduing obligation to carry
the gosiwl to all classes of mankind, as adapted to and
ordained equally for all (1 Corinthians. 9. 16). 18. For
I am not ashamed of the gospel. (The words, " of Christ,'
which follow here, are wanting in the oldest and best
MSS.) Tills language implies that it required some
courage to bring to 'the mistress of the world' what
" to the Jews was a stumbling-block and to the Greeks
foolishness." But Its inherent glory, as God's lifegiving message to a dying world, so tilled his soul, that,
like his blessed Master, he " despised the shame." for
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the icltole Heathen World.
hiding into hla argument. But before enumerating 24. Wherefore God also (in righteous retribution] gave
their actual iniquities, he goes back to the origin of them up—Tliis divine abandonment of men is here
•hem ail. their stifling the light which still remained to strikingly traced in three successive stages, at each of
them. As darkness overspreads the mind, so impot- which the same word is used [v. 24; v. 20; and v. 29,
'X-ce takes possession of the heart, when the " still where the word is rendered "gave over"). 'As they
email voice" of conscience is first disregarded, next deserted God, God hi turn deserted them; not giving
'r.varied, and then systematically deadened. Thus them divine (i.e., supernatural) laws, and suffering
" the truth" which God left with and in men. instead them to corrupt those which were human; not Bending
of having free scope and developing itself, as it other- them prophets, and allowing the philosophers to run
vise would, was obstructed (cf. Matthew. 6. 22, 23; into absurdities. He let them do what they pleased,
L>±»esian3, 4. 17, IK. 19. Because that which may be even what was in the last degree vile, that those who
nther. * which is') known of God is manifest in them; had not honoured God, might dishonour themselves.'
fer God hath showed it unto them — The sense of this [Grotics.J 25. Who changed the truth of God into a lie
i Tenant statement the apostle proceeds to unfold in ,i.c., the truth concerning God into idol-falsehood},
th-f next verse. 30. For the invisible things of him from and worshipped and served the creature more than the
''.* * sinee'j the creation of the world are clearly seen the Creator—Professing merely to worship the Creator &v
mind brightly beholding what the eye cannot discern], means of the creature, they soon came to lose sight of
bcag und-rstood by tns things that are made—Thus, the the Creator in the creature. How aggravated is the
< ntward creation is not the parent but the interpreter guilt of the Church of Borne, which, under the same
of our faith in God, That faith has its primary sources flimsy pretext, does shamelessly what the heathen are
within our own breast ,v. 19;; but it becomes anintel- here condemned for doing, and with light which the
i vV4* and articulate conviction only through what we heathen never had! who is blessed for ever. Amen—
< L^erve around us {" by the things which are made," v. By this doxology the apostle instinctively relieves the
5i. And thus are the inner and the outer revelation horror which the penning of such things excited within
cf God the complement of each other, making up his breast; an example to such as are called to expoee
between them one universal and immoveable convic like dishonour done to the blessed God. 26. 27. For
tion that God i». (With this striking apostolic state this cause God gave them up—See on v. 24. for even their
ment agree the latest conclusions of the most profound women — that sex whose priceless jewel and fairest
speculative students of Theism.J even his eternal ornament is modesty, and which, when that is once
p>wer and Godhead— both that there is an Eternal lost, not only becomes more shameless than the other
IWer, and that this is not a mere blind force, or sex; but lives henceforth only to drag the other sex
pantheistic * spirit of nature,' but tho power of a living down to its own level, did change, ike.—The practices
tJ-tthead. so that they are without excuse — all their here referred to, though too abundantly attested by
degeneracy being a voluntary departure from truth classic authors, cannot be further illustrated, without
thus brightly revealed to the unsophisticated spirit. trenching on things which "ought not to be named
21 Because that, when they knew God ;that is, while still among us as become the saints.1' But observe how
retaining some real knowledge of Him, and ere they vice is here seen consuming and exhausting itself.
iaak down into the state next to be described;, they When the passions, scourged by violent and con
gjjrified hhn not as God. neither were thankful—neither tinued indulgence in natural vices, became impotent
)ielded the adoration due to Himself, nor rendered the to yield the craved enjoyment, resort was had to
gratitude, which His beneficence demanded but became artificial stimulants by the practice of unnatural and
vain (cf. Jeremiah, 2. S,t in their imaginations, (thoughts, monstrous vices. How early these were in full career,
nations, speculations regarding God: cf. Matthew, is. in the history of the world, the case of Sodom affectlir; Luke, 2. J4; l Corinthians, 3. 20, Grak), and their ingly shows; and because of such abominations, cen
fxhah C senseless,' 'stupid'i heart (i. e., their whole turies after that, the land of Canaan "spued out" its
inner man was darkened — How instructively is the old inhabitants. Long before this chapter was penned,
downward progress of the human soul here traced ! the Lesbians and others throughout refined Greece
23, 33. Pretesting themselves (' boasting,' or, ' pretending had been luxuriating in such debasements; and as ior
to be'/ wise, they became fools —' It is the invariable the Romans , Tacitus, speaking of the emperor Tiberius,
ITOpertyof error in morals and religion, that men take tells us that new words had then to be coined to ex
credit to themselves for it and extol it as wisdom. So press the newly invented stimulants to jaded passion.
the heathen, 1 Corinthians, 1. 21.' [TholuckJ and No wonder that, thus sick and dying as was this poor
eaanged (or. " exchanged'j the glory of me uncorruptible Humanity of ours under the highest earthly culture,
G i into 'or 'for' an image . . . like to corruptible man its many-voiced cry for the balm in Gilead, and the
—The allusion here is doubtless to the Greek worship, Physician there, "Come over and help us," pierced the
and the apostle may have had in his eye those exquisite hearts of the missionaries of the cross, and made
chuellin&s of the human form which lay bo profusely them "not ashamed of the gospel of Christ!'' and
beneath and around him us he stood on Mars' hill, receiving in themselves that reeompence of their error
and "beheld their devotions." [See on Acts, 17. 29 J which was meet—alluding to the many physical and
But as if that had not been a deep enough degradation moral ways in which, under the righteous government
vt the livina God, there was found ' a lower deep' still. of God, vice was made self avenging. 28-31. gave them
aad to birds, and low-fooled beasts, and creeping things over (or, ' up'—see on v. 24) . . . to do those things which
—referring now to the Eyyj-tian and Oriental worship. are not convenient—in the old sense of that word, ie.,
In the face of these plain declarations of the descent of * not becoming,' * indecorous,' ' shameful.' haters of Ood
man's religious belief from loftier to ever lower and —The word usually signifies * God-hated,' which some
more debasing conceptions of the Supreme Being , there here prefer, in the sense of 'abhorred of the Lord;' ex
are expositors ef this very Epistle as Beidte and Jowett) pressing the de testable u ess of their character in His
who. believing neither in any Fall from primeval sight (cf. Proverbs, 22. 14; Psalm 73. 20). But the active
innocence, nor in the noble traces of that innocence sense of the word, adopted in our version and by the
which lingered even after the fall, and were only by majority of expositors, though rarer, agrees perhaps
degrees obliterated by wilful violence to the dictates better with the context. 32. Who knowing (from the
of conscience, maintain that man's religious history voice of conscience, ch. i. 14, 16) the judgment of God (the
haa been all along a struggle to rise, from the lowest stern law of divine procedure), that they which commit
forms of nature-worship, suited to the childhood of our such things are worthy of death—here used in Its widest
race. u*to thai which la more rational and spiritual. known sense, as the uttermost of divine vengeance
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the whole Heathen. World.
against sin: we Acts. 23. 4. not onlv do the same— Moral corruption Invariably follows religious debase
which they might do under the pressure of temptation ment. The grossness of Pagan idolatry Is only equalled
and in the heat of passion, bat have pleasure in them by the revolting character and frightful extent of the
that do them—deliberately set their seal to such actions immoralities which it fostered and consecrated (v, 24,
by encouraging and applauding the doing of them in 26, 27). And so strikingly is this to be seen in all its
others. This is the climax of our apostle's charge* essential features in the East at this day, that las
against the heathen; and certainly, if the things are HoDUfi says) the missionaries have frequently been
in themselves as black as possible, this settled and accused by the natives of having forced the whole of
unblushing satisfaction at the practice of them, apart the latter part of this chapter, as they could not believe
from all the blinding effects of present passion, must that so accurate a description of themselves could
be regarded as the darkest feature of human depravity. have been written eighteen centuries ago. The king
—On this section, note, (1.) " The wrath of God" against doms of Israel and Judah furnish a striking Illustra
sin has all the dread reality of a "revelation from tion of the Inseparable connection between religion and
heaven" sounding in the consciences of men. in the morals. Israel corrupted and debased the worship of
self-inflicted miseries of the wicked, and in the ven Jehovah, and the sins with which they were charged
geance which God's moral government, sooner or later, were mostly of the grosser kind—intemperance and
takes upon all who outrage it; so this " wrath of God" sensuality: Judah, remaining faithful to the pure
is not confined to high-handed crimes, or the grosser worship, were for a long time charged mostly with for
manifestations of human depravity, but is " revealed" mality and hypocrisy; and only as they fell into the
against all violations of divine law of whatever nature idolatries of the heathen around them, did they sink
— " against all ungodliness*' as well as " unrighteousness into their vices. And may not a like distinction be
of men," against all disregard of God in the conduct observed between the two great divisions of Christen
of life as well as against all deviations from moral dom, the Popish and the Protestant? To test this,
rectitude; and therefore, since no child of Adam can we must not look to Popery, surrounded with, and
plead guiltless either of "ungodliness" or of "un more or less influenced by. the presence and power of
righteousness," to a greater or less extent, it follows Protestantism; nor to Protestantism under every sort
that every human being is involved in the awful sweep of disadvantage, internal and external. But look at
of "the wrath of God" (v. IB). The apostle places this Romanism where it has unrestrained liberty to develop
terrible truth in the forefront of his argument on justi its true, character, and see whether Impurity does not
fication by faith, that upon the basis of universal con there taint society to its core, pervading alike the
demnation he might rear the edifice of a free, world highest and the lowest classes; and then look at
wide salvation; nor can the gospel be scripturally Protestantism where it enjoys the same advantages,
preached or embraced, save as the good news of sal and see whether it be not marked by a comparatively
vation to those that are all equally "lost." (a.) We high standard of social virtue. (7.) To take pleasure
must not magnify the supernatural revelation which in what is sinful and vicious for its own sake, and
God has been pleased to make of Himself, through knowing it to be such, is the last and lowest stage of
Abraham's family to the human race, at the expense human recklessness (r. 32). But [8.1 this knowledge
of that elder and, in itself, lustrous revelation which can never be wholly extinguished in the breast of man.
He lias made to the whole family of man through the Ho long as reason remains to them, there is a still
medium of their own nature and the creation around small voice in the worst of men, protesting, in the
them. Without the latter, the former would have name of the Power that implanted it, " that they which
been impossible, and those who have not been favoured do such things are worthy of death" (p. 3SJ.
with the former will be without excuse, if they are deaf
CHAPTER IL
to the voice and blind to the glory of the latter v. 10,
Ver. 1-29. ThkJkw under like Condemnation
20?. (3.) Wilful resistance of light has a retributive with the Gentile. From those without, the apostle
tendency to blunt the moral perceptions and weaken now turns to those within the pale of revealed religion
the capacity to apprehend and approve of truth and the self-rnihteous Jews, who looked down upon the
goodness; and thus is the soul prepared to surrender uncovenanted heathen as beyond the pato of Gou's
itself, to an indefinite extent, to error and sin (v. 21, mercies, within which they deemed themselves secure,
Ac.), d4.J Pride of wisdom, as It is a convincing evi however inconsistent their life may be. ALis! what
dence of the want of it, so it makes the attainment of multitudes wrap themselves up in like fatal confidence,
it impossible (v. 22; and cf. Matthew, 11. 26; l Corinth who occupy the corresponding position in the Christian
ians, 3. is-20). (6.) As Idolatry, even In its most Church. 4. the goodness of God leuoeth thee to repentance
plausible forma, is the fruit of unworthy views of the —Le., is designed and adapted to do so. 5. treasures!
Godhead, so its natural effect is to vitiate and debase up unto thyself wrath against (rather 'in1) the day of
still further the religious conceptions; nor is there any wrath—i,e. wrath to come on thee in the day of wrath.
depth of degradation too low and too revolting for What an awful idea is here expressed—that the siniit r
men's ideas of the Godhead to sink to, if only their himself Is amassing, like hoarded treasure, an evernatural temperament and the circumstances they are accumulating Block of divine wrath, to burst upon him
placed in be favourable to their unrestrained develop in '* the day of the revelation of the righteous judg
ment it>. 23, 26). The apostle had Greece and Egypt in ment of God f And this is said not of the reckless,
liia eye when he penned this description. But the but of those who boasted of their purity of faith and
whole Paganisms of the East at this day attest its life. 7-10. To them who, Ac,—The substance of these
accuracy, from the more elaborate Idolatry of India verses is that the final judgment will turn upon
and the simpler and more stupid Idolatry of China character alone, by patient continuance In well-doing,
down to the childish rudiments of nature-worship pre Ac,—cf. Luke, &. 16: " That on the good ground are they,
valent among the savage tribes. Alas 1 Christendom which in an honest and good heart, having heard the
itself furnishes a melancholy illustration of this truth; word, keep it, and bring forth fruit with patience"
the constant use of material Images in the Church of denoting the enduring and j/rogressirc character of the
Rome and the materialistic and sensuous character new life. But unto them that are contentions, and do not
of its entire service (to say nothing of the less offen obey the trath, Ac.—referring to such keen and deter
sive but stupider service of the Greek Church) debas mined resistance to the gospel as himself bad too
ing the religious ideas of millions of nominal Christians, painfully witnessed on the part of his own countrymen.
and lowering the whole character and tone of Chriati- See Acts, 13. 44-46; 17. 6. 13; 18. 0, 12; and cf. 1 Thesauity as represented within their immense pale. 16.) salonians, 2. 16, 16. indignation and wrath — in the
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bosom of a sin-avenging God. tribulation and anguish
-the sffect of these in the sinner himself, to the Jew
trst—first In perdition if unfaithful; but if obedient
to (be truth, flnt in salvation (r. 10). 11, 13. For ss
■aay as have sinned—not 'as many as have sinned at
-'--'J but, ' as many as are found in tin,' at the judgment
of the great day (as the whole con text shows), without
Usf—i.c. without the advantage of a positive Kevelatl'.Jtj. shall also perish without law—exempt from the
charge of rejecting or disregarding It. and as many as
save sinned in the law—within the pale of a positive,
written Revelation, shall be jadged by the law—tried
and condemned by the higher standard of that written
Bevelation. 13-15. For not the hearers, &c.—o.d\, 'As
teaching the Jews, in whose ears the written law is
continually resounding, the condemnation of as many
of them as are found sinners at the last involves no
difficulty; bat even as respects the heathen, who are
strangers to the law in its positive and written form—
since they show how deeply it is engraven on their
sacral nature, which witnesses within them for right
eousness and against iniquity, accusing or commending
them according as they violate or obey its stern dic
tates—their condemnation also for all the sin in which
they live and die will carry its dreadful echo in their
oirn breasts, their thoughts the mean while accusing or
else excusing—t\s., perhaps by turns doing botb. 16. In
the day, etc.—Here the unfinished statement of r. 12 is
resumed and closed, shall judge the secrets of men—
here specially referring to the unfatbomed depths of
hypocrisy in the self-righteous whom the apostle bad
to deal with. (See Eccleeiastes, 12. 11; 1 Corinthians, 4.
5.) according to my gospel—to my teaching as a preacher
of the gospel. 17-24. Behold—' But if ' Is, beyond doubt,
the true reading here. (It differs but in a single letter
from the received reading, and the sense is the same.)
approve*! the things that are more excellent—Marvin,
' triest the things that differ.' Both senses are good,
and indeed the former Is but the result of the latter
action, bee on Fhilippians, 1. 10. hast the form of know
ledge and of the truth in the law—not being left, as the
heathen are, to vague conjecture on divine things, but
favoured with definite and precise information from
heaven, thou that abborrest idols (as the Jews did ever
after their captivity, though bent on them before),
dost thou, commit sacrilege ? — not, as some excellent
interpreters, 'dost thou rob idol-temples? but more
generally, as we take it, ' dost thou profane holy things?'
'as in Matthew, 21. 12, 13, and in other ways), as it is
written— ;see Margin reference.). 25-29. For circum
cision—i.e.. One's being within the covenant of which
circumcision was the outward sign and seal, verily
prontetb, if thou keep the law—if the inward reality cor
respond to the outward sign, but if, &c.—q.d.t ' Other
wise, thou art no better than the uncircumcised
heathen.' Therefore if she uu circumcision keep the . . .
law. Ac.—Two mistaken interpretations, we think, are
given of these words: Fird. that the case here sup
posed is an impossible one, and put merely for illustra
tion' JHaldanb. Chalmers, Hoih.k]; second, that it
is the case of the heathen who may and do please God
when they act, as has been and is done, up to the light
'A nature IGbotiuh, Olsuauhek, &c.J. The first inter
pretation is, in our judgment, unnatural; the second,
opposed to the apostle's own teaching. But the case
here put is, we think, such as that of Cornelius (Acts,
W. .who, though outside. the external pale of God's
covenant, yet having come to the knowledge of the
truths contained in it, do manifest the grace of the
covenant without the seal of it, and exemplify the
character and walk of Abraham's children, though not
called by the name of Abraham. Thus, this is but
another way of announcing that God was about to
show the insufficiency of the mere badge of the Abrah*"M'* covenant, by calling from among the Gentiles a
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seed of Abraham that had never received the seal of
circumcision (see on Galatians, 6. 6); and this inter
pretation is confirmed by all that follows, he is not a
Jew which is one outwardly, &c.~in other words, the
name of M Jew" and the rite of " circumcision" were
designed but as outward symbols of a separation from
the irreligious and ungodly world unto holy devotedness in heart and life to the God of salvation: Where
this is realised, the signs are full of significance; but
where it is not, they are worse than useless.—Note, (l.)
It is a sad mark of depravity when all that is designed
and fitted to melt only hardens the heart (v. 4, and
cf. 2 Peter, 3. 9; Ecciesiastes, 8. 11). (2.) Amidst all the
inequalities of religious opportunity measured out to
men, and the mysterious bearing of this upon their
character and destiny for eternity, the same great
principles of judgment, in a form suited to their re
spective discipline, will be applied to all, and perfect
equity will be seen to reign throughout every stage of
the divine administration {v. 11-16J. (8.) "The law
written on the heart" [v. 14, 15 —or the Ethics of Natural
Theology —may be said to be the one deep foundation
on which all revealed religion reposes; and see on ch.
1. 19, 20, where we have what we may call its other
foundation—the Physics and Metaphysics of Natural
Theology. The testimony of these two passages is to
the Theologian invaluable, while in the breast of every
teachable Christian it wakens such deep echoes as are
inexpressibly solemn and precious. (4.) High religious
professions are a fearful aggravation of the inconsis
tencies of such as make them [v. 17-24). See 2 Samuel,
12. 14. (5.) As no external privileges, or badges of diacipleshlp, will shield the unholy from the wrath of God,
so neither will the want of them shut out from the
kingdom of heaven such as have experienced without
them that change of heart which the seals of God's
covenant were designed to mark. In the sight of the
great Searcher of hearts, the Judge of quick and dead,
the renovation of the character in heart and life is all
in all. In view of this, have not all baptised, sacramented disciples of the Lord Jesus, who "profess that
they know God, but in works deny Him," need to
tremble—who, under the guise of friends, are "the
enemies of the cross of Christ?'
CHAPTER. HZ
Ver. 1-8. Jewish Objections Answered. 1, 3.
What advantage then bath the Jew!— q.d„ 'It the final
judgment will turn solely on the state of the heart, and
this may be as good in the Gentile without as in the
Jew within the sacred enclosure of God's covenant,
what better are we Jews for all our advantages?
A nswer: Much every way : chiefly, because (rather, * first,
that'; unto them were committed the oracles of God. This
remarkable expression, denoting * divine communica
tions' in general, is transferred to the Scriptures to
express their oracular, divine, authoritative character.
3, 4. For what if some did not believe r—It is the unbelief
of the great body of the nation which the apostle
points at; but as it sufficed for his argument to put the
supposition thus gently, he uses this word "some" to
soften prejudice, shall their unbelief make the faith (or,
faithfulness) of God of none effect';—* nullify,' ' invalidate'
it. God forbid—(it., 'Let it not be,' q.d.t *Away with
such a thought'—a favourite expression of our apostle,
when he would not only repudiate a supposed con
sequence of his doctrine, but express his abhorrence
of it.. 'The Scriptures do not authorise such a use of
God's name as must have been common among the
English translators of the Bible.' [Hodge.] yea, let
God be (held) true, and every man a liar — i.e.. even
though it should follow from this that every man Is a
liar, when thou art judged —so in Psalm 61. 4. accord
ing to the LXX.; but in the Hebrew and in our ver
sion, 'when thou judgest.' The general sentiment,
however, is the same In both—that we are to vindicate
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the righteousness of God, at whatever expense to our 110. 32 , are em ployed to conduct men to deeds of dark selves. 5, 0, Bat if, &c. — Another objection: q.d., ' It est crime.' Destruction and misery are in their ways;
would Appear, then, that the more faithless we are, so and the way of peace have they not known— This is a
much the more illustrious will the fidelity of God supplementary statement about men's ways, suggested
appear; and in that case, for Him to take vengeance on by what had been said about the "feet," and expresses
us for our unfaithfulness would be (to speak as men the mischief and misery which men scatter in their
profanely do) unrighteousness in God.' Answer: God path, instead of that peace which, as strangers to it
forbid : for then bow shall God judge the world .—qA., ' Far themselves, they cannot diffuse. There is no fear of
from us be such a thought; for that would strike down God before their eyes— (Psalm 36. 1): q.d, ' Did the eyes
all future judgment.' 7, 8. For if the truth of God, <fcc— but "see Him who is invisible" Hebrews. 11. 27], a
A further illustration of the same sentiment: <j. d., reverential awe of Him with whom we have to do
'Such reasoning amounts to this—which indeed we would chasten every joy and lift the soul out of Its
who preach salvation by free grace are slanderously deepest depression*; but to all this the natural man ia
accused of teaching — that the more evil we do, the a stranger.' How graphic is this picture of human
more glorywill redound to God: adamnable principle.' depravity, finding its way through each several organ
(Thus the apostle, instead of refuting this principle, of the body into the life: but how small a part of the
thinks it enough to hold it up to execration, as one that "desperate wickedness" that is within [Jeremiah, 17.
shocks the moral sense.)—On this brief section, Note 9) "proceedeth out of the heart of uianf (Mark, 7.
(U Mark the place here assigned to the Scriptures. In 21-23; Psalm 19. 12.] Now we know that what the law
answer to the question, "What advantage hath the (i.e., the Scriptures, considered as a law of duty) saith,
Jew f or, What profit is there of circumcision ':" those it saith to them that are under the law—of course, there
holding Romish views would undoubtedly have laid fore, to the Jews, that every mouth (opened in selfthe stress upon the priesthood, as the glory of the justification; may be stopped, and all the world may
Jewish economy. But in the apostle's esteem, "the become (i.e., be seen to be, and own itself) guilty (and
oracles of God" were the jewel of the ancient church (p. so condemned1 before God. 20. Therefore by the deeds cf
1,3). (2.) God's eternal purposes and man's free agency. {obe<lience to) the law there shall no flesh be justified—
at also the doctrine of salvation by grace and the un i.e., be held and treated as righteous; as is plain from
changing obligations of God's law, have ever been sub the whole scope and strain of the argument, in his
jected to the charge of inconsistency by those who will sight—at His bar (I'salm 143. 2). for by the law is the
bow to no truth which their own reason cannot fathom. knowledge of siu. See on ch. 4. 15; 7.7; 1 John, 3. 4J.—
But amidst all the clouds and darkness which in this Note: How broad and deep does the apostle in this
present state envelope the divine administration and section lay the foundations of his great doctrine of
many of the truths of the Bible, such broad and deep Justification by free grace— in the disorder of man's
principles as are here laid down, and which shine in whole nature, the consequent universality of human
their own lustre, will be found the sheet-anchor of our guilt, the condemnation, by reason of the breach of
faith. "Let God be true, and every man a liar;" and divine law. of the w hole world, and the impossibility of
as many advocates of Salvation by grace as say, ** Let justification before (ioii by obedience to that violated
us do evil that good may come," " their damnation is law! Only when these humiliating conclusions are
accepted and telt, are we in a condition to appreciate
just."
e-20. That thx Jew jb shut cp under like CON and embrace the grace of the Gospel, next to be opened
DEMNATION WITH THE GENTILE IB PROVED BY HIS up.
own Scripture. 0. are we better than they? ('do we
21-26. GOD'S JUSTIFYING RjQHTEOUffNESa, THROUGH
excel them?) No, in no wise—Better off the Jews cer Fa itu in Jesus Cm riot, alike adapted to ouit
tainly were, for having the oracles of God to teacli them Keup-ssitiem and worthy op Himself. 21-23. But
better; but as they were no better, that only aggravated now the righteousness of God (see on ch. L 17) without
their guilt. 10-13. As it is written, aw.— [Psalm 14. 1-3; the law—i.e., a righteousness to which our obedience
63. 1-3.) These statements of the Psalmist, were indeed to the law contributes nothing whatever {v. 2S; lialasuggested by particular manifestations of human de tians, 2. 16!. is u aulested, being witnessed attested .
pravity occurring under his own eye; but as this only by the Law and the P.ophets—the Old Testament Scrip
showed what man, when unrestrained, is in bis present tures. Thus this justilying righteousnt ss, though new.
condition, they were Quite pertinent to the apostle's as only now fully disclosed, is an old righteousness,
purpose. 13-16. Their, &c.—From generals, the apostle as predicted and foreshadowed in the Old Testament,
here comes to particulars, culling from different parts by faith of (i.e., in) Jesus Christ unto all and upon all
of Scripture passages which speak of depravity as it them that believe—i.e., perhaps, brought nigh " wttto alt1*
affects the different members of the hotly; as if to show men UieliOfpel, and actually " ttpoit all" believing men.
more affectingly how "from the sole of the foot even as tbelrs in possession [Luther, &c.J; but most inter
to the head there is no soundness" in us. Their preters understand both statements of believers, as
throat u an open sepulchre— (Psalm 5, 9); q.d., ' What only a more emphatic way of saying that all believers,
proceeds out of their heart, and finds vent in speech without dUtmctiim or exception, are put in possession
and action through the throat, Is like the pestilential of this gratuitous justification, purely by faith in
breath of an open grave.' with tneir tonoveh they Christ Jesus, for there is no difference: for all have sinned
have used deceit— .Psalm 5. 9): q.d., "That tongue wbich — Though men differ greatly in the nature and txia.t
is man's glory (Psalm 16. 0; 67. 8) is prostituted to the of tlieir sinfulness, there is absolutely no difference
purposes of deception.' the poison of asps is under thtir between the best and the wont of men, in the jad,
lifs—(Psalm 140. 3): q.d., 'Those lips which should that "all have sinned," and so underlie the wrath of
"drop as an honey-comb," and "feed many,' and
and come shortof the glory (or ' praise') ot God—i.e.,
M give thanks unto ills name," (Canticles. 4. 11; Pro God,
'have failed to earn bis approbation' cf. John, 12. 43,
verbs, 10. 21; Hebrews, 13. 15) are employed to secrete Greek1. So the best interpreters. 24. justified freely
and to ilart deadly jw>ison." Whose mouth. 4c.—(Psalm (without anything done on our part to deserve it) by
10. 7): Q.d., 'That mouth which should be "most sweet'' his grace (His free love} through the redemption that ii
(Canticles, 6. 16), being "set on fire of hell" (James, 3. in Christ Jesus—a most important clause: teaching us
6), is tilled with burning wrath against those whom it that though justification is quite gratuitous, it is not
should only bless.' Their feet are swift to shed blood a mere fiat of the divine will, but based on a " fie—(Proverbs, 1. 16; Isaiah. 59. 7): q.d,, 'Those feet, which demptlon," i.e., * the payment of a Ransom,' in Christ's
snould " run the way of God's conunandmeaW iPsaUn death. That this is the sense ol the word ' redemption,*
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when applied to Christ's death, will appear clear to
iar impartial student of the passages where it occurs.
25. 38. Whom God hath set forth [to be] a propitiation
■ .' 'propitiatory sacrifice') through faith in his bind—
Some of the best interpreters, observing that " faith
*?ya' u the usual phrase in Greek, not "faith in"
Christ, would place a comma after " faith," and under•Uod the words aa if written thus: M to be a propitiavn.inbis blood, through faith." fiat "faith in Christ*
is ased in Galitians, 3. 86. and Ephesians, 1. 16; and
' faith in Bis blood* is the natural and appropriate
c*inins here, to declare his righteousness for the reci-iian—rather. * pretermission' or 'passing by.' of sins
'the sins'; that are past — not the sins committed by
the believer before he embraces Christ, but the sins
' emitted under the old economy, before Christ came
to " pat away aln by the sacrifice of Himself." through
iis forbearance of God—God not remitting but only forVorw«7 to punish them, or passing them by, until an
^equate atonement for them should be made. In
thus not imputing them, God was righteous, but He
*u not seen to be so; there was no "manifestation of
His righteousness" in doing so under the ancient
economy. But now that God can "set forth" Christ
v a "propitiation for sin through faith in His blood,"
the righteousness of His procedure in passing by the
iins of believers before, and in now remitting them, is
rrLinifested," declared, brought fully out to the view
of the whole world. Our translators have unfortuLitely missed this glorious truth, taking " the sins that
are past," to mean the past sins of believers —com
mitted, before faith—and rendering, by the word "re
mission," what means only a 'passing by;* thus making
it appear that "remission of sins" is "through the
fortxaraace of God." which it certainly is uot.) To
declare at this time {now for the first time, under the
Gospel) bis righteousness : that he might be just, and the
iustiner of him that believeth in Jesus—Glorious paradox !
Just in punishing,' and ' merciful in pardoning,' men
can nnden»tand; but 'just in justifying the guilty,'
startles them. But the propitiation through faith in
('briars blood resolves the paradox and harmonises
the seemingly discordant elements. For in that " God
hath made Him to be sin for us who knew no sin,"
jnutict has full satisfaction; and in that "we are made
the righteousness of God in Him," mercy has her
hearts delight '.—Note (1.) One way of a sinner's justifi
cation Is taught in the Old Testament and in the New
siike: only more dimly during the twilight of .Revela
tion; in unclouded light under its perfect day (e. 21).
x. As there is no difference in the need, bo is there
none in the liberty to appropriate the provided salva
tion. The best need to be saved by faith in Jesus
Christ; and the worst only need that. On this common
kTOund all saved sinners meet here, and will stand for
ever v. 22-24 : (3.) It is on the atoning blood of Christ,
as the one propitiatory sacrifice which God hath set
forth to the eye of the guilty, that the faith of the
convinced and trembling sinner fastens for deliverance
from wrath. Though he knows that he is "justified
freely, by Uod'a grace," it is only because it is " through
the redemption that is in Christ Jesus," that be is able
[o find peace and rest even in this (o. 25). [4.] The
iUictiy accurate view of believers under the Old Testa
ment, is not that of a company of pardoned men, but
•f men whose sins, pat up with and passed by in the
[ueaxitime, awaited & future expiation in the fulness of
Lime (». 25. »J; see on Luke, 9. 31; and on Hebrews, 9. 16;
ujd IX 39. 40).
tl-31. INTEBENCES FROM THE FOREGOING DOCmi-vxa, and an Objection answered. Inference
Irrt : Boasting is excluded by this, and no other way
•/justification. 27, 28. Where is boasting then! . . .
xcioded. By what law 1 (on what principle, or scheme?)
■:" work*:- Fay; but by the law of faith. Therefore we
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conclude, Arc— It is the unavoidable tendency of de
pendence upon our own works, less or more, for
acceptance with God, to beget a spirit of " boasting."
But that God should encourage such a spirit in sinners,
by any procedure of His, is incredible. This therefore
stamps falsehood upon every form of ' justification by
works,' whereas the doctrine that—
**Our faith remiveM a righteousness
That makes the sinner just"—
manifestly and entirely excludes " boasting;" and this
is the best evidence of its truth. Inference second :
This and no other way of salvation is adapted alike to
Jew and Gentile. Is he the God of the Jews only! Arc—
The way of salvation must be one equally suited to the
whole family of fallen man: but the doctrine of justifi
cation by faith is the only one that lays the basis of a
Universal Religion; this therefore is another mark of
its truth, [it is] one God who shall justify yd., 'has
unchangeably fixed that he shall justify; the circum
cision by {' of) faith, and the un circumcision through
faith—probably this is but a varied statement of the
same truth for greater emphasis (see on v. 22; ; though
Bengel thinks that the justification of the Jews, as the
born heirs of the promise, may be here purposely said
to be "0/ faith," while that of the Gentiles, previously
"strangers to the covenants of promise," may be said
to be "through faith," as thus admitted into a new
family. Olfaction: Bo we then make void the law through
faith 1—a.d., 'Does this doctrine of justification by
faith, then, dissolve the obligation of the law? If so.
it cannot be of God. But away with such a thought,
for it does just the reverse.' Gcd forbid: jea, we estab
lish the Uw. It will be observed here, that, important
as was this objection, and opening up as it did so noble
a field for the Illustration of the peculiar glory of the
Gospel, the apostle does no more here than indignantly
repel it, intending at a subsequent stage of his argu
ment (ch. 6.}, to resume and discuss it at length.—Note
(1.) It is a fundamental requisite of all true religion
that it tend to humble the sinner and exalt God; and
every system, which breeds self-righteousness, or
cherishes boasting, bears falsehood on its face (p. 27,
28). (2.) The fitness of the Go*«iiel to be a universal re
ligion, beneath which the guilty of every name and
degree are invited and warranted to take shelter aud
repose, is a glorious evidence of its truth {v. 29, 30) .
(3.J The glory of God's law, in its eternal and immut
able obligations, is then only fully apprehended by the
sinner, and then only is it enthroned in the depths of
his soul, when, believing that " He was made sin for
him who knew no sin," he sees himself "made tho
righteousness of God iu Him.'1 Thus do we not make
void the law through faith: yea, we establish the law.
(4.) This chapter, and particularly the latter part of it,
'is the proper seat of the Pauline doctrine of Justifi
cation, and the grand proof-passage of the Protestant
doctrine of the Imputation of Christ's righteousness
and of Justification uot on account of but through
faith alone.' [Philippi.J To make good thisdoctrine.
and reseat it in the faith and affection of the Church.
was worth all the bloody struggles that it cost our
fathers, and it will be the wisdom and safety, the life
and vigour of the churches, to "stand fast in this
liberty wherewith Christ hath made them free, and
not be again entangled"—in the very least degree —
" with the yoke of bondage."
CHAPTER IV.
Ver. 1-25. The Foregoing Doctrine or Justifi
cation by Faith illustrated proh the Old
Testament. First: Abraham was justified by faith.
1-3. What shall we say then that Abraham our father as
pertaining to the flesh , hath found f—i.e., (as the order iu
the original shows) ' hath found, as pertaining to (' ac
cording to,' or 'through'} the flesh;' meaning, 'by all
his natural efforts or legal obedience.' For if Atiacam
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were justified by works, he hath whereof to glory; bat not ham's faith—whether of his natural seed or no—may
be/on God — q.d., * If work* were the ground of Abra be assured of the like justification with the parentham's justification, he would have matter for boa*tin*; believer.' As it is written, &c— Genesis, 17. 6.} This
but as it is perfectly certain that he hath none in the is quoted to justify his calling Abraham the " father of
sight of God, it follows that Abraham could not hare u* sJJL" and is to be viewed as a parenthesis, before (i.e.,
been justified by works.' And to this agree the words 'In the reckoning of; him whom he believed — q.d.,
of Scripture. For what saith the Scripture! Abraham "Thus Abraham, in the reckoning of Him whom he
believed God, and It (his faith; was counted to him for believed, is the father of us ail, in order that all may
righteousness— Genesis, 15. 6j Komish expositors and be assured, that doing as he did. they shall be treated
Arminian Protestant* make this to mean that God as he was. (even] God. that qnickeneth the dead—The
accepted Abraham's act of believing as a substitute nature and greatness of that faith of Abraham which
for complete obedience. But this is at variance with we are to copy is here strikingly described. What he
the whole spirit and letter of the apostle's teaching. was required to believe being above nature, his faith
Throughout this whole argument, faith is set in direct had to fasten upon God's power to surmount physical
opposition to works, in the matter of justification—and incapacity, and call into being what did not then exist.
even in the next two verses. The meaning, therefore, But God having made the promise, Abraham believed
cannot possibly be that the mere act uf believing— Him in spite of those obstacles. '1 his is still further
which is as much a work as any other piece of com illustrated in what follows. 18-23. Who against hope—
manded duty {John. 6. £0; 1 John, 3. 2d)—was counted when no ground for hope appeared, believed in hope—
to Abraham for ail obedience. The meaning plainly i.e., cherished the believing expectation, that he might
Is, that Abraham believed In the promises which become the father of many nations, according to that which,
embraced Christ Genesis, 12. 3; 15. 6, dxr, as we believe was spoken, 8o (i.e.. Such "a* the stars of heaven,"
In Christ Himseh; and in both cases, faith is merely Genesis, 15. 6; shall thy seed be. ... he considered not,
the instrument that puts us in possession of the bless die.—paid no attention to those physical obstacles, both
ing gratuitously bestowed. 4, 5. How to him that In himself and in Sural u which might seem to render
worketh (as a servant for wages! is the reward not the fulfilment hopeless. He staggered t hesitated) not
reckoned of grace as a matter of favour; but of debt— . . . but was strong in faith, giving glory to God—as able
as a matter of right. But to him that worketh not — to make good His own word in spite of all obstacles.
who, despairing of acceptance with God by " working" And being lully persuaded, &c. —ue., the glory which
for it the work of obedience, does not attempt it; but Abraliaui's faith gave to God consisted in this, that,
believeth on him that justifieth the ungodly—casts him firm in the persuasion of God's ability to fulfil his
self upon the mercy of Him that justifieth those who promise, no dirllculties shook him. And therefore it
deserve only condemnation, his faith, Ac—see on t. was imputed, &c.—q.d., 'Let all then take notice that
8. Second: David sings of the tame justification. 6-8. tliis was not because of any thing meritorious in Abra
David also deschbeth {* speaketh,' ' pronounceth') the ham, but merely because he so believed.' 33-30. Vow,
blessedness of the man unto whom the Lord imputeth die— Here is the application of this whole argument
righteousness without works—whom, though void of all about Abraham: 'These things were not recorded aa
good works. He, nevertheless, regards and treats as mere historical facts, but as illustrations for all time
righteous. [Saying], Blessed, da:.— Psalm 32. 1, 2. or God's method of justification by faith.' to whom it
David here sings in express terms only of "transgres snail be imputed, if we believe in him that raised up Jesus
sion forgiven, sin covered, iniquity not imputed;" but our Lord rrom the dead—in Him that liatlt done this,
as the negative blessing necessarily Includes the posi even as Abraham believed that God would raise up a
tive, the passage Is strictly in point. 9-13. Cometh this seed in whom all nations should be blessed. Who was
blessedness then. &e.—q.d.% * Say not. All this Is spoken delivered for i'on account of. our offences—i.e., In order
of the circumcised* and hi therefore no evidence of to expiate them by His blood, and raised again for Con
God's general way of justifying men; for Abraham's account of,' i.e., in order to] our justification—As His
justification took place long before he was circumcised, resurrection was the divine assurance that He had
and so could have no dependence upon that rite: nay, "put away sin by the sacrifice of Himself,'' and the
** the sign of circumcision" was given to Abraham as crowning of His whole work, our justification is fitly
"a seal" (or token) of the (justifying) righteousness connected with that glorious act.—Note, [l.j The doc
which he had before he was circumcised; in order that trine of justification by works, as it generates selfhe might stand forth to every age as the parent believer exaltation, Is contrary to the first principles of all true
—the model- man of justification by faith—after whose religion [v. 2; and see on ch. 3. 21-26, note U. {&) The
type, as the first public example of it, ail were to be way of a sinner b justification ha* been the same in ail
moulded, whether Jew or Gentile, who should there time, and the testimony of the Old Testament on %hi*
after believe to life everlasting,' 13-15. For the promise, subject is one with that of the -New [v. 3. <fcc.; and see
die. This is merely an enlargement of the foregoing on ch. 3. 27-31, note 1.}. (3.) Faith and works, in the
reasoning, applying to the law what had just been said matter of justification, are opposite and irreconclleable,
of eimimcisum. that he should be the heir of the world even as grace and debt (p. 4, 5 .and see on ch. 11. s). if
—or, that "all the families of the earth should be God "justifies the ungodly," works cannot be, in any
blessed in him." was not to Abraham and his seed through sense or to any degree, the ground of justification.
the law :in virtue of obedience to the law), but through For the same reason, the first requisite, in order to
the righteousness of faith—In virtue of his simple faith justification, must be (under the conviction that we
In the divine promises. For if they which are of the are " ungodly*) to despair of it by works; and the next,
law be heirs—If the blessing is to be earned by obedi to "believe in Him that justifieth the ungodly" —that
ence to the law. faith is made void—the whole divine hath a justifying righteousness to bestow, and is ready
method 1b subverted. Because the law worketh wrath to bestow it upon those who deserve none, and to
—lias nothing to give to those who break it but con embrace it accordingly. (4.) The sacraments of the
demnation and vengeance, for where there is no law Church were never Intended, and are not adapted, to
there is no transgression—It is just the law that makes confer grace, or the blessings of salvation, upon men.
transgression. In the case of those who break it; nor can Their proper use is to set a divine seal upon a state
the one exist without the other. 16, 17. Therefore, die. already existing, and so, they presuppose, and do not
—A general summary: q.d., ' Thus justification Is by create it [v. 8-11. As circumcision merely "sealed"
faith, in order that its purely gracious character may Abraham's already existing acceptance with God. so
be seen, and that ail who follow in the steps of Abra- with the sacraments of the New Testament. &) As
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Abraham U " the heir of the world/ all nations being glory of God — See on " hope," v. 4. 3, 4. we glory in
alwied in him, through his Seed Christ Jesus, and tribulation also: knowing that tribulation woTketh patience
josaned solely according to the pattern of his faith, so —Patience Is the quiet endurance of what we cannot
lv. transmission of the true religion and all the sal- but wish removed, whether it be the withholding of
r*tion which the world will ever experience shall yet promised good (ch. 8. 26), or the continued experience
1* traced back with wonder, gratitude, and joy, to of positive ill as here1. There is indeed a patience of
tfat morning dawn when "the God of glory appeared unrenewed nature, which has something noble in it,
sato our father Abraham, when he was in Mesopo though in many cases the offspring of pride, if not of
tamia, before he dwelt in Charran." Acts, 7. 2 (». 13). something lower. Men have been known to endure
-i. Nothing gives more glory to God than simple faith every form of privation, torture, and death, without
n His word, especially when all things seem to render a murmur and without even visible emotion, merely
ifce fulfilment of it hopeless, (v. 1S-21). (7.} All the because they deemed it unworthy of them to sink
s;riptare examples of faith were recorded on purpose under unavoidable ill. But this proud, stoical hardi
to beget and encourage the like faith in every suc- hood has nothing in common with the grace of patience
aeiing age [v. 23, 24; and cf. ch. 15. 4). (s.) Justifica- —which is either the meek endurance of ill because it
twa, in this argument, cannot be taken—as Romanists Is of God (Job, l. 21, 22; 2. 10!, or the calm waiting for
isd other errorisU insist — to mean a change upon promised good till His time to dispense it come (He
men's character; for besides that this is to confound it brews. 10. 36) ; in the full persuasion that such trials are
-iin Sand ification, which has its appropriate place in divinely appointed, are the needed discipline of God's
this Epistle, the whole argument of the present chapter children, are but for a definite period, and are not sent
—and nearly all its more Important clauses, expres- without abundant promises of " songs In the night." If
■ic-Ti3, and words—would in that case be unsuitable, such be the " patience* which " tribulation worketh,"
..A fitted only to mislead. Beyond all doubt it means no wonder that patience worketh experience — rather
exclusively a change upon men's state or relation to ' proof,' as the same word is rendered in 2 Corinthians,
'■ *i; or, in scientific language, it is on objective, not a 2. 8; 13. 3; Phllippians, 2. 22; i.e., experimental evidence
m'yctive change — a change from guilt and condem that we have " believed through grace." and experience
nation to acquittal and acceptance. And the best fprooi*/ hope—"of the glory of God," as prepared for
evidence that this is the key to the whole argument is, us. Thus have we hope in two distinct ways, and at
thai it opens all the wards of the many-chambered two successive stages of the Christian life: first. Imme
1'irx with which the apostle has enriched us in this diately on believing, along with the sense of peace and
abiding access to God (v. 1); next, after the reality of
i^utie.
this faith has been "proved," particularly by the
CHAPTER V.
Ver. l-ll. The Blessed Effects of Justifica patient endurance of trials sent to test it We first
tion by Faith.— Ihe proof of this doctrine being get it by looking away from ourselves to the Lamb of
now concluded, the apostle comes here to treat of Its God; next, by looking into or upon ourselves as trans
fmiis. reserving the full consideration of this topic to formed by that " looking unto Jesus." In the one case,
another ttage of the argument (ch. 8). 1. Therefore being the mind acts ias they sayj objectively; in the other, sub
;* having been') justified by taith, we have peace with jectively. The one is (as divines say) the assurance of
God. Ac—If we are to be guided by MS. authority, the faith; the other, the assurance of sense, 5. And hope
true reading here, beyond doubt, is, 'Let us have maketh not ashamed (putteth not to shame, as empty
peace;' a reading, however, which most reject, because hopes do); because the love of God—i.e., not 'our love
they think it unnatural to exhort men to have what to God,' as the Romish and some Protestant expositors
i: belongs to God to give, and because the apostle Is (following some of the fathers' represent it; but clearly
cot here giving exhortations, but stating matters of 'God's love to us'—as most expositors agree, is shed
fact. Bat as it seems hazardous to set aside the abroad—fit., * poured forth,' i.e.. copiously diffused (cf.
decisive testimony of MSS., as to what the apostle did John, 7. 38; Titus, 3. 6). by the Holy Ghost, which is
write. In favour of what we merely think he ought to (rather 'was') given unto us—i.e.. at the great Pente
have written, let us pause and ask—If it be the privi costal effusion which is viewed as the formal donation
lege of the justified to "have peace with God," why of the Spirit to the Church of God, for all time and
mUht not the apostle begin his enumeration of the for each believer, [The Holy Ghost is here first intro
fraits of justification by calling on believers to 'realise' duced in this Epu-ile.) It is as if the apostle had said,
this peace as belonging to them, or cherish the joyful ' And how can this hope of glory, which as believers
consciousness of it as their own! And if this is what we cherish, put us to Bhame, when we feel God Him
li*- has done, it would not be necessary to continue In self, by His Spirit given to us, drenching our hearts la
the same style, and the other fruits of justification sweet, all subduing sensations of His wondrous love
raUht be set down simply as matters of fact. This to us in Christ Jesus f This leads the apostle to ex
"peace" ia first a change on God's relation to us; and patiate on the amazing character of that love. 6-8.
next, as the consequence of tills, a change on our part For when we were yet without strength—i.e., powerless
towards Him. God. on the one hand, has "reconciled to deliver ourselves, and so ready to perish, in doe
us to Himself by Jesus Christ" i2 Corinthians, 5. 1*); time (at the appointed season] Christ died for the nugodly
and we, on the other hand, setting our seal to this, —Three signal properties of God's love are here given:
"are) reconciled to God' (2 Corinthians, 5. 20). The First, "Christ died for the ungodly* whose character,
" propitiation" is the meeting place: there the con so far from meriting any interposition in their behalf,
troversy on both sides terminates in an honourable was altogether repulsive to the eye of God; second. Ho
and eternal " peace." 2. By whom also we have (' have did this "when they were vHthout strtngth" — with
had*} access by faith Into this grace (favour with God} nothing between them and perdition, but that selfwherein we stand—Q.a\t *To that same faith which first originating divine compassion; third. He did this "at
save us " peace with God" we owe our introduction the due time" when it was most fitting that it should
into that permanent standing In the favour of God, take place (cf. Galatians, 4. 4). The two former of these
which the justified enjoy.' As it is difficult to dls- properties the apostle now proceeds to illustrate. For
•nguisu this from the peace first mentioned, we regard scarcely for a righteous man (a man of simply unexctp'
t as merelyan additional phase of the same. [Meyer, tionable character) will one {* any one'] die : yet peradPkixtfpi. Mehkiso], rather than something new. venture for a good man—(a man who, besides being
Keza.. Thot.l'ck, Hodoe.] and rejoice—' glory," boast,' unexceptionable, is distinguished for goodness, a bene
triumph.' ' rejoice.' is not strong enough, in hope of the factor to society) some (' some one1) would (rather * doth')
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even dare to die—g.d., * Scarce an Instance occurs of self- Testament sense of the term, is not a lower degree of
sacrifice for one merely upright; though for one who faith or assurance !as many now say, I hope for heaven,
makes himself a blessing to society there may be found but am not sure of Itj ; bnt invariably means ' the con
ait example of such noble surrender of life.' [So fident expectation of future good.' It presupposes
BENGEL.OL8HAUSEN,THOLUCK,ALrORD. PHILIPPI.] faith; and what faith assures us will be ours, hope
(To make the " righteous" and the "good" man here accordingly expects. In the nourishment of this hope,
to mean the same person, and the whole sense to be the soul's look outward to Christ for the ground of it,
that * though rare, the case may occur, of one making a and inuHird upon ourselves for evidence of its reality,
sacrifice of life for a worthy character,' [as Calvin, must act and react upon each other !«. 2 and 4 com
Beza, Fkitzsche, Jowett.] Is extremely fiat.) Bnt pared). (4.) It is the proper office of the Holy Ghost
Cod coaimer.de'. h ' setteth off,' ' dlsplayeth'—in glorious to beget in the soul the full conviction and joyful
contrast with all that men will do for each other) his consciousness of the love of God in Christ Jesus to
love toward us, in tbat, while we were yet sinners—t.e., sinners of mankind, and to ourselves in particular;
in a state not of positive " goodness," nor even of and where this exists, it carries with it such an assur
negative "righteousness," but on the contrary, "sin ance of final salvation as cannot deceive {v. 5). (5.)
ners." a state which His soul hatetb, Christ died for ns The justification of sinful men is not in virtue of their
—Now comes the overpowering inference, emphatically amendment, but of " the blood of God's Son;" and while
redoubled. 9, 10. Much more then, being ('having been'} this is expressly affirmed in v. 0, our reconciliation to
now justified by his blood, we shall be saved from wrath God by the "death of His Son," affirmed in r. 10. is but
through him. For if, when we were enemies, we were a variety of the same statement. In both, the blessing
reconciled to God by the death of bis Son, much more, being meant is the restoration of the sinner to a righteous
now £' having now been', reconciled, we shall be saved by standing in the sight of God; and in both, the meri
his life—q d., ' If that part of the Saviour's work which torious ground of this, which is intended to be con
cost Him His blood, and which had to be wrought for veyed, is the expiatory sacrifice of God's Son. te.)
I«rsons incapable of the least sympathy either with Gratitude to God for redeeming love, if it could exist
His love or His labours in their behair— even our without delight in God Himself, would be a selfish
"justification," our "reconciliation"—is already com and worthless feeling; but when the one rises into the
pleted; how much more will He do all that remains other— the transporting sense or eternal "reconcilia
to be done, since Ho has it to do, not by death-agonies tion" passing into "gloriation in God*' Himself —then
any more, but in untroubled " life." and no longer for the lower is sanctified and sustained by the higher, and
enemies, but lor friends—from whom, at every stage each feeling is perfective of the other [9. 11).
of it. Ho receives the grateful response of redeemed
12-21. Comparison and Contrast between Adax
and adoring souls f To be " saved from wrath through and Christ in their Relation to the Human
Him." denotes here the whole work of Christ towards Familv. (This profound and most weighty section
hdUvers, from the moment of justification, when the has occasioned an Immense deal of critical and theo
wrath of God is turned away from them, till the Judge logical discussion, in which every point, and almost
on the great white throne shall discharge that wrath every clause, has been contested. We can here but set
upon them that " obey not the Gospel of our Lord down what appears to us to be the only tenable view of
Jesus Christ'' and that work may all be summed up it as a whole, and of its successive clauses, with some
in " keeping them from falling, and presenting them slight Indication of the grounds of our judgment.) 12.
faultless before the presence of his glory with exceed Wherefore—i.e.t Things being so; referring back to the
ing joy" Uude, 24J: thus are they "saved from wrath whole preceding argument, as by one man ;Adam) sin
through him.'* 11. And not only so, but we also joy —considered herein its guilt, criminality, penal desert.
(rather, ' glory') in God through oar Lord Jesus Christ, by entered into the world, and death by (as the penalty of)
(' through'] whom we have now received the atonement — tin; and so death passed upon all men, for that all have
rather, ' the reconciliation' {Margin , as the same word sinned—rather, 'all sinned,' i.e., in that one man's first
is rendered in v. 10, and in 2 Corinthians, 5. is, 19. sin. Tims death reaches every individual of the
(In fact, the earlier meaning of the English word 'atone human family, as the penalty due to himself. [So, in
ment? was' the reconciliation of two estranged parties.'] substance, Bengel, Hodge, Phtlipfi.J Here we
(Trench.] The foregoing effects of justification were should have expected the apostle to finish his sentence,
all benefits to ourselves, calling for gratitude: this last in some such way as this: * Even so, by one man rights
may be termed a purely disinterested one. Our first eousnesa has entered into the world, and life by right
feeling towards God, after wc have found peace with eousness.' But. instead of this, we have a digression
Him, is that of clinging gratitude for so costly a salva extending to five verses, to illustrate the important
tion; but no sooner have we learned to cry, Abba, statement of r. 12; and it is only at r. 18 that the com
Father, under the sweet sense of reconciliation, than parison is resumed and finished. 13, 14. For until the
"glorlalion" in Him takes the i>Iace of dread of Him, law sin was in the world—i.e., during all the period from
and now He appears to us "altogether lovely!"—On Adam "until the law" of Moses was given, God con
this section. KoU (l.J How gloriously does the Gospel tinued to treat men as sinners, but sin is not imputed
evince its divine origin by basing all acceptable ol>edi- where there is no law—q.d., 'There must therefore have
ence on "peace with God." laying the foundations of been a law during that period, because sin was then
this peace in a righteous "justification " of the sinner imputed;* as is now to be shown. Nevertheless death
"through our Lord Jesus Christ," and making this the reigned from Adam to Hoses, even over them that had not
entrance to a permanent standing in the divine favour, sinned after the similitude of Adam'i trangression—But
and a triumphant expectation of future glory ! (v. 1, %}. who are they?—a much contested question. Infants
Other peace, worthy of the name, there is none; and as (say some), who being guiltless of actual sin, may be
those who are strangers to it rise not to the enjoyment said not to have sinned in the way that Adam did.
of such high fellowship with God, so they have neither [Auoustin, Beza, HodoeJ But why should infants
any taste for it nordesire after It. (2.J As only believers be specially connected with the period "from Adam to
possess the true secret of patience under trials, so, Moses," since they die alike in every period 1 And if
although "not joyous but grievous" in themselves I the apostle meant to express here the death of infants,
(Hebrews, 12. 17), when trials divinely sent afford them I why has he done it so enigmatically 1 Besides, the
the opportunity of evidencing their faith by the grace J death of infants is comprehended in the universal
of patience under them, they should " count It all joy" ! mortality on account of the first sin. so emphatically
(e. J, Land see James, 1.2, 3i. (3J "Hope," in th-j New expressed in 1. 12: what need then to specify it here :
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lad why, if not necessary, should we presume it to be
scant here, unless the language unmistakably point
to it—which it certainly does not? The meaning then
■uut be, that * death reigned from Adam to Moses,
even over those that had not, like Adam, transgressed
against a positive commandment, threatening death to
the disobedient.' (So most interpreters.) In this case,
the particle " even" instead of specifying one particular
das* of those who lived " from Adam to Moses" (as the
ether interpretation supposes!, merely explains what
it was that made the case of those who died from
Adam to Moses worthy of special notice, namely, that
* though unlike Adam and all since Mokcs, those who
lived between the two had no positive threatening of
death for transgression, " nevertheless, death reigned
emu over them." ' who is the figure (or, ' a type'} of him
[that wuj to come— ; Christ), * This clause Is inserted on
the first mention of the name " Adam," the one man of
whom he is speaking, to recall the purpose for which
he u treating of him, as the figure of Christ ' [Alford.]
The point of analogy intended here is plainly the public
character which both sustained, neither of the two
being regarded in the divine procedure towards men
ai lucre individual men, but both alike as representa
tive men. (Some take the proper supplement here to
be " Him [that is] to come;" understanding the apostle
to sreak from his own time, and to refer to Christ's
second coming. [FiUTZsciiE, Die Wette, Axford.J
l>ut this is unnatural, since the analogy of the second
Adam to the first has been in full development ever
since ' * God exalted ilini to be a Prince and a Saviour,"
and it will only remain to be consummated at His
second coming. The simple meaning is, as nearly all
Interpreters agree, that Adam is a type of Him who
was to come after him in the same public character,
and* so to be " the second Adam.") Bat (* Vet,* ' Howbeif not as the cfience ;.* trespass'; so also is the free gift
(or " the gracious gift,' ' the gilt of grace')—q.d.. The two
cases present points of contrast as well as resemblance.
For if, 4c.— rather, * For if through the offence of the
one the many died ti.*., in that one man's first sin),
moch more did the grace of God, and the free gift by
grace, even that of the one man, Jesus Christ, abound
unto the many.' By " the many" is meant the mass of
mankind represented respectively by A dam and Christ,
aa opposed, not to fev, but to " the one" who repre
sented them. By " the free gift" is meant (as in v.
17; the glorious gift of justifying righteousness: this is
expressly distinguished from " the grace of God," as
the effect from the cause; and both are said to "abound"
towards us in Christ—in what sense will appear in
the next two verses. And the "much more," of the
one case than the other, does not mean that we get
moch more of good by Christ than of evil by Adam (for
it is not a case of quantity at all,; but that we have
much more reason to expect, or it is much more
agreeable to our ideas of God, that the many should be
benefited by the merit of one, than that they should
sutler lor the sin of one : and if the latter has happened,
much more may we assure ourselves of the former.
(x*B2UPPX, Hoikie.] 16. And not as [it was | by one that
sinned, so lis] the gift—q.d., 'Another point of contrast
may be mentioned.' for the judgment (' sentence'/ was
by one Irather, 'was of one/ meaning not 'one man/
but, as appears from the next clause, ' one offence') to
cjnOmaation, but tbe tree gilt {' gift of grace') is of many
pffrnofi unto justification—a glorious point of contrast:
q.d., ' The condemnation by Adam was for one sin; but
tbe justification by Christ is an absolution not only
from the guilt of that first offence, mysteriously attach
ing to every individual of the race, but from the countUsa q#enc*.s into which, as a germ longed in the bosom
of every child of Adam, It unfolds itself in his life.'
This is the meaning of " grace abounding towards us
ia the abundant* of Vie gift of righteousness," It is a
Ml
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grace not only rich in Us character, but rich in detail:
it is a " righteousness" not only rich in a complete justi
fication of the guilty, condemned sinner; but rich in
the amplitude of the ground which it covers, leaving no
one sin of any of the justified uncancelled, but making
him, though loaded with the guilt of myriads of
offences, "the righteousness of God In Christ f 17.
For if by (* the') one man's offence death reigned by one
(' through the one'] ; much more shall they which receive
{'the') abundance of grace and of the gift of (justifying)
righteousness . . . reigu in life by one (' through the one'),
Jesus Christ—We have here the two ideas of v. lb and
18 sublimely combined into one, as if the subject had
grown upon the apostle as he advanced in his com
parison of the two cases. Here, for the first time in
this section, he speaks of that life which springs out
ofjustification, in contrast with tbe death which Bprings
from sin and follows condemnation. The proper idea
of it therefore is, ' .Right to live'-' HJghteous life' —life
possessed and enjoyed with the good will, and In con
formity with the eternal law, of "Him that sitteth on
the Throne;" life therefore in its widest sense—life in
the whole man and throughout tbe whole duration of
human existence, the life of blissful and loving relation ship to God In soul and body, for ever and ever. It is
worthy of note too, that while he says death " reigned
over" us through Adam, he does not say Life " reigns
over us" through Christ; lest he should seem to invest
tliis new life with the very attribute of death—that of
fell and malignant tyranny, of which we were the hap
less victims. Nor does he say Life reigns in us, which
would have been a scriptural enough idea; but, which
is much more pregnant, M We shall reign in life.'"
While Jrecdom and migld are implied in the figure of
" reigning," " life" is represented as the glorious terri
tory or atmosphere of that reign. And by recurring to
the idea of v. 16, as to the "many offences," whose
complete pardon shows "tbe abundance of grace and
of the gift of righteousness," the whole statement is to
this effect: 'If oue man's one offence let loose against
us the tyrant power of Death, to hold us as its victims
in helpless bondage " much more," when we stand forth
enriched with God's "abounding grace" and in the
beauty ofa complete absolution from countless offences,
shall we expatiate in a life divinely owned and legally
secured, "reigning" in exultant freedom and unchal
lenged might, through that other matchless " One,*
Jesus Christ f (On the import of the Juture tense in
this last clause, see on r. iy; and on ch. ti. 6.) 18. Tnerelore — now at length resuming the unfinished com
parison of v. 12, in order to give formtdly the conclud
ing member of it, which had been done once and again
tubdantiailn. In the intermediate verses, as by the
offence of one [judgment came j for, more simply, ' it came')
upon all men to condemnation ; even so by the righteousness
of one [the free gift came) (rather, * it came') upon all
men to justification of life — I So Calvin, Benoel,
Olshauhen, Tholuck, Hopge, Phixitpi.] But
better, as we judge: ' As through one offence [it cameJ
upon all men to condemnation; even so through one
righteousness [it came] upon all men to justification of
life.' [So Beza, Grotjus, Fkbmjs, M kyer, Db Wette,
AxrokD, Revised V xjujiox. ] In this case, the apostle,
resuming the statement of v. 12, expresses it in a more
concentrated and vivid form—suggested no doubt by
the expression in v. 18, " through one offence," repre
senting Christ's whole work, considered as the ground
of our justification, as " one righteousness." (lioine
would render the peculiar word here employed, 'one
righteous act' [Alfoki>, Revised Version, &c.;|
understanding by it Christ's death as the one redeeming
act which reversed the one undoing act of Adam. But
this is to limit the apostle's idea too much; for as the
same word is properly rendered " righteousness" in ch.
s. 4. where It means "the righteousness of the law aa
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fulfilled by tu who walk not after the flesh, but after evil occasioned by Adam, and the need and glory of the
the Spirit,* so here it denotes Christ's whole " obedi remedy by Christ, that the offence might abound (or.
ence unto death," considered as the one meritorious 'be multiplied*). But what offence I Throughout all
ground of the reversal of the condemnation which this section ' the offence' (four times repeated besides
came by Adam. But on this, and on the expression, here) has one definite meaning, namely, ' the one first
"all men," see on v. 10. The expression, "justification offence of Adam;' and this, in our judgment, la its)
nf life," is a vivid combination of two ideas already meaning here also: a.d., 'All our multitudinous
expatiated upon, meaning 'Justification entitling to breaches of the law are nothing but that one Arst offence,
and Issuing in the rightful possession and enjoyment lodged mysteriously in the bosom of every child of
of life.') 10. For, Ac. —better, * For as by the one man's Adam as an offending principle, and multiplying itself
disobedience the many were mode sinners, even so by into myriads of particular offences in the life of each.'
the obedience of the One shall the many be made What was one act of disobedience in the head has
righteous.' On this great verse observe, ,/frst, that by been converted into a vital and virulent principle of
the " obedience" of Christ here is plainly not meant disobedience in all the members of the human family,
more than what divines call His uetive obedience, as whose every act of wilful rebellion proclaims itself the
distinguished from His sufferings and death: it is the child of the original transgression. Bat where sin
entire work of Christ in its obediential character. Our abounded (or, 'was multiplied'; grace did much mors
]/>rd Himself represents even His death as Hut great abound—rather, 'did exceedingly abound,' or 'suireract of obedience to the Father: " This commandment abound.' The comparison here is between the multi
(i.e., to lay down and resume His lift*; have 1 received plication of one offence into countless transgressions,
of my Father* (John, 10. IS). Second, The significant and such an overflow of grace as more than meets that
word twice rendered "mods," does not signify to work appalling case. That as sin — Observe, the word
a cliange upon a person or thing, but to constitute or "offence* is no more used, as that had been sutficieutly
ordain, as will be seen from all the places where it illustrated; but—what better befitted this comprehen
is used. Here, accordingly, it is intended to express sive summation of the whole matter—the great general
that judicial act wldch holds men, iu virtue of their term Sin. hath reigned unto death—rather, ' in death,'
connection with Adam, as sinners; and, in connection triumphing and las it were) revelling in that complete
with Christ, as righteous. Third, The change of tense destruction of its victims, even so might grace reign
from the past to the future—"as through Adam we —In «. 14. 17, we had the reign of death over the guilty
were made sinners, so through Christ we shall be and condemned in Adam: here it is the reign of the
made righteous"—delightfully expresses the enduring mighty causes of these—of Sin which clothes Death a
character of the act, and of the economy to which such Sovereign with venomous power \i Corinthians, 15. W;
acts belong, in contrast with the for-ever-past ruin of and with awful auViorUy (ch. 6. 23), and of Grace,
believers in Adam. (See on ch. 0. 6.) Fourtii, The " all the grace which originated the scheme of salvation , the
men" of v. 16, and the *' many* of v. id, are the same grace which "sent the Sou to be the Saviour of the
party, though under a slightly different aspect. In world," the grace which "made Hiiu to be sin for ua
the latter caite, the contrast is between the one repre who knew no sin," the grace which "makes us to be
sentative (Adam—Christ} and the many whom he re the righteousness of God in Him;" so that " we who
presented; in the former case.it is between the one receive tlu abundance of grace and of the gift of right
head (Adam—Christ] and the human race, affected for eousness do reign in life by One, J esus Christ ! ' through
death and life respectively by the actings of that one. righteousneM — not ours certainly ('the obedience of
Only In this latter case, it is the redeemed family of Christians,' to use the wretched language of GroHus);
man that is alone in view; it is Humanity as actually nor yet exactly 'justification* [Stuart, Hodge]; but
lost, but also as actually saved, as ruined and re rather, 'the (justifying) righteousness of Christ" llitZA.
covered. Such as refuse to fall in with the high Alford, and in substance, Olmuauses, aIeyek]; the
purpose of God to constitute His Son a " second Adam," same which in v. IB is called His "obedience," mean
the Head of a new race, and as unpenitent and un ing His whole mediatorial work in the flesh. This is
believing finally i>erlsh, have no place in this section here represented as the righteous medium through
of the Epistle, whose sole object is to show how God wliich grace reaches its objects and attains all its end*,
repairs in the second Adam the evil done by the first. the Btable throne from which Grace as a Sovereign
(1 hus the doctrine of universal restoration has no place dispenses its saving benefits to as many as are brought
here. Tims too the forced interpretation by which under its benign sway, unto eternal life—which is sal
the "justification of all" hi made to mean a justifica vation in his highest form and fullest development for
tion mctaly in jtossibUUy and oiler to all, and the "justi ever, by Jesns Christ our Lord—Thus, on that '* Name
fication of the many" to mean the actual justification which is above every name* the echoes of this liymn
of as many as believe [Alford, «tc.J. is completely to the glory of "Grace" die away, and *'Jesus is left
avoided. And thus the harshness of comparing a alone."—On reviewing this golden section oi our Epistle.
wiuAe fallen family with a recovered part is got rid of. the following additional remarks occur: a.) If this
However true it be in /act tliat part of mankind ore section do not teach that the whole race of Adam,
not saved, this is not the aspect in which the subject standing in him as their federal head, * sinned in bini
is here presented. It is totals that are compared and and fell with him in his first transgression.' we mar
contrasted; and it is the same total in two successive despair of any intelligible exposition of it. The apostle,
conditions—namely, Uie human race as ruined in Adam after saying that Adain'ssin introduced death into the
and recovered in Christ.) 20, 21. Moreover the law— world, does not say "and so death passed upon all
' The law however.' The Jew might say. If the whole men for that* Adam "sinned," but '"for that ail
purposes of God towards men centre in Adam and sinned," Thus, according to the leaching of the
Christ, where does "the law" come in. and what was apostle, ' the death of all is for the sin of all ;' and as
the use of it! Answer: It entered—But the word ex this cannot mean the personal sins of each individual
presses an important idea besides 'entering.' It signi but some sin of wliich unconscious infants are guilty
fies, 'entered incidentally,' or 'parenthetically.' (In equally with adults, it can mean nothing but the oue
Oahtti&ns, 2. 4, the same word is rendered 'came in first transgression' of their common head, regarded ai
privily.') The meaning is, that the promulgation of the tite sin of each of his race, and punished, as such, with
law at Sinai was no primary or essential feature of the death. It is vain to start back from this imputation
divine plan, but it was "added" (Galatians, 3. IS) for to all of the guilt of Adam's first sin, as wearing the
• subordinate purpose—the more fully to reveal the appearance of injustice. For not only are all other
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theories liable to the same objection. In some other understood "the day" of his disobedience to be the
form—besides being inconsistent with the text—but terminating period of his blissful "life." In that
the actual fads of human nature, which none dispute, simple idea was wrapt up all the rest But that he
and which cannot be explained away. Involve essen should comprehend Its details was not necessary. Nor
tially the tame difficulties as the great principle on la It necessary to suppose all that to be intended In
which the apostle here explains them. If we admit every passage of Scripture where the word occurs.
this principle, on the authority of our apostle, a flood Enough that all we have described Is in the bosom of
irf Ihrht Is at once thrown upon certain features of the the tiring, and will be realised In as many as are not
'Urine* procedure, and certain portions of the divine the happy subjects of the Reign of Grace. Beyond
oracles, which otherwise are involved in much dark doubt, the whole of this is intended in such sublime
ness; and if the principle itself seem hard to digest. It and comprehensive passages as this: *' God . . . gave
i < not harder than the existence of evU, which, as a fact, His . . . Bon, that whosoever believeth in Him might
alciils of no dispute, but, as a feature in the divine not perish, but [have everlasting life" (John, 3. ltf.
administration, admits ofno explanation in the present And should not the untold horrors of that " death'
fUte. (2J What is called original sin — or that de- —already " reigning over" all that are not in Christ,
i raved tendency to evil with which every child of and hastening to its consummation—quicken our flight
Adam comes into the world—is not formally treated Into " the second Adam," that having "received the
cf in this section [and even in ch. ", It Is rather its abundance of grace and of the gift of righteousness,
i store and operations than Its connection with the first we may reign in life by the One, Jesus Christ'.-"
sin which is handled). But indirectly, this section
CHAPTER VL
L-ears testimony to it ; representing the one original
Ver. l-ll. The Bearing of Justification by
crTence, unlike every other, as having an enduring Grace upon a Holy Live. 1. What, &c—The sub
niatiiy In the bosom of every child of Adam, as a ject of this tfurd division of our Epistle announces
i mi ri pie of disobedience, whose virulence has gotten itself at once In the opening question, " Shall we (or,
it the familiar name of * original sin.' (3.) In what sense as the true reading is, ' May we,' * Are we to') continue
i» the word "deatlt" used throughout this section! in sin, that grace may abound T Had the apostles
Not certainly as mere temporal death, as Arminlan doctrine been that salvation depends in any degree
commentators affirm. For as Christ came to undo upon our good works, no such objection to it could
what Adam did. which is all comprehended in the have been made. Against the doctrine of a purely
word "death," it would hence follow that Christ has gratuitous justification, the objection is plausible; nor
merely dissolved the sentence by which soul and body has there ever been an age in which it has not been
are parted in death; in other words, merely procured urged. That it was brought against the apostles, we
tlie resurrection of the body. But the New Testament know from ch. 3. 8; and we gather from Galatians, 5.
throughout teaches that the salvation of Christ is from 13; l reter,2. 16; Jude, 4, that some did give occasion
* -vastly more comprehensive "death" than that. But to the charge; but that it was a total perversion of the
neither is death here used merely in the sense of penal doctrine of Grace the aposLle here proceeds to show.
rrtt,i.a., 'any evil inflicted iu punishment of sin and 2. God forbid—* That be far from us? the instincts of the
f^r the support of law.' IHodojc.] This is too in new creature revolting at the thought. How shall we,
definite, making death a mere figure ofspeech to denote that are dead, tec.—lit., and more forcibly, * We who
' penal evil" in general—an idea foreign to the simplicity died to sin (as presently to be explained], how shall we
of scripture — or at least making death, strictly so live any longer therein 1 3. Enow ye not, that so many
roiled, only one part of the thing meant by it, which of us as were baptized into Jesus Christ cf. l Corinthians,
ought not to be resorted to if a more simple and 10. 2) were baptized into his death I—sealed with the seal
natural explanation can be found. By " death" then, of heaven, and as it were formally entered and articled,
id this section, we understand the sinner's destruction, to oil the benejlts and all the obligations of Christian
in the only sense in which he is capable of It. Even discipleship in general, and of His death in particular.
temporal death is called " destruction" (Deuteronomy, And since He was "made sin" and "a curse for us"
7. **; l Samuel, 6. 11, &c.), as extinguishing all that (z Corinthians, 6. 21; Galatians, 6. 13j, ** bearing our sins
men regard as life. But a destruction extending to in His own body on the tree," and "rising again for
the soul as well as the body, aud into Uu future world, our justification" (ch. 4. 26; l i'eter, 2. 24), our whole
is clearly expressed in Matthew, 7. 13; 2 Theasolonians, sinful case and condition, thus taken up into His
1,9: t i*eter, 3. 16, Ac. This is the penal "death" of Person, lias been brought to an end in His death.
our section, and in this view of It we retain Its proper Whoso, then, has been baptised into Christ's death
*r?nse. Life—as a state of enjoyment of the favour of lias formally surrendered the whole slate and life of
r-od. of pure fellowship with Him, and voluntary snb- sin, as in Christ a dead thing. He has sealed himself
j«tion to Him—is a blighted thing from the moment to be not only "the righteousness of God in Hini."
that sin is found in the creature's skirts: in that sense, but " a new creature? and as he cannot be In Christ
the threatening, " In the day that thou eatest thereof to the one effect and not to the other, for they are one
tiiou shalt surely die," was carried into immediate tiling, he has bidden farewell, by baptism Into Christ's
t-tfect in the case of Adani when he fell ; who was thence death, to his entire connection with sin. " How,"
forward " dead while he lived." Such are all his pos- then, "can he live any longer therein V The two
trnty from their birth. The separation of soul and things are as contradictory in the fact as they are in
Ivdy in temporal death carries the sinner's " destruc the terms. 4. Theiefore we are (rather, 'were,' — it
tion" a stage further; dissolving his connection with being a past act, completed at once) buried with him,
tt^ji world out of which he extracted a pleasureable, by baptism into death—Cine comma we have placed
though unblest, existence, and ushering him into the after " him" will show what the sense is. 1 1 is not, ' By
presence of his Judge—first as a disembodied spirit, baptism we are buried with Him into death,' which
but ultimately in the body loo, in an enduring condition makes no sense at all; but ' By baptism with Him into
—"to be punished land this is the final state) with death we are buried with Hini;' m other words, * By
tr-rtasUng destruction from the presence of the Lord, the same baptism which publicly enters us Into His
uad from the glory of His power." This final extinction i U it'll, we are made partakers oi His burial also.' To
in soul and body of all that constitutes life, but yet leave a dead body unburied is represented, alike in
< teroal consciousness of a blighted existence—this, in heathen authors as hi Scripture, as the greatest in
lis amplest and most awful sense, is " death T Not dignity (Revelation, 11. 8, 0). It was fitting, therefore,
i , ,>t Adam understood all that. It is enough that He that Christ, after " dying lor our sins according to the
MS
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Scriptures," should "descend into the lover parte of
the earth" (Ephesiane, 4. 9 . As this was the last and
lowest step of His humiliation, so it was the honouruMe dissolution of His last link of connection with
that life which He laid down for as; and we. In being
" buried with Him by our baptism Into his death,"
hare by this public act severed our last link of con
nection with that whole stntnl condition and life which
< hriat brouiht to an end in His death, that like as
Christ wis raised from the dead by the glory of the Father
—<.«., by such a forth-putting of the Father's j*wer as
was the effulgence of His whole glory, even so we also
(as risen to a new life with Him should walk in new
ness of life. But what is that "newness?* Surely If
our old life, now dead and burled with Christ, was
wholly sinful, the vnc, to which we rise with the risen
Kaviour, must be altogether a holy life; so that every
rime we go hack to " those things whereof we are now
ashamed" (v. 21;, we belie our resurrection with Christ
to newness of life, and "forget that we hare been
purged from our old sins" ,2 Peter. 1. 9). Whether the
mode of baptism by immersion be alluded to in this
verse, as a kind of symbolical burial and resurrection,
does not seem to us of much consequence. Many
interpreters think it is, and it may be so. But as it
is not clear that baptism in apostolic times was ex
clusively by immersion (see on Acts, 2, 41], so sprinkling
and washing are indifferently used in the f»ew Testa
ment to express the cleansing efficacy of the blood of
Jesus. And jnst as the woman with the issue of
blood got virtue out cf Christ by simply touching Him.
so the essence of baptism seems to lie in the simple
contact of the element with the body, symbolising
living contact with (Thrist crucffled; the mode and
extent of suffusion being indifferent and variable with
climate and clrcum stances.} 6. For if we have been
planted together—I it,, 'have become formed together.'
(The word is used here only.) in the likeness of his
death, we shall be also in the likeness of bis resurrection
—r/.d., "Since Christ's death and resurrection are in
separable in their efficacy, union with HJm in the one
carries with it participation in the other, for privilege
and for duty alike.' The future tense is used of par
ticipation in His resurrection, because this is but
partially realised in the * -resent state. (See on ch. 6.
19.; 6, 7. Knowing this, &c.—The apostle now grows
more definite and vivid in expressing the sin-destroy
ing elUcacY of our union with the crucified Saviour.
that our old man—g.d„ 'our old selves? i.e., 'ail that
we were in our old unregenerate condition, before
union with Christ' cf. Colossiaus, 3. 9, 10; Ephesians, 4.
22-24; Galatians, X. 20; 6. 24; 6. 14}. is (rather, 'was'}
crucified with him, (in order) that the body of sin— not a
figure for 'the mass of sin i nor the ' material body,'
considered as the seat of sin, which it is not; but (as we
judge) for 'sin as it dwells in us in our present em
bodied state, under the law of the fall.' might be
destroyed (in Christ's death!, tto the end) that henceforth
we should not serve (or, 'be in bondage to') sin. For he
that is dead (rather, * hath died') Is freed ('hath been
set free'} from sin—lit., 'justified,' ' acquitted,' 'got his
discharge, from sin.' As death dissolves all claims, so
the whole claim of sin, not only to " reign unto death,"
but to keep its victims in sinful bondage, have been
discharged once for all. by the believer's penal death
in the death of Christ; so that he is no longer a
"debtor to the flesh to live after the flesh' (ch. 8. 12).
8. Now if we be dead ('if we died') with Christ, &c.—
•See on e. 6. 9-11. Christ being raised from the dead dieth
no more: death hath no more dominion over him —Though
Christ's death was in the most absolute sense a volun
tary act (James, 10. 17, 18; Acts, 2. 24), that voluntary
surrender gave death such rightful "dominion over
/f im" as dissolved its dominion over u*. But this
once past. " death hath," even in that sense, " dominion
U6
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over Him no more.* For in that he died, he died or* (i.e.. In obedience to the claims of) death once (for all) ;
but in that he Uveth, he liveth onto in obedience to the
claims of} God—There never, indeed, was a time when
Christ did not " live unto God." But in the days of IIU
flesh he did so, under the continual burden of sin
"laid on Him" (Isaiah, 63. 8; a Corinthians, 6. 21 ;
whereas, now that He has " put away sin by the sacri
fice of Himself,* He "Uveth unto God," the acquitted
and accepted Surety, unchallenged and unclouded by
the claims of sin. Likewise (even as your Lord Him
self reckon ye yourselves to be deal indeed (* dead on the
one hand' onto sin, but alive unto God through Jesus
Christ— (The words, "our Lord," at the close of this
verse, are wanting in the best M8S.)—Xote (L) ' Ant i.
nomianism is not only an error; it is a falsehood and
a slander.' [Hodge.] That " we should continue in
sin that grace may abound," not only is never the
deliberate sentiment of any real believer in the doc
trine of Grace, but is abhorrent to every Christian
mind, as a monstrous abuse of the most glorious of
all truths (e. 1). (2.) As the death of Christ is not only
the expiation of guilt, but the death of sin itself in all
who are vitally united to Him; so the resurrection of
Christ is the resurrection of believers, not only to
acceptance with God, but to newness of life [v. 2-11 .
(3.) In the light of these two truths, let all who name
the name of Christ " examine themselves whether they
be in the faith."
Ver, 12-23. What Practical U«e Believer*
should hake of theut death to sln and ldfe to
God through Union to the Crucified Saviour.
Not content with showing that his doctrine has no
tendency to relax the obligations to a holy life, the
apostle here proceeds to enforce these obligations.
13. Let not Sin therefore ;as a Master) reign— ;The reader
will observe that wherever In this section the words
*'8in," "Obedience,'* "Righteousness," " Unclean ness," " Iniquity," are figuratively used, to represent a
Matter, they are here printed in capitals, to make this
manifest to the eye, and so save explanation.) in your
mortal body, that ye should obey it >in in the lusts thereof
—" the lusts of the body," as the Greek makes evident.
(The other reading, perhaps the true one, 'that ye
should obey the lusts thereof,' comes to the same
thing.) The "body" is here viewed as the instrument
by which all the sins of the heart become facts of the
outward life, and as itself the seat of the lower appe
tites; and it is called "our mortal body,** probably
to remind us how unsuitable is this relifn of sin in
those who are "alive from the dea<L" But therein
here meant is the unchecked dominion of sin \rti h
uk. Its outward acts are next referred to. 13. Veither
yield ye your members instruments of unrighteousnest
unto Sin: but yield yourselves ■ this is the great surrender
unto God as those that are alive from the dead, and (as the
fruit of this' your members till now prostituted to sin
instruments of righteousness unto God — But what if
Indwelling sin should prove too strong for us! The
reply is : But It will not 11 For Sin shall not have
dominion over you :as the slaves of a tyrant lord: : for
ye are not under the law, but nnder grace—The force of
this glorious assurance can only be felt by observing
the grounds on which it rests. To be ** under the law"
is, first, to be under its claim to entire obedience; and
so, next, under its curse for the breach of these. And
as all power to obey can reach the sinner only through
Grace, of which the law knows nothing, it follows tin ■to be " nnder the law" is, finally, to be shut up under
an inability to keep if, and consequently to be the h'U •
less Aave of sin. On the other hand, to be " under
grace," is to be under the glorious canopy and savins
effects of that "grace which reigns through righteous
ness unto eternal life through Jesus Christ onr Lord*
(see on ch. 6. 20, 2Jj. The curse of the law has been
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completely lifted from off them; they are made "the by which those who are the most helplessly "sold
righteousness of God in Him*" and they are "alive under sin" are often stung to the quick; but that
unto God through Jesus Christ." So that, as when ingenuous feeling of self-reproach, which pierces and
they were " tinder the law," Sin could not but have weighs down the children of God, as they think of the
dominion oyer them, so now that they are " under dishonour which their past life did to His name, the
•trace,"' bin cannot but be subdued under them. If ingratitude it displayed, the violence it did to their
before. Sin resistlessly triumphed, Grace will now be own conscience. Its deadening and degrading effects,
more than conqueror. 15, 18. What thenl . . . Know and the death—" the second death"—to which it was
jt not it is a dictate of common sense), that to whom ye dragging them down, when mere Grace arrested them.
yield yourselves servants to obey {with the view of obey (On the sense of "death" here, see on ch. 6. 12-21,
ing him , his servants ye are to whom ye obey (to whom note 3, and on t>. 16: see also Revelation, 21. 8.—The
ye yield that obedience); whether of Sin onto death— change proposed in the pointing of this verse: * What
it, 'issuing in death,' in the awful sense of ch. 8. 0, fruit had ye then? things whereof ye are now ashamed'
as the sinner's final condition, or of Obedience onto I I.i-.TIl Ki: . TBOX.UCK, I>E WeTTE, PHIUPPI, AUORD,
nzateonsness—i.e.. obedience resulting in a righteous 6c. J, seems unnatural and uncalled for. The ordinary
character, as the enduring condition of the servant of I*>inting has at least powerful Bupport. rCHRYsossew Obedience (1 John, 2. 17; John, 8. 34; 2 Peter, 3. 10; tom, Calvin, Beza, Gkotips, Bexgel, Stuaht,
Matthew, ft. 24.) 17. But Gad be thanked, that ye were FRrTEscHe.11 22. But now—as if to get away from
the servants of Sin — is., that this is a state of things such a subject were unspeakable relief—being made free
low past and gone, bat ye have obeyed from the heart from Sin, and become servants to God (in the absolute
Uat form of doctrine which was delivered yon — rather sense intended throughout all this passage), ye have
iJf'irym*. ' whereunto ye were delivered,' or cast, as In (not 'ought to have,' but 'do have/ in point of fact)
a mould. The idea is, that the teaching to which yaor fruit unto holiness —* sanctification,' as in v. 19;
they had heartily yielded themselves had stamped its meaning that permanently holy state and character
own impress upon them. 18. Being then— ' And being-1 which is built up ont of the whole " fruits of righteous
it U the continuation and conclusion of the preceding ness," which believers successively bring forth. They
sentence; not a new one. made free from 8in, ye be "have thflir fruit" unto this, i.e., all going towards
came the servants of C servants to') Righteousness. The tills blessed result, and the end everlasting life— as
case is one of emancipation from entire servitude to the final state of the justified believer; the beatific
one Master to entire servitude to another, whose pro experience not only of complete exemption from the
perty we are (see on ch. l. V. There is no middle state fall with all its effects, but of the perfect life of
of personal independence; for which we were never acceptance with God, and conformity to His likeness,
made, and to which we have no claim. When we of unveiled access to Him, and ineffable fellowship
would not that God should reign over us, we were in with Him through all duration. 23. For the wages of
righteous judgment "sold under Sin;" now being sin ie death; but the gift of God is eternal life through
through grace "made free from Sin," it is only to be Cin't Jesus Christ our Lord—This concluding versecome ** serranta to Righteousness," which is our true as pointed as it is brief—contains the marrow, the most
freedom. 19. I speak after the manner of men (descend fine gold, of the Gospel. As the labourer is worthy of
ing, for illustration, to the level of common affairs) j his hire, and feels It to be his due—his own of rightbecaose of the infirmity of your flesh (the weakness of so is death the due of sin, the wages the sinner has
your spiritual apprehension ; for as ye have yielded well wrought for, his own. Bat '* eternal life" is in no
—'as ye yielded.' the thing being viewed as now past, sense or degree the wages of our righteousness; we
year members servants to Uncleannesa and to Iniqnity do nothing whatever to earn or become entitled to it,
ante (the practice of) iniquity; even so now yield your and never can: it is therefore, in the most absolute
members servants to Righteousness unto holiness—rather, sense, "tub gift or God.-' Grace reigns in the
* onto .the attainment of) sanctification,' as the same bestowal of it in every case, and that "in Jesus Christ
word is rendered in 2 Thessaloni&ns, 2. 13; 1 Corinth* our Lord," as the righteous Channel of it. In view of
i-ina, l. 30; l Peter, I. 2: —fl.A, ' Looking back upon the this, who that hath tasted that the Lord is gracious
heartiness with which ye served Sin, and the length* can refrain from saying, "Untc Him that loved us,
ye went to be stimulated now to like zeal and like and washed us from our sins in His own blood, and
exuberance in the service of a better Master.' 20. hath made us kings and priests unto God and His
For when ye were the servants ('were servants') of Sin, Father, to Him be glory and dominion for ever and
ye were free from (rather, 'in respect of) Righteousness ever. Amen f* Revelation, 1. 6, 6.)—Note (lj As the
—Difficulties have been made about this clause where most effectual refutation of the oft-repeated calumny,
none exist. The import of it appears clearly to he this: that the doctrine of Salvation by grace encourages to
— 'Since no servant can serve "two masters." much continue in sin, is the holy life of those who profess it,
lea where their Interests come into deadly collision, let such ever feel that the highest service they can
and each demands the whole man, so, while ye were render to that Grace which is all their hope, is to
in the service of Sin, ye were in no proper sense the " yield themselves unto God, as those that are alive
servants of Righteousness, and never did it one act of from the dead, and their members instruments of
read service: whatever might be your conviction of the righteousness unto God" {v. 12, 131. By so doing they
claims of Righteousness, your real services were all will "put to silence the ignorance of foolish men,"
and always given to Sin: Thus had ye full proof of secure their own peace, carry out the end of their call
the nature and advantages of Sin's service.' The ing, and give substantial glory to Him that loved them.
searching question with which this is followed up, (2J The fundamental principle of Gospel-obedience is
snows that this is the meaning. 21. What fruit had as original as it it divinely rational : that ' we are set
ye then (in those thitgs] whereof ye are nowaahamedl free from the law in order to keep it, and are brought
for the end of those things is death—What permanent graciously under servitude to the law in order to be
advantage, and what abiding satisfaction, have those free' («, H. 15, 18). So long as we know no principle of
things yielded 1 The apostle answers bis own question: obedience hut the terrors of the law. which condemns
—'Abiding satisfaction, did 1 ask I They have left only all the breakers of it. and knows nothing whatever of
a sense of "shame." Permanent advantage 1 "The grace, either to pardon the guilty, or to purify the
end of them is death."' By saying they were "now stained, we are shut up under a moral Impossibility
athamed," be makes it plain that he is not referring to of genuine and acceptable obedience: whereas when
that disgust at themselves, and remorse of conscience Grace lifts us out of this state, and through union to
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a righteous Surety, brings aa Into a state of conscious
reconciliation and loving surrender of heart to a God
of salvation, we immediately feel the glorious 'toerfy to
be holy, and the assurance that "Sin shall not hare
dominion over us'' Is as sweet to our renewed tastes
and aspirations as the ground of it is felt to be firm,
*' because we are not under the Law, but under Grace."
(3.) As this most momentous of all transitions in the
history of a man is wholly of God's free grace, the
change should never be thought, spoken, or written of,
but with lively thanksgiving to Him who so loved us
(*. 17). (1.) Christians, in the service of God, should
emulate their former selves in the zeal and steadiness
with which they served sin. and the length to which
they went in it [v. la . (4.) To stimulate this holy
rivalry, let us often "look back to the rock whence
we were hewn, the hole of the pit whence we were
digged," in search of the enduring advantages and
permanent satisfactions which the service of Sin
yielded ; and when we find to our " shame" only gall and
wormwood, let us follow a godless life to Its proper
"end," until, finding ourselves in the territories of
" death," we are fain to hasten back to survey the
service of Righteousness, that new Master of all
believers, and find Him leading us sweetly into abiding
"holiness," and landing us at length in "everlasting
life" iv. 2v-22). v6.) Death and Life are before all men
who hear the Gospel: the one, the natural issue and
proper reward of sin; the other, the absolutely free
"gift or God" to sinners, "in Jesus Christ our Lord."
And as the oue is the amadous sense of the hopless
loss of all blissful existence, so the other is the con
scious possession and enjoyment of all that consti
tutes a rational creature's highest "life" for evermore
(v. 23!. Ye that read or hear these words, " 1 call
heaven and earth to record this day against you, that
I have set before you life and death, blessing and
cursing, therefore choose life, that both thou and thy
seed may liver ^Deuteronomy, 30. 10.)
CHAPTER VTL
Ver. 1-25, 8am a Subject continued. 18. Rela
tion oj believers to the Law and to Ct^rist. Recurring to
the statement of ch. 6. 14. that believers are " not under
the law but under grace," the apostle here Bhows how
this change is brought about, and what holy con
sequences follow from it. 1. 1 speak to them that know
the law {of Moses) — to whom, though not themselves
Jews {see on ch. 1. 13', the Old Testament was familiar.
2, 3. if her husband be dead ('die',—8o v. 3. she be
married—'joined.' So v. 4. 4. Wherefore ... ye also are
become dead (rather, ' were slain) to the law by the body
of Christ—through His slain body. The apostle here
departs from his usual word " died," using the more
expressive phrase 'were slain,' to make it clear that
he meant their being "crucified with Christ" {as ex
pressed in ch. 0. 3-6, and Galatians, 2. 20), that ye
should be married to another, even to him that is ('was'j
raised from the dead, (to the intent) that we should bring
forth iruit auto God — It has been thought that the
apostle should here havo said that * the law died to us,'
not ' we to the law,' but that he purposely inverted
the figure, to avoid the harshness to Jewish ears of
the death of the Utw. (Chrysostom, Calvix, Hodge,
Phiuppi, &c.J Hut this is to mistake the apostle's
design in employing this figure, which was merely to
illustrate the general principle that 'death dxs&Ares
legal obligation.' It was essential to Ids argument that
we, not the law, should be the dying party, since it is
we that are "crucified with; Christ," and not the law.
This death dissolves our marriage obligation to the
law, leaving us at liberty to contract a new relation—
to be joined to the Risen One, in order to spiritual
fruitfuLness, to the glory of God. [Beza, Olbhacsen,
Meyer, Alford, &.1 The confusion, then, is in the
expositors, not the text; and it has arisen from not
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observing that, like Jesus Himself, believers are here
viewed as having a double life—the old sin-condemned
life, which they Lay down with Christ, and the new
life of acceptance and holiness to which they rise with
their Surety and Head; and aU the issues of this new
Life, in Christian obedience, are regarded as the " fruit"
of this blessed union to the Risen One. How such
holy fruitfuLness was impossible before our union to
Christ is next declared. 5. For when we were in the
flesh—In our unregenerate state, as we came into the
world. Bee on John, 3. 0; and ch. 8. 5-9. the motions—
'passions' (Margin), 'affections' las in Galatlans. 5.
24), or 'stirrings.' fRiviMED Yejuuok.] of sins—i.^.,
' prompting to the commission of sins.' which were by
the law—by occasion of the law, which fretted, irritated
our inward corruption by its prohibitions. See on r.
7-9. did work in our member*— the members of the
body, as the instruments by which these inward stir
rings find vent In action, and become facts of the Life.
See on ch. 6. 6. to bring ftrth fruit unto death—death
in the sense of ch. 0. 21. Thus hopeless Is all holy
fruit before union to Christ. 6. But now—See on Die
same expression in ch. 6. 22, and cf. James, 1. 15. we
are delivered from the law—The word is the same which,
in ch. 6. <J, and elsewhere, is rendered " destroyed," and
is but another way of saying (as in r. 4 that "we were
stain to the law by the body of Christ;" Language which,
though harsh to the ear, is designed and fitted to
impress upon the reader the violence of that death of
the Cross, by which, as by a deadly wrench, we are
"delivered from the law." that beii g dead wherein we
were held—It is now universally agreed that the true
reading here Is, * being dead to that wherein we were
held.' The received reading has do authority what
ever, and is inconsistent with the strain of the argu
ment; for the death spoken of, as we have seen. Is not
Uie /<i«.'\ but our^s, through union with the crucified
Saviour, that we should f so as to, or * so that we')
serve in newness of spirit C in the newness of the spirit'),
and net in the oldoess of the letter—not in our old way
of literal, mechanical obedience to the divine law, as a
set of external rules of conduct, and without any
reference to the state of our hearts; but in that new
way of spiritual obedience which, through union to
the risen Saviour, we have learned to render (cf. ch.
2. 28; 2 Corinthians, 3. 6'. 7-25. False Inferences re
garding the Law repelled. And first, v. 7-13, In the
case of the ln regenerate. 7, 8. What . . . then?
Is the law sin! God foibid !—</.oL, '1 have said that
when we were in the flesh the law stirred our inward
corruption, and was thus the occasion of deadly fruit:
Is then the Law to blame for this! Far from ut be such
a thought.' Nay— "On the contrary* (as in ch. 8. 37;
1 Corinthians. 12. 22; Greek). I had not known sin bat
by the law—It is important to fix what is meant by
" sin" here. It certainly is not * the general nature of
sin' (Alford, tc.l, though it be true that this is
learned from the law; for such a sense will not suit
what is said of it in the following verses, where the
meaning is the same as here. The only meaning which
suits all that is said of it In this place is ' the principle
of sin in the heart of fallen man.' The sense, then,
is this: 'It was by means of the law that I came to
know what a virulence and strength of sinful propen
sity I had within me.' The existence of this it did not
need the law to reveal to him ; for even the heathens
recognised and wrote of it. Rut the dreadful nature
and desperate power of it the law alone discovered—in
the way now to be described, for I had not known Inst,
except, &c. — Here the same Greek word is unfortu
nately rendered by three different English ones—" Inst;"
"covet" " concupiscence"—which obscures the meal
ing. By using the word "lustf only, in the wide sen.-e
of all ' irregular desire,' or every out-going of the heart
towards anything forbidden, the sense will best be
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hmiuht out: thus, * For I had not known lust, except bat I am carnal— fleshly; see on t>. 6,i and as such,
the law had said. Thou shalt not lust: But sin, tAking incapable of yielding spiritual obedience, sold under
'having taken'} occasion by the commandment (that sin—enslaved to it. The "I" here though of course
one which forbids it) wrought In me all manner of not the regenerate. Is neither the unregenerate, but
lasting.' This gives a deeper view of the tenth com- the sinful principle of the renewed man, as is ex
aiiadment than the mere words suggest. The apostle pressly stated in v. 18. 15, 16. For, &c.—better, 'For
u« in it the prohibition not only of desire after cer that which I do I know not;' q.d., 'In obeying the
tain thing* there specified, but of 'desire after every Impulses of my earn a 1 nature I act the slave of another
iking divinely forbidden;' in other words, all ' lusting' will than my own as a renewed man.' for, Ac.—rather,
or * irregular desire.' It was this which " he had not ' for not what I would ( ' wish,' * desire'! that do I, but
inown hot by the law." The law forbidding all such what I hate that I do. But if what I would not that I
desire so stirred his corruption that it wrought in him do, I consent unto the law that it is good—the judg
"all manner of lusting" —desire of every sort after ment of my inner man going along with the law: 17.
what was forbidden. For without the law—i.e.. Before Now then it is no more I (my renewed self) that do it
its extensive demands and prohibitions come to {'that work it'J but sin which dwelleth in me—that prin
'Operate upon our corrupt nature, sin was (rather, ' is"; ciple of sin that still has its abode in me. To explain
tead—{.«., the sinful principle of our nature lies so this and the following statements, as many do [even
fioraxant, so torpid, that its virulence and power Are Benoel and TnoLUCK], of the sins of unrenewed men
unknown, and to our feeling it is as good as "dead." against their better convictions, is to do painful
9. Par I was alive without the law once—q.d., * In the violence to the apostle's language, and to affirm of the
days of my ignorance, when, in this sense, a stranger unregenerate what is untrue. That co-existence and
to the law, 1 deemed myself a righteous man, and, as mutual hostility of "flesh" and "spirit" in the same
itsth, entitled to life at the hand of God.' but when renewed man, which is so clearly taught in ch. is. 4,
ue commandment came—forbidding all irregular desire; &c, and Galatians, 6. 16, &c., is the true and only key
foe the apostle sees in this the spirit of the whole law. to the language of this and the following verses. (It
f ji revived—.' came to life',' : in its malignity and strength is hardly necessary to say that the apostle means not
it unexpectedly revealed itself, as if sprung from the to disown the blame of Welding to his corruptions, by
>le*d. and I died—'saw myself, in the eye of a law saying " it is not he that does it, but sin that dwelleth
never kept and not to be kept, a dead man.' 10, 11. in him." Early heretics thus abused bis language;
And «.thus the commandment, which was . . . (designed) to but the whole strain of the passage shows that his sole
.iTe, hfc (through the keeping of it) 1 found to be unto object in thus expressing himself was to bring more
death (through breaking it]. For sin (my sinful nature', vividly before his readers the conflict of two opposite
taking occasion by the commandment, deceived me or principles, and how entirely, as a new man— honour
' reduced me') —drew me aside into the very thing ing from his inmost soul the law of God—he con
which the commandment forbade, and by it slew me— demned and renounced his corrupt nature, with its
discovered me to myself to be a condemned and gone affections and lusts. Its stirrings and its outgoings, root
cian '.<£. t. 9. "ldifnC). 13. 14. Wherefore ('So that') and branch.) 18. For, &c.~better, 'For I know that
tite law is "is indeed') good, and the commandment (that there dwelleth not in me, that is in my flesh, any good,
one so often referred to, which forbids all lusting) for to will ('desire') is present with me; but to perform
aaiy and just, and good. Was then that which is good that which is good (the supplement "how," in our
ciade i* Hath then that which Is good become') death version, weakens the .statement I find not — Here,
onto mel God forbid — q.d., VDoes the blame of my again, we have the double self of the renewed man:
death He with the good law! Away with such a q.d., 'in me dwelleth no good: but this corrupt self Is
thought.* But sin (became death unto me, to the end) not my true self; it is but sin dwelling in my real self,
taxt H might appear sin ;that it might be seen in its as a renewed man.' 19-21. For, «fcc—The conflict here
true light , working death iu (rather, 'to') me by that graphically described between a self that 'desires'
eraich t* gvd, that sin by the commandment might be to do good and a self that in spite of this does evil,
come exceeding sinful — ' that its enormous turpitude cannot be the struggles between conscience and passion
miA*ht stand out to view, through its turning God's in the unregenerate, because the description given of
holy, just, and good law into a provocative to the very this " desire to do Rood" in the verse immediately
thing which it forbids.' So niuch for the law in rtla- following, is such as cannot be ascribed, with the least
Uv* to tft€ unregenerate, of whom the apostle takes show of truth, to any but the renewed, 22. For I de
himself as the example: first, in his ignorant, self- light in the law of God after the inward man-</.d., ' from
-atistied condition; next, under humbling discoveries the bottom of my heart.' The word here rendered
f hw Inability to keep the law, through inward con " delight" is indeed stronger than "consent" in v. 18;
trariety to it; tinally, as self-condemned, and already, but both express a state of the mind and heart to which
ji haw, a dead man. Some Inquire to what period of the unregenerate man is a stranger. 23. But I see
>U recorded history these circumstances relate. Bat another (it should be 'a different*; law in my members
here is no reason to think they were wrought into such ; (see on v. 6), warring against the law of my mind, and
utlacjodji and explicit discovery at any period of his bringing me into captivity to the law of sin which is in
LLtt^ry before be "met the Lord in the way;" and ] my members—In this important verse, observe, first,
uongh. "amidst the multitude of his thoughts within that the word " law" means an inward principle of
dm" daring his memorable three days' blindness I action, good or evil, operating with the fixedness and
oiraediavtely after that, such views of the law and of j regularity of a law. The apostle found two such laws
dmseli would doubtless be tossed up and down till within him; the one " the law of sin in his members,''
hey toot sluxpe much as they are here described see | called (in Galatians, 5. 17, 24) " the flesh which lusteth
4i Acta, 9. 9); we regard this whole description of his against the spirit," " the flesh with the affections and
a ward struggles and progress rather as the finished lusts," i.e., the sinful principle In the regenerate; the
fruit of all his past recollections and subsequent re- I other, "the law of the mind," or the holy principle of
LecUoas on bis unregenerate state, which he throws I the renewed nature. Second, when the apostle says
nto historical form only for greater vividness. But he " sees" the one of these principles " warring against"
ifJw the apostle proceeds to repel false inferences re- the other, and ''bringing him into captivity" to itself,
artiinoT the lav, secondly, v. 14-26, In the case uf the he is not referring to any actual rebellion going on
. r>.sr>- skate; taking himself here also as the example. j wWiin him while he was uniting, or to any captivity to
4, Fox we know that the law is spiritual—in its demands. I his own lusts then existing, fie is simply describing
Mi
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the two conflicting principles, and pointing out what
it was the inherent property of each to aim at bringing
about. Third, When the apostle describes himself as
"browjht into capttvdy" by the triumph of the sinful
principle of his nature, he clearly speaks in the person
of a renewed man. Men do not feel themselves to
be in captivity in the territories of their own sovereign,
and associated with their own friends, breathing a
congenial atmosphere, and acting quite spontaneously.
But here the apostle describes himself, when drawn
under the power of his sinful nature, as forcibly seized
and reluctantly dragged to his enemy's camp, from
which he would gladly make his escape. This ought
to settle the question, whether he is here speaking an
a regenerate man or the reverse. 24. 0 wretched man
that I am t who shall deliver me from the body of this
death?—The apostle speaks of the "iKxly" here with
reference to "the law of sin" which he had said was
" in his members," but merely as the instrument by
which the Bin of the heart finds vent in action, and as
Itself the seat of the lower appetites (see on ch. 6. 0,
and on v. 6, ; and he calls It *' the body of this death,"
as feeling, at the moment when he wrote, the horrors
of that death (ch. 6. 21, and v. 5} into which it dragged
him down. But the language is not that of a sinner
newly awakened to the sight of his lost state: it is
the cry of a living but agonized believer, weighed down
under a burden which Is not himself, but which he
longs to shake oh* from his renewed self. Nor does the
question imply ignorance of the way of relief at the
time referred to. it was designed only to prepare the
way for that outburst of thankfulness for the divinely
provided remedy, which Immediately follows. 25. I
thank Qod (the Source; through Jesus Christ ithe Channel
of deliverance). Bo then (to sum up the whole matter;,
wita the mind {'the mind indeed'} I myself serve the
law of God, but with the flesh the law of sin—<i.d., * Such
then is the unchanging character of these two principles
within me. God's holy law is dear to my renewed
mind, and has the willing service of my new man;
although that corrupt nature which still remains in
me listens to the dictates of sin.'—Note (l.) This whole
chapter was of essential service to the Reformers in
their contending with the Church of Borne. When
the divines oi that corrupt Church, in a Pelagian spirit,
denied that the sinful principle in our fallen nature,
which they called 'Concupiscence,' and which is com*
monly called * Original sin,' had the nature of sin at
all, they were triumphantly answered from this chapter,
where—both in the first section of it which speaks of it
In the unregenerate, and in the second which treats of
its presence and actings in believers—it is explicitly,
emphatically, and repeatedly called "sin." As such,
they held it to be damnable. (See the Confessions
both of the Lutheran and Reformed Churches.; in the
following century, the orthodox in Holland had the
same controversy towage with ' the Remonstrants' (the
followers of Arminius), and they waged it on the field
of this chapter. 12.) Here we see that Inability Is conslstentwith Accountability. Seer. l8;Gaiatlans,5. J7.
* As the Scriptures constantly recognise the truth of
these two things, so are they constantly united in
Christian experience. Every one feels that he cannot
do the things that he would, yet Is sensible that he
Is guilty for not doing them. Let any man test his
power by the requisition to love God perfectly at all
times. Alas ! how entire our Inability ! Vet how deep
our self-loathing and self-condemnation r [Hodge.]
(3.) If the first sight of the Cross by the eye of faith
kindles feelings never to be forgotten, and in one
sense never to be repeated—like the first view of an
enchanting landscape—the experimental discovery, in
the later stages of the Christian life, of its power to
beat down and mortify inveterate corruption, to cleanse
and heal from long-continued backslidings and fright250
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ful Inconsistencies, and so to triumph over all that
threatens to destroy those for whom Christ died, as to
bring them safe over the tempestuous seas of this life
into the haven of eternal rest—is attended with yet
more heart-affecting wonder, draws forth deeper
thankfulness, and issues in more exalted adoration of
Him whose work Salvation Is from first to last (v. 24.
25;. 14.) It Is sad when such topics as these are bandied
as mere questions of biblical interpretation, or syste
matic theology. Our great apostle could not treat of
them apart from personal experience, of which the
facta of his own life and the feelings of his own soul
furnished him with illustrations as lively as they were
apposite. When one is unable to go far into the investlgation of indwelling sin, without breaking out
Into an " O wretched man that I am P and cannot
enter on the way of relief without exclaiming, " I thank
God through Jesus Christ our Lord," he will find his
meditations rich in fruit to his own soul, and may
expect, through Him who presides in all such matters.,
to kindle in his readers or hearers the like blessed
emotions iv. 24, 25,1. So be it even now, O Lord!
CHAPTER V11L
Ver. 1-30. Conclusion or the whole abisumeki
—The ulorious Completes ess or them that are
in Christ Jehus. In this surpassing chapter the
several streams of the preceding argument meet and
flow In one " river of the water of life, clear as crystal,
proceeding out of the throne of God and of the Lamb,"
until it seems to lose Itself in the ocean of a blissful
eternity.
First: The Sanctifioation oj Believers '.v. 1-13). 1.
There is therefore now, &&—referring to the Immediately
preceding context. (Olshau&en, Philippi, Meter.
Alford, die] The subject with which ch. 7. concludes
is still under consideration. The scope of the four
opening verseti is to show how " the law of sin and
death" is deprived of Its power to bring believers
again Into bondage, and how the holy law of God
receives in them the homage of a living obedience.
[Calvin, Eraser, Philippi, Meyer, Ajjoxd, &c.\
no condemnation to them which are in Christ Jesus —
As Christ, who '* knew no sin," was, to all legal effects,
" made sin for us," so are we, who believe in Him to
all lettal effects, "made the righteousness of God in
Him" (2 Corinthians, 6. 21J ; and thus, one with him In
the divine reckoning, there is to such "no condem
nation." (Cf. John, 3. 18; 6. 24; ch. 6. 18, 19.) But
this is no mere legal arrangement: it is a union in li,r- .
believers, through the indwelling of Christ's Spirit in
them, having one life with Him, as truly as the head
and the members of the same body have one life.
[who walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit]— (The
evidence of MSS. seems to show that this clause
formed no part of the original text of this verse, but
that the first part of It was early introduced, and the
second later, from v. 4, probably as an explanatory
comment, and to make the transition to v. 2 more easy.
2. For the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus bath
made me free (rather, 'freed me"—ret erring to the time
of Ids conversion, when first he believed) from the law
of sin and death —It Is the Holy Ghost who is here
called "The Spirit of life," as opening up in the souls
of believers a fountain of spiritual life (see on John.
7. 38, 39; p. T5t, 2d coU; just as He is called " the
Spirit of truth," as "guiding them into all truth"
(John, 16. 13), and "the Spirit of counsel and might,
the Spirit of knowledge and of the fear of the Lord"
(Isaiah, ll. 2). as the Insplrer of these qualities. And
He Is called " the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus," be
cause it is as members of Christ that He takes up
His abode in believers, who In consequence of this
have one life with their Head. And as the word " lave"
here has the same meaning as In ch. 7. 23, namely.' an
inward principle of action, operating with the fixed
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ness and regularity of a law,' It thus appears that " the world be cast outf and again (see on John, 16. 11).
lose of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus" here means, "When He (the Spirit) shall come. He shall convince
' that new principle of action which the Spirit of Christ the world of . . . judgment, because the prince of this
has opened up within us—the law of our new being. world is judged," ».«., condemned to let go his hold
This " sets us fret," as soon as it takes possession of of men, who, through the cross, shall be emancipated
our inner man, " from the law of sin and death," i.e., into the liberty and power to be holy, in the flesh—
from the enslaving power of that corrupt principle i.e., in human nature, henceforth set free from the
which carries death In its bosom. The "strong man grasp of sin. That the righteousness of the law—'the
armed'* is overpowered by the "Stronger than he;" the righteous demand* [Revised Version], 'the require
weaker principle is dethroned and expelled by the ment' I AlfordJ, or ' the precept' of the law; for it is
mare powerful; the principle of spiritual life prevails not precisely the word so often used in this Epistle to
agalost and brings into captivity the principle of spiri denote 'the righteousness which justifies1 (ch. 1. 17;
tual death—"leading captivity captive." If this be the 3. 21; 4. 6, 6; 6. 17, 18, 21], but another form of the same
apostle's meaning, the whole verse is to this effect: word, intended to express the enactment of the law,
That the triumph of believers over their inward cor meaning here, we believe, the practical obedience
ruption, through the power of Christ's Spirit hi them, which the law calls for. might be fulfilled in as—or,
prove* them to be in Christ Jesus, and as such absolved as we say, * realized in us.' who walk—the most ancient
from condemnation. But this is now explained more expression of the bent of one's life, whether in the direc
folly. 3. 4. For what the law could not do, Arc—a diffi tion of good or of evil (Genesis, 48. 16; Psalm Ll;
cult and much controverted verse. But it is clearly, Isaiah, 3. 5; Micah, 4. 6; Ephesians, 4, 17; 1 John, l. 6, 7).
we think, the law's inability tofree usfrom the dominion not after (ie.. according to the dictates of) the flesh, but
of sin that the apostle has in view; as has partly after the spirit—From v. 9, it would seem that what is
appeared already (see on v. 2), and will more fully more immediately intended by " the spirit" here is
appear presently. The law could irritate our sinful our own mind, as renewed and actuated by the Holy
nature into more virulent action, as we have seen in Ghost. 5. For they that are after the flesh (i.e., under
eh. 7. 5. but it could not secure its own fulfilment. the influence of the fleshly principle) do mind (give
How that is accomplished comes now to be shown. their attention to, Philippians, 3. 19) the things of the
in that it was weak through the flesh—i.e., having to flesh, &c. — Men must be under the predominating
address itself to us through a corrupt nature, too influence of one or other of these two principles, and.
strong to be influenced by mere commands and threat* according as the one or the other has the mastery,
rniuji*. God, Ac—The sentence is somewhat imperfect will be the complexion of their life, the character of
in its structure, which occasions a certain obscurity. their actions. 6. For— a mere particle of transition
The meaning is. that whereas the law was powerless here (TholtjckJ, like 'but' or 'now.' to be carnally
to secure its own fulfilment for the reason given, God minded— 'if., 'the mind' or 'minding of the flesh'
took the method now to be described for attaining (Margin)* i.e., the pursuit of fleshly ends, is death—
that end, sending f having sent') his own Son—This not only 'ends in' [Alford, &c\ but even now 'is;'
and similar expressions plainly imply that Christ was carrying death into its bosom, so that such are "dead
God's "ows Son" before He was sent—that is, in His while they live" 1 Timothy, 5. 6; Ephesians. 2. l, ft).
own proper Person, and independently of His mission I Tin 1. ir rr. I bat to be spiritually minded — * the mind'
and appearance in the flesh (see on ch. 8. 32; Galatians, or * minding of the spirit;* i.e.. the pursuit of spiritual
4. 1 ; and if so. He not only has the very nature of God, objects, is Ufa and peace—not "life" only, in contrast
even as a son of his father, but is essentially of the with the " death" that is in the other pursuit, but
Father, though in a sense too mysterious for any "pence.-" it is the very element of the soul's deepest
language of ours properly to define {see on ch. 1-4,. repose and true bliss. 7. Because the carnal mind is
And this peculiar relationship is put forward here to enmity against God. The desire and pursuit of carnal
enhance the greatness and define the nature of the relief ends is a state of enmity to God, wholly incompatible
provided, as coming from beyond the precincts of sinful with true life, and peace in the soul, for it is not sub
humanity altogether, yea, immediately from the God ject (Moth not submit itself'] to the law of God, neither
head itself, in the likeness of sinful flesh—lit., 'of the indeed can be ('can ifJ —i.e.. In such a state of mind
flesh of sinf a very rematkable and pregnant expres there neither is nor can be the least subjection to tho
sion. He was made in the reality of our flesh, but law of God. Many things may be done which the law
only in the likeness, of its sinful condition. He took requires, but nothing either is or can be done because
our nature as it is in us, compassed with Infirmities, God's law requires it, or purely to please God. 8. So
with nothing to distinguish Him as man from sinful then—nearly equivalent to 'And so.' they that are in
men. save that He was without sin. Nor does this (and therefore, under the government of] the flesh
mean that He took our nature with all its properties cannot please God—having no obediential principle, no
save one; for sin is no property of Humanity at allt desire to please Him. 9. Bat ye are not in the flesh,
bat only the disordered state of our souls, as the fallen bat ia the spirit, if so be that the Spirit of God dwell la you
family of Adam, a disorder affecting, indeed, and over —This does not mean, 'if the disposition or mind of
spreading our entire nature, but still purely our own, God dwell in you; but if tiu Holy Gltost dwell in you*
and tar tin— lit., 'and about sin:' '/.d„ * on the- business (see 1 Corinthians, 6. 11, 19; 3. 16. Ac). (It thus appears
of sin.' The expression is purposely a general one, be that to be " in the spirit" means here to be under the
cause the design was not to speak of Christ's mission dominion of our own renewed mind; because tho in
to atone for sin, but in virtue of that atonement to dwelling of God's Spirit is given as the evidence that
destroy its dominion and extirpate it altogether from we are "in the spirit.') How ('But', if any man have
believers. We think it wrong, therefore, to render not the Spirit of Christ — Again, this does not mean
the words (as in Margin) ' by a sacrifice for sin' (sug 'the disposition or mind of Christ,' but the Holy Ghost;
gested by the language of the LXX., and approved by here called " the Spirit of Christ" just as He is called
Caxviv, 4c); for this sense is too definite, and makes "the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus" (see on v. 2). It ia
the idea of expiation more prominent than it is. as "the Spirit of Christ" that the Holy Ghost takes
condemned sin — 'condemned it to lose its power over possession of believers, introducing into them all the
men.' FBeza, Bkngxx, Fkaszr, Meyer. Tholuck, pracious dove-like disposition which dwelt in Him
PmLiPPt, Aijpord.] In this glorious sense our Lord (Matthew. 3. lfl, John, 3. 34). Now if any man's heart
■ays of His approaching death (John, 12. Si), "Now Is be void, not of such dispositions, but of the blessed
the judgment of this world : now shall the prince of this Author of them, "the Spirit of Christ"—ht is none of
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his—even though intellectually convinced of the truth
of Christianity, and In a general seuse influenced, by
Its spirit. Sharp, solemn statement this 1 10, 11. And
if Christ be in you—by His indwelling Spirit in virtue
of which we have one life with him. the body—* the
body indeed.' Is dead because of ('by reason of} sin;
but the spirit is life because (or, * by reason') of righteous
ness. The word * indeed,' which the original requires,
is of the nature of a concession—q.d., *I grant you that
the body is dead, die., and so far redemption is incom*
plete, but* &c.;q.d.,'If Christ be in you by His in
dwelling Spirit, though your " bodies" have to pass
through the stage of "death," In consequence of the
first Adam's "sin," your spirit is instinct with new and
undying "life,** brought in by the "righteousness" of
the second Adam.' [Tholu<'k, Meyer, and Alford
In part, but only Hodgk entirely-] Bnt C And', if the
Spirit of him that raised up Jesus from the dead dwell in
you — i.e., ' If He dwell In you as the Spirit of the
Christ-raising One,' or,* in all the rcsjtrrection-pov^r
which He put forth in raising Jesus.' be that raised
np Christ from the dead—Observe the change of name
from Jxstrs, as the historical Individual whom God
raised from the dead, to Christ, the same Individual,
considered as the Lord and Head of all His members,
or of redeemed Humanity. [ALroan.] shall also
q'lieken (rather. ' shall quicken even'! your mortal bodies
by {the true reading appears to be ' by reason of his
Spirit that dwelleth in you—q.d., * Your bodies indeed
are not exempt from the death which sin brought in;
but your spirits even now have in them au undying
life, and if the Spirit of Him that raised up Jesus from
the dead dwell in you. even these bodies of yours.
though they yield to the last enemy and the dust of
them return to the dust as it was, shall yet experience
the same resurrection as that of their living Head, in
virtue of the indwelling of the same Spirit in you that
quickened Him.' 12, 13. Therefore, brethren, we are
debtors, not to the flesh, to live after the flesh — q.d.,
' Once we were sold under sin ch. 7. 14); but now that
we have been set free from tliat hard master, and be
come servants to Righteousness (ch. 0. 32\ we owe
nothing to the flesh, we disown its unrighteous claims
and are deaf to its imperious demands.' Glorious
sentiment! For if ye live alter the flesh, ye shall die in
the sense of ch. 6. 21); but if ye through the Spirit do
mortify the deeds of the body (see on ch. 7. 23, ye shall
live in the sense of ch. 6. t2). The apostle is not satisfled with assuring them that they are under no obtifiations to the flesh, to hearken to its suggestions, with
out reminding them where it will end if they do; and
he uses the word " mortify" (put to death: as a kind
of play upon the word "die" just before—y.d., *lf ye
do not kill sin, it will kill you.' Rut he tempers this
by the bright alternative, that if they do, through the
Spirit, mortify the deeds of the body, such a course
will infallibly terminate In "life" everlasting. And
this leads the apostle into a new line of thought, open
ing into his final subject, the "glory" awaiting the
justified believer.—Note (l.; ' There can be no safety, no
holiness, no happiness, to those who are out of Christ:
yox'i/ttv, because all such are under the condemnation
of the law (r. i'; no holiness, because such only as are
united to Christ have the Spirit of Christ t\ 9 ; no
happiness, because to be "carnally minded Is death"
{v. 6].' [Hodok.J t2.) The sanctiflcatlon of believers,
as it has its whole foundation in the atoning death,
so it has its living spring in the indwelling of the
Spirit of Christ v. 2-4). .3. ' The bent of the thoughts,
affections, and pursuits, is the only decisive test of
character ft'. 5 .' [Hodge. 1 '1.1 No human refinement
of the carnal mind will make it spiritual, or com
pensate for the absence of spirituality. "Flesh" and
" spirit" are essentially and unchangeably upposed:
nor can the carnal mind, as such, be brought into real
861
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subjection to the law of God [v. 5-71. Hence [5J the
estrangement of God and the sinner is mutual. For
as the sinner's state of mind is " enmity against God**
(f. 7, so in this state he "cannot please God" {v. 8).
(6.) Since the Holy Ghost Is, in the same breath, called
indiscriminately "the Spirit of God," "the Spirit of
Christ," and " Christ" Himself !as an indwelling life in
believers), the Essential Unity and yet Personal dis
tinctness of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost,
in the one adorable Godhead must be believed, as the
only consistent explanation of such language iv. tt-11).
(7.j The consciousness of spiritual life in our renewed
souls is a glorious assurance of resurrection life in the
body also, in virtue of the same quickening Spirit
whose inhabitation we already enjoy (v. nj. ($j What
ever professions of spiritual life men may make, it re
mains eternally true that "if we live after the flesh we
shall die," and only " if we through the Spirit do
mortify the deeds of the body we shall live" {v. u ■
and cf. GaiatianB, 0. 7, 8; JEphesians, 6. 8; Philippiana.
3. IS, 19; 1 John, S. 7, 8',
Second: The Sonship of Believers —Their future
Inheritance — The JnUrcemon of Uu Spirit for them
iv. 14-37). 14. For as many as are led by the Spirit of God.
they Ac. ;' these are sonsof God'). Hitherto the apostle
has spoken of the Spirit simply as a power through
which believers mortify sin: now be speaks of Him as
a gracious, loving Guide, whose " leading"—enjoyed by
all in whom Is the Spirit of God's dear Son — shows
that they also are " sous of God." 15. For, die,—" For
ye received not (at the time of your conversion the
spirit of bondage,' i.e., ' The spirit ye received was not
a spirit of bondage.' again [gendering] to fear—as under
the law which " wnrketh wrath" — q.d.. "Such was
your condition before ye believed, living in legal bond
age, haunted with incessant forebodings under a seuse
of unpardoned sin. But it was not to perpetuate
that wretched state that ye received the Spirit.' but ye
have received ' ye received') the Spiritot adoption, where by
(rather, 'wherein') we cry, Abba, Father. The word
" cry" is emphatic, expressing the si>onlaneousness, the
strength, and the exuberance of the filial emotions.
In Galatians, 4. 6, this cry is said to proceed from the
Spirit in us, drawing forth the filial exclamation in
our hearts: Here, it is said to proceed from our oien
heart* under the vitalising energy- of the Spirit, as
the very element of the new life in believers (cf.
Matthew, iu. iu, 20; and see on v. i". "Abba* is the
Syro-Chaldaic word for "Father;" and the Greek word
for that is added, not surely to tell the reader that
both mean the same thing, but for the same reason
which drew both words from the lips of Christ HiniMdf
during his agony in the garden (Mark, 14, 38). He,
doubtless, loved to utter his Father's name In both
the accustomed forms; beginning with His cherished
in other- tongue, and adding that of the learned. In
this view the use of both words here has a charxuiug
simplicity and warmth. 16. Tne Spirit itself—It should
be 'Himself ;see on r. 26,. beareth witness with our
spirit, that we are the children (' are children') of God—
The testimony of our own spirit is borne in that cry of
conscious sonship, "Abba, Father.'" but we are not
therein alone; for the Holy tihost within us, yea. even
in that very cry which it is His to draw forth, sets His
own distinct seal to our's; and thus, "In the mouth of
two witnesses" the thing is established. The apostle
had before called us "sons of God," referring to our
adoption: here the word changes to "children," refer
ring to our new birth. The one expresses the dignity
to which we are admitted: the other the new life which
we receive. The latter is more suitable here; because
a sou by adoption might not be heir of the property.
whereas a sou by ot'rtfi certainly is, and this is what the
apostle is now coming to. 17. And if children, taen
heirt i' heirs ulso'j; heirs of God—of our Father's king
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»bm. sad joint -heirs with Christ—as the " Firstborn
«a>oog many brethren" (». 29j, and as "Heir of all
Uiags." if so be that we suffer ('provided we be sufferiag with Him') that we may be alto glorified together
liihHimJ. This necessity of conformity to Christ in
suffering in order to participation in His glory, is taught
•hike by Uirist Himself and by His apostles (John, 12.
J*-s«; Matthew, is. 24, 25; 2 Timothy, 2. 12}. 18. For I
reeks* that the sufferings of this present time are not
w-sr'-hT to be compared with the glory which shall be remled in us—<jA.y 'True, we must suffer with Christ
if vc would partake of His glory; but what of that?
Fee if such sufferings are set over against the comuv glory, they sink into insignificance.' 19-22. For.
£c—* The apostle, fired with the thought of the future
tlory of the saints, pours forth this splendid passage,
io which he represents the whole creation groaning
outer its- present degradation, and looking and long
ing for the revelation of this glory as the end and con
summation of its existence.' [Hodge.] the earnest
expectation (cf. Philippians, 1.20) of the creature (rather,
*the creation') waiteth for the manifestation {'is waiting
fcr the rerelation'j of the sons of God—i.e., "for the re
demption, of their bodies" from the grave (v. 23). which
will reveal their souship, now hidden (cf. Luke, 20. 36;
Revelation, 21. 7). For the creature {'the creation'} was
ssaae subject to vanity, not willingly — i.e., through no
natural principle of decay. The apostle, personifying
creation, represents it as only submitting to the
vanity with which it was smitten, on man's account, j
in obedience to that superior power which had mys
teriously linked its destinies with man's. And so he
adds — but by reason of him who hath subjected the
•amefwbo subjected It'' in hope; because (or.'inhope !
that; the creature itself also ('even the creation itself,'
shall be delivered from the bondage of corruption iits
bondage to the principle of decay] into the glorious !
liberty (rather, * the liberty of the glory'} of the children
of God — i.e., the creation itself shall, in a glorious
sense, be delivered into that freedom from debility and
decay in which the children of God, when raised up in I
glory, shall expatiate: into this freedom from corrupti
bility the creation itself shall, in a glorious sense,
be delivered. [SoCAlvin, Beza.Bexqel., Tiioh/ck,
OuHAUsEM. Dk Wette, Meyer, Phiuppi, Ho due,
.MroKV. £c] If for man's sake alone the earth was
cursed, it cannot snrprise us that it should share in
his recovery. And if so, to represent it as sympathis |
ing with man's miseries, and as looking forward to
his complete redemption as the period of its own i
emancipation from its present sin-blighted condition, is
a beautiful thought, and in harmony with the general
teaching of Scripture on the subject. (See on 2 Peter, |
3. UD 23. And not only [they], but ourselves also (or,
'not only [soJ, but even we ourselves' — i.e., besides 1
the inanimate creation}, which have the first-fruits of
tat Spirit—or, 'the Spirit as the first-fruits' of our .
fall redemption (cf, 2 Corinthians, 1. 22/ moulding the
heart to a heavenly frame and attempering it to its
future element, even we ourselves—though we have
fo much of heaven already within us. groan within
curatives — under this " body of sin and death," and ,
under the manifold "vanity and vexation of spirit" I
that are written upon every object and every pursuit
and every enjoyment under the sun. waiting for the j
{manifestation of our; adoption, [to wit] the redemption j
of our body—from the grave: 'not (be it observed;: the I
deliverance of otirselves from the body, but the re j
demption of the body itself from the grave.' [Bkkoel.] '
24. For we sre saved by hope — rather, ' For in hope we I
are saved;' i,e., it is more a salvation in hope than as
yet in actual possession . but hope that is seen is not hope
—for the very meaning of hope is, the expectation that
*' methlng novr future will become present, for what s
sun setth, why doth he yet hone for ? — the latter ending
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when the other comes. 25. But if we hope for that wo
see not, [then do] we with patience wait for it—i.e., then,
patient waiting for it is our fitting attitude. 26, 27.
Likewise also the Spirit, <fcc.—or, ' But after the like
manner doth the Spirit also help,' &c. our infirmities
—rather (according to the true reading), 'our infirmi
ty;' not merely the one infirmity here specified, but
the general weakness of ihe spiritual life in its present
state, of which one example is here given, for we know
not what we should pray for as we ought — It is not the
proper matter of prayer that believers are at so much
loss about, for the fullest directions are given them on
this head; but to ask for the right things "as they
ought" 1b thedifliculty. This arises partly from the
dimness of our spiritual vision In the present veiled
state, while we have to " walk by faith, not by sight"
(see on 1 Corinthians, 13. 9; and on 2 Corinthians, 6. 7),
and the large admixture of the ideas and feelings which
spring from the fleeting objects of sense that there is in
the very best views and affections of our renewed
nature; partly also from the necessary imperfection of
all human language as a vehicle for expressing toe
subtle spiritual feelings of the heart. In these circum
stances, how can it be but that much uncertainty
should surround all our spiritual exercises, and that
in our nearest approaches and in the freest outpour
ings of our hearts to our Father in heaven, doubts
should spring up within us whether our frame of
mind in such exercises is altogether befitting and wellpleasing to God ? Nor do these anxieties subside, but
rather deepen, with the depth and ripeness of our
spiritual experience. But the Spirit itself — rather,
'Himself.' iSeeend of r.27 . maketh intercession for us
with groanings which cannot be uttered [i.e., which can
not be expressed in articulate language —Sublime and
affecting ideas, for which we are indebted to this passage alone ! q.d., 'As we struggle to express in articu
late language the desires of our hearts, and find that
our deepest emotions are the most inexpressible, we
" groan" under this felt inability. But not in vain are
these groanings. For " the Spirit Himself is in them,
giving to the emotions which Himself has kindled the
only language of which they are capable ; so that though
on our part they are the fruit of impotence to utter
what we feel, they are at the same time the intercession
of the Spirit Himself in our behalf.' And (rather, 'But.'
inarticulate though these groanings be: he that searcheth
the hearts knoweth what is the mind of the Spirit, because
he >tbe Spirit] maketh intercession for the saints accordiug to [the will of] God—As the Searcher of hearts. He
watches the surging emotions of them in prayer, and
knows perfectly what the Spirit means by the groanings
which He draws forth within us, because that blessed
Intercessor pleads by them only for what God Himself
designs to bestow.—Note (I.) Are believers" led by the
Spirit of God" {«. Hi How careful then should they
be not to "grieve the Holy Spirit of God" (Ephesians,
4. 30 ! Cf. Psalm 32. 8, 9: " I will . . . ouide thee with
mine eye. He not Ithen) as Oie horse, or as Uie mule,"
&c (2.) "The spirit of bondage" to which many Protes
tants are "all their lifetime subject," and the 'doubtsome faith' which the Popish Church systematically
inculcates, are both rebuked here, being in direct and
painful contrast to that " spirit of adoption," and thst
witness of the Spirit, along with our own spirit, to the
fact of our sonship. which it is here said the children
of God, as such, enjoy (r. 15, 10.-. ;3J As suffering with
Christ is the ordained preparation for participating in
this glory, so the insignificance of the one as compared with the other cannot faihto lighten the sense of
it. however bitter and protracted {v. IT, 18]. [4.) It
cannot but swell the heart of every Intelligent Chris
tian to think that if external nature has been myste
riously affected for evil by the fall of man. it only
awaits his completed recovery, at the resurrection, to
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experience a corresponding emancipation from its or that He should not make all things, dark as well as
blighted condition Into undecayin*; life and unfading light, crooked as well as straight, to co-operate to the
beauty ;r. 19-23'. (5.J It is not when believers, through furtherance and final completion of His high design.*
sinful "quenching of the Spirit," have the fewest and 29. For as touching this "calling according to his pur
faintest glimpses of heaven, that they sigh moat fer pose") whom he did foreknow he also did predestinate;
vently to be there; but. on the contrary, when through iforeordain. — In what sense are we to take the word
the unobstructed working of the Spirit in their hearts, "foreknow" here! 'Those who He foreknew would re
" the first-fruit*" of the glory to be revealed are most pent and believe,' say Pelagians of every age and every
largely and frequently tasted, then, and just for that hue. But this is to thrust into the text what is
reason, is it that they " groan within themselves" for contrary to the whole spirit, and even letter, of the
full redemption >. S3). For thus they reason: If such apostle's teaching .see ch. 9. 11; 2 Timothy, l. 9). Inch.
be the drops, what will the ocean be 1 If thus " to 11. 2. and Fsalm L 6, God's " knowledge" of His peo
see through a glass darkly" be so very sweet, what ple cannot be restricted to a mere foresight of future
will It be to " see face to face 1" If when " my Be events, or acquaintance with what is passing here
loved stands behind our wall, looking forth at the below. Does " whom He did foreknow," then, mean
windows, showing Himself through the lattice" * whom He foreordained ':' Scarcely, because both
(Canticles, 2. 9)—that thin veil which parts the seen ' foreknowledge' and ' foreordinatlon' are ben menfrom the unseen — if He is even thus to me " Fairer tioned, and the one as the cause of the other. It is
than the children of men," what shall He be when He difficult indeed for our limited minds to distinguisU
stands confessed before my undassled vision the Only- them as states of the Divine Mind towards men;
begotten of the Father in my own nature, and I snail especially since in Acts, 2. 23, "the counsel" is put
be like Him, for I shall see Him as He is 1 a.; " lie before " the foreknowledge of God," while in 1 Peter.
patience of hope" (l TbessalonUns, 1. 3} is the fitting 1. 2, "election* is said to be "according to the fore
attitude for those who with the joyful consciousness knowledge of God." But probably God's foreknow
that they are already "socrtT (2 Timothy, 1. 9; Titus, ledge of His own people means His peculiar, gracu/v.%
3. 6 , have yet the painful consciousness that they are complacency in t/iem, while His "predestinating" or
saved but in pari; or, "that being justified by his " foreordaining" them signifies His fixed purpose, flow
grace, they are made (in the present statej heirs ac ing from this, to "save them and call tbetn with an
cording to the hope (only) of eternal life," Titus, 3. 7 holy calling" |2 Timothy, 1. 9,. to be conformed to the
(e. 24, 261. ff.) As prayer is the breath of the spiritual image of his Son—Le.,to be His sons after the pattern,
life, and the believer's only effectual relief under the model, or image of Hit Son&hip in our nature, that
" Infirmity" which attaches to his whole condition here he might be the first-bora among mac? brethren—"ILe
below, how cheering is it tobe assured that the blessed First-born," the Son by nature; His " many brethren,"
Spirit, cognizant of it all. comes in aid of it all; and in sons by adoption: He, in the Humanity of the Onlyparticular, that when believers, unable to articulate begotten of the Father, bearing our sins on the ac
then: case before God, can at times do nothing but lie cursed tree; they in that of mere men ready to perish by
"groaning' before the Lord, these Inarticulate groan- reason of sin, but redeemed by His blood from con
ings are the Spirit's own vehicle for conveying into demnation and wrath, and transformed into His like
"the ears of the Lord of Sabaoth" their whole case; ness: He "the First-born from the dead;" they "that
and come up before the Hearer of prayer as the Spirit's sleep in Jesus," to be in due time " brought with Him :"
own intercession in their behalf, and that they are "The First-born," now "crowned with glory and
recognised by Him that sitteth on the Throne, as em honour;" His "many brethren," "when He shall ap
bodying only what His own " will" determined before to pear, to be like Him, for they shall see Him as He is."
bestow upon them (v. 26, 27. t (8.) What a view do 30. Moreover—' And,' or ' Now i explanatory of the fore
these two verses r. 20, 37} give of the relations subsist going verse—q.d., ' In " predestinating us to be con
ing between the Divine Persons in the economy of re formed to tile image of His Son" in final glory. He
demption, and the harmony of their respective opera settled all the successive steps of it. Thus'—whom
tions in the case of each of the redeemed !
he did predestinate, them he also called— Ihe word
Third: Triumphant Summary of the whole Argu " called" ;as Hodge and others truly observe) is never
ment p. 23-39. 28. And —or, 'Moreover,' or 'Mow-.' in the Epistles of the New Testament applied to those
noting a transition to a new particular, we know, fcc. who have only the outward invitation of the Gospel
—The order in the original is more striking: " We as in Matthew, 20. 16; 22. 14). It always means 'in
know that to them that love God cf. 1 Corinthians, ternally, ejfeduaUif, savingly called.' It denotes the
2. 9; Ephesians, 0. 24: James, 1. 12; 2. 6, all tilings work first great step In personal salvation, and answers to
toother for good, [even] to them who are the called " conversion." Only the word conversion expresses the
(rather, 'who are called') according to his {eternal, change of cJuiracter which then takes place, whereas
purpose." Glohons assurance ! And this, it seems, this " calling" expresses the divine authorship of the
was a 'household word,' a "known" thing, among change, and the sovereign ltower by which we are sum
believers. This working of all things for good Is done moned, Matthew-like. Zaccheus-hke, out of our old,
quite naturally to " them that love God;" because such wretched, perishing condition, into a new, safe, blessed
souls, persuaded that He who gave His own Son for life, and whom he thus called, them be also justified
them, cannot but mean them well In all His procedure, i brought into the definite state of reconciliation already
learn thus to take in good part whatever He sends them, so fully described,, and whom he justified, them be also
however trying to flesh and blood: and to them who glorified — (brought to final glory, r. 17. is). Noble
are the called, according to " His purpose," all things climax, and so rhythmically expressed ! And all this
do in the same Intelligible way. " work together for Is viewed as past: because, starting from the past de
good;" fur, even when " He hath His way in the whirl cree of " predestination to be conformed to the image
wind," they see " His chariot paved with love" (Can of God's Son" of widch the other steps are but the
ticles, 3. lu;. And knowing tliat it is in pursuance of successive unfoldings — all Is beheld as one entire,
an eternal tl purpose" of love that they have been eternally completed salvation. 31. What shall we tbea
" called Into the fellowship of His Son J esus Christ" {1 say to these things?—Q.d..' We can no further go, think,
Corinthians, 1. 9), they naturally say within themselves, wish.' [Bengkl..] This whole passage, to . . M, and
* It cannot be that He *' of Whom, and throughWhom, even to the end of the chapter, strikes all thoughtful
and to Whom are all things,'' should suffer that pur Interpreters and readers, as transcending almost eyvry
pose to be -thwartad by any thing really adverse to us, thing in language.wliikO&tuiuen notices the 'profound
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and coloes&T character of the thought. If God [be]
fir *u, who [can be) against us? — If God be resolved
and enyaeed to bring us through, all our enemies must
be His; and "Who would set the briers and thorns
sgainst Him In battle? He would go through them.
He would burn them together" (Isaiah, 27. 4). What
rtrong consolation is here I Nay, but the great Pledge
of all has already been given; for, 33. He—rather, ' He
surely.* (It is a pity to lose the emphatic particle of
the original.) that spared not—* withheld not,' *kept
not back.' This expressive phrase, as well as the whole
thought, is suggested by Genesis, 22. 12,where J ehovah'B
teaching commendation of Abraham's conduct regard
ing bis son Isaac seems designed to furnish something
like a glimpse into the spirit of His own act in surrendering His own Son. " Take now said the Lord to
Abraham) thy son, thine only, whom thou fores*, and
. . . offer him for a burnt-offering" (Genesis, 22. 2); and
only when Abraham had all but performed that
loftiest act of self-sacrifice, the Lord interposed, say
ing, ">'ow I know that thou fearest God, seeing thou
BAST NOT WITHHELD THY HON, THINK ONLY SON, from

me." In the light of this incident, then, and of this
language, our apostle can mean to convey nothing less
than this, that in "not sparing His own Son, but de
livering Him up," or surrendering Him, God exercised,
in His Paternal character, a mysterious act of Selfsacrifice, which, though involving none of the pain and
none of the lost which are inseparable from the very
idea of self-sacrifice on our part, was not less real, but,
on the contrary, as far transcended any such acts of
ours as His nature is above the creature's. But this
is inconceivable if Christ be not God's "own .or pro
per) Son,'* partaker of His very nature, as really as
Isaac was of his father Abraham's. In that sense,
certainly, the Jews charged our Lord with making
Himself "equal with God" (see on John, 5. ie;, which
He in reply forthwith proceeded, not to disown, but to
illustrate and confirm. Understand Christ's Sonship
thus, and the language of Scripture regarding it is
intelligible and harmonious; but take it to be an
artificial relationship, ascribed to Him in virtue either
of His miraculous birth, or His resurrection from the
dead, or the grandeur of His works, or all of these
together—and the passages which speak of it neither
explain of themselves nor harmonize with each other,
delivered him up—not to death merely (as many take it}.
for that Is too narrow an idea here but ' surrendered
Him' in the most comprehensive sense: cf. John, 3.
16, " God so loved the world that He gave His onlybegotten Son." for as all—i.e., for all believers alike;
as nearly every good interpreter admits must be the
retailing here, how shall he not—how can we conceive
that He should not. with him also—rather, ' also with
Him.' iThe word " also" is often so placed in our
version as to obscure the sense: see on Hebrews, 12. I.)
freely give us all things !—all other gifts being not only
Immeasurably less than this Gift of gifts, but virtually
included in it. 33. 34. Who shall lay any thing to the
charge of (or, * bring any charge against", God's elect ':—
the first place In this Epistle where believers are styled
"the elect" In what sense this is meant will appear
in next chapter, yea rather, that is risen again—to make
good the purposes of His death. Here, as in some
other cases, the apostle delightfully corrects himself
[see Gala turns. 4. 0 ; and on ch. 1. 12 ; not meaning that
the rejurrection of Christ was of more saving value
than His death, but that having " put away sin by the
sacrifice of Himself—which though precious to us was
to Him of unmtngled bitterness—it was incomparably
more delightful to think that He was again olivet and
living to see to the efficacy of His death in our behalf,
who is even (' also") at the right hand of God—The right
hand of the king was anciently the seat of honour (cf.
1 Samuel. 20. 23: 1 Kings, 2. 19; Psalm 46. 0j , and denoted
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participation in the royal power and glory (Matthew,
20. 21). The classical writings contain similar allusions.
Accordingly Christ's sitting at the right hand of God
—predicted in Psalm 110. 1, and historically referred
to in Mark, 16. 19; Acts, 2. 33; 7. 6tf; Ephesians, l. 20;
Colossiana, 3. l; l Peter, 3. 22; .Revelation, 3. 21—signi
fies the alary of the exalted Son of man, and the power
In the government of the world in which He participates.
Hence it is called ** sitting on the right hand of Power*
(Matthew, so. w, and "sitting on the right hand of
the Majesty on high1* (Hebrews, J. 3). LPhilippi.]
who also maaeth intercession for us—uaing all His bound
less interest with God in our behalf. This is the top
of the climax. ' HlsSe&ri&natGcd'srighthanddenotes
His power to save us; HIb Intercession, His will to do
it.' [Benosx*] But how are we to conceive of this
Intercession? Not certainly as of one pleading *on
bended knees and with outstretched arms,' to use the
expressive language of Calvin. But yet, neither Is It
merely a figurative Intimation that the power of
Christ's redemption is continually operative [Tholcce], or merely to show the fervour and vehemence of
His love for ns. [Chbthostom.] It cannot be taken
to mean less than this, that the glorified Redeemer,
conscious of His claims, expressly signifies His will
that the efficacy of His death should be made good to
the uttermost, and signifies it in some such royal style
as we find Him employing In that wonderful Inter
cessory Prayer which He spoke as from within the veil
[see on John, 17. 11, 12): " Father, I will that they also
whom thou hast given me be with me where I am" (see
on John, 17. 24). But in what form this will Is ex
pressed Is as undiscuverable as itis unimportant. 35,
36. Who shall separate as from the love of Christ ? This
does not mean 'our love to Christ,' as if, Who shall
hinder us from loving Christ? but 'Christ's love to
us,' as Is clear from the closing words of the chapter,
which refer to the same subject. Nor would the other
sense harmonize with the scope of the chapter, which
is to exhibit the ample ground of the believer's con
fidence in Christ, ' It is no ground of confidence to
assert, or even to feel, that we will never forsake
Christ; but It Is the strongest ground of assurance to
be convinced that His love will never change.'
(Hodue. ] shall tribulation . . . >.—qjL, ' None of these,
nor all together, how terrible soever to the flesh, are
tokens of God's wrath, or the least ground for doubt
of His love. ' From whom could such a question come
better than from one who had himself for Christ's
sake endured so much? (See 2 Corinthians, 11. 11-33;
1 Corinthians, 4. 10-13.} The apostle says not (remarks
Calvin nobly) 'What,* but •'Who,'* just as If all
creatures and all afflictions were bo many gladiators
taking arms against the Christians. [Tholuvk.] As
it is written. For thy sake, &c—Psalm 41. 22—quoted as
descriptive of what God's faithful people may expect
from their enemies at any period when their hatred of
righteousness is roused, and there is nothing to re
strain it (see Galatians, 4. 20). 37. Nay, in all them
things we are more than conquerors, through him that
loved us—not * We are so far from being conquered by
them, that they do ns much good' [Hodos]; for though
this be true, the word means simply, ' We are pre-emi
nently conquerors.' See on ch. 5. 20. And so far are
they from "separating us from Christ's love," that it
is just "through Him that loved us" that we are
victorious over them. 38, 39. For I am persuaded, that
neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor
powers—whether good or bad. But as the bad are not
called " angels," or " principalities," or " powers," save
with some addition to show that such are meant
(Matthew, 25. 41; Colossiana. 2. 15; £pheslans, 6. 12;
2 Peter, 2. 4—except perhaps 1 Corinthians, 6. 8), pro
bably the good are meant here, but merely as the same
apostle supposes an angel from heaven to preach a false
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gospel, (do the beat interpreters. ' nor things present,
nor thingi to come—no condition of the present life and
none of the unknown possibilities of the life to come,
nor any other creature (rather,' created thi ng*—any other
thing in the whole created universe of God shall be able
to separate us, Ac.—' AU the terms here are to be taken
in their most general tense, and need no closer defini
tion. The Indefinite expressions are meant to denote
all that can be thought of. and are only a rhetorical
paraphrase of the couception of atineu.' [Olkhausien.J
from tue lore of God, which is in Christ Jesus our LordThus does this wonderful chapter, with which the
argument of the Epistle properly closes, leave us who
ary "justified by faith," in the arms of everlasting Love,
whence no hostile power or conceivable event can
ever tear us. "Behold what manner of love is this?"
And " what manner of persons ought we to be," who
are thus " blessed with all spiritual blessings in
Christ J"—AW (l. There is a glorious consistency be
tween the eternal purposes of God and the free agency
of men, though the link of connection is beyond
human, perhaps created, apprehension r. 28). (2.) How
ennobling is the thought that the complicated move
ment* of the divine government of the world are all ar
ranged in express furtherance of the "good" of God's
chosen («. 28 ! (3.) To whatever conformity to the Son
of God in dignity and glory, believers are or shall here
after be raised, it will be the joy of every one of them,
as it is most fitting, "that in all things lie should have
the pre-eminence" Colossians, l. 18 v. SO}. (4.; 'As
there is a beautiful harmony and necessary connection
between the several doctrines of grace, so must there
be a like liarmouy in the character of the Christian.
He cannot experience the joy and confidence flowing
from his election without the humility which the con
sideration of Its being gratuitous must produce; nor
can he have the |>eacc of one who is justified without
the holiness of one who is saved' (*. 20, 30). [Hodge.]
'/•j However difficult it may be for finite minds to
comprehend the emotions of the Divine Mind, let us
never for a moment doubt that in " not sparing His
own Son but delivering Him up for us ail," God made
a real sacrifice of all tliat was Dearest to his heart, and
that in so doing He meant for ever to assure His peo
ple that all other things which they need—inasmuch
us they are nothing to this stupendous gift, and indeed
but the necessary sequel of it — will in due time be
forthcoming (p. 32). iflJ In return for such a sacrifice
on God's part, what can be considered too great on
ours? (7.) if there could be any doubt as to the mean
ing of the all-important word " J ustific ation" in this
Kpistle—whether, as the Church of Rome teaches, and
many others affirm, it means 'infusing righteousness
Into the unholy, so as to make them righteous;' or,
according to Protestant teaching, * nhtoiving, acquit
tingt or pronouncing riphtetmg the guilty:' v. 33 ought
to set inch doubt entirely at rest For the apostle's
■ lUestion in this verse is, "Mho shall hnua a charge
against God's elect T — in other words, 'Who shall
pronounce' or 'hold them guilty? seeing that "God
justified' them: showing beyond all doubt, that to
"justify" was intended to express precisely the op
posite of 'holding guilty;' and consequently las Calvin
triumphantly argues,' that it means ' to absolve Jrom
Vie charge of guilt.' <$. If there could be any reasonaide doubt in what light the dratii of Christ is to be re
garded in this Epistle, r, 34 ought to set that doubt
entirely at rest. For there the apostle's question is.
"Who shall " condemn" God** elect, sine* " Lhrist died"
for them; showing beyond all doubt as Philippi justly
argues1 that it was the exjriatory character of that
death which the apostle had in view. (0. What an
affecting view of the love of Christ does it give us to
learn, that HIb greatest nearness to God and roost
powerful interest with Him — as " seated on His right
IN
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hand*—is employed in behalf of His people here below
Iv. 34)! (10.) 'The whole universe, with all that rt
contains, so far as it is good. Is the friend and ally
of the Christian ; and, so far aa it is evil, is more than a
conquered foe' (r. 36-39. [Hoik;*.] (UJ Are we who
"have tasted that the Lord is gracious." both "kept
by the power of God through faith unto salvation" (1
Peter, 1. 6 , and embraced in the arms of Invincible
Love* Then surely, while "building ourselves up on
our most holy faith," and " praying in the Holy Ghost.**
only the more should we feel constrained to "keeji
ourselves in the love ofGod, looking for the mercy of out;
Lord Jesus Christ unto eternal life" (Jude, 20. 21j.
CHAPTER IX.
Ver. 1-33. Thk Bearing or the Forego inq
Truths upon the Condition and Destiny or the
Chohen People—Election—The Calling or thk
Gentiles. Too well aware that he was regarded as a
traitor to the dearest interests of bis people (Acts. 21 .
33; 22. 22; 25. 24), the apostle opens this division of his
subject by giving vent to his real feelings, with extra
ordinary vehemence of protestation. 1, 2. I say the
truth in Christ—as if steeped in the spirit of Him who
wept over impenitent and doomed Jerusalem cf. cb.
1. 0; 2 Corinthians, 12. 19; Philippians, 1. 8). my conic.ence bearing me witness in the Holy Ghost—q.d.. 'my
conscience as quickened, illuminated, and even now
under the direct operation of the Holy Ghost* That
I have. Arc.—' That I have great grief or * sorrow*) and
unceasing anguish in my heart'—the bitter hostility of
his nation to the glorious Gospel, and the awful con
sequences of their unbelief, weighing heavily and in
cessantly upon his spirit. 3. For I oculd wish that
myself were accursed from Christ for P in behalf of my
brethren, my kinsmen according to the flesh—In propor
tion as he felt himself spiritually severed from his
nation, he seems to have realized all the more vividly
their natural relationship. To explain away the wish
here expressed, as too strong for any Christian to utter
or conceive, some have rendered the opening words,
* 1 did wish,' referring it to his former unenlightened
state; a HAM of the words too tame to be endured:
others unwarrantably soften the sense of the word
"accursed." But our version gives the true import
of the original; and if it be understood as the language
rather of 'strong and indistinct emotions than of de
finite ideas' [Hodge], expressing passionately how he
felt his whole being swallowed up in the salvation of
bis people, the difficulty will vanish, and we shall he
reminded of the similar idea so nobly expressed by
Moses, Exodus, 32. 32. 4.Who are Israelites—See ch. 11.
1; 3 Corinthians, 11. 22; Philippians, 3. 5. to whom pertalneth ('whose is') the adoption— It Is true that, com
pared with the new economy, the old was a state o!
minority and pupilage, and so far that of a bond-ser
vant (Galatlans, 4. 1-3); yet, compared with the state
of the surrounding heathen, the choice of Abraham and
his seed was a real separation of them to be a Family
of God {Exodus, 4. 22; Deuteronomy, 32. 6; Isaiah, l.
2; Jeremiah, 31. 0; Hosea, 11. l; Malachi, 1.6). and
the glory—that " glory of the Lord," or * visible token
of the divine presence in the midst of them.' which
rested on the ark and filled the tabernacle during all
their wanderings in the wilderness; which in Jeru
salem continued to be seen in the tabernacle and
temple, and only disappeared when, at the Captivity,
the temple was demolished and the sun of the ancient
economy began to go down. This was what the Jews
called the 'Sluchinah.' and the covenants — " the
covenants of promise" to which the Gentiles before
Christ were " strangers" (Ephesians, 2. 12; ; meaning
the one covenant with Abraham in Its successive
reneicals [see Galatfans, 3. 18, 17). and the giving cf the
law— from mount Sinai, and the possession of it thereafter, which the Jews justly deemed their peculiar
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- "ur (Deuteronomy, 26. 18, 10 ; Psalm 147. 19, 30;
rb_ i i:,. ud the service [of God}—or. of the sanctuary ;
meaning the whole divinely instituted religious ser
vice, in the celebration of which they were brought so
..;■ unto God. and the promises—the great Abrabamic
irouiUea, successively unfolded, and which had their
fulfilment only In Christ: see Hebrews, 7. 6; Galatlans,
3, IS, 21; Acts, 98. 6, 7. 5. Whose are the fathers—here,
probably, the three great fathers of the covenantAbraham, Isaac, and Jacob— by whom God con<:?*cended to name Himself [Exodus, 3. 6, 13; Luke,
20. 37). ud (most exalted privilege of all, and as such,
reserved to the but) of whom as concerning the flesh -see
no eh. 1. 3) Christ [came] or,* is Christ',, who U over all,
God—rather. * God over all.' blessed for ever. Amen—
To get rid of the bright testimony here borne to the
supreme divinity of Christ, various expedients have
t-een adopted. (1.) To place a period, either after the
words " concerning the flesh Christ came," rendering
the next clause as a doxology to the Father—" God who
is over all be blessed for ever,JI or after the word " all"
—thus, " Christ came, who is overall: God be blessed,"
it I Erasmus, Locks, Fritzschs,Meykb, Jowett,
&cl But it is fatal to this view, as even Socinus ad
mits, that in other Scripture doxologies the word
" Blessed" precede* the nameof God onwhom the bless
ing is invoked (thus : "Blessed be God," Psalm 68. 36;
" Blessed be the Lord God, the God of Israel," Psalm
'.:. IS). Besides, any such doxology here would be
' unmeaning and frigid in the extreme;' the sad subject
on which be was entering suggesting any thing but a
doxology. even In connection with Christ's Incarnation.
I Vi.ford. J 12.) To transpose the words rendered ' who
\<i in which case the rendering would be, 'whose (i.e.,
the fathers'' is Christ according to the flesh.' [Cukllius,
Whiston. Taylor, Whitby.] But this Is a desperate
expedient, in the face of all MS. authority; as is also
the conjecture of Grotius and others, that the word
" God" should be omitted from the text. It remains
then, that we have here no doxology at all, but a naked
- utcment of fact, that while Christ is "of" the IsraelitL?h nation "as concerning the flesh? He is in another
rrrpeet "God over all, blessed for ever." (In 2 Connthians, 11. 31, the very Greek phrase which is here
rendered " who is," is used in the same sense; and cf.
eh. L. gs, Greek.) In this view of the passage, as a
: ■ itimony to the supreme divinity of Christ, besides
all the orthodox fathers, some of the ablest modern
critics concur. [Bencjel, Tholuck. Stuart, Ol-axCHXif, Phiiippi, Alford. die.] 6. Not as though
the word of God hid taken none effect—' hath fallen to the
tround,' i.e., failed: cf. Luke, 10. 17, Greek, for they are
■at all Israel which are of Israel—better, ' for not all
taey which are of Israel are Israel.' Here the ajiostle
tj'ttr* upon th* profound eubject o/£lkction, the treat
ment of which extends to the end of ch. 11.—qd.,
* Think not that I mourn over the total loss of Israel;
for that would involve the failure of God's word to
A braham; but not all that belong to the natural seed,
and go under the name of "Israel," are the Israel of
< rod's irrevocable choice.' The difficulties which
encompass this subject lie not in the apostle's teaching,
which is plain enough, but in the truths themselves,
the evidence for which, taken by themselves, is over
whelming, but whose perfect harmony is beyond
human comprehension in the present state. The great
source of error here lies in hastily inferring [as
Tholuck and others], from the apostle's taking up,
at the close of this chapter, the calling of the Gentiles
In connection with the rejection of Israel, and con
tinuing this subject through the two next chapters,
that the Election treated of in the body of this chapter
is national, not personal Election, and consequently is
Ejection merely to religious advantages, not to eternal
ta'tvtum. In that case, the argument of v. c. with
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which the subject of Election opens, would be this:
'The choice of Abraham and his seed has not failed;
because though Israel has been rejected, the Gentiles
have taken their place; and God has a right to choose
what nation He will to the privileges of His visible
kingdom.' But so far from this, the Gentiles are not
so much as mentioned at all till towards the close of
the chapter; and the argument of this verse is, that ' all
Israel is not rejected, but only a portion of it, the
remainder being the "Israel* whom God has chosen
in the exercise of His sovereign right.' And that this
is a choice not to mere external privileges, but to
eternal salvation, will abundantly appear from what
follows. 7-9. Neither, because they are the seed of Abra
ham, an they all children— q.d\, * Not in the line of mere
fleshly descent from Abraham does the election run;
else Ishmael, Hagar's child, and even Keturah's chil
dren, would be included, which they were not,' bat
(the true election are such of Abraham's seed as God
unconditionally chooses, as exemplified in that pro
mise). In Isaac shall thy seed be called—(Genesis, 21. 12).
10-13. And net only so; but when Rebecca, &c.—It might
be thought that there was a natural reason for prefer
ring the child of Sarah, as being Abraham's true and
first wife, both to the child of Hagar, Sarah's maid,
and to the children of Keturah, his second wife. But
there could be no such reason in the case of Rebecca,
Isaac's only wife; for the choice of her son Jacob was
the choice of one of two sons by the same mother, and
of the younger in preference to the elder, and before
either of them was bom, and consequently before
either had done good or evil to be a ground of pre
ference: and all to show that the sole ground of distinc
tion lay in the unconditional choice of God—"not of
vjorks, but of Rim that caUcth." 14. What shall we say
then? Is there unrighteousness with God 1 God forbid—
This is the first of two objectioas to the foregoing doc
trine, that God chooses one and rejects another, not on
account of their works, but purely in the exercise of
His own good pleasure: "This doctrine is ineonsisUtit
with the justice of God.' The answer to this objection
extends to v. 10, where we have the second objection.
15. Tor he saith to Moses {Exodus, 33. 19), I will have
mercy on whom I will have ('on whom I have') mercy,
and I will have compassion on whom I will have Con
whom I have') compassion—q.d., 'There can be no
unrighteousness in God's choosing whom He will, for
to Moses He expressly claims the right to do so.' Yet
it is worthy of notice that this is expressed in the
positive rather than the negative form : not, *I will
have mercy on none but whom I will;1 but, 'I will
have mercy on whomsoever I will.' 16. So then it is not
of him that willeth (hath the inward desire), nor of him
that runneth fmaketh active effort)—(cf. l Corinthians,
9. 24. 20; Philippians, 2. 16 ; 3. 14). Both these are in
dispensable to salvation, yet salvation is owing to
neither, but is purely "of God that showeth mercy."
See on Philippians, 2. 12, 13, "Work out your own sal
vation with fear and trembling: for it is God which, out
of His own good pleasure, worketh in you both to xrifl
and to do." 17. Tor the Scriptures saith to Pharach
(observe here the light in which the Scripture is viewed
by the apostle , Even for this same (' this very') purpose
have I raised ('raised V) thee up, &c.~The ajiostle had
shown that God claims the right to choose whom He
will: here ho shows by an example that God punishes
whom He will. But 'God did not make Pharaoh
wicked ; He only forbore to make him good, by the
exercise of special and altogether unmerited grace.'
[Hod^e.] that I might (' may") show my power in thee—
It was not that Pharaoh was worse than others that
he was so dealt with, but 'in order that he might bocome a monument of the penal justice of God, and it
was with a view to this that God provided that theevil
which was in him should be manifested in this definite
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form.' [Olshacsex.] u<l that my uame might {'may'; serves, so far from proceeding w i th undue severity, the
be declared ('proclaimed') in all the earth— "This is the apostle would have it remarked that God " endures
principle on which all punishment is inflicted, that the with much long-suffering" those objects of His right
true character of the Divine Lawgiver should be known. eous displeasure, and that he might make known the
This is of all objects, where God is concerned, the high riches of his glory on the Teasels of mercy—that * glorious
est and most important ; in itself the most worthy, exuberance of divine mercy1 which was manifested Lis
and in its results the most beneficent/ [Hodge.] 18. choosing and eternally arranging for the salvation of
Therefore hath he—'So then he hath.' The result then sinners. 24. even us. whom he hath called, Ac,—rather.
is that He hath mercy on whom he will hare mercy, and ' Whom he hath also called, even us.' &c, in not only
whom he will he hardeiieth—by judicially abandoning "afore preparing," but in due time effectually "calling
them to the hardening influence of sin itself (Psalm us." not of the Jews, Ac.—better, * not from among
81. 11, 12 ; ch. 1. 24, 20. 28 ; Hebrews, 3. 8. 13). and of the Jews only, but also from among Gentile*,' Here for
surrounding incentives to it (Matthew, 24. 12; l Co the first time in this chapter the catling of the Gentiles as
rinthians, 15. 38; 2 Thessalonians. 2. 17L 19. Objection introduced; all before having respect, not to the sub
second to the doctrine of Divine Sovereignty : Thou stitution of the called Gentiles for the rejected Jews,
shalt say then onto me, Why ('Why then' is the true but to the choice of one portion and the rejection of
reading} doth he yet And fault! for who hath resisted another of the same Israel. Had Israels rejection
(*Who resisteth') his will?—q.d., ' This doctrine it in been total, God's promise to Abraham would not haves
compatible urith hitman responsibility:' If God chooses been fulfilled by the substitution of the Gentiles in
and rejects, pardons and punishes, whom He pleases, their room ; but Israel's rejection being only partial,
why are those blamed who, ir rejected by Him, cannot the preservation of ** a remnant,1* in which the promise
help sinning and perishing? This objection shows was made good, was but " according to the election of
quite as conclusively as the former the real nature of grace." And now, for the first tune, the apostle tells
the doctrine objected to—that it is Election and Non- ua that along with this elect remnant of Israel it is
election to eternal Salvation prior to any difference of God's purpose to " take out of the Gentiles a people for
personal character : this is the only doctrine that could His name " (Acts, 20. 14 , and that subject, thus intro
suggest the objection here stated, and to this doctrine duced, is now continued to the end of ch. 11. 26. As
the objection is plausible. What now Is the apostle's be saith alio in Osea (' Hosea'), I will call them my peopir .
answer? It is twofold. First: 'It is Irreverence and which were not my people ; and her beloved, which was net
presumption in the creature to arraign the Creator.' beloved—quoted, though not quite to the letter, from
20. 21. Kay but, 0 man, who art thou that repliest against Hosea, 2. 23, a passage relating immediately, not to the
God? Shall the thing farmed sty to him that formed it. heathen, but to the kingdom of the ten tribes ; but
Why hast thou made (* didst thou make') me thus ilsaiah, since they had sunk to the level of the heathen, who
45. o; 1 Hath not the potter power over the clay, of the were " not God's people." and in that sense " not be
same lump to make one vessel onto honour, and another to loved." the apostle legitimately applies it to the
dishonour ?—' The objection is founded on ignorance or heathen, as " aliens from the commonwealth of Israel
misapprehension of the relation between God and His and strangers to the covenants of promise" {So l Peter.
sinful creatures; supposing that He is under obligation 2. 10}. 26. And {another quotation from Hosea, 3, 10)
to extend His grace to all, whereas He is under obliga it shall come to pasa, that in the place where it was said
tion to none. All are sinners, and have forfeited every unto them, Te are not my people ; there shall they be
claim to His mercy : It Is therefore perfectly competent called the children {'called sons'i of the living God—The
to God to spare one and not another, to make one expression, 'in the place where ... there,' seem*
vessel to honour and another to dishonour. But it is designed only to give greater emphasis to the gracious
to be borne in mind that l'aul does not here speak of change liere announced, from divine exclusion to divine
God's right over his creatures as crtaturts, but as sin admission to the privileges of the people of God.
ful creatures: as he himself clearly intimates in the 27-29. Esaias also crieth ('But Isaiah crieth'f—an ex
next verses. It Is the cavil of a sinful creature against pression denoting a solemn testimony openly borne
his Creator that he is answering, and be does so by Johu. L 16 ; 7. 28, 37 ; 12. 44 : Acta. 23. 6 ; 24. 41). con
showing that God is under no obligation to give hut cerning Israel, Tbough the number of the children (' sons')
grace to any, but is as sovereign as in fasliioninc the of Israel be as the sand of the sea, a ('the') remnant {i.e.,
clay.' [HODOE.J But Seamd: 'There is uotbing unjust the elect remnant only) shall be saved : for he will finish
in such sovereignty.' 22, 23. What if God, willing to the work, and cut ('is finishing the reckoning, and
sbow ('designing to manifest') bis wrath (His holy dis cutting '} it short in righteousness : because a short work
pleasure against sin), and to make his power (to punish r reckoning '1 will the Lotd make upon the earth—Isaiah,
it) known, endured with much long-suffering tbo vessels 10. 22, 23, as In the LXX. The sense given to these
of wrath—i.e., 'destined to wrath ;' just as "vessels of words by the apostle may seem to differ from that in
mercy," in the next verse, mean 'vessels destined to tended by the prophet. But the sameness of sentiment
mercy f compare Epheslans, 2. 3, "children of wrath." in both places will at once appear, if we understand
fitted for destruction—It is well remarked by Stuart that those words of the prophet," the consumption decreed
the * difficulties which such statements involve are not shall overflow with righteousness," to mean that while
to be got rid of by softening the language of one text, a remnant of Israel should be graciously spared to re
while so many others meet us which are of the same turn from captivity, "the decreed consumption" of
tenor; and even if we give up the Bible itself, so long the impenitent majority should be "replete with right
as we acknowledge an omnipotent and omniscient God eousness," or illustriously display God's righteous
we cannot abate in the least degree from any of the vengeance against sin. The *' short reckoning'* seems
difficulties which such texts make.' Be it observed, to mean the speedy completing of His word, both in
however, that if God. as the apostle teaches, expressly cutting off the one portion and saving the other. Aiid
"designed to manifest His wrath, and to make His as Eiaias said {'hath saicT) before —i.e., probably in an
power fin the way of wrath) known/ it could only be earlier part of his book, namely, Isaiah. l.t>. Except Use
by punishing some, while He pardons others ; and if Laid of Sabaoth—ix., 'the Lord of Hosts.-* the word is
the choice between the two classes was not to be Hebrew, but occurs so in the Epistle of James fch. 6.4,
founded, as our apostle also teaches, on their own and has thence become naturalised in our Christian
doings but on God's good pleasure, the decision be phraseology, had left us a seed—meaning " a remnant:*
hoved ultimately to rest with God. Yet, even in the small at first, but in due time to be a seed of plenty
necessary punishment of the wicked, as Uodge ob- (cf. Psalm 22. 30, 31 ; Isaiah. 6. 12. 13. wa had been
25*
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C become*) as Sodom, die—But for this precious seed.
tfce chosen people would have resembled the cities of
toe plain, both In degeneracy of character and in
•need doom. 30. 31. Whitehall we gay then ?—• What
now is the result of the whole V Tho result is this—
i cry different from what one would nave expected—
. l' the Gentiles, which followed not after righteousness,
iisvt attained {* attained') to righteousness, eveo the
n&htaoasness of faith—As we have seen that " the right
eousness of faith" is the righteousness which justifies
t- on cb. 3. ti, £c), this verse must mean that *tlie
• -utiles, who while strangers to Christ, were quite in■ Luierent about acceptance with God, having embraced
the ins pel as toon as it was preached to them, experi
enced the blessedness of a justified state.' but Israel,
riuea fallowed (* following ') after the law of righteoust'ta. hath not attuned ('attained not') unto the law of
nsateoufsen—The word " law " is used here, we think.
in the same sense as in ch. 7. 23, to denote 'a principle
of action :*—q.d., ' Israel, though sincerely and steadily
a] minx at acceptance with God, nevertheless missed
iV 32, 33. Wherefore! Because [they sought it] uot by
nuih. bat as it were (rather simply, 'as') by the works of
us law—aa if it were thus attainable, which justifica
tion is not: Since, therefore, it is attainable only by
faith, they missed it. for (it is doubtful if this particle
*aa originally in the text) they stumbled at that sttunblingttone—better, ' against the stone of stumbling,'
meaning Christ. But in this they only did, as it is
written (Isaiah, 8. 14 ; 38. 10;, Behold, fcc— Two Mes
sianic predictions are here combined, as is not unusual
in quotations from the Old Testament. Thus com
bined, the prediction brings together both the classes
of whom the apostle is treating : those to whom Messiah
should be only a stone of stumbling, and those who
were to regard Him as the Corner-stone of all their
hopes.—Thus expounded, this chapter presents no
serious difficulties, none which do not arise out of the
subject itself, whose depths are unfathomable ; where
as on every other view of it the difficulty of giving it
any consistent and worthy interpretation is in our
jfid^Buent insuperable. Note (l.) To speak and act
"in Const,' with a conscience not only illuminated,
but under the present operation of the Holy Ghost,
ii not peculiar to the supernaturally inspired, but is
the privilege, and ought to be the aim, of every believer
[v. l). ft) Grace does not destroy, but only Intensify
and elevate, the feelings of nature; and Christians
should study to show this (v. z, 3}. (3.) To belong to
the visible Church of God, and enjoy its high and holy
inunctions, is of the sovereign mercy of God. and
should be regarded with devout thankfulness (e. 4, ty.
it) Yet the most sacred external distinctions and
t nvile«es will avail nothing to salvation without the
neon's submission to the righteousness of God (v.
31-2). ©.) What manner of persons ought "God's
elect*' to be.—in humility, when tbey remember that
He hath saved them and called them, not according to
their works but according to His own purpose and
crace. given them in Christ Jesus before the world
began i* Timothy, u 9); in thankfulness, for "Who
. at eth thee to differ, and what hast thou that thou
•tidal not receiver (1 Corinthians, 4. 7;; in godly jealousy
over themselves, remembering that "God is not
mocked," but " whatsoever a man soweth that shall he
also reap" (GsJatlans,fl.7J;lndUifl«»ice" to make our call
ing and election sure" (2 Peter, 1. 10); and yet in calm
cmfitUnee that "whom God predestinates, and calls,
and justifies, them fin due time) He also glorifies" ich.
«. sot. iO,) On all subjects which from their very nature
lie beyond human comprehension, it will be our wisdom
to set down what God says In His word, and has ac
tually done in His procedure towards men. as indis
putable, even though It contradict the results at which
in '.he btst exercise of our limited judgment, we may
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hare arrived (o. 14-23), (7.) Sincerity in religion, or
a general desire to be saved, with assiduous efforts to
do right, will prove fatal as a ground of confidence be
fore God, if unaccompanied by implicit submission to
His revealed method of salvation (v. 31-33). (8.) Is
the rejection of the great mass of the chosen people,
and theinbringingof multitudes of estranged Gentiles,
God would have men to see a law of His procedure,
which the judgment of the great day will more vividly
reveal—that " the last shall be first and the first last"
(Matthew, so. is).
CHAPTER X.
Ver. 1-31. SambSubjkctcontinced—How Lsraetl
cams to mis* Salvation, and thk Gbntiues to
find it. I. Brethren, my heart's desire—The word here
used expresses ' entire complacency,' that in which the
heart would experience full satisfaction, and prayer
(* supplication ') to Ood for Israel—'for them' is the truo
reading ; the subject being continued from the close of
the preceding chapter, is, that they may be saved—' for
their salvation.' Having before poured forth the an
guish of his soul at the general unbelief of his nation
and its dreadful consequences (ch. e. 1-3), he here ex
presses in the most emphatic terms his desire and
prayer for their salvation. 2. For I bear them record
er, * witness,' as he well could from his own sad experi
ence, that they have a seal of ('for') Ood, but not accord
ing to knowledge— (cf. Acts, 22. 3; 20. tt-il; Galatians,
1. 13, 14). He alludes to this well meaning of his people,
notwithstanding their spiritual blindness, not certainly
to excuse their rejection of Christ and rage against His
saints, but as some ground of hope regarding them.
(See 1 Timothy, 1. 13.) 3. For they being ignorant of
God's righteousness — i.e., for the justification of the
guilty (see on ch. 1. 17J. and going about (* seeking ') to
establish their own righteousness, have uot submitted
themselves to the righteousness of Ood—The apostle
views the general rejection of Christ by the nation as
one act. 4. For Christ is the end (the object or aim) of
the law for Justifying) righteousness to every one that
believeth—i.e., contains within Himself all that the law
demands for the justification of such as embrace Him,
whether Jew or Gentile (Galatians, 3. 24). 5-10. For
Moses descnoetn the righteousness which is of the law.
That the man that doeth ('hath done') those things
(which it commands) shall live in them — (Leviticus,
28. 6.) Tliis is the one way of justification and life—by
"the righteousness which is of (or, by our own obedi
ence to) the law.1' But the (justifying) righteousness
which is of faith speaketh on this wise (' speaketh thus')
—its language or Import is to this effect quoting in
subBtauce Deuteronomy, 30. 13. 14), Say not in thine
heart. Who shall ascend into heaven'/ that is, to bring
Christ down, Ac.—q.d., 'Ye have not to sigh over the
impossibility of attaining to justification; as if one
should say. Ah I if I could but get some one to mount
up to heaven and fetch me down Christ, there might
be some hope, but since that cannot be, mine is a
desperate case.' or. Who shall descend, Ac— another
case of impossibility, suggested by Proverbs, 30. 4, and
perhaps also Amos. 0. 2—probably proverbial expres
sions of Impossibility (cf. Psalm 130. 7-10; Proverbs,
24. 7.6c.) But what saith it! (It saith] -continuing
the quotation from Deuteronomy, 30. 14, The word is
nigh thee—easily accessible, in thy mouth—when thou
confesses! Him, and in thine heart—when thou believest
on Him. Though it is of the law which Moses more
Immediately speaks in the passage quoted, yet it ia
of the law as Israel shall be brought to look upon it
when the Lord their God shall circumcise their heart
" to love the Lord their God with all their heart," &c.
|e. 6) ; and thus, in applying it, the apostle (as (Hshauseu
truly observes) Is not merely appropriating the lan
guage of Moses, but keeping in the line of his deeper
thought, that is, the word of faith, which we preach—
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i.e., the word which men bare to believe for salva
tion (cf. 1 Timothy, 4. fl). that if thou shalt. &c.—So
understanding the words, the apostle is here giving,
the language of the true method of justification : and
this sense we prefer [with Calvin, Bbi, Febme,
Locks, Jowbtt.]. Bat able interpreters render the
words, 'For/ or 'Because if thou shalt.' &c [Vulgate,
Luther, Dk Wette, Stuart, Philippi, Alfoud,
R it id ed Version.] In this case, these are the
apostle's own remarks, confirming the foregoing state
ments as to the simplicity of the gospel method of
salvation, confess with thy month the Lord Jesus—i.e.,
probably. ' If thou shalt confess Jesus [to be] the Lord,'
which is the proper manifestation or evidence of faith
(Matthew, 10. 32 ; l John, «. 15). This Is put first merely
to correspond with the foregoing quotation—"in thy
mouth and in thine heart." So in 2 Peter, l. 10, the
"calling of believers" is pnt before their "election,"
as that which is first "made sure," although in point
of time It comes after it. and shalt believe in thine
heart thst God hath raised (* that God raised'; him from
the dead, Ac—See on ch. 4. 26. In the next verse the
two things are placed In their natural order. For with
the heart man believeth onto Justifying1 righteousness ;
and with the mouth confession is made unto salvation—
This confession of Christ's name, especially in times of
persecution, and whenever obloquy is attached to the
(Christian profession, is an indispensable test of discipleship. 11-13. For the Scripture nith — in Isaiah,
28. lb, a glorious Messianic passage, Whosoever believeth
ou him shall not be ashamed— Here, as in ch. 0. 33, the
quotation is from the LXX., which renders those
uordsof the original, "shall not make haste" (I.e., fly
for escape, as from conscious danger , * shall not be put
to shame,' which comes to the same thing. For then
is oo difference (or, ' distinction ') between Jew and Greek ;
for tit* same Lord over all—i.e., not God (as Calvin,
Gkotiub, Olbhaubem, Ho due], but Christ, as will be
seen, we think, by comparing v. 0, 12. 13. and observing
tUe apostle's usual style on such subjects. [So Can ybOSTuM, Melville, Benobl, Meyer, De Wette,
Flitzbche, Tuollck, Stuam, Alpord, PniLirri.]
is rich—a favourite Pauline term to express the exu
berance of that saving grace which is in Christ Jesus.
unto all that call upon him—This confirms the applica
tion of the preceding words to Christ ; since to call
upon the name of the Lord Jesus is a customary ex
pression. (See Acts, 7. 60. 60 ; 0. 14, St ; 22. 18 ; l Co
rinthians, 1. 2; 2 Timothy, 2. 22.) For [tsith the Scripture}
whosoever — The expression is emphatic, ' Every one
whosoever.' snail call upon the namo of the Lord shall
be saved—Joel, 2. 32 ; quoted also by Peter, in his great
Pentecostal sermon (Acts, 2. 21), with evident applica
tion to Christ. 14, 16. Hdw then shall they call on him
in whom they have not believed 1 and . . . believe in him
of whom thoy hive not heard 1 and ... hear without »
preacher 1 and ... preacb except sentf-g.d,, 'True, the
same Lord over all is rich unto all alike that call upon
Him : But this calling implies believing, and believing
hearing, and hearing preaching, and preaching a mis
sion to preach : Why, then, take ye it so ill, O children
of Abraham, that in obedience to our heavenly mission
(Acts, 20. 16-18) we preach among Vie Gentiles the un
searchable riches of Christ!' as it is written (Isaiah,
62. 7). How beautl'ui are the feet of them that preach the
gospel of peace, Ac—The whole chapter of Isaiah from
which this is taken, and the three that follow, are so
richly Messianic, that there can be no doubt "the
glad tidings" there spoken of announce a more
glorious release than of Judah from the Babylonish
captivity, and the very feet of its preachers are called
"beautiful "for the sake of their message. 16, 17. But
they have not all obeyed the gospel—i.e., the Scripture
hath prepared us to expect this sad result. For Ssaiaa
aaiih, Lojo, who hath believed our report 1—«,d.t 'Where
M0
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shall one end a believer?' The prophet speaks as if
next to none would believe : The apostle softens this
into ** They have not all believed." So then faith comet a
by healing, and hearing by the word of God—<j.d ,* This
is another confirmation of the truth that faith sup
poses the hearing of the word, and this a commission
to preach tV 16. But I say. Have they not heard ? ('Bid
they not hear!')—£an Israel, through any region of hLs
dispersion, plead ignorance of these glad tidings r Yes
verily, their eound went (' their voice went out 'J into all
the earth, and their words unto the end of the world—
These beautiful words are from Psalm 10. 4. Whether
the apostle quoted them as in their primary intention.
applicable to his subject [as Olhmauses. Altobi>.
4:c.). or only 'used 8criptural language to express bis
own ideas, as is done involuntarily almost by every
preacher in every sermon' [Hodge], expositors are
not agreed. But though the latter may seem the more
natural, since " the rising of the Sun of righteousness
upon the world " (Malachl, 4. 2). " the day-spring from
on high visiting us, giving light to theni that aat bra.
darkness, and guiding our feet into the way of peace ■
Luke, l. 78, 79), must liave been familiar and delight
ful to the apostle's ear, we cannot doubt that the
irradiation of the world with the beams of a better
sun by the universal diffusion of the gospel of Christ.
must have a mode of speaking quite natural, and to
him scarcely figurative. 19. But I say. Did not Israel
know 1 — know, from their own Scriptures, of God's
intention to bring in the Gentiles 1 First—i.e.. First
in the prophetic line [De Wette], Hoses saith. Ac—'I
will provoke you to jealousy (* against *; [them that
are] not a nation, and against a nation without under
standing will I anger you ' (Deuteronomy. 32. 21). La
this verse God warns His ancient people that because
they had (that is, in after times would) moved Him.
to jealousy with then* "no-gods." and provoked Him.
to auger with their vanities. He in requital would
move them to jealousy by receiving into His favour a
no-people," and provoke them to anger by adopting a
uatlon void of understanding. 20. But Etaias is very
bold, and saith—i.e., is still plainer, and goes even the
length of saying, I was found oi them that sought me not
—until I sought them, I was made ('became') manifest
unto them that asked not after me—until the invitation
from Me came to them. That the calling of the Gen
tiles was meant by these words of the prophet (Isaiah.
05. l) is manifest from what immediately follows, " I
said. Behold me, behold me. unto a nation that waa
not called by my name." 21. But to (rather, 'with
regard to') Israel he saith. All day i' All the day', long
I have stretched out ('did I stretch forth') my hands—
the attitude of gracious entreaty, unto a disobedient
and gainsaying people—These words, which immediately
follow the announcement just quoted of the calling of
the Gentiles, were enough to forewarn the Jews both
of God's purpose to eject them from their privileges,
in favour of the Gentiles, and of the cause of it on
their own part.—Note (1.) Mere sincerity, and even
earnestness in religion—though it may be some ground
of hope for a merdlul recovery from error—is no ex
cuse, and wiU not compensate, for the deliberate
rejection of saving truth, when in the providence of
God presented for acceptance [v. 1-3; and see on ch. :•..
note 7). (2.) The true cause of such rejection of saving
truth, by the otherwise sincere, is the prepossession of
the mind by some false notions of its own. So long
as the Jews "Bought to set up their own righteous
ness," it was in the nature of things impossible that
they should "sub..it themselves to the righteousness
of God ;" the one of these two methods of acceptance
being in the teeth of the other (t>. 3). (3.) The essential
terms of salvation have in every age been the same :
" Whosoever will'* is invited to " take of the water of
life freely." Revelation. 22. U. (v. 13>, (U How wlU
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':.' remembrance of the simplicity, reasonableness. room of Jews, and merely to religious advantages, but
and absolute freeness of God's plan of salvation over a sovereign choice of some of Israel itself, from
whelm those that perish from under the sound of It amongst others, to believe and be saved. (See on ch.
cv. 4-LJ) ! (6.) How piercingly and perpetually should 0. 6.) 6. And, &c—better, 'Now if it {the election) be
that question—"How shall they iik.vh without by grace, It is no more of works ; for (then] grace be
a pkeachsr?"—sound in the ears of all the churches, comes no more grace : but if it be of works.' &c. (The
u bat the apostolic echo of their Lord's parting injunc- authority of ancient AISS. against this latter clause,
l.> a, " I'REACII THE GOSPEL TO EVKEY OCtKATtTRE" as superfluous and not originally in the text, though
Mark, 10. 15), and bow far below the proper standard strong, is not sufficient, we think, to justify its ex
if lore, seal, and self-sacrifice, must the churches as clusion. Such seeming redundancies are not unusual
yet be. when with so plenteous a harvest the labourers with our apostle.) The general position here laid down
are yet so few (Matthew, 0. 37, 38), and that cry from is of vital importance' : That there are but two possible
tha iipa of pardoned, gifted, consecrated men —" Here sources of salvation—men's works, and God's grace ;
ia I, send me" (Isaiah. 6. 8), is not heard every where and that these are so essentially distinct and opposite,
r. 14, 15' ! ic.) The blessing of a covenant-relation to that salvation cannot be of any combination or mix
God is the irrevocable privilege of no people and no ture of both, but must be wholly either of the one or
rimich: it can be preserved only by fidelity, on our of the other. (See on ch. 4.. note 3.) 7-10. What thent
part, to the covenant itself (v 10 . (7.1 God is often —How stands the fact? Israel hath not obtained that
f'jand by those who apparently are the farthest from which he seeketh for—better, * What Israel is in search
Him. while He remains undiscovered by those who of ii.e.. Justification, or acceptance with God—see on
think themselves the nearest (r. 20, 21). (8.) God's ch. 9. si!, this he found not : but the election (the elect
ri*.a.iim;« even with reprobate sinners are full of tender remnant of Israel) found it. and tho rest were har
ness and compassion ; all the day long extending the dened,' or judicially given over to the 'hardness of
trans of His mercy even to the disobedient and gain- their own hearts.' as it is written (Isaiah, 29. 10, and
-■ayinc. This will be felt and acknowledged at last Deuteronomy, 20. 4). God hath given i'gave'; them the
br ail who perish, to the glory of God's forbearance, spirit of slumber ('stupor') . .. unto this ('this present')
day. And David taith—Fsalm 69. 23—which in such a
icd to their own confusion (v. 21).
Messianic psalm must be meant of the rejecters of
CHAPTER XI.
Ver. l-M. Same Subject continued and con Christ. Let tueir table, &c—i.e.. Let their very bless
cluded — The Ultimate Inbbinoino of all ings prove a curse to thtm. and their enjoyments only
ISftAtX. TO BK, WJTfl THE GENTILErt. ONE KINGDOM sting and take vengeance on them, let their eyes be
■ ■-- God on tbe Earth. 1. I say then, Hatu ('Did') darkened . . . and bow down their back alway—expressive
i:-d cut away bis people? Qcd forbid—Our Lord did either of the decrepitude, or of the servile condition, to
indeed announce that " tbe kingdom of God should be come on tbe nation through the just judgment of God.
taken from Israel" (Matthew, 21. 41) ; and when asked The apostle's object in making these quotations Is to
by the eleven, after His resurrection, if he would at show that what he had been compelled to say of the
that time "restore the kingdom to Israel," His reply then condition and prospects of his nation was more
is a virtual admission that Israel was in some sense than borne out by their own Scriptures. But, Second
already out of covenant (Acts, l. 0). Yet here the ly, God hath not cast away his people finally. The
apostle teaches that, in two respects, Israel was not illustration of this point extends from v. n to r. 31. 11.
'cast away:" First, Not totally; Second, Not finally. I say then. Have they stumbled (' Did they stumble*} that
Filter. Israel is not wholly cast away, for I also am an they should fall; God forbid; but (the supplement
Israelite :iee Fhilipplans, 3. 5)—and so a living witness "rather" is better omitted) through their fall — lit,
'trespass,' not
but "fall,"
here best
'false salvation
step' [De
to the contrary, of the seed of Abraham—of pure de- ■\Vkttb1;
as inrendered
our version,
is
Kent from the father of the faithful, of the tribe of
BVcjamin (Phllippians, 3. 6)—that tribe which, on the come to tbe Gentiles, to provoke them to jealousy—Here,
revolt of the ten tribes, constituted, with Judah, the as also in ch. 10. 19 (quoted from Deuteronomy, 32. 21).
one faithful kingdom of God (l Kings, 12. 21), and after we see that Emulation is a legitimate stimulus to what
the captivity was. along with Judah, the kernel of the is good. 12. Now if the fall of them !' But if their tres
Jewish nation tEzra, 4. 1; 10. 9). 2-4. God hath ('did') pass,' or 'false step') be the riches of the (Gentile) world
a»t cast away his people [i.e., wholly) which he foreknew— —as being the occasion of their accession to Christ,
<.*n the word "foreknew," see on ch. 8. 29. Wot [i.e., and the diminishing of them (i.e., the reduction of the
*Know% ye not that the Scripture saith of (lit. 'in,' true Israel to so small a remnant) tbe riches of the
i-f . in tbe section which relates to) Ellas t how he Gentiles; how much sore their fulness !—i.e., their full
ZLikeib intercession {'pleadeth') against Israel— (The recovery (see on v. 26); q.d^ ' If an event so untoward
word "saying" which follows, as also the particle as Israel's fall was the occasion of such unspeakable
" and" before "digged down," should be omitted, as good to the Gentile world, of how much greater good
without MSS. authority), and I am left alone—' I only may we expect au event so blessed as their full re
am left.' seven thousand, that have not bowed tue knee to covery to be productive V 13. I speak (* am speaking ')
Baal—not " the Image of Baal," according to the sup to you Gentiles—another proof that this Epistle was
plement of our version. 5. Even so at tins present time addressed to Gentile believers. (See on cb. l. 13.) I
— ' in this present season ;' this period of Israel's magnify ('glorify') mine office—Tbe clause beginning
rejection. (See Acts, l. 7. Grctk.) there is — 'there with "inasmuch" should be read as a parenthesis, if
obtains,' or ' hath remained.' a remnant according; to I may provoke, &c. (see on v. 11) . . . my flesh—cf. Isaiah,
tae election of grace—q.a\, * As in Elijah's time the 68. 7. IS. For it the casting away of them—Tbe apostle
apostasy of Israel was not so universal as it seemed to bad denied that they were cast away (r. l); here he
be. and as he in bis despondency concluded it to be, affirms it. But both are true: they ttyre cast away,
so now, the rejection of Christ by Israel is not so ap- though neither totally nor finally, and it is of this
i*Ulag in extent as one would be apt to think : There partial and temporary rejection that tbe apostle here
li now. as there was then, a faithful remnant ; not speaks, be the reconciling of the ;Gcntile) world, what
however of persons naturally better than the unbeliev shall the receiving of them be, but life from the dead 1—The
ing mass, but of persons graciously chosen to salva reception of the whole family of Israel, scattered as
tion.' (See l Corinthians, 4. 7; 2 TLesselonians, t. 13.} they are among all nations under heaven, and the most
This establishes our view of the argument on Election Inveterate enemies of the Lord Jesus, will be such a
in ch. 0.. as not beiDg an Election of Gentiles in the stupendous manifestation of the power of God upon
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the spirits of men, and of His glorious pretence with re-introduced from time to time into the family of
the heralds of the Cross, as will not ouly kindle God on their believing on the Lord Jesus, is surpris
devout astonishment far and wide, but so change the ing ; and yet those who deny the national recovery of
dominant mode of thinking and feeling on all spiritual Israel must and do so interpret the apostle. But this
things as to seem like a resurrection from the dead. is to confound the two things which the apostle care 16. For ('But'j if the flrst-frois be holy, the lump is also fully distinguishes. Individual Jews have been at all
[hob/]; and if the root, so the branches—The Israelites times admissible, and have been admitted, to the
were required to offer to God the first-fruits of the Church through the gate of faith in the Lord Jesus.
earth—both in their raw state, in a sheaf of newly This is the " remnant, even at this present time, ac
reaped grain (Leviticus, 23. 10. 11). and in their prepared cording to the election of grace," of which the apostle.
state, made into cakes of dough (Numbers, 1&. 10-21)— In the first part of the chapter, had cited himself as
by which the whole produce of that season was regarded one. But here he manifestly speaks of something net
as hallowed. It is probable the latter of these offer then existing, but to be looked forward to as. a great
ings that is here intended, as to It the word "lump" future event In the economy of God, the re-ingrafting
best applies; and the argument of the apostle is, that of the notion as such, when they "abide not in un
as the separation unto God of Abraham, Isaac, and belief." And though this is here spoken of merely as
Jacob, from the rest of mankind, as the parent stem of a supposition (if their unbelief shall cease—In order
their race, was as real an offering of first-fruit as that to set It over against the other supposition, of what
which hallowed the produce of the earth, so, in the will happen to the Gentiles if they shall not abide in
divine estimation, it was as real a separation of the the faith—the supposition is turned into an explicit
mass or ** lump" of that nation In all time to God. prediction in the verses following. 24. For if thou wert
The figure of the "root" and its "branches" is of like cut i' wert cut off) from the olive tree, which is wild by
import—the consecration of the one of them extending nature, and wast grafted contrary to nature into a good
to the other. 17, IB. And if—rather. ' But if i q.d.t * If olive tree; how much more shall these, <fcc.—This is just
notwithstanding this consecration of Abraham's race the converse of v. 21 : * As the excision of the merely
to God.' some of the branches—The mass of the un engrafted Gentiles through unbelief is a thing much
believing and rejected Israelites are here called more to be expected than was the excision of the natural
''some," not, as before, to meet Jewish prejudice (see Israel, before it happened ; so the restoration of Israel,
on ch. 3. 3, and on "not all** in ch. 10. 14), but with when they shall be brought to believe In Jesus, is »
the opposite view of checking Gentile pride, and thou, thing far more in the line of what we should expect,
being a wild olive, wert ('wast') grafted in among them— than the admission of the Gentiles to a standing which
Though it is more usual to graft the superior cutting they never before enjoyed.' 25. For I would not ... thsvt
upon the inferior stem, the opposite method, which is ye should be ignorant of this mystery—The word " mys
intended here, is not without example, and with them tery," so often used by our apostle, does not mean (as
putakest ("wast made partaker' — along with the with us) something incomprehensible, but 'something
branches left, the believing remnant; of the root and before kept secret, either wholly or for the most part,
fatness of the olive tree (the rich grace secured by cove and now only fully disclosed' (cf. ch. 16. to; 1 Corin
nant to the true seed of Abraham) ; boast not against thians. 2. 7-10 ; Epheslans, 1. 9, 10 ; 3. 3-0, 9. 10, <fcc.J. lest
the (rejected; branches. But if thou (doj boast, remem ye should be wise in your own cai,ceits—as if ye alone
ber that) thou bearest not (' It is not thou that bearest ') were in all time coming to be the family of God. that
the root, but the root thee—*.* d., ' If the branches may blindness ('hardness 'Jin part is happened to ('hath come
not boast over the root that bears them, then may not upon*) Israel—i^., hath come partially, or upon a por
the Gentile boast over the seed of Abraham ; for what tion of Israel, until the fatness of the Gentiles be
is thy standing, O Gentile, in relation to Israel, but ('have') come in — i.e., not the general conversion of
that of a branch in relation to the root ? from Israel the world to Christ, as many take it ; for this would
liath come all that thou art and hast in the family of seem to contradict the latter part of this chapter, and.
God; for "salvation is of the Jews" (John, 4. 22).' throw the national recovery of Israel too far into the
19-21. Thou wilt say then (as a plea for boasting), The future: besides, in v. 16, the apostle seems to speak of
branches were broken off, that I might be grafted in. the receiving of Israel, not as following, but as con
Well— -j.<i., ' Be it so, but remember that') because of tributing largely to bring about the general conversion
unbelief they wers broken off, and thou standest (not as a of the world—but, * until the Gentiles have had their
Gentile, but solely) by faith—But as faith cannot live full time of the visible Church all to themselves, while
In those "whose soul is lifted up" (Habakkuk, S. 4), the Jews are out which the Jews had till the Gentiles
Be not high-minded, bat tear (Proverbs, 88. 14 ; Philip- were brought in.' See Luke, 21. 24. 26. 27. And bo all
pians, %. 12) : for if God spared not the natural branches Israel Bhall be saved—To understand this great state
(sprung from the parent stem), take heed lest he also ment, as some still do. merely of such a gradual inspare not thee (a mere wild graft)—The former might, bringing of individual Jews, that there shall at length
beforehand, have been thought very improbable; but, remain none In unbelief, is to do manifest violence
after that, no one can wonder at the latter. 23, 23. both to it and to the whole context. It can only mean
Behold therefore the goodness and severity of God: on them the ultimate ingathering of Israel as a notion, in
which fell, severity lin rejecting the chosen seed) ; but contrast with the present*' remnant." {.So Tholucr.
toward thee, goodness f God's goodness* is the true read Meyer. Dc Wette, Pbiuppi, Alford, HodgeJ
ing)—i.«.. His sovereign goodness in admitting thee to Three confirmations of this now follow : two from the
a covenant-standing who before wert a " stranger to the prophets, and a third from the Abrahamzc covenant
covenants of promise" (Epbesians, 2. 12-20;. if thou itself. First, as it is written, There shall come out cf
continue In his goodness— in believing dependence on Sion the Deliverer, and shall (or, according to what seems
that pure goodness which made thee what thou art. the true reading, without the " and "—* He shall *) turn
otherwise, ix. ... And they also I* Yea and they '), if they away ungodliness from Jacob—The apostle, having drawn
abide not still in unbelief, shall be grafted in : for God Is his illustrations of man's sinfulness chiefly from Psalm
able to graft them In again—This appeal to the jwcer of 14. and Isaiah, 60., now seems to combine the language
God to effect the recovery of His ancient people im of the same two places regarding Israel's saltation from
plies the vast difficulty of it—which all who have ever it. [Bknoel.] In the one place the Psalmist longs to
laboured for the conversion of the Jews are made see "the salvation of Israel coming out o/ Zion*
depres&ingly to feel That Intelligent expositors (Psalm 14. 7); hi the other, the prophet announces that
should think that this wai meant of individual Jews, "the Redeemer {or, "Deliverer") shall come to for.
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for) Son" (Isaiah, 69. 20). But as all the glorious mani- 'obeyed') God—that is, yielded not to God "the obedi
r- 'Utions of Israel's God were regarded as issuing: out ence of faith," while strangers to Christ, yet now have
of Zic-n. ai the seat of His manifested glory Psalm 20. obtained mercy through (by occasion of) their unbelief—
1 ; 110. S ; Isaiah, 31. 8.:, the turn which the apostle gives (see on t>. 11, 16. S9J. even so have these (the Jews) now
to the words merely adds to them that familiar idea. not believed (or, 'now been disobedient'), that through
And whereas the prophet announces, that He ** shall your mercy (the mercy shown to you) they also may
com* to for. 'for': them that torn from transgression obtain mercy—Here is an entirely new Idea. The apostle
in Jacob." while the apostle makes him say that He has hitherto dwelt upon the unbelief of the Jews as
shall come " to turn away ungodliness from Jacob," making way for the faith of the Gentiles—the exclusion
this is taken from the LXX. version, and seems to in of the one occasioning the reception of the other; a
dicate a different reading of the original text. The truth yielding to generous, believing Gentiles but
nose, however, is substantially the same in both. mingled satisfaction. Now. opening a more cheering
Second, for—rather, 'and' (again) : introducing a new prospect, he speaks of the mercy shown to the Gentiles
quotation, this is my covenant with them Hit., * this is as a means of Israel's recovery ; which seems to mean
the covenant from me unto them') when I shall take that it will be by the instrumentality of believing Gen
away tfcttr sins—This, we believe, is rather a brief sum tiles that Israel as a nation is at length to " look on
mary of Jeremiah. 31. 31-34, than the express words of Him whom they have pierced and mourn for Him," and
any prediction. Those who believe that there are no so to "obtain mercy." (See 2 Corinthians. 3. 15, 16.)
predictions regarding the literal Israel in the Old 33. For God hath concluded them all in unbelief ('hath
Testament, that stretch beyond the end of the Jewish shut them all up to unbelief) that he might have mercy
economy, are obliged to view these quotations by the up--.ii all—i.e., those "all" of whom he had been dis
apostle as mere adaptations of Old Testament language, coursing ; the Gentiles first, and after them the Jews.
to express his own predictions [Alxxandeb on Isaiah, [FitiTZHoac Tiioluck, Olshaubkn, Dbj Wxtte,
Ati But how forced this is, we shall presently see. Philkffi, Stuart, Honor] Certainly it is not 'all
58. 29. As concerning the gospel, they are enenr.es for your mankind individually' (Meyer, Auobd]; for the
nice—i.e., they are regarded and treated as enemies (in apostlo is not here dealing with Individuals, but with
a state of exclusion through unbelief, from the family those great divisions of mankind, Jew and Gentile.
of God: for the benefit of you Gentiles ; in the sense of And what he here says is, that God's purpose was to
1. 11, is. but is teaching the election (of Abraham and shut up each of these divisions of men to the experi
his seedj, they are beloved—eren in their state of exclu- ence first of an unhumblcd, condemned state, without
.- : >, a. for the fathers' sake. For the gifts and calling (' and Christ, and then to the experience of His mercy in
the calling*) of God are without repentance ('not to be,' or Christ. 33. 0 the depth, &c.—The apostle now yields
cannot be repented of*}—By " the calling of God." in himself up to the admiring contemplation of the gran
this case, is meant that sovereign act by which God, deur of that divine plan which he had sketched out.
in the exercise of His free choice, "called" Abraham of the riches both of the wisdom and knowledge of God—
to be the father of a peculiar people ; while " the gifts Many able expositors render this, 'of the riches and
of God " here denote the articles of the covenant which wisdom and knowledge*' Ac. [Erasmus, Grottub,
God made with Abraham, and which constituted the Bkngel, Meyer, Dk Wkttk,Tholuok,Olsiia(jsek,
I'd distinction between his and all other families of FrITZSC!! k. I'll ILIl'I'I. ALFORD. ItEVI.SE!> VERSION.)
the earth. Both these, says the apostle, are irrevoca- The words will certainly bear this sense, " the depth
lile : and as the point for which he refers to this at all of God's riches.'* But " the riches of God" is a much
is the final destiny of the Israeli tlsh nation, it is clear rarer expression with our apostle than the riches of
that (As perpetuity through all time of the Abrahamic this or that perfection of God ; and the words Im
cs*e*atU is the thing here affirmed. And lest any mediately following limit our attention to the unt-hoold aay that though Israel, as a nation, has no searcbableness of God's "judgments," which probably
destiny at all under the gOBpel, but as a people dis means His decrees or plana (Psalm 119. 76). and of
appeared from the stage when the middle wall of par " His vavs," or the method by which He carries these
tition wa>s broken down, yet the Abrahamic covenant into effect. [So Li. mot, Calvin, Bkza, Hodoe, Ac.]
still endures in the spiritual seed of Abraham, made Besides, all that follows to the end of the chapter
op of Jews and Gentiles in one undistinguished mass seems to show that while the Grace of God to guilty
of redeemed men under the gospel—the apostle, as if men in Christ Jesus is presupposed to be the whole
to preclude that supposition, expressly states that the theme of this chapter, that which called forth the
very Israel who, as concerning the gospel, are regarded special admiration of the apoBtle, after sketching at
as " enemies for the Gentiles' sakes," are "belov- >l for some length the divine purposes and methods in the
the fathers' sake* ." and it is in proof of this that he bestowment of this Grace, was "the depth of the
add*. ** For the gifts and tho calling of God are without riches of God's wisdom and knowledge" in these pur
repentance." But in what sense are the now unbeliev poses and methods. The "knowledge," then, points
ing and excluded children of Israel "beloved for the probably to the vast sweep of divine comprehension
fathers' sakes?" Not merely from ancestral recollec herein displayed; the "wisdom" to that fitness to ac
tions, as one looks with fond interest on the child of a complish the ends Intended, which is stamped on all
ieax friend for that friend's sake (Da. Ajikold]—a this procedure. 34, 35. For who hath known the mind of
jca-utiful thought, and not foreign to Scripture, in this the Lord!—see Job, 16. 8 ; Jeremiah, 23. 18. or who hath
'cry matter (see 3 Chronicles, 20. 7 ; Isaiah. 41. 81—but been bis counsellor—see Isaiah, 40. 13, 14. or, who hath
t la from ancestral connections and obligations, or first given to him, and it shall be recompensed to him
heir lineal descent from and oneness in covenant with (' and shall have recompense made to him 'J again—see
be fathers with whom God originally established it. Job, 36. 7, and 41. 11. These questions, it will thus be
;i other words, the natural Israel—not " the remnant seen, are just quotations from the Old Testament, as
f them according to the election of grace," but the if to show how familiar to God's ancient people was
• ATioj*. sprung from Abraham according to the flesh the great truth which the apostle himself had just
-are still an elect people, and as such, "beloved." uttered, that God's plans and methods in the dispensa
The very same love, which chose the fathers, and rested tion of His Grace, have a reach of comprehension and
>n the fathers as a parent stem of the nation, still rests wisdom stamped upon them which finite mortals can
13 thedx descendants at large, and wilt yet recover them not fathom, much less could ever have imagined, before
rem unbelief, and reinstate them in the family of God. they were disclosed. 36. For of him, and through him,
it, 31. For as ye in times pist have not believed (or, and to him, are all things : to whom fto Him') be glory
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for ever. Amen—Thus worthily—with a brevity only
dualled by its sublimity—dots the apostle here sum ui<
this whole matter. '* Or Him are all tilings," as their
eternal Source : "Through Him are ail things," inas
much as He brings all to pass which in His eternal
counsel* He purposed : " To Him are all things," as
being His own hut End ; the manifestation of the glory
of His own perfections being the ultimate, because the
highest possible, design of all His procedure from first
to hut.—On this rich chapter, NoU (l.) it is an un
speakable consolation to know that in times of deepest
religious declension and most extensive defection from
the truth, the lamp of God has never been permitted
to go out. and that a faithful remnant hfw ever existed
—a remnant larger than ibeir own drooping spirits
could easily believe ie. 1-6). i .} The preservation of this
remnant, even as their aepa.ation at the first, is all 01
mere grace (v. 6, &}. 13.) When individuals and com
munities, after many fruitless warnings, are abandoned
of God. they go from bad to worse (v. 7-10.}. (4J God
has so ordered his dealings with the great divisions of
mankind, " that no flesh should glory in His presence."
Gentile and Jaw have each in turn been "shut up to
unbelief," that t.ich in turn may experience the "mercy1
which saves the chief of sinners (v. U-32). (6.) As we
are "justified by faith," so are we "kept by the powe
of God through faith"—faith alone—unto salvation
(v. 20-32). (d.J God's covenant with Abraham and hi*
natural seed is a perpetual covenant, in equal force
under tbe gospel as before it Therefore it is, that the
Jews as a nation still survive, in spite of all the laws
which, in similar circumstances, have either extui
guiihed or destroyed the identity of other nations
And therefore it is that the J ews as a nation will yet be
restored to tbe family or God, through the subjection
of their proud hearts to Him whom they have pierced.
And as believing Gentiles will be honoured to be the
instruments of this stupendous change, so shall the
vast Gentile world reap such benefit from it. that it
shall be like the communication of life to tliem frotr
the dead. (7.) Thus has the Christian Church the
highest motive to the establishment and vigorous pro
secution of Mwrions to tiie Jens ; God having not only
promised that there shall be a remnant of them ga
tbe rod in every age, but pledged Himself to the Una'
ingathering of the whole nation, assigned the honour o(
that ingathering to the Gentile Church, and assured
them that the event, when it does arrive, shall have a
life-giving effect upon the whole world {v. 12-16, 20-31]
(8.) Those who think that in all the evangelical pro
pheciea of the Old Testament the terms "Jacob/
*' Israel," Ac., are to be understood solely of the Chris
tian ' InttrJi-, would appear to read the Old Testament
differeutly from the apostle, who, from the use of those
very terms in Old Testament prophecy, draws argu
ments to prove that God has mercy in store for th<
natural Irrael v. 20. 27). (9.) Mere intellectual in
vestigations into divine truth in general, and the sense
of the living oracles In particular, as they have a harden
ing effect, so they are a great contrast to the spirit ot
our apostle, whose lengthened sketch of God s majestic
procedure towards men in Christ Jesus ends here in a
burst of aamtratton, which loses itself in the still
loftier frame of adoration (v. 33-30).
CHAPTER. XII.
Ver. 1-21. Dutikb or Bklikvkrs, General and
Particular. The doctrinal teaching of this epistle is
now followed up by a series of exhortations to practical
duty. And first, the all-comprehensive duty. L I be
seech you therefore—In view of all that has been ad
vanced in the foregoing part of this epistle, by the
mercies of God—those mercies, whose free and unmerited
nature, glorious Channel, and saving fruits have been
opened upatsuchlength. toatye present-See onch. 0.
13, where we have the same exhortation and the same
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word, there rendered "yield" \as also inc. 16. 19/. your
oodles—i.c, 'yourselves in the body,' considered as the
organ of tbe inner life. As it is through the body that
all the evil that is in the unrenewed heart comes fortli
into palpable manifestation and action, so it is through
the body that all the gracious principles and affections
of believers reveal themselves in the outward lifeSanctification extends to the whole man a Thesaah.niaus. 6. 23, 21). a living sacrifice—in glorious contrast
to the lewal sacrifices, which, save as they were alaiu,
were no sacrifices at all. The death of tbe one " Lam b
of God, taking away the sin of the world," has swept
all dead victims from off the altar of God. to make
room for the redeemed themselves as " living sacri
fices * to Him who made " iluu to be sin for us :" while
every outgoing of their grateful hearts in praise, a>nd
every act prompted by the love of Christ, is itself a
sacrifice to Ood of a sweet-smelling savour Hebrews.
13. 16, 10;. holy—As the Levitical victims, when offered
without blemish to God, were regarded as holy, so
believers, "yielding themselves to God as those that
are alive from the dead, and their members as instru
ments of righteousness unto God. are, in His estima
tion, not ritually but really, "holy." and so, acceptable
i* well-pleasing ') onto God—uot as the Levitical offerings,
merely as appointed symbols of spiritual ideas, hut
objects, intrinsically, of divine complacency, in tiu-lr
renewed character, and endeared relationship to Him
through His Son Jesus Christ, which is your reasonable
rather, 'rational'/ service—in contrast, not to the
senselessness of idol-worship, but to the offering of
irrational victims under the law. In this view the
presentation of ourselves, as living monuments of re
deeming mercy, is here called "our rational service ;"*
and surely it is the most rational and exalted occu
pation of God's reasonable creatures. So. l Peter, 2. 5,
" to offer up spiritual sacrvices. acceptable to God
through Jesus Christ." and be ye not coeiormed to this
world (cf Ephesians, 2. 2 ; Gatalians. 1. 4. Greth i but bo
ye transformed—or. * transfigured,' as in Matthew, 17. 2;
and 2 Corinthians. 3. IS, Unek). by the renewing of your
mind—not by a mere outward disconfomiity to the un
godly world, many of whose actions in themselves tony
l» virtuous and praiseworthy ; but by such an inward
spiritual transformation as makes the whole life new—
new in its motives and ends, even where the actions
differ in nothing from those of the world—new, cou
sidered as a whole, and in such a sense as to be whol ly
unattainable save through tbe constraining power of
the love of Christ, that ye may prove—i.e.. experimen
tally. 'See ou the word "experience" in eh. 5. *, and
cf. l Thessalonians. 6. 10. where the sentiment is tiusame), wiiat is that ('the'/ good and acceptable <*wellpleadng'), and perfect will of God — We prefer tins
rendering [with Calvin, Revised Vikbion. &c,j to
that which many able critics [Tholcck. Mey ait. I>x
Wkttje, Fkjtzschx, Philippi, Auord, Hodge]
adopt—* that ye may prove.' or *dhcern the will of
God, (eveuj what is good, and acceptable, and perfect '
God's wisl is "good," as it demands only what is es
sentially and unchangeably good ich. 7. 10! ; it is " tctUplmrm'j," in contrast with all that is arbitrary. »-demanding only what God has eternal complacency m
cf. Micah, 0. 8, with Jeremiah, 9. 24) ; and it U "per
Jed," as it requires nothing else than the perfection cf
God's reasonable creature, who, in proportion as be
attains to it. reflects God s own perfection. Such then
is the great general duty of the redeemed—«xlf-consb'-'ratiun, in our whole spirit and soul and body,
to Him who hath called us into the fellowship of His
Son Jesus Christ, >ext follow specific duties, chiefly
social ; beginning with Humility, the chiefest of all me
graces—but here with special reference to spiritual
gifts. 3. For I say [authoritatively), tnrough the grace
given unto me—as an apostle of Jesus Christ ; thus ex
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emplifrinjfhia own precept by modestly falling back on do the other ; nor. Turn away from the one, and draw
that office which both warranted and required such to the other ; but. Abhor the one, and cling, with deep
jliiMKSs towards all classes, to every man that ii est sympathy, to the other. 10. Be, &c.—better, *In
uwag roo, not to think. Ac.—ft Is impossible to convey brotherly love be affectionate one to another ; In [giv
id rxxi English the emphatic play, so to speak, which ing, or showing] honour, outdoing each other.' The
esdi word here has upon another :—' not to be high- word rendered ' prefer ' means rather * to go before.'
minded above what he onght to be minded, but so to 'take the lead.' i.e., 'show an example.' How opposite
be minded as to be sober-minded.' [Calvin, Al- Is this to the reigning morality of the heathen world ;
fokd.J This is merely a strong way of characterising and though Christianity has so changed the spirit of
all undue self-elevation, according' as God hath d*alt society, that a certain beautiful disinterestedness and
u every man the measure of faith—Faith is here viewed self-sacrifice shines in the character of not a few who
u the inlet to all the other graces, and so, as the re- are but partially, if at all under the transforming
ceptiTe faculty of the renewed soul—q.d., * As God hath power of the gospel, it is only those whom " the love of
gi*en to each bis particular capacity to take in the gifts Christ constrains to live not unto themselves." who are
and {Traces which He designs for the general good.* capable of thoroughly acting in the spirit of this pre
4_ 5 Par as we have many members, &c—The same di- cept. 11. not slothful in business—The word rendered
v.r«ry and yet unity obtains in the body of Christ, " business " means ' zeal,* ' diligence,' * purpose ;' denot
whereof all believers are the several members, as in ing the energy of action, serving the Lord—i.e., the
tte natural body. 6-8. Having then gifts differing ac Lord Jesus (see Ephesians, 6. 6-8). Another reading—
cording to the grace given to us—Here, let it be observed, 'serving the time,' or 'the occasion'— which differs in
all the sifts of believers alike are viewed as communi form but very slightly from the received reading, has
cations of mere grace, whether (we have the gLft of) been adopted by good critics (Luther, Olshausen,
pr^jhecr—i.e.. of inspired teaching; as in Acts, 15. 33. Fritzuchi, Meysr.]. But as M.S. authority is de
Anyone speaking with divine authority—whether with cidedly against it, so is internal evidence ; and com*
reference to the past, the present, or the future—was paratively few favour it. Nor is the sense which it
termed a prophet (Exodus, 7. 1, &c). [let us prophesy] yields a very Christian one. 13. rejoicing, ore— Here it
-cxrding to the proportion of faith—rather, * of our faith.' is more lively to retain the order and the verbs of the
Many Romish expositors and some Protestant (as Cat- original : * In hope, rejoicing ; in tribulation, enduring ;
tin and BenoH. and. though hesitatingly. Beta and in prayer, persevering.' Each of these exercises helps
Hodwl. render this ' the analogy of faith.' understand. the other. If our "hope "of glory is so assured that it
ic g by it ' the general tenor ' or ' rule of faith,' divinely Is a rejoicing hope, we shall find the spirit of " endur
delivered to men for their guidance. But this hi ance in tribulation" natural and easy; but since it is
. .■ nst the context, whose object is to show that, as " prayer" which strengthens the faith that begets hope.
all the gifts of Relievers are according to their respec and lifts it up into an assured and joyful expectancy,
tive capacity for them, they are not to be puffed up on and since our patience in tribulation is fed by this, it
account of them, but to use them purely for their will be seen that all depends on our "perseverance in
proper ends, or ministry, [let us wait] on (* be occupied prayer." 13. given to hospitality—i.e., the entertain
with ') our miuisUrlng—The word here used imports any ment of strangers. In times of persecution, and before
kind of service, from the dispensing of the word of life the general institution of houses of entertainment, the
fAets, e. 1 to the administering of the temporal affairs importance of this precept would be at once felt. In
of the Church (Acts. 8, 1-3). The latter seems intended the East, where such houses are still rare, this duty is
here, beina* distinguished from "prophesying,""teach regarded as of the most sacred character. [Hodge,]
ing," and "exhorting." or he that teacheth—Teachers 14. Be'? (i.e.. Call down by prayer a blessing on) them
are* expressly distinguished from prophets, and put which persecute you, Ac—This is taken from the sermon
after them, as exercising a lower function (Acts, 13. 1 ; on the mount, which, from the allusions made to it,
: Corinthians. 12. 48, 29). Probably it consisted mainly seems to have been the store-house of Christian mora
in opening up the evangelical bearings of Old Testament lity among the churches. 15. Rejoice with them that
scripture ; and it was in this department apparently rejoice; weep (the "and" should probably be omitted)
that Apolloa showed his power and eloquence (Acts, with them that weep—What a beautiful spirit of sym
ii **i. or hs that exhorteth—Since all preaching— pathy with the joys and sorrows of others is here in
whether by apostles, prophets, or teachers—was fol culcated 1 But it is only one charming phase of the
lowed up by exhortation {Acts. ll. 23; 14. 22; 15. 32, Ac), unselfish character which belongs to all living Chris
many think that no specific clasB is here in view. But tianity. What a world will our"s be when this shall
i f liberty was given to others to exercise themselves become Its reigning spirit 1 Of the two. however, it is
occasionally in exhorting either the brethren generally, more easy to sympathise with another's sorrows than
or small parties of the less instructed, the reference his joys, because In the one case he needs us ; In the
may be to them, he that giveth—in the exercise of pri other not. But just for this reason the latter is the
vate benevolence probably, rather than in the discharge more disinterested, and so the nobler. 18. Be (* Being 1
of diaconal duty, with simplicity—So the word pro of the same mind one toward another—The feeling of the
bably means. But, as simplicity seems enjoined in common bond which binds all Christians to each other,
t he next clause but one of this same verse, perhaps the whatever diversity of station, cultivation, tempera
i - -, eanin*: here is. ' with liberality,' as the same word is ment, or gifts may obtain among them, is the thing
rendered in S Corinthians, 8. 2; 9. II. he that ruleth— here enjoined. This is next taken up in detail. Mind
whether in the church or bis own household. See not (* Not minding') high things—i.e.,Cheriahnotambil Timothy. 3. 4, 5, where the same word is applied to tious or aspiring purposes and desires. As this springs
t>oth. with diligence—with earnest purpose, he that from selfish severance of our own interests and objects
shaweth mercy, with cheer fulness — not only without from those of our brethren, so it is quite incompatible
!rrao%jirig either trouble or pecuniary relief, but feeling with the spirit inculcated in the preceding clause, but
it to be " more blessed to give than to receive," and condescend ('condescending'] to men of low estate—or (as
k> help, than be helped. 9. Let love be without dia- some render the words), * inclining unto the things that
nmulation—*Let your love be unfeigned,' as in 2 Co be lowly.' But we prefer the former. Be not wise in
rinthians, 6, 0: l Peter, 2. 22 ; and see 1 John, 3. 18. your own conceits—This Is just the application of the
A ihor that which is evil: cleave to that which is good— caution against bigh-mindedness to the estimate we
What a lofty tone of moral principle and feeling is form of our own mental character. 17. Recompense
here Inculcated 1 It is not. Abstain from the one, and ,' Recompensing'), 6c—see on v. 14. Provide (' Provid
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ing 'J things honest [* honourable') in the ngm of a'l men and to the admiration of the world around them r.
—The idea (which in from Proverbs. 3. 4) la the care (8.) What would the world be, if It were filled •
which Christians should take so to demean themselves Christians having but one object in life, nigh a*.
as to command the respect of all men. 18. If it be every other—to "serve the Lord"—and throwing
patriots tic. If others will let you), as much as lieth in this service 'alacrity' in the discharge) of ail du
you (or/ dependuth on you') liv« peaceably or, * be at and abiding ** warmth of spirit" in. 11} ! (B.) O ho *
peace ') with all men—The impossibility of this In some is even the living Church from exhibiUnsr the w
cases Is hinted at. to keep up the hearts of those who, character and spirit, so beautifully portrayed in
having done their best unsuccessfully to live in peace, latter verses of this chapter (v. 12-31) * What need,
might be tempted to think the failure was necessarily fresh baptism of the Spirit In order to thla 1 And
owing to themselves. But how emphatically expressed " fair as the moon, clear as the sun. and terrible i
Is the Injunction to let nothing on our part prevent It 1 army with banners," will the Church become, wht
Would that Christians were guiltless in this respect 1 length instinct with tins Spirit! The Lord hasten
19-21. avenge not, Ac—see on v. 14. hot [rather] give its time!
place unto wrath—This Is usually taken to mean, * but
CHAPTER XJJI.
give room or space for wrath to spend itself.' But as
Ver. 1*14. Sams Subject costtsvkd—Pouti
the context shows that the injunction is to leave ven aud Social Relations— Motives. 1. 2. Let e
geance to God, " wrath" here seems to mean, not the soul—every man of you, be subject unto the higher po
offence, which we are tempted to avenge, but theowno. or. 'submit himself to the authorities that are al
ing wrath of God (see a Chronicles. 24. 18), which we him.' for there ii no power f*no authority'} but of i
are enjoined to await, or give room for. (So the best the powers that be are C have been ') ordained of
Interpreters.) if thine enemy hunger, Arc. — This is Whosoever therefore reststeth the power—" So that he
taken from Proverbs, 95. si, S3, which without doubt sctteth himself against the authority.' resuteth
supplied the basis of those lofty precepts on that sub ordinance of God : and they that resist thai 1 receive to
ject which form the culminating point of the sermon selves damnation—or, ' condemnation,' according to
on the mount, in so doing tboa shalt heap coals of fire on old sense of that word ; that is, not from the magist
hit head— Aj the heaping of "coals of fire "Is in the but from God, whose authority in the magi<-trat<
Old Testament the figurative expression of divine resisted. 3, 4. For rulers are not a terror to good *
vengeance (Psalm 140. 10; ll. 6, &c). the true sense of —' to the good work,1 as the true reading appears U
these words seem to be, 'That will be the most effec but to the evil ... he beareth not the sword in vain—
tual vengeance—a vengeance under which he will be the symbol of the magistrate's authority to punish
fain to bend.' [So Afjord. Hodob. &c\] The next Wherefore ye must needs be subject, not only tor wra
verse confirms this. Be not overcome of evil—for then for fear of the magistrate's vengeance, but als? tar
you are the conquered party- but overcome evil with science* sake—from reverence for God's Authority. 1
good—and then the victory is yours ; you have subdued of Alaoisiraev in general, considered aa a divine c
your enemy in the noblest sense. — Note (l.) The re nance, that this is spoken; and the statement ap|
deeming mercy of God in Christ is, in the souls of equally to all forms of government, from an uncbec
believers, the living spring of all holy obedience (v. 1). despotism—such as flourished when this was writ
(J.) As redemption under the gospel is not by Irrational under the Kmpetor Nero—to a pure democracy',
victims, as under the law, but " by the precious blood inalienable right of all subjects to endeavour to a
of Christ'* (l Peter, l. 18. 10 , and. consequently. Is not or improve the form of government under which t
ritual but real, so the sacrifices which believers are live is left untouched here. But since Christian.* m
now called to offer are all " living sacrifices;" and these constantly cliarged with turning the world njw
—summed up in self-consecration to the service of God down, and since there certainly were element* eno
—are " holy and acceptable to God," making up to in Christianity of moral and social revolution to
gether "our rational service" (v. l). (S.J In this litht, plausibility to the charge, and tempt noble arpi
what are we to think of the so-called 'unbloody sacri crushed under mlsgovernment. to take redress
fice of the mass, continually offered to God as a pro their own bands. It was of special importance ths4
pitiation for the sins both of the living and the dead.' pacific, submissive, loyal spirit of those Christian*
which the adherents of Rome's corrupt faith have been resided at the great seat of political power, mttt
taught for ages to believe, is the highest and holiest furnish a visible refutation of this charge. 6,7. Tt-.
act of Christian worship—in direct opposition to the this cause pay ye (rather, 'ye pay1) tribute also:—i
sublimely simple teaching which the Christians of 'This is the reason why ye pay the contributtoni
Borne first received (v. 1) ! (4.) Christians should not quisite for maintaining the civil government.' flsi I
feel themselves at liberty to be conformed to the world, are Ood's minif t*rs, attending continually upon f" to '1
if only they avoid what is manifestly sinful; but rather, very thing. Render therefore to all their dues — V
yielding themselves to the transforming power of the magistrates the apostle cow comes to other offis
truth as it is in Jesus, they should strive to exhibit and from them to men related to us by whatever
before the world an entire renovation of heart and life tribute—land tax. custom — mercantile tax. ffa
(o.2). (6.) What God would have men to be, in all its reverence for superiors, honour— the respect th.i
beauty and grandeur, is for the first time really appre persons of distinction. 8. Owe no man any thing j
hended, when " written not with ink but with the to love one another—q.cl., ' Acquit yourselves of al! ■:
Spirit of the living God, not on tables of stone but on gations except love, which is a debt that must ren
the fleshy tables of the heart," 2 Corinthians, 3. 3 [v. 2). ever due.' [Hodge.] tor he that bveth another r-»il*
(6/ Self-sufficiency and lust of power are peculiarly filled the i iw—for the law itself is but love in man Ej
unlovely in the vessels of mercy, whose respective action, regarded as matter of duty. 9. For this, it
graces and gifts are all a divine trust for behoof of the better thus: 'For the [commandments]. Thou iii
common body and of mankind at large (v. 3,4). (7.) As not kill. Thou shalt not commit adultery. Thou i J
forgetfulness of this baa been the source of innumerable not steal. Thou shalt not covet, and whatever c S
and unspeakable evils in the Church of Christ, so the commandment [there may bej. it is summed op,
faithful exercise by every Christian of his own peculiar (The clause, " Thou shalt not bear false witness J
office and gifts, and the loving recognition of those of wanting in all the most ancient MSS.1 The apt i
his brethren, as all of equal importance In their own refers here only to the second table of the law, as i
place, would put a new face upon the visible Church, to to our neighbour is what he is treating oC 10. 1 the vast Decent and comfort of Christians themselves woxketh no Ul to bis (or, 'one's 'J neighbour; tasnn
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ftc—Ai love, from its very nature, studies and deliphts is the consideration due from stronger Christians tft
:o please its object, its very existence is on effectual their weaker brethren; which is but the great law of
- * --uritT against our wilfully Injuring him . Next follow love (treated of in ch. 13.1 in one particular form. 1.
"Mm general motives to the faithful discharge of all Him that is weak in the faith—rather, * in faith :' i.e., not
tSese duties. 11. And that—rather. 'And this* [do], 'Him that Is weak in the truth believed' [Calvin,
YzvwizLg the time, that now it is hisjh time—lit., ' the hour Brza. Alford, frc), but (as most interpreters agree).
has already come.' for us to awake <rat of sleep—of * Him whose faith wants that firmness and breadth
*tupid. fatal indifference to eternal things, for now is which would raise him above small scruples.' (Bee on
cjw salvation—rather, * the salvation,' or simply * salva v. S2. 23.) receive ye—to cordial Christian fellowship,
tion/ nearer than when we (first) believed—This is In the bat not to doubtful disputations—rather perhaps, 'not to
!ise of all our Lord's teaching, which represents the the deciding of doubts,' or 'scruples ;' i.e., not for the
decisive day of Christ's second appearing as at hand, to pnrpose of arguing him out of them: which indeed
keep believers ever in the attitude of wakefnl expec- usually does the reverse ; whereas to receive him to
t*iKT. but without reference to the chronological near- full brotherly confidence and cordial interchange of
neti or distance of that event. 12. The night [of evil) Christian affection is the most effectual way of drawing
ii far spent, the day (of consummated triumph over It) them off. Two examples of snch scruples are here
is at sand: let as therefore east off (as a dress the works of specified, touching Jewish meats and rf^vs. "The
duraes*—all works holding of the kingdom and period strong." it will be observed, are those who knew these
of darkness, with which, as followers of the risen to be abolished under the gospel; "the weak" are
saviour, our connection has been dissolved, and let as those who had scruples on this point. 2. one believeth
put on the srmoor of light—described at lame In Ephe- that he may eat all things—See Acts, 10. 10. another,
silas, fl. 11-19. 13. Let as walk honestly ('becomingly/ who is weak eateth herbs—restricting himself probably
• seemingly ') «s in the day—q.d., ' Men choose the night to a vegetable diet, for fear of eating what might have
for their revels, but onr nieht is past, for we are all the been offered to idols, and so would be unclean. (See
children of the light and of the day (1 Thessalonfans, 1 Corinthians, 8.1 3. Let not him that eateth despise
5. 5} : let ns therefore only do what is fit to be exposed (look down superciliously upon) him tliat eateth not;
id the light of such a day.' not in rioting and drunken and let not him that eateth not judge (sit in judgment
ness—varied forms of intemperance : denoting revels censoriously upon1 him that eateth : for God hath received
in seneral, usually endinc in Intoxication, not In eham- him—as one of His dear children, who in this matter
b?riag and wantonness—varied forms of impnrity ; the actsnot from laxity but religious principle. 4. Who art
one pointing to definite acts, the other more general. thou that judge; t another man's (rather, 'another's') ser
set in strife and envying—varied forms of that venomous vant'— i.e., Christ's, as the whole context shows,
f ellng between man and man which reverses the law especially v. 8. 0. Yea, fee.—' But he shall be made to
« f love. 14. Bat—to sum up all in ODeword, pnt ye on stand, for Ood is able to make him stand i i.e., to
the Lord Jesus Christ—In such wise that Christ only may make good his standing, not at the day of judgment,
t^s seen in you (see 2 Corinthians, 3. 3 ; Galatians, 3. 27; of which the apostle treats in v. 10, but in the true
Epheslans. 4. St), and msie no provision (Make no fore fellowship of the Church here, in spite of thy censures.
thought 1 for the fl>sh, to [fulfil] the lasts [thereof]-q.d„ 5. One man esteemeth one day above another : another es•direct none of your attention to the cravings of your teemeth every day —The supplement "alike" should be
corrupt natnre, how you may provide for their grati omitted, as injuring the sense. Let every man be fully
fication/—Not*, (l.) How gloriously adapted is Chris Persuaded in his own mind—be guided in such matters
tianity for human society In all conditions ! As it by conscientious conviction. 6. He that regardeth the
makes war directly against no specific forms of govern day, regardeth it to the Lord—the Lord Chriht, as be
ment, so it directly recommends none. While its holy fore : and he . . . not, to the Lord he doth not—each doing
md benign principle? secure the ultimate abolition of what he believes to be the Lord's will. He that eateth,
all iniquitous government, the reverence which it eateth to the Lord, for he givsib Ood thanks; and he that
trachea for magistracy, under whatever form, as a di eateth not, to the Lord he eateth not, and giveth Ood
vine institution, secures the loyalty and peaceableness thanks — The one gave thanks to God for the flesh
of its disciples, amid all the turbulence and distrac- which the other scrupled to use ; the other did the
i ions of civil society, and makes it the highest interest same for the herbs to which, for conscience' sake, he
of all States to welcome it within their pale, as in this restricted himself. From this passage about the ob
as well as every other sense—" the salt of the earth, the servance of days, Afford unhappily infers that such
light of the world" (v. 1-5). (2.) Christianity is the language could not have been used if the sabbath-law
."and specific for the purification and elevation of all had been in force under the gospel in any form. Cer
t he social relations ; inspiring a readiness to discharge tainly it could not. if the sabbath were merely one of
all obligations, and most of all. implanting in its dis- the Jewish festival days ; but it will not do to take this
< iples that love which secures all men against injury for granted merely because it was observed under the
from them, inasmuch as it is the fulfilling of the law Mosaic economy. And certainly, if the Sabbath was
(r.«-I«i. (3.) The rapid march of the kingdom of God, more ancient than Judaism ; if. even under Judaism,
the advanced stage of it at which we have arrived, and it was enshrined amongst the eternal sanctities of the
the ever-nearing approach of the perfect day—nearer Decalogue, uttered, as no other parts of Judaism were,
n every believer the longer he lives—should quicken amidst the terrors of Sinai ; and if the Lawgiver Him
all the children of light to redeem the time, and, see self said of it when on earth. "The Son of man is Lord
ing that they look for such things, to be diligent, that even or the SABBATH dat" (see Mark, 2. 28)—it will
they may be found of Him In peace, without spot and be hard to show that the apostle must have meant it
1: 1 tuneless (8 Peter. 3. 14). (4.) In virtue of ' the expul to be ranked by his readers amonvst those vanished
sive power of a new and more powerful affection/ the Jewish festival days, which only "weakness" could
great secret of persevering holiness in alt manner of imagine to be still in force, a weakness which those
conversation will be found to be "Christ in us, the who had more light ought, out of love, merely to bear
hope of glory" (Oolossians, L ST), and Christ ox us, as with. 7, 8. For none of as (Christians) liveth to himself
the character in which alone we shall be able to shine —(see 2 Corinthians, fi. u, i->j, to dispose of himself or
shape his conduct after his own ideas and inclinations.
before meo is Corinthians, S, 3) (v. 14),
and no man (' and none '—of us christians, die th to him
CHAPTER XIV.
Ver. 1-tS. Same Subject coNTiwtrro—Christian self. For whether we live, we live unto the Lord (the
1 j*££aBjufCK. The snbjeet here, and on to eb, 16. 13, Lord Christ ; see next versej ; and whether we die, we
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die unto the Lord : whether we live therefore, or die, wi equal sharpness in 1 Corinthians, 8. 11. Whatever
are the Lord**—Nothing trat the most vivid e iplanation tends to make any one violate his conscience tends to
of these remarkable words could make them endur the destruction of his soul ; and A* who helps, xchethcr
able to anj Christian ear, if Christ were a mere creature. urittinglu or wo, to bring about the one is guilt* of
For Christ is here—in the most emphatic terms, and aiding to accomplish the oUier. 16. 17. Let not then
yet in the most onimpassioned tone—held np as the your good—*.«., this liberty of yours as to Jewish mesvta
supreme Object of the Christian's IL'e. and of his death and days, well founded though it be, be evil spoken of—
too ; and that by the man whose horror of creature- for the evil it does to others. Fcr the kingdom of God
worship was such, that when the poor Lycaomans —or, as we should say. Religion ; i.e. the proper busi
would hare worshipped himself, he rushed forth to ness and blessedness for which Christians axe formed
arrest the deed, directing them to " the living God,'' as into a community of renewed men in thorough sub
the only legitimate Object of worship (Acts. 14. 15;. jection to God ,cf. 1 Corinthians. 4. 20 , is not meat and
Nor does Paul teach this here, but rather appeals to it drink ('eating and drinking',; but rightectunes*, and
as a known and recognised fact, of which be had only peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost—a beautiful and com
to remind his readers. And since the apostle, when prehensive division of living Christianity. The first—
he wrote these words, had never been at Rome, he "righteousness"—has resjiect to GxL, denoting here
cuuld only know that the Roman Christians would 'rectitude,' in its widest sense .as in Matthew, o. £3 ;
assent to this view of Christ, because it was the com the second—"peace"—has respect to our neiafibovrs.
mon teaching of all the accredited preachers of Cftris- denoting ' concord ' among brethren (as is plain from
tianity. and the common faith of all Christians. 9. r. 19 ; cf. Ephefians, 4. 3 ; Colossians, 3. 14, 15); the third
Far to this and Christ both, ic.—The true reading here —"joy in the Holy Ghost"—has respect to ourselves.
is, 'To this end Christ died and lived ['again J that he This phrase, 'joy in the Holy Ghost,' represents Carumight be Lord both of the dead and i ' and of the *, living— tlans as so thinking and feeling under the workings
The grand object of His death was to acquire this of the Holy Ghost, that their joy may be viewed rather
absolute Lordship over His redeemed, both in their as that of the blessed Agent who inspires it than their
living and in their dying, as His of right. 10. But why, own (cf. 1 Thessalumans, 1. 6 . 18. For he that in these
dw.— The original is more lively: — 'But thou (the things—' in this,' meaning this threefold life. Mrreb
weaker believer), why judgest thou thy brother! And Christ—Here again observe how, though we do these
thou again 'the stronger;, why desplsest thou thy three things as a " kingdom of God." yet it is " Christ '
brother t' for we shall all the strong and the weak to that we aerret in so doiog ; the apostle passing here
gether, stand before the judgment seat of Christ—All the from God to Christ as uaturahy as before from Christ
most ancient and best USA. read here, 'the judgment to God—in a way to ua inconceivable, if Christ had
seat of God.' The present reading doubtless crept in been viewed as a mere creature (cf. 2 Corinthians, t*. si
from 2 Corinthians, 6. 10, where "the judgment seat of is acceptable to God, and approved of men—these being the
Christ" occurs. But here "the judgment seat of God" things which God delights in, and men are constrained
seems to have been used, with reference to the quota to approve. Cf. Proverbs, 3. 4; Luke. 2. St, Aits. >. 47 .
tion and the inference in the next two verses. 11, 12. 10. 20.j the things, Ac.—more simply, 'the things of
For it is written (Isaiah. 46. 23), As I live, saith the Lord peace, and the things of mutual edification.' For ,* For
[Hebrew. Jkdovau1, every ki.ee shall bow to me, and the sake of) meat destroy not ths work of Gri—eee on
•vary tongue shall confess to God— consequently, shall v. 16. The apostle sees in whatever tends to violate a
bow to the award of God upon their character and brother's conscience the incipient destruction oi God's
actions. So then infers the apostle,1 every one of us shall work (for every converted man is such;—on the savin*
give account of himself to God—Now, if it be remembered principle as "he that hateth his brother is a murderer"
that all this is adduced quite incidentally, to show that 1 John, 3. 15 . All things indeed are pure— 'clean i the
Cubist is the absolute Master of all Christians, to ritual distinctions being at an end. but i: is evil to the
rule their judgments and feelings towards each other man (there is criminality in the man! woo ostein wiu
while "living," and to dispose of them "dying," the offence— i.e., so as to stumble a weak brother. 31. It is
testimony which it bears to the absolute Divinity of good not to eat flash, nor to drink wine, nor [any thing!
Christ will appear remarkable. On any other view, ,'nor to do any thing*; whereby ;* wherein ') thy brother
the quotation to show that we shall all stand before stumbleth, or is offended, or is mads weak—rather, * u
the judgment seat of God would be a strange proof weak.* These three words, it has been remarked, are
that Christians are all amenable to Christ. 13. Let each Intentionally weaker than the other: — qtt^
us not therefore judge .'assume the office of judge over*, ' Which may cause a brother to stumble, or even 1 one another : but judge this rather, die—a beautiful sort obstructed in his Christian course, nay—though neither
of play upon the word 'judge,' meaning, 'But let this of these may follow—wherein be continues weak ; un
be your judgment, not to put a stuniblingblock,* die. able wholly to disregard the example, and yet unpre
14, 15. I know, and am persuaded by (or rather, 'in'; pared to follow it.' But this injunction to abstain
the Lord Jesus—as * having the mind of Christ" (1 Co from flesh, from irine, and from wltattoever may hurt
rinthians, 2. 10). that there is nothing unclean of itself— the conscience of a brother, must be properly under
Hence it is that he calls those " the strong" who be stood. Manifestly, the apostle is treating of the regula
lieved in the abolition of all ritual distinctions under tion of the Christian's conduct with reference simply to
the gospel. (See Acts, 10. 16.) but (' save that*) to him the prejudices of the weak in faith ; and his directions
that eateemeth any thing to be unclean, to him it is un are to be considered not as prescriptions for one's
clean: q.d., *and therefore, though you can eat of it entire lifetime, even to promote the good of men on a
without sin, he cannot.' But if thy brother be grieved large scale, but simply as cautions against the too free
(has his weak conscience hurt) with (thy] meat—rather, use of Christian liberty in matters where other Curia•because of meat.' The word "meat* is purposely tlans, through weakness, are not persuaded that such
selected as something contemptible, in contrast with liberty is divinely allowed. How far the principle in
the tremendous risk run far its sake. Accordingly, in volved in this may be legitimately extended, we do not
the next clause, that idea is brought out with great inquire here ; but ere we consider that question, it i*
strength. Destroy not him with [' by ') thy meat for whom of great importance to fix how far it is here actually
Curist died.—' The worth of even the poorest and weak expressed, and what is the precise nature of the illus
est brother cannot be more emphatically expressed trations given of it. 23. Hast thou faith — on such
than by the words, " for whom Christ died." ' (Ol- matters? have it to thyself iwithin thine own breast
buau&ks.] The same seotiment is expressed with before God—a most UuporUot ckuse. It is not men
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Mheeritv. or a private opinion, of which the apostle
speaks : It ii conviction as to what is the truth and
will of God. If thou hast formed this conviction in
the sight of God. keep thyself in this frame beforo
Him. Of course this is not to be over pressed, as if
it were wrong to discuss such points at all with our
weaker brethren. All that is here condemned is such
a seal for small points as endangers Christian love.
Happy is he that condemns lb, not himself in that woici
hi aboweth—allows himself to do nothing, about the
laj*fnines* of which he has scruples ; does only what ]
be neither knows nor fears to be sinful. 23. And i
(rather, * But') ht that doaoteth is damned— [see on the
word ** damnation," ch. 13. 2). if he eat, because [he
eauth] not of faith—see on the meaning of "faith*'
here. r. 22. for whatsoever is no: of faith la sin—a maxim
oJ unspeakable importance in the Christian life.—Note
iX> Some points in Christianity are unessential to
Christian fellowship ; so that though one may be in
error upon them, he is not on that account to be ex
cluded either from the communion of the Church or
from the full confidence of those who have more light.
This distinction between essentfal and nonessential
truths is denied by some who affect more than ordiuary
seal for the honour and truth of God. But they must
settle the question with our apostle. (2.) Acceptance
with God is the only proper criterion of right to Chris
tian fellowship. Whom God receives, men cannot law
fully reject (v. 8, 4). 13.) As there is much self-pleasing
in setting up narrow standards of Christian fellowship,
so one of the beat preservatives against the temptation
to do this will be found in the continual remembrance
that Cn&iMT is the one Object for whom all Christians
live, and to whom all Christians die : this will be such
a living and exalted bond of union between the strong
nnd the weak as will overshadow all their lesser dif
ferences and gradually absorb them (t>. 7-«). (4.) The
consideration of the common judgment-seat at which
the strung and the weak shall stand together will be
found another preservative against the unlovely dis
position to sit in judgment one on another («. 10-12).
iftj How brightly does the supreme Divinity of Christ
shine out in this chapter 1 The exposition itself super
sedes further illustration here. (6.) Though forbear
ance be a great Christian duty, indifference to the
distinction between truth and error is not thereby
encouraged. The former is. by the lax, made an excuse
for the latter. But our apostle, while teaching "the
strong " to bear with "the weak," repeatedly intimates
in this chapter where the truth really lay on the points
In question, and takes care to call those who took the
wrong side " the weak " (v. 1, 2, 14). (7.) With what holy
jealousy ought the purity of the conscience to be
guarded, since every deliberate violation of it is in
cipient perdition (v. 16. 20; ! Some, who seem to be
more jealous for the honour of certain doctrines than
for the souls of men, enervate this terrific truth by
asking how It bears upon the 'Feraeverauce of the
saint*:1 the advocates of that doctrine thinking it
necessary to explain away what is meant by " destroy
ing the work of God" (v. 20), and "destroying him for
whom Christ died" (r. 15). for fear of the doctrinal
consequences of taking it nakedly; while the op
ponents of that doctrine are ready to ask. How could
the apostle have used such language if he had believed
that such a catastrophe was impossible? The true
answer to both lies in dismissing the question as im
pertinent. The apostle is enunciating a great and
eternal principle in Christian Ethics—that the wilful
notation o/ conscience contains within itself a seed
of destruction; or, to express it otherwise, that the
total destruction of the work of God in the renewed
soul, and. consequently, the loss of that soul for eter
nity, needs only the carrying out to its full effect of
such violation of the conscience. Whether such effects
M
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do take place, in point of fact, the apostle gives not
the most distant hint here ; and therefore that point
must be settled elsewhere. But. beyond all doubt, as
the position we have laid down, is emphatically ex
pressed by the apostle, so the interests of all who call
themselves Christians require to be proclaimed and
pressed on every suitable occasion. f8.) Zeal for com
paratively small points of truth is a poor substitute lor
the substantial and catholic and abiding realities of
the Christian life tv. 17. IS;. 19.) "Peace'' amongst
the followers of Christ is a blessing too precious to
themselves, and, as a testimony to them that are with
out, too important, to be ruptured for trifles, even
though some lesser truths be involved in these (v.
10, 20i. Nor are those truths themselves disparaged
or endangered thereby, but the reverse, (loj Many
things which are lawful are not expedient. In the use
of any liberty, therefore, our question should be. not
simply. Is this lawful? but even if so. Can it be used
with safety to a brother's conscience? — How will it
affect my brother's soul (v. 21) ? It is permitted to no
Christian to say with Cain, "Am 1 my brother's keeper: "
(Geneiis. 4. 0.) (11.) Whenever we are in doubt as to
a poiut of duty—where abstinence is manifestly sin
less, but compliance uot clearly lawful—the safe course
is ever to be preferred, for to do otherwise is itself Binful. (12.) How exalted and beautiful is the Ethics of
Christianity—by a few great principles teaching us how
to steer our cousse amidst practical difficulties, with
equal regard to Christian liberty, love, and confidence !
CHAPTER XV.
Ver. 1-13. Same Subject continued and con
cluded. 1. We then that are attotig—on such points
as have been discussed, the abolition of tbe Jewish
distinction of meats and days under the gospel.
See on ch. 14. 14, 20. ought ... not to plejse ouratlves—
ought to think less of what we may lawfully do than
of how our conduct will affect others. 2, 3. Let every
one of ns (lay himself out to) please bis neighbour,
(not indeed for his mere gratification, but) for hia
good (with a view) to his edification. For even Cnriat
pleased not [lived uot to please) himself; but, as it u
written (Psalm 60. 9), The reproaches, Ac—see Mark, 10.
42-46. 4. For whatsoever things were written more time
were written for our learning ('instruction'); that we
through, A'c—'through the comfort and the patience of
the Scriptures' might have hopt—q.d., 'Think uot that
because such portions of Scripture relate immediately
to Christ, they are inapplicable to you ; for though
Christ's sufferings, as a Saviour, were exclusively His
own, tbe motive* that prompted them, the spirit in
which tbey were endured, ai.d the general principle
involved in His whole work—self sacrifice for the good
of others—furnish our most perfect and beautiful
model ; and so all Scripture relating to these is for our
Instruction: Aud since the duty of fvrbfarance, the
strong with tbe week, requires "patience," and this
again needs "comfort," all those Scriptures which
tell of patience and consolationt particularly of the pa
tience of Christ, and of the consolation which sustained
Him under it, are our appointed and appropriate nu
triment, ministering to us "hope" of that blessed day
when these shall no more be needed.' See on ch. 4 ,
note 7. (For the same connection between " patience
and hope,* see on ch. 12. 12, and 1 Thessaionians, l. 3.)
5, 6. Now the God of patience and consolation — .Such
beautiful names of God are taken from the graces
which He Inspires : as " the God of hope " [v. 13). " the
God of peace" (v. 33), Ac. grant you to be like minded ('of
the same mind*) sccording to Christ Jems—It is not
mere unanimity which the apostle seeks for them ; for
unanimity in evil Is to be deprecated. But it is
" according to Christ Jesus'—After the sublimest model
of Him whose all-absorbing desire was to do, " not His
owu will, but the will of Hun that sent Him" (John.
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6. 38). that, Ac—rather. * that with one accord ye may
with one month glorify the Ood and Father of our
I/>rd Jesus Christ ;* the mind and the mouth of all
firing harmonious glory to His name. What a prayer !
And shall this never be realised on earth ! 7. Wherefore
—Returning to the point, receive ye one another to the
glory of Ood—If Christ received us, and bears with all
our weaknesses, well may we receive and compassion
ate one with another, and by so doing God will be
glorified. 8-12. How — 'For' la the true reading: the
apostle is merely assigning an additional motive to
Christian forbearance. I say that Jesus Christ was
fhath become') a minister of the circumcision—a re
markable expression, meaning 'the Father's Servant
for the salvation of the circumcision or, of I-raelJ." for
the truth of Ood—to make good the veracity of God [
towards His ancient people, to confirm the (Messianic <
promises nude unto the fit hers—To cheer the Jewish
believers, whom he might seem to hare been disperag- j
ing. and to k^ep down Gentile pride, the apostle holds up '
Israel's salvation as the primary end of Christ's mission.
But next after this, Christ was sent that the Gtnulei
might glorify Ood for bis mercy—A number of quotations
from the Old Testament here follow, to show that
God's plan of mercy embraced, from the first, the Gen
tiles along with the Jews, as it is written (Psalm 18.
49), I will confess to [i.*., glorify.' thee amine the Gentiles,
&c And sgain (Deuteronomy, 31 43, though there is
some difficulty in the £fe6.;, Bejoiee, ye Gentiles, along.'
with his people Israel;. And igain ;Psalm 117. if. Praise
the Lord, all ye Gentiles ; and laud him, all ye people
('peoples' — the various nations outside the pale of
Judaism;. And again. Esaias saith ^Isaiah 11. 10), There
shall be a f the '; root of Jesse—meaning, not ' He from
whom Jesse sprang,' but ' He that is sprung from
Jesse' (i.e., Jesse's son. David)—see Revelation, 22. 16.
and he that shall nse, £c—So the LXX. in substantial,
though cot verbal, agreement with the original. 13.
How, Ac.—This seems a concluding prayer, suggested
by the whole preceding sulu'ect-nietter of the epistle,
the God of hope see on r. 5, fill you with all joy and peace
in believing—the native fruit of that faith which Is the
great theme of this epistle cf. Galatians, 5. 2£. that
ye may abound in hope—"of the glory of God." See ou
ch. 5. 1. through the power of the Holy Ghost — to
whom. In the economy of redemption, it belongs to
Inspire believers with all gracious affections.—On the
foregoing portion. SoU (1.) No Christian is at liberty
to regard himself as an isolated disciple of the Lord
Jesus, having to decide questions of duty and liberty
solely with reference to himself. As Christians are
one body in Christ, so the great law of love binds
them to act in all things with tenderness and con
sideration for their brethren in "the common salva
tion" [v. 1, 2 . (2.) Of this unselfishness Ch hist is the
perfect model of all Christians (t.3J. (3.J Holy Scrip
ture Is the divine storehouse of all furniture for the
Christian life, even in its most trying and delicate
features [v. 4 . (4.) The harmonious glorification of the
God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ by the whole
body of the redeemed, as it is the most exalted fruit
of the scheme of redemption, so it is the last end of
God in it ;«. 5-T;.
Ver. 14-33. Conclusion: in which the Apohtli
apolckh8e8 tor thl'8 writing to thr roman
Christians, explains wiiy he had not yet
visited them, announces his future plans, and
asks their praters for the completion of
them. 14, 15. And, ic — rather, 'Now I am per
suaded, my brethren, even I myself, concerning you.'
that ye also yourselves are full of goodness—of inclination
to all I have been enjoining on you, filled with all know
ledge (of the truth expounded;, and able (without my
intervention) to admonish one another. Nevertheless, I
have written the more boldly unto you In some sort
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'measure' , as putting you in mind, because of the
grace that is given to me of God—as an apostle of Jesus
Christ. 16. tnat I should be the rather, ' a ', minister —
The word here used is commonly employed to express
the office of the priesthood, from which accordingly
the figurative language of the rest of the verse is t*h^n.
of Jesus Christ ('Christ Jesus, according to the true
reading) to the Gen tiles—a further proof that the epis tie
was addressed to a GentiU church. See on ch. l. 13.
ministering the gospel of God—As the word here is a still
more priestly one. it should be rendered [as in Rev issu>
VersionJ. 'ministering as a priest in the gospel of
God ' that the offering np of the Gentiles as an oblation
to God* in their converted character; might be accept
able, beiQg sanctified by the Holy Ghost — the end to
which the ancient offerings typically looked. 17. I
have therefore whereof I may glory—or iad ding the
article, as the reading seems to be,, * I have my glory
ing.' through i'ln'J Christ Jesus in those things which
pertain to God—the things of the ministry committed
to me of God. 18-22. For I will not dare to speak of
any f to speak aught 'J of those things which Christ hath.
not wrought by me—a modest though somewhat ob
scure form of expression, meaning, ' I will not dare
to go beyond what Christ hath wrought by me*—in
which form accordingly the rest of the passage is ex
pressed. Observe here how Paul ascribes all Use
success of his labours to the activity of the living
Hedeemer, working in and by him. by word and deed
—by preaching and working ; which latter he explains
in the next clause, through mighty {lit.. ' in the power
of; signs and wonders—i.e.t glorious miracles, by the
power of the Spirit of God—' the Holy Ghost.' as the true
reading seems to be. TMj seems intended to explain
the tfficecy of the word preached, as well as the work
ing of the miracles which attested it. so that froxa
Jerusalem, and round about unto i*as far as'] lilyriciun
—to the extreme north-western boundary of Greece.
It corresponds to the modern Croatia and DalruaUa
,2 Timothy, 4. 10,. See Acts. 20. 1. 2. I have fully
preached the gospel of Christ. Tea, o*c—rather, * Vet
making it my study !cf. 2 Corinthians, 6. fl; l Thessalonians, 4. 11, Grttfr, so to preach the gospel, not
where Christ was [already] named, that 1 might not
build upon another man's loundauon: but ;niight act)
as it is written. To whom no tidings of HTtt^ came,
they shall see,' &c For which cause—' Being so Ions
occupied with this missionary work, I have been much
or, 'for the most part'j hindered,' &c See on ch. l.
o-ll. 33, 24. But now having no more place ,*no longer
having place 'j— i.e., unbroken ground, where Christ
has not been preached, and having a great desire (* s*
longing') these many years to come unto yon .see, a*
before, on ch. 1. 9-11); whensoever I take my journey into
Spain— Whether this purpose was ever accomplished
has been much disputed, as no record of it nor allusion
to it any where occurs. Those who think our apostle
was never at large after his first imprisonment at
Home will of course bold that it never was; while those
who are persuaded, as we are, that be underwent s*
second imprisonment, prior to which he was at huge
for a considerable time after his first. Incline naturally
to the other opinion. I will come to yon—If these
words were not originally in the text, and there is
weighty evidence against them, they must at least be
Inserted as a necessary supplement, in my journey.
&c— ' as 1 pass through by you, to be set forward on
my journey thither, if first I be somewhat filled with
your company i—q.a\t 'I should indeed like to stay
longer with you than 1 can hope to do, but I muss,
to some extent at least, have my fill of your company.'
25-37. But now I go to Jerusalem to minister {' minister
ing 'J to the saints—in the sense Immediately to be ex
plained. For, 4c—better, * For Macedonia and Achaia
have thought good to make a certain contribution for
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Sundry Salviation$ and Directions.
the poor of the saints which are at Jerusalem. (See very Home 1 How close the bond which the one spirit
Acta, 24. 17.) They have thought it good ; and their draws between ministers and people—how wide the
debtors verily they are t—q.d., ' And well they may, separation produced by the other 1 (2.) There Is in tho
considering what the Gentile believers owe to their Christian Church no real priesthood, and none but
Jewish brethren.' For if the Gentiles hive been made figurative sacrifices. Had it been otherwise, it is in
partaken of their epli i ■ aal things, their duty is alio (* they conceivable that the 18th verse of this chapter should
ewe it alto 'J to minister auto them in carnal things — have been expressed as it is. Paul's only priesthood
CI l Corinthians. 9. 11 ; Galatlans. 6. 0; and see Luke, and sacrificial offerings lay, first, in ministering to
r. 4; Acts. 10. S. 28. 30. When therefore I have ... sealed them as " the apostle of the Gentiles," not the sacra
fie., delivered over safely) to them this fruit (of the faith ment, with the 'real presence' of Christ in It. or the
sad love of the Gentile converts), I will come ('come sacrifice of the mass, but "the Gospel of God," and
back.' or * return') by you into Spain—See on v. 24. And then, when gathered under the wing of Christ, present
I aia sure f I know ') that ... I shall come in the fulness ing them to Codas a grateful offering," being sanctified,
cf the blessing of Christ—Such, beyond all doubts, is the (not by sacrificial gifts, but) by the Holy Ghost" See
true readinc, the words "of the gospel 'beinn in hardly Hebrews, 13. B-16. (3.) Though the debt we owe to those
say M8S. of antiquity and authority. Nor was the by whom we have been brought to Christ can never
apostle mistaken in this confidence, though his visit be discharged, we should feel it a privilege when we
to Rome was in very different circumstances from what can render them any lower benefit In return [v. 26, 27).
he expected. See Acts, 28. 16—end. 30. Now I beseech (4.) Formidable designs against the truth and the
yea, brethren, for the Lord Jeans Christ's sake, and for servants of Christ should, above all other ways of
tai love of the Spirit—or. * by the Lord Jesus Christ. counteracting them, be met by combined prayer to Him
and by the love of the Spirit'—not the love which who rules all hearts and controls all events; and the
the Spirit bears to us. but that love which He kindles darker the cloud, the more resolutely should all to
lathe hearts of believers towards each other:—q.d.t whom Christ's cause is dear "strive together in their
' fiy that Saviour whose name is alike dear to all of us prayers to God" for the removal of it (v. 30.31). (5.)
sad whose unsearchable riches Hive only to proclaim, Christian fellowship is so precious, that the most
and by that love one to another which the blessed eminent servants of Christ, amidst the tolls and trials
Spirit diffuses through all the brotherhood, making the of their work, find it refreshing and invigorating ; and
labour* of Christ's servants a matter of common in it is no good sign of any ecclesiastic, that he deems it
terest to all—I beseech you ' that ye strive together with beneath him to seek and enjoy it even amongst the
tse ta your prayers to God for me—implying that he had humblest saints in the Church of Christ (v. 24, 32).
CHAPTER XVL
his grounds for anxious fear in this matter. 31. that I
Ver. 1-27. Conclusion, embracing Sundry
may be delivered from them that do not believe [* that do
not obey.' a.*., the truth, by believing it ; as In ch. 2. 8) Salutations and Directions, and a Closing
in Judea. He saw the storm that was gathering over Prayer. 1. 1 commend unto you Phehe oar sister, which
Mm In Judea, which, if at all, would certainly burst is a servant (or 'deaconess') of the church which is at
upon his head when he reached the capital ; and the Cenehrea—The word is Cenchrete, the eastern port of
event too clearly showed the correctness of these ap Corinth: Acts. 18. 18. That in the earliest churches
prehensions, and that my service which I have for there were deaconesses, to attend to the wants of the
Jerusalem—see on v. 25-28. may be accepted by ('prove female members, there is no good reason to doubt. So
acceptable to *) the saints. Nor was he without appre early at least as the reign of Trajan, we learn from
hension lest the opposition he had made to the narrow Pliny's celebrated letter to that emperor—a.d. no, or
jealousy of the Jewish converts againBt the free re* lit — that they existed in the eastern churches. In*
caption of their Gentile brethren, should make this deed from the relation in which the sexes then stood
gift of theirs to the poor saints at Jerusalem less wel to each other, something of this sort would seem to
come than It ought to be. He would have the Romans have been a necessity. .Modern attempts, however, to
therefore to join him in wrestling with God that this revive this office have seldom found favour ; either
gift might be gratefully received, and prove a cement from the altered state of society, or the abuse of the
between the two parties. But further, 33. that I may office, or botb. 2. receive her in the Lord— i.e., as a
eonw unto you with (' in') joy by the will of God (Acts, genuine disciple of the Lord Jesus, as ('so as') be18. tl; l Corinthians, 4. 10; 16. 7; Hebrews, 6. 3; James, cometh saints—so as saints should receive saints, assist
i. i .i :. and may with you be refreshed—rather, * with you her in whatsoever business she hath ('may have') need
refresh myself.' after all his labours and anxieties, of you—some private business of her own. tor she hath
and so be refitted for future service. 33. Now the God been a succourer of many, and of myself also—See Psalm
of pease be with you all. Amen. The peace here sought 41. 1-3 ; 2 Timothy. 1. 16-18. 3-5. Salute Priscilla—The
is to be taken in its widest sense : the peace of recon true reading here is * Prisca' (as in 2 Timothy, 4. 19), a
ciliation to God. first. " through the blood of the ever contracted form of Priscilla. as "Silas" of "Silvanus."
lasting covenant" (Hebrews, 13. 20; l Thessalontans, and Aqutla my helpers—The wife Is here named before
ft. S3 : 1 Tbessalonians, 3. 16 ; Philippians, 4. 9) ; then. the husband (as in Acts, 18. 18, and v. 26, according to
the peace which that reconciliation diffuses among all the true reading; also In 2 Timothy, 4. 19), probably
the partakers of it (1 Corinthians, 14. 33; 2 Corinthians, as being the more prominent and helpful to the
13. 11 ; and see on ch. 16. 20) ; more widely still, that Church, who have for my life laid down (' who did for
peace which the children of God, in beautiful imitation my life lay down') their own necks—i.e., risked their
of their Father in heaven, are called and privileged to lives; either at Corinth (Acts* 18. 6, 9, 10), or more pro
•tiffuse far and wide through this atn-distracted and bably at Ephesus (Acts, 19. 30, 31 ; and cf. 1 Corin
lUvided world {ch. 12. 18 ; Matthew, fi. 9 ; Hebrews, thians, 15. 32). They must have returned from Ephesus.
II 14: James, 3. 18).—JVcis (U Did "the chiefest of where we last find them in the History of the Acts,
tie apostles" apologise for writing to a Christian to Rome, whence the edict of Claudius had banished
church which he had never seen, and a church that he them [Acts, 18. 2); and doubtless, if not the principal
was persuaded was above the need of it. save to " stir members of that Christian community, they were at
up their pure minds by way of remembrance " (2 Peter, least the most endeared to our apostle, unto whom
1. 13; 3. 1); and did he put even this upon the sole plea not only 1 give thanks, but also all the churches of the
of apostolic responsibility <*. 14-16) 1 What a contrast Gentiles—whose special apostle this dear couple had
is thus presented to hierarchical pride, and in par rescued from imminent danger. 5. Likewise the church
ticular U> the affected humility of the bishop of this that is la their house—the Christian assembly that
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sUtedly met there for worship. * From hU occupation , noble commendation. Saint* them wuch art of Aristoi- tent-maker, he had probably better accommoda bnlot' [household]—It would seem, from what is said of
tions for the meetings of the church than most other Narcissus in the following verse, that this Aristobulus
Christians.' (Hot*OK.] Probably this devoted couple himself had not been a Christian, but that the Chrishad written to the apostle such an account ofthe staled , tians of his household simply were meant ; very posmeetings at their house, as made him feel at home | sibly some of his slaves. 11. Salute Herodion, my
with them, and include them in this salutation, which ; kinsman— see on v. T . Greet them that be of [the house
doubtless would be read at their meeting with peculiar hold] of Ksjcissas. which are in the Lord — which sniinterest. Salute my [wsll-1 beloved E.enetus, who is l plies that others in bis house. Including probably
the flTst-fnuts tie-, the first convert of Achsia unto himself, were not Christians, 13. Sdut* Tryphena
Carist—The true reading here, as appears by the MSS . and Tryphosa, who laoour in the Lord — two active
is, ' the first-fruits of Asia unto Christ' — i.e., pro- females. Salute the beloved Fersis (another female),
cocsular Asia (see Acts. 18. 6). In 1 Corinthians, 16, which laboured much in the Lord—referring probably.
1 5. it is said that " the household of Stephanas was the not to official services, such as would fall to the
first-fruits of Achaiaf and though if Epcenetus was one deaconesses, but to such higher Christian labours—yet
of that family, the two statements mUht be reconciled within the sphere competent to woman—as Prisci11st
according to the received text, there is no need to re bestowed on Apollos and others (Acts, 18. 18). 13.
sort to this supposition, as that text is in this instance Salute Rufus. chosen ('the chosen' la ths Lord—mean
without authority. Epeunetus, as the first believer in ing, not ' who is one of the elect', as every believer is.
that region called proconsular Ana, was dear to the but * the choice ' or ' precious one ' in the Lord. (See)
apostle. See Hosea, ft. 10: and Micah, 7. I. None of 1 Peter. 1 4; x John. 13.) We read, in Mark. 15. sri.
the names mentioned from v. 5-15. are otherwise that Simon of Cyrene, whom they compelled to bear
known. One wonders at the number of them, consider our Lord's cross, was "the father of Alexander aud
ing that the writer had never been at Rome. But as Rufus." From this we naturally conclude, that when
Rome was then the centre of the civilised world, to Mark wrote his gospel, Alexander and Rufus must
and from which journeys were continually taken to have been well known as Christians among those by
the remotest parts, there is no great difficulty in sup whom he expected his gospel to be first read ; and. in
posing that so active a travelling missionary as Paul all likelihood, this was that very " Rufus ;" in which
wuuld, in course of time, make the acquaintance of a case our interest is deepened by what immediately
considerable number of the Christians then residing follows about his mother, sod isalute) his mother and
at Rome. 6. Great {or ' Salute 'i Mary, woo bestowed mine—The apostle calls her ** his own mother," not sto
muck labour on us — labour, no doubt, of a womanly much as our Lord calls every elderly female believor
kind. 7. Abdronicus and Junta—or, as it mi^ht be, His mother (Matthew, 11 49, fio;, but in grateful
'Junias,' a contracted form of 'Junianus:' in this acknowledgment of her motherly attentions to him
case, it is a man's name. But if, as is more probable, self, bestowed no doubt for bis Master's sake, and Use
the word be. as in our version. "Junta." the person love she bore to his honoured servants. To us it
meant was no doubt either the wife or the sister of seems altogether likely that the conversion of bunas
Andronicus. my kinsmen — or. 'relatives.' and my the Cy reman datea from that memorable day when
fellow-prisoners—on what occasion, it is impossible to " passing (casually) by, as he came from the country *
say, as the apostle elsewhere lehs us that he was " in (Mark, 16. II), "they compelled him to bear the**
prisons more frequent" <2 Corinthians, 1L 23). which Saviour's cross. Sweet compulsion, if what he thus
are of note among the spostles—Those who think the beheld issued in his voluntarily taking up hia own
word "apostle" is used in a lax sense, in the Acts and cross ! Through him it is natural to suppose that his
the Epistles, take this to mean 'noted apostles' wife would be brought in, and that this believing
rCHRYbOdTC'X, LlTTBER, CALVIN, BCNOKL, OlbBAU- couple, now "heirs together of the grace of life" (i
hkn, Tuolcck, Alford. JownT,] ; others, who are Peter, X 7), as they toid their two sons, Alexander
nut clear that the word " apostle " Is applied to any and Rufus, what honour had unwittingly been yut
without the circle of the Twelve, save where the con upon their father at that hour of deepest and dearest
nection or some qualifying words show that the literal moment to all Christians, might be blessed to the inmeaning of ' one sent ' is the thing intended, under bringtog of both of them to Christ. In this case, sup
stand by the expression used here, 'persons esteemed posing the elder of the two to have departed to be with
by the apostles.' I Bkza, Geotils. Dr. Witte, Mbyer, Christ ere this letter was written, or to have been re
FarrzacHE, Stuart. Pujijppi, Hoi>u*U And of siding in some other place, and Rufus left alone w ith
course. If "Junta " Is to be taken for a woman, this his mother, how instructive and beautiful is the testi
latter must be the meaning, who also were in Christ mony here borne to her! 14, 15. Salute Asyncritus,
before me—The apostle writes as if he envied them this At—These have been thought to be the names of ten
Priority In the faith. And. indeed, if to be " in Christ" less notable Christians than those already named.
be the most enviable human condition, the earlier the Rut this will hardly be supposed if It be observed
date of this blessed translation, the greater the grace that they are divided into two pairs of five each, and
ol It. This latter statement about Andronicus and that after the first of these pairs it is added, "and the
Junta seems to throw Borne light on the preceding one. brethren which are with them,' while after the second
Very possibly they may have been among the first-fruits I<air we have the words, "and all the saiuts which are
of Peter's labours, gained to Christ either on the day with them." This perhaps hardly means that each of
of Pentecost or on some of the succeeding days, in that the five in both pairs had "a church at his house,"
case they may have attracted the special esteem or else probably this would have been more expret&iy
those apostles who for some time resided chiefly at said. But at least it would seem to indicate that they
Jerusalem and its neighbourhood: and our apostle, were each a centre of some few Christians who met at
though he came late in contact with the other apostles, his bouse—it may be for further instruction, for prayer,
If he was aware of this fact, would have pleasure in for missionary purposes, or for some other Christian
alluding to it. 8. Amplus—a contracted form of objects. These little peeps into the rudiments! forms
' AmpliAlus.' my beloved in the Lord—an expression of which Christian fellowship fir st took in the great cities,
dear Christian affection. 9, 10. Urbane—rather, ' Ur though too indistinct for more than conjecture, are
ban us: It is a mrn's name, our helper ,' fellow-labourer'. singularly interesting. Our apostle would seem to
la Christ. Salute « -lies spproved ('the approved' in have been kept minutely Informed as to the state of
voriit—or, as we -. Id say. 'that tried CLriitian 1 a the Roman church, both as to its membership and
*7i
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it= varied activities, probably by Priscillaaud Aquila,
16. Saiute one anotaer with an holy kiss — So 1 Corin
thians, 16. 20; lTbeasalonlana, 6.26;1 Peter.5.14. The
custom prevailed among the Jews, and, doubtless.
came from the East where it still obtains. Its adoption
into the Cnristian churches, as the symbol of a higher
fellowship than it had ever expressed before, was
probably as immediate as it was natural. In this
case the apostle's desire seems to be that on receipt
of hia epistle, with its salutations, they should in this
manner expressly testify their Christian affection. It
afterwards came to have a fixed place in the church
service, immediately after the celebration of the Sup
per, and continued long in use. In such matters, how
ever, the state of society and the peculiarities of
different places require to be studied. The churches
ef Cnrist salute yon — The true reading is, * All the
churches;' the word "all" gradually falling, out, as
eeeinios probably to express more than the apostle
would venture to affirm. But no more seems meant
than to assure the Romans in what affectionate es
teem they were held by the churches generally; all
that knew be was writing to Rome having expressly
asked their own salutations to bo sent to them,
(bee v. 19.J 17. How, I beseech you, brethren, mark
them which cause divisions and offences aooirary to the
doctrine wuich ye have learned {'which ye learned'},
aad avoid them — The fomenters of "divisions" here
referred to are probably those who were unfriendly
to the truths taught in this epistle, while those who
caused " offences " were probably those referred to in
ch. 14. 10, as haughtily disregarding the prejudices of
the weak. The direction as to both is, first, to " mark"
such, lest the evil should be done ere it was fully dis
covered; and next, to "avoid" them ,cf. 2ThessaIoniani, 3. 6, 14), so as neither to bear any responsibility
for their procedure, nor seem to give them the least
countenance, 18. For they that are snca serve not
our Lord Jesus Christ — 'our Lord Christ' appears to
be the true reading, but their own belly — not in the
grosser sense, but as 'living for low ends of their
own' icf. Phidppians, 3. 19;. and by good words and
fair speeches deceive the simple — the unwary, the un
suspecting. See Proverbs, 14. 16. 19. For your obedieaee.(i.e., tractablenessi u come abroad unto alL I am
glad therefore on your behalf—* 1 rejoice therefore over
you,' seems the true reading, but yet I would have
yit wise unto that which is good, and simple — 'harm
less,' as in Matthew, 10. 16, from which the warning
is taken, cooctruing ('unto'; evi.—q.d.. 'Your reputa
tion among the churches for subjection to the teach
ing ye have received is to me sutiicient ground of
confidence in you ; but ye need the serpent's wis
dom to discriminate between transparent truth and
plausible error, with that guileless simplicity which
instinctively cleaves to the one and rejects the other.'
30. And the God of peace shall bruise Satan under your
feet shortly — The apostle encourages the Romans to
persevere in resisting the wiles of the devil with the
assurance that, as Rood soldiers of Jesus Christ, they
are " shortly " to receive their discharge, and have
tne satisfaction of " putting their feet upon the
neck" of that formidable Enemy—a symbol familiar,
probably, in all languages to expre&i not only the
completeness of the defeat, but the abject humilia
tion of the conquered foe. See John, 10. 24 : 2 Samuel,
22. 41 ; Ezekiel, 21. 28 ; Psalm 91. 13. Though the apos
tle here styles Him who is thus to bruise Satan, "the
God of peace," with special reference to the "divi
sions'* [v. irj by which the Roman church was in
danger of being disturbed, this sublime appellation
of Gvd has here a wider sense, pointing to the whole
** purpose for which the Son of God was manifested.
to destroy the works of the devil" (l John, 3. ft) ; and
Indeed this assurance is but a reproduction of the
x»

and Directions.

first great promise, that the Seed of the woman
should bruise the Serpent's bead Genesis. 3. 16). The
grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you. Amen.—The
"Amen" here has no MS. authority. What comes
after this, where one would have expected the epistle
to close, has its parallel in Philippians. 4. 20. A\ .. and
being in fact common in epistolary writings, is simply
a mark of genuineness. 21. Timotheus, my work-fellow
—'my fellow-labourer i see Acts, 16. 1-6. The apostle
mentions him here rather than in the opening address
to this church, as he had not been at Rome. [Rknuel. J
and Lucius— not Luke, for the fuller form of " Lucas'
Is not 'Lucius' but 'Lucanus.' The person meant
seems to be "Lucius of Cyreoe," who was union* the
** prophets and teachers" at Antioch with our apostle,
before he was summoned into the missionary field.
(Acts. 13. 1.) and Jason—See Acts, 17. 5. He had proba
bly accompanied or followed the apostle Irons Thessalonica to Corinth. Sosipaier — See Acts, 20. 4. 22. I
Tertioi, who wiots this ('the') epistle—as the apostle's
amanuensis, or penman, salute you in the Lord — So
usually did the apostle dictate his epistles, that be
calls the attention of the Galatians to the fact that
to them he wrote with his own band. (Galatians, 6.
11.) But this Tertlus would have the Romans to know
that, far from being a mere scribe, his heart went out
to them in Christian affection; and the apostle, by
glvinu his salutation a place here, would show what
sort of assistants he employed. 23 Oaius mine host,
and (the host) of the wuoie church—See Acts. 2u. 4. It
would appear that he was one of only two persons
whom Paul baptized with his own hand : ef. 3 John.
1. His Christian hospitality appears to have been
something uucommon. Erasiue the chamberlain C trea
surer') of the city—doubtless of Corinth : See Acts. id.
22; 2 Timothy, 4. 20. and Quartus a brother—rather,
'the' or 'our brother? as Sosthenes and Timothy are
called, 1 Corinthians, 1. 1, and 2 Corinthians, 1. l.
[Greek.) Nothing more is known of this Quartus.
24. The grace, &c. — a repetition of the benediction
precisely as in v. 20, save that it is here invoked ou
them "all." 26. Bow to hi.n that is of power — more
Bimply. as in Jude, 24, 'to Him that is able' to stabhah
, confirm, or uphold) yon, acwrdiug to my gospel, aud
the preaching of Jesus Christ—i.e., in conformity with
the truths of that gospel which i preach, and not I
only, but all to whom has been committed 'the preach
ing of Jesus Christ,'' accordiug lo the revelation of the
mystery (see on ch. 11. 25), which was kept secret siuce
the world began—lit., 'which hath been kept in silence
during eternal ages,* but is now made manifest — The
reference here is to that peculiar feature of the gospel
economy which Paul himself was specially employed
to carry into practical effect and to unfold by his
teaching— the introduction of the Gentile believers
to an equality with their Jewish brethren, and the
new, and, to the Jews, quite unexpected form which
this gave to the whole Kingdom of God : cf. i phesians. 3. 1-10, &c. This the apostle calls here a mystery
hitherto undisclosed, in what sense the ntst verse will
show, but now fully unfolded ; and his prayer for the
Human Christians, in the form of a doxolosy to Him
who was able to do what he asked, is that they iih-.nl
be established in the truth of the gospel, not only in
its essential character, but specially in that feature
of it winch gave themselves, as Gentile believers.
their whole standing among the people of God. and
by the Sciiptures of the prophets, accciding to the com
mandment of the everlasting God, made known to all
nations for (in order to the obeuieuce of faitn—Lest they
should think, from what he had just said, that God
had brought in upon his people so vast a change on
their condition without giving them any previous
notice, the aiostle here aods that, on the contrary,
"the Scriptures of Ihu prophet* " contain oil lhal La
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and other preachers of the gospel had to declare on
these topics, and Indeed that the same "everlasting
« Un\" who "from eternal ages" had kept these things
hid. and given "commandment" that they should
now. according to the tenor of those prophetic Scrip
tures, be imparted to every nation for their believing
acceptance. 27. to God. &c. — 'To the only wise God
through Jesus Christ, be'—tit., * to whom be f q.d.t " to
Him, I say, be the glory for ever. Amen.' At its
outset, this is an ascription of glory to the power that
could do all this ; at its close it ascribes glory to the
wisdom that planned and that presides over the gather
ing of a redeemed people out of all nations. The
apostle adds his devout "Amen," which the reader—if
he has followed him with the astonishment and de
light of him who pens these words — will fervently
echo.—On this concluding section of the epistle, NnU
(l.) In the minute and delicate manifestations of Chris
tian feeling, and lively Interest in the smallest move
ments of Christian life, love, and real, which are here
exemplified, combined with the grasp of thought and
elevation of soul which this whole epistle displays, as
indeed all the writings of our apostle, we have the
secret of much of that prandeur of character which
has made the name of Paul stand on an elevation of
its own in the estimation of enlightened Christendom
in every age, and of that influence which under God,
beyond all the other apostles, he has already exercised,
and is yet destined to exert, over the religious think
ing and feeling of men. Nor can any approach him
in these peculiarities without exercising correspond
ing Influence on all with whom they come in contact
(r. 1-16). (2.) "The wisdom of the serpent and the
harmlessncss of the dove" —in enjoining which our
apostle here only echoes the teaching of his Lord
(Matthew, 10. lfl) — is a combination of properties the
rarity of which among Christians is only equalled by
Its vast importance. In every ase of the Church there
have been real Christians whose excessive study of the
serpent's wisdom has so sadly trenched upon their
guileless simplicity, as at times to excite the distress
ing apprehension that they were no better than woIvob
in sheep's clothing : Nor is it to be denied, on the other
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hand, that, either from inaptitude or indisposition to
judge with manly discrimination of character and of
measures, many eminently simple, spiritual, devoted
Christians, have throughout life exercised little or no
influence on any section of society around them. Let
the apostle's counsel on this head. v. ie. be taken as
a study, especially by young Christiana, whose charac
ter has yet to be formed, and whose permanent sphere
in life Is but partially fixed ; and let them prayerfully
set themselves to the combined exercise of both those
qualities. So will their Christian character acquire
solidity and elevation, and their influence for good be
proportlonably extended. (3.) Christians should cheer
their own and each other's hearts, amidst the toils
and trials of their protracted warfare, with the assur
ance that it will have a speedy and glorious end ; they
should accustom themselves to regard all opposition
to the progress and prosperity of ChrlsPs cause—
whether in their own souls, in the churches with which
they are connected, or in the world at large—as just
"Satan" in conflict, as ever, with Christ their Lord ;
and they should never allow themselves to doubt that
" the God of peace" will "shortly" give thera the neck
of their Enemy, and make thein to bruise the Ser
pent's head (v. 20). (4.) As Christians are held up and
carried through solely by divine power, workins
through the glorious gospel, so to that power, and to
the wisdom that brought that gospel nigh to them,
they should ascribe all the glory of their stability now,
as they certainly will of their victory at last {r. 25-27;.
(5.) "Has the everlasting God" "commanded" that
the gospel "mystery,' so long kept hid but now fully
disclosed, shall be "made known to all nations for
the obedience of faith" (v. 26) ? Then, what " necessity
is laid upon" all the churches, and every Christian,
to send the gospel " to every creature ! " And we map
rest well assured that the prosperity or decline of
churches, and of individual Christians, will have not
a little to do with their faithfulness or lndiflerence to
this imperative duty.
The ancient subscription at the end of this epistle—
though of course of no authority—appears to be in this
case quite correct.

THE FIEST EPISTLE OF PAUL THE APOSTLE TO THE

CORINTHIANS.
INTRODUCTION.
THE AUTHENTICITY of this epistle is attested by Clement of Rome (Bp. to Corinth, c 47). Tolycarp (Ep. to Philip^
c. 11), and I renreus (advereua Ho-rea. 4. ST. 3). The city to which it was Bent was famed for its wealth and commerce,
which were chiefly due toita situation between the Ionian and ^fcean seas on the Isthmus connecting the Peloponese with
<*reeoc In St. Paul's time It was capital of the province Achaia. and the scat of the Roman proconsul (Acts, la 121.
The state of morals fn it was notorious for debauchery, even in the profligate heathen world; so much so that " to Corinthianhw" was a proverbial phrase for " to play the wanton;" hence arose dangers to the purity of the Christian church at
Corinth. That church was founded by St. Paul on lifi first visit (Acts, 18. 1-17).
He had been the instrument of converting many fientiles (ch. IS. 2). and some Jews (Acts, IS. 8), notwithstanding
the vehement opposition of the countrymen of the latter (Acts, 19. 5), during the year and a half in which he sojourned
there. The convert* were chiefly of the humbler classes (ch, 1. *8. &&). Crispus (ch. 1. 1*; Acts. 18.. 8t, Erastua, and Gains
(Caius) were, however, men of rank (Romans lfl. 23). A variety of classes is also implied in oh. 11. SS. The risk of con
tamination by contact with the surrounding corruptions, and the temptation to a craving for Greek philosophy and
rhetoric (which Apollo*' eloquent ityle rather tended to foster, Acts. 18 S4. 4c.) in contrast to Paul's simple preachiim of
Christ crucified (ch, a, l.&c), as well as the opposition of certain teachers to him, naturally caused him anxiety. Emissaries
from the Judaisersof Palestine boasted of "letters of commendation H from Jerusalem, the metropolis of the faith. They
did not, it is true, insist on circumcision in refined Corinth, where the attempt would have been hopeless, as they did
among the simpler people of Oalatla: but they attacked the apostolic authority of Paul (ch. 0 1, 8; 1 Corinthians, 10. 1. r. m,
some of them declaring themselves followers of Cephas, the chief apostle, others boasting that they belonged to Christ
Himself (ch. L It j a Corinthians. 10. 7). whilst they haughtily repudiated all subordinate teaching. Those persons gave on*
themselves for apostles <i Corinthians, 1L 5, is). The gro«nd taken by th*m was, that Paul was not one of the twelve, tad
not an eye witness of the gospel facta, and durst not prove his apottleship by claiming sustenance from the Christian
church. Another section avowed themselves followers of Paul himself, but did so In a party spirit, exalting the minister
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tutor than Christ. The followers of Apollos, again, unduly prized his Alexandrian learning and eloquence, to the dis
paragement of the apostle, who studiously avoided any donation from Christian simplicity (ch. 1 1-5). In some of this
tut philosophising party there may have arisen the Antinomian tendency which tried to defend theoretically their own
practical immorality: hence their denial of the future resurrection, sod their adoption of the Epicurean motto, prevalent
m heathen Corinth, ** Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we die " (ch. IB.). Hence, perhaps, arose their connivance at the
inosstnous intercourse kept up by one of the so-called Christian body with his step-mother, during his father's life. Tue
household of Chloe informed St Paul of many other evils : such as contentions, divisions, and lawsuits brought against
brethren In heathen law courts by professing Christians ; the abuse of their spi ritual gifts into occasions of display and
(saoueisBn; the interruption of public worship by simultaneous and disorderly ministrations, and decorum violated by
women speaking unveiled (contrary to Oriental usage), and so usurping the office of men, and even the holy communion
desecrated by greediness and revelling on the part of the communicants. Other messengers, also, came from Corinth,
rcnsultinjr him on the subject of (1.) the controversy about meats offered to idols ; (3.) the disputes about celibacy and marris*e; 13.1 tbe due exercise of spiritual gifts in public worship; (4.) the best mode of making the collection which he hud
requested for the saints at Jerusalem (ch. 16. 1, Ac). Such were the circumstances which called forth the first epistle to
the Corinthians, the most varied in its topics of all the epistles.
In oh. 5. 9. " I wrote unto you in an epistle not to company with fornicators," it is implied that St. Paul had written a
previous letter to the Corinthians (now lost). Probably in it he had also enjoined them to make a ooutribution for the
pour saints at Jerusalem, whereupon they seem to have asked directions as to the mode of doing so, to which he now
replies (ch. 16. 8). It also probably announced his Intention of visiting them on his way to Macedonia, and again on
ha return from Macedonia (3 Corinthians, 1. ia. 16), which purpose he changed on hearing the unfavourable report from
Calces household (ch. 16. 6-7), for which he was charged with fickleness (2 Corinthian*. 1. 17). In the first epistle which
ve have, the subject of fornication is alluded to only in a summary way as if he were rather replying to an excuse set
up after rebuke in the matter, than introducing it for the first time. [Alford.] Preceding this former letter, he seems to
have paid a second visit to Corinth. For in 3 Corintliians, 12. i4; 13. 1, be speaks of his intention of paying them a third
mit, implying he had already twice visited them. See also Jfotea on 2 Corinthiaus, 2. l -. is. -2; also 1. 16, 16. it is hardly
hkely that during his three years' sojourn at £phcsus he would have failed to revisit his Corinthian converts, which he
cvuld so readily do by sea, there being constant maritime intercourse between the two cities. This second visit was pro
bably a short one (ct ch. 16. 7); and attended with pain and humiliation (9 Corinthians, 2. 1; 12. 21) occasioned by the scantislooj conduct of so many of his own converts. His milder censures having then failed to produce reformation, he wrote
briefly directing them *"not to company with fornicator*.*' On their misapprehending this injunction, he explained it
more fully in the epistle, the first of the two extant (ch. 6. 9-12). That the $econ<t visit is not mentioned in Acta is no objec
tion to ita having really taken place, as that book is fragmentary and omits other leading incidents in St Paul's liie;
e.rt„ bis visit to Arabia, Syria, and Cilicia (Gelations, 1. 17-SU
The PLACE OF WRITING is fixed to be Epheaus (oh. 1ft. 8). Tbe subscription in English Version, "From Philippi,"
has no authority whatever, and probably arose from a mistaken translation of ch. 16. ft, " For J am vowing through
Macedonia.'' At the time of writing St, Paul implies (oh. 16. 8) that he intended to leave Epbesus after Pentecost of thai
year. He really did leave it about Pentecost (57 A.D.). Cf. Acta, IP. 20. The allusion to Passover imagery in connection
with our Christian Passover, Easter (ch. 6. 7), makes it likely that tbe season was about Easter. Thus the date of the epistle
Is fixed with tolerable accuracy, about Easter, certainly before Pentecost, in tbe third year of his residence at Ephesus.
■7 A.D. For other arguments, see Gonybeare and Ilou-fon'a Lift and Epp. of St. Paul
Tbe epistle is written In the name of Sostbenes "(our; brother." Birks supposes he Is the same as the Sosthenes,
Acts IS. 17. who, he thinks, was converted subsequently to that occurrence. He bears no part in the epistle itself, the apostle
ia the very next verses (a 4, Ac.) using the first person : so Timothy is introduced, 2 Corinthians, 1. 1. The bearers of the
epistle were probably Stephanas, Fortunatus, and Achaicus (see the subscription), whom he mentions (ch. 16. 17, 18) as
with him then, but who he implies are about to return book to Corinth ; and therefore he commends them to the regard
of the Corinthians.

CHAPTER I.
Ver. 1-31. THE INSCRIPTION : THANKSGIVING FOlt

the Spiritual state ox the Corinthian Church :
Eepp.oor of Partt Divisions: His own Method
ox Preaching only Christ. 1. called to be—Found
in some, not in others, of the oldest MSS. Tossibly
inserted from Uonians, 1. 1; but as likely to be genuine.
Tra.udaU, lit.,"& called apostle." CConyrkark &
IJowson.] through ... will of God—not because of my
own merit. Thus St. Paul's call as *' an apostle by the
will of God," whilst constituting the ground of the
authority he claims in the Corinthian church (cf. GalaLiana. 1. 1), Is a reason for humility on his own part
(ch. 15. 8, 10]. CBenokt..] in assuming the minis
terial office a man should see he does so not of his
own impulse, but by the will of God (Jeremiah, 23.
SU: Paul if left to his own will would never have
been an apostle (Eomans, 9. 10J. Sosthenes — See my
Introduction. Associated by St. Paul with himself in
the inscription, either in modesty, Sosthenes being hi*
inferior fCHRYSoaTon], or in order that the name of
a " brother" of note in Corinth uUts.lt. 17} might give
weight to bis epistle, and might show in opposition
to his detractors, that be was supported by leading
«1

brethren. Gallio had driven the Jews who accused
Paul from the judgment seat. The Greek mob. whu
disliked the Jews, took the opportunity theo of beat
ing Sosthenes the ruler of the Jewish synagogue, whilst
Gallio looked on and refused to interfere.being secretly
pleased that the mob should secoud his own contempt
for the Jews. Paul probably at this time had showed
sympathy for an adversary in distress, which issued
in the conversion of the latter. So Crispus also, the
previous chief ruler of the synagogue, had been con
verted. Saul tbe persecutor turned into Paul tbe apos
tle, and Sosthenes the leader in persecution against
that apostle, were two trophies of divine grace that,
side by side, would appeal with double power to the
church at Corinth. [JBu;rs.] 2. the church of God—He
calls it so notwithstanding its many blots. Fanatics
and sectaries vainly think to anticipate the final sift
ing of the wheat and tares (Matthew, 13. B7-30). " it is
a dangerous temptation to think there is no church
where there is not apparent perfect purity. He who
thinks so, must at last separate from all others and
think himself the only holy man in the world, or esta
blish a peculiar sect with a few hypocrites. It was
enough for Paul In recognising the Corintliians as a
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church, that he saw among them evangelical doctrine,
baptism, and the Lord's supper." ICalyin.) Jt was
the church of God. not of this or of that favourite
lender. [Ciiryimmtom.] at Corinth—a church at dis
solute Corinth—what a paradox of trace 1 sanctified—
consecrated, or set apart at holy to Gad in (by union
with) Christ Jesus, in the Ortek tht-re are no words
"to them that are f translate simply, "men sancti
fied," dx. called to be saints—rather, "called saints:'
saints by calling: applied by Paul to ali professing
members of the church. As "sanctified in Christ"
implies the fountain source of holiness, the believer's
original sanctiflcation in Christ (ch. 6. It; Hebrews,
10. 10. 14: 1 i'Ih, l. ti in the purposes of God's grace ;
so "called saints" refers to their actual call (Romans.
ft, 30). and the end of that call that they should be
holy (1 Peter, 1. 16). with all that in every pltce call
upon ... Carist—The epistle Is intended for these also,
as well as for the Corinthians. The true Catholic
■ im ■ ki ■ m (a term first used by Ignatius, ad Smyrnao.*,
c. si; not consisting of those who call themselves from
Paul, Cephas, or any other eminent leader [t». 12), but
of ali, wherever they be, who call on Jesus as their
Saviour in sincerity Icf. 2 Timothy, 2. 23). Still a gene
ral unity of discipline and doctrine in the several
churches is implied in ch. 4. 17: 7. 17: 11. 10: 14. 33, 36.
The worship due to God is here attributed to Jesus
(cf. Joel. 2. 32 ; Matthew, 4. 10 ; Acts, ft. it1, both theirs
and ours—"in every place which is their home. ..and
our home alsof this is added to include the Christians
throughout Achats, uot residing in Corinth the capital
(2 Corinthians, 1. I.). St. Paul feels the home of hi*
converts to be al*o his own. Cf. a similar phrase.
Romans, 10. 13. IConybeare & Howson.) "Ours"
refers to Paul and Sosthenes' and the Corinthians'
home. [Alforo.J Brza better explains, "Both their
Lord and our Lord." All believers have one and the
samo Lord ch a. 6 ; Epheslans. 4. 6) : a virtual reproof
of the divisions of the Corinthians, as if Christ were
divided (v. 13J. 3. peace—peculiarly needed in the Corin
thian church, on account of its distension*. On this
verse see Romans, l. 7. 4. He puts the causes for
praise and hope among them in the foreground, not
to discourage them by the succeeding reproof, and in
order to appeal to their better selves, my God—[Romans,
l. 8; Philippians, l. 3). always— cf. Philippians. l. 4J
the grace... given yon — (cf. v. 7). by ... Christ—fit., w
Jesus Christ : given you as members In Christ. 5. utter
ance — ALroRU from Menochius translates, "doetone." Ye are rich In f>reacft«rs or the preaching of
the word, and rich in knowledge or apprehension of it :
fit., (the) word preached). English Version, as In
2 Corinthians. 8. 7. is better: for St. Paul, purposing
presently to dwell on the abuse of the two gifts on
which the Corinthians most prided themselves, utteravce 'speech) and knowledge (ch. 1. 20 ; 3. 18 ; 4. 19 ; ch.
13. and 14.). previously gains their good will by congra
tulating them on having those gifts. 6. According as
the testimony of (of, and concerning; Christ (who is
both the object and author of this testimony I Bknoel.] ;
ch. 2. 1 ; 1 Timothy. 2. 6 ; 2 Timothy, l. Bj was confirmed
among [Ai.tnr:i>j you, i.e., by God, through my
preaching, and through the miracles accompanying it
(ch. 12. 3 : Mark. 16. 20; 2 Corinthians. 1. 21, 22; Galatians, 3. 2. 5; Ephesiana, 4. 7, 8; Hebrews, 2. 4}. God
confirmed 'cf. Philippians, I. T: Hebrews, 2. 3), or gave
effect to, the gospel among [or better as English Ver
non, -in "J the Corinthiaus by their accepting it and
setting their seal to Its truth, through the inward
power of His Spirit, ;md the outward gifts and miracles
accompanying it, [Calvin. J 7. ye come behind—are
inferior to other Christians elsewhere. [Grotiub.]
in no gift— .Not that all had all gifts, but different
persons among them bad different gifts (ch. 12. 4, &c).
"-*Uug for... coming of... Cnrtst—The crowning proof
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of their " coming behind In no gift ;" faith, hope, and
love, are all exercised herein cf 2 Timothy. 4. 8 ; Titus.
2. 13). "Leaving to others their memento mori (re
member death), do thou earnestly cherish this joyous
expectation of the Lord's coming." [Bknoel.] The
Greek verb Implies. " to expect constantly, not only for
a certain time, but even to the end tUl the expected
event happens'' Unmans. 8. 1ft). [Tittm., Synonyms.]
8. Who — God, v. 4 (not Jesus Christ, e. 7. in which
case It would be "in His day"), unto the end — rtr.
the coming of Christ." blameless in the dsy of...
Christ—.1 Thesaslontans. 6. S3). After that day there is
no danger (Ephesians. 4. 30; Philippians. 1. 6 . Now
is our day to work, and the day of our enemies to try
us : then will be the day of Christ, and of His glory
in the saints. [BenqeuJ 9. faithful— to His promises
(Philippians, 1. 0 ; l Thessalonians. 6. 24). called—ac
cording to His purpose (Romans. 8. 28). ante... fellow
ship of„.Jesus—to be fellow-heirs with Christ (Romans,
8. 17-28), like Him sons of God and heirs of glory (Ro
mans. 8. 30 : 2 Thessalonians, 114; 1 Peter, 5. lo ; l John,
1. 3). Chryhostom remarks that the name of Christ
is oftener mentioned in this than in any other epistle,
the apostle designing thereby to draw them away from
their party admiration of particular teachers to Christ
alone. 10. Hew — Ye already have knowledge, utter
ance, and hope, maintain also fore, brethren — The
very title is an argument for love, by.. .Christ—whom
St. Paul wishes to be all in all to the Corinthians, and
therefore names Him so often in this chapter, speak
...same thins;—not speaking different things as ye do
(v. 12:, in a spirit of variance, divisions — lit., splits,
breaches, but—but rather, perfectly jMned together—
the opposite word to "divisions.* It if applied to
healing a wound, or making whole a rent, mind . . .
judgment — the view taken by the understanding, and
the practical derision arrived at [Conybearr <£ Howson.) as to what is to be done. The mind, within, re
fers to things to be believed : the judgment is displayed
outwardly in things to be done. (Benqex.) Disposi
tion— opinion. [Auord.I 11. (Ch. li. IS), by rhem
... of ... house of Chloe—They seem to have been alike
in the confidence of St. Paul and oi the Corinthians.
The Corinthians "wrote" to the apostle (ch. 7. l? con
sulting him concerning certain points: marriage, the
eating of things offered to idols, the decorum to be
observed by women in religions assemblies. But they
said not a syllable about the enormities and dis
orders that had crept In among them, That informa
tion reached Paul by other quarters. Hence his lan
guage about those evils is, " it hath been declared unto
me," •*'.'. ; " It is reported commonly " (ch, 6. l. 8). All
this he says before he notices their Utter, which shows
that the latter did not give him any intimation of
those evils. An undesigned proof of genuineness.
[Paley'b Hora Paulina.} Observe his prudence : He
names the family, to let it be seen that he made his
allegation not without authority : he does not name the
individuals, not to excite odium against them. He
tacitly implies that the information ought rather to
have come to him directly from their presbyters, ai
they had consulted him about matters of less moment.
contentions—not so severe a word as "divisions," at..
schisms [Margin, v. 10). 12. this I say—this Is what I
mean In saying "contentions" {v. 11). every one of yeu
saith—Ye say severally, "glorying in men" (r. 31 ; ch.
3. 31, 22), one. 1 am of Paul ; another. 1 am of Apollos,
&c. Not that they formed definite parties, but they
individually' betrayed the spirit of party in contentions
under the name of different favourite teachers. >'Paul will not allow himself to be flattered even by
those who made his name their party cry, so as to
connive at the dishonour thereby done to Christ.
These probably were converted under his ministry.
Those alleging the name of Apollos, Paul's successor at
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Corinth (Acts, 18. 24, Ac.), were persons attracted by
his rhetorical style (probably acquired In Alexandria,
eh. 3. *).« contrasted with the "weak bodily presence"
and "contemptible speech" of the apostle. Apollos.
doubtless, did not willingly foster this spirit of undue
preference eh. 4. 6, s) ; nay, to discourage it, he would
not repeat his visit just then (ch. 10. 13). I of Cephas—
Probably Judaiaers who sheltered themselves under
the name of St. Peter the apostle of the circumcision
\tAphas is the Hebrew, Peter the Greek name ; John. 1.
4i ; Galatians, 2. 11, &c.) : the subjects handled In chs.
7.4. were probably suggested as matters of doubt by
iiaexn. The church there began from the Jewish syna
gogue. CrUpua the chief ruler, and Snsthenes hi* suc
cessor (probably;, being converts. Hence some Jewish
leaven, though not so much as elsewhere, is traceable
a Corinthians, 11. 28). Petrism afterwards sprang up
fflocu more rankly at Rome. If It be wrong to boast
"1 am of Peter," how much more so to boast "1 am
of the Pope." [UbngblJ I of Canst—A fair pretext
used to slight the ministry of Paul and their other
teachers (en. 4. 8; 2 Corinthians, 10. Mil. 13. Is Cnrlst
dmiedl — Into various parts (one under one leader,
another under another). (Alfokd.J The unity of
His body is not to be cut in pieces, as If all did not
belong to Him. the One Head, wis Paul crucified for
ycal — In the Greek the interrogation implies that a
strong negative answer is expected: "Was it Paul
(surety you will not say so} that was crucified for you?'
In the former question the majesty of "Chkist" (the
Anointed One of Godi implies the impossibility of 11 is
being "divided." In the latter, " PauFs" insignificance
implies the impossibility of his being the head of re
demption, "crucined for" them, and giving his name
to the redeemed. 'Ibis, which is true of Paul tin-:
founder of the church of Corinth, holds equally good
of Cephas and A polios, who had not such a claim as
Paul in the Corinthian church, crucified... baptiisd —
The cross claims us for Christ, aa redeemed by Him ;
baptism, as dedicated to Him. in the name—rather,
"tnto the name" (Galatians. 3. 27). implying the incor
poration involved in Uie idea of baptism. 14. 1 thank
Cod's providence now, who so ordered it that I bap
tized none of you but Crispus (the former ruler of the
synagogue. Acts, 18. 8) and Gaius (written by the
Humans Cuius; the host of Paul at Corinth, and of the
church, Romans, 16. 23 : a person therefore in good cir
cumstances). Baptizing was the office of the deacons
(Acta, 10. 48) rather tlian of the apostles, whose office
was that of establishing and superintending generally
the churches. The deacons had a better opportunity
of giving the necessary course of instruction prepara
tory to baptism. Crispus and Gams, Ac, were proba
bly among the first converts, and hence were baptised
by Paul himself, who founded the church. 15. Lest
—>ot that Paul had this reason at the time, but Cod
so arranged it that none might say. [Alford.J 16.
household of Stephanas — "The first fruits of Achaia,"*
% *„ among the first converted there (cb. 18. 16, IT).
Is is likely that such " households "' included infants
(Acta, 16. 33;. The history of the church favours this
vjaw, as Infant-baptism was the usage from the earliest
aces. 17. .St. Paul says this not to depreciate baptism;
for he exalts it most highly (Romans, 8. 3). He bap
tised some first converts : and would have baptized
more, but that his and the apostles peculiar work was
to preach the gospel, to lound by their autoptic testi
mony particular churches, and then to superintend the
churches in general, sent me — lit., as an apostle, not
to oaptise— even in Christ s name, much less in my
own. not with wisdom of words—or speech; phUosphical
reusonsng set off with oratoricnt language and secular
learning, which the Corinthians set so undue a value
upon it*. 6; en. 2. 1.4) in Apollos, and the want of which
in at. Paul they were dissatisfied with (2 Corinthians,
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10. 10). crois ol Canst—the sum and substance of the
gospel (v. 23 ; cb. 2. 2). Christ crucified, be made of uone
effect—lit., be made void 'Romans, 4. 14) ; viz., by men
thinking more of the human reasonings and eloquence
in which the gospel was set forth, than of the gospel
itself of Christ crucified, the sinner's only remedy,
and God's highest exhibition of love. 18. preaching;,
&c.—lit.t the word, or speech as to the cross : in con
trast to the " wisdom of word " [so-called), v. 17. them
that perish— rather, them that are perishing, viz., by
preferring human "wisdom of words" to the doctrine
of the "cross of Christ." It is not the final state that
is referred to: but, " them that are in the way of perish
ing.'' So also in 2 Corinthians, 2. 16, 16. us which are
saved—In the Greek the collocation is more modest, " to
them that are being saved (that are in the way of sal
vation) as," i.e.. to which class we belong, power of
God— which includes in it that it is "the wisdom of
God " [v. 24). God's powerful instrument of salvation :
the highest exhibition of God's power (Romans, l. 18).
What seems to the world " weakness " in God's plan
of salvation v. 26), and in its mode of delivery by His
apostle (cb. 2. 3), is really His mighty "power." What
seems "foolishness" because wanting man's "wisdom
of words" (v. 17), is really the highest "wisdom of
God" {v. 24). 19. I will destroy—Slightly altered from
the LX.X.. Isaiah, 20. 14. The Hebrew is. "The wis
dom oi the wise shall perish, and the understanding
of their prudent men shall be hid." St. Paul by Inspira
tion gives the sense of the Spirit, by making God the
cause of their wisdom perishing, &c, " J will destroy."
die. understanding of the prudent — fit., of the under
standing ones. 20. Where! &c. —Nowhere: for God
" brings them to nought" (t>. 19;. the wise—generally.
the scribe—Jewish. [Alvobd.] the disputer— Greek.
[Alford.J Cf. the Jew and Greek of this world con
trasted with the godly wise, v. 22, 23. Vitkinoa thinks
the reference is to tl>e Jewish discourses in the syna
gogue, Varaschoth, from a Hebrew root " to dispute."
Cf. " questions." Acts. 28. 3 ; Titus, 3. ft. If so, " wise "
refers to Greek wisdom (cf. v. 22). St. Paul applies
Isaiah, 33. 18, here in a higher sense ; there the pri
mary reference was to temporal deliverance, here to
external ; v. 22, which is In threefold opposition to v. is
there, sanctions this higher application ; the Lord in
the threefold character being the sole ground of glory
ing to his people, of this wond...of tuia world—rather,
"dispensation (or age) ... world ;" the Greek words are
distinct. The former is here, this age or worldly order
of things in a moral point of view, as opposed to the
Christian dispensation or order of things. The latter
Is the world viewed externally and cosmically. made
t'ooiish—shown the world's philosophy to be lolly, be
cause it lacks faith In Christ crucified. [Oik v/soaroN ]
Has treated it as folly, and not used its help in con
verting and saving men ie. 26, 27). (EstiubJ 21. after
that — rather, whereas, in the wisdum «f God— in the
wise arrangement of God. world by wisdom—rathur,
" by its wisdom," or its philosophy (John, 1. 10; Romans,
1. 28). knew not God—whatever other knowledge it at
tained (Acts. 17. 2j, 27). The deistic theory that mau
can by the light of nature discover his du'.y to God,
is disproved by the fact that mau has never discovered
it without revelation. All the stars and moon cannot
make it day: that is the prerogative of the sun. >or
can nature's highest gifts make the moral day arise:
that is the office of Christ. Even the Jew missed this
knowledge, in so far as he followed after mere carnal
worW-wibdom. it pleased God—St. Paul refers to Jesus'
words (Luke. 10. 21). by the foolishness of preacning—by
that preaching which the world (unbelieving Jews and
Gentiles alike) deem foolishnt-<s. save them tnat believe
— iKomans, i. IB). 22. For—lit.. Since; seeing that.
This verse illustrates how the ''preaching" of Christ
crucified came to be deemed " foolishness" <t\ 21;. a
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■hm — The oldest MSS. read "signs." The lingular which are not" .are regarded as nought,, is in apposi
wis a later correction from Matthew, 12. 38; 16. 1; John, tion with "foolish ... weak.„base ve., low born) and
2 18. The signs the Jews craved for were not mere despised things." God has chosen all four, though
miracles, but direct tokens from heaven that Jeans regarded as tilings that are not. to bring to nought
was Messiah (Luke, 11. 16). Greeks seek...wisdom—viz., things that are. 28. no flesh
glory—For they who
a philosophic demonstration of Christianity. Whereas try to glory (boast because of human greatness and
Christ, instead of demonstrative proof, demands faith wisdom, are "confounded" or put to shame (v. 27).
on the ground of His word, and of a reasonable amount Flesh, like " the flower of the field." is beautiful, but
of evidence that the alleged revelation Is His word. frail (Isaiah, 40. 6.1. in bis presence—We are to glory not
Christianity begins not with solving Intellectual difii- before Him, but in Hun. [Bbnokl j 30. But. ..ye—in
culties, but with satisfying the heart that longs for contrast to them that "glory" In worldly wisdom and
forgiveness. Hence not the refined Greeks, but the greatness, of him are—not of yourselves iEphesiaiis, i.
theocratic Jews were the chosen organ for propagating 8), butof Him (Romans, n. 36). From Him ye are (i.e..
revelation. Again, intellectual Athens lActs, 17. 16-21, have spiritual life, who once were spiritually among
&c) received the gospel less readily than commercial the " things which are not," v. 28). in Christ—by liv
Corinth. 33. we—Paul and Apollos. Carist crucified— ing union with Him. Not '*in the flesh" (v. 26, 29}.
The Gruk expresses not the mere fact of His crucifixion of God—Jrom God : emanating from Him and sent by
but the permanent character acquired by the transac Him. i* made onto us—has been made to as, to our
tion, whereby He is now a Saviour tGalatiana. 3. 1). eternal gain, wisdom — unattainable by the worldly
[Ghl\e>\] A Messiah iChrist) crucified was the stone mode of seeking it iv. 19. 2u ; contrast Colosaians, 2. a ;
on which the Jews stumbled (Matthew, 21. 44). The Proverbs, 8.; Isaiah. 9. 6. By it we become "wise
opposition of Jew and Gentile alike shows that a uuto salvation." owing to His wisdom In originatiiu
religion so seemingly contemptible in its origin could and executing the plan whereas once we were " fools."
not have succeeded if it had not been divine, unto righteousness — the ground of our justification (Jere
the Greeks—the oldest MSS. read " unto the Gentiles." miah, 23. i, 6; Romans, 4. 25 ; 2 Corinthians, 6. xl) ;
34. called— (cf. v. itf;. The same class as the " us which whereas once we were "vtai" iKonians, 6. 6). Isaiah,
are [being; saved " (t>. IS) : the elect, who have obeyed 42. 21; 46, 24. saactification — by liis spirit : whereas
the call: called effectually (Romans, 8. 28, 3o;. Christ— formerly we were "base." Hereafter our righteous
''Crucified" is not here added, because when the ness and sanctificatlon alike shall be both perfect and
offence of the cross Is overcome, "Christ** is received inherent. Now the righteousness wherewith we are
in all Ills relations, not only in His cross, but in His justified Is perfect, but not inherent; that wherewith
life and His future kingdom, power—*o meeting all we are sanctified is inbereut, but not perfect. | Hookek J
the reasonable requirements of the Jews who sought Now sanctiflcation is perfect in principle, but not in
"a sign." The cross itbe death of a slave , which to attainment. These two are joined in the Greek as form
the Jews (looking for a temporal Messiah) was a ing essentially but one thing, as distinguished from
" stumbiingblock,'' is really " the power of God " to the the "wisdom" in devising and executing the plan for
salvation of ail who believe, wisdom of God—so really us f* abounded toward us in all wisdom," EphesLaus,
exhibiting, and in the highest degree (if they would 1. 8), and "redemption," the final completion of the
but see it\ that which the Greeks sought after—wisdom scheme in the deliverance of the body (the position of
iColossiaca, 2. 3). 35. foolishness of God — %.«., God's " redemption" last shows that this limited sense is the
plan ofsalvation which men deem *' foolishness." weak one intended here,1. Luke, 21. 28; Romans, &. 23; Kpheness of G^d — Christ "crucified through weakness" (2 sians, I. 14; 4. 30. redemption—whereas once we were
Corinthians, 13. 4, the great stumblingUock of the "despised." 31. glory in ... Lord—(Jeremiah, 9. 23, 24)—
Jews;, yet "living by the power of God." So He per in opposition to " flesh glorying in His presence " iv. 29).
fect* strength cut of the weakness of His servants ich. In contrast to morbid slavish self-abasement, St. Paul
2.3; 2 Corinthians. 12. 9). 26. ye see—rather, from the joins with humility the elevating consciousness of our
prominence of the verb in the Gruk, "see" or "con true dignity in Christ. He who glories is to glory in
sider" (imperative:. IAljtobd from Vulgate and Irs the Lord, not in the flesh, uor in the world.
ncrus.) your calling...ure culltfd—Instead of the words
CHAPTER IL
in italics, supplied by Engluli Version, supply, " were
Ver. 1-10. St. Paul's Subjxct or Psxachiko.
your callers'' What St. Paul is dwelling on (cf. v. 27 CniusT Cruciflbd, not in worldly, but lk bka28), is the weakness of the instrumentality which the vbsly. Wisdom sjiono tus PxarxcT. L And 1—so
Lord employed to convert the world. [IIlnds and 1, [ConyskabeJ as one of the "foolish, weak, and
Whately; so ANstLM.l However, Englisli Version despised" instruments employed by God (ch, L. 27. 3&) :
accords well with r. 24. "The whole history of the " glorying in the Lord." not in man's wisdom (ch. l.
expansion of the church is a progressive victory of tho 31). Cf. ch. 1. 23, " We' when I came—(Acts. 18. l. etc).
ignorant over the learned, the lowly over the lofty, Paul might, had he pleased, have used an ornate style,
until the emperor ldmself laid down his crown before having studiod recular learning at Tarsus of Cilicia.
the cross of Christ." [Olsiiauskx.] wise ... after the which Strabo preferred as a school of learning to AiheLi
flesh—the wisdom of this world acquired by hiun&n or Alex\ndria ; here, doubtless, he read the Cilinan
study without the Spirit. Contrast Matthew, 1C. 17. Aratus* poems (which he quotes. Acts, 17. 281, and
27. the foolish thing,*—a general phrase for all persons Epimonhlcs (Titus, L. 121, and Menander (l Curiatluaiis,
and Vtings foot Uh. Even things (aud those, too, fool 16.33). Grecian intellectual development was an im
ish tilings, are chosen by God to confound person* (aud portant element in preparing the way for the gospel,
those too persons who arc wise}. This seems to me but it failed to regenerate the world, showing that for
tlie force of the chauge from neuter to masculine, to this a superhuman power is needed. Hellenistic iGreconfound—The Greek is stronger, "tliat He might con cising) Judaism at Tarsus and Alexandria was the con
found ior put to shame]," dw;. God confounds the wise necting link between the schools of Athena, and those
by etftcting through ilia instruments, without human of the Rabbis. No more fitting birth-place could then
wisdom, what the worldly wise, with it, cannot effect, have been for the apostle of the Gentiles than Tariii\
viz., to bring men to salvation, chosen.. .chosen—The free as it was from the warping influences of Route.
repetition indicates the gracious deliberatene&s of Alexandria, and Athens. He had at the same tun«
God's purpose (James, 2, 6). 28. yea, and things which Roman citizenship, which protected him from sodden
are not— Yea is not in the Greek, Also some of the violence. Again, he was reared in the Hebrew dtriiw
old**; Mas. omit "aud." Thus the clause, "things lavil Jerusalem. Thus, as the thiee elements, Greek
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cultivation. Roman polity (Luke, 2. 1), and the Divine
liw riven to the Jews, combined just at Christ's time,
to prepare the world for the gospel; so the same three,
by God's marvellous providence, met together In the
apostle to the Gentiles. [Cokybeark dt Howbon.]
testimony of God—" the testimony of Christ? (eh. 1. 6).
therefore Christ is God. 2. The Greek implies, "The
only definite thing that X made it my business to know
anion* you, was, to know Jesus Christ (His person]
and Him crucified ^Uis office.. | Auord t not exalted
on the earthly throne of David, but executed as the
vilest malefactor. The historical fact of Christ's cruci
fixion had probably been put less prominently forward
by the seekers after human wisdom in the Corinthian
church, to avoid offending learned heathens and Jews.
Christ's person and Christ's oMce constitute the sum of
the gospel. 3. 1 — the preacher: as v. 3 describes the
mbjtct, "Christ crucified," andr. 4, the mode of preach
ing: "my speech.. .not with enticing words," &c., "but
demonstration of the Spirit." weakness—personal and
bodily (t Corinthians, 10. 10 ; 12. 7, 9 ; Galatians, 4. 13).
trembling—(cf. PhUipplans, 2. 12.] Not personal fear,
hot a trembling anxiety to perform a duty; anxious consaentiouao ess, as proved by the contrast to " eye ser
vice" (Epbesians, 6. 6j. [Conybeaiik «fc Howson.J 4.
my sp*ecii—in private, preaching—in public. IBknuklJ
Altobd explains it. My discourse on doctrines, and
mg preaching or announcement of facts, enticing—
rather, persuasive, man's wisdom—"man's" is omitted
in Um oldest authorities. Still "wisdom" does refer
to man's wisdom, demonstration of... Spirit, &c.—per
suasion is man's means of moving bis fellowman. God's
means is demonstration, leaving no doubt, and inspir
ing implicit faith, by the powerful working of the Spirit
(then exhibited both outwardly by miracles, and in
wardly by working on the heart, now in tne latter and
the more important way only) (Matthew, 7. 29; Acts, 6.
10; Hebrews, 4. 12; cf. also Romans, 16. 19). The same
simple power accompanies divine truth now, produc
ing certain persuasion and conversion, when the Spirit
demonstrates by it. 5. staad in ... wisdom of men—rest
on tt, owe its origin and continuance to it. 6, 7. Yet
the gospel preaching, so far from being at variance with
true " wisdom," is a wisdom infinitely higher than that
of the wise of the world, we speak—resuming "we"
(preachers. I. Apollos, Ac.) from "we preach" (ch. 1.
2i . only that here," we speak," refers to something less
public icf. r. 7. 13. "mystery,'* "hidden"i than "we
l -reach." which is public. For " wisdom" here denotes
not the whole of Christian doctrine, but its sublimer
and deeper principles, perfect — those matured in
Christian experience attd knowledge alone can under
stand the true superiority of the Christian wisdom
vthich Si. Paul preached. Distinguished not only from
*cortdly and natural men, but also from babes, who
though "in Christ" retain much that is "carnal" (ch.
3. l. 4', and cannot therefore understand the deeper
truths of Christianity ch. 14. 20; Pliilippians, 3. 15; liebrews. 5. 14.. St. Paul does not mean by the " mystery"
or "hidden wisdom" («. 7;, some hidden tradition dis
tinct from the goipel (like the church of Home's "disciplina nrc&ni," and doctrine of reserve), but the un/oldt7<y of the treasures of knowledge, once hidden in
God's counsels, but now announced to all, which would
be intelligently comprehended in proportion as the
hearers* inner life became perfectly transformed into
the image of Christ. Cf. instances of such "mysteries,"
1.*., deeper Christian truths, not preached at St. Paul's
first coming to Corinth, when he coutlned himself to
the fundamental elements [v. 2;, but now spoken to the
"perfect" (ch. 16. 61; Romans, 11. 20; Epbesians, 3. 6,fiJ.
•* Perfect" is used not oi absolute perfection, but rela
tively to "babes," or those less ripe in Christian growth
id Philippians, 3. 12, 16, with l John, 2. 12-14). "God"
l». 7, is opposed to the world, the apostles to "the
279
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princes [great and learned men) of this world" (v. 8;
of. ch. 1. 20;. [Bkngsx.] come to nought—nothingness
(ch. 1. 28). They are transient, not immortal. There
fore their wisdom is not real. [Being el,] Rather,
translate with Auohd. " Which are being brought to
nought," viz., by God's choosing the " things which are
not {the weak and despised tilings of the gospel), to bring
to nought (the same verb as here: things that are" (ch.
l. 8b). 7. wisdom of God—emphatically contrasted with
the wisdom of men and of tins world (v. 6, 6.'. hi a mys
tery—connected in construction with "we speak:" We
speak as dealing with a mystery, i.e., not something
to be kept hidden, but what hereto:ore was so, but 1b
now revealed. Whereas the I'agan mysteries were re
vealed only to a chosen few, the gospel mysteries were
made known to all who would obey the truth. "If
our gospel be hid, it is hid to them that are lost"
(2 Corinthians, 4. 3). *' whom the God of this world hath
blind* d." Ordinarily we use "mystery" in reference
to those from whom the knowledge is withheld; the
apostles, in reference to those to whom it is revealed.
IWhatkly.j it is hidden before it is brought for
ward, and when it Is brought forward, it still remains
hidden to those that are imperfect. [Benuel.J ordained— lit., foreordained (cf. v. 9;, " prepared for them
that love Him." before the world—rather, " before the
ages* (of time), i.e. . from eternity. This infinitely ante
dates worldly wisdom in antiquity. It was before not
only the wisdom of the world, but eternally before
the world itself and its ages, to our glory—ours both
now and hereafter, from "the Lord of glory" (v, 8),
who brings to nought the " princes of this world." 8.
Which—wisdom. The strongest proof of the natural
man's destitution of heavenly wisdom, crucified...Lord
of glory—implying the inseparable connexion of Christ's
humanity and His divinity. The Lord of glory (which
He had in His own right before the world was, John,
17. i, -4 was crucified. 9. Bat—(it has happened) as it
is written. Eye hath not seen, &c.—At-youb translates,
"The things which eye saw not, 4a, the things which
God prepared, 6c. , to us God revealed through His
Spirit.'* Thus, however, the " but" of v. 10 is ignored.
Rather construe, as Estius. "('We speak,' supplied
from r. 8), things which eye saw not (heretofore), die..
things which God prepared, die. But God revealed
them to us, Ac." The quotation is not a verbatim one,
but an inspired exposition of the "wisdom" v. 6, from
Isaiah, 04. 4). The exceptive words, "O God, beside
{i.e., except) thee," are not quoted directly, but are
virtually expressed in the exposition of them (v. lo},
"None but tlu/u, O God, seest these mysteries, and
God hath revealed them to us by His spirit, entered—
fit., come up info the heart. A Hebraism (cf. Margin,
Jeremiah, 3. 16. In Isaiah, 04. it is "Prepared (lit.,
"will do") for him that waiteth for him,-" here, "for
them that love Him." For Isaiah spake to them who
waited for Messiah's appearance as future ; tit. Paul,
to them who love Htm as having actually appeared
(1 John, 4. 18J, cf. v. 12, ** the things that are freely given
to us of God." (Ben gel.) 10. revealed ... by ... Spirit
—the inspiration of thoughts (so far as truth essential
to salvation is concerned) makes the Christian (ch. 3.
10; 12. 3; Matthew, 10. 17; John. 10. 13 ; l John, 2. 20.
27j; that of words, the prophet (2 Samuel, 23. 1, 2;
1 Kings, 13. 1, 6), "by the word of the Lord" (c. 13;
John. 20. 30, 31 ; 2 Peter, l. 2ij. The secrets of revela
tion are secret to some, not because those who know
them will not reveal them (for indeed, the very notion
of revelation Implies an unveiling of what had been
veiled), but because those to whom they are announced
have not the will or power to comprehend them. Hence
the Spirit- taught alone know these secrets [Psalm 26.
14 ; Proverbs, 3. 32 ; John, 7. 17 ; 16. 16J. onto us—the
"perfect" or fully matured in Christian experience
[v. a). Intelligent men may understand the outline of
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doctrines ; but without the Holy Spirit's revelation to
tbe heart, these w ill be to them a mere outline — a
skeleton, correct perhaps, but wanting life [Cautions
for Tnc Timed, xiv.] (Luke. 10. 21). the Spirit
sear cheth—working in us and with our Spirits [cf. Ro
mans, 9. 16. 26. 27]. The Old Testament shows us God
..the Father) for us. The gospels. God (the Son) with
us. 'Hi-: Acts and Epistles, God (the Holy Ghost) in
us [Mo sod.] (Galatians, 3. U). deep things of God—
(Pi aim 02. 6). His divine nature, attributes, and coun
sels. The Spirit delights to explore the infinite depths
of His own divine mind, and then reveal them to us,
according as we are capable of understanding them
iDeuteronomy, 20. SB'. This proves the personality
aud Godhead of the Holy Ghost. Godhead cannot be
separated from the Spirit of God, as manhood cannot
be separated from tbe spirit of man. LUemiel.] 11.
what man, «fcc.—lit,, who of men knoweth Uie things
of a man, Kate: the spirit of that niant things of God
kuDwelh no man—rather, " none knoweth," not angel or
man. This proves the impossibility of any knowing
the things of God, save by the Spirit of God kwho aloue
knows them, since even in the case of man. so infin
itely inferior in mind to God, none of his fellow-men,
but his own spirit alone knows the things hidden within
him . 13. we.. .received, not.. .spirit of.. .world—the pertonal evil *' spirit that now worketh in the children
of disobedience" (Epheslans, 2. 2). This spirit Is natu
ral in the unregeuerate, and needs not to be received.
Spirit which is of God—i.e., which comes from God.
"We have received it only by the gift of God whose
Spirit It is. whereas our own spirit is the spirit that
is in us men (v. 1U. that we might know ... things ...
freely givea...of God— present experimental knowledge,
to cur unspeakable comfort, of His deep mysteries of
wisdom, and of our future possession of the good
•' things which God hath prepared for them that love
Him" it. 0). 13. also—we not only know by the Holy
Ghost, but vx alio speak the " things freely given to us
of God" (v. 12 . which the Holy Qhut teacheth—the old
est MSS. read "the Spirit" simply, without "Holy."
comparing spiritual things with spiritual — expounding
the Spirit-inspired Old Testament scripture, by com
parison with the gospel which Jesus by the same spirit
revealed [GrotiusJ ; and conversely illustration the
gospel mysteries by comparing them with the Old
Testament types. [Chhysostom.] So the Gruk verb
is translated, "comparing* (2 Corinthians, 10. IV.
Waul [Claris) translates, "explaining (as the Greek
is translated. Genesis. 40. 6, LXXj to spiritual (i.e.,
Spirit-tau?htJ men, spiritual things {the things which
we ourselves arc taught by the Spirit ." Spirit-taught
men alone can comprehend spiritual truths. This ac
cords with v. 0. 9, 10, 14, 16 ; cb. 3. l. Altobd trans'
lat*j>, " Putting together (combining) spirituals with
spirituals ;" i.e., attaching spiritual words to spiritual
things, which we should not do. if we were to use
words of worldly wisdom to expound spiritual things
(so v. l, 4 ; 1 Peter. 4. 11). Perhaps tbe generality of
the neuters Is designed to comprehend these several
notions by Implication. Comparing, or combining,
spirituals with spirituals : implying both that spiri
tual things are only suited to spiritual persons (so
"things" comprehended persons, ch. 1. 27), and also
that spiritual truths can only be combined with spiri
tual (not worldly-wise) words, and lastly, spirituals of
the Old and New Testaments can only be understood
by mutual comparison or combination, not by com
bination with worldly "wisdom." or natural percep
tions (Cb. 1. 21,22; 2. 1.4-0; cf. Psalm 119. IS). 14. natu
ral man—lit., a man of animal soul. As contrasted
with tbe jptrituaiman. he Is governed by the animal
soul, which overbears his spirit, which latter is with*
out the Spirit of God (Jude. 19). So the c limal [English
~"«t»o/i. "natural") body, or body led by tbe tower
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animal nature [including both the mere human fallen
reason and Aeart), is contrasted with the Spirit-quick
ened body (ch. 16. 44-46). The carnal man (the man
led by bodily appetites, and also by a self-exalting
spirit, estranged from the divine life) is closely akin; to
too the "earthly." "Devilish," or "demon-llkeT "led
by an evil spirit," is the awful character of such a one.
in its worst type (James, 3. 16). receiveth not—though
they are offered to him, and are " worthy of being re
ceived by all men" (1 Timothy, 1. 16). they are foolish
ness unto him—whereas he seeks " wisdom" ch. 1. 22;.
neither can he— not only does he not, but he cannot
know them, and therefore has no wish to "receive"
them Itomans, 8. 7). 15. he taat is ipiu.aal—lit., " tl&
spiritual (man)." In v. 14. it is 'A mot "the." as
Knglish Version) natural man." The spiritual is thr
man distinguiiihed above his fellow-men. as he iu whom
the Spirit rules. In the unregenerate, the spirit which
ought to be the organ of the Holy Spirit aud which is
so in the regenerate,, is overridden by the animal soul,
and is in abeyance, so that such a one is never called
"spiritual." judgettiall things—and persons, by their
true standard let", ch. 6. 2-4 ; l John. 4. i;, in so far as
he is spiritual. " Viscemeth...is discerned,' would bet
ter accord with tbe translation of the same Greek ti\
14.-. Otherwise for "discerned," in v. 14, translate
"judged of." to accord with the translation, "judgeth
... is judged," in this l&th verse. He has a practical
insight into the verities of the gospel, though he is not
infallible on all theoretical points. If an individual
may have the Spirit without being infallible, why may
not the Church have the Spirit, and yet not be infalli
ble (a refutation of the plea of Rome for the Church s
infallibility, from Matthew, 26. 20 ; John, 16. 13 . As
the believer and tbe Church have the Spirit, and are
yet not therefore impeccable, so he aud the Church
have the Spirit, and yet are not infallible or Impec
cable. He aud the Church arc both infallible and im
peccable, only in proportion to the degree in which
they are led by the Spirit. The Spirit leads into all
truth and holiness; but His influence on believers aud
on the Church is as yet partial. Jesus alone, who had
the Spirit without measure ;John, 3. 34), is both infal
lible and impeccable. Scripture, because it was writ
ten by men. who whilst writing were infallibly inspired,
is unmixed truth [Proverbs, 28. 6; I John, i. 27j. 16.
For—proof of t?. 15, that the spiritual man "is judged
of no man." In order to judge the spiritual man, tbe
ordinary man must "know the mind of the Lord/
But "who of ordinary men knows" that? that he may
instruct hiiu— i.t.. so as to be able to set Him right as
His counsellor '.Quoted from Isaiah, 40. 13, 14). So the
LXX. translates the Greek verb, which means to prate.
In Acts, 9. 22. > atural men who judge spiritual men
living according to the mind of God (" We have the
mind of Christ"), are virtually wishing to Instruct God.
and bring Him to another mind, as counsellors setting
to right their king, we have the mind ol Christ—in ouj"
degree of capability to apprehend it. Isaiah. 40. referto Jehovah; therefore, as it in applied here to Christ.
lie is Jehovah.
CHAPTEB III.
Ver. 1-23. St. Paul could not speak to this or
deep Spiritual Truthb, ah tuf.y were carnal.
CO.NTKNl>l>G FOR THEIR SEVERAL TEACHERS ; THEst

are Nothing, but Wo r kerb fob God, to whom
tuey huht give account in the day of fleey
Judgment. The Hearer* are God's Tkmplk.
which they must not Defile by Contkntiujs
for Teachers, who, as well as all things, ab*
theibs, being Chmbt's. 1. And I—i.e., as the naturJ
(animal) man cannot receive, so i also could not speak
unto you the deep things of God. as I would to Vie
spiritual; but I was compelled to speak to you as I
would to men or flesh. The oldest MSS, read tins
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for •'carnal." The former Uit.t fleshy) implies men
shall be said to him, " Well done, thou good and not
wholly offlesh, or natural. Carnal* orflesldy, implies successful, but) faithful servant, enter thou into the joy
not that they were wholly natural or unregenerate of thy Lord" (Matthew, 25. 23). 9. Translate, as the
ch. 3. 14), but that they bad much of a carnal tendency: Greek collocation of words, and the emphasis on "God"
CQ.. their divisions. St Paul had to speak to them as thrice repeated, requires, "For (in proof that " each
be would to men wholly natural, inasmuch as they shall receive reward according to his own labour," viz.,
vers ttill carnal (v. 3) in many respects, notwithstand from GodJ it is of God that we are the fellow-workers
ing their conversion (ch. l. 4-9). babes — contrasted (labouring with, but under, and belonging to Him as
with the perfect (fully matured) in Christ (Colossians, His servants. 2 Corinthians. 6. 20; 6. l; cf. Acts, 16. 4;
L S; cf. Hebrews, 6. 13, 1 1;. This implies they were not Note, l Thessalonians, 3. 2) of God that ye are the field,
men wholly offlesh, though carnal in tendencies. They [or tillage), of God that ye are the building." [alpord.]
bad life in Christ, but it was weak. He blames them " Building" is a new image introduced here, as suited
for being still in a degree (not altogether, cf. ch. l. 6. 7 ; better than that of husbandry, to set forth the different
therefore he says "as") babes in Christ, when by this kinds of teaching and their results, which he is now
tuns they ought to have "come unto a perfect man, about to discuss. " To edify" or " build up" the Church
into the measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ" of Christ is similarly used (Ephesians, 2. 21, 22; 4. 28).
Ephesians, '. 13). In Romans, 7. 14, also the oldest 10. grace . . . giveu unto me—St. Paul puts this first, to
MS, read, "lama man offlesh." 2. {Hebrews, 6. 12.) guard against seeming to want humility, in pronounc
sulk — the elementary "principles of the doctrine of ing himself "a wise master-builder," in the clause fol
Christ' (ch. 8. l). 3. envymg—jealousy, rivalry. As lowing. [ChbybostoalJ The " grace" Is that " given* •
ibis refers to tbelr feelings, " strife" refers to their to him in common with all Christians (v. 6), only pro
wrdi, and "divisions" to their actions. [Besozl.] portioned to the work which God had for him to do.
flare Is a gradation, or ascending climax: envying had [Alfohd.) wise—;.c. skilful. His skill is shown in
produced strife, and strife divisions (factious parties1. his laying a foundation. The unskilful builder lays
IGaoiics.] His language becomes severer now as Ho none iLuke, 6. 40). Christ is tho foundation .v. 11).
proceeds; in ch. 1. 11. he had only said "contentions," another—who ever comes after me. He does not name
is now multiplies the words (cf. the stronger term. ch. Apollos; for he speaks generally of all successors, who
4. 6, than In ch. 3. 21). carnal—for "Rtrife" Is a " work ever they be. His warning, "Let every man (every
of the flesh" (Galatians. 6. 20). The " flesh" includes all teacher) take heed how," &c, refers to other successors
feelings that aim not at the glory of God, and the good rather than Apollos. who doubtless did not, as they,
of our neighbour, but at gratifying self, walk as men build wood, hay. &c., on the foundation (cf. ch. 4. 16).
-as unregenerate men (cf. Matthew, 1G. 23). "After " I have done my part, let them who follow me see (so
the flesh, not after the Spirit" of God, as becomes you the Greek for "take heed") to theirs." IBekgel.] how
as regenerate by the Spirit (Romans, 8. 4; Galatians, 5. —with what material. [Auor.d.1 How far wisely, and
a,H}. 4,(Oh.L 12.) are ye cot carnal—the oldest MSS. in builder-like style (1 Peter, 4. 11). buildeth thereupon
read H Are ye not men T i.e., " walking as men" un re —here the buUding or superstructure raised on Christ
generate (v. 3). 5. PauL..Apollos—the oldest MSS. read the " foundation," laid by Paul (ch. 2. 2) is not, as in
in the reverse order, Apollos...Paul. He puts Apollos Ephesians. 2. 20. 21, the Christian Church made up of
before himself in humility, who then—seeing then that believers, the "lively stones" (l Peter, 2. 6), but the
(re severally strive so for your favourite teachers, doctri)tal and practical teaching which the teachers
" Who is (of what intrinsic power and dignity) Paul ? * who succeeded Paul, superadded to his first teaching;
If so great an apostle reasons so of himself, how much not that they taught what was false, but their teach
more does humility, rather than self-seeking, become ing was subtle and speculative reasoning, rather than
ordinary ministers, but ministers, Ac. — the oldest solid and simple truth. 11. (Isaiah, 28. 16; Acts, 4.
MS8, have no "but." "WhoisApollos...Paul! (mere) 12; Ephesians, 2. 20.) For—my warning {"take heed,"
ministers (a lowly word appropriate here, servant*}, by &c„ v. 10) la as to the superstructure (" buildeth there«oom (not "in whom?' by whose ministrations) ye upon"), not as to the foundation: " For other/owrtdobelieved." as.. .Lord gave to every man—is., to the sev tion can no man lay, than that which has (already)
en! bearers, for it was God that " gave the increase" been laid (by God) Jesus Christ," the person, not the
>- ©. 6. L..plantcd. Apollos watered— (Acts, 18. 1; It). 1). mere abstract doctrine about Him, though the latter
apollos at his own desire (Acts. 18. 27) was sent by the also is included; Jc*us,GoD-Saviouit;CArirf, Messiah
brethren to Corinth, and there followed up the work or Anointed, can—a man can not lay any other, since
which St. Paul had begun. God gave the increase— the only one recognised by God has been already laid.
"., the growth {v. 10; Acts, 18. 27). " Believed through 12. Slow—rather, " But." The imago is that of a build
flrooe.** Though ministers are nothing, and God all ing on a solid foundation, and partly composed of dura
in all, ytt God works by instruments, and promises ble and precious, partly of perishable materials. The
the Holy Spirit In the faithful use of means. This is " gold, silver, precious stones," which all can bear fire
the dispensation of the Spirit, and ours is the ministry (Revelation, 21. 18, Id), are teachings that will stand
of the Spirit. 7. neither is he that...any thing...but Qod the fiery test of judgment; "wood, hay, stubble," are
-"*, is all in all. " God " is emphatically last In the those which cannot stand it ; not positive heresy, for
Greek, "He that giveth the Increase (namely). God." that would destroy the foundation, but teaching mixed
Here follows a parenthesis from v. 8, to v. 21. where up with human philosophy and Judaism, curious
" Let no man glory in men " stands in antithetic con rather than useful. Besides the teachings, the super
trast to God here. 8. one—essentially in their aim they structure represents also the persons cemented to the
sre one, engaged in one and the same ministry; there Church by them, the reality of whose conversion,
fore they ought not to be made by you the occasion of through the teachers* Instrumentality, will be tested
forming separate parties, and every man—rather, "bit t at the last day. Where there is the least grain of real
every man." Though in their serviceor ministry, they gold of faith. It shall never be lost (l Peter. 1. 7; cf. ch.
are essentially " one," yet every minister is separately 4. 12). On the other hand, the lightest straw feeds the
responsible in "his own" work, and " shall receive his fire [Bekgel.1 (Matthew. 6. 10). 13. Every man's
'wa emphatically repeated) reward, according to his work—Each teacher's superstructure on the founda
w* labour." Hie reward is something over and above tion, the day—of the Lord (ch. l. 8 ; Hebrews. 10. 26 ;
wnonal salvation [v. 14. 16 ; 2 John, 8). He shall be l Thessalonians, 6. 4). The article is emphatic " The
rewarded according to, not his success or the amount day." <.«.. the great day of days.the long expected
of work done, but " according to his own labour." It day. declare it-old English for ** make It dear" (ch.
SSI
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4. 5). it shall be revealed by fire—it, i.e., "every man's synagogue (as the name means an assembly] was the
work." Bather," He,' the Lord, whose day it is (2 Thes- place for assembling men. God now too has His earthly
salonians. 1. 7, 8). Translate lit., " Is being revealed temple, not one of wood and stone, but the congregation
(the present in the Greek implies the certainty and near of believers, the "living stones" on the "spiritual house."
ness of the event. Revelation. 22. 10, 20) in fire" (Mala- Believers are all spiritual priests in it. Jesus Christ,
clii, 3. 2, 3; 4. 1). The fire (probably jwurat ite here, as our High Priest, has the only literal priesthood (Mala
the gold, hay, &c.) Is not purgatory (as Rome teaches, chi. 1. 11 ; Matthew, 18. 20 ; 1 Peter, 2. 5). [VitrjujoaJ
i.e., purificatory and puniti\ve . but j>ri-i»ifi.»rv. not re 17. If any... defile...destroy—rather, as the Greek verb is
stricted to those dying in "venial sin:* the supposed the same in both cases, " destroy ... destroy." God re
intermediate class between those entering heaven at pays in kind by a righteous retaliation. The destroyer
once, and those dying in mortal sin who go to bell, but shall himself be destroyed. As temporal death was the
universal, testing the godly and ungodly alike (2 Corin penalty of marring the material temple (Leviticus, 18.
thians. 5. 10; cf. Hark, 9. 49». This fire is not till the last 2; Daniel, 5. 2, 3. 30 , so eternal death is the penalty
day, the supposed fire of purgatory begins at death. of marring the spiritual temple—the Church. The de
The fire of St. Paul is to try the trurfcs. the fire of pur stroyers here (v. 16, 17), are distinct from the unwise
gatory the persons, of men. St. Paul's fire causes " loss" or unskilful builders [v. 12, 16); the latter held fast the
to the sufferers ; Rome's purgatory, great gain, viz., "foundation" {e. 11), and, therefore, though they lose
heaven at hut to those purged by it, if only it were their work of superstructure and the special reward,
true. Thus this passage, quoted by Rome for, is alto yet they are themselves saved ; the destroyers, on the
gether against, purgatory. "It was not this doctrine contrary, assailed with false teaching the foundation.
that gave rise to prayers for the dead; but the practice and so subvert the temple itself, and shall therefore be
of praying for the dead (which crept in from the affec destroyed. (See Note, v. 10.) [fisnus &. Nbandejl] I
tionate but mistaken solicitude of survivors] gave think St. Paul passes here from the teachers to all the
rise to the doctrine." (WhatelyJ 14, abide—abide members of the Church, who, by profession, are "priest?
the testing fire (Matthew, 3. 11, 12 . which he hath built unto God" (Exodus, io. 0 ; 1 Peter. 2. 9 ; Revelation, L
thereupon—which he built on the foundation, reward 6). As the Aaron ic priests were doomed to die if they
—wages, as a builder, i.e., teacher. His converts built violated the old temple (Exodus, 28. 43,'. so any Chris
on Christ the foundation, throughJiis faithful teaching, tian who violates the sanctity of the spiritual temple,
■hall be bis " crown of rejoicing'' (2 Corinthians, 1. 14; shall perish eternally (Hebrews, 13. 14; 10. 26, 31). holy
Philippians, 2. 16; 1 Tbessalonians. 2. 19). 15. If... be —inviolable (Habakkuk, 2. 20). which tannic ye are—
burnt— If any teacher's work consist of such materials rather/'the which [i.e., holy) are ye," [Auobd] and,
as the fire will destroy. (Alford.J suffer lots— i.e., therefore, want of holiness on the part of any of you
forfeit the special " reward;" not that he shall lose sal (or. as Esriua, "to tamper with the foundation in
vation (which is altogether a free gift, not a " reward" teaching you") is a violation of the temple, which can
or wages) for he remains still on the foundation it:. 12; not be let to pass with impunity. Grotius supports
2 John, 8). saved ; yet so as by fire — rather, "so as English Version. 18. seemeth—i.e.. is, and is regarded
through fire" (Zechariah, 3. 2; Amos, 4. 11; Jude, 23). by himf»|f and others, wise in this world—- wise in
"Saved, yet not vnViout fire" (Romans. 2. 27). [Bekokl.] mere worldly wisdom (ch. 1. 20.. 1st him become a 'ox
As a builder whose building, not the foundation, is con —by receiving the gospel in its unworldly simplicity.
sumed by fire, escapes, but with the loss of his work, and so becoming a fool in the world's sight. [Alfobjj.]
[Auord] as the shipwrecked merchant, though he Let him no longer think himself wise, but seek the
has lost his merchandise, is saved, though having to true wisdom from God, bringing his understanding
pass through the waves. [Benuel.] Malachi, 3. 1, 2; into captivity to the obedience of faith. [Eerica,] 19.
and 4. l, give the key to explain the imagery. The with God—in the judgment of God. it is written — in
"Lord suddenly coming to His temple" in flaming Job, 6. 13. The formula of Quoting Scbxptd.be used
"fire," all the parts of the building which will not here, establishes the canonicity of Job. He taksth...
stand that fire, w ill be consumed ; the builders will wise in . • own craftiness—proving the *' foolishness" of
escape with personal salvation, but with the loss the world s wisdom, since it is made by God the very
of their work, through the midst of the conflagration. snare to catch those who think themselves so wise.
[Alford.J Again, a distinction is recognised between Lit, He who takcth, &c, the whole of the sentence not
minor and fundamental doctrines (if we legard the being quoted, but only the part which suited St. Paul's
superstructure as representing the doctrine* super purpose. 20. Quotation from Psalm 94. 11. There it
added to the elementary essentials] ; a man may err as is of men; here it is " of the wise." St. Paul by inspira
to the former, and yet be saved, but not so as to the tion states the class of men whose "thoughts" (or
latter (cf. I'bilippians, 3. 15}. 16. Know ye not—It is no rather, "reasonings," as suits the Greek and the sense
new thing 1 tell you, in calling you " Cod's building;" of the context) the Spirit designated in the psalm,
ye know and ought to remember, ye are the noblest "vanity," viz., the "proud" (v. 2) and worldly-wise,
kind of building, " the temple of God." ye—all Chris whom God in v. 8 calls " fools," though they *' boast
tians form together one vast temple. The expression themselves" of their wisdom in pushing their interest
is not, " ye are Umplesj" but " ye are the temple" collec (r. 4). 21. let no man glory in men—resuming the sub
tively, and " lively stones" (1 Peter. 2. 5) individually. ject from v. 4; cf. ch. 1. 12, and 31, where the true object
God ... Spirit—Cod's iudwelling. and that of the Holy of glorying is stated : " he that glorieth let him glory
Spirit, are one; therefore the Holy Spirit is God. No in the Loud" Also ch. 4. 0, "That no one of you
literal "temple" Is recognised by the New Testament be puffed up for one against another." For all thingsin the Christian church. The only one is the spiritual not only all men. For you to glory thus in men, fc
temple, the whole body of believing worshippers which lowering yourselves from your high position as hein
the Holy Spirit dwells in (ch. 0. 19; John. 4. 23, 24). of all things. All men (including your teachers below
Tue synagogue, not the temple, was the model cf the to Christ, and therefore to you, by your union witii
Christian house of worship. Ihe temple was the house Him: He makes them and all things work together for
of sacrifice, rather than of prayer. Prayers in the tem your good ;£omans, 8. 25). Ye are not for the sake *i
ple were silent and individual (Luke, 1. 10; 18. 10-13), them, but they for the sake of you £ Corinthians, t
not joint and public, nor with reading of Scripture, 6, 16). They belong to you, not you to them. S3.
as in the synagogue. The temple, as the name means Enumeration of some of the " all things." The teach
(from a Oreek root " to dwell"), was the earthly dwell ers, in whom they gloried, he puts first (ch. l. it. He
ing place of Qgdt where alone He put His same. The ouiito alter "Cephas" or Christ (to whom eidusiuU
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some at Corinth (ch. 1. 12) professed to belong) ; but,
instead, substitutes "ye are Christ's" {v. 23), world...
fcfc-.Aeath... things present... things to came—not only
tfcail they not *• separate you from the love of God In
Christ"" 'Romans, 8. 38, 39), but they "all are yours,"
ie.. are for you (Romans, 8, 28). and belong to you,
u they belong to Christ your II. ul (Hebrews, 1. 2).
tsiugs present—"things actually present." [Alford.]
a ye are Christ's—not Paul's, or Apollos*. or Cephas*
Kb. 11. 3; Matthew, 23. 8-10;. "Neither be ye railed
masters: for one Is your Master, even Christ" 'Romans,
H. »:. Not merely a particular section of you. but ye
all are Christ's (ch. I. ttj. Christ is God's—(ch. 11 3).
fiod is the ultimate end of all. even of Christ, His co
equal Son (ch- 15. 28 ; Philfppians, 2. 6-11).
CHAPTER IV.
Ver. 1-21. True view of Mivtstbbb : the JudoXE3TT W KOT TO BE FOREHTALT ID MRANWJIILE TRK
AFOetTLES' LOW KTATE CONTKAUTe* WITH THE CORINTHSAXS' PARTY-PBIDB, NOT THAT ST. PAUL WOULD
«HA5fl TBB3C. BCT AS A FATHER WARN THKM ; FOR
WHICH tWD HE SENT TlMOTBY. AND WILL SOON COME

himself. 1. account. ..us— Paul and Apollos. minis
ters of Christ—not heads of the Church in whom ye
are severally to glory (ch. 1. U); the headship belongs
to Christ alone: we are but His servants ministering
to yon (ch. 1. 13; 3. 6. 22). stewards — (Luke, 12. 4i;
1 Peter, 4. 10). Not the depositories of grace, but dis
pensers of it ("rightly dividing" or dispensing it), so
far as God gives us It, to others. The Chazan, or orerseer. in the synagogue answered to the bishop or "anger
of the Church, who called seven of the synagogue to
read the law every sabbath, and oversaw them. The
Parnasin of the synagogue, like the ancient " deacon "
of the Church, took care of the poor (Acts. 6J, and sub
sequently preached in subordination to the presbyter
or bishops, as Stephen and Philip did. The church
is not the appendage to the priesthood; but the minis
ter is the steward of God to the church. Man shrinks
from too close contact with God, hence he willingly
puts a priesthood between, and would serve God by
deputy. The Pagan like the modern Romish) priest,
was rather to conceal than to explain " the mysteries
of God." The minister's office is to "preach" (lit,
proclaim as a herald, Matthew. 10. 27) the deep truths
of God ("mysteries." heavenly truths, only known by
revelation), so far as they have been revealed, and so
Car as his hearers are disposed to receive them. Josefhus says, the Jewish religion made known to all the
people the mysteries of their religion, whilst the Pagans
concealed from all but the "Initiated" few, the mys
teries of theirs. 2. Moreover—The oldest MSS. read.
"Moreover here" {i.e., on earth}. The contrast thus
Is between man's usage as to stewards (p. 2). and God's
way (a. 8). Though here below, in the case of stewards,
enquiry is made, that one may be found [i.e., proved to
be; faithful; yet God's steward awaits no such judg
ment of man. in man's day, but the Lord's j udgment hi
His great day. Another argument against the Corin
thians for their partial preferences of certain teachers
for their gifts: whereas what God requires in Mis stew
ards is faithfulness (l Samuel, 3.20; Hebrews.3. 5;Afetrgin; as indeed Is required In earthly stewards, but
with this di (Terence (r. 3;, that God's stewards await not
man's judgment to test them, but the testing which
shall be in the day of the Lord. 3. it is a very small
tMas;— (it,. " it amounts to a very small matter ;■ not
that I despise your judgment, but as compared with
God's, it almost comes to nothing, judged... rf man's
judgment—-'»(., "man's day," contrasted with the day
lch.3. 13) of the Lord (v. 5:1 Thessalorians.6.4). 'The
day of man" is here put before us as a person. [Waul J
All days previous to the day of the Lord are man's days.
Emekti translates the thrice recurring Greek forjudged
~judge., jv.dgtth (v. 1), thus: To me for my part (though
383
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capable of being found faithful) It is a very small mut
ter that I should be approved of by man's judgment;
yea, I do not even assume the right of judgment and
approving myself,—but He that has the rigid, and is
able to judge on my case {the Dijudicator), is the Lord.
4. by myself—translate, " I am conscious to myself of no
(ministerial) unfaithfulness." Benqel explains the
Oreek compound, " to decide, in judgments on one ia
relation to others," not Bimply to judge, am I not here by
justified—Therefore conscience is not an infallible yuide.
St. Paul did not consider his so. This verse is directly
against the judicial power claimed by the priests of
Rome. 5. Disproving the judicial power claimed by
the Romish priesthood in the confessional. Tnerelore
—as the Iiord Is the sole Decider or Dijudicator. juoge
—not the same Greek word as in v. 3, 4, where the mean
ing is to approve of, or decide on, the merits of one's case.
Here ail judgments in general are forbidden, which
would, on our part, presumptuously forestall God's
prerogative of final judgment. Loid — Jesus Cliri«t.
whose "ministers" we are {v. I), and who is to be the
judge (John, 5. 22. 27; Acts 10. 42; 17. 31). manifest...
hearts—our judgments now (as those of the Corinthians
respecting their teachers) are necessarily defective, as
we only see the outward act, we cannot see the motives
of "hearts." " Faithfulness" [v. 2) will hereby be es
timated, and the " Lord" will "justify," or the rever-o
{v. 4), according to the state of the heart, then shall
every man have praise— ch. 3. 8 ; 1 ftimuel, 26. 23 ; Mat
thew. 26. 21. 23, 28.) Rather, "his due praise." not
exaggerated praise, such as the Corinthians heaped on
favourite teachers; " the praise" (so the Greek) due for
acts estimated by the motives. "Then;" not before:
therefore wait till then (James, 6. 7). 6. And—"Now,"
marking transition, in a figure transferred to myself—
i.e., I have represented under the persons of Apollos
and myself what really holds good of all teachers, mak
ing us two &Jigure or type of all the others. I have
mentioned us two, whose names have been used as
a party cry ; but under our names I mean others to be
understood, whom I do not name, in order not to
shame you. [Ektius.] not to tfcluk, &c—the best MSS.
omit " think." Translate, " That in us (as your ex
ample) ye might learn (this), not (to go) beyond what
is written." Revere the silence of holy writ, as much
as its (fc-c.'arafioTw; so you will less dogmatixe on what
Is not expressly revealed (Deuteronomy. 29. 29). puffed
np for one—viz., "for one (favourite minister} against
another." Tho Greek indicative implies. "That ye be
not puffed up as ye are." 7. TmnsUite, "Who distinguisheth thee (above anotherjr not thyself, but
God. glory, as if thou harist not received it—as if it was
to thyself, not to God, thou owest the receiving of it.
8. Irony. Translate, "Already ye are filled full (with
spiritual food,1, already ye are rich, ye have seated
yourselves upon your throne as kings, without us."
The emphasis is on "already" and "without us;" ye
act as if ye needed no more to "hunger and thirst
after righteousness,* and as if already ye had readied
the ** kingdom" for which Christians have to strive
and suffer. Ye are so puffed up with your favourite
teachers, and your own fancied spiritual attainments
In knowledge through them, that ye feel like those
"filled full" at a feast, or as a "rich" man priding '
himself In his riches ; so ye feel ye can now do " with
out us," your first spiritual fathers lv. 16). Tney forgot
that before the "kingdom" and the "fulness of joy,"
at the marriage feast of the Lamb, must come the
cross, and suffering, to every true believer (2 Timothy,
2, 5, 11, 12). They were like the self-complacent Laodiceans (Revelation, 3. 17; cf. Hosea, 12. 8). Temporal
fulness and riches doubtless tended In some cases at
Corinth, to generate this spiritual self-sufficiency; the
contrast to the apostle's literal "hunger and thirst" ,'v.
11} proves this. I would ... yc did reign—(raiutofe, "I
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would indeed," &c, I would truly it were so. and that
your kingdom had really begun, that we also might
reign with yon— (2 Corinthians, 12. 14). "I seek not
yours, but you." Your spiritual prosperity would
redound to that of us. your fathers in Christ (ch. 9. S3],
When you reach the kingdom, you shall be our "crown
of rejoicing. In the presence of our Lord Jesus" flThessalonians, 2. 19 . 9. For — assigning the reason for
desiring that the "reign" of himself and his fellowapostles with the Corinthians were come, viz., the
present afflictions of the former. I think — the Co
rinthians (ch. 3. 16} "seemed" to fit., as here, "thought")
themselves " wise in this world." St. Paul, in con
trast, " thinks" that God has cent forth him and his
fellow-ministers "last," i.e., the lowest in this world.
The apostles fared worse than even the prophets,
who, though sometimes afflicted, were often honoured
(2 Kings, 1. 10; 6. 9; 8. 9, 12). set forth—as a spectacle or
gajtingstock. ni the apostles—St. Paul includes Apolios
with the apostles, in the broader sense of the word, so
Romans, 16. 7; 2 Corinthians. 8. 23 [Greek for "mes
sengers," apostles), as it were appointed to death—as
criminals condemned to die. mads a spectacle—lit., a
theatrical spectacle. So the Greek in Hebrews, 10. 33,
"made a gazingstock by reproaches and afflictions.*
Criminals " condemned to die," in St. Paul's time, were
exhibited as a gazingstock to amuse the populace in
the amphitheatre. They were "set forth last" in the
show, to fight with wild beasts. This explains the
imagery of St. Paul here. (Cf. Tertullian de Pudicitia,
ch. 14J. the world— to the whole world, including " both
angels and men:" "the whole family in heaven and
earth" (Epheslnns, 3. 15}. As Jesus was "seen of
angels" (1 Timothy, 3. 1C), so His followers are a
spectacle to the holy angels who take a deep interest
in ail the progressive steps of redemption (Ephestans,
3. 10; 1 Peter, l. 12). St. Paul tacitly implies that,
though "last" and lowest in the world's judgment,
Christ's servants are deemed by angels a spectacle
worthy of their most Intense regard. IChrysostomJ
However, since " the world " is a comprehensive ex
pression, and is applied in this epistle to the evil
especially (ch. 1. 27, 2t>), and since the spectators {in the
image drawn from the am pliitheatre) gaze at the show
with savage delL-ht, rather than sympathy for the suf
ferers, I think bad angels are included, besides good
angels. EetTfus makes the b&daUyne to be meant. But
the generality of the term "angels," and its frequent
use in a good sense, as well as Ephe^ians, 3. 10; 1 Peter,
1. 12, incline me to include good as well as bad angels,
though, for the reasons stated above, the bad may be
principally meant. 10. Irony. How much your lot
mipposing it real, is to be envied, and ours to be pitied.
fools— (ch. 1.21:3. l»;cf. Acts, 17. ls;2f(. 24J. for Christ's
sake,... in Christ—our connexion with Christ only en
tails on us the lowest ignominy," on account of." or,
"fok the; sake of" Him, as "fools;" yours gives you
full fellowship in Him as "wise" (i<e., supposing you
really art all you seem, ch. 3. 18). wa. . .weak.. . .ye
...strong— (ch. 3. 8; 2 Corinthians, 13. 9). we.. .despised
— 2 Corinthians, it). 10) because of our "weakness,''
and our not using worldly philosophy and rhetoric, on
account of which ye Corinthians and your teachers are
(seemingly) so "honourable." Contrast with "despised''
the "ye (O'a/atwnsklesptsed not my temptation...in my
flesh." 11. (2 Corinthians, n. 23-27.) naked—i.e.. In
sufficiently clad (Romans, 8. 35). buffeted— as a slave
(I Peter, 2. 20). the reverse of the state of the Corinthians,
"reigning as kings" (Acts, 23. 2:. So Paul's master be
fore him was " buffeted" as a slave, when about to die
a slave's death (Matthew, 26. 07). 12. working with our
own hands—n'z., " even unto this present hour" (p. 11).
This is not stated in the narrative of St. Paul's proceed
ings at Ephcsus, from which city he wrote this epistle
(though it is expressly «ritefl of him at Corinth, cf.
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Acts, IS. 3, «tc . and 10). But In his adircss to tho
Ephesian elders at Miletus [Acts, 2o. 34), he says, "Ye
yourselves know that these hands have ministered
onto my necessities,'' £c. The undesignedness of the
coincidence thus indirectly brought out is incompati
ble with forgery. 13. defamed, we entreat — vis., God
for our detainers, as Christ enjoined (Matthew, 5. 10,
44). [Gbothjs.J We reply gently. [Kstius.] filth—
"The refuse," [Conybeahb & HowsonJ the sxccirings
or rubbish thrown out after a cleaning, of nil tilings—
not of the "world" only. 14. warn—rather, "admonish"
as a father uses "admonition" to " beloved son?," not
provoking them to wrath (Epheslans, 6. 4). The Corin
thians might well be "ashamed" at the disparity of
state between the father, St. Paul, and his spiritual
children, themselves. 15. tea thousand— implying that
the Corinthians had more of them than was desira
ble. Instructors—floors who had the care of rearing,
but had not the rights, or peculiar affection, of the
father, who alone had begotten them spiritually, in
Const—St. Paul admits that these "instructors'* were
not mere legalists, but evangelical teachers. He use*
however, a stronger phrase of himself in begetting
them spiritually. " In Christ Jesus," implying both the
Saviour's vjfice and person. As I'aul was the means of
spiritually regenerating them, and yet " baptized none
of them save Crispus. Gaius, and the household of
Stephanas," regeneration cannot be inseparably in and
by baptism [ch. 1. 14-17). 16. be ye followers of me lit, imitators, viz., in my ways, which be in Christ ;«.
17; ch. 11. 1), not in my crosses (c. 8-13; Acts. 26. 29; Galstians, 4. 12}. 17. For this cause—that ye may the better
" be followers of me" (r. 10), through his admonitions.
sent... Timotheus—(ch. 10. 10; Acts, 19. 21. 22:. "Paul
purposed. . .when he had passed through Macedonia
and Achaia, to go to Jerusalem.—So he sent into Mace
donia Tiniotheus and Erastus." Here it is not expressly
said, he sent Timothy into Achaia (of which Corinth
was capital}, but it is implied, for he sent him with
Erastus be/ore him. As he therefore purposed to go
into Achaia himself, there is every probability they
were to go thither also. They are said only to have
been sent into Macedonia, because it was the country
to which they went immediately from Ephesus. The
undesignedness of the coincidence establishes the genu
ineness of both the epistle and the history, in both,
Timothy's journey is closely connected with St. Pauls
own (cf. v. 19 . Erastus is not specified in the epiutte.
probably because it was Timothy who was charged
with St. Paul's orders, and possibly Erastus was a
Corinthian, who. in accompanying Timothy, was only
returning home. The seeming discrepancy at least
shows that the passages were not taken from on?
another. [Paley's Horct Paulina,} sou—ie.. con
verted by me (cf. v. U, 15; Acts, 14. 8. 7; with 10. 1. 2:
1 Timothy, 1. t. 18; 3 Timothy. 1. 2). Translate. "Mr
son, beloved and faithful in the Lord." bring; yoa into
remmnbrtTice—Timothy, from his spiritual connexion
with St Paul, as converted by him, was best suited to
remind them of the apostle's walk and teaching (2 Timo
thy, 3. to), which they in some respects, though not
altogether (ch. 11.2) had forgotten, asl teach.. .in t"ry
church— an argument implying that what the Spirit
directed St. Paul to teach * every where" else, most he
necessary at Corinth also (ch. 7. 17). 18. Sime. ..«
though I would not come—he guards asalnst some mis
construing las by the Spirit be foresees they will, when
his letter shall have arrived), his sending Timothy,
"as though" he "would not come" (or. "were not
coming") himself. A imj?ed up spirit was the beset
ting sin of the Corinthians (cf. ch. 1. 11; 6. 2l. 19Alfokd trans'" £<•*, "But come I will;" an erophatlcal
negation of their supposition (r. IS), shortly—after
Pentecost (ch. 16. 8). if the Lord will—a wise proriso
(James, 4. 16). He does not seem to have been able to
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go as soon as be intended, and will know—take cog
nisance of. bat the power—I care not for their high
eoanding "speech," "but" what I desire to know is
"their power," whether they be really powerful in the
Spirit, or not. The predominant feature of Grecian
character, a love for power of discourse, rather than
that of godliness, showed itself at Corinth. 30. king
dom of God la not in word—translate* as in v. 19, to which
the reference is, " speech." Not empty " speeches," but
the manifest " power" of the Spirit attests the presence
of "the kingdom of God" ithe reign of the gospel spiri
tually}, in a church or in an individual (cf. ch. 2. l, 4;
1 Thessalonians, 1. 6). 31. with a rod, or in love—the
Greek preposition is used in both clauses: must I come
is displeasure to exercise the roa\ or in love, and the
Spirit of meekness (Isaiah, 11. 4 ; 2 Corinthians, 13. 3j ':
CHAPTER V,
Ver. 1-13. The Incestuous Person at Corinth :
The Corinthians reproved tor Connivance,
aarr* warned to Purge out the Bad Leaven.
QV A LITl CATION Or HIS FORM EH COMMAND AS TO AS
SOCIATION with Sinners of the World. 1. comicoaly — rather, "actually." [Alford.J Absolutely.
(Benuex.] "It is reported," implies, that the Co
rinthians, though they "wrote" (ch. 7. 1) to St Paul
on other points, gave him no information on those
things which bore against themselves. These latter
matters reached the apostle indirectly (ch. l. 11). bo
much as named—The oldest MSS. and authorities omit
" named f ** Fornication of such a gross kind as (exists)
cot even among the heathen, so that one [of you: hath
tin concubinage, his father's wife,* i.e., his step-mother,
whilst his father is still alive ;2 Corinthians, 7. 12;
ct Leviticus, 18. S). She was perhaps a heathen, for
which reason he does not direct his rebuke against her
(cf. e. 12. 13,1. A l ford thinks "have" means hare in
marriage ; but the connexion is called " fornication."
and neither Christian nor Gentile law would have
sanctioned such a marriage, however Corluth's no
torious profligacy might wink at the concubinage. 2.
puffed up—with your own wisdom and knowledge, and
the elcKjnence of your favourite teachers : at a time
when ye ought to be " mourning " at the scandal caused
to reliiaon by the incest. Paul mourned because they
did not mourn (2 Corinthians, 2. 4J. We ought to
mourn over the transgressions of others, and repent of
our own (2 Corinthians, 12. 21J. [Benoel.) that — ye
have not felt such mourning as would lead to the
result that. eV. taken away from among you — by ex
communication. The incestuous person was hereby
brought to bitter repentance, in the interval between
the sending of the first and second epistles (2 Corin
thians, 2. 6-10). Excommunication in the Christian
church corresponded to that in the Jewish synagogue,
in there being a tighter and heavier form : the latter
an utter separation from church-fellowship and the
Lord's bouse, the former exclusion from the Lord's
supper only, but not from church. 3. as absent—The
best MSS. read, "being absent." present in spirit—
{'s Kings. 5. 2G; Colossians, 2. 6} . so done—rather, " perpe
trated,' as the Greek word here is stronger than that
for " done " In v. 2. " So," t.e„ so scandalously, whilst
called a brother. 4. In the name of our Lord Jesus
Carist—By His authority and as representing His per.
ton and will (2 Corinthians, 2. ID). Join this with "to
deliver such a one unto Satan " [©. 6). The clause,
H When ye have been gathered together and my Spirit
(wherein 1 am "present," though "absent in body,"
v. 3) with the power of our Lord Jesus," stands in a pa
renthesis between. Paul speaking of himself uses the
word "spirit;" of Christ, "power." Christ's power
was promised to be present with His church " gathered
together in His name" (Matthew, 18. 18-20): and here
St. Paul by inspiration gives a special promise of Ms
apostolic spirit, which in such cases was guided by the
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Holy Spirit, ratifying their decree passed according to
his judgment ("I have judged," v. 8), as though he
were present in person (John. 20. 21-23 ; 2 Corinthians,
13. 3-lo>. This power of infallible judgment was limi
ted to the apostles: for they alone bad the power of
working miracles as their credentials to attest their
infallibility. Their successors, to establish their claim
to the latter, must produce the former (2 Corinthians,
12. 12). Even the apostles in ordinary cases, and where
not specially and consciously inspired, were fallible
(Acts, 8. 13, 23; Galatians, 2. 11-14). 5. Besides excom
munication (which the Corinthians themselves had the
power of), St. Paul delegates here to the Corinthian
church his own special power as an apostle, of inflict
ing corporeal disease or death in punishment for sin
(" to deliver to Satan such an one," i.e., so heinous a
sinner). For instances of this power, see Acts, 6. Ml;
13. 11; 1 Timothy, 1. 20. As Satan receives power at
times to try the godly, as Job (Job, 2. 4-7) and Paul
(2 Corinthians, 12. 7: cf. also as to Peter, Luke, 22. 3D.
much more the ungodly. Satan, the "accuser of the
brethren" (Re. 12. 10) and the "adversary" il Peter,
5. 8), demands the sinner for punishment on account
of sin (Zecbariah, 3. 1). When God lets Satan have
his way. He is said to " deliver the sinner unto Satan "
(cf. Psalm i'M. 6). Here it is not finally : but for the
affliction of the body with disease, and even death (ch.
•11. so, 32), so as to destroy fleshly lust. He does not say,
"for the destruction of the body' for ft shall share In
redemption ! Romans, 8. 23; ; but of the corrupt " flesh *'
which "cannot inherit the kingdom of God," and the
lusts of which bad prompted this offender to incest
(Romans, 7. 5; 8. 0, 10). The "destruction of the flesh"
answers to "mortify the deeds of the body" (Romans.
6. ix. only that the latter is done by one's self, the
former is effected by chastisement from God (cf.
1 Peter, 4. fl l. the spirit ... saved—the spiritual part of
man, .in the believer the organ of the Holy Spirit.
Temporary affliction often leads to permanent salva
tion (Psalm 83. 16). 6. Your glorying in your own at
tainments and those of your favourite teachers (ch. 3.
21; 4. 10: fi. 2), whilst all the while ye connive at such a
scandal, is quite unseemly, a little leaven leavanetti
... whole lump— (Galatians. 6.9). viz., with present com
plicity in the guilt, and the danger of future contagion
;ch. 15. 33 ; 2 Timothy, 2. 17). 7. old leaven—The remnant
of the "old" (Ephesians, 4. 22-24) heathenish and na
tural corruption. The image is taken from the extreme
care of the Jews in searching every corner of their
houses, and "purging out'* every particle of leaven
trora the time of killing the lamb before the Passover
(Deuteronomy. 10. 3, 4). So Christians are continually
to search and purify their hearts [Psatm 130. 23, 24). as
ye are unleavened—normally, and as far as your Christian
calling is concerned: free from the leaven of sin and
death (ch. 0. 11). St. Paul often grounds exhortations
on the assumption of Christian professors' normal
state as realized (Romans, 6. 3. 4J. [Alfoiid.J Regard
ing the Corinthian church as the Passover " unleavened
lump" or mass, he entreats them to correspond in fact
with this their normal state. " For Christ our Pass
over (Exodus. 12. 6-u. 21-23; John, 1. ^0) has been
[English Version, "is") sacrificed for us;" i.e., as the
Jews began the days of unleavened bread with the
slaying of the Passover lamb, so, Christ our Passover
having beat already slain, let there be no leaven of evil
in you who are the "unleavened lump." Doubtless he
alludes to the Passover which bad been two or three
weeks before kept by the Jewish Christians fch. 16, s):
the Gentile Christians probably also refraining from
leavened bread at the love feasts. Thus the Jewish
Passover naturally gave place to our Christian Easter.
The time, however, of keeping feast (metaphorical; i.e.,
leading the Christian life ofj'jy in Christ's finished work.
cf. Proverbs, lt>. 16) among ub Christians, correspond
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log to the Jewish Passover. U not limited, as the Utter
to one season, bnt is all out time : for the transcen
dent bent* flu of the once for all completed sacrifice of
our Passover Lamb extends to all the time of oar lives
and of this Christian dispensation : in no part of onr
time is the learen of evil to be admitted. " For even f
an additional reason, besides that in v. 6, and a more
cogent one for purging out every leaven of evil, viz .,
that Christ has been already sacrificed, whereas the old
leaven is yet an removed, which ought to have been
long ago purged out. 8. not... old leaven—of our uncon
verted state as Jews or heathen, malice—the opposite
of "sincerity." which allows no leaven of evil to be
mixed up with good (Matthew, is. 6>. wickedness the
opposite of " truth." which allows not evil to be mis
taken for good. The Greek for "malice" means the evil
habUot mind; "wickedness." theoutcomtn^of the same
in word and deed. The Greek for "sincerity" expresses i
lit. a thing which, when examined by the sun's light, is
found pure and unadulterated. 9. I wrote ...man
epu tie—rather, " in the epistle f a former one not now '
extant. That St Paul does not refer to the presmt let I
ter U proved by the fact that no direction "not to
company with fornicators" occurs in the previous part j
of it: also the words. " in an ;or the epistle." could not ;
have been added if be meant, "I have just written' I
a Corinthians, 10. 10). "flu Utters* (plural; not apply
ing to merely one, confirm this. 1 Corinthians. 7. 8,
also refers to our first epistle, just as here a former
letter is referred to by the same phrase. St. Paul
probably wrote a former brief reply to enquiries of the
Corinthians : our first epistle, as it enters more fully
into the same Bubject. has superceded the former,
which the Holy Spirit did not design for the guidance
of the church in general, and which therefore has not
been preserved. See my Introduction, 10. Limitation
of the prohibition alluded to in r. 9 : As in dissolute
Corinth to "company with no fornicators," tc would
be almost to company with none in the [unbelieving)
world; ye need not utterly ("altogether"} forego inter
course with fornicators. Ac., of the unbelieving world
I cf. ch. 10. 17; John. 17. IS; l John, 6. IS, 19). As " forni
cators** sin against themselves; so "extortioners"
against their neighbours, and " idolaters" against Cod.
The attempt to get " out of the world," in violation of
God's will that believers should remain in it but keep
themselves from its evil, led to mooasticism aud iU
consequent evils. 11. But now I have written—"Now*
does not express time, but" the case being so," n'z.,that
to avoid fornicators," ic, of Vie vxrW, you would have
to leave the world altogether, which would be absurd.
So "now" is used, Hebrews, 11. Itf, Thus we avoid
making the apostle now retract a command which be
had before given. I have written—i.e., my meaning In
the letter 1 wr<>te. was, <fcc. a brotner — contrasted
with a " fornicator. &e.. of the world" v. 10 , There is
less danger in associating with open worldlings than
with carnal professors. Here, as in Kphesiaus, 6. 3, 6,
"covetousness" is joined with"fornication:"the com
mon fount of both being "the fierce and ever fiercer
longing of the creature, which has turned from Cod, to
fill itself with the inferior objects of sense." [Trench,
Syn. Ncto Testununt.] Hence "idolatry"' is associated
with them: and the covetous man is termed an "idola
ter" (Numbers, 25. l, 2). The Corinthians did not fall
Into open idolatry, but ate tilings offered to idols, so
making a compromise with the heathen ; just as they
connived at fornication. Thus this verse prepares for
the precepts, ch. h. 4, &c Cf. the similar case of forni
cation, combined with a similar idolatrous compro
mise, after the pattern of Israel with the Midianites
tltevelation, 2. 14J. no not to eat—not to sit at the same
table with such: whether at the love feasts {AgapseJ or
in private intercourse, much more at the Lord's table:
at toe last, too often now the guests " are not as chil
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dren in one family, bat like a heterogeneous crowd of
strangers in an Inn" [BevojelI let. Galatians, 2. 13;
2 John, 10. ill. 13. what have I to do—You might have
easily understood that my concern is not with unbe
lievers outside the church, but that 1 referred to those
within it. also—implying. Those within give me enough
to do without those outside, do not ye. 4c— Ye judge
your fellow-citizens, not strangers: much more should
L (Bookl.) Rather. Is it not your duty to judge them
that are within i God shall judge them that are with
out: do you look at borne. ICrotius.) Cod is the
Judge of the sai ration of the heathen, not we (Romans,
2. 12-16;. St. Paul here gives an anticipatory censure
of their going to law with saints before heathen tribu
nals, instead of judging such causes among themselves
within. 13. put away lrom among yourselves that wicked
—Sentence of excommunication in language taken from
Deuteronomy. 2*. 7.
CHAPTER VL
Ver. 1-U- LmOATiosorCHRT!»rtAN*st5 Heathen
CO CRTS CENSURElK ITS VKRY EXISTENCE BETRATS A
whu.su spirit: Butter to bear wrong NOW; and
HEKEAFTKKTHfi POKKA OF WBOSO 8 BALL BE SHUT

out or Heaven. 1. Dare—This word implies treason
against Christian brotherhood. (Bengkl.1 belore the
unjust—The Gentile judges are here so termed by an
epithet appropriAte to the subject in question, viz., one
concerning justice. Though all tienules are not alto
gether unjust, yet in the highest view of justice which
has regard to Cod as the supreme Judge, they are so:
Christians, on tiie other hand, as regarding Cod as the
only Fountain 01 justice, should not exi>ect justice from
them, before...saints—The Je«s abroad were permit
ted to refer their disputes to Jewish arbitrators Joskputrs, ArUujuUtes 14. Hi, 1TJ. !So the Christiana were
allowed to have Christian arbitrators. 2. Do ye not
know—as a tnith universally recognised by Christiana.
Notwithstanding all your glorying in your "knowledge."
ye are acting contrary to it ich. l. 4. a; s. l). The oldest
MSS. hAve " Or" before " Know ye not ;'* is., " What)
(expressing surprise know ye not." &c saints... judge
—».e., rule, induaiug judgment; as assessors of Christ.
Matthew, 19. 2s, "judging," i a, ruling over. Cf, Psalm
49. 14 ; Daniel 7. 22, 27; Revelation, 2. M; 3. 21 : 20. 4.
There is a distinction drawn by abte expositors between
the saints who judge or ruU, and the world which is
ruled by them: as there is between the elected (Mat
thew, 2v. 23) twelve ajMjstles who sit on thrones judg
ing, and the twelve trioes of Israel that are judged by
them. To reign, and to be saved, are not necessarily
synonymous. As Jehovah employed angels to carry
the law into effect when He descended on Sinai to
establish His throne in Israel, so at His coming the
saint* shall administer the kingdom for, and under.
Him. The nations of the earth, and Israel the fore
most, in the flesh, shall, in this view, be the subjects of
toe rule of the Lord and His saints in yiorihed bodies.
The mistake of the ChiiLasts was. they took the merely
carnal view, restricting the kingdom to the terrestrial
part. This part shall liave place with the accession of
spiritual and temporal blessings such as Christ's pre
sence must produce, Besides this earthly glory, there
shaU be the heavenly glory of the saints reigning in
transfigured bodies, and holding such blessed inter
course with mortal men, as angels had with men of
old, and as Christ, Moses, and Julias, in glory hail with
Peter. James, and John, in the flesh at the trans
figuration 12 Timothy, i. 12; % 1'eter, L IMS:. But here
the " world ' seems to be the unbelieving world that is
to be "condenu.ed " [ch. 11. 22J, rather than the whole
world, including the subject nations which are to he
brought under Christ's sway; however, it may include
both those to be condemned with the bad angels, and
those about to be brought into obedience to the iw*y
of Christ with His saints, ct Matthew, 36. s*, w. "ail
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nations." "these my brethren" on the thrones with
Him. The event will decide the truth of this view,
judged by yon—or be/ore you (cf. ch. 3. 22). smallest mat
ters—The weightiest of earthly questions at issue are
infinitely small compared with those to be decided on
the judgment day. 3. judge angels—viz., bad angels.
We who are now "a spectacle to angels" shall then
"judge angels." The saints shall join in approving the
final sentence of the Judge on them (Jude, 6). .Be
lievers shall, as administrators of the kingdom under
Jtsus, put down all rule that is hostile to God. Per
haps, too. good angels shall then receive from the
Judge, with the approval of the saints, higher honours.
4. judgments—i,e.t cases/or judgment, least esteemed—
liti, those of no esteem. Any, however low in the
church, rather than the heathen (ch. 1. *zsj. Questions
of earthly property are of secondary consequence in the
eyes of true Christians, and are therefore delegated
to those in a secondary position in the church. 5. your
saute—Thus he checks their puffed up spirit (ch. 6. 2 ;
cf. ch. 15. 34j. To shame you out of your present un
worthy course of litigation before the heathen, I have
said iv. 4), " Set the least esteemed in the church to
jadge." Better even this, than your present course.
is it sol—Are you In such a helpless state that, &c.
not a wise man—though ye admire *' wisdom " so much
on other occasions (ch. l. 6, 22). St. Paul alludes pro
bably to the title " Cacham," or wise man, applied to
each Rabbi in Jewish councils, no, not one—not even
one, amidst so many reputed among you for wisdom
ch. 3. is; 4. c). shall be able—when applied to. brethren
—tit.. W'AheT; i.e., judge between brother and brother.
As each case should arise, the arbitrator was to be
choteu frum the body of the church such a wise per
son aa had the charism, or gilt, of church government.
0. Bat—emphatically answering the question in the end
of v. 5 in the negative. 2,ranatote,"S'ay,"&c. 7. utterly
* UnlL-iU., a shortcoming inot so strong as sin). Your
going to law at all is a falling short of your high privi
lege*, not to say your doing so before unbelievers, which
aggravates it. rather take wrong — (Proverbs, 20. 22 ;
Matthew, 5. 39, 10): te., suffer yourselves to be wronged.
fi- ye—emphatic. Ye, whom your Lord commanded to
return good for evil, on the contrary, "do wrong (by
fOung away and defraud" (by retaining what is in
trusted to you: or "defraud" marks the effect of the
*' wrong" done. viz.. the loss inflicted). Not only do ye
not bear, but ye inflict wrongs. 9. unrighteous —trans
itu, " Doers of wrong f referring to v. 8 (cf. Galatians,
i. 21). kingdom of God—which is a kingdom of righteous
ness (Romans, 14. 17). fornicators—alluding to ch. &.;
also below, v. 12-18. effeminate—self-polluters, who
submit to unnatural lusts. 11. ye are wsshed—The
Greek middle voice expresses, "Ye have had your
selves washed." This washing implies the admission
to the benefits of Christs salvation generally; of which
the parts are, il.) Sanctijicaiion, or the setting apart
from the world, and adoption into the church : so
*• sanctified " is used ch. 7. 14; John. 17. 19. Of. l Peter,
1. 2, where it rather seems to mean the setting apart
of one as consecrated by the Spirit in the eternal pur
pose of God.
ii.) Justification from condemnation
through the righteousness of God in Christ by faith
(Romans, l. 17). So Vakjsv*. The orderof snuctiftcatujnbeiorQ justijicatioii shows that It must be so taken,
and not in the sense of progressive sancti fixation.
** Washed" precedes both, and so must refer to the
Christian's outward new birth of water, the sign of the
inward setting apart to the Lord by the inspiration
of the Spirit as the seed of new life (John, 3. 6; Epheataa»,&. zC; Titus, 3. b; Hebrews, 10. 22). St. Paul (cf.
toe Church of England Baptismal Service), in charity,
and faith in the ideal of the church, presumes that
baptism realises its original design, and that those out
wardly baptised inwardly outer into vital communion
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with Christ (Galatians, 3. 27). He presents the grand
Ideal which those alone realized in whom the inward
and the outward baptism coalesced. At the same time
he recognises the fact that this in many cases does not
hold good [v. 8-10), leaving it to God to decide who are
the really "washed,- whilst he only decides on broad
general principles, in the name of ... Jesus, and by the
Spirit—rather, " in the Spirit," i.e., by His in-dwelling.
Both clauses belong to the three—" washed, sanctified,
justified." our God — The "our" reminds them that
amidst all his reproofs God is still the common God of
himself and them.
12-20. refutation of the antrnomian defence
of Fornication, as if it was Lawful because
Meats ahe so. 12. Ad things are lawful unto me—
These, which were tit. I'auls own words on a former
occasion (to the Corinthians, cf. ch. )0. 23, and GalatlanB, 6. 23), were made a pretext for excusing the eat
ing of meats offered to idols, and so of what was
generally connected with idolatry (Acts, 15. 29)," forni
cation" (perhaps in the letter of the Corinthians to St.
Paul, ch. 7. 1). St. Paul's remark had referred only to
things indifferent: but they wished to treat fornication
as such, on the ground that the existence of bodily
appetites proved the lawfulness of their gratification,
roe—St. Paul giving himself as a sample of Christians
hi general, but 1—whatever others do, I ici.ll not, £c.
lawful.. .brought under the power—The Greek words are
from the same root, whence there is a play on the
words: All things are in my power, but I will not tie
brought under the power of any of them (the "all
things"). He who commits "fornication," steps aside
from bis own legitimate power or liberty, and is
" brought under the power" of an harlot [v. 16; cf. ch.
7. 4J. The "power" ought to be in tha hands of the
believer, not in the things which he uses (Bencibxj; else
his liberty is forfeited, he ceases to lie his own master
(John, 8. 34-36; Galatians, 6. 13; 1 Peter, 2. 10; 2 Peter. 2.
19). Unlawful things ruin thousands; "lawful" things
(unlawfully used/, ten thousands. Yx Tho argument
drawn from the indifference of meats (ch. 8. 8; Romans,
14. 14, 17; cf. Mark, 7. 16 ; Cotossiars. 2. 80-22! to that of
fornication does not hold good. Meats doubtless are
indifferent, since both they and the " belty ' for which
they are created are to be "destroyed" in the future
state. But " the body is not (created) for fornication,
but for the Lord, and the Lord for ho body" as its
Redeemer, who hath Himself assumed the body) :
"And God hatb raised up the Lord, and will also raise
up us" [i.e., our bodies) : therefore the "body" is not,
like the "belly,'* after having served a temporary use,
to be destroyed: Now "he that committelh fornication,
sinneth against his own body" (v. 18;. Therefore forni
cation Is not indifferent, since It is a sin against one's
own body, which, like the Lord for whom it is created,
is not to be destroyed, but to be raised to eternal ex
istence. Thus St. Paul gives here tho germ of the
three subjects handled in subsequent sections: (l.)
The relation between the sexes, (a.) The question of
meats offered to idols. (3.) The resurrection of the
body, shall destroy—at the Lord's coming to change
the natural bodies of believers into spiritual bodies
i-'ii, id. 44, 52j. There is a real essence underlying the
superficial phenomena of the present temporary organizatlon of the body, and this essential genu, when all
the particles are scattered, involves the future resur
rection of the body incorruptible. 14. (Romans, 8. il.)
raised up — rather, "raised," to distinguish it from
" will raise up us;" the Greek of the latter being a com
pound, the former a simple verb. Believers shall be
raised up out of the rest of the dead Note, P.billppians,
3. 11) ; the first resurrection (Revelation, 20. 6). us—
Here he speaks of the possibility of his being found
in the grave when Christ comes; eLsewhere, of his be
ing possibly found alive (1 Thessalonians, 4. 17). in
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cither event, the Lord's coming rather than death is is God. not your own—The fornicator treats his body
the great object of the Christian s expectation (Ro as If it were " his own," to give to a harlot if he pleases
mans, S. ID). 15. Resuming the thought In r. 13, "the {e. 18 ; cf. r. 20). But we have no right to alienate our
body is for the Lord" (ch. 12. 27 ; EpbesUns, 4. 13, 16, body which is the Lord's. In ancient servitude the
16: 6. 30). shall I then—such being the case, take— person of the servant was wholly the property of the
spontaneously alienating them from Christ. For they master, not his own. Purchase was one of the ways
cannot be at the same time '* the members of an har of acquiring a slave. Man has sold himself to sin
lot," and " of Christ." [Bknoel.] It is a fact no less ri Kings, 21. 20 ; Romans, 7. 14J. Christ buys him to
certain than mysterious, that moral and spiritual ruin Himself, to serve Hun (Romans. 6. 16-22). 20. bought
Is caused by such sins; which human wisdom (when with a price — Therefore Christ's blood is strictly a
untaught by revelation) held to be actions as blameless ransom paid to God's justice by the love of God in
as eating and drinking. [Conyreare & Howson.J Christ for our redemption (Matthew, 20. 28; Acts, 2t>.
16. Justification of his having called fornicators "mem 28 ; Galatians, 3. 13; Hebrews, 9. 12 ; l Peter, l. 18. 19 ;
bers of an harlot" |e. 16). joined—by carnal intercourse; 2 Peter, 2. 1 ; Revelation. 6. 9;. Whilst He thus took
lit., cemented to: cleaving to. one body — with her. off our obligation to punishment. He laid upon us a
■aith he—God speaking by Adam (Genesis, «. 24; Mat new obligation to obedience (ch. 7. 22, 23) . If we accept
thew, i». 5}. " He which made them at the beginning Him as our Prophet to reveal God to us, and our Priest
said.'' &c. (Ephesiana, &. 31/. 17. one spirit—with Him. to atone for us, we must also accept Him as out King
In the case of union with a harlot, the fornicator be to rule over us as wholly His, presenting every token
comes one ** body" with her [not one "spirit:" for the of our fealty (Isaiah, 26. 13). in your body—as "in" a
spirit which la normally the organ of the Holy Spirit in temple (cf. John, 13. 32; Romans, 12. 1 ; Philipplans,
man, is in the carnal so overlaid with what is sensual 1. 20). and in your spirit, which are God's—Not in the
that it Is ignored altogether!. But the believer not oldest MSS. and versions, and not needed for the sense,
only has bis body sanctified by union with Christ's as the context refers mainly to the "body" (v. 10, is
body, but also becomes "one Spirit" with Him (John, 19). The " spirit" is incidentalv mentioned v. 17. which
16. 1-7; 17. 21 ; 2 Peter, 1. 4 ; cf. Ephesiana, 6. 23-32, and perhaps gave rise to the interpolation, at first written
John, 3. 6). IB. Flee—The only safety in such temp in the margin, afterwards inserted in the text.
tations Is slight [Genesis, 38. 12; Job. 31. 1). Every sin
CHAPTER VIL
—The Greek is forcible, " Every sin whatsoever that a
Ver. 1-40. Reply to their inquiries as to Mar
man doeth." Every other sin: even gluttony, drunken riage: THE GENERAL PRINCIPLE IN OTHER THINGS
ness, and self-murder are "without," i.e., compara is. Abide in your Station, por the time is short.
tively external to the body (Mark, 7. 18; cf. Proverbs, 1. The Corinthians in their letter had probably asked
fl. 30-32). He certainly injures, but he does not alienate • lueslious which tended to disparage marriage, and hid
the body itself: tne sin is not terminated in the body: implied that it was better to break it off when con
he rather sins against the perishing accident! of the tracted with an unbeliever, gocd—i.e., ex[<dient. be
body as the " belly," and the body's present temporary cause of "the present distress;" Lc, the unsettled
oruanUation), and against the soul than against the state of the world, and the likelihood of i>ersecutiocs
t>ody in its permanent essence, designed " for the Lord." tearing rudely asunder those bound by marriage-ties.
" But" the fornicator alienates that body which is the Hebrews, 13. 4, in opposition to ascetic and Romish
Lord's, and makes it one with a harlot's body, and so notions of superior sanctity in celibacy, declares,
" slnneth against his own body," i.e., against the verity " Marriage is honourable in all." Another reason
aud nature of his body; not a mere ejject on the body why in some cases celibacy may be a matter of Chris
from without, but a contradiction 0/ the truth of the tlan expediency is stated v. 34, 35, " that yo may attend
body, wrought withiniUetf. IAlford.) 19. Proof that upon the Lord without distraction." But these are
"be that fornicates sinneth against his own body" exceptional cases, and in exceptional times, such as
(v. 18). your body—not " bodies." As in ch. 8. 17, he those of St. Paul 2. Here the general rule is given.
represented the whole company of believers (souls and to avoid fornication—More lit., *' on account of fornica
bodies;, i.e., the church, as "the temple of God" the tions," to which as being very prevalent at Corinth, and
Spirit ; so hero, the body of each individual of the not even counted sins among the heathen, unmarried
church is viewed as the ideal "temple of the Holy persons might be tempted. The plural, "fornications."
Ghost." So John, 17. 23, which proves that not only marks irregular lusts, as contrasted with the unity of
the church, but also each member of It, is " the tem the marriage relation. CBenoelJ 1st every man iuti
ple of the Holy Ghost." Still though many the several —a positive command to all who have not the gift of
members form one temple, the whole collectively being continency. in fact to the great majority of the world
that which each Is in miniature Individually. Just as iv. 6). The dignity of marriage is set forth by St. Paol.
the Jews had one temple only, so in the fullest sense Ephe&lans, 6. 26-32, in the fact that it signifies the mys
all Christian churches and individual believers form tical union between Christ and the Church. 3, 4. Tht
one temple only. Thus " yol r .plural) body " is dis duty of cohabitation on tlie part of the married, doe
tinguished here from "his own [particular or indi benevolence—The oldest MSS. read simply, "her doe;*
vidual) body" (v. 18). in sinning against the latter, i.e., the conjugal cohabitation due by the marriage con
the fornicator sins against " your (ideal] body." that of tract icf. v, 4). 4. A paradox. She hath not pouxr our
"Christ," wiiose "members your bodies" are (v. 16). her body, and yet it is her own. The oncntss of bedv
In this consists the sin of fornication, that it is a sacri in which marriage places husband and wile explain1'
legious desecration of God's temple to profane uses. this. The one complements the other. Neither with
The unseen, but much more efficient. Spirit of God in out the other realizes the perfect ideal of man. & X>*
the spiritual temple now takes the place of the visible fraud . . . not—viz., of the conjugal duty "due" \*. ■*;
Shecbinah in the old material temple. The whole cf. LXX„ Exodus. 21. 10). except it be—"unless per
man is the temple ; the soul in the inmost shrine ; the chance." [ Alford. J give yourselves to—lit., tttatkwtn
understanding and heart the holy place; and the body, for; be free from interruptions for; viz., ou some sptdtti
the porch and exterior of the edifice. Chastity is the " season," as the Greek for "time" means (cf. Exodus,
guardian of the temple to prevent any thing unclean 19. 15; Joel, 2. 16; Zecbarlah. 7. 3;. tasting- and prsje:
entering which might provoke the indwelling God to —The oldest MSS. omit " fasting and ;" an interpolsabandon it as denied. [Tertullian de cultu fctmin- tlon, evidently, of ascetics, come together—The oldest
tirum.l None but Cod can claim a temple; here the MSS. read, "be together," eta., in the regular state of
Holy Ghost is assigued one : therefore the Holy Ghost the married. Satan- who often thrusts in his ttuu'S*
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tioos to unholy thoughts amidst the holiest exercises. but where one parent is a believer, the children are refor your mam t;nency—because o] your Inability to "con carded as not aliens from, but admissible even in in
tain* (v. 8) your natural propensities, which Satan fancy as sharers in. the Christian covenant : for the
would take advantage of. 6. by perm isiion...not of church presumes that the believing parent will rear
commandment—not by God's permission tome to say it; the child in the Christian faith. Infant baptism tacitly
bat. " by way of permission to you, not as a command superseded infant circumcision, just as the Christian
ment.*' *' This" refers to the directions v. 2-5. 7. even Lord's day gradually superseded the Jewish sabbath,
u I—havtns the gift of continence (Matthew, id. 11, without our having any express command for, or record
12,'. This wish does not hold good absolutely, else the of, the transference. The setting aside of circumcision
extension of mankind and of the church would cease; and of sabbaths in the case of the Gentiles was indeed
bat relatively to "the present distress" (e.20). 8. to the expressly commanded by the apostles and St. Paul,
unmarried—in general, of both sexe? {v. 10, 11). and but the substitution of infant baptism and of the
widows—In particular, even as I—unmarried ;ch. 0. 6). Lord's day were tacitly adopted, not expressly enacted.
9. if they cannot contain—i.e., have not coniinency. barn No explicit mention of it occurs till Irenvus in the
—with the secret name of lust, which lays waste the third century: but no society of Christians that we
whole inner man. [Cf. AUQUHTlxxde Sancta Virgini- read of disputed its propriety till 1600 years after Christ.
tau.} The dew of God's grace is needed to stifle the Anabaptists would have us defer baptism till matu
flame, which otherwise would thrust men at last into rity, as the child cannot understand the nature of it.
bell-fire. 10. not I, but the Lord— (cf. e. 12, 25, 40). in But a child may be made heir of an estate : it is his,
ordinary oases he writes on inspired apostolic autho though incapable at the time of using or comprehend
rity (ch. 14. 37): but here on the direct authority of the ing its advantage: he is not hereafter to acquire the title
Lord himself (Mark, 10. 11. 12). In both cases alike the and claim to it: he will hereafter understand his claim,
thing* written are inspired by the Spirit of God, "but and be capable of employing his wealth: he will then,
not all for all time, nor all on the primary truths of moreover, become responsible for the use he makes
the faith." [Alfokd.J Let not the wife depart— lit., "be of it. [Archbishop Wbatkly.] 15. if.. .depart —
separated from." Probably the separation on either tc, wishes for separation; translate, "separateth him
ode, whether owing to the husband or to the wife, is self :" offended with her Christianity, and refusing to
forbidden. 11. But and if she depart—or " be separated." live with her unless she renounce it. brother. .is not
If the sin of separation has been committed, that of a nnder bondage—is not bound to renounce the faith for
new marriage is not to be added (Matthew, 5. 32). be the sake of retaining her unbelieving husband. [Ham
rscoacded — by appeasing her husband's displeasure, mond.] So Deuteronomy, 13. 6; Matthew. 10. 35-37;
and recovering his good will, let not ... husband put Luke, 14. 26. The believer does not lie under the same
away.. .wife—In Matthew, 5. 32, the only exception al obligation in the case of a union with an unbeliever,
lowed is, "saving for the cause of fornication.*' 12. as in the case of one with a believer. In the former
to the rest—the other classes [besides "the married," case he is not bound not to separate, if the unbeliever
v. io, where both husband and wife are believers) separate or "depart," in the latter nothing but "for
about whom the Corinthians had inquired, vis., those nication' justifies separation. [Photiuh in sEmmeinvolved in mixed marriages with unbelievers, not niiis.] but God hath called us to peace—Our Christian
the Lord—by any direct command spoken by Him. she calling is one that tends to "peace" (Romans. 12. 18),
be pleased—Greek" consents:" implying his wish in the not quarrelling : therefore the believer should not
first instance, with which hers concurs. 13. the woman ordinarily depart from the unbelieving consort (v.
—a believer, let her not leave him—"her husband," 12-14), on the one hand; and on tho other, in the excep
instead of "him,* is the reading of the oldest 3ISS. tional case of the unbeliever desiring to depart, the
The Greek for "leave "is the same as in v. 12, "put believer is not bound to force the other party to stay
away;" translate, "Let her not put away (i.e., part in a state of continual discord (Matthew, 6. 32). Better
with) her husband." The wife had the power of effect still it would be. not to enter into such unequal alli
ing a divorce by Greek and Roman law. 14. sanctified ances at all [v. 40: 2 Corinthians. 6. 141. 16. What
—Those inseparably connected with the people of God knowest thou but that by staying with tby unbelieving
are hallowed thereby, so that the latter may retain the partner thou mayest save him or her? Enforcing the
connexion without imjairing their own sanctity (cf. precept to stay with the unbelieving consort (v. 12-14).
1 Timothy, 4. 5); nay, rather imparting to the former So Ruth the Moabitess became a convert to her hus
externally some degree of their own hallowed charac band's faith : and Joseph and Moses probably gained
ter, and so preparing the way for the unbeliever be over their wives. So conversely the unbelieving hus
coming at last sanctified inwardly by faith, by ... by band may be won by the believing wife (1 Peter, 3. 1).
—rather, " in ... in f i.e., in virtue of the marriage-tie [Calvin.] Or else (v. 15), if thy unbelieving consort
between them, by the husband—The oldest MSS. read, wishes to depart, lei him go, so that thou mayest live
** by the brother." It is the fact of the husband being "in peace:" for thou canst not be sure of converting him,
a "brother," i.e„ a Christian, though the wife is not so as to make It obligatory on thee at all costs to stay
so, that sanctifies or hallows tho union, else...children with him against his will. [Mknochius & Alfokd.]
unclean—ie., beyond the hallowed pale of God's people : save—be the instrument of salvation to (James. 5, 20).
in contrast to " holy," i.e., all tliat is within the con 17. But—Gretk, "If not." "Only." Caution that be
secrated lhn.it*. [Conybeark&Howson.J The phrase lievers should not make this direction [v. 16; as
ology accords with that of the Jews who regarded hea Alford explains it) a ground for separating of them
thens as "unclean," and all of the elect nation as selves [v. 12-i4i. Or, But if there be no hope of gaining
"holy.** i.e.* partakers of the holy covenant. Children over the unbeliever, still let the general principle be
were included in the covenant, as God mode it not only maintained, " As the Lord hath allotted to each, as
with Abraham, but with his "seed after" him (Gene God hath called each, so let him walk" [so the Greek in
sis, 17. 7 . So the faith of one Christian parent gives the oldest reading}; i.e., let him walk in the path allot
to the children a near relationship to the church, just ted to him and wherein he was called. The heavenly
as if both parents were Christians (cf. Romans, 11. 10). calLing does not set aside our earthly callings, so
Timothy, the bearer of this epistle, is an instance In ordaiu I in all churches—ye also therefore should obey.
point (Acts. 10. 1). St. Paul appeals to the Corinthians 18. not become uncircumcised — by surgical operation
as recognising the principle, that the infants of heathen (I Maccabees, 1. 15; Joskphus, Antiquities, 12. 6. l).
parents would not be admissible to Christian baptism, Some Christians iu excess of Anti-Jewish feeling might
because there Is no faith on the part of the parents ; be tempted to this, let him not bt circumcised -as the
M
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Judalsing Christians would have hlra (Acts, 16.; Gala
tians, 6. 2 . 19. circumcision. ..nothing;, but... keeping of
...rommandnifiiucf God—viz.. is alt in nil. Jn Gain tians,
6. 8. this " keepinu of the commandments of God* is
defined to be "faith which worketh by love;" and in
Galat'ans, fl. 16. "anew creature." Circumcision was
a commandment of God: but not for ever, as " love."
20. th« same calltng—i e.. the condition from which he
is called a Jew, a Greek, a slave, or a freeman. 21. cars
not for it—Let it not be a trouble to thee that thou art
a servant or slave, me it ratber— continue rather in
thy state as a servant (v. 20 ; Gal atians. 3. 2? ; l Ti
mothy. 6. 2). The Greek. " But if even thou mayest
be made free, wit," and the context iv. 20. 22) favours
this view. [Chrysostom, Bknoel. & Alford.J Tliis
advice (if this translation be right) is not absolute, as
the spirit of the gosjwl is against slavery. What is ad
vised here is. contentment under one's existing condi
tion {v. 24), though an undesirable one, since in our
union with Christ alt outward disparities of condition
are compensated (r. 22). Be not unduly Impatient to
cast off "eren" thy condition as a servant by unlawful
mtans [l Peter, 2. 13-18); as, e.g.. Onesirausdid hy flee
ing (Philemon, 10-15). The precept (t>. 23), "Become
not fso the Greek: the servants of men," implies pbilnly,
that slavery Is abnormal cf. Leviticus. 26. 42). " Menstealers," or slave-dealers, are classed in 1 Timothy, l.
10, with "murderers*' and "perjurers," Keanper,
Grottus. &c., explain. "If called, being a slave, to
Christianity, be content— but yet, if also thou canst
be free as a still additional good, which if thou canst
not attain, be satisfied without it ; but which, if of
fered to thee, is not to be despised), tnake. use of the
opportunity of becoming free.rather than by neglecting
it to remain a slave." 1 prefer this latter view, as more
according to the tenor of the Kospel. and fully justified
by the Greek. 22. the Lord's freem«n— (Philemon, 10
—rather, " freedman." Though a slave externally,
spiritually made free by the Lord : from sin, John, 8.
sa; from the law, Koirans. 8. 2; from "circumcision."
v. 19; Galatians, 6. l. Christ's fervant— (ch. 0. 81). Love
makes Christ's service perfect freedom (Matthew, 11.
20, SO; Galatians, 6. 13: 1 Peter. 2. 16). 23. be not ye—
Greek, "become not ye." St. Paul here changes from
"thou" I*. 21 to "ye." Ye all are "bought" with
the blood of Christ, whatever be your earthly state
(ch. 6. 2u) ; " Become not servants to men." either ex
ternally, or spiritually (the former sense applying to
the lree alone : the tatter to Christian freemen and
slaves alike, that they should not be servile adherents
to their party leaders at Corinth, ch. 3. 21, 22; Matthew,
23. 6-10; 2 Corinthians, 11. 20; nor Indeed slaves to men
generally, so far as their condition admits). The ex
ternal and internal conditions, as far as is attainable,
should correspond, and the former be subservient to
the latter cf. v. 21, 32-36). 24. abide with (kd—Win,'
chiefly careful of the footing on which he stands
towards God. rather than that towards men. This
clause, " with God," limits the Rimilar precept, v. 20.
A man may cea.se to "abide In the calling wherein he
was called," and yet not violate the precept here. If
a man's calling be not favourable to his " abiding with
God" (retaining holy fellowship with Him), he may use
lawful means to change from It (cf. Note, v. 21). 20.
no commandment of the Lord : yet.. .my judgment— I have
no express revelation from the Lord commanding it,
but 1 give my judgment (opinion; viz., under the ordinary inspiration which accompanied the apostles in
all their canonical writings cf. v. 40 ; ch. 14. 37 ; 1
Thessalonians. 4. 16). The Lord Inspires me in this
case to give you only a recommendation, which you
are free to adopt or reject, not a positive command.
In the second case v. 10, 11) it was a positive command;
for the Lord had already made known His will (Malachi,
2. 14. 16; Matthew, 6. 31, 32). In the third case (v. 12).
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the Old Testament commandment of God to put away
strange wives (Ezra, 10. 3], St. Paul by the Spirit re
vokes, mercy of the Lord—(1 Timothy, 1. 13). He at
tributes his apostleshlp and the gifts accompanying it
(including inspiration) to God's grace alone, faithful—
in dispensing to you the inspired directions received
by me from the Lord. 28. I mppose—" I consider."
this—viz.. " for a man so to be," i.e., in the same state)
in which he is (e. 27). for—by reason of. the present
distress—the distresses to which believers were then
beginning to be subjected, making the married state
less desirable than the single; and which should prevail
throughout the world before the destruction of Jeru
salem, according to Christ's prophecy Matthew, 24. S-21 ;
cf. Acts, 11. 28). 27. Illustrating the meaning of " so
to be,"*. 28. Neither the married (those "bound to a
wife ") nor the unmarried (those " loosed from a wife "}
are to "seek "a chance of state (cf. v. 20. 24). 26. trouble
in the flesh—Those who marry, he snys, shall incur
"trouble in the flesh" (i.e.. In their outward state, byreason of the present distress), not sin, which is the
trouble of the spirit, but I spare you—The emphasis
In the Greek is on " L" My motive in advising you so
is, to "spare you" such trouble in the flesh. So
Altobd after Calvin, Be no el, &c. Estius from
Augustine explains it, "I spare you further details of
the inconveniences of matrimony, lest even the incon
tinent may at the peril of lust be deterred from matri
mony: thus I have regard to your infirmity." The
antithesis in the Greek of " I., .you " and " such" favours
the former. 29. this X say— A summing up of the whole,
wherein he draws the practical inference from what
precedes ich. 16. 60). the time—the season (sotheGwtf
or this present dispensation up to the coming of the
Lord (Romans, 13. 11). He uses the Gretk expression
which the Lord used in Luke, 21. 8; Mark, 13. 33. short—
lit., contracted, it remaineth—The oldest MSS. read,
"The time (season) is shortened as to what remains.
in order that both they," <fcc; i.e., the effect which the
shortening of the time ought to have is, " that for the
remaining time (henceforth) both they," ore. The
clause, " as to what remains." though In construction
belonging to the previous clause, in sense belongs to
the following. However, Cyprian and Vulgate support
English Version, as thongn they had nose— We ought
to consider nothing as our own in real or permanent
possession. 30. they that weep.. .wept not—(cf. 2 Corin
thians, 0. 10). they that buy... possessed not— t'cf. Isaiah,
24. l, 2). Christ specifies as the condemning sin of the
men of Sodom not merely their open profligacy, but
that "they bought, they sold." &c, as men whose all
was in this world (Luke, 17. 28). "Possessed" in the
Greek implies a holding fast of a possession: this the
Christian will not do, for his "enduring substance"
is elsewhere (Hebrews, 10. 34). 31. not abusing it—not
abusing it by an overmuch using of It. The meaning
of "abusing" here Is, not so much perverting, as using
it to the full. [ Bknoel. I We are to use It, not to takt
our /ill of its pursuits as our chief aim (cf. Luke, id.
40-42). As the planets whilst turning on their own axis,
yet revolve round the sun; so whilst we do our part
in our own worldly sphere, God is to be the centre of
all our desires, fashion—the present fleeting form.
Cf. rsalm 39. «, " vain show f Psalm 73. 20, " a dream ;"
James, 4. 14, "a vapour." passeth awsy—not merely
shall pass atoay, but is now actually passing atony.
The image Is drawn from a shifting scene in a play re
presented on the stage (1 John, 2. 17). St Paul incul
cates not so much the outward denial of earthly things,
as the Inward spirit whereby the married and the rich,
as well as the unmarried and the poor, would be ready
to sacrifice all for Christ's sake. 32. without carefulness
—I would have you to be not merely " without trouble,"*
but " without distracting cares " 'so the Greek), carets
—If he uses aright the advantages of his condition.

On Partaking of
1 CORINTH FANS, VIO.
Meals Offered lotto's.
31 difference alio—Dot merely the unmarried and the , own ignorance. Without love there is only tbe appear*
married man differ In their respective duties, but alto ance (note* "think,'' £c) of knowledge, kaoweth—The
the wife and the virgin. Indeed a woman undergoes oldest MSS. read a Greek word implying personal expe
a greater change of condition than a man in contract rimental acquaintance, not merely knowledge of a fact*
ing marriage. 36. for your own profit — not to display which the Greek of "we know" or are aware (v. 1) means,
my apostolic authority, not ... out a tnaro upon you— as he onght to know—experimentally and lu the way of
Image from throwing a noose over an animal in hunt- "love." 3. love God—the source of love to our neigh
ins. Not that by hard injunctions I may entangle you bour (1 John. 4. 11, 12. 20 ; 5. 2). the same—id., this
with the fear of committing sin, where there is no sin. man: he who loves, not he who " thinks that he knows,"
eaauly—befitting under present circumstances, attend not having "charity" or love (v. l, 2). is known of him
■soa—ht\, "assiduously wait on;* sitting doum to the — is known with the knowledge of approval, and is
doty. Cf. Luke. 10. 30, Mary; Luke. 2. 37. "Anna... acknowledged by God as His (Psalm 1. 6; Galatians, 4.
a widow, who departed not from the temple, but served 9 ; 2 Timothy, 2. 19). Contrast, " I never knew you."
God with fastings and prayers night and day " (l Ti Matthew, 7. 23. To love God is to know God : and he
mothy. 6. 6). distraction—the same Greek as"cumbered*' who thus knows God has been first known by God (cf.
(Luke, 10. 40, Martha). 36. behaveth...uncomely—Is not ch. 13. 12; 1 Peter, 1. 2). 4. As concerning, &c—Resum
treating his daughter well in leaving her unmarried ing the subject begun in r. 1, " As touching," dec idol
beyond the flower of her age, and thus debarring her is nothing;— has no true being at all ; the god it repre
from the lawful gratification of her natural feeling as a sents is not a living reality. This does not contradict
marriageable woman, need so require—if the exigencies' ch. 10. 20, which states that they who worship idols,
of the case require it ; viz., regard to the feelings and worship devils: Tot here it is the oodh believed by the
welfare of his daughter. Opposed to " having no worshippers to be represented by ttie idols which are
necessity " (v. 37). let them marry—the daughter and denied to have any existence, not the devils which
her suitor. 37. Rtedfaet—nut to be turned from his pur really under the idols delude the worshippers, none
pose by the obloquy of the world, having no necessity other God—The oldest MSS. omit the word "other:"
—arising from the natural inclinations of the daughter. which gives a clearer sense. 6. " For even supposing
power over his—will—when, owing to his daughter's will there are (exist) gods so called (3 Thessaloniaus, 2. 4),
not opposing his will, he has power to carry into effect whether in heaven (as the sun, moon, and stars) or in
his will or wish, decreed—determined. 38. her—The earth (as deified kings, beasts. Arc.', as there be (a re
oldest MSS. have, "bis own virgin daughter." but— cognised fact, Deuteronomy, 10. 17; I'salin 135. 6; 136. 2)
The oldest MSS. have "and." 39. bound by the hw— gods many and lords many." Angels and men in
The oldest Mist}, omit "by the law." only in the Lord- authority are termed gods in Scripture, as exercising
Let her marry only a Christian (2 Corinthians, 6. 14). a divinely delegated power under God ,< f. Exodus, 22. 9.
40. happier — Iv. 1, 23, 34. 35). I think also — "1 also withv.Z8;Psahn82.l.0;John. 10. 34. 36). 6. tous—be
think:'' just as you Corinthians and your teachers think lievers, of whom — from whom as Creator all things
much of your opinions, so I also give my opinion by in derive their existence, we in him — rather, "we for
spiration ; so in v. 26, " my Judgment " or opinion. Him." or "unto Him." God tbe Path an is the end /or
Think does not imply doubt, but often a matter of well whom and for whose glory believers live. In Colossiaus, 1. 16, all things are said to be created (not only
grounded assurance (John, 6. 30).
"by" Christ, butalso) "for Him" (Cwmrr). So entirely
CHATTER VIIL
Ver. 1-13. On partaking or Meats offxhed to are the Father and Son on* let. Romans, 11. 36;Hebrews,
Loola. 1. Though to those knowing that an idol has 2. 10). one Lord—contrasted with the "many lords" of
no existence, the question of eating meats offered to heathendom iv. 6J. by whom—(Jobu. 1. 3; Hebrews,
Idols referred to in the letter of the Corinthians, cf. eh. 1. 2). we by him—as all things are " of" tbe Father by
7. l) might seem unimportant. It is not so with some, creation, so they (we believers especially; are restored
and the infirmities of such should be respected. The to Him by the new creation tColoshians, 1. 20; Revela
portions of the victims not offered on the altars be tion, 21. 6). Also, ai all things are by Christ by creation,
longed partly to the priests, partly to the offerers; and so they (we especially > are restored by Him by tbe new
were eaten at feasts In the temples and in private creation. 7. Howbeit—Though to us who " have know
houses, and were often sold in the markets; so that ledge" (v. 1, 4-6j all meats are Indifferent, yet "this
Christians were constantly exposed to the temptation knowledge is not in all " lu the same decree as we
of receiving them, which was forbidden (Numbers, 26. have it. St. Paul had admitted to the Corinthians
1; Psalm luc. 28). The apostles forbad it in their decree that "we all have knowledge" [v. 1), i.e.. so far as
issued from Jerusalem (Acts, 16.. and 21., 26.): but St. Christian theory goes: but practically some have it not
Paul does not allude here to that decree, as he rests his in the same degree, with conscience—An ancient read
precepts rather on his own independent apostolic ing; but other very old MSS. read "association " or
authority, we know that we all have knowledge—The " habit." In either reading the meaning is : Some
Corinthians doubtless bad referred to their "know Gentile Christians, whether from old association of
ledge* (ft;., of the indifference of meats, as in them ideas or misdirected conscience, when they ate such
selves having no sanctity or pollution). SL Paul replies, meats, ate them with some feeling as if the idol were
"We are aware that we all have speaking generally, something real iv. 4!, and had changed the meats by
and so far as Christian tfteory goes: for in v. 7 he speaks the fact of the consecration into something either holy
of some who practically have not) this knowledge." or else polluted, unto thiB hour—after they have em
Knowledge puffeth op—when without "love." Here a braced Christianity : an implied censure, that they are
parenthesis begins : and the main subject is resumed not further advanced by this time in Christian " know
in tbe same words, v. 4. "As concerning (touching/ ledge." their conscience ...is defiled—by their eating it
therefore the eating," &c. "Pufling up" is to please "as a thing offered to idols." if they ate it uncon
self. " Edifying' is to please one's neighbour. Know scious at tbe time that it had been offered to idols, there
ledge only says, All things are lawful for me: Love adds. would be no defilemeui of conscience. Ilut conscious
But ail things do not edify [Benokl] (ch 10. 23 ; Bo- of what it was, and not having such knowledge as
mans, 14. 16). edifieth—tends to build up the spiritual other Corinthians boasted of, tit., that an idol is noth
temple icu. 3. 9; 6. 10}. 2. And—Omitted in the oldest ing and can therefore neither pollute nor sanctify
MSB. The absence of the connecting particle gives an meats, they by eating them sin against conscience cf.
euipbatical sententiousness to the style, suitable to the Romans, 14. 16-23). It was on the ground of Christian
subject. The fiiet step to knowledge is to know our expediency, not to cause a stumblingblock to " weak"
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his Apostieship.
be established by an actual bodily appearance, such as
was vouchsafed to Feter aod the other apostles. In
Acta, 9. 7, 17, the contrast between " the men with him
seeing no man," and "Jesus that appeared unto thee
In the way," shows that Jesus actually appeared to
him in going to Damascus. His vision of Christ in
the temple (Acts, 23, 17) was "In a trance." To be a
witness of Christ's resurrection was a leading function
of an apostle (Acts, 1. 22J. The best MSS. omit "Christ.
ye my work in the Lord—your conversion Is His work
manship (Ephesians. 2. 10) through my instrumenta
lity: the "seal of mine apostieship" (v. 2). 2. yet
coubtlesa—yet at least I am such to you, seal of mint
apostieship—your conversion by my preaching, accom
panied with miracles ( " the signs of an apostle," Bomans. 15. 18, 10 ; 2 Corinthians, 12. 12). and your gifts
conferred by me (ch. 1. 7), vouch for the reality of my
apostieship, just as a seal set to a document attests its
genuineness [John, 3. 33; Romans. 4. 11). 3. to them that
-...examine me—i.e., who call in question mine apostie
ship. is this—viz., that you are the seal of mine apostie
ship. 4. Have we not power—Greek, " rigiit" or lawful
power, equivalent to *' liberty " claimed by the Corin
thians (ch. 8. 9). The " we" includes with himself his
colleagues in the apostieship. The Greek interrogative
expresses. "You surely v:ont say (will you!) that we
have not the power or right," &c. eat and drink—with
out labouring with our hands (r. 11, 13, 14J. St. Paul'*
not exercising this right was made a plea by his op
ponents for insinuating that he was himself conscious
he was no true apostle (2 Corinthians, 12. 13-18). 5. lead
about a sister, a wife—i.e., " a sister as a wife ;** "a sis
ter" by faith, which makes all believers brethren and
sisters in the one family of God: " a wife" by marriage
covenant. St. Paul implies he did not exercise his un
doubted right to marry and " lead about " a believe:,
for the sake of Christian expediency, as well to save
the church the expense of maintaining her in his wide
circuits , as also that he might give himself more undistractedly to building up the church of Christ (ch. 7. xc.
32. 35). Contrast the Corinthians' want of self-sacrifice
in the exercise of then* " liberty" at the cost of destroy
ing, instead of edifying, the church (ch. 8. ». 10. Afar■:in. 11-18), as other apostles—Implying that some or
them had availed themselves of the power which they
ail had, of marrying. We know from Matthew, 8. it,
that Cephas or Peter was a married man. A confuta
tion of St. Peter's self-styled followers, the Romanists,
who exclude the clergy from marriage. Clemens
Alexakdrinus Stromata or Miscellanies, 7. sec 03,
records a tradition, that he encouraged his wife when
being led to death by sayinc. "Remember, my dear
one, the Lord." Cf. Luskhius. E. H. 3. 30. brethren of
the Lord—held in especial esteem on account of their
relationship to Jesus (Acts, 1. 14; Galatians, l. t».
James, Joses. Simon, and Judas. Probably cousin*
of Jesus: as cousins were termed by the Jews'* breth
ren." ALPORD makes them literally i rothers of Jesus
by Joseph and Mary. Cephas—Probably singled out an
being a name carrying weight with one partisan sec
tion at Corinth. " If your favourite leader does so,
surely so may I" (ch. 1. 12; S. 22). 6. Barnabas—low:
the associate of Paul, and, like him. in tbe habit of
(Ch. 8. 13) BY ms OWN EXAMPLE IN NOT USING HIS self-denyingly forbearing to claim the maintenance
UNDOUBTED RIGHTS AS AN APOSTLE, SO AS TO WIN which la a minister's right. St Paul supported him
men to Curimt. 1. Am I not an apostle! am I not free 1 self by tent-making (Acts, 18. 3 ; 20. 34 ; l Thessaloni—The oldest MSS. read the order thus, "Am I not freer ans, 2, 9 ; 2 Thessaloniuns. 3. 8J. 7. The minister iam I not an apostle!" He alludes to ch. 8. 9, "this spiritually a soldier (2 Timothy, 2. 3), a vinedresser ch.
liberty or yours :" If you claim it. I appeal to yourselves 3. 6-8 ; Song of Solomon. 1. 0*. and a shepherd (1 Peter.
as the witnesses, have not I also it ! "Am I not free I " 6.2.4). of the fruit—The oldest MSS. omit "of." 6. u
H you be so, much more I. For " am 1 not an apos a man—I speak thus not merely according to human
tle r so that I can claim not only Christian, but also judgment, but with the sanction of the divine law also.
apostolic liberty, have I not seen Jesus—corporeally, 9. cx...treadeth... corn—(Deuteronomy. 25. 4. J In the
not In a mere vision: cf. ch. 16. 8, where the fact of JEa*t to the present day they do not after reaping carry
the resurrection, which'he wishes to prove, could only the sheaves home to barns as we do. but take them to
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brethren, that the Jerusalem decree against partaking
of such meats (though indifferent in themselves, was
passed (Acts, 15.). Hence he here vindicates it against
the Corinthian asserters of an inexpedient liberty. 8.
Other old MSS. read, " Neither if we do not eat, are we
the better : neither if we eat, are we the worse f the
language of the eaters who justified their eating thus.
(LaciimasnJ In English Version St. Paul admits that
"meat neither presents (so the Greek for " commendeth"' us as commended nor as disapproved before God.-"
it does not affect our standing before God (Romans,
n. fl;. 9. this liberty of yours—the watchword for lax
Corinthians. The very indifference of meats, which I
concede, is the reason why ye should " take heed " not
to tempt weak brethren to act against their conscience
(which constitutes sin, Romans, 14. 23, S3). 10. if any
man — being weak, which hast knowledge—The very
knowledge which thou pridest thyself on c. l). will lead
the weak after thy example to do that against his con
science, which thou doest without any scruple of con
science, viz., to eat meats offered to idols, conscience
of him which is weak—rather, " His conscience, seeing
he is weak." [Ali-okd. &cj emboldened— lit., buUt
up. You ought to have buiit up your brother in good:
but by your example your building him up is the
emboldening him to violate his conscience. 11. shall
...perish—The oldest MSS. read " perisheth." A single
act seemingly unimportant may produce everlasting
consequences. The weak brother loses his faith, and,
ifhe do not recover it, his salvation [Besoel] (Romans,
14. 23). for whom Christ died—and for whose sake we
too ought to be willing to die (1 John, 3. i<> . And yet
professing Christians at Corinth virtually tempted
their brethren to their damnation, bo far were they
from sacrificing aught for their salvation. Note here.
That it is no argument against the dogma that Christ
died/or all, even for those who perish, to say that thus
He would have died in vain for many. Scripture is our
rule, not our suppositions as to consequences. More
is involved in redemption than the salvation of man:
the character of God as at once just and loving is vindi
cated even in the case of the lost; for they might have
been saved, and so even in their case Christ has not
died in vain. So the mercies of God's providence are
not in vain, though many abuse them. Even the con
demned shall manifest God's love in the great day, in
that they too had the offer of God s mercy. It shall be
tbe most awful ingredient in their cup, that they
might have been saved but would not : Christ died to
redeem even them. 13. wound their weak conscience—
lit., "smite their conscience, being (as yet,1 in a weak
state.'" It aggravates the cruelty of the act that it is
committed on the weak, just as if one were to strike an
invalid, against Christ—on account of the sympathy
between Christ and Ills members (Matthew, 26. 40;
Acts, 0. 4, 6). 13. meat-Old English for *' food " in gene
ral, make ... to offend—Greek, " la a stumblingblock to."
no flesh—In order to ensure my avoiding flesh ottered
to idols. I would abstain from all kinds of flesh, in
order not to be a stumblingblock to my brother.
CHAPTER IX.
Ver. 1-27. He confirms his Teaching as to not
putting- a Stumblingblock in a Brother'* way
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for the Gospel.
an area under the open air to be threshed by the oxen ordinances In the Old and in the New Testament*
treading them with their feet* or else drawing a thresh- (Matthew, 10. 10; Luke, 10, 7). 15. Paul's special gift of
uu instrument over them (cf. Micah. 4. 13}. Doth God continency, which enabled him to abstain from mar
...care for oxen 1—rather, "la it for the oxen that God riage, and his ability to maintain himself without In
careth t* Is the animal the ultimate object for who&e terrupting seriously his ministry, made that expedient
sake this law was given ? No. God does care for the to him which is ordinarily inexpedient, viz., that the
lower animal [Psalm 36. 6 ; Matthew, 10. 29), but it is ministry should not be supported by the people. What
with the ultimate aim of the welfare of man, the head to him was a duty, would be the opposite to one, for
of animal creation. In the humane consideration instance, to whom God had committed a family, with
shown for the lower animal, we are to learn that still out other means of support. I have used none of these
more ought it to be exercised in the case of man, the things — none of these *' powers " or rights which I
ultimate object of the law ; and that the human (spiri might have used (o. 4-6, 12). neither—rather. " Yet I
tual as well as temporal) labourer is worthy of his hire. have not written." so done unto me—tit., w my case:
10. al together—join this with "salth." " Does he (the as Is done in the case of a soldier, a planter, a shep
Divine lawgiver) by all means say it for our sakes?" herd, a plowman, and a sacrificing priest {v. 7, 10, 13).
It would be untrue, that God saith it altogetlter (in make my glorying void—deprive me of my privilege of
the sense of solely) for our sakes. But it is true, that preaching the gospel without remuneration (2 Corin
He by all means saith it for our sakes as the ultimate thians, 11. 7-10/. Rather than hinder the progress of
object in the lower world. Grotius, however, trans the gospel by giving any pretext for a charge of in
lates, "mainly" or " especially." instead of altogether, terested motives (2 Corinthians. 12. 17, 16), St. Paul
that—" meaning that" [Auokd] ; lit., because, should would "die" of hunger. Cf. Abraham's similar dis
plow — ought to plow in hope. The obligation rests interestedness. Genesis, 14. 22, 23. 16. though I preach
with the people not to let their minister labour with ...I have nothing to glory of—i.e.. If I preach the gospel,
out remuneration, he that thresheth in hope should be and do so not gratuitously, 1 have no matter for
partaker of his hope — The oldest AISS. versions and "glorying.'* For the "necessity" that Is laid on me to
fathers read, "He that thresheth (s/ioulrf or ought tv preach (cf. Jeremiah. 20. y, and the case of Jonah) does
thresh, in the hope of partaking," (viz., o/Ute fruit of his away with ground for "glorying." The sole ground for
thresfUng). " He that ploweth," spiritually, is the first the latter that 1 have. Is my preaching wittiout charge
planter of a church in a place (cf. ch. 3. 6, oj ; " he that iv. lb): since there is no necessity laid on me as to the
thresheth,'' the minister who tends a church already latter, it is my voluntary act for the gospel's sake. 17.
planted. 11. we.. .we—emphatical in the Greek. We, Translate, " If I be doing this (i,e., preaching) of my own
the same persons who have sown to you the infinitely accord ;which I am not, lor the " necessity" la laid on
more precious treasures of the spirit, may at the least me which binds a servant to obey his master], I have a
claim in return what is the only thing you have to reward ; but If (as Is the case) involuntarily Acts, u.
give, viz.. the goods that nourish the Jlesli {" your carnal 16; 22. 16; 26, 10; not of my own natural will, but by the
things"). 12. others—whether true apOBtles (v. 5) or constraining grace of God; Romans, 0. 10; l Timothy, l.
false ones ['i Corinthians, 11. SO), we rather—consider 13-16), I have had a dispensation (of the gospel) in
ing our greater labours for you (2 Corinthians, 11. 23). trusted to me," and so can claim no " reward," seeing
suffer all triage—without com plaining of it. We desire that 1 only " have done that which was my duty to
to conceal lit. , hold as a watertight vessel, any distress do," Luke, 17. 10, but incur the "woe," v. 16, if I fail
we sutler from straitened circumstances. The same in it). 18. What is my reward!—The answer la In v.
Greek is in ch. 13. 7. lest we ... hinder...gospel—not to 10, viz., that by making the gospel without charge, where
catuc a hindrance to its progress by giving a handle I might have rightfully claimed maintenance, 1 might
for the imputation of self-seeking, if we received sup " win the more." of Christ—The oldest M&S. and ver
port from our flock. The leas of encumbrance and ex sions omit these words, abuse—rather, "that / use
pense caused to the church, and the more of work done, not to the juit my power." This is his matter for
the better for the cause of the gospel (2 Timothy, 2. A). "glorying;'' the "reward" ultimately aimed at is the
13. minister about boly things—the Jewish priests and gaining of the more (v. 19). The former, as involving
Levite3. The Greek especially applies to the former, the latter, is verbally made the answer to the question,
the priests offering sacrifices, partakers witn the altar "What is my reward !" But really the "reward" Is
—a part of the victims going to the service of the altar, that which is the ultimate aim of his preaching without
and the rest being shared by the priests (Leviticus, 7. 6; charge, viz., that he may gain the more; it was for this
Numbers, is.6, &c; Deuteronomy, 18. 1. dtcj. 14. Even end, not to have matter of glorying, that he did so. 19.
so—The only inference to be drawn from this passage free from all men—i.c, from the power of all men. gain
is, not that the Christian ministry is ox a sacrificial the more—i.e., as many of tiicm (" all men ") as possible.
character as the Jewish priesthood, but simply, that as "Gain" Is an appropriate expression In relation to a
tbe latter was supported by the contributions of the "reward" (1 Thessalonlans, 2. iy, 20 : he therefore re
people, so should the former. The stipends of the peats it frequently (t>. 20-22). 20. 1 became as a Jew—In
clergy were at first from voluntary offerings at the things not denned by the law, but by Jewish usage.
Lord's supper. At the love feast preceding it every Not J udaising in essentials, but in matters where there
believer, according to his ability, offered a gift; and was no compromise of principle tcf. Acta, 16. 3; 21.
when the expense of the table had been defrayed, the £0-26) ; an undesigned coincidence between the history
bishop laid aside a portion for himself, the presbyters, and the epistle, and so a sure proof of genuineness, to
and deacons ; and with the rest relieved widows, them that are under the law, as under the law—in things
orphans, confessors, and the poor generally. [Tjlbtul- defined by the law ; such as ceremonies not then re*
uas Apology, ch. 30.] The stipend was in proportion pugnant to Christianity. Perhaps the reason for dis
to the dignity and merits of the several bishops, pres tinguishing this class from the former is that St. Paul
byters, and deacons. (Cyprian, c. 4. ep. 6. J preach... himself belonged nationally to "the JewB," but did
Gospel—plainly marked as the duty of the Christian not incited belong to the class of "them that are under
minister. In contrast to the ministering about sacri the law." This view is confirmed by the reading in
fices \Greek) and waiting at the altar of the Jewish serted here by the oldest AlttS., versions, and fathers,
priesthood and Levites e. 13). If the Lord's supper were " not being (i.e., parenthetically, " not that I am") my
a sacrifice (as the Mass is supposed to be!, this 14th self under the law." 21. To them ... without law—i.e.t
verse would certainly have been worded so, to answer without rctealed law: the heathen !cf. Romans, 2. 12,
to v. 13. .Note the same Lord Christ " orUatus" the with v. 16). as withcut law—not urging on them the
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c«r*moniee and "works of the Uw." but "the hearing
of faith" {Gelatians. 3. 1). Also discoursing In their
o *n manner, as at Athens, with arguments from their
own poets [Acts, 17. 8*). being not without Uw to 04
—" Whilst thus conforming to others In matters in
different, taking care not to be without taw in relation
to God, but responsible to law (lit., in law) In relation
to Christ." This is the Christian's true position in re
lation to the world, to himself, and to God. Every
thing developes itself according to its proper law. So
the Christian, thongh no longer subject to the literal
law as constraining him from without, is subject to an
inward principle or law, the spirit of faith in Christ
actiug from within as the germ of a new life. He does
not in the Greek (as in English Vernon) say " under the
lav) jas he does in v. 2> to Christ f but uses the milder
term, " in . . . law," responsible to law. Christ was resensible to the law for us, so that we are no longer re
sponsible to it (Gftlatiana, 3. 13, 'it, but to Him. as the
members to the Head (ch. 7. 82; Romans. 8. 1-1; 1 Peter,
S. 10). Christians serve Christ in newness of spirit, no
longer in oldness of the letter (i.e., the old external law
assucli). Rowans, 7. 4-6. To Christ, as man's Head, the
Father, has property delegated His authority (John, 6.
Si, 27) ; whence here he substitutes " Christ" for " God '
in the second clause, "not without law to God, but
under the law to Christ." The law of Christ is the law
of love iGalatians. 6. S ; cf. 6. 13). 22. gain the weak—
i.t., establish, instead of being a stnmbllngblock to. Inexiserienced Christians (ch, 8. 7). Romans, 14. 1,*' Weak
hi the faith." Alford thinks the "weak" are not
Christians at all, for these have been already " won f
but those outside the church, who are yet "without
strength" to believe {Romans, 6. 6;. But when " weak"
Christian are by the condescending love of stronger
brethren kept from failing from faith, they are well
said to be "gained" or won. by all means . . . some—
The gain of even "tome" is worth the expenditure of
"all means." He couformed himself to the feelings
of each in the several classes, tliat out of them all he
might pain some. 23. partaker therecf—Gn . k. "/i !'<>-••■■■
partaker f of the gospel blessings promised at Christ's
coming; "with" {not as English Version, "you:* but)
tiietn. viz., with those thus "gained" by me to the
gospel. 24. Know ye not—The Isthmian games, hi which
the loot race was a leading one, were of course well
known, and a subject of patriotic pride to the Corin
thians who lived in the immediate neighbourhood.
These periodical names were to the Greeks rather a
passion than a mere amusement : hence their suitable
ness as an image of Christian earnestness, in a race—
Gre'fc/'la a race course." all.. .one—Although we knew
that one alone could be saved, still it would be well
worth our while to run. (Bknukl ] Even in the
Christian race not "all" who enter on the race win
(ch, 10. I iii. So run, that ye may obtain—said paren
thetically. These are the words in which the instruc
tors of the young in the exercise schools (gymnasia;
aud the spectators on the race-course exhorted their
pupils to stimulate them to put forth all exertions.
The gymnasium was a prominent feature in every
Greek city. Every candidate had to take an oath that
he hod been ten months in training, and that he would
violate none oi the regulations is Timothy, 2. 5; cf.
1 Timothy, 4. 7, bj. He lived on a strict self-denying
diet, refraining from wine and pleasant foods, and en
during cold and heut aud most laborious discipline.
The "prize" awarded by the judge or umpire was a
cmtplet of green leaves; at the Isthmus, those of the
indigenous pine, for which parsley leaves were temi>oraiily substituted (v. 26J. The Gruk Cor "obtain"
UjaUy obtain. It is in vain to begin, unless we per
severe to the end (Matthew, lo. 28; 24. 13; Revelation,
2. 10;. Hie "so" expresses, Run vith such persevera/iceiii the heaven!) course, as "ail'' the ruujuen exhibit
SM
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In the earthly ** race " just spoken oi: to the end that
ye may attain the prise. 36. strivstb—-in wrestling : a
still more severe contest than the foot race, is tem
perate—So Paul exercised self-denial, abstaining from
claiming sustenance for the sake of the " reward." rir.,
to "gain the more" (r. 18. 19). corruptible—soon wither
ing, as being only of fir-leaves taken from the fir
groves which surrounded the Isthmian wee course or
stadium, incorruptible— (i Peter. 1. 4; 6. 4 ; Revelation.
2. 10). ** Crown" here is not that of a king (which is
expressed by a different Greek word, re, "diadem" .
but a wreath or garland. 26. I—Return to his main
subject, his own self-deuiat, and his motive in it. run.
not ss uncertainly — not as a runner uncertain of the
goal. Ye Corinthians gain no end in your entering Idol
temples or eating Idol meats. But /. for my part, in all
my acts, whether in my becoming "all things to all
men," or in receiving no sustenance from my converts,
have a definite end in view, viz.. to "gain the more."
I know what I aim at, and how to aim at it. He who
runs with a clear aim, looks straight forward to the
goal, makes it his sole aim. casts away every encum
brance {Hebrews, IS. 1, 2j, is indifferent to what the
bystanders say, and sometimes even a fall only serves
to rouse him the more. [Bengkl.J not as one that
beateth the air—Instead of beating she adversary. Al
luding to the Scianiachia or sparring in the school tn
sitam-Jight icf. ch. 14. 0), wherein they struck out into
the air as If at an imaginary adversary. The real ad
versary Is Satan acting on us through the flesh. 27.
ketp under—lit., bruise the face under the eyes, so as to
render it black and blue; so, to chastise in the most
sensitive part. Cf. " mortify the deeds of the body,'
Romans, 8. 13; also 1 Peter, S. 11. It is not ascetic
fasts or macerations of the body which are here recom
mended, but the keeping under of our natural selfseeking, so as, like Paul, to lay ourselves out entirely
for the great work, my body—the old man and the re
mainders of lust In my flesh. "My body," so far sis
by the Jfesh it opposes the spirit [Estiis] (Galati&ns.
6. 17). Men may be severe to their bodies and yet in
dulge their lust. Ascetic " neglect of the body" may
be all the while a more subtile " satisfying of the flesh"
(Colossians, S. S3). Unless the soul keep under the
body, the body will get above the soul. The body may
be made a good servant, but is a bad master, brlog
it Into subjection—or bondage, as a slave or servant led
away captive; so the Greek, rreacned— lit., heralded.
He keeps up the image from the races. The he-raids
summoned the candidates for the foot race into the
race-course [Plato, Ltya. 8.833), and placed the crowns
on the brows of the conquerors, announcing their
rtMPfta, [BiNOtL.1 They probably proclaimed also the
laws of the combat; answering to the preaching of
the apostles. [Altobl.] The Christian herald is
also a cvmoatant; in which respect he is distinguished
from the herald at the games, a cast-away—railing
shamefully of the prize myself, alter I have called
others to the contest. IirjtcUd by God. the Judge of
the Christian race, notwithstanding my having, by my
preaching, led others to be accepted. Cf. the equiva
lent term, " reprobate," Jeremiah. 6. SO; 2 Corintliians,
13. 6. St. Paul Implies, If such earnest, self-denying
watchfulness over himself be needed still, with all his
labours for others, to make his own calling sure, much
more is the same needed by the Corinthians, instead
of their going, as they do, to the extreme limit oi
Christian liberty.
CHATTER X.
Ver. 1-33. Danger or Fellowship with Idolatry
illustrated is the hlhtory of ishabx : such
Fellowship incompatible with Fellowship i>
the lokds sutpsjt. even lawful tuinok ark
to de. forborne, 80 ah not to hurt wlak
BiticTUitgN. 1. Mo.ecvir-The oldest MS&. read ' For."
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1 bus the connection with the foregoing chapter Is ex
pressed. Ye need to exercise self-denying watchfulness
notwithstanding all your privileges, lest ye be cast
aways. Foa the Israelites with all their privileges were
most of them castaways through want of it. ignorant
—with all your boasted " knowledge.'* out fathers—The
Jewish church stands in the relation of parent to the
Christian church, all—Arrauso as the Greek. "Our
fathers were all under the cloud;" giving the "all" its
proper emphasis. Not so much as one of so great a
multitude was detained by force or disease (Psalm 105.
37J. rBa-Nu-sx.] Five times the " all " is repeated, in the
enumeration of the five favours which God bestowed
on Israel {r. l-4j. Five times, correspondingly, they
sinned (r. 6-10). In contrast to the " all" stands " many
(rather, 'the most'} of them" (v. 6). All of them bad
irxeat privileges, jet most of them were cast-aways
through lust. Beware you, having greater privileges,
of sharing the same doom through a similar sin.
Continuing the reasoning, ch. 9. 24, "They which run
in a race, run at/, but one rcceiveth the prize.'1 ui-der
the ciood—were continually under the defence of the
pillar of cloud, the symbol of the Divine presence
(Exodus, 13. Si, 22; Psalm 105. 39; cf. Isaiah, 4. &}. passed
through the sea—by God's miraculous interposition for
them (£xodus. 14. m. 2. And— And so. [Bkngel J
baptised onto Hotca—the servant of God and represen
tative of the Old Testament covenant of the law: as
Jesus, the Son of God, is of the Gospel covenant
'John, 1. 17; Hebrews, 3. &, 6). The people were led to
believe in Moses as God's Bervant by the miracle of the
cloud protecting them, and by their being conducted
under him safely through the Red sea: therefore they
are said to be M baptized unto" him {Exodus, 14. 31}.
" Baptized" is here equivalent to "initiated:" it is
used in accommodation to St. Paul's argument to the
I Corinthians; they, it is true, have been " baptized," but
so also virtually were the Israelites of old ; if the
virtual baptism of the latter availed not to save them
from the doom of lust, neither will the actual baptism
of the former save them. There is a resemblance be
tween the symbols also : for the cloud and sea consist
of water, and as these took the Israelites out of sight,
and then restored them again to view, so the water
does to the baptized. [Bkngbl.] Olshausen under
stands " the cloud" and " the sea " as symbolising the
Spirit and water respectively John, 3. 5: Acts, 10.
44-47). Christ is the pillar-cloud that screens us from
the heat of God's wrath. Christ as "the light of the
world" is our " pillar of fire " to guide us in the dark
ness of the world. As the rock when smitten sent forth
the waters, so Christ, having been once for all smitten,
sends forth the waters of the Spirit. As the manna
bruised in mills fed Israel, so Christ, when " it pleased
the Lord to bruise IJiin," has become our Spiritual
food. A strong proof of inspiration is given in this
fact, that the historical parts of Scripture, without the
consciousness even of the authors, are covert pro
phecies of the future. 3. same apiriiiui meat—As the
Israelites had the water from the rock, which an
swered to ba-ptisni. so they had the manna which cor
responded to the other ot the two Christian sacraments,
the Lord's supper. St. Paul plainly implies the im
portance which was attached to these two sacraments
by all Christians in those days: "an inspired protest
against those who lower their dignity, ur deny their
necessity." [Alford.1 Still he guards against the
other extreme of thinking the mere external posses
sion of such privileges will ensure salvation. More
over, had there beeu seven sacraments as Koine
teaches, St. Paul would have allude^ to them, whereas
be refers to only the two. He does not mean by " the
same' that tlic InratliUs and we Christians have the
" same" sacrament; but that believing and unbelieving
Israelites alike had "the same'' spiritual privilege ot
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he manna (cf. v. 171. It was " spiritual meat" or food:
because given by the power of God's spirit, not by hu
man labour. [Gaotiiis & Alfo.hi>.] Galatians, 4. 29,
"born after the Spirit," is., supernaturally. Psalm
78. 24, '• corn of heaven " (Psalm 105. W). Rather. " spiri
tual " in its typical signification, Christ, the true bread
of heaven, being signified (John, a. 32). Not that the
Israelites clearly understood the signification : but
believers among them would feel that in the type
something more was meant ; and their implicit and
reverent, thongh indistinct, faith was counted to them
for justification, of which the manna was a kind of
sacramental seal. "They are not to be heard which
feign that the old fathers did look only for transitory
promises" (Article vii. Church of England), as appears
from this passage (cf. Hebrews, 4. 2). 4. drink— (Exo
dus. 17. o.) In Numbers, 20. 6. "the beasts" also are
mentioned as having drunk. The literal water typified
"spiritual drink," and is therefore so called, spiritual
Back that followed them—rather, "accompanied them."
Not the literal rock (or its water) "followed" them,
as Alford explains, as if St. Paul sanctioned the
Jews' tradition (Babbi Solomon on Numbers, 20. 2) that
the rock Itself, or at least the stream from it, followed
the Israelites from place to place (cf Deuteronomy,
9. 21/. But Christ, the "Spiritual Hock" (Psalm 78.
20, 36; Deuteronomy, 32. 4, 15. 18, 30, 31, 37 ; Isaiah, 28.
10; l Peter, 2. 6), accompanied them (Exodus, 33. 15!.
" Followed " implies His attending on them to minister
to them ; thus, though mostly going before them. He,
when occasion required iu followed "behind " (Exodus,
14. 10). He satisfied all alike as to their bodily thirst
whenever they needed it; as on three occasions is ex
pressly recorded iKxodus, 16. 24, 25; 17. 6; Numbers,
20. 8) ; and this drink for the body symbolised the
spiritual drink from the Spiritual Rock (cf. John, 4. 13,
14; see Note, v. 3>. 5. But—Though they had so many
tokens of God's presence, many of them—rather, " the
majority of them;" "the whole part." All except
Joshua and Caleb of the first generation, not—in the
Greek emphatically standing in the beginning of the
sentence : " Not," as one might have naturally ex
pected, "with the more part of them was, i-c. God—
whose judgment alone is valid, for—the event showed,
they had not pleased God. overthrown—{if., strewn in
heaps, in the wildornesi—far from the land of promise.
6. were—Greek, "came to pas.* as." our examples—sam
ples to us of what will befall us, if we also with all our
privileges walk carelessly, lust—the fountain of all
the four other offences enumerated, and therefore put
first (James, 1. 14. 16; cf. Psalm, 100. 14). A particu
lar case of lust was that after flesh, when they pined
for the fish, leeks, <fcc., of Egypt, which they had left
(Numbers, 11. 4,33, 34). These are included in the "evil
things," not that they are so in themselves, but they
became so to the Israelites when they lusted after
what God withheld, and were discontented with what
God provided. 7. idolaters—A case in point. As the
Israelites sat down (a deliberate act), ate, and drank
at the idol feast to the calves in iloreb. so the Corin
thians were in danger of idolatry by a like act, though
not professedly worshipping an idol as the Israelites
(ch. 8. 10, 11; 10. 14, 20. 21; Exodus, 32. 0j. He passes
here from the first to the second person, as they alone
not he also) were in danger of idolatry, &c. He re
sumes the first person appropriately at the 10th verse.
some—The multitude follow the lead of some bad men.
play—with lascivious dancing, sinking, and drumming
round the calf icf. '•rejoiced," Acts, 7. 41). 8. loruicatiun
—lit., Fornication was generally, as in this case (Num
bers, 25.), associated at the idol feasts with spiritual
fornication, i.e.. Idolatry. This all applied to the Corin
thians (ch. 6. 1, 9; 6. 0, 15, 18; ch. 8. 10). Balaam tempted
Israel to both sins with Mhiian (Revelation, 2. 14).
Cf. ch. 8. 7, 9, " stuinblingblock," " eat ... thing offered
4A
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nnto...idol.' three and twenty thoosaod— In Number?.
2.'.. 9, " twenty and four thousand." If this were a real
discrepancr.tt would militate rather a*:aiust inspiration
of the subject matttr and thought, than against n HmiI
inspiration. The solution is: Moses in lumbers inciudes all who died " in the plague ;" St. Paul, all who
died "in on* day f 1000 more may hare fell next day.
(Kitto, Biblical CyelopadiaA Or, the real number
may hare been between 23,000 and 24,000, say 23,500,
or 23,G00 ; when writing generally where the exact
figures were not needed, one writer might quite veraciously give one of the two round .numbers near the
exact one. and the other writer thj other. IBkm.el.)
Whichever be the true way of reconciling the seeming
discrepant statements, at least the ways idven above
prove they are not really irreconcilable. 9. tempt Christ
—So the oldest versions. Irenseus .20-L.;, and good MSS.
read. Some of the oldest M.SSJ. read " Lord ;* and one
MS. only, "God." If •'Lord" be read, it will mean
Christ. As *' Christ" was referred to in one of the five
privileges of Israel ,r. 4}, so it is natural that He should
be meutloned here in one of the five corresponding
sins of tuat people. In Numbers, 21. 5. it is "spake
against God" iwhenco probably arose the alteration iu
the one MS., 1 Corinthians, 10. 0, " God." to harmonize
it with Numbers, si. 5;. As either "Christ" or "Lord '
is the genuine reading, "Christ" must be "God."
Cf. "Why do ye tempt the Lord?" Exodus, 17. 2, 7.
Cf. Romans, 14. 11, with Isaiah. 45. 22, 23. Israel's dis
contented complaint ius were tempt ings of Christ
especially, the "Angel" of Uie covenant Exodus, 23.
20,2l;32.34;Isaiah,63.9). Though they drank of "that
Rock ... Christ" {v. 4J. Uiey yet complained for want of
water Exodus, IT. 2, 7). Though also eating the same
spiritual meat (Christ, " the true manna," " the bread
of Ufa"), they yet murmured, "Our soul loatheth this
light bread." in this case, being punished by the fiery
serpents, they were saved by the brazen serpent, the
emblem of Christ [cf. John, 8. 66; Hebrews, 11. 26).
The (Jreek for " tempt " means, tempt or fry, so as to
wear out the long-suffering of Christ (cf. Psalm, yj. 8,
9; Numbers, 14. 22). The Corinthians were in danger
of provokinu God's long-suffering by walking on the
verge of idolatry, through overweening confidence in
their knowledge. 10. some of them ... murmarec—upon
tbe death of korah and his company, who themselves
were murmurers ;Nuniberf, 10. U, 4tf. '1 heir murmurs
against Moses and Aaron were virtually murmurs
against God cf. Exodu.=, 10. fc, 10). St. 1'aul herein
glanceH at the Corinthian murmurs against him? elf,
the apostle of Christ,
destroyed — 14.700 perished.
the destroyer—tuk same destroying nn^el sent by < iod
as in Exodus, 12. 23, and S Samuel, z4. 16. 11. How
...thtse things, .tusamples—resuming the thread of v. a.
The oldest MSS. read, "by way of example." the ends
of the world— lit., "of the ages!" the New Testament
dispensation in Its successive phases {plural, "ends' j
being the winding up of all former "ages." No new
dispensation shall appear till Christ comes as Avenger
and Judge; till then the "ends" being many include
various successive periods ici. Hebrews, 0. 26). As we
live in the last dispensation, which is the consumma
tion of all that went before, our responsibilities are
tbe greater; and the greater is the guilt, St. Paul im
plies, to the Corinthians, which they incur if they fall
short of their privileges. 12. thmketh he standeth—
stands and thinks that he stands [ bm»oxx]; i.e., stands
" by faith ' " well pleasing' to God : In contrast to v. 5,
" with many of them God was not well pleased " (Ro
mans, 11. 20'. fall—from his place in the church of God
(cf. v. 6, "fell"). Both temporally and spiritually (Ro
mans, 14. 4). Our security, so tar as relates to God,
consists In faith; so far as relates to ourselves, it con
sists in fear. 13. Consolation to them under their
temptation It is none but such as is "common to
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man," or " such as man can bear," " adapted to man's
powers of endurance." IWabl] faithful— Psalm li-.
3; Isaiah. 27. 3. B; Revelation, 3. 10.) "God is faith
ful" to the covenant which He made with you in
calling you :i The*salonians, o. 21). To be led into
temptation is distinct from running into it. which
would be "tempting God" (r. 9; Matthew, 4. 71. way
lo escap*— -Teremish. sa. II; 2 Peter. 2.9.) The Gnaw
is, "Ou way of escape ." the appropriate way of escape
in each particular temptation : not an immediate
escape, but one in due time, after patience has had her
: «rfect work James. L 2-4. 12>. He " makes" the way
of escape simultaneously with the temptation which
His providence permissively arranges for His people.
to bear it—Greek, to bear up under it, or against it.
Not, He will take it away (2 Corinthians. 12. 7-9>. 14.
Resuming the argument, v. 7; ch. $, 9. 10. flee—do not
tamper with it by doubtful acts, such as eating idol
meats on the plea of Christian liberty. The only safety
is in wholly shunning whatever borders on idolatry
;2 Corinthians, 6. 16, 17'. The Holy Spirit herein also
prescienily warned the church against the idolatry, sub
sequently transferred from the idol feast to tbe Lord's
.supper it* elf. in the figment of transubstantiation. 16.
Appeal to their own powers of jwlgment to weigh the
force of the argument that follows : n;., that as the
partaking of the Lord's supper involves a partaking of
the Lord himself, and the partaking of the Jewish sacliflcial meal* iuvoiveil a partaking of the alter of God.
and. as tbe heathens sacrifice to devils, to partake of
m idol feast is to have fellowship with devils. We
cannot divest ourselves of tl;e re sensibility of " judg
ing" for ourselves. Tbe weakness of private judgment
is not an atvument against its us©, but its abuse. We
should the more tak« pains in searching the infallible
word, with every aid within our reach, and above all
with humble prayer for the Spirit's teaching (Acts, 17.
11). If St. Paul, an inspired apostle, not only permits.
but urges, men to judge his sayings by Scripture, much
more should the fallible ministers of the present visi
ble church do so. "To wise men," refers with a mix
ture of irony to the Corinthian boast of "wisdom'"
(ch. 4. 40 ; 2 Corinthians, 11. 19). Here you have an
opportunity of exercising your "wisdom" in judging
"what I say." 16. Tna cup of blessing—Answering 10
the Jewish " cup of blessing," over which thanks were
offereu in the Passover. It was in doirg so that Christ
j instituted this part of the Lord's supper (Matthew.
I 26. 27 ; Luke, tL 17, 20). we bless—" we," not merely
I ministers, but also the congregation. The minister
I "blesses" (i.e., consecrates urtth blessing) the cup, not
I by any priestly transmitted authority of his own, but
as representative of the congregation, who virtually
I through him bless the cup. Ihe consecration is the
corporate act of the whole church. The act of jxnnt
blessing by him and them ;not " the cup ' iUelf, wruch.
as also "the bread,"" iu the Greek is in the accusative*.
and tbe consequent drinking of it together, constitute
the communion, ix.t the joint participation "of the
blood of Christ." Cf. v. 18, *' They who eat.. .are par
takers " (joint communicants), &c. " Is" in both cases
in this verse is literal, not represents. He who with
faith partakes of the cup and the bread, partakes
really but spiritually of the blood and body of Christ
(Ephesiaus. 5. 30, 32;, and of the benefits of His sacri
fice on the cross ;cf. v. 18 . In contrast to this is to
have "fellowship with devils" (p. 20), AxrostD ex
plains, " lhe cup.. .is the [joint] participation li.e., that
whereby the act of participation takes place; of the
blood," «bc It is the seal of our living union with,
and a means of our partaking of, Christ as our Saviour
(John. 6. 63-57). It is not said. "The cup ... is the
blooii," or " the bread ... is the body," but " is the <vmmunion (joint- participation) of the blood ... body."
If the bread be changed into the literal body of Christ,
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where la the sign of the sacrament? Romanists eat
On-Lit " in remembrance of Himself." To drink literal
WwJ would have been an abomination to Jews, which
the flrat Christians were 'Leviticus, 17. 11. 12). Break
ing the trend was part of the act of consecrating it, for
thus was represented the crucifixion of Christ's body
fl Corinthians. 11. 2*L The distinct specification of
the bread and the wine disproves the Romish doctrine
of concern itancy, and exclusion of the laity from the
cap. 17. oiis bread — rather, "loaf." One loaf alone
seems to have been used in each celebration, and one
body — Omit "and:"' "one loaf (that is', one body.''
" We, the many triz,, believers assembled: so the Greek),
are one bread (by our partaking of the same loaf,
which becomes assimilated to the substance of all our
bodies : and so we become), one body" (with Christ,
and so with one another), we...all—Greek* " the whole
of us." 18. Israel after the flesh — the literal, as dis
tinguished from the spiritual. Israel [Romans, 2. 29; 4.
1: 9. 3; Galatians, 4. 20). partakers of the al*ar—and so
«/ God, whose is the altar : lhey have fellowship in
Clod and His worship, of which the altar is the symbol.
JO, 20. What say I thenl—The inference might be drawn
from the analogies of the Lord's supper and Jewish
sacrifices, that an idol is reaUyichat the heathen thought
iltohe.a fforf. and that in eating idol meats they had
fellowship with the god. This verse guards against
such an inference: "What would I say then? that a thing
sacrificed to an idol is any real thing in the sense that
the heathen regard it', or that an idol is any real
thing?" The oldest MSS. read the words inthisorder.
Supply "Xay:") "But [I say) that the things which
the Gentile* sacrifice, they sacrifice to devils" (demons).
St. Paul here introduces a new fact. It is true that.
as I said, as idol has no reality in the sense that the
heathen regard it. but it has a reality in another sense;
heathendom being under Satan's dominion as "prince
of this world." he and ni.toVmonsare in fact the powers
worshipped by the heathen, whether they are or are
not conscious of it (Denteronomy. 32. 17: Leviticus, 17.
7: 2 Chronicles, 11. 16; Psalm loo. 37: Revelation. 9. 20).
" Devil " is in the Greek restricted to Satan, " demon s "
is the term applied to his subordinate evil spirits.
Fear, rather than love. Is the motive of heathen wor
ship (cf. the English word "panic." from Pan, whose
human form with horns and cloven hoofs gave rise to
the vulgar representations of Satan which prevail
now); just as fear is the spirit of Satan and his demons
!James, 2. 19). I would not that ye ... have fellowship
with devils —by partaking of Idol feasts 'ch. ?. 10>. 21.
Te cannot. <frc.—really and spiritually: though ye may
outwardly ll Kings. 18. 2D. cup cf devils—in contrast
to the cup of the Ijord. At idol feasts libations were
usually made from the cup to the idol first, and then
the guests drank ; so that in drinking they had fellow
ship with the idol, the Lord's table—The Lord's sup
per is a feast on a table, not a sacrifice on an altar.
Our only altar is the cross, our only sacrifice that of
Christ once for all. The Lord's supper stands, how
ever, in the same relation, analogically, to Christ's
sacrifice, as the Jews' sacrificial feasts did to their
sacrifice* cf. Malachi. 1. 7. " altar ... table of the
Lord"?, and the heathen idol feasts to their idolatrous
sacrifices Isaiah, 65. 11). The heathen sacrifices were
offered to idol nonentities, behind which Satan lurked.
The Jew** sacrifice was but a shadow of the substance
which was to come. Our one sacrifice of Christ is the
only substantial reality: therefore, whilst the partaker
of the Jew's sacrificial feast partook rather " of the
altar" (v. l«> than of God manifested fully, and the
heathen idol-feaster had fellowship really with demons,
the communicant in the Lord's supper has in it a real
communion of. or feUowshlp in, the body of Christ
once sacrificed and now exalted as the Head of redeemed humanity. 32. Do we provoke the Lord to jea-
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lousy?— by dividing our fellowship between Him rind
idols (Ezekiel. 20. 30). Is it our wish to provoke Him
to assert His power? Deuteronomy, 32. 21, is before
the apostle's mind [AlfordJ (Exodus, *.»o. 6). aie we
stronger?—that we can risk a contest with Him. 23. All
tbirtg^ ars lawful for me. &c— Recurring to the Corin
thian pica fell. fl. 12), he repeats his qualification of
it. The oldest MSS. omit both times " for me." idify
not— tend not to build up the spiritual temple, the
church, in faith and love. St. Paul does not appeal to
the apostolic decision (Acts, 15.), which peems tohavo
been not so much regarded outside of Palestine, but
rather to the broad principle of tme Christian free
dom, which does not allow us to h» governed by exter
nal things, as though, because we can use them, wo
must use them (ch. 0. 12). Their use or non-use is to be
regulated by regard to edification. 24. (Verse 33; ch. 13.
5 : Romans, lfi. l, 2.) 25. shamble s—butchers' stalls ;
the flesh-market, asking no question—whether it has
been offered to an idol or not. for conscience' sake— If
on asking you should hear it had been offered to idols.
a scruple would arise in your conscience which was
needless, and never would have arisen had you asked
no questions. 26. The ground on which such eating
without questioning is just' fled is, the earth and all
its contents f" the fulness thereof," Psalm 20. l ; 60. 12',
including all meats, belong to the Lord, and are ap
pointed for our use: and where conscience suggests no
scruple, all are to be eaten (Romans, M. 14, SO; 1 Ti
mothy, 4. 4, 5; cf. Acts, 10. 15). 27. ye be disposed to go
—tacitly implying, they would be as well not to go, but
yet not forbidding them to go ft?. 9). [(iKotius.1 The
feast is not an idol feast, but a general entertainment
at which, however, there might be meat that had
been offered to an idol, for conscience' sake—See Note,
v. 25. 28. if any man—a weak Christian at table, wish
ing to warn his brother, offered in sacrifice unto idols—
The oldest MSS. omit "unto idols." At a heathen's
table the expression, offensive to him. would naturally
be avoided, for conscience' sake — not to cause a stumblingblock to the conscience of thy weak brother fch.
8. 10-12'. for the earth is the Lord's. <tc—Not in the
oldest MSS. 29. Conscience ... of the other—the weak
brother introduced in v. 28. for why is my liberty
judged of another man's conscience ?—St. Paul passes to
the first person, to teach his converts by putting him
self as it were in their position. The Greek terms for
"the other" and " another" are distinct. " The other*'
Is the one icith vhom St. PauVs and hit Corinthian
convert? concern is; "another." Ls any other v'>th ichom
he and they hare no concern. If a gue<t know tho
meat to be Idol meat whilst I know it not. I have
" liberty" to eat without being condemned by his "con
science." [Grotius.J Thus the " for," Arc, is an argu
ment for v. 27, " Eat. asking no questions." Or. " Why
should I give occasion by the rash use of my liberty
that another should condemn it [Ban us), or that my
liberty should cause the destruction of my weak
brother f* [Menochh.'s.I Or. the words are those of
the Corinthian objector fpcrhaps used in their letter,
and so quoted by St. Paul), "Why is my liberty judged
by another's conscience-?" why should not I be judged
only by my own. and have liherty to do whatever it
sanctions? St. Paul replies in v. 31. Your doing so
ought always to he limited by regard to what most
tends "to the glory of God." [Vatablus. Convbearb &. Howson]. The first exj la nation is simplest:
the "for," Arc, in it refers to "not thine own" (*.«.,
"not my own," in St. Paul's change to the first per
son) : I am to abstain only in the case of liability to
offend another** conscience; in cases where my own
has no scruple, I am not bound, in Cod's judgment, by
any other conscience than my own. 20. For — Tho
oldest MSS. omit "for." by pace—rather, "thankfully."
[At.vop.li.] I...bs nartaker—I partake of the food set
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before me. svil spoken of—by hloi who does not use
his liberty, but will eat nothing without scrupulosity
and questioning whence the meat comes, give thanks
—which consecrates all the Christian's acts (Romans,
14. 6; 1 Timothy, 4. 3. 4). 31. Contrast Zecbariah, 7. 6,
the picture of worldly men. The godly may "eat
aud drink," and It shall be well with him (Jeremiah,
22. 16, 16;. to the glory ot God— (Coloasians, 3. 17; 1 Peter,
4. li;—which involves our having regard to the edifi
cation of our neighbour. 32. Give none offence — in
tilings indifferent (cli. 8. 13: Romans, 14. 13; 2 Corin
thian*, 6. 3) : for in all essential things affecting Chris
tian doctrine and practice, even in the smallest detail*
we must not swerve from principle, whatever offence
niay be the result (ch. 1. 23). Giving offence is unneces
sary, if our own spirit cause it ; necessary, if it be
caused by the truth. 33. I please—I try to please
(ch. 9. 19, 'n ; Romans, 15. 2). not teekmg mine own—
(v. 24. J many—rather as Greek, " the many."
CHAPTER XL
Ver. 1-34. Ceasukk on Ddm>ki>£Bs in their. AbftSMIIUBS: TllKIR WOUEN NOT BXINO VjULJCD, AND

Abuses at the Love Feast*. 1. Rather belonging
to the end of ch, 10, than to this chapter, followers—
Greek, *' imitators." of Christ—who did not please Him
self (Romans, 16. 3); but gave Himself, at the cost of
laying aside Ids Divine glory, and dying as man, for
us itipbesiaus, 6. 2; Philippian*. 2. *, i. We are to
follow Christ first, and earthly teachers only so far as
they follow Christ. 2. Here thechapter ought to begin.
ys remember nut in all things—in your general practice,
tbough in the particular instances which follow ye
fail, o.oiuauce* — Greek, "traditions," i.e., apostolic
directions given by wurd of mouth or in writing {v. £3 ;
ch. 16. 3 ; 'i Thessalonians. 2. 16). The reference here
is mainly to ceremonies ; for in v. 23, as to the Losj>'»
SupPEit. which is not a mere ceremony, he says, not
merely " 1 delivered unto you. " but also. *' I received
of the Lord :' here he says only " I delivered to you."
Romanists argue hence for oral traditions. But the
difficulty is to know what is a genuine apostolic tradi
tion intended for all ages. Any that can be proved to
be such ought to be observed ; any that cannot, ought
to be rejected (Revelation, 22, l»;. Those preserved in
the written word alone can be proved to be such. 3.
The Corinthian women, on the ground of the aboli
tion of distinctions of sexes in Christ, claimed equality
with the male sex, aud, overstepping the bounds of
propriety, came forward to pray and prophesy without
the customary head-covering of females. The gospel,
doubtless, did raise women from the degradation in
which they had beeu sunk, especially in the East. Vet,
whilst on a level with males as to tlte vjfer of. and stand
ing in grace (Galatians. 3. 23), their subjection in point
of order, modesty, and scemline**, is to be maintained.
St. Paul reproves here their unseemliness as to dress: in
ch. 14. 34, as to the retiring modtaty in public which be
comes them. Ue grounds his reproof here on the sub
jection of woman to man in the order of creation, tte
bead—an appropriate expression, when lie is about to
treat of woman's appropriate headdress in public cf
every man ... Cnriat— (Kpheaians, 6. id.) of ... wouiau ...
man—(». 8 ; denesis. 3. id; 1 Timothy, 2. u. 12 ; 1 Peter,
3. 1 , 6. 0.) hud of Curist is God — (ch. 3. 23 ; 16, 27. 2* ;
Luke, 3. 22. j* ; John, 14. *» ; zi>, 17 ; Kphesiaua. 3. 9. J
"Jesus, therefore, must beof the same essence as God :
for, since- the man is the head of the woman, and since
the head is of the same essence as the body, aud God
fa the head of the Son, it follows Uie Son is of the same
essence as the Father." IS. CuKYsobTOM.j "The
woman is of the essence of the man. and not made by
the man ; so. too, the Son is not made by the Father,
but of the essence of the Father." ITukoduret, t. 3.
p. 171.} 4. praying — iu public (». 17). prophesying ~preaching in the Spirit ich. 12. toj. having— i.e.. U he
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were to have : a sup[>osed case to illustrate the impro
priety in the woman's case. It was the Greek custom
(and so that at Corinth; for men in worship to be un
covered ; whereas the Jews wore the Tuliitb, or veil,
to show reverence before God, and their unworthinets
to look on him {Isaiah, 6. 21 ; however. Maimonides
(Mishna) excepts cases where [as in Greece) the cus
tom of the place was different, dishououreth his head
—not as Ax.roBD, " Christ* [v. 3): but literally, as " bis
head" is used in the beginning of the verse. lit dis
honours his iuad (the principal part of the b^dy) by
wearing a covering or veil, which is a mark of subjec
tion, and which makes him look downwards instead
of upwards to His Spiritual Head. Christ, to whom
alone he owes subjection. Why, then, ought not man
to wear the covering in token of his subjection to
Christ, as the woman wears it in token of her subjec
tion to man? '' Because Christ is not seen: the man is
seen; so the covering of him who is under Christ is not
seen; of her who is under the man, is seen." [Bekqex.)
(Cf. v. 7.) 6. woman ... prsyeth ... prophesisth—This in
stance of women speaking in public worship, is an
extraordinary case, and justified only by the miracu
lous gifts which such women possessed as their cre
dentials ; for instance, Anna the prophetess and
Prisciila (so Acts. 2. 181. The ordinary rule to them
is. silence iu public ich. 14. 34. 36; l Timothy. 2. 11, 12).
Mental rece ptivity and activity in family life, are recogninised Christianity as most accordant with the
destiny of woman, lids passage does not necessarily
sanction women speaking in public, even though pos
sessing miraculous gifts; but simply records what took
place at Corinth, without expressing an opiniou on it,
reserving the censure of it UU ch. 14. 34, 3a. Even
those women endowed with prophecy were designed
to exercise their gift, rather in other times and places,
than the public congregation, dishououreth.. .head—in
that she acts against the Divine ordinance and the
modest propriety that becomes her: in putting away
the veil, she puts away the badge of her subjection to
man, which is her true " honour ;" for through him it
connects her with Clirist, the head of the man. More
over, as the head-covering was the emblem of maiden
modesty before man (Genesis, 24. 66). and conjugal
chastity (Genesis, 1:0. 10) ; so. to uncorer the head indi
cated withdrawal from the power of the husband,
whence a suspected wife had her head uncovered by
the Priest (Numbers, 6. i-j. A word takes "her
head " to be man, her symbolical, not her literal head ;
but as it is literal in the former clause, ft must be so
in the latter one. all one as if _. shaven— As woman's
hair is given her by nature, as her covering \v. 15., to
cut it off like a man, all admit, would be indecorous:
therefore, to put away the head-covering, too, like a
man, would be similarly indecorous. It is natural to
her to liave lone hair for her covering: she ought, there
fore, to add the other {the wearing of a head covering]
to show, tl.at she does of Ittr ovta will that which
,iature itself teaches she ought to do. in token of her
subjection to man. 6. A woman would not like to be
"shorn" or [what is worse) "shaven;" but if she
chooses to be uncovered (uuveiledj in front, let lit r
be so also behind, i.e.. "shorn." a shame—an uubfcoming thing (cf. r. 13-16}. Thus the shaving of nun*
is "a shame." 7-9. Argument, also, from man's more
immediate relation toGud.and the womau'e to man.
nun ... image ... glory of God—being created in titM*
"iniaye" jird, andu*tra-f/y: the woman, suowvvo^'V.
and indirectly, through the mediation of man. Man ii
the representative of God's " glory " (this ideal of insu
being realized most fully in the Son of man) (Psalms.
4, 6 ; of. 2 Corinthians, S. 23). Man is declared in Scrip
ture to be both the " image," and in the "likeness," ot
God tcf. James. 3. «;. Rut " image-' aloiie is applied lu
the Sou of Cod tColosaians, 1. 16; cf. Hebrews, 1.3 ■
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"Express image." Greek, the impress. The Divine Son
is not merely '* like" God, He is God of God, " being of
one substance (essence) with> the Father." [Nicfnk
Creex*.] woman ... glory of... man—He does not say,
also, "W« image of the man." For the sexes differ:
moreover, the woman fa created in the image of God,
as well as the man [Genesis, l. 26. 27). Hut as the moon
tn relation to the sun (Genesis, 37. 9), so woman shines
not so much with light direct from God, as with light
derived from man, i. e., in her order in creation; not
that she does not in grace come individually into di
rect communion with God ; but even here much of
her knowledge is mediately riven her through man. on
whom she Is naturally dependont. 8. is or'.. .of— takes
his being from ["out of"J.../rom; referring to woman's
original creation, "taken out of man" (cf. Genesis, 2.
&. The woman was made by God mediately through
the man. who was. as it were, a veil or medium placed
between her and God, and, therefore, should wear the
veil or head -covering in public worship, in acknow
ledgment of this subordination to man in the order
of creation. The man being made immediately by
God as his glory, has no veil between himself and God.
IFaber Stapui.ensis in Bengel.) 9. Neither—rather
"Foralso^ Another argument: The immediate object
e/ woman's creation. " The man was not created for
the sake of the woman ; but the woman for the sake of
tbe man" (Genesis, a. 18, 21, 22). Just as the church,
the bride, is made for Christ: and yet in both the natu
ral and the spiritual creations, the bride, whilst made
for the bridegroom, in fulfilling. that end, attains her
own true " glory." and brings "shame" and "dishon
our" on herself by any departure from it [v. 4, 0). 10.
power on bar head—the kerchief: French " couvre-chef,"
Kend-coxerina, the emblem of" power on her head:" the
sign of her being under man's power, and exercising
delegated authority under him. St. Paul had before
bis mind the root- connection between the Hebrew
terms for ** veil" iRadid), and subjection {Radad}. be
cause of the angete—who are present at our Christian
assemblies (cf. Psalm 138. 1, "gods," i.e., angels), and
delight in the orderly subordination of the several
ranks of God's worshippers in their respective places
the outward demeanour and dress of the latter being
indicative of that inward humility which angels know
to be most pleasing to their common Lord (ch, 4. 9;
Ephesians, 3. 10: Ecelesiastes, s- 6). Hammond quotes
Chrysostom. "Thou standest with angels ; thou sing
ed with them; thon hymnest with them: and yet dost
than, stand laughing!" Bengel explains, "Ab the
angels arc in relation to God, so the woman is in rela
tion to man. God's face is uncovered ; angels in his
presence are veiled (Isaiah, 6. 2). Man's face is un
ci wered; woman in his presence is to be veiled. For
buj not to be so, would, by its indecorousness, offend
the angels (Matthew, lb. lo, 3D. She. by her weakness,
especially needs their ministry; she ought, therefore, to
be the more careful not to offend them." 11. Yet
neither sex is insulated and independent of the other
in the Christian life. [Alford.J The one needs the
ether in the sexual relation; and In respect to Christ
f* in tbe Lord''), the man and the woman together Ifor
neither can be dispensed with) realize the ideal of re
deemed humanity represented by the bride, the church.
13. As the woman was formed out of (from) the man,
even so Is man born by means of woman; but all things
(including both mau and woman) are from God as
their source (Romans, 11. 30; 3 Corinthians. 3. 18).
They depend mutually each on the other, and both on
him. 13. Appeal to their own sense of decorum, a
woman ... unto God—By rejecting the emblem of sub
jection (the head-covering), she passes at one leap in
praying publicly beyond both the man and angels.
[Ben'oel.] 14. The fact that nature has provided
woman, and not man, with long hair, proves that man
2W
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was designed to be uncovered, and woman covered.
The Naxnrite however, wore long hair lawfully, as
being part of a vow sanctioned by God (Numbers, 6.
6). Cr. as to Absalom, 8 Samuel. 14. 26. and Acts, 18.
18. 15. her hair ... for a covering — Not that she does
not need additional covering. Nay. her long hair
shows she ought to cover her head as much as pos
sible. The will ought toaccord with nature. [BknoelJ
16. A summary close to the argument by appeal to the
universal custom of the churches, if any ... seem —
the Greek also means "thinks' (fit) (cf. Matthew, 3. n).
If any man chooses (still after all my arguments) to he
contentious. If any be contentious and thinks himself
right in being so. A reproof of tho Corinthians' selfsufficiency and disputatiouBness (ch. l. 20). we—apos
tles : or we of the Jewish nation, from whom ye have
received the gospel, and whose usages in all that is
good ye ought to follow: Jewish women veiled them
selves when in public, according to TertiUlian. [I&TIUS.J
The former explanation is best, as the Jews are not
referred to in the context : but he often refers to him
self and his fellow -apostles, by the expression, "we—
us* (ch. 4. 0, 10; 10. 5. 0;. no such cuBtom—as that of
women praying uncovered. Not as Chrysostom. ire,,
" that of being contentious." The Greek term implies
a usage, rather than a mental habit (John, 18. 39). Tbe
usage of true " churches (plural : not. as Home uses
it. 'the church.' as an abstract entity; but 'the churches'
as a number of independent witnesses) of God" (the
churches which God Himself recognises), is a valid
argument in the case of external rites, especially, nega
tively, e.g.. Such rites were not received among them,
therefore, ought not to be admitted among us : but
in questions of doctrine, or the essentials of worsfup,
the argument is not valid LSclatkr] (ch. 7. 17 : 14, 33).
neither— nor yet. Catholic usage is not an infallible
test of truth, but a general test of decency. 17. in this
—which follows. I declare—rather, "I enjoin:" as the
Greek is always so used. The oldest MSS. read lit.,
"This I enjoin (you) not praising (you)." that—inas
much as; in that you, &c. Here he qualifies his praise
[v. 2). *' I said that I praised you for keeping the ordi
nances delivered to you ; but I must now give injunc
tions in the name of the Lord, on a matter in which
I praise you not, viz., as to the Lord's supper (v. 23 ;
ch. 14. 37). not for the better—not so as to progress to
what is better, for the wors»—so as to retrograde to
what is worse. The result of such "coming together"
must bo " condemnation" (v. 34). 18. first of all— In the
first place. The " divisions" .Greek, scJiisms) meant, are
not merely those of opinion (ch. 1. ioj, but in outward
acts at the love feasts tAgapa?) v. ei). He does not
follow up the expression, "in the first place," by
*• In the second place." But though not expressed, a
second abuse was In his mind when he said, " In the
first place," viz., thb abumb of spiritual gifts,
vhicit also created disorder in their assemblies [At,foki»]
ch. 12. 1, &c; 14. 23. 26, 33, 40). in the church—not the
place of worship : for Isidore of Pelusium denies that
there were such places specially set apart for worship
in the apostles' times (Ep. 210. 2). But, "in theassemWy" or "congregation:* in convocation for worship,
where especially love, order, and harmony should
prevail. The very ordinance instituted for uniting
together believers in one body, was made an occasion
of "divisions" {schisms), partly— He hereby excepts
the innocent. " I am unwilling to believe all I hear,
but sorae I cannot help believing" [Ai.FORnl: whilst
my love is unaffected by it. [Besokl.] 19. heresies—
Not merely "schisms" or "divisions" (v. 18), which are
"recent dissensions of the congregation through differ
ences of opinion" (Augustin Con. Creseon. Pnn. 2. 7,
quoted by French Synonyms. Nuw Testament), but also
"heresies," i.e., "schisms which have now become
inrtferute; "" Sects " [Campbell, voL 2., p. 1£C, I27J:
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so Acta. 5. IT; U. ft. translate the tune Greek. At
p.esent there were dissensions at the love feasts; but
St. Paul, renietuberun: Jesus' words (Matthew, la. 7;
34. in. 12, Luke. 17. i .:, foresees " there most be come
also * matured separatum*, and established parties in
secession, as separatists. The "must be * arises from
sin in professors necessarily bearing its natural fruits:
these are overruled by God to the probation of charac
ter of both the ki>^ly and the ungodly, and to the dis
cipline of the former for glory. "Heresies" had nut
yet its technical sense ecclesiastically, referring to
doctrinal errors : it means conjimud tehunns.
St.
Augustine's rule is a goldeu one as regards ques
tions ui heresy and catholicity: "In doubtful questions,
liberty ; in caseuUala, unity; in all things, charity."
tea'. ... apj.r«ved m*T be made manifest—through the dis
approved ^reprobates becoming manifested ,Luke, 2.
U,. i John, 2. lit . 20. W tien ... therefore—Kes tuning the
Hi read of discourse from r. 18. V*is is not to—rather.
" there if no such thin,; aa eating the Loux/e supper :"
it u not possible where each u greedily intent only on
devouring "uu own supper." and some are excluded
altogether, not having been waited for »*. 33,. where
some are " drunken," whilst oibersare ** hungry" (r. 21..
The love feast usually preceded the Lord's supper (as
eating the Favorer came before the Lord's supper at
the first institution of the latter . It was a club-feast.
where each brought his portion, and the nch, extra
portions lor the poor; from It the bread and wine were
taken for the Eucharist ; and it waa at it that the
excesses took piace. wnich made a true celebration of
the Lord s supper during or after it. with due discern
ment of its solemnity, out of the quesiiuu. 21. eu
Uketh befjie o'Jitr—The rich "before" the poor, who
bad no supper of their own. Instead of " tarrying for
one another" it>. 33 : hence the precept fch. 12. 21, 25,.
his own supper—"His own" belly is his God [Philippians, 3. 10; "the Lords supper.* the spiritual feast
never enters his thoughts, drunken—The one has more
than is good lor hint, the other less. [BknuelL 22.
What!—Gr<ektFor. houses—fccf.e.34/—"athome." That
I* the place to satiate the appetite, not the assembly
of the brethren. (Axford.J despise yt the church el
Cod — the convreoat ton mostly composed of the poor,
whom ** God hath chosen," however ye show contempt
for them (James, J. 6;:cf. ** of God" here, marking the
true honour of the church, shame them that nave not—
vu., htnues to eat and drink in. and who, therefore,
ought to have received tlieir portion at -*hc love feasU
from their wealthier brethren. 1 praise ycuoot—resum
ing the words ir. IT,. 23. His object is to show the unworthineas of such conduct from the dignity of the
holy supper, I—Emphatic In the Greek. It Is not sty
own invention, but the Lord's institution, recuved id
the Lord—by immediate revelation .Galatians. l. 12 ;
cf. Acts. 22. 17. lfe ; 2 Corinthians. 12. 1-*,. The re
newal of the institution of the Lord's supper by special
revelation to St. Paul, enhances its solemnity. The
s.unhknty between St. Luke's and St. Kail's account
of the institution, favours the supposition that the
former drew tin, tiifonnalion from the apoatle. whose
companion in travel be was. Thus, the undesigned
coincidence is a proof of genuineness, night—the time
fixed for the r'a»«over Exodus, 12. C,: though the time
for the Lord a supper is not fixed, betrayed—A\ llh the
traitor at the laUe. and death present before His eyes,
lie left this unnnauoc as His last gift to us. to com
memorate His death. Though about to receive such
an injury from man. He gave this pledge of His amaz
ing love to man. 24. brake—the breaking 01 the bread
involves its distribution, and reproves the Corinthian
mode at the love feast, of '* every one taking before
other his own supper." my body ... broken for yoc —
** Given" (Luke. 22. li* for you [Greek, in your behalf),
and " broken." so as to be distributed among you. The
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oldest MSS. omit "broken," leaving It to be supplied
from "brake.* The two old versions. Memphilic and
Ihebaic, read from Luke, " given," The literal ** body**
could not have been meant ; for Christ was still sensi
bly present among his disciples when he said, "This is
my body." They could only have understood Hun
symbolically and snalogically : As this bread is to
your bodily health, so my body is to the spiritual
heath of the believing communicant. The words,
" Take, eat." are not in the oldest MSS. 25. when ne
had supjed—Greek, " after the eating of supper." viz.,
the Passover supper which preceded the Lord's sup
per, as the love least did subsequently. Therefore,
you Corinthians ought to separate common meals from
the Lord's supper. IBunqcl] the new testament—or
"covenant." The cup is the parchment -deed, as it
were, on which my new covenant, or last will is written
and sealed, making over to you all blessings here and
hereafter, in lay blood—ratified by my b.ood; "not by
the blood of goats and calves'' .Hebrews, v. I2j. aa ott
as—Greek, us many (tints totter: implying that it is an
ordinance often to be partaken of. in remembrance of
me—it. Luke expresses this, which is understood by
St. Matthew and St. Mark. St. l*aul twice records it
as suiting his purpose. The old sacriticea brought
sins continually to remembrance ^Hebrews, 10. 1.1.
The Loni'.t sup|>er brings p> remembrance CUrist and
His sacrifice once for ail for the fuil and final remission
uj sins. 26. F»r—in proof that the Lord's supper is
" hi remembrance" of Hun. show —announce publicly.
The Greek does not mean to dramatically represent,
but "ye publicly profess each of you, the Lord has
died for xib." IWahl.1 Ihis word, aa "is* in
Christ's institution ir. 24. 25 , implies oot literal pre
sence, but a vtrui realization* by faith, of Christ in the
Lord's supper, as a living person, not a nieie abstract
dogma, "bone of our bone, and flesh of our flesh"
Ephesians, &. 30 ; cf. Genesis, 2 23.; and ourselves
"members of His body, of His fLah. and of HUbooes."
"our sinful botlies made clean by His body once fox
all offered,, and our souls washed thm*ich His most
precious blood." IChurch of England Prayer Book..;
" Show," or " announce." is an expression applicable to
iicie things; cf. "show'as to the Passover. hx(<tua, 13.
s. So the Lord's death ought always to be fresh in
our memory ; cf. in heaven. Revelation. &. C. That
the Lord's supper is in remembrance of Him. implies
that he is bodily absent, though spiritually present.
for we cannot be said to commemorate one absent.
The fact that we not ouly show the Lord's death in the
supper, but cut and drttJ: the pledges of it, could ouly
be understood by the Jews, accustomed bo such feasts
after propitiator)' sacrifices, as imp yi u our persvmil
appropriation therein of the benect* of that death.
uil be come — when there shall be no longer need of
symbols of His bouy, the body itself being manifested.
The Greek expresses the certainty of His coming.
Borne teaches tiut we eat Christ present corporally.
"tdl He come" corporally; a contradiction in terms.
The sliovrbrcad, fit., bread 0/ ttu presence, was in the
sanctuary, but not in the Holiest place .Hebrews, 9.
i-s,; so the Lord's supper In heaven, the antitype to tie
Holiest place, shall be superseded by Christ's own
bodily presence: then the wine shall be drank " anew "
in the Father's kingdom, by Cunst and His people
together, of which heavenly banquet, the Lord's supper
is a spiritual foretaste and specimen (Matthew, 26. 2a .
Meantime, as the show bread was placed anetc, every
Sabbath, on the table before the Lord iLevlticus. 24.
j-N ; so the Lord's death was shouti, or announced
ajruJi at the Lord's table the first day of every wevk
in the pnuutive church. AV« are now " priest's unto
God" in the dispensation of Christ's spiritual pre
sence, an tity pica! to the Holy Black : the perfect and
eUrual du^cu^uon, * inch shall not begin Uil Chiiat's
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rowing, is antitypical to the Holiest Place, which
Christ our High Priest alone in the flesh as yet has
entered (Hebrew*, 9. 6, 7}; but which, at his coming,
we. too, who are believers, shall enter (Revelation. 7.
li; 21. 22'. The supper joins the two closing periods
of the Old and the New dispensations. The first and
second comings are considered as one coming, whence
the expression is not '* return," but " come" {cf., howerer, John, H. 3). 27. eat and driuk—So oneof the old
est M^S. reads. But three or four equally old MSS.,
the Vulgate and Cvpruxn, read, "or." Romanists
quote this reading in favour of communion in one
kind. This consequence does not follow. St. Paul says.
Whosoever is guilty of unworthy conduct, either in eat
ing the bread, or in drinking the cup. is guilty of the
body and blood of Christ. Impropriety in only one of
the two elements, vitiates true communion in both.
Therefore, in the end of the verse, he says, not " body
or blood." &c., but " body and blood." Any who takes
the bread without the wine, or the wine without the
bread, "unworthily" communicates, and so "is guilty
of Christ's body and blood :" for be disobeys Christ's
express command to partake of both. If we do not
partake of the sacramental symbol of the Lord's death
worthily, we share in the guilt of that death. Cf."crueify to themselves the Son of God afresh." Hebrews,
6. fl. Vmcorthineas in tlu person, is not what ought to
exclude any, but un wortli ily com mun ica ting: However
unworthy we be, if we examine ourselves so as to find
that we penitently believe in Christ's gospel, we may
worthily communicate. 28. examine—Greek, prove, or
test, his own state of mind in respect to Christ's death,
and his ca|«bility of ••discerning the Lord's body"
it. 29. 31). Not auricular confession to a priest, but
self examination is necessary, so — after duo selfexamination, of . . . of—In v. 27, where the receiving
was umeorth ily, the expression was, "eat this bread,
drink . . . cup" without "of." Here, the "of" implies
doe circumspection in communicating.
[Bknuel.J
1st Mm eat— His self-examination is not in order that
he may stay away, but that he may eat, i.e., commu
nicate. 29. damnation — A mistranslation which has
put a stumblingblock in the way of many in respect
to communicating. The right translation is "judg
ment" The judgment is described iv. 30-3*ji as temporal.
not discerning—not duly judging: not distinguishing
in judgment (so the Greek: the sin and its punishment
thua being marked as corresponding) from common
food, the sacramental pledges of the Lord's body.
Most of the oldest MSS. omit "Lord's." see v. 27.
Omitting also "unworthily," with most of the oldest
M&L. we most translate, " He that eateth and driukelh. eateth and driijketh judgment to himself, if he
discern not the body" lie. lo. '&>}. The church is "the
body of Christ" ich. 12. 27): The Lord's body is His
literal body appreciated and discerned by the soul in
the faithful receiving, and not present in the elements
themselves. 30. weak.. .sickly—He is " weak" who has
naturally no strength: "sickly." who has lout his
strength by disease. JTittm. Syuow.rms j sleep — are
beiag lulled in death : not a violent death; but one the
result of sickness, sent as the Lord's chastening for the
individual's salvation, the mind being brought to a
right state on the sick bed r. 31. 31. if we would judge
curselves — Most of tho oldest MSS. read "But." not
"For.* Translate also t-tf., "If we duly judged our
selves, we should not bo (or not Iiare been) judged." i.e.,
we should escape (or have escaped) our present judg
ments. In order to dulyjudge or " discern (appreciate)
the Lord's body," we need to "duly judge ourselves."
A prescient warning against the drtgma of priestly ab
solution after fail confession, as the necessary prelimi
nary to receiving the Lord's supper. 32. chasttueci—
I lie v elation, 3. 19.) with the world—who, being bas
tards, are without chastening (Hebrews, 12, SJ. 33.
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Tarry one for another—In contrast to v. 21. The expres
sion is not, *' Give a share to oue another," for all t be
viands brought to the feast were common property, and,
therefore, they should " tarry" till all were met to
partake together of the common feast of fellowship.
ITiiEoPUYL. J 34. if any...hanger—so as not to be able
to " tarry for others," let him take off the edge of his
hunger at home [AlforuJ {v. 22). the rest—" the other
questions you asked me as to the due celebration of
tiie Lord's supper." Not other questions in general;
for he does subsequently set in order other general
questions in this epistle.
CHAPTER XIL
Ver. 1-31. TiisI'mk and tub Abuse of Spiritual
Gifts, Especially Prophesy ino aud Tongues.
This Is the second subject for correction in the Corin
thian assemblies: the "Jirst" was discussed (ch. 11,
18-31). 1. spiritual gifts—the signs of the Spirit's con
tinued efficacious presence in the church, which is
Christ's body, the complement of His incarnation, as
the body is the complement of the head. By the love
which pervades the whole, the gifts of the several
members, forming reciprocal complements to each
other, tend to the one object of perfecting the body of
Christ. The ordinary and permanent gifts are com
prehended together with the extraordinary, without
distinction specified, as both alike flow from the
Divine indwelling Spirit of life. The extraordinary
gifts, so far from making professors more peculiarly
saints, than in our day, did not always even trrove
that such persons were in a safe state at all (Matthew,
7. 22/. They were needed at first in the church, {1.; as
a pledge to Christians themselves who bad just passed
over from Judaism or heathendom, that God was in
the church ; (2.) for the propagation of Christianity in the
world; (3J for the edification of the church. Now that
we have the whole written New Testament, which
they had not, and Christianity established as the result
of the miracles, we need no further miracle to attest
tho truth. So the pillar of cloud which guided the
Israelites was withdrawn when they were sufficiently
assured of the Divine presence, the manifestation of
Cod's glory being thenceforward enclosed in the Most
Holy place. [Archbishop Wuately,] St. Paul sets
lorth in order, I. The unity of the body [v. 1-2T). LI.
The variety of its members and functions [v. 27-30!.
111. The grand principle for the right exercise of the
gilts, viz., love kV. 31, andch. 13 ). IV. The comparison,
of the gifts with one another (ch. 14. j. I would not Lava
you ignorant—with all your boasts of " knowledge " at
Corinth. If ignorant now, it will be your own fault,
not mine ch, 14. 3*J. 2. (Ephcsiaus, a. 11.) that ye
were—The best MSS. read, " That wukn ye were:" thus
"ye were" must be supplied before " carried away"—
Ye were blindly transported hither and thither at the
will of your lalse guides, these dumb id ;U—Greek,
"the idols which are dumb:' contrasted with the liv
ing God who "speaks" in the believer by his Spirit
[v. 3, &c.J. This gives the reason why the Corinthians
needed instruction as to spiritual gifts. ti~., their past
htuithen state, wherein they had no experience of in
telligent spiritual powers. When blind, ye went to
the dumb, as ye weie ltd—The Greek is, rather. '* as ye
might ibappen to) be led," viz.. on different occasions.
The heathen oracles led their votaries at random, with
out any definite principle. 3. The negative and posi
tive criteria of inspiration by the Spirit—the rejection
or confession of Jesus as Lord [Alfoiu>] (l John, 4. 2;
5. l). St. 1 aul gives a test of truth against the Gentiles;
St. John against the false prophets, by the Spiritrather, as Greek. " in the Spirit;" that being the power
pervading him, and the element in which he speaks
LAlford] (Matthew, lfl. 17 ; John. 16. 26). of God , . .
Holy — The same Spirit is called at one time, "the
Spirit of Gou f at another, " the Holy Ghost," or
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** Holy Spirit," Infinite Holiness is almost synooy- ,
mous with Godhead. speaking.. .say—*" speak" implies |
the act of utterance: "say" refers to that which, is
uttered. Here, " say " means a spiritual and believing
confe iion of Him. Jesus— Not an abstract doctrine,
but the historical, living God-man (Romans, 10.9:. accursed—as the .lews and Gentiles treated Him :GaUtUns, 3. 13}. Cf. "to curse Christ" in the heathen
Pliny's letter (Ep. 10. 87). The spintoal man feels Him
to be the Source of all blessings lEphesians. 1. 3): and
to bs> severed from Him is to be accursed Romans. 9.
3. Lord — acknowledging himself as His servant
(Irtai.ih.26. i:>'. " Lord" is the LXX. translation for the
incommunicable Hebrew name Jequvab. 4. diversi
ties of gifts—i.e., varieties of spiritual endowments
peculiar to the several members of the church: cf.
"dividing to every man severally" (r. lli. same Spirit
—The Holy Trinity appears here : the Holy Spirit in
this verse; Christ in r. 6; and the Father in v. a. The
terms "gifts," "administrations." and "operations.*'
respectively correspond to the Divine Three. Tlu
Spirit is treated of in v. 7, &c. ; the Lord, in r. 1 ?, &c ;
God, in *. 88. Cf. Eplieiians, 4. 4-6. 5, 6. "Gifts* (r.
4), "administrations'* (the various functions and
services performed by those having the gifts (cf. ». 28;.
and "oiterations" (the actual effect* resulting from both
the former, through the universally operative power of
the one Father who is "above all, through alL and in
us all"}, form an ascending climax. [Henderson; In
spiration.) same Lord— whom the Spirit glorifies by
these ministrations, [Benoeu] 6. operations — (cf. v.
10J same God...worketh—by His Spirit working v. 11).
all in all—all of them the "gifts"/ in all the persons
(who possess tberai. 7. But—Though all the gifts flow
from the one God, Lord, and Spirit, the "manifesta
tion" by which the Spirit acta (as He is hidden in
Himself . varies in each individual, to every man—to
each of the members of the church severally, to profit
withal—vith a view to the pro/it of the whole body,
6-10. Three classes of gifts are distinguished by a dis
tinct Greek word for "another" {a distinct ria^s). mark
ing the three several genera: alio marks the species,
hetcro the genera (cf. Graft, ch. 16. 39-41). I. Gifts of
intellect, viz., II.) wisdom, »2J knowledge. II. Gifts
dependent on a special faith, viz., that of miracles
(Matthew. 17. 20: (1.) Healings, {%.) workings of
miracles, ,3.) prophecy of future events, (4.) discerning
of Spirits, or the divinely- given faculty of distinguish
ing between those really inspired, and those who
pretended to inspiration. 111. Gifts referring to the
tongues, (l.) Divers kinds of tongues, 13.) interpreta
tion of tongues. The catalogue In v. 28 is not meant
strictly to harmonise with the one here, though there
are some particulars in which they correspond. The
three genera are summarily referred to by single in
stances of each in ch. 13.8. The first genus refers more
to believers; the second, to unbelievers, by... by.. .by—
The first in Greek is, " lly means of," or " through the
operation of ? the second is, "according to" the dis
posing of cf. v. 11); the third is, "in," i.e., under the
influence of so the Greek, Matthew, 22. 43; Luke, 2. 27j.
word of wisdom—the ready utterance o/ (for imparting to
others, Ephesians, 6. 19, irurksm, viz., new revelations
of the Divine wisdom in redemption, as contrasted
with human philosophy (ch. 1. 24: 2. 6,7; Ephesians,
1. 8; 3. 10; Colossians, 2. 3). word of knowledge—ready
utterance supemanually imparted of truths a lready
revealed (in this it Is distinguished from " the word
of wisdom." which related to new revelations). Cf.
ch. 14. 6, where "revelation" (answering to "wisdom"
here} Is distinguished from "knowledge." [Henderbog.] rVisdom or revelation belonged to the "pro
phets f knowledge, to the "teachers." Wisdom pene
trates deeper than knt/tciedoe. Knowledge relates to
things that an to be Uuue. Wisdom, to thiugb eternal:
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hence, \cisdom is not, like kncnrltdoe, said to "pass
away" ich. 13.$). (Ben gel] 9. faith—not of doctrines,
but of miracles: confidence in God. by the impulse of
His Spirit, that He would enable them to perform
any required miracle (cf. ch. 13. 2; Mark, 11. 23; James,
6. is . Its nature, or principle, is the same as that of
saving faith, viz., reliance on God: the producing cause,
also, is tliesame. viz., a power altogether supernatural
iEphesians. l. 19. 20). But the objects of faith differ
respectively. Hence, we see. saving faith does not save
by its intrinsic merit, but by the merits of Him who is
the object of it. healing— Gntk plural, " healings f
referring to different kinds of disease which need
different kinds oi healing Matthew, lu. l . 10. working;
of miracles—As "heatings" are miracles, those here
meant must refer to miracles of specul and extraor
dinary power 'so the Greek for '* miracles" means! ; e.g.,
healings might be effected by human skill in course of
time; but the raising of the dead, the infliction of death
by a word, the innocuous use of poisons. &c. are
miracles oj special power, Cf. Mark. 6. 6; Acts, 19. 11.
prophecy—Here, probably, not in the wider sense of
public teaching by the Spirit ch. 11. 4, 6; 14. 1-5, 23-30);
but. as its position between "miracles " and a "dis
cerning of Spirits " implies, the inspired disclosure of
the future (Acts, 11. 27. 2S ; 21. 11 ; l Timothy, 1. IS).
LHexpersox.J It depends on "faith** (r. V : Romans,
12. 6,. The prophets ranked next to the apostles (r. 2$;
Ephesians, 3. 5; 4. 11). As pToj^terv is part of the whole
scheme of redemption, an inspired insight into the
obscurer parts of the existing Scriptures, was the neces
sary preparation for the miraculous foresight of the
future, duct rain g of spirits—discerning between the
operation of God's Spirit, and the evil spirit, or un
aided human spirit (ch. 14. ID; cf. l Timothy, 4. 1;
1 John, 4. 1). kinds of tongues—the power of speaking
various languages: also a spiritual language tmknotcn
to man, uttered ui ecstacy ch. 14. 2-12). This is marked
as a distinct genus in the Gruk, "To another and a
different class." interpretation oi toi gues—;ch. 11. 13,
2fl, 27.) 11. as he will — r. is : Hebrews. 2. 4.) 13,
13. Unity, not unvarying uniformity, is the law of God
in the world of grace, as in that of nature. As the
many members of the body compose an organic whole,
and none can be dispensed with as needless, so those
variously giiied by the Spirit, compose a spiritual
organic whole, the body of Christ, into which all are
baptized by the one Spirit, cf that one body—Most of
the oldest MSS. omit " one." so also is Christ—*.*., the
whole Christ, tltc luad arid l>ody. So Psalm 18. 60,
"His anointed [Messiah or Christ). David the antitypical David) and His seed." by ... Spirit ... baptised —
lit., " in f in virtue of; through. The designed effect of
baptism, which is realized when not frustrated by the
unfaithfulness of man. Gentiles—lit.. Greeks, all made
to drink xato one Spirit—The oldest M>S. read, "Made
to driiik of one Spirit. " omitting "into" (John, 7. 37).
There is an indirect allusion to the Lord's supper, as
there is a direct allusion to baptiam in the beginning
of the verse. So the " Spirit, the water, and the blood"
(1 John, 6. 8), similarly combine the two outward signs
with the inward things signified, the Spirit's grace, are
...have been—rather as GraJfc." were... were." (The past
tense.) 14. Translate, "For the body also." The
analogy of the body, not consisting exclusively of one.
but of many n. embers, illustrates the mutual depend
ence of the various members in the one body, thu
church. The well-known fable of the belly and the
other members, spoken by Menenius Agrippa, to the
seceding commons (Ijvy. 2. 32], was probably before SL
Paul's mind, stored as it was with classical literature.
15. The humbler members ought not to disparage
themselves, or to be disparaged by others more noble
it). 21, 22;. foot. . . hand—The humble speaks of the
more honourable member which most nearly icsemfck*
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CftarUv the Best.
itself : to the " ear" of the '* eye" (the nobler and more ties of tongues—ft?. 10.) " Divers kinds of tongues." 59.
commandin z member. Numbers, 10. 31) (v. 16*. As In Are all 1— Surely not. 31. covet earnestly — Greek.
lire each compares himself with those whom he ap "emulously desire." Not in the spirit of discontented
proaches nearest in sifts, not those far superior. The "coveting." The Spirit " divides to every man seve
foot and hand represent men of active life ; the ear rally as He uW lv. 1) ; but this does not prevent men
and eye. those of contemplative life. 17. Superior as earnestly seeking, by prayer and watchfulness, ard
the eye is. it would not do if it were the sole member cultivation of their faculties, the greatest gifts. Ueza
to the exclusion of the rest. 18. now—as the case really explains. "Hold in the highest estimation;" which ac
is. every one—each severally. 19. where were the body cords with the distinction in his view (ch. 14. l) between
— which, by its very idea, "hath many members" "follow after charity—zealously esterm spiritual gifts :**
ft. 12. I*), f Ar.FOBD.I 20. now—as the case really is : also with (r. u. 18' the sovereign will with which the
in contrast to the supposition (v. 19 ; cf. v. 18). many Spirit distributes the gifts, precluding individuals
nemb-rs—mutually dependent. 21. The higher cannot from desiring gifts not vouchsafed to them. But see
dispense with the lower members. 22. more feeble- the note, ch. 14. l. the bent gifts—.Mo-it of the oldest
more susceptible of injury ; e.g.. the brain, the belly. MSS. read, "the greatest gifts." and yet—Greek, " and
tie eye. Their very feebleness, so far from doing away moiYorer." Besides recommending your zealous desire
with the need for them, calls forth our greater care for for the greatest gifts, 1 am about to show you a some
their preservation, as being felt "necessary." 23. less thing still more excellent llit , "a way most wav
honourable—** We think" the feet and the belly ** less like"; to desire, " the way of love" icf. cb. 14. 1). This
honourable." though not really so in the nature of love or "charity," includes both "faith" and "hope"
things, bestow . . . honour—putting shoes on (Margin) (ch. 13. 7), and bears the same fruits (ch. 13.) as the
the feet, and clothes to cover the belly, uncomely parts ordinary and permanent fruits of the Spirit (Gala Hans.
-the secret parts: the poorest, though unclad in the 6. 22-54). Thus. " long suffering,'' cf. v. 4; " faith," r. 7 ;
rest of the body, cover these. 24. tempered ... together "joy," v. 6 ; " meekness," v. 6 ; " goodness," v. 5 : " gen-on the principle of mutual compensation, to that tleneas," e. 4 [the Greek is the same for "is kind";.
J»rt which lacked—to the deficient part [Alford] It is the work of the Holy Spirit, and consists in love
to 231. 25. no schism {cf. v. 21 )—no disunion : referring to to God, on account of God's love in Christ to us. and as
the " divisions" noticed, ch. ii. 18. care one for another a consequence, love to man, especially to the brethren
—i.e. in betiJilf of one another. 26. And—Accordingly. in Christ (Romans, 6. 6 ; 15. SO). This is more to be
»ll...saffer with it—" When a thorn enters the heel, the desired than gifts (Luke, 10. 20).
wbolebody feels it. *nd is concerned: the back bends,
CHAPTER Xni.
Ver. M3. Charity or Love superior to all
the belly and thighs contract themselves, the hands
come forward and draw out the thorn, the head stoops, Gifts. The New Testament psalm of love, as the 45th
and the eyes regard the affected member with intense Psalm (see its title) and Canticles in the Old Testament.
cue." (CflRYso&TOM.] rejoice with it—"When the 1. tongues—from these he ascends to "prophecy" (v. 'I ;
bead is crowned, the whole man feels honoured, the then, to "faith;" then, to benevolent and self-sacrific
mouth expresses, and the eyes look, gladness* ing deeds : a climax. He does not except even him
ICBRYso-iroM.J 27. members in particular— i.e., seve self, and so passes from addressing than ("unto you,"
rally members of it. Each church is in miniature ch. 12. 3ii to putting the case in his own person,
what the whole aggregate of churches is collectively. "Though J," &c speak with the toDgues—with the
"the body of Christ" (cf. ch. 3. 16): and Us individual eloquence which was so much admired at Corinth («. g„
components are members, every one in his assigned Apollos, Acta. 18. 24 ; cf. ch, l. 12 ; 3. 21. 22). and with
place. 28. set. ..in the church—as he has " set the mem the command of various languages, which some at
bers. ..in the body " (t). 18). first apostles—above even Corinth abused to purposes of mere ostentation (ch. 14.
the prophet*. Not merely the Twtlve. but others are 2. &c). of angels—higher than "men," and therefoi'e,
so called, e.g.. Barnabas, &c. (Romans, 16. 71. teachers it is to be supposed, speaking a more exalted language.
—who taught . for the most part, truths already revealed ; charity—the principle of the ordinary and more impor
whereas, the prophets made new revelations, and tant gifts of the Spirit, as contrasted with the extra
spoke all their prophesyings under the Spirit's influ ordinary gifts ^ch. 12). souuding.. .tinkling—$otot<r{ with
ence. As the teachers had the " word of knowledge," out soul or feeling: such are " tongues" without charity.
ao the prophets "the word of wisdom" {v. 8). Under cymbal—Two kinds are noticed (Psalm 120. 6), the loud
"teachers" are included "evangelists and pastors." or clear, and the high sounding one: band cymbals
minele»—lit, ," powers" !v. 10) : ranked below "teachers," and finder cymbals, or castagnets. The sound is sharp
*s the function of teaching is more edifying, though and piercing. 3. mysteries— [Romans, 11. 25; 10. 26.)
less dazzling than working miracles, helps, govsrn- Mysteries refer to the deep counsels of God heretofore
»«*.»—lower and higher departments of "ministra secret, but now revealed to His saints. Knowledge, to
tions ° it. 61 ; as instances of the former, deacons whose truths long known, faith. . .remove mountains— (Mat
office it was to help in the relief of the poor, and in thew, 17. 20 ; 21. 21.) The practical power of the will
baptizing and preaching, subordinate to higher minis elevated by faith [Nkander]: confidence in God that
ters (Arts. a. mo; ts. 6-17): also, others who helped with the miraculous result will surely follow the exercise of
their time and means, in the Lord s cause (cf. ch. 13. 3: the will at the secret impulse of His Spirit. Without
Numbers, u. 17). The Americans similarly use "helps" " love" prophecy, knowledge, and faith, are not what
for "helpers." And. as instances of the latter, pres they seem (cf. cb. 8. 1. 2; Matthew, 7. 22 ; James, 2. 41,
byters, or b'ishops, whose office it was to govern the cf. v. 8), and so fail of the heavenly reward (Matthew, o.
church [i Timothy, 5. 17; Hebrews, 13. 17, 24). These 2). Thus St. Paul, who teaches justification by faith
officers, though now ordinary and permanent, were only {Romans, 3. 4, 5; Galatians, 2. 16: 3. 7-14), is shown
originally specially endowed with the Spirit for their to agree with St. James, who teaches [James, 2. 241 " by
office, whence they are here classified with other func works" (i.e., by love, which is the "spirit" of faith.
tions of an inspired character. Government .lit. guid James, 2. 20) a man is justified, and not by faith only."
ing the helm of affairs), as being occupied with external 3. bestow . . . goods. . .poor—lit., dole out infood all my
thinta, notwithstanding the outward status it gives, is goods : one of the highest functions of the " helps " ch.
™nked by the Spirit with the lower functions. Cf. 12. 28). give ... body to be burned— lit., to such a degree
'He that giveth (answering to ' helps')—h* that ruleth " as that I should be burned. As the three youths did
lanswerinx to " governments") (Romans, 12. 8). Tmns- [Daniel. 3. 28).*' yielded their bodies" (cf 2 Corinthians,
kUUW Helpings.guvem'ngs.' IAlford.&cJ diveisi- 12. 15J. These are most noble exemplifications of love
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Is giving and in suffering. Yet they may lie without
lore: in which case the *' goods "and "body "are (riven,
but not the soul, which is the sphere of lore. With
out the soul God rejects all else, and so rejects the
man. who is therefore " profited " nothing (Matthew, 16.
20. Luke, o. 23-2:/. Men will fight for Christianity,
and die for Christianity, but not live in its spirit, which
H love. 4. suffertth long— under provocations of e. cil
from others. The negative side of lore, is kind—The
positive side. Extending si*** to others. Cf. with love's
features here those of the "wisdom from above *
(James, 3. 17}. euvieth—The Greek includes also jea
lousy, vaonteth nor—in words, even of gifts which it
really possesses : an indirect rebuke of those at Corinth
who used the gift of tongues for mere display, not
puffed up—with party zeal, as some at Corinth were
(ch. 4. 6/. 6. Lot...uu*cemly—is not wieourteous, or in
attentive to civility and propriety, thiuketh do evil—
imjmteth not tvil £ALFORi>];/*f.1"tfteevil" which actu
ally is there (Proverba, 10. 12; 1 Peter. 4. 8.. Love makes
allowances for the falls of others, and is ready to put
on them a charitable construction. Love, so far from
devising evil against another, excuses "the evil" which
another inflicts on her [Estics] : doth not meditate
ujton evil inflicted by another [Bk.su, klJ; and in doubt
ful cases, takes the more charitable view. (Grotius.]
6. rejoice:h m the truth—rather, " rejoiceth with the
truth.'' Exults not at the perpetration of iniquity
(unrighteousness; by others (cf. Genesis. 0. 22, 23), but
rejoices when the truth rejoices : sympathised with it
in Its triumphs (2 John, 4). See the opposite (a Ti
mothy. 3. 8!, "Resist the truth." So "the truth'' and
"unrighteousness "are contrasted (Romans, 2. 8;. "The
truth" is the gospel truth, the inseparable ally of love
(Ephe&ians, 4. 16; 3 John, 12;. The false charity which
compromises "the truth" by glossing over "iniquity"
or unrighteousness is thus tacitly condemned (Pro
verbs, 17. i&\ 7. Beareih all things—without speaking
of what it has to bear. The same Grttk verb as in
eh. 0. 12. It tndurcs irithout divulging to the world
personal distress. Lit., said of holding fait like a
watertight vessel : so the charitable man contains himse'/ in silence from giving vent to what selfishness
would prompt under personal hardship, beueveth all
Uings— unsuspiciously believes all that is not palpa
bly false, all that it can with a good conscience believe
to the credit of another. Cf. James, 3. 17, " easy to be
entreated;" Grcrk, easily persuaded, kopeth — what is
good of another, even when others have ceased to hope,
endureth—persecutions In a patient and loving spirit.
8. never faileth — never is to be out of use: it always
holds its place, shall fail ... vanish away—The same
Greek verb is used for both; and that different from
the Grcrk verb for " faileth.™ TransUiU, " Shall be
done away with." i.e., shall be dispensed with at the
Lord's coming, being superseded by their more perfect
heavenly analogues; for instance, hunclcdge by intui
tion. Of "toiigucd," which are still more temporary,
the verb Is " shall cease." A primary fulfilment of St.
Paul's statement took place when the church attained
its maturity ; then "tongues" entirely "ceased," and
" prophesying* " and " knowledge," su far as they were
supernatural gifts of the Spirit, were superseded as
uo longer required when the ordinary preaching of the
word, and the seiiptures of the >ew Testament col
lected U'piether, hud become established institutions.
0, 10. in nan— partially and imperfectly. Cf. a similar
contrast to the " Krfect man," " the measure of the
stature of the fulness of Christ" lEphesiani, 4. LM3?,
tiat which is in part—fragmentary, and isolated. 11.
When ... a child— ;ch. 3. l; 14. 20.) I spake—alluding to
*" tongues." understood— or, " had the sentiments of."
Alluding to!" prophecy." 1 thought—Greek," reasoned"
or "judged;" alluding to "knowledge. ' when I became
... 1 put awaj—rather. " now that 1 am become a man.
SOI
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I have done away with the things of the child." 11
now—In our present state, tee an appropriate expres
sion, in connection with the "prophets" or seers
(1 Samuel, 8. it . through a glass — i.e.. in a mirror:
the reflection seeming to the eye to be behind the mir
ror, so that we see it through the mirror. Ancient
mirrors were made of polished brass or other metals.
The contrast is between the inadequate knowledge of
an object gained by seeing it reflected in a dim mirror
{such as ancient mirrors were/, compared with the
perfect idea we have of it by seeing itaelf directly,
darkly — lit., in enigma. As a "mirror" conveys an
image to the eye. so an "enigma" to the ear. But
neither "eye nor ear" can fully represent though the
believer's soul gets a small revelation now of] "the
things which God hath prepared for thein that love
Him " (ch. 2. 0). St. Paul alludes to Numbers, 12. 8
"not In dart speeches;" LXX., "not in enigmas."
Compared with the visions and dreams vouchsafed to
other prophets, God's communications with Moses
were " not in enigmas." But compared with the intui
tive and direct vision of God hereafter, even the re
vealed word now is " a dark discourse," or a shadow
ing forth by enigma of God's reflected likeness. CI".
a Peter, 1. 10, where the "light" or candle in a dark
place stands in contrast with the "day" dawning.
God's word is called a glass or mirror also in a Corin
thians, 3. 18. then—"when that which is perfect is
come" (v. 101. face to face — not merely " mouth to
mouth" (Numbers, 12. 8j. Genesis, 3a. 30. was a type
(John, 1. 60, 61). know . . . known — rather as Greek.
"fully know ...fully known." Now we are known
by, rather than know, God ch. 8. 3; Galatians, 4. «;.
13. And now—translate. "But now." "In this present
state." [llKM>KHrtOK.] Or. 'now" does not express
time. but opposition, as in ch. 5. 11, "the case being so"
[Grotius]; whereas U is Ute case that the Uirte gifts.
"prophecy," "tongues," and "knowledge" (cited as
specimens of the whole class of gtftsi " fail * {v. 8:, fAcrr
iibidc permanently only tiust three—fa ith. hope, charity.
In one sense fa ith and hope shall be done away, faith,
being superseded by sight, and hope by actual fruition
(Romans, 6. 24 ; a Coriuthiaus, 5. 7) ; and charity, or
love, alone never faileth iv. b). But in another sense,
" faith and hope," as well as "charity," abide; viz..
after the extraordinary gifts have ceased : for those
three are necessary and sufficient for saltation at all
times, whereas the extraordinary gifts are 1101 at all so:
cf. the use of "abide," ch. 3. 14. Cluirity, or love. U
connected specially with the Holy Spirit, who is the
bond of the loving union between the brethren (Ro
mans, 16. 30; Colossians, l. H). FaiOi is towards God.
i/ype is in behall of ourselves. Glut rily is love to God
creating in us love towards our ueighlx/ur. In an un
believer there is more or less of the three opposites—
unbelief, despair, hatred. Even hereafter faith in
the seuse of trust in God "abideth ;" also " Lope." in
relation to ever new joys in prosi«ect, and at the anti
cipation of ever-mcreaaiug blessedness, sure uever to
be disappointed But love alone in every sense
" abideth;" it is therefore " the greatest " of the three,
as also because it presupposes "faith,'' which without
" love" aud its consequent '* works "is dead [GalatLans,
6.0; James, 2. 17, 20,. but— rather. "and:"as there is
not so strong opposition between cliarity and the other
two, faith and hope which like it also " abide.'
CHAPTER XIV.
Ver. 1-26. Superiority or Prophecy: over
ToMiURa. 1. Follow after charity — as your tirst and
chief uiin, seeing tliat it is "the greatest" ich. 13. 13J.
and desire — translate, "Yet ;as a secondary aiuai de
sire zealously {Note. ch. 12. 31} spiritual gilts." bat
rather— "but cltieAv that ye may prophesy" ispeak and
exhort under inspiration; (Proverbs, w. W; Act*, is. l;
1 Thessalouiams, 6. ao;, whether as tu future evcuu, i.<
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strict proplucy, or explaining obscure parts of scrip
ture, especially the prophetical scriptures, or illustrat
ing and setting forth questions of Christian doctrine
mud practice. Our modern prtaching is the successor
of proptucv, but without the inspiration. Desire zea
lously this (prophecy) more thau any other spiritual
gilt; or in preference to " tongues" if. 2. &c.). [Bblso el]
3. speak«th...unto God—who alone understands all lan
guages, no man under sUndeto—generally speaking; the
few who have the gift of interpreting tongues are the
exception, in the spirit—as opposed to "the under
standing" (v. 14J. mysteries — unintelligible to the
bearers, exciting their wonder, rather than instructing
them. Corinth, being a mart resorted to by merchants
from Asia, Africa, and Europe, would give scope
amidst its mixed population for the exercise of the gift
of tongues; but its legitimate use was in an audience
understanding the tongue of the speaker, not, as the
Corinthians abused it, in mere display. 3. But—ou
the other hand, edification—of which the two prin
cipal species given are " exhortation" to remove slugVLih/i£M3, " comfort " or consolation to remove sadntss.
IBkmokx.] Omit "to." 4. edilieth hianelf—as he under
stands the meaning of what the particular "tongue"
expresses; but "the church," i.e., the congregation,
dues not. 5. Translate. " Now I wish you all to speak
with tongues »'so far am 1 from thus speaking through
baring any objection to tongues), but rather in okper
that .as my ulterior and higher wish for you,1 ye
should prophesy.* Tongues must therefore mean lan
guages, not ecstatic unintelligible rhapsodies (as Nxandsx fancied: for I'aul could never "wish" for the
latter in their behalf, greater—because more useful,
except he interpret — the unknown tongue which he
speaks," that the church may receive edifying " {buildihjiup). 6. Translate, "But now:" seeing there is no
edification without interpretation, revelation ... pro
phesy ug-coires ponding one to the other; "revelation"
being the supernatural unveiling of divine truths to
man, "prophesying" the enunciation to men of such
revelations.
So "knowledge" corresponds to "doc1 1 ine," which is the gift of teaclting to others our know
ledge. As the former pair refers to specially revealed
Mysteries, so the latter pair refers to the general obvi
ous truths of salvation, brought from the common
storehouse of believers. 7. Translate, "And things
without life giving sound, whether pipe or harp, yet
[notwiUistanding tiieir y icing sound) if they give not a
distinction in tiie tones [i.e., notes how," &c.i, what
is piped or harpid—i.e., what tune is played on the pipe
or harp. 8. Translate, "JYor if also;" an additional
step in the argument, uncertain sound — having no
definite meaning : whereas it ought to be so marked
that cue succession of notes on the trumpet should
eumtnon the soldiers to attack: another, to retreat;
another, to some other evolution. 9. So ... ye — who
have hie. as opposed to " things without life" (c. 7 . by
the tongue—the language which ye speak in. ye shall
speak— ye wiil be speaking into the air, i.e.. in vaiti
[ch. y. 26). 10- it may be— i.e., perhaps, speaking by
conjecture. "It may chance" ich. 16. 37). so many—
us may be enumerated by investigators of such mat
ters. Cf. "so much." used generally for a definite
number left undefined. Acts. 6. 8; also 'i Samuel. 12.8.
ki-ds of voices — kinds of articulate speech, without
signification — without articulate voice (i.e., distinct
meaning). None is u-iUtout its own, voice, or mode of
speech, distinct from the rest. 11. Therefore—seeing
that none is without meaning, a barbarian—a foreigner
(Acts, £>. z). Not in the depreciatory sense as the term
is now used, but one speaking a foreign language. 12.
xedous — euiulously desirous*, spiritual gifts — lit.,
"spirits;" i.e., emanations from the one Spirit, seek
tint ye may excel to— translate, "Seek Viern. that ye
may abound in Utctn to the edifying," tfce. 13. Explain,
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"Let him who speaketh with a tongue [unknown] t»
his prayer (or, when praying} strive that he may inter
pret." [Alfoiip.] This exjdanation of "pray" is
needed by its logical connection with " pray iu an un
known tongue" [v. 14). Though his words be unintelli
gible to his hearers, let him in them pray that he may
obtain the gift of interpreting, which will make them
"edifying" to "the church* it*. 12). 14. spirit — my
higher being, the passive object of the Holy Spirit's
operations, and the instrument of prayer in the un
known tongue, distinguished from the " understand
ing." the act ire instrument of thought and reasoning;
which in thiB case must be "unfruitful" in edifying
others, since the vehicle of expression is unintelligible
to them. On the distinction of soul or mind and spirit,
see Ephesians, 4. 23;Hehrews, 1. 12. 15. Whatisittbtn!
—What is my determination thereupon? ace— rather
as Greek, "but f I will not only pray with my spirit,
which {*>. hj might leave the understanding uuediflcd,
hut with the understanding also. IAlfoud & Ellicott.] pray with the undemanding a so—and, by infer
ence, I will keep silence altogether if 1 cannot pray
with the understanding so as to make myself under
stood by others). A prescient warning, mutatis mu
tandis, against the Roman and Greek practice of keep
ing liturgies in dead languages, which long since have
become unintelligible to the masses ; though their
forefathers spoke them at a time when those liturgies
were framed for general use. 16. El o . . . thou — He
changes from the first person, as he had just expressed
his own resolution, " / will pray with the understand
ing," whatever " thou " doest. blt-ss—the highest kind
of prayer, occupieth the room of the unlearned — one
who, whatever other gifts he may possess, yet, as want
ing the gift of interpretation, is reduced by the speak
ing in an unknown tongue to the position of one
unlearned, or " a private person." say Amen— Prayer is
not a vicarious duty done by others for us ; as in
Koine's Uturgies and masses. We must join with the
leader of the prayers and praises of the congregation,
and say aloud our responsive "Amen" in assent, as
was the usage of the Jewish (Deuteronomy, 27. 15 26;
Nehemiah. 8. 0) and Christian primitive churches.
(JuaTiw ALuiT. Apol. 2. Stf.] 17. givdst thanks—The
prayers of the synagogue were called "eulogies." be
cause to each prayer was joined a tUanksgixin <i. Hence
the prayers of the Christian church also were called
blessings and (jiving of thanks. This illustrates Colossians, 4. 2; 1 Thessaloulans, 6. 17, 18. So the Kaddisch
and Kedusdta, the synagogue formula: of " hallowing"
the Divine "name'' and of prayer fur the " coming of
God's kingdom," answer to the Church's Lord's prayer,
repeated often, and made the foundation on which the
other prayers are built. fTcKTU.Li.iAM dc Oratione.]
18. tongue*—The oldest ALsS. have the singular, "in
a tongue [foreign]," 19. I had rather—The G ml; verb
more literally expresses this meaning." 1 wish to speak
five words with my understanding (rather) than ten
thousand words in an unknown tongue :" eviu the
two thousandth part of ten thousand. The Gruk for
"1 would rather," would be a difieii-nt verb. St. i'aul
would not wish at all to speak " ten thousand words
in an unknown tongue." 20. Brethren —an api>ellalion
calculated to conciliate their favourable reception of
his exhortation, children in understanding—as pre.ereuce of gilts abused to non-edification would make you
icf.ch. 3. l; Matthew, lo. 10; Romans, 1G. iu; Ephesians,
4. 14). The Grttk for "understanding" cxpies»e& the
will of one's spirit, Romans, 8. 6 tit is not touud else
where, ; as the " heart" is the will of the " soui." The
same 6?r«7; is used for "minded" in Romans, 8. 0.
men—full-grown. Re childlike, not chil<u»h. Jl. In
the law—as the whole Uld Testament is called, being
all ol it the law of God. CI. the citation of the I'silms
as the " law,'* John, iu, si Here the quotation is tiua
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Isaiah, 28. 11, 12. where God virtually aalth of Israel, :
This people hear me not. though I speak to them in
the language which they are familiar with; I will therefore apeak to Ibeui in other tongues, namely, those of [
the foes whom I will send against them; but even
then they n ill not hearken to me : which St. Paul thus :
applies, V'e see that it is a penalty to be associated ,
with men of a strange tongue, yet ye impose this on
the church [GnoTiUbJ : they who speak in foreign ;
tongtiei are like "chUdreu'' just "weaned from the |
milk" I'lsa'ah, 28. 0), "with stammering lips" speak
ing unintelligibly to the hearers, appearing ridicu- '
lous (Isaiah. 28. 14). or as babbling drunkards (Acta, S.
li), or madmen Iv. 20 . 22. Thus from Isaiah it appears,
nmons St. Paul, that "tonyues" {unknown and un
interpreted) are nut a sign mainly intended for be
lievers (though at the conversion of Cornelius and the
Gentiles with hira, tongues were vouchsafed to him
and them to confirm their faith . but mainly to be a {
condemnation to those, the majority, who, like Israel
in Isaiah's day, reject the sign and the accompanying '
message. Cf. "yet ... will they not hear me,** ». 21.
"Sign" is often used for a coucLmnatory sign (Kzekiel,
4. 3, 4 ; Matthew, 12. 39-42). Since they will not under
stand, they ihall not understand, prophesying ... not
for Lhem tiiat b:iieve not, but ... believe—i.e., prophesy
ing baa no effect on them that are radically and obsti
nately like 1-trael (Isaiah, 2S. 11, 12). unbeliovers, but
on them that are either in receptivity or in fact be1 it- vers : it makes believers of those not wilfully unbe
lievers (p. 24, 23 ; Romans, 10. 17), and spiritually
nourishes those that already believe. 23. whole. . .all
. . . tongues—The more there are assembled, and the
more that speak in unknown tongues, the more will
the impression be conveyed to strangers "coming in"
from curiosity iM unbelievers."), or even from a better
motive i" unlearned", tliat the whole body of worshipiits is a moli of fuuatical "madmen;" and that "the
church is like the company of builders of Rabel after
tlit- confusion of tongue*, or like the cause tried between
two deaf men before a deaf judge, celebrated in the
Greek epigram." [Grotils.) unlearned—having some
decree of faith, but not gifts. LRekuel.1 24. all—
one by one Iv. 31). prophecy—speak the truth by the
Spirit intelligibly, and not In unintelligible tongues,
one—"any one." Here nngirfar: implying that this
ttk-ct, viz., conviction by all. would be produced on any
one whatsoever, who might h.ippen to enter. In v. 23
the pi unU is used : " unlearned or unbelievers ;' implyiuK that however many there might be. not one would
profit by the tongues; yea, their being many would
confirm them iu rejecting the sign, as many unbeliev
ing men together strengthen one another in unbelief:
individuals are more easily won. [Ucsokl] convinced
—convicted in conscience : said of the ' one that believcth nut - .John, 10. 8, 0). judged— his secret character is
opened out. " la searched into." LAxfokd.J Said of
the "one unlearned" (cf. ch. 8. 15). 25. And thus —
Omitted iu the oldeat A1SS. and versions, secrets of
ins heart nude manifest— He sees his own inner charac
ter oi^ened out by the sword of the Spirit (Hebrews,
4. 12; James, 1. 23), the word of God, in the band of him
who propneaielli. Cf. the same effect produced on
.Nebuchadnezzar. Daniel. 2. 30, end of the verse, 46. 47.
>o argument is stronger for the truth of religion than
its manifestation of men to themselves in their true
character. Hence hearers even new often think the
preacher must have aimed his sermon particularly at
theui. and so — convicted at last, judged, aud mani
fested to himself. Cf. the effect on the woman of Sa
maria produced by Jesus' unfolding of her character to
herself, John, 4. 19. 29. and report—to his friends at
home, as ino woman of Samaria did. Rather, as the
Greek in, "He will worship God announcing;' i.e..
fpealy avowing then and there, " that Gud is in j ou of
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a truth," and by implication that the God who is in you
is of a truth the God.
26-40. Rules for toe exercise op Gifts iw
the Conoreuation. 26. How is It then ! — rather.
" What then it the true role to be observed as to the
use of gifts?" Cf. v. 15, where the same Greek occurs,
a doctrine—to Impart and set forth to the congregation,
a psalm—extemporary, inspired by the Spirit, as that
of Mary, Zechariah, Simeon, and Anna Luke, 1. and 2. '.
a tongue ... a revelation—The oldest ALSS. transpose*
the order: "revelation ... tongue :" "interpretation"
properly following "tontine" iv. *3). Let all things be done
unto edifying — The general rule under which this par
ticular case falls : an answer to the question at the be
ginning of this verse. Each is bound to obey the
ordinances of his church not adverse to Scripture.
See Article XXXIV. Church or En-land Prayer Book.
27. let it be by two—at each time, in one assembly: n- •:
more than two or three might sitesk with tongues at
each meeting, by eourse—in turns, let one interpret—
one who has the gift of interpreting tongues: and not
more than one. 28. let him—the speaker in unknown
tongues, speak to himself, and to God— ;cf. v. x, 4j —
privately, and not in the hearing of others. 29. two or
three—at one meeting (he does not add "at the most."
as In v. 27, lest he should seem to "quench proj-hesving*." the moat edifying of gifts), and tbeae "one by
one." in turns iv. 27. "by course," and v. 31). St, Paul
gives here similar rules to the prophets, as previously
to those speaking in unknown tongues, judge— by
their power of "discerning spirits" (ch. 12. 10), whether
the person prophesying was really speaking under the
Influence of the Spirit 'cf. ch. IS. 3; 1 Johu, 4. 1-j). 30.
If any thing—translate, "But if any thing." one that
sitteth by — a hearer, let the first hold his peace—let
him who heretofore spoke, and who came to toe as
sembly furnished with a previous ordinary (in those
times) revelation from God v. 2f>). give place to him
who at the assembly is moved to prophesy by a sud
den revelation from the Spirit. 31. For ye rray—rather.
" For ye can [if ye will] ail prophesy one by one,** giv
ing way to one another. The "for*' justifies the precept
Iv. 30), "let the first hold his peace." 32. And— Follow
ing up the assertion in v. 3i. "Ye can (if ye will) pro
phesy one by one," i.e., restrain yourselves from
speaking all together; "and the apiri'.s of the pro
phets," i.e.. tbeir own spirits, acted on by the Holy
Spirit, are not so hurried away by His influence, as to
cease to be under their own control; they can if they
will hear others, and not demand that th*-y adone
should be heard uttering communications from God.
33. In all the churches of the saints God is a God of
peace ; let Him not among you be supposed to be a
God of confusion. [Alfoud.J Cf. the same aryumcrt.
ch. u. 18. Lachmann. &c., put a full stop at "peace."
and connect the following words thus : " As in ail
churches of the saints, let your women keep silence in
your churches." 34. (l Timothy. 2. ll, 12.) For wom.n
to speak in public would be au act of independence,
as if they were not subject to their luis bands (cf. ch.
ll. 3; Epbesiane. 6. 22; Titus, 2. 6; 1 Peter, s. l). For
"under obedience," translate, "in subjection* or
"suomiatttm,'' as the Greek is translated (Ephe&ians, S.
21, 22, 241. the law—a terra applied to the whole Old
Testament; here. Genesis. 3. 10. 36. Anticipation of
an oojection. Women may bay, "Rut if we do not
understand some thing, may we not 'a«k'a question
publicly to aa to * learn ? Nay, replies St. Paul. If you
want information, 'ask' not in public, but 'at home;'
ask not other men, but 'your own particular (so the
Greek) husbands.' " shame—indecorous. 36. What !—
Greek, "Or." Are you about to obey nic* (>r, if you
set up your judgment above that of other churclies. I
wish to know, do you pretend that your chnrcli is the
flrat church frox wliich the gospel word came, that
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yon should give the law to all others ? Or are yon the
only persons unto whom it has come? 37. prophet—
the specie*, spiritual—the genus: spiritually endowed.
The followers of ApoUos prided themselves as " spiri
tual* ich. 3. 1-3; cf. Galatians, 6. 1). Here one eapable
cf discerning spirits is specially meant, things that I
write ... commandments of the Lord—a direct assertion
of inspiration. St. rani's words as an apostle are
Christ's words. St. Paul appeals not merely to one or
two, but to a body of men, for the reality of three facts
about which no body or men could possibly be mis
taken. [l.J That his having converted them was not
doe to mere eloquence, but to the "demonstration of
the Spirit and of power ;" ■.-. ! that part of this demon
stration consisted in the comm unication of miraculous
power, which they were then exercising so generally
as to require to be corrected in the irregular employ
ment of it: (3.) that among these miraculous gifts was
one which enabled the "prophet" or "spiritual person1
to decide whether St. Paul's epistle was scripture or not.
He could not hare written so, unless the facts were
notoriously true : for he takes them for granted, as con
sciously known by the whole body of men whom he ad
dresses. [Hindu on Inspiration.] 38. if any man be
ignaraxt—wilfully ; not wishing to recognise these
ordinances and my apostolic authority in enjoining
tb*m. let him be ignorant—i leave him to his ignorance:
it will be at his own peril; I feel it waste of words to
speak any thing further to convince him. An argu
ment likely to have weight with the Corinthians, who
admired " knowledge " so much. 39. covet—earnestly
desire. Stronger than " forbid not : marking how
much higher he esteemed " prophecy" than " tongues."
40. Let. &c.—The oldest MSS. read. "But let,0 &c
This verse is connected with v. 39, " But (whilst desir
ing propaecv, and not forbidding tongues) let all things
be done decently," <fcc. "Church government is the
beet security for Christian liberty" [J. Newton]
(cf. r. 23, 20-33).
CHAPTER XV.
Ver. 1-69. The Rebubrkction Proved against
rax Dinikha or it at Corinth. Christ's resurrec
tion rests on the evidence of many eye-witnesses, in
cluding St. Paul himself, and is the great fact preached
as the ground-work of the gospel: they who deny the
resurrection in general, must deny that of Christ, and
the consequence of the latter will be, that Christian
preaching and faith are vain. 1. Moreover—" Now.'*
f Altobd & Elucott.I I declare—lit.," I make known f
it implies some degree of reproach that it should be
now necessary to make it known to them afresh, owing
to some of thera "not having the knowledge of God"
iv. S4). Cf. Galatians. 1. 11. wherein ye stand— wherein
re now take your stand. This is your present actual
privilege, if ye suffer not yourselves to fall from your
high standing. 2. ye are saved—rather, "ye are being
saved." i: ye keep in memory what I preached no to yonAble critics, Bknuel, &c, prefer connecting the words
thus. " I declare unto you the gospel iv. 1) in what words
I preached it unto you." St. Paul reminds them, or
rather, makes known to tbem, as if ane»v, not only the
fact of the gospel, hut also with what words, and by
irhat arguments, he preached it to them. Trans
late in that case, " If ye hold it fast." I prefer arrang
ing as English Version. *' By which ye are saved, if ye
hold fast (in memory and personal appropriation! wiUt
witat speech I preached it unto you." unless—which is
impossible, your faith is vaiu, in resting on Christ's
resurrection as au objective reality. 3. I delivered
nuto yoa—A short creed, or summary of articles of
faith, was probably even then existing ; and a profes
sion in accordance with it was required of candidates
for baptism (Acts, 8. 37:. first of all—lit., " among the
foremost points" (Hebrews, 6. 2). The atonement is, in
St, Paul's view, of primary importance, which 1 ... re3>)7
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ceived — from Christ Himself by special revelation
(cf. ch. 11. 23K died for onr sins—i.e., to atone rot;
them : for taking away our sins (1 John, X 6: cf.Galatlans, 1. 4) : "gave Himself for our sins" (Isaiah, 63. »;
2 Corinthians, 6. IS: Titus. 2. Mi. The "for" here, does
not, as in some passages, imply vicarious substitution,
but " in behalf of" (Hebrews, ft. 3 ; 1 Peter, 2. 2*). It
does not, however, mean merely "on account of."
which is expressed by a different Greek word [Romans.
4. 26* (though in English Version translated similarly
" for"), according to the Scriptures—which "cannot be
broken." St. Paul puts the testimony of Scripture
above that of those who saw the Lord after His resur
rection. [Benoku] So our Lord quotes Lsaiah, 63. 18,
in Luke. 23. 37 ; cf. Psalm 22. 16. drc. ; Daniel, o. 26. 4.
buried ... rose again — His burial is more closely con
nected with His resurrection than Hit death At the
moment of His death, the power of His inextinguish
able life exerted itself (Matthew, £7. 62). The grave
was to Him not the destined receptacle of corruption,
but an apartment fitted for entering into life (Acts. 2.
26-28). (Benokl] rose sgain—Gr«fc,"hath risen:" tho
state thus begun, and its consequences, still continue.
5. seen of Cephas— Poter (Luke. 24. 34'. the twelve—
The round number for " the eleven" i Luke. 24. 33. 36/;
"The twelve* was their ordinary appellation, even
when their number was not full. However, very
possibly Matthias was present (Acts, 1. 22, 23). Some
of the oldest MSS. and versions read, " the eleven :" hut
the best on the whole, " the twelve." 6. five hundred
— This appearance was probably on the mountain
(Thabor, according to tradition.) in Galilee, when his
most solemn and public appearance, according to His
special promise, was vouchsafed (Matthew, 26. 32; 28.
7. 10, 161. He "appointed" this place, as one remote
from Jerusalem, so that believers might assemble
there more freely and securely. Alfokd'* theory of
Jerusalem being the scene, is improbable ; as such a
multitude of believers could not, with any safety,
have met in one place in the metropolis, after his
crucifixion there. The number of disciples (Acts, 1.
16) at Jerusalem shortly after, was one hundred and
twenty, those in Galilee and elsewhere not being reck
oned. Andronicus and Junius were, perhaps, of the
number (Romans, 16. 7}: they are said to be "atnon^
the apostles" (who all were witnesses of the resurrec
tion. Acts, 1. 22). remain nuto this present—and, there
fore, may be sifted thoroughly to ascertain the trust
worthiness of their testimony, fallen asleep — in the
sure hope of awaking at the resurrection (Acts, 7. Co,.
7. seen of James — the less, the brother of our Lord
(Galatians, 1. 10). The Gospel according to the He
brews, quoted by Jerome (Catalocus .^criptoruiu
Eccle&iasllcorum, p. 170 D.), records tliat "James
swore he would not eat bread from the hour that he
drank the cup of the Lord, till he should see Him ris
ing again from the dead." all the apostle*— the term
here includes many others besides " the twelve "
already enumerated (v. 6J : perhaps the seventy dis
ciples (Luke, 10). (Chryaostom.] 8. one born out of
due time— Greek, " the one abortively born;" the abor
tion in the family of the apostles. As a child born
before the due time is puny, and though born alive, yet
not of the proper sis e. and scarcely worthy of the name
of man, so " I am the least of the apostles," scarcely
meet to be called an apostle ;" a supernumerary taken
into the college of apostles out of regular course, not
led to Christ by long instruction, like :\ natural hirth.
but by a sudden power, as those prematurely born.
[Grotil's.J Cf. the similar image from child-birth, and
by the same spiritual power, the resurrection of Christ
(1 Peter, 1. 3), "Begotten again by the resurrection of
Jesus." Jesus' appearance to Paul, on lite way to Da
mascus, is the one here referred to. 9. least—The
name," laulus," in Latin, means kuU. I penuuted lUt
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enu'-ch—Though God has forgiven him. Paul can hardly
forgive himself at the remembrance of his past sin.
10. by...gra»...and His price — The repetition implies
the prominence which God's tjraee had in his mind, as
the sole cause of his marvellous conversion and subse
quent labours. Though "not meet to be called an
apostle." grace has given him. in Christ, the meetnes*
needed for the office. Translate as the Gr#k, "His
grace which was showed) t&rards mo." what lamoccupying the honourable office of an apostle. Con
trast with this the self-sufficient prayer of another
Pharisee fLnke, 13. 11). but I laboured—by God's grace
(Philippians, 2. 10!. than ttwy all — than any of the
apostles Jr. 7). gia» of Geo.. .with me—cf. "the Lord
working with them (Mark, 1ft. SO). The oldest MSB.
omit "which was." The "not I, but crace," implies,
that though the human will concurred vith God when
brought by Ills Spirit into conformity with HU will,
yet "grace" so preponderated in the work, that His
own co-operation is regarded as nothing, and grace as
virtually the sole agent. (Cf. ch. 3. 9; Matthew, lu. 20;
S Corinthians, 6. 1; Philippians. 2. 13, 13.) 11. whether
it ware I or th?j—(the apostles j who "laboured more
abundantly" {v. 10! in preaching, such was the sub
stance of our preaching, viz., the truths stated in v. 3,
4. 13. if— Seeing that it is an admitted fact that
Christ w announced by us eye-witnesses as having
risen fmm the dead, how is it that some of yon deny
that which is a necessary consequence of Christ's re
surrection, rtz., the general resurrection ? some—Gen
tile reasoners (Acts, 17. 32; 26. ft) who would not believe
It, because they did not see *' how'" it could be (p. 35,
3fi). 13. If there be no general resurrection, which is
the consequent, then there can have been no resurrec
tion of Christ, which is the antecedent. The head and
the members of the body stand on the same footing:
what does not hold good of them, does not hold good
either of Him: His resurrection and theirs are in
separably joined .cf. v. 20 22; John, U. 19). 14. your
faith ... vain — {v. 11.) The Grek for "vain" here is,
empty, unreal: in v. 17, on the other hand, it is, with
out use* frustrated. The principal argument of the
first preachers in support of Christianity, was that God
had raised Christ from the dead Acts, 1. 12 ; 2. 32 ; 4.
10, 33 ; 13. 37 : .Romans, LI). If tills fact were false,
the laith bnilton it must be false too. 15. testified of
God— i.e., concerning God. The rendering of others is,
" against God" [Vu'gate, EsTiua. GrotiubJ : the Greek
preposition with the genitive implies, not direct an
tagonism [as the accusative would mean*, but indirect,
to the dishonour of UchI. Englisli Virsion is probably
better, if bo bs—as they assert. It is not right to tell
untrue stories, though they are told, and seem for the
glory of God (Job. 13,71. 16. The repetition implies the
unanswerable force of theargument. 17. vain— Yeare,
by the very fact (supposing the case to be as the scep
tics maintained), frustrated of all which "your faith"
appropriates: Ye are still under the everlasting condemnation of your sins [even in the disembodied state
which is here referred to), from which Christ's resurrec
tion is our justification (Romans, 4. 2a): "saved by
his life" (Romans. 5. 10). 18. fallen asleep In Christ—in
communion with Christ as His members. "In Christ's
case, the term used is death, to assure us of the re
ality of His suffering ; in our case, sleep, to give us
consolation : In His case. His resurrection having
actually taken place, St. Paul shrinks not from the
term death ; in our"*, the resurrect: on being still only
a matter of hope, he uses the term falling asleep''
(Photins. Qvaxtiones AmphdochUtt 197. perished —
their souls are lost : they are in misery in the unseen
world. 19. If our hopes in Christ were limited to this
life only, wc should be, of all men, most to be pitied,
viz., because, whilst others live nnmolested, we are
exiKJsed to every trial and persecution, and after all.
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are doomed to bitter disappointment in our most cher
ished hope : for all our hope of salvation, even of the
soul (not merely of the body), hangs on the resurrec
tion of Christ, without which His death wonld be of
no avail to us Euheslans. l. 19, 20; l Peter, l. 3). The
heathen are " without hope " (Ephesians, 2. 12; l Thessalonians, 4. 13). We should be even worse, for we
should be also without present enjoyment (ch. 4. fl-.
?0. now—as the case really is. and become—Omitted in
the oldest MSS. tbe first fruits—the earnest or pledge.
that the whole resurrection harvest will follow, so that
our faith is not vain, nor our hope limited to this life.
The time of writing this epistle was probably about the
Pa"wover ch. 5. 7); the day after the Passover Sabbath,
was that for offering the first-fruits 'Leviticus, it. 10. n,
and the same was the day of Christ's resurrection :
whence appears the appropriateness of the in: age.—21.
by man... by man—The first fruits are of the same nature
as the rest of the harvest: so Christ, the bringer of life,
is of the same nature as the race of men to whom he
brings it ; just as Adam, the bringer of death, was of
the same nature as the men on whom he brought it,
22. in Adam all— In union of nature with Adam, as re
presentative head of mankind in their faiL in Christ...
■11— In union of nature with Christ, the representative
head of mankind in their recovery. The life brought
in by Chnst, is co-extensive with the death brought
in by Adam. 23. Bat each in liis own order—rather,
rank: the Gretk is not In the abstract, but concrete:
image from troops, "each in his own regiment."
Though all shall rise again, let not any think all shall
be saved ; nay, each shall have his proper place, Christ
first iColosslans. 1. 18). and after Him the godly who
die in Christ (l Thessalonians, 4. 1G?, in a separate band
from the ungodly, and then " the end." i.e., the resur
rection of the rest of the dead. Christian churches,
ministers, and individuals, seem about to be judged
first " at Hi* coming " .Matthew, 25. 1-"0J ; then " all the
nations "* (Matthew, 25. 3I-461. Christ's own flock shall
share His glory "at His coming."* which is not to be
confounded with "the end." or general judgment 'Re
velation, 20. 4-0. 11-15). The latter is not in this chanter
specialty discussed, but only the first resurrection.
viz., that of the saints: not even the judgment of Chris
tian hollow professors (Matthew. 25. 1-30) at His com
ing, is handled, but only the glory of them "that are
Christ's," who alone in the highest sense "obtain the
resurrection from the dead" (Luke, 14. 14 ; 20. ;io. 3o;
Philippians. 3. 11. see notei. The second coming of
Christ is not a mere point of time, but a j*eriod begin
ning with the resurrection of the just at His appearing,
and ending with the general judgment. The ground
of the universal resurrection , is the union of all man
kind in nature with Christ, their representative head,
who has done away with death, by his own death in
their stead : the ground of the resurrection of believers
Is not merely this, but their personal union with Him
as their "Life" iColossians, 3. 4 . effected eausntivly
by the Holy Spirit, and instrumentality by faith as the
subjeetive, and by ordinances as the objfdire means.
24. Then—after that: next in the succession of "orders"
or " ranks." the end — the general resurrection, and
final judgment and consummation (Matthew, 25. 46'.
delivered np ... kingdom to ... Fataer — (cf. John. 13- 3.'
Seeming at variance with Daniel. 7. 14, "His dominion
is an tvrltu-ting dominion which tJiall not jv?« avail-'
Really. His giving up of the mediatorial kingdom V*
the Father, when the end for which the mediator**!
economy was established, has been accomplished, u
altogether in harmony with its continuing everlast
ingly. The change which shall then take place, shall b*
in the manner of administration, not in the kingdom it
self; God shall then come into direct connexion with the
earth, instead of mediatorial^-, when Christ shall h^ve
fully and finally removed every thing that serers
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asunder the holy God and a sinful earth Colosslans. ;
1. %». The glory of (>od is the fln.il end of Christ's
mediatorial office Philtpplans, 2. 10. n). His co- |
equality with tin* Father is independent of the latter, |
and prior to it, and shall, therefore, continue when its
fauction shall have ceased. His manhood, too. shall S
everlastingly continue though, as now, subordinate !
to the Father. The throne of the Lamb (but no longer i
mediatorial!, as well as of God, shall be in the heavenly I
city i Revelation. 22. 3; cf. 3. 21). The unity of the
Godhead, and the unity of the church, shall be simul |
taneously manifested at Christ's second coming. Cf. I
Zephaniab. 3. 9; Zechariah, 14. 9 ; John. 17. 21-24. The
oldest MaS. for " shall have delivered up," read, "dcHrrreih up," which suits the sense better. It is " when
Ha shall have, put down all rule," that "lie delivereth
up the kingdom to the Father." shall have pnt down
all ruie — The effect produced during the millennary
reign of Himself and His saints (Psalm 110. l ; 8. 6;
2. &-9J, to which passages St. Paul refers, resting his
argument on the two words, "all" and "until," of the
P*alomt:a proof of verbal inspiration of Scrip ture (cf.
Revelation. 2. 28, 27) : Meanwhile. He " rules in the
midst of His enemies" (Psalm 110. l). He is styled
** the King ' when He lakes His great power (Matthew,
25, 34; llevelation. 11. 16. 17). The Greek for "put
down" is, "done away with." or " brought to nought/
"Ail* must be subject to Him, whether openly op
posed powers, as Satan and His angels, or kings and
aruie.ic principalities (Ephesians, 1. 21). 25. must— be
cause Scripture foretells it. till — there will be no
further need of His mediatorial kingdom, its object
bar n£ been realized, enemies under his feet— Luke.
1». 27; Ephesians, l. 22.) 26. shall be—Greek* "is done
away with" Revelation, 20. 14 ; cf. 1. 16). It -is to be
lievers especially this applies [v. 66-57) ; even in the
c tie of untxdievers, death is done away with by the
general resurrection. Satan brought in sin, and sin
brought in deaiii! So they shall be destroyed (rendei ed
utterly powerless) in the same order [v. 50; Hebrews,
2. 14; Revelation. 19. 20 ; 20. 10, 14). 27. all things—in
cluding death (cf. Ephesians. l. 22; Fhilippians, 3. 2t;
Hebrews. 2. 8 ; 1 Feter, 3. 22). It is said, " hatii put,"
for what God has said, is the same as if it were already
done, fo sure is it. St. Paul here quotes the 8th Psalm
in proof ol his previous declaration, '* For Ut is writ
ten.!, 'He hatii pitl alt things muter his feet."' under
his feet — as His footstool ( Psalm 110. 1. In perfect
and lasting subjection, when he— inz.,<Jod,who by His
Spirit inspired the Psalmist. 28. Sin... himself.. .subject
—not as the creatures are, but as a Son, voluntarily
rmhjrdinate to, though co-equal with, the Father. In
the mediatorial kingdom, the Son had been, in a man
ner, distinct from the Father. Now. His kingdom
shall merge in the Father's, with whom He is one : not
thai there is thus any derogation from His honour; for
the Father Himself wills "that all should honour the
Son. a* they honour the Father" (John, 5. 22. 23 ; He
brews, 1. 81. God ... all in all—as Christ is all in all
(Ci-lussUns. 3. ll ; cf. Zechariah. 14. 9). Tlun, and not
till then, "all things," without the least infringement
of the Divine prerogative, shall be subject to the Son.
and the Son subordinate to the Father, whilst coequiliy sharing his glory. Contrast Psalm 10. 4 ; 14. 1.
Even the saints do not fully realize God as their " all "
(Psalm 73. ^5) now, though desiring it; then each shall
feel. God is all to me. 20. Else—if there be no resur
rection, wuat shall they do?— How wretched is their
lot ! they ... which are baptized for the dead—third per
son : a class distinct from that In which the apostle
places himself, "we' {v. 30) ; first person. Alford
thinks there U an allusion to a practice at Corinth of
baptizing a living person in behalf of » friend who
died unbaptized : thus St. Paul, without giving the
least sanction to the practice, uses an ad heminem
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argument from P, against its practises, some of whom,
though using it, denied the resurrection : " What account can they give of their practice: why are they at
the trouble of it, if the dead rise not?* [So Jesus used
an ad hominem argument. Matthew, 12. 27. 3 But if
so, it is strange three is no direct censure of it. Somo
Murcionites adopted the practice at a later period, probably from taking this passage, as At.ford does : but,
generally, it was unknown in the church. Ben-gel
translates, "over (immediately upon) the dead," i.e.,
who will be gathered to the dead immediately after
baptism. Cf. Job, 17. I," the graves are ready for me.'*
The price they get for their trouble is, that they should
be gathered to the dead for ever (v. 13. 16). Many in
the ancient church put off baptism till near death.
Tins seems the better view: though there may have
been some rites of symbolical baptism at Corinth, now
unknown, perhaps grounded on Jesus' words (Matthew,
20. 22, 23}, which St Paul here alludes to. The be.-t
punctuation is, " If the dead rise not at all, why aro
they then baptized for them" (so the oldest MSS. read
the last words, instead of "for the dead")? 30. we—
apostles {v, 9 ; ch. 4. 9). A gradation from those who
could only for a little time enjoy this life (i.e., those
uaptizod at the point of death;, to us, who could enjoy
it longer, if we had not renounced the world for Christ.
[Bfnoru] 31. by your rtjoicing-by the glorying which
1 have coiicerning you, as the fruit of my labours in
the Lord. Some of the earliest MSS. and fathers, read
"our," with the same sense. Brngel understands
"your rejoicing," to be the enjoyable state of the Corin
thians, as contrasted with his dying daily to give his
converts rejoicing or glorying (ch. 4. 8 ; 2 Corinthians,
4. 12, 15; Ephesians, 3.13; Philtpplans, l. 20). But
the words, "which I have," favour the explanation—
the rejoicing which I have over you. Many of the old
est MSS. and Vulgate insert "brethren' here. I did
daily—This ought to stand first in the sentence, as it is
so put prominently forward in the Greek. I am day
by day in sight of death, exposed to it, and expecting it
(2 Corinthians, 4. 11,12; 1. 8, 9 ; 11. 23). 32. Punctuate
thus: "If after the manner of men I have fought
with beasts at Ephesus, what advantageth it me? it
the dead rise not. let us eat and drink," &c. [Benoel ]
If "merely as a man" (With the more human hope of
the present life ; not with the Christian's hope of the
resurrection : answering to "If the dead rise not." the
parallel clause in the next sentence) 1 have fought
with men resembling savage beasts. Heraclitus, ol
Ephesus, had termed his countrymen "wild beasts"
400 years before. So Epimenides called the Cretians
(Titus, l. 12). St. Paul was still at Ephesus (rh. 16. «),
and there his life was daily in danger ch. 4. 8; cf.
2 Corinthians, l. 8). Though the tumult (Acts, li). 28,3)!
had not yet token place for after it he set out immediatdy for Macedonia,, this epistle was written evi
dently just before it. when the storm was gathering,
"many adversaries" {ch. 10. 9) were already menacing
him. what advautageth it me 1—seeing 1 have renounced
all that, "as a mere num." might compensate me for
such sufferings, gain, fame, &c let ns ea*., Ac—Quoted
from LXX. (Isaiah, 22. 13) where the prophet describes
the reckless self-indulgence of the despisers of God's
call to mourning. Let us enjoy the good things of life
now, for it soon will end. St. Paul imitates the lan
guage of such sceptics, to reprove- both their theory
and practice. " If men but persuade themselves that
they shall die like the beasts, they soon will live like
beasts too." [Suuth.] 33. evd communicatUns corrupt
good manners—a current saying, forming a verse In
Menander, the comic poet, who probably took it from
Euripides (Socrates Hrstoria Ecclesiastica, 3. ifi.) " Evil
communications" refer to intercourse with those who
deny the resurrection. Their notion seems to have,
teen, that the resurrection is merely spiritual, that
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sin has tU seat solely In the body, and will be left
behind when tho soul leaves it, if. Indeed, the lonl
survive death at all. food — not only good-natnred,
but pliant.
Intimacy with the profligate society
around, was apt to corrupt the principles of the Corin
thians. 34. Awake—J<£„ " out of the sleep" of carnal
intoxication into which ye are thrown by the Influence
c f these sceptics (v. 32: Joel, 1. 5 . to righteousness—in
contrast with "sin" in this Terse. and corrupt manners. v. S3, sin not—do not give yourselves up to sinful
pleasures. The Greek expresses a continued state of
abstinence from sin. Thus, St. Paul implies that they
who live in sinful pleasures readily persuade them
selves of what they wish, viz.. that there is to be no
resurrection, same—the same as in r. 12. have not the
kniwltdge of God—and so know not Hit power in the
resurrection (Matthew, 22. 20). Stronger than "are
itnorant of God." An habitnal ignorance: wilful, in
tiiat they prefer to keep their sins, rather than part
with them, in order to know God (cf. John. T. 17 ; 1 Pe
ter. J. 16). to your shime—that you Corinthian Chris
tians, who boast of your knowledge, should have among
you, and maintain intercourse with, those so practi
cally ignorant of God, as to deny the resurrection. 36.
How—It is folly to deny a factof ksvslation, because
we do not know the "now." Some measure God's
power by their petty Intelligence, and wont admit.
even, on HU assurance, any thing which they cannot
explain. Ecokiel's annoer of faith to the question, is
the truly wise one (Exekiel, 37. 3<. So Jesus argues not
on principles of philosophy, but wholly from "the
power of God." as declared by the word of God (Mat
thew. 19. 26 ; Mark, 10. 27; 12. 23 ; Luke, 18. 27;. come—
The dead are said to depart, or to be deceased: those
rising again to evme. The objector could not under
stand how the dead are to rise, aud with what kind of
a body they are to come. Is it to be the same body?
If so. how is this, since the resurrection bodies will
not eat or drink, or beget children, as the natural
bodies do? Besides, the latter have mouldered into
dust. How then can they rise again? If it be a differ
ent body, how can the personal identity be preserved?
St. Paul answers. In one sense, it will be the same
body, in another, a dls-inct body. It will be a body,
but a spiritual, not a natural, body. 36. lool—with all
thy boasted philosophy (Psalm 14. 1). that which thou
—"Thou.'emiUatical: appeal to the objector's oicn ex
perience ; "The seed which thou thyself sowest." St.
Paul, in this verse and v. 42, answers the question v. 35,
"How;" aud iu v. 37-11 and 43, the question, "With
u-fuit kind of body!* He converts the very objection
(the death of the natural body) into au argument.
Death, so far from preventing quickening, is the neces
sary pi elude and prognostication of it, just as the seed
"is not quickened" into a new sprout with increased
produce, "except it die" (except a dissolution of its
previous organization lakes place). Christ by His
death for us has not given us a reprieve from death as
to the life which we have from Adam; nay. He permits
the Jaw to take its course on our fleshly nature; but He
brings from Himself new spiritual and heavenly life
out of death .v. 37). 37. not that bod? that shall be—A
body beautiful and no longer a " bare grain." (TIenckl.]
Ho longer without stalk or ear, but clothed with blade
aud ears, and yielding many grains Instead of only
one. [GuoTius.j There is not an identity of all the
particles of the old and the new body. For the per
petual transmutation of matter is inconsistent with
ttils. But there is a hidden germ which constitutes the
identity of body amidst all outward changes : the out
ward accretions full off in its development, whilst the
germ remaius the same. Kvery such germ (" seed,**
v. 3H) " shall have its own body." and be instantly re
cognised, just as each plant now is known front the
ceeJ that eat *o*n (see A'ofe, oh. 6. is). So Christ
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by the same image illustrated the truth that H Is death
was the necessary prelude of HU putting on His glori
fied body, which U the ground of the regeneration of
the many who believe (John, 12. 24}. Progress la the
law of the spiritual, as of the natural world. Death
is the avenue not to mere revivification or rennimation, but to resurrection and regeneration (Matthew.
10. 28; Philippians. 3. 21). Cf. "planted," Ac, Romans.
6. fi. 38. as it hath pleased him — at creation, when
He gave to each of the kinds of! seeds (so the Greek
is for "to every seed" a bodyofitt own (Genesis, 1.11.
"after its kind," suited to its species.). So God can
and will give to the blessed at the resurrection their
own appropriate body, such as it pleases Hun. and such
as U suitable to their glorified state: a body peculiar to
the Individual, substantially the same as the bodysown. 39-41. Illustrations of the suitability of bodies,
however various, to their species: the flesh of the seve
ral species of animals; bodies celestial and terrestrial;
the various kinds of light in the sun. moon, and stars,
respectively, flesh — animal organism. [Ds Wette.]
He Implies by the word that our resurrection bodies
shall be in some sense really flesh, not mere phantoms
of air. LEbtil'h.1 So some of the oldest creeds ex
pressed it, " I believe in the resurrection of the fledu"
Cf. as to Jesus' own resurrection body, Luke, 24. 39;
John, 20.27; to which ours shall be made like, and
therefore shall be flesh, but not of animal organism
(Philippians. 3. 21) and liable to corruption. But r. 6*>
below Implies, it is not "flesh and blood" in the ani
mal sense we now understand them ; for these *' shall
not inherit the kingdom of God." not the sane—not
flesh of the same nature and excellency. As the kind*
of flesh, however widely differing from one another, do
not cease to be flesh, so the kiuds of bodies, however
differing from one another, are still bodies. AM this
is to illustrate the difference of the new celestial body
from its terrestrial seed, whilst retaining a substan
tial identity, beasts — quadrupeds, another of fishes
...another of birds—Most of the oldest MSS. read thus.
" another ri-raa of birds.. .another of fishes:" the order
of nature. 40. celestial bodies—Not the sun. moon, and
stars, which are first Introduced v. 4), but the bodiesof
angels, as distinguished from the bodies of earthly
creatures, the glory of the celestial— (Luke, 9. 2M
glory of,. . terrestrial—(Matthew, o. 28, 29; 1 Peter, 1. 24 )
41. one glory of...sun. .. another.. .of, ..moon—The analogy
is not to prove different degrees of glory among the
blessed (whether this may be, or not. indirectly hinted
at), but this: As the various fountains of light, which
is so similar In Its aspect and properties, differ (the sun
from the moon, and the moon from the 6tars; and even
one star from another star, though all seem so much
alike); so there is nothing unreasonable in the doctrine
that our present bodies differ from our resurrection
bodies, though still continuing bodies. Cf. the same
simile, appropriate especially in the clear Eastern skies
[Daniel. It. 3; Matthew, 13. 43). Also that of reed in the
same parable (Matthew, 13. 24; Galatians, 0. 7, 8). 42.
sown—Following up the image of seed. A delightful
word instead of burial, in corruption—liable to corrup
tion: corruptible: not merely a prey when dead to cor
ruption; as the contrast shows, "raised in incorrupt
tiou."t e., not liable to corruption, incorruptible, 43.
in dnhonour—answering to "our vile body" (Philip
pians, 3. 21'; lit., "our body of humiliation:" liable to
various humiliations of disease, injury, and decay *t
last. Id glory—the garment of incorruptiou \v. 42, 43J
like His glorious body (Philippians, 3. 21), which w.*
shall put on (v. 40, 53; 2 Corinthians, 5. 2-4). in weak
ness—liable to infirmities 2 Corinthians, 13. 4>. m
power—answering to a "spiritual body" is. 44; cf. Luke,
1. 17,"Spiritand power"). Not liable to the weaknesses
of our present frail bodies (Isaiah, 33. 24; Revelation,
21. 4J. 44. a ua.uial Mi—fit., "an animal body," a
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body moulded in its organism of " flesh and blood *
(v. 50} to suit the animal soul which predominates in it.
The Holy Spirit in the sjfirit of believers, indeed, is
an earnest of a superior state (Romans, 8. 11). but
meanwhile in the body the animal soul preponderates;
hereafter the Spirit shall predominate, and the animal
soul be duly subordinate, spiritual body—a body wholly
moulded by the Spirit, and its organism not conformed
to the lower and animal (Luke, 20. 35. 30), but to the
higher and spiritual, life (cf. ch. 2. 14; I Thessalonians,
6. 23?. tbeis is, &c—The oldest MSS. read, "If there
U a natural (or animal-to idled) bo-ly, there is also a
spiritual body." It is no more wonderful a tiling, tbat
there should be a body fitted to the capacities and
want of man's highest part, his spirit, than (which we
see to be the case) that there should be one fitted to
the capacities and wants of his subordinate part, the
animal soul. [AlfokhJ 45. so—in accordance with
the distinction just mentioned between the natural or
animal-toulUd body and the spiritual body, it is
written— (Genesis, 2. 7)—" Man became ^was made to be
come) a living soul" i.e.. endowed with an animal soul,
the living principle of his body, the last Adam—the
last Head of humanity, who is to be fully manifested
in the last day, which is His day (John, 6. 39}. lie is
so called in Job, 10. 25; see my Note there (cf. Romans,
5. 14,'. Xu contrast to "the last," St. Faul calls "man"
(Genesis, 2. 7) ** the pjrst Adam." quickening— not
only living, but making alive (John, 5. 21 ;6. 33, 29, 40, 54.
57, ffii, 63; Romans. 8. 11). As the natural or animalsoullcd body {v. 44; is the fruit of our union with the
first Adam, an ardmal-soulled man, so the spiritual
body is the fruit of our union with the second Adam,
who is the quickening Spirit (2 Corinthians, 3. 17). As
He became representative of the whole of humanity in
His union of the two natures. He exhausted in His
own person the sentence of death passed on all men,
and giveth spiritual and everlasting life to whom He
will. 16. afterward—Adam had a soul not necessarily
mortal, as it afterwards became by sin. but " a living
soul," and destined to live for ever, if he had eaten of
the tree of life (Genesis, 3. 22;: still his body was but
an animat-soulled body, not a spiritual body, such as
believers shall have; much less was he a "life-giving
spirit," as Christ. His soul had the germ of the Spirit,
rather than the fulness of it. such as man Bhall have
when restored "body. soul, and spirit," by the second
Adam U Thessalonians, 6. 23}. As the first and lower
Adam came before the second and heavenly Adam, so
the anirual-soulled body comes first, and must die be
fore it be changed into the spiritual body [i.e., that in
which the Spirit predominates over the animal soul).
47. of the earth—inasmuch as being sprung from the
earth, he Is "earthy" (Genesis. 2. 7 ; 3. 10, "dust thou
axt**j;i«.. not merely earthly or born upon the earth,
but terrene, or of earth, lit., "of Iieaped earth"or clay.
Adam means red earth, the Lord — Omitted in the
oldest MSS. and versions, from heaven— (John, 3. 13, 31.)
H umanity in Christ is generic. In Him man is imper
sonated in bis true ideal as God originally designed
him. Christ is the representative man, the federal
bead of redeemed man. 48. As is the earthy—pis., Adam,
they.. .that are earthy— all Adam's posteriLy in their
natural state (John, 3. 6. 7). the heavenly—Christ.
tbty...that are heavenly— His people in their regenerate
state (Fbilippians, 3. 20. 21}. As the former precedes
the laiter state, so the natural bodies precede the
spiritual bodies. 49. ai— Greek, " even as" (see Genesis.
5. 3!. we shall also bear — or wear as a garment.
tBKNUix.1 The oldest MSS.. and versions, and fathers.
read, " We must also bear," or " let us also bear."
It implies the Divine appointment (cf. "must," v. 63)
and faith absenting to it. An exhortation, and yet
implying a promise :so Romans, 8. 29). The confor
mity to the image of the heavenly Representative man
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is to be beguu here in our souls, in part, and shall be
perfected at the resurrection in both bodies and souls.
60. (See Notes, v. 37, 39.) " Flesh and blood" of the same
animal and corruptible nature as our present [v. 44}
animal-soulled bodies, cannot inherit the kingdom of
God. Therefore the believer acquiesces gladly in the
unrepealed sentence of the holy law. which appoints
the death of the present body as the necessary prelimi
nary to the resurrection body of glory. Hence he "dies
daily "to the flesh and to the world, as the necessary
condition to his regeneration here and hereafter (John,
3. 6; Galatians, 2. 20). As the being born of the flesh
constitutes a child of Adam, so the being born of' Vie
Spirit constitutes a child of God. cannot—Not merely
is the change of body possible, but it is necessary. The
spirit extracted from the dregs of wine does not so
much differ from them, as the glorified man does from
the mortal man [Bknoel] of mere animal flesh and
blood (Galatians, 1.16). The resurrection body will be
still a body though spiritual, and substantially retain
ing the personal identity : as is proved by Luke, 24. 39;
John, 20. 27, compared with Philippians. 3. 21. the
kingdom of God—which is not at all merely animal, but
altogether spiritual. Corruption doth not inherit,
though it is the way to, incorruption (v. se, 52. 63). 51.
Behold—Calling attention to the "mystery" heretofore
hidden in God's purposes, but now revealed, yru—
emphatical in the Greek: I show {Greek, "tell." viz.,
by the \cord of the Lord, l Thessalonians, 4. 15) you,
who think you have so much knowledge, " a mystery"
(cf. Bomans, 11. 25) which your reason could never
hare discovered. .Many of the old MSS. and fathers
read. " We shall all sleep, but we shall not all be
changed i' but this is plainly a corrupt reading, incon
sistent with l Thessalonians, 4. 15, 17, and with the
argument here, which is that a change is necessary
(v. 63). English Version is supported by some of the
oldest MSS. and fathers. The Greek is lit, "We all
shall not sleep, but," &c. The putting off of the cor
ruptible body for an incorruptible by an instantaneous
change will, in the case of "the quick," stand as equi
valent to death, appointed to all men (Hebrews, 9. 27) ;
of this Enoch and Elijah are types and forerunners.
The " we" implies that Christians in that age and every
successive age since and hereafter were designed to
stand waiting, as if Christ might come again in their
time, and as if they might be found among " the
quick." 53. the last trump — at the sounding of the
trumpet on the last day IVatablus] (Matthew, 24. 31;
1 Thessalonians, 4. it)). Or the Spirit by St. Paul hints
that the other trumpets mentioned subsequently in
the Apocalypse shall precede, and that this shall be
the last of all (cf. Isaiah, 27. 13; Zechariah, 9. 14). As
the law was given with the sound of a trumpet, so the
final judgment according to it (Hebrews, 12. 19 ; cf.
Exodus, 10. 16). As the Lord ascended "with the
sound of a trumpet" (Psalm 47. 6), so He Bhall de
scend (Revelation, 11. 15). The trumpet was sounded
to convoke the people on solemn feasts, especially on
the first day of the seventh month (the type of the complttion of lime: seven being the number for perfection;
on the tenth of the same month was the atonement,
and on the fifteenth the feast of tabernacles, com
memorative of completed salvation out of the spiri
tual Egypt, cf. Zechariah, 14. 18. 19); cf. Psalm 60. 1-7.
Cf, His calling forth of Lazarus from the grave '* with
a loud voice," John, 11. 43. with 5. 23, 2S. and— immedi
ately, in consequence. S3, this—pointing to his oim
body and that of those whom he addresses, put on—
as a garment (2 Corinthians, 5. 2, 3). imraoitality—
Here only, besides 1 Timothy, 6. 16. the word "immor
tality" is found. No where is the immortality of the
soul, distinct from the body, taught: a notion which
many erroneously have derived from heathen philoso
phers.
Scripture does nut contemplate the auoina
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lous state brought about by death, as the consumma
tion to be earnestly looked for (2 Corinthians, 5. 4),
but the resurrection. 64. then—not before. Death
lias as yet a stiny even to the believer, in that his body
is to be under its power till the resurrection. But
then the sting and power of death shall cease for ever.
Dcith Is swallowed up in victory—In Hebrno of Isaiah,
25. 9. from which It is quoted. "He (Jehovah) wUl
ftmUow up death in victory ;" i.«„ for ever : as " in vic
tory- ofteu means in Hebrew idiom (Jeremiah, 3. 6;
Lamentations, 5. 20). Christ will swallow it up so
altoyetfter victoriously that it shall never more regain
its power cf. Hosea, 6. 2; 13. 14; 2 Corinthians, 6. 4;
Hebrews, 2. 14. 15; Revelation, 20. 14: 21. 4 i. 55. Quoted
from Hosea, 13. 14, substantially: but freely used by
the warrant of the Spirit by which St. Paul wrote.
The Hebrew may be translated, *'0 death, where are
thy plagues? Where, O Hades, is thy destruction T
The LXJC., " Where Is thy victory (lit., in a lawsuit).
O death? Where is thy sting, O Hades?" "Sting"
answers to the Hebrew " plagues," viz., a poisoned sting
causing playues. Appropriate, aa to the old serpent
(Genesis. 3 ; Numbers. 21. 6). "Victory" answers to
the Hebrew "destruction." Cf. Isaiah. 26. 7, "destroy
...veiL..over all nations," viz., victoriously destroy it;
and to "in victory" v. 61', which he triumphantly
repeats. The "where" implies their past victorious
destroying power and sting, now gone for ever: obtained
through Satan's triumph over man in Eden, which en
listed <K>d's law on the side of Satan and death against
man (Romans. S. 12, 17, 21'. The souls in Hades being
freed by the resurrection, death's sting and victory are
gone. For " O grave," the oldest MSS. and versions
read, " O death," the second time. 56. If there were
no sin. there would be no death. Man's transgression
of the law gives death Its lawful power, strength of sin
is the law—Without the law sin la not perceived or im
puted (Romans, 3. 20; 4. 15: 6. 13). The law makes sin
the more grievous, by making God's will the clearer
[Romans, 7. s-io!. Christ's people are no longer " under
the law" (Romans. 6. 14;. 57. to God—lhe victory was
in no way due to ourselves (Psalm 9$. 1). givetb—a
present certainty, the victory—which death and Hades
'"the grave"] had aimed at. but which, notwithstand
ing the opposition of them, as well as of the law and
sin. we have gained. The repetition of the word (v. 54.
66) is appropriate to the triumph gained. 58. beloved
—Sound doctrine kindles Christian love, stedfast—not
turning aside from the faith of the resurrection of
yourselves, unmoveable—not turned aside by others
iv. 12 ; Colossians, l. 23 . the work of the Lord—the pro
motion of Christ's kingdom (PhilippLans, 2. 30!. not iu
vaiu— as the deniers of the resurrection would make it
(t. 14, 17;. in the Lord — applying to the whole sen
tence and its several clauses : Ye, as being In the Lord
by faith, know that your labour in the Lord (i.e., labour
according to His will) is not to be without its reward
in the Lord 'through His merits and according to His
gracious appointment).
CHAPTER XVI.
Ver. 1-24. Directions ab to thk Collection tor
the judkan chiustians: st. paul's futube
Plans: He commends to them Timotht, Apollos,
4c. Salutations and Conclusion. 1. collection for
the saints—at Jerusalem (Romans, 16. 28' and in Judea
(Acts, 11. 29. So; 24. 17: cf. 2 Corinthians, «. 4 ; 9. 1. 12).
He says "saints" rather than "the poor," to remind
the Corinthians that In giving. It is to the lonts people.
their own brethren in the faith. Towards the close of
the national existence of the Jews, J udea and Jeruaalem were harassed with various troubles, which in
part affected the Jewish Christians. The community
of goods which existed among them for a time gave
temporary relief, but tended ultimately to impoverish
»R by paralysing individual exertion iActs, x, H, and
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hence was soon discontinued, A beautiful fruit of gTace
itwas, that he who had by persecutions robbed many of
their all lActs, 20. 10,, should become the foremost in
exertions lor their relief, as I have given — rather.
" paw order;'' viz., during my journey through Galatla,
that mentioned Acts. l(*. 23. The churches of Gal;iTi:i
and Phrygift were the last which Paul visited before
writing this epistle. He was nowatEpbesus.andcanie
thither immediately from visiting them (Acts. 18. 23,-i».
l). That he had not been silent in Galatiaon contribu
tions for the poor, appears from the hint let fall in his
epistle to that church (Gaiatians. 2. 10J: an undesigned
coincidence and mark of genuineness. [Paley's Hortr
Paulina.l He proposes the Gaiatians as an example
to the Corinthians, the Corinthians to the Macedo
nians, the Corinthians and Macedonians to the Romans
Romans, 15. 26. 27; 2 Corinthians, 9. 2). There is great
force in example. 2. Aral day of.. .week—already kept
sacred by Christians as the day of the Lord's resurrec
tion, the beginning day both of the physical and of the
new spiritual creations: it gradually superseded the
Jewish sabbath on the seventh day (Psalm 113. 22-24;
John, 20. 19, 20; Acts, 20. 7; Revelation. L 10). Bo the
beginning of the year was changed from autumn to
spring when Israel was brought out of Egypt. Three
annual feasts, all typical of Christian truths, were
directed to be kept on the first day of the week: tl e
feast of the wave offering of the first sheaf, answering
to tho Lord's resurrection; Pentecost, or the feast of
weeks, typical of the fruits of the resurrection in tin
Christian church (Leviticus, 23. 11, 16. 16, 36) ; the feast
of tabernacles at harvest, typical of the ingathering of
the full number of the elect from one end of heaven to
the other. Easter was directed to be kept as a holy
sabbath (Exodus, 12. 16). The Christian sabbath com
memorates the respective works of the Three Persons
of the triune God—creation, redemption (the resurrec
tion), and sanctification (on Pentecost the Holy Ghost
being poured out). Jesus came to fulfil the Spirit
of the Law. not to cancel it, or to lower its staudard.
The primary object of the sabbath i&ltoliness. not merely
rest: " Remember that thou keep holy the sabbath day.*
Cf. Genesis, 2. 3," God blessed and sanctified it, because
..in it He had rested," kc Tne word "Remember"
implies that it was in existence before the giving of the
law from Sinai, aud refers to its institution in I'aradi&e
(cf. Exodus, 16. 22, 23. 36, 30). "Six days shalt thou
labour.-" the spirit of the command is fulfilled whether
tho six days labour be on the last sis days or on the
first. A perpetu.il sabbath would doubtless be the
highest Christian ideal ; but living in a world of business
where the Christian ideal is not yet realised, if a law ot'
definite times was necessary in Paradise, it is still more
so now. every one cf you—even those in limited cir
cumstances, lay by him—though there be not a weekly
jmWic collection, each is privately to set &p&n a definite
proportion of his weekly income for the Lord's cause
and charily, iu store—abundantly: the earnest of abet
ter store laid up for the giver (l Timothy, ti. lit . aa Coii
hath prospered him—lit.," whatsoever he may be pros
pered in," or "may by prosperity have acquired"
[AlfobdJ (Matthew, 25. 16 29; 2 Corinthians, 8. 12?.
that there be no gatherings wbeo I come—that they may
not Own have to be made, when your and my time
ought to be employed in more directly spiritual things.
When men give once for all, not so much is given. But
when each lavs by something every Lord's day. more
is collected than one would have given at once.
[B-knoelJ 3. approve by your letters—rather translate,
" Whomsoever ye shall approve, them will I send v>t\
letters f viz., letters to several persons at Jerusalem,
which would be their credentials. There could be no
need of letters from them before Paul's coming, if the
persons recommended were not to be sent off before tt.
Ld„ "by letters:" an abbreviated expra^ion lor, "X
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He Commendeth Timothy.
wfli send, recommending them by letters." [Gkotics.] I here false teachers, but open adversaries : both Jews
If Englisli Version be retained* the sense will be, | and heathen. After St. Paul, by his now long con
" When I come. I will send those whom by your letters, tinued labours at Fphesus, had produced effects which
thin to be given them, ye shall approve." But the [ threatened the interests of those whose Rains were
antithesis (opposition or contrast) to Paul himself iv.4) derived from idolatry," many adversaries" aroie (Acts,
favours Grotins' view. So " by " means with (Romans, j 19. 9-23). Where great good is. there evil is sure to
2. S7/; and the Greek for " by" is translated with 3 Corin I start np as its antagonist. 10. Now— rather, But.
thians, 2. 4). liberality — fit, gracious or free gift Therefore Timothy was not the bearer of the epistle ;
[i Corinthians, 9. 4>. 4. meet—" worth while." If your for it would not then be said. "If Timothy come." Ho
collections be large enough to be worth an apostle's must therefore have been sent by Paul fro.n I.phesu.s
journey [a Btimulus to their liberality). I will accom I before this epistle was written, to accord with ch. 4.
pany them myself Instead of giving them letters cre | 17-19; and yet the passage here implies, that St. Paul
dential ir. 3; cf. Acts, 20. 1-4/. with me — to guard . did not expect him to arrive at Corinth, till after the
against all possible suspicion of evil (2 Corinthians, 8. : letter was received. He tells them how to treat him
i, 19-21'. 6 7. His first intention had been (2 Corin j "If" he should arrive. Acts, 19. 21, 22, clears up the
thians, l. 15, 16) to pass through them (Corinth) to I difficulty: Timothy, when sent from Ephesus where this
Macedonia, and again return to them from Macedonia, j epistle was written, did not proceed direct to Corinth,
and so to judea ; this he had announced in the lost I but went first to Macedonia; thus though Kent before
epistle (ch. 6. 9,; now having laid aside this intention ' the letter, he might not reach Corinth til) after it was
for which he was charged with levity, 2 Corinthians, | received in that city. The undesigned coincidence be1. 17, &o., whereas It was through lenity, 2 Corinthians, I tween the epistle and the history, and the clearing up
1 23; 2. D, ho announces hfs second plan of " not seeing of the meaning of the former (which does not mention
them now by the way." but " passing through Mace : the journey to Macedonia at all) by the latter, is a
donia" first on his way to them, and then " tarrying a sure mark of genuineness. [Palby'h Hora? PaulinaA
while "and even "abiding and wintering with them." 1 1 is not certai n that Timothy actually readied Corinth ;
for 1 do pass—As much as to say, "This is what I at for in Acts. 19. t>, only Macedonia is mentioned; but it
last resolve upon " (not as the erroneous subscription does not follow that though Macedonia was the imof the epistle represents it, as if he was tues at | mediate object of his mission. Corinth was not the ulti
I'hilippi, on his way through Macedonia) : implying mate object. The " if Timothy come." implies uncer
that there had been some previous communication tainty. 2 Corinthians, 1. 1. represents him with Paul
upon the subject of the journey, and also that there | in Macedonia; and 2 Corinthians, 13. 18. speaking of
bad been some indecisive n ess in the apostle's plan. j Titus and others sent to Corinth, does not mention
IPalet.1 In accordance witli his second plan, we find i Timothy, which it would have probably done, had one
him in Macedonia when 2 Corinthians was written i so closely connected with the apostle as Timothy was,
12 Corinthians, 2. 13; 8. 1; 9. 2. 4). and on his way to I stayed as his delegate at Corinth. The mission of Titus
Corinth (2 Corinthians, 12. 14; 13. 1; cf. Acts, 20. 1, 2). i then took place, when it became uncertaiu whether
*' Pass through " is opposed to ** abide " {v. 6). He was Timothy could go forward from Macedonia to Corinth,
*ot vtt in Macedonia (as v. 8 shows) , but at Ephesus ; but Paul being anxious for immediate tidings of the state of
be-wu thinking of passing Utrough it not abiding as he , the Corinthian church, Alford argues that if so, St.
purposed to do at Corinth). 6. He did " abide and even Paul's adversaries would have charged him with fickle
winter* for the three winter n.ouths in Greece ness in this case also i2 Corinthians, 1. 17), as in the
Coriuth), Acts, 20. 3, G; from which passage it seems I case of his own change of purpose. But Titus was
that Paul probably left Corinth about a month before j sent directly to Corinth, so as to arrive there before
the "days of unleavtned bread" or the Passover (so as ! Timothy could by the route through Macedonia. Ti tuV
to allow time to touch at Thessalunica and Berea, | presence would thus make amends for the disappointfrom which cities two of his companions were ; as we ' meut as to the intended visitof Timothy, and would disread be did at Phillppti; so that thus the three months j arm adversaries of a charge in this respect (2 Corinat Corinth would be December, January, and February. | thians, 7. 0. 7). without tear— £eferring perhaps to a
IBijiks, Borce Apostotica.} ye—emphatical In the nervous tiuddlty in Timothy's character (1 Timothy,
Orttk. whithersoever I go—He purposed to goto Judea 3. 15; 6. 22. 23). His youth would add to this feeling, as
i2 Corinthians, 1. 16) from Corinth, but his plans were well as his country, Lystra, likely to be despised in re
not positively fixed as yet [Note, v. 4; cf. Acts, 19. 21'. fined Corinth. 11. despise—This charge is not given
7. I will dh see you now by the way—lit. "I do not wish concerning any othor of the many messengers whom
t° see you this time in passing;" i.e.. to pay you now Paul sent. 1 Timothy, 4. 12. accounts for it (cf. Psalm
what would have to be a merely passing visit as I did 118. 141). He was a young man, younger probably than
in the second visit (2 Corinthians, 12. 11). In contrast those usually employed in the Christian mission ;
to "a while." i.e., some time, as the Greek might better whence St. Paul apprehending lest he should, on that
be translated, but—The oldest MS8. read "for." 8. at account, be exposed to contempt, cautions him, "Let
Eph (bus-whence St. Paul writes this epistle. Cf. t>. 19, no man despise thyjrouth." [Palky s Horce Paulina'.)
" Asia," wherein Ephesus was, until Pentecost — He conduct—set him on his way with every mark of respect.
soems to have stayed as he here purposes ; for just when and with whatever he needs (Titus. 3. 13). in peace—
the tumult which drove hiin away broke out, ho was (Acts, 15. 33 ; Hebrews, 11. 31.J " Peace" is the saluta
already Intending to leave Ephesus (Acts, 19. 21. 22; tion of kindness and respect in the East; and so it
Combined with ch. 6. 7, 8. this verte fixes the date of stands for every blessing. Perhaps here there is too a
thh epistle to a few weeks before Pentecost, and very contrast between "peace" and the "contentions" pre
•oon after the passover. 9. door— (2 Coriuihians, 2. 12.) valent at Corinth (ch- 1. 11). I look fur biui—He and
An opening for the extension of the gospel. Wise men Titus were appointed to meet St. Paul in Troas,
are on the watch for. and avail themselves of, oppor whither the apostle purposed proceeding from Ephesus
trinities. So "door of hope," Jlo-ta. 2. 15. "Dooroi (2 Corinthians, 2. 12, 13). St. Paul thus claims their
faith." Acts. 14. 27. "An open door," Revelation, 3. 8. respect for Timothy as one whom he felt so necessary
"A door of utterance." Colossians, 4. 3. "Great," i.e., to himself as "look for" to him. [Tukopuyl.J with
titentive. " Effectual," i.e., requiring great labours the brethren—Others besides Erastus accompanied Ti
I Emus]; or opportune for effecting great results. mothy to Macedonia (cf. v. U ; Acts, 19. 2_»). 12. ApolIBeza.] many adversaries—who would block up the Jos, I greatly desired...to come unto you—He says Uiis,
*»y and prevent us from entering the open door. Ko lest they should suspect that be from jealousy prevented
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Apollo*' coming to them ; perhaps tbey bad expressly
requested A polios to be sent to them. A polios was not
at Kpheaus when St Paul wrote (cf. v. 19. and ch. I. 1).
Probably Apollos' unwillingness to go to Corinth at this
time was because being aware of the undue admira
tion of his rhetorical style which led astray many at
Corinth, he did not wish to sanction it [ch. 1. 12; 3. 4}.
St. Paul's noble freedom from all selfish jealousy led
him to urge Apollos to go; and on the other hand,
Apollos, having heard of the abuse of his name at Co
rinth to party purposes, perseveringly refused to go.
St. Paul, of course, could not state in his letter particu
larly these reasons in the existing state of division
prevalent there. He calls Apollos " brother " to mark
the unity that was between the two. with the brethren
—who bear this letter («. I7J. (See subscription added
to the epistle.) Conybsark thinks Titus was one of
the bearers of this first letter (2 Corinthians, 8. 6,
16-24; 12. 16}. Alford thinks "the brethren" here may
be the same as in v. 11. convenient time—Apollos did re
turn to Corinth when their divisions were moderated
[JcrohkJ. and so ft was a more seasonable time. 13.
He shows that they ought to make their hopes of sal
vation to depend not on Apollos or any other teacher;
that it rests with themselves. " Watch ye:" for ye are
slumbering. "Stand:" for ye are like men tottering.
"Quit you like men; be strong f for ye are effeminate
(v. 14). "Let all your things be done with charity"
(ch. 8. 1: 13. 11: not with strifes as at present. [CbryHOSTOM-] " In the faith" which was assailed by some
(ch. 15. 1, 2. 12-17). 15. first-fruits of Achaia—the first
Achit-an converts cf. Romans, 18. 6). The image is from
the first-fruits offered to the Lord (Leviticua, 23. 10; cf.
ch. is. 20!. The members of this family had been
baptized by Paul himself fch. 1. 16). addicted them
selves to the ministry of tne taint*—translate, "Set them
selves (i.e.. voluntarily) to minister unto the saints"
(cf 2 Corinthians, 8. 4). 16. That ye—translate, "That
ye alto," viz., in your turn...in return for their selfdevotion. [Alford. | helpeth with—them, laboareth
—by himself. 17. Fortuoatus... Acaaicos—probably of
Stephanas' household, that.. .lacking on your part—So
far as you were unable yourselves to "refresh my spirit,"
in that you are absent from me, " they have supplied "
by coming to me from you, and so supplying the means
of intercourse between you and me. They seem to have
carried this letter back ; see the subscription below:
hence the exhortations r. IS, is, as though they would
be at Corinth when the epistle arrived. 18. refreshed
nty spirit and yours—" yours " will be refreshed on re
ceiving this letter, by knowing that "my spirit is
refreshed" by their having come to me from you : and
(perhaps) by the good report they gave of many of you
(ch. 1. 4-8): my refrestimcnt of spirit redounds to yours,
as being my disciples (2 Corinthians, 7. 13; cf. Zechariab,
o. &). acknowledge— render them due acknowledgments
by a kind reception of them : 1 Thcssalonlans, 5. 12,
"know" them in their true worth, and treat them
accordingly. 19. Asii— not all Asia Minor, but Lydian
Ana only, of which Kphesus was the capital, much—
with especial affection. Aquila... Priscilla—(cf. Acts,
is. 2; Ilonians. m. 3. 4.) Originally driven out of Italy
by Claudius, they had come to Corinth whence their
salutation of the Corinthian* is appropriate here), and
then had removed with Paul from Corinth to Kphesus
(Acts, 16. 2, 1R, 19, 201; here, as at Rome subsequently,
they set up a church (orat-M-mbly of believers; at their
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house (Romans, 16. 3.5). A pattern to Christian hus
bands and wives. Their Christian self-devoting love
appears wherever they were (Romans, 16. 3. 4). Even
the gifted Apollos, so highly admired at Corinth, owed
much of his knowledge to them Acts, is. 24-2oi. In
v. 20, ** All the brethren" (i.e., the whole church) seem
to be disti ruuished from " the church that is in their
house," which was but a partial and private assembly
out of the general church at Corinth. IV ran dkk thinks
Romans, 16. 23, refers to " the tohote church" meeting at
the house o/Gaius cf. Colossians, 4. 161. "Synagogue"
implies an assembly in general, without reference to
the diameter or motives of its members. "Church"
like the Htbrtw Kahal, implies an assembly legally
convened; as, for instance, the Jews met as a body
politic to receive the law hence Stephen calls it "the
church in the wilderness," Acts, 7. 38), and having a
legal bond of union. Christ's followers when dispersed
from one another cease to be a congregation syna
gogue), but still are a church, having the common bond
of union to the same Head by the same faith and
hope. [Vitrinoa. Synagogu* and Temple.] From
this we may explain St. Paul's entering "into every
house and baling men and women :"* he would in search
ing for Christians go to their several ** houses" of
prayer, in the Lord—They pray for all blessings on you
from the Lord, the source of every good. [Urotiua.1
Axford explains, "in a Christian manner." as mind
ful of your common Lord. " In the Lord " seems to
me to refer to their union together in Christ, their
prayers for one another's good being in virtue of that
union. 20. holy kiss—the token of the mutual love of
Christians, especially at the Lord's supper (cf. Romans,
16. 16; l Thessalonians. 6. 26), "in which all the dis
sensions of the Corinthians would be swallowed up."
[Uenoel.] 21. salutation ... with mine own hand—he
therefore dictated all the rest of the epistle. 23. A
solemn cloning warning added in hi* own hand: as in
Epheslans, 6. 24 ; Colossians, 4. 18. the Lord — who
ought to be "loved "above Paul, Apollos, and all other
teachers. Love to one another is to be in connection
with love to Him above all. Ionatiuh, Eptstola ad
Romano* 7, writes of Christ, " My love has been cruci
fied " (cf. Song of Solomon, 2, 7). Jesus Christ—Omitted
in the oldest MSS. let him be Anatbemi—accurs«f with
that curse which the Jews who call Jeans " accursed"
{ch. 12. 3 are bringing righteously on their own heads.
[Bknoel.J So far from "saluting" Mm, I bid him be
accursed, Haran-atha—Syriac (or the Lord cometh. A
motto or watchword to urge them to preparedness for
the Lord's coming; as in Philippians, 4. V* The Lord is
at hand." 23. The grace, i-c—This is the salutation
meant in v. 21 ; and from which unbelievers [s*. 22 ; cf.
2 John, 10. 11} are excluded, [Benqkl.] 24. My love,
&c.— After having administered some severe rebukes,
he closes with expressions of " love:" his very rebukes
were prompted by love, and therefore are altogether in
harmony with the profession of love here made: it
was love in Christ Jesu*t and therefore embraced "till"
who loved Him.
The subscription represents the epistle as written
from Philippi. Verse 8 shows it was written at Ephesu*. Be.no el conjectures that perhaps, however, it
was sent from Philippi [v. 6). because the deputies of
the Corinthians had accompanied Paul thither. From
Epheaus there was a road to Corinth above Philippi.

THE SECOND EPIBTLE OF PAUL THE APOSTLE TO THE

CORINTHIANS.
INTRODUCTION.
H'flE following reasons seem to have induced St Paul to write this second epistle to the Corinthians : (1.1 That he*■ might explaiu the reasons for his having deferred to pay them his promised visit, by taking Corinth as his way to Mace
donia a Corinthians. 4. 19; ch. 1. 15, 18 j est 1 Corinthians, 16. 5}; and so that he might set forth to them his apostolic walk
in general (ch. I. 12, 94 ; 6. 3-13 ; 7. 2). (2J That he might commend their obedience In reference to the directions in his
first cpurtle, and at the same time direot them now to forgive the offender, as having been punished sufficiently (ch. 2. MI;
7 6- Iff). (3.) That he might urge them to collect for the poor saints at Jerusalem (ch. 8. 1-0,15). (4.) That he might maintain
bis apostolic authority and reprove goinsayers.
The external testimonies for its oenninentu are, Ireniein, Htrregev 3. 7. 1; Athenagorts de raurrectione vwrtuontm ;
Clement of Alexandria, Stromata 3. see 94 ; 4 sec. 101 ; Tcrtullian de pudicitio, ch. 1 J.
THE TIME OP WKITING was after Pentecost, A.D. 67, when St. Paul left Ephcsua for Troaa. Having stayed
in the latter place for some time preaching the gospel with effect (ch. 9. 12), he went on to Macedonia, being eager to meet
Titos there, having been disappointed in his not coming to Troas, as bad been agreed on between them. Having heard from
him the tidings he so much desired of the good effect produced on the Corinthians by his first epistle, and after having tested
tie liberality of the Macedonian churches (eh. 8. 1), he wrote this second epistle, and then went on to Greece, where he
abode for three months; and then, after travelling by land, reached Phillppi on his return at Passover or Easier 08 A.I).
lAe:a. Su. 1-6). So that this epistle must hare been written about autumn 57 A.D.
Macedonia was TnE PLACE from which it was written fch. 0. 8, where the present tense " I boast,"or "am bosstins." implies bis presence then in Macedonia). In Asia (Lydian Asia) he had undergone some great peril of his life (ch. I.
8,9). whether the reference be IPatevl to the tumult at Ephesus (Acts, 19. 23 41), or. at* Al'ord thinks, to a dangerous illness
io which he despaired of life. Thence be passed by Troas to Philippi, the first city which would meet him in enteriog
Macedonia. The Importance of the Pbllippian church would induce him to stay there some time : as also bis desire
to collect contributions from the Macedonian churches for the poor saints at Jerusalem. His anxiety of niiud is recorded
'ch. 7. 3) as occurring when he came into Macedonia* and therefore must have been at PktixppU which was the first city of
Maeedjnia In coming from Troas; and here, too, from ch. 7. 6, compared with v. 5, must have been the scene of his receiving
the comforting tidings from Titus. " Macedonia " is used for Philippi in S Corinthians, 11. 9, as is proved by comparison
with Philippians, 4. IS, 16. So it is probably used here (oh. 7. S). Al/ord argues from ch. 8. 1, where he speaks of the " grace
bestowed on the cJittrcAstfplural) of Macedonia," that Paul must have visited other churches in Macedonia, besides Philippi
when he wrote, e-o., Thesaalonica. Berea, Ac, and that Philippi, the firtt on his route. Is less likely to hare been the scene of
his writing than the last on bis route, whichever it was, perhaps, Theesalonica. But Philippi, as being the chief town of
the province, was probably the place to which all the collections of the churches were sent. Ancient tradition, too <aa
appears from the subscription to this epistle), favours the view that Philippi was the place from which this epistle was sent
t y the hands of Titus, who received, besides, a charge to prosecute at Corinth the collection which he liad Legun at his
first visit (ch. & 6).
THE STYLE is most varied, and passes rapilly from one phase of feeling to another : now joyous and consolatory,
again severe and full of reproof; at one time gentle and affectionate, at another, sternly rebuking opponents, and uphold
ing his dignity as an apostle. This variety of style accords with the warm and earnest character of the apostle, which
nowhere is manifested more beautifully than in this epistle. His bodily frailty, and the chronic malady under which
he mffered, and which is often alluded to (ch. 4. 7 ; 5. 1-4 ; 12. 7-9 ; cf JVote, 1. 8), must have been especially trying to one of
his ardent temperament But besides this, was the more pressing anxiety of the " care of all the churches." At Corinth,
as elsewhere, Judaising emissaries wished to bind legal fetters of letter and form (of. ch. 3. 3-18) on the freedom and
catholicity of the Church. On the other hand, there were freethinkers who defended their immorality of practice by iufidel
theories (1 Corinthians, 15. IS, 89*36). These were the " fightings without," and " fears within" (ch. 7. fi, 6, which agitated the
apostle's mind, until Titus brought him comforting tidings from Corinth. Even then, whilst the majority at Corinth had
t«tiflc£ their repentance, and, as St. Paul had desired, excommunicated the incestuous person, and contributed for the poor
Christians of Judea, there was still a minority who, mora contemptuously than ever, resisted the apostle. These accused
him of crafty and mercenary motives, as if he had personal gain in view in the collection being made ; aud this, notwith
standing his scrupulous care to be above the possibility of reasonable suspicion, by having others besides himself to take
charge of the money. This Insinuation was palpably inconsistent with their other charge, that he could be no true
apostle, as be did not claim maintenance from the churches which he founded. Another accusation they brought of
cowardly weakness ; that he was always threatening severe measures without daring to execute them (ch. 10. 8-lfl; 13. S);
and that be was vacillating in his teaching and practice ; circumcising Timothy, and yet withholding circumcision from
Titos; a Jew among the Jews, and a Greek among the Greeks. That most of these opponents were of the Judaising party
hi the church, appears fromeb. It. 88. They seem to have been headed by an emissary from Judea ("He that comet h/*
ch. II. 4>, who had brought " letters of commendation " (ch. X 1) from members of the church at Jerusalem, and who
boasted at his purity of Hebrew descent, and his close connexion with Christ Himself (ch. 11. 13,23). His partisans con
trasted his high pretensions with the timid humility of St Paul (1 Corinthians, S. S); and his rhetoric with the apostle's
plain and unadorned style (oh. 11. 6; 10. 10, 13). It was this state of things at Corinth, reported by Titus, that caused St.
Paul to send him back forthwith thither with this second epistle, which is addressed, not to Corinth only (1 Corinthians,
1. T), but fa» alt the churches also In Achaia (ch. 1. 1), which had in some degree been affected by the same causes as affected
the Corinthian church. The widely-different tone in different parts of the epistle, is due to tbe diversity which existed
at Corinth between the penitent majority, and the refractory minority. The former he addresses with the warmest affec
tion ; the latter with menace and warning. Two deputies, chosen by the churches, to take charge of the conUibuUou to
U coUcicd at Corinth, accompanied Titus (ch. a 18, 19, SB).
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CHAPTER L
Ver 1-14. ThiHs*DINQ:ST. PATJl/sCoWBOLATTOKa
in Recent Trials ik Asia: His Sixcebity towards
thkCorctthianh: Explanation or his mot hat*
ixo Vibttsd them as he had Purposed. 1.
1 imr hy oar brother—When writing to Timothy himself,
he calls him "my son" (l Timothy, l. IS!. Writing of
hiru," brother," dec, and "my beloved son" (l Corin
thians. 4. 17). He bad been sent before to Macedonia,
and had met Paul »t Phihppi, when the apostle passed
over from Troas to Macedonia (cf. ch. 2. 12, 13; Notes,
l Corinthians, lft. 10. II). in all Actiaia— comprising
Hellas and the Peloponere. The Geutiles themselves,
and Anna;as Galiio.tbe Pro-consul (Acts. 18.). strongly
te«tifled their disapproval of the accusation brought
by ;he Jews against Paul. Hence, the apostle was
enabled to labour in the whole province of Achaia with
such success as to establish several churches there
.1 Thessalonians. 1. 8 ; 2 Thessalonians, 1. 4J, where,
writing from Corinth, be speaks of the "churches,"
viz.. not only the Corinthian, but others also—Athens,
CenchrwK, and, perhaps. Slcyon, Argos. &c. He ad
dresses " the church in Coriuth," directly, and all " the
saints" in the province, indirectly. In Calations, 1. 2.
all the "churches" are addressed directly in the same
circular epistle. Hence, here he does not say. all the
c.'iurches. but "ail the saints." 3. This thanksgiving
for his late deliverance forms a suitable introduction
for conciliating their favourable reception of bis
masons for not having fulfilled his promise of visiting
them (v. 16-24). Father or mercies — i.e.. the Source
of all mercies {cf. James, l. 17; Romans, 12. 1.1. comfort
—which flows from His " mercies" experienced. Like
a true man of faith, he mentions " mercies" and " com
fort.' before he proceeds to speak of afflictions (v. 4, 6, 6).
The "tribulation" of believers Is not inconsistent
with God's mercy, and does not beset In them suspicion
of It ; nay, in the end they feel that He is " the God of
all comfort," i.e., who imparts tht on'y true and perftct comfort in every instance (Psalm 140. 3,6, 8; James,
6. IV. 4. OS—idiomatic for me (1 Thessalonians, 2. 18).
That we may...comfort th*-m wbica are in any trouble—
Trunxl'ttc, as the Greek is the same as before,
"tribulation." The apostle lived, not to himself, but
to the church; so, whatever graces God conferred on
hire, he considered granted not for himself alone, but
tint he might have the greater ability to help others.
[Calvin.] So participation in all the afflictions of man
peculiarly qualified Jesus to be man's comforter in all
his various afflictions (Isaiah, SO. 4-6; Hebrews, 4. 15J.
5 infferinji—standing in contrast with "salvation"
{». 8;: as" tribulation'* distress of mind) .with comfort or
"consolation." of Ciirist—Cf. Colossians, l. 24. The
wtftrinv* endured, whether by Himself, or by His
church, with which He considers Himself identified
(Matthew, th. 40. 4i; Acts. 9. 4; 1 John. 4. 17-2U. Christ
calls His peoples sufferings His own suffering, (l.) beciuse of the sympathy and mystical union between
dim and us (Komans.8. 17; l Corinthians, 4. 10/. (t.)
They are borne for His sake. (3.) They tend to His
glory fEphestnns, 4. 1; 1 Peter, 4, 14, 16'. aboaDd in us—
Greek, " abound unto us." The order of the Greek fol
low lug words Is more forcible than in English Version,
" Even no through Christ aboundcth also our comfort."
The sufferings (plural) are many ; but the consolation
'thonyh singular swallow* up them all. Comfort preP< >nderates in this epistle, above that iu the first epistle,
as now by the effect of the latter, most of the Corin
thians had been much impressed. 6. we...afflicttd...
for your consolation—exemplifying the communion of
saints. Their hearts were, so to speak, mirrors reflect
ing the likenesses of each other (I'hilippians, 3. 26. 27).
[Bknori..) Alike the afflictions and the consolations
of the apostle tend, as in him. so in them, as having
communion with htm, to their consolation (v. 4, and
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ch. 4. IS). The Gnek for "afflicted" is the same as
before, and ought to be translated^ " Whether we be
in tribulation." which is effectual — lit., worketh
effectually, in the enduring, &c—i.e., in enabling you
to endure " the same sufferings which we also suffer."
Here foliows, in the oldest MSS. (not ss English Version
in the beginning of v. 7). the clause. " And our hope is
stedfast on your bebtlf." 7. so thall ye be—rather,
"So are ye.' He means, there if a community of con
solation, as of s offering, between me and you. 8. 9.
Referring to the imminent risk of life which he ran in
Kphesus (Acts, 19. 23. 4zc.\ when the whole multitude
were wrought up to fury by Demetrius, on the plea of
St. Paul and his associates having assailed the religion
of Diana of Ephesus. The words r. 0), " we bad the
sentence of death in ourselves." mean, that he looked
upon himself as a man condemned to die. {Paley.|
Altoru thinks the danger at £pbesus was compara
tively so slight, that it cannot be supposed to be the
subject of reference here, without exposing the apostle
to a charge of cowardice, very unlike bis fearless
character : hence, he supposes St. Paul refers to some
deadly sickness which he had suffered under [*. 9, 10).
But there is little doubt that, had Paul been found by
the mob in the excitement, he would have been torn
in pieces ; and probably, besides what St. Luke in
Acts records, there were other dangers of an equally
distressing kind, such as, " lyings in wait of the Jews"
[Acts, 20. 19% bis ceaseless foes. They, doubtless, had
incited the multitude at £phesnt [Acts. 19. 0 . and were
the chiefoi the" many adversaries*'and " (wild) beasts.*
which he had to fi^ht with there (1 Corinthians, 16. 52;
10. 9 . His weak state of health at the time com
bined with all this to make him regard himself as all
but dead ich. 11. 29; 12. 10). What makes my supposition
probable Is. that the very cause of his not having
visited Corinth directly as he had intended, and for
which he proceeds to apologise [t. 16-23). was. that
there might be time to see whether the evil* arising
there not only from Greek, but from Jewish disturbers
of the church (ch. 11. 2i". would be checked by his first
epistle : their not bciny fully so was what entailed on
him the need of writit/g this second epistle. His not
specifying this here expressly is just what we might
expect in the outset of this letter; towards the close,
when be had won their favourable hearing br a kindly
and firm tone, he gives a more distinct reference to
Jewish agitators (ch. II. 22. above strength — %,&.
ordinary, natural powers of endurance, desj-nred—as
far as human help or hope from man was concerned.
But in respect to help trom Cod we were "not in
despair" (ch. 4. 8). 9. But—" Yea." in God which raiseta
the dead—We had so given up all thoughts of life, that
our only hope was fixed on the comiug resurrection; so
in 1 Corinthians. 15. 32, his hope of the resurrection
was what buoyed him up in contending with foes,
savage as wild beasts. Here be touches only on the
doctrine of the resurrection, taking it Tor granted that
,ts truth is admitted by the Corinthians, and urginc
its bearing on their practice. 10. doth deliver—The
oldest MSS. read, "will deliver," viz., as regards tMmediately imminent dangers. "In whom we trust that
he will also (so the Greek* yet deliver us," refers to the
continuance of Cod's delivering help hereafter. 11.
helping together by prayer fur us—rattier, "helping to
gether on our behalf by your supplication:" the words
*' for us" in the Greek following " iielping together," not
"prayer." tbat for the gif:. Aw.— lif.."Ti;aton the part
of many persons the gift lit , gift of grace: the mercy)
bestowed upon us by means of (i.e., through the
prayers of) many may be offered thanks for (may have
thanks offered for it) on our behalf.'* 12. For— Reason
why he may confidently look for their prayers for him.
oarrejoinng-^rfefc/'ourglorying." ftotthatheglories
in the testimony of his conscience, as something to
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fcwwt of: nay. this testimony is itself the thing in which spiritual gifts which he was the means of imparting
his glorying consists, in simplicity—Most of the oldest (Romans, 1. 11. 12}. 10. This Intention of visiting them
MSSl read, "in holiness." English Version reading is on the way to Macedonia, as well as after having passed
perhaps a gloss from Ephesians, o. 6. |"Au*okd.] through it, must have reached ohe ears of the Corin
Some of the oldest MSS. and versions, however, sup thians In some way or other — perhaps in the lost
port it. ffodly sincerity— lit, " sincerity of God;" i.e., epistle (l Corinthians, 4. 18; 6. 9 . The sense comes
sincerity as in tlie presence of God (l Corinthians, 6. 8). out more clearly in the Greek order, " By you to pass
We glory In this ha spite of all our adversities. Sin into Macedonia* and from Macedonia to come again
cerity in Greek implies the non-admixture of any unto you," 17. use lightness—Was 1 guilty of levity?
foreign element. He had no sinister or selfish aims viz., by promising more than T performed, or.. .accord
las some insinuated] in failing to visit them as he had ing to the nesb, that with me there should be yea yea...
promised: such aims belonged to his adversaries, not nay nay 3—The "or* expresses adifferent alternative:
to him (ch. 2. 17). " Fleshly wisdom* suggests tortuous Bid I act with levity, or (on the other band) do 1 pur
ant insincere course; but the "grace of God* which pose what I purpose like worldly (fleshly) men, so that
influenced him by God's gift (Romans 12. 3*. 16. 16), sug- my " yea" must at all costs be yea, and my " nay" nay
tests holy straight- forwardness and sincere faithfulness [Bekoel. Win kii. Calvin] (Matthew, 14. 7, 9j ? The
to promises (v. 17-20), even as God is faithful to His repetition of the "yea" and "nay" hardly agrees with
promises. The prudence which subserves selfish in Alford's view," What I purpose do I purpose accord
terests, or employs unchristian means, or relies on ing to the changeable purposes of the fleshly .worldly)
human means more than on the divine Spirit, is " fleshly man, that there may be with me the yea yea. aud the
wisdom." in the world—even in relation to the world nay nay" (i.e., both affirmation and negation concern
at large, which is full of dising^nuousness. rr.ore ing the same thing). The repetition will thus stand
ibajdaotlv to yon-ward—(ch. 2. 4.) His greater love to for the single yen. and nay, as in Matthew, 6. 37; James,
them would lead him to manifest, especially to them, 6. 12. But the latter passage implies that the double
proofs of his sincerity, which his less close connection "yea" here is not equivalent to the single "yea:"
with the -world- did not admit of his exhibiting towards BraoBi/s view, therefore, seems preferable. 18. He
it. 13. We write none other things (in this epistle) adds this lest they might think his doctrine was
than what ye read (in my former espistle [Bekgel]; changeable like his purposes (the change iu which ho
present, because the epistle continued still to be read in admitted in v. 17, whilst denying that it was due to
the church as an apostolic rule;. Conybeark «fc " lightness," and at the some time implying that not to
IlowaoN think Paul had been suspected of writing have charged, where there was good reason, would
privately to some individuals in the church in adifferent have been to imitate theAcshly minded who atall cost*
strain from that of his public letters ; and translate. obstinately hold to their purpose), true—Greek," faith
"I write nothing else to you but what ye read openly ful" (1 Corinthians, l. 9). oar word—the doctrine we
tthe Greek meaning, 'ye read aloud,' viz., when St. preach, was no:—The oldest MSS. read " is not." yea
Paul's epistles were publicly read in the congregation, and nay—i.e., inconsistent with itself. 19. Proof of tins
l Tbessaloniaus. 6. •£!) ; yea, and what you acknowledge unchangeauleness of the doctrine from the unchangeinwardly'1 or scknowltdge— Greek, "or even acknow ableness of the subject of it, viz.% Jesus Christ. He is
ledge." The Greek for "read" and for "acknowledge" called " the Sou of God " to show the impossibility of
are words kindred in sound and root. I would translate, change in One who Is co-equal with God himself
".None other tilings than what ye know by reading (by (cf. 1 Samuel, 15. 29; Malachi. 3. 6). by me...SUvanns
comparing my former epistle with my present eplstlet, and Ttaiota*us—The Son of God, though preached by
or even know as a matter of fact" (viz., the consistency different preachers, was one and the same, unchange
of my acts with my words?, even to tUe end—of my life. able. Silvanus is contracted into Silas (Acts, 16. 22.
Not excluding reference to the day of the Lord (v. 14, cf. 1 Peter, 5. 12). in hiin was yen—Greek, " is made yea
end; 1 Corinthians, 4. 6). 14. iu part—In contrast to in Him;" i.e., our preaching of the Sou of God is con
"even to the endf the testimony of his life was not firmed as true in Him (i.e.. through Htm; through the
yet completed. [Thkopuyl&Benqkl.] Rather," in miracles wherewith He has confirmed our preaching)
part," <•«-. some of you, not all. (Grotics. Alford.] IGrotius]; or rather, by the witness of the Spirit
fc'o in ch. 2. 6; Romans, 11.25. The majority atCoriiAli which He has given, v. til, 22, and of which miracles
had shown a willing compliance with St. Paul's direc were only one, and that a subordinate manifestation.
tions in the first epistle: but some wore still refractory. 20. Rather, How many soever be the promises of God.
Hence arises the difference of tone in different parts of in Him is the " yea" ["faithfulness to Hts word ," con
tids epistle. See Introduction, your rejoicing—your trasted with the " yea and nay," v. 10, i.e., inconstancy
subject of glorying or boast. " Are" (not merely shall as to one's word), and iu him Amen—The oldest M&S,
bet implies the present recognition of one another as read, '* iVherejore through Him is the Amen ;" i.e.. In
a subject of mutual glorying: Hint glorying being about Him la faittifulness ("yea") to His word, "wherefore
to be realized in its fulness "in the day (of the coining] through Him" is the immutable verification of it
of the Lord Jesus." 15. in this confidence—of ray cha (" Amen"). As " yea" is His word, so " Amen" is His
racter for sincerity being "acknowledged" by you oath, which makes our assurance of the fulfilment
(t. 12-14J. was mii-iled—1 was intending, before—"To doubly sure. Cf. "two immutable things {viz.. His
come unto you before" visiting Macedonia (where he word and Ills oath) in which it was impossible for God
now was). Cf. Note, 1 Corinthians, 1C. 5; also 4. ls.which, to lie" (Hebrews. 3. 18; Revelation, 3. 14). The whole
combined with the words here, implies, that the in range of Old Testament and New Testament promises
stallation of somo at Corinth, that he would not come are secure in their fulfilment for us in Christ, unto
at all, rested on the fact of his having thus disappointed the glory of God by us—Greek, "for glory unto God by
them. Bis change of intention, and ultimate resolution us" [cf. ch. 4. 15), i.e., by our ministerial labours; by
of going through Macedonia first, took place before his us His promises, and His unchangeable faithfulness to
sending Timothy from Ephesus into Macedonia, and them, are proclaimed. Conybeare takes the "Amen"
therefore fl Corinthians, 4. 17) before his writing the to he the Amen at the close of thanksgiving: but then
first epistle. Cf. Acts, l&. 21, 22 (the order there is " by us" would have to mean what it cannot mean here.
'' Macedonia and Achaia," not Achaia, Macedonia) ; £0. " by us and you." 21. stablubeth us.. .in Christ—i.e., in
1, 2. ua- ye might have a wcoud benefit—one In going the faith of Christ—in believing in Christ, anointed us
to, the other in returning from, Macedonia. The —As "Christ" Is the "Anointed" (which His name
"uenefit" of his via its consisted in the grace and means), so " He bath anointed {Greek, dtraasi us, alike
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ministers ami believing people. with the Spirit (». 22;
1 John. 2. 20. 27), Hence we become "a sweet savour
of Christ" 'f*h. 2. Ifi). 23. sealed — A seal is a token
a«*nring the possession of property to one ; " sealed"
here answers to "stablisheth us" (e. 21; 1 Corinthians.
9. 2). the earnest of the Spirit—i.e.. the Spirit as the
earnest (i.e., money (riven by a purchaser as a pledge
for the full payment of the sum promised). The Holy
Spirit i* given to the believer now as a first instalment
to assure him his full inheritance as a son of God shall
be his hereafter fEphesians, J. IS. 14). "Sealed with
that Holy Spirit of promise which is the earnest of
our inheritance until the redemption of the purchased
possession" (Romans, «. 23;. The Spirit is the pledge
of the fulfilment of **aJl the promises" (r. 80). 33.
Moreover I—Grerk, " But I (for my part)," in contrast to
r,op who hath assured us of His promises beinc here
after fulfilled certainly ',v. 20-32). call Goi—the allknowing one. who avenges wilful unfaithfulness to
promises, for a record upou my soul—As a witness as to
the secret purposes of my soul, and a witness against
It. if I lie [Malachi, 3. 6). to spare you—in order not
to come in a rebuking spirit, as I should have had to
come to ynu, if I had come then. I came not a* yet—
Greek, no bmger; i.e., I pare up my purjtose o/ then
visiting Corinth. He wished to give them time for reIieniancc, that he might not have to use severity
towards them. Hence he sent Titus before him. Cf.
ch. 10. 10. 11, which shows that his detractors repre
sented him as threatening what he had not courage to
perform (1 Corinthians, 4. IS, ibi. 24 Not fir that— i.e..
Not that. "Faith' Is here emphatic He had
"dominion" or a right to control them in matters of
discipline, but in matters of "faith" he was only a
"fellow-helper of their joy" (viz., in believing, Romans,
15. 13 ; Philipplans, 1. 25!. The Greek is. " Not that we
lord it over your faith " This he adds to soften the
magisterial tone of v. 23. His desire is to cause them
not sorrow (ch. 2. 1, 2), but "joy." The Greek for
•' helpers" Implies a mutual leaning one on the other,
like the mutually supporting buttresses of a sacred
building. '* By faith [Romans. 11. 20! ye stand;" there
fore it is that I bestow such pains in " helping" your
faith, which is the source of ail true "joy" (Romans,
LS, 13). I want nothing more, not to lord it over your

faith.
CHAPTER H.
Ver. 1-17. Reason whyhehad not Vibitkdthem
on bis way to macedonia: the incestuous
Person ocuht now to be Forgiven: His Anxiety
to hear tldinob of their state fiiom tltus, and
his joy when at laht the good nkwb reached
HTM. 1. with myself—in contrast to "you" (ch. 1. 23).
The same antithesis between St. Paul and them appears
in v. 2. not come again... in heaviness—" sorrow;" imply
ing that he had already paid them one visit in sorrow
since his coming for the first time to Corinth. At that
visit he had warned them "he would not spare if he
should come again" Notts, ch. 13. 2; cf. ch. 12. 14; 13. 1).
See Introduction to the first epistle. The "in heavi
ness" implies mutual pain; they grieving him, and he
them. Cf. r. 2. * I make you sorry,* and v. 6. "If any
have caused grief (sorrow)." In this verse he accounts
for having postponed his visit, following up ch. l. 23.
2 For—Proof that he shrinks from causing them.«orrow
C* heaviness *}. if I—The " I " is emphatic. Some de
tractor may say that th is v. V, is not my reason for not
coming as I proposed ; sine I showed no scruple in
causing " heaviness," or sorrow, in my epistle 'the first
epistle to the Corinthians). But I answer. If J be the
one to cause you sorrow, it is not that I have any
pleasure in doing so. Nay, my object was that he
"who was made sorry by me" (viz., the Corinthians
in general, v. 3 ; but with tacit reference to the inces
tuous person in particular* should repent, and so
318
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"make me glad," as has actually taken place ; "for...
who is he then that*"&c 3. I wrote this sime unto
you—viz., that I would not come to you then (r. 1). as,
if I were to come then, it would have to be " in heavi
ness' (causing sorrow both to him and them, owing to
their impenitent state). He refers to the first epistle
(cf. 1 Corinthians, 10, 7 : cf. 4. 19. 21 ; 6. 2-7, 13.'. sorr-w
from them of whom I ought to have joy—i e., sormrfrom
their impenitence, when he ouiht, on the contrary, to
have jou from their penitent obedience. The latter
happy effect was produced by his first epistle, whereas
the former would have been the result, had he then
visited them as he had originally proposed, having
confidence.. .that my joy is the joy of you all— trusting that
you. too. would feel that there was sufficient reason
for the nostionement, if it interfered with our mutual
Joy. [Alford.J The communion of saints, be feels
confident in them "all" (his charity overlooking, for
the moment, the small section of his detractors at
Corinth, 1 Corinthians, 13. 71, will make his joy lv. 1)
their joy, 4. So far from my chance of purpose being
due to " lightness" (ch. 1. 17 , 1 wrote my letter to you
(v. 3} "out of much affliction (Gretk. "trouble*) and
anguish of heart, and with many tears." mt that ye
should be grieved— Translate, "be made sorry," to ac
cord with the translation, v. 2. My ultimate and main
object was, "not that ye might be made sorry.' but
that through sorrow you might be led to repentance.
and so to joy, redounding both to you and me (v. 2, 3).
I made you sorry before going to you, that when I went
it might not be necessary. He is easily made sorry,
who is admonished by a friend himself weeping.
[Benoru] that ye might koow the love—of which it is
a proof to rebuko sins openly and in season (EsTit'a]
(Psalm 141. 6; Proverbs, *27. 0,'. "Love" is the source
from which sincere reproor springs : that the Corin
thians might ultimately recognise this a3 bis motive,
was the apostle's aim. which I hsve more abondautly
unto you—who have been particularly committed to
me by Cod (Acts. 18. 10: l Corinthians, 4. 15 ; 9. 2'. fi.
grief.. .grieved — Translate as before " sorrow. ..made
sorry " The " any** is a delicate way of referring to the
incestuous person, not. .me, but in part—he has grieved
me only in part (cf. ch. 1. 14 ; Romans. 11. £5), ie., /
am not the sole jnirty aggrieved; most of you, also, were
aggrieved, tha' I may not overcharge—that I may not
unduly lay the weight of the charge on you all. which
I should do. if I made myself to be the sole party
aggrieved. Alford punctuates, " He hath not made
sorry me. but in part {that I press not too heavily,
viz., on him! you all." Thus "you air is in contrast
to " me;" and " in part" is explained in the parenthetical
clause. 6. Sufficient — without increasing it. which
would only drive him to despair (v. 7>, whereas the
object of the punishment was. " that fhis) spirit might
be saved" in the last day. to soch a man—a milder
designation of the offender than if he had been named.
[Meyer.] Rather, it expresses estrangement from
such a one who had caused such grief to the church,
and scandal to religion ,'Acts. 22. 22 ; l Corinthians.
5. 6 . this puniahment— His being " delivered to Satan
for the destruction of the flesh:" not only excom
munication, but bodily disease [Notes, I Corinthians,
6. 4, 5). luflicted of many—rather, "by the majority"
(the more part of you1. Not by an individual priest,
as in the church of Rome, nor by the bishops and
clergy alone, but by the whole body of the church. 7.
with overmuch Borrow — Greek, "with his overmuch
sorrow." 8. confirm your hve toward him—by giving
effect in act, and showing in deeds your love, riz., by
restoring him to your fellowship, and praying for his
recovering from the sickness penally inflicted on him.
9. For—Additional reason why they should restore the
offender, viz., as a " proof of their obedience "in all
things f now in loce, as previously in tarnishing [r. $,
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at the apostle's desire. Besides bis other reasons for
deferring his visit, be had the further view, though,
perhaps, unperceived by them, of making an experi
ment of their fidelity. This accounts for his defer
ring to give, in his first epistle, the reason for his change
of plan (resolved on before writing it). The full dis
covery of his motive comes naturally from bim now, in
the second epistle, after he had seen the success of his
measures, but would not have been a seasonable com
munication before. All this accords with reality, and
i* as reniote as possible from imposture, IPaley's
Horat Paulina.} The interchange of feeling is marked
[ft 4).** I wrote.. . that ye might know the love." &c:
here, " I did write, that I miyht know the proof of you.'
10 Another encouragement to their taking on them
selves the responsibility of restoring the offender. They
may be assured of Paul's apostolic sanction to their
doing so. for if I forgave any thing-, to whom I forgave
it—The oldest MSS. read, *'For even what i have for
given, if I have forgiven any thing." for yoor eakes
Jorgate I it—He uses the past tense, as of a thing already
determined on ; as in 1 Corinthians, 5. 3," I have judged
already C or. as speaking generally of forgiveness
^-ranted, or to be granted. It is for your Bakes I have
forgiven, and do forgive, that the church [of which you
are constituent members) may suffer no hurt by the
loss of a soul, and that ye may learn leniency as well
as faithfulness, in the person of Christ—representing
Christ, and acting by his authority : answering to
1 Corinthians, 6. 4, " In the name of our Lord Jesus
Christ—my spirit, with the power of our Lord Jesus
Christ." 11. IaL, "That we may have no advantage
gained over us by Satan," viz., by letting one of our
members be lost to us through despair, we ourselves
furnishing Satan with the weapon, by our repulsive
harshness to one now penitent. The loss of a single
sinner is a common loss ; therefore, in v. 10. he said,
"for your sakes." St. Paul had "delivered the of
fender " to Satan for the destruction of the flesh, that
the Spirit might be saved" (1 Corinthians, 6. 5). Satan
sought to destroy the spirit also : to let him do so,
would be to give him an advantage, and let him over
reach us. not ignorant of his devices—" Ignorant'* and
'* devices " are words akin in sound and root in Greek :
we are not without knowledge of his knowing schemes.
12. St. Paul expected to meet Titus at Troas, to receive
the tidings as to the effect of his first epistle on the
Corinthian church ; but, disappointed in bis expecta
tion thtre, he passed on to Macedonia, where he met
bim at bvt (ch. 7. 5. 6, 7). The history (Acts; does not
record his passing through Troas, in going from
£phesns to Macedonia : but it does in coming from
that country (Acts, 20. 6 ; also, that he had disciples
there (Acts, 30. 7). which accords with the epistle
(cb, 2. 12. "a door was opened unto me of the Lord").
An undesigned coincidence marking genuineness.
[Palxt/s Hqtcc Paulina.} Doubtless. St. Paul had
fixed a time with Titus to meet him at Troas ; and
had desired him. if detained so as not to be able to be
at Troas at that time, to proceed at once to Macedonia
to Philippl, the next station on his own journey.
Hence, though a wide door of Christian usefulness
opened to him at Troas, bis eagerness to hear from
Titos the tulink's from Corinth, led him not to stay
longer there when the time fixed was past, but he
hastened on to Macedonia to meet him there. [Birkh.]
u preach—lit,"for the gospeL" He had been at Troas
before, but the vision of a man from Macedonia invit
ing him to come over, prevented his remaining there
(Acta, IB. 6-12). On his return to Asia, after the longer
visit mentioned here, he stayed seven days (Acts, 20.0).
and—i.e., though I'aul would, under ordinary circum
stances, have gladly stayed in Troas. door. ..opened. ..of
the boMl—Greck, in the Lord, i.e.. in His work, and by
His gracious Providence. 13. uo rest in my spirit—
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rather, " no rest/or my spirit" {Genesis, 6. 9). As here
his *' spirit" had no rest: so in ch. 7. 6. his " flesh." His
"spirit" under the Holy Spirit, hence, concluded that
It was not necessary to avail himself of the " door" of
usefulness at Troas any longer, taking*... leave of them
—the disciples at Troas. 14. Now — Greek. " But"
Though we left Troas disappointed in not meeting
Titus there, and in having to leave so soon so wide a
door, "thanks be unto God," we were triumphantly
blessed in both the good news of you from Titus, and
in the victories of the gospel every where in our pro
gress. The cause of triumph cannot be restricted as
Alford explains) to the former; for "always," and
" in every pJaco," show that the latter also is intended,
canseth us to triumph—The Greek is rather, as in Oolossians, 2. 15, "triumphs over us:" "leadeth us in
triumph." St. Paul regarded himself as a signal trophy
of God's victorious power in Christ. His Almighty
conqueror was leading him about, through all the
cities of the Greek and Roman world, as an illustrious
example of His power at once to subdue and to save.
The foe of Christ was now the servant of Christ. As
to be led in triumph by man is the most miserable, so
to be led in triumph by God is the most glorious, lot
that can befall any. [Trench.] Our only true triumphs
are God's triumphs over us. His defeats of us are our
only true victories. [Alford.J The image Is taken
from the triumphal procession of a victorious general.
The additional idea is perhaps included, which dis
tinguishes God's triumph from that of a human general,
that the captive is brought into willing obedience (ch.
10. 6) to Christ, and so joins in the triumph: God
" leads him in triumph" as one not merely triumphed
over, but also as one triumphing over God's foes with
God (which last will apply to the apostle's triumphant
missionary progress under the leading of God;. So
Benqel; '* Who shoics us in triumph, not [merely] as
conquered, but as the ministers of His victory. Not
only the victory, but the open * showing' of the victory
is marked; Tor there follows. Who malccth manifest''
savour—retaining the image of a triumph. As the ap
proach of the triumphal procession was made known
by the odotcr of incense scattered far and wide by the
incense-bearers in the train, so God "makes manifest
by us" (his now at once triumphed over and triumph
ing captives, cf. Luke, 6. 10," Catch," lit," Take captive
so as to preserve alive :") the sweet savour of the
knowledge of Christ, the triumphant conqueror iColossians, 2. 16;, every where. As the triumph Btrikes
the eyes, so the savour the nostrils ; thus every sense
feels the power of Christ's gospel. This manifestation
(a word often recurring in his epistles to the Corin
thians, cf. l Corinthians, 4. 6) refutes the Corinthian
suspicions of his dishonestly, by reserve, hilling any
thing from them (t>. 17 ; ch. 4. 2). 16. The order is in
Greek," For (it is) of Christ (that) we are a sweet savour
unto God: ' thus, the " for" justifies his previous words
(v. U), "the savour of Hia (Christ's) knowledge." We
not only scatter the savour, but "we are the sweet
savour" itself (Song of Solomon, 1. 3;cf. John, 1. 14, 16;
Ephesians, 6. 2; 1 John, 2. 27). in them that are saved
—rather, "that are being saved.. .that are perishing"
{Note, 1 Corinthians. 1. 18). As the light, though it
blinds hi darkness the weak, is for all that still light ;
and honey, though it taste bitter to the sick, is in itself
still sweet; so the gospel is still of a sweet savour,
though many perish through unbelief ICuryhostom
Homilies. 5. 407] (ch. 4. 3, 4, 6}. As some of the con
quered foes led in triumph were put to death when the
procession reached the capitol. and to them the smell
of the incense was the "savour of death unto death."
whilst to those saved alive, it was the " savour of life;*
so the gospel was to the different classes respectively,
in them—in the case of them. "Those being saved"
(ch. 3. 1, to 4. 8J : " Those that are perishing: ' (ch. 4. 3-6).
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16. savour of death unto death. ..of life unto life—an odour
arising out of death <a mere announcement of a dead
Christ, and a virtually lifeless gospel, in which light un
believers recant the gospel message), ending <as the just
and natural consequence.1 tn death (to the unbeliever);
(but lo the believer] an odour arising out of life (i.e.,
the announcement of a risen and living Saviour), end
ing in life (to the believer) (Matthew, 21. 44; Luke, 2.
34; John. 0. 3y). who is sufficient for these things 1—rtz.,
for diffusing aright every where the savour of Christ,
so diverse In its effects on believers and unbelievers.
He here prepares the way for one purpose of his
epistle, vnt. to vindicate his apostolic mission from its
detractors at Corinth, who denied bis sufficiency. The
Greek order puts prominently foremost the momentous
and difficult task assigned to him, " For these things,
who is sufficient 1" He answers his own question
frh. 3. 5), " .Not that we are sufficient of ourselves, Ac,
but our sufficiency Is of God, who hath made us able
(Greek* 'sufficient') ministers,'1 Lc 17. not as manyMi. 11. IS; Pbllippians, 2. 21. ) Rather, "the many,"
viz., me false teachers of whom he treats (chs. 10.-12,
especially ch. 11. 13 ; 1 Thessalomans, 2. 3). which cor*
rupt—Greek, "adulterating, as hucksters do wine for
Rain" (ch. 4. 2; Isaiah. 1. 22; -j Peter, 2. 3, "Make
merchandise of you"), as of sincerity.. .as of God—as one
speaking from (out of) sincerity, as from (i.e., by the
command of, and so in depeudence on) God. in Curlst
—as united to Him In living membership, and doing
His work (cf. ch. 12. 10). The whole gospel must be de
livered such as it Is, without concession to men's cor
ruptions, and without selfish alms. If It is to be blessed
with success (Acts, 20. 27).
CHAPTER III.
Ver. 1-18. Thi bolk Commendation hk needs to
pkove God's sanction or his Mimktry he has in
his Corinthian Converts: His Ministry excel*
the Mosaic, as the Gospel of Life and Liberty
kxcela the law of condemnation. 1. are w«
iK-ginning again to recommend ourselves (ch. 6. 12) (as
some of them might say he had done in his first
epistle ; or, a reproof to "some" who had begun doing
so; ? commendation — recommendation (cf. ch. 10. 18).
The " some" refers to particular persons of the " many"
ch. '-'. 17) teachers who opposed him, and who came to
Corinth with letters of recommendation from other
ciiurches; and when leaving that city obtained similar
letters from the Corinthians to other churches. The
13th canon of the council of Chalcedon (451 a.d.)
ordained that " clergymen coming to a city where they
were unknown, should not be allowed to officiate
without letters commendatory from their own bishop."
The history (Acts. 18. 27) confirms the existence of the
custom here alluded to In the epistle: " When Apollos
was disposed to pass into Achaia (Corinth , the brethren
(of Kphcsus) wrote, exhorting the disciples to receive
him." This was about two years before the epistle, and
is probably one of the instances to which St. Haul refers,
as many at Corinth boasted of their being followers of
Apollos (1 Corinthians, 1. 12). 2. our epistle—of recom
mendation, in our hearts—not letters borne merely in
the hands. Your conversion through my instrumen
tality, and your faith which is "known of all men" by
wide spread report (1 Corinthians. 1. 4-7), and which is
written by memory and affection on my inmost heart,
and is borne about wherever I go. is my letter of re
commendation (I Corinthians, 0. 2). known and read
—words akin in root, sound, and sense (so ch. l. 13).
" Ye are known to be my converts by general know*
ledge: then ye are knovm more particularly by your re
flecting my doctrine in your Christian life." The haudwriting is first "known," then the epistle Is "read"
rURQTius] (ch. 4. 2; l Corinthians. 14. 26). There is
no so powerful a sermon to the world, as a consistent
Christian life. The eye of the world takes in more
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than the ear. Christian's lives are the only religious
books the world reads. Ignatius ad EpJiesum, ch. 10.)
writes, "Give unbelievers the chance of believing
through you. Consider yourselves employed by God ;
your lives the form of language in which He addresses
them, He mild when they are ancry. humble when
they are haughty ; to their blasphemy oppose prayer
without ceasing ; to their inconsistency, a steadfast
adherence to your faith." 3. declared—The letter is
written so legibly that it can be " read by all men'-r.:.
Translate," Being manifestly shown to be an epistle of
Christ:" a letter coming manifestly from Christ, and
"ministered by us," i.e.. carried about and presented
by us as its (ministering) bearers to those the world)
for whom it is intended: Christ is the Writer and the
Kecommender, ye are the letter recommending us.
written not with Ink, bat with the S, int of the Uvir.fi
God—.St. Paul was the ministering pen or other instru
ment of writing as well as the ministering bearer and
presenter of tbeletter. " Not with ink" stands in con
trast to the letters of commendation which "some''
at Corinth (v. 1) used. " Ink" Is also used here to in
clude all outward materials for writing, such as the
Sinaitic tables of stone were. These, however, were
not written with iuk, but "craven" by "the finger of
God" (tixodus, 31. 18; 32. 16). Christ's epistle his believ
ing members converted by St. Panli is better still: it
is written not merely with the finger, but with the
"Spirit of the living God:" it is not the " ministration
of death" as the law, but of the "living Spirit" that
" giveth life " (v. 6-8). not In—not on tables tablets) of
stone, as the ten commandments were written if. •).
in fleshy tables of the heart—All the best MSS. read.
" On jour) hearts (which are) tables of flesh." Once
your hearts were spiri tually what the tables of the law
were physically, tables of stone, but Cod has " takeu
away the stony heart out of your flesh, and given you
a heart of flesh" ifltsliy. uot fiesJUy, i&., carnal; hence it
is written," out of your flesh," i.e.t your carnal nature ,
Kzekiel, 11. 10: 36. 20. Cf. v. 2, "As ye are our epistle
written in our hearts," so Christ has in the first in
stance mode you "His epistle written with the spirit
in (on) your hearts." I bear on my heart, as a testimony
to all men, that which Christ has by His Spirit written
in your heart [AlfordJ (cf. Proverbs, 3. 3: 7. S; Jere
miah, 31. 31-34). This passage is quoted by Pat i v
[Hone Paulino:) as illustrating one peculiarity of St.
Paul's style.riz., his going offat a word into a parenthetic
rejection; here it is on the word "epistle." So
" savour," ch. a. 14-17. 4. And—Greek, "But," " Such
confidence, however {viz., of our * sufficiency,' v. h. 6;
ch. 2. 16 [to which he reverts after the parenthesis], as
ministers of the New Testament, ' not fainting.' cb.
1. 1), we have through Christ mot through ourselves,
cf. v. is; toward Cod'' (i.e., in onr relation to Cod and
His work, the ministry committed by Him to us. for
which we mus.t render an account to Hirai. Confidence
toward Cod is solid and real, as looking to Him for
the strength needed now, and also for the reward of
grace to be given hereafter. Cf. Acts. 2*. lo. " Hope
toward Cod." Human confidence is unreal in that it
looks to man for its help and its reward. 5. The Greet
is, " Not that we are (even yet after so long experience
as ministers sufficient to think any thing of ourselves
as (coming) from ourselves; but our sufficiency is (de
rived) from Cod." "from" more definitely refers to
the source out of which a thing comes; "of" is more
general. "To think," Greek, to "reason out" or
" devise :" to attain to sound preaching by our reason
ings. (.Theodoket.J The "we" retere here to wttp.isters (2 Peter, l. all. any thing—even the least. We
cannot exi«ct too little from man. or too much from
God. 6. able—rather, as the Greek is the same, corres
ponding to v. 6, translate, "sufficient as ministers"
(Ephesians, 3. 7 ; Colossians, 1. 30). the sew testaowat

Ministry of the Spirit, not the Utter.
2 CORINTHIANS. III.
Typical Meaning of Moses* VeiL
—"the new covenant" as contrasted with the Old afraid to come nigh him." "Could not." therefore
Testament or covenant [1 Corinthians, 11. 35: Galatians. means here, for tear. The "glory of Moses' coun
4. *4). He reverts here again to the contrast between tenance" on Sinai passed away when the occasion was
the law on " tables of stone," and that " written by the over: a type of the transitory character of the dispen
Spirit on fleshly tables of the heart" (v. 3). not of the sation which he represented (v. 11). as contrasted with
letter—joined with "ministers f ministers not of the the permanency of the Christian dispensation (v. 11).
mere literal precept, in which the old law, as then 8. be rather glorious—(it., " be rather [i.e., still more,
understood, consisted ; " but of the Spirit," i.e., the invested) in glory." "Shall be," i.e., shall be found to
spiritual holiness which lay nnder the old law, and be in part now, but fully when the glory of Christ and
which the new covenant brings to light (Matthew, 6. His saints shall be revealed. 9. ministration of con
ir-;8J with new motives added, and a new power of demnation—the law regarded in the "letter" which
obedience Imparted, viz., the Holy Spirit (Romans, 7. 6'. "killeth" {v. 6; Romans, 7. o-tl). The oldest existing
Even in writing the letter of the New Testament, St. MS. seems to read as Englbh Version. But most of
Paul and the other sacred writers were ministers not the almost contemporary MSS., versions, mid fathers,
of the Utter, but of the spirit. No piety of spirit could read, "If to the ministration of condemnation there
exempt a man from the yoke of the letter of each legal he glory." the ministration of righteousness—the gospel.
ordinance under the Old Testament; for God had ap which especially reveals the righteousness of God
pointed this as the way in which he chose a devout Romans, 1. 17), and imputes righteousness to men
Jew to express his state of mind towards God. through faith in Christ (Romans, 3. 21-2S; 4. 3. 23-2.V.
Chriitianity. on the other hand, makes the spirit of and imparts righteousness by the Spirit (Romans, 9. 1*4,.
our outward observances every thing, and the letter a fxceed— "abound." 10. For even the ministration of
secondary consideration (JohD, 4. 34). Still the moral condemnation, the law, v. 7 {which has been glorified at
law of the ten commandments, being written by the Sinai in Moses' person), has now {Englistt Version
finger of God, is as obligatory now as ever; but put translates les3 fitly, "was made., .had") lost its glory in
more on the gospel spirit of "love," than on the letter this respect by reason of the surpassing glory lof the
of a servile obedience, and in a deeper and fuller spiri gospel : as the light of the stars and moon fades in the
tuality (Matthew, 5. 17-48 ; Romans. 13. 9). No literal presence of the sun. 11. was glorious—/if., " was with
precepts could fully comprehend the wide range of glory:" or "marked by glory." that which remaioeth—
holiness which love, the work ofthe Holy Spirit, under abideth (Revelation, 14. 6). Not "the ministry." but
the gospel, suggests to the believer's heart instinctively the Spirit, and His accompaniments, life and righteous
from the word understood in its deep spirituality, ness, is glorious—lit.," is in glory." The Greek "with''
litter killetn—by bringing home the knowledge of guilt or " by * is appropriately applied to that of which the
and its punishment, deatii; v. 7, "ministration of glory was transient. " In " to that of which the glory
death" (Romans. 7. 9:. spirit giveth life—The spirit ol is permanent. The contrast of the Old and New Testa
the gospel when brought home to the heart by the Holy ments proves that St. Paul's chief opponents at Coriutli
Spirit, gives new spiritual life to a man {Romans, 0. 4, were Judalzers. 12. such hoje— of the future glory,
li'. This "spirit of life" is for us in Christ Jesus which shall result from the ministration of the gospel
(Romans, 8. 3, 10), who dwells in the believer as a (v. 8,0). plainness of speech—openness; without reserve
"quickening" or "life-giving Spirit" (1 Corinthians. (ch. 2. 17; 4. 2). 13. We use no disguise, *' as Moses put
M. 43. Note, the spiritualism of rationalists ia very a veil over his face, that the children of Israel might
different, it would admit no "stereotyped revelation," not look stedfastly upon the end of that which was to
except so much as man's own inner instrument of bedoneaway." [Elucott. &c] The view of Exodus,
revelation, the conscience and reason, can approve of ; 34. 30-35, according to LXX. is adopted by St. Paul,
thus making the conscience judge of the written word, that Moses in going in to speak to God removed the veil
wbereas the apostles make the written word the judge till he came out and had rpoken to the peopU; and
of the conscience (Acts, 17. 11; 1 Peter, 4. li). True then when he had done speaking, he put ou the veil
spirituality rests on the whole written word, applied that they might not look on the end, or the fading, of
to the soul by the Holy Spirit as the only infallible that transitory glory. The veil was the symbol of coninterpreter of its far-reaching spirituality. The letter cealment, put on directly after Moses' speaking; so that
is nothing without the spirit, in a subject essentially God's revelations by him were interrupted by intervals
spiritual. The spirit is nothing without the Utter, in of concealment. [Alford.J But Alford's view does
a record substantially historical. 7. the ministration of not accord with v. 7, the Israelites "could not look
death—the legal disiwnsatlon, summed up in the de- stedfastly on the face of Moses for the glory of his
c-Uogue, which denounces death against man for trans countenance." Plainly Moses' veil was put on because
gression, written and engraven in stones—There is no of their not having been ablo to "look stedfa.-$tly at
"and" in the Greek. The lit translation is, "The him." Paul here {v. 13; passes from the literal fact to
ministration of death in Utters,*' of which " engraven the truth symbolized by it, the blindness of Jews and
Judauers to the ultimate end of the law : stating that
on stones" is an explanation. The preponderance of Moses
put on the veil that they might not look stead
oldest MSS. is for the English Version reading. But
one, perhaps the oldest existing MSS., has "in the fastly at (Christ, Romans. 10. 4; the end of that (law)
letter." which refers to the preceding words (v. 6), " tlu which (like Moses' glory) is done away. Isot that
letUr killeth," and this seems the probable reading. Moses had this purpose; but often God attributes to
Even if we read as English Version, " The ministration His prophets the purpose which He has himself. Boof death (written) in letters," alludes plainly to the cause the Jews would not see, God judicially gave them
UU ral precepts of the law us only bringing us the know up so as not to see. The glory of Moses' face is antlledge of sin and "death,' in contrast to "(As Spirit" typically Christ's glory shining behind the veil of legal
in the gospel bringing us "life " (e. 0). The opposition ordinances. The veil which has been taken off to the
■ •••...--, " the letters" and " the Spirit" (v. 8) confirms believer is left on to the unbelieving Jew, so that he
this. This explains why the phrase in Greek should be should not see [Isaiah, 8. 10; Acts, X8. 20, 27). He stops
" in letters. ' tnttead of theordinary one which English short at the letter of the law, not seeing the end of it.
Version has substituted, "written and." was glorious The evangelical glory of the law, like the shining of
—l\t.. "was made [invested) in glory:" glory was the Moses* face, cannot bo borno by a carnal people, and
atmosphere with which it was encompassed, could therefore remains veiled to them until the Spirit comes
not itedf/stly behold—Jit.. " nx their eyes on." Exodus. to take away the veil [v. 14-17). (Cameron.] 14-18.
3.. jo, "The akin of bis face shone; and they were Parenthetical: Of Christians in gemral. He resumes
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the subject of the ministry, ch. 4. 1. 14. minds—Greek,
"mwital perception! ;" " understandings." blinded—
rither. " hardened." The opposite to "looking stedfastly at the end" of the law [v. 13). The veil on Moses"
face is further typical of the veil that is on their hearts.
uu taken away ... which veil— rather, "the same veil ...
remalneth untaken away Hit., not unveiled), so that
they do not nee that It mot the veil as English Version,
but *thk Old Testament,' or covenant of legal ordi
nances) is dooo away (p. 7, 11, 13) in Christ;" or. as
JfENOKL, "Because It Is done away in Christ," i.e., it Is
not done away Rive in Christ: the veil (A crc/orc remains
miuken away from them, because they will not come
to Christ, who does away with the law as a mere letter
If they once sawthat the law is done away in Him, the
veil would be no longer on their hearts in readied it
publicly In their synagogues (so " reading" means.
Acta. 16. 21). I prefer the former. 15. t;.e veil is—
rather, "a veil lirth ui>on their heart" (their under
standing, affected by the corrupt will, John, 8. 43;
1 Corinthians. 2. 14!. The Tallith was worn in the
synagogue by every worshipper, and to this veil hang
ing over the breast there may be an indirect allusion
bare {Kote, l Corinthians, 11. 4 : the apostle making it
symbolize the spiritual veil on their heart. 16. Moses
took off the veil on entering into the presence of the
Lord. So as to the Israelites whom Moses represents.
" whensoever their heart it) turns (not as English
Version, 'shall turn*) to the Lord, the veil is [by the
very fact] (not as English Version, ' stioJl be') taken
away." Exodus. 34. 34, is the allusion; not Exodus, 34.
30, 31, as AuroBD thinks. Whenever the Israelites
turn to the Lord, who is the Spirit of the law, the veil
is taken off their heart in the presence of the Lord : as
the literal veil was taken off by Moses in going before
God: no longer resting on the dead letter, tin reil, they
by the Spirit commune with God and with the inner
spirit of the Mosaic covenant (which answers to the
glory of Moses' face unveiled in God's presence). 17.
the Lord—Christ (p. 14, 16; ch 4. 6). is that Spirit—is
the Spirit, vis., that Spirit spoken of in v. 6, and here
resumed after the parenthesis v. 7- Hi1: Christ is the
Spirit and "end" of the Old Testament, who giveth
lire to it. whereas " the letter killeth" 11 Corinthians,
15. 46; Kevelation. 10. 10. end . where t'.e Spirit of the
Lord is—in a man's "heart" (p. 16; Romans, 8. 9, 10}.
there is liberty—(John, 6. 3d.) "There," and there only.
Such cease to be slaves to the letter, which they were
whilst the veil wa» on their heart. They are free to
serve God in the Spirit, and rejoice in Christ Jesus
(I'hilipplans, 3. 3): they have no longer the spirit of
bondage, but of free sonship (Romans,1*. 15; Galatians,
4. 7;. "Liberty" is opposed to the letter (of the legal
ordinances,, and to the veil, the badge of slavery: also
to the fear which the Israelites felt in beholding Moses*
glory unveiled (Exodus, ^4. 30; l John, 4. 18). IB. fiat
we all—Christians, as contrasted with the Jews who
have a veil on their hearts, answering to Moses' veil on
his ffico. He does not resume reference to ministers
till ch. 4. 1. with open face—translate, "with tin veiled
face" (the veil being removed at conversion): contrasted
with "hid" ch. 4. 3. as in a glass— in a mirror, viz.,
the gospel, which reflects the glory of God and Christ
(ch. 4. 4; l Corinthians, 13. 13; James, l. 23, 25). are
changed into the same image—viz., the image of Christ's
glory, spiritually now Romans, 8. 29; 1 John. 3. 3 : an
earnest of the bodily chauge hereafter (I'hilippians,
3. 21). However raat:y they be, believers ail reflect the
same image of Christ more or less: a proof of the truth
of Christianity, frum gbry to glory—from one degree
of glory to another. As Moses' face caught a reflection
of God's glory from being in His presence, so believers
are changed into His image by beholding Him. even
as. die—Just such a transformation "as" was to be ex
pected from "the Lord the Spirit" ,m>t as English
3-i
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Vernon, "the Spirit of the Lrd") [Altori>1 («. IT':
"who receives of the things of Christ, and shows them
to us" (John. 16. 14; Romans, 8. 10. 11). Cf. as to here
after. Psalm 17. lfi; Revelation. 22. 4.
CHAPTER IV.
Ver. 1-is. His Preaching is Ovrs and Sincere,
THOUGH TO MANY THE GOSPEL IS HlDDEN; for he

preaches Christ, not himself: the human vessel is frail,
that God may have the glory ; yet. though frail, faith
and the hope of future glory sustains him amidst the
decay of the outward man. 1. Therefore—Greek. " For
this cause:" Because we have the liberty -giving Spirit
of the Lord, and with unveiled face behold His glory
(ch. 3. 17, lb), seeing we have this ministry—" The minis
tration of the Spirit" (ch. 3. 8, « : the ministry or such
a spiritual, liberty-giving gospel: resuming ch. 3. fl. 8.
received mercy—from God, in having had this ministry
conferred on us (ch. 3. 6). The sense of "mercy 're
ceived from God, makes men active forGod (i Timothy.
1. 11-13 . we fum net— In boldueas of speech and action,
and patience in suffering ,'r. 2, 8-16, drc.;. 2. renounced
—lit, '"bid farewell to." of dishonesty—rather, "of
shame." " 1 am not a-hamed of the gospel of Christ '
(Romans, 1. 16). Shame would lead to hiding [v. si;
whereas " we use great plainness of speech" (ch. 3. 12, :
" by maniAstarion of the truth." Cf. ch, 3. S/'manifesiXy declared." He refers to the disingenuous artifices
of " many" teachers at Corinth ch. 2. 17: 3. 1 ; 11. 13-15).
handling...deceitfully—So " corrupt" or adulterate " the
word of God" (ch. 2. 17 ; cf. 1 Thessalonians, s. 3. 4J.
commending—recommending ourselves: recurring to
ch. 3. l. to—to the verdict of. s^ery man's conscience
— (ch. fi. 11.) Not to men's carnal judgment, as those
alluded to (ch. 3. I), in the light of God— (ch, 2. 17;
Galatians. 1. 10 ) 3. Bat if—Yea, even if (as I grant
is the case), hid—rather (in reference to ch. 3. 13-1S).
"veiled." "Hid" {Greek, Colossiaus, 3. 3 is said of
that withdrawn from view altogether. " Veiled," of a
thing within reach of the eye. but covered over so as
not to be seen. So it was in the case of Moses' face,
to them—in the case only of them; for in itself the gospel
is quite plain, that are lost— rather, "that are perish
ing " (l Corinthians. 1. lb). So the same cloud that was
"light" to the people of God, was "darkness" to the
Egyptian foes of God (Exodus. 14. 20). 4. In whom—
Translate, " In whose case." god of this world—the
worldly make him their God (Philipplans. 3. 19). He Is,
in fact, " the prince of the power of the air, the spin*
that ruleth in the children of disobedience" (Etjbcsians.
2. 2). minds—" understandings:" " mental perceptions."
as in ch. 3. 14. them which believe not—the same as
" them that are lost* (or " are perishing"). Cf. 2 Triessalon ians, 2. 10-12. South quaintly says, "When the
malefactor's eyes are covered, he is not far from bis
execution" (Esther. 7. S). Those perishing unbelievers
are not merely veiled, but blinded (ch. 3. 14, 15): Greek,
not " blinded," but "hardened." light of the g-lorioos
gospel of Christ—Translate, "The illumination (enlightening: the propagation from those already en
lightened, to others of the light) of the gospel of the
glory of Christ." "The glory of Christ" is not a mere
Quality (as "glorious" would express; of the gospel, it
is its very essence and subject matUr. image of Godimplying identity of nature and essence (John, 1. 18;
Colos&ians, l. 15; Hebrews, 1. 3). He who desires to
see "the glory of God," may see it "in ti.e face of Jesus
Christ* (v. 6; 1 Timothy d. 14-161. St. Paul here recurs
to ch. 3. 18. Christ is "the image of God," into which
"same Image "we, looking on it in the mirror of the
gospel, are changed by the Spirit; but this Image is not
visible to those blinded by Satan. [Alport*.] & Tor
—Their blindness Is not our fault, as if we had selfseeking aims in our preaching, preach.. .Christ.. •*•-«
Lord—rather." Christ as Lord," and ourselves as yoor
servants." Ac. "Lord," or Master, Is the correlative
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terra to "servants." 6. For—Proof that we are true being made a corpse:" such St Paul regarded his body,
servants of Jesus unto you. commanded the light — yet a corpse which shares in the life-giving power of
Greek, " By speaking the word, commanded light" Christ's resurrection, as it has shared in His dying and
(Genesis, l. 3). hath shitted—rather, as Greek, "is He death, that the life also of Jf mis might be made mani e-t
mho shtned." fit is God) wlto commanded tight, die, in onr body—rather. " may be"—The name " Jesus," by
V'-tt shitud. Ax. (Job. 37. 16): Himself our light and itself, is often repeated here, as St. Paul seems, amidst
Son, as well as the Creator of light (Malnchi, 4. 'I \ sufferings, peculiarly to have felt its sweetness. In
John. 8. 12). The physical world answers to the spiri v. H the same words occur with the variation "in our
tual In onr hearts—in themselves dark, to give the mortal JUs/i." The fact of a dying, corpse-like boily
light— i.e.. to propagate to others the light, die, which being sustained amidst such trials, manifests that " the
is in us ;cf. Nott, v. 4). the glory of Ood—answering to (resurrection) life also/ as well as the dying." of Jesus,*
"the glory of Christ" {Note, v. 4). in the face of Jesus exerts its power in us. I thus bear about in my own
Canst—Some of the oldest MSS. retain "Jesus." Others person an image of the risen and living, as well as of
omit it. Christ is the manifestation of the glory of I the suffering. Saviour. The "our 'is added here to
God. as His image (John, 14. 0). The allusion Is still ' "body/ though not in the beginning of the verse.
to the brightness on Moses' " face." The only true and "For the body is ours not so much in death, as in life.'*
full manifestation of God's brightness and glory is " in [Ben oku] 11. we which live—in the power of Christ's
the face of Jesus" (Hebrews, l. 3). 7. "Lest any "life" manifested in us, in our whole man, body as
should say. How then is it that we continue to enjoy well as spirit (Romans, 8. 10, ll; Note, v. 10; cf. ch. i. li.1.
such unspeakable glory in a mortal body 1 St. Paul re St. Paul regards his preservation amidst so many ex
plies, this very fact is one of the moat marvellous posures to "death," by which St. Stephen and St.
proofs of God's power, that an earthen vessel could James were cut off. as a standing miracle [ch. ll. 23 .
bear such splendour and keep such a treasure.'' delivered unto— not by chance : by the ordering of Pro
[CnBYsosTOM Homilies, 8. 406, A.J The treasure or vidence, who shows "the excellency of His power"
" the light of the knowledge of the glory of God." The (r. 7), in delivering unto death His living saints, that
fragile "earthen vessel" Is the body, the "outward He may manifest life also in their dying flesh.
man" (v. 16 ; cf. v. 10}, liable to afflictions and death. " Flesh/ the very element of decay not merely their
So the lurht in Gideon's pitchers, the type (Judges, 7. "body"), is by Him made to manifest life. 12. The
10-90, Zt). The ancients often kept their treasures in " (Lath* of Christ, manifested in the continual " perish
jars or vessels of earthenware. "There are earthen ing of our outward man* [v. ioi, works peculiarly in
vessels which yet may be clean; whereas a golden vessel us, and is the means of working spiritual "life" in
may be filthy/ [Bem.fi..] that the ixfotllency of the you. The life whereof we witness in our bodily dying.
power, die—that the power of the ministry (the Holy extends beyond ourselves, and is brought by our very
Spirit), in respect to its surpassing "excellency," ex dying to you. 13. Translate as Greek, "But having/
hibited in winning souls (1 Corinthians. '.'. 4) and in die, i.e., notwithstanding the trials just mentioned.
sustaining us ministers, might be ascribed solely to we having, &c. the same spirit ol faith, according as it.
God, we being weak as earthen vessels. God often die—Cf. Romans. 8. 16, on the usage of "spirit of." Arc.
allows the vessel to be chipped and broken, that the The Holy Spirit acting on our spirit. Though " death
excellency of the treasure contained, and of the power worketh in us, and life In you" (d. 12), yet as we hare
which that treasure has. may be all His (v. 10, 11; the same spirit of faith as you, we therefore (believJohn. 3. 30. may be of God...n>jtot us-ratlier, as Greek, ingly] look lor the same immortal life as you IEstitjs],
"may be Gods (may be seen and be thankfully {v. 15) and speak as we believe. Alfokd not so well trans
acknowledged to belong to God1, and not [to come) lates, "The same...f&hh with that described in theScripfrom as." The power not merely comes from God, but tures'* (Psalm 110. 10). The balance of the sentenco
belongs to Him continually, and is to be ascribed to requires the parallelism to be this, "According to that
him. 8. Greek, "Bkino hard pressed, yet not inex which is written, I believed, and therefore have X
tricably straitened: reduced to inextricable straits" spoken; we also believe, and therefore speak," vis.,
(nominative to "we have," v. 7). on evory side—Greek, without fear, amidst "afflictions" and "deaths" id. 17).
"in every respect'' icf. v. 10, "always:" ch. 7. 61. This 14. Knowing—by faith (ch. 6. l). shall raise up as alio—
▼erse expresses inward distresses; next verse, out at the resurrection (l Corinthians. 0. 13, 14). by Jesus
ward distresses (ch. 7. 5). " Without were fightings : —The oldest MSS. have "wiUi Jesus." present us—
unthin were fears." The first clause in each member vividly picturing the scene before the eyes (Jude, 241.
of the series of contrasted participles, implies the with you— ;ch. 1. 14; 1 Thessalonians. 2. 10. 20; 3. 13.) 15.
earti^neu of the vessels; the second clause, the excellency For—Confirming his assertion "with you" [v. 14>. and
of the pov.tr. perphxed, bat not in despair— G reek, "not " life. ..worketh in you" (v. 12). all things—whether the
utterly perplexed." As perplexity refers to the future; afflictions and labours of us ministers (u. 8-11), or your
so " troubled" or " hard pressed" refers to the present. prosperity [v. 12; l Corinthians, 3. 21, 22; 4. 8-13). for
9. sot forsaken—by God and man. Jesus was forsaken your sakee— (2 Timothy, 2. 10.) aonndaut grace, <fce—
by both : so much do His sufferings exceed those of rather, "That grace [tfie grace which preserves us in
His people (Matthew, 27. 40). cast down—or "struck trials and works life in you', being made the greater
down r not only ** persecuted," i.e., cfiased as a deer (multiplied) by means of the greater uumber of its
or bird (l Samuel, 20. 20;. but actually struck down recipients), may cause the thanksgiving to abound to,"
as with a dart in the chase (Hebrews, 11. 36-38). The die ICHKYBObToM) (ch. 1. 11; 0. 11, 12). The Greek is
Greek " always" In this verse means. " throughout the susceptible also of this translation, "That grace, being
whole time:" in v. 11 the Greek is different, and means, made the greater (multiplied; on account of the thanks
"at every time/ "in every case when the occasion giving of the greater number (for grace already re
occurs/ bearing about in the body the dying of the ceived1, may abound (abundantly redound) to," d:c.
Lord Jesos—i^.. having my body exposed to being put Tnus the Greek for "abound" has not to be taken in
to death in the cause of Jesus (the oldest MSS. omit an active sense, but in its ordinary neuter sense, and
" the Lord *}, and having in it the marks of such suffer so the other Greek words. Thanksgiving in viler, more
ings. I thns bear about wheresoever 1 go, an image of abundant grace (X Chronicles, 20. 18-32; Psalm 18. 3;
the suffering Saviour iu my own person id. 11 ; ch. 1. 6; 60. 23). 16. we faint not—notwithstanding our suffer
cf. l Corinthians. 16. 3li. Doubtless. St. Paul was ex ings. Resuming tJ. 1. outward man—the body, the flesh,
posed to more dangers than are recorded in Acts (cf. perish — "is wearing away:" "is wasted away" by
ch. 7. 6; 11. 20j. 'ihe Greek for *' the dyiuK-" is lit„ " the afflictions, inward uiau-oui spiritual and true being,
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the "life" which even in onr mortal bodies fr. 11)
"manifests the life of Jesus." u renewed—"is being
renewed," viz., with fresh '* grace" iv 15), and "faith"
(v. 13i( and hope t\ 17. 18). 17. which U but for a moment
—"Our priwknt Huht (burden of< affliction" (so the
Ore'.-; cf. Matthew, u.3ft). IAlfoki>.] C(."nowfora
season.. .tn heaviness" (i Peter, l. 0. The contrast,
however, between this and the '* eternal weight of
glory" requires. 1 think, tlie translation* "Which is
but for the present passing moment." 8o Waiil.
"The lightness of affliction" (he does not express
"burden" nfier "light;" the Greek is "the light of
affliction "J contrasts beautifully with the "weight of
the glory/ worketh—mthur. "worketh out." a far
more exceediug and—rather, "in a surpassing and still
more surpassing manner" [Alford]: " more and more
exceedingly " [Ellicott, Tkench, &c.] Greek, "In
excess and to excess." The giory exceeds beyond all
measure the affliction. 18. look not at—as our aim.
tMng8. ..seen— "t-nrtlily thincs" (l'hilippinns,3. 10). We
mind not the things *een, whether affliction or refresh
ment come, so as to be seduced by the latter, or de
terred by the former. [Chrysostom.) things..not
seen—not "the invisible things "of Romans. 1. 20, but
the things which, though not seen now, shall be so
hereafter, temporal—rather, " for a time;" in contrast
to eternal. EnglLJi I'tr.-rion uses " temporal" for tem
porary. Hie Greek is rightly translated in the similar
passage, " the pleasures of sin for a season."
rHAFrEU V.
Ver. 1-21. The Hoi*« (ch. 4. 17. 18) or Etbrkal
Glory is rur. Resi-rrection Body. Honee arises
bis ambition to be accepted at the Lord's coming judg
ment. Hence, too, bis endeavour to deal openly with
men, as with Cod. in preaching: thus giving the
Corinthians whereof to boast concerning him against
bis adversaries. His constraining motive is the trans
forming love of Christ, by whom God has wrought
reconciliation between Himself and men, and has com
mitted to the apostle the ministry of reconciliation.
1. For—Assigning the reason for the statement (ch. 4. IT),
that ajftiction leads to exceeding glory, we know—as
suredly (ch. 4. 14 ; Job. ». 26). It—For ail shall not
die; many shall be "changed" without "dissolution"
(1 Corinthians, lfi. fil-63). If this daily delivering unto
tkatii ich. 3. ii) should end in actual death, earthly—
not thcsamensmrtfij/ fi Corinthians. 16. 47 . It stands
in contrast to"in the heavens." house of (Am tabernacle
—rather, "house of the tabernacle." "House" ex
presses more permanency than belongs to the body;
therefore the qualification, **of the tabernacle" (im
plying that it Is shi/iing, not stationary), is added (cf.
Job, 4, 10; 2 Peter, 1. 13, 14J. It thus answers to the
tabernacle in the wilderness. Its wooden frame and
curtains wore out in course of timo when Israel dwelt
in Canaan, and a fixed temple was substituted for It
The temple and the taljcrnaclo in all essentials were
one: there was the same ark, the same cloud of glory.
Such is the relation between the "earthly" body and
the resurrection body. The Holy Spirit is enshrined in
the believer's body as In a sanctuary (l Corinthians.
3. 10). As the ark went first in taking down the wilder
ness tabernacle, so the soul (which like the ark is
sprinkled with blood of atonement, and is the sacred
deposit In the inmost shrine, t Timothy. 1. VI) in the
dissolution of the body; next the coverin«s were re
moved, answering to the flesh ; lastly, the framework
and boards, answering to the bones, which are last to
give way (Numbers. 4.). St. Paul, as a Untmaker, uses
an image taken from his trade (Acts, 1*. 3). dissolved
—a mild word for death, in the case of believers, we
have—in assured pro-ipect of possession, as certain as
if it were iii our hands, laid up "in the heavens" for
us. The tense is present cf. John, 3. 30; 6. 47, "hatiC).
a building of God—rather, "from God." A solid build
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ing, not a temporary tabernacle or tent. " Vur*
stands in contrast to "from. God* For thougl
present body be also /row God, yet it is not frei
perfect from His hands, as our resurrection bod;
be. not mads with hands — contrasted with fa
erected by man's hands (1 Corinthians, is. 4MB
Christ's body is designated, as contrasted wit
tabernacle reared by Moses [Mark. 14. M; Her.
6. 11). This " house" can only be the rcsurredvm
in contrast to the "earthly house of thetaben
our present body. The Intermediate state i
directly taken into account, A comma should se;
"eternal," and "in the heavens." 2. For is tiat—J
"For also In this;" "herein" (ch. 8. 10). ALroan
it, " in this" tabernacle. Verse 4, which seems ps
favours this. Rut the parallelism is suflicienUy
by making "in this we groan" refer generally to
was just said (r. If. viz.. that we cannot obtai
''house in the heavens'' except our "earthly
nacle" be first dissolved by death. "We i
(Romans, 8. 23) under the body's weakness* no
liability to death, earnestly desiring to t» cots*
—translate* "earnestly longing to hate vu
clothed upon," &c, viz., by being; found aliwttL
coming, and so to escape dissolution by death ■>
and to have our heavenly body put on ever thee
The groans of the saints prove the existence
longing desire for the heavenly glory, a desire
cannot be planted by God within us in vain, as d
to disappointment, oar house—Ihfiere at find
that in v. 1; translate, "our habitation." "on
cite :" it has a more distinct reference to too i
taut than the general term " bouse " <r. U. (M
from heaven—Tliis domicile is "from, hearts?
origin, and is to be brought to us by the Lord
coming again "from heaven " It lhessaJoniact,
Therefore this "habitation" or " domicile** is notJ
itself. 3. If so be, &c —Our "desire" bolasgood*,
the Lord's coming find us alive. Translate. "I
that having ourselves clothed (with oar DStxrsi
cf. v. 4.' we sliall not be found naked " [Stripped
present body). 4. For—Resuming v. i. banks
for tli.it—rather," in tJuxt wedesirenof tobsvsom
unclothed (of our present body), but dotbed
{with our heavenly body), that ruortslitj. £&*"that what is mortal (our mortal parti mayo
lowed up of (absorbed and transformed bile
Relievers shrink from, not the con*?<iuexiX*, I
mere act of dying; especially as believing in tfa
bility of their being found alive at the Lord's
(I Theasalonians, 4. 15;, and so of having their
body absorbed into the immortal without deaifa
does not divest us of all natural feeling, bat
dlnates it to higher feeling. Scripture wives i
Uon to the contempt for the body exprei
philosophers, fi. wrought us—framed us by rede
justification, and sanctiflcatioa. for the sVlfsai
—"unto" it; viz., unto what is mortal of a
swallowed up in life iv. 4). who altv—The oide
omit " also." earnest of the Spirii—.'^Vt-fe. cb, 1.
is the Spirit (as " the fli st-fruiU"> who creates I
groaning desire for our coming deli vei ante si
[Romans, 8. 33). 6. Translate as Ore**. " Brifl
fore always confident and knowing,' &c. fl«
tended to have made the verb to this nominati
are willing" {rather. " well content";; but dUw
the word " confident" (r. 0. 7.. be resumes the *
different form, viz., as an assertion: "We ana
and well content." "Being confident... we an
dent " may be the Hebraic idiom of emphasis;;
7. 34, Greek, "Having seen, 1 have sees.** *-*.
surely seen, always—under all trials. Bjl\g«J
the contrast between "afiravs confident "sod
dent," especially at the prospect of being "ab**
Uie body," &c We are confident as «U1 »u *J
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as also roost of all in the hope of a blessed departure. men, not to rouse their enmity (Jude, 23). Bknget.,
whf)et...at home. .. absent—translate as Greek, "Whilst Estius. and Alford, explain : " Persuade men " (by
we lojourn in our home In the body, we are away from, our whole lives, v. 13), viz.. of our integrity as minis
our home in the Lord." The image from a " house" is ters. But this would have been expressed after
retained icf. Phillppians, 3. SO; Hebrews. 11. 13-16; 13. 14). "persuade," had it been the sense. The connexion
7. we walk—in our Christian course here on earth, seems as follows : He had been accused of seeking to
no: by sight—Greek, " not by appearance." Our life ia please and win men. he therefore says (cf. Galatians,
g '-reined by faith in our immortal hope; not by the 1. 10), " It is as knowing the terror ;or fear) of the
outward specious appfarance of present things. Lord that we persuade men; but (whether men who
ITittm. Synonyms. \ Cf. "apparently." LXX.," by ap- hear our preaching recoertise our sincerity or not) we
i**r»nce," Numbers, 12. 8. Waul supports English are made manifest unto God as acting on such motives
VfTtujH. Ch. 4. 18, also confirms it (cf. Komans, 8. 24; (ch. 4. 2); and I trust also in your consciences." Those
1 Corinthians. 13. 12, 13). God has appointed in this bo "manifested" need have no "terror" as to their
life t.iiih for our great duty, and in the next, vision being "manifested (English Version, appear) before
lor our reward (South] (I Peter, 1. 8). 8. willing—lit., the judgment-Beat" [v. 10). 13. For—The reason why
** well content." Translate also. " To go {lit., migrate) he leaves the manifestation of his sincerity in preach
from oar home in the body, and to come to oar home ing to their consciences (ch. 3. 1). viz., his not wishing
with the Lord." We should prefer to be found alive at to "commend" himself again, occasion to glory— ten.
the Lord's coming, and to be clothed upon with our 1. 14)—cis., as to our sincerity, in appearance—Gret k,
heavenly body (v. 2-4). But feeling, as we do, the so " face " (cf. 1 Samuel, 10. 7). The false teachers gloried
journ in the body to be a separation from our true in their outward appearance, and in external recom
home " with the Lord," we prefer even dissolution by mendations (ch. 11. I8i their learning, eloquence, wis
death, so tlatm the intermediate disembodied state we dom, riches, not in vital religion in their htart. Their
may go to be "with the Lord" iPhilippians, 1. 23). "To conscience does not attest their inward sincerity, as
be with Christ"" (the disembodied state is distinguished mine does (ch. 1. 12). 13. be—rather as Greek, "have
from Christ's coming to take us to be with Him in soul been." The contrast is between the single act implied
aud body {1 Thessalonlan*. 4. 14-17. "with the Lord" . by the past tense. " If we have ever been beside our
Perhaps the disembodied spirits of believers have ful selves," and the habitual state implied by the pre
ness of communion wiUi Christ unseen ; but not the sent, "Or whether we be sober," i.e., of sound mind.
mutual recognition of one another, until clothed with beside ourselves — The accusation brought by >'estus
their visible bodies at the resurrection (cf. 1 Thes- against him (Acts, 26. 24). The holy enthusiasm with
salonians. 4. 13-17), when they shall with joy recognise which ho spake of what God effected by His apostolic
Christ's image in each other perfect. 9. Wherefore— ministry, seemed to many to be boasting madness.
with inch a su re " confidence" of being blessed, whether sober—humbling myself before you, and not using my
we die before, or be found alive at, Christ's coming. apostolic power and privileges, to God.. .tor your cause—
weliboar—ht." make it our ambition:" the only lawful llie glorifying of his office was not for his own, but for
ambition, whether present or absent—whether we be God's glory. The abasing of himself was in adaptation
found at His coming prosent in the body, or absent to their infirmity, to gain them to Christ (1 Corin
from it. accepted—Greck, " well-pleasing." 10. appear thians, (1.22). 14. For—Accountingforhisbeing"beside
—rather, " be made manifest," viz., in our true cha himself" with enthusiasm : the love of Christ towards
racter. So "appear,'* Greek, "be manifested" (Colos- us (in His death for us, the highest proof of it, Komans,
sians, 3. 4; cf. 1 Corinthians, 4. 6!. Wc are at all times. .'». 0-6), producing in turn love in us to bira, and not
even now, manifest to God; then we shall lie so to the mere"terror" (u.U). coustraiueth us—with irresistible
WKoihied intelligent universe and to ourselves: for power limits us to the one great object to the exclusiun
the judgment shall be not only in order to assign the of other considerations. The Greek implies to compress
everlasting portion to each, but to vindicate God's forcibly the energies into one channel. Love is jtalous
righteousness, so that it shall be manifest to all His of any rival object engrossing the soul (ch. II. 1-3). be
creatures, and even to the conscience of the siixier cause we thus judge— lit, (as) " having judged thus:"
himself, receive—his reward of grace proportioned to implying a judgment lormed at conversion, and ever
"the things done." &c (ch. u. 0-9: 2 John, 8). Though since regarded as a settled truth, that if—i.e., that
salvation be of grace purely, independent of works, since. But the oldest MSS. omit "If." "That one died
the saved may have a greater or less reward, according for all" [Greek, "in behalf of all"). Thus the follow
as be lives to. and labours for, Christ more or less. ing clause will be, "Therefore all {lit, 'the all.* viz.,
Hence there is seoi>e for the holy "ambition" {Note, for whom He ' died ': died." His dying is just the
v. 9; Hebrews. 6. io). This verse guards against the 6ame as if they alt died; and in their so dying, they
Corinthians supposing that ail share in the house... died to sin and self, that they might live to God their
" from heaven" (v. 1, 2). There shall be a searching Kerleemer, whose henceforth they are (Komans, 6. 2-1 1;
judgment which shall sever the bad from the good, Galatians, 2. 20; Colossians 3. 3: 1 Peter, 4. 1-3). 15.
according to their respective deeds, the motive of the they which live—in the present life (ch. 4. 11," we whicit
deeds being taken into account, not the mere external live") [AlkordJ; or, they who are thus indebted to
act; faith and love to God are the sole motives recog Him for life of soul as well as body. LMknocuivs.)
nised by God as sound and good (Matthew, 12. 36, 37 ; died for them—He does not add. " rose again for theiu,"
ii. 36-45). done in his body—The Grtek may be, "by a phrase not found in St. Paul's language. LBesgkl.J
the instrumentality of the body;" but English Version He died in their stead. He roBe again for tlicir good,
is legitimate ;cf. Greek, Komans, 2. 27). Justice re "for [the ejecting of) their justification" (Komans, 4.
quires that substantially the same body which has been 36), and that He might be their Lord [Komans. 14. 7-»>.
the instrument of the unbelievers' sin, should be the Ellicott and Alfoiid join "for tht-m" with both
object of punishment. A proof of the essential "died" and "rose again:" as Christ's death is our
identity of the natural and the resurrection body. death, so His resurrection is our resurrection; Greek,
11. terror of the Lord—the coming judgment, so full of "Who for them died and rose again." not henceforth—
terrors to unbelievers. [Estius,] Ellicott and Greek, " no longer ;" viz., now that His death for thtm
Auuju), after Gkotius and Besokl, translate, "The has taken place, and that they know that His death
bar of the Lord" ich. 7. 1; Ecclesiastes, 12. 13; Acts, saves them from death eternal, and His resurrection
». 31; Komans, 3. 18; Ephesians. fi. 21). persuade— life brings spiritual and everlasting life to them. 16.
JtiuuUia auuuid use the terrors of the Lord U) persuade Wa»eie.e-Leciiuic of our settled judgment &. 14).
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henceforth—since our knowing Christ's constraining
love in His death for us. know wc do man after th*
flMn-i.c , according to his mere worldly and external
relations 'ch. n. 18 : John 8. 15 ; Philip pians, 3. 4), as
distinguished from what he is according to the Spirit.
a* a " new creature' iv. 17). For instance, the outward
distinctions of Jew or Gentile, rich or poor, slave or
free, learned or unlearned, are lost stent of in the
higher life of those »lio are deal in Christ's death, and
•lire with Him in the new life of His resurrection
Hialatians, j. 6: 3. J8S. yea. though—The oldest MSS
read, "if even." known Christ «fter the flesh—Paul
when a Jew had look-d for a temporal reigning, not a
spiritual, Messiah. He says '* Christ," not Jesus: for
lie had not known personally Jesus in the days of His
fi>-h. but he had looked for Christ or the Messiah.)
When once he was converted he no longer "conferred
with flesh and blood" Galatians. l. 16). He had this
advantage over the Twelve, that as one born out of due
time he had never known Chris*t save in His heavenly
life. To the Twelve it was "expedient that Christ
should go away" that the Comforter should come, and
so they might know Christ in the higher spiritual aspect,
and in His new life-giving power, and not, merely " after
tl-e flesh," in the carnal aspect of Him (Itomans, 6. 9-1 1 ;
l Corinthians. 15. 46: 1 Peter. S. 18; 4. 1. 2). Doubtless.
Judaisms Christians at Corinth prided themselves on
the mere fleshly (ch. 11. i?i advantage of their belong
ing to Israel, the nation of Christ, or on their having
seen Him In the flesh, and thence claimed superiority
over others as having a nearer connexion with Him
(v. IS; cli. 10. 1u St. Paul here shows the true aim
should be to know Him spiritually as new creatures
(v. 16, 17), and that outward relations towards Him
profit nothing iLuke. 18. 19-21 : John. 10. 7, 21! ; Philipplans, 3. 3-io). This is at variance with both Romish
Mariolatry and transubstantlation. Two distinct
Greek verbs are used here for "know:" the first {"know
we no man"! means "to be personally acquainted with;"
the latter ("known Christ...know...no more "J Is to
rtcognise, or estimate. St. Paul's estimate of Christ,
or the expected Messiah, was carnal, but is so now no
more. 17. Therefore — Connected with the words In
v. 16. " We know Christ no more after the flesh." As
Christ has entered on His new heavenly life by His
resurrection and ascension, so all who are "In Christ"
(i.e., united to Him by faith as the branch is in the
vine) are new creatures (Romans, 0. 9-11). "New* In
the Greek implies a new nature quite different from any
thing previously existing, not merely recent, which is
expressed by a different Greek word (Galatians, 6. 16).
creiture— I it ., " creation." and so the creature resulting
from the creation cf. John, 3. 3. 6; Epheslans, 2. 10 ;
4. 23; Colossians 3. 10, 11). As we are " in Christ.** so
"God was in Christ" (». ID) : hence He Is mediator
beLween God and us. old things—selfish, carnal views
(cf. v. Mi, of ourselves, of other men. and of Christ.
passed a-vay — spontaneously, like the snow of early
spring (BenoblJ before the advancing sun. behold—
implying an allusion to Isaiah 43. 19. and (16. 17. 18.
all [the. Greek] tilings—all our privileges In this new
creation («. 14. 16). reconciled us—i.e., restored us I" the
world." r. 19) to Bis javour by satisfying the claims of
justice agaiiist us. Our position judicially considered
in the e>e of the law is altered, not as though the
mediation of Christ had made a change in Cod's cha
racter, nor as ii the love of God was produced by tho
mediation of Christ; nay. the mediation and sacrifice
of Christ was the provision of God's love, not its mov
ing cause ; lion i.iii ">. 8- 32). Christ's blood was the price
puid at the expense of God himself, and was required
to reconcile the exercise of mercy wilh justice, not as
separate, but as the eternally harmonious attributes
in the one and the same God (Romans, 3. 25, 26). The
Greek "reconcile"' is reciprocally used as in the Hebrew
324
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Hithpahel conjugation, appease, obtain the favour of.
Matthew. 6. 24. "Be reconciled to thy brother;" i.e.,
take measures that he be reconciled to thee, as well as
tbou to him. as the context proves. DiaUaoeOU, how
ever (Matthew, 5. 24), implying mutual reconciliation.
is distinct from KalaUagcVii here, the latter referring
to the change of status wrought in one of the two
parties. The manner of God reconciling the world to
Himself Is implied (v. 191. viz., by His "not imputing
their trespasses to them." God not merely, as subse
quently, reconciles the world by inducing them to lay
aside their enmity, but in the first instance, does so by
satisfying His own justice and righteous enmity against
sin (Psalm 7. 11). Cf. 1 Samuel. 29.4," Reconcile himself
unto his master;" not remove his own anger against his
master, but his master's against him. [Abchbiahop
Miobe, Atonement] The reconciling of men to God
by their laying aside their enmity is the consequence
of God laying aside His just enmity against their sin,
and follows at v. 20. to as—ministers .«. 19. 20). 19.
God was in Christ, reconciling—i.e.. God was by Christ
(in virtue of Christ's intervention) reconciling. Arc.
" Was reconciling" implies the time when the act of
reconciliation was being carried into effect (v. 21). viz ,
when "God made Jesus, who know no sin, to be sin
for us." The compound of " was" and the participle
"reconciling," Instead of the imperfect (Greek, may
also imply tbo continuous, purpose of God. from before
the foundation of the world, to reconcile man to Him
self, whose fall was foreseen. The expression "ix
Christ" for "6v Christ" may be used to imply addi
tionally ia&t God was tn Christ John. 10. S§; 14. 10.
and so by Christ (the God-man) was reconciling. &c.
The Greek for " by " or through Christ (the best M&\
omit "Jesus"), v. 18. is different. "In" must mean
here tn the person of Christ. The Greek KataUasson
implies "changing" or altering the judicial status from
one of condemnation to one of justification. The
atonement {at-one-menti. or recoHciltarion, is the re
moval of the bar to peace and acceptance with a holy
God, which His righteousness interposed against our
sin. The first step towards restoring peace between as
and God was on God's side (John, 3. 16). The change
therefore now to be effected must be on the part of of
fending man, God the offended One being already re
conciled. It is man. not God, who now needs to be
reconciled, and to lay aside his enmity against God
(Romans. 6. 10. 11). f We have received the atone
ment" {Greek, "reconciliation"], cannot mean "We
have received the laying aside of our own enmity.")
Cf. Romans. 3. 24, 25. the world—all men (Colossians
1. 20: 1 John, 2. 2). The manner of the reconciling is
by His "not imputing to men their trespasses," but
imputing them to Christ the Sin-bearer. There is no
incongruity that a Father should be offended with that
son whom He loveth, and at that time offended with
him when He loveth him. So. though God loved men
whom He created, yet He was offended with them when
they sinned, and gave His Son to suffer for them, that
through that Son's obedience He might be reconciled to
them (reconcile them to Himself.i.e., restore them with
justice to His favour). (Bishop Pearson, Creed-)
hath committed unto us — Greek, "hath put into our
hands." "Us." i.e., ministers. 20. fur Christ.. .10
Christ's stead—The Greek of both is the same; translate
in both cases, " on Christ's behalf." be ye reconciled
to God—English Version here inserts " ye." which is no;
in the original, and which gives the wrong impression.
as if it were emphatic thus: Gi>d is reconciled to you. be
ye reconciled to God. 'Die Greek expresses rather, God
was the Rbconcilbr. in Christ.. .let this reconciliation
then have its designed effect. Be reconciled to Gvd.
i.e., let God reconcile you to Himself (r. IS. 19). bes*vc;i
...pray—rather, "entreat [plead with you)... beseech, '
Such "beseeching" is uncommon in the case of
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"embassadors." who generally stand on their dignity
(cf. ch. 10. 2; 1 Tliessalonians. 2. c, 7). 21. FcrOmitted In the oldest MSS. The grand reason why
they should be reconciled to God, vie, the great atone
ment In Christ provided by God. is stated without the
" for" as being part of Oie message of reconciliation,
{v. 19). he—God. sin—not a sin-offering, which would
destroy the antithesis to " richteousnesa," and would
make ** sin" be used in different senses In the same
sentence: not a sinful person, wtiich would be untrue,
and weuld require in the antithesis "righteous men."
not " righteousness ;" but "sin." i.e., the represents tire sin-bearer (vicariously) of Vie aggregate sin of all
men past, present, and future. Tlie sin of the world is
cw, therefore the singular, not the plural. Is used ;
though its manifestations are manifold (John, 1. 29).
"Behold the Lamb of God, that taketh away the sin
of the world." Cf. " made a curse for us," Gal&ti-ins
3. 13. for us—Greek, "in our behalf." C/. John, 8. 14,
Christ being represented by the brazen serpent, the
form, but not or the substance, of the old serpent. At
his death on the crow the sin bearing for us was con
summated, knew no sin — by personal experience
(John, 8. 4fl). LAxroKo.] Hebrews, 7. 26; 1 Peter,2. 82;
1 John. 3. 6. might be made— Not the same Greek as
the previous "made." .Rather, "might become." the
righteousness of God—Not merely righteous, but right
eousness itself; not merely righteousness, but the
righteousness of God, because Christ is God, and what
He Is we are (1 John, 4. 17), and He is "made of God
unto us righteousness." As our sin is made over to
Him, so His righteousness to us (in His having fulfilled
all the righteousness of the law for us all, as our re
presentative) (J eremiah, 23. 0; 1 Corinthians. 1. 30). The
innocent was punished voluntarily as if guilty, that the
guilty might be gratuitously rewarded as if innocent
(i Peter, 3. 241. " Such are we in the sight of God the
Father, as is the very Son of God himself." [Hooker.]
in him—by virtue of our standing in Him, and in union
with Him. [Alford.]
CHAPTER VI.
Ver. 1-18. His Apostolic Ministry is Approved
by Faithfulness in Exhortation. in Sufferings,
iw Exhibition or the Fruits of the Holy Ghost:
His Largeness or Heart to them calls for En
largement of their Heart to Him. Exhorta
tion* to Separation from Pollution. 1. workers
together— with God (Acts, 16. 4; 1 Corinthians, 3. 9).
Not only as " embassadors.'* beseech—en treat (ch. 6. 20).
He Is describing his ministry, not exhorting directly.
job also—rather, "we also (as well as God. ch. 6. 20)
beseech" or ** entreat you :" v. 14. 16, on to ch. 7. 1, is
part of this entreaty or exhortation, in vain—by mak
ing: the grace of God a ground for continuance in sin
(r. 3;. By a life of sin, showing that the word of recon
ciliation has been in vain, so far as you are concerned
(Hebrews, 12. 16 ; Jude, 4;. " The grace of God" here,
is "the reconciliation " provided by God's love (ch. 6.
19, 19 ; cf. Galatians, 2. 2). 2. For—God's own promise
is the ground of our exhortation, he saith—God the
Father saith to God the Son, and so to all believers
who are regarded as one with Him. heard thee—In
the eternal purposes of my love 1 have hearkened to
thy prayer for the salvation of thy people (cf. John,
17. 9. 16, 20, 24). accepted...accepted—The Greek of the
latter is more emphatic, "well-accepted." What was
" <m accepted time ' in the prophecy (Isaiah. 49. n,
Hebrew, " in the season of grace "J, becomes " Vie wellaccepted time" in the fulfilment (cf. Psalm 09. IS). As
it ut God's time of rewiring sinners, receive ye His grace ;
accept [v. I) the word of reconciliation in M is accepted
time, in the day of salvation—" in a day of salvation''
Luke. 4. is. 19, 21 : 19. 42 ; Hebrews, 3, 7). 3. Resum
ing the connexion with v. 1, interrupted by the paren*
tneticai v. 2. "Giving no offence" (cf. 1 Corinthians,
32T
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10. 33), "approving ourselves," and all the other
participles down to v. 10, are nominatives to " we also
entreat you' (v. 1), to show the pains he took to enforce
his exhortation by example, as well as precept.
[ Alfoed.] " Offence" would be given, if we were with
out " patience" and the other qualifications which he
therefore subjoins icf. Romans. 14. 13). 4. Translate,
to mark the true order of the Greek words, " In every
thing, as God's ministers recommending ourselves."
i.e., that our hearers may give our message a favourable
hearing, through our consistency in every respect, not
that they may glorify us. Alluding to ch. 3. 1, he im
plies. We commend ourselves, not like them by word,
but by deed, patience—(ch. 12. 12.) Put first. " Pureness" follows ft. 0,. Three triplets of trials exercising
the "patience" (patient endurance) follow: Afflictions
(or "tribulations1'), necessities, distresses (or " straits"/;
stripes, imprisonments, tumults; labours, watchings,
fastings. The first triplet expresses afflictions gene
rally; the second, those in particular, arising from the
violence of men; the third, those -which he brought on
himself directly or indirectly. 5. stripes—(ch. 1 1. 23, 24
Acts, 10. 23.) imprisonments—(ch. 11. 2j.) He had been,
doubtless, elsewhere imprisoned besides at Fbilippl,
when he wrote this epistle, tumults—(Acts, 13. 6u; U.
5, 19; 10. 22; and recently 19. 23 41.) labours—in the
cause of Christ (ch. 11. 23; Romans. 10. 12j. watching;!
— (ch. 11. 27.) Sleepless nights, fastings—The context
here refers to bis trials, rather than devotional exercises
(cf. ch. 11. 27). Thus. " foodlessness" would seem to
be the sense (cf. 1 Corinthians, 4. 11; Philippians, 4. 12).
But the usual sense of the Greek is fasts, in the strict
sense ; and in ch. li. 27, it is spoken of independently
of "hunger and thirst." (Cf. Luke, 2. 37; Acta, 10. SO;
14. 23.) However, Matthew, 16. 32, Mark. 6. 3, justify
the sense, more favoured by the context, foodlcssness,
though a rare use of the word. Gaussen remarks,
"The apostles combine the highest offices with the
humblest exterior: as every thing in the church was to
be cast in the mould of death and resurrection, the
cardinal principle throughout Christianity." 6. By...
by, &c—rather, as Greek. " In.. .in." die., implying not
the instrument, but the sphere or element in which
his ministry moved, knowledge—spiritual: In gos)>el
mysteries, unattainable by mere reason (l Corinthians,
2. 0 16; 2 Corinthians, 3. 6, 17, is), long-suffariiig.. .kind
ness — associated with "charity" or "love" a Corin
thians, 13. 4\ as here, by the Holy Ghost—in virtue ot
His influences which produce these graces, and other
gifts, " love unfeigned" being the foremost of them. 7
By the word of truth, by the power of God—rather " In...
tn." &c. As to " the word of truth" (cf. ch. 4. 2 ; Cotossians, l. 6), and "the (miraculous) power of God"
(ch. 4 7); l Corinthians, 2. 4, "in demonstration of the
Spirit and of power." by ths armour—Greek, " through''
or " by means of the armour," £c " Righteousness,"
which is the breastplate alone in Ephesians, 0. 13-17,
here is made the whole Christian panoply (cf ch. 10. 4).
on.. .right.. .and... left—i.«., guarding on every side, 8.
Translate. "Through glory and dishonour" (disgrace.,
viz., from those in authority, and accruing to us present
" By," or " through evil report and good report," from
the multitude, and affecting us absent. [Rem; el. J Re
garded " as deceivers" by those who, notknowiugiv. 9),
<U -honour and give us an evil report; "as true," by
those who M know" (v. s) us in the real " glory " of our
ministry. In proportion as one has more or less of
glory and good report. In that degree has he more or
less of dishonour and evil report. 9. unknown...yet
well known—" unknown" in our true character to those
who "evil report" of us. " "Weli known" to those who
hold us in "good report" (v. 8). Conybeare explains,
'* Unknown by men, yet acknowledged by God *
(l Corinthians, 13. 12'. Perhaps both God and men
(believers; are intended as knowing him (ch. 6. n.
4'C
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and ll. ft; oyiug..,live— ich. l. 9 ; 4. lu, 11; 11. X3J
Cf. Oacskex'b remark. Note, v. 5. ** Behold" calls at
tention to the (act as something beyond all expecta
tion. chajteDed...not killed—realising Psalm US. 18. 10.
The **as" no longer u used to express the opinion of his
adversaries, but the real state of him and ins fellowlaliourers. making many nch—Spiritually (l Corin
thians. 1. 5). after the example of our Lord, who "by
hi poverty made many rich "* tch. 8.91. having no' hug*
—Whatever of earthly goods we have, and these are
few, we hive as though we had not: as tenants removeabJe at will, not owners (l Corinthians, 7. 30,'.
possessing all tilings—TheuVeelt implies firm pOAMSsUm,
holding fust in possession (cf. l (xtrintbians. 3. 21, 22).
The things both of the present and of the future are, in
the truest seuse, the believer's in possession, for he
possesses them all in Christ, his lasting possession,
though the full fruition of them is reserved for the
future eternity. 11. mould.. .open unto yon— I use no
concealment, such as some at Corinth have insinuated
fell. 4. it. 1 use all freedom aud openness of speech to
you aa to beloved friends. Hence he introduces here,
*' O Corinthians" (cf. Philippians, 4. 16 . The enlarge
ment of bis lieart towards thein ch 7. 3) produced his
ojtennesi of moxdJt, i.e., his uu reserved expression of his
inmost feelings. As an unloving man is narrow in
heart, so the apostle's heart u enlarytd by love, so as
to take in bis converts at Corinth, not only with their
graces, but with their many short comings (cf. 1 Kings,
4. xv; Psalm 119. 32; Isaiah. 00. 51. 12. Any constraint
ye feel towards me, or narrowness of heart. Is not from
want of largeness of heart on my part towards you,
but from want of it on your part towards me:
"bowels." i.e„ affections (cf. ch. 11 16). not straitened
in us—i.e., for want of room in our hearts to take you
in. 13. Translate, " As a recompence in the same kind
...be enlarged also yourselves." (Ellicoit, Arc.) ** in
the same nay" as my heart is enlarged towards you
ty. 11}, and "as a recompence" for it <Galatians. 4. 12}.
1 speak as unto my children—as children would naturally
be expected to recompence their parents' love with
similar love. 14. Be not—Greek, "Become not." unsonslly yoked—"yoked with one alien in spirit." The
Intake is from the symbolical precept of the law
{Leviticus, 19. 19!,'* Thou shall not let thy cattle gender
with a diverse kind;" or the precept (Deuteronomy,
22. 10), "Thou slialt not plow with an ox and au ass
together." Cf. Deuteronomy, 7. 3, forbidding mar
riages with the heathen ; also 1 Corinthians, 7. 3a.
The believer and unbeliever are utterly heterogeneous.
Too close intercourse with unbelievers in other rela
tions also is included I*. 16; 1 Corinthians, 8. 10; 10. 14J.
fellowship—fit., share, or participation, righteousness
—the state of the believer, justified by faith, unright
eousness—rather, aa always transUUed elsewhere,
" iniquity:" the state of the unbeliever, the fruit of un
belief, light—of which believers are the children
(1 Thessnlnnfans, 5. &). 15. Belial—Htbreur," worthlessnes$,vnpT<jjUubl*ness. u-'uk'.dntjut. As Satan is opposed
to God, aod Antichrist to Cltrist; Belial being here
opj«>*ed to Christ, must denote all manner of Anti
christ! an uncleanness. [Benoll.J hs that believe in
with au iuRdei—translate, "a believer with an unbe
liever." 18. agreement—accordance of sentiments cf.
l Kings. 18. 21; Epheslaus. 5. 7. 111. the temple of God—
i.e., yon believers (l Corinthians, 3. l«; u. 19j. with
idols—Cf. Da^on before the ark 4 Samuel. 6. 21). as—
* " even as Ciod said." Quotation from Leviticus, 26. 12;
Jeremiah. 31. 33; 32. 38; Ezeklel, 37. 20, 27; cf. Matthew.
2». 20; John. 14. 23. want in them— rather, "among
them." As "dwell" implies the Divine presence, so
" walk," the Divine operation. God's dwelling in the
body and soul of saints may be illustrated by its op
posite, demoniacal possession of body and soul, my
psvple — xather, "they shall be to me a people." 17.
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Quoted from Isaiah, 42. n. with the freedom of one
inspired, who gives variations sanctioned by the Holy
Spirit, be ye seDarate— " be separated*' (Hosea. 4, I7J.
touch not the unclean thing—rather, "any thing un
clean" ch.7. 1; Mtcah.2. 10J. Touching is more pollutj ing. as implying participatioTJ, than seeing, receive you
I —The Greek implies, "to myself:" as persons hereto; fore out of doors, but now admitted within ch. 6. 1-10.'.
With this accords the clause, " Come out from among
them." tiz., so as to be received to me. So Ezekiel,
20. 41." 1 will accept you;" and Zephaniah, 3. 19," gather
her that was driven out." "The intercourse of be
lievers with the world should resemble that of angels,
who, when they have beeu sent a message from heaven,
discharge their office with the utmost promptness, and
joyfully fly back borne to the presence of God"
il Corinthians, 7. 31: o. 9. 10!. 16. rruruhife. "I will
be to you m the relation c/a Father, and ye shall be
to me in the relation of sons," &c This is a still more
endearing relation than (». 1ft, "I will be their God,
and they... my people." Cf. the promise to Solomon
,i Chronicles, id. 6; Isaiah, 43. S; Revelation. 21. 3, 7;
Jeremiah. 31. I, 91. Lord Almighty— The Lord the
Universal Ruler: nowhere else found but in Bevelatiou.
The greatness of the Proiniser enhances the greatness
of the promises.
CHAPTER VII.
Ver. lie. Self - Purification their. Duty
RESULTING) FROM THE FuUEOOLSO. Hid LOVE TU
til km. and joy at the gook rrfacth ok them of
him Former Epistle, as Reported by Titus. 1.
cleuise ourselves—This Is the conclusion of the exhorta
tion ich. 6. 1, 14; l John, 3. 3; Revelation. 22. ID. Altainet*—*" the unclean thing" ,ch. «. 17). of the flesh—for
instance, formcutioit, prevalent at Corinth (l Corin
thians, 8. 1&-18J. and spirit—for instance, idolatry,
direct or indirect (1 Corinthians, 6.9; 8. 1. 7; 10. 7,21, Hi.
The spirit {Psalm 32. 2j receives pollution through the
flesh, the instrument of uncleanne&s. per lectins; holiness—The cleansing away impurity is a positive step
towards holiness ch. 6. 17). it is not enough to begin:
the end crowns the work (GalaUans, 3. 3; 6. 7; Philip
pians, L 6). fear of God—often conjoined with the con
sideration of the most glorious promises ich. 6. ll;
Hebrews, 4. u. Privilege and promise go band in
hand. 2. Receive us—with enlarged hearts iCh. 4. 13: .
we uavewronged...corrapiad...d«lraudednoman—id. e. 9.)
This is the ground on which he asks their reception
of (making room for) him in their hearts. We vrtmord
uonu by an undue exercise of apostolic authority; e. 13
gives an instance in point. We have corrupted none.
»i:.. by beguilements and flatteries, whilst preaching
"another gospel,* as the false teachers did [ch. ll. 3,4).
Wo have defrauded none by "malting a gain" of you
ich. 12. 17;. Modestly he leaves them to supply the
nwn'f ire good which he had done: suffering all things
himself that they might be benefited (tr.9. U; ch. lx. 13).
3. In excusing myself. 1 do not accuse you, as though
you suspected me of such things [Memo cm usJ or as
though you were guilty of such things: for I speak only
of the falsi- apostles. [EoHVH.tuiiX<Jretkco7nmentutort\
Rather, "as uiough you were ungrateful aud treacher
ous.' [Beza.1 I.Hsudbelore—inch. 0.11. 12; cf. PhiUppiaus, l. 7. die and live with you— the height of friend
ship. I am ready to die aud live with you and for jou
'.Philippians. l. 7, 20. z4; 2. 17, 18). Cf. as to Christ.
John. 10. 11. 4. boldness of speech— cf. ch. 6. ll.) glory
lug of yon—Not only do I speak with unreserved open
ness to vmt, but I •jlon/ (boast, yrbatly U* others in w*T
behalf, in speaking of you. filled with com tort—at the
report of Titus (v. d, 7. u, 13: ch. l. *}. exceeding jej
ful— Greek, I overabound with joy {v. 7, 9. 16?. oar
tribuhuioo—described iu v. 4; also in ch. 4. 7. «; 6. 4, 5.
S. (Jit'k. " For also" (for "tftu"). This verse is thns
coubeuLwd with ch. i. u, 13, " When I oaue to Trues. 1
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2 CORINTHIANS, VII.
Their True Repentance.
had do rest in my spirit;" so "also" now, when I came 11. Confirmation of r. 10 from the Corinthians' own
10 Macedonia, my "flesh" had no rest (he, by the term experience, carefulness—solicitude, lit., "diligence;"
" flesh," excepts his spiritual consolations! from " flght- opposed to their past negligence in the matter, in you
lugs" with adversaries " without" (1 Corinthians. 6. 12). —Greek, "for you." yea—not only "carefulness" or
and from fears for the Corinthian believers "within" diligence, but also " clearing of yourselves," fit,, to me
the church, owing to "false brethren" (ch. 11. 26). Of. by Titus: anxiety to show you disapproved of the deed.
ch. 4. 8; Deuteronomy, 32. 26, to which he seems to indignation—against the offender, fear—of the wrath of
allude. 6. Translate in the order required by the God, and of sinning any more [Solater and Calvin):
Greet. " But he that comforteth those that are cast fear of Paul [Gkotius] (1 Corinthians. 4. 2, 19-21). vehe
down, even God." Those that are of an high spirit are ment desire—longing for restoration to Paul's approval,
not susceptible of such comfort. 7. when he told us— [Conybkabk &■ Howson.] " Fear" is in spite of one's
Gre/k, " telling us." We shared In the comfort which self. "Longing desire" is spontaneous, and implies
Titus felt in recording your dosire («. 131. He rejoiced strong love and an aspiration for correction. [Ca lvin. |
in telling the news ; we in hearing them. [Alvord.J "Desire"for ttie preserve oj Paid, as he had given them
earnest desire—Greek, "longing desire,'* efs., to see me the hope of it (1 Corinthians, 4. 19; 10. 5). [Grotiuh
(GKonimj; or. in general, towards me, to %>lease me. & EsTirs.l seal—for right and for God's honour
mourning—over your own remissness in not having im against what Is wrong. Or," for the good or the soul of
mediately punished the sin (1 Corinthians, 6. 1. <fcc.J the offender." [BenoelJ revenge—translate." Exact
which called forth my rebuke, fervent mind—Greek, ing of punishment" (I Corinthians, 5. 2, 3). Their
"zeal" (cf. v. 11; John, 2. 17). toward me—Greek, "for "carefulness" was exhibited In the six points just
me:" for my sake. They in PauCs behalf showed the specified: " clearing of themselves," and " indignation"
zeal against the sin which Paul would have shown had in relation to themselves; "fear" and "vehement
he been present, rejoiced the more—more than before, desire" in respect to the apostle; "zeal" and "re
at the mere coming of Titus. 8. with a letter—Greek, venge" in respect to the offender [Besgbl] (cf. v. 7).
** in the letter," ru.. the first epistle to the Corinthians. In all—tho respects just stated, clear—Greek," pure,"
I do not repent, though I did repent—translate," I do not viz., from complicity in the guilty deed. "Approved
regret it, though 1 did regret it." The Greek words for yourselves." Greek, " commended yourselves." What
rr-jn-et and rrpent are distinct. St. Paul was almost ever suspicion of complicity rested on you (1 Corin
regretting, through parental tenderness, his having thians, 5. 2, 6), through your former remissness, you
used rebukes calculated to grieve the Corinthians; but have cleared off by your present strenuousness in re
now that he has learned from Titus the salutary effect probating the deed. 12. though I wrote onto you—
produced on them, he no longer regrets it. for I per " making you sorry with my letter" (v. s). his cause
ceive. &c.—This is explanatory of "I did repent" or that suffered wrong—the father of the incestuous person
" regret it," and is parenthetical {** for 1 perceive that who had his father's wife (l Corinthians, 6. 1). The
that epistle did make you sorry, though it was but father, thus it seems, was alive, that our care for yon,
for a season";. 9. How I rejoice—Whereas"! did re <fcc.—Some of the oldest MSS. read thus. " That touh
pent" or regret having made you sorry by my letter, care for its might be made manifest unto you." &c
I rejoice sow, not that ye were caused sorrow, but But the words, "unto you," thus, would be rather
that your sorrow resulted in your repentance, ye obscure; still the obscurity of the genuine reading may
sorowed—rather as before," ye were made sorry." after have been the very reason for the change being made
a godly manner—lit., "according to God," i.e., your by correctors into the reading of English Version.
sorrow having regard to God, and rendering your mind Alfohd explains the reading: "He wrote in order
conformable to God (Romans, 14. 22; l Peter, 4. 6). to bring out their zeal on his behalf (i.e., to obey his
ibxir-trauslate in Greek order, "to the end that [cf. command), and make it manifest to Utemsclves in God's
ch. 1L ft) ye might in nothing receive damage from us," sight, i.e., to bring out among them their seal to regard
which ye would have received, had your sorrow been and obey him." But some of the oldest MSS. and ver
other than that "after a godly manner" (v. 10). 10. sions (including the Vulgate and old Italian) support
worketh...warketh—In the best Greek reading the English Version. And the words, " to you," suit it
translation, is, " worketh (simply) ... worketh out." better than the other reading. Ch. 2. 4. "I wrote...
"Sorrow " la not repentance, but, where it is " godly," that ye might know the love which 1 have more abun
** worketh" it; i.e., contributes or temls to it (the same dantly unto you," plainly accords with it, and disproves
Greek word is in Koraans, 13. 10). Xho "sorrow of the Alford's assertion that Englisli Version is inconsistent
wuritl" ii.e.,such as is felt by the worldly) "worketh uritft the fact as to the purpose of his letter. His writ
out," as its result at last, (eternal) death (tho same Greek ing, he says, was not so much for the sake of the in
verb is in ch. 4. 17, where, see the Note), repentance... dividual offender, or the individual offended, but from
not to be repented of—There is not in the Greek this play his "earnest care" or concern for the welfare of the
on words, so that the word qualified is not "repent church. 13. The oldest MSS. read thus, "Therefore
ance" merely, but " repentance unto salvation ;" this, he (Greek" tor this cause," viz., because our aim has been
aays, none %cUl tver regret* however attended with " sor attained) we have been [Englisli Version " were," is not
row" at the time. "Repentance" implies a coming to so accurate) comforted; yea (Greek," but"), in ouk com
a right mind; "regret" implies merely uneasiness of fort we exceedingly the morejoyed for tho joy of Titus,"
feeling at the past or present, and is applied even to &c. (cf. v. 7). 14. any thing—i.e., at all. I am not ashamed
the remorse of Judas (Matthew, 27. 3; Greek, "stricken —"lamnot put to shame," piz., by learning from Titus
with remorse," not as English Version* ** repented that you did not realize the high character I gave him
himself"/; so that, though always accompanying re of you. as.. .all tbings...in truth, even so our boasting...
pentance, it is not always accompanied by repentance. is found a truth—As our speaking in general to yon was
** Kepeutance " removes the impediments in the way true (ch. 1. IB), so our particular boasting before Titus
of "salvation" (to which "death," viz., of the soul, is concerning you is now, by his report, proved to be
opposed). " The sorrow of the world" is not at the sin truth (cf. ch. 9. 2). Some oldest MSS. read expressly,
itself, but at its penal consequences; so that the tears
concerning you V this in either reading is the sense.
of pain are no sooner dried up, than the pleasures of 16. his inward affection — (it., bowels (cf. ch. C. 12;
ungodliness are renewed. So Pharaoh* Exodus, 9. 27. Philippians, 1. 8; 2. 1 ; Colosaians. 3. 12). obedience—
au-jO; and Saul. I Samuel, 16. 23-30. Cf. Isaiah, 0. 13; (ch. 2. it.) fear and trembling—with trembling anxiety
Herelatlon. 16. 10. 11. Contrast Davids "godly sor to obey ray wishes, and fearful lest there should be
row." 2 samuel, 12, u, and St. Peters, Matthew, 2& 76. ought in yourselves to offend him and me (r. 11 ; d.

CArufs Grace

5 CORINTHIANS. VIU.

] Corinthians. 2. 3?. 16. therefore—Omitted In the oldest
MSS. The conclusion is more emphatical without it.
that I have confidence in you In all thing*— rather, as
Greek, "that in every thins I am of good courage con
cerning {lit., in the case of) you." as contrasted with
my former doubts concerning you.
CHAPTER VIII.
Ver. l 24. Tdk Collection fok the 8atntb:The
rtfadineks of the macedonians a pattern to
the cobinthians: cllribt the highest pattern:
Each is to Give Willi kuly after bib Ability:
Titus and two others are the Aoents Ac
credited to Complete the Collection. 1. we do
you to wit—w« make known to you. the grace of God
bestowed on the churches of Macedonia—Their liberality
was not of themselves naturally, but of God's grace
bestowed on them, and enabling them to be the Instru
ment of God's "grace" to others [v. 6, 19). The im
portance Riven in this epistle to tbe collection, arose
as well from St. Paul's engagement (Galatians. 2. 10).
as also chiefly from his hope to conciliate the J u da I zing
Christians at Jerusalem to himself and the Gentile
believers, by such an act of love on the part of the
latter towards their Jewish brethren. 2. trial of affiict. on—The Greek expresses, "in affliction (or "tribula
tion "J which tested them;" lit., " in a great testing of
affliction." abundance of their joy—The greater was
the depth of their poverty, the greater was the abun
dance of their joy. A delightful contrast in terms, and
triumph, in fact, of spirit over flesh, theirdeep poverty
—Greek, "their poverty down to the depth of it."
abounded unto the riches, Ac—Another beautiful con
trast in terms: Their poverty had the effect, not of pro
ducing stinted gifts, but of "abounding in the riches
of liberality {not as Margin, '* simplicity;" though the
idea of singleness of motive to God's glory and man's
good, probably enters into the Idea (cf. Romans, 12. 8.
and Margin; ch. 9. 11, Note. 13; James. 1. 6). 3-5. they
were willing—rather, supply from v. 6. the ellipsis thus,
" According to their power.. .yea, and beyond their
power, they have." of themselves—not only not being
besought, but themselves beseeching us. 4. that we
would receive—Omitted in the oldest MSS. Translate
therefore," Beseeching of us. ..the grace and fellowship
of ((.«., to grant them Vie favour of sharing in) the
ministering unto the saints." The Macedonian contri
butions must have been from Phllippi, because Phillppi
wa* the only church that contributed to St. Paul's sup
port (Phllippians. 4. 10, is. 16). 6 And this they did,
not as we hoped—translate, " And not as we hoped (i.e.,
far beyond our hopes , but their own selves gave they
first to the Lord." "First," not Indicating priority of
time, but first of all, above all in importance. The
giving of themselves takes precedency of their other
gifts, as being the motive which led them to the latter
(liomans, 16. 16,'. by the will of God—not " according to
the will of God." but "moved by the will of God, who
made them willing" {Phllippians, 2. 13). It is therefore
called {v. 1], " the grace of God." 6. Insomuch that—
As we saw the Macedonians' alacrity in giving, we could
not but exhort Titus, that as we collected in Mace
donia, so he in Corinth should complete the work of
collecting which he had already begun there, lest ye,
the wealthy people of Corinth, should be outdone in
liberality by the poor Macedonians, as he had begun—
Greek, "previously begun," viz., the collection at
Corinth, before the Macedonians began to contribute,
during the visit to Corinth from which he had just re
turned, finish In you the »arae grace—complete among
you this act of grace or beneficence on your part, also
—as well as other tldngs which he had to do among
them. [Alford.] 7. in faith—(ch. 1. 24.) atterance—
[Note, I Corinthians. 1.6.) Not as Alford, "doctrine*
or " word." knowledge—(1 Corinthians. ». 1.) diligence
—in every thing that is good, your love to vs—lit.,
330
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"love from you (i.e., on your part) in us" (4 a, which
has us for its object which Is felt in the case ofw). 8.
not by commandment—" not by way of commandment/
by the occasion of the forwardness of other*, and. Ac—
rather." But by (mention of) the forwardness of others
(as an inducement to you), and to prove Hit, proving!
the sincerity of your love." The Greek is "by means
of," not '* on account ofthe forwardness," Arc. Benoel,
Ellicott, &.C., translate, "By means of the forward
ness of others, proving the sincerity of yonr love also."
The former is the simpler construction in the Greek.
9. ye know the grace—the act of gratuitous love whereby
the Lord emptied Himself of His previous heavenly
glory iPhilippians. 2. 6, 7 for your sakes, became poor
—Yet this is not demanded of you [v. 14': but merely
that, without impoverishing yourselves, you should
relieve others with your abundance. If the Lord did
so much more, and at so much heavier a coat, for your
sakes; much more may you do an act of love to your
brethren at so little a sacrifice of self, might be rich—
in the heavenly glory which constitutes His riches, and
all other things, so far as is really good for us (cf.
1 Corinthians. 3. 21, 22}. 10. advice—Herein he does
not (as some misinterpret the passage, disclaim inspira
tion for the advice he gives; but under the Spirit, states
that It is his "opinion" (Alford] or "judgment"
[Elucott, ftc.J, not a command, that so their offer
ing might be free and spontaneous, this—my giving
you an advice, not a command, who have begun before
—"seeing that ye have begun before'' the Macedonian
churches: " a year ago " should be connected with tids
clause, not only to do. but also to be forward — There
were three steps: (1.) the forwardness, more tit., "the
will f (2.) the setting about it, lit., " doing it f X) the
completion of it. [Alford.] In the two former, not
only the act, but the intention, the Corinthians prectdrd
the Macedonians. Benoel explains," Not only to do"
for the past year, "but also to beforwaxd" or will
ing for this year. Ki.licott translates, "already.*
instead of "before:" "Ye began already, a year ago,
not only to do, but also to be forward." It appears
hence, that something had been done in the matter a
year before : other texts, however, show the collection
was not yet paid (cf. v. n, and ch 9. 6, 7). This agrees
with one, and only one, supposition, viz., that every
man had laid by in store the fund from which he was
afterwards to contribute, the very case which is shown
by 1 Corinthians, 10. 2, to have existed. [Pa ley's
Hora- Paulina-.] 11. perform — " complete the doing
also" [Note, v. 10). a readiness to will—Greek* "the
readiness of will :" referring to v. 10, where the Greek
for "to be forward," ought to be translated as here,
"to will." performance — "completion." (Alpokd.]
The godly should show the same zeal to finish, as well
as to be^in well, which the worldly exhibit in their
undertakings (Jeremiah. 44. 26). 13. For—Following up
the rule "out of that which ye have" it. n). and no
more, a willing mind—rather, as Greek, " the readi
ness," viz , to will, referring to v. 11. accepted—Griek,
"favourably accepted." according to that a man hath
—The oldest MHS. omit " aman." Translate*"Accord
ing to whatsoever It have:" the willing mind, or
"readiness" to will, is personified. [Alford.] Or
better, as Benoel. " He is accepted according to what
soever he have f so ch. 9. 7, "The Lord loveth a cheer
ful giver." Cf. as to David, 1 Kinns. 8. 18. God a-rcepts
the will for the deed, lie judges not according to
what a man has the opportunity to do, bat accordin ; to
what be would do if he had the opportunity (cf. Mark.
14. 8: and the widow's mite. Luke. 21. 3, 4). 13. FarSupply from v. 8," I speak/ My aim is not that other)
(viz., the saints at Jerusalem) may be relieved at the
cost of your being "distressed" (so tbe Greek for
"burdened*'}. The golden rule is, "Love thy neigh
bour as thyself,"* not more than thyself, 14. by an

Cbotmiszion of Titus

3 COMNTHLLNS IX.

equality—** by the rale of equality" I Alfordj: itt.,"out
of equality " now at this time—Greek, "at the present
juncture " or season, that their abundance also—The
Greek bei ng distinct from the previous " that," translate,
"in order that," viz., at another season, when your
reiative circumstances may be reversed. The reference
is solely to temporal wants and supplies. Those, as
Bssoex* who quote Romans, 15. 27, for interpreting it
of spiritual supplies from the Jews to the Gentiles,
forget that Romans, 15. 27 refers to the pad benefit
spiritually, which the Jews have conferred on the
Gentiles, as a motive to gratitude on the part of the
latter, not to a prospective benefit to be looked for from
the former, which the text refers to. 15. Exodus,
18. IS; LXX. As God gave an equal portion of manna
to all the Israelites, whether they could gather much
or little: so Christians should promote by liberality an
equality, so that none should need the necessaries of
life, whilst others hare superfluities. "Our luxuries
should yield to our neighbour's comforts ; and our
comforts to his necessities." [J. Howard.] 16. 17.
Returning to the subject of *, 6. for you—translate.
" Which put the same earnest care for you into the heart
of Titus,'* as was in myself. My care for you led me to
"desire* him (v. 6, and 17, "exhortation,'' the game
Greek: ; but Titus had of himself the same care, whence
he ** accepted (gladly) my exhortation " (v. I7j to go to
yon {v. ffl. being more lorward—more earnest than to
need such exhortation, he went—Greek, "went forth."
We should say, he is going forth ; but the ancients put
the past tense in letter -writing, as the things will have
been past by the time that the correspondent receives
the letter. *' Of bis own accord," i.e., it is true he has
been exhorted by me to go, but he shows that he has
anticipated my desires, and already, "of his own ac
cord," lias desired to go. 18. the brother, whose praise
is in the gospel—whose praise is known in connexion
with the gospel : Luke may be meant; not that " the
gospel1* here refers to his written gospel; but the
language implies some one well known throughout
the churches, and at that time with Paul, as Luke then
was (Acts, 20. 6\ Not a Macedonian, as appears from
eh. '.'.'.■;. Of all Paul's "companions in travel" (r. 19;
Acts, 1 0. 29], St. Luke was the most prominent, having
been his companion in preaching the gospel at his first
entrance into Europe .Acts. 16. 10). The fact that the
person here referred to was " chosen of the churches"
as their trustee to travel with Paul in conveying the
contribution to Jerusalem, implies that he had resided
among them some time before : this is true of St.
Luke. who. after parting from St. Paul at Philippi las
he marks by the change from "we" to " they," Acts,
it*.) six years before, is now again found in his company
in Macedonia, In the interim he probably had be
come so well known, that "bis praise was throughout
all the churches." Cf. ch. 12. 18; Philemon, 24. He
who is faithful in the gospel, will be faithful also in
matters of inferior Importance. [Ben gel. J 19. not
that only—not only praised in all the churches, chosen
—by vote; so the Greek, of the churches—therefore these
companions of Paul are called "messengers of the
churches " (v. 23). to travel—to Jerusalem, with this
grace—Greek, ** in the case of this grace," or " gift" to
the glory of the same Lord—The oldest MSS. omit
" same," declaration of your ready mind — The oldest
JtLSS. read "our." not your. This and the previous
clause, " to the glory of the same Lord'' do not follow
** administered by us," but " chosen of the churches to
travel." Ac The union of the brother with St. Paul in
this affair of the collection, was done to guard against
suspicions injurious " to the glory" of the Lord. It
was also done in order to produce a " readiness" ou
the part of Paul and the brother to undertake the
office which, each by himself, would have been less
re*Miy to undertake, for fear of suspicions arising
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(v. 20) as to their appropriation of any of the monev.
30. Avoiding—taking precautions against this, in this
abundance—in the cast of this abundance. 21. LXX.
(Proverbs, 3. 4; Romans, 12. 17). The oldest MS3.
read, "For we provide." honest things — " things
honourable." 22. This second brother. Birkb supposes
to be Trophimus ; for a Macedonian is not meant (ch.
9. 4): probably the same as was sent before with Titus
(ch. 12. 18); and therefore sent from Ephesus, and
probably an Ephesian : all this is true of Trophimus.
oftentimes. ..in many things — Join and translate as in
the Greek, " many times in many things." upon the great
confidence which I have in you—" through the great con
fidence WHICH HE HAS towards VOU." [ALFOKD.]
Bengel better supports English Version, " We have
sent, &c, through the confidence which we feel in
regard to your liberality." 23. fellow-helper concerning
yon—Greek, " fellow-worker towards you." our brethren
—the two mentioned, v. IS and 22. messengers—rather,
as the Greek, " apostles :" in the less strict sense (Acts.
14. 14). of the churches—sent by the churches, as wq
are by the Lord (Phiiippians, 2. 26). There was in the
synagogue an ecclesiastical officer, called "the angel
of the church," whence the title seems derived ;cf.
Revelation, a. 1). 24. The oldest MSS. read "[con
tinue] manifesting to them in the face of the churches
the manifestation of your love, and of our boasting on
your behalf."
CHAPTER IX,
Ver. 1-15. Reasons foe his Sending Titus. The
GREATER THEIR BO UNTI FULNESS, THE MORE SHALL

as uie Return of Bleshino to them, and Thanks
giving to God. 1. For — connected with ch. 8. 1G :
"Show love to the messengers of the churches ; for as
concerns the ministration for the saints, it is super
fluous for me to write to you who are so forward
already." write — emphatical: It is superfluous to
write, for you will have witnesses present. [Bengei.]
2. ready a year ago—to send off the money, owing to
the apostle's former exhortation (1 Corinthians, 16. l, 21.
your real — Greek, " the zeal from you," i.e.. on your
part ; propagated from you to others, provoked—i.e.,
stimulated, vety many—Greek. " the greater number."
viz., of the Macedonians. 3. have I sent — we should
say, " I send ;" whereas the ancients put it in the past,
the time which it would be by the time that the letter
arrived, the brethren — (ch. 8. IS. 22J— Titus and the
two others, should bo in vain in this behalf—"should
be proved futile in this particular." however true in
general (ch. 7. 4). A tacit compliment, softening the
sharp monition, as I said—as I was saying [r. 2). 4. if
they of Macedonia—rather as Greek, " if Macedonians."
unprepared—with your collection; see v. 2, "ready,"
Greek, "prepared," we, not to say ye— Ye would natu
rally feel more ashamed for yourselves, than we (who
boasted of you} would for you. confident boasting—The
oldest MSS. read simply " confidence." viz.. in your
liberality. 5. that they would go before— truncate, " that
they should," &c. whereof ye had notice before—rather,
" promised before ;" " long announced by me to the
Macedonians" {v. 2). [Ben gel.] "Your promised
bounty." [Ellicott, &cj not as of ccvetousness—
translate, " not as matter of covetousness," which it
would be, if you gave niggardly. 6. / say—Ellicott,
&c, supply the ellipsis thus: "But remember this."
bountifully—tit., " with," or " in blessings." The word
itself implies a beneficent spirit in the giver cf. v. 7,
end', and the plural implies the abundance and liber
ality of the gifts. *' The reaping shall correspond to
the proportions and spirit of the sowing." IBengel,]
Cf. Ezekiel, 34. 26, " Showers of blessing." 7. according
as he purposeth in his heart—Let the full consent of the
free will go with the gift. [Alford.] Opposed to " of
j necessity," as "grudgingly "is opposed to "a cheerful
giver" iProverbs, 22. 9; U. 2i; Isaiah, 32. 8}. 8. all grace

Blessed Fruit of their Charity.
2 CORINTHIANS. X.
Be will Vindicate Bit Authority.
—even in external goods, and even while ye bestow on graces of Christ especially (PBalm 18. 35; Matthew,
others. [BesoslJ that—" in order that." God's gifts 11. 2H], as on account of his imitation of them in
are bestowed on us, not that we may have them to particular he was despised. [Grotius.] He entreats
ourselves, but that we may the more " abound in good them by these, in order to show that though he must
works " to others, sufficiency — so as not to need the hare recourse to more severe measures, he is naturally
help of others, having yourselves from God " bread for inclined to gentle ones after Christ's example. [Meyour food' (v. 10. in all things — Greek, "in every nochiurJ "Meekness" is more in the mind internally;
thing." every good work—of charity to others, which "gentleness" in the external behaviour, and in rela
will be " your seed sown " {v. 10), 9. As it is written— tion to others ; for instance, the condescending yieldingrealizing the highly blessed character pourtrayed in ness of a superior to an inferior, the former not insist
Psalm 112. 9. He — the "good man" (Psalm 112. 6). ing on his strict rights. [Trench.] Benoex explains
dispersed—as seed sown with full and open hand, with it, " By the meekness and gentleness derived by me
out anxious thought in what direction each grain may from Christ," not from my own nature: he objects to
fall. It is implied also that lie hat always what he understanding it of Christ's meekness and gentleness,
may disperse. [Benuel. J So in Psalm 112. 9. the poor since no where else is "gentleness" attributed to Hfm.
—The Greek word is here only found in New Testa But though the exact Greek word is not applied to
ment, "one in straitened circumstances, who earns his Him. the idea expressed by it is (cf. Isaiah, 40. 1 1 ; Mat
bread by labour." The word usually employed means thew, 12. iw, 20,1. in presence—In personal appearance
"one so poor as to live by begging." his righteousness when present with you. but—Greek, "lowly;" timid,
—Here " beneficence:" the evidence of his being right- humbly diffident; opposed to "bold." "Am* stands
eon* before God and man. Of. Deuteronomy, 24. 13; here by ironical concession for "am reputed to be"
Matthew, ft. 1, "alms;" Greek, "righteousness." re- (cf. v. 10). 2. 1 beseech you—Intimating that, as he can
mainsth — unexhausted and unfailing. 10. Translate beseech in letters, so he con be severe in their presence.
as in Isaiah. 65. 10, " He that ministereth (suppliethj that I may not be—that I may not haze to be bold, 4wC
seed to the sower and bread for food'* {UL, " bread for witn that confidence — thai authoritative sternness. I
eating "). minister—rather future, as the oldest MSB.. think—I am minded to be. as if we walked accordicg
"Shall minister (supply) and multiply." your seed to the flesh—His Corinthian detractors judged of him
—your means for liberality, the fruits of your righteous by themselves, as if he were influenced by fleshly
ness—the heavenly rewards for your Christian charity motives, the desire of favour, or fear of giving offence,
(Matthew, 10. 42}. Kighteousuess shall be itself the so as not to exercise his authority when present. 3.
reward, even as it is the thing rewarded (Hosea, 10. 12; For—Reason why they should regard him "beseech
Matthew, 5. 6; 6. 33). 11. Cf. v. 8. bountifulttess—Greek. ing " them (v. 2) not to oblige him to bare recourse
" singleminded liberality." Iranslated "simplicity," to "bold" and stern exercise of authority. " We walk
Romans, 12. 8. causoth through at—lit^ "worketh in the flesh," and so in weakness ; but not "accord
through us ? i.e., through our Instrumentality as the ing to the flesh" (v. 2J. Moreover, though we walk
distributors, thanksgiving — on the part of the re in it, we do not war accordicg to it. A double con
cipients. 12. Greek," The ministration of this public trast or antithesis. "They who accuse us of walking
service (on your part] is not only ttUl further supply after the flesh, shall And [to their cost] tint we do not
ing the wants of the saints (besides the supplies from war after the flesh; therefore compel us not to use our
other quarters], but is abounding also {viz.. in respect weapons." lAlforo.] 4. A confutation of those who
to relieving the necessities ofothers in poverty, through try to propagate their creed by force and persecution
many thanksgivings to God." 13. by—through occasion cf. Luke, it. 54-641). carnal—translate, " fleshly " to pre
of. exp ;iiraeiit—translate, "the experience." [Ki.i.i- serve the allusion to v. 2, 3. weapons—for punishing
coTT, ic.J Or, "the experimental proof" of your offending members [v. 6 ; l Corinthians, 4. 21; 6. 6. 13;:
Christian character, afforded by " this ministration." boldness of speech, ecclesiastical discipline (». 8; ch.
they—the recipients, far your professed s abjection—Greek, 13. lo,. the power of the word, and of the sacraments,
"for the subjection of your profession;" i.e., your the various extraordinary gifts of the Spirit, mighty
subjection in accordance with your profession, in re through G.d — Greek, "mighty to God." i* , mighty
lation to the gospel. Ye yield yourselves in willing before God: not humanly, but divinely powerful. Hie
subjection to the Rospel precepts, evinced in acts, as power is not ours, but God's. Cf. " fair to God."
well as in profession, your liberal distribution— Greek, te., divinely fair (Margin, Acts, 7. 20). Also above
" the liberality of your contribution in relation to (ch. 2. 15), " unto God a sweet savour." "The etlicacy
them." &c. 14. Translate, "Themselves also with of the Christian religion proves its truth." [Ue.nu el. J
prayer for you. longing after you on account of the ex polling down—As the Greek is the same as in v. 5.
ceeding grace of God (resting) upon you." English translate, " casting down." Cf Jeremiah. 1. 10: the in
Vernon is, however, good sense : They glorify God spired servants of God Inherit the commission of the
(v. 131 by the experimental proof, &c., "and by their Old Testament prophets, stroughdds—(Proverbs, 21. s»>
prayer for you." But the Greek favours the former. 15. —viz., in which sinners entrench themselves against
his unspeakable gift— the gift of his own sou, which in reproof: all that opposes itself to Christ; the learning,
cludes all other inferior gifts (cli. 8. 9; Romans, 8. 32J. and eloquence, and philosophical subtleties on which
If we have received from God " His unspeakable gilt," the Corinthians prided themselves So Joshua's
what great thing is it, if we give a few perishing gifts trumpet blast was "mighty" under God to overthrow
for His sake t
the walls of Jericho. 5. imaginations—rather, *' reason
ings." Whereas "thought" expresses men's owni-vrCHAPTER X.
Vex. 1-18. Ha Vindicates hib Apostolic pose, and determination of living after their own
AUTHORITY AGAINST THOSE WHO DEPRECIATED HIM pleasure. [Tittm.] high thing — $o it ought to be
FOR HIS PERSONAL APPEARANCE. HE WILL HAKE translated Romans, 8. 39. A distinct Greek word from
Hia Power felt when he comes. He Boasts not, that in Ephesians. 3. IS, "height." and Revelation,
LIKE TUKM, BEVONTj HIS MEASURE. 1. I Paul myself 21. 10. which belongs to God and heaven, from whence
—no longer "we." "us." "our" ich.9. 11): / who am we receive nothing hurtful. But "high thing" is not
represented by depredators as " base," &c., I. the saino so much " height" as something made high, and belongs
Paul, oj my own accord "beseech you;" or rather "en to those regions of air where the powers of darkcess
treat," "exhort" you for your sake. As "I beseech '* exalt themselves" against Christ and us lEpbesians,
you" (& distinct Greek verb, v. 2) for my sake, by the 2. 2; 6. 12; 2 Thessatonians, 2 4. exalteth i*«lfmeekness and gentleness of Christ—He mentions these 2 Thevalonians, 2. 4, supports English Version rather

fonts Glorying Just,

2 CORINTHIANS, X.

dan the tran»fntUm of Eltjcott. Ac. "is lifted up."
Koch were the high towers of Judaic self-righteousness,
philosophic speculations, and rhetorical sophistries, the
"knowledge" bo much prized by many opposed to "the
knowledge of God "), which endangered a section of the
Corinthian church, against the knowledge of God—True
knowledge makes men humble. Where there is exalfciMem of self, there knowledge of (iod is wanting.
[BUNUU] Arrange the words following thus: " Bringis« erery thought ft e„ intent of the mind or teiU) into
captivity to the obedience of Christ," t.e., to obey Christ.
The three steps of the apostle's spiritual warfare are:
if It demolishes what is opposed to Christ; (2.) It
iwds captive ; i3.) it brings into obedience to Christ
illoniaos, L 6; 1C. 2fl). The "reasonings'' {English
Version, "imaginations") are utterly "cast down."
Tee "mental intents" (English Version, "thoughts")
ire taken willing captives, and tender the voluntary
otedience of taith to Christ theconqueror. 6. Translate.
''Having ourselves [i.e.. being) in readiness to exact
punishment for all disobedience," &c. We have this
in store for the disobedient: it will be brought into
icdon in due time, when your obedience. &c — He
charitably assumes that most of the Corinthian church
»iU set obediently; therefore he says "tour obedi«ee.* But perhaps some will act otherwise; in order,
therefore, to give all au opportunity of joining the
•beuient, he will not prematurely exact punishment,
bnt wait until the full number of those gathered out to
Christ has been " completed," and the remainder have
been proved incorrigible. He had acted already so at
ttmsth Acts. 1*. (Hi; cf. Exodus, 32. 34; Matthew. 13.
^-30!. 7. Do ye regard mere outward appearance (mere
external recommendations, personal appearance, voice,
manner, oratory of teachers present face to face, such
" they sdmlred in the false teachers to the disparage
ment of lJanl, v. 10; Note. ch. 5. 12). Even in ouUwrd
foarinawhen 1 shall be present with you (in contr.iit
*o" by letters," v. « I will Bhow that I am more really
armeri with the authority of Christ, than those who arrvite to themselves the title of being peculiarly
"Christ's" (v Corinthians, 1. 12), A Jewish emissary
items to have led this party, let him of himself think
lau again— He may "of himself," without needing to
be taodit it in a more severe mauner, by " thinking
Win,1* arrive at" this" conclusion, "that even as»,"&c,
fat- Piul modestly demands for himself only an equal
Puce with tho^e whom he Had begotten in the gospel.
IBenob .] 8. " For even if I were to boast somewhat
nwre exceedingly than I do, v. S-Oi of our (apostolic)
authority (r. 6; ch. 13. 10). ..I should not be put to
diune" ^hy the fact ; as 1 should be if my authority
proved to be without foundation : my threats of
Punishment not being carried into effect', for cdific.ii»a...Ltt fcr... destruction—Greek" for building up.. .not
for...CAsriso dowmT (the same Greek as in v. o : the
image of a building as in v. 4, 5. Though we "cast
down reasonings," this is not in order to d-^troy. but
TOby to oui/d up ("edify"), by removing those things
which are hmderances to edification, and teitmg what
is unsound, and putting together all that is true in the
ouilding. tCap.YsosTOM.] 9. I say this lest 1 should
<eem to be terrifying you. as children, with empty
threats. JBesgei.I lorries explains, "1 might boast
more of my authority, but I forbear to do so, that I
"ay not seem as if." &c. But this ellipsis is harsh:
and r. 10, u. confirm Besom's view. 10. letters—Im
plying that there had been already more letters of St.
l*»nl received by the Corinthians than the one we have,
Hfc. 1 Corinthians; and that they contained strong
ftproofs. tay tney—Greek, "says one ." "such a one"
(»■ HI seems to point to some detlnito individual. Cf.
(>alatiaas, 6. 10; a similar slanderer was io the Galatian
Chnrch. weak— ;ch. 12. T; 1 Corinthians, a. 3.) There
*«■ nothing of majesty or authority in his manner; he
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I tore himself tremblingly among them,whereas the false
teachers spoke with authoritative bearing and language.
11. think this—"consider this." such will tee oe—or
"•are" in general, not merely shall we be at our next
visit. 12. " We do not presume (irony) to judge our*
selves among, or in comparison with, some of tbem
that commend themselves." The charge falsely brought
ngainst him of commending himself (ch. 3. 1; 6, 12),
really holds good of the false teachers. The phrase,
"judge ourselves of the number," is drawn from the
testing of athletes and senators, the " approved" being
set down on the roll. [Waul.] measuring themselves by
themselves—"among themselves:" to correspond to the
previous verb, "judge ourselves among them.' In
stead of measuring themselves by the public standard,
they measure themselves by one made by themselves :
they do not compare themselves with others who excel
them, but with those like themselves: hence theirhiji
self esteem. The one-eyed is easily king among the
blind, are no* Tise—with all their boasted " wisdom "
< 1 Corinthians, l. 19-28), they are any thing but "wise."
13. not bout without measure— Greek, "to unmeasured
bounds." There is no limit to a man's high opinion of
himself, so long as he measures himself by himself
(v. 13) and his fellows, and does not compare himself
with his superiors, it marks the personal character ot
this epistle that the word " boast " occurs twenty-nine
times in it, and only twenty-six times in all the other
epistles put together. Undeterred by the charge ot
vanity, he felt he must vindicate his apostolic authority
by facts. IConybsakk & Howhom.] It would be to
"boast of things without our measure," were we to
boast of conversions made by "other men's labours*
(p. 15!. distriba ted—apportioned. IAlford.] a measure
—as a measure. [Alfoed. J to reach—" that we should
reach as far as even to you f not that ho meant to go
no further {v. 16; Komans, 15. 20-24). St. Paul's
" measure" is the apportionment of his sphere of gospel
labours ruled for him by God. A "rule" among the
so-called '* apostolic canons'* subsequently was, that
no bishop should appoint ministers beyond his own
limits. At Corinth no minister ought to have been re
ceived without St. Paul's sanction, as Corinth was ap
portioned to him by God as his apostolic sphere. The
epistle here incidentally, and therefore undesignedly,
confirms the independent history, the Acts, which re
presents Corinth as the extreme limit as yet of his
preaching, at whicli he had stopped, after he had from
Philippi passed southward successively through.
AmpbipoUs, Apollonia. Thessalonica, Berea. and
Athens. [PALfcY'a Mora Paulina.) 14. " We are not
stretching ourselves beyond our measure, as (we should
bet if we did not reach unto you: [but we do.) for as far
as even to you have we come in preaching the gospel."
15. * Not boa3tmg to unmeasured bounds [i.e.. not ex
ceeding our own bounds by boasting; of Hit, "in")
other men's labours." when—"as your faith goes on
increasing." The cause of his not yet reaching with
the gospel the regions beyond Corinth, was the weak
ness as yet of their faith. He desired not to leave tike
Corinthians before the proper time, and yet not to pu*.
otf preaching to others too long, enlarged by yet—
Greek, "in your case."* Our success in your case will
give us an important step towards further progress
beyond you Iv. 16). according to our rule—according to
our divinely- assigned apportionment of the area or
sphere of our work; for " wc stretch not ourselves be
yond our measure" (v. 14). abundantly—Grctk, "unto
exceeding abundance f r.o as to exceed the limits we
have yet reached (v. 10'. 16. To—i.e., so as to preach...
beyond you (and) not to boast. &c. in another man's
line of things made ready to oor hand—Do not connect
"line ot things.'' &c; but "boast of things.'* <sc. To
make this clearer, arrange the words thus. "Not to
boast as to things (already made by the preaching ot
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others) ready to oar band in another man's line {i.e.,
within the line, or sphere of labour, apportioned by
God to another). 17. glorieth—translate, to accord
with v. 18, " boasteth." In contrast to his opponents'
practice of boasting in another's line or sphere, St. Paul
declares the only true boasting is In the Lord (I Corin
thians, 1. 31; 15. 10). 18. Proverbs, 27. 2.) whom the
Lord commendeth—to whom the Lord has given as his
" epistle of commendation," the believers whom he has
been the instrument of converting : as was St. Paul's
case ch. 3. 1-3). is approved—can stand the test of the
final trial. A metaphor from testing metals (Romans,
10. 10; l Corinthians, 11. 197. So on the other hand
those finally rejected by the Lord are termed " reprotnUe silver" [Jer. 6. 30).
CHAPTER XL
Ver. 1-33. Through Jealousy over the Corin
thians WHO MADE MORE ACCOUNT OF THE FALSE
ApOSTLEBTHAN OF HtM.HE IS OBLIGE!; TO COMMEND
Himself as in many Respects Superioh. 1. Would
to God—translate as Greek, " I would that." bear with
me—I may ask not unreasonably to be borne with: not
so the false apostles (v. 4, 20). my— Not in the oldest
MSB. folly—The Greek is a milder term than that for
"foolishness" in 1 Corinthians, 3. 19; Matthew. 5. 22:
25. 2. The Greek for " folly " here implies imprudence;
the Greek for " foolishness" includes the idea of perrersity and wickedness, and Indeed bear—A request (so
v. 10). But the Greek and the sense favour the transla
tion* "Bat indeed (I need not wish it. for) ye do bear
with me:" still I wish yon to bear with me further,
whilst 1 emer at large into self-commendations. 2.
For* I am jealous—The justification of his self-commenda
tions lies in bis zealous care lest they should fall from
Christ, to whom he. as " the friend of the bridegroom "
(John, 3. *9), has espoused them: in order to lead them
back from tbe false apostles to Christ, he 1b obliged to
boast as an apostle of Christ, In a way which, but for
the motive, would be "folly." godly jealousy—lit,
"jealousy of God" (cf. ch. L 12, " godly sincerity," (it.,
"sincerity of God"). "If I am immoderate, I am
immoderate to God." [Benobl.] A jealousy which
has God's honour at heart :i Kings, 19. 10). I.. .espoused
yon—St. Paul uses a Greek term applied properly to
the. bridegroom, just as he ascribes to himself "jeal
ousy," a teeling properly belonging to the husband: so
entirely does he identify himself with Christ, present
vou as a chaste virgin 10 Ciirut—at His coming, when
the heavenly marriage shall take place (Matthew, 25. 6;
.Revelation, 19. 7, 9). What St. Paul here says he
desires todo.vu., "present" the church as "a chaste
virgin" to Christ. CArist Himself is said to do in the
fuller sense. Whatever ministers do effectively, is
really done by Christ (Kpheslans, 5. 27-32). The
espousals are going on now. He does not say " chaste
virgins f lor not individual members, but the whole
body of believers conjointly constitute the Bride. 3.
I lear—(ch. 12. 20)—not inconsistent with love. His
source of fear was their yielding character, subtlliy—
the utter foe of the "simplicity" which is intent on
o.nb object, Jesus, and seeks none "other," and no
"other " and different Spirit [v. 4); but loves him with
tender singleness of affection. Where Eve first
gave way. was In mentally harbouring for a moment
the possibility insinuated by tbe serpent, of God not
having her truest interests at heart, and of this
"other" protesting friend being more concerned for
her tlian God. corrupted—so as to lose their virgin
purity through seducers (v. 4). The same Greek stands
for "minds'* as for " thoughts " ch. 10. 6, where see
note): intents oj thttoill, or mind. The oldest MSS., after
" simplicity," add, "and the purity" or " chastity." in
Ciirist—rather, "that Is towards Christ." 4. If, &c.—
which In fact Is Impossible. However. If it were pos
sible, ye might then bear with them (we SoU, v. 1,.
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But there can be no new gospel: there is but the oris
which I first preached ; therefore it ought not to be
"borne" by you, tbat the false teachers should
attempt to supersede me. he that ccmrth— the highsounding title assumed by the false teachers, who ar
rogated Christ's own peculiar tltlo (Greek. Mitthew,
11. 3, and Hebrews, 10. 37), " He that is coming." Per
haps he was leader of the party which assumed
peculiarly to be "Christ's*' (ch. 10. 7; 1 Corinthians,
1. 12}: hence his assumption of the title, preacbeth...
receive — is preaching.. .ye are receiving. Jesus—the
" Jesus * of gospel history. He therefore does not say
"Christ," which refers to the office, a nether... another—
Greek, "another Jesus. ..a different Spirit. .a different
gospel." Another implies a distinct individual of the
same kind; different implies one quite distinct in kind,
which ye have not received—from us. spirit.. .received...
gospel.. .accepted—The will of man is passive in receiv
ing the "Spirit;" but it is actively concurrent with the
will of God {which goes before to give the good will) in
ACCEPTiNQ the "gospel." ye might well bear with him
—There would be an excuse for your conduct, though
a bad one (for ye ought to give heed to no gospel other
than what ye have already heard from me, Galatlans,
1. 6, 7; ; but tbe false teachers do not even pretend they
have "another Jesus" and a "different gospel'* to
bring before you, they merely try to supplant me, your
accredited Teacher. Yet ye not only ** bear with" them,
but prefer them. 5. For—my claim is superior to that cf
the false teachers, "For." &c. I suppose—I reckon.
[Alford.J 1 was not—Greek, "That I have not been,
and am not." the vtry oddest apostles—James, Peter,
and John, the witnesses of Christ's transfiguration and
agony In Gethsemane. Bather, " those overmuch
apostles," those surpasscrt of the apostles in their own
esteem. This sense Is proved by the fact that the con
text contains no comparison between him and the
apostles, but only between Mm and the false teachers:
r. e also alludes to these, and not to tbe apostles ; cf.
also the parallel phrase, "false apostles" uYote. ». 13,
and ch. 12. 11). [Alfoud.] 6. rude—Greek," a common
man :" a " laic ;" not rhetorically trained: unskilled in
finish of diction. 1 Corinthians, 2. 1-4, 13; ch. 10. 10.11,
shows hia worxls were not without weight, though his
" speech" was deficient in oratorical artifice. " Yet 1
am not so in my knowledge" ich. 12. 1-6; Epbesians.
3. 1-5). have been...made manifest— Read with theoldest
MSS.," We have made things (gospel truths) manliest.'"
thusshowuigour"knowledge." English Version would
mean, I leave it to yourselves to decide whether 1 be
rude in speech, &c: for we have been thoroughly -Jit.,
"In every thing") made manifest among you lit., "in
respect to you :" "in relation to you"). He had not
by reserve kept back his "knowledge'* in divine
mysteries from them (ch. 2. 17; 4. 2; Acts, -JO. 20, 27j.
in all thiiig6—The Greek rather favours the translation
" among all men;" the sense then is, we have manifested
the whole truth among all men with a view to your
benefit. [Alford.] ButthoGretfcin I'hiHppianM- J2,
"In each thing and in all things," sanctions English
Version, which gives a clearer sense. 7. Have I—hi.
" Or have 1 7' Connected with last verse. " Or will any
of you make it an objection tbat 1 have preached to you
gratuitously ! He leaves their good feeling to give the
answer, that this, so far from being an objection, was a
decided superiority in him above the false apostles
(1 Corinthians. 9. 6-16). abasing myself—in my mode of
living, waiving my right of maintenance, and earning it
by manual labour; perhaps with slaves as his fellowlabourers (Acts, 18. 3; Philippians, 4. 12). je. -trailed
—spiritually, by your admission to gospel privileges.
because—"in that." gospel of God—"of God" implies
its divine glory to which they were admitted, fieely—
" without charge." 8. X robbed—i.e., took from them tin
order to spare youj more than what wa* Lueir fair »hare
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of contribution to my maintenance, e.g., the PhiHpplan |
church Phillppians. 4. 15. 16). wages—" subsidy." to I
do you service—Greek, "with a view to ministration to ,
you f* cf. "supplied'* [Greek, "in addition"', v. 9, imr lying, he brought with him from the Macedonians,
supplies towards his maintenance at Corinth; and jr. 9)
wVn those resources failed (" when I wanted'*) he re
ceived a new supply, whilst there, from the same
source. 9. wanted—" was in want." chargeable— Greek,
** burdensome," (if., "to torpify," and so to oppress,
Jxbome «ays it Is a Cilician word (ch. 12. 14, u)\ the
brethren wiilch came—rather, as Greek, "the brethren
rehen they came.* Perhaps Timotheus and Silas (Acts,
B. 1, 5). Cf. Phillppians, 4. 15. 10, which refers to dona
tions received from the Phillppians (who were in Mace
donia) at two distinct periods ("once and attain") one
at Tbessalonica, the other after his departure from
Macedonia, that is. when he came into Achala to
Corinth from the church in which city he would receive
no help); and this "in the beginning of the go pel.'' ■>..
at its first preaching in these parts. Thus all three, the
two epistles and history, mutually, and no doubt un
designedly, coincide: a sure test of genuineness, sopplted—Greek, " supplied in addition," viz.. In addition
to their former contributions : or as Bexqkx, in addi
tion to the supply obtained by my own manual labour.
10. Greek, "There Is (the) truth of Christ In me that,"
be. Romans, 9. 1). no man shall stop me of—The oldest
MSS. read, "This boasting shall not be shut lie.,
stopped) as regards me." " Boasting Is as It were personified. .shall not have its mouth stopped as regards
me.* f alfobii.] 11. Love Is often offended at its
favours being not accepted, as though the party to
whom they are offered wished to be under no obliga
tion to the offerer. 12. I will do—I will continue to
decline help, occasion—Greek, "the occasion," viz.. of
misrepresenting mv motives, which would be afforded
to my detractors. If I accepted help, that wherein they
glory they may be found even as we—Bknqbl joins this
clause with "the occasion," tiz., of glorying or boasting:
the occajion " that they may be found a point wherein
tbey glory, even as we," i.e., quite as disinterested, or
virtually, quite as gain-seeking and self-seeking. It
cannot mean that the false teachers taught gratuitous Jy
even as Paul (cf. v. 20; l Corinthians, 9. 12). Altord
less clearly explains by reference to v. IS, &c„ where
the " glorying" here is taken up and described as " glory
ing after the flesh V thus it means, that in the matters
of which they boast they may be found even as we, i.e.,
we may be on a fair and equal footing; that there may
be no adventitious comparisons made between us, aris
ing out of misrepresciUations of my course of procedure,
but that in every matter of boasting we may be fairly
compared and judged by facts; for [v. 13) realities they
have none, no weapons but misrepresentation, being
f'jjje ap>xUe*. 13. ?or—Reason why he Is unwilling they
should be thought like him. [Be.noel.J such—they
and those like them, false apostles—those " overmuch
tpoiUes" \Xote, v. 5) are no apostles at all. deceitful
workers—pretending to be "workmen" for the Lord,
and really seeking their own gain. 14. Is transformed
—rather." transforms himself" cf. Job, 1. fl) : habitually:
the first occasion of his doing so was In tempting Eve.
" Himself" is emphatical: If their master himself, who
Is the " prince of darkness," the most alien to light,
does so. It Is less marvellous in the case of them who are
his servants 'Luke, 22. 64; Ephesians, 6. 12). 15. no great
thing—no difficult matter, if his ministers also—as well
as himself, righteousness—answering to " light" {v. 14);
the manifestation wherewith God reveals Himself In
Christ Matthew, 6. 33; Romans, 1. 17). end—the test of
things is fAe end which strips off every specious form
Into which Satan's agents may now " transform" them
selves (cf. Phillppians, 3. 19, 21). according to their
wuxka-not according to their pretensions. 10. 1 say
:35
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again — again taking up from v. 1 the anticipatory
apology for his boasting, if otherwise—but if ye will
not grant this; if ye will think me a fool, yet is a Col
—"yet even as a fool receive me." grant me the in
dulgent hearing conceded even to one suspected of
folly. The Greek denotes one who does not rightly use
his mental powers; not having the idea of blame neces
sarily attached to it: one deceived by foolish vanities,
yet boasting himself ITittm.1 (v. 17. 10). that I—The
oldest MSS. read, "that I, too," viz., as well as they,
may boast myself. 17. not after tbe Lord— by inspired
guidance he excepts this "glorying" or " boasting* from
the inspired authoritatireness which belongs toall else
that he wrote: even this boasting, though undesirable
in Itself, was permitted by the Spirit, tsking into ac
count Its aim, viz., to draw off the Corinthians from
their false teachers to the apostle. Therefore this
passage gives no proof that any portion of Scripture
is uninspired. It merely guards against his boasting
being made a justification of boasting in general, which
Is not ordinarily " after the Lord," i.e.. consistent with
Christian humility, foolishly— Greek, " in foolishness."
confidence of boasting— (ch. 9. 4.) 18. many— including
the "false teachers." after the n«h—as fleshly men are
wont to boast, viz., of external advantages, as their
birth, doings. Ac. cf. r. 22). I will glory alsc—i.e., I
also will boast of such fleshly advantages, to show you
that even in these I am not their Inferior?, and there
fore ough t not to be s u pplanted by them in your esteem :
though these are not what I desire to glory in (ch. 10. 17).
19. gladly—willingly. Irony, A plea why they should
"bear with" (v. 1) him in his folly. Le. , boasting : ye
are, In sooth, bo "wise" (1 Corinthians. 4. 8. 10; St.
Paul's real view of their wisdom was very different,
1 Corinthians, 3. l-4i yourselves that ye can "oear
with" the folly of others more complacently. Not
only can ye do so, but ye are actually doing this and
more. 20. For— Ve may well "bear with" fools; for
ye even "bear with' oppressors. Translate, " Ye bear
with them." a man—as the false apostles do. briag
yon into b:ndage—to himself. Translate "brings." not
"bring;" for the case is not merely a supposed case,
but a case actually then occurring. Also "devours"
fri,:..by exactions, Matthew, 23. 14; Psalm 53. 4)," takes."
"exalts,* "smites." take of you—So the Greek lor
" take" is used for " take away from" (Revelation. 6. 4).
Ai.ford translates, as in ch. 12. 10, "catches yon."
exalt himself—under the pretext of apostolic dignity.
smite you on the face—under the pretext of divine zeal.
The height of insolence on their part, and of servile en
durance on yours (1 Kings, 22. 24; Nehenriah, 13. 25;
Luke. 22. C4; Acts, 83. 2; 1 Timothy, 3. 3). 21, as con
cerning reproach—rather, "by way of dishonour {i.e.,
self-disparagement) I say it." as though we.. .weak— in
not similarly (v. 20) showing our power over you. " An
ironical reminiscence of his own abstinence when
among them from all these acts of self-exaltation at
their expense" [as if such abstinence was weakness!.
[Alford.J The "we" is emphatically contrasted with
the false teachers who so oppressively displayed their
power. I speak so as though we had been weak when
with you, because we did not show our power this way.
Howbeit we are not really weak; for), whereinsoever
any is bold, be, I am bold also. 22. Hebrews. ..Israel
ites.. .the seed of Abraham—A climax. " Hebrews." re
ferring to the Ian guaae and nationality; "Israelites,"
to the Vteomuy and descent from Israel, the "prince
who prevailed with God" (Romans. 9. 4); "tbe seed
of Abraham," to the claim to a share in the Messiah
(Romans, ll. l; 9. 7). Cf. Phllippians, 3. 6,"An Hebrew
of the Hebrews .-" not an Hellenist or Greek-speaking
Jew, but a Hebrew in tongue, and sprung from
Hebrews. 23. I speak as a fool—rather, as Greek, "I
speak as if beside myself :" stronger than "as a fooL"
I am u;ure— viz.% in respect to the credentials and
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manifestations of my ministry, more faithful and selfdelaying; aud richer In tokens of God's recognition of
my ministry. Old authorities read the order thus, " In
prisons above measure, In stripes more abundantly"
(English Version, less accurately, "more frequemY'J.
Act?, IB. 23. Ac., records one case of his imprisonment
with stripes. Clement (1 Ep. to Corinth.) describes
Mm as having suffered bonds seven times, in deaths
oft— (ch. 4. 10; Acts. 9. 23; 13. SO; It. 5, 6. 19; 17. 6, 13,)
24, Deuteronomy, 25. 3, ordained that not more than
forty stripes should be inflicted. To avoid exceeding
this number, they gave one short of It: thirteen strokes
with a treble lash. JBengel ] This is one of those
minute agreements with Jewish usage, which a forger
would hive not been likely to observe. 25. The beat
ing by Roman magistrates at Phlltppi (Acts. 16. 23) is
tlic only one recorded in Acts, which does not profess
to give a complete journal of his life, but only a sketch
of it in connexion with the design of the book, viz., to
Live an outline of the history of the gospel church from
its foundation at Jerusalem, to the period of its reach
ing Rome, the capital of the Gentile world, once was I
stoned — (Acts, 14. 19.) thrice...shipwreck — before the
shipwreck at MeiiU (Acts, 27.}. Probably in some of
his voyages from Tarsus, where he stayed for some
time after his conversion, and from which, as being a
sesfariru: place, he was likely to moke missionary
voyages to adjoining places (Acts, 9. 30; 11. 26; Galatlans, 1. 21). a night and a day. ..in the deep—probably
in part swimming or in an open boat. 26. In—rather,
"By:" connected with v. 23, but now not with "in,"
as there, and as in v, 27, where again he passes to the
idea of surrounding circumstances or environments.
[Alfohd, Ellicott, &c.] waters—rather, as Greek,
"rivers." vis , perils by the flooding of rivers, as on the
road often traversed by Paul between Jerusalem and
Antiocli. crossed as it is by the torrents rustling down
from Lebanon. So the traveller Spon lost his life.
robbers— perhaps In his journey from Perga to Autioch
in Ilsidia. Pisidia was notorious for robbers ; as in
deed were all the mountains that divided the high land
of Asia from the sea. the keatben—Gentiles. Is the
city— Damascus, Acts, 9. 24, 25 ; Jerusalem. Acts, 9. 29;
Eidiesos. Acts, in. 23. false brethren— (Galatians, 2. 4.)
£7. fasticga—to/ioitary. In order to kindle devotions
(Acts. 13 2. 3; 14. 23; I Corinthians. 9. 27) ; for they are
distinguished from "hunger and thirst" which were
involuntary. [CJitorivs.] 8ee, however, Note, ch. 0. 5.
The context refers solely to hardships, not to self-im
posed devotional mortifications. " Hunger and thirst*'
are not synonymous with "foodlessness" (as the Greek
of "fastings" means], but are its consequences, cola
...nakedness — "cold" resulting from "nakedness," or
insufficient clothing, as the Greek often means : as
"hunger and thirst*' result front "foodiesmess." (Cf.
Acts, 2S. 2; Romans. 8. 35.) " When we remember that
be who endured all this was a man constantly suffer
ing from Infirm health i2 Corinthians. 4. 7-12; la. 7-io;
Galatians. 4. 13. 14), such heroic nelf-devotkm seems
almost superhuman." ICosybkare A Howso.v.J 28.
without—" Uesiiie '* trials falling on me externally. y\\%\,
recounted, there is "that which comcth upon me dti..
the impetuous concourse to me of business; properly, a
crwrf rising wp aatiittU one again and again, and
ready to b<nr Him down), the care of all the churches'*
.including those not yet seen in tlio flesh, Colossians.
2. l}: an internal and more weighty anxiety. But the
oldest MSS . for "that which comcth," read, "the
pressure ;r "the pressing care-taking^ or "inspection
that is upon me daily." Axronu translates, "Oroittmg what is besides;" viz., those other trials beside*
those recounted. But the Vulgate. Estius, and
l(KS«EL,support Eno'isa Version, the care—The Greek
implies, ** my anxious solicitutie Tor all the churches."
~3. I ... weak — in condescending sympathy with the
lid-
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weak (1 Corinthians, 9. 22). " Cart generates sympat
which causes the minister of Christ personally to *c
Into the feelings of all his people, as if he stood
their position, so as to accommodate himself to a
[Calvin.] offended—by some stumblingblock pat
his way by others: the "weak" is most liable to
" offended." I burn not—The "I" in the Grtek ts i
phatlc, which it is not in the former clause, " I
not weak." I not only enter into the feeling of
party offended, but / burn with indignation at
offender. J myself taking up his cause as my d
"Who meets with a stumblingblock. and I am :
disturbed even more than himself." [Xkandkb.]
glory of... infirmities—A striking contrast! Cory^t
boasting of what others make matter of sbacre, «
infirmities; for instance, his humbling mode of esc
in a basket (r. 33). A character utterly incoonnau
with that of an enthusiast (cf. ch. 12. 6, fl, 10). 31. 1
solemn asseveration refers to what follows. The t
secutlon at Damascus was one of the first and great*
and having no human witness of it to addoca to I
Corinthians, as being a fact that happened tone be/<
and was known to few, he appeals to God to its tin
Luke (Acts, 9. 25) afterwards recorded it :& Galatia
1. 201. (Bengel.J It may also refer to the revelax
in ch. 12. 1, standing In beautiful contrast to bis I
imitating escape from Damascus. 32. governor—On
"Ethnarchf a Jewish officer to whom heathen rul
gaveauthority over Jews in large citiea where tbry *
numerous. He was in this case under Aretas, king
Arabia. Damascus was In a Roman province. Bui
this time, 30 or 39 a, d, three years alter St Pauls n
version, 30 ad., Aretas, against whom the empri
Tiberius as the ally of Herod Agrippa had sent an an
under Vltelllus, had got possession of Damascus on i
death of the emperor, and the consequent interrupt:
of Vi colli us" operations. His possession of it was j
an end to immediately after by the Romans. ["> ; i
per.] Rather, it was granted by Calicula 3S a_pJ
Aretas. whose predecessors had possessed it Toil
proved by our having no Damascene coins of Caugnls
Claudius, though we have of their immediate iaijwrri
predecessors and successors. [Alford.j
CHAPTER XII.
Ver. 1-21. Revelations in which he e
Glory: But he rather Glories in iNFiaxmi
calling forth Christ's Power: Signs of i
Apostleship : His Disinterbctedness: Not
iieis Excusing himselfto them; Bct he does a
for their Good, lest nE should find tee* >
mjcii as he Desired, and so should have vol
Severe at his Coming. 1. He proceeds to ilhuti!
the "glorying in infirmities" (ch. li. :■».'. He gars c
instance which might expose him to ridicule (ch. it
he now gives another, but this one connected will
glorious revelation of which It was the seioei: bat
dwells not on the glory done to himself, but on t
infirmity which followed it, as displaying Cart
iwwer. The oldest MSS. read, " I m cvr s eeds do
(or gJory) though it be not expedient ; A-r I will coon
The " for" gives a proof that it is "not expedient
boast:*' I will take the case of revelations, in wotel
any where boasting might be thought banstl
" Visions" refer to things ste n; " revelations,* to UOt
heard (cf. 1 Samuel, 9. 16) or revealed in any way.
"visions" their signification was not always ro
. safed;" in "revelations" there was always an uvvtjl
' of truths before hidden (Daniel, 2. 19. si:. All parts
Scripture alike are matter of inspiration : butooti
of revelation. There are degrees of re relation: b
not of inspiration, of—i.e., /rem the Lord;Chri*s,t
2. Translate, " I know," not " 1 knew." a i
ing himself. But he purposely thus distinguiih«
tween the rapt and glorified person of r. 2, 4, acd "
! it/Uii; infirmity- laden victim of the "thorn in U*
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fp. 73. Such glory Delonsed notto/itm.butthetteoJbwisj so much restraint. [Benoel.] abundance—Owl*,** the
did. Nay be did not even know whether he was in or excess;'' exceeding greatness. givtn...me—viz., by God
out of the body when the glory was put upon him. so (Job, 6. t); Phillppians, 1. 2d}, thorn in the flesh— (Num
far was the glory from being his. (AlfordJ His bers, 33. 65; Ezeklel, 28. 24.) Auordthinks it to be the
spiritual self was his highest and truest self: the flesh same bodily aifliction as in Galatlans. 4. 13, 1 1. It cer
with its infirmity merely his temporary self (Romans, tainly was something personal, affecting him individ
7. S5-. Here, however, the latter is the prominent ually, and not as an apostle: earning at once acute
thought, in Christ—a Christian (Romans, 16. 7). above pain 'as "thorn'' implies) and shame ("buffet:" as
—rather, simply "fourteen years ago." This epistle slaves are hvfftted, l Peter. 2. 20). messenger of Satan—
was written 55-57 a.d. Fourteen years before will bring who is permitted by God to afflict His saints, as Job
the vision to 41-43 a.d., the time of his second visit to (Job, 2. 7; Luke, 13. 10,. to buffet me—In Grtek; present:
Jerusalem (Acts, 22. 17). He had long been intimate to buffet me even now continuously. After experienc
with the Corinthians, yet had never mentioned this re ing the state of the blissful angels, he is now exposed
velation before: it wasnot a matter lightly to be spoken to the influence of an evil angel. The chastisement
of. I cannot tell—rather as Greek, "I know not." If from hell follows soon upon the revelation from heaven.
t» Un body, he must have been caught up bodily; if As his sight and hearing had been ravished with
out of the body, as seems to be Paul's opinion, his spirit heavenly " revelations," so his touch is pained with the
must have been caught up out of the body. At ail " thorn in the flesh." 8. For—" concerning this thins.*'
events he recognises the possibility of conscious recep thrice—To his first and second prayer no answer came.
tivity in disembodied spirits, caught up—(Acts, S. 39.) To his third the answer came, which satisfied bis faith
to the third heaven—" even to," tfce. These rapture* and led him to bow his will to God's will. So Paul's
(note the plural, "visions," "revelations") had two master, Jesus, thrice prayed on the mount of Olives, in
degrees : first he was caught up " to the third heaven." resignation to the Father's will. The thorn seems
and from thence to "Paradise" [v. 4) [Clemens. (from v. 0, and Greek v. 7, "that he may buffet me ") to
AUxandrinus Stromata, 6. 127], which seems to denote have continued with Paul when he wrote, lest still
an inner recess of the third heaven [Benuel] iLuke, he should be " overmuch lifted up." the Lord—Christ.
23. 43; Revelation, 2. 7). St. Paul was permitted not Escape from the cross is not to be sought even in
only to ** hear" the things of Paradise, but to see also in directly from Satan (Luke, 4. 7}. "Satan is not to be
some degree the things of the third heaven {cf." visions," asked to spare us." [Bekgel.] 9. said—lit.,** He hath
*. IJ. The occurrence twice of "whether ui the body, said:" implying that his answer is enough. 1. Alfokd. |
&C., I know not, God kooweth," and of " lest I should is 6u 8k it ut—The trial must endure, but the grace shall
be exalted above measure," marks two stages in the also endure and never fail thee [Alford] (Deutero
revelation. " Ignorance of the mode does not set aside nomy, 33. 25). The Lord puts the words into Paul's
the certain knowledge of the /act The apostles were mouth, that following them up he might say," O Lord.
Ignorant of many things." [Rknoex.1 The first heaven thy grace is sufficient for me." [Benoeu] my strength
is that of the clouds, the air; the second, that of the —Greet, "power." is made perfect—has its mo3t per
stars, the sky; the third is spiritual (Ephesians, 4. 10}. fect manifestation, in weakness — Do not ask for
3. Translate., "I know," oat of— Most of the oldest sensible strength, fob, my power is perfected in man's
A1SS. read "apart from." 4. unspeakable—not in them " strengthlessness" (so the Greek). The " for" implies,
selves, otherwise Paul could not have heard them ; but thy *' strengthlessness" (the same Greek as is translated
as the explanation states, "which it is not lawful.. .to "weakness," and in V. 10, "infirmities") is the very
utter." [Alfobd.] They were designed for Paul's own element in which my " power" (which mores coincident
consolation, and not for communication to others. with ** my grace") exhibits itself most perfectly. So
Some heavenly words are communicable (Exodus, 34. 6; that Paul instead of desiring the infirmity to "depart."
Isaiah, c 3 . These were not so. St. Paul had not the "rather" henceforth "glories in infirmities, that the
power adequately to utter : nor if he had, would be have power of Christ muy rest {Greek, ' tabernacle upon:'
been permitted ; nor would earthly men comprehend cover my infirmity all over as with a tabernacle; cf.
them (John, 3. 12; 1 Corinthians, 2. tt). A man may hear Greek, John, l. 12) upon" him. This effect of Christ's
and know more than he can speak. fi. of myself—con assurance on him appears, ch. 4. 7; I Corinthians. 2. 3,
cerning myself. Self is put in the background, except 4 ; cf. l Peter, 4. 14. The "my" is omitted in some of
iu respect to his infirmities ; his glorying in his other the oldest MSS.; the sense is the same, " power" (re
self, to which the revelations were vouchsafed, was not ferring to God's power) standing absolutely, in con
in order to give glory to his fleshly self, but to bring trast to "weakness" iput absolutely, for man's weak
out in contrast the "infirmities" of the latter, that ness). Paul often repeats the word "weakness" or
Christ might have all the glory. 6. For—Not but that "infirmity'' (chs. 11., 12.. and 13.) as being Christ's own
I might glory as to "myself" (r. 5); "for if I should word. The Lord has more need of our weakness than
desire to glory. 1 shall not be a fool;" for I have things of our strength : our strength is often His rival; our
to glory, or boast of which are good matter for glory weakness, His servant, drawing on His resources, and
ing of (not mere external fleshly advantages which showing forth His glory. Man's extremity is Gods
when he gloried in (ch. 11.) he termed such glorying opportunity: man's security is Satan's op;>ortunitv.
" folly," ch. 1L 1, 10, 17;. think of me—Greek, " form his God's way is not to take His children out of trial, but
estimate respecting me." heareth of me—-tfmfc," heareth to give them strength to bear up against it (Psalm SS. 7;
aught from nie." Whatever haply he heareth from me John, 17. 16). 10. take pleasure in — Too strongly.
to person. IS on account of healing a cri pple (Acts, 14. '1lather as the Greek, "I am well contented in." in
13, 13), and shaking off a viper (Acts, 28.}, the people firmities—the genus. Two pairs ot species follow, part'y
thought him a god, what would they havo not done, coming from "Satan's messenger," partly from men.
if bo had disclosed those revelations. [Ebtius.] I reproaches — " insults." when — in all the cases just
wish each of you to estimate me by " what he sees" my specified, then—then especially, strong— * powerful"
present acts and "hears" my teaching to be; not by in **the power of Christ'* [v. D; ch. 13 4; Hebrews.
my boasting of j>ast revelations. They who allow them 11.341. 11. mglorying-Omittedtn the oldest MSS. "I
selves to be thought of more highly than is lawful, am become a fool.' He soundsa retreat. [Bengkl.] ye
defraud themselves of the honour which is at God's —Emphatic. "It is ye who have compelled me: for
disposal [BexoklJ (John, 6. 44; 12. 43). 7. exalted above I ought to have been commended by yon." instead of
measure— </r«Jt." overmuch uplifted." How dangerous having to commend myself, am I behind— rather as
must self exaltation be, when even the apostle required Greek,'* was I behind," when I was with you t the very
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chiefcst—rather, as In cb. 11. 5," those overmuch
»|)Ostlc8." toough I be nothing— in myself [l Corintiiiiii.ii. 15. 9, I0i. 12. Truly, Lc—There is understood
some such clause as this, " Aud yet I have not been
commended by you." in ill patience, in signs. Ac—The
oldest MSS. omit *' In." " Patience" is not one of the
" signs," but the element in which they were wrought:
endurance of opposition which did not cauie me to
leave off working. [Alford.] Translate, "In...
patience, by signs." &c. Ilia mode of expression is
modest, putting himself, tl>e worker, in the back
ground, "were wrought." not "/ wrought." As 'the
st<ms have not been transmitted to us, neither has the
apontleshlp. The apostles have no literal successors (cf.
Acts, 1. 21, 12}. nighty deeds— palpable works of Divine
omnipotence. The silence of the apostles in fourteen
epistles, as to miracles, arises from the design of those
epistles being hortatory, not controversial. The pass
ing allusions to miracles in seven epistles prove that
the writers were not enthusiasts to whom miracles seem
the most important thing. Doctrines were with them
the important matter, save when convincing adver
saries. In the seven epistles the mention of miracles is
not obtrusive, but marked by a calm air of assurance,
as of facts acknoKledgrd on all hands, and therefore
unnecessary to dwell on. This Is a much stronger
proof of their reality, than if they were formally and
obtrusively asserted, Signs and wonders is the regular
formula of the Old Testament, which New Testament
nailers would necessarily understand of supernatural
works. Again, in the gospels the miracles are so in
separably and congruously tied up with the history,
that you cannot dtuy the former without deuying the
latter also. And then you have a greater difficulty than
ever, viz., to account for the rise of Christianity; ao
that the infidel has something infiuitely more difficult
to believe, than that which he rejects, and which the
Christian more rationally accepts. 13. wherein you were
interior—i.e., were treated with less consideration by
me than were other chui dies. I myself— 1 made a gain
of you neither myself, nor by those others whom I sent.
Titus, <fcc. [v. 17, 18J. wrong— His declining support
from the Corinthians might be regarded as the denial
to them of a priv ilege, and a mark of their spiritual in
feriority, and of his looking on them with less confid
ence and love ,cf. ch. 11. 0. H). 14. the Third time—See
Introduction to First Corinthians. His stcond visit
was probably a short one a Corinthians, Id. 7), and
attended with humiliation through the scandalous
conduct of some of his converts jcf. v, 21; ch. 2. \,
It was probably paid during his three years' sojourn at
Kphesus, from which he could pass so readily by sea to
Corinth icf. ch. 1. lb, 16; u. l, 2). The context here im
plies nothing of a third preparation to come ; but, "1
am coming, and the third time, and will not burden you
this time anymore than i did at my two previous visits.''
[Alford.] not yours, but you — .1 i.ilippians, 4. 17.
children.. . parents—.St. Paul was their spiritual father
(1 Corinthians, 4. 14, 15). He does not, therefore, seek
earthly treasure from them, but lays up the best
t naotrc {viz., spiritual; "for their souls" [t. 15). 15. 1
will... spend—all i have, be spem—all that I am. This
Is more than even natural parents do. They "lay up
treasures for their children." But I spend not merely
my treasures, but myself. Us jou—Greek "for your
souls:" not for your mere bodies, the less I be loved—
Love rather descends than ascends. [Benukl.] Love
him ad a true friend who seeks your good more thou
your good will. 16. 1 did not burden you—The " 1" in toe
Greek Is emphatic. A possible insinuation of the
Corinthians is hereby anticipated and refuted: "But,
you may say, granted that / did not burden you myself; nevertheless, being crafty, I caught you tin my
net with guile :" vi:., made again of you by mean*
cj uttitrt a Thessaloiuans, 2. 3). 17. Fftui's reply ; You
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know well I did not My associates were as disinter
ested as myself. An important rule to all who wouid
Influence others for good. 18. 1 desired Titus—viz., to
go unto you. Not the mission mentioned ch. 8. o\ 17, £3:
but a mission previous to this epistle, probably that
from which he hod just returned announcing to Paul
their penitence ch. 7. 6. d.c). a brother—rather " our
{lit, the) brother:" one well known to the Corinthians,
and perhaps a Corinthian ; probably one of the two
mentioned ch. 8. 18. 22. same spirit—inwardly, steps—
outwardly. 19. Again—The oldest MSS. read, " This
lonn time ye think that we are excusing ourselves unto
you? (Nay.) It is before God (as opposed to 'unto
you') that we speak in Christ" (ch. 2. 17). Englisli
Version Gretk text was a correction from ch. 3. 1; -V 12.
30. For—Assigning cause why they needed to be thus
spoken to "for their edification;" viz.. bis fear that at
his coming he should find them " not such as he would,"
and so he should be found by them "such as they
would not"' like, viz., severe in punishing misconduct,
debates—Greek" strifes," "contentions." envymgs—The
oldest MSS. read "envying," singular, strifes — "fac
tions," " intrigues," "factious schemes." [ Wahl. J
Ambitious self seeking: from a Gretk root,'**o work for
hire." bsckMtiiigt, whisperings — open " slanderings,*
and" whispering backbiting" iGalatlans, 5. 20. swell
ings—arrogant elation: puffing up of yourselves. Jude,
16, "great swelling words" (2 Peter, 2. 1>J, 21. my God
—Implying his resignation to the will of Cod as being
his God, however trying the humiliation that was in
store for him. will humble me—The indicative implies
that the supposition wilt actually be no. The faithful
pastor Is " humbled" at, and " bewails'* the falls of bis
people, as though they were bis own. sinned already—
before my hvstcoming [Bknqel], i e.. before the second
visit which he paid, and In which he hod much at
Corinth to rebuke, have not repented—shall not have
repented. [Alford.] nncleanoess—for example, of
married persons d Thessalonians, 4. 7). fornication—
among the unmarried.
CHAPTER XIII.
Ver. 1-14. He Threatens a Severs Proof of bm
APOHTOLIC AUTHORITY. BUT PREFER* THEY WOt/LD

Spare him the Necessity for it. 1. This is the
third time I am coming to yon—not merely preparing to
come to yon. This proves an intermedia te visit between
the two recorded In Acts, IS. l, &c. ; 20. 2. In the mouth
of two or three wimestes shall every word be established
—Quoted from Deuteronomy, 10. 15, LXX. "I will
judge not without examination. nor will I abstain from
punishing upon due evidence."
LConyreark &
HowaoN.] I will no longer be among you "in ail
patience" towards offenders [ch. 12. 12). The apostle
in this case, where ordinary testimony was to be had,
does not look for an immediate revelation, nor does
he order the culprits to be cast out of the church before
bis arrival. Others understand the "two or three
witnesses" to mean hi.-, two or three visits as establish
ing either (1.) the truth of the facts alleged against the
offenders, or (3.; the reality of his threats. I prefer the
first explanation to either of the two latter. 3, Rather,
" I have already said (at my second visit.1, and tell you
now) beforehand, as (I did] when I was pretest
the second time, so also now in my absence ,'the
oldest MSS. omit the * I write,' which here wrongly
follows In English Version Gruk text to them which
heretofore have sinned ..rt'z., before my second vUit,
ch. 12. 21), and to all others" ,who have sin ted since
my second visit, or are In danger of sinning , Ac The
English Version," as if 1 were present the second time,"
viz., this next time, is quite inconsistent with v. l,
" this is the third time 1 am coming to you," as Paul
could not have called the same journey at once " the
second" and "the third time" of his coming. The
antithesis between "the second time" and 'now' U
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of his Apostolic Authority,
palpable. If I come again. Arc—i.e., whensoever I come In me," without needing a proof from me tiiore trying
a tain (Acts. 20. 2). These were probably the very to yourselves. If ye doubt my apostles hip, ye must
words of his former threat which lie now repeats again. doubt your own Christianity, for ye are the fruits of
3. Since—The reason why be will not spare: Since ye my apostlesbip. 7. I prsty—The oldest MSS. read." wo
challenge me to give a " proof" that Christ speaks in pray." not that we should appear approved—not to gain
me. It would be better If ye would " prove your own credit for ourselves, your ministers, by your Christian
selves" [v. 6). This disproves the assertion of some conduct; but for your good. [Alfoud.] Theantilhesis
that Scripture nowhere asserts the Infallibility of its to "reprobates" leads me to prefer explaining with
writers when writing it. which—"who'* (Christ!, is Bexgel, ""We do not pray that we may appear ap
net weak—In relation to you, by me and in this very proved," by restraining you when ye do evil ; " but
epistle, in exercising upon you strong discipline, that ye should do what is riuht " {Engtisft Version,
nighty in you—has Riven many proofs of His power in "honest"), though we be as reprobates—though we be
miracles, and oven in punishing offenders (ch. 6. 11, thereby deprived of the occasion for exercising our
JO, 21). Ye have no need to put me to tho proof in this, apostolic power [viz.. in punishing', and so may appear
as long ago Christ has exhibited great proofs of His "as reprobates" {incapable of affording proof of Christ
power by me among you (ch. 13. 12). [Grotius.] It is speaking in us). 8. Our a]K>stolic power is given us
therefore not me, but Christ, whom ye wrong: It is that we may use it not asainst. but for the further
His patience that ye try In despising my admonitions, ance of, the truth. Where you are free from fault,
aod derogating from my authority. I Calvin.] 4. there is no scope for its exercise: and this 1 desire. Far
thoogh—Omitted in some of the oldest MSS. ; then be it from me to use it against the innocent, merely in
translate, " For He wa» even crucified," &c. through order to increase my own power (r. 10!. 9. are glad weakness—Greek"from weakness;" i.e., Hisossumption Greek,1' rejoice." when we are weak—having no occasion
of oar weakness was the source, or necessary condition, for displaying our power: and so seeming "weak." as
from which the possibility of His crucifixion flowed being compassed with" infirmities" (cb. 10. I0;u. 29,30).
(Hebrews. 2. 14 ; Philippians, 2. 7, f). by — Greek, ye ...strong—"mighty" in faith and the fruits of the
"from;" "owing to." the power of God — the Father Spirit, and—Not in the oldest MSS. we wish—Cm*.
{Romans, 1. 4; 6. 4; Ephesians, 1. 20), weak in him—i.e., "pray for." ycur perfection—lit.," perfect restoration:'*
in virtue of our union with Him, and after His pat- lit,, that of a dislocated limb. Cf. v. 11. " Be perfect,"
tern.weakness predominates in us for a time [exhibited
same Greek word ; also in 1 CorinthlanB. 1. 10. " per
in our M infirmities" and weak " bodily presence," ch. the
fectly joined together:" Ephesians. 4. 12, "the per
io. 10; 12. 5. 0, 10; and also in our not putting into im fecting of the saints." 10. Therefore—Because I wish
mediate exercise our power of punishing offenders, just the "sharpness" to be in my letters rather than in
as Christ for a time kept in abeyance His power), we deeds. [Chbysostom ) edification...not to destruction
shall live with him—not only hereafter with Him, free —for building vp...not for casting down. To "use
from our present ioflnnities, in the resurrection life sharpness" would seem to be casting down, rather than
1 Philippians, 3. 21), but presently in the exercise of our building up; therefore he prefers not to have to use it.
apostolic authority against offenders, which flows to 11. farewell—meaning in Greek also "rejoiced thus in
us in respect to you from the power of God, however bidding farewell he returns to the point with which
** weak" we now seem to you. " With Him," i.e., even ho set out, "we are helpers of your joy" (ch. 1. 24 ;
as He now exercises His power in His glorified resur Philippians, 4. 4). Be perfect—Become perfect by fill
rection life, after His weakness for a time. 5. Examine ing up what is lacking in your Christian character
—Greek, " Try (make trial of; yourselves." prove your (Ephesians, 4. 13). be of good comfort— (ch. 1. 6; 7 8-13;
own selves—This should be your first aim, rather than 1 Thessalonians, 4. 18.) 14. The benediction which
" seeking a proof of Christ speaking in me" (v. 3). your proves the doctrine of the Divine Trinity in unity.
own serves—I need not speak much in proof of Christ "The grace of Christ" comes first, for it is only by
being in me, your minister [v. 3), for if ye try your it we come to " the love of God" the Father (John. 14. C).
own selves ye will see that Christ is also in you The variety in the order of Persons proves that "in
[ Chuvsostoh. j (Romans. 8. 10). Finding Christ this Trinity none is afore or after other." [Atlianas.
dwelling in yourselves by faith, ye may well believe Creed.] communion—joint fellowship, or participation,
that He speaks in me, by whose ministry ye have re in the same Holy Ghost, which joins in one Catholic
ceived this faith. (Cstius.] To doubt it would be the Church, His temple, both Jews and Gentiles. Who
sin of Israel, who, after so many miracles and experi ever has ** the fellowship of the Holy Ghost," has also
mental proofs of God's presence, still cried (Exodus. "the grace of our Lord Jems Christ," and "the love
17. T;, "Is the Lord among us or not" (cf. Mark, 8. 11) i of God:" and rice versti For the three are inseparable,
except ye be reprobates — The Greek softens the expres as the three Persons of the Trinity itself. (Chbysos
sion, "'somewhat reprobates." i.e., not abiding the tom. J The doctrine of the Trinity was not revealed
"proof" (alluding to the same word in the context); clearly and fully till Christ came, and the whole scheme
failing: when tested. Image from metals (Jeremiah, of our redemption was manifested in Him, and we
'-. 30; Daniel, 5. 27; Romans, l. 28). 6. we.. .not repro know the Holy Three in One more in Vteir relations to
bates—not unabU to abide ttie " proof" to whic'i ye put us (as set forth summarily in this benediction:, than
us (v. 6). *' I trust that" your own Christianity will be in their mutual relations to one another (Deutero
recognised by you (observe, "ye shall know,' answers nomy, 29. 2»). Amen — Omitted in the oldest MSS.
to "ifcnow your own selves," r. 6; as suflicient "proof" Probably added subsequently for the exigencies of
that we are not reprobates, but that "Christ speaks public joint worship.

THE EPISTLE OF PAUL THE APOSTLE TO THE

GALATIANS.
INTRODUCTION.
'THE internal ud external evident? for St PauTt ovlaorsAip is conclusive. The style if characteristically Pauline. Th»
A auptrscriptlon, aud allusions tv the apostle of the Gentiles in the first person, throughout the epistle, establish the nine
truth ich. 1. 1, L3-34; i, 1-14J. Ills authorship U slso upheld by the unanimous testimony uf the ancient church, cf. Ireuaeus
advtrmu Harma, 3. 7. i lOalatiaos, X Hi ; Polyearp i Philipplana, eh. tj quotes Galatians, 4, S8, and ft. 7; Justin Martyr, or
whoever wrote the Grotto md Ormot, alludes to Gslatians, 4. IS, and 3. SO.
The epiitle wu written "To THE CHURCHES <>F GALATIA* (eh. 1.9V a district of Asia Mtnor. rwrderrag on
Phrygia, Pont us, llithyuia, Cappadtcia, and Paphlagonia. The inhabitants lUsHo-grapci. contracted into Gakatf, another
form of the name Kelt*) were Giuls in origin, the latter having overrun Asia Minor, after they had pillaged Delphi, alout
B.C. £**, and at last permanently settled in the central parts, thence called Gallogrsecia or Galatla. Their character, ai
shown in this epistle, is in entire consonance with that ascribed to the Gallic race by all writers. Cocjar, R G-, 4. 5. M The
infirmity of the Gaols is that they are fickle in their resolves and fond of change, and not to be trusted." So TMeiry
[quoted by Alfotd\ ** Frank, impetuous, impressible, eminently intelligent, but at the same time extremely changeable, in
constant, fond of show, perpetually quarrelling, the frutt of excessive vanity." They received SL Paul at first with all joy
and kindness ; but soon wavered In their allegiance to the gospel and to hhn.and hearkened as eagerly now to Jud&izing
teachers, as they had before to him sell. 4 14-18). Toe apontle himself had been the first preacher anions them (Acts, ift. ftj;
Galatians, 1. 8 ; 4 13 [see SoU; "on account a/ infirmity of flesh I preached unto you at the first:'' implying that sickness
detained him among tbemj, »]; and had then probably fouuded churchsi, which at his subsequent visit ne "strengthened"
In the faith (Acts, 16. S3), His Ant visit was about A.D. 31, during his second miwtonary journey. Josephus, Antiay.iiiet,
14 6S, testifies thai many Jaws resided In Ancyra in Galatla. Among these and their brethren, doubtless, as elsewhere, be
began hit preaching. And though subsequently the majority in the Galatian churches were Gentiles (ch. 4. 8, 9), yet these
were soon infected by Judaizmg teachers, and almost suffered themselves to be persuaded to undergo circumcision ich 1. ft;
3. 1, 3 ; 3. S, 3; ft. IS, 13). Accustomed as the Galatians had been, when heathen, to the mystic worship of Cybele (prevalent
in the neighbouring region of Pfayrgia), and the theosophlstic doctrines connected with that worship, they were the more
readily led to believe that the full privileges of Christianity could only be attained through an elaborate system of cere
moni&l symbolism (eh. 4. 9-11 ; 8. 7-1SX They even tpsve ear to the insinuation that 1'aut himself observed the law among
the Jews, though be persuaded the Gentiles to renounce it, and that his motive was to keep his converts in a subordinata
state, excluded from tha foil privilege* of Christianity, which were enjoyed by the circumcised alone. Ch. S. 11 ; 4 1ft.
cf. with a. 17; and that in" beconiingall things toall men," he was an Interested flatterer (eh. 1. lo), aiming at forming a party
li r himself: moreover, that he falsely represented himself as an apostle divinely commissioned by Christ, whereas be was
but a messenger sent by the Twelve and the church at Jerusalem, and that his teaching was now at variance with that of St
Peter and James, " pillars * of the church, and therefore ought not to be accepted.
His PTJRPUBE, then, in writing this epistle was (1.) to defend his apostolic authority (ch. 1. 11-19; S. 1-14); (!) to
counteract the evil influence of the Judaizers in Galatla (ch. 3. and 4), and to show that their doctrine destroyed the very
mtrnct of Christianity, by lowering Its spirituality to an outward ceremonial system ; (3.) to give exhortation for thstrtngthening of Galatian believers In faith towards Christ, and in the fruits of the Spirit (ch. 5. and ft.). He had already,
face to face, testified amiust the Judainng teachers (ch. 1. 9 ; 4. s6>. Acta, 18. S3); and now that he has heard of the continued
and increasing prevalence of the evd, he writes with hit own hand (ch. 6. 11: a labour which he usually delegated to a-i
amanuensis) this epistle to oppose it The sketch he dives in it of his apostulic career confirms and expands the aceoun*
in Acts, and shows his independence of human authority, however exalted. His protest against Peter in ch. S. 1441.
d si-roves the figment, not merely of papal, but even of that apostle's supremacy; and shows that Peter, save when speciallj
Inspired, was falliblt like other men.
Then* is much iu common between this epistle and that to the Romans on the subject of justification by faith only, ani
not by the law. But the epistle to the Romans handles the subject in a didactic and logical mode, without any special
reference ; this epistle. In a controversial manner, and with special reference to the JucUuxers in Galatia.
The STYLE combines the two extremes, sternness (ch. 1 ; S, 1-4) and tenderness (ch. 4. 19, SO), the characteristics of s
man of strong emotions, and both alike well suited for acting on an Impressible people such as the Galatians were The
beginning is abrupt, as was suited to the urgency of the question and the greatness of the damrer. A tone of sadnee*.
too, w apparent, such as might be expected in the letter of a warm-hearted teacher who had just learned, that those whom
he loved, were forsaking his teachings for those of pervcrters of the truth, as well as giving ear to calumnies against himself
The TIME OP WRITING was after the visit to Jerusalem recorded in Acts. 15. l.Ac, U., A.D. so, if that visit be.ai
seems pr >t.i' le, identical with that iu oh. S. 1, 4c Further, as oh. 1. 9 ("as we said be/ort **), and 4. 18 (*" Hare [Al/ord] I
fc-*.-oiM jt-ur enemy 7" vis., at my second visit, whereas I was welcomed by you at uiy first visit), refer to his second vi-it
<Acts, 18. Z.), this epistle must have » ccn written after the date of that visit (the autumn of A.D. ML Ch. 4 13, " Ye know
how.-I preached— at tb« first" (tfreei, " at the former time"), implies that Paul, at the time of writing, had been fu-ws
Id Galatla ; and ch. L ft. " I marvel that ye are so toon removed." implies that he wrote not long after having left GaKt-a
for the second time; probably in the early part of hit residence at Sphuut (Acts, 18. S3; 19. 1, Ac, from A.D. 54, the autumn,
to A.D. 57, Pentecost). \Alfor&.\ Conybmrt <f Howton, from the similarity between this epistle and that to the Romans,
the earns line of argument in both occupying the writer's mind, think it was not trritfen tiil hit stay at Corinth (Acts. Si
S. 3). during the winter of 57-8, whence he wrote his epistle to the Romans ; and certainly, in ttie theory of the earlier
writing of it from Ephesus, it does seem unlikely that the two epistles to the Corinthians so dissimilar, should intervene
between those so similar as the epistles to the Galatians and Romans; or that the epistle to the Galatians should intervene
betweeu the second to the Thessalonians and the first to the Corinthians. The decision between the two theories rests go
the words, ■* *o soon." If these be not considered inconsistent with little more than three years having elapsed since brs
second visit to Galatia, the argument, from the similarity to the epistle to the Romans, teems to me conclusive Tins
to th« Galatians seems written on the urgency of the occasion, tidings having reached him at Corinth from LpJ.ssas *f
Ma
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the JuJaiziuK of many of his Galatian convert*, in au admouiUry mid controversial tout;, to maintain the great principle*
of Christian liberty aud justification by faith only; that to the Romans is a more deliberate and systematic expotiticn of the
same central truths of theology, sutiBeyueutly drawn up in writing to a church with which he was personally nuacquatuted.
See Aot*. cb. 1. 6, for Birkt' view. Paley (Rorm Paulina) well remarks how perfectly adapted the conduct of the argument
is to the historical circumstances under which the epistle was written. Thus, that to the Galatians, a church which Paul had
founded, be puts mainly upon authoritg; that to the ltomans, to whom he wot not personally known, entirely upon a> uuuitnt.

CHAPTER I.
Ver. 1-24. SiTpEKMCRiPTios. Grektinqs. The
i.auk op h is Whiting ia their Spkedy Falling
AWAY KilOM THE GOSPEL HE TAUGHT. DEFENCE OF
uu Teaching : Hm Apostolic Call Independent
or Man. Judaizlng teachers bad persuaded the
Galatians that St. Paul had taught them the new re
ligion impertectiy, and at second hand; that the founder
of their church himself possessed only a deputed com
mission, the seal of truth and authority being In the
apostles at Jerusalem; moreover, that whatever he
mixht profess anion* them, he had himself at other
times. And in other places, given way to the doctrine
oi circumcision. To refute this, he appeals to the
history of his conversion, and to the manner of his
conferring with the apostles when he met them at Jeru
salem: that so far was bis doctrine from being derived
from them, or they from exercising any superiority
over hLut, that they had simply assented to what he
had already preached among the Gentiles, which preach
ing was communicated, nob by them to him, but by
himself to them. [Palet. ] Such an, apologetic epistle
could not be a later forgery, the objections which it
meets only coming out incidentally, not being obtruded
ma they would be by a forger; and also being such ai
could only arise in the earliest age of the church,
when Jerusalem and Judaism still held a prominent
place. 1. apostle—in the earliest epistles, the two to
the The&salonians, through humility, he uses no title
of authority ; but associates with him "Silvanus and
TSmotheus;" yet here, though "brethren* («. 2) are
with him, he does not name them, but puts bis own
name and apostles hip prominent ; evidently because
his apostolic commission needs now to be vindicated
against denlers of it. of— Greek. " from." Expressing
the origin, from which his mission came, " not from
(»(--»." hut from Christ and the Father {understood) as
the source. " By " expresses the immediate operating
agent in the call. Not only was the call/rom God as
its ultimate source, but by Christ and the Father as the
immediate agent in calling him (Acts, 22. 16, and 2d.
16-1&J. The laying on of Ananias' hands (Acts, o. 17) is
no objection to this; for that was but a sign of the fact,
not an assisting cause. So the Holy Ghost calls him
specially (Acts. 13. 2, 3): he was an apostle before this
special mission, man—singular: to mark the contrast
to "Jesus Christ." The opposition between "Christ"
and "man,'* and His name being put in closest con
nexion with God the Father, imply His Godhead,
raided him from the dead—Implying that, though he had
not seen Him in His humiliation as the other apostles
(which was made an objection against him;, he had
seen and been am&tituted an apostle by Him in His
resurrection j-oim- (Matthew, 2£. 16; .Romans, l. 4, ;">).
Cf. also as to the ascension, the consequence of the
resurrection, and the cause of His giving "apostles,"
Kpheaians. 4. 11. He rose again, too, for our justifica
tion (Romans, 4. 23 ; thus St. Paul prepares the way for
the prominent subject of the epistle, justification in
Christ, not by the law. 2. all the brethren—I am not
alone in my uoctrine: all my colleagues in the gospelwork, travelling with me (Acta, 19. 2D, Gaius and
Ar isurcima at Ephesus ; Acta, 20. 4, Sopater, Secundus,
Tituotheus, Tychicua, Trophimoa, some, or all of
these), join with me. Not that these were joint authors
with St. Paul of the epistle ; but joined him in the
$€ttiimti*ts and salutations. The phrase, "all the
4*1

brethren," accords with a date when ho hud many
travelling companions, he and they having to bear
jointly the collection to Jerusalem. [Conybeark &
HowbON.J the churches—PeBsinus and Ancyra were
the principal cities ; but doubtless there were many
other churches in Galatia (Acts, 18. 23; 1 Corinthians,
18. 1}. He does not attach any honourable title to the
churches here, as elsewhere, being displeased at their
Judaizing. See 1 Corinthians; 1 Thessaloiiians. &c.
Tli? first epistle of Peter is addressed to Jewish Chris
tians sojourning in Galatia il Peter, 1. 1), among other
places mentioned. It is interesting thus to find the
apostle of the circumcision, as well as the apostle of
the uncircumcision, once at issue ich. 2. 7-15], co
operating to build up the same churches. 3. from...
jrom—-Omit the second " from." The Gretk joins God
the Father and our Lord Jesus Christ in closest union,
by there being but the one preposition. 4. gave him
self—(ch. 2. 2U) — unto death, as au offering. Found
only in this and the Pastoral Epistles. The Greek ia
different in Ephesians, 5. 25 {Note), tor our sin*—which
enslaved us to the present evil world, deliver as from
this — Grfrk. "out of the," &c. The Father and Sou
are each said to "deliver us." &c. [Colosslans. 1. 13);
i but the Son, not the Father, " fiarrt Hintst'/ /or" us in
' order to do so, and make us citizens of a better world
(Pbilippians, 3. 20). The Galatians in desiring to re
turn to legal bondage are, be implies, renouncing the
deliverance which Christ wrought lor ua. This he
more fully repeats, ch. 3. 13. "Deliver" is the very
word used by the Lord as to His deliverance of Paul
himself (Acts, 20. 17): an undesigned coincidence be
tween St. Paul and Luke, world—Greek. " age :" syste.m
or course of the world, regarded from a religious point
of view. The present aye opposes the "nlory" (0. 5)
of God, and is under the authority of the Evil one.
The "ages of ages" iGreck, v. 5) are opposed to "the
present «vil aqe." according to the will of God and the
Father — Greek, "Of Him who is at once God [the
sovereign Creator) and our Father" (John, 6. 39, 38;
10. \h, end). Without merit of ours. His sovereignty
as "God," and our filial relation to Him as "ouk
Fatiier.* ou«ht to keep us from blending our own
legal notions (as the Galatians were doing) with His
will and plan. This paves the way for his argument.
5. 6e glory— rather, as Gretk, "Be tht glory:*' the glory
which is peculiarly and exclusively His. Cf. Ephe
sians, 3. 21. Note. 6. Without the usual expressions
of thanksgiving for their faith, arc, he vehemently
plunges into his subject, zealous for " the glory" of
God iv. 6). which was being disparaged by the Galatians falling away from the pure gospel of the " grace"
of God. I marvel—Implying that he had hoped better
things from them, whence his sorrowful surprise at
their turning oui so different from his expectations.
so soon—after my last visit; when I hoped and thought
you were untainted by the Judaizing teachers, if
this epistle was written from Corinth, the interval
would be a little more than three years, which would
be " soon" to have fallen away, if they were appareutly
sound at the time of his visit. Ch. 4. ]-, so, may imply
that he saw no symptom of unsoundness then* such
as he hears of in them now. But English Version is
probably not correct there. See Note, also see Intro
duction. If from Ephesus, the interval would be not
more than one year, Blkkm holds the epistle to have
been written from Corinth alter his mixai visit to
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sible. [Chbysostom ] preaeh—i.e., ** should preach •
any other gospel.. . than— The Greek expresses not to
much "any other gospel different from what we have
preached," as, "any gospel beside that which we
preached " This distinctly opposes the traditions of
the church of Rome, which are at once besides and
against (the Greek Includes both ideas the written
Word, our only attested rule. 9. said before—when we
were visiting you (so "before" means, 2 Corinthian*,
13.2). Cf. ch. 6. 2, 3, 21. Translate, "If any man j-rtoW.eth unto you any gospel beside that which," Arc.
Observe, the indicative, not the subjunctive or con
ditional mood, is used, "preacheth." lit, "furnisheth
you with any gospel" The/act is assumed, not merely
supposed as a contingency, as in r. K "preach," or
" should preach." This Implies that be had already
observed (vis., during his last visit: the machinations
of the Judaizing teachers ; bat his surj*nst (v. C! note
at the Galatians being misled by them, implies that
they had not apparently been so ttien. As in r. 8, be
had said, " which we preached," so here, with an
augmentation of the force. " which ye received ;"' ac
knowledging that they had truly averted it. accursed—
The opposite appears, ch. 6. ltt. 10. Far—Accounting
for the strong language he has just used. dolnou-—
Resuming the "now*' of v. 9. " Am I now persuading
men" [Altobd], i.e., conciliating t Is what I have
just now said a sample of men-pleasing, of which 1 am
accused? His adversaries accused bun of being an in
terested flatterer of men. " becoming all things to all
men," to make a party for himself, and so observing
the law among the Jews (for instance, cirenmctsing
Timothy), yet persuading the Gentiles to renounce it
ch. 6. li; (in order to flatter those, really keeping theou
in a subordinate stale, not admitted to the full privi
leges which the circumcised alone enjoyed;. NeaMjEB
explains the "now" thus: Once, when a Pharisee, 1
was actuated only by a regard to human authority
tand to please men. Luke, 16. lo; John, 5. i\\. but now 1
leach as responsible to God alone ii Corinthians, 4. 3 .
oi God 1—Regard is to be had to God alone, for if 1 yet
pleased meo—The oldest MS& omit "for." " If 1 were
still pleasing men," etc. (Luke. 6. 2D; John, i£. iu;
1 Tuessaloniana, X. 4; James, 4. 4; 1 John. 4. &}. On
"yet." cf. ch. 6. n. servant oi Chiist—and so pleasing
Him in all things (Titus. 2. 9; Colossians, 3. 2ti. 11.
oertily—I make known to you as to the gospel which
was preached by me, that it is not after man, i.e.. not
of, by, or from man (v. 1, 12). It is not acrording to
man ; not influenced by mere human consideration.*.
as it would be. If it were of human origin. brethrenHe not till now calls them so. 12. Translate* " For not
even did 1 myself (any more than the other apostles
receive it from man, nor was 1 taught it (by man :."
** Received it," implies the absence of labour in acquir
ing it. " Taught it," implies the labour of learning,
by the revelation of Jesus Cnrist—translate, " By revela
tion oi (i.e., from) Jesus Christ." By His revealing it
to me. Probably this took place during the three
years, in part of which he sojourned in Arabia (r. 1*.
is;, in the vicinity of the scene of the giving of the
law: a fit place for such a revelation ol the gospel of
grace, which supersedes the ceremonial law (ch. 4. zs .
He, like other Pharisees who embraced Christianity.
did not at first recognise its independence of the Mosaic
law, but combined both together. Ananias, his first
instructor, was universally esteemed for his legal piety,
and so was not likely to have taught him to sever Chnsliamty from the law. lids severance was partially re
cognised alter the martyrdom of Stephen. But St. Paul
received it by special revelation (1 Corinthians, 11. z, .
lb. 3; l Thessalonians, 4. 16). A vision of the Lord
Jesus is mentioned (Acts, 22. IB), at his first visit to
Jerusalem iv. 18) ; but this seems to have been sabsequent to the revelation here meant (cf. e. 16 l >, . and to

Galatia: for thii agrees best with the "to soon" here:
with ch. 4. 18, "It Is Rood to be zealously affected
always in a good tiling, and not only when I am
present with you." If they had persevered In the faith
during three years of his first absence, and only turned
aside after bis Becond visit, they could not be charged
justly with adhering to the truth only when he was
present; for his first absence was longer than both his
visits, and they would have obeyed longer in his
"absence" than in bis "pretence.' But if their decline
had begun immediately artcr he left them, and before
bis return to them, the reproof will be just. Bat see
Mote, ch. 4. 13. removed — translate, "are being removed.* i.e., ye *re suffering yourselves so soon[ whether
from the time of my last visit, or from the time of the
first temptation held oat to you [Pabaus] to be rtrnoeed by Jewish seducers. Thus be softens the cen
sure by implying that the Galatians were tempted by
seducers from without, with whom the chief guilt lay;
and the present, "ye are being removed," implies that
their seduction was only in process of being effected,
not that it was actually effected. Waul, Altobd,
iic.% take the Greek as middle voice, " Ye are remov
ing" or "passitjtf over." "Shifting your ground."
ICosvbkakk & How (jon. J But thus the point of tit.
Paul's oblique reference to their mtsleaders is lost;
and in Hebrews, 7. IX, the Greek is used passively,
justifying its being taken so here. On the impulsive
ness and fickleness of the Gauls, whence the Galatians
sprang (another form of Kelts, the progenitors of the
Krse, Gauls, Cymri, and Belgians., see Introduction
and Cvesar, B. G„ 3. 19. from him that called you—God
the Father iv. 16 ; ch. 6. 8 ; Romans. 8. 30 ; 1 Corin
thians, t. o, i Thessalonians, 2. 12; 5. 24.. into—rather,
as Greek," is the grace of Christ," as the element in
which, and the instrument by which, God calls us to
salvation. Cf. Sutc, l Corinthians, 7. la; Romans, 6. 16.
"the gift by \Greek. 'in; grace (Greek, 'the grace'; of
(the) one man." "The grace of Christ," is Christ's
gratuitously purchased and bestowed justification, reconciliation, and eternal life, another — rather, as
Greek, "a second and different gospel," i.e., into asot ailed gospel, different altogether from the only true
gospeL 7. anotiie;— A distinct Greek word from that
in v. 6. Though 1 called it a gospel (r. 0), it is not
really so. There is really but one gospel, and no other
gospel, bui—translate" Only that there are some that
trouble you," Arc ich. 6. 10, IS). All 1 meant by the " dif
ferent gospel" was nothing but a perversion by "some"
of the one gospel of Christ, would pervert—Greek," wish
to pervert :" they could not really pervert the gospel,
though they could pervert gospel professors (cf. ch. 4. 9.
17, 21 ;C. 12. 13; Colossians. 1. lej. Though acknowledg
ing Christ, they insisted on circumcision and Jewish
ordiuauces, and professed to rest on the authority of
other apostles, re, Peter and James. But Paul re
cognises no gospel, save the pure gospel. 8. But—
However weighty they may seem " who trouble you."
Translate as Greek. " Kven though we," rtz , 1 and the
brethren with me, weighty and many as we are (e. 1, 2..
The Greek implies a case supposed which never has
occurred, angel —in which light ye at first received
me (cf. ch. 4. 14; 1 Corinthians, 13. 1), and whose
authority is the highest lwssible next to that of God
and Christ. A new revelation, even though seemingly
accredited by miracles, is not to be received if it con
tradict the already existing revelation. For God can
not contradict Himself Deuteronomy, 13. 1-3; 1 Kings,
13. 18; Matthew. 24. 24; 2 Thessalonians. 2. 9;. Tne
Judaiting teachers sheltered themselves under the
names of the great apostles. James. John, and 1'eter :
" Do not bring these names up to me. for even if an
nngel," &c. Not that he means, these apostles really
supported the Judaisers; but he wishes to show, when
the truth is in question, respect of persons is iuaduiis
CIS
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have been confined to giving a particular command. tations and revelations which he had there, appear in
The vision "fourteen years before'' (2 Corinthians, 12. l), ch. 4. 24, 26; Hebrews, 12. 18. See Note, v. 12. The
Ac, was in A.D. 43. still later, six years after his con Lord from heaven communed with him, as He on earth
version. Thus Paul is an independent witness to the in the days of His flesh communed with the other
gospel. Though he had received no instruction from apostles, returned again—Gr*ffc " returned back again."
the apostles, but from the Holy Ghost, yet when he IB. after three years—dating from my conversion, as
met them his gospel exactly agreed with theirs. 13. appears by the contrast to "immediately" (e. 10).
heard—even before I came among you. conversation— This is the same visit to Jerusalem as in Acts, 9. 26,
"my former way of life." Jews' religion—The term and at this visit occurred the vision [Acts, 22. 17, 18).
" Hebrew, " expresses the language. " Jew," the The incident which led to his leaving Damascus (Acts.
nationality, as distinguished from the Gentiles. 9. 25; 2 Corinthians, It. 33) was not the main cause of
" Israelite." the highest title, the religious privileges, his going to Jerusalem. So that there is no discre
as a member of the theocracy, the church — Here pancy in the statement here that he went "to see Peter;"
singular, marking its unity, though constituted of many or rather, as Greek," to make the acquaintance of;" " to
particular churches, under the one Head. Christ, of become personally acquainted with." The two oldest
GmI—added to mark the greatness of his sinful aliena MS3. read.** Cephas," the name given Peter elsewhere
tion from God (l Corinthians, 16. 19). wasted—laid it in the epistle, the Hebrew name ; as Peter is the Greek
waste: the opposite of "building it up." 14. profited (John, 1. 42). Appropriate to the view of him here as
—Gretk* " 1 was becoming a proficient;" "I made pro the apostle especially of the Hebrews. It is remark
gress." above—beyond, my equal*—Greek, "Of mine able that Peter himself, in his epistles, uses the Greek
own age, amoug my countrymen." traditions of my name Peter, perhaps to mark his antagonism to the
fathers—viz., those of the Pharisees. Paul being "a Judaizers who would cling to the Hebraic form. He
Pharisee, and son of a Pharisee" (Acts, 23. 6; 26. 6]. was prominent among the apostles, though James, as
" My fathers." shows that it is not to be understood bishop of Jerusalem, had the chief authority there
generally of the traditions of the nation. 15. separated (Matthew, 16. 18). fifteen days—only fifteen days; con
—" set me apart:" in the purposes of His electing love trasting with the long period of thru year*, during
icf. Acta, 9. 15 ; 22. 14), in order to show in me His which, previously, he had exercised an independent
" pleasure." which is the farthest point that any can commission in preaching ; a fact proving on the face
reach in Inquiring the causes of his salvation. The of it, how little he owed to Peter in regard to his apos
actual " separating" or "setting apart" to the work tolical authority or instruction. The Greek for "to see."
marked out for him, is mentioned Acts, 13, 2; Romans, at the same time implies, visiting a person important
1. 1. There is an allusion, perhaps, in the way of to know, such as Peter was. The plots of the Jews
contrast, to the derivation of Pharisee from Hebrew, prevented him staying longer (Acts, 9. 29). Also, the
pharash," separated."' I was once a so-called Pharisee vision directing him to depart to the Gentiles, for that
or Separatist, but God had separated me to something the people of Jerusalem would not receive his testi
far better, from.. .womb—Thus merit in me was out of mony (Acts. 22. 17, 18'. abode—or "tarried." [£1x1the question, in assigning causes for His call (Romans, cott, Aic. I 19. Cf. Acts, 9. 27, 28. wherein Luke, as an
a 11). Grace is the sole cause (Psalm 22. 9; 71. 6; luaiah. historian, describes more generally what St. Paul, the
49. 1, $; Jeremiah, l. 5; Luke, 1. 16}. called me—on the subject of the history, himselfdetails more particularly.
way to Damascus (Acts, ».). 16. reveal his Son in me The history speaks of "apostles ;" and St. Paul's men*
—within me. in my inmost soul, by the Holy Spirit Uon of a second apostle besides Peter, reconciles the
.eh. 2. 20). Cf. 2 Corinthians, 4. 6. "Shined in our epistle and the history. At Stephen's martyrdom, and
hearts." The revealing of His Son by me to the Gentiles the consequent persecution, the other ten apostles,
fso translate for "heathen") was impossible, unless agreeably to Christ's directions, seem to have soon
He had first revealed His Son in me; at first on my (though not immediately. Acts, 8. 14). left Jerusalem to
conversion, but especially at the subsequent revelation preach elsewhere. James remained in charge of the
from Jesus Christ (a. 12), whereby 1 learnt the gospel's motherchurch, as its bishop. Peter, the apostle of the
independence of the Mosaic law. that I might preach circumcision, was present during Paul's fifteen days'
—The present in the Greek, which includes the idea stay ; but he, too, presently after (Acts, 9. 32), went on
" that I may preach Him," implying an office still con- a circuit through Jndea. James, the Lord's brother—
tinuing. This was the main commission intrusted to This designation, to distinguish him from James the
him ten. 2. 7. 9'. immediately—connected chiefly with son of Zebedee, was appropriate whilst that apostle
" I went into Arabia" (v. 17). It denotes the sudden was alive. But before St. Paul's second visit to Jeru
fitness of the apostle. So Acts, o. 20. " Straightway he salem tch. 2. l; Acts, 15.), he had been beheaded by
preached Christ in the synagogue." I conferred not— Herod (Acts, 12. 2}. Accordingly, in the subsequent
ilrcek, "I had not further {viz., in addition to revela mention of James here (ch. 2. 9, 12), he is notdesignated
tion,1 recourse to.. .for the purpose of consulting." The by this distinctive epithet : a minute, undesigned
Divine revelation was sufficient for me. [Bknoku] coincidence, and proof of genuineness. James was
fltsa and blood—.'Matthew, it>. 17.) 17. went I op—Some the Lord's brother, not in our strict sense, but in the
of the oldest MSS. read," went away." to Jerusalem— sense, "cousin," or " kinsman" (Matthew, 28. 10; John,
the seat of the apostles, into Arabia—This journey 20. 17). His "brethren" are never called " sons of
mot recorded in Acts; was during the whole period of Joseph," which they would have been, had they been
bis stay at Damascus, called by St. Luke (Acts. 9. 23). the Lord's brothers strictly. However, cf. Psalm 69. 8,
** many \Greek, a considerable number of) days." It is " I am an alien to my mother's cliUdren." In John,
curiously confirmatory of the legitimacy of taking 7. 3, 5. the ** brethren" who believed not in Him. may
" many days " to stand for " three years," that the mean His near relations, not including the two of His
same phrase exactly occurs in the same sense (l Kings, brethren, is., relatives (James and Jude) who were
2. 3S. 39). This was a country of the Gentiles; here amongthetwelveapostles. Acts, 1. 14," His brethren.'*
doubtless he preached, as he did before and after (Acts, refer to Simon and Joses, and others (Matthew, 13. 55)
9. 2U, 23) at Damascus: thus be shows the independence of His kinsmen, who were not apostles. It is not
of bis apostolic commission. He also here had that likely there would be two pairs of brothers named
comparative retirement needed, after the first fervour alike, of such eminence as Jamesand Jude; the likeli
of his conversion, to prepare turn for the great work hood is that the apostles, James and Jude, are also the
t>efore him. Cf. Moses (Acts, 7. 29. 30) . His familiarity writers of the epistles, and the brethren of Jesus.
with the scene of the giving of the law, and the medi- James and Joses, were sons of Alpheus and Mary,
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sister of the Virgin Mary. 20. Solemn asseveration
that bis statement is true that bis visit was but for
fifteen days, and that he saw no apostle save Peter and
James. Probably it bad been reported by Judaisers
that he had received a long course of instructions
from the apostles in Jerusalem from the first; hence
his earnestness in asserting the contrary facts. 21. I
came into.. .Syria and Cilieia — " preaching the faith"
(«. 23], and so, no doubt, founding the churches in Syria
and Cilieia, which he subsequently continued in the
faith (Acts, 15. 23, 41). He probably went first to
Csusarea. the main seaport, and thence by sea to Tarsus
of Cilieia. bis native place [Acts, u. 30), and thence to
Syria; Cilieia having its geographical affinities with
Syria, rather than with Asia Minor, as the Tarsus
mountains separate it from the latter. His placing
" Syria" in the order of words before " Cilieia," is due
to Antioch being a more important city than Tarsus,
as also to his longer stay in the former city. Also
** Syria and Cilieia," from their close geographical con
nexion, became a generic geographical phrase, the
more important district being placed first. IConyreare A Howson.J This sea journey accounts for bis
being "unknown by face to the churches of Judea"
(v. 2:). He passes by in silence his second visit, with
aims, to Judea and Jerusalem (Acts, 11. 30;; doubt
less because it was for a limited and special object,
and would occupy but a few days (Acts, 12. 26), as
there raged at Jerusalem at the time a persecution in
which James, the brother of John, was martyred,
and Peter was in prison, and James seems to have
been the only apostle present (Acts, 12. 17J; so it was
needless to mention this visit, seeing that he could not
at such a time have received the instruction which the
Galatians alleged he had derived from the primary
fountains of authority, the apostles. 32. So far was 1
from being a disciple of the apostles, that I was even
unkitvwn inthechurdia ofJudea (excepting Jerusalem,
Acts, 0. 28-29), which were the chief scene of their
labours. 23. Translate as Grtek"'£liey were heariug:"
tidiugs were brought them from time to time.
IConybeakk & Howson.J he whicu persecuted us in
times past—" our lormer persecutor." [Alfokd.J The
designation by which he was kuown among Christians
still better than by his name "Saul." destroyed—
Greek, "was destroying." 24. in me— " in my case."
" Having understood the entire change, and that the
former wolf is now acting the shepherd's part, they re
ceived occasion for joyful thanksgiving to Cod in
respect to me." ITheodoret.J How different, he im
plies to the Galatians, their spirit ironi your*.
CHAPTKE il
Ver. i-il Hia Co-ordinate Authority ab
Apostle or trs Circumcision Recognised by the
Apostles. Proved by hu Rerukino Peter for
Temporizing: at Antioch: Hdj Reasoning as to
the Inconsistency or Judaizinu with Justifica
tion by Faith. 1. 7Yans£a&,"After fourteen yearsf
viz., from Paul's conversion inclusive. [Alvord.J In
the fourteenth year from his conversion. (Birrs.]
The same visit to Jerusalem as In Acts, 16. . \.i>. 60),
when the council of the apostles and church decided
that Gentile Christians need not be circumcised. His
omitting allusion to that decree is, il.) because his
dcsiju here is to show the Galatians his own independent apostolic authority, whence he was not likely to
support himself by their decision. Thus we see that
general councils are not above apostles, (s.) Because
he argues the point upon principle, not authoritative
decisisns. (3.1 The decree did not go the length of the
position maintained here: the council did not impose
Mosaic ordinances; the apostle maintains, the Mosaic
Institution itself is at an end. (4J The Galatians were
Judaising, not because the Jewish law was imposed by
amUigvH)' ol the church as »*c«sor*i«LA*ui.a/t*f*'. but
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with Ute other ApottU*.

because they thought it necessary to be observed by
those who aspired to higJier perfection {cb, S. 3; 4. Si;.
The decree would not at all disprove their view, and
therefore would have been useless to quote. St. Paul
meets tliem by a far more direct confutation." Christ is
of iw effect unto you whosoever are justified by the
law**(ch. 6. 4). IPaley.J Titus.. .also—Specified on
account of what follows as to him, in v. 3. Paul and
Barnabas, and other*, were deputed by the church of
Antioch (Acts, 15. ij to consult the apostles and eiders
at Jerusalem on the question of circumcision of
Gentile Christians. 2 by revelation—Not from being
absolutely dependent on the apostles at Jerusalem,
but by independent Divine "revelation." Quite con
sistent with his ut the same time, being a deputy from
the church of Antioch, as Acts, 15. 2, states. He by
tliis revelation was led to suggest the sending of the
deputation. Cf. the case of Peter being led by vision,
and at the same time by Cornelius' messengers, to go
to Gwsarea, Acts, 10. I ...communicated unto them—
viz., "to the ai*>gfles and elders" (Acts, 15, 2.!: to the
apostles in particular {v, 9). privately—that he and the
apostles at Jerusalem might decide previously on the
principles to be adopted and set forward before the
public council (Acts, 16.). It was necessary that the
Jerusalem apostles should know beforehand that the
gospel Paul preached to the Gentiles was the same as
theirs, and had received Divine confirmation in the
results it wrought on the Gentile converts. He and
Barnabas related to the multitude, not the nature of
the doctrine they preached <as Paul did privately to
the apostles), but only the miracles vouchsafed in proof
of Gods sanctioning their preaching to the Gentiles
(Acts, 15. 12). to them. ..of rep otatioti—James, Cephas,
and John, and probably some of the "elders;"* v. a.
" those who seemed to be somewhat." lest, &c—" lest
I should be ruunitjg, or have run, in vain ;" i.e., that
they might see that 1 am not running, and have not run,
in vain. Paul does not himseJf fear lest he be running,
or had run. in vain; but lest he should, if he gave
them no explanation, semi so to tliem. His race was
the swift-running proclamation of the gospel to the
Gentiles (cf. "run," Margin, for " Word.., hate free
course," % Thessalonians, 3. 1). His running would have
been in vain, had circumcision beeu necessary, since
he did not require it of his converts. 3. But—So far
were they from regarding me as running In vain, that
" not even Titus who was with me, who was a Greek
(and therefore uncircumcisedj, was compelled to be
circumcised." So the Greek should be translated. The
** false brethren," v. 4 ("certain of the sect of the
Pharisees which believed." Acts, 16. 6), demanded his
circumcision. The apostles, however, constrained by
the firmness of Paul and Barnabas (r. 6), did not
compel or insist on his being circumcised Thus they
virtually sanctioned Paul's course among the Gentile ,
and admitted his independence as an apostle: the
point he desires to set forth to the Galatians. Timothy.
on the other hand, as being a proselyte of the gate, and
son of a Jewess (Acts, 16. l., he circumcised (Acts, 10. 3).
Christianity did not interfere with Jewish usages, re
garded merely as social ordinances, though no longer
having their religious significance, in the case of Jews
and proselytes, whilst the Jewish polity and temple
still stood ; after the overthrow of the latter, those
usages naturally ceased. To have insisted on Jewish
usages for Gentile converts, would have been to make
them essential parts of Christianity. To have rudely
violated them at first in the case of Jew, would have
been Inconsistent with that charity which dn matters
Indifferent) Is made all things to all men, that by all
means it may win some (l Corinthians, a. £8 ; cf.
Romans, 14. 1-7, 13-23). Paul brought Titus about with
him as a living example of the power of the goM'^i
upon the uncuvuuiused heathen, 4. And that—».*..
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What I did concerning Titos (viz., my not permitting
him to be circn incised) was not from contempt of cir
cumcision, but " on account of the false brethren*
(Acts, 15. 1. 24 who. had I yielded to the demand for
his being circumcised, would hare perverted the case
into a proof that I deemed circumcision necessary,
u-iawares — " in an underhand manner brought in."
privily—stealthily, to spy out— as foes in the guise of
friends, wishing to destroy and rob us of, oar liberty—
from the yoke of the ceremonial law. If they had found
that we circumcised Titus through fear of the apostles,
they would have made that a ground for insisting on
imposing the ieynl yoke on the Gentiles, bring as :nto
bondage—The Greek future implies the certainly and
continuance of the bondage as the result. 5. Greek;
"To whom not even for an hour did we yield by sub
jection." Alfohd renders the Greek article, "with
Tax subjection required of us.* The sense rather is,
We would willingly have yielded for love [Benoel] (if
no principle was at issue!, but not in the way of subjec
tion, where " the truth of the gospel" (v. 14; Colossians,
i. 5) was at stake (viz., the fundamental truth of justi
fication by faith only, without the works of the law,
contrasted with another gospel, cli. I. 0). Truth
precise, unaccommodating, abandons nothing that be
longs to itself, admits nothing that is inconsistent with
it. [Bkxgku] might continue with you— Gentiles.
We defended for your sakes your true faith and
liberties, which you are now renouncing. 8. Greek,
"From those who," &c. He meant to complete the
sentence with, " 1 derived no special advantage ;" but
he alters it into " they. ..added nothing to me." seemed
to be somewhat—i.e. not that they seemed to be what
they were not, but "were reputed as persona of tome
consequence;' not insinuating a doubt but that they
were justly so reputed, acceptetb—so as to show any
partiality: "respecteth no tnan's person" iEphesiana.
0. 9). in coaierence added—or "imparted;" the same
Greek as inch. 1. 10, "X conferred not with flesh and
blood." As Idid not by conference impart to them
aught at my conversion, so they now did not impart
aught additional to me. above what 1 already kuew.
This proves to the Galatlans his independence as an
apostle. 7. contrariwise— on the contrary, bo far troni
adding any new light to me, tuev gave iu thkik
adhesion to the new path on which Barnabas and 1,
by independent revelation, had entered. Ho far from
censuring, they gave a hearty approval to my indepen
dent course, vtt, . the innovation of preaching the gospel
without circumcision to the Gentiles, ween they saw—
from the effects which I showed them, were " wrought"
iv. 8 ; Acts, 15. 12.-. was committed unto me— (J reek, " I
was intrusted with, Ac., as Peter was with," 4c. gospel
of the aanrcumcision—i.e., of the Gentiles, who were to
be converted without circumcision being required,
circumcision... onto Peter— feter had originally opened
the door to the Gentiles (Acts, 10., and 15. 7). But iu
the ultimate apportionment of the spheres of labour,
the Jews were assigned to him (cf. 1 Peter, l. l). bo
Paul on the other band wrote to the Hebrews (cf. also
Colcuaians. i. 11), though his main work was among the
Gentiles. The non-mention of Peter in the list of
names, presciently through the Spirit, given in
Romans, nj., shows that Peter's residence at Home,
much more primacy, was then unknown. The same is
palpablo from the sphere here assigned to him. 8. ha
—God a Corinthians, 12. 6 . wrought effectually— i.e.,
made the preached word efficacious to conversion, not
only by sensible miracles, but by the secret mighty
power of the Holy Ghost, in Peter—Kllicutt, Ac.,
translates," For Peter.' Glomus translates as English
Version, to—with a view to. was mighty— translate
as before, the Greek being the same, "wrought
effectually." in me—* for (or ' in } me aiso." 9. Jtmes—
Plated first La the oldest Mas., even before Peter, as
Ml
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being bishop of Jerusalem, and so presiding at the
council [Acts, 15.}. He was called " the Just.'from his
strict adherence to the law, and so was especially
popular among the Jewish party, though he did not
fall iuto their extremes; whereas Peter was somewhat
estranged from them through his intercourse with the
Gentile Christiana. To each apostle was assigned the
sphere best suited to his temperament: to St. James,
who was tenacious of the law, the Jerusalem Jews; to
Peter, who had opened the door to the Gentiles, but
who was Jndalcally disponed, the Jews of the disper
sion; to Paul, who, by the miraculous and overwhelm
ing suddenness of his conversion, had the whole cur
rent of his early Jewish prejudices turned into an
utterly opposite direction, the Gentiles. Not separately
and individually, but collectively the apostles together
represented Christ, the One Head, in the apostleship.
The Twelve foundation stones of various colours are
joined together to the one great foundation-stone on
which they rest it Corinthians, 3. 11; Revelation. 21. 14,
IB, 20). John had got an intimation in Jesus' lifetime
of the admission of the Gentiles (John, 12. 20-24).
seemed—i.e., were reputed to be (Note, v. 2, 6} pillar*,
i.e., weighty supporters of the church (cf. Proverbs,
0. 1; Revelation, 3. L2). perceived the grace.. .given unto
me— '2 Peter, 3. 15.J gave to me and B..mab. s the right
hands of fellowship—recognising me as a colleague iu
the apostleship, and that the gospel I preached by
special revelation to the Gentiles was the same as theirs.
Cf. the phrase, lamentations, 5. 6 ; Ezekiel, 17. is.
heathen— the Gentiles. 10. remember the poor—of the
Jewish Christians in Judea, then distressed, Paul and
Barnabas had already done so (Acts. 11. 2* ■: 0 , ths
same—the very thing. I. ..was forward—or "zealous"
(Acts. 24. 17; Romans, 16. 25; 1 Corinthians, 16. l; 2 Co
rinthians, 8. and 9.). Paul was zealous for good works,
whilst denying justification by them. 11. Pete.—
"Cephas* in the oldest MSS. Paul's withstanding
Peter is the strongest proof that the former gives of
the independence of his apostleship In relation to the
other apostles, and upsets the Romish doctrine of St.
Peter's supremacy. The apostles were not always in
spired; but were so always in writing the Scriptures.
If then the inspired men who wrote them were not in
variably at other times infallible much less were the
uninspired men who kept them. The Christian fathers
may be trusted generally as witnesses to facts, but not
Implicitly followed in matters of opinion, come to
Autiocb—then the citadel of the Gentile church: where
first the gospel was preached to idolatrous Gent lex.
and where the name "Christians" was first given (Acts,
11. 20, 26), and where Peter is said to have been sub
sequently bishop. The question at Antioch was not
whether the Gentiles were admissible to the Christian
covenant without becoming circumcised—that was the
question settled at the Jerusalem council just before—
but whether the Gentile Christians were to be ndmut-d
to social intercourse wiUi the Jewish Christians with
out conforming to the Jewish institution. The
J udaizers, soon after the council had passed ti.ere.soli.*
tions recognising the equal rights of the Gentile Chris
tians, repaired to Antioch, the scene of the gathering iu
of the Gentiles (Acts, 11. 20-26), to witness, what to
Jews would look &o extraordinary, the receiving of men
to communion of the church without circumcision.
Regarding the proceeding with prejudice, they ex
plained away the force of the Jerusalem decision; and
probably also desired to watch whether the Jtwisli
Christians among the Gentiles violated the law, which
that decision did not verbally sanction them in doint;,
though giving the Gentiles latitude [Acts, 15. 19'. w
be blamed—rather, " (self) condemned ;" his act at one
time condemning his contrary acting at another time.
12. certain—men: perhaps James' view (in which he
was not infallible, any more than Pct«; was that the
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Jewish convert* were still to observe Jewish ordi
nances, from which he had decided with the council the
G- utiles should be free (Acts. 16. 19?. Neander. how
ever, may be right in thinking these self-styled delegates
from James, were not really from him. Acts. 15. J4,
favours this. "Certain from James," may mean
merely that they came from the church at Jerusalem
under Jarr.es' bishopric. Still James' leanings were to
legalism, and this gave him his influence with the
Jewish party (Acts, 21. 18-20). sat with...Gentilei— as in
Acts, 10. 1020. 48, according to the command of the
virion (Acts, 11. 3 17). Vet after all. this same Peter,
through fear of man (Proverbs, 29. 25), was faithless to
his own so distinctly avowed principles (Acts, 15. 7-11).
We recognise the same old nature in him as led him.
after faithfully witnessing for Christ, yet for a brief
space, to deny him. "Ever the first to recognise, and
the first to draw back from treat truths.' [ ALroao.j
An undesigned coincidence between the gospels and
the epistle in the consistency of character as pourtrayed
In both. It i.-j beautiful to see how earthly misunder
standings of Christians are lost in Christ. For in
a Peter, 3. 16, Peter praises the very epistles of Paul
which he knew contained his own condemnation.
Though apart from one another, and differing in
characteristics, the two apostles were one in Christ.
withdrew—Greek, ' began to withdraw," <fcc. This im
plies a gradual drawing back. "{Separated," entire
severance. 13. the other—Greek, "the rest." JewsJewish Christians, dissembled likewise—Greek" Joined
in hypocrisy," viz., in living as though the law were
necessary to justification, through fear of man, though
they knew from God their Christian liberty of eating
with Gentiles, and had availed themselves of it already
(Acts, li. 2-17). The case was distinct from that in
1 Corinthians, chs. 8.-10; Romans, 14. It was not a
question of liberty, and of bearing with others' infirmi
ties, but oneatfecting the essence of the gospel, whether
the Gentiles are to be virtually "compelled to live as
do the Jews," in order to be justified (c. H). Barnabas
also—" Even Barnabas:" one least likely to be led into
>uch an error, being with Paul in first preaching to the
idolatrous Gentiles: showing the power of bad example
and numbers, in Antiuch, tiie capital of Gentile
Christianity, and the central point of Christian mis
sions, t lie controversy first arose, and in the same spot
it now broke out afresh ; and here Paul had first to
encounter the party that afterwards persecuted him
in every scene of his labours (Acts, 16. 80-J6). 14.
walked not uprightly— lit., "straight:* " were not walk
ing with straightforward steps." Cf. ch. 0. 16. trata
ot the gospel—which teaches that justification by legal
works and observances is inconsistent with redemption
b> Christ. Paul alone here maintained the truth a*:ain..<
J luUisui, as afterwards against heathenism ,« Timothy,
4.16.17k Peter—" Cephas" in the oldest M&j. beiora
...ill— [l Timothy, ft. 2u.) If thou, dio.— " If thou, al
though being a Jew (and therefore one who might
seem to be more bound to the law than the Gentiles ,
livest (habitually, without scruple and from convic
tion. Acts, 16. li>, 11), as a Gentile (freely eatii.g of
every food, and living in other respects also as illegal
ordinances in no way justify, v. izj.and not as a Jew,
how is it that (so the oldest MJiS. read, for *' why"J thou
art compelling (virtually, by thine example; the
Gentiles to live as do the J ews T Hit., to Judaize, i.e.,
to keep the ceremonial customs of the Jews: What
had been formerly obedience to the law, is now mere
Judaism). The high authority of Peter would con
strain the Gentile Christians to regard Judaizing as
necessary to ali.sio.ee Jewish Christians could not con
tort with Gentile converts iu communion without it.
15. 16. Connect these verses together, and read with
must of the oldest MSSS. "But" in the beginning of
v. itf: " We U and thou, Peterj by nature (not by pro316
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selytism). Jews, and not sinners as (Jewish language
termed the Gentiles- from among the Gentiles, tkt [lit,
but' knowing that, drc, even we [resuming the 'we' cf
v. 15, * we also.' as well as the Gentile sinners ; casting
away trust in the law), have believed," die, not justified
by the works of the law—as the unousDof justification.
" The works of the law" are those which have the law
for their object—which are wrought to fulfil the law.
[Alfokd.] but by— translate, "But only (in no other
way save) through faith in Jesus Christ." u the mkan
and instrument of justification. Jesus Christ—In the
second case, read with the oldest MSS, "Christ Jesus.''
the MexsiaJishtp coming into prominence in the case of
Jewish believers, aa " Jesus" does in the first case, re
ferring to the general proposition, justified by the faith
of Christ—i.e.. by Christ, the object of faith, as the
ground of our justification, far by the works of the law
shall no flesh be justified— He rests his argument on this
as an axiom in theology, referring to Psalm 143. 2.
"Moses and Jesus Christ; The law and the promise:
Doing and believing; Works and faith ; Wages and the
gift; The curse and the blessing— are represented as
diametrically opposed." [Bengxx.] The moral law
is, in respect to justification, wiore legal than the cere
monial, which was an elementary and preliminary
gospel: So "Sinai" (ch. 4. 24), which is more famed for
the Decalogue than for the ceremonial law, is made pre
eminently the type of legal bondage. Thus, justifica
tion by the law, whether the moral or ceremonial, is
excluded (Romans, 3. 20?. 17. Greek, " But if, seeking
to be justified in i.e., in believing union with] Christ
(who has in the gospel theory fulfilled the law for us. .
we (you and I) ourselves also were found {in your and
mv former communion with Gentiles) sinners (such as
from the Jewish stand-point that now we resume, we
should be regarded, since we have cast aside the law,
thus having put ourselves in the same category as the
Gentiles,who. being without the law, are. In the Jewish
view, ' sinners,' v. lb), is therefore Christ, the minister
of sin r (Are we to admit the conclusion, in this case
inevitable, that Christ having failed to justify as by
faith, so has become to us the minister of sin. by
putting us in the position of "sinners," as the Judaic
theory, if correct, would make ua, along with all others
who are "without the law," Romans, 2. U; l Corin
thians, s. 21 ; and with whom, by eating with them, we
have identified ourselves? The Christian mind revolts
from so shocking a conclusion, and so, from the theory
which would result in it. The whole sin lies, not
with Christ, but with him who would necessitate aach
a blasphemous inference. By his false theory, though
"seeking" from Christ, we have not "found" salva
tion tin contradiction to Christ's own words, Matthew,
7. 7 , but " have been ourselves also (like the Gentiles
found" to be "sinners," by having entered into com
munion with Gentiles (t>. 12). IS. Greek, "For if the
things which I overthrew (by the faith of Christ;, those
very things I build up again [viz.. legal righteousness,
by subjecting myself to the law), 1 prove myself ^u*.,
* I commend myself', a transgressor." Instead of coinmending yourself as you sought to do (r. 12, eml. you
merely commend yourself as a transgressor. Tiie "1*
is intended by Paul for J'eier to take to himself, as it
is his case, not Paul's own. that is described. A
" transgressor" is another word for "sinner * (in e. 17 ;,
for " sin is the transgression of the law." You. Pe:*i.
by now asserting the law to be obligatory, are j •rovut*
yourself a " turner, " or " transgressor," in your haviiw
set it aside by living as the Gentiles, and with U. en
Thus you are debarred by transgression from justifica
tion by the law, and you debar yourself from justi
fication by Christ, since in your theory He becomes
a minister of sin. 19. Here Paul seems to pass from
bis exact words to Peter, to the general purjHfrt uf his
argument on theuuuUou. Uoviv\er,hu>iiirectaaarea>
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cannot both at once be True.
to the Galatians seems not to be resumed till cb. 3. 1, — fascinated you so that you have lost your wits.
"X> foolish Galatfam," Ac. For — But I am not a Themistias says the Galatians were naturally very
" transgressor*' by forsaking the law, " For," &c. Prov- acute in Intellect. Hence, St. Paul wonders they could
iog his indignant denial of the consequence that " Christ be so misled in this case, you—EmphaticaL "You,
is the minister of sin" (r. 17), and of the premises from before whose eyes Jesus Christ hath l>een graphically
which it would follow. Christ, so far from being the set forth (lit., in writing, viz., by vivid portraiture in
minister of sin and death, is the establish er of right preaching) among you, crucified" (so the sense and Gre-k
eousness and life. I am entirely in Him. [Bkngel.] order require rather than English Version). As Christ
I—here einphaticaL Paul himself, not Peter, as in the was "crucified," so ye ought to have been by faith
"I" iv. 18). through the law—which was my "school *% crucified with Christ," and so " dead to the law" (ch.
master to bring me to Christ" (ch. 3. 24) : both by its 2. J0, 20'. Reference to the "eyes" is appropriate, as
terrors (ch. 3. 13; Romans. 3. 20! driving me to Christ, fascination was supposed to be exercised through the
as the refuge from God's wrath against sin, and, when eyes. The sight of Christ crucified ought to have been
spiritually understood, teaching that itself is not per enough to counteract all fascination. 2. "Was it by
manent, but must give place to Christ whom it pre the works of the law that ye received the Spirit (mani
figures as its scope and end (Romans, 10. 4}; and draw fested by outward miracles, v. 6; Mark, IB. 17; He
ing me to Him by its promises (in the prophecies brews, 2. 4; and by Spiritual (Traces, v. 14; Galatians, 4.
which form part of the Old Testament law) of a better 6, 6; Ephesians, 1. 13), or by the hearing or faithr* The
righteousness, and of God's law written in the heart "only" implies, "1 desire, omitting other arguments.
(Deuteronomy, 16, 15-19; Jeremiah, 31. 33; Acts, 10. 43). to rest the question on this atone:'* I who was your
am dead to the hw-tit., " 1 died to the law," and so am teacitcr, desire now lo "learn" this one tiling from you.
dead to it. i.e., am passed from tinder its power, in The epithet " Holy" is not prefixed to " Si lirit." because
respect to non-jnstification or condemnation (Colos- that epithet is a joyous one. whereas this epistle is
sUns, 2. 20; Romans, 6. 14; 7. 4. n ; just as a woman stern and reproving. [BekoelJ hearing of faithonce married and bound to a husband, ceases to be so Faith consists not in working, but in receiving (Ro
bound to him when death interposes, and may be law mans, 10. 1C, in. 3. begun—the Christian life (Philipfully married to another husband. So by believing piann, 1. 6). in the spirit— Not merely was Christ
anion to Christ in His death, we, being considered crucified, " graphically set forth" in my preaching, but
dead with Him, arecovered from the law's past power also "the Spirit* confirmed the word preached, by
over us (cf. ch. 6. 14; 1 Corinthians, 7. 39; Romans, 6. 6-11; imparting His Spiritual gifts. "Having thus begun"
1 Peter, 2. 241. live unto God— (Romans. 0. 11; 2 Corin with the receiving His Spiritual gifts," are ye now behig
thians, 5. 16; 1 Peter. 4. l, 2.) 20. I am crucified—lit., made perfect " (so the Greek), i.e., are ye seeking to be
"I have been crucified with Christ." This more par made perfect with fleshly ordinances of the law?
ticularizes the foregoing, "lam dead" (t>. 19; Philip- [Esnus.] Cf. Romans, 2. 28; Philippians, 3. "-.Hebrews.
plans. 3. 10). nevertheless I live; yet not I — Greek, 9. 10. Having begun in the Spirit, i.e., the Holy Spirit
" nevertberless I live, no longer (indeed) I." Though ruling your spiritual life as its "essence and active
crucified I live, (and this) no longer that old man Buch principle" [Ellicott], in contrast to " the flesh," the
as I once was (cf. Romans, 7. 17). No longer Saul the element In which the law works. [Alford] Having
.lew (ch. 5. 24; Colossian s, 3. 11, but "another man," cf. begun your Christianity in the Spirit, i.e.. in the Divine
1 tiamuel, 10. 6). Ellicott, Ac., translate, "And it is life that proceeds from faith, are ye seeking after some
no longer I that live, but Christ that liveth in me." thing higher still (the perfecting of yourChristianity) in
But the plain antithesis between "crucified" And the sensuous and the earthly, which cannot possibly
"live." requires the translation, "Nevertheless." the elevate the inner life of the Spirit, viz., outward cere
iife which I now live—as contrasted with my life before monies. [Neander.J NodoubttheGalatiansthought
conversion, in the flesh—my life seems to be a mere that they were going more deeply into the Spirit ; for
animal life "in the flesh," but this is not my true life: the flesh may be easily mistaken for the Spirit, even by
" it is but the mask of life under which lives another, those who have made progress, unless they continue to
ris„ Christ, who is my true life." [Luther.] I live by maintain a pure faith. [Benoel.] 4. Have ye suffered
the faith, 4c. —Greek, "in faith («*.), that of (i.*., so many things—vix„ persecution from Jews and from
which rests on) the Son of God." " In faith." answers unbelieving fellow-countrymen, incited by the Jews,
hy contrast to "in the flesh." Faith, not the flesh, is at the time of your conversion, in vain— fruitlessly,
the real element in which 1 live. The phrase," the Son needlessly; since ye might have avoided them by pro
of God," reminds us that His divine Sonship is the fessing Judai>m. [Grotius.] Or, shall ye, by falling
source of His life giving power, loved me— II ts eternal from grace, Jose the reward promised for all your suf
gratuitous love is the link that unites me to the Son ferings, so that they shall be ''in vain" (ch. 4. 11;
of God, and His "giving Himself for me." is the 1 Corinthians, 15. 2. 17-10. 2D-S2; 2 Thessatonlans, 1. 5 7;
strongest proof of that love. 21. I do not frustrate the 2 John, 8)! yet—rather. "If it be realty for 'indeed')
grase of God—1 do not make it void, as thou, Peter, art in vain." (Ellicott, Ac.] "If, as it must be. what I
doing by Jndaizing. for—justifying the strong expres have said, 'in vain,' is really the fact." I Alford.] I
sion "frustrate," or "make void." is dead in vain— prefer understanding it as a mitigation of the preced
Greek, "Christ died needlessly," or "without just ing words. 1 hope better things of you. for I trust you
cause." Christ's having died, shows that the law has will return from legalism to grace; if so, as 1 confi
no power to Justify us ; for if the law ran justify or dently expect, you will not have "suffered so many
make us righteous, the death of Christ la superfluous. things in vain." [Estids.] For "God has given you
the Spirit, and has wrought mighty works among you"
(CHB.TS08TOM.J
(f. 6 ; Hebrews, 10. 88-06). LBengklJ 5. He...that
CHAPTER III.
Ver. 1-29. Rktroof or this Galatians for ministereth—or *'supplieth,"God {2 Corinthians, 9. Hi).
Abaj<domnq Faith for Lfqalism. Justification He who supplied and supplies to you the Spirit stilt,
by Faith Vindicated: The Law Shown to be Sub to the present time. These miracles do not provo
sequent to the Promise; Belie vjlrs are the grace to be in the heart (Mark, 9. 38, 30). He speaks of
Sri jutxal- Seed of Abraham, who was Justified these miracles as a matter of unquestioned notoriety
bt Faith. The Law was our Schoolmaster to among those addressed: an undesigned proof of their
Brino us to Christ that we might Become genuineness ,'cf. 1 Corinthian*. 12J. worketh miracles
Children of God bv Faith. 1. that ye shou d not among you—rather, "in you," as ch. 2. 8 ; Matthew,
obey the unit—Omitted in t he oldest MSS. bewitched 14, a; Epuesians, 3. 2; Pbdippiaus. 2. 13; at your
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conversion and since. [Alford.1 doeth he it by the
w jrke of the law—i.*.. a.« a consequence resulting from
(so the Greek) the works of the law (cf. v. 2). This can
not be, because the law was then unknown to you
when you received those girts of the Spirit. 6. The
answer to the question in v. 6, is here taken for
Granted, It teas by the hearing offaith ; following this
up, he says. "Even as Abraham believed," &c. (Genesis,
16. 4 C; Romans, 4. 3). God supplies unto you the Spirit
aw the result of faith, not works, just as Abraham ob
tained justification by faith, not by works i«. 6, 8, 10;
ch. 4. 22, 26, 28). Where justification is, there the
Spirit is, so that if the former comes byfaith, the latter
must also. 7. they which are of faith—as the source and
starting-point of their spiritual life. The same phrase
is In the Greek of Romans, 3. 26. the same—these, and
these alone, to the exclusion of all the other descendants
of Abraham, children— Greek, "sons" (r. 28!. 8. And
—Greek," Moreover." foreseeing—One great excellency
of Scripture is, that in it all points liable ever to be
controverted, are, with prescient wisdom, decided in
the most appropriate language, would Justify—rather,
"justifleth.'' Present indicative. It is now, and at all
times, God's one way of justification, the heathen—
rather," the Gentiles f or " the nations," as the same
Greek is translated at the end of the verse. God justi
neth the Jews, too, "by faith, not by works." But he
specifies Vie Gentiles in particular here, as it was tiieir
case that was in question, the Galatians being Gentiles.
preached before the gospel — "announced beforehand
the gospel." For the "promise" was substantially the
gospel by anticipation. Cf. John. 8. 66; Hebrews, 4. 2.
A proof that " the old fathers did not look only for
transitory promises" (Article VII., Church of England).
Thus the gospel, in its essential germ, is older than the
law, though the full development of the former is sub
sequent to the latter. In thee—not " in thy seed." which
is a point not here raised; but strictly "in thee," as
followers of thy faith, it having first shown the way to
justification before God [AijobdJ; or "in thee," as
Father of the promised seed, viz., Christ (r. lCj. who is
the Object of faith [Genesis, 22. 18; Psalm It. 17), and
imitating thy fuith (see Note, v. 9). all nations— or as
above, "all tlie Gentiles" (Genesis. 12.3; 18. 18; 22. 18).
be blessed—an act of grace, not something earned by
works. The blessing of justification was to Abraham
by faith in the promise, not by works. So to those
who follow Abraham, the Father of the faithful, the
blessing, i.e., justification, comes purely by faith in
Hun who is the subject of the promise. 9. tb*y—and
they alone, of faith — Note, v. 7. beginning, with—
together with, faithful—Implying what it is in which
they are "blessed together with him," viz., faith, the
prominent feature of his diameter, and of which the
result to all who liko Him have it, is justification.
10. Confirmation of v. 9. They who depend on the
works of the law cannot share the blessing, for they
are under the curse "written." Deuteronomy, 27. 10,
LXX.. Vzkfxct obedience i& required by the words." in
all things." Continual obedience by the word, ** contluueth." ho man renders this obedience (cf. Romans,
3. 10, 20). It is observable, Paul quotes Scripture to
the Jews who were conversant with it, as in epistle to
the Hebrews, as said or spoken ; but to the Gentiles,
as uTttttn. So Matthew, writing for Jews, quotes it
as said, or spofcx; Murk and Luke, writing for Gentiles.
as written (Matthew, l. 22; Mark. l. 2; Luke. 2. 22, 23).
ITownson.J 11. by the law — Greck, "in the law."
Both in ami by are included. The syllogism in this
verse and v. i:, is, ambling to Scripture, The just
shall live by faith. Rut the law is not of faith, but of
doing, or works (w„ does not make faith, but works, the
conditional grouud of justifying). Therefore "in," or
'* by the law, no man is justified before God" whatever
the case may be before men. Romans, 4. 2),— not eveu if
CIS
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he could, which he cannot, keep the law, because the
Scripture element and conditional mean of justifica
tion is faith. The just shall live by faith—{Roman*,
1. 17; Habakknk. 2. 4.) Not as Bknokl £ Axtokd.
" He who is just by faith shall live." The Greek sup
ports English Version. Also the contrast is between
" live by faith " {riz., as the ground and source of hie
justification), and " live in them," vis.. In his doings or
works (v. 12 , as the conditional element wherein he is
justified. 12. doeth—Many depended on the law,
although they did not keep it; but without doing, sa.it h
Paul, it is of no use to them (Romans, 2. 13, 17,23; id. 6).
13. Abrupt exclamation, as he breaks away impatiently
from, those who would involve us again In the curse of
the taw, by seeking justification in it, to " Christ," who
"has redeemed us from its curse." The "us* refers
primarily to the Jews, to whom the law principally
appertained, In contrast to "the Gentiles" (r. 14; cf. ch.
4. 3. 4j. But it is not restricted solely to the Jews, as
Altord thinks: for these are the representative people
of the world at large, and their "law" Is the embodi
ment of what God requires of the whole world. The
curse of its non-fulfilment affects the Gentiles through
the Jews ; for the law represents that righteousness
which God requires of all, and which, since the Jews
failed to fulfil, the Gentiles are equally unable to fulfil.
Verse 10, " As many as are of the works of the law, are
under the curse." refers plainly, not to the Jews only,
but to all. even Gentiles (as the Galatians), who sees:
justification by the law. The Jews' law represents the
universal law which condemned the Gentiles, though
with less clear consciousness on their part [Romans. 2. .
The revelation of God's " wrath" by the law of con
science, in some degree prepared the Gentiles for ap
preciating redemption through Christ when revealed.
The curse had to be removed from off the heathen, too,
as well as the Jews, in order that the blessing, through
Abraham, might flow to them. Accordingly, the " we."
in "that we might receive the promise of the Spirit,"
plainly refers to both Jews and Gentiles, redeemed us
—bought us off tram our former bondage (ch. 4. 6}, and
" from the curse " uuder which all he who trust to the
law and the works of the law for justification. The
Gentile Galatians. by putting themselves uuder the law,
were Involving themselves in the curse from which
Christ has redeemed the Jews primarily, and through
them the Gentiles. The ransom-price He paid was His
own precious blood (1 Peter. 1. IS. 19; cf. Matthew, 20.
23; Acta. 20. 28 ; l Corinthians, 6. 20; 7.23; 1 Timothy,
2. 6; 2 Peter, 2. 1; Revelation, 5. 9). being made— Greek.
"having become." a curse for us — Having become
what we were, in our behalf, " a curse," that we might
cease to be a curse. Not merely accursed (In the con
crete], but u curse, intheabstract, oearinfffAe universal
curse of the vhoU human race. So 2 Corinthians, s. 21,
" Sin for us," not sinful, but bearing the whole ais of
our race, regarded ae one vast aggregate of sin. See
Note there. "Anathema" means " set apart to God."
to His glory, but to the person's own destruction.
" Curse," an execration, written—Deuteronomy. 21. £3.
Christ's bearing the particular curse of hanging on the
tree, is a sample of the general curee which He repre
sentatively bore. Not that the Jews put to death male
factors by hanging; but after having put them to death
otherwise, in order to brand them with peculiar
ignominy, they hung the bodies on a tree, and such
malefactors were accursed by the law (cf. Acts, 6, -0;
10. 3U). God's providence ordered it so that to fulfil
the prophecy of the curse and other prophecies, Jesus
should be crucified, and so hang on the tree, though
tliat death was not a Jewish mode of execution. The
Jews accordingly, in contempt, call Him "the hattgtd
one," Totvi, and Christians." worshippers of the hanged
one ;" and make it their great objection that He died
the accursed death. [Th vrau, in Justin Martyr, p. *M;
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1 Peter, 1. 24.] Hun? between heaven and earth as
though unworthy of either! 14. The intent of *' Christ
becoming a curie for us;" "To the end that upon the
Gentiles the blessing of Abraham (i.e., promised to
Abraham, viz., justification by faith) might come in
Christ Jesus'* (cf. v. 8). tbat we might receive the pro
mise of the Spirit—the promised Spirit (Joel, 2. 28, 20;
Lake. 24. 40). This clause follows not the clause im
mediately preceding ifor our receiving Uie Spirit is not
the result of the blessing of Abraham coming on the
Oentiles), but " Christ hath redeemed us," &c. through
faith—not by works. Here he resumes the thought in
r. 2. ** The Spirit from without, kindles within us some
spark of faith whereby we lay hold of Christ, and even of
the Spirit Himself, that He may dwell within us."
[FL4CIUS.] 15. I speak after the manner of men—I
take an illustration from a merely human transaction
of every day occurrence, but a man's covenant—whose
purpose it is far leas important to maintain, if it be
cog armed—when once it bath been ratified, no man
dwinnulleth—"none setteth aside," not even the author
himself, much less any second party. None does so
who acts in common equity. Much less would the
r-ghteous God do so. The law is here, by personifica
tion, regarded as a second person, distinct from, and
subsequent to, Uie promise of God. Tiie promise is ever
lasting, and more peculiarly belongs to God. The law
is regarded as something extraneous, afterwards in
troduced, exceptional, and temporary (v. 17-19; 21-24).
addeth— none addeth new conditions "making" the
covenant "of none effect" {v. 17). So legal Judaism
could make no alteration in the fundamental relation
between God and man, already established by the pro
mises to Abraham ; it could uot add as a new condi
tion the observance of the law, in which case the fulfil
ment of the promise would be attached to a condition
impossible for man to perform. The "covenant" here
Is one of free grace, a promise afterwards carried into
effect in the gospeL 16. This verse is parenthetical.
The covenant of promise was not " spoken " {so Greek
for " made") to Abraham alone, but " to Abraham and
his seed :" to the latter especially ; and this means
Christ {and that which Is inseparable from Him, the
literal, Israel, and the spiritual. His body, the church).
Christ not having come when the law was given, the
covenant could not have been then fulfilled, but
awaited the coming of Hun, the Seed, to whom it was
spoken, promises—plural, because the same promise
was often repeated (Genesis. 12.3. 7; 16.6, 18; 17. 7; 22. is;,
and because it involved many things: earthly blessings
to the literal children of Abraham in Canaan, and
spiritual and heavenly blessings to his spiritual chil
dren; but both promised to Christ, "the seed" and
representative Head of the literal and spiritual Israel
alike. In the spiritual seed there is no distinction of
Jew or Greek; but to the literal seed, the promises still
in part remain to be fulfilled (Romans, 11. 2« . The
covenant was not made with "many" seeds (which it
there had been, a pretext might exist for supposing
there was one seed before the law, another under the
law ; and that those sprung liora one seed, say the
Jewish, are admitted on different terms, and with a
lugtior degree ol acceptability, than those .sprung lrom
the Gentile seed;, but with the one sued; therefore, the
promise that in ilira "all families of the earth shall
be blessed" (Genesis, 12. 3„ joins in this one Seed,
Christ, Jew and Gentile, as fellow-heirs on the same
terms of acceptability, viz., by grace through faith
(Romans, 4. 13): not to some by promise, to others by
the law, but to all aiiko.circumcised and unclrcumcised,
constituting but one seed in Christ (Romans, 4. Hi}.
The law, on the other hand, contemplates the Jews
and Gentiles as distinct seeds. God makes acovenant,
but It is one of promise; whereas the law is a covenant
oi works. Whereas the law brings in a mediator, a
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third party (v. 18. x0), God makes His covenant of pro
mise with the one seed. Christ (Genesis, IT. 7). and em
braces others only as they are identified with, and re
presented by, Christ, one... Christ—not in the exclusive
sense, the man Christ Jesus, but *' Christ" {Jesus is
not added, which would limit the meaning), including
Hi* people who are part of Himself, the Second Adam,
and Head of redeemed humanity. Verses 28, 29, prove
this. " Ye are all one in Christ Jesus " (Jesus is added
here as the person is Indicated). And t'/ye be Christ's,
ye are Abraham's heed, heirs according to the pro
mise." 17. this I »ay—" this is what I mean," by what
I said in v. 16. cm, firmed.. .of God—"ratified bvGod"
v. 16). in Christ—rather, "unto Christ" (cf. v. 16).
However. Vulgate and the old Italian versions translate
as English Version, But the oldest MSS. omit the
words altogether, the law which was— Greek, "which
came into existence 430 years after" (Exodus, 12. 40,41).
He does not, as in the case of " the covenant," add
"enacted by God" (John. 1. 17). The dispensation of
"the promise" began with the call of Abraham from
Ur into Canaan, and ended on the last night of his
grandson Jacob's sojourn in Canaan, the land of pre
mise. The dispensation of the law, which engenders
bondage, was beginning to draw on from the time of his
entrance into Egypt, the land of bondage. It was to
Christ in him, as in his grandfather Abraham, and his
father Isaac, not to him or them as persons, the pro
mise was spoken. On the day following Uie last re
petition of the promise orally (Genesis. 46. i-ti>, at
Beersheba, Israel passed into Egypt. It is from the
end, not from the beginning of the dispensation of pro
mise, that the interval of 4J0 years between it and the
law 1b to be counted. At Beersheba, after the covenant
with Abimelech, Abraham called on the everlasting
God. and the well was confirmed to him and Ins seed
as an everlasting possession. Here God appeared to
Isaac. Here Jacob received the promise of the bless
ing, for which God had called Abraham out of Ur, re
peated for the last time, on the last night of his sojourn
in the land of promise, cai>not — Greek, "doth not
disannul." make...of none effect—The promise would
become so. if the power of conferring the inheritance
be transferred from it to the law (Romans, 4. 14). 18.
the inheritance—all the blessings to be inherited by
Abraham's literal and spiritual children, according to
the promise made to him and to his Seed, Christ, justi
fication and glorification (ch. 4. 7; Romans, 8. 17;
t Corinthians, 6. 9]. but God. <fcc.—The Greek order re
quires rather, "But to Abraham it was by promise
that God hath given it." The conclusion is. Therefore
Uu inheritance is not of, or from, tlie law (Romans,
4. 14). 19. " Wherefore then serveth the law?' as it is
of no avail for justification, is it either useless, or con
trary to the covenant of God? [Calvin.] added—to
the original covenant of promise. This is not Incon
sistent with v. 16, "Ho roan addeth thereto;" for there
the kind of addition meant, and therefore denied, is
one that would add new conditions* inconsistent with
the grace of the covenant of promise. The law, though
misunderstood by the Judaizers as doing so, was
really added for a different purpose, viz , " because
of (or as the Greek, "for the sake of'j the transgres
sions." i.«., to brln« out into clearer view th* trans
gressions of it (Romans, T. 7-8,; to make men more
fully conscious of their sins, by being perceived as irarwgressions of the law. and so to make them lone for the
promised Saviour. This accords with v. 23, 2-1 ; Romans,
4. 15. The meaning can hardly be " to clieck trausgres*
sions," for the law rather stimulates the corrupt heart
to disobey it (Romans, 6. 20; 7. 13), tin the seed —during
Uie period up to Uie time when Uie seed came. The
law was a preparatory dispensation for the Jewish
nation Romans. 6. 20; Greek "the law came in addition
ally and incidentally"), intervening between the
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promise and its fulfilment in Christ, come—(cf. "faith
came,' v. 23.) the promise—'Romans, 4. 21.) ordained
—Greek, "constituted* or "disposed." by angels—as
the instrumental enaetor*of the law. fAtroRD.] God
delegated the law to ancels as something rather alien
to Him and severe (Acts. 7. 63: Hebrews. 2. 2, 3; cf.
Deuteronomy, S3. 2, "He came with ten thousands of
saints." i.e., anaels. Psalm 63. 17). He reserved "the
promise" to Himself, and dispensed it according to
His own goodness, in the hand of a mediator—rir., Moses.
Deuteronomy, 5. 5, "J stood between the Lord and youf
the very definition of & mediator. Hence the phrase
often recurs, " By the hand of Moses.*" In the giving
of the law, the "angels" were representatives of God,
Moses, as mediator, represented the people. 20. " Now
a mediator cannot be of one (but must be of two parties
whom he mediates between); but God is one" (not two:
owing to His essential unity not admitting of an inter
vening party between Him and those to be blessed; bat
as the Onb Sovereign. His own representative, giving
the blessing directly by promise to Abraham, and. in its
fulfilment, to Christ, "tbe Seed," without new condi
tions, and without a mediator such as tbe law had . The
conclusion understood in. Therefore a mediator cannot
appertain to Go<l; and consequently, the law, with its
inseparable appendage of a mediator, cannot be the
normal way of dealing of God, the one, and unchange
able God, who dealt with Abraham by riirrct promise,
ri a sovereign, not as one forming a compact with
another party, with conditions andamediatorattached
thereto. God would bring man into immediate com
munion with Him, and not have man separated from
Him by a mediator that keeps back from access, as
Moses and the legal priesthood did i Exodus, 19. 12, 13,
17. 21-24; Hebrews. 12. 19-24'. The law that thus in
terposed a mediator and conditions between man and
God, was an exceptional state limited to the Jews, and
parenthetically preparatory to the gospel. God's normal
mode of dealing, as He dealt with Abraham, viz., fact
to face directly ; by promise and grace, and not condi
tions ; to alt nation* united by faith in tlte one seed
(Ephesians, 2. 14. 16. 18}, and not to one people to the
exclusion and severance from the onk common Father,
of all other nations. It is no objection to this view,
that the gospel too, has a mediator (1 Timothy. 2. A).
For Jesus is not a mediator separating the two parties
in the covenant of promise or grace, as Moses did. but
Onk in both nature and office with both God and man
icf. "God in Christ," v. 17): representing the whole
universal manhood (1 Corinthians, 16. 22. 46, 47), and
also bearing in Him "all the fulness of the Godhead."
Kven His mediatorial office Is to cease when Its pur
pose of reconciling all things to God shall have been
accomplished (1 Corinthians, 16. 24); and God's ovkkess
(Zechariah, 14. 0), as "all in all." shall be fully mani
fested. Cf. John, 1. 17, where the two mediators —
Moses, the severing mediator of legal conditions, and
Jeaus, tbe uniting mediator of grace—are contrasted.
The Jews began their worship by reciting the Schemah.
opening thus, "Jehovah our God is one Jehovah f
which words their Rabbis (as Jarchius) interpret as
teaching not only the unity of God, but the future
unit*rsality of His Kingdom on earth (Zephaniah, 3. 9).
St. Paul (Romans. 3. 30) infers the same truth from
theoNENRwofGod (cf.EphesianR.4.4-6'. He.asbeiug
One, unites all believers, without distinction, to Him
self (v. 8. l«. 2S: Kphesians, l. 10; 2. 14; cf. Hebrews,
2. 11) in direct communion. The unity of God in
volves the unity of the people of God, and also His
dealing directly without intervention of a mediator.
21. " Is the law (which Involves a mediator; against the
promises of God '.which are without a mediator, and
rest on God alone and immediately]? God forbid." lite
—The law. as an externally prescribed rnle. can never
internally uupart spiritus 1 life to men natuiaUy dead in
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sin, and change the disposition. If the law had been
a law capable of giving life.'* verily in very reality, and
not in the mere fancy of legalists' righteousness wonld
have been by the law" for where life is, there right
eousness, its condition, must also be . But the law
does not pretend to give life, and therefore not right
eousness ; so there is no opposition between the law
and the promise. Righteousness can only come through
the promise to Abraham, and through its fulfilment in
the gospel of grace. 32. Bat—as tbe law cannot give life
or righteousness. fAt-FORD.! Or the " But" means.
So far is righteousness from beincof the law, that tbe
knowledge of sin is rather what comes of the law.
(BenoelJ the Scripture—which began to be written
after the time of the promise, at the time when the lawwas given. TJie written letter was needed so as per
manently to convict man of disol>edience to God's
command. Therefore he says, "the Scripture,'* not
the " Daw." Cf. r. 8. "Scripture," for "the God of the
Scripture."* concluded—"shut up." under condemna
tion, as In a prison. Cf. Isaiah, 24. 22, " As prisoners
gathered in the pit and shut up in the prison." Beauti
fully contrasted with "tbe liberty wherewith Christ
makes free," which follows, v. 7. P. 2.% 2fi; ch. 6. l :
Isaiah. 61. I. all — Gruk neuter, "the universe of
things:" the whole world, man. and all that appertains
to him. under sin— (Romans. 3. P. 19; 11. 32.) the pronrne—the inheritance promised [v. If}, by faith of Jesos
Carist—Ce.. which is by faith in Jesus Christ, might
be given—The emphasis is on "given ;" that it might
be a free gift ; not something earned by the works of
the law (Romans, fi. 231. to them that believe—to them
that have " tbe faith of in Jesus Christ" just spoken
of. 23. faith—nz. that just mentioned (r. 22). of which.
Christ la the olgect. kept—Greek, " kept in ward *"
the effect of the "shutting up" (r. 22; ch.4. 2; Romans.
7. 6). unto—with a view to the faith, Ac. We were, in
a manner, morally forced to it, so that there remained
to us no refuge but faith. Cf. the phrase. Bsilm r*. 50;
Margin, 31. 8. which should afterwards. Ac—"which
was afterwards to lie revealed." 24. "So tftat the Uw
hath been i.e., hath turned out to be; our schoolmaster
(or 'tutor.' lit., 'pedagogue:1 this term, anions tbe
Greeks, meant a faithful servant intrusted with the
care of the boy from childhood to puberty, to keep him
from evil, physical and moral, and accompany him to
his amusements and studies: to guide us unto Christ,"
with whom we are no longer "shut up" in homlace.
but are freemen. " Children " [lit., infant*'1 need such
tutoring (ch. 4. S!. might w—rather, " that we may be
justified by faith;" which we con Id not be till Christ,
the object of faith, had come. Meanwhile the law. by
outwardly checking the sinful propensity which was
constantly giving fresh proofs of its refractoriness—
as thus the consciousness of the power of the sinful
principle became more vivid, and hence the sense of
need both of forgiveness of sin and freedom from tu
bondage was awakened—the law became a ** school
master to guide us unto Christ," [Neanper.] The
moral law shows us what we ought to do, and so we
learn our inability to do it. In tbe ceremonial law we
seek, by animal sacrifices, to answer for our not hav
ing doue it. but find dead victims no satisfaction lor
the sins of living men, and that outward purifying
will not cleanse the soul; and that therefore we need
an infinitely Iwtter sacrifice, the antitype of all the legal
sacrifices. Thus delivered up to the judicial law, we
see how awful is the doom we deserve: thus the law
At last leads us to Christ, with whom we find right
eousness and peace. "Sm. sin! is the word heard
again and again in the Old Testament. Had it not
j there for centuries rung in the ear, and fastened on ih*
conscience, the joyful sound, 'urice for grace.' would
not have been tbe watchword of the New T^tamrnL
\ This was the end of the whole system of sacrifices."
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rTnoLCCK.J 25. "Bat now that faith Is come" <fcc..
Moses the lawgiver cannot bring ns into the heavenly
Canaan, though he can hring us to the border of it. At
that point lie la superseded by Joshua, the type of
Jesus, who leads the true Israel into their Inheritance.
The law leads us to Christ, and there its office ceases.
26 children—Greek" sons.'* by—Gretk," tlirough faith."
"Ye all" (Jews and Gentiles alike) are no longer ddU
dren requiring a tutor, but sons emancipated and
walking at liberty. 27. baptized into Christ—{Romans.
«. 3J bare put on Christ—ye did. in that very ad of
being baptized into Christ, put on, or clothe yourselves
with, Christ: so the Greek expresses. Christ is to you
the toga virft is (the Roman garment of the full-grown
roan, assumed when ceasing to be a child). [Benoel,]
Gataker defines a Christian, "One who has put on
Christ." The argument is. By baptism ye have put on
Christ ; and therefore. He being the Son of God. ye
become sons hy adoption, by virtue of His Sonship by
generation. This proves that baptism, where it answers
to its ideal, is not a mere empty sign, but a means of
spiritual transference from the state ot legal condemna
tion to that of living union with Christ, and of sonship
through Him in relation to God (Romans, 13. 14).
Christ alone can, by baptizing with His Spirit, make
the inward gTace correspond to the outward sign. But
as He promises the blessing in the faithful nse of the
means, the church has rightly presumed, in charity,
that such is the case, nothing appearing to the contrary.
28. There is in this sonship by faith in Christ, no class
privileged above another, as the Jews under the law
had been above the Gentiles [Romans. 10. 12; 1 Corin
thians, 12. 13; Colossians, 3. 11). bond nor free—Christ
alike belongs to both by faith; whence he puts "bond'*
hejort "free.'* Cf. Notes, 1 Corinthians, 7. 21. 22; Ephefiians. ft. 8. neither male nor female—rather, as Greek,
" there is not male mid female." There is no distinction
into male and female. Difference of sex makes no
difference In Christian privileges. But under the law
the male sex had great privileges. Males alone had in
their body circumcision, the sign of the covenant (con
trast baptism applied to male and female alike); they
alone were capable of being kings and priests, whereas
all of either sex are now " kings and priests unto God"
[Revelation, 1. 6); they had prior right to inheritances.
In the resurrection the relation of the sexes shall cease
iLuke. 20. 35'. one — Greek, "one man:'* masculine.
not neuter, riz.. " one new man" in Christ (Kphesians,
2. 151, 29. and heirs—The oldest MSS. omit "and."
Christ is "Abraham's seed" {v. 10) : ye are "one in
Christ" (r. 28). and one with Christ, as having "put
on Christ" (v. 27): therefore ye are " Abraham's seed,"
which is tantamount to saying (whence the "and "is
omitted), ye are "heirs according to the promise" (not
"by the law," v. 181; for it was to Abraham's seed that
the inheritance was promised (r. 16). Thus he arrives
at the same truth which he set out with (v. 7). But
one new "seed" of a righteous succession could be
found. One single faultless grain of human nature was
found by God Himself, the source of a new and Im
perishable seed: "the seed" (Psalm 22. 30) who receive
from Him a new nature and name {Genesis, 3. 16;
Isaiah. 63. 10. 11; John. 12. 241. In Him the lineal
descent from David becomes extinct. He died without
posterity. But He lives and shall reign on David's
throne. No one has a legal claim to sit upon it but
Himself. He being the only living direct representative
(Kxekiel. 21. 27). His spiritual seed derive their birth
from the travail of His soul, being born again of His
word, which Is the incorruptible seed (John, 1. 12; Ro
mans, 9. g; 1 1'eter. 1. 23).
CHAPTER IV.
Ver. 1-31. The Same Subject Continued: Illus
tration oy ovn Subjection to the Law only till
l.uit j ,i Caxb, i-r.uM the s< isjixwo* or an Heir to
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alike Children through Christ.

HfflGUARDTANTILLHKlS OF AOE. ST. PAUL'S GOOD
WILL TO THE GALATIANS SHOULD Leadthem TO THE
Same Good-will to him as they had at first
Shown. Their Desire to be under the Law,
Shown by the Allkcory of Isaac and Ihhmatl
to be Inconsistent with their Gospel Liberty.
1-7. The fact of God's sending His Son to redeem us
who were under the law [v. 4). and sending the Spirit of
His Son into our hearts [v. fli, confirms the conclusion
(ch. 3. 29) that we are "heirs according to the promise."
the heir— [ch. 3. 29.) Itis not, as in earthly inheritances,
the death of the father, but our Father's sovereign
will simply that makes ns heirs, child—Greek, "one
under age." difTereth nothing. &c,—i.e., has no more
freedom than a slave (so tbe Greek for " servant" means1 .
He is not at his own disposal, lord of all—by title and
virtual ownership (cf. 1 Corinthians, 3. 2!, 22). 2. tutors
and govern ors—rather, "guardinns (of the person) and
stewards" (of the property). Answering to " the law
was our schoolmaster** or " tutor" (ch. 3. 21). until the
time appointed of the Father—in His eternal purposes
(Ephesians, l. 0-11). The Greek is a legal term, expres
sing a time defined by law. or testamentary disposition.
3. we—the Jews primarily, and inclusively the Gentiles
also. For the " we " in t>. 5. plainly refers to both Jew
and Gentile believers. The Jews in their bondage to
the law of Moses, as the representative people of the
world, include all mankind virtually amenable to God's
law (Romans. 2. 14, 16; cf. ch. 3. 13. 23. Notes). Even the
Gentiles were under" bondage." and in a state of disci
pline suitable to nonage, till Christ came as the Eman
cipator, were in bondage— as "servants" fc\ 1), under
the elements — or "rudiments:" rudimentary reliplous
teaching of a non-Christian character: the elementary
lessons of outward things (lit, "of the [outward!
world"); Buch as the legal ordinances mentioned, r. 10
(Colossians, 2. 8. 20). Our childhood's lessons. [Conybrake & Howson.] Lit., The letters of the alphabet
(Hebrews, 6. 12^. 4. the fulness of the time—riz., " the
time appointed by the Father" (r. 2). Cf. Note, Ephe
sians, 1. 10; Luke. 1. 67; Acts. a. 1; Ezskiel. 5. 2. "The
church has its own ages.'* IBengkl.] Goddoesnotbing
prematurely, but, foreseeing the end from the begin
ning, waits till all is ripe for the execution of His
purpose. Had Christ came directly after tbe fall, the
enormity and deadly fruits of sin would not have been
realized fully by man. so as to feel his desperate state
and need of a Saviour. Sin was fully developed.
Man's inability to save himself by obedience to tbe law,
whether that of Moses, or that or conscience, was
completely manifested; all tbe prophecies of various
ages found their common centre in this particulartime;
and Providence, by various arrangements in the social
and political, as well as the moral, world, bad fully
prepared the way for tbe coming Redeemer. God often
permits physical evil long before he teaches the
remedy. The small pox for long had committed its
ravages before inoculation, and then vaccination, was
discovered. It was essential to the honour of God's law
to permit evil long before He revealed the full remedy.
Cf. "the set time" (Psalm 102. 13). was come—Greek,
"came." tent forth—Greek. "Sent forth out of heaven
from Himself." [Alford & Benoel.] The same
verb is used of the Father's sending forth the Spirit
(p. 6). So in Acts. 7. 12. Cf. with this verse, John, 8. 42;
Isaiah, 43. 16. his—Emphatical. " Hti own Sou." Not
by adoption, as we are (v. 6); nor merely His Son by the
anoint nig of the Spirit which God sends into the heart
(v. 6; John, 1. 18). made ofa woman—" made" is used as
In 1 Corinthians, 15. 45, "The first man, Adam, was
made a living soul," Greek, "made to be (torn) of a
woman." The expression implies a special interposi
tion of God in His birth as man, riz., causing Him to
be conceived by the Holy Ghost. So Kbtius. made
under the law — "made to be under the law." Not
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merely as Grotiub & Aljo&d explain. *" Born suhject Amen" [Hebrew , both meaning the same (RerelaUon.
to the law at a Jew." But "made" by His Father's L. T, Christ's own former cry is the believers' cry,
appointment, and His own free-wilL "subject to the "Abba, Father* Mark. 14. 36,. 7. Wherefore — Con
law/ to keep It all, ceremonial and moral, perfectly clusion inferred from r. 4-6. thou — Individual! sin*;
for us. as the Representative Man. and to suffer and and applying the truth personally to each. Such an
exhaust the fall penalty of onr whole race's violation individual appropriation of this comforting truth God
of it. This constitutes the significance of His circum- grants in answer to them who cry, " Abba, Father."
ci*ion. His being presented in the temple 'Luke. 2, 21, heir of God tbroogb Cnrist—The oldest MSS. read. " an
24 27; cf. Matthew. 5. 17). and His baptism by John, heir through God." This combines on behalf of man,
when He said (Matthew, 3. 15\ "Thus it becometh us the whole before- mentioned agency of thi Trinity :
to fulfil all righteousness.' 5. To-Greek, " That He the Father sent His Son and the Spirit ; the Son baa
might redeem." them... under the law — Primarily the freed us from the law ; the Spirit has completed our
Jews; but as these were the representative people sonship. Thus the redeemed are heirs tbkocgb the
of the world, tiu Gen'iles, too. are included in the Triune God. not through the law, nor through fleshly
redemption (ch. S. 131. receive—The Greek implies the descent [WuiPia'cuMANV in Alfokd] .ch. 3. 16 con
suitableness of the thing as long ago predestined by God. firms this), bar — Confirming ch. 3. 29; cf. Romans,
** Receive as something destined or due'' Luke. 23.41; ft, 17. 8-11. Appeal to them not to turn back from
2 John. a). Herein God makes of sons of men sons of their privileges as free sons, to legal bondage again,
God, inasmuch as God made of the Son of God the then—when ye were " servants" £». 7). ye knew not God
Son of man. (St. Auijustineou Psalm 62. J 6. because —Not opposed to Romans, l. 21. The heathen origi
ye are sons, it—The gift of the Spirit of prayer Is the nally knew God, as Homans, 1. 21 states, but did not
consequence of our adoption. The Geotile Galatians choose to retain God in their knowledge, and so cor
might think, as the Jews were uuder the law before rupted the original truth. They might still have
their adoption, that so they, too, must first be under known Him, in a measure, from His works, but as a
the law. St. Paul, by anticipation, meets Ibis objection ; matter of fact they knew Him not, so far as His eternity.
by saying. Ye are sons, therefore ye need not to be as His power as the Creator, and His holiness, are conchildren (v. 1: under the tutorship of the law, as being cerned. aie no gods—i.e., have no existence, such as
already in the free state of " sons" of God by faith in their worshippers attribute to them, in the nature of
Christ (ch. 3. 2b), no lunger in your nonage (as "chil things, but only in the corrupt imaginations of their
dren," *. l). The Spirit of God's only Begotten Son in worshippers ih'otes, l Corinthians, 8. 4 ; 10. lit, 20;
your hearts, sent from, and leading yon to cry to. the 2 Chronicles. 13. 9j. Your "service" was a different
rather, attests your sonship by adoption; for the Spirit bondage from that of the Jews, which was a true
is the " earnest of your inheritance" Romans, S. 15. 16: service. Yet theirs, like yours, was a burdensome
£phe*ians. 1. 13). " It Is because ye are sons that God yoke; how then is it ye wish to resume the yoke after
sent forth" the Greek requires this translation* not that God has transferred both Jens and Gentiles to a
•' fiath sent forth"* into our (so the oldest MSS. read free service 1 9. known God, or ratner are known of God
for "your." in English Version) hearts the Spirit of —They did not first know and love God. but God first.
His Son. crying. "Abba, Father" (John. 1. 12!. As in In His electing love, knew and loved them as His, and
». 5, he changed from " them," the third person, to therefore attracted them to the saving knowledge of
"we," the first person, so here he changes from "ye," Him [Alatthew. 7. 23; l Corinthians, 8. 3; 2 Timothy,
the second person, to "our," the first person: this he 2. IV; cf. Exodus, 33. 12, 17; John, 16. 16; Phiiippiaas,
does to identify their case as Gentiles, with his own 3. Is). God's great grace in this made their fall from
and that of his believing fellow-countrymen, as Jews. it the more heinous, how—expressing indignant won
In another point of view, though not the Immediate one der at such a thing being pos&ible. and even actually
intended by the context, this verse expresses, " Because occurring ich. l. 6j. "How is it that ye turn back
ye are sons (already in God's electing purpose of love). again V ore weak—powerless to justify: in contrast to
God sent forth the Spirit of His Son into your hearts." the justifying power of faith (ch. 3. 24; cf. Hebrews,
&c: God thus, by sending His Spirit in due time, 7. 18). beggarly—contrasted with the riches of the in
actually conferring that sonship which He already heritance oi believers in Christ (Ephesians, L IS). The
regarded as a present reality Care') because of His state oi the " child'' |». l) is weak, as not having attained
purpose, even before it was actually fulfilled. So manhood ; "beggarly." as not having attained the in
Hebrews, 3. 13. where "the children" are spoken of heritance, elements—" rudiments." It is as if a schoolas existing in His purpose, before their actual exist master should wish to go back to learning the ABC.
ence, the Spirit of Ms S^a— By faith ye are one with LBkngel,] again—There are two Grtik words in the
the Son, so that what is His is yours; His bonship original. " Ye desire again, beginning afresh* to be in
ensures your sonship ; His Spirit ensures for you a bondage." Though the Galatians, as Gentiles, had
share in the same. " If any man have not the Spirit never been under the Mosaic yoke, yet they had been
of Christ, he is none of His" .Romans, 8. 0;. Moreover, under " the elements of the world'* (r. 3; : the cowman
as the Spirit of God proceeds from God the Father, so designation for the Jewish and Gentile systems alike,
the Spirit of the Son proceeds from the Son; so that in contrast to the gospel {however superior the Jewish
the Holy Ghost, as the creed saith. " proceedeth from was to the Gentile). Both systems consisted in out
the Father and the Son." The Father was not bcrjotten: ward worship, and cleaved to sensible forms. Both
the Son is begotten of the Father: the Holy Ghost pro were in bondage to the elements cf sense* as though
ceeding from the Father and the Son. crying— Hero these could give the justification and sanciiheation
the Spirit is regarded as the agent in praying, and the which the inner and spiritual power of God alone
lwliever as His organ. In Romans, 8. lfi, " The Spirit could bestow, ye cesire—or "will.'' WiU~wor$ttip is
of adoption' is said to be that whereby we cry," Abba, not acceptable to God fColossians.2. 18, 2Ji. 10. To
Father.'" but in Romans, 8. 20, " The Sriurr it-melt regard the observance of certain days as in itseif
maketh intercession for us with groamngs which cannot meritorious as a work, is alien to the free spirit oi
be uttered." The believer's prayer is His prayer: hence Christianity. ThiB is not incompatible with observ
arises its acceptability with God. Abba, Father—The ing the Sabbath of the Christian Lord's day as obli
Hebrew says. "Abba" (a Hebrew term}, the Greek, gatory, though not as a work (which was the Jewish and
"Father" {"Pater," a Greek term in the original}, Gentile error in their observance of days}, but as a holy
both united together in one Sonship and one cry of mean appointed by the Lord for attaining the great
faith, "Abba, Father." So. Lmu to (' Nat,' Greek), \ end, holiness. The whole Uie alike belongs lo the Lord
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in the gospel view, just m the whole world, and not the
Jewi only, belong to Him. But as in Paradise, so now
one portion of time is needed wherein to draw off
the soul more entirely from secular business to God
[Colonsiaos, 2. 10). " Sabbaths, new moons, and set
feasts" (I Chronicles, S3. 31 ; 2 Chronicles, 31, 3), answer
to "days, months, times." "Months," however,
may refer to the first and seventh months, which were
sacred on account of the number of feasts in them.
ttmei—Greek, "seasons," viz.. those of the three great
feasts, the Passover, Pentecost, and Tabernacles, years
—The Sabbatical year was about the time of writing
this epistle, a.d. 48. [BknuelJ 11. lest— Greek, "lest
haply.' My fear is not for my own sake, but for
yours. 12. be as I am— "As I have in my life among
yon cast off Jewish habiU, so do ye ; for X am become
as ye are," vu., in the non-observance of legal ordi
nances, "The fact of my laying them aside among
Gentiles, shows that I regard them aa not at all eontribating to justification or saitctification. Do you regard
them in the same light, and act accordingly." His
observing the law among the Jews, was not inconsistent
with this, for he did so only in order to win them,
without compromising principle. On the other band,
the Galatian Gentiles, by adopting legal ordinances,
showed that they regarded them as needful for salva
tion. Tbia St. Paul combats, ye have not injured me at
all—ru., at the period when X first preached the gospel
among you, and when I made myself as you are, viz ,
living aa a Gentile, not as a Jew. You at that time did
me no wrong; ">e did not despise my temptation in
the flesh " (v. 14); nay, you "received me as an angel of
God." Then in «. 10, he asks. " Have I then, since that
time, become your enemy by telling you the truth?" 13.
how throogu infirmity—rather, as Greek, " Ye know that
because of an infirmity of my flesh X preached," &c. He
implies that bodily sickness, having detained him
among them, contrary to his original intention, was the
occasion of hia preaching the gospel to them, at the
fin:— IU., "at the /oritur time:" implying that at the
time of writing he had been tic ice in Galatia. See my
Introduction; also v. 10, and ch. 6. 21, Note*. His sick
ness was probably the Bame aB recurred more violently
afterward," the thorn in the flesh" (2 Corinthians, 12. 7J,
wnich also was overruled to good (2 Corinthians, 12.
9. 10 . as the " infirmity of the flesh" here. 14. my tempta
tion—The oldest dlSc. read. " your temptation." My
infirmity which was, or might have been, a "tempta
tion," or trial. u> you, ye despised not, i.«..ye were not
tempted by it to despise me and my message. Per
haps, however, it is better to punctuate and explain as
LvcuMANN, connecting it with v. 13. "And Lye know)
your temptation {\.e.. the temptation to which ye were
exposed through the infirmity) which was in my flesh.
Ye despised not (through natural pride), nor rejected
(through spiritual pride,, but received me," &c.
'* Temptation does not mean here, as we now use the
word, tendency to an evil habU, but bodily trial."
as an angel of Qui—as a heaven-inspired and seut mes
senger from God: ange.l means messenger (Malachi, 2. 7/.
CC t(*e phrase, 2 Samuel, 19. 27, a Hebrew and oriental
one for a person to be received with the highest respect
(Zechariah, 12. 8). An angel is free from the Jkrii, inUrinity. and temptation, as C oris t—being Christ's re
presentative (Matthew, 10. lu;. Christ is lord of the
angels. 15. Wuere, &.c.—Of tclutt value was your con
gratulation so the Gruk for " blessedness" expresses)
of yourselves, on account of your having among you
roe, Uw nie&seugcr of the gospel, considering how
eottrely you have veered about since? Once you
counted yourselves bkssed in being favoured with my
ministry, ye would have plucked out your own eyes—one
of the dearest members of the body—so highly did you
value me: a proverbial phrase for the greatest selfaaenhev ;MMlbu.v, j. 20/. Co.nvii£akk & HowaoN
SS3
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think that this particular form of proverb was used
with reference to a weakness in St. Pauls eyes, con
nected with a nervous frame, perhaps affected by the
brightness of the vision described. Acts, 22. 11; 2 Corin
thians, 12. 1-7. *' You would have torn out your own
eyes to supply the lack of mine." The divine power of
Paul's words and works, contrasting with the feeble
ness of his person (2 Corinthians, 10. 10), powerfully at
first impressed the Galatians, who had all the Impul
siveness of the Keltic race from which they sprang.
Subsequently they soon changed with the fickleness
which is equally characteristic of Kelts. 16. Translate,
"Am I, then, become your enemy (an enemy in your
eyes) by telling you the truth" (cb. 2. 6. 14)? He plainly
did not incur their enmity at his first visit, and the
words here imply that he had since thai, and before his
now writing, incurred it ; so that the occasion of his
telling them the unwelcome truth, must have been at
his second visit (Acts, 18. 23; see my In trodudion).
The fool and sinner bate a reprover. The righteous
love faithful reproof (Psalm 141. 6; Proverbs, 9. 8).
17. They—your flatterers : in contrast to Paid himself
who tells them the truth. x:alousy—zeal In proselytism
was characteristic especially of the Jews, and so of
Judaizers .oh. 1. 14; Matthew, 23. 16; Xtomane, lu. 2).
affect yon—i.e., court you (2 Corinthians, 11. 2). not well
—not in a good way, or for a good end. Neither the
cause of their zealous courting of you. nor the manner,
is what it ought to be. they would exclude you—"they
wish to shut you out " from the kingdom of God (i.e.,
they wish to persuade you that, as uncircumcised
Gentiles, you are shut out from It), "that ye may
zealously court them," i.c, become circumcised, as
zealous followers of themselves. Ai.fokd explains it,
that their wish was to Bhut out the Galatians from the
general community, and attract them as a separate
clique to their own party. So the English word, " ex
clusive," is used. 18. good to be zealously aCectcd—rather.
to correspond to "zealously court" in v. 18. "to be
zealously courted." X do not find fault witb them for
zealously courting you, nor withyou for being zealously
courted; provided it be "in a good cause" (translate
bo), "it is a good thing " (1 Corinthians. 9. 20-23). My
reason for saying the " not well" ,v. 17: the Greek is the
same as that lor "good." and "in a good cause," in
v. 28), is that their zealous courting of you is not in a
good cause. The older interpreters, however, support
Engtish Version (cf. ch. 1. 14). always—truncate and
arrange the words thus, "At all tijnes, and not only
when X am present with you." 1 do not desire that I
exclusively should have the privilege of zealously
courting you. Others may do so in my absence with
my full approval, if only it be in a good cause, aud if
Christ be faithfully preached (Philippiaus, 1. 16-18). 19.
My little children— il Timothy. 1. lfc; 2 Timothy, 2. l;
1 John. 2. l.i My relation to you is not merely that of
one Ka/ou*Jv coia-Jiny you (t>. 17, 18), but thatofa/a(/i*r
to his cliddren a Corinthians, A. 16). I travad in birth
—i.e., like a mother in pain till the birth of her child,
again—a second time. The former time was when 1 was
"present with you" [v. lfc; cf. Kvte, v. 13:. Cniist be
formed in yon—that you may iivo nothing but Christ.
and think nothing but Christ (ch. 2. 20), and glory m
nothing but Him, and His death, resurrection, and
righteousness iPhilippians. 3. 8-10; Colussians. 1. 27).
20. Translate as Greek, "1 could wish," If circum
stances permitted (which they do not), 1 would gladly
be with you. [M. Stuart.] now—as 1 was twice already.
Speaking face to face is so much mure effective towards
loving persuasion than writing (2 John. 12; 3 John, 13,
14). change my voice—as a mother (r. 10.: adapting my
tone of voice to what X saw in person your case might
need. This is possible to one present, but not to one
in writing. [Grotto* & Eotus.] Island in douotof
you—rathvr, "i am pertltxcd about you," tttz., how to
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deal with jrou, what kind of words to use, gentle or
severe, to bring yon back to the right path. 21. desire
—of your own accord madly courting tliat which must
condemn and rain you. co ye not hear—do ye not con*
aider the mystic sense of Moses' words? [GnoTius.]
The law itself sends you away from Itself to Christ.
(Eanrs.] After having sulttciently maintained his
point by argument, the apostle confirms aud illustrates
it by an inspired allegorical exposition of historical
facts, containing in them general laws and types.
Perhaps his reason for using allejory was to confute
the Judalzers with their own weapons: subtle, mystical,
allegorical interpretations, unauthorized by the Spirit,
were their favourite arguments, as nf the Rabbins
in the synagogues. Cf. tiie Jerusalem Talmud, Tractatu
•Shcco, cap. HechaiiL St. Paul meets them with an
allegorical exposition, not the work of faucy. but sanc
tioned by the Holy Spirit. History, If properly under
stood, contains in Its comp i< ated phenomena, simple
and continually-recurring rficine laws. The history of
the elect people, like their legal ordinances, had,
besides the literal, a typical meaning (cf. 1 Corinthians,
ip 1-4; 15. 46. 47; Revolution. 11. A). Just as the extrftnrdinarily-boni Isaac, the gift of gTace according to
promise, supplanted, beyond all human calculations,
i he naturally-born Ishmael; so the new theocratic race,
the spiritual seed of Abraham by promise, the
Gentile, as well as Jewish believers, were about to
take the place of the natural need, who had imagined
that to them exclusively belonged the kingdom of God.
33. (Genesis, 10. 8-lfi; 21. 2.1 Abraham— whose sons ye
wish to be (cf. Romans. 0. 7-9). a bond maid. ..a free
woman—rather, as Greek, "the bond maid...(/t* free
woman." 23. after the fl»»h — born according to the
usual course of nature : In contrast to Isaac, who was
born '* by virtue of the promise" (so the Greek), as the
C'tticient caiife of Sarah's becoming pregnant out of the
course of nature (Romans, 4. 10 . Abraham was to lay
nside all confidence in the firsh (after which Ishmael
was born), and to live by faith alone In the promise
(according to which Isnac wns miraculously born, con
trary to all calculations of fle^h and blood). 24. are an
allegory—rather, "are allegorical." ie, have another
betides the literal menning. these are the two o venauu
—"these (women) are A.e,, mean. Omit 'the' with all
the oldest MHS.) two covenants." As among the Jews
the bondage of the mother determinea that of the child,
the children of the free covenant of promise, answer.
ing to Sarah, are free ; the children of the legal coveinnt of l>ondage are not so. on* from—i.e., taking its
origin from mount Sinai. Hence, it appears, he Is
troatlng of the moral law feh. 3. 19) chiefly (Hebrews,
12. 18). Paul was familiar with the district of Sinai in
Arabia (ch. 1. 17). bavin? gone thither after his conver
sion. At the gloomy scene nf the giving of the law, he
learned to appreciate, by contrast, the grace of the gosi>el, and so to cast off all his past lei.al dependencies,
which gendereth— i.e., bringing fortli children unto
bondage. Of. the phrase (Acta. 8. 26'. " children of the
covenant which God made... saying unto Abraham."
Agar—i.e.. Haear. 25 Translate, "For this word,
Hagar, is (Imports) mount Sinai in Arabia" [i.e., among
the Arabians,—in (V Arabian tongue). So Cunvaostom explains. Ilaraut, the traveller, says that to this
day the Arabians call Sinai. " Hadschar." i.e , Hagar,
meaning a rock or stone. Hsgar twice fled into the
desert of Arabia (Genesis. 10. and 21.): from her the
mountain and city took its name, and the people were
called Hagarenes. Sinai, with its rugged rocks, far
removed from the promised land, was well suited to
represent the lsw which Inspires with terror, and the
spirit of bondage, aniweretta— lit., "stands in the
same rank with;" **ehe corresponds to," die, Jerusalem
which now is—i e . the Jerusalem of the Jews, having
only a present temporary existence, in contrast with
W
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the spiritual Jerusalem of the gospel, which in germ,
nnder the form of the promise, existed ages before, and
shall be for ever in ages to come, and—The oldest
MS9. read, " For she is in bondage." As Hagar was
in bondage to her mistress, so Jerusalem that now is.
is in bondage to the law, and also to the Romans: ber
civil state thus being In accordance with her spiritual
state. IUknoeu] 26. This verse stands instead of
the sentence which we should expect, to correspond
to r. 24, "One from mount Sinai," viz , the oUier cove
nant from the heavenly mount above, which is
(answers in the allegory to) Sarah. Jerusalem...ab^ve—
Hebrews. 18. 22. "the heavenly Jerusalem." "New
Jerusalem, which cometh down out of heaven from
my God" (Revelation, 3. 12; 21. 2). Here " Vie Messianic
theocracy, which before Christ's second appearing is the
church, and after it, Christ's kingdom of glory."
TMetkr.] free—as Sarah was: opposed to "she is in
bondage" (v. 26). all—Omitted in many of the oldest
MS3., though supported by some. "Mother of us,"
viz., believers who are already members of the invisi
ble church, the heavenly Jerusalem, hereafter to be
manifested (Hebrews. 12. Yi . 27. (Isaiah, 64. 1.) thou
barren—Jem salem above: the spiritual church of the
gospel, the fruit of "the promise," answering to Sarah.
who bore not ** after Die flesh ;" as contrasted with the
law, answering to Hagar, who was fruitful in the
ordinary course of nature. Isaiah speaks primarily
of Israel's restoration after her long continued calami
ties ; but his language is framed by the Holy Spirit w
as to reach beyond this to tbe spiritual Zion: including
not only the Jews, the natural descendants of Abraham
and children of the law, but also the Gentiles. The
spiritual Jerusalem is regarded as " barren" whilst tbe
law trammelled Israel, for she then had no spiritual
children of the Gentiles, break forth—Into cr>ing;. 07
—shout for joy. many mere—tran slate as Greek" Many
are the children of the desolate [the New Testament
church made up in the greater part from the Gentiles,
irho once had not the promise, and so was destitute of
God as her hutbandj, more than of her which bath an
{Greek, thr) husband" (the Jewish church having God
for her husband, Isaiah, 64. 6; Jeremiah, 2. 2). Numer
ous as were the children of the legal covenant, those
of the gospel covenant are more so. The force of the
Greek article is, " Her who has the husband of which
the other is destitute." 28. we—The oldest MSS. and
versions are divided between "we"and "ye" "We"
better accords with v. 28, "Mother of us.' children cf
promise—not children after Vie flesh, but through the
promise [v. 23, 29, 31). " We are" so, and ought to wish
to continue so. 29. persecuted — Ishmael "mocked*
Isaac, which contained in it the germ and spirit of per
secution (Genesis, 21. 8.. His mocking was probably
directed against Isaac's piety and faith in God's pro
mises. Being the elder by natural birth, he haughtily
prided himself above hi in that was born by promise: as
Cain hated Abel's piety, him. ..born after the Spirit—The
language, though referring primarily to Isaac born in
a spiritual way [vie., by the promise or word of God.
rendered by His Spirit efficient out of the course of
nature, in making Sarah fruitful in old age), is so frarnel
as especially to refer to believers' justified by go«pe!
grace through faith, as opposed to carnal men, Juda
lzers, and legalists, even so it is now— ch. 6. U; 6. 12, if;
Acts, 0. 20; 13. 46, 40, Hi; 14. 1, 2, 19; 17. 6, 13; IS. A. 6.'
The Jews persecuted i'aul. not for preaching Chris
tianity in opposition to heathenism, but for preaching
it as distinct from Judaism. Except in the two cases
j of Philippi and Ephesus (where the persons beginning
tbe assault were pecuniarily interested in his expulI slonj, he was nowhere set upon by the Gentiles, unless
I they were first stirred up by the Jews. The coincidence
between I'aui's epistles and Luke's history (the Acts/
, in this respect, is plainly undesigned, and so a prouf u?
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renuioeness (act Palsy's Hora Paulincr). 30. Genesis,
•21. 10, 12, where Sarah's words are, " Shall not be heir
with my son, even with Isaac." But what was there
said literally, is here by inspiration expressed in its
allegorical spiritual import, applying to the Now
Testament believer, who w an ti typically "the son of
the free woman." In John, 8. 35, 36, Jesus refers to
this, cast out—from the house and inheritance: liter
ally. Ishmael; spiritually, the carnal and legalists, shall
sot be heir—The Greek is stronger, " mvst not be heir,"
or '■inherit.- 31. So then — The oldest MSS. read,
"Wherefore." This Is the conclusion inferred from
what precedes. In cb, 3. SO, and 4. 7, it was established
that we. New Testamant believers, are "heirs." If.
then, we are heirs, " we are not children of the bond
woman (whose son, according to Scripture, was 'not to
be heir.' r. 30), but of the free woman" (whose son was,
according to Scripture, to be heir). For we are not
** cast out " as Ishmael, but accepted as sons and heirs.
CHAPTER V.
Vex. l-M. Peroration. Exhortation to Stand
Fast in tub Gospel LiBrRTY, just Set forth, and
mot to be Led by Judaizkrs into Circumcision,
or Law- Justification: Yet though Free, to
Scare one another by Love: To Walk in the
Spirit, Bearino the Fruit thereof, not in the
Works of the Flesh. 1. The oldest MSS. read. "In
liberty (so Ai.ro kd, Moberley, Humphry, & Eixicott. But as there is no Greek for 'in,' as there is,
1 Corinthians. 10. 13; Philippians, 1, 27; 4. 1, I prefer
(ra n • lait n7.' It is for freedom that'}, Christ hath made
us free inot in, ox for. a state of bondage). Stand fast,
therefore, and be not entangled again in a yoke of
bondage" [viz., the law, ch. 4. 24 ; Acta, 16. 10). On
" again," see Note, ch. 4. 9. 2. Beholl— i.e. , Mark what
I say. I Paul—Though you now think less of my au
thority, I nevertheless give my name and personal
authority as enough by itself to refute all opposition
of adversaries, if ye be circumcised—Not as Alvord,
** If you will go on being circumcised." Bather. " If ye
suffer yourselves to be circumcised," viz., under the
notion of its being necessary Uj justification (v. 4; Acts,
15. l). Circumcision here is not regarded simply by
itself (for. viewed as a mere national rite, it was
practised for conciliation's sake by Paul himself. Acts,
19. 3', but as the symbol of Judaism and legalism in
general. If this be necessary, then the gospel of grace
is at an end. If the latter be the way of justification,
then Judaism is in no way so. Christ.. .profit.. .nothing
— (ch. 2. 2D For righteousness of works and justifica
tion by faith cannot co-exist. " He who is circumcised
[tor justification], is so ss fearing the law, and he who
fears, disbelieves the power of grace, and he who dis
believes can profit nothing by that grace which he dis
believes.
[Chrysostuk.J 3. For — Greek, •'Yea,
more:" "Moreover." I testify.. .to every iu-as well
as " unto you" (v. 2). that is circumcised—that submits
to be circumcised. Such a one became a "proselyte
of righteousness." the whole law—impossible for man
to keep even in part, much less wholly (James, 2. 10, ;
yet none can be justified by the law, unless he keep it
w: holly (ch. 3. 10). 4. Lit., " Ye have become void
from Christ," i.e.. your connexion with Christ hAS be
come void ic. 2). Koinana, 7. 2, " Loosed from the law,"
h here the same Greek occurs as here, whosoever of yon
are Justified—"are being justified," i.e., are endeavour
ing to be justified, by the law—Greek," in the law," as
the element in which justification is to take place, fallea from grace—ye no longer "stand** in grace (Romans,
5. 27. Grace and legal righteousness cannot co-exist
(Romans, 4. 4, fi; 11. 6). Christ, by circumcision (Luke,
2. 2ii, undertook to obey all the law, and fulfil all nghteonsnes3 for us: any. therefore, that now seeks to fulfil
the law for himself in auy degree forjustifying righteous
ness, sc» ex* himself fn.ni the grace which Hows froin

not, but a New Creature.

Christ's fulfilment of it, and becomes "a debtor to do
the whole law" (v. 3 . The decree of the Jerusalem
council bad said nothing so strong as this; it had merely
decided that Gentile Christians were not bound to
legal observances. But the Gnlatians. whilst not pre
tending to be bo bound, imagined there was an efficacy
In them to merit a higher degree of perfection ich. 3. 3).
This accounts for St. Paul not referring to the decree
at all. He took much higher ground. See Palev'3
Hora? Paulina. The natural mind loves outward
fetters, and is apt to forge them for itself, to stand iu
lieu of holiness of heart. 5. For—Proof of the assertion.
"fallen from grace." by contrasting with the case of
legalists, the "hope"of C/irw(ta»is. through the Spirit
—Greek, rather, " by the Spirit;" in opposition to by Vie
flesli Ich. 4. 29), or fleshly ways of justification, as
circumcision and legal ordinances. "We" isemphatical, and contrasted with " whosoever of you would
be justified by the law" [v. 4). the hope of righteous
ness—" We wait for the (realization of the) hope (which
is the fruit) of the righteousness (i.e., justification
which comes) by [lit., front—out of) faith," Romans, 5.
1, 4. 6; 8. 24. 26, " Hope. ..we with patience wait for it/
This is a farther step than being " justified;" not only
are we this, but " wait for the hope* which is connect' d
with it, and is its full consummation. " Righteousness,"
in the sense of justification, is by the believer once for
all already attained; but the consummation of it in
future perfection above, is the object of hope to b*
vTOited for: "the crown of righteousness laid up*
(2 Timothy, 4. 8): "the hope laid up for you in heaven'
(Colossians, 1. 6; 1 Peter, l. 3). 6. For—Confirming the
truth that it is "by faith" [v. 6). in Jesus Christ —
Greek, "in Christ Jesus." In union with Christ (the
ANOINTED Saviour/, that Is, Jesus of Nazareth, ror
uo circumcision—This is levelled against those who,
being not legalists, or Judaizers, think themselves
Christians on this ground alone, faith which woikal.
by love—Greefc. "working," &c This corresponds to
"a new creature " (ch. 6. 16), as its definition. Thus
in p. 6, 6, we have the three, "faith," "hope," ami
"love.* The Greek expresses, "Which effectually
worketh:" which exhibits its enerw by love (»o
1 Thessalonians, 2. 13). Lore is not joined witu/i/itf*
in justifying, but is the principle of the works which
follow after justification by faith. Let not legalists,
upholding circumcision, think that the essence of the
law is set at nought by the doctrine of justification by
faith only. Nay. "all the law is fulfilled in one word
—love," which is the principle on which ** faith work
eth" (v. 14). Let them, therefore, seek this "faith,"
which will enable them truly to fulfil the law. Again,
let not those who pride themselves on un circumcision
think that, because the law does not justify, they are
free to walk after "the flesh" (v. 13). l>et them, then,
seek that "love" which is inseparable from true faith
(James, 2. S, Vi-'li). Love is utterly opposed to the
enmities which prevailed among the Galatians (p. 15,20j.
The Spirit (v. vi is a Spirit of '"faith "and "love" (cf.
Romans, J4. 17; l Corinthians, 7. 19;. 7. Translate,
"Ye were running well" in the gospel race (I Corin
thians, i>. 24 2C; Philippians, 3. 13, 14). who, Aic.—none
whom you ought to have listened to [BenuklJ; allud
ing to the Judaizers (cf. ch. 3. l). hinder—The Greek
means, lit., "hinder by breaking up a road." cot obey
the truth — not submit yourselves to the true gospel
way of justification. 8, This persuasion—Greek, "The
persuasion," viz., to which you are yielding. There is
a play on words in the original, the Greek for persua
sion being akin to "vboj" (v. 7). This persuasion
which ye have obeyed, couitth njt of—i.e., from: Does
not emanate from Jiiui, Lut from an enemy, that
caJleth you— i«. 13; ch. 1. 6; Philippians, 3. 11; 1 Thes
salonians, 6. 24.) The calling is the rule of the whole
race. U*l.\gex.J 9. A Utile leaven—Tkn/uUe tutdtius,
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not Legalism nor Lietntionsnerf.
Our CaSina is to Gospel Liberty,
oT the Judaizers. A small portion of legalism, if it less as a castaway foreskin (ch. l. 7. 8; cf. Philippine*.
bo mixed with the gospel, corrupts its purity. To arid 3. 2). The fathers, Jkjkime, A Mimosa, Augustine.
legal ordinances and works in the least degree to justi and Chrysostom, explain it," Would that they would
fication by faith, is to undermine "the whole." So even cut themselves off," i.e.. cat off not merely the
"leaven" is used of false doctrine (Matthew, 18. 12; cf. foreskin, but the whole member: if circumcision be not
13. 33}. In l Corinthians, 6. 6, it means the corrupting enough for them, then let them have excision also: an
influence of one bad person: so BgNorx. understands outburst hardly suitable to the gravity of an apostle.
it here to refer to the person (v. 7. 8, 10) who misled But v. 0, 10, plainly point to excommunication as the
them. Ecclesiastes, 9. 18, "One sinner destroyeth judgment threatened against the troublers; and danger
much good" (1 Corinthians, 16. 33). I prefer to refer it of the bad "leaven" spreading, as the reason for it.
to false doctrine, answerina to " persuasion" (e. 8). 10. 13. The "ye" is emphatical, from its position in the
Greek, "I {emphatical: "I on my part") have confi Greek, "Ye brethren," &c.: as opposed to those legal
dence is the Lord ivith regard to you (2 Thessaloni&ns, ists "who trouble you." onto liberty—The Greek ex
3. 4;, that ye will be none otherwise minded* (than presses, " On a footing of liberty." The state or condi
what by this epistle 1 desire you to be, Philippians, tion in which ye have been called to salvation, is one of
3. 1J?. but h« that troableth yon— (ch. l. 7; Acts. 16. 24; liberty. Gospelliberty consists in three things, freedom
Joshua, 7. 25; L Kings, 18. 17, IS.) Some one, probably, from the Mosaic yoke, from sin, and from slavish fear.
was prominent among the seducers, though the de only, &c.—translate, " Only turn not your liberty into
nunciation applies tolhetnall (ch. 1.7; 4. 17*. shall bear an occasion for the flesh." Do not give the flesh the
— as a he-vy burden, his—his due and inevitable judg handle or pretext (Romans, 7. 9, " occasion"; for its in
ment from God. St. Paul distinguishes the case of the dulgence which it eagerly seeks for : do not let it make
seduced, who were misled through thoughtlessness, and Christian " liberty" its pretext for indulgence (v. IS. 17;
who, now that they are set rhjitby him, be confidently 1 Peter, 2. 10; 2 Peter, 2. 19; Jude, 4 . bat by love serve
hopes, in Cod's goodness, will return to the right way, one another—Greek, " Be servants (be in bondage) to
from that of the seducer w ho Is doomed to judgment. one another f If ye must be servants, then be tervantM
w!ioio;ver he be—whether great (ch. l. 8) or small. 11. to one another in love. Whilst free as to legalism, be
Translate, " If I am still preaching las I did before con bound by Love (the article in the Greek personifies love
version, circumcision, why am I still persecuted?" The in the abstract) to serve one another" (l Corinthians.
Judaiziug troubler of the Calatians had said, "Paul 0. IS). Here he hints at their unloving strifes springing
himself preaches circumcision," as is shown by his hav out of lust of power. " For the lust of power is the
ing circumcised Timothy (Acts, 10. 3; cf. also Acts, 20. 6; mother of heresies." [Chrysostox.] 14. all the law—
21. 24). Paul replies by anticipation of their objection, Greek, "the whole law." viz., the Mosaic law. Love to
As regards myself, the fact that I am still persecuted God is pro-supposed as the root from which tow to our
by the Jews, shows plainly that I do not preach cir neighbour springs; and it is in this sense the latter pre
cumcision ; for it is just because I preach Christ cruci cept (so " word" means here) is said to be the fulfilling
fied, and not the Mosaic law. as the sole ground of "ait the law" (Leviticus, 19. 18). Love is "the law
ofjustification, that they persecute mo. If for concilia of Christ" (ch. 6. 2; Matthew, 7. 12; 22, 39, 40; Roniam, IX
tion he lived as a Jew among the Jews, it was in accor 9.10). is fulfilled—Not as received text "is being ful
dance with his principle enunciated (1 Corinthians, 7. filled," but as the oldest MSS. read," has been fulfilled ;"*
18, 20; 9. 20). Circumcision, or uncircumcislon, are and so "receives its full perfection/' as rudimentary
things indifferent in themselves; their lawfulness or un teachings are fulfilled by the more perfect doctrine.
lawfulness depends on the animus of him who used The law only united Israelites together; the gospel
them. The Gentile Galatians" animus in circumcision unites all men, and that in relation to God. [Gkoti i -v J
could only be their supposition that it influenced 15. bite—backbite the character, devour—the substance.
favourably their standing before God. Paul's living as by injuring, extortion, &c (Habakkuk. 1. 13; Matthew.
a Gentile among Gentiles, plainly showed that, if he 23. 14; 2 Corinthians, 11. 20!. consumed, £c—Strength
lived as a Jew among Jews, it was not that he thought it of soul, health of body, character, and resources, are ail
meritorious before Coil, but as a matter indifferent, consumed by broils. LBkmgel ) 16. This 1 say then—
wherein he might lawfully conform as a Jew by biith Repeating in other words, and explaining the sentiment
to those with whom he was. in order to put no needless In v. 13, " What I mean is this," Walk in the Spirit—
stumblingblock to the gospel in the way of his country Greek, "By (the rule of) the (Holy) Spirit." Of. e. 15-is,
men, thou— Presuming that I did so."then," in that 22, 25; ch. 0. 1-8, with Romans, 7. 22; 8. 11. The best way
case, "the offence of stumblingblock, 1 Corinthians, to keep tares out of a bushel is to fill it with wheat.
1. 23, occasioned to the Jews by] the cross has become the flesh—the natural man, out of which flow the evils
done away." Thus the Jews' accusation against specified Iv. 19-21). The spirit and the flesh mutually
Stephen, was not that he preached Christ crucified, but exclude one another. It is promised, not that we should
that "he spake blasphemous words against tills holy have no evil lusts, but that we should " not fuJnl "
place and Vie law.' T) ley would, in some measure, have them. If the spirit that is In us can be at ease under
borne the former, if he had mixed with it justification sin, it is not a spirit that comes from the Holy Spirit.
in part by circumcision and the law, and if be had, The gentle dove trembles at the sight even of a hawk's
through the medium of Christianity, brought converts feather. 17. For—The reason why walking by the Spirit
to Judaism. lint ifjustification in any degree depended will exclude fulfilling the lusts of the flesh, viz.. their
on legal ordinances, Christ's crucifixion in that degree mutual contrariety, the Spirit—not "iuateth." but
was unnecessary, and could profit nothing [v. 2, 4). " tendeth (or some such word is to be supplied] agaip»t
"Worldly Wiseman, of the town of Carnal Policy, turns the flesh." so that ye cannot do the things that ye wvoU
Christian out of the narrow way of the Cross, to the —The Spirit strives against the flesh and its evil influ
house of Legality. But the way to it was np a moun ence ; the flesh against the Spirit and His good influence,
tain, which, as Christian advanced, threatened to fall on so that neither tiie one nor the other can be fully carried
him and crush him, amidst flashes of lightning from out into action, "But" Iv. 18) where "the Spirit''
the mountain [PUgrim't Progress; Hebrews, 12. 18-21). prevails, the issue of the struggle no longer continue
13. they.. .which trouble yon—translate, as the Greek is doubtful (Romans, 7. 16-20). [Henciel.1 The Greek is.
different from v. 10,"Tuey who are unsettling you." ware " that ye may not do the things that ye would." ** The
even cot off—even as they desire your foreskin to be cut flesh and Spirit are contrary one to the other," $o that
<uT and cast away by circumcision, so would that they you must distinguish what proceeds from the Suiru,
«*ri svrn cut ojf from your communion, being worth- and what from the flesh ; and you mutt not fv\JU vnat
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von desire according to the carnal self, but what the
Spirit within you desires. [Neandkr.I Bat the
antithesis of v. is (" lint," die), where the conflict is
decided, shows, I think, that here, v. 17, contemplates
the inability both for fully accomplishing the good we
" fcould," owing to the opposition of the Jtesii, and for
doing the evil our flesh would desire, owing to the op
position ottheSpirit in the awakened man (such as the
Galatians are assumed to be), until we yield ourselves
wholly by the Spirit to " walk by the Spirit " [v. 1G, 18).
18." If ye are led igive yourselves up to be led} by [Greek)
the Spirit, ye are not under the law." For ye are not
working the works of the flesh {v. 10. 19-21) which bring
one "under the law1* (Romans, 8. 2, 14). The "Spirit
makes free from the law of sin and death" (v. 23). The
law is made for a fleshly man, and for the works of
the flesh (l Timothy, l. y\ "not for a righteous man"
'Roman?. 6. 14, 15 . 19-23 Confirming v. 18, by showing
the contrariety between the works of the flesh and
the fruit of the Spirit, manifest—The hidden fleshly
principle betrays itself palpably by its works, so that
these are not hard to discover, and leave no doubt that
they come not from the Spirit, which are these—
Greek, " such as," for instance. Adultery—Omitted In
the oldest MSS. lssciviousness—rather, ** wantonness,"
petulance, capricious insolence : it may display itself
in " lascivtousnesa," but not necessarily or constantly
so (Mxrk, 7. 21. 22, where it is not associated with
fleshly lusts]. [Trench.] " Works" (in the plural; are
attributed to the " flesh," because they are divided,
and often at variance with one another, and even when
taken each one by itself, betray their fleshly origin.
But the **/ruit of the Spirit" iv, 23) is singular, because,
however manifold the results, they form one harmoni
ous whole. The results of the flesh are not dignified
by the name " fruit;" they are but "works" (Ephesians,
5. 9, Hi. He enumerates those fleshly works (committed
against our neighbour, against God, and against our
selves; to which the Galatians were most prone (the
Kelts have always been prone to disputations and
internal strifes); and those manifestations of the fruit
of the Spirit rooat needed by them (v. 13, 15). This pas
sage shows that " the flesh" does not mean merely
sensuality, as opposed to spirituality; for "divisions"
in the catalogue here do not flow from sensuality. The
Identification of "the natural {Greek, animalsoulled)
man," with the "carnal" or fleshly man (1 Corin
thians, 2. 14], shows that "the flesh" expresses human
nature as estranged from God. Trench observes, as
a proof of our fallen state, how much richer is every
vocabulary in words for sios. than in those for graces.
St. Fan! enumerates sevndeen " works of the flesh,"
only nine manifestations of " the fruit of the Spirit" (cf.
Ephesians, 4. 31). £0. witchcraft—sorcery: prevalent in
Asia (Acts. 19. 19; cf. Revelation. 21. S). hatred—Greek,
" hatreds." variance—Greek, " strife :" singular in the
oldest MSS. emulations—In the oldest AtiS. singular,
"emulation," or rather, "jealousy :n for the sake of
i.tee's own advantage. " Envyings" («. 21] are even with
out advantage to the person himself. [Rkngrl.] wr.tth
—Greek, plural, "passionate outbreaks." [Alford.]
strife—rather as Greek, "factions," "cabals' derived
from a Greek root, meaning " a worker for hire;" hence,
unworthy mean*for compassing endg, factious practices.
seditions—" dissensions," as to secular matters, heresies
—as to sacred things {Note, 1 Corinthians, 11. 19). Selfconstituted parties : from a Greek root, to clioose. A
schism is a more recent split In a congregation from a
difference1 of opinion. Heresy is a schism become In
veterate. [AeousTiNK, Con. Crtscon, Don,, 2. 7.] 21.
tell.. . before—viz., before the event. I. ..told you in time
past ■ when I was with you. you— who, though main
taining justification by the law. are careless about
keeping the law (Romans, 2. 21-23). not inherit.. .singesmufGod— ,1 Corinthian!, 6. 9, 10; Ephesians, 4. 6.) 23.
407
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love—the leader of the band of graces (1 Corinthians
13.). gentleness— Greek, "benignity" conciliatory to
others: whereas "goodness," though ready to do good,
has not such suavity of manner. [Jerome.) Alfokd
translates, " kindness." faith — " faithfulness :" op
posed to "heresies." TBenqel.] Alford refers to
1 Corinthians. 13. 7, " Believeth all things ?' faith in
the widest sense, toward God and man. "Trustful
ness." { Cos yd rare & Howson.] 23. temperance —
The Greek root implies self-restraint as to one's desires
and lusts, against such—not persons, but things, as in
v. 21. no law—Confirming v. 18. " Not under the law"
(I Timothy, 1. 9, 10). The law itself commands love
(v. 14): so far is it from being "against such." 24. The
oldest MSS. read," They that are of Christ Jesus:" they
that belong to Christ Jesus: being " led by (His) Spirit"
(u. 16). have crucified the flesh—They nailed it to the
cross once for all when they becameChrist's, on believ
ing and being baptized (Romans, 6. 3, 4); they keep it
note in a state of crucifixion (Romans, G. 6): so that the
Spirit can produce in them, comparatively uninter
rupted by it, "the fruit of the Spirit" (v. Z'-'J. "Man,
by faith, is dead to the former standing-point of a sin
ful life, and rises to a new life [v. 26) of communion
with Christ (Colossians, 3. 3). The act by which they
hare crucified the flesh with its lust. Is already accom
plished ideally in principle. Rut the practice, or out
ward conformation of the life, must harmonize with
the tendency given to the inward life" [v. 26). [Neandeb, J We are to be executioners, dealing cruelly with
the body of sin, which has caused the acting of all
cruelties on Christ's body, with the affections —
translate, " with its passions." Thus they are dead to
the law's condemning power, which is only for the
fleshly, and their lusts [v. 23). 25. in. ..in—rather, as
Greek," it we live [Note, v. 24) by the Spirit, let us also
walk lv, 16; ch. 6. 16) by the Spirit." Let our life in
practice correspond to the ideal inner principle of our
spiritual life, viz.. our standing by faith as dead to. and
severed from, sin, and the condemnation of the law.
" Life by (or in] the Spirit." is not an occasional influence
of the Spirit, but an abiding state, wherein we are
continually alive, though sometimes sleeping and in
active. 26. Greek, " Let us not become." Whilst not
asserting that the Galatians are " vatn-yU-riovj " now,
he says they are liable to become so. provoking one
another—an effect of "vain-gloriousness" on the stronger;
as "envying" is its effect on the weaker, A danger
common both to the orthodox and Judaising Galatians.
CHAPTER VI.
Ver. 1-18. Exhortations Continued: To FOR
bearance and humility: llbekalitv to teach krs
and in General. Postscript and Renet>iction.
1. Brethren—An expression of kindness, to conciliate
attention. Translate as Greek. " If a man eren be over
taken" tie., caught in the very act [Auokd & EllicottJ ; before he expects ; unexpectedly). Rengel
explains the "before" In the Greek compound verb,
" If a man even be overtaken in a I'ault before ourselves.
If another has really been overtaken in a fault the first;
for often he who is first to find fault. Is the very one
who h&s first tran&trrcssed. afault—Oreefc," a transgres
sion," "a fail .'" such as a falling back into legal bon
dage. Here be gives monition to those who have not
so fallen, "the spiritual," to be not "vain-glorious"
(ch. 6. 26], but forbearing to such (Romans, 16. V- re
store—The Greek is used of a dislocated limb, reduced
to its place. Such is the tenderness with which we
should treat a fallen member of the church in restor
ing him to a better state, the spirit of meekness— Uit
meekness which is the gift of the Holy Spirit working
in our spirit (ch. 6. 22. 26). ** Meekness" is that temper
of spirit towards God whereby we accept His dealings
without disputing; then, towards men, whereby we en
dure meekly their prgtacaUoas, and do not withdraw
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ourselves from the burdens which their sins impoee
upon ua. [Trench.] considering myself—Transition
from the plural to the singular. When congregations
•re addressed collectively, each individual should take
home the monition to himself, tfiou also be tempted—
as is likely to happen those who reprove others with
out meekness (cf. Matthew, 7. 2-5; 2 Timothy. 2. 26;
James. 2. 13). 2. If ye. legalists, must " bear burdens.'*
then instead of le^al burdens (Matthew, 23. 41." bear one
another's burdens," tit., " weights." Distinguished by
Rknukl from "burden," v. 4 ia different Greek word,
"loaU"J: "weights" exceed the strength of those under
them; " burden" is proportioned to the strength, so
fulfil -or as other old MSS. read. "So ye will fulfil."
Greek, "fill up," " thoroughly fulfil/ the law of Cniist
—eis., "lore" (ch. 5. 14). Since ye desire "the law,"
then fulfil the law of Christ, which is not made up
of various minute observances, but whose sole "burden"
is" love",John. 13. 31; 15. lv); Romans, 15. 3. gives Christ
a* the example in the particular duty here. 3.£elf-cnnceit. the chief hindrance to forbearance and sympathy
towards our fellowmen. must be laid aside, something
—possessed of some spiritual pre-eminence, so as to be
exempt from the fruity of other men. when fie is not lung—The Greek is subjective: "Being, if he would
come to himself, and look on the real fact, nothing "
IAltobj)] (v. 2, 6; Romans, 12. 3; I Corinthians. 8. 2)
deceiveth himself—{if., "he mentally deceives himself.*1
Cf. James. 1. 2ti. "deceiveth his own heart." 4. bis own
work—not merely his own opinion of himself, have
rejoicing in himself alone—translate, " Have hi* [matter
for) glorying in regard to himself alone, and not in
regard to another" (ru., not in regard to his neighbour,
by comparing himself with whom, he has fancied he
has matter for boasting as Otat neighbour's superior).
Not that really a man by looking to " himself alone " is
likely to find cause for glorying in himself. Nay, in
v. 6. he speaks of a " burden" or load, not of matter for
glorying, as what really belongs to each man. But he
refers to the idea tliose whom he censures tiad <\f them
selves: they tltouglU they had cause for " glorying " in
themselves, but It all arose from unjust self- conceited
comparison of themselves with others, instead of look
ing at home. The only true glorying, if glorying it Is to
be called, is In the testimony of a good conscience*
glorying in the cross of Christ. 5. For (by this way,
v. 4, of proving himself, not depreciating his neighbour
by comparison] each man shall bear his own ** burden,**
or rather. " load " (cii , of sin and infirmity), the Greek
being different from that in v. 2. This verse does not
contradict v. 2. There he tells them to bear with
others' " burdens" of luflnnity in sympathy; here, that
self-examination will make a man to feel he has enough
to do with " lus own load * of sin, without comparing
himself boastfully with his neighbour. Cf. f.S. Instead
of " thinking himself to be something," he shall feel the
" load" of his own sin ; and this will lead him to bear
sympathetically with his neighbour's burden of in
firmity, .tlsnp says a man carries two bags over his
shoulder, the one with his own sins hanging behind,
that with his neighbour's sins in front. 6. From the
mention of bearing one another's burdens, he passes
to one way in which those burdens may be borne—by
ministering out of their earthly goods to their spiri
tual teachers. The " but ** in the Greek, beginning of
this verse, expresses this: I said. Each shall bear his
own burden; but I do not intend that he should not
think of others, and especially of the wants of his
ministers, communicate unto him—"impart a share
unto his teacher:" lit., him that teaclieUi catecheticall y.
in all good things—In every kind of the good things of
Vtis life, according as the case may require (Romans,
16. 27: 1 Corinthians. 9. 11. 14). 7. God is not mocked
—The Greek verb is lit., to sneer with the nostrils drawn
up in contempt. Cod does not suffer himself to be imSOS
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posed on by empty words : He will judge accordixu: t •
works, which am seeds sown for eternity of either joy
or woe. Excuses for illiberality in God's cause (c. u
seem valid before men, but are not so before G<xl
(Psalm 60. 21,*. soweth — especially of bis resources
(2 Corinthians. 9. 6J. that—Greek, "this:" this and
nothing else, reap — at the Itarvest. the end of the
world Matthew, 13. 39 . 8. Translate." He thatausretb
unto hi* own flesh," with a view to fulfilling its desireHe does not say, "Hi* Spirit," as be does aay, **flis
flesh." For in ourselves we are not spiritual, bat
carnal. The flesh ia devoted to selfishness, cerruptuo.
—i.e.. destruction (Philippians, 3. 19.. Cf. as to the
deliverance of believers from " corruption " (Romans.
6. 21). The use of the term " corruption " instead, im
plies that destruction is not an arbitrary punishment
of fleshly-niindedness, but is its natural fruit : the
corrupt flesh producing corruption, which is another
word for destruction : corruption is the fault, and cor
ruption the punishment \Sotc, l Corinthians, 3. 17;
2 Peter. 2. 12). Future life only expands the seed sown
here. Men cannot mock God, because they can deceive
themselves. They who sow tares cannot reap wheat.
They alone reap life eternal who sow to the Spiii:
(Psalm 126. 6; Proverbs, 11. 16; 22. 8; Hosea,S. 7; 10, 1_\
Luke. 10. 26; Romans, a. 11; James, 6. "i. 0. i2 The*
salonians. 3. 13.) And when we do good, let us also
persevere in it without fainting, in doe season—in iu
own proper season. God's own time [1 Timothy. 6. 16).
faint not—lit., "be relaxed." Stronger than "be not
weary." Weary ofwellrduing refers to the will;" faint,"
to relaxation of the powers. [Bung ax. J No one should
faint, as in an earthly harvest sometimes happens. 10
Translate, "So then, according as ii.«., in proportion a*
we have season it.*., opportunity), let us work m distinct
Greek verb from that for " do," in v. 9) that ich ich is tin
each case; good." As thou art able, and whilst thou ar>.
able, and when thou art able lEcclesiastes, 9. 10). We
have now the "season" for sowing, as also there will
be hereafter the " due season" (v. 9) for reaping. The
whole life is. in one Beuse. the "seasonable oppor
tunity" to us; and, in a narrower sense, there occur
in it more especially convenient seasons. The latter
are sometimes lost In looking for stiU more convenient
seasons (Acts, 24. 25). We shall not always hare the op
portunity " we have" now. Satan is sharpened to the
greater zeal in injuring us, by the shortness of his time
(Revelation, 12. I2j. Let us be sharpened to the greater
seal in well*dcwig by the shortness of out's, then who
arc of the household— Every right-minded man does well
to the member* of his own family (1 Timothy, 6. $i ; su
believers are to do to those of the household of faith,
i.e.. those whom faith has made members of ** the
household of God" lEybesiaus, 2. IB,: "the house o:
God" (I Timothy, 3. 16; l Peter, 4. 17). 11. Rather," See
in /ww large letters I hare written." The Greek U
translated "how great,' Hebrews, 7. 4, the only other
passage whero it occuxb in the New Testament. Owin<
to his weakness of eyes (ch. 4. IS) he wrote in lu.rr.
letters. SoJekomk. All the oldest MSS. are written
In uncial, i.e.. capital letters, the cursive, or small let
ters, being of more recent date. St. Paul seema to have
had a difficulty in writing, which led him to make the
uncial letters larger than ordinary writers did. Thx
mention of these is as a token by which they woolM
know that he wrote the whole epistle with his own
hand ; as he did also the pastoral epistles, which Urn
epistle resembles in style. He usually dictated his
epistles to an amanuensis, excepting the concluding
salutation, which he wrote himself ( Romans, 16. si,
1 Corinthians, 10. 21). This letter, he tells the Gaiatian*.
he writeB with his own hand, no doubt in order tbtt
they may see what a regard he had for them, is coctrast to the Judaizing teachers (v. 12) who sought only
their own ease, if English Version be retained, the
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words," how large a letter" (lit., " in how large letters'1),
will not refer to the length of the epistle absolutely, but
that it was a large one for him to have written with his
own band. Neasdkr supports EnglUh Version* as
more appropriate to the earnestness of the apostle, and
the tone of the epistle: "How laruc" will thus be put
for "how many." 12. Contrast between his zeal in
their behalf, implied in e. U, and the seal for self on
the part of the Judaixers. make s fair show— (2 Corin
thians, 5. 12.1 in the flesh— in outward things, they
—It is "these" who, &c constrain you—by example
'b. 13) and Importuning, only lest — "only that they
may not." &c. (cf. ch. 5. 11). suffer persecution—Thoy
escaped in a great degree the .Tews' bitterness against
Christianity and the offence of the cross of Christ, by
making the Mosaic law a necessary preliminary; infact,
making Christian converts into Jewish proselytes. 13.
Translate. "For not even do they who submit to
circumcision, keep the law themselves (Bomans, S.
17-23), but they wish you (empbaUcal) to be circumcised,"
At They arbitrarily selected circumcision out of the
whole law, as though observing it would stand instead
of their non-observance of the rest ef the law. that
they nay glory in your flesh—viz., in the outward chance
(opposed to an inicard change wrought by the Spirit)
which they have effected in bringing you over to their
own J ewisbrChristian party. 14. Translate* "But as
for me (in opposition to those gloriers * in your flesh,'
v. 13), God forbid that I," &c. in the cross—the atoning
death on the cross, Cf. Philippians, 3. 3, 7, 8, as a
specimen of his glorying. The "cross," the great object
of shame to them, and to all carnal men is the ureal
object of glorying to me. For by it, the worst of deaths,
Christ has destroyed all kinds ol death. [AUGUaTlNB,
tract. 86, on John, sec 4.] We arc to testify the power
of Christ's death working in us. after the manner of
crucifixion [ch. 6. 24; Romans, 6. 6, 0). our—He reminds
the Galatians by this pronoun, that they bad a share
in the "Lord Jesus Christ" (the full name is used for
greater solemnity', and therefore ought to glory in
Christ's cross, as he did. the world—inseparably allied
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to the "flesh" (v. 13). Legal and fleshly ordinances are
merely outward, and " elements of the world" (ch. 4. 3).
is—rather, as Greek, " has been crucified to me " (ch.
3. 20). fie used "crucified" for dead [Colossians, 2. 20.
" dead with Christ "), to imply his oneness with Chri st
trucifud (Philippians, 3. 1QJ : "the fellowship of his
sufferings being made conformable unto lis death."
15. availeth-The oldest MSS, read, "is" (cf. ch. 6. 6).
Not only are they o( no avail, but they are nothing.
So far are they from being matter for " glorying," that
they are "nothing." Bnt Christ's cross is "all in all."
as a subject for glorying, in "the new creature"
(Ephesians, 2. 10. 16, 16). new creature— (2 Corinthians.
6. 17.) A transformation by the renewal of the mind
(Romans, 12. 2). 16, as many—Contrasting with the "as
many," v. 12, rule—lit., a straight rule, to detect
crookedness: so a rule of life, peace—from God (Ephe*
sians, 2. 14-17; 6. 23). mercy—(Romans, 16. 9.) Israel of
God—not the Israel after the flesh, among whom those
teachers wish to enrol you ; but the spiritual seed
of Abraham ty faith (ch. 3. 0. 20; Romans, 2. 88, 20;
Philippians, 8. 3). 17. let no man trouble me— by oppos
ing my apostolic authority, seeing that it is stamped
by a sure seal, viz., "I (in contrast to the Judaism?
teacher who gloried in the flesh) bear " (as a high mark
of honour from the King of kings), the marks—pro
perly, marks branded on slaves to indicate their
owners. So St. Paul's scars of wounds received for
Christ's sake, indicate to whom he belongs, and in
whose free and glorious service he is (2 Corinthians, n,
23-26). The Judaizing teachers gloried in the circum
cision mark in the flesh of their jollowtrs : St. Paul
glories in the marks of .suffering for Christ on his own
body (cf. v. 14; Philippians, 3. 10; Colossians, 1. 24). the
Lord—Omitted in the oldest MSS. 18. Brethren— Place
it, as Greek, last in the sentence, before the "Amen."
After much rebuke and monition, he bids them fare
well with the loving expression of orotfter/iood as his
last parting word (A'cte, ch. l. 0J, be with your spirit—
which, I trust, will keep down the Jlesh (1 Thessalor.ians, 6. 23; 2 Timothy, 4. 22; Philemon 26).

THE EPISTLE OF PAUL THE APOSTLE TO THE

EPHESIANS.
INTRODUCTION.
TH E beading (ch. 1. 1), and ch . 3. 1, show that this epistle claims to be that of St. Paul This claim is confirmed by the
testimonies of Irenanis, Harems, 8. ft, 3, and I. 8, 8; Clemens, AUxandrinus Stromata, 4. see. 89; and Pad. I., sec. 8;
Origin, adv. Cets. 4. til. It is quoted by Talentinus (1(0 A.D.), via, ch. 3. 14-18, as we know from HippolytoV R*fut. of
Ifans., p. 193. Polyoarp, Ep. PhUipp., ch. IS, testifies to its canonicity. So Tertullien adv. Ifareion. *. 17. Ignatius, Kph 12,
which alludes to the frequent and affectionate mention made by St Paul of the Christian state, privileges, and persons
of the Ephesians. in bis epistle.
Two theories, besides the ordinary one, have been held on the question, to whom the epistle is addressed Groiius.
after the heretic Mardon, maintains that it was addressed to the chureh at Laodicea, and that if is the epistle to which
St Paul refers, Cul .asians, 4. 18. But the epistle to the Colossians was probably written before that to the Ephesians. as
appears from the parallel passages in Ephesians bearing marks of being expanded from those in Colossians; and Marciou
Ktau to hare drawn his notion, as to our epistle, from St Paul's allusion (Colossians, 4. 18) to an epistle addressed by him
to the LaoJlceana Origen, and Clement of Alexandria, and even Tertullian, who refers to Marcion, give no sanction to his
notion. Ho single MS. contains the heading, "to the saints that are at Laodicea." The very resemblance of the epistle
to the Ephesians to that to the Colossians, is against the theory; for if the former were really the one addressed to Laodicea
(Colotsaans, 4. 18), St. Paul would not hare deemed rtnecessary that the churches of Colosse and Laodicea should interchange
epistle*. The greetings, moreoTcr (Colossians, 4. 15*, which he sends through the Colossians to the Laodicean*, are quiU
incompatible with the idea that Paul wrote an epistle to the LaodUeans at the same time, and by the same bearer, Tyehicus
(the bearer of ourepiitle to the Ephesians, as well as of that to Colosse); for who, under such circumstances, but would send
the greetings directly In the letter to the party saluted? The letter to Laodicea was evidently written some time before
that to Colosse. Archbishop Usher has advanced the second theory : That it was an encyclical letter headed, as in MS. B. ,
" to the saints that are
and to the faithful," the name of each church being inserted in the copy sent to it; and that
tt* being sent to Sphtsus Arst, occasioned its beine entitled, as now, the Epistle to the Ephesians. Al/ord makes the follow
ias objections u this theory :—(l.) It is at variance with the spirit of the epistle, which is cleanly addreacd to on« s»;
3i»
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of persons throughout, co-existing Id one place, ud as one body, and under the came circumstances. (3.) The improbability
that the apostle, who in two of his epistles (9 Corinthians and GsJatians) has so plainly specified their encyclical cbanc er.
should have here omitted luch specification. (J.) The stilt greater improbability that he ahoold have, as on this hypothesis
must be assumed, written a circular epistle to a district, of which Ephesus was the commercial capital, addressed to
various churches within that district, yet from its very contents (as by the opponents' hypothesis) not admitting of applica
tion to the church of that metropolis, in which he had spent so long a time, and to which be was so affectionately bound.
<4J The inconsistency of this hypothesis with the address of the epistle, and the universal testimony of the ancient churchThe absence of personal greetings is not an argument for either of the two theories; for similarly there are none in Galattans,
l'hilippians, 1 and 3 Thesnlouians, 1 Timothy. The better he knows the parties addressed, and the more general and
h jlemn the subject, the less he seems to give of these individual notices. Writing, as he does in our epistle, on the consti
tution and prospects of Christ's universal church, he refers the Epheeians, as to personal matters, to the bearer of the
epistle, Tychicus |cb. 6. 11. 33). As to the omission of * which ere at Ephesus" (ch. 2. l),in MS. B..so"in Rome" (Romans,
1. 7) is omitted in some old HSS. : it was probably done by churches among whom it was rcud, in order to generalize the
reference of its contents, and especially where the subject of the epistle is catholic. The words are found in the margin
of B.. from a first hand ; and are found io all the oldest MS3. and versions.
St Paul's first visit to Ephesus (on the sen coast of Lydie,near the rirer Csyiter) is related in Acts, IS. 19-31. The
work begun by his disputations with the Jews in his short visit, was canied on by Apollos (Acts, 18. 3+*J», and Aouil*
and Priscilla (88). At his second visit, after his journey to Jerusalem, and thence to the east regions of Asia Minor, he
remained at Ephesus ** three years " ( Acts, IB. 10, the " two years " in wiiich verse are only part of the time, and Acts, ttt. 31):
ko that the founding and rearing of this church occupied an unusually large portion of the apostle's time and care; whence
his language in this epistle shows a warmth of feeling, and a free outpouring of thought, and a union in spiritual privilege*
and hope between him and them (cb. 1. S, Ac.), such as are natural from one so long and so intimately associated with those
whom he addresses. On his last journey to J erusalem, he sailed by Ephesus and summoned the elders of the Ephcsiau
church to meet him at Miletus, where he delivered his remarkable unwell charge (Acts, 90. 18-35).
Our epistle was addressed to the Epheeians during the early part of his imprisonment st Rome, immediately after
that to the Colossians, to which it bears a close resemblance in many passages, the apostle having in his miud generally the
nme great truths in writing both. It is an undesigned proof of genuineness that the two epistles, written about the
same date, and under the same circumstances, bear a closer mutual resemblance than those written at distant dates,
and on different occasions. Cf. eh. 1.7, with Coioesians, L 14; cb. 1. 10, with Colosaians, l.SQ;ch. 3. 8, with Colosaians, 1. 36;
ch. 6. i», with Coloariaos, 3. 16; ch. 6. S3, with Colosaians, 4. 6< cb. 1. 19; 1 8, wi.h Colosaians, 8. IS, 13; cb. 4. 3-4, with
Coloeslans, 3. 11-18; ch. 4. 18, with CoioBsians,S, 19; oh. 4 31, with Coloasians. 3. 13; ch. 4. 33-34. with Colossians, 3. &. lo.
ch. 6. 6-8, with ColoMions, 3. 6-8; cb. 8. 13, 16, with Colosaians. 4. 6; ch. ft, 19, 30, with Colosaians, 4> 3, 4; ch. 8. S3stf; ft. 1-8,
with Coloasians. 9. 18; ch. 4. 34, 38, with Colosaians, 8. 9; ch. 8, 30-39, with Colossians, a. 17, 18. Tychicus and Ouesimus were
being sent to Colosse, the former bearing the two epistles to the two churches respectively, the latter furnished with a
letter of recommendation to Philemon, his former master, residing at Colosse- The date was probably about four years
after his parting with the Epuesian elders at Miletus (Acts, 30.1, about 69 A.D., before his imprisonment had become of the
more severe kind, whieh appears in his epistle to the Philippiana, From ch. 8. 19, 30, it is plain he had at the time, though
a prisoner, some degree of freedom in preaching, which accords with Acts, 88. 33, 30, 31, where he Is represented as receiving
at his lodgings all inquirers. 11 is imprisonment began in lebruary 81 A.D., and lasted ** two whole years" (Acts, £8. 30) at
least, and perhaps longer.
The church of Ephesus was made up of converts partly from the Jews and partly from the Gentiles (Acta, 19. B-lBJ.
Accordingly, the epietle so addi ernes a church conatituted (ch. 3, 14-83). Ephesus was famed for its idol temple of Artemis or
Diana, which, after its having been burnt down by Herostratug, on the night that Alexander the Great was born (B.C RHj.
was rebuilt at enormous cost, and was one of the wonders of the world. Hence, perhaps, have arisen bis images m th.it
epistle drawn from a beautiful temple : the church being in true inner beauty that which the temple of the idol tried to
realise in outward show (ch. 3. 1B-2S). The epistle (ch. 4, 17; 5. 1-18) implies the profligacy for which the Epbewan heathen
were notorious. Many of the same expressions occur in the epistle, as in St Pauls address to the Epherian eiders. Cf
ch. 1. 6, 7, and 3. 7, as to ** grace," with Acts, 90. 34, 33: this may well be called ** the epistle of the grace of God." [ .41/ord j
Also, as to his ** bonds," ch. 3. 1, and 4. 1, with Acts, So. 33,83. Also ch. L 11, as to "the counsel of God," with Acts. ». 27.
Also ch. 1. 14, ss to " the redemption of the purchased possession," with Acts, £0. 3a Also ch. 1. 14, 18; ch. 8. 30. and chu 6. 8,
as to "building up " the " inheritance," with Acts, 80. 31
Theubject of the epistle is H to set forth the ground, the course, and the aim and end of THE CHURCH OF TDK
FAITHFUL IX CHRIST. He speaks to the Epheeians as a type or sample of the church universal." [At/ord^ Hence.
" the church" throughout the epistle is spoken of in the singular, not in the plural." churches." The church1* foundation, in
course, and its end, are his theme alike in the larger and smaller divisions of the whole epistle. " Every where the founds
tion of the church is in the trtfio/ the Father; the course of the church is by the latu/action ofth* Son; the end of tl>*
church is the lift ia the Holy Spirit." [Alford.] Cf. respectively cb. 1. 11; ch. 3. ft; ch. 3. 16. This having been Laid dows
as a mat ter of doctrine (this part closing with a sublime doxology, ch. 3. 14-81), is then made the ground of practical exhorta
tious. In these latter also (from ch. 4. 1, onward), the same threefold division prevails, for the church is represented as
founded on the counsel of "God the Father, who is above all, through all, and in all," reared by the "one Lord," Jesus Christ,
through the "one Spirit" (ch. 4. 4-6. 4c. ), who give their respective graces to the several members. These last are iherjfore to exercise all these graces in the several relations of life, as husbands, wives, servants, children, ic The ooadusisa
is that we must put on " the whole armour of God" (ch. 6. 13).
The sublimity of the STYLE snd LANGUAGE corresponds to the sublimity of the subjects, and exeeeda almost thai
of any part of his epistles. It is appropriate that those to whom be so wrote, were Christians long grounded in the
faith. The very sublimity is the cause of the difficulty of the style, and of the presence of peculiar expressions occurring,
not found elsewhere.

CHAPTER 1.
Ver. 1-23. Inscription: Origin or thr Church
in the Father* Eternal Counsel, and the Son's
Bloodsheddino: The Dealing or it by thr Spirit.
Thanksgiving and Prayer that thby haytullt

\

I Know God's Gracious Power nc Christ towards
\ the Saints. 1. by—rather,'" through the will of God:
I called to the apostlesbip through that same "will*
I which originated the church (v. 6. 0, 11 ; cf. GalRtiaiu,
I 1. 4;. whica are at BjhMnj—See Introduction, u ue

EPHBSIANS. I.
and Adoption ly Grace.
Ofour Election
•slats...and to the faithful—The same persons are re secure the inheritance for us (r. U; Romans, I. 20).
ferred to by both designations, as the Greek proves: " to "Foreordained." by Jesus — Greek, "through Jesus."
those who are saints, and faithful in Christ Jesus." to himself—the Father (Colosslans, l. 20). Altord ex
The sanctification by God is here pat before man's plains, "adoption... into Himself," %.c, so that we
faith. The twofold aspect of salvation is thus pre should be partakers of the Ihvine nature (2 Peter, 1, 4).
sented, God's grace in the first instance tanctifyino us Lachhakn reads, " unto Him." The context favours
(t.«., setting us apart in His eternal purposes as holy the explanation of Calvin, drc.: God has regard to
unto Himself); and our faith, by God's gift, laying hold Himself and the glory of His grace (v. o, 12, 14) as His
of salvation {2 Thessalonians, 2. 13; l Peter, 1. 2). 2. ultimate end. He had one only begotten Son, and if**
(Roman if, l. 7; 1 Corinthians, 1. 3 ; 2 Corinthians, 1. 2; was pleased, for His own glory, to choose out ol a
Galatians, 1. 3.) 3. The doxologies in almost all the Inst world many to become His adopted sons.
epistles imply the real sense of grace experienced by Translate, " unto Himself.'' the good pleasure of his
the writers and their readers (1 Peter, l. 3). From v. 3, will—So the Greek (Matthew, 11. 26; Luke, 10. 21). We
to 14. sets forth summarily the gospel of the grace of cannot go beyond "the good pleasure of His will "In
God: the Father's work of love, v. 3 (choosing us to searching into the causes of our salvation, or of any of
holiness, v. i; to sonship, v. 6; to acceptance* v. 6): the His works (v. y . [Job, 33. 13.] Why needest thou
boil's, v. 7 redemption, v. 7; knowledge of the mystery philosophize about an imaginary world of optimism?
of His will, v. 9 ; an inheritance, v. 11) : the Holy Thy concern is to take heed that thon be not bad.
Spiiut s, v. 13 [seating, v. 13; giving an earnest of the There was nothing in us which deserved His love
inheritance, v. 14). the God and Father of...Christ—and (v. 1. 9, 11). [Bknoix.1 6. (Ver. 7, 17. 18.) The end
so the God and Father of us who are in Him (John, aimed at (Psalm 6o. 23), i.e.. That the glory of His
20. 17). God is " the God" of the man Jesus, and " the grace may be praised by all His creatures, men aud
Father" of the Divine Word, The Greek is, " BUssed angels, wherein — Some of the oldest MSS. read,
us," not " hath blessed us;" referring to the past original "which," Then translate, ** which He graciously be
counsel of God As In creation (Genesis, 1. 22), so in stowed on us." But English Version is supported by
redemption (Genesis. 12. 3; Matthew. 6. 3-11 ; 25. 34) good MSS. and the oldest versions, us accepted — A
God "blesses" his children; and that not in mere kindred Gretk word to "grace:" Charitos, echaritoscn:
vords, but in acU. us — all Christians, blessings— translate, "graciously accepted ;" " made us subjects of
Greek, "Messing.* "All.'* i.e., " erery possible bless Ilia grace;" "embraced us in the arms of His grace"
ing for time and eternity, which the Spirit has to be (Kouians, 3. 24; 6. 15). in the Beio red—Pre-eminently
stow" (ao "spiritual" means; not "spiritual," as the so called (Matthew, 3. 17; 17. 6; John, 3. 36; Colossians.
term is now used, as opposed to bodily :. in heavenly 1. 13). Greek, "SonofHislove." ltisonly"lN His Be
puces—A phrase five tunes found In this epistle, and loved" that He loves us tc 3; 1 John, 4. 9, 10). 7. In
not elsewhere (r, 20; ch. 2. 6; 3. 10; 6. 12); Greek, " in fie whom—"the Beloved" [v. 6; liomans, 3. 24!. we haveheavenly places,* Christ's ascension is the means of as a present possession, redemption—Greek, " our ,iit..
introducing us into the heavenly places, which by our the) redemption:" the redemption which is the grand
sin were barred against us. Cf. the change made by subject of all revelation, and especially of the New
Christ, ColOBSians, l. 20; ch. l. 20. Whilst Christ in Testament (Romans, 3. 24, vis., from the power, guilt,
the flesh was in the form of a servant, God's people and penal consequences ofsin (Matthew, l. 21). Ifa man
could not realise fully their heavenly privileges as sons. were unable to redeem himself from being a bond ser
-Now "our citizenship Mreeki is in heaven" iPbilip- vant, his kinsman might redeem him iLevtticus,26. 45J.
pians, 3. 20), where our High Priest is ever " blessing" Hence, jiutitypically the Son of God became the Son
us. Our " treasures" are there (Matthew, C 20, 21) ; our of man, that as our kinsman He might redeem us
aims and affections (Colosalans, 3. 1, 2J; our hope (Matthew, 20. 28/. Another " redemption'' follows, viz.,
iColossiaos, i. 6; Titus, 2. 13); our inheritance U Peter. that "of the purchased possession" hereafter [v. 14).
1. 4J. The gift of the Spirit itself, the sourco of the through his blood—,ch.2. 13)—as the instrument; the pro
"spiritual blessing," is by virtue of Jesus having pitiation, i.e., the consideration (devised by His own
ascended thither (ch. 4. 8). in Christ—the centre and lovej for which He, who was justly angry (Isaiah, 12. 1),
source of all blessing to us. 4. hath chosen us—Greek, becomes propitious to us; the expiation, the price paid
"chose us out for Himself" [viz., out of the world, to Divine justice for our sin (Acts, 20. 23; Romans, 3, ^5;
Galaiians, 1. 4): referring to His original choice, spoken 1 Corinthians, 6. 20; Colossians, 1. 20; 1 Peter, 1. 18, 19).
of as past, in hiin—The repetition of the idea, "in the forgiveness of tint—Greek, " the remission of our
Christ" 11'. 3), implies the paramount importance of transgressions:" not merely " pretermission," as the
the truth that it is in Him, and by virtue of union to Greek [Romans. 3. 25) ought to be translated. This " re
Him. the Second Adam, the Restorer ordained for us mission," being the explanation of "redemption." in
from everlasting, the Head of redeemed humanity, cludes not only deliverance from sin's penalty, but
believers have all their blessings (ch. 3. llj. before the from its pollution and enslaving power, negatively ; and
foundation of the world—This assumes the eternity of the reconciliation of an offended God, and a satisfaction
the Son of God (John, 17. 6. 24). as of the election of unto a just God, positively, riches of his grace—;ch.
believers in Hun ;2 Timothy, l. e ; 2 Thessalonians, 2. 7)— "the exceeding riches of His grace." Ci.t.l8,and
x, 131. that we should be aoly— Positively {Deuteronomy, ch. 3. 16," according to the riches of His glory.-" so that
14. 2). without blame—Negatively (ch. 6. 27; 1 Thessalo "grace" is His "glory." 8. Bather, "Which He made
nians, 3. 13.'. before him— It is to Him the believer to abound towards us." all wisdom snd prudence—
looks, walking as in His presence, before whom he "Wisdom" in devising the plan of redeeming man
looks to be accepted in the judgment iColosslans, l. 22; kind ; " prudence " in executing it by the means, and
cf. Bevelation. 7. IS), in love—Joined by Bjchqel, Ac,, in making all the necessary arrangements of providence
with v. 6, " In love having predestinated us," dec. But for that purpose, St. Paul attributes to the gospel of
English Version Is better. The words qualify the God's grace "all" possible " wisdom and prudence," in
whole clause, "that we should be holy... before Him." opposition to the boasts of wisdom and prudence which
Love, lost to man by the fall, but restored by redemp the unbelieving Jews and heathen philosophers, aud
tion, is the root and fruit and sum of all holiness false apostles arrogated for their teachings. Christ
(ch. 6. 2; 1 Thessalonians, 3. 12. 13). 5. p red eiunited crucified, though esteemed " foolishness" by the world,
—More special in respect to the end and precise means, is " the wisdom of God" (l Corinthians, 1. 18-30). Cf. ch.
fiaii ** chosen" or elected. We are " chosen* out of the 3. 10, "the manifold wisdom of God." 9. "He hath
rest of iht world; "predestinated" to all things that abounded," or "made (grace) to abound toward us"
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(v. 8), in that He made known to us, viz., experimen
tally. In our hearts, the mystery—God's purpose of
redemption hidden heretofore in His counsels, but
now revealed ich. 6. 10: Romans, 16. 25; Colossians. 1.
M, 271. This "mystery" is not like the heathen
mysteries which were imparted only to the initiated
few. Ail Christians are the Initiated. Only unbelievers
are the uninitiated, according to his good pleasure—
Showing the cause why '* He hath made known to us
tiie mystery," vis.. His own loving "good pleasure"
toward us; also the time and manner of His doing so,
are according to His good pleasure, purposed— [r. 11.)
in himself—God the Father. Ben a el takes it, "in
Him," i.e., Christ, as v. 3, 4. But the proper name, " in
fin-tit," v. io, immediately after, is Inconsistent with
His being here meant by the pronoun. 10. Translate,
" Unto the dispensation of the fulness of the times,"
i.e„ " which He purposed In Himself" {v. 9) with a view
to the economy of (the gracious administration belong
ing to) the fulness of the times (Creek, "fit times,"
" seasons"). More comprehensive than " the fulness of
the time" (Galatians, 4. 4). The whole of the gospel
times (plural) is meant, with the benefits to the church
dispensed in them severally and successively. Cf." the
ages to come" (ch. 2. 7). " The ends of the aces" (Greek,
l Corinthians, 10. 11) ; " the times (same Greek as here,
' the seasons ' or * fitly appointed times ') of the
Gentiles" Luke. 81. 24): "the seasons which the Father
hath put In His own power" (Acts, l. 7); "the times
of restitution of all things which God hath spoken by
the prophets since the world began ■ (Acts, 3. to, si).
The coming of Jesus at the first advent, " in the fulness
of time," was one of these "times." The descent of the
Holy Ghost "when Pentecost was /u/Zv come" (Acts, 2. 1).
was another. The testimony given by the apostles to
Him "in due time" ("in its own seasons." Greek)
[i Timothy. 2. 6). was another. The conversion of the
Jews " when the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled," the
secondcoming of Christ, the " restitution of all things"
the millennial kingdom, the new heaven and earth,
shall be severally instances of "the dispensation of
the fulness of the times," i.e., "the dispensation of"
the gospel events and benefits belonging to their re
spective "times," when severally filled up or completed.
God the Father, according to His own good pleasure
and purpose, is the Dispenser both of the gospel
benefits, and of their several fitting times (Acts, 1. 7).
gather together in one—Creek." sum up under one head;*
"recapitulate." The "good pleasure which He pur
posed," was "to sum np all things Greek, 'tbk whole
range of things 'J in Christ" (Creek, "the Christ," i.e..
His Christ). [Alitor d. J God's purpose is to sum up
the whole creation in Christ, the Head of angels, with
whom He is linked by His in invisible nature, and of
men with whom He is linked by His humanity ; of
Jews and Gentiles; of the living and the dead (ch. 3. 15);
of animate and Inanimate creation. Sin has disar
ranged the creature's relation of subordination to God.
God means to gather up ail together In Christ ; or as
Colossians. 1. •&) saith, " By Him to reconcile all things
onto Himself, whether things in earth or things in
heaven." Autord well says, "The church of which
the apostle here mainly treats, is subordinated to Him
in the highest degree of conscious and joyful union ;
those who are not His Spiritually, In mere subjugation,
yet consciously ; the inferior tribes of creation un
consciously ; but objectively, all are summed up in
Him," 11. In whom—By virtue of union to whom.
obtained an inheritance—lit., " We were made to have
an inheritance." [Waul] Cf. v. 19, "His inherit
ance in the saints f As His inheritance is there said
to be in them, so theirs Is here said to be in Him (Acts,
28. 18). However, v. 12, "That we should bs to-.His
glory" (not "that we should have"), favours the trans
lation of Bknobx, £1 lii-ott, &c, " We were made an
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inheritance." So the literal Israel (Denterocooij.
20; 9. 23: 81 0). "Also" does not mean "wo si*
nor as English Version, "in whom alsof but, betid
His having "made known to us His will," we wt
also "made His inheritance," or "we have a!
obtained an Inheritance." predestinated—it. 5.) T
foreordi nation of Israel as the elect nation, answers
that of the spiritual Israelites, believers, to an etsn
inheritance, which is the thing meant here. The"*
here and In v. 12, means Jewish believers (whence t
reference to the election of Israel nationally arise
as contrasted with "you" (e. 13] Gentile befavm. ?
pose— Repeated from "purposed" iv. 9; ch. 3. in. 1
church existed Is the mind of God eternally, before
existed in creation, counsel of Lis. ..will—r. », "I
good pleasure of His will." Not arbitrary caprice, t
infinite wisdom ("counsel") joined with soverej
will. Cf. his address to the same Ephesians, Acts,
27. "Ail the counsel of God" (Isaiah, 29. »). Alike
the natural and spiritual creations, God is not an **«
constrained by necessity, " wheresoever counsel
there Is election, or else it is vain ; where a will, the
must be freedom, or else it is weak." [Piaew^
12. ( Ver. 6. 14.) who first trustee in Christ-ratter ■
Jewish Christians), "who have before hoped ia I
Christ:' who before the Christ came, looked torn
to His coming, waiting for the consolation of Un
Cf. Acts, 20. s. T, "ism judged for the hope of the t
mise made of God unto our fathers: unto rhich t
twelve tribes, instantly serving God dsy and night, h
toeome," Acts. 28. 20, " the hope oj Israel." (Altos:
Cf. v. IS; ch. 2. 15; 4. 4. 13. In whoa ye also-Ye ft
tiles. Supply as English Version, "trusted." fri
v. 12; or "are." The priority of as Jews, does not
elude you Gentiles, from sharing In Christ !cf. Ai
13. 46). the word of truth—the instrument of ssnet
cation, and of the new birth (John. 17. 17 ; 3 Tim*
2. 15; James. 1. 18). Cf. Colossians. 1. 6. where ab
as here, it is connected with " hope." Also eh. *.
sealed—as God's confirmed children, by the Holy ^
as the seal (Acts, 19. 1-6; Romans, 8. 16, 2S;£t&l£
rinthians. l. 22; 1 John, 3. 24). A seal impressed as
document gives undoubted validity to the coairtct
it (John. 3. 33; ft. 27; of. 2 Corinthians. 3. 3. So<
sense of "the love of God shed abroad in the heart
the Holy Ghost" (Romans, 6. 5). and the sense of *£
tlon given through the Spirit at regeneration JUanai
8. 15, 1ft). assure believers of God's good will to the
The Spirit, like a seal, impresses on the soul at RfR
ration the image of our Father. The " sealing " Bj :
Holy Spirit is spoken of as past once for all. Tbv *
nesslng to our hearts that we are the children of &
and heirs (v. 11). Is the Spirit's present testimony. '
"earnest of the (coming) inheritance" (Bomans.
10*18). that Holy Spirit of promise—rather, si I
Greek, " The Spirit of promise, even the Holy Spirit
The Spirit promised both in the Old snd Hew Iw
ments (Joel. 2. 28; Zechariah. 14 10; John, 7. %>
"The word" promised the Holy Spirit. Those *
" believed the woid of truth " were sealed by toe sj
accordingly. 14. earnest—the first Instalment paw*
a pledge that the rest will follow (Roman*, i
2 Corinthians, 1. 22). nutil-rather, " Unto ths
deniptlon," etc.; joined thus, "ye were sealed I
unto,'* i.e„ for the purpose of, and against, the -nxJ
plishraent of "the redemption," ris.. nc4tbsreaVi
lion in its first stage, made by the blood of Cfc
which secures our title, but, in Irs final conrpteS
when the actual possession shall be ours, toe '
"redemption of the body" (Romans, s. 23) as «<Hit
the soul, from every infirmity [ch. i. so). The-itlJ'^
ance of the creature (the body, and the whole visit
creation) from the bondage at corruption, snd frc
the usurping prince of this world, into the ikats
liberty of the children of God iRomans, 8. 2;-»; - W

Prayer that they may Fully Kt<oo
EPUESIAX8. I.
God's Gracious Power in Christ
?,. 11. of the purchased pones sion—God's people pw- believe, as was needed and exerted to raise Christ
c\a*ed i acquired, Greek) as His peculiar (Greek posses from the dead (e. 20). Cf. Philippians, 3. 10. "the
sion by the blood of Christ (Acts, 20. 38). We value power of His resurrection " (Colossians, 2. 18; l Peter.
highly that which we pay a high price for; ar> God, L 3-6). of his mighty power—Greek, " of the strength of
His church (eh. 6. 35,26; 1 Peter, 1. 18 ; 2. 0; Malachi. his might." 20. in Christ^-as our " first fruits'" of the
3. 17. Margin, "my special treasure"). 15. Where resurrection, and Head, in virtue of God's mighty
fore—Because ye are In Christ and sealed by His spirit working in whom His power to us-ward is made possi
[v. u, 14}. I alsa—on my part, in return for God's so ble and actual. [A lford.] when he raised him—" in
- rreat benefits to you. after I heard—ever since I have that He raised Him." The raising of Christ is not only
beard. Not Implying that he had only heard of their an earnest of our bodies being hereafter raised, but
conversion : an erroneous argument used by some has a spiritual power in it involving (by virtue of
against the address of this epistle to the Ephesians our living union with Him, as members with the
{Note, v. 1) : but referring to the report he had heard Head) the resurrection, spiritually of the believer's
since he was with them, as to their Christian graces. soul now, and, consequently, of his body hereafter (Ro
So in the case of Philemon, his " beloved feUmo-ta- mans, 6. 8-11: 8. 11). The Son, too, as God though not
bourtr" (Philemon, 1), he uses the same words (Phile as man), had a share in raising His own human body
mon, 4. 6). your faith—rather, as Greek, "the faith (John, 2. 19; 10. 17, 16). Also the Holy Spirit (Romans.
among you," i.e., which many (not all) of you have. 1. 4; 1 Peter. 3. IS), set hitn—Greek, "made Him Rit."
love unto all the saints—of whatever name, simply be The glorious spirits stand about the throne of God.
cause they are saints. A distinguishing characteristic but they do not sit at God's right hand (Hebrews. 1.13).
of true Christianity fell. G. 24). "FaiOi and love he at his own right hand — {Psalm 110. l.J Where He re
often joins together. A wondrous pair." [Chrybos- mains till all His enemies have been put under His
Toac.] Hope is added, v. is. 16. (Colossians, I. 0.) of feet (1 Corinthians, IS. 24). Being anointed to *' rule in
■ va-Omi t ted in the oldest MSS. Then the translation the midst of His enemies" during their rebellion (Psalm
may be as English Version still, or as Alford," Mak 110. 2). He shall resign His commission after their sub
ing mention of than' (your " faith and love"). 17. A jection I PearsonJ (Mark, 18. 19; Hebrews, 1. 3; 10. 12).
l<t prayer for all Christians, the God of our Lord Jesus in the heavenly places— (r. 3.) As Christ has a literal
—Appropriate title here ; as in v. 30-23, he treats of body, heaven is not merely a state, but a place; and
God's raising Jesus to be Head over all things to the where He is, there His people shall be (John, H. 3).
church. Jesus Himself called the Father "My God" 21. Greek, "Far [or high! above all (ch. 4. lo) princi
(Matthew, 37. 46). the Father of glory— (cf. Acts. 7. 8.) pality (or rule, 1 Corinthians, 16. 24), and authority,
The Father of that infinite glory which shines in the and power (Matthew, 28. 18), and dominion (or lord
fice of Christ, who is "the glory" (the true Shechi- ship)." Cf. Philippians, 2. 9; Colossians, 1. 16; Hebrews,
v -ih : throngh whom also " the glory of the inheritance " 7. 26; 1 Peter. 3. 22. Evil spirits (who are similarly di
(t. 18* shall be ours (John, 17. 24; 8 Corinthians, a. 7, to vided into various ranks, ch. 6. 12), as well as angels of
4. 6). the spirit of wisdom—whose attribute is infinite light, and earthly potentates, are included fcf. Bomans,
wisdom, and who works wisdom in believers (Isaiah, 6. 38). Jesus is " King of kings, and Lord of lords"
1L 21. and revelation—whose function it is to reveal (Revelation, 19. 16). The higher is His honour, the
to believers spiritual mysteries (John, 16. 14, 16; 1 Co greater is that of His iieople. who are His members
rinthians, 2. 10}. in the knowledge—rather, as Greek joined to Him the Head. Some philosophizing teach
(see .Vote. 1 Corinthians. 13. 12), " in the full knowledge ers of the school of Simon Magus, In western Asia
of Him." viz., God. 18. understanding—The oldest Minor, had, according to Irenmus and Kpiphanlus.
MSS., versions, and fathers, read "heart" Cf. the taught their hearers these names of various ranks of
contrary state of the unbelieving, the heart being in angels. St. Paul shows that the truest wisdom is to
!ault (eh. 4. 18; Matthew, 13. 16). Translate, " Having know Christ as reigning above them all. every name—
the eyes of your heart enlightened" eh. 6. 14; Matthew, every being whatever. "Any other creature" (Bomans.
4. 16). The first effect of the Spirit moving in the new 8. 39). in this world—Greek, "age," i-e., the present
creatioD, as in the original physical creation (Genesis, order of things. "Things present...things to come"
l. 3; 3 Corinthians, 4. 0). So Theofhilus to Adtoly- (Romans, 8. 38). that.. .to oome—Names which now we
ccs, l. 3, "the ears of the heart." Where spiritual know not, but shall know hereafter in heaven. We
£•<** is, there is life (John, l. 4). The heart is "the know that the Emperor goes before all. though we can
core of life* [Hari/easJ, and the fountain of the not enumerate all the satraps and ministers of his
thoughts; whence " the heart* in Scripture includes court: so we know that Christ is set above all. although
the mind, as well as the inclinations. Its "eye," or we cannot name them all." TBenoelJ 23. pot...under
inward vision, both receives and contemplates the —Greek, "put in subjection under" (Psalm 8. 6; i Co
light iMattbew. 6. 22, 23). The eye is the symbol of in rinthians, 16. 27). gave...to the church—for her special
telligence (Esekiel, l. 18). the hope of his calling;—the advantage. The Greek order is emphatic: " Him He
hope appertaining to His having called you ; or, to gave as Head over all things to the church." Had it
the calling wherewith He has called you. and— been auy one save Him, her Head, it would not have
Omitted ua the oldest MSS. and versions, riches of the been the boon it is to the church. But as He is Head
glory, Ac—(Colossians, 1. 27.) his inheritance in the over all things who Is also her Head land she the body),
■siuta—The inheritance which He baa in store in the all things are hers (1 Corinthians, 3. 21-23). He is
case of the saints. I prefer explaining. " The inherit over (" far above") all things: in contrast to the words.
ance which He has in his saints." (See Note, v. lit "to the cJiurch," viz., for her advantage. The former
Deuteronomy, 33. 0.) 19. exceeding— "surpassing." are subject ; the latter is joined with Him in His do
power to us-ward who believe—The whole of the work minion over them. " Head" implies not only His do
ing of His grace which He Is carrying on. and will minion, but our union; therefore, while we look upon
carry on, in us who believe. By the term " saints " Him at the right hand of God, we see ourselves in
iv. is), believers are regarded as absolutely perfected, heaven (Revelation, 3. 21). For the Head and body
and so as being God's inheritance; in this verse, as in are not severed by any thing intervening, else the
the course of fighting the good fight of faith, accord- body would cease to be the body, and the Head cease
ins; to—in accordance with what might be expected to be the Head. [Pearson from Chrybostom.] 23.
from, working—Greek, " the energizing :" translate, his body—His mystical and spiritual, not literal, body.
"the effectual working" (ch. 3. 7). The same super "Hot, however, merely figurative or metaphorical.
human power was needed ind exerted to make us He is really, though spiritually, the church's Head.
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His life 1b her life. She shares His crucifixion and His
consequent glory. He possesses every thing, His fel
lowship with the Father. His fulness of the Spirit, and
His glorified manhood, not merely for Himself, but for
her, who has a membership of His body, of His flesh,
and of His bones (ch. 6. 30). fatness—" the filled up
receptacle." [Eadie ] The church Is dwelt in and
tiUed by Christ. She is the receptacle, not of His in
herent, but of His communicated, plenitude of Rifts
and graces. As His is the "fulness" (John, l. lfi;
Colosslan8,1.10;3. 9) inherently, so she is His *' fulness"
by His impartation of it to her, in virtue of her union
to Him (ch. 6. 18; Colossians, 2. 10). "The full mani
festation of His being, because penetrated by His life."
[Contbeark & HowsoN.l She is the continued re
velation of His Divine life in human form; the/«(lest rejiresentative of Hi* plenitude. Not the angelic
hierarchy, as false teachers taught (Colossians. 2. 9,
10. 18 , but Christ Himself Is the "fulness of the God
head," and she represents Him. Koppk translates
less probably, " the whole universal multitude." fi.lleth all in all—Christ as the Creator, Preserver, and
Governor of the world, constituted by God (Colossians,
l. 10, &c.), fills alt the universe of things with all
things. " Fills all creation with whatever it possesses."
[ A lfori>. J The Greek is *' Filleth for Himstlf.'
CHAPTEB IL
Ver. 1-22. God's Lovk and Gracb in Quickening
us, oncb Dkad. tHit oi'gh Christ. Hw Purpose
in Doing bo: Exhortation Based on our Privi
leges ah Built Together, an Holt Temple, in
Christ, through the Spirit. 1. And you—"You
also," among those who have experienced His mighty
power in enabling them to believe (v. 10-23;. hath he
quickened — Supplied from the Greek (v. f>). dead—
spiritually (Colossians, 2. 13). A living corpse: with
out the gracious presence of God's Spirit in the soul,
and so unable to think, will, or do aught that is holy,
in treipassei...sins—in them, as the element In which
the unbeliever is, and through which he is dead to the
true life. Sin is the death of the soul. Isaiah, 9. 2:
John, 6. 26. "dead" (spiritually). 1 Timothy. 6. 6.
"Alienated from the life of God" (ch. 4. 18). Trans
late, as Greek, "In vour trespasses," &c "Trespass"
in Greek, expresses a fall or lapse, such as the
transgression of Adam whereby he fell. "Sin" iGreek,
** Hamartia"! implies innate corruption- and aliena
tion from God {lit., erring of the mind from the rule of
truth), exhibited in acts of sin [Greek. "Hamartemata").
Bengel refers "trespasses" to the Jews who had the
Jaw, and yet revolted from it; " sins." to the Gentiles
who know not God. 2. the course of this world— the ca
reer (lit., "the age," cf. Galatians, I. 4), or present sys
tem of this world (1 Corinthians, 2. 6, 12; 3. 18, 10, as
opposed to "the world to come"): alien from God.
and lying In the wicked one 11 John, 6. 19). "The
age" (which is something more internal and ethical)
regulates " the world " (which is something more exter
nal., the prince of the power of the air—the unseen God
who lies underneath guiding " the course of this world"
(2 Corinthians, 4. 4): ranging through the air around
us : cf. Mark. 4. 4," fowls of the air" (Greek, " heaven")
i.e. (v. 15),'*Sfttan"and his demons. Cf. ch. 6. 12; John.
12. 31. Christ's ascension seems to have cast Satan
out of heaven (Revelation, 12. o, 9. 10, 12, 13?, where
he had been heretofore the accuser of the brethren
(Job, 1.). No longer able to accuse in heaven those
justified by Christ, the ascended Saviour (Koraans,
8. 33, 34). he assails them on earth with all trials and
temptations ; and " wo live in an atmosphere poison
ous and impregnated with deadly elements. But a
mighty purification of the air will be effected by
Christ's coming" fAi'BERLEN], for Satan shall be
bound (Revelation. 12. 12. 13. lfi, 17; 20. 2.3). "The
power* ts here used colle^tivply for the "powers of the
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air;" in apposition with which " powers" stand the
"spirits." comprehended in the singular, "the spirit."
taken also collectively: the aggregate of the '* seduc
ing spirits" (l Timothy, 4. l) which "work now [still:
not merely, as In your case,* In Lime past' iu the sons
of disobedience (a Hebraism : men who are not merely
by accident disobedient, but who are essentially sons
of disobedience itself: cf. Matthew, S. 7), and of which
Satan is here declared to be " the prince." The Greek
does not allow "the ppirit" to refer to Satan, "the
prince " himself, but to " the powers of Vie air" of
which he is prince. The powers of the air are the em
bodiment of that evil "spirit'' which is the ruling
principle of unbelievers, especially tbe heathen (Acts,
28. IB), as opposed to the spirit of the children of God
(Luke, 4. 33). The potency of that "spirit "is shown
in the "disobedience" of the former. Cf. Deutero
nomy, 32. 20, "children In whom is no faith" (Isaiah.
30. 9; 57. 4). They disobey the gospel both in faith
and practice (2 Tbessalonians, 1. 8; 1 Corinthians, 2. 12).
3. also we—i a, we also. St. Paul here joins himself in
the same category with them, passing from the second
person tv. 1, 2) to the first person here, all—Jews and
Gentiles, our conversation—" our way of life " (2 Co
rinthians, 1. 12; 1 Peter, 1. 16). This expression im
plies an outwardly more decorous course, than the
open " walk" in gross sins on the part of the majority
of Ephesiana in times past, the Gentile portion of
whom may be specially referred to in r. 2. Paul and
his Jewish countrymen, though outwardly more
seemly than the Gentiles (Acts, 26. 4, 6, isi. had been
essentially like them in living to the unrenewed flesh,
without the Spirit of God. fulfilling-Grcrfc. "doing."
mini—Greek, "our thoughts." Mental suggestions
and purposes (independent of God), as distinguished
from the blind impulses of "the flesh." and were 07
nature— He intentionally breaks off the construction,
substituting "and we were" for "and being," to mark
emphatically bis and their past state by nature, as
contrasted with their present state by grace. Not
merely is it, we had our way of life fulfilling our
fleshly desires, and so being children of wrath; but we
were bv nature originally *' children of wrath," and so
consequently had our way of life fulfilling our fleshly
desires. " Nature," in Greek, implies that which has
grown in us as the peculiarity of our being, growing
with our growth, and strengthening with our strength.
as distinguished from that which has been wrought on
us by mere external influences : what is inherent, not
acquired 'Job, 14. 4; Psalm 61. 6). An Incidental proof
of the doctrine of original sin. children of wrath—not
merely "eons," as in the Greek, "sons of disobedi
ence" (v. 2, but "children" by generation; not
merely by adoption, as " eons" might be. The Greek
order more emphatically marks this innate corrup
tion : " Those who in their (very) nature are children
of wrath ;" v. b, " grace " is opposed to " nature "* here ;
and saltation : implied in v. 5. 8. "saved") to "wrath"*
Cf. Article IX., Church of England Common Prayer
Book. "Original, orbirth-siu,standeth not in tbe fol
lowing of Adam, but is the fault and cormption of
the nature of every man. naturally engendered 0:
Adam [Christ was supernaturalty conceived by the
Holy Ghost of tbe virgin], whereby roan is very far
gone from original righteousness, and is of his own
nature inclined to evil; and therefore, in every person
born into this world, it deserveth God's wrath and
damnation." St. Paul shows that even the Jews, who
boasted of their birth from Abraham, were by natural
birth equally children of wrath as the Gentiles, whom
the Jews despised on account of their birth from
idolaters (Romans. 3 9; 6. 12-14). " Wrath abideth" od
all who disobey the gospel in faith and practice Jehu.
3. 36). The phrase, "children of wrath," is a Hehr*
i*m, i.e., objects of God's wrath from childhood, iu

Zourte of Salvation*
Crjct the Soli
EPH£SIA>'S, 1L
our natural state, as being born in sin which God and that—viz* the act of believing, or "faith." "Of
hates. So "son of death" [Marvin, 2 Samuel. 12. 6); yourselves" stands in opposition to, "it Is the gift of
"son of perdition" (John, 17. 12; 2 Thessalonians. 2. 3). God" ; Philippians. 1. 29). "That which 1 have said,
as others— Grctk. " as the rest" of mankind are {1 Thes- 'through faith,' I do not wish to he understood so as
salonians, 4. IS). 4. God, who it rich—Greek," (as) being if I excepted faith itself from grace." [Kanus.] "God
rich in mercy." for—is., " because of His great love." justifies the believing man, not for the worthiness of
This was the special ground of God's saving us ; as his belief, but for the worthiness of Him in whom he
" rich in mercy " <cf. r. 7; ch. 1. 7; Romans, 2. 4; 10. 12) believes." THookkr.] Ihe initiation, as well as the
was the general ground. "Mercy takes away misery; increase, of faith, is from the Spirit of God, not only
liyze confers salvation." [Benokl.} 5. dead in sins— by an external proposal of the word, but by internal
The best reading is in the Greek," dead In our [lit,, (Tie) illumination in the soul. [Pearsun.J Yet "faith"
trespasses.* qnickened—"vivified" spiritually, and by cometh by the means which man must avail himself
consequence hereafter, corporally. There must be a of, viz., "hearing the word of God" (Romans, 10. 17),
spiritual resurrection of the soul, before there can be and prayer (Luke. 11. 13), though the blessing is wholly
a comfortable resurrection of the body LPearbon] of God (1 Corinthians, 3. 6, 7 . 9. Not of works—This
{John. 11. 25, 26; Romans, 8. 11). together with Cnnst— clause stands In contrast to "by grace," as is con
The Head being seated at God's right hand, the body firmed by Romans, 4. 4, 6; 11. 6. lest—rather, as Greek,
also site there with Him. IChrysostom.] We are "that no man should boast" (Romans, 3. 27; 4. 2).
already seated there w Him ("in Christ Jesus," v. 6), 10. workmanship — lit., "a thing of His making;"
and hereafter shall be seated by Him; in Him already "handiwork." Here the spiritual creation, not the
as in onr Head, which is the ground of onr hope; by physical, is referred to (i>. 8. 9), created—having been
Him hereafter, as by the conferring cause, wheu hope created (ch. 4. 24; Psalm 102. 18; Isaiah. 43. 21 ; 2 Co
- 'iill be swallowed up in fruition. [Pkarbon.] What rinthians, 6. 5, 17). onto—"for good works." "Good
iJod wrought in Christ, He wrought (by the very fact) works" cannot be performed until we are new " created
in all united to Christ, and one with Him. by grace unto " them. St. Paul never calls the works of the
ye are saved—Greek. " Ye are in a saved state." Not law "good works." We are not saved by. but created
merely '* ye are being saved," but ye " are passed from unto, good works, before ordained—Onek," before made
death unto life" (John, 6. 34). Salvation is to the Chris ready" (cf. John, S. 36). God marks out for each in His
tian not a thing to be waited for hereafter, but already purposes beforehand, the particular good works, and
realized l John, 3. 14). The parenthetic introduction the time and way which he sees best God both makes
of this clause here (cf. v. 8) is a burst of St. Paul's feel' ready by His Providence the opportunities for the
ing. and in order to make the ICphesians feel thatf/roce works, and makes us ready for their performance
from first to last is the sole source of salvation ; hence, John, 16. 16; 2 Timothy. 2. 21). that we should walk in
too. be says "ye," not "we." 6. raised us up together them—not " be saved" by them. Works do not justify,
—with Christ. The " raising up" pre-su pposes previous but the justified man works ,Galatians,6. 22-26). 11.
quickening of Jesus in the tomb, ami of us m the The Greek order in the oldest MSS. is, "That in time
ucave of our sins, made us sit together—with Christ, past {lit., once) ye.'&c. Such remembrance sharpens
viz., in His ascension. Believers are bodily in heaven gratitude and strengthens faith (v. 19). [Ue.v.llJ
in point of right, and virtually so in Spirit, and have Gentiles in the flesh—i.e„ Gentiles in respect to circum
each their own place assigned there, which in due time cision, called Uncircumcision—The Gentiles were called
they shall take possession of (Phitipplans, 3. 20, 21). [in contempt], and were, the Uncircumcision; the Jews
He does not say "on the right hand of God :" a pre were called, but were not truly, the Circumcision.
rogative reserved to Christ peculiarly: though they [Ellicott.J in the flesh made by hands—as opposed to
shall share His throne (Revelation, 3. 21). in Christ the true "circumcision of the heart in the Spirit, and
Je-us— Our union with Him is the ground of our not the letter" Romans, 2. 29), "made without hands
present spiritual, and future bodily, resurrection and in putting on' the body of the sins of the fiesh by the
ascension. " Christ Jesus" is the phrase mostly used circumcision of Christ" (Coloaaians, 2. 11). 13. without
in this epistle, in which the Ojiicc of the Christ, the Const—G retk, " separate from Christ;" having no part
Anointed prophet, priest, and king, is the prominent in Him; far from Him. A different Greek word laneu)
thought; when the Person is prominent." Jesus Christ" would be required to express, " Christ was not present
is the phrase used. 7. Greek, "That He might show with you." ITiTTM.J aliens— 6' rrek, " alienated from."
forth (middle reflexive voice: for His own glory, ch. 1. Not merely " separated from." The Israelites were
C. IS, 14, in the ages which are coming on," i.e., the cut off from the commonwealth of God, but it was as
blessed ages of the gospel which supersede "the aye being self-righteous, indolent, and unworthy, not as
(Grttk, for 'course') of this world" [v. 2;, and the past aliens znd strangers. [Cukyhohtom.] The expression,
"ages" from which the mystery was hidden iColos- " alienated from," takes it for granted that the Gentiles,
wiuis. 1. 26. 27). These good ages, though beginning before they had apostatised from the primitive truth,
with the first preaching of the gospel, and thenceforth had been sharers in light and life (cf. ch. 4. IS, 23). The
continually succeeding one another, are not consum hope of redemption through the Messiah, on their sub
mated till the Lord's coming again (cf. ch. 1. 21; He sequent apostasy, was embodied into a definite " com
brews, 6. 61. The words, "coming on," do not exclude monwealth" or polity, vis., that "of Israel," from
the. tune Uten present, but imply simply the ages fol which the Gentiles were alienated. Contrast r. 13; ch.
lowing upon Christ's "raising them up together" 3. C; 4. 4, 6, with Psalm 147. 20. covenants of promise—
spiritually (r. 61. kindness — " benignity." through rather. ** ...of the promise," vis." to thee and thy seed
Caris i—rather, as Greek, "in Christ:" the same expres will 1 give this land" (Romans. 9. 4; Galatians, 3. 16).
sion as is so otten repeated, to mark that all our The plural implies the several renewals of the coveblessings centre " 1$ Him." 8. For—Illustrating "the ; nant with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and with Lhe
exceeding riches of His grace in kindness." Translate . whole people at Sinai. [Alford.] "The promise "
as in v. 6. " Ye are in a saved state." through faith— is singular, to signify that, the covenant, in reality, and
The eifect of the power of Christ's resurrection (ch. I substantially, is one and the same at all tunes, but
i. ID. ::(>; Philippians. 3. 101 whereby we are " raised \ only different In its accidents and external circum
together* with Him (o. 0; Colossians, 2. 12). Some of stances tcf. Hebrews, i. l, "at sundry tunes and iu
the oldest MSS. read, "through your lit.,' the') faith." divers manners";, without.. .hope— beyond this life
'ihe instrument or mean of salvation on the part of the 11 Corinthians, 16. 10 . The conjectcrkh of heathen
i-eison saved; Christ ploue is the meritotious agent. philosophers as to a i'uiuie life » eie at best va*ue, au-1
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iritf. the Jews in Christ.
Union of the Once Alien Gentiles
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utterly unsatisfactory. They bad no Divine "pro 7. 10. 11: 6. 7). Christ has in, or by. His crucified flesh.
mise," and therefore no sure ground of "hope." abolished it, so far as its condemning and enmityEpicurus and Aristotle did not before in it at all. creating power is concerned (Colossians. 2. 14], substi
The Fiatontsts believed the soul passed through per tuting for it the law of lore, which is the everlasting
petual changes, now happy, and then again miserable. spirit of the law, and which flows from the realization
The Stoics, that it existed no longer than till the time of in the soul of His lore in His death for us. Translate
the general burning up of all things, without God— what follows, "That He might make the two (Jews
Greek, "atheists," is,, they had not "God" in the and Gentiles) into one new man." Kot that He might
sense we use the word, the Eternal Being who made merely reconcile the two to each other, but incor
and governs all things (cf. Acts, 14. 16, "Torn from porate the two, reconciled in Him to God, into one new
these vanities unto the living God who made heaven, man : the old man to which both belonged, the enemy
and earth, and the sea, and all things therein"], of God, having been slain in His flesh on the cross.
whereas the Jews had distinct ideas of Cod and im Observe, too. one new man : we are all in God's sight
mortality. Cf. also Galatlans. 4, 8," Ye knew not God butone in Christ, as we are but one inAdam. [Auorh )
...ye did service unto them which are no gods'* (l Thes- makiog peace— primarily between ail and God. second
salonians, 4. 6). So also pantheists are atheists, for arily between Jews and Gentiles: He being " our peace.'*
an impersonal God Is no God, and an ideal immortality This " peace-making " precedes its publication ;r. 171.
no Immortality. [Tholvcx.] in the world— In con 16. Translate. "Mi^ht altogether reconcile them both
trast to belonging to "the commonwealth of Israel." in one body (the church. Colossians, 3. 16) unto God
Having their portion and their all in this godless rain through His cross." The Greek for " reconcile' [apocaworld (Psalm IT. 14), from which Christ delivers His tataxeu found only here and Colossians. l. 20, expresses
people (John, 1A. 19; 17. H; Galatians, 1. 4J. 13. now— not only a return to favour with one icataltapei* bnt so
In contrast to '* at that time" (*. 12). in Christ Jesus to lay aside enmity that complete amity follows; to pas*
—"Jesus Is here added, whereas the expression before from enmity to complete reconciliation. [Ti ttm . 1 slain
{v. 12; had been merely "Christ," to mark that they the enmity—eic, that had been between man and God ;
know Christ as the personal Saviour, " Jesus,'' tome- and so that between Jew and Gentile which had re
tiines—Greek, " aforetime.** far off—The Jewish descrip- sulted from it. By His being slain. He tienj it (cf.
tlon of the Gentiles. Far off from God and from the Hebrews, 2. 14}. thereby—Greek, "therein :*" "In" or
people of God i<\ 17; Isaiah, 57. 19; Acts, 2. SO), are— ** by the cross," i.e., His crucifixion (Colossians, 2. lfcj.
(j'rrefc," hare been." by—Greek," in." Thus " the blood 17. Translate. "He came and announced glad tidlncs
of Christ" is made the seal of a covenant in which their of peace." " He came" of His own free love, and ** an
nearness to God consists. In ch. 1. 7, where the blood nounced peace " with His own mouth to the apostles
is more directly spoken of as the instrument. It Is Luke, 24. 90; John. 20. 10, 21, 26); and by them to
"through His blood." LAlford.} 14. be — Greek, others, through His Spirit present in His church (John,
"Himself" alone, pre-eminently, and none else. Em- 14. 16). Acts, 26. 23 is strictly parallel: after His
phatical. our peace—not merely " Peacemaker," bnt resurrection "He showed light to the people 'them
"Himself" the price of our (Jews' and Gentiles' alike} that were nigh') and to the Gentiles" ("you that were
peace with God, and so the bond of union between afar off"), by His Spirit In His ministers icf. I Peter.
"both" in God. He took both into Himself, and re 3. 10). and to them—The oldest fcLSS. insert "peace"
conciled them, united, to God. by His assuming our again : "And peace to them." The repetition implies
nature and our penal and legal liabilities Iv. 16; Isaiah, the joy with which both alike would dwell again and
0. 6, 6 ; 63. 6; Micab, 6. 6; Colossians, 1. 20). His title, again upon the welcome word " peace." So Isaiah.
"Shiloh," means the same (GeneBts, 40. 10). the middle 67. 10. 18. Translate, " For it is through Him (John.
wall of partition—Greek,"...of the partition" or " fence:" 14. d; Hebrews, 10. 10) that we bare our access (eh. S.
the middle wall which parted Jew and Gentile. There 12; Romans, 6. 2), both of us, in (i.e., united in, i.«„ by,
was a balustrade of stone which separated the court 1 Corinthians, 12. 13, Greek) one Spirit to the Father."
of the Gentiles from the holy place, which it was death viz., as our common Father, reconciled to bothalike;
for a Gentile to pass. But this, though incidentally whence flows the removal of all separation between
alluded to, was buta symbol of the partition itself, viz., Jew and Gentile. The onene&s of " the Spirit," through
" the enmity" bct*vetn "both" and God (v. 16), the real which we both bare our access, is necessarily followed
cause of separation from God, and so the mediate by oneness of the body, the church .v. 16). The distinct
cause of their separation from one another. Hence ness of persons in the Divine Trinity appears in this
there was a twofold wall of partition, one the inner verse. It is also fatal to the theory of sacerdotal priests
wall, severing eren the Jewish people from entrance in the gospel through whom alone the people can ap
to the holy part of the temple where the priests proach God. All alike, people and ministers, can draw
'.>lliclatcd, the other the outer wall, separating the nigh to God through Christ their ever living Priest. 19.
(.entile proselytes from access to the court of the Jews Now therefore—rather," So then." (Alfokd.] foreign
(cf. Ksekiel, 44. 7; Acts, si. 28). Thus this twofold wall ers—rather. " sojourners :" opposed to " members of
represented the Sinaitic law. which both severed ail the household." as "strangers* Is to "fellow-citizens.'"
men, even the Jews, from access to God (through sin. Phllippians, 3. IS, 20, ''conversation," Greek, "citizen
which is the violation of the law), and also separated ship.** bat—The oldest MSS. add. "are." with the
the Gentiles from the Jews. As the term "wall" im saints—" the commonwealth of (spiritual) Israel'* (v. 12 .
plies the strength of the partition ; so " fence " implies of God—the Father: as Jews Christ appears in
that it was easily removed by God when the due time ». 20. and thk Spirit in v. 23. 20. Translate as Greek,
came. 15. Bather, make "enmity" an apposition to " Built up upon," Ac. (participle: having been built wp
"the middle wall of partition:" "Hath broken down upon: omit, therefore, "and are"). Cf. l Corinthians.
the middle wall of partition (not merely as English 3. 11, 12. The same image in ch. 3. 18, recurs in his
Version* ' between us,' but also between oil men and address to the Ephesian elders (Acts, 20. 3xj. and in his
God), to wit, the enmity (Romans, 6. 7, by his flesh" epistle to Timothy at Ephesus (1 Timothy, 3. 1«:
(cf. v. 16; Romans. 8. 3!. the law of commandments 2 Timothy, 2. 19), naturally suggested by the splendid
contained in—Greek, "the law of the commandments architecture of Diana's temple ; the glory of the Chris
L consisting] In ordinances." This law was " the parti tian temple is internal and real, not mere idolatrous
tion" or " fence," which embodied the expression of gaud . The image of a building is appropriate also to
the "enmity" (the "wrath" of God against our sin. the Jew-Christians ; as the temple at Jerusalem was
and our enmity to Him, t>. 3) (Romans, 4. 16; 6. 20; the strong hold of Judaism ; as Diana's temple, of
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Paganism, foundation of the apoitles, fcc—i.e., upon
their ministry and living example (of. Matthew, 16. 13).
Liins: Himself, the only true foundation, was the grand
subject of their ministry, and spring of their life. As
am with Him and His fellow-workers, they, too. In a
secondary sense, are called " foundations" (Revelation,
XI. li). The " prophets'' are joined with them closely;
for the expression is here not ".foundation.-! of the
apostles aud the prophets," but ' foundation of the
apostles and prophets" For the doctrine of both was
essentially one (l i'eter, 1.10,11; Revelation, 19. 10). The
apostles take the precedency (Lake, 10. 24). Thus he
appropriately shows regard to the claims of Jews and
Gentiles: "the prophets" representing the old Jewish
dispensation," the apostles" the new. The " prophets"
of the new also are Included. Bekgrl A Alfoiid
refer the meaning solely to these (ch. 3. .">; 4. 11), These
passages imply, 1 think, that the New Testament pro
phets are not excluded ; but the apostle's plain refer
ence to Psalm 118. 22, " the head stone of the corner,"
proves that the Old Testament prophets are a prominent
thought. David Is called a " prophet" in Acts, 3. 30.
Cf. also Isaiah, 28. 16: another prophet present to the
mind of ISC. Paul, which prophecy leans on the earlier
one of Jacob vGenesia, 49. 24). The sense of the con
text, too, suits this : Ye were once aliens from the
commonwealth of Israel [iu the time of her Old Testae
meat prophetsi, but now ye are members of the true
Israel, built upon the foundation of her JS ew Testament
apostles, and Old Testament prophets, St. Paul con
tinually identifies his teaching with that of Israel's old
prophets (Acta, 26. 22; 28. 23). The costly foundation
stones of the temple (1 Kings. 6. 17) typified the same
truth (cf. Jeremiah, 61. 26). The same stone is at once
the corner stone, and the foundation stone on which
the whole building rests. St. Paul supposes a stone or
rock so large and so fashioned as to be both at once;
aupporting the whole as the foundation, and in part
rising up at the extremities, so as to admit of the side
walls meeting in it, and being united in it as the corner
stone. LZaachius.) As the corner stone. It is con
spicuous, as was Christ (1 Peter. 2. 0}, and coming in
men's way may be stumbled over, as the Jews did at
Christ (Matthew, 21. 42; 1 Peter, 2. 7}. 21. In whom—as
holding together the whole, fitly framed-- so as exactly
to fit together, giowaih — "is growing'' continually.
Here an additional thought is added to the image ; the
church has the growth of a living organism, not the mere
increase of a building. Of. 1 Peter, 2. 5, " lively stones...
built up a spiritual house." Of. ch.4.i6;Zechariah,6. 12,
•* The branch shall build the tempts of the Lord." where
similarly the growth of a branch, and the building of a
temple, are joined, holy— as being the " habitation of
God" tf, £2J. bo "in the Lord" (Christ) answers to
" through the Spirit" to. 22; cf. ch. 3. 16, 17). "Christ
ie the inclusive Head of all the building, the element
in which it has its being and its growth." LAlkokd. J
22. are budded together—tramlate, "Are being builded
together.-* through—Gride. " In the Spirit." God. by
His Spirit in believers, has them for His habitation
; 1 Corinthians, 3. 16, 17; 6. 19; 2 Corinthians. 6. 16J.
CHAPTER III.
Ver. 1-2L Hjs Apostolic Office to make. Known
1 11 k M y»i ery or Christ Kivkaxed by the Spirit:
Prayer that by the ha me Spirit they hat Comfrbjiesd the Vast Love or Christ: Doxoioqy
.i.M.iMi this Divibion or the Epistle. As the first
chapter treated of the Father's office ; and the second,
the Son1*, so this, that of the Spirit. 1. of Jesus Christ
—Greek, "Christ Jesus." The office is the prominent
thought in the latter arrangement ; the person, in the
former. He here marks the Messialiship of ** Christ."
maintained by him as the origin of his being a
"prisoner,'' owing to the jealousy of the Jews being
routed at his preaching it to the (fentiles. His very
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bonds were profitable to ('* for" or " in behalf of you")
Gentiles {v. 13 ; 2 Timothy, 2. 10). He digresses at
** For this cause," and does not complete the sentence*
which he had intended, until v. 14, where he resumes
the words, " For this cause,'* viz., because 1 know this
your call of God as Gentiles {ch. 2. 11-22), to be " fellowheirs'* with the Jews (v.6), "1 bow my knees to" the
Father of our common Saviour [v. 14,16) to confirm you
in the faith by His Spirit. "I Paul." expresses the
agent employed by the Spirit to enlighten them, after
he had been first enlightened himself by the same
Spirit (v. 3-6, 0). 2. 11—The Greek does not imply doubt:
"Assuming (what I knowto be the fact.tu.i that ye
have heard." <fec " If. as I presume," &c. The indica
tive in the Greek, shows that no doubt is implied :
"Seeing that doubtless," &c He by this phrase deli
cately reminds them of their baring heard from him
self, and probably from others subsequently, the fact.
See Introduction, showing that these words do not dis
prove the audress of this epistle to the Ephesians. Cf.
Acts, 20. 17-24. tbe dispensation—" The office of dis
pensing, as a steward, the grace of God which was
(not 'is 'j given me to you-ward." viz.. to dispense to
you. 3. he made known—The oldest MSS., &c, read,
** That by revelation was tbe mystery (vis., of the admis
sion of the Gentiles, v. 6; ch, 1. 9) made known unto
me" (GalatUns, 1. IS), as I wrote aiore—viz., in this
epistle (ch. 1. 9, 10), the words of which he partly repeats.
4. understand my knowledge—" perceive my understand
ing," [AltordJ or "intelligence.*' " When ye read,"
implies that, deep as are the mysteries of this epistle.
the way for all to understand them is to read it
(2 Timothy. 3. 16, 16). By perceiving his understand ing of the mysteries, they, too. will be enabled to
understand, themyitery of (Jurist—The "mystery" is
Christ Himself, once hidden, but now revealed (Colossians, 1. 27). 6. in other agss — Greek, "generations."
not made known — He does not say, " Has not been
revealed." Making known by revelation, is the source
of making known by preaching. IBenoxu] Tbe
former was vouchsafed only to the prophets, in order
that they might make known the truth so revealed to
men in general, unto the sons of ineu—men iu their
state by birth, as contrasted with those illuminated
** by the Spirit" [Greek, " in the Spirit," cf. Revelation,
1. 10;, Matthew. 16. 17. as—The mystery of the call of
the Gentiles (of which Paul speaks here) was not un
known to the Old Testament prophets (Isaiah, 56. 6, 7;
40. 6j. But they did not know it with tbe same explicit
distinctness "aa" it has been now known {Acts. 10.
19. 20; 11. 1S-21). They probably did not know that 1 h a
Gentiles were to be admitted without circumcision, or
that they were to be on a level with the Jews in partak
ing of the grace of God. The gift of " tbe Spirit " in its
tuiness was reserved for the .New Testament, that
Christ might thereby be glorified. The epithet "holy."
marks the special consecration of the .New Testament
"prophets" (who are here meant) by the Spirit, com
pared with which even the Old Testament prophets
were but "sons of men" (Ezekiel, 2. 3. and elsewhere).
6. Translate," That the Gentiles are," Ac.,** and fellowmembers of the same body, and /cHow-partakers of tfie
(so the oldest MSS. read, not* Hi*'/ promise, in Christ
Jesus (added in the oldest MSS.), through the gospel."
It is " in Christ J esus" that they are made " fellow-heirs"
in the inheritance of God: "of the same body" under
tbe Head, Christ J esus ; and " fellow-partakers of the
promise " in the communion of the Holt Spirit (ch.
1. 13; Hebrews, 6. 4). The Trinity Is thus alluded to, as
often elsewhere in this epistle [ch. 2. 19, 20, 22). 7.
Whereof—"of which" gospel, according to—In conse
quence of, and in accordance with, "the gift of the
grace of God." given—" which (gift of grace) was given
to me by {Greek, according to, as v. 20: ch. 1. 19: as the
result of. and in proportion to) the effectual working
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{Greek, * energy,' or ' in-working*) of His power." 8. am
—Not merely was I in times past, but I still am the
least worthy of so high an office (cf. l Timothy, l. 15,
end}, least of all stints—not merely "of all apostles"
(I Corinthians, 16. 9, 10. li—Greek, "has been given. "
among—Omitted in the oldest MSS. Translate, " To
announce to the Gentiles the glad tiding* of the unaearcbable Job, 6. 9' riches," Ac, vis , of Christ's grace
■cli. 1. T; S. 7). Romans, 11. S3, "unsearchable" as a
mine inexhaustible, whose treasures can never be folly
explored fa 16, 19/. 9. to make all men ten—Greek, "to
enlighten all" (ch. 1. IS; Psalm 18. 28; Hebrews, 6. 4).
"Ail" (cf. Colossians, l. 28). fellowship—The oldest
MSS. read, "economy," or "dispensation" (cf. Colossians, 1. 26, Sfl; and Note, ch. 1. in, above;. "To make
all see how it hath seemed good to God at this time to
dispense (through me and others. His stewards) what
heretofore was a mystery.' Ellicott explains it, " the
arrangement.4 or "regulation" of the mystery (the
union of Jews and Gentiles in Christ) which was now to
be humbly traced and acknowledged in the fact of its
having secretly existed in the counsel of God. and now
having been revealed to the heavenly powers by means
cf the church, from the btgiuaiDg of the world—G'r«jfc,
" from (the beginning of) the ages." Cf. ch. l. 4; Romans,
16. 25; 1 Corinthians, 2. 7. The "ages" axe the vast
successive periods of time, marked by successive stages
of creation and orders of beings, in God — "hidden
in" His counsels (ch. 1. Oj. created all things by Jesus
Canst—God's creation of the world and all things
therein, is the foundation of the rest of the " economy,"
which is freely dispensed according to the universal
powerofGod. fBzNuixJ As God created "the whole
range of things" (so the Greek,, physical and spiritual
alike. He must have an absolute right to adjust all
things as He will, iience.we may see His right to keep
the mystery of « orld-wide salvation in Christ "hidden
in Himself." till His own good time for revealing it.
The oldest MSS., Ac, omit "by Jesus Christ." 10.
The design of God In giving St. i'aui grace to proclaim
to the Gentiles the mystery of salvation heretofore
hidden, now—first : opposed to " hidden irom the
beginning of the world" iv. 5). unto the principalities
and {Greek adds "the") powers—unto the various
orders of gwd angels primarily, as these dwell " in the
heavenly places" in the highest sense ; "known" to
ttieir adoring joy (1 Timothy, 3. 16; 1 i'eter, l. 12).
Secondarily, God's wisdom in redemption is made
known to evil angels, who dwell "in heavenly places"
in a lower sense, viz., the air (cf. ch. 2. 2, with 6. 12;;
" known ' to their dismay (1 Corinthians, 16. 24 ; Colosmans, 2. l&J. might oe known — tratislate, " may be
known." by the church—" by means of," or " through
t lie church," which is the " theatre" for the display of
God's manifold wisdom [Luke, 16. 10; 1 Corinthians,
4.9;: "a spectacle {Greek, 'theatre') to angels." Hence,
angels are but our "fellow-servants" (Revelation, 19. 10..
manifold wisdom—though essentially one. as Christ is
one, yet varying the economy in respect to places,
times, and persona (Isaiah, 66. s, i>; Hebrews, 1. 1). Cf.
l jVeter, 4. 10, *' stewards of the manifold grace of God."
Man cannot understand aright its single acts, till he
can survey them as a connected whole a Corintuians,
13. 12). Tbecailof thechurcu is no bap-hazard remedy,
or afterthought, but part of the eternal scheme, winch,
amidst mauUold varieties of dispensation, is one in iu
end- 11. whica he purposed—Greek" made." Kujcott
translates, "wrought." 13. Translate, "Our boldness
;md our access icb.2. 18) incontideace through our lailh
in Him." Auroito quotes as an instance, Romans,
b. 38. &c. "Tux access" [Greek) implies the formal
introduction into the presence of a monarch. 13. "I
entreat you not to be dispirited." lor you — in your
behalf, which is—rather, " which are your glory," viz,,
inasmuch as showing that God loved you su much, as
368
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both to give His Son for you, and to permit H is apostle*
to suffer " tribulations" for you [ Chbtsostom I in
preaching the gospel to the Gentiles. Note, v. i,
" prisoner for you Gentiles." My tribulations are your
spiritual "glory." as your faith is furthered thereby
(l Corinthians, 4. 10). 14. For this cause—Resuming the
thread of e. l," For this cause." Because ye have such
a standing in God's church. [AlvordJ bow my knees
— the proper attitude in humble prayer. Posture
affects the mind, and is not therefore unimportant.
See Paul's practice. Acts. 20. 38; and that of the Lord
Himself on earth, Luke, 22. 41. unto the Father—The
oldest MSS. omit "of our Lord Jesns Christ.'* But
Vulgate and some very old authorities retain them :
t>. 16, "From whom," in either case, refers to "the
Father" (Patera . as "family" (patria, akin in sound
and etymology) plainly refers to Him. Stilt the founda
tion of all tonship is in Jesus Christ. 15. the wbol«
family—Alford, Middlkton, &c., translate, "every
family :" alluding to the several families in heaven and
in earth supposed to exist iTheoph ylact, »K<. i: .\t fsiub, &c in Suicer 2. 633). the apostle thus being sup
posed to imply that God, in his relation of Father to
us His adopted children, is the great prototype of the
paternal relation wherever found. But the idea that
"the holy angels are bound up in spiritual /amities
or compaternitUs" is nowhere else in Scripture refer
red to. And Acts, 2. 36, where the article is similarly
omitted, and yet the translation is, "AM the house of
Israel," shows that in New Testament Greek the trans
lation is justifiable, "all the family," or "the whole
family:" which accords with Scripture views, that
angels and men, the saints militant and those with
God, are one holy family joined under the one Father
in Christ, the mediator between heaven and earth en.
1. 10; Phillppians. 2. 10). Hence angels are termed our
"brethren'* (Revelation, li). 10;, and " sons of God" by
creation, as we are by adoption (J ob, 38. 7). The church
is part of the grand family, or kingdom, which com
prehends, besides men, the higher spiritual world,
where the archetype, to the realisation of which, re
deemed man is now tending, is already realized. This
universal idea of the " kingdom" of God as one divine
community, is presented to us in the Lord's prayer.
By sin men were estranged, not only from God, but
from that higher spiritual worid in which the kingdom
of God is already realized. As Christ when He recon
ciled men to God, united them to one another in a
divine community (joined to Himself, the one Head).
bieaking down the partition wall between Jew and
Gentile ich. 2. 14), so also He joins them in communicu
with all those wbo have already attained that perfec
tion in the kingdom of God. to wbicii the church on
earth is aspiring (Colossians, l. SO;. (Neaa'der.] i»
named—derives its origin and its name as sons of GodTo be named, and to be, are one with God. To bear
God's name is to belong to God as Bis own peculiar
people (Numbers. 0. 27; Isaiah, 43. 7; 44. 6; Romans, s.
26, 26). 16. according to— i.e., in abundance consonant
to the riches of His glory ; not "according to" the nar
rowness of our hearts. Colo&st&ns, t. 1J," strengthened
with all might according to Hts glorious power." t>
—Greek, "through?' "by means of His Spirit." in—
The Greek implies "iniused info.* the inner mas— .ch.
4. 22, 24; i Peter, 3, 4), " the hidden man of the heart '
>'ot predicated of unbelievers, whose inward and out
ward man alike are carnal. But in believers, the
" inner inewj man." their true self, stands in contrast to
their old man, which is attached to them as a body of
death daily being mortified, but not their true self. 17.
That—So that, dwell—abidingly make His abode (John.
14. 23). Where the Spirit is, there Christ is iJoim, li.
16. 18). by faith—Greek, " through faith," whici) oieos
tlie door of the heart to Jesus iJohn, 3. SO . it is not
enough that He be on the tongue, or Hit through the
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brain : the heart is ilia proper seat, [Calvin.) "Yon
being rooted and grounded in lore" (cf. v. 10), is in
the (/reek connected with this clause, not with the
clause, "that ye mar be able to comprehend."
" Rooted" is an image from a tree; " grounded" {Greek,
"founded.' "having your foundations resting on";,
from a building (cf. Note, ch. 2. 20, 21: Colossians, 1. 23;
a. 7). Contrast Matthew, 13. 0, 21. "Love." the first
fruit of the Spirit, flowing from Christ's love realized
in the soul, was to be the basis on which should rest
their further comprehension of all the vastneas of
Christ's love. 18. Ma; be able — even still further.
Greek, "May be fully able." breadth. ..length... depth
begat — viz., the full dimensions of the spiritual
temple, answering to "the fulness of God" [v. 10), to
which the church, according to its capacity, ought to
correspond .cf. ch. 4. 10, 13> as to " the fulness of Christ.1'
The " breadth" implies Christ's world-wide love, em
bracing all men; the "length," its being extended
through all ages (v. 21) ; the " depth," its profound
wisdom which no creature can fathom (Romans, H.33J;
the " height." its being beyond the reach of any foe to
deprive us of (ch. 4. 8). LBengku] I prefer tn under
stand " the breadth," &c„ to refer to Uie wlicle of the
uist mystery of free salvation in Christ for all, Gtntile
and Jew alike, of which be had been speaking if. 3-0),
and of which he now prays they may have a fuller
comprehension. As subsidiary to this, and the most
essential part of it, lie adds, "and to know Vie tore of
ChrisT it. m. Grotiuh understands depth and height
of Cod's goodness raisins us from the lowest depression
tnihegreatestheight. 19. paamh—surpasseth, exceeds.
The paradox "to kuow... which passeth knowledge,"
implies that when he says " know," he does not mean
that we can adenuatdy know; all we know is. that His
love exceeds far our knowledge of it, and with even
our fresh accessions of knowledge hereafter, will still
exceed them. i\ven as God's power exceeds our
thoughts (r. 20). filled with—rather, as Grctk, "filled
even unto all the fulness of God" (this is the grand
goal), i.e., flhed, each according to your capacity, with
the divine wisdom, knowledge, and love; cren as God
m full, and as Christ who dwells in your hearts, hath
" ail the fulness of the Godhead dwelling in Him bodily''
iColossians. 2. 9). 20. unto him—Contrasted with ourselves and our needs. Translate, "That is able above
all things (what is above all things) to do exceeding
abundantly above what we ask or (even think :" thought
takes a wider range than prayers. The word above,
occurs thrice as often in St. Paul's writings, as In all
the rest of the New Testament, showing the warm
exuberance of Paul's spirit, according to the power—
the indwelling Spirit (Romans, 8. 26). He appeals to
their and his experience. 21. Translate, "Unto Him
be the glory li-e., the whole glory of the gracious dis
pensation of salvation just spoken of) in the church
;aa the theatre for the manifestation of the glory, v. lo
1. 1 Christ Jesus (as in Him all the glory centres,
Zechariah, 6. 131 to all the generations of eternal ages.''
M., "of the age of the ages." Ktcmity in conceived as
consisting of " ages" (these again consisting of " genera
tions") endlessly succeeding one another.
CHAPTER TV.
Ver. 1-32. Exhortations to Christian Duties
ke3ttno os our chiubtian privileges. as united
r>" un's boi'y, though varying in thb graces
Gives to the Several Members, that we may
COME UNTO A PUIFECT MAN IN CHRIST.

1. Trail*-

UtU, according to the Greek order. "I beseech yon,
therefore seeing that such is your calling of tTtice, chs.
I., 2., 3. 1, 14). I the prisoner in tje Lord" (i.«., im
prisoned in the Lord's cause). What the world
counted Uncmtny, he counts the highest honour, and
glories in his bonds for Christ, more than a king in his
diaueoi. I'lHEODor.ET ] Hi3 bonds, too, are an argu36U
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mem which should enforce his exhortation, vocation
—translate, " calling" to accord as the Greek does, with
" called" (v. 4; ch. 1. 18; Romans, 8. 28, 30). Colossians.
3. 15, similarly grounds Christian duties on our Chris
tian "calling." The exhortations of this part of the
epistle are built on the conscious enjoyment of the
privileges mentioned <n the former part. Cf. ch. 4. 32,
withch. 1. 7; 5. 1, with 1. 6; 4. 30, with 1. 13; 6. 15. with
1. 8. 2, 3. lowliness—In classic Greek, the meaning is
meanness of *pirtt: the gospel has elevated the word
to express a Christian grace, viz., the esteeming of our
selves small, inasmuch as we are so ; the thinking
truly, and because truly, therefore lowlily, of our
selves. [Trkncii.1 meekness—that spirit in which we
accept God's dealings with us without disputing and
resisting; and also the accepting patiently of the in
juries done us by men, out of the thought that they are
permitted by God for the chastening and purifying of
His people (2 Samuel, 16. It; cf. Galatians, 6. l;
2 Timothy. 2. 25 j Titus. 3. 2). It is only the lowly,
humble heart that is also meik (Colossians. 8. 12). As
"lowliness and meekness" answer to "forbearing one
another in love" (cf. " love," v. 16. 16), so " long-suffer
ing' answers to [v. 4) "endeavouring {Greek, 'earnestly'
or 'zealously giving diligence') to keep (maintain) the
unity of the Spirit (the unity between men of different
tempers, which flows from the presence of the Spirit.
who is Himself 'one.' v. 4) in (united in) the bond of
peace" (the "bond" by which "peace" is maintained.
viz.," love," Colossians, 3. 14, 16 [Benokl] ; or, peace
itself Is the "bond" meant, uniting tho members of
the church [Alford]). 4. In the apostles' creed, the
article as to the church properly follows that as to
the Holy Ghost. To the Trinity naturally is an
nexed the church, as the house to its tenant, to God
His temple, the state to its founder. [Augustine.
Enchir. ad Laurentium, c. 16.] There is yet to be a
church, not merely potentially, but actually Catholic
or world-wide; then the church and the world will bo
co-extensive. Rome falls Into inextricable error by
setting up a mere man as a visible head, antedating
that consummation which Christ, the true visible
Head, at His appearing shall first realize. As the
"Spirit" is mentioned here, so the "Lord" (Jesus'.
v. 5, and "Gon the Father," v. 0. Thus the Trinity is
again set forth, hope — here associated with "the
Spirit." which is the "earnest of our inheritance" (ch,
l. 13, 141. As "faith" la mentioned, v. 5, so "hope"
here, and " love," v. 2. The Holy Spirit, as the common
higher principle of life ch. 2. 18, 22), gives to the church
its true unity. Outward uniformity is as yet unattain
able ; but beginning by having one mind, we shall
hereafter end by having "one body." The true ' body"
of Christ (all believers of every age; is already "one."'
as joined to the one Head. But its unity is as yet
not visible, even as the Head is not visible; but it shall
appear when He shall appear (John, 17. 21-23; Colos
sians, 3. 4). Meanwhile the rule is, "In essentials,
unity ; in doubtful questions, liberty; in all things,
charity." There is more real unity where both go to
heaven under different names, than when with the
same name one goes to heaven, the other to lied.
Truth is the first thing : those who reach it, will at
last reach unity, because truth is one. Whilst those
who seek unity as the first thing, may purchase it at
the sacrifice of truth, and so of the soul itself, of your
calling; — the one " hope" Jfouring from our "calling"
is the element "in" which we are "called" to live.
Instead of privileged classes, as the Jews under the
law, a unity of dispensation was henceforth to be the
common privilege of Jew and Gentile alike. Spiritu
ality, universality, and unity, were designed to charac
terize the church ; and it shall be so at last (Isaiah, 2.
2-4; U.9, 13; Zephaniah. 3. 9; Zechariah. 14. 0). 6. Simi
larly "faith ' and "baptism" (the sacramental teal of
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Ckrisfs Ascension the Source
of the Gifts of the Spirit.
faith are connected {Mark, 16. ]6: Colo«iani. 2. 12 . salem (r. 29-34 . 9. St. Paul reasons that assnmuie
Cf. 1 Corinthians. 13. 13. ** Faith" is not here Uuii which Him to be God) His ascent implies a previous dexeni;
vet belie**, but the act of believing, the mean by which and that the language of the Psalm can only refer to
we apprehend the "one Lord.'' " UapUs™" is specified. Christ, who first descended, then ascended. For God
being the sacrament whereby we are incorporated into the Fatherdoes not ascend or descend. Yet the PsaJm
the " one body." Not the Lord's sapper, which it an plainly refers to God tv. 8, 17.18). It must therefore be
act of matured communion on the part of those al God ths So* (John, 6. 33, «S). As He declares 'John.
ready incorporate. " a aymbol of union, not of unity.'1 3. 13}, M No man bath ascended up to heaven, but He that
LEllicott.] In l Corinthians, 10. IT. where a breach of i-nme doimfrom heaven." Others, though they did not
onion was in question, it forms the rallying point. previously descend, have ascended ; but none save
1 ALronD.] There is not added, "One Pope, one coun Christ can be referred to in the Psalm as having done
cil, one form of government.™ [Cautions for tons*.) so ; for it is of <7od it speaks, lower parts of the earth
The church is one in unity of faith (v. 6; Jude, St: —The antithesis or contrast to "far above all heavens."
unity of origination (eh. 3. 19-31); unity of sacraments is the argument of Alford. &c-. to show that this
lr. 6; l Corinthians, 10. 17; 13. IS, : unity of " hope " (e. 4; phrase means more than simply the earth, via., the re
Titus, 1. 2); unity of duirity {*. 3>; unify [not unifor gions beneath it. even as He ascended not merely to
mity) of discipline and government : tot where there is the visible heavens.bnt**farabove"them. Moreover.
no order, no ministry with Christ as the Head, there is His design " that He might fill all things " (v. W, Greet.
no church. (Pearson, Creed, article 0.] 6. above— " the whole universe of things"), may imply the same.
"oseralL" The "one God over all" An His sovereignty Bat see Koto on those words. Also the leading "cap
and by His grace, is the grand source and crowning tive" of the "captive band" i** captivity *) of :SaUDic
apex of unity (ch. 2. lit, end), through all—by means of powers, may imply that the warfare reached to their
Christ who " fllleth all things " (v. 10; ch. S. 30, 3D. and habitation itself Psalm as. 9). Christ, as Lord of all.
i i " a propitiation " for all men (1 John, 3. 3). in you all took possession first of the earth and the unseen world
—The oldest MS*?, omit "you." Many of the oldest beneath it (some conjecture that the region of the lost
versions and fathers and old MS3. read. " in us all." is in the central parts of our globe), then of heaven
Whether the pronoun be read or not, it must be un (Acta, 2. 87. 88). However, all we surely know is. that
derstood either from the " ye," v. 4, or from the "us; His soul at death descended to Hades. i.e., underwent
v. 7); for other parts of Scripture prove that the Spirit the ordinary condition of departed spirits of men.
is not " in all" men. but only in believers (Romans, 8. The leading captive of Satanic powers here, is not said
9, 14J. God is " Father " both by generation (as Creator) to be at His descent, but at His ascension ; so that no
and regeneration (ch. 3. 10; James, 1. 17. 18; 1 John. argnroent can be drawn from it for a descent to the
6. U. 7. Bat—Though "one" in oar common connexion abodes of Satan. Acta, 8. 37, 38, and Romans. 10. 7.
with "one Lord, one faith. &c., one God," yet "each favour the view of the reference being simply to His
one of us " has assigned to him his own particular gift, descent to Hades. So Pearson on Creed (Philippians.
to be used for the Kood of the whole : none is over 2. 10). 10. all heavens—Greek." all the heavens" (Hebrews.
looked ; none therefore can be dispensed with for the 7. 36; 4.U), Greek, "passed through the heavens" to the
edifying of the church {v. 13). A motive to unity [v. 3). throne of God itself, might fill—In Greek, the action is
Translate, " Unto each one of us was the grace (which continued to the present time, both "might" and " may
was bestowed by Christ at His ascension, v. s, given fill," fts., with His Divine presence and Spirit, not with
according to," Ac, the measure—the amount "of the His glorified body. "Christ, as God, is present every
gift of Christ" (Romans, 13. 3. 6). 8. Wnersfore—" For where; as glorified man. He can be present any where'
which reason," viz. , in order to intimate that Christ, the [Eluoott.J 11. Greek* emphatical. " Himself" by His
Head of the church, is the author of all these different supreme power. "U is Hit that gave," Ac gave esse,
gifts, and that giving of them la an act of His '* grace.'' apostles—translate, "...some to be apostles, and some
[KeTius.J he saith—God. whose word the Scripture is to be prophets," Ac The men who filled the office,
(Psalm 08. 18). When be ascended—God is meant in the no less than the office itself, were a divine gift.
Psalm , represented by the ark. which was being brought [Eai)1e.) Ministers did not give themselves. Cf. with
up to Zion in triumph by David, after that " the Lord the list here, 1 Corinthians, 13. 10,38. As the apostles,
had given him rest round about from all his enemies * prophets, and evangelists, were special and extraordi
VI Samuel, 6.; 7. l; 1 Chronicles, 15.). St. Paul quotes it nary ministers; so " pastors and teachers" are the ordi
of CmtiHT ascending to heaven, who is therefore God. nary stated ministers of a particular flock, including,
captivity— (.c. a band of captives. In the Psalm, the probably, the bishops, presbyters, and deacons. Evan
captive foes of David. In the antitypical meaning, the gelists were itinerant preachers like our missionaries.
foes of Christ the Son of David, the devil, death, the as Philip the deacon (Acta, 31. 8) : as contrasted with
curse, and sin iColossians. 2. 15; 2 Peter, 8. 4), led as it stationary "pastors and teachers'* (3 Timothy, a. a.
were In triumphal procession as a sign of the destruc The evangelist founded the church; the UaeJter built it
tion of the foe. gave girts unto men—In the Psalm, up in the faith already received. The "pastor* had
" Received gifts for men," Hebrew, " among men," Is., the outward rule and guidance of the church : the
Thou hast received gifts to distribute among men. As bishop. As to revelation, the evangelist testified in
a conqueror distributes In token of his triumph the fallibly of the past ; " the prophet." infallibly of the
spoils of foes, as donatives among his people. The im- future. TLe prophet derived all from the Spul* ; the
partatiou of the gifts and graces of the Spirit depended evangelist, in the special case of the Four, recorded
on Christ's ascension (John. 7. 39; 14. 13). St. Paul matter of fact, cognisable to the senses, under the
.stops short In the middle of the verse, and does not Spirit's guidance. No one form of church polity as per
quote " that the Lord God might dwell among them," manently unalterable is laid down in the New Testa
This, it is true. Is partly fulfilled in Christians being ment, though the apostolical order of bishops, or pres
"an habitation of God througb the Spirit" (ch. 8. 33). byters, and deacons, superintended by higher over
But the Psalm j\ 16) refers to " the Lord dwelling in seers (called bishops after the apostolic times,, has the
Zion for tvtr:" the ascension amidst attendant angels, highest sanction of primitive usage. In the case of the
having as its counterpart the Second advent amidst Jews, a fiied model of hierarchy and ceremonial un
"thousands of angels" (v. 17/, accompanied by the alterably bound the people, most minutely detailed in
restoration of Israel (t>. 23), the destruction of God's the law. In the New Testament, the absence of minute
eueraies and the resurrection (v. 30. 31, 23). the conver directions for church government and ceremonies,
sion or the kingdoms of the world to the Lord at Jeru- shows that a fiiedmcdel was not designed; the giuasi
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rule Is obligatory as to ceremonies, " Let all things be
■ lone decently and in order" (cf. article 34. Church ot
'"n-lsjul1; and that a succession of ministers be pro
vided, not self-called, but ** called to the work by men
who have public authority siren unto them in the
•-oDRregatton, to call and send ministers into the Lord's
vineyard " Article 23). That the '* pastors" here were
toe bishops and presbyters of the church. Is evident
from Acta, 20. 28; l Peter, 6. 1,2. where the Bishops' and
Presbyters' office is said to be " to feed" the flock. The
term " shepherd," or " pastor," is used of guiding and
.ovtrnirtg and not merely instructing, whence it is ap
plied to kings, rather than prophets or priests (Ezekiel,
A, 23; Jeremiah. 23. 4). Of. the names of princes com
pounded of Pharnas, Hebrew" pastor," Holo-phernes,
'lusa-phernes {cf. Isaiah, 44. 28). 12. For—withaviewto;
the ultimate aim. " Unto." perfecting;—The Greek im
plies correcting in all that is deficient, instruct inn and
completing in number and all parts, for—a difforent
Gredc word : the Immediate object. Cf. Romans, 15.
i, "Let every one.. .please his neighbour for his good
wnto edification." the ministry— Greek,1' ministration:"
without the article. The office of the ministry is slated
in this verse. The good aiiued at in respect to the
church [v. 13). The way of growth (v. 14, 15, 16). edify
ing—le.. building up aa the temple of the Holy Ghost.
13. came is—rather, " attain unto." Alford expresses
the Greek order, " Until we arrive all of us at the unity,''
&c. faith and. ..knowledge—Full unity of fatth is then
found, when all alike thoroughly know Christ, the ob
ject of faith, and that in His highest dignity as "the
Son of God" (De Wbtte] (ch. 3. 17, 19; 2 Peter, 1. 6).
Not even St. Paul counted himself to have fully "at
lained" iPbUippians, 3. 12-14). Amidst the variety or
the gifts and the multitude of the church's members,
its ** faith " is to be one : as contrasted with the state
of " children carried about with svkky wind of doctkisje" (p. 14). perfect man—"unto the full grown
man" (1 Corinthians, 2. 0; Philippiaus, 3. IS; Hebrews,
6. 14J; the maturity of an adult; contrasted with "chil
dren" (v. 14). Not "perfect inert.-" for the many memben constitute but owe church joined to the one Christ.
stature, &c—The standard of spiritual " stature" is "the
fulness of Christ," i.e., which Christ has (ch. l. S3; 3.
19; cf. Ualatiana, 4. 10) ; that the body should be worthy
of the Head, the perfect Christ 14. Translate, "To
the end that V the aim of the bestowal of gifts stated
negatively, as in v. is It is stated positively, tossed to
and tn—inwardly, even without wind; like bUloivs ofthe
a. So the Greek. Cf, James, 1. 6. carried about—with
every wind from without, doctrine—" teaching." The
various teachings are the "winds" which keep them
tossed ou a sea of doubts (Hebrews, 13. 9; cf. Matthew,
il. T). to]—Greek, "in:" expressing "the evil atmos
phere tn which the varying currents of doctrine exert
their force." [Elliuott.j sleight— lit, "dice-playing."
The player frames his throws of the dice so that the
uoxabers may turn up which best suit his purpose, or
Citu—Contrasted with Cnrist (c. 13). and—Greek, "in."
tunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive—
translate as Greet," craftiness tending to the method
ized system of deceit'* ("the schemes of error"!.
{Alfohjx) Bilnoel takes "deceit," or "error." to
stand for "the parent of error,"Satan (cf. ch. 6. 11); reJ^rrins to his concealed mode of acting. 16 speaking
the truth—translate, "holding the truth .-" "following
the truth i* opposed to "error" or "deceit* {v. 14). iu
love—" Truth" la never to be sacrificed to so-called
" charity;" yet it isto be maintained in charity. Truth
in word and act, love iu manner and spirit, are the
Christian's rule [cf. v. 21. 44). grow op—from the state
of " children" to that of "fall grown men." There is
growth only in the spiritually alive, not in the dead,
into him—so as to be more and more incorporated with
Him, and become one with Him, the head— (ch, 1. 22.)
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16. (Colosslans, 3. 10.) fitly joined together—" being fitly
framed together," as in ch. 2. 21; all the parts being in
their proper position , and in mutual relation. com
pacted—Implying firm consolidation, by that which
every joint supplieth— Gret k, " By means of every joint
of the supply f joined with "maketh increase of the
body," not with " compacted." " By every ministering
(supplying) joint" The joints are the points of union
where the supply passes to the different members.
iurnishing the body with the materials of its growth.
effectual working—(ch. l. 19; 3. 7.) According to the
effectual working of grace in each member (or else,
rather, " according to eocA several member's working'),
proportioned to the measure of its need of supply,
every part—Greek, " each one part f each Individual
part, maketh iu crease—translate, as the Greek is the
same as v. 15. "maketh (carrieth on) the growth ot
the body." 17. theiefore—Resuming the exhortation
which he had begun with, " I therefore beseech you
that ye walk worthy," Arc. (r. 1). henceforth ... not —
Greek, "no longer;" resumed from v. 14. testify in the
Lord—in whom [m our element) we do all things per
taining to the ministry (1 Thessalonlans, 4. 1 [AlfordJ;
Romans, y. 1). other— Greek, " the rest ot the Gentiles.'
in the vanity, fie.—as their element: opposed to " in the
Lord." " V maty of mind " is the waste of the rational
powers on worthless objects, of which idolatry is one
of the more glaring Instances. The root of It is de
parture from the knowledge of the true God (v. 18, iu;
Komans, 1. 21; 1 Thessalonwns, 4. 6). 18. More lit,
" Being darkened in their understanding." i.e., their
intelligence, or perceptions (cf. ch. 6. 8; Acta, 20. 18;
1 Thessalonlans, 6. 4, 6). alienated—This and " dark
ened.'' imply that before the fall they lin the person of
their first father) had been partakers of life and light;
and that they had revolted from the primitive revela
tion (cf. ch. 2. 12). lift of God—that life whereby God
lives In His own people; as He was the life and light
in Adam before the irruption of death and darkness
into human nature ; and as He is the life in the re
generate (Galatlans, 2. 20). "Spiritual life in believers
is kindled from the life itself of God." [Ulnuel.,
through—rather as Greek," on account of the ignorance/'
viz., of God. Wilful ignorance in the first instance.
their fathers not "choosing to retain God in their
knowledge." This is the beginning point of their
misery (Acts, 17. 80; Romans, i. 21, 23, 28; l Peter, l, 14).
because of—" on account of." blindness—Gruk, " hard
ness," lit, the hardening of the skin so aa not to be
sensible of touch. Hence a soul's callousness to feel
ing (Mark. 3. 6.1. Where there is spiritual " life" C the
life of God") there is feeling; where there is not, there
is "hardness." 19. past feeling—senseless, Bbameiesa,
hopeless : the ultimate result of a long process of
"hardening," or habit of sin iv. 18). "Being past
hope," or despairing, is the reading of the Vulgate;
though not so well supported as English Version read
ing. " past feeling," which includes the absence of hope
(Jeremiah, 2. 26; 18. 12). given themselves over—In
Romans. 1. 24 it is, "God gave them up to unclean ness." Their giving themselves to it was punished in
kind, God giving them np to it by withdrawing His
preventing grace; their sin thus was made their punish
ment. They gave themselves up of their own accord
to the slavery of their lust, to do all its pleasure, as
captives who have ceased to strive with the foe. God
gave them up to it, but not against their will; for they
give themselves up to It [Zanchhis.J lsseivioosness
—"wantonness." I Alford.] So it is translated,
Romans, 13. 13; 2 Peter. 2. 18. It does not necessarily
Include lasciviousness; but It means intemperate, reck
less, readiness for It, and for every self-indulgence.
"The first betannings of unchastlty." [Ghotius.)
" Lawless Insolence, and wanton caprice." [Trench.]
to w:rk a1! uuclcanntss—The Greek implies, "with a
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deliberate view to the working (as If it were tlieir work auce of offices of piety (cf. Luke, 1. 761. In the parallel
or business, not a mere accidental fall into sin. of un iColossians, 3. 10/ it is, " renewed in knowledge after
clean new of cirri/ kind." with greediness—67r«fr, " in the image.'* 6x. As at Colosse the danger was from
sreediness." Uncleanness and greediness of gain often false pretenders to knowledge, the true "knowledge'*
go hand in hand (ch. 6. 8, 6; Colossians, 3. 6); though which flows from renewal of the heart is dwelt on; so
" ijreediness " here includes alt kinds of utf-seeking. at Ephesus. the danger being from the corrupt morals
20. leaned Christ—;Philippians, 3. 10.) To know Christ prevalent around, the renewal In " holiness,** contrasted
Himself, is the great lesson of the Christian life: this with the Gentile "uncleanness*' (r. 19,, and " righteous
the Epnestans began to learn at their conversion. ness," in contrast to " greediness," is made prominent.
" Christ," in reference to His office, is here specified as 25. Wherefore—From the general character of " the new
the object of learning. ** Jesua," in the following verse, man," there will necessarily result the particular
as the person. 21. If so be that—2*ot Implying doubt; features which he now details, patting away—Greek,
assuming what I have no reason to doubt, that. die. "having put away" once for all. lying—"falsehood:'
heard him—The Him is emphatic: hoard Himself, not the abstract. "Speak ye truth each oue with his
merely heard about Him. taught by him—Gretik," taught neighbour." is quoted, slightly changed from Zechariah.
in Him," i.e., being in vital union with Hun (Romans, 8. 16. For "to," he quotes it "with,"* to mark our
io. 7). as the truth is. &c.—translate in connexion with inner connexion witli one another, as " members owe
" taught;" "And in Him have been taught, according of another." {STisutj Not merely members of one
as is truth in Jesus." There Is uo ai Lice in the Greek. body. Union to one another in Christ, not mei < ly
'"Truth" is therefore used in the most comprehensive the external command, instiuctively leads Christian*
sense, truth in lis essence, and highest perfection, io to fulfil mutual duties. One member could not injure
Jesus; " if according as it is thus in Him, ye have been or deceive another, without injuring himself, as ail
so taught in Him :" in contrast to " the vanity of mind have a mutual and common interest. 26. Be ye angry.
ur the Ceutilts" (v. 17; cf. John, 1. 14, 17; IS. 37). Con and sin not—So the LXX. Psalm 4. 4. Should circum
trast John, 8. 44. 22. That ye—Following "Ye have been stances arise to call for anger on your part, let it be as
taimht" {v. 81). concerning- the former couveriation—" in Christ's " anger" (Mark, 3. 5 , without sin. Our natural
respect to your former way of life." the old man—your feelings are not wrong when directed to their legitimate
old unconverted nature (Komans, 6. 8J. is corrupt ac object, and when not exceeding due bounds. As in
cording to the deceitful lost*—rather, " which is being the future literal, so in the present spiritual, resurrec
corruptod (' perisheth,' cf. Galatians. 6. 8. ' corruption,' tion, no essential constituent is annihilated, but all
i.e., destruction) according to li.e.. as might be expected that Is a perversion of the original design is removed.
fromj the lusts of deceit." Deceit is personified: lusts Thus indignation at dishonour done to God and wTon*
are its servants and tools. In contrast to "the holiness to man, is justifiable anger. Passion is sinful (derived
of the truth," v. 24, and " truth in Jesus," v. 21; and from "passio," sujjering: implying that amidst seem
answering to Gentile " vanity," v. 17. Corruption and ing energy, a man Is really passive, the slave of hi*
destruction are inseparably associated together. The anger, instead of ruling it), let not the sua go do**
man's old -nature-lusts are his own executioners, fitting upon your wrath — " wrath " is absolutely forbidden .
him more and more for eternal corruption and death. " auger" not so, though like poison sometimes used a*
23. bs renewed—The Greek iananeousthaV implies " the medicine, it is to be used with extreme caution. Ttu
continued renewal in the youth of the new man." A sense is not. Your anger shall not be Imputed to you if
different Greek word ianakainousthai) implies "re you put it away before nightfall; but " let uo wratit tte.,
newal from the old state." in the spirit of your wind— as the Greek, personal * Irritation' or "exasperation',
As there is no Greek for " in," which there is at v. 17, mingle with your 'anger.' even though the latter be right
"in the vanity of their mind," it is better to translate, eous." (.Tn-KNCii, Synonyms.] "Put It away befon
" By the Spirit of your miud." i.e., by your new spiri sunset' {when the Jewish day began), is proverbial for
tual nature; the restored and divinely-informed lead put it away at once before another day begin (Deutero
ing principle of the mind. The "spirit" of man in uomy, 24. 16) ; also before you part with your brother for
New Testament, is only then used in its proper sense, the night, perhaps never in this world to meet a^ain. So
as worthy of its place and governing functions, when it Juna, " Let not night and anger against any one sleei<
is one Spirit with the Lord. The natural, or animal, with you, but go aud conciliate the other party though
man, is described as " not having the tipirit" (J ude, ltf). he have been the first to commit the offence," Let not
( Alford.J Spirit is not tn this sense attributed to the your " an»er" at another's wickedness verge into hatred,
uare^encrate !l Thessalouiaus. 5. 23J. 24. put on the new or contempt, or revenge. [ Vat*blus.J 27. Heiiae;
man—Opposed to "the old man," which is to be " put give place— i.e., occasion or toope. to the devil, by con
off" (v. £2). The Greek here ikainoni is different from tiuuing in " wrath.** The keeping of arver through the
that for " re-neto-ed" [v. 23). Put on not merely a raw- darkness of night, is giving place to the devil, uv
voted nature, but a new, i.e., altogether dijfercnt prince of darkness ich. 6. 12). 28. Greek, "Let him
nature, a changed nature (cf- Colossians, 3. 10, Note:. that steakUi." The imperfect or past tense is, however,
after Odd, die.—translate, "Which hath been created mainly meant, though uol to the exclusion of the
'once for all : so the Greek aorist means: in Christ, ch. present. " Let the stealing person steal no more.*
2. 10; so that in each believer it has not to be created Bandits frequented the mountains near Ephesus. Sues
again, but to be put on) after (the image of) God" are meant by those called " thieves ' in the New Testa
(Genesis, l. 27; Colossians, 3. 10. 1 Peter, 1. 16), die., ment, bat rather—For it is not enough to cease from*
God's image in which the first Adam was originally sin, but the sinner must also enter on the path that hub
created, is restored to us far more gloriously in the very opposite. (Cukysostqm.J The stealer, whea re
second Adam, the image of the invisible God (2 Corin pentant, should labour more than he would be called
thians, 4. 4; Colossians, l. 16; Hebrews, l. 3). in righ on to do, if he bad never stolen, let Mm labour—Then
teousness—" in " it as the clement of the renewed man. and idleness go together, the thing which is good—in
true holiness—rather, as the Greek, "holiness of Hie contrast with theft, the thing which was evil In his
truth; holiness flowing from sincere following of " the past character, with his hands—in contrast with Li
truth of God" (Romans, L 26; 3. 7; 16. B): opposed to former thievish use of bis hands, that he may have b
" the lusts oj deceit" [Greek, v. 22); cf. also i. it, " truth give—" that he may have wherewith to impart.' Re
is in Jesus." "Righteousness" is In relation to our who has stolen should exorcise liberality beyond the
fellow-men, the second table of the law; "Holiness." In restitution of what he has taken. Christians in general
relation to God, the first table ; the religious otssrv- should make not selfish gain their aim in hoses;
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industry , bat the acquisition of the means of greater
nsefuiness to their fellow-men ; and the being Inde
pendent of the alms of others, bo St. Paul himself
(Acta, SO. 35: 2 TbessaloaianB. 3. 8) acted as he taught
(1 Thes&alonians, 4. 11). 39. corrupt—lit., "insipid.''
without " the salt of grace" (Colossians, 4. 6), so worth'<*>. and then becoming corrupt; included in "foolish
talking " (ch. 6. 4,. Its opposite is *' that which is good
to edifying.'* that which, &c—Gr«k," ir/iokircrisgood.'
nit of edifying—lit.. " for edifying of the need." i.e., for
edifying tohere it is needed. Seasonably edifying ; ac
cording as t lie occasion and present needs of the hearers
require, now censure, at another time consolation.
ETen words good in themselves most be introduced
seasonably .lest by our fault they prove injurious instead
of useful. Trench explains. Not vague generalities,
which would suit a thousand other cases equally well,
and probably equally ill: our words should be as nails
fasteued in a sure place, words suiting the present time
and the present person, being ** for the edifying of the
occasion" (Colossians, 4. 0). communication—language,
minuter—Greek." give." The word spoken " gives grace
to the hearers" when God uses it as his instrumeut
for that purpose. 30. grieve not—A condescension to
human modes of thought most touching. Cf. ** vexed
His Holy Spirit" (Isaiah, 63. 10; Psalm 78. 40/: " fretted
ine" (Ezekiel, 16.43: implying His tender love to us;:
and of hardened unbelievers, "resist the Holy Ghost"
(Acts. 7. 61}. This verse refers to believers, who grieve
the Spirit by inconsistencies such as in the context
are spoken of, corrupt or worthless conversation, &c.
whereby ye are sealed—rather, " wherein or ' in whom*)
ye tcere sealed." As in ch. 1. 13, believers are said to
be sealed "in" Christ, so here "in Vie Holy Spirit."
who is one with Christ, and who reveals Christ iu the
soul: the Greek implies that the sealing was done already
once for all. It is the Father by" whom believers,
us well as the Son Himself, were sealed (John, a. 27).
The Spirit is represented as itself the seal ich. 1. 13,
where see, for the image employed, the Note}. Here
the Spirit is tiie element in wlticJi the believer is sealed.
His gracious influences being the seal itself, unto—
kept safely against the day of redemption, viz., of the
completion of redemption hi the deliverance of the
body as well as the soul from all sin and sorrow (ch.
l. 14; Luke, 21. 28; Romans, 6. 23). 31. bitterness—both
of spirit and of speech : opposed to "kind." wrathpassion for a time: opposed to "tender-hearted."
Whence Benuel translates for "wrath," harshness.
anger—lasting resentment: opposed to "forgiving one
another," clamour—compared by Chkyhostosi to a
horse carrying anger for its rider: " bridle the horse, and
you dismount its rider." " bitterness" begets " wrath;1'
"wrath," "auger;" *' anger," " clamour;* and "clamour,"
the more chronic " evil-speakmg." slauder, insinua
tions, and surmises of evil. " Malice" is the secret root
of all: u fires fed within, and not appearing to by
standers from without, are the most formidable."
IChhysostom.) 32. (Luke, 7. 42; Colossians, 3. 12.)
even as—God has shown Himself" kind, tender-hearted,
and forgiving to you ;" it is but just that you in turn
should be so to your fellow-men, who have not erred
against you in the degree that you have erred against
God (Msvtthew, 18. 33). God for Christ's sake—rather as
Greek. "God in Christ" (2 Corinthians, 6. iuj. It is tit
Christ that God vouchsafes forgiveness to us. It cost
God the death of His Son, as man, to forgive us. it
costs us nothing to forgive our fellow-man. hath forgiven—rather as Greek, "forgave you." God has, once
jot ail, forgiven sin in Christ, as a past historical .'act.
CHAPTER V.
Ver. 1-33. Exhortations to Love; and against
Carnal Lusts and Communications. Circum
spection in Wale: Redeeming the Time: Being
Filled with the Spirit: Singing to the Lord
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with Thankfulness: The Wife's Duty to th*
Husband Bests on that or the Church to
Christ. 1. therefore—seeing that "God in Christ for
gave you" (ch. 4. 32). followers—Greek, "imitators" of
God, in respect to " love" (v. 2) : God's essential character
(1 John. 4. 10). as dear chHdren—Greek, "as children
beloved ; " to which v. 2 refers, " As Christ also loved
us" [l John. 4. 19). "We are sons of men, when we
do ill; sons of God, when we do well" (Augustine,
Psalm 62.1 (cf. Matthew, 5. 44. 46, 48). Sonship infers
an absolute necessity of imitation, it being vain to
assume the title of son without any shuilitude of the
Father. [Pearson. 1 2. And—In proof that you are
so. walk—Resuming ch. 4. 1, "walk worthy of the
vocation," &c. as Christ...loved us—From the love of
the Father he passes to the love of the Son, hi whom
God most endearingly manifests His love to us. given
himself for as—Greek, " given Himself up (viz., to death,
Galatians, 2. 20) for us." i.e., in our behalf; not here
vicarious substitution, though that is indirectly im
plied "in our stead." The offerer, and the offering
that He offered, were one and the same (John! 16. 13;
Romans, 6. 8). offering; and sacrifice—"Offering" ex
presses generally His presenting Himself to the Father.
as the Representative undertaking the cause of the
whole of our lost race (Psalm 40. 0-8), including His
life of obedience ; though not excluding His offering
of His body for us (Hebrews, 10. 10). It is usually an
unbloody o^erino, in the more limited sense. "Sacri
fice" refers to His death tor us exclusively. Christ is
here, in reference to Psalm 40. 0 (quoted ajain in
Hebrews, 10. 6), represented as the antitype of ail the
offerings of the law, whether the unbloody or bloody,
eucharisUcal or propitiatory, for aiweet-smelluig savour
—Greek, " tor an odour of a sweet smell," i.e., God is
well pleased with the offering on the ground of its
sweetness, and so Is reconciled to us (ch. 1. 0 ; Mittthew, 3. 17; 2 Corinthians, 6. 18, 10; Hebrews, 10. 0-iT).
The ointment compounded of principal spices, poured
upon Aaron's head, answers to the variety of the graces
by which He was enabled to "offer Himself a sacri
fice for a sweet-smelling savour.1' Another type, or
prophecy by figure, was "the sweet savour" [savour
0.1 rest. Margin) which God smelled in Noah's sacrifice
(Genesis, b. 21). Again, as what Christ is, believers
also are (l John, 4. 17), and ministers are : St. Paul
says (2 Coriuthians, 2. 17) " we are unto God a sweet
savour of Christ." 3. once named—Greek," Let it not be
even named'' [v. 4. 12). " Uncleanness " and "covetouaness " are taken up again from ch. 4. 19. The two
are so closely allied that the Greek for " covetousness"
(pleonexia) is used sometimes in Scripture, aud often
in the Greek fathers, for sins of impurity. Ine com
mon principle is the longing to fill one's desire with
material objects of sense, outside of God. The ex
pression, "not be even named," applies better to im
purity, than to " covetousness." 4. filtbiness —
obscenity in act or gesture, foolish talking—the talk of
fools, which is folly and sin together. The Greek ot it,
and of " filthiness," occurs nowhere else in the New
Testament, nor—rather," or*' (cf. c. 3). jesting—Greek,
" eutrapelia: found nowhere else In the N ew Testament:
implying strictly that versatility which turns about and
adapts itself, without regard to principle, to the shift
ing circumstances of the moment, and to the varying
moods of those with whom it may deal. Not scurrile
buffoonery, but refined "persiflage" and "badinage,"
for which Kphesus was famed (Plautus, Miles Gloriosus, 3. l. 42-52), and which, so far from being censured,
was and Is thought by the world a pleasant accomplish*
ment. In Colossians, 3. 8, "filthy communication''
rerers to the foulness; " foolish talking." to the folly;
" jesting," to the false refinement (and (ruling witticism,
Tittmann] of discourse unseasoned with the salt of
Brace. (.Trench.! not convenient—"unseemly,-" not
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Thanksgiving, not Foolish Talking.
Becomes the Children of Light
Mich "as become saints" t>. a), rather giving of thanks termed (in the singular) " the r& uit of the Spirit" (r. 0).
—A happy play on sounds In Greek, eudtaristia con rather, itc .—translate as Greek* "Rather even reprove
trasted with etttrapelia: refined "jesting" and subtle them " (cf. Matthew, 6. 14-18). .Not only " have no
hamoar sometimes offend the tender feelings of grace: fellowship, but cwn reprove them," viz.. In words, and
'"giving of thanks" gives that real cheerfulness of in your deeds.which , shining with " the light," virtually
spirit to believers which the worldly try to get from reprove all that is contrary to light (v. 13; John, 3.
"jesting" (*. 19, 20; James, 6. 18). 5. this ye know—The 19-21). *' Have no fellowship," does not imply that we
oldest MSS. read, " Of this ye are sure knowing f or as can avoid all Intercourse (1 Corinthians, 6. 10), but
Alfoki»," This ye know being aware." covetous... idol " avoid such fellowship as will defile yourselves:" just
ater — (Colossians, 3. ft.) The best reading may be as light, though it touch filth, is not soiled by it; nay,
( rans/atsoV* That is to say, lit., which u (in other worth) as light detects it, so," even reprove sin." 12. The Greek
an idolater. St. Paul himself had forsaken ail for order is. " For the things done in secret by them, it is
Christ (1 Corinthians. 0. 10; 11. 27). Covetousness is a shame even to speak of." The " for" gives his reason
worship of the creature instead of the Creator, the for "not naming" (cf. v. 3) In detail the works of dark*
h* 'best treason against the King of kings (l Samuel, ness, whereas he describes definitely [e. 9) " the fruit of
15. 23; Matthew, o. 24; Philippians, 3. 19: i John. 2. IS). the light" (Bknobx,) "Speak of." I think, is used
hath—The present implies the fixedness of the exclu here aa "speaking of without reproving" in contrast
sion, grounded on the eternal verities of that kingdom, to "even reprove them." Thus the "for" expresses
| Alfohd.J of Christ and of God— rather, as one Grsek this, Reprove them, for to speak of them without re
article Is applied to both," of Christ and God," implying proving them, is a shame (v. Hi. Thus " works of darktheir perfect oneness, which is consistent only with nest" answers to " things done in secret." 13. that are
the doctrine that Christ is God (cf. 2 Thessalomans. reproved—rather,** when they are reproved," cu., by you
i. 12; 1 Timothy, 6. 21; 6. 13). 6. Tain—empty, unreal [v. 1 r. whatsoever dan nuke manifest— rather, " every
words, vis., palliations of " uncleanness," v. 3, 4; Isaiah. thing that is (i.e., suffers Itself to be) made manifest for
6. 20 (that it Is natural to indulge In love*, "covetous- 'shone upon,' viz., by your 'reproving,' t>. 11) is (thence
ness" (that It is useful to society that men should forth no longer * darkness.' v. 8, but. light." The devil
pursue gain), and "jesting" (that it is witty and clever, and the wicked will not suffer themselves to be made
and that God will not so severely punish for such manifest by the light, but love darkness, though out
things), because of these things—undeanness, covetous- wardly the tight chines round them. Therefore," light'
ne$$. Ac. (v. 3-6). Cometh—present, not merely "shall has no transforming effect on tftem, so that they do not
come." Is as sure as If already come, children—rather. become light (John, 3. 19. 20). But, says the apostle,
" sons of disobedience " (ch. 2. 2, 3). The children of you being now tight yourselves (v. 6), by bringing itunbelief in doctrine Deuteronomy, 32. 20), are "chil light through reproof those who are in darkness, wlif
dren of disobedience" in practice, and these again are convert them to light. Your consistent lives and faith
" children of wrath." 7. Here fellowship with wicked ful reproofs will be your "armour of light" (Romans.
workers Is forbidden; in v. il, with their wicked works. 13. 12) in making an inroad on the kingdom of dark
B. sometimes—" once." The emphasis is on *' were." Ye ness. 14. Wherefore—Referring to the whole foregou^
ought to hare no fellowship with gin, which is dark argument (v. 3, 11, 13), Seeing that light (spiritual; du
ness, for your state as darkness Is now past. Stronger pels the pre-existing darkness. HefUodj smith, die tef.
than "In darkness" (Komans, 2. 19). light—not merely the same phrase, ch. 4. 6). Awake—The reading of all
"enlightened;" but ti'jht enlightening others {v. IS). the oldest MSB. is, " Up '" or " Rouse thee P a phrase
in—in union with the Lord, who is the liou t. chil used in stirring men to activity. The words are a par*
dren cf light—not merely " of the light ;" just as *' chil phrase of Isaiah, 00. 1, t, not an exact quotation. Tee
dren of disobedience" is used on the opposite side; word " Christ," shows that in quoting the prophecy. bt
those whose distinguishing characteristic Is tight. views ft in the light thrown on it by its gospel fulfil
Pliny, a heathen writing to Trajan, bears unwilling ment. As Israel is called on to "awake* from its
testimony to the extraordinary purity of Christians' previous state of "darkness" and " death" (Isaiah. »
lives, contrasted with the people around them. 0. 10; <». 8), for that her Light is come; so the church. /:;;.■
fruit of the Spirit—taken by transcribers from Gahv each individual is similarly called to awake. Edieur
tlans, fi. 22. The true reading Is that of the oldest are called on to "awake* out of sleep; unbeliever/, te
MSS., &c, "The fruit of the light:" in contrast with " arise " from the dead (cf. Matthew, 86, 6; Ron w r?
" the unfruitful works of darkness" (v. n). This verse 13. 11; 1 Thessaloniaus, 5. 6, with ch. 9. l). ChristIs parenthetic. Walk as children of light, i.e.. In all "the true light," "the sun of righteousness." grrr
good works and words (" fob the fruit of the light thee light—rather as Greek, " Shall shine upon thee** isc
is [l.ornej In [Alfokd; but fiisocL, 'consists in'] enabling thee by being "made manifest" to become,
all goodness [opposed to ' malice,' ch. 4. 81], righteous and be, by the very fact, "light,** v. 13 ; then being so
ness [opposed to * covetousness,' v. 3] and truth " fop- " enlightened," ch. l. 18, thou shalt be able, by "n>
posed to "lying," ch. 4. 25]j. 10. Proving—construed provu g," to enlighten others). 16. that—rather si
with "walk" («. 8; Romans, 12. l, 2). As we prove a Greek,*' See how ye walk," &c. The double idea is com
coin by the eye and the ear, and by using it, so by pressed into one sentence : "See (take heedj how v
accurate and continued study, and above all by prac walk," and "See that ye walk circumspectly. Toe
tice
andis acceptable
experimental
we mayThis
prove
oroffice
test manner, as well as the act itself, is included. See aw
■* what
untotrial
the Lord."
is the
ye are walking, with a view to your being dxcamsperi
of " light," of which believers are " children," to mani [lit. , accurate, exact) in your walk. Cf. Colossians, i *
fest what each thing Is. whether sightly or unsightly. " Walk in wisdom (answering to ' as wise' here) tovsrd
11. unfruitful works of darkness—Sins are terminated them that are without" (answering to "circumspecUr"
In themselves, and therefore are called "works," not i.e., correctly, in relation to the unbelievers around, sot
" fruits" (Galatians. 6. IB, *g . Their only fruit is that giving occasion of stumbling to any. but edifying all to
which is not in a true sense fruit {Deuteronomy, 32. 32), a consistent walk), net as fools—GreeJt," not as unwise.
vis., "death" (Romans, o. 21; Galatians, 6. 8). Plants but -as wise." 16. Redeeming the time— (Oolo8Siaiu,4-£
cannot bear "fruit" In the absence of light. Sin is Greek. "Buying up for yourselves the seasou&t
"darkness," and its parent is the prince of darkness time" (whenever it occurs) of good to yourselves and to
(ch. 6. 12). Graces, on the other hand, as flourishing others. Buying off from the vanities of " them (A*'
in " the light." are reproductive, and abound In fruits; are without" (Colossians. 4. 5). and of the "ucwi*
which, as harmoniously combining in one whole, are (here in Epheslans), the opportune time alfordsd E<>
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you for the work of God. In a narrower tense, special
favourable seasons for good, occasionally presenting
themselves, are referred to. of which believers ought
diligently to avail themselves. This constitutes true
" wisdom " (r. 16). Id a larger sense, the whole season
front the time that one is spiritually awakened, is to
be " redeemed" from vanity for God (cf. 2 Corinthians,
fi. 2; l Peter. 4. 2-4). "Redeem" Implies the preciousness of the opportune season, a jewel to be bought at
any price. WAiiLexplalns," Redeeming for yourselves
(te., availing yourselves of) the opportunity (offered
you of acting aright), and commanding the time as a
master does his servant," Tittmakn, "Watch the
time, and make it your own so as to control It; as
merchants look out for opportunities, and accurately
choose out the best goods : serve not the time, but
command it, and it shall do what you approve." So
Pindar, Pythia, 4. 609, "The time followed him as his
servant, and was not as a runaway slave." because the
diyt are evil—The days of life in general are so exposed
to evil, as to make it necessary to make the most of
the seasonable opportunity so long as it lasts (ch. 0. 13;
Genesis. 47. 9; Psalm 49. 6; Kcclesiastes. li. 2; 12. l;
John. iz. 36). Besides, there are many special evil days
'in persecution, sickness, Ac) when the Christian is
laid by in silence, therefore he needs the more to im
prove the seasonable times afforded to him {Amos,
6. n,', which St. Paul perhaps alludes to. 17. Where
fore — Seeing that ye need to walk so circumspectly,
choosing and using the right opportunity of good,
unwise—a different Greek word from that in v. 16.
Translate, "foolish," or "senseless." understanding—
not merely knowing as a matter of fact (Luke, 12. 47),
but knowing with understanding, the will of the Lord
—as to how each opportunity is to be used. The Lord's
will, ultimately* is our " sanctlfication " (1 Thessaloniana, 4. 3j ; and that " in every thing," meantime, we
fuonld "give thanks" (1 Tbessaionians, 6. 18; cf. above,
r. 10.'. 18. excess—worthUss, ruinous, reckless prodi
gality, wnereiu—not in the wine itself when used aright
(1 Timothy, 6. x3), but in the " excess" as to it. but be
filled wiih the Spint — The effect in inspiration was
that the person was " filled" with an ecstatic exhilara
tion, like that caused by wine ; hence the two are here
connected (cl. Acts, 2. 13-18;. Hence arose the abstin
ence from wine of many of the prophets, e.g.* John
Baptist, t-iz. . in order to keep distinct before the world
the ecstasy caused by the Spirit, from that caused by
wine. So also in ordinary Christians the Spirit dwells
not in the mind that seeks the disturbing influences
of excitement, but In the well balanced prayerful
mind. Such a one expresses his joy. not in drunken or
worldly songs, but in Christian hymns of thankful
ness. 19. (Colossians. 3. 16.) to yourselves— " to one
another." Hence soon arose the antiphonal or re
sponsive chanting of which Pliny writes to Trajan :
" They are wont on a fixed day to meet before daylight
[to avoid persecution J and to recite a hymn among
tltemseives by turns* to Christ, as if being God." The
Spirit gives true eloquence ; wine, a spurious eloquence,
psalms — generally accompanied by an instrument.
hymns—in direct praise to God (cf. Acts, 10. 46 ; l Co
rinthians, 14. 26; James, 6. 13;. songs—the general
term for lyric pieces : " spiritual'' is added to mark
their being here restricted to sacred subjects, though
not merely to direct praises of God, but also contain
ing; exhortations, prophecies, clc Contrast the drunken
" s» ui,*, " Amos, b. 10. making melody—C/ree/:," Playing
and singing with an Instrument." io your heart—not
merely with the tongue; but the serious feeling of the
heart accompanying the singing of the lips (cf. 1 Co
rinthians, 14. 16; Psalm 47. 7j. The contrast Is between
the heathen and the Christian practice. " Let yonr
Knn«:s be not the drinking songs of heathen feasts, but
paalnis and hymns; and their accompaniment, tn. j Uu i
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music of the lyre, but the melody of the heart." [Conyheabe & Ilowsos.) to the Lord—See Pliny's letter
quoted above: "To Christ as God." 20. thanks.. .for
all things—even for adversities; also for blessings, un
known as well as known (Colossians, 3. 17 ; 1 Thessalonians, 6. IS), unto God and the Father—the Fountain of
every blessing In Creation, Providence, Election, and
Redemption. Lord Jesus Christ—by whom all things,
even distresses, become ours (Romans, 8. 36 37; 1 Co
rinthians, 3. 20-23). 21. (Pbilipplans. 2. 3; 1 Peter, 6. 6.)
Here he passes from our relations to God, to those
which concern our fellow-men. in the fear or God— All
the oldest MSS. and authorities read, "in the fear of
Ch h i st. " The believer passes from under the bondage
of the law as a letter, to be "the servant of Christ "
[l Corinthians, 7. 22), which, through the instinct of love
to Him, is really to be "the Lord's freeman;" for he
is "under the law to ChrisC (I Corinthians. 9. 21; cf.
John, 8. 36). Christ, not the Father (John, 6. 22), is to
be our judge. Thus reverential fear of displeasing Him
is the motive for discharging our relative duties as
Christians (1 Corinthians, 10. 22; 2 Corinthians, 6. 11,
l Peter, 2. 13). 22-ch. 6. 9. The church's relation to
Christ in His everlasting purpose. Is the foundation and
archetype of the three greatest of earthly relations,
that of husband and wife (v. 22-33], parent and child
(ch. 6. 1-4), master and servant (ch. 6. 4-0). The oldest
MSS. omit "submit yourselves:" supplying it from
v. 21, *' Ye wives {submitting yourselves) unto your
own husbands." " Your own" is an argument for subraissiveness on the part of the wives: it is not a
stranger, but your own husbands whom you are called
on to submit unto (cf. Genesis, 3. 16; l Corinthians,
7. 2; 14. 34; Colossians, 3. 18; Titus, 2. 6; 1 Peter, 3. 1-7).
Those subject ought to submit themselves, of what
ever kind their superiors are. " Submit" is the term
used of wives ; " obey," of children (ch. 0. l), as there is
a greater equality between wives and husbands, than
between children and parents, as unto the Lord —
Suomlsslvenesa Is rendered by the wife to the hus
band under the eye of Christ, and so Is rendered to
Christ Himself. The husband stands to the wife in the
relation that the Lord does to the church, and this is to
be the ground of her submission; though that submis
sion is Inferior in kind and decree to that which she
owes Christ <e. 24;. 23. (l Corinthians, 11. 3.) even
as—Greek, " as also." and he Is—The oldest MSS. read,
" Himself (being,1 Saviour," &c, omitting "and," and
"is." In Christ's case, the Headship is united with,
nay gained by. His having haved the body in the pro
cess of redemption; so that (St. Paul implies) I am not
alleging Christ's Headship as one entirely identical
with that other, for He has a claim to it, and office In
it, peculiar to Himself. | Alfuki>. j The husband is
not saviour of the wife, in which particular Christ
excels; hence, "But" r. 24) follows. (Bkkoel.1 24.
Therefore—translate, as Greek, "But," or "Neverthe
less," i.e., though there be the difference of headships
mentioned in v. 23, nevcrOteless, thus far they are one,
n:„ in the subjection or submission (the same Greek
stands for "is subject," as for "submit," v. 21, 22) of
the church to Christ, being the prototype of that of the
wile to the husband, their own—Not in most of the
oldest MSS., and not needed by the argument iu
every thing—appertaining to a husband's legitimate
authority: "iu the Lord" (Colossians, 3, 19): every
thing not contrary to God. 25. 'Thou hast seen the
measure of obedience ; now hear also the measure of
love, i >o you wish your wife to obey you, as the
church is to obey Christ? Then have a solicitude for
her as Christ bad for the church [e. 23, " Himself the
Saviour of the body "J ; and if it be necessary to give
thy life for her, or to be cut in ten thousand pieces.
or to endure any other snfferina whatever, do not
refuse it ; and if you suffer lhu% not even so do you
4F
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do wliat Christ hu done: for you indeed do to being
already united to ber, bnt He did so for one that
treated Him with aversion and hatred. As, there
fore. He brought to His feet one that so treated Him.
and that even wantonly spurned Him, by roach tender
ness of regard, not by threats, intuits, and terror: so
also do you act towards roar wife, and though yon see
her disdainful and wantonly wayward, yoa will be able
to bring her to yoar feet by much thought fulness for
her. by love, by kindness. For no bond is more sove
reign in binding than such bonds, especially in the case
of ti usband and wife. For one may constrain a servant
by fear, though not even he is so to be bound to you;
for he may readily run away. But the companion of
yonr life, the mother of your children, the basis of all
your joy, you ought to bfnd to you, not by fear and
threats, but by love and attachment." [Chkysostox.]
gave himself—Grvk, " gave Himself up." for it—trans
late, " for her." The relation of the church to Christ is
the ground of Christianity's having raised woman to her
due place in the social scale, from which she was, and
is, excluded In heathen lands. 26, sanctify—i.e., con
secrate her to God. Cf. John. 17. 19. meaning. "I
derote myself as a holy sacrifice, that my disciples also
may be devoted or consecrated as holy in (through)
the truth" [Nkaxdeb) Hebrews, 1 11; 10. 10. S'oU;
13. 1J». and cleanse — rather as Greek, " cleansing,"
without the "and." with the washing of water—rather
as Greek. " with," or *' by the larcr of Vie water." viz ,
the baptismal water. So it oiuht to be translated,
Titus, 3. 5, the only other passage in the New Testament
where it occurs. As the bride passed through a purify
ing both before marriage, so the church fcf. Revelation,
21. 2). Hu speaks of baptism according to its high
ideal and design, as If the inward grace accompanied
the outward rite; hence he asserts of outward baptism
whatever is involved in a believing appropriation of
the divine truths it symbolizes, and says that ChriBt.
by baptism, has purified the church [Meanoeii)
fl Peter, 3. 21). by the word—Gredt," is the word." To
be joined with "cleansing it." or "her." The "word of
faith" (Romans, 10. 8.9, lTi.of which confession is made
in baptism, and which carries the real cleansing (John,
13. 3; 17. 17) and regenerating power (I Peter. 1.23; 3. 2: >.
( A lfo&d. 1 So A vnusTUtK, Tract, so, in John, " Take
away the word, and what Is the water save water! Add
the word to the element, and it becomes a sacrament.
t-einti itself as It were the visible word." The regenerat
ing cilicacy of baptism is conveyed In, and by, the
Divine word alone. 27. he—The oldest MSS. and
authorities read, "That Ho might Himself present
unto Himself the church Kioriou«." viz, a3 a bride
12 Corinthians, 11. ti. Raines* and glory are insejtarahle. "Cleansing "is the necessary preliminary to both.
Holiness i» glory internal; glory is holiness shining forth
outwardly. The later of baptism is the vehicle, but
the word is the nobler and the true instrument of the
dealing. fBKSOZL.) It la Christ that prepares the
church with the necessary ornaments of grace, for
presentation to Himself, as the Bridegroom at His com;-j ; again (Matthew. 2.5. 1, &c ; Revelation, 19. 7; 21. 21.
not baring; spot—..Song of Solomon, 4. 7.) The visiMo
church now contains clean and unclean together, like
Noah's ark ; like the wedding room which contained
«otre that liad, and others that had not, the wedding
garment (Matthew. 22. 10-H; cf. 2 Timothy, x. 20': or
u^ the gwd and bad fish are taken in the samo net.
•>c cause it caunot discern the bad from the good, tho
ll&liermen being unable to know what kind of fish the
nets have taken under the waves. Still the church is
termed " holy " in the creed, in reference to her ideal
and ultimate destination. When the Bridegroom
comes, the bride shall be presented to Him wholly
without snot, the evil being cut off from the body for
ever (Matthew. 13. 4KW. Not that there arc two
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churches, one with bad and good intermingled, another
in which there are good alone ; but one and the samo
church in relation to different times, now with good
and evil together, hereafter with good alone. ( Pa ar
son. 1 28. rraw'a^.'* 60 ought husbands oki 'thus the
oldest MSS. read) to love their own 'cf. S'ote. v. t2)
wives as their own bodies," ** H*> that loveth his own
wife.' At. 'p. 31'. So there Is the same lore and the
same union of body between Christ and the church
r. So, 32'. 29. Far—Supply, and we all love ourselves:
"For no man,"&c. his own flesh—{v. 31, end.) nearisbeth—Greek. " nourisbeth it up," viz, to maturity.
"Nonrisheth." refers to food and internal sustenance;
"cherisheth,* to clothing and external fostering, eve a
ts—translate, "even as also." the Lcrd—The oldest.
MS3, read. "Christ." Exodus, 21. 10. prescribes threw
duties to the husband. The two former (food and
raiment) are here alluded to in a spiritual sense, by
" nonrisheth and cherisheth ;" the third " duty of mar
riage" is not added in consonance with the holy pro
priety of Scripture language: its antitype is, "know
the Lord" illosea, 2. IP, 2o>. [Bekqkl 1 ;0. For—Greek,
" Because" fl Corinthians. 6. 15>. Christ ncurisheth
and cherisheth the church as being of one flesh with
Him. Translate. "Because we are members of His
body (His literal body). bHng of His flesh and of His
bones" [AuvtftD] (Genesis, 2. 23, 24). The Greek ex
presses, "Being formed cad of* or "of the substance
of His flesh." &c Adam's deep sleep, wherein £re was
formed from out of his opened side, is an emblem oi
Christ's death, which was the birth of the Spouse, the
church. John. 12. 24; 19. 34. 35. to which verses 24
16, 27, allude, as Implying atonement by His blood, and
sanctiflcation by the " water." ausweritg to that which
flowed from His side fcf. also John, 7. 3*. 3p; 1 Corin
thians, 6. ir. As Adam gave Eve a rew name. Hi
brew, hha. "woman." formed from his own rib. /**.
"man," signifying her formation from him: so Chris',
Revelation. 2. 17: 3. 12. Genesis. 2. 21. 23, 24. puts the
bones first, because the reference there is to the natural
strncture. But St. Paul is referring to the fltnh <J
l'hri>t. It Is not our boces and flesh, but " vt" that
are spiritually propagated (in our sonl and spirit now,
and in the body hereafter, regenerated' from the machood of Chritt which has flesh and bones. We an
members of His glorified body (John. G. 63>. The two
oldest exl.-ting MSS . and Coptic or Mtmphdir version,
omit "of His flesh and of His bones f the words may
hsve crept into the text through the Margin, from
Genesis. 2. 2.7. LXX. However. irenteus. 29*. and the
old Latin and Vulgate tvrswmj, with sntte good old
MSS , have them. 31. For this cause—The propaga
tion of the church from Christ, as that of Eve from
Adam, is the foundation of the spiritual marria^.'.
The natural marrtafip, wherein "a man leaves father
and mother itlio oldest MSS, omit 'hts') and is joined
unto his wife," is not tho principal thing n earn hen-,
but the spiritual marriage represented by it. and on
which it rests, whereby Christ left the Father's boson
to woo to Himself the church out of a lost world: v. 32
proves this : His earthly mother as such, also. He
holds in secondary account as compared with Hi)
Spirit us 1 Bride (Luke, 2. 4*. 49; S. 19-21; 11. 27. £'.
He sliall again leave His Father's abode to coucus
mate the union (Matthew, 24. 1-10; Revelation, 19. r .
they tW3 shall be one flesh—So the Samaritan Penta
teuch, LXX . £c, read (Genesis. 2, 21). instead of "they
shall be one flesh." So Matthew, 19. 5. In natural
marriage, husband and wife combine the elements 01
one perfect human being : the one being incomplete
without the other. So Christ, as God -man. is pleased
to makg the church, the body, a necessary adjunct to
Himself, the Head. He is the archetype oi the church,
from whom, and according to whom, as the pattern, sh*
is formed. He ts her Held, as the husband is of tb«
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wire (Romans, 6. 6; l Corinthians, 11. 3; 15. 45). Christ
will never allow any rower to sever Himself and His
bride, indissotubly joined (Matthew, 10. 6; John, 10.
29.2V; 13. U. 32. Rather. "This mystery is a great one."
This profound truth, beyond man's power of discover'
ing. but now revealed, viz., of the spiritual union of
Christ and the church, represented by the marriage
i-nlon. Is a great one. of dtep Import. See Note. v. 30.
.So " mystery" is used of a divine truth not to be dis
covered save by revelation of God (Romans, it. 25;
l Corinthians. 16. 61). The Vulgate wrongly translates,
"This Is a great sacrament," which is made the plea by
the Romish church (in spite of the blinder having
been long ago exposed by their own commentators,
Cajctan and Estiusi for making marriage a sacrament;
it is plain, not marriage In general, but that of Christ
and the church, is what is pronounced to be a "great
mystery," as the words following prove, "1 .emphatic)
say it in regard to Christ ami to the church" iso the Greek
U best translated). " I, while I quote these words out
of Scripture, use them in a higher sense." [Conybears & Howson.J 33. Nevertheless—>"ot to pursue
farther the mystical meaning of marriage. Translate
as Greek. " Do ye also (as Christ does) severally each
one so love," &c. The words,'* severally each one,* refer
to them in their individual capacity, contrasted with
ino previous colkctive new of the member* of the
church as the bride of Christ.
CHAPTER VI,
Ver. l-M. Mutual Duties of Parents and
Children: Masters and Servants: Ouk Life a
Warfare: The Spiritual Armour Deeded
against Spiritual Fokm, Conclusion: 1. obey—
Stronger than the expression as to wives, "submit
ting." or '" twins subject" ,ch. 6. 21). ObedUnce ut moro
unreasoning acd implicit; submission is the willing
tvbjtction of an inferior in point of order to one who
has a right to command, in the Lord— Roth parents
and children being Christians "in tbe Lord," expresses
the ttentcnt iu which the obedience is to take place,
itid tbe motiie to obedience. Jn Colossians, s. 20. it is.
'Children obey your parents in alt things." Tins
claose/'in the Lord," would suggest the due limitation
uf the obedience required (Acts, 5. 29; cf. on tbe other
hand, tbe abuse, Mark, 7. 11-13). right— Even by
natural law we should render obedience to them from
nliom we have derived life. 2. Here the authority of
revealed law is added to that of natural law. which is
...promise—The "promise" is not made the main motive
to obedience, but an incidental one. The main motive
la, because it is Cod's will (Deuteronomy, 6. 10, "Hon*
unr thy father and mother as the Lord thy God hath
commanded thee"); and that it is so peculiarly, is
hi ■■.-, ,. by His accompanying it '* with a promise."
first — in tho decalogue with a special promise. Tbe
j. romise in the second commandment is a general one.
Tbeir duty is more expressly prescribed to children
than to parei.Lj; for lovo descends rather than ascends.
fttENOEL.) This verse proves tbe law in the Mew
Testament is net abolished. 3. long en tne earth—In
Kxodoa, So. 1?, "long upon the land wh*ih the Lord
thy God gtrttfi thee,H which St. Paul adapts to gospel
tunes, by taking away the local and limited reference
peculiar to the Jews in Canaan. The godly are equally
Messed in every land, as tho Jews were in the land
which God gave them. This promise is always fulfilled,
either literally, or by the substitution of a higher bless
ing, ru., one spiritual and eternal Job, 5. 2*1; Proverbs,
10. 27». The substance and esser.ee of tbe taw are
eternally in force: its accidents alone (applying to Israel
of old) are abolished (Roman*, 0. 16). 4. fathers— In
cluding mothers; the fathers are specified as being tho
fountains ot domestic Authority. Fathers are more
prune to passion In relation to their children than
mother*, whose fault Is rather over indulgence, pro3; 7
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voke not—irritate not, by vexations commands, un
reasonable blame, and uncertain temper. [Alfohd.J
Colossians, 3. 21, "lest they be discouraged." unrture
—Greek, "discipline," viz., training by chastening in
act where needed (Job, 6. 17; Hebrews, 12. 7). admoni
tion—training by words (Deuteronomy, 6. 7; Proverbs,
22. 6, Margin, "catechise "J, whether of encourage
ment, or remonstrance, or reproof, according as is re
quired. [TrenchJ Contrast 1 Samuel, 3. 13. Margin.
cf the Lord—such as the Lord approves, and by His
Spirit dictates. 5. Servant*—(if., "staves." masters ac
cording to tbe fl.sh—In contrast to your true and
heavenly Master (v. 4). A consolatory hint that thu
mastership to which they were subject, was but for a
time [Curysostom]; and that their real liberty was
still their own (1 Corinthians, 7. 22). fear and trem
bling—not slavish tcrror,but (1 Corinthians, 2. 3, Note;
2 Corinthians, 7. 16) an anxious eagerness to do your
duty, and a fear of displeasing, as great as is produced
in the ordinary slave by "threateninga" (v. S). sicglenets — without double-mindedness. or "eye-service-*
(v. 6), which seeks to please outwardly, without tbe
sincere desire to make the roaster's interest at all times
the first consideration il Chronicles, 29. 17; Matthew,
0. 22, 23; Luke, 11. 34). "Simplicity." 6. iColossians,
3. 22.) Seeking to please their masters only so long &s
these hare their eyes on them: as Gehazi was a very
different man in his master's presence from what he
was In his absence 12 Kings, 6J. men-plea sers— not
Christ-pleasers (cf. Galatians, 1. 10; 1 Thestalonians,
2. 4). doing the will of Gcd— the unseen but ever present
Master: tie beat guarantee for your serving faithfully
your earthly master alike when present and wLeii
absent, from the heart—lit., soul (Psalm 111. 1; Ro
mans, 13. 6). 7. gocd will—expressing his feeling towards his master; as "doing the will of God from the
heart" expresses the source of that feeling (Colossians,
3.23). "Good will" is stated by Xenophon (-Economics)
to be the principal virtue of a slave towards his
master: a real regard to his master's interest as if lr-j
own, a good will which not even a master's severity
can extinguish. 8. any man coeth— Grttk, "any man
shall have dene," i.e., shall bo found at tho Lord's
coming to have done, tre same—in full payment, in
heaven's currency, shall ... receive— (2 Corinthians.
5. 10; Colossians, x 25; but all of grace. Luke, 17. 10.)
bond or free— (l Corinthians, 7. 22; 12. 13; Galatians,
3. 'JS; Colossians. 3. 11.) Christ does not regard sncli
distinctions in His present dealings of (trace, or In His
future Judgrrent. The slavo that luu acted faithfully
for the Lord's sahe to his master, though the latter
may not repay his faithfulness, shall havo the Lord for
his Paymaster. So the freeman who has done good for
the Lord's 6ake, though man may not repay him, has
tho Lord for ids Debtor (Proverbs, 19. 17). 9. the
fame thirgs— Mutatis mutandis. Show the samerepanl
to God's will, and to your servant's well-being, in your
relation to tbem.i s they ought to have in their relation
to you. Love regulates the duties both of servant? and
masters, as one and tho same lisht attempers various
colours. Equality of nature and faith is superior to
distinctions of rank. (Bengel.J Christianity makes
all men brothers : cf. Leviticus. 25. 42, 43;Denteionoiny,
Id. 12; Jeremiah, 3f. 14. as to how the Hebrews weru
bound to treat their brethren in servico: much more
ouuht Christians to act with love, threatening— Greek,
%%the threatening*' which masters commonly use,
"Masters" in tho Greek, is not so strong a term u
"despots:" it implies authority, but not absolute
rlomtn/tfion. your Master also—The oldest MSS. read,
"the Master both of them and you:" "their Master
and yours." This mure forcibly bringaoutthe equality
of slaves and masters in the sight of God. Seneca,
Thyestes. 607, says," Whatever an inferior dreads from
you, this a superior Master threaten* yourselves
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with : every authority here ii under a higher above."
A* yon treat your servants, so will He treat you.
neither...retpect of persons — He will not. In judging,
acquit thee because thou art a master, or condemn
him because he is a servant (Acts, 10. 34; Romans. 2. 11;
Galatians,2. 6; Colossians, 3. 23; 1 Peter. 1. 17;. Derived
from Deuteronomy. 10. 17; 2 Chronicles, 19. 7. 10. ray
brethren—Some of the oldest MS3. omit these words.
Some with Vulgate retain them. The phrase occurs
nowhere else in the epistle see. however, v. 23): if
genuine, it is appropriate here in the close of theepistle.
where he is urging his fellow-soldiers to the good fight
in the Christian armour. Most of the oldest MSS. for
" finally," read, " henceforward." or " from henceforth"
(Galatians, 6. 17], be strong—Greek," be strengthened.''
in the power of hit might—Canst'« might: as in ch. 1. IB,
it is the Father's might. 11. tha whole armour—The
armour of light (Romans, 13. 12 ; on the right hand and
left (I Corinthians. 6. 7). The panoply offensive and
defensive. An image readily suggested by the Roman
armoury. St. Paul being now in Rome. Repeated em
phatically, v. 13. In Romans, 13. 14, it is." Put ye on the
Lord Jesus Christ ," in putting on Him. and the new
man in Htm, we put on "the whole armour of God."
>o opening at the head, the feet, the heart, the belly,
the eye. the ear, or the tongue, is to be given to Satan.
Believers have once for all overcome him; but on the
ground of this fundamental victory gained over him.
they are ever again to fight against and overcome
him. even as they who once die with Christ, have
continually to mortify their members upon earth (Romans. 6. 2-14; Colossians. 3. 3, 6 . of Gad—furnished by
God ; not our own, else it would not stand (Psalm 36.
1-3). Spiritual, therefore, and mighty through God.
not carnal 12 Corinthians, 10. 4). wiles—(it., "schema
yowjht ouC for deceiving [cf. 2 Corinthians, n. 14). the
devil—the ruling chief of the foes (v. 12 organized into
a kingdom of darkness (Matthew, 12. 26), opposed to
the kingdom of light 12. Greek, "For our wrestling
i* the wrestling' in which we are engaged) is not against
flesh," Ax. Flesh and blood foes are Satan's mere tools,
the real foe lurking behind them is Satan himself, with
whom our conflict is. " Wrestling" implies that it is
a hand to hand and foot to foot struggle for the
mastery : to wrestle successfully with Satan, we must
wrestle with Gor> in irrestible prayer like Jacob
H^enesis, 32. 24-29; Hosea. 12. 41. Translate, "The
principalities.. .the powers" (ch. 1. 21. Note; 3. 10;
Colossians. 1.16,. The same grades of power are speci
fied in the case of the demons here, as in that of angels
there (cf. Romans. £. 38; 1 Corinthians, 16. 24; Colos
sians. 2. 16). The Kphesians had practised sorcery
(Acts, 19. ID), so that he appropriately treats of evil
spirits in addressing them. The more clearly any
book of Scripture, as this, treats of the economy of the
kingdom of light, the more clearly does it set forth the
kingdom of darkness. Hence, nowhere does the
Satanic kingdom come more clearly into view than in
the gospels which treat of Christ, the true Light, rulers
of the darkness of this world—Greek." age," or " course of
the world." But the oldest MSS. omit " of world.''
Translate, " Against the world-rulers of this (present)
darkness" (ch. 2. 2; 6. 8; Luke, 22. 63; Colossians, 1. 13).
On Satan and his demons being "world-rulers" cf.
John, 12. 31; 14. 30; 10 11; Luke. 4. 0; 2 Corinthians.
4. i; l John, 6. 10. Greet, "lleth in the wicked one."
Though they bo " world rnlers." they are not the ruler
of the universe ; and their usurped rule of the world
is soon to cease, when He shall "come whose right it
is" (Uzekiel. 21. 27;. Two cases prove Sitan not to be
a mere subjective fancy: il.t Christ's temptation; (2.)
the entrance of demons into the swine (for these are
incapable of such fancies). Satan tries to parody, or
imitate in a perverted way. God's working (2 Corinthuinn. li. 13, 14). So when (iod became incarnate.

are
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Satan, by his demons, took forcible possession of
human bodies. Thus the demoniacally possessed
were not peculiarly wicked, but miserable, and so fit
subjects for Jesus' pity. St. Paul makes no mention
of demoniacal possession . so that in the time he wrote.
It seems to have ceased: it probably was restricted to
the period of the Lord's incarnation, and of the
foundation of His church, spiritual wickedness—rather
as Greek." The spiritual hosts of wickedness " As three
of the clauses describe the power, so this fourth, the
wickedness of our spiritual foes Matthew. 12, 45}. is
high places—Greek. " heavenly places f in ch. 2. 2," the
air/ where see the Note. The alteration of expression
to "in heavenly places," is In order to mark the
higher range of their powers than ours, they having
been, up to the ascension (Revelation. 12. 5, 9. I0l,
dwellers " in the heavenly places" (Job, I. 7). and being
now in the regions of the air which are called the
heavens. Moreover, pride and presumption are the
sins in heavenly places to which they tempt especially.
being those by which they themselves fell from
heavenly places (Isaiah, 14. 12-15!. But believers have
nought to fear, being " blessed with all spiritual bless
ings in the heavenly places" (ch. 1. 9). 13. take ... of
God—cot "make;" God has done that: you have only
to "take up" and put it on. The Kphesians were
familiar with the idea of the gods giving armour to
mythical heroes : thus St Paul's allusion would be
appropriate, tbe evil day— the day of Satan's special
assaults (r. 12, le in life and at the dying hour 'cf
Revelation, 3. 10). We must have our armour always
on. to be ready against the evil day which may come
at any moment, the war being perpetual (Psalm 41. 1.
Margin), done all—rather, "accomplished all things."
viz., necessary to the fight, and becoming a good
soldier, stand—The repetition in r. 11. 14. shows that
standing, t.e., maintaining vur ground, not yielding or
fleeing, is the grand aim of the Christian soldier. 14
Translate as Greek," Having girt about your loins with
truth," i.e., with truthfulness, sincerity, a good con
science "2 Corinthians, 1. 12; 1 Timothy, l. 6, JS; 3. 91
Truth fs the band that girds up and keeps together the
flowing robes, so as that the Christian soldier may be
unencumbered for action. So the Passover was eaten
with the loins girt, and the shoes on the feet (Exodus.
12. 11: cf. Isaiah, 5 27; Luke. 12. 361. FaiUiffdnets
(LXX., 'truth "j is the girdle of Messiah (Isaiah, 11. & :
so truth, of His followers, having on—Greek, " having
put on." breast pi ue of righteousness—Isaiah. 60. IT.
similarly of Messiah. "Righteousness" is here joined
with " truth," as in ch. 6. 9: righteousness in works, truth
in words [EflTirSj (l John. 3. 7). Christ's righteousness
inwrought in us by the Spirit. " Faith and love," i.<-.
faith working righteousness by love, are " the breast
plate " in l Thesaalonians. 6. 8. 15. Translate, " Havinc
shod your feet" '.referring to the sandals, or to tbe
military shoes then used;, the preparation—rather.
" the preparedness." or '* readiness of." i.e., artsitur from
the "gospel" (Psalm 10. 17). Preparedness to do and
suffer all that God wills ; readiness for march, as »
Christian soldier, gospel of peacs—icf. Luke. l. 7?:
Romans, 10. 16.) Tbe " peace" within forms a beautiful
contrast to the raging of the outward conflict Isaiah.
26. 3; Philippians, 4. 7). 16. Above all—rather. "Over
all :" so as to cover all that has been put on before.
Three integuments are specified, the breastplate, girdle,
and shoes; two defences, the helmet and shield: and
two offensive weapons, the sword and the spear (prayer;.
Alfokd translates, "Resides all." as the Greek w
translated, Luke. 3. 20. But if it meant this, it would
have come last in the list (cf. Colossians, 3. 14;. shieia
—the large oblong oval door-llko shield of the Romans,
four feet long by two and a half feet broad ; not tht»
small round buckler, ye shall be able—not merely "re
may." The shield of faith will certainty intercept, and
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no "quench, all the fiery darts" (an image frotu the
ancient fire-darts, formed of cane, with tow and coml>uitiblea ignited on the head of the abaft, so as to set
tire to wood-work, tents, &c). of tha wicked—rather
"of the xvil one." Faith conquers him (1 Peter.
■'i. 9), and his darts of temptation to wrath, lust, re
venge, despair, &c It overcomes the world (1 John.
5. 43. and so the prince of the world (1 John, 6. IS. 17.
use— A different Greek word from that in r. 13. 10;
t ranttate, therefore, "Receive,*' "accept," tu, the
helmet offered by the Lord, viz., "salvation" appro
priated, as 1 Thessalonians, 6. 8," Helmet, the hope of
salvation." not an uncertain hope, but one that brings
with It no shame of disappointment (Romans, 6. 6}. It
is subjoined to the shield of faith, as being its Insepar
able accompaniment !cf. Bomans, 5. 1, 6). The head of
tha soldier was among the principal parts to be
defended, as on it the deadliest strokes might fall, and
it is the head that commands the whole body. The
bead is the seat of the mind, which, when it has laid
hold of the sure gospel " hope" of eternal life, will nut
receive false doctrine, or give way to isatan's tempta
tions to despair. God, by this hope, "lifts up the
head" .Psalm 3. 3; Luke, 21. 28). sword of the Spirit—i.e.,
furnished by the Spirit, who inspired the writers of the
word of God (2 Peter, 1. 21). Again the Trinity is im
plied: the Spirit here ; and Christ in "salvation (* and
God the Father, v. 13 (cf. Hebrews, 4. 12; Revelation.
I. iff; i. 18). The two-edged sword, cutting both ways
Psalm 46. 3. 61, striking some with conviction and
conversion, and others with condemnation (Isaiah.
II. 4 ; Revelation, 19. l.v. Is in the month of Christ
; Isaiah, 49 i». in the hand of His saints (Psalm 149. 6).
Christ's use of this sword in the temptation is our
pattern as to how we are to wield it against Satan
■ Matthew, \. 4. 7, 10). There is no armour specified for
the back, but only for the front of the body; implying
that we must never turn our back to the foe (Luke,
j ci : our only safety is in resisting ceaselessly (Mat
thew. 4. 11; James. 4. 7). 18. always—Onek . " in every
reason.' implying o]>porfuni£vandi.ri0encv(Colossians,
4. 2). St. Paul uses the very words of Jesus in Luke,
n. 38 (a gospel which he quotes elsewhere, in undesigned consonance with the fact of St. Luke being his
associate in travel, 1 Corinthians. 11. 23. dec.;
l Timothy, 5. lti). Cf. Luke, 18. 1; Romans. 12. 12;
l Thessalonians, S. 17. with ail— i.e., every kind of.
prayer—a sacred term for prayer in general, supplication
—a common term for a special kind of prayer [HarlsswJ. on imploring request. "Prayer" for obtaining
blessings, "supplication" for averting evils which we
fear- (Grotics.] in the Spirit—to be joined with
* praying.'' It is He in us, as the Spirit of adoption,
■who prays, and enables us to pray Romans, 8. 15, 26;
< ;alatians. 4. 6; Jude, 20). watching—not sleeping (ch.
5. j4; Psalm 88. 13; Matthew. 26. 41). So in the temple
a perpetual watch was maintained (cf. Anna, Luke,
2. 37). thereunto—"watching unto" (with a view to)
prayer and supplication, with—Greefc," In." Persevering constancy ("perseverance"; and (i.e., exhibited in)
Titpplication are to be the element in which our watch
fulness is to be exercised, for all saints—as none is so
perfect as not to need the intercessions of his fellowChxtstians. 19. for me—A different Greek preposition
from that in v. 18: translate, therefore, " on my behalf."
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that I may opsu my mouth boldly—rather," That there
may be given to me * utterance,' or * speech 'in the open
ing of my mouth (when I undertake to speak: a formula
used in set and solemn speech. Job, 3. 1; Daniel, 10. 16),
so as with boldness to make known" &c. Bold plain
ness of speech was the more needed, as the gospel is a
"mystery" in discoverable by mere reason, and only
known by revelation. Paul looked for utterance to be
given him; he did not depend on his natural or acquired
power. The shortest road to any heart is round by
heaven : pray to God to open the door and to open
your mouth, so as to avail yourself of every opening
(Jeremiah, 1. 7, 8; EzekieL 3. 8. 9, 11; 2 Corinthians,
4.13). 20. For-Giwfc.aslnv. 19. " On behalfof which."
an ambassador in bonds—A paradox. Ambassadors were
held inviolable by the law of nations, and could not,
without outrage to every sacred right, be put in chains.
Yet Christ's "ambassador is in a chain!* The Greek
is singular. The Kumaus used to bind a prisoner to a
soldier by a single chain, in a kind of free custody.
So Acts, 28. 16, 20." I am bound with this chain." The
term, "bonds" (plural), on the other hand, is used
when the prisoner's hands or feet were bound together
(Acta, 20. 29); cf. Acts, 12. 6, wbure the plural marks the
distinction. The singular is only used of the particular
kind of custody described above : an undesigned coin
cidence. [Paley.1 21. tbat ye also—as I have been
discussing things relating to you, so tbat ye also may
know about me (cf. Colosslans. 4. 7, 8). Neandbr
takes it," Ye also," as wellastheColossians (Colosslans;
4. 7). (?) my affairs—Greek. " the things concerning me."
bow I do—how I fare. Tychicus—an Asiatic, and so a fit
messenger bearing the respective epistles to Ephesus
and Colosae (Acts. 20. 4; 2 Timothy. 4. 12). a—Greek.
"tlie beloved brother." &c.; the same epithet as in
Colosslans, 4. 7. minister—i.e., servant, in the Lord—iu
the Lord's work. 22. for the same purpose— Greek, " for
this very purpose. Colosslans, 4. 8, is almost word for
word the same as this verse, our affairs—Greek, " the
things concerning us," viz., concerning myself, " Aristaichus, my (fellow-prisoner, and Marcus, sister's sou
to Barnabas" (Colosslans, 4. 10). 23. love with faithFaith is presupposed as theirs: he prays that love
may accompany It (Galatians. 5. 6). 24. Contrast the
malediction on all who love Him not (1 Corinthians,
10. 22). iu sincerity— Greek. " in incorrupt-ton," i.e., not
as Englisli Version, but "with an immortal (constant)
love." LWahl.1 Cf. " that which is not corruptible "
(t Peter, 3. 4). Not a fleeting earthly love, but a
spiritual and eternal one. [Alford.J Contrast Colos
slans, 2, 22, worldly things " which perish with the
using." Cf. 1 Corinthians, 0.26. " corruptible.. .tneorruptible crown." " Purely." " holily" f EanuaJ, without
the corruption of sin (Note, l Corinthians, 3. 17;
2 Peter, 1. 4; Jude. loj. Where the Lord Jesus has a
true believer, there I have a brother. [Humor
M'Ilwaine.] He who is eood enough for Christ, is
good enough for me. [R. Hall.] The differences of
opinion among real Christians are comparatively small,
and show that they are not following one another like
silly sheep, each trusting the one before him. Their
agreement In the main, whilst showing their indepen
dence as witnesses by differing in non-essentials, can
only be accounted for by their being all in the rU;ht
direction (Acts, 1.5. 8, 9; 1 Corinthians. 1. 2; 12. 3j.

THE EPISTLE OF PAUL THE APOSTLE TO THE

PHILIPPIANS.
INTRODUCTION.
rpQE INTERNAL EVIDENCE for the.utlienticitr of this epistle H strong. Tbe,tjIe,m«nnerof thought. »nd doctrine,
1 aocrd with St. Pull. The incident,! liliuious ,!so establish hi, autb >rship. Psiey , Uottz Patdiita. ch. 7) iusLuoes
tlie mention of the object of Eo«ph^odltu»• jourcej k> Home, the I'uilippun contribution to St. Paid. » »nU. Ep»pUrudituj
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sickness (eh. 1. 7; 1 23-30; 4. 10-18), tbe lact that Timothy bad been long with St. Paul at Philippi (ch. 1. 1; ft, 181.0m
reference to his being a prisoner at Home now tor a long time (ch. 1. 1S-14 . ft. 17-S8). his willfn;nes» to die (etcn. LS. with
ft Corinthians, 5. 8), the reference to tlie Philippians having men his maltreatment at Philipri (ch. L S3, 30; 1 1, %.
The EXTERNAL EVIDENCE is equally decisive. Polycam ad Fkxiipvensts. sea S, and 1L Irenseus, adsmvt
TIartees. 4. IS, sec 4. Clement of Alexandria, Pcedacogu* L i., p. I«f7 Tbe epistle of tbe churches of Lyons and Vienuc.
iu fussMw* EecUtiaMicitl History, 6. 1. Tertulliau. Heeurwectio carats, c. S3. Ongeu, Cdsns, 1 3., p. IS*. Cyprian hn.
monies apoinsl (As Jest*. 3. 39.
l'bilippi was the first lie, the farthest from Home, and first which met Paul fcn entering Macedonia) Macedonian dir
of the district, called Macedonia I*rima (so called as lying furthest eastuxtnli. The Grttk (Acts, IS. IS; should not b*
translated "the chief city," as English Version, hut as above. tAifortL] Not it, but Thenalonfca, was the cai?/d:y of
the province, and Amphipolis, of the district called Macedonia Prima. It was a Roman *• colony" (Acta. Iff. l£). nmde so by
Augustus, to commemorate bis famous victory erer Brutus and Casaiua A colony was In fact a portion of Rome iTteit
trausplanted to the provinces, an offshoot from Rome, and as i: were a portrait of the mother city on a small scale. [Awivs
(jtllius, 16. 13.] Its inhabitants were Roman citizens, having the right of voting in the Roman tribe*, governed by their
('■.tu tenate aal magistrates, and not by the governor of the pruvince, with the Roman law, and I.at in language.
Paul, with ftilas and Timothy, planted the gospel there (Acts. 16. IS, 4c.}. in his second missionary junrney. A.D. n .
Doubtless be visited it again on his journey from Ephesus into Macedonia (Acts. SO, 1 ; and Acts, SO 3, 6, cxprcislj mentions
his third visit on his return from Greece (Corinth) to Syria by way of Macedonia. His sufferings at l'bilippi (Acts, 10. 10,4c)
strengthened tbe Christian bond of union between him and his Philippian converts, who also, like Mm, were exposed to
trials for the gospel's sake (1 Thessalonian-, 9. S). They alone scut supplies for his temporal wants, ririec shortly after he
had left them (Philippians, 4. IB. 10', and again a third time shortly before writing thin eristlelPhiliprians,4.10,l9;ftCoriu
thiaas, 1L0). This fervent attachment on their part nas, perhsps, also tu part due to the fact that few Jews were in PhElrpi,
as in other scenes of his labours, to sow tbe seeds of distrust and suspicion. 1 here was no synagogue, but merely a J esnah
Proseucha, or oratory, by the river aide So that there only do we read of his meeting no opposition from Jess, but only
irum the masters of the divining damsel, * ho* gains had been iut an end to by her King disiKisscsMd.
Though the Philippian church was as yet free from Ju-iainug influence, yet it needed to be forewarned of that danger
which might at any time assail it from without (eh. ft. ft); even as such evil influences had crept into the Oalatian churches.
In ch. 4. S, 3, we find a tract of the fact recorded sn the history (Acts, 1G 13, 14j, that female converts were am ji^ the first
to receive the gospel at Philippi
As to the stabs of the church, we gather from I Corinthians, 6. 1, £. that its members were poor, yet most IfftroA; and
from Philippians, 1. S9 30, that they wen undergoing persecution. The only blemish referred to in their character *»«,
on the part of tome members, a tendency to dissension. Hence arise his admonitions against dlsputiuga (ch. 1. iT; s. 1-4,
IS, 14; 4.1).
The OBJECT of the epistle Is general; not only to thank ttie Philippians for their contribution tent by Er&phrodUnswho waa now In returning to take back tbe apostle's letter, nut to express his Christian lore and sympathy, and to axboit
them to a life consonant with that of Christ, and to warn tnem against existing di«k-nsiouB, and future possible assaults of
Judaism from without It is remarkable in thie epistle alone, ascoinpared wlLb the others, that, amidat many commends
tioos, there are no express censures of those to whom It is addressed. No doctrinal error, or schism, had as yet sprung up; th<
only blemish hinted at is, that some of the Philippian church were somewhat wanting m lowliness of mind, the it-suit of which
want was disputation. Two women, Euodias and Syntvche, are mentioned as having erred in th.s respect. The cptsUemay
be divided into (Ares parts: I. Affectionate address to the Philippians; reference to his own state as a prisoner at Home, ai-i
to theirs, and to his mission of Epaphrvditus to them (chs. 1. and U. E^aphroditu* piubably held a leading odj^e iu tfc«
Philippian church, perhaps as a presbyter. After Tychicua and Onesimus Iiad departed (A. 1>. 62), carrying tbe epistles u
the Ephesiana, Coloaaiaua, and 1'hilemon, St Paul was cheered in his imprisonment by the arrival of Epaphroditwa with
the Philippian contribution. That faithful ** brother, companion in labour, and fellow-soldier" (eh. S. Si/, had hrvu;?.t
on himself by the fatigues of tbe journey a dangerous sickness (ch. ISO, 30), But now that he was recovered, he Mloagel'
Ich. S. S6j to return to his Philippian fljek. and in person to relieve their anxiety on his behalf, in respect to his sicknoe,
and the apostle gladly availed himself of the opportunity of writing to them a letter of gralt-fulacknovleIgn.cnts and Can*
tian exhortations. II. Caution against JudaiUng teachers, supported by reference to hit owu former and present fed a.,
towards Jewish legal Urn (ch. 3.). III. Admouitious to individuals. :uid to the church in general, thanks for their ev-asouaLii
aid, and cmcJudiug beuediotiouB and salutations.
This epistle was written from Rome during the Imprisonment, the brgiuningof which is related in Acta, $?. l*,ft». 3v. i.
The reference to '" Cesnr s household'* Ich. 4 S3), and to the '* palace" (ch. 1. 13, Ore**. Prfrhtium, probably the ihrrrart e/lfc*
Prtetorian bouVpuaru'. attached to tbe palace of Nero) eonhnns this. It must Itare been during his firut inapt isonjnsci
nt Rome, for the mention of the Pnetoriom agrees with the fact that it was during his first imprisonment he was is
tic custody of the Prictoriau Prefect, and his situation described in ch, 1. 19 14, agrees with his situatiou in the first r»j
years of bis imprisonment < Acts, K. 3t>. SIX The following reasons show, moreover, that it was written towards the cfc*
«>f that imprisonment: (1) He, in it, expresses his expectation of the immediate decision of his cause (ch.s. sti (1) Eiungt
1 ime tiad elapsed for tbe Philippians to near of his imprisonment, to send Epaphroditus to him, to hear of Kpaphrjdifat
arrival and sickness, and send lack word to Rome of their distress (ch. ft. 90). (3.) It must have been written ai'tw Lie
three other epistles sent from Rome, via, Colosaians, Epbesians, and Philemon; tor Luke is no longer with him (ch. ft. fii
otherwise he would have been specified as saluting them, having formerly laboured among them, whereas he is meotioaras with him, Colossiaus, 4. 14; Philemon. Si. Again, in Epheeians, 6. 10, ftO, his freedom to preach Is implied; bat lach 1
13-16, bis boudage is dwelt on, and it is implied that, not aimsd/, but otAsrs, preached, and made his inapnavnmeat
known. Again, In Philemon, St, he confidently anticipates his release, which contrasts with the more deprt*«ei
anticipations or this epistle. (4.) A considerable time had elapsed since the beginning of his imprucnineut, for "t*
tionds" to have become so widely known, and to hare produced such good effects for the gotpel (;h- 1. 13). (5j Then
is evidently an increase in tbe rbjour ot his <mptisoumcut impliea now, as compared with the early stage <*f it, as describe!
in Acts, SS.; cf. ch. 1, SO, 30; 8. S7. History furnishes a probable due to account for this increase of rigour. Intiietecusc
year of SL Paula imprisonment (A. 1). AS), Burrus, the Prselorian I'refect, to whose custody he had been committed (Atu
i"4 16, "the captain of the guard"), died; and Nero tbe emperor having divorced Uctavia. and married Poppeea,a Jceist
i^roselytess (w ho then caused her rival. Ootaria, to be murdered, and gloated ortr the head of her victim), exalted TweLhosa
tbe chief pivmotw of the maniage, a monster of \i.ckciuc*s, tu the 1'tKtoilau litXct-luic. It was Uuu hi, atcus u wi
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liisJiopt and Deacon*.
1 «u removed from his ovo boon into the Prsstorium, or barrack of the Praetorian guards, attached to the palace, for
■irieter custody; nod hence be writes with leu hopeful anticipation! at to the result of his trial tch. % 17; & 11). gome
of the l*r«U>riaa guards who had the custody of him before, would then naturally make known hii "bonis." in accor
dance with ch. l. 13; from the emaller Prsetorlan bodyguard at the palace, the report would spread to the general per
manent Praetorian camp, which Tiberius had established North of the city, outside of the walla. He had armed In
Home, February, fll ; the H two whole yean (Acts, 28. 30) in hU own hired house* ended February, 63, so that the date of
th« epistle, written shortly after, evidently whilst the danger was imminent, would be about spring or summer, $3. The
proridenee of Qod averted the danger, lie probably was thought beneath the notice of Tigellinua, who was more intent
on court intrigues. The death of Nero's favourite, Pallas, the brother of Felix, this same year, also took out of the way
another source of danger.
The STYLE 1b abrupt and discontinuous, his ferv»ur of affection leading him to pass rapidly from one theme to another
fen. 2. 18, 1&-94, S5-S0; 3. 1-9, 3, 4-14, 15). In no epistle does he use so warm expressions of lore. In ch. 4. 1, he seems at a
I>w for words sudden t to express all the extent and ardour of his affection for the Philippiann, " My brethren dearly
Moved and longed for, my joy and crown, so stand fast in the Lord, my dearly beloved." The mention of bishops and
■: t-j -"M in ch. 1. 1 , is due to the late date of the epistle, at a time when the church had begun to assume that order which
to laid down in the Pastoral Epistles, and which oontiuued the prevalent one in the first and purest age of the church.
CHAPTER I.
Vtr. 1-3*).
Inscription. Thanksgiving and
Phaykrm for the Flourishing Spiritual State
op toe I'muppiANH. His Own State at Home,
asd the Result or his Imprisonment is Spread
ing thkGojjpel. Exhortation to Christian Cos*
uaTKNCT. 1. Timotheui — mentioned as being well
known to the Phllipplans f Acts, 16. 3, 10-12), and now
present with Paul, ftot that Timothy had any share in
writing the epistle; for St. Paul presently uses the first
i>ers«n singular, "I," not "we* {p. 3). The mention of
his name implies merely that Timothy joined in affec
tionate remembrances to them, servants of Jssos
C irist—The oldest MSS. read the order," Christ Jesus."
St. Paul does not call himself " an apostle," as in the
inscriptions of other epistles; for the PhLlippians needed
not to be reminded of bis apostolic authority. He
writes rather in a tone of affectionate familiarity, all
—So e. 4, 7. s, 2>; ch. 2. 17. 20. It implies comprehen
aive affection which desired not to forget any one among
them "all" bishops—Synonymous with "presbyters '
in the apostolical churches; as appears from the Bame
j-ersons being called "elders of the church" atEphesns
(Acts, 20. I7j, and "overseers" (Acts. 20. 28 . Greek.
•bishops." And Titus. 1. 5, cf. with r. 7. This is the
earliest letter of St. Paul where bishops and deacons are
mentioned, and the only one where they are separately
addressed in the sal utatkm. This accords with the
->n>bable course of events, deduced alike from the
letters and history. Whilst the apostles were constantly
visiting the churches in person or by messengers,
regular pastors would be less needed ; but when some
were removed by various causes, provision fjr the
I ertnaoent order of the churches would be needed.
Hence the three pastoral letters, subsequent to this
epistle, give instructions as to the due appointment
ol bishops and deacons. It agrees with this new want
of the church, when other apostles were tic 1 1 or far
away, and Paul long in prison, that bishops and deacons
should be prominent for the first time in the opening
salutation. The Spirit thus intimated that the churches
were to look up to their own pastors, now that the
mira:ulou-i gifLs were passing into God's ordinary pro
vide oce. and the presence ol the inspired apostles, the
dispensers of those gifts, was to be withdrawn.
(Palsy's Horn Paulina.] " J*resbyter." implied the
rank; " b.shop," the duties of the ojfice. [Neandkr.J
Naturally, when the apostles who had the chief super
vision were no more, one among the presbyters preHided and received the name "Bishop," in the more
restricted and modern sense ; just as in the Jewish
synagogue one of the elders presided as "ruler of the
synagogue." Observe, the apostle addresses the church
(i.e., the congregation) more directly than its presid
ing' ministers (Colossians. 4. 17; l Tbessalonians. 6. 1*.
Hebrews. 13. 21; Revelation. 1. 4. ID. The bishops
m on- managed the internal, the deacons the external,
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affairs of the church. The plural number shows therewas more than one bishop or presbyter, and more than
one deacon in the church at Philippl. 2. Grace...peace—
The very form of this salutation implies the union of
Jew, Greek, and Roman. The Greek salutation was
"joy" (chairein). akin to the Greek for "grace" [cltarti .
The Roman was "health," the intermediate term be
tween grace and peace. The Hebrew was "peace,''
including both temporal and spiritual prosperity.
Grace must come first if we are to have true peace.
from.. .from—Omit the second " from;" as in the Greek,
"God our Father" and "the Lord Jesus Christ," are
most closely connected. 3. Translate. "In all my re
membrance of you." 4. m:- kiiis; rcqiest — translate,
" making my request." fur you all—The frequent repeti
tion in this epistle of "all" with "you," marks that
Paul desires to declare his love for all alike, and will
uot recognise any divisions among them, with j jy—The
characteristic feature in this epistle, as love is in that
to the Ephesians (cf. r. 18; ch. 2. 2, 19. 28; 3. 1; 4. 1, 4).
Loce and j<<y are the two first fruits of the Spirit. Joy
gives especial animation to prayers. It marked his
high opinion of them, that there was almost every
thing in them to give him jay. and almost nothing to
give him pain. 6. Ground of his "thanking God'"
it. 3r. "For your (continued; fellowship (i.e., real spiri
tual participation) in 'tit, ' in regard to'j the gospel from
the firs', day (of your becoming -ixirtu tors in it) until
now." Believers have the fellowship of the Son of God
(l Corinthians. 1. 0) and of the Father il John. l. 3; in
the gospel, by becoming partakers of " the fellowship
of the Holy Ghost" (2 Corinthians, 13. 14), and exercise
that fellowship by acts of communion, not only the
communion of the Lord's supper, but holy liberality to
brethren and ministers (ch. 4. 10. 15. "communicated
...concerning giving ;"* 2 Corinthians, 0. 13; Galatians.
0.0; Hebrews, 13. 10, "To communicate forget not").
6. co u fi lent—This confidence nerves prayers and thanks
givings {v. 3,4). this very thins—the rerv thing which
he prays for (p. 4, is the matter of his believing "coundence" {Mark. 11. 24; 1 John. 6. 14. 15). Hence the
result is sure, ha which hath begun—God (ch. 2. 13!. a
good work—Any work that God begins. He will surely
finish u Samuel. 3. 12,'. iNot even men begin a work at
random. Much more the fact of His beginning the
work is a pledge of its completion (Isaiah, 26. 12J. So as
to the particular work here meint, the perfecting o/
their feUowihip in the aospel if. 5; Psalm 37. 21; 8J. 33;
138. 8; John. 10. 28. 20; Romans, 8. 20. 36-iO; IL 1, 2;
Hebrews, u. 17-10; James, l. 17;Jude, 24). As God cast
not off Israel for ever, though chastening them for a
time, so He will not cast off the spiritual Israel
(Deuteronomy, 33. 3; Isaiah, 27. 3; l Peter, 1. 5). per
form it uuti.-" perfect It up to." [Alk>ku, Eluoott.
Arc ) the 6ay of.. .Canst— lo. 10J The Lord's coming.
designed by God in every age or the church to be
rcgnrded as near, is to be the goal set before believers'
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minds, rather than their own death. 7. meet—Greek,
"jmt." tonaink this—to have the prayerful confidence
I expressed {v. 4-6). of yon—lit., "in behalf of you."
Paul's confident prayer in their behalf was, that God
would perfect His own good work of grace in them,
because, Ac. — Punctuate and translate, "Because I
hare you in my heart (so v. t<; otherwise the Greek and
the words immediately following in the verse, favour
Margin, ' Ye have nu in vour heart.. .being partakers
of my grace ' (both, in my bond*, and in my defence and
confirmation of the gospel, you (I say) all being fellowpartakers of my grace." This last clause thus assigns
the reason way he has them in his heart i.e.. cherished
in his love, 2 Corinthians. 3. 2; 7. 3). even in his bonds,
aud in his defence aud confirmation of the gospel (such
as be was constantly making in private. Acts, 88. 17-23;
his self-defeuce and confirmation of the gospel being
necessarily conjoined, as the Greek implies, cf. v. 17),
viz , "inasmuch as ye are fellow -partakers of my
grace :* inasmuch as ye share with me in " the fellow
ship of the gospel" it*. 5), and have manifested this, both
by suffering as I do for the gospel's sake iv. 2&-30', and
by imparting to me of your substance (ch. 4. 15 . It is
natural and right for me thus confidently to pray in
your behalf (Lllicott, Ac, trmainte, "To be thus
minded for you ail"), because of my having you In my
warmest remembrances even in my bonds, since you
are sharers with me in the gospel grace. Bonis do not
bind love. 8. Confirmation of v. 7. record—i.e.. witness.
in the bowels of Jesus Christ—" Christ Jesus "is the
order in the oldest MSS. My naming love (so the
Greek implies/ to you is not merely from natural affec
tion, but from devotedness to Christ Jesus. "Not
Paul, but Jesus Christ lives in Paul; wherefore Paul is
not moved in the bowels [i.e., the tender love, Jere
miah. 31. 20] of Paul, but of Jesus Christ." [Bknoet. ]
All real spiritual love is but a portion of Christ's love
which yearns in all who are united to Him. [Alvori*.!
9. The subject of his prayer for them *?. 4). your love—to
Christ, producing love not only to Paul, Christ's mini
ster, as it did, but also to one another, which it did not
altogether as much as it ought ch. 2.2; 4.2. knowledge
—of doctrinal and practical truth, judgment—rather,
"perception:* "perceptive sense.'' Spiritual perceptiveuess: spiritual audit, spiritual bearing, spiritual
feeling, spiritual taste. Christianity is a vigorous
plant, not the hotbed growth of enthusiasm. "Know
ledge" and "perception" guard love from being illjudged. 10 Lit., " With a view to your proving iand
so approving and embracing; tlte thing* Uutt excel"
Romans, 2. IS ; not merely things not bad, but the
things best among those that are icood : the things of
more advanced excellence. Ask as to things, not
merely. Is there no harm, but is t litre any good, and
which is the best? lincere — from a Greek root.
Kxaminrd tn the sunlight und found pure, without
offencs— Not stumbling : running the Christian race
without falling through any stumblingblock, ».«.,
temptation in your way. till — rather, " unto,"
" against:" so that when the day of Christ comes, ye
may bo found pure and without offence. 11. The oldest
MSS. read the singular, "fruit." So Galatians, 6. 22
(see Note : regarding the works of righteousness, how
ever manifold, as one harmonious whole, " the fruit of
the Spirit1' Ephestans. 6. BJ; James, 3. 18, "the fruit
of righteousness'* iHebrewe. 12. 11); Romans, 6. 22,
** fruit nnto holiness." wnicta are—" which is by [Greek,
through} Jesus Christ." Through His sending to us
the Spirit from the Father. " We are wild and useless
olive trees till we are graffed into Christ, who, by His
living root, mikes us fruit-bearing branches." (Cal
vin.) 12. understand—Greek," know." The Phillppians
probably had feared that his Imprisonment would
hinder the spread of the gospel; he therefore removes
thU fsar. the tnirgi which happened unto rae—Greek,
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' the things concerning me." rather—so far is my im
prisonment from hindering the gospel. Faith takes hi
a favourable light even what seems adverse f Benobx)
(r. Id. 28 ; ch. i. 17). 13. m? bonds in Christ —rather as
Greek, "So that my bonds have become manifest in
Christ," i.e., known, as endured in Christ's cause.
palace—lit., " Pnttorium." ie.. the barrack of the
Praetorian guards attached to the palace of Nero, on the
Palatine hill at Rome: not the general Praetorian camp
outside the city; for this was not connected with
" Cesar's household." which ch. 4. 24 shows the Privtorium here meant was. The Kmperor was "Praetor, *
or Commander-in-Chief, natural iy then the barrack of
his bodyguard was called the Privtorium. Faul seems
now not to have been at large in his own hired house,
though chained to a soldier, as in Acts. 2$. 16. 20, 30. 31.
but in strict custody in the Pnutoriuni : a change which
probably took place on Tigellinus becoming Praetorian
Prefect. See my Introduction, ia all other places—So
Chrvsostom. Or else. " to ail the rest," it, " mani
fest to all the other" Praetorian soldiers stationed else
where, through the Instrumentality of the Proton an
household guards who might for the time be attached
to the Emperor's palace, and who relieved one another
in succession. Paul had been now upwards of two
years a prisoner, so that there was time for his canst?
and the gospel having become widely known at Rome.
14. Translate as Greek, "And that iv. 13) most of the
brethren in the Lord," dx. "in the Lord." distin
guishes them from " brethren after the flesh," Jewish
fellow-countrymen. Eixicott, &c, translate, " Trust
ing in the Lord." by my bonds—encouraged by my
patience in bearing my bonds, much more bold—(ran*late as Greek, " are more abundantly bold." 15. " Some
Indeed are preaching Christ even/or envy, i.e.. to carry
out the envy which they fait towards Paul, on account
of the success of the gospel in the capital of the world,
owing to his stedfastness in his imprisonment: they
wished through envy to transfer the credit of its pro
gress from him to themselves. Probably Judaizlcg
teachers (Romans, 14. ; 1 Corinthians. 3. 10-15; 0. i. die;
2 Corinthians, 11. 1-4;. soma also of [rather, for) goal
will—answering to "the brethren" '.v. 141: some being
ueit-duposed to him. 16, 17. The oldest MSS. transpose
these verses, and read, " These ilast; indeed out of lov«
(to Christ and me), knowing (the opposite of ' thinking'
below; that I am set {i.e.. appointed by God. 1 The*salon ians, 3. 3) for the defence of the gospel {v. 7, not on
my own account). But the others out of contention tor
rather, ' a factious spirit ;' ' cabal ;' a spirit of intrigue,
using unscrupulous weans to compass their end:
Note, Galatians, 6. 20; 'self seeking' [AltobdI pro
claim (the Greek is not the same as that for ' preach.'
but, 'announce': Christ, not sincerely (answering to
'out of a spirit of intrigue.' or ' self-seeking.' Lit., * not
purely :* not with a pure Intention: the Jewish leaven
they tried to introduce, was in order to glorifv them
selves, Galatians, 0. 12, 13; see. however. Note, m. 15'.
thinking ibut in vain) to raise up (so the oldest MSS.
read) tribulation to my bonds." Their thought was,
that taking the opportunity of my being laid aside, they
would exalt themselves by their Judaizing preaching,
and depreciate me and my preaching, aud so cause me
trouble of spirit in my bonds ; they thought that J, like
themselves, sought my own glory, and so would be
mortified at their success over mine. But they are
utterly mistaken: " I rejoice'* at it .v. 18;, so far am 1
from being troubled at it. 16. "What then?' what
follows from thisl Does this trouble me as they
thought It would? "Notwithstanding" their unkind
thought to me, and self-seeking intention, the cause 1
have at heart is furthered "every way* of preachias.
" whether in pretence (with a by motire. c. IS or in
truth (out of true * love* to Christ, v. 17;. Christ is re
claimed; and therein 1 do rejo:cc. yea, aud i vili
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PHILIPPIANS, I
Exhortation to Christian Unity.
this "fruit," viz., '■ labours" for Christ. Grotius ex
plains "the fruit of labour" as an idiom for "worth
while:" If I live in the flesh, this is worth my while, for
thus Christ's Interests will be advanced, "For to me
to live Is Christ" {v. 21; cf. ch. 2. 30; Romans, 1. 13).
The second alternative, viz., dying, is taken up and
handled, ch. 2. 17, "If I be offered." 23. Por-The
oldest MSS. read," But." "I know not (v. 22) but am
in a strait (am perplexed) betwixt the two (012., 'to
live' and * to die'), having the desire for departing (lit.,
to loose anchor, 2 Timothy, 4. 0) and being with Christ;
for (so the oldest MSS. 1 it is by far better ;" or as the
Greek, more forcibly, "by far the more preferable :'' a
double comparative. This refutes the notion of the
soul being dormant during its separation from the
body. It also shows that.wbilst he regarded the Lord's
advent as at all times near, yet that his death before it
was a very possible contingency. The partial life
eternal Is in the interval between death and Christ's
second advent : the perfect tonal, at that advent.
[Bishop Pearson.] To depart is better than to
remain in the flesh; to be with Christ is far far better:
a New Testament hope (Hebrews, 12. 24). LfiavoxL.]
24. to abide—to continue somewhat longer, for yon—
Greek, "onyouraccountf "for your sake." Inorderto
be of service to you, I am willing to forego my entrance
a little sooner into blessedness ; heaven will not fail
to be mine at last. 25. Translate, "And being confident
of this." I know, &c.—by prophetical Intimations of
the Spirit. He did not yet know the issue, as far as
human airpearances were concerned (ch. 2. 23). He
doubtless returned from his first captivity to Philippi
(Hebrews. 13. 19; Philemon, 22). joy of faith—Greet.
"joy in your faith." 26. Translate" That your matter
of glorying (or rejoicing} may abound in Christ Jesus in
me (t.e., in my case : in respect to me, or for me who
have been granted to your prayers, v. 19} through my
presence again among you." Alford makes the
"matter of glorying," the possession of the gospel, re
ceived from Paul, which would abound, be assured
and increased, by his presence among them; thus, "in
me." implies that Paul is the worker of the material
of abounding in Christ Jesus. But " my rejoicing over
you" (ch. 2. 10). answers plainly to "your rejoicing in
respect to me" here. 27. Only—Whatever happens as
to my coming to you, or not, make this your one only
care. By supposing this or that future contingency,
many persuade themselves they will be such as they
ought to be, but it is better always without evasion
to perform present duties under present circum
stances. [Benokl.] let your conversation be— (cf. ch.
3. 20.) The Greek implies, "Let yourwoifc as citizens
{viz., of the heavenly state: 'the city of the living God.*
Hebrews. 12. 22, *the heavenly Jerusalem.' 'felioweitixens of the saints.' Ephesians. 2. 19) be," &c. I...
■ee...hetr—So v. 30. " Hear," in order to include both
alternatives, must include the meaning know, your
affairs—your state, in one spirit—the fruit of partaking
of the Holy Spirit (Ephesians, 4. 3, 4). with one mind
—rather as Greek, "said." the sphere of the affections;
subordinate to the " Spirit," mans higher and heavenly
nature. "There is sometimes natural antipathies
among believers; but these are overcome, when there
is not only unity of spirit, but also of sou?." IBknokl.j
striving; together—with united effort. 28. terrified—lit..
said of horses or other animals startled or suddenly
scared ; so of sudden consternation in general which
—your not being terrified, evident token of perdition—
if they would only perceive it (2 Thessoionians, l. 6).
It attests this, that in contending hopelessly against
you, they axe only rushing on their own perdition, not
shaking your united faith and constancy, to you of
salvation—The oldest MSS. read. "Of your salvation *
not merely your temporal safety. 29. Por — rather, a
proof that this is an evident token from God of your

rejoice." From this It would seem that these self-seek
ing teachers in the main "proclaimed Christ," not
"another gospel,'* such as the Judaizers in Galatia
taught .GoJatians. l. 6-8); though probably having some
of the Jewish leaven [Note, v. 15, 10, 17), their chief
error was their self-seeking envious motive, not so
much error of doctrine: had there been vital error, Paul
would not have rejoiced. The proclamation of Christ,
however done, roused attention, and so was sure to
be of service. Paul could thus rejoice at the good
result of their bad intentions (Psalm 76. 10; Isaiah,
10. 5, 7). 19. tarn to mv salvation—" turn out to me for
(or unto) salvation." Tills proclamation of Christ every
way will tnrn out to mv spiritual good. Christ, whose
interests are my Interests, being glorified thereby ; and
so the coming of His kingdom being furthered, which,
when it does come, will bring completed "saltation"
(Hebrews, 0. 28! to me. and ail whose " earnest expecta
tion" (v. 20) Is that ClirUt may be magnified in them.
So far ia their preaching from causing me, as they
thought, tribulation in my bonds (». 10). Paul plainly
quotes and applies to himself the very words of the
LXX. (Job, 13. 16), "This shall turn out to my salva
tion," which belong to all God's people of every age, in
their tribulation (cf. Job, 13. L5). throogh your prayer
and the supply—The Greek intimately joins the two
noans together, by having but one preposition and one
article: " Through your prayer and (the consequent)
supply of the Spirit of Jesus Christ** (obtained for me
through your prayer). 20. According to my earnest ex
pectation — The Greek expresses, ** expectation with
uplifted head (Luke, 21. 28} and outstretched neck."
Romans. 8. 10, the only other place in the New Testa
ment that the word occurs. Tittmann says. In both
places it implies not mere expectation, but the anxious
desire of an anticipated prosperous issue in a.fflictive
circumstances. The subject of his earnest expectation
which follows, answers to ** my salvation" [v. 10). in
nothing; I shall be ashamed—in nothing have reason to
be ashamed of " my work for God, or His work in me."
I Alfop.u.) Or, "In nothing be disappointed In my
hope, bat that I may fully obtain it." [Estius.J So
-ashamed" is used Komans, 0. 33. all boldness—" all" is
opposed to " in nothing," as " boldness " is the opposite
to "ashamed." so now also—when "my body'' Is "in
bonds" iv. 17}. Christ—not Paul, * ' shall be magnified."
life, or by deAth—Whatever be the issue, I cannot lose,
I most be the gainer by the event. Paul was not
omniscient: in the issue of things pertaining to them
selves, the apostles underwent the same probation of
faith and patience as we. 31. For—in either event
[*. 20} I must be the gainer, " For to me," &c. to live
is Christ—whatever life, time, and strength. I have, is
Christ's : Christ is the sole object for which I live
(Gaiatians, 2. 20). to die is gain—Not the act of dying,
bat as the Greek (" to have died"} expresses, the state
after death. Besides the glorification of Christ by my
death, which is my primary object (v. 20), the change of
state caused by death, so far from teing a matter of
shame iv. 20) or loss, as my enemies suppose, will be a
positive "gain" to me. 22. Hather as Greek. " But if
to live in the flesh, ..if) this (I say. the continuance In
life which I am undervaluing) be the fruit of my labour
(i.e.. be the condition in which the fruit of my minis
terial labour ia involved), then what I shall choose I
know not" {I cannot determine with myself, if the
choice were given me, both alternatives being great
goods alike). So Alfohd 4j Elm < :ott. it em; el takes
it as English Version, which the Greek will bear by
supposing an ellipsis. " If to live in the flesh (be my
portion!, this (continuing to live) is the fruit of my
labour,'' i.e. . this continuance in life will be the occasion
of my bringing in " the fruit of labour," i.e., will be the
occasion of "labours" which are their own *• fruit " or
reward; or, this my continuing "to live" will have
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salvation. "Efeau*," &c. it is given—Greek, "It has
been irranted as a /occur," or "lift of grace." Faith it
the gift of God Ephesiins. 1 S . not wrought to the
soul by the will of nun, but by the Holy Ghost John,
l. 12. 131. beiisvs oa htm — "To belie re Him.' would
merely mean to believe He speaks the train. " To
believe on Him.' is to believe in. and trust through.
Him to obtain eternal salvation. Suffering for Christ
is not only not a mark of God's anger, but a gift of
Hi* grace. 30. ye siw in me—(Acts, iflw it, 19. Ac.
1 Thessaloniins. 2. X.) I am "in nothing terrified by
mine adversaries" (t>. 29 , so ought not ye. The words
here, "ye saw ..and . hear." answer to ** I aue and see
yon. or else.. Juar " (v. tl).
CHAPTER 1L
Vex. l-». Costikued Exhortation: To Unity:
To Humiutt arras Christ-i* Example, whose
Glory Followed His Hluiliatios: To Earnest NEW IX &EEE150 PERFECTION. THAT THEY MAY BC

iiid Joy ik the Day or Christ; His Joytul
ItEADISEaSTO BEOTEKEED NOW BT DEATH. SO A3 TO

Promote theje Faith. His Intestjob to Send
Timothy: His Sending Epaphroditua meantime.
1. The "therefore" implies that be is here expanding
on the exhortation (ch. l. 27), " In one Spirit, with one
mind' isoul.. He nrgea/our influencing motives in
this verse, to inculcate the four Christian duties cor
reajonding respectively to them (p. 2," Tuat ye be taJbemxndf.d, having the same lore, of one accord, of one
mind:"* (t.) "If there be Iwith von' any consolation in
Christ." i.e., any consolation o/VAtcn Christ it Uie source,
leading you to wish to console me in my afflictions
borne for Christ's sake, ye owe it to me to grant my
request "that ye be like-minded" IChrysostom &
Kvrica): (i.) "If there be any comfort of J* .flowing
from) love." the adjunct of "consolation in Christ:" (S.J
"If any fellowship of (communion together as Chris
tians, flowing from joint participation in, the Spirit"
(3 Corinthians, 13. 14). Aa Pajans meant, lit., those
who ware of one village, and drank of one fountain.
how much greater is the union which c jnjoina those who
drink of the same Spirit (1 Corinthians. 12. 4, 13)
IGrotius]: (4.) "If any bowels (tender emotions; and
mercies" (companions . the adjuocts of "fellowship
of the Spirit." The opposite* of the two pain, into
which the four fall, are reprobated, r. 3, 4. 2. Fu.nl—
i.e.. Make full. I have joy in you, complete it by that
which is still wanting, viz., unify (ch. 1. v,. like-mind^
—lit., "that ye be of the same mind:" more general
than the following " of one rutni." having tte same
lave—equally disposed to love and be loved, b;ing of
cnt accord—/it," with united souls." This pairs with
Die following clause, thus. "With united souls, being
it one mind ;" as the former two alsj pair together,
"That ye be like-minded, having the same love." 3.
IaI uoihinr be clone—The italicised wonts are not in the
Greek, l'erhaps the ellipsis had better be supplied
iroin the Uretk if. 2)." Thinking nothiug in the way of
htrife" (or rather, "factions intrigue," " self-seeking/*
Au(*,ch. 1. 10;. It is the thought which characterises the
action as good or bad before God. lowm.ess cf iniud—
Tnedir«f relation of this grace is to Cod alone: it is the
ftense of dependence of the creature on the Creator as
Mich, andit places nil created beln„'s in this resj»ect on
h level. The man " lowly of mind" u to his spiritual
life, is Independent of men, and free from ull slavish
feeling, while sensible of his continual dependence on
Got]. Still it isiHRECTLY direct* his behaviour towards
hi* fellow-men; for, conscious of his entire dependence
on God for all his abilities, even aa they are dependent
on God for theirs, he will not pride himself on his
abilities, or extlt self in his conduct towards others
(Kphesians, 4. 2; Colosslans, 9. 12;. [Nkamjer.] let
each cBte-ui— in\n»laie as Greek*' esteeming each other
■upeii'jt to yjurselccs,"' Instead of fixtng your eyes
3*4

1 Humbleness */ itmd

on those points in which you excel, fix them on those
in which your neighbnar excels you : this is true
"humility." 4. The oldest MSiS, read. "Not looktng
each of you plural. Greek) on his own thing* lii, not
having regard solely to them;, but each a/ ytm on the
things of others" also. Cf. v. 21 : alto Paul's own ex
ample (ch. I. 2t). 5. The oldest MSS. read, "Have this
niMi 1 in you." &c. He does not put forward himself
tee Sote. v. 4, and ch 1. 24) as an example, but Christ,
the one pre-eminently who sought not His own, but
"humbled Himself" it. 8!, first in taking on Him our
nature, secondly, in humbling Himself further in that
nature Romans. 15. 3,. 6. Translate,*' Who subsisting
,or cutting, ru.. originally: the Greek is not the simple
substantive verb, to be in the form of God [the Divine
essence is not meant : but the external self- man 'fating
characteristics of God. the form shining forth from His
glorious essence. The .Divine nature had infinite
beauty in itself, even without any creature contem
plating that beauty: that beauty was 'the form of God:'
as * the form of a servant' [v. 71, which is In contrasted
opposition to it, takes for granted the existence of Hi*
human nature, so ' the form of God ' tokes for granted
His Divine nature (BengelI. cf. John, 6. 37; 17. 6;
Colossiaaa. 1. 16, 'Who is the usage of the invisible
God' at a time before 'every creature,' 2 Corinthians.
4. 4). esteemed (the same Greek rerb as in r. 3, lint being
on an (quality with God no (act of robbery" or **!>
arrogatwn; claiming to one's self what does not belong
to bun. Elucott. Waul, Arc. have translated. "A
thing to be crasped at." which would require the Greek
to be harpagma, whereas harpjgmos means the aciof
seising. bo/'<a»jAi(;m«*nieansiu the only passage where
else It occurs. Plutarch dt edncaUone tnurorum, vol
The same insuperable objection lies against Alf-oru'*
translation/ He regarded not as sx!f-enrichment tie,
an opportunity for ft 0 exaltation) His equality with
God." His argument is that the antithesis ,t>. 7, require*
lt« " He used His equality with Cod as an opportunity,
not for seif-exaltatum, but for self abascmeu k or emptyi ng if tm*'/. But the antithesis is not between His
being on an equality with God, and His etnptyinj
Himself; for He never emptied Himself of the fulness
of His Godhead, or His "beinu on an equality \sitk
God;' but between His being "m the rur.M ,i.(., t!ie
ouiward glorious self-mauifestation: of God," and His
"taking on Him thtjorm of a strrunf," whereby He in
a treat measure emptied Himself of His precedent
"form," or outward £elf manifesting Jury as God.
Not "looking on His own things" (e.4j. lie, though. ei
isUng in the form or Goi. He esteemed it no robbery
to be on an equality with God, yet made Himself of
no reputation. "Iking on an equality with God,"u
not identical with " subsisting in the form of God:* the
latter expresses the external characteristics, majesty,
and beauty of the Deity, which "He emptied Him
self of." to assume "the fvm of a servant;" the
former," His hkj.su," or mature. Hia already i»»i*tirij;
state of eo.ualit v with God. both the Father and tit*
ti*m having the wmie esse.sck. A glimp«e of Him "us
the form of God," previous to His inciruatiou, was gives
to iMuses (Uxodus. 24. lo, llj, Aaron, e^c. 7. made
liiiiBtlf of no reputation, and., and—rather aa the Grtet.
"Emptied Himself, taking ut»on him the form of aser
vant, being made in the likeness of men." The two Utter
clauses there beins nooonjunctious,"nnd—and.*mth;
6?T<efc: expresses in tchat Christ's "emptying of Him
self" coiibists. viz., in "takiiiR the form of a servant'
(Note, Hebrews, lu. 6; cf. Exodus. 2L 5, c. andrsalai
4U. o. proving that it was at the time when He asiumeda
body. He took *' the form of a atrunuTi, and in order
to explain now He took " the form of a servant," there
is added, by "being made in the likenes* of men.'
His subjection to the law (Luke. 2. si; Gal-titans. 4. 4
and to iils patents iLuke, g, 61,, Hi Ion state as-
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carpenter, and carpenter's reputed son (Matthew. 13. 55;
Mark, 6. 39. His betrayal for the price of a bond ser
vant (Exodus, si. 32), and slave-like death to relieve
us from the slavery of sin and death, finally and chiefly,
Hu servant-like dependence as man on God. whilst His
Divinity was not outwardly manifested (Isaiah ,49. 3, 7;,
are all marks of His " form as a servant." This proves
( 1. 1 He was in the form of a servant, as soon as He was
made man. [2.) He was 'in the form of God," before
lie was "In the form of a servant." i3.) He did as
really subsist iu ihe Divine nature, as in the form of
a servant, or in the nature of man. For lie was as
much " in the lorm of God," as "in the form of a ser
vant;" and was so in the form of God, as "to be on
an equality with God:" He therefore could have been
none other than God; for God saith, "To whom will ye
liken me and moke me equal" i Isaiah, 10. fiji (Bishop
Pbauson.J His emptying Himself pre-supposes His
previous plenitude of Godhead (John, 1. 14; Golossians,
1. 19; 2. 0). He remained full of this; yet He bore Him
self as if He were empty, being found iu fashiou as a
o.ae—being already, by His "emptying Himself" in the
form of a servant, or likeness of mau (Komans. 8. 3;,
"He humbled Himself (still further by) becoming
obedient even unto death toot as English Version, * He
humbled Ilimse.f and became,' 6m.: the Greek has no
'and.' and has the participle, not the verbj, and that
the death of the cross." " Fashiou " expresses that He
had the outward jui*. speech, and look. In v. 7, in
the Greek, the emphasis is on Himself {which stands
before the Greek verb), uIle emptied Himself," His
IHtine self, viewed in respect to what He had hereto
fore been; in v. S, the emphasis is on "humbled"
iwiitch stands before the Greek "Himself";: He cot
only "emptied Himself" of His previous "form of
God." but submitted to t>ositive humiliation. He
"became obedient," viz., to God. as His "servant"
(Uomaas. ft. 19; Hebrews, 6. 8). Therefore ''Got? is
b-atd to "exalt" Him w. yj, even as it was God to
whom He became voluntarily " obedient." " Even unto
death" expresses the climax of His obedience {John,
it). IS . 9. Wneiefore—As the just consequence of His
self-humiliation and obedience (Psalm 8. 6, 6; 110. l. 7;
Matthew, is. IS; Luke. l!4. 26; John, 6. 27; 10, 17; Ko
mans, 14. 0; EphiStans, l. 20-22; Hebrews, 2. 9,. An intiuiati.on.that if we would hereaiter be exalted, we too
most, after His example, now humble ourselves (v. 3. 5;
ch 3. 21; 1 l'eter, 5. a, ej. Christ emptied Christ ; God
exalted Christ as man to equality with God. [Kkngkl.]
higaij exiiwd— Greek, " suptr-cminently exalted" iEphcsiaas, 4. lo;. given him—Greek, "bestowed on Him."
a name—along with the corresponding reality, glory and
majesty, wiuch—translate, "Iciz.i that which is above
every name." The name "JesXs"{c. 10), which is even
now in glory His name of honour (Acts, 0. 6). "Above"
uot only men, but ansels (Ephesians, l. SI). 10. at me
name—rather as Gretk, "in the name." bow—rather,
"bend," in token of worship. Referring to Isaiali,
■15. 23; quoted also in Komans, 14. 11. To worship "in
the name of Jesus," is to worship Jesus Himself (cf.
r. 11; Proverbs. 13. 10, or God in Christ {John, 10. 23;
Ephesians, 3. 14). Cf. "Whosoever shall call upon the
uatne of the l/jrd [i.e., whosoever shall call on the Lord
in His revealed character) shall be saved" {Roman «,
lo. 13; 1 Corinthians, l. 2 ; " all that call upon the name
of Jesus Christ our Lord" (cf. 2 Timothy. 2. 22; •'call on
the Lord ? Acts, 7. 69, "calling upon. ..and saying.
Lord Jesus" (Acts. 9. 11, 21; 22. id), of things in heaven
—angels. They worship Him not only as God, but as
the ascended Gcd-man, "Jesus" (Ephesians, 1. 21; Hehrews. 1. 6; l Peter, 3.21*. inearth—men; among whom
He tabernacled for a time, under the earth—the dead;
;unong whom He was numbered once (Romans, u,
o, ii; Eoheaisns. 4. 9. iu; Revelation, 6. 13). The
demons and the lost inny be included iiidiirefly. as
JSft
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even they give homage, though one of fear, not love.
to Jesus {Mark, 3. 11; Luke. 8. 31; James, 2. 10; see
ATofe, v. 11). 11. every tongue—Cf. "every knee" {v. iu>.
Ineveryway He shall be acknowledged as Lord (no
longer as "servant," v. 7). As none can fully do so
"hut by the Holy Ghost" (l Corinthians. 12. 3), the
spirits of good men who are dead, must be the class
directly meant, v. lo. " under the earth." to the glory
of God the Father—the grand end of Christ's media
torial office and kingdom, which shall cease when this
end shall have been fully realised (John, 6. 19-23.
30 ; 17. i, 4-7; 1 Corinthians, 16. 24-28). 12. Wherefore—
Seeing that we have in Christ such a specimen of glory
resulting from " obedience" [v. 8J and humiliation, see
that ye also be "obedient," and so "your salvation"
shall follow your obedience, as ye have ...obeyed —
"even as ye have been obedient," viz., to God, as Jesus
was "obedient" unto God (Note, v. 8). not as, &c.—
" uot as if it were a matter to be done " in my pres
ence only, but now as things are) much more (with
more earnestness.1 in my absence" (because my help is
withdrawn from you). (.Alfobd.J work cut^carry
out to its full perfection. " Salvation " is "worked
in" (v. 13; Ephesians, l. 11) believers by the Spirit.
who enables them through faith to be justified o icejor
all: but it needs, as a progressive work, to be "worked
out" by obedience, through the help of the same Spirit.
unto perfection (2 Peter, 1. 6. 3i. The sound Christian
neither, like the formalist, rests In the rowans, without
looking to the end, and to the Holy Spirit who alone
can make the means effectual; nor, like the fanatic,
hopes to attain the end without the means, your owu
—The emphasis is on this. Now thati am not present
to further the work of your salvation, " work out
your own salvation" yourselves the more carefully.
Do not think this work cannot go on because I am
absent; "for (v. 13; it is God that worketh in you," <fce.
In this case adopt a rule different from the former
(p. 4). bat resting on the same principle of "lowliness
of mind" (v. 3j, viz., "look each on his oum things."
instead oF "disputtngs" with others It. 14j. salvation
—which is in "Jesus" [v. lo;, as His name (meaning
God-.S'iviour; implies, with fear and trembling — tne
very feeling enjoined on " servants." as to what ought
to accompany their "ohtdience" (Ephesians, 6. 5). So
here, See that, as " servants'' to God, after theexample
of Christ, ye be so" with the fear and trembling'' which
becomes servants: not slavish fear, but trembling
anxiety not to fall short o/ Vie <;0(d (l Corinthians. «j.
26. 27; Hebrews, 4. 1, "Let us fear, lest a promise being
left us of entering into His rest, any should come short
of U"), resuitinafrom a sense ofour human insufficiency,
and from the consciousness that all depends on the
power oj God, "who worketh both to will and to do"*
[Uoman's, 11. 20!. "Paul, though joyous, writes
seriously." (J. J. Woxr.) 13. For— Encouragement to
work : " For it i3 God who worketh in you," always
present with you. though 1 be absent. It is not said.
" Work out your own salvation, though it is God," i'c.
but, "because It is God who," &c. The will, and the
power to xcork, being first instalments of His srace,
encourage us to make full proof of. and carry out to
the cud. the "salvation" which He has first "worked,"
and is still " working in" us, enabling us to "work it
ouf." " Our will does nothing thereunto without grate,
but grace is inactive without our wili." [St.Behnard 1
Manis, in different senses, entirely active, sndentirtly
passive: God producing a'l, and u-e actintjaU. What
He produced is our owu acts. It is not that God doe*
some, and we the rest. God does all, and we do all.
God is the only proper author, we the only proper
actors. Thus the same things in Scripture are repre
sented as from God, and from us. God makes a i.ew
heart, and we are commanded ta make us u new heart;
not merely because we must use the u*eans in oider to
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Dependent on Ood"s Working.
Working out our Salvation
the effect, but the effect itself is our act and our duty appointment of Tigellinus to be Praetorian Prefect, was
(Kzekiel. 11. 10; 18. 31; 38. 26). [Edwards.] worketr — probably the cause of this change. See Introduction.
rather as Greek, "worketh effectually.." We cannot of ifjoice with you all—A lxord translates" I conorofuiaftf
ourselves embrace the gospel of grace: "the will" you all." viz., on the honour occurring to you by my
(Psalm 110. 3; 2 Corinthians. 3. 6) comes solely of God's blood being poured out on the sacrifice of your faith.
gift to whom He will (John. o. 44, Go); so also the If they rejoiced already [as English Version represents),
power "to do" (rather, "to iwrfc effectually," as the what need of his urging them. "Do ye also joy," Arc
Greek is the same as that for "worketh In"), i.e., 18. "Do ye also rejoice" at this honour to you, "and
effectual perseverance to the end, is wholly of God's congratulate me"* on my blessed "gain" (ch. l. 211. 19.
gift (ch. l. 6; Hebrews. 13. 21). of his good pleasure— Ver. 2?, "Ye know the proof or him. ..that. ..ho hath
rather as Greek, "fok. His good pleasure f in order served with me." implies that Timothy had been Ions
to carry out His sovereign gracious purpose towards with Paul at Philippi. Accordingly, in the history
you (Ephesiana, l. 6, 0). 14. murmuring*—secret mur- (Acts. 16. 1-4: 17. 10. 14), we And them setting out to
murings and complaints against your fellow-men. aris gether from Derbe in Lycoonia, and together again at
ing from selfishness: opposed to the example of Jesus Berea in Macedonia, near the conclusion of St. Paul's
just mentioned (cf. the use of the word, John, 7. 12, 13; missionary journey : an undesigned coincidence be
Acts, 6. 1; 1 Peter, 4. 9; Jude, 16]. disputing* — The tween the epislle and history, a mark of genuineness.
Greek is translated " doubting" in 1 Timothy, 2. P. But 1 Palkv.) From v. 10-30, it appears Epaphroditus was
here referring to profitless "disputing" with our fellow- to set out at once to allay the anxiety of the Philippians
men, in relation to whom we are called on to be " blame on bis account, and at the same time bearing the
less and harmless" [v. 16;: so the Greek is translated, epistle; Timothy was to follow after the apostle's libera
Mark, 0. 33, 34, These dlsputings flow from " vain glory* tion was decided, when they could arrange their plans
reprobated (r. S. ; and abounded among the Aristotelian more definitely as to where Timothy should, on his
philosophers in Macedou where Philippi was. 15. return with tidings from Philippi. meet Paul, who w*a
blameless and narmless—Without either the repute of designing by a wider circuit, and slower progress, to
mischief, or the inclination to do it. [Altoru.] sons reach that city. Paul's reason for sending Timothy so
—rather as Greek, " the children of God " (.Romans, 8. soon after having heard of the Philippians from Epaph
14-16). Imitation of our heavenly Father is the instinc roditus was, that they were now suffering persecu
tive guide to our duty as His children, more than any tions (ch. l. 28-30); and besides, Epaphroditas' delay
external law '.Matthew, 6. 44, 46, 48). without rebuke through sickness on his journey to Home from Philippi,
—" without (giving handle forj reproach." The whole made the tidings he brought to be of less recent dale
verse tacitly refers by contrast to Deuteronomy, 33. 5, than Paul desired. St. Paul himself also hoped to
"Their spot... not.- of Huj children...* perverse and visit them shortly. Bat I trust—Yet my death u by
crooked generation" (cf. 1 Peter, 2. 12). ye shius— lit, no meaus certain ; yea, " 1 hope (Greek) in the Lord1'
"appear." LThench.J "Show yourselves" (cf. Mat ii.«., by the Lord's help), unto you—lit."for you." ue.,
thew. 5. 14-16; Ephesians, 6. 8-13). as light* in the world to your satisfaction, not merely motion, to you. I also
—The
Greek
" as lights,"
luminaries
in the world."
as —That not only you "may be of good courage' jso
the sun
andexpresses
moon, "the
or "great
lights,nin
Greek) on hearing of me [v. 23), but " 1 also.wheu 1 know
the material world or in the firmament. IA.V use your state." 20. His reason for sending Timothy above
the very same Greek word in the passage, Genesis, 1. 14, all others: I have none so "like-minded," lit., "like16; cf. Aote.Kevelation, 21. 11. 16. Holding forth—to soullcd." with myself as is Timothy. Cf. Deuteronomy.
them, and so applying it (the common meaning of the 13. 6, "Thy friend which is as thine own xauT (Psalm
Greek; perhaps here including also the other meaning, 56. 14). Paul's second self, naturally—Greek, "genu
"holdlng./a*i"j. The image of light-bearers or lumi inely.'" "with sincere solicitude." A case wherein
naries is carried on from v. 16. As the heavenly the Spirit of God so chauged man's nature, that to be
luminaries' light is closely connected with the life ol naturai was with him to be spiritual: the great point
animals, so ye hold forth the light of Christ's " word ' to be aimed at. 21. Translate as Greek. "They all"
(received from me) which is the " life" of the Gentiles [viz., who are now with me, ch. l. 14, 17 ; ch. 4. 21 :
(John, l. 4; 1 John, 1. 1, 6-TJ. Christ is "the Light of such Demas, then with him, proved to be, Colos&ians.
the world" (John, 8. 12) ; believers arc only "light- 4. 14; cf. 2 Timothy. 4. 10; Philemon. 24). seek their own
Ixarers' reflecting His light, that 1 may rrjoice in—lit., —Opposed to Paul's precept {v. 4; l Corinthians, lo. 24,
"wittt a view to (your being) a subject oj rejoicing to 33; 13. 6). Tliis is spoken, by comparison wiin Timothy ;
me against the day of Christ" (ch. 4. l; 2 Corinthians, for ch. 1. 16. 17, implies that some of those with Paul
L 14; 1 Thessaloniaus. 2. »9). tnat I havs not run in at Home were genuine Christians, though not so selfvain—that it was not in vain that I laboured for your sacrificing as Timothy. Few come to the help of the
spiritual good. 17. Tea, and if—rather as Greek, " Yea, Lord's cause, where ease, fame, and gain, have to be
if even :" implying that he regarded the contingency sacrificed. Most help only when Christ's gain is com
as not unlikely. He had assumed the possibility of his patible with their own (Judges, 6. 17, 23). 23. Rare
being found alive at Christ's coming dor In every age praise (JS'ebemiah, 7. 2). as a son with the fattier—
Christ designed Christians to stand in preparedness translate, "as a cltild (semfAj a father." served wits.
for His coming as at band): he here puts a supposition me— When we might expect the sentence to run thus,
which he regards as more likely, viz., his own death "As & child eerveth a father, so he served me ;' he
before Christ's coming. I be ottered—rather as Greek, changes it to " served with me " in modesty ; a& Chris
" I am poured out." " I am made a libation.'' Present, tians are not servants to one another, but servant* of
not future, as the danger is threatening him now. As God with one another icf. ch. 3. 17). in the gotr-ti—
in sacrifices libations of wine were "poured upon" the Greek," unto," ox "for the gospel." 23. so soon as I t&all
offerings; so he represents his Philippian converts, see—».«., so soon as I shaUlusxxknoum for certain.' 24.
offered through faith (or else their faith Itself;, as the also u>yself—as well as Timothy. 26. I supposed—"!
sacrifice, and his blood as the Ubatton " poured upon * thought it necessary." to send—It was properly a sendit (cf. Romans, 16. 10; 2 Timothy, 4. 6/. servict—Greek, ing Epaphroditus back (ch. 4. 18). Bat as he had come
" priest's ministration .-" carrying out the image of a Intending to stay some time with Paul, the latter uses
sacrifice. 1 rejoice— for myself ich. l. 21, 23). His the word " send" (cf. v. 30. . fellow-soiuier —in the " good
expectation of release from prison Is much fainter, fight" of faith (ch. l. 27, 30; 2 Timothy. 2. 3; 4. ". year
than in the epistles to Kphesians, Colosslans, and mssseuger—lit, "apostle." The "apostles" or "mes
Puilenion, written somewhat earlier from Rome. The sengers of the chvrchit' Jtomans. 16. 7; 2 Corinthi,i.t,i.
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K 23\ were distinct from the " apostles " specially com 56. 10, 11). evil workers—2 Corinthians, n. 13, "de
missioned by Christ, as the Twelve and Paul ministered ceitful workers." Not simply " evil-doers" are meant,
to my want*—by conveying the contributions from but men who "worked," indeed, ostensibly for the
PhilippL The Greek Leiiottrgon, lit., implies minister gospel, but worked for evil: "serving notour Lord, but
ing in Vis ministerial office. Probably Epaphroditus their own belly" iv. 19; cf. Romans. 16. 18). Translate,
was a presbyter or else a deacon. 26. For—Season for " The evil workmen" i.e., bad teacitcrs (cf. 2 Timothy.
thinking it "necessary to send" Epaphroditus. 2. 16). concision — Circumcision had now lost its
Translatt as Greek," Inasmuch as he nus longing after spiritual significance, and was now become to those
yon all." full of heaviness—The Greek expresses the who rested onitasany ground of justification, a sense
being worn out and overpowered with heavy grief. less mutilation. Christians have the only true cir
because that ye had heard that he had been sick—rather, cumcision, viz., that of the heart; legalists have only
"that he was sick." Ho felt how exceedingly saddened " concision," i.e., the cutting off of the flesh. To make
yon wonld be in hearing it; and he now is hastening to *' cuttings in the flesh " was expressly prohibited by
relieve your minds of the anxiety. 27. Epaphroditus' the law (Leviticus, 21. 6): it was a Gentile-heathenish
sjeknen proves that the apostles had not ordinarily practice (l Kings. 18. 28); yet this, writes Paul indig
'he permanent gift of miracles, any more than of in- nantly, is what these legalists are virtually doing in
Epiration: both were vouchsafed to them only for each violation of the law. There is a remarkable gradation,
particular occasion, as the Spirit thought fit. lest I says Bulks [Horce Apostolicce). in St. Paul's language
t koala have sorrow upon sorrow—viz., the sorrow of losine as to circumcision. In his first recorded discourse
him by death, in addition to the sorrow of my im (Acts, 13. 30), circumcision is not named, but Implied
prisonment. Here only occurs any thing of a sorrow as included in the law of Moses which cannot justify.
ful tone in this epistle, which generally is most joyous. Six or seven years later, in epistle to Galatians 13. 3).
29. Beceive him—There seems to be something behind the first epistle in which it is named, its spiritual inrespecting him. If extreme affection had been the sole efilciencyls maintained against those Gentiles who, be
ground of bis " heaviness," no such exhortation would ginning in the Spirit, thought to be'.perlocted in the
have been needed. [Alpord.] in reputation—" in flesh. Later, in epistle to Romans (2. 28, 20 , he goes
honour." 30. for the work of Christ—ins., the bringing further, and claims the substance of it for every be
of a supply to me. the minister of Christ. He was liever, assigning the shadow only of it to the unbeliev
probably in a delicate state of health in setting out ing Jew. In epistle to Colossians (2. 11; 3. 11), still
from Philippi ; but at all hazards he undertook this later, he expounds more fully the true circumcision as
service of Christian love, which cost him a serious sick the exclusive privilege of the believer. Last of all
ness, not regarding his life—Most of the oldest MSS. here, the very name isdenied to the legalist and a term
read. " hazarding," &c. to supply your lack of service of reproach is substituted." concision,'' or flesh-cutting.
—Not that Paul would imply, they lacked the will: Once obligatory on all the covenant people, then re
what they "lacked" was the "opportunity' by which duced to a mere national distinction, it was more and
to send their accustomed bounty (ch. 4. 10). "That more associated in the apostle's experience with the
which ye would have done if you could [but which you open hostility of the Jews, and the perverse teaching
could not through absence], he did for you ; therefore of false brethren. 3. "We are the (real) circumci
sion" (Romans, 2. 25-29; Colossians, 2. 11). worship God
receive him with all joy." (Altord.]
in the Spirit—The oldest MSS. read, "Worship by the
CHAPTER 111.
Ver. 1-21. Warnino against Jcpaizcks: Hkbas Spirit of God:" our religious servtce is rendered by
Greater Cause than thky to Trust in Legal the Spirit (John. 4. 23, 24). Legal worship was out
klghteor/rness, but renounced it for, chbiht'b ward, and consisted in outward acts, restricted to cer
Righteousness, in which he Presses after Per- tain times and places. Christian worship is spiritual.
vsction: Warning against Carnal Persons: Con flowing from the inworking of the Holy Spirit, not re
trast OF THE BELIEVER** LlFE AND HOFB. 1. lating to certain isolated acts, but embracing the
1 inaliy—rather, not with the notion of time, but mak whole life (Romans, 12. l). In the former, men trusted
ing a transition to another general subject, " Further in something human, whether descent from the theo
more* [Benosx & Wahl-J: as in 1 Thessalonians, 4. 1. cratic nation, or the righteousness of the law. or morti
Lit." As to what remains." die. It is often used at the fication of ** the flesh1 f Baving confidence," or "glory
conclusion of epistles for " anally" (Ephesians. 0. 10; ing in the tle.it ■ " [Nkandrr.J {itouians, l. 0). rejoice
2 Tueasalonians. 3. l). But it is not restricted to this in Christ Jesus— "make our boast in Christ Jesus,"
meaning, as Alford thinks, supposing that Paul used not in the law: the ground of their boasting, have no
it here intending to close his epistle, but was led by the confidence in the flesh—but in the Spirit. 4." Although
mention of the Judaixers into a more lengthened dis* I lemphatical) might have coiifldenceetvninthe flesh."
3«nation, the same things—concerning " rejoicing," the Lit.." I having." &c., but not using," confidence in the
prevailing feature in this epistle (ch. 1. 16. ij; 2. 17; flesh." I more—1 have more " whereof I iijight have
4. 4. where, cf. the "a-.-ain I say," with "the same confidence in the flesh." 5. in three particulars tie shows
things " here!. " In the Lord," marks the true ground how he "might have confidence in the flesh" {v. 41 : (I.)
ofjoy, in contrast with *' having confidence in the flesh.* His pure Jewish blood. (2.) His legal preciseness, and
or in any outward sensible matter of boasting -.v. 3;. high status as such. (3.) His zeal for the law. The
not grievous—"not irksome." for you it ia safe— Spiri Greek is lit., "Being in circumcision an eighth day
tual jog is the best safety against error (t». 2; Neherniab, person, i.e., not one circumcised in later life as a
K 10. end). 2. Beware — Greek. "Have your eye on proselyte, but on the eighth day after birth, as the
to aa to beware of. Contrast " mark." or " observe," law directed in the case of Jew-bom infants, of the
«ix.» so as to follow v. 17. dogs—Greek, "the dogs." tribe of Benjamin—son of Rachel, not of the maid ser
viz., those impure persons "of whom I have told you vant, f Brno rl. 1 Hebrew of the Hebrews—neither one
often'* [v. 18, 10; ; " the abominable" icf. Revelation, 21. 8, or other parent being GentRe. The "Hebrew." wher
with 22. 15: Matthew. 7. 6; Tiius, ). 15, m- : "Dogs" in ever he dwelt, retained the language of his fathers.
tlitiiiness. nnchastity. and snarling (Deuteronomy, Thus Paul, though settled in Tarsus, a G reek city, calls
23. 18; Psalm 60. 0. 14, 16; 2 Peter, 2. 22): especially himself a Hebrew. A " Grecian" or HeUenist, on the
"enemies of the cross of Christ" (p. IS; Psalm 22. 16, 20). other hand, in the New Testament, is the term used
The Jews regarded the Gentiles as "dogs" (Matthew, for a Greek-speaking Jew. [Trench.] touching tne
16. 26: ; but by their own unbelief they have ceased to law—i.e., as to legal status and strictness, a Pharisee
be the true Israel, and are become " dogs " Icf. Isaiah , —"of thestraitest sect" (Acts. 86. 6). 6. Coccermug—
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translate as before and after, " As fondling zeal" :cf.
Acta, St. 3; M. 9;. blameless— Grtek. " Having become
blameless" as to ceremonial righteousness: having
attained tn tlie eves of man blameless legal perfection.
As to the holiness be/on God, which la the inner and
truest 11 irit of the law, and which flows from "the
righteousness of God by faith," he on the contrary de
clare* iv. 12-n that he has not attained perfection. 7.
Kiin—rather as Greek, "gains;" Including all possible
advantages of outward status which he bad hereto
fore enjoyed. I ccunted— Greek, "I have counted for
Christ's sake loss." He no longer uses the plural as
in "iratns;'' for he counts them all but one great " loss"
(Matthew, id. 26: Luke. 9. 24). 8. Tea dcubtlesi—The
oldest JUSS. omit "doubtless" ,,Greek"gem); translate,
" nay more/ Not only " have 1 counted" thf.se things
just mentioned " loss for Christ's sake, bur, moreover,
1 '-ten vo count all things but lnis." &c. for the eiceueccy— Greek* "On account of the surpassing excel
lency tt:e super-em tnecce above them alij of the
knowledge of Christ Jesus." my Lord—Believing and
loving appropriation of Him 'Psalm 03. 1; John, 20. ft),
for whom—" on account of whom." I have suffered the
low Not merely have I "counted" them "loss," but
hare actually lost them, all things—The Greek has the
article, referring to the preceding "all tilings:" "I
Iiave suffered the loss or them all.' dang — Greek,
" refuse such as excrements, dregs, drossj catf to the
doge." as the derivation expresses. A "loss"' is of
something having value; but " refuse" is thrown away
as not worthy of being any more touched or looked
at. win — translate, to accord with the translation
v. 7. " gam Christ.'* A man cannot make oiher things
his "gain" or chief confidence, and at the same time
"gain Christ." He who loses all thincs. and even him
self, on account of Christ, gains Christ: Cnriit Is His, and
Ho is Christ's Song of Solomon, 3. 16: 6. 3; Luke, ».
£i. 'it. 1 Corinthians. 3. 23). 9. be found in him—"be
found" at His coming again, living spiritually "In
Him4 as the element of my life. Once lost, I have
been "found," and 1 hope to be perfectly "found-* by
Him (Luke. 15. 8). own righteousness.. .of the law—
■v. 6; .Romans, 10. 5, 5.) "Of," i.e., from, righteous
ness. ..of fled by faith— Greet," which is from God (rest
Ing) upon faith.1* Paul was transported from legal
bondage into Christian freedom at once, and without
any gradual transition. Hence, the bands of Fhariaaism were loosed instantaneously ; and opposition to
Pharisaic Judaism took the place of opposition to the
go*i*l. Thus God's providence fitly prepared him for
the work of overthrowing all idea of legal justification.
"The righteousness of faith," In Paul's sense, is the
righteousness or perfect holiness ot Christ appropriated
Uy faith, as the objective ground of confidence tor the
believer, and also as a new subjective principle of life.
Hence it Includes the essence of a new disposition, and
may easily pass Into the idea of sa notification, though
the two Ideas are originally distinct. It Is not any
arbitrary act of God, as if he treated as sinless a man
Irersisitng in sin, simply because he believes in Christ ;
but the oi-jrctirt on the part of God corresponds to the
svbjoUirc on the part of man, viz., faith. The realisa
tion of the archetype of holiness thronth Christ, con
tain* the pledge that this Khali be real zed in all who
are one with Him by faith, and are become the orxius
of His spirit. Its germ is Imparted to them tn be;ievinsr. Alt'iou^ti the fruit of a life perfectly conformed to
the Redeemer, can only be gradually developed in this
life. [Nkanuer.J 10. That I m?y koow him—experi
mentally. The aim of the " rienteonffnesa" just men
tioned. This verse resumes, and more fully explains,
** the excellency of the knowledge of Christ" (v. f ).
To know Him is more than merely to know a doctrine
about Him. Believersarebrontthtnotonly to redemp
tion, but to the iledeemer Himself, the power of his

Christian Progress;

rerarriction—assuring believers of their juatificaUur.
(Romans. 4. 13; 1 Corinthians, 15. 171. and raising them
up spiritually with Him. by virtue of their identifica
tion with Him in this, as in a^l the acts of His re
deeming work for us liomans. 6. 4: Oolossian*, 2. 1£
3. 1). The power of the Divine Spirit n hich raised Him
from literal death, is the same which raises be Hevers
from spiritual death cow (Erhesians, 1. 10, 2uf. and
shall raise their bodies from literal death hereafter
Homans, 8. ID. the fellowship of his sufferings—tr
identification w ith Him in His sufferings and death, bi
imputation ; also, in actually bearing the cross what
ever is laid on us, after His example, acd so " filling up
that which la behind of the afflictions of Christ" Colesslans, 1. 24'; tod in the viil to bear aught for His sake
(Matthew, 10. 38; 16. 34; 2 Timothy, 2. 11). As He bore
all our sufferings (Isaiah, S3. 4), so we participate in
His. made conforcabla uoto his death—"conformed to
the likeness of His death," viz. , by continued suffering
for His sake, and mortifying of the carnal self (Roman-,
8. 29; 1 Corinthians. 16. 31 ; 2 Corinthians. 4. 10-12; Galv
tians. 2. 20). 11. If by acy means—>'ot implying mi
certainty of the issue, but the earnestness of the struck
of faith .1 Corinthians, 9. so, 27 . and the urgent need
of jealous self-watchfulness (l Corinthians, 10. 1?,.
attain onto the rafurrection of the dead—The oldest MSS.
read, *' ...the resurrection from (out oft the dead," r-i .
the first resurrection; that of believers at Christ's com
ing 1 Corinthians, 15. 23; 1 Thesaalonians. 4. 14; Re
velation, 20. 6, ft). The Greek word occurs nowbtr*else in the Xew Testament. "The power of Christ «
resurrection*' (Romans, 1. 4) ensures the believer's »ttainment of the "resurrection from the rest of 1. ■
dead* (cf. r. JO, 21). Cf.. "Accounted worthy to<>*4U'..
the resumction from the dead" (Luke, su. si, "The
resurrection of the just" ;JLuke, 14. 14). 12. Translat, ,
"Not fAat 1," die .1 do not wish to be understood assay
lng Uait. die./, attained—'* obtained," viz., a perfect
knowledge of Christ, and of the power of His death, aiu I
fellowship of His sufferings, and a conformity to Hi
death, either were aireaCy perfect — "Or am a! read >
perfected," i.e., croumed with the garland of victory.
my course completed, and perfertion absolutely reachtu
The imaiio is that of a race-course throughout. Scv
I Corinthianr, 9. 24; Hebrews, IS. 23. See Tb&th,
Synonyms of New Testament. I follow after—"I press
on." apprehend... apprehended—"If so 6c that I may i-j-j
hold on that {via., the prise, v. 14) for which alao 2 wo*
laul hold on by Christ" (vis., at my conversion. Sonof Solomon, L4;i Corinthians, 13. la*. Jetas—OioitEr.
in the oldest A1SS. i aul w;is close to "apprehend
lng" the piise (2 Timothy, 4. 7, Si. CUrist the Author,
is also the Finisher of His people's "race," 13. I—
whatever others count as to themselves. He who
counts himself perfect, must deceive himself by calhosin infirmity il John, 1. 8;; at the same time, each must
aim at perfection, 10 be a Christian at all Mattht «.
5. 4S'. forgetting those things.. .befcmd— i^xntiwfj Ui.i
Is sure to end in r/oinp dacA: (Luke, 0. 62;; So Lot's wifr
.Luke, 17. 32J. If in stemming a current we cease poll
lng the oar against it, we aro carried back. Oct)'-*
word to us is a^ it was to Israel, "Sreak unto the chil
dren of Israel that they go forward** iKxodns, 14. 1».
The Bible is our landmark to snow us whether we ars
procreseinRor retrograding, reachiuf forth—with bar/t
and foot, like a runner In a rr.ee, and the body bci forward. The Christian la always humbled by the
contrast between what he is and what he desires tbe. The eye reaches before and draws on the hard.
the hand reaches before and draws on the foot.
[BenqklJ unto— towards (Hebrews, g. 1). 14. high
calling—lit., "the calling that Is aoore" ftialaiUn-*.
4. 80; Colossians, 3. 1]: "the heavenly calling* (He
brews. 3. li. "The prise" is "the crown of righteou-.nesa" (l Corinlldani,9.84; t Timothy, 4. H. iUvefattic
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2. 10. " crown of Ufa" l refer, 5. 4. " A crown of g'o y
thatfadeth not away." "Tbe high, " or "heavenly call
ing," is not restricted, as Alpo&d thinks, to St. Paul's
own calling as an apostle by the summons of Ood
from heaven; but Vie common calling of all Christians
to salvation in Christ, which coming from heaven irwtes us to heaven, whither accordingly our minds
* ofiht to bo uplifted. 15. therefore— Resuming v. 3.
" As many of us then, as are perfect," i e„ full grown
no longer "babes"} In the Christian life {v. 3, " wor
shipping Go I In the Spirit, and having no confidence
in the flesh"). 1 Corinthians, 2. 6, fully established In
the things of Ood. Here, by "perfect," he means one
fully fit fur running [Bknuel]: knowing and comply
ing with tho Inns of the course (2 Timothy, s. 5).
Though " perfect' in this sense, he was not yet "made
perfect" Gretki in the sense Intended in v. 12, viz.,
"crowned w.ith complete victory," and having attained
cbtoJute perfection, thus miEded— having the mind
which he had described, v. 7-11, otherwise minded —
having too hi^h an opinion of yourselves as to your
attainment of Christian perfection, " He who thinks
that he has attained every thinp, hath nothing."
[CHRTSoaTosr.J Probably, too, he refer* to those w ho
were temt'tcd to think to attain perfection by the law
[GalaUans, 3. 3': who needed the warning [v. 3/, "Heware of this concision," though on account of their for
mer piety, Paul hopes confidently (as in Galatitms,
X 10j that God will reveal the path of right-mindedness
to them. Paul taught externally; God "reveals' the
truth internally by His Spirit (Matthew, 11. 25; 16. 17;
1 Corinthians, 3. 6). uato you— who sincerely strive to
do God's will (John. 7. 17; Ephesians. 1. ITJ. 16. The
expectation of a new revelation is not to make you
l<rs» careful in waikin,' according to whatever degree
of knowledge of divine things and perfection you have
already attained. God make.1 further revelations to
those who walk up to the revelations they already have
Hasea.O. j). mle, let us miud the same thing— Omitted
in the oldest MSS,
Perhaps partly inserted from
Galatians. c>. V), and cb. 2. 2. Translate then," Whereunto we have attained, let us walk ou (a military term,
inarch in order) in the same* (the measure of know
ledge already attained). 17. followers — Greek, "'imi
tators together." of me—as I am an imitator of Christ
(1 Corinthians, 11. l) : Imitate me no farther than as 1
imitate Christ. OrasBENOKL, "My fellow-imitators of
God- or "Christ:" "imitators of Christ together with
me* (SoU, cb. 2, 22; Ephesians, 6. 1), inark—for imi
tation, wnieh walk bo as ye have us for an earain].le—
In English Version of the former clause, the transla
tion of this clause is, "those who are walking so as
yo bsvre an example in us. ' But in Bkmjel's transla
tion,'* Inasmuch as," or "tince," instead of "as." 18.
many walk—viz , in such a manner. Follow uot evil
doers, teeause they are "many" (Exodus, :J3. 2). Their
numbers are rather a presumption against their beini;
Christ's "little flock ' iLuko, 12. 32). often—There is
need of constant warning, weeping— (Romans. 0. 2.j
A hard tone in speaking of the inconsistencies of pro
fessors is the very opposite of Paul's spirit, aud David's
i Piilm 110. iStij, and Jeremiah's Jeremiah, 13. 17). The
LonJ and His apostles, at the same time, speak more
strongly against empty professors (as the Pharisees1,
tfrjin K;suDSt open scoffers, enemies of the cross of Christ
—in their practice, not in doctrine (Galatians, 0. 14;
Hebrew*, t>. 8; 10. *0). 19. destruction—everlasting at
Christ's coming. Ch. l. 23, "perdition" the opposite
woril is "Saviour* (r. iO). cud—fixed doom, whose
god is their bsliy — (Romans, 10. 19) — hereafter to be
destroyed by God (1 Corinthians, ft. 13). In contrast
to oar ** body" (p. 2D, which our Ood, the Lord Jesus,
*b*Jl "fashion like unto His glorious body." Their
telly is now pampered, our body now wasted; then the
respective states of both shall be reversed, glory is
3S9
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in their shame— As "glory" is often used in the Old
Testament for'* God" (Psalm 100.20), tohereitanswerM
to " whoie God" in tbe parallel clause; and "shame"
is the Old Testament term contemptuously given to
an idol (Judi.es, 0. 32, Margin}. Hosea, 4. 7, seems
to be referred to by St. Paul (cf. Komans, l. 32). There
seems no allusion to circumcision, as no longer glorious,
but a shame to them (e. 2). The reference* of the im
mediate context is to sensuality, and carnality in
general, mind eirthly »hiugi—\Romana. 8. 5.) In con
trast to v. 20; Colossians. 3. 2. 20. our conversation—
rather." our state" or *' country;" our citizenship. Our
life as citizens. We are but pilgrims on earth ; how
then should we "mind earthly tnius*.' (v. 19; Hebrews.
11. t>. 10, 13-16)1 Koman citizenship was then highly
prized; how much more should the heavenly citizen
ship (Acts, 22. 2>; cf. Luke, 10. 20)2 it— Greek, "has
its existence.'' in lienven— Ural:, " in the heavens.''
look for tne Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ—"We v. air
for (so the same Greek is translated, Romans. 8, 10) the
Lord Jesus as a it e., in the capacity of a) Saviour "
(Hebrews, 0. 2b). That He is "the Lord," now exalted
above every name, assures our expectation (ch.2. 9-11).
Our High Priest is gone up Into tho Holy of Holies nut
made with hands*, there to atone for us ; and as thu
Israolitea stood outbide the tabernacle, expecting
Aaron's return {cf. Luke, l. in, so must we look unto
the heavens expecting Christ thence. 21. Greek," Who
shall transfigure the body oj our humiliation fin's., in
which our humiliation has place, 2 Corinthians, 4. it>;
Ephesians, 2. 19; 2 Timothy, 'i. 12), that it may he con
formed unto the body vf His glory viz., in which His
glory is manifested1, according to the effectual work
ing whereby," &c. Not only shall He come as our
"Saviour,'* but also as our Glorifur. tvui—Not only
to make the body like His owu ; but " to subdue ail
thing*," even death itself, as well as Satan and sin. II.;
gave a faniplo of the coming transfiguration, on tho
mount i-llatthew, 17. l.&c.). Not a cliaugecf identity,
bui of fashion or fona (Isalw 17. ifi; 1 Corlnthlar.3.
15. SI). Our spiritual resurrection now is the pledgo
<»f our bodily resurrection tu ylory hereafter iu. 10;
Romans, 6. li). As Christ's glorified body was essen
tially identical with His body of humiliation; so our
resurrection todies aa believers, since they shall be
like His. shall bo identical essentially with our present
bodies, and yet "spiritual bodies'* (1 Corinthians, i&.
42-44). Our " bopo" is, that Christ, by His rising from
the dead, hath obtained the power, and is become the
pattern, of our resurrection (Micah, 2. u .
CHAPTER IV.
Ver. 123. Exhortations: Thanks for the
Supply from Ptnuprt: Urketi.vq; ani> Clohimj
Benediction. 1. "Wherefore;" since we have such
a glorious hope (ch. 3. 20, 21). dearly De loved—Repeated
again at the close of the verse, implying that his great
love to them should be a motive to their obedience,
longed for— "yearned after'* in your absence (cb. ). S).
crown— in the day of the Lord (ch. 2. 10; l Thessalonians, .'. 10). so—as 1 have admonished you. ctand last
—(ch. 1. 27.) 2. Euodia and Syntycho were two women
who seem to have been at variance ; probably deacon
esses ot the church. He repeats, " I beseech." as
if he would admonish each separately, and with tho
utmost Impartiality, in the Lord—the true eleu.cn t of
Christian union, for those "in the Lord*' by faith to
bo at variance, is an utter inconsistency. 3. And—
6*r«Jfc," Yea." true yoke-fellow—yoked with me lu tho
same gospel ycke (Matthew, ll, 29. SO; cf. 1 Timothy, 5.
17, IB). Either Timothy, Silas (Acts. 16. 40; lu. 19, at
Phitippii, or the chief bishop of Phillppi. Or else tbe
Greek, Sunzugus, or Synzygus, Is a proper name :
"Who art truly, as thy name means, a yoke-fellow."
Certainly not Paul's wife, as 1 Corinthians, 9. 5 im
plies he had none, help these wi-ujen— utuvr as Greek,
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** help them" viz., Euodia and Syntyche. " Co-operate
with them"(BiRK8j;or as Auokd. "Help in the work
of their reconciliation." which laboured with me—" in
asmuch as they laboured with me." At Philtppi,
women were the first hearers of the gospel, and Lydia
the first convert. It is a coincidence which marks
genuineness, that in this epistle alone, special instruc
tions are given to women who laboured with Paul In
the gospel. In selecting the first teachers, those first
converted would naturally be fixed on. Euodia and
Syntyche were doubtless two of "the women who re
sorted to the river side, where prayer was wont to be
made" (Acts. 16. 13 , and being early converted, would
naturally take an active part in teaching other women
called at a later period; of course not in public preach
ing, but in a less prominent sphere (l Timothy, 2 11.12).
Clement— Bithop of Rome shortly after the death of
Peter and Paul. His epistle from the church of Home
to the church of Corinth is extant. It makes no men
tion of the supremacy of the See of Peter. He was the
most eminent of the apostolical fathers. A I. fork
thinks that the Clement here was a Philipputn. and
not necessarily Clement, Bishop of Rome. ButORiOEV
(Comment. John. 1. 29> identifies the Clement here
with the Bishop of Rome, in the book of life — the
register-book of those whose " citizenship is in heaven"
(Luke. 10. 20; Pbilippians, 3. 20J. Anciently, free cities
had a roll-book containing the names of all those hav
ing the right of citizenship (cf. Exodus, 32. 32; Psalm
09. 28; Ezekiel. 13. 9; Daniel. 12. l; Revelation. 20. 12;
21. 27'. 4. (Isaiah. 01. 10.) "Alway:" even amidst the
afflictions now distressing you (ch. l. 28-30). again—as
he had already said, "Rejoice" (ch. 3. 1). Joy is the
predominant feature of the epistle. I tay — Greek,
rather, "I vtill say." 5. moderation — From a Greek
root, "to yield," whence viddingness [Trench]; or
from a root, "it is fitting." whence "reasonableness a/
dealing" [AlforiO; that considerateuess for others.
not urging one's own rights to Hie uttermost, but waiv
ing a part, and thereby rectifying the injustices of
justice. The archetype of this grace is God, who
presses not the strictness of His law against us as we
deserve (Psalm 130. 3. 4]; though having exacted the
fullest payment for us from our Divine Surety. There
are included In " moderation," candour and kindli
ness. Joy in the Lord raises us above rigorism to
wards others (v. 6). and carefulness (v. 6! as to one's
own affairs. Sadness produces morose harshness to
wards others, and a carking spirit in ourselves. Let
...be known—i.e.. in your conduct to others, let noth
ing inconsistent with "moderation" be seen. Not a
precept to make a display of moderation. Let this
grace Mbe known" to men \nacts; let "your requests
ht) made to God " in words (p. 6 . uuto all men—even
to the " perverse" (ch. 2. 16;, that so ye may win them.
Exercise "forbearance' even to your persecutors.
None is so ungracious as not to be kindly to some one,
from some motive or another, on some occasion : the
believer is to be so "unto all men" at all times. The
Lord is at hand—The Lord's coming again speedily is the
fcrtind motive to every Christian grace (James, 6. 8. t>).
Harshness to others (the opposite of "moderation")
would be taking into our own hands prematurely the
prerogative of judging, which belongs to the Lord alone
(l Corinthians, 4. 6); and so provoking God to jud^e us
by the strict letter of the law (James, 2. 12. 13). 6.
Translate, " Be anxious about nothing." Care and
prayer arc as mutually opposed as fire aud water.
IBenoel J by prayer and supplication—Greek, "by the
prayer and the supplication" appropriate to each caaa.
i Alfoiu>.] Prayer forblesaings;and the general term.
S'upplu-aiion, to avert- ills; a special term, tuppliant
entreaty [Note. Ephesians, 8. 1B>. thanksgiving — for
every event, prosperity and affliction alike ([ Thessalonians. 5. is; James, S. 13). The Philippians might
3W>
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remember Paul's example at Pbilippi when in the
innermost prison (Acts, 1C. 26;. Thanksgiving gives
effect to prayer (2 Chronicles, 20. 21). and frees from
anxious carefulness by making all God's dealings
matter for praise, not merely for resignation, much
less murmuring. " Peace" is the companion of "thanks
giving** (c. 7; Colo5sians,3. 15). let yoox requests be made
known unto God—with generous, filial, unreserved con
fidence ; not keeping au^ht back, as too great, or else
too small, to bring before God. though you rnicht feel
so as to your fellow-men. So Jacob,when fearing Esau
(Genesis. 32. 9-12) ; Hexekiah fearing Sennacherib
(2 Kings. 19. l<; Psalm 37. 6). 7. And—The inseparable
consequence of thus laying every thing before God
in "prayer with thanksgiving." peace—the dispeller
of "anxious care" (r. 6). of God—coming from God.
and resting in God (John. 14. 27; 10. 33; Oolosdans.
3. 16}. passeth — surpasseth, or exceedcth. all man's
notional powers of understanding its full blessedness
(l Corinthians, 2. 0, 10; Ephesians. 3. 20; cf. Proverbs.
3. 17 . shall keep—rather, "shall guard:' shall keep as
a well garrisoned string hold (Isaiah. 26. 1, Si. The
same Greek verb is used. 1 Peter. 1. 6. There shall be
peace secure within, whatever outward troubles tnay
besiege. hearts and minds—rather, "hearts (the seat of
the thoughts) and thoughts" or purposes, through—
rather as Greek, "tn, Christ Jesus." It is tn Christ
that we are " kept' or " guarded" secure. 8. Summary
of all his exhortations as to relative duties, whether
as children or parents, husbands or wives, friends,
neighbours, men in the Intercourse of the world. Ac.
true—sincere, in words, honest — Old English for
"seemly," viz.. in action, lit,, jrrare, dignified, just—
towards others, pure—" chaste," in relation to our
selves, lovely—lovable (cf. Mark, 10. si; Luke, 7. 4. &
of good report — Referring to the absent [ch. l. 27) : a*
" lovely* refers to what is lovable /ace to face, if
there be any virtue — " whatever virtue there isC
IAlpord.] "Virtue," the standing word in heathen
ethics, is found once only in SL Paul's epistles, and
once in St. Peter's (2 Peter. 1. 5); and this in use*
different from those in heathen authors. It Is a term
rather earthly and human, as compared with the name*
of the spiritual graces which Christianity imparts ;
hence the rarity of its occurrence in the .New Testa
ment. Piety and true morality are inseparablePiety Is love wifli Its face towards God ; morality is
love with its face towards roan. Despise not any
thing that is good in Itself ; only let it keep its due
place, prsise — whatever is praisen-or&p ; not th_*
Christians should make man's praise their aim fcf.
Johu. 12. 43) ; but they should live so as to desert
men's praise, think on—have a continual regard to* so
as to " do" these things (v. 0) whenever the occastos
arises. 9. both—rather," The things aJso which ye have
learned, Ac, Ac, these practise:" the things which,
besides recommending them in words, have been oi*
recommended by my example, carry into practice. heaH
—though ye have not yet sufficiently " received" them
seea—though ye have not as yet sufficiently " learned '
them. [Bknuix.) and—"and then," as the necessary
result (t>. 7). Not only " the peace of God," but ~ the
God of peace "Himself "Bhall be with you." lo. Be:
—Transitional conjunction. But "now" to pass to
another subject, in the Lord — He views every thirty
with reference to Christ, at the last—"at last C fan
plying he was expecting their gift, not from a selfish
view, but as a *' fruit" of their faith, and to " abound'
to their account (r. 11, 17), Though long in comics.
owing to Epaphrodltus' sickness and other delays, hdoes not imply their gift was too late, your cart —
hath flourished again — Greeks " Ye have flourished
again {revived, as trees sprouting forth again in ssprir*.
iii your care for me." wherein ye were also cueful—in
respect to which (rrrtra/, viz., the sending of a supply
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The Philippian Bounty.
to me) ye were also (all along) careful, but ye lacked necessities more than once. 17. a gift—Greek," the gift."
opportunity f whether from want of means or want of a Translate, " It is not that I seek after the gift, bat / do
messenger. Your "lack of service" (ch. 2. ■ -o . was seek after the fruit that aboundeth to your account f
owing to your having " lacked opportunity." 11. I what I do seek is your spiritual good, in the abound
hare learned—The I in Greek is emphaticaL I leave ing of fruits of your faith which shall be put down to
it to others if they will, to be discontented. /, for your account, against the day of reward (Hebrews, 8. 10).
my pert, hare learned, by the teaching of the Holy 18. But—Though '• the gift" is not what 1 chiefly " seek
Spirit, and the dealings of Providence (Hebrews, 6. 8), after" (v. 17), yet I am grateful for the gift, and hereby
to be content in every state, content—The Greek tit., acknowledge it as ample for all my needs. Translate,
expresses "independent of others, and having suffici "1 have all" that 1 want, "and more than enough," lit.,
ency in one's self." But Christianity has raised the as English Version, "I abound" over and above my
term above the haughty self-sufficiency of the heathen needs. I am full— Greek; ** 1 am filled full." the odour
stole to the contentment of the Christian, whose suf of a sweet smell— [Note, Ephesians. 6. 2.) The figure is
ficiency is not In self, but in God (2 Corinthians, 3. .">; drawn from the sweet-smelling incense which was burnt
l Timothy, 6. 6, 8; Hebrews. 13. 6; cf. Jeremiah, 2. 36; along with the sacrifices: their gift being in faith was
46. 5). 13. abaaed-in low circumstances {2 Corinthians. not so much to Paul, as to God (Matthew, 25. 40J, before
4. 8: 6- 9, 10). every where—rather [Altohd), " in each, whom it came up for a memorial" (Acts, 10. 4), sweetand in all things." instructed—in the secret. Lit., smelllng in God's presence (Genesis, 8. 2i; Revelation.
"initiated" in a secret teaching, which is a mystery 8.3,4). sacrifice acceptable— ; Hebrews, IX 16.) 19. my
unknown to the world. 13. I can do all things—Greek. —Paul calls God here "my God," to imply that God .
" I have strength jor alt things ;" not merely " bow to would reward their bounty to Hrs servant, by "fully
be abased and how to abound." After special instances supplying" translate so, lit , Jill to the full) their every
he declares his universal power—how triumphantly, "need" (2 Corinthians, 9. 8f, even as they had "fully"
yet now humbly . [MjkykhJ throngh Christ which supplied his " need** (v. 16, 18/. My Master will fully
strengt&eneth me—The oldest MSS. omit " Christ;" then repay you, i cannot. The Philippians invested their
translate, "in Him who giveth me power,'" i.e., by bounty well, since it got them such a glorious return,
virtue of my living union and identification with Him, according to his riches—The measure of His supply to you
who is my strength (Ualatians, S. 20). Cf. 1 Timothy, will be the immeasurable " riches of His grace'' (Ephe
l. is, whence probably, " Christ" was inserted here by sians, 1. 7l. in glory—These words belong to the whole
transcribers. 14. He here guards against their think sentence. "Glory" is the element in which His rich
ing from what he has just said, that he makes light grace operates ; and it will be the element in which
of their bounty, ye aid communicate with my affliction He will "supply fully all your need." by Christ Jesus
—*.*., ye made yourselves sharers with me in my —by virtue of your being "in" (so Greek, not "by")
present affliction, vix„ by sympathy ; of which sympathy Christ Jesus, the Giver and Mediator of all spiritual
your contribution is the proof. 15. Now—" Moreover." blessings. 30. God and our Father — translate, " Unto
Arrange as Greek," Ye also know " (as well as I do my our God and Father." be glory— rather as the Greek.
self), in the beginning of tue gospel—dating from the " be tite glory." Not to us. but to Him be " the glory"
Miilippian Christian era: at the first preaching of the alike of your gift, and of His gracious recompence to
gospel at Philippi. when I departed iiom Macedoula— you. 21. S-iluie every saint — individually, greet—
(Acta, If. 14.) The Fhilippiaus had followed Paul with salute you. The brethren which are with me—Perhaps
tbeir bounty when he left Aiacedonia and came to Jewish believers are meant (Acts, 28. 21). I think cJi.
Corinth. 2 Corinthians, 11. 8. u. thus accords with 2. 20 precludes our thinking of " closer friends," " col
the passage here, the dales assigned to the donation in leagues in the ministry" I AlfordJ : he had only one
both epistles agreeing, *?«., "in the beginning of the close friend with him, viz., Timothy. 22. they that are
gospel * here, and there, at the time of his Met visit to of Cesar's household—the slaves and dependents of Nero
Corinth, j Paxcy'd Horoe Pauima.\ However, the who had been probably converted through Paul's
supply meant here is not. that which he received at teaching whilst he was a prisoner In the Praetorian
Corinth, but the supply sent to him when "in Thes- barrack attached to the palace. Philippi was a Roman
sodonica, once and again" ,t>. 16). (Alujkd. j ss con "colony," hence there might arise a tie between the
cerning giving and receiving—in the account between citizens of the mother city, and those of the colony ;
us. "the giving " was all on your part; "the receiv especially between those of both cities who were
ing* all on mine, jeonjy—We are not to wait for others Christians, converted as many of them were by the same
in a good work, saying, " 1 will de so, when others do apostle, and under like circumstances, he having been
it." We must go forward though mione. 16. even iu imprisoned at Philippi, && he now is at Borne. 23.
Tftewaadoaica— "even" as early as when I bad got no (Gaiatians, 6. 18.) be with you all. Amen—The oldest
fiiriber than Thessalonica, ye sent me supplies for my M6S. read, *' Be with your spirit," and omit " Amen."

THE EPI8TLE OF PAUL THE APOSTLE TO THE

COLOSSIANS.
INTRODUCTION.
THE GE.N UINENESS of this epiitle If attested by Justin Martyr, contra Trtpkomm, p. HI, b., who quota* " the lintborn of every creature,11 in reference to Christ, from ch. 1. 15. Theophilus of Auliocb, to Autoltirhui, S. p. 100. Irenaeus,
3. 14. 1 , quote, expressly from this ** Epistle to the Colofsians" {ch. a, U). Clement of Alexandria, Stromata, 1. p. 3x9, quotes
ch. 1. * ; also elsewhere he quotes cb. 1. »U. SS; i a. *c: 1 8; 8, 12, 14; 1 1, 3. k Tertulhau, da prascriptiOM
fozreitc&mm, ch. 7„ quotes ch. a. 8; and de Buwrrectwn* cumit, oh. S3., be quotes cb. 1 It, so, and ch. 3. 1, a. Oriecu,
contra Cats**. 6. 8, quotes ch. 118, 19.
CoIosk (or, as It Is spelt in the best MSB., " Colasta") was ■ dtj of Phryrla, on the riser Lyeus. a branch of the
Meander. The church there was mainly composed of Gentiles lot ch. S. 13). Al/ord infers from cb. J. 1 (see note there), that

l'aui tad 03i ten Its mcmVcn>, ind thtitlo.c could not ban been its fvunler, u ThvrStrtl thought. Ch. l. 7, 9, luggtiu tin
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Introduction.

probability that Epapbras wu tbe But founder of tbe church there. The date of iU foundation must have bees subsequent
to Paul's visitation, " strengthening In order" all the churches of Galatta and Phrygia (Acta, 1& **); for otherwise be mart
have visited the Colossians, which ch. 1 1 implies he bad not. Had Paul been their fattier in tbe faith, be would doubtless
have alluded to the fact, as in 1 Corinthians,!.*, 10; 4. 15; I Thessalonians, 1. S;l. 1. It is only iu tbe epietks, Romanaand
Epheaians, and this epistle, such allusions are wanting ; in that to the Romans, because, as in this church of CoUsse. be
had not been the instrument of tbeir codversion; in that to the Epheaians, owing to the general nature of the epistle.
Probably during the " two yean" of Paul's stay at Ephesus, when " oil which dwelt in Ana heard the word of the Lord
Jeans" (Acta, 19. 10, 961, Epaphras, Philemon, Archippus. Apphia (Philemon, *, IS, 19), and other natives of Colosse, be
coming converted at Ephesus, were subsequently the first sowers of tbe gospel seed in their own city. This will aooonnt
for their personal acquaintance with, and attachment to, Paul and bis fellow-ministers, and for his loving language as
to them, and their counter salutations to htm. So also with respect to " them at Laodioea" (cb. 9> 1).
Tbe OBJECT of the epistle is to counteract Jewish false teaching, by setting before the Colossians their time stand
ing in Christ alone (exclusive of all other heavenly beings), the majesty of His person, and the completeness of tbe
redemption wrought by Him; hence they ought to be conformed to their risen Lord, and to exhibit that conformity in all
the relations of ordinary life. Cb- 2. 16, " new moon, sabbath days," shows that the false teaching opposed in this epistle
it* that of Judaizing Christians. These mixed up with pure Christianity Oriental theosophy and angel worship, and the
asceticism of certain sections of the Jews, especially the Essenes. Cf. Josephus, B*IL Jud,, ii. 8. 9-13. These theosophists
promised to their followers a deeper insight into the world of spirits, and a nearer approach to heavenly purity and in
telligence, than the simple gospel affords. Coni/beare <£ Ronton think that some Alexandrian Jew had appeared at
Colosae, imbued with tbe Greek philosophy of 1'hilo's school, combining with it the Rabbinical theosophy and aogelology
which afterwards was embodied In the Cabbala. Cf Josephus, Antiquities, xlL S, 4, from which we know that Alexander
the Great bad garrisoned the towns of Lydia and Phryoxa with SOoO Meaopotamian and Babylonian Jcvx in tbe time
of a threatened revolt. The Phrygians themselves ba4 a mystic tendency in tbeir worship of Cybele, which inclined
them to receive the more readily tbe incipient Gnosticism of Judaixera, which afterward developed itself into the stramreat
heresies. In the Pastoral Epistles, the evil is spoken of as having reached a more deadly phase (1 Timothy, 4, 1-3; ft. S),
whereas he brings no charge of immorality iu this epistle: a proof of its being much earlier in date.
The PLACE from which it was written seems to hare been Rome, during hi* first imprisonment there (Acta, SeU.
In my Introduction to the epistle to the Epheaians, it was shown that the three epistles, Epheaians, Coloeaia.ua. and
Philemon, were sent at the same time, sis., during the freer portion of his imprisonment, before the death of Burro*.
Ch. 4 3, 4; Epheaians, 6. 19, SO, imply greater freedom than he bad whilst writing to the Philippines, after the promotion
of Tigelllnus to be Pnetorian Prefect See Introduction to Philippiaoa.
This epistle, though carried by the same bearer, Tycbicus, who bore that to tbe Ephctian*. was urrUttn previously
to that epistle; for mauy phrases similar in both, appear in the more expanded form iu the epistle to tbe Epheaians (d also
JVote. Ephesiana, 8. 81). The tpittlt to the Laodieean* (cb. 4. 16) was written before that to the Colossians, but probably was
tent by him to Laodioea at the same time with that to tbe church at Colosae.
Tbe STY LE is peculiar: many Greek phrases occur here, found nowhere else. Cf. ch. 2. 8, ** spoil you;" "making a
■bow of them openly" ich. i 18); " beguile of your reward," and " intruding" (t>. 18); " will-worship;* " satisfying" <». S3); " filthy
communication" (ch. S. 8); " rule" (ch. 3. U); "comfort" (ch. 4. 11). The loftiness and artificial elaboration of style cor
respond to the majestic nature of bis theme, the majesty of Christ's person and office, in contrast to the beggarly system
of the Jndaiicrs, the dissuasion of which was foroed on him by the controversy. Hence arises his use of unusual
phraseology. On tbe other band, in the epistle to the Epliesians, subsequently written, in which he was not so hampered
by the exigencies of controversy, he dilates on the same glorious truths, so coaccnial to him, more at large, freely and uncontrorersially. in the fuller outpouring of His spirit, with leas of the elaborate and antithetical language of system,
such as was needed In cautioning the Colossians against the particular errora threatening them. Hence arises the striking
similarity of many of the phrases in the two epistles written about the same time, and generally in the same vein of spiritual
thought; whilst tbe peculiar phrases of the epistle to the Colossians are such as are uatuiaL osnsidering the cunuvteraiai
purpose of that epistle.

CHAPTER I.
Ver. 1-29. Apdresh: Introduction: Conptrmino
Efaphra^ Teaching: The Glories or Cubist:
Thanksgiving and Prayer for the Colohhians:
His own Ministry or the Mystery. 1. by the will
of Qoi—Crcrt, " through.'' &c. (cf. Note, 1 Oorintliians,
1. 1). Timothy-(Cf. Not**, 2 Corinthians. 1. 1; Philipplans, 1. 1.) He wai with Paul at the time of writing
In Rome. He bad been companion of Paul in bis
first tour through Phyrgia, in which Colosse was.
Hence the ColoasianB seem to have associated him
with Paul in their affections, and the apostle joins him
with himself in the address. Neither, probably, had
seen the Colossian church (cf. ch. 2. 1) ; but had seen,
during tbeir tour through Phyrgia. individual Colos
sians, as Kpaphras, Philemon, Archippus, and Apphia
(Philemon, 2), who when converted brought the gospel
to their native city, 3. Colosse—Written in the oldest
MSS., "Colosse." As "saints" implies union with
Cod. bo " the faithful brethren," union with Christian
men. [Be no ex.] and tbe Lord Jesus Christ—Supported
by some oldest MSS., omitted by others of equal
antiquity. 3. &c—Thanksgiving for the "faith, hope,
and love" of the Colossians. So in the twin epistle sent
at the same time, and by the same beartr, Tycbicus

(Epheslans. L 15. 16). We—I and Timothy, and tbe
Father—So some of the oldest MSS. read. But others
better omit the "and," which probably crept in from
Epliesians, l. 3. praying; always for you—with thAnktgiving (Philippians, 4. 6). See next verse. 4. Since we
heard—lit.,** Having heard," &c. The language implies
that he had only heard of. and not seen them (ch. 2. 1).
Cf. Romans, l. 8, where like language is used of a
church which he had not at the time visited. love.„t»
all—the absent, as well as those present. [Brnoel j
5. For—to he joined with the words immediately pre
ceding : " The love which ye have to all the saints be
cause of (lit., on account of] the hope," &c. The hope
of eternal life will never be in us an inactive principle,
but will always produce " love." This passage is
abused by Romanists, as if the hope of salvation de
pended upon works. A false argument. It does not
follow that our hope is founded on our works because
we are strongly stimulated to live well; since notbicc
is more effectual for this purpose than the sense of
Cod's free grace. [Calvin.) laid up—a treasure laid
up so as to be out of danger of being lost [2 Timothy.
4. 8). Faith* lore, and hope le. 4, 61, comprise tbe sum
of Christianity. Cf. v. 23," the hope of the gospeL" is
heaven— Greet;, "In luv heavcus." whert-of je heard fee

TOLOSSIANS, T.
hart Heard the Gospel.
Paud Prayer since they
fore—els., at the time when it was preached to yon. in understanding—sagacity to discern what on each occa
the word, Ac.—That " hope" formed part of " the word sion is suited to the place and the lime: its seat is "the
of the truth of the gospel" fcf. Ephesians, 1, 13}, i.e., understanding" or intellect; wisdom Is more general,
part of the gospel truth preached unto you. 6.Which is and has its seat in the whole compass of the faculties
eozne onto you—Greek, " Which is present among yon," of the soul. (Bkmjel.] " Wouldst thou know that
i.e.. which has come to, and remains with, you. He the matters in tbe word of Christ are real things 1
speaks of the word as a living person present anion,; Then never read them for mere knowledge' sake."
thein. as it is in all the world—pi rtvalty, as it was by [Quoted by Gausskn.J Knowledge is desirable only
this time preached in the leading parts of the then when seasoned by "spiritual understanding." 10.
known world ; potentially, as Christ's command was Grak "Ho as to walk." <fcc: so that ye may walk. True
that the gospel should be preached to all nations, and knowledge of God's will is inseparable from walking
not be limited, as the law was, to the Jews (Matthew, conformably to it. wor thy of the Lord—[Ephesians, 4. 1.)
13. 38; 24. 14; 28. 10). However, the true reading, and onto—so as in every way to be well-pleasing to God.
that of the oldest MSS., is that which omit* the follow pleasing—lit.," desire ofpleasing." being fruitful— Grctk,
ing " and," thus (the " it is" of English Version is not " bearing fruit." This is the first manifestation oftheir
in the original Greek): " As in all the world it is bringing "walking worthy of the Lord." The second is, "in
forth fruit and growing (so the oldest MSS. read: creasing (growing) in the knowledge of God" (or as
English Version omits 'and growing,' without guod the oldest MSS. read, " growing by the full knowledge
authority), eve* as it doth in you also." Then what is of God"): thus, as the gospel word (v. 6) was said to
asserted is not that tbe gospel has been preached in all "bring forth fruit." and to "grow" in all the world,
the world, but that it Is bearingfruits of righteousness, even as it did in the Colossians. ever since the day
and (like a tree grcnvtng&l the same time that it is bear they knew the grace of God, so here it is Paul's prayer
ing fruit) growing in numbers of its converts in, or that they might continue to ** bring forth fruit," and
throughout, all the world, heard of it—rather, " heard " grow " more and more by the full knowledge of God,
it." and know— rather, "came to know.-" became fully the more of that "knowledge" (t>. 9) was imparted to
experimentally acquainted with, the grace of God in them. The full knowledge of God Is the real instru
truth — i.e.. In its truth, and with true knowledge. ment of enlargement In soul and life of the believer.
! Al>'okd] 7. As ys also learned—" Also " is omitted fALFuiU) ] The third manifestation of their walk is
in the oldest MSS. The Insertion Implied, that those («. 11), "Being strengthened with all might," die The
inserting it thought that Paul had preached tho gospel fourth Is (v. 12). " Giving thanks unto tbe Father," die.
to the Colosslans, as wctt as Epaphras. Whereas the 11. Greek," Being made mighty with (tit., in) all might."
omission in tbe oldest MSS. implies that Epaphras according to bis glorious power—rather, "according to
alone was ths founder of the church at Colosse. of— the power (the characteristic of * His glory,' here ap
"from Kpaphras." dear — Greek, " beloved." fellow- propriate to St. Paul's argument, Ephesians, 1. 19; 0. 10:
servant—tis., of Christ. In Philemon, 23, he calls him as its exuberant ' riches,' in Ephesians, 3. 16) of His
* * my fellow-prisoner." It is possible that Epaphras glory. ' His power is inseparable from His glory
may have been apprehended for his zealous labours in (Romans, S. 4!. unto all patience—so as to attain to all
Asia Minor; but more probable that Paul gave him the patient endurance: persevering, enduring continuance
title, as his faithful companion in his Imprisonment in the faith, in spite of trials of persecutors, and seduc
(cf. Sote, ch. 4. 10, as to M ky tit's conjecture}, who is tions of false teachers, long-suffering—towards those
lor you, &c.—translate, *' who is faithful in your behalf whom one could repel *' Patience," or " endurance," is
as a minister of Christ.-" hinting that he is one not to exercised in respect to those whom one cannot repel.
be set aude for the new and erroneous teachers (ch. 2.1. I Chr VNOMoii. J with joyfoinsss—joyful endurance (Acts,
Most of the oldest MSS. read, " for (or in behalf of, us." 16. 2o; Romans, 5. 3, 11). 12. you" giving thanks unto the
Vulgate, however, with one of the oldest MSS,, sup Father." See Note, v. iu; this clause is connected with
ports English Version. 8. your love—(v. 4J—" to ail " that ye may be filled" (v. 0), and "that ye may walk"
tbe saints." :in the Spirit—the sphere or element in (v. io). The connexion is not, " II V do not cease to
which alone true love is found ; as distinguished from pray for you (». 8) giving thanks." unto the Father—of
the state of those "in the flesh" .Romans, S. I),. Yet J esus Christ, and so our Father by adoption (Galatians.
even they needed to be stirred up to greater love (ch. 3. 26; 4. 4, 6, 6). which hath made us meet— Greek," who
3. 12-14). Love is the first and chief fruit of the Spirit made us meet." Not "is making us meet" by pro
tUsJatlans, fi. 22). 9. we also—on our part, heard it— gressive growth in holiness ; but once for all made us
(v. 4.) pray — Here he states what in particular he meet, it is not primarily the Spirit's work that is
prays for; as in c. 3 he stated generally the fact of his meant here, as the text is often used; but tbe Failures
praying for them, to desire—"tomake request." might work in putting us by adoption, once for all, in a new
be filled—rather, " may be filled f a verb often found standing, viz., that of claldren. Tbe believers meant
in this epistle (ch. 4. 12, 17). knowledge—Greek, "full here were in different stages of progressive sancUtreaand accurate knowledge." Akin to the Greek for tion; hut in respect to the meetness specified here, they
** knew" [Sole, r. 6). of his will—as to how ye ought to all alike had it from the Father, in Christ His Son,
walk Ephesians, 6. 17): as well as chiefly that being "complete in Him" (ch. 2. 10). Cf. John, 17. 17;
"* mystery of His will, according to His good pleasure Jude, 1. " sanctified by God Vu Fattier? l Corinthians,
which He purposed In Himself: that in the fulness of 1. 30. Still, secondarily, this once for-all meetness con
times He might gather together in one all things in tains in it the germ of sanutiflcatlon, afterwards
Christ* (Ephesians, 1. 9. lu; : God's "will." whereby developed progressively in the lifeby the Father's Spirit
He eternally purposed to reconcile to Himself, and in tbe believer. The Christian life of heaveulincss is
save men by Christ, not by angels, as the false teachers the first stage of heaven itself. There must, and will
in some degree taught (ch. 2. 18). (EbTiua.] There be a personal meetness for heaven, where there is a
*eema to have been a want of knowledge among the judicial meetness. to he partakers, fee— Greek," tor the
Qjlossians. notwithstanding their general excellencies; (or our) portion of the inheritance (Acts. 20. 32; 26. 18;
hence be :.o often dwells on this subject (r. 28; ch. 2. 2,3; Ephesians, 1.11) of the saints in light." "Light" begins
3. 10. 15; 4. 6, 6). On the contrary he less extols wisdom in the believer here, descending from "the Father of
to the Corinthians, who were puffed up with the con lights" by Jesus, "the true lifht." and is perfected in
ceit of knowledge, wisdom— often mentioned In this the kingdom of light, which includes knowledge,
epistle, as opposed to the (false) "philosophy'' and purity, love, and joy. It is contrasted herewith the
"show of wisdom" (ch. 2. P. 23; cf. Ephesians. l. b), "darkncih" of the unconi-erted state (r. 13: cf. 1 Iei.tr,
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J. 9i. 13. from—Greek, "out of the power/ oat of the
sphere in which bis power hi exercised. trsn*Uted—
those that translated u to state, are ai«o transformed
as to character. Satan baa an organized dominion
with various orders of powers of evil (Ephesians. 3. i;
C 12J. But the term "kingdom" is rareiy applied to
his usurped rule (Matthew. IS. 26): it is generally re
stricted to the kingdom of God. darkness—blindness.
hatred, miser?. (Bknokx.} his dear Bon—rather as
Greek, "the Son of His lore:" the Son on whom Hi*
love rests (John, 17. 30: Epheaians. L 6): contrasted
with the "darkness" where ail is hatred and hateful.
14. 'Ephesians, 1. 7.) redemption—rather as Grtek,'* our
redemption." through his blood—Omitted in the olde.-t
MSB. Probably inserted (rum Epheaians, l. 7. sins—
trandaUn* Greek," our sins." The more general term:
for which Ephesians. 1. 7. Greek, has. " our transgres
sions." the more special term. IS. They who have ex
perienced in themselves " redemption" v. 14), know
Christ in the glonous character here described, as
above (be highest angels to whom the false teachers
(ch. x, 18) taught worship was to be paid. Paul describes
Him (l.l in relation to God and creation [v. 16-17); (3.)
in relation to the church (v. itt-w>). As the former
regards Him as the Creator (e. 16, I& and the Sustainer (v. 17) of the natural world; to the latter, as the
source and stay of the new moral creation, isiiga
exact likeness and perfect Representative. Adam was
made "in the image of God" (Genesis, l. 87). But
Christ, the second Adam, perfectly reflected visibly
" the invisible God " (1 Timothy, i. 17), whose glories
the first Adam only in part represented. "Image"
(eieoni involves " likeness" tfiamoiosu;; bat " likeness"
does not involve " image." " Image " always supposes
a prototype, which it not merely resembles, but from
which it is drawn: the exact counterpart, as the reflec
tion of the sun in the water : the child the living
image of the parent. " Likeness" implies mere resemblatux, not the exact counterpart and dentation as
** image" expresses; hence it is nowhere applied to the
Sou, whilst "image" is here, cf. 1 Conutnians, 11. 7
IT&enchJ (John, 1. 18; 14. 9; 2 Coriuthiana. 4. 4;
l Timothy. 3. 16; Hebrews, 1. 3). Even before His in
carnation He was the image of the invisible God, as the
Word (John, 1. 1-3) by whom God created the worlds.
and by whom God appeared to the patriarchs. Thus
His essential character as aiways "the imsgc of God,"
(I.) before the incarnation. (2.J in the days of His flesh,
and (3.) now in His glorified slate, u, i think, con
templated here by the verb "is." first-born of every
creature— Hebrews, l. (j, "the first- begotten:" "begotten
of His Father beiore all worlds." INkenr Creed.]
Priority and superlative dignity is implied (Psalm
W. 27). Eugixah Vernon might seem to favour A nan
ism, as if Christ wer» a creature. Translate, " Be
gotten iitf., born) before every creature." as the context
sbows. which gives the reason why He is so designated :
"For." dsc, (v. 16, 17). iTkl-m-h I This expression is
understood by Oriokn (so far is the Grrek from favour
ing Sodnh&n or A nan views) as declaring the Godltead
of Christ, and ia used by Him as a phrase to mark
that Godhead, in contrast with His manhood (B. a.,
sec. contra Celsus). The Greek does not strictly admit
AuroUD'H translation., " the first-born of ail creation."
16. For—Greek, " Because." This gives the proof that
Ha is not included in the things created, but is the
" first-begotten "' before " every creature * (v. 15), begot
ten as "the Son of God's love" iv. 13;. antecedently
to all other emanations; "for" all these other emana
tions came from Him, and whatever was created, was
created by Him. by nun—rather as Greek, "t» Jinn;"
as the conditional element, pre-existent and all-includ
ing : the creation of all things by Htm is expressed
afterwards, and is a different fact from the present on*-,
though implied In it. [Alkoud.j Cod revealed liiin904
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self in the Son. the Word of the Father, before all
created existence (». lfi). That Divine Word carries in
Himself the archetypes of ait exigencies, to that " is
Htm all things that are in heaven and earth have been
created." The "m Him" indicates that the Word is the
ideal ground of ail exister.ee; the "fry Him." below.
>hat He is toe msfrumeni of actually realizing the
Divine idea. [Neakdk&J His essential nature as the
Word of the Father, is not a mere appendage of His
ir carnation, but is the ground of it. The onginal re
lation of the Eternal Word to men "made in His
image" (Genesis, 1. xT , is the source of the new relation
to them by redemption, formed in His incarnation,
whereby He restores them to His tost image. "1 n Him"
implies something prior to "by" and "for Him"
presently after : the three prepositions mark in succes
sion the beginning, the progress, and the end. [Bils OKL.J all things — Greek* "the universe of things."
That the new creation is not meant in this verse las
s< .Vilnius interpret), is plain; for angels, who are in
cluded in the catalogue, were not new created by
Christ ; and he does not speak of the new creation till
v. 18. The creation " of the things that are in the
heavenf {so Greek includes the creation of the heaven*
Uiemseltes ; the former are rather named, since the in
habitants are more noble than their dwellings. Heaven
and earth and ail that u in them (l Chronicles, 2B. 11;
Neheniiah, y. 6: Revelation, lo. •>,-. invisible—the world
of spirits. Uiroues, or dominions —lordships: the
"thrones" are the greater of the two. principalities,
or powers— rather, "rules, or authorities :" the former
are stronger than the latter cf. Note. Ephesians, l. SI).
The latter pair refer to offices tn respect to God's
creatures: "thrones and dominions" express exalted
relation to God, they being the chariots on which, He
rides displaying His glory (Psalm 6?. 17). The existence
of various orders of angels is established by this
passage, all things—Greek, "the whole universe of
things.** were—rather, to distinguish the Greek aotist,
which precedes from the perfect tense here," have been
created." In the former case the creation was viewed
as a past act at a point of time, or as done once for
all; here it is viewed, not merely as one historic act of
creation in the past, but as the permanent resWt now
and eternally continuing, by him—as the instrumental
Agent (John. 1. 3). for him—as the grand End of
creation; containing in Himself the reason why crea
tion is at all, and why it is as it is. [ALxoao.] He is
the final cause as well as the efficient cause. Lacumann'w punctuation of e. ls-lfi. is best, whereby " the
first-born of every creature" fe. 16J answers to "the
first-born from the dead" v. 18). the whole forming one
sentence with the words I" All things were created by
Him and for Him. and He is before all things, and by
Him all things « ousts t. and He is the Head of the bodj .
the cburcn") intervening as a parenthesis. Thus Paui
putt first, tlte origination by Him of the natural crea
tion; secondly, a/ fhe new creation. The parenthesis
falls into four clauses, two and two: the former two
support the first assertion, "the first-born of every
creature?" the latter two prepare us for " the first-born
from the dead :'' the former two correspond to the
latter two in their form—" All things by Kim, snd He
is," and "By Him all things—end He is." 17. jJofcn.
8. o8.1 Translate na Greek,1' And He Hintstlf (the great
Hki is (implying Divine essential beinv) before all
tilings," in time, as well as in dignity. Since He is
before ail things. He ia before even time, i.e.. from
eternity. Cf. " the fint-boru of every creature** ir. 150bv mm—Greek, " in Him" (as the conditional demerit
of existence, v. 16j. i Alfokd. ) ooiuist — " subsist."
Not only are called into being from nothing, but are
maintained in their present state. The Son of God is
the Converter, as well as the Creator of all things.
LfBAitsoa.l Uemj£L less probably explains, "All
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things In Him come together into one sytfcm: the uni
verse found its completion In Him" Isaiah, 41. 4; Re
velation. 22. 13). Cf. as to God, Romans. 11. 36: similar
language; therefore Christ must be God. IB. Relation
of Christ to the church and the new creation, as the
Originator of both, he— EmphaticaL Not angels . in
opposition to the false teachers' doctrine concerning
angel- worship, and the power of (Eons or (imaginary;
spirit-emanations from God (ch. 2. 10. 18). head of the
body, the church— The church is His body by virtue of
His entering into communion corporeally with human
nature [>'kam>k.r,] (Ephesians, 1. 22). The same One
who is the Head of all things and beings by creation,
is also, by virtue of being "the first-born from the
dead," and so "the first fruits" of the new creation
i?mong men. the Head of the church, who i«— i.e„ in
that He is the Beginning. [Alfohd.] Rather, this
U the beginning of a new paragraph. As the former
paragraph, which related to His originating the physical
creation, began with "Who is" (v. is ; so this, which
treats of His originating the new creation, begins with
"Who Is;" a parenthesis preceding, which closes the
former paragraph, that parenthesis isee Note, v. 16).
including from "all things were created by Him," to
•* Head of the body, the church." The head of kings
and high priests was anointed, as the seat of the
faculties, the fountain of dignity, and original of all
the members (according to Hebrew etymology). Bo
Jesus by His unciion was designated as the Head of
the body, the church, the beginning—riz., of the new
creation, as of the old (Proverbs. 8. 22; John, l. 1: cf.
Ke relation, l. Si: the beginning of the churcn of the
first-born (Hebrews, 12. 23), as being Himself "the
first-born from the dead " {Acts. 26. 23; I Corinthians,
15- 20. 43). Christ's primogeniture is threefold: 11.J
From eternity the " first-begotten" of the Father (v. 16) :
(2.) As the first-born of His mother {Matthew, l. 25J;
13.) As the Head of the churcn. mystically begotten ol
the Father, as it were to a new life, on the day of His
resurrection, which Is His "regeneration," even as
His people's coming resurrection will be their "re
generation" (i.e., the resurrection which was begun in
the soul, extended to the body and to the whole crea
tion. Romans, 8. 21, 22) [Mattuew, 10. 28; Acts, 13. 33.
.Revelation, 1. 5). Sonship and resurrection are
similarly connected, Luke, 20. 36; Romans, 1. 4; 8. 23;
1 .Jehu, 3. 2. Christ by rising from the dead is the
efficient caused Corinthians, 16. 22 . as having obtained
the power, and the exemplary cause, as being the pat
tern (Micah.2. 13; Romans. 0. 6; Philippians. 3. tv, of
our resurrection: the resurrection of "the Head" in
volves consequentially that of the members, that in
all things — He resumes the "all things" [v. 20). he
might havethe pre-eminence— Greek, "He Himself may
(thus; become the One holding the first place," or,
"take the precedency." Both ideas are included,
priority in time and priority in dignity- now in the re
generated world, as before in the world of creation
(v. 16). ** Begotten before every creature, or " first
born of every creature" |Psalmi>0. 27; John, 3. 18). 19.
Greek, *' <;God) was well pleased" &c in him—i.e., in
the Son Matthew, 3. 17J. all falness—rather as Greek,
"all the fulness," viz . of God, whatever divine excel
lence is in God the Father {ch. 2. 9; Ephesians. 3. 19 ;
cf. John, 1. 16; 3. 34). The Gnostics used the term
** fulness,** for the assemblage of emanations, or
angelic powers, coming from God. The bpirit pre•ciently by Paul warns the church, that the true " ful
ness" dwells in Christ alone. This assigns the reason
why Christ takes precedence of every creature (v. 16).
For two reasons Christ is Lord of the church: (l.J
Because the fulness of the Divine attributes v. 19)
dwells in Him, and so He has the power to govern the
universe; '2./ Because (v. 20) what He has done for the
church gives Hun the right to presiue over it. should
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...dwell—as In a temple (John. 2. 21). 77iis indwelling
of the Godhead in Christ is the foundation of the re
conciliation by Him. [Bkngel.] Hence the "and"
fr. 20^ connects as cause and effect the two things, the
Godhead in Christ* and the reconciliation by Christ. 20,
The Greek order is. " And through Him (Christ) to re
concile again completely iseeNoU, Ephesians. 2. 16? all
things (Greek, 'the whole universe of things') unto
Himself (unto God the Father. 2 Corinthians. 6. 19),
having made peace ;God the Father having made peace)
through the blood of His (Christ's) cross," t.e., shed
by Christ on the cross : the price and pledge of our
reconciliation with God. The Scripture phrase. " God
reconciles man to Himself," implies that He takes away
by the blood of Jesus the barrier which God's justice
interposes against man's being in union with God (cf.
Note, Romans. 6. 10; 2 Corinthians. 6. 18). So the i AX.,
1 Samuel. 29. 4. " Wherewith should He reconcile him
self unto his master," le., reconcile his master unto him
by appeasing his wrath. So Matthew, 6. 23, 24. by
him—"through Him" (the instrumental agent in the
new creation, as in the original creation) : emphatically
repeated, to bring the person of Christ, as the Head of
both creations alike, into prominence, things in earth
...in heaven—Good angels, in one sense, do not need
reconciliation to God; fallen angels are excluded from it
:Jude,6). But probably redemption has effects on the
world of spirits unknown to us. Of course. His re
conciling -us. and His reconciling them, must be by a
different process, as He took not on Him the nature
of angels, so as to offer a propitiation for them. But
the effect of redemption on them, as He is th>»r Head
as well as ours, is that they are thereby brought nearer
God, and so gain an increase of blessedness I A U oi: i > J.
and larger mew» of the love and wisdom of God '.Ephe
sians, 3. 10). All creation subsists in Christ, all creation
Is therefore affected by his propitiation : sinful crea
tion is strictly " reconciled " from its enmity; sinless*
creation, comparatively distant from His unapproach
able purity Mob. 4. 18; 16. 16; 26. 6), is lifted into nearer
participation of Him, and in this wider sense is recon
ciled. Doubtless, too, man's fall, following on Satan's
fall, is a segment of a larger circle of evil, so that the
remedy of the former affects the standing of angels,
from among whom Satan and his host fell. Angels
thereby having seen the magnitude of sin, and the in
finite cost of redemption, and the exclusion of the
fallen angels from it, and the inability of any creature to
stand morally in his own strength, are now put beyond
the reach of falling. Thus Baook'b definition of
Christ's Headship holds good: "The Head of redemp
tion to man : the Head of preservation to angels."
Some conjecture that Satan, when un fallen, ruled this
earth and the pre-Adamic animal kingdom; hence bis
malice against man who succeeded to the lordship of
this earth and its animals, and hence, too. his assump
tion of the form cf a serpent, the subtlest of the animal
tribes. Luke, 19. 38 states expressly "peace in heaven"
as the result of finished redemption, as " peace on
earth" was the result of its beginning at Jesus' birth
(Luke. 2. 14j. Bkngel explains the reconciliation to
be that of not only God, but also angels, estranged
from men, because of man's enmity against God.
Ephesians. 1. 10, accords with this. This is true, but
only part of the truth: so Alford'b view also is but
part of the truth. An actual reconciliation, or restora
tion of peace m heaven, as well as on earth, is ex
pressed by Paul. As long as that blood of reconcilia
tion was not actually shed, which is opposed ,Zechariah, 3. 8, 9) to the accusations of Satan, but was only
in promise. Satan could plead his right against meu
before God day and night (Job, i. o; Revelation, 12. 10);
hence he was in heaven till the ban on man was broken
(cf. Luke, 10. is . So here; the world of earth and
heaven owe to Christ alone the restoration of harmony
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Paul Gladly Suffer* for the Gentiles.
after the conflict and the subjugation ofall things under "moved away from thegofpelf ;i.) Their having heard
one Head (cf. Hebrews, 11. 23]. Sin introduced discord it: (2.! the universality of the preaching of it; (3.) Paul's
not only on earth, but also In heaven, by the fail of ministry in it. For "to [Greek, 'in*i every creature,"
demons ; it brought into the abodes of holy angels. the oldest MSS. read, "in all creation." Cf. " in ail
though not positive, yet privative loss, a retardation of the world," e. 6; "all things.. .in earth," v. 20 (Mark.
their highest and most perfect development, harmoni- 16. 16) : thus he implies that the go*] el from which he
ous gradation, and perfect consummation. Angels urges them not to be moved, has this inaikoi truth, viz..
were no more able then men by themselves to over the universality of its announcement, which accords
come the peace-disturbers, and cast out the devils; it with the command and prophecy of Christ Himself
is only "by." or "through Him," and "the blood (Matthew. 24. 14). "By "was preached," be means not
of Hia cross," that peace wasrestoredeveninheaven; it merely "is being preached." but has been actually, as
Is only after Christ has obtained the victory fully and an accomplished fact, preached. Pliny, not many
legally, that Michael (Revelation, 12. 7-10; and his angels years subsequently, in his famous letter to the
cau cast oat of heaven Satan and his demons icf. cb. Emperor Trajan ;B. X.,Ep. 87).writes, " Many of every
s. 16}. Thus the point of Pa^i argumentagainst angel- age, rank, and sex, are being brought to trial. For the
worship is, that angels themselves, like men, wholly contagion of that superstition (Christianity) has spread
depend on Christ, the sole and true object of worship. over not only cities, but villages and the country"
I Aiheklen. j 31. lie Colossians are included in this whereof I Psul am—rather as Greek, "was made a
general reconciliation (cf. Ephesians, 2. 1, 12: . somen we minister." Respect for me, the minister of this world
—"once." ahemied—from God and salvation : objec wide gospel, should lead you not to be moved from
tively banished from God, through the barrier which it. Moreover (he implies), the gospel which ye heard
God's justice interposed against your sin; subjectively from Epaphras, your "minister" (v. 7), is the same of
estranged through the alienation of your own wills which "I was made a minister" (r. 26; Ephesians. 3. 7':
from Ged. The former is the prominent thought cf. if you be moved from it, ye will desert the teaching of
Romans, 6. 10), as the second follows," enemies in your the recognised ministers of the gospel for unauthorised
mind." " Actual aZtenof ion makes habitual * enemies.'" false teachers. 34. Who—The oldest MiS. omit " who:"
(Bekgxl.] in you mina—Greek," in your understand then translate, *' Now I rejoice." Some very old MSS..
ing" or "thought" [Ephesians. 2. 3; 4. 18). by wicked and the best of the Latin versions, and Vulgate, read
works—rather as Greek," in your wicked works" (wicked as Engtis/i Version. To enhance the glory of Christ as
works were the element in which your enmity sub paramount to all, he meutions his own sufferings for the
sisted), yet now—notwithstanding the former aliena church of Christ. "Mow" stands in contrast to "I
tion, now that Christ has come, God hath completely was made" in the past time (v. 23). for you— " on your
reconciled, or restored to His friendship again (so the b«liaif," that ye may be confirmed in resting solely on
Greek, cf. Sole, v. 20). 33. In the body of bis flesh— the Christ (to the exclusion of angel-worshipj by the glori
element in which His reconciling Bufferings had place. fication of Christ in my sufferings iEphe&ians, 3. r.
Cf. v. -i, "afflictions of Christ in my jUsh" (1 Peter, nil up that which is behind— lit., "the deficiencies*—
2. 84). Angels who have not a "body of flesh" are all that are lacking of the afflictions of Christ (cf. Note,
not in any way our reconciling mediators, as your false 2 Corinthians, l. 6). Christ is "afflicted in ail His
teachers assert, but He, the Lord of angels, who has people's afflictions" (Isaiah. 6J. 8,'. "The church is His
taken oav flesh, that in it He might atone for our fallen body in which He Is, dwells, lives, and therefore eUo
manhood, through death—rather as Greek, " through suffers." I VirmsGA.] Christ was destined to endure
His death" (which could only take place in a body like certain afflictions in this figurative body, as well as in
ours, of flesh, Hebrews, 2. 14). This implies He took His literal; these were "that which is behind of the
on Him our true and entire manhood. Flesh is the afflictions of Christ." which Paul " filled up." His own
sphere In which His human sufferings could have meritorious sufferings In expiation, for sin, were once
place (cf. v. 24; Ephesians. 2. 16. to present you — for all completely filled up on the cross. But Wl*
(Ephesians, 6. 27.) The end of His reconciling atone church iHis second Self) has her whole measure of
ment by death, holy—positively; and in relation to afflictions fixed. The more St. Paul, a. member.
God. nablameabie...QDreproveable—negatively. "With endured, the leas remain for the rest of the church to
out blemish" (as the former Greek word is transtatidsA endure; the communion of saints thus giving them an
to Jesus, our Head, l Peter, 1. 19) in one's self. Irre interest in his sufferings. It is in reference to the
proachable (the Greek for the second word, one who gives church's afflictions, which are "Christ's afflictions,'
no occasion for his being brought to a law court} is in that Paul here saith, " I fill up the deficiencies," or
relation to the world wit/tout. Sanctification, as the "what remain behind of the afflictions of t_'l iris t." She
fruit, is here treated ol; justification., by Christ's recon is afflicted to promote her growth in holiness, and her
ciliation, as the tree, having preceded (Ephesians. l. 4; completeness in Christ Not one suffering 1st lost
6. 20, 27; Titus, 2. 14). At the same time, our sanctiflca- (Psalm 66. 8). All her members have thus a mutual
tlon is regarded here as perftct in Christ, into whom interest in one another's sufferings (i Corinthian*.
we are grafted at regeneration or conversion, and who 12. 26). But Rome's inference hence, is utterly fai*o
4s "made of God unto us (perfect* sanctiflcauon * that the church has a stock treasury of the merits a- d
(1 Corinthians. 1. 30; 1 Peter. 1. 2; Jude, 1): not merely satisfactions of Christ and His apostles, out of whid
progreswive sanctiflcation, which is the gradual develop she may dispense indulgences; the context has so re
ment of the sanctiflcation which Christ is made to the ference to sufferings in tzpiation of sin and productive
believer from the first, in his sight—in God's sight, of merit Believers should regard their sufferirgs less
at Christ's appearing. 33. If—"Assuming that," die.: in relation to themselves as individuals, and more as
not otherwise shall ye be so presented at His appearing parts of a grand whole, carrying out God's perfect piau.
(e. 22,. grounded—Greek, "founded," "fixed on the •S. am—Greek" I was made a miniater:" raapnung r, S3,
foundation? (cf. Aofe, Ephesians, a. 17; Luke, 6. 46. 49). " whereof I Pan! was made a minister." dispeusates
settled—" stedfast." " Grounded" respects thefounda —the stewardship committed to me to dispense in the
tion on which believers rest; *' settled," Utdr own sted- house of God, the church, to the whole family of
fastness (1 Peter, 5. 10). L Corinthians, 16. 68. has the believers, the goods of my master (Luke, IS. 42; l Co
same Greek, not moved away—by the false teachers, rinthians. 4. l, 2; 9. 17; Ephesians, 3. 2.. which ia gives
the hope of the gospel—(Ephesians, 1. l B.J wnich ye have —Greek, "which was given." for you—with a view to
hoard... which was preaensd to every creature...whereof I you. Gentiles (v. 37; Romans. 16. 16 . to fulfil— to brim:
...am...i minister—Three arciimeuts against their being it fully to all: the end of his stewardship; "iiuly
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all Perfect in Christ.
preached" (Romans, 16. 19). "The fulness of Christ alone each believer can find perfection; perfectly in
(». id), and of the times (Ephesiaus, 1. 10) required him structed (Epheaiacs. 4. 13) in doctrine, and full grown
so to do." [Bilngel..] 26. the mystery—iNotes, Ki he- or matured in faith and practice. " Jesus " is omitted
sisus. 1. B, 10: 3. 6-9.) The mystery, once hidden, now in all the oldest AISS. 29. Whereunto—ris^" to present
revealed, is redemption for the whole Gentile world, every man perfect in Christ." I also labour—rather,"!
as well as for the Jews, "Christ in you (Gentiles) the labour also." I not only " proclaim" [English Version,
hope of (dory"' [v. 27). from ages—** from," according to "preach") Christ, but I labour also, striving—in
Alford, refers to time, not " hidden from :" from "conflict" (ch. 2. 1) of spirit (cf. Romans. 8. 26). The
the time of the ages; still what ia meant is, that the aiue Greek word is used of Epaphras (ch. 4. 12),
mystery was hidden from the beings living in those " labouring fervently for you in prayers.-" lit." agonis
"ages." The "ages" are the vast successive periods ing.'* " striving as in the agony of a contest." So Jesus
marked by successive orders of beings and stages of in Gethsemane when praying (Luke, 22. 44) : so " strive"
creation. GreeJLV'tEons," a word used by the Gnostics the same Greek words "agonize") Luke, 13. 24. 8o
for angelic beings emanating from God. The Spirit Jacob "wrestled" in prayer [Genesis. 32. 24-20). Cf.
by Paul preedently, in opposition to Gnostic error "contention," Greek, "agony,* or "striving earnest
already beginning (eh. 2. 18), teaches, that the mystery ness," 1 Thessalonians, 2. 2. according to his workingof redemption was hidden in God's purposes in Christ, Paul avows that he has power to "strive" in spirit for
alike from the angelic beings {cf. Ephesiaus, 3. in of his converts, so far only as Christ works in him and by
the pre-Adamic "ages," and from the subsequent him (Ephesians, 3. 20; PhilippianB. 4. 13,. mightily—
human " generations." Translate as Greek," the ages... tit., "in power."
the generations." nude manifest to his saints—to ills
CHAPTER U.
apostles and prophets primarily (Ephesians, 3. 6), and
Vw, 1*23. His Strivings in Prayer fob their
through them to ail His saints. 27. would—rather as STKDFAbTNESW IS CHRIST I FROM WHOM US WARNS
Greek, "united.'' or "was pleased to make known." THEM NOT TO BE L*D AWAY BY FALSE WlftDOM.
lie resolves all into God's good pleasure and will, that 1. For—He explains in what respect he "laboured striv
man should not glory save in God's grace, what—How ing" {cb. l. 29). Translate as Greek. "I wish you to
full and inexhaustible 1 the riches of the glory of this know how great a conflict (the same Greek word as in
mystery— He accumulates phrase on phrase to enhance ch. 1. 29, "agony of a conflict " of fervent, anxious
the greatness of the blessing in Christ bestowed by prayer ; not conflict with the false teachers, which
God on the Gentiles. Cf. cb. 2. 3, " all the treasures" would have been impossible for him now in prison) I
of wisdom. Ephesians, 3. 8, "the unsearchable ricfies have for you." them at Laodic a—exposed te the same
of Christ;" Ephesians. l. 7, " richesot His grace." ** The langer from false teachers, as the Colossians (cf, ch.
glory of this mystery" must be the glory which this once i. 1C). This danger was probablythe cause of his writhidden, and now revealed, truth makes you Gentiles ng to Laodicea, as well as to Colosse. not seen say
partakers of, partly now, but mainly when Christ shall ■'.ice in the flesh—including those in Hierapolis (ch. 4. 13).
come ;ch. 3. 4; Romans, 6. 2; 8. 17, IS; Ephesians. 1. IS). Paul considered himself a *' debtor" to all the Gentiles
This sense is proved by the following: " Christ in you Romans, 1. 14). "His face" and presence would have
the hope of the (so Greek) glory." The lower was the ^een a "comfort" (v. 2; Acts, 80. 38). Cf. ch. l. 4. 7, 8,
degradation of you Gentiles, the higher is the rich n proof that he bad not seen, but only heard of the
ness of the glory to which the mystery revealed now i.YiI'jsj-ians. Hence he strives by earnest conflict with
raises you. You were " without Christ, and having no i>od in anxious prayer for them, to make up for the
hope" (Ephesians, 2. 12). Now you have "Christ In loss of his bodily presence among them. Though
you the hope of the glory" just mentioned. Alford
in the flesh. Lam with you In the Spirit?' lv. 6),
translates, •'Christ among you," to answer to "this "absent
t. Translate, "That their hearts may be comforted."
mystery among the Gentiles." But the whole clause, ihe "their," compared with "you" (v. 4), proves that
Christ i>" you [Ephesians, 3. 17] the hope of glory," in v. 1, the words," have not seen my face in the flesh,"
answers to " this mystery," and not to the whole sen is a general designation of those for whom Paul de
tence, "this mystery among the Gentiles." What is clares he has "conflict," including the particular
made known " among you Gentiles" Is, " Christ in you species," you (Colossians) and them at Laodicea." For
(now by faith as your hidden life, ch. 3. 3; Galatians. it is plain, the prayer " that their hearts may be com
2. 201 the hope of glory" (your manifested life). The forted," must include in it the Colossians for whom he
contrast (antithesis) between "Christ in you" now expressly says, " I have conflict." Thus it is an ab
as your hidden life, and "the hope of glory" hereafter breviated mode of expression for," That your and their
to be manifested, requires this translation. 28. preach hearts may be comforted." Alfobd translates, " con—rather as Greek\ " announce " or " proclaim." warn- urmed." or allows " comforted " iu its original radical
ins;...teaching—" Warning" is connected with repent- sense strengthened. But the Greek supports English
a jwr. refers to one's conduct, and is addressed primarily Version ; the sense, too. is clear : comforted with the
to the heart. " Teaching" is connected with faith , refers consolation of those whom Paul had not seen, and for
to doctrines, and is addressed primarily to the intellect. whom, in consequence, he strove in prayerful conflict
These are the two heads of evangelical teaching, every the more fervently; inasmuch as we are more anxious
...every man—without distinction of Jew or Gentile, in behalf of absent, than present, friends. IDavenant.J
great or small (Romans, io. 12. 13). in all wisdom— Their hearts would be comforted by "knowing what
with all the wisdom in our method of teaching that we conflict he had for" them, and how much he is inter
possess : so Alford. But v. e. and ch. 3. 16, favour ested for their welfare; and also by being released from
Ksnus* view, which refers It to the wisdom communi doubts on learning from the apostle, that the doctrine
cated to Utose being taught : keeping bock nothing, but which they had heard from Epaphras was true and
instructing all in the perfect knowledge of the mys certain. In writing to churches which he bad in
teries of faith which la the true wisdom (cf. 1 Co structed face to face, he enters into particular details
rinthians, 2. 6. 7; 12. 8; Ephesians, l. 17). present— concerning them, as a father directing his children.
uVote, v. 22,—at Christ's coming, every man—Paul is But to those among whom he had not been in person,
zealous lest the false teachers should seduce one single he treats of the more general truths of salvation, being
soul of Christ's people at Colosse. So each individual —translate as Greek in oldest MSS., " They being knit
among them should be zealous for himself and bis neigh* together." in love—the bond and element cf perfect
bour. Even one soul isof incalculable value, perfect in kndting together; the antidote to the dividing schismaCnrist— who is the clement in living union with whom tlcal effect of false doctrine. Love to God aud to o:.e
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another in Christ unto—the object and end of their In Christ ; carry into practice that life in your walk
being " knit together." all riches—Greek" All Vie riches (Galatians, 6. 26'. This is the main scope of the epistle.
of the full assurance (I Thessalonians. 1. 5; Hebrews, 7. Booted—(Ephesians, 3. 17.) built up—Greek, "being
6. 11; 10. 22} of the (Christian) understanding.' The builded up." As ** rooted" implies their vitality ; so
accumulation of phrases, not only " understanding," " builded up." massive solidity. As in the Song of
but ** the full assurance of understanding;'' not only Solomon, when one image is not sufficient to express
this, but "the riches of," &c. ; not only this, but "aft the varied aspects of Divine truth, another is em
the riches of," Ac. Implies how he desires to impress ployed to supply the idea required. Thus " walking."
them with the momentous importance of the subject a third image (v. 0). expresses the thought which
in hand, to—transi., "unto." acknowledgment—Tlie "rooted" and "built" though each suggesting a
Gn , ,'. Implies, "full and accurate knowledge." It is thought peculiar to Itself, could not express, nz., on
a distinct tfrwJfc word from "knowledge." r 3. Alford ward motion. " Booted " is in the past tense, implying
translates, "thorough.. .knowledge." Acknowledgment their first eonwriion- and vital grafting "in Him."
hardly is strong enough: they did In a measure acknow Builded up Is present (in the Greek\ implying their
ledge the truth ; what they wanted was the full and progressive increase In religion by union with Him.
accurate knowledge of it (cf. Notes, ch. 1. 9, 10; Philip- Ephesians. 2. 20 refers to the church ; but the passage
pians, 1. 9], of God, and of the Father, and of Christ—The here to their individual progress in edification (Acts,
oldest MS3. omit " and of the Father, and of :" then 20.32). stabUshed—confirmed, as—" even as." abound
translate, " Of God (viz.) Christ." Two very old MSS. ing therein with thanksgiving — advancing to fuller
and Vulgate read. " Of God the Father of Christ" 3. maturity (cf. v. 2) in the faith, "with thanksgiving"
Translate in the Greek order, "In whom (not as to God as the gracious Author of this whole blessing.
ALFORD, 'in which' mystery: Christ Is Himself the 8. Translate*' Beware Hit.,* Look' well: lest there shall
'mystery* [v. 2; l Timothy. 3. 16). and to Christ the rela be (as 1 fear there is : the Greek indicative expresses
tive refers) are all the treasures of wisdom and know this) any man (pointing to some known emissary of
ledge hidden." The "all" here, answers to "all" in evil, Galatians, 1. 7) leading you away as his spoil (not
v. 2 ; as '* treasures " answer to the " riches :" it is from merely gaining spoil out of you. but making yourselves
the treasures that the riches (v. 2} are derived. " Are " his spoilj through (by means of) his philosophy," &c.
is the predicate of the sentence: all the treasures aiie The apostle does not condemn all philosophy, but
in Him ; hidden Is predicated of the state or manner "the philosophy" (so Greeks of the Judaic-oriental
in which they are in Him. like a mine of unknown heretics at Colosse, which afterwards was developed
and inexhaustible wealth, the treasures of wisdom are into Gnosticism. You who may have " the riches of
all In Him hidden, but not in order to remain so: they full assurance" and " the treasures of wisdom," should
only need to be explored for you to attain "unto the not suffer yourselves to be led away as a spoil by empty,
riches" in them iv. 2) ; but until you, Colossi&ns, press deceitful philosophy: "riches" are contrasted with
after attaining the full knowledge (see Note, v, 2) of spoil ; "full" with "vain," or empty (r. 2, 3, 9). after
them, they remain "hidden." Cf. the parable, Mat —" according to." tradition of men—opposed to " the
thew, 13. 44," treasure hid." This sense suits the scope fulness of the Godhead" Applied to Rahbintcal tradi
of the apostle, and sets aside Autobd's objection that tions, Mark. 7. 8. When men could not make revela
" the treasures are not hidden, but revealed." *' Hid tion even seem to tell about deep mysteries which
den " plainly answers to " mystery" (r. 2), which Is de they were curious to pry into, they brought in human
signed by God. if we be faithful to our privileges, not to philosophy and pretended traditions to help it, as if one
remain hidden, but to be revealed (cf. 1 Corinthians. 2. should bring a lamp to the sun-dial to find the hour.
7, 8). Still as the mine is unfathomable, there will, [Cautionsfor times, p. 86.] The false teachers boasted of
through eternity, be always fresh treasures in Him to a higher wisdom in theory, transmitted by tradition
be drawn forth from their hidden state, wisdom — among the initiated ; in practice they enjoined asceti
general, and as to experimental and practical truth : cism, as though matter and the body were the sources
whence comes "understanding" (e. 2). knowledge— of evil, fhrygla (in which was Colosse) had a pro
special and intellectual, in regard to doctrinal truth : pensity for the mystical and magical, which appeared
whence comes "the full knowledge" (v. 2). 4. And— in their worship of Cybele and subsequent Mont&niam.
"Now." Cf. with "lest any man," &c„ v. 8. W. 18. ( N'eanher.J rudiments of the world—(Note, Galatians,
He refers to the blending of Judaism with Oriental 4.3.) "The rudiments" or elementary lessons " of the
philosophy, and the combination of this mixture with (outward) world." such as legal ordinances; our J adaic
Christianity, enticing words—plausible as wearing the childhood's lessons (v. 11, 16, 20 ; Galatians, 4. 1-3).
guise of wisdom and humility (v. 18. 23;. 6. For—Argu But Nkandik, "the elements of the world," in the
ment against their suffering themselves to be beguiled, sense, what is earthly, carnal, and outward, not ** the
drawn from a regard to his personal authority as rudiments of religion." in Judaism and heathenism.
though he were present joyingand beholding—behold not after Christ — Their boasted higher "philosophy"
ing with joy. order—your good order: answering to is but human tradition, and a cleaving to the carnal
" knit together" it>. 2) as a well organized body: the and worldly, and not to Christ Though acknowledg
same Greek as that for " knit together," is used of " the ing Christ nominally, in spirit they by their doctrine
body" of the church " compacted," In Ephesians, 4. 16. deny him. 9. For—"Because." 27tew "philosophy*
Cf. l Corinthians, 14. 33, 40. stedfastness—Greek, "the (v. 8j, Is not " after Christ" as all true philosophy is,
firtn (or solid} foundation.* As "order "expresses the every thing which comes not from, and tends not to.
outward aspect of the church ; so " stedfastness " ex Him, being a delusion; "For In Him (alone) dwelleth*
presses the inner basis on which their church rested. a* in a temple* ic. the fulness—-(ch. 1. 19; John, 11. liXJ
The Greek lit. implies not an abstract quality, but the of the Godhead—The Greek (Theotesj means the e&i»sln*j»
thing in the concrete; thus their " faith" here is the solid and natukk of the Godhead, not merely the divine
thing which constituted the basis of their church. 6. perfections and attributes of Divinity ( Greek*
'* As therefore ye received (once for all : the aorist " theiotes "J. He. as man, was not merely God-like,
tense : from Epaphrasj Jesus the Christ as your Lord but in the fullest sense, God. bodily—not merely as
Icf. l Corinthians, 12. 3; 2 Corinthians, 4. fi;Phlllppians, before His incarnation, but now " bodily in Him" as
3. 8), so walk In Him." He says not merely, "Ye re the incarnate word {John, l. 14, 18). Believers by
ceived" the doctrine of Christ but " Jesus" Himself: union with Him, partake of His fulness of the Divine
this is the essence of faith (John, 14. 21. 23; Galatians, nature (John, 1. 18; Note, Ephesians, 3. 19; 3 Peter, l. 4 .
l. is;. Ye have received once for all the Spirit of life 10. And — And there/ore; and so. Translate in the
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Hreek order, " Ye are in Him (by virtue of union with of your faith in the operation of God : so " faith of."
HimJ filled full' of all that 70a need John, 1. 16). Be for " faith in" (Ephesians. 3. 12; Philippians, 3. 0). Faith
liever* receive of the Divine nnctlon which flows down In God's mighly operation in raising again Jesus, is
from their Divine Head and High Priest (Psalm 133. 2). saving faith (Romans, 4. 24; 10. 0J; and it is wrought in
He la full of the " fulness" itself; we, filled from Him. the soul by His same "mighty working" whereby He
Paul implies. Therefore ye Colossians need no supple "raised Jesos from the dead" (Ephesians. 1. 10, 20}.
mentary sources of grace, such as the false teachers Benori. seems to me (not as Alford understands
dream of. Christ is "the Head of all rule and autho him) to express the latter sense, viz., "Through the
rity" (so the Greek). Ephesians, 1. 10 : He, therefore, faith which is a tcork of the operation of God who,* &c.
alone, not these subject "authorities* also, is to be Ephesians, 1. 18, 20. accords with this : the same mighty
adored (v. 18). 11. Implying that they did not need, as power of God is exercised in raising one spiritually
t he J utilizers taught, the outward rite of circumcision, dead to the life of faith, as was "wrought In Christ
since they had already the Inward spiritual reality when God raised Him literally from the dead." How
of it. are—rather as the Greek. " Ye n\rc (once for ail) ever, " faith of " usually is faith in (Romans. 3. 22) ; but
circumcised (spiritually, at your conversion and there is no grammatical impropriety in understanding
baptism. Romans. 2. 28, 20; Philippians, 3. 3) with a it " the faith which is tbe effect of the operation of God"
(so the Greek) circumcision made without bands:" op (Ephesians. 2. 8; I Thessalonians, 2. 13}. As His literal
posed to" the circumcision in the flesh made by hands'' resurrection is the ground of the power put forth In our
lEpbesians, 2. 11). Christ's own body, by which the spiritual resurrection now, so it is a pledge of our literal
believer is sanctified, is said to be "not made with resurrection hereafter (Romans, H. 11}. 13. yon, being
hands " (Mark. 14. 68; Hebrews, 0. 11; cf. Daniel. 2. 46). dead—formerly (Ephesians, 2. 1. 2); even as Christ was
in putting off—rather as Greek; "in your putting off:" among the dead, before that God raised Him ** from
as an old garment (Ephesians, 4. 22) : alluding to the the dead" iv. 12). eint—rather as Greek Is translated
putting off the foreskin in circumcision, the body of the at end of this verse, "trespasses," lit.." fallings aside"
sins of the ft sh—The oldest MSS. read, "the body of from God's ways ; actual transgressions, as that of
the flesh," omitting " of the sins." i.e.t " the body." of Adam, undrcumcialon of your fl-in—your not having
which the prominent feature is.Heshliness cf. Romans, put off the old fleshly nature, the carnal foreskin, or
h. 13. where "flesh" and "the body" mutually corre original sin. which now by spiritual circumcision, i.e.,
spond). This fleshly body, in its sinful aspect, is conversion and baptism, you have put off. he Quick
put off In baptism (where baptism answers Its ideal} as ened—God "quickened together with Him" (Christ).
the seal of regeneration where received in repentance Just as Christ's resurrection proved that He was
and faith. In circumcision the foreskin only was put delivered from the sin laid on Him, so our spiritual
off; in Christian regeneration *' the body of the flesh" quickening proves that we have been forgiven our sins
is spiritually put off, at least it is so in its Ideal con (1 Peter, 3. 22; 4. 1, 2J. forgiven yon—So Vulgate find
ception, however Imperfectly believers realize that Hilary. But the oldest MSS. read,"ns," passing from
ideal, by—Greek, "in." This spiritual circumcision the particular persons, the Colossians, to the general
is realized in, or by, union with Christ, whose " circum church (ch 1. 14; Ephesians, 1. 7,. alltrtspasset—Greek*
cision," whereby He became responsible for us to keep "all our trespasses." M. Blotting out—Greek, "Hav
the whole law, is imputed to believers for justification; ing wiped out:" coincident in time with "having for
and onion with whom, in all His vicarious obedience, given you" [V. is): hereby having cancelled the law's in
including His circumcision, is the source of our dictment against you. The law (including especially
sanctiflcation. Alfoiui makes it explanatory of the the moral law, wherein lay the chief dittkulty in obey
previous, "a circumcision made without hands "rir., ing} is abrogated to the believer, as far as it was a
"the circumcision brought about by your union with compulsory, accusing code, and as far as "righteous
Christ." The former view seems to me better to accord ness" (justificationj and "life" were sought for by it.
with v. 12; ch. 3. 1, 3, 4. which similarly makes the be It can only produce outward works, not inward
liever, by spiritual union with Christ, to have personal obedience of the will, which in tbe believer flows from
fellowship In the several states ofChrist, viz.. His death, the Holy Spirit in Him (Romans, 3. 21; 7. 2. 4; Galaresurrection, and appearing in glory. Nothing was tians, 2. 19. tbe hand-writing of ordinance*—rather,
done or suffered by our Mediator as such, but may be "in ordinances' [Note, Ephesians, 2. 15): "the law of
acted In our souls and represented in our spirits. commandments contained in ordinances." " The hand
Pearbos'i* view, however, is that of Alford. Joshua., writing" (alluding to tbe Decalogue, the representative
the type [not Moses in the wilderness) , circumcised the of the law, written by the hand of GodJ is the whole
Israelites in Canaan (Joshua, 6. 2-0) the second time: (aw, the obligatory bond, under which all lay: the Jews
tbe people that came out of Egypt having been cir primarily were under the bond, but they in this re
cumcised, and afterwards having died in the wilder spect were the representative people of the world
ness; but those born after the Exodus not having been Jtomans. 3. 19 ; and lu their inability to keep the law
so. Jesus, the antitype, is tbe author of the true cir was involved the Inability of tbe Gentiles also, in
cumcision, which is therefore called " the circumcision whose hearts "the work of tbe law was written"
of Christ" (Romans, 2. 20). As Joshua was "Moses (Romans, 2. 15); and as they did not keep this, they
minister," so Jesus, ** minister of the circumcision for were condemned by it. that wis against us.. .contrary
tbe truth of God" unto the Gentiles (Romans, 16. 8). to us— (ir eck, " adversary to us ;" so it is translated,
12. Translate. "Saving been buried with Him in your Hebrews, 10. 27. " Not only was the law against us by
baptism." The past participle is here coincident in its demands, but also an adversary to us by its ac
time with the preceding verb, " ye were {Greek) cir- cusations." [Slnoel.] Tittmann explains the Greek,
c oniclsed." Baptism 1b regarded as the burial of the "having a latent contrariety to us f not open designed
old carnal life, to which the act of immersion symboli hostility, but virtual unintentional opposition through
cally corresponds ; and in warm climates where im our frailty ; not through any opposition in the law
mersion is safe, it is the mode most accordant with the itselj to our good (Romans, 7. 7-12, 14; 1 Corinthians,
significance of the ordinance ; but the Spirit of the 16. &G; Galatians, 3. 21; Hebrews, 10 a). The " writ
ordinance la kept by affusion, where immersion would ing" la part of "that which was contrary to us;" for
be inconvenient or dangerous: to insist on literal im " the letter killeth" (Aot>, 2 Corinthians, 3. 0. . and took
mersion in all cases would be mere legal ceremonialism it— Grctk, " and hath taken it out of the way" (so as to
Roman*. A. 3, 4). are risen—rather as Greek, "were be no longer a hindrance to u«,, by " nailing It to (Ac
raised wirii Him." tttiougb till faith of, kz-ly means cross," Christ, by bearing the curse of tbe broken law.
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us from Legal Ordinances.
CJirisft Triumph has Delivered
has redeemed us from its cane (Galatians. 3. 13). In rests on a more permanent foundation, having been in
His person nailed to the cross, the law Itself til nailed stituted in Paradise to commemorate the completion
to it. One ancient mode of cancelling bonds, was by of creation in six days. Leviticus, 23. 38, expressly
striking a nail through the writing : this seems at that distinguishes "the Sabbath of the Lord" from the
time to have existed in Asia. (Grotius.] Hie bond other Sabbaths. A positive precept is right because %t
cancelled in the present case was the obligation lying is commanded, and ceases to be obligatory when
against the Jews as representatives of the world, and abrogated; a moral precept Is commandtd eternally.
attested by their amen, to keep the whole !aw under because it is eternally right. If we could keep a per
penalty of the curse (Deuteronomy, 27. 26; Xehemlab. petual Sabbath, as we shall hereafter, the positive pre
10. 201. 15. Altord. Elucoit. &c, translate the cept of the Sabbath, one In each week, would be net
Orttk to accord with the translation of the same Grck, needed. Hebrews, 4, 8, "rest." Greek* "keeping of
ch. 3. 0, "Stripping off from Himself the principalities Sabbath" (Isaiah, 66. 23). But we cannot, since even
and the powers f God put off from Himself (Ac angels, Adam, in innocence, needed one amidst his earthly
i.e., their ministry, not employing them to be pro employments ; therefore the Sabbath is still Deeded,
mulgators of the gospel In the way that He had given and is therefore still linked with the other nine com
the law by their "disposition" or ministry (Acts. 7. 63: mandments, as obligatory in the Spirit, though the letter
Galatiaus. 3. 19: Hebrews. 2. 2, 6 : God manifested of the law has been superseded by that higher Spirit
Himself without a veil in Jesus. " The principalities of love, which is the essence of law and gospel alike
and me powers" refers back tor. 10. Jesus, "the Head (Romans, 13. 6-10;. 17. things to come—the blessings
of ail principality and power," and cb. 1. 16. In the of the Christian covenant, the substance of which
sacrifice of Jesus on the cross, God subjected all the Jewish ordinances were but the type. Cf. "ages to
principalities, &c, to Jesus, declaring them to be come," i.e., the gospel dispensation (Cphe&iana, 2. ";.
powerless as to His work and His people Ephestans, Hebrews, 2.5." the world tocome. theoody isofChriit
1. 21). Thus Paul's argument against those grafting —The real substance iof the blessings typified by the
on Christianity Jewish observances, along with angel- law; belongs to Christ '.Hebrews, 8. 6; 10. U. 18. brgiuJe
worship. Is, whatever part angels may be supposed to —translate. " Defraud you of your prixe,** lit., "to ad
have bad under the law, now at an end, God having judge a prize out of hostility away from him who de
put the legal dispensation itself away. But the objec serves It." [Trench. 1 " To be umpire in a contest to
tion is, that the context seems to refer to a triumph the detriment of one." This defrauding of their prise
over lad angels: in S Corinthians, 2. 14, however, the Colosslans would suffer, by letting any self-con
Christ's triumph over those subjected to Him, is not stituted arbitrator or judge {i.e., false teacher) draw
a triumph for destruction, but for their solvation, so them away from Christ, "the righteous Judge* and
that good angels may be referred to cb. l. 20). But Awarder of the prize 12 Timothy, 4. S; James, L U;
the Gnek middle is susceptible of English Version, 1 Peter, 6. 4 , to angel-worship, iu a voluntary tumiatj" Haviug spoiled." or, lit. [Tittmann], "havinz com —So "will-worship* (e. £3). £tt., " Delighting [WahiJ
pletely stripped," or "despoiled" /br Himself [cf. Ro In humility f loving (so the Greek is translated* Mark,
mans. 8. 3S; 1 Corinthians, is. 24; Ephestans. 6. 12). 12. 38, "love to go in long clothing"; to indulge himself
English Version accords with Matthew, 12. 20; Luke, in a humility of his own imposing : a volunteer in
11. 22; Hebrews, 2. 14. Translate as the Greek, "The humility. [Dallxuh] Not as Alpord, " Let no one
rules and auUiorities." made a show of tiiem open y—at of purpose defraud you," &c Nor as Grotics. " Uhe
His ascension {Notes, Ephesians, 4. 8: confirming ever so much wish" {to defraud you). For the participle
English Version of this verse), openly—John, 7. 4; "wishing," or "delighting,1* is one of the series, and
ti. M, supports English Version against Alford's stands in the same category as "intruding," "puffed
translation, "in openness of speech." in it—viz.. His up," " not holdingf and the self-pleasing implied in it
cross, or crucifixion : so the Greek fathers translate. stands in happy contrast to the (mock] humility with
Many of the Latins,"Inflim^^."or"iuHim." Ephe which it seems to me, therefore, to be connected. His
sians. 2. 10. favours Englirii Version," Reconcile.. .by the "humility," so-called. Is a pleasing of se'f; thus it
cross. having slain the enmity thereby." If "in Him," stands in parallelism to "hU fleshly mind'" (its real
i.e., Christ, be read, still the cross will be the place and name, though he styles it " humility"], as " wishing" or
means of God's triumph in Christ over the principali " delighting" does to "puffed up." The Greek for
ties lEphefilaus, 1. 20; 2. 6). Demons, like other angels, "humility" is lit., "lowliness of mind," which forms
were in heaven up to Christ's ascension, and influenced a clearer parallel to "puffed up by his fleshly mind.''
earth from their heavenly abodes. As heaven was not Under pretext of humility, as if they durst not come
yet opened to man before Christ John, 3. 13 , so it was directly to God and Christ (like the modern church of
not yet shut against demons (Job, I. 6; 2. lj. But at Rome,1, they invoked angels: as Judalzers. they justified
the ascension Satan and his demons were "judged" and this on the ground that the law was given by angeb.
"cast out" by Christ's obedience unto death (John, This error continued long in Phyrgla .where Coloss*
13. 31; 16. 11; Hebrews, 2. 14; Revelation, 12. 6-10', and and Laodlcea were,1, so that the council of Laodicea
the Son of mau was raised to the throne of God; thus (a.d. 360) expressly framed its 35th canon against the
His resurrection and ascension are a public solemn " Angelici" (as Aug ustike, Hatreses, 38, calls theml or
triumph over the principalities and powers of death. " invokers of angels." Even as late as Theodora'*
It is striking, that the heathen oracles were silenced time, there were oratories to Michael the archan*eL
soon after Christ's ascension. 16. tbeiefore— Because The modem Greeks have a legend that Michael opened
ye are complete In Christ, and God In Him has dis a chasm to draw off an Inundation threatening the
pensed with all subordinate means as essential to ac Colosslan Christians. Once men admit the inferior
ceptance with Him. meat...drluk — Gretk. "eating... powers to share invocation with the Supreme, the
drinking" (Romans, 14. 1-17). Fay no regard to any one former gradually engross all our serious worship,
who sits in judgment on you as to legal observances In almost to the exclusion of the latter; thus the heathen.
respect to foods, nolyday—-afeast yearly. Cf. the three, beginning with adding the worship of other deities to
1 Chronicles, 23. 31. new mcon—monthly, the sabbath that of the Supreme, ended with ceasing to worship
—Omit ,'TUX,"whlchisnotlntheGrctJticf. Note, Gala- Him at all. Nor does it signify much, whether we
tlans, 4.10 . '*SABBATHB"(not "the Sabbaths") of the regard such as directly controlling us .the Pagan view; ,
day of atonement and feast of tabernacles have crme or as only influencing the Supreme In our behalf the
to an end with the Jewish services to which they be- church of Rome's view); because he from whom I ex
louged ilyjviticus, 23. 32, 37-39). The weekly Sabbath pect happiness or misery, becomes the uppermoe. object
164)
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in my mind, whether he give, or only procure it. [Cau crucified Lord. Into whose death ye were buried (Galation* for times.] Scripture opposes the idea of tians, 6. 14; 1 Peter, 4. 1, 2). are ye subject to ordinances
•• patrons " or " intercessors" (l Timothy. 2. 6, 6). True — u li v do ye submit to be made subject to ordinances?
Christian humility joins consciousness ofutter personal Referring to v. 14: you are again bemg made subject to
(lenient, with a sense of participation in the divine life "ordinances," the "handwriting" of which had been
through Christ, and in the dignity of our adoption by "blotted out" (p. 14). 21. Cf. v. 16. "meat... drink"
God. 'Without the latter being realized, a false self- He gives instances of the "ordinances" iv. 20) In the
humiliation results,which displays itself in ceremonies words of their im posers. There is an ascending climax
and ascetic self-abasement (v. 23) .which after all is but of superstitious prohibitions. The first Greek word
spiritual pride under the mock guise of humility. Con (hapse) Is distinguished from the third {thiges\ in that
trast "glorying in the Lord'" (l Corinthians. 1. 31. the former means closecontact and retention; the latter,
intruding iuto...things which he hath not seen—So very momentary contact (cf. 1 Corinthians, 7. 1; John, 20. 17,
old MSS. and Vulgate and Oiugen read. But the Greek, "Hold me not;" "cling not to me"). Translate,
oldest MSS. and Lucifer omit "not:" then translate, " Handle not, neither taste, nor even touch." The three
" Haughtily treading on {'standing on ' IAltobdJ) the refer to meats. "Handle not" a stronger term than
things which he hath seen." Trkgxllkh refers this to " nor even touch"), " nor taste " with the tongue. " nor
fancied visions of angels. But if St. Paul had meant even touch," however sllgbt the contact. 22. Which—
a fancied seeing, he would have used some qualifying things, nz..the things handled, touched, and tasted,
word, as." which he teemed to see,' not " which he hath are to perish—lit., "are [constituted by their very nature)
seeo." Plainly the things were actually seen by him, for perishing (or destruction by corruption) in (or with]
whether of demoniacal origination (1 Samuel. 2?. 11-20., their using up " (consumption). Therefore they cannot
or phenomena resulting from natural causation, mis really and lastingly defile a man (Matthew, 15. 17;
taken by him as if supernatural. Paul not stopping to 1 Corinthians, 6. 13i . after—according to. Referring to
discuss the nature of the things so seen, fixes on the v. 20, 21. All these " ordinances" are according to human,
radical error, the tendency of such a one In all this to not divine, injunction, doctrines—GrtcJ:, "teachings."
walk by &K58K {viz., what he haughtily prides himself Autord translates, (doctrinal) "systems." 33. have—
on having seen:, rather than by faith in the unseen Greek, "are having:" implying the permanent cha
"Head" {v. 19; cf. John, 20. 29; 3 Corinthians, 6. 7; racteristic which these ordinances are supposed to
Hebrews, 11. 11. Thus in the parallelism, "vainly have, show of wisdom — rather, "a reputation of
puffed up" answers to "haughtily treading on." or wisdom." [Altord.J will-worship — arbitrarily-In
"setting his foot on ;" "his fleshly mind" answers to vented worship : would-be-worship, devised by man's
"the things which he hath seen," since his fleshliness ovm will, not God's. So jealous is God of human
betrayB itself In priding himself on what he hath seen, will-worship, that He struck Nadab and Abihu dead
rather than on the unseen objects of faith. That the for burniDg strange Incense (Leviticus, 10. 1-3). Bo
things seen may have been of demoniacal origination, Dzziah was stricken with leprosy for usurping the
appears from l Timothy, \. 1, " Some shall depart from office of priest ,2 Chronicles, 26. 16-21). Cf. the willthe faith, giving heed to seducing spirits and doctrines worship of Saul .1 Samuel, 13. 8-14J for which he was
of devils" [Greek, "demons"}. A warning to modern doomed to lose his throne. This " voluntary worship"
spiritualists, puff:d up—implying that the previous so- Is the counterpart to their "voluntary humility"
called "humility'' (Gmk, "lowliness of mind") was (p. 18 : both specious in appearance, the former seem
really a "puffing up." fleshly mmd- Greek, " By the ing in religion to do even more than God requires (as
mind of liis own flesh." The flesh, or aensuous in the dogmas of the Roman and Greek churches], but
principle, is the fountain bead whei.ee his mind draws really setting aside God's will for man's own: the latter
its craving after religious objects uf sight. Instead of, seemingly self-abasing, but really proud of man's selfin true humility as a member, "holding fast the fun- willed " humility" [Greek, " lowliness of mind"/, whilst
seen) Head." 19. Translate. "Not holding Jast the virtually rejecting the dignity of direct communion
HeaU." He who does not hold Christ solely and with Christ, the Head, by worshipping of angels, ne
supremely above all others, does not hold Him at all. glecting of the body— Or,.>. .'.-. " not sparing of the body."
[Bengel. J The want of firm holding of Christ has set This asceticism seeniB to have rested on the Oriental
him loose to [pry into, and so] " tread haughtily on theory that matter is the source of evil. This also
(pride himself on) things which he hath seen." Each looked plausible (cf. 1 Corinthians. 9. 27). not in any
must hold fast the Head for himself, not merely be honour—of the body. As " neglecting of the body " de
attached to the other members, however high in the scribes asceticism positively; so this clause, negatively.
body. [ Axford.1 from which—rather, " from whom.'* Not paying any of that " honour" which is due to tin*
all las body—i.e., all the members of the body (Ephe- body as redeemed by such a price as the blood of
eians, 4. 16). Jomis—the points of union where the Christ. We should not degrade, but have a just esti
supply of nourishment passes to the different members, mation of ourselves, not in ourselves, but in Christ
furnbhing the body with the materials ofgrowth, bands (Acts, 13. 46; 1 Corinthians, 3. 21; 6. 16; 7. 23; 12. 23, 24;
—the sinews and nerves which bind together limb and l Thessalonlans, 4. A). True self-denial regards the
limb. Faith, love, and peace, are the spiritual bands. spirit, and not the forms of ascetical self-mortification
Cf. "knit together in love" iv. 2; cb, 3. 11; Bphesians. in "meats which profit not those occupied therein"
4. 3}. having nourishment ministered—i.e., supplied to (Hebrews, 13. 0), and is consistent with Christian selfit continually. "Receiving ministration." knit to respect, the " honour" which belongs to the believer as
gether—The Greek Is translated "compacted" Ephe- dedicated to the Lord. Cf. "vainly." v. 13. to the
aians, 4, IC: implying firm consolidation, with the satisiying of the flssu—This expresses the real tendency
increase of God—i£phesians,4. 16;—i.e., wrought by God, of their human ordinances of bodily asceticism, volun
the Author and Sustalner of the believer's spiritual tary- humility, and will-worship of angels. Whilst
life, in union with Christ, the Head (l Corinthians, seeming to deny self and the body, they really are pam*
3. 6); and tending to the honour of God, being worthy pering the flesh. Thus "satisfying of the flesh" answers
of Him. its Author. SO. Wherefore—The oldest MSS. to "puffed up by his fleshly mind" (v. IS), so that
omit "Wherefore." If yebBdead—Greefc,"lfyedied (so " flesh" is used in Its ethical sense," the carnal nature"
as to be freed; from." Arc. (cf. Romans. 6. 2; 7. 2, 3; Gala- as opposed to the spiritual: not In the sense,
tians. 2. 13}. rudiments of the world— (r. 8.) Carnal, "body," The Greek for "satisfying." implies satiating
outward, worldly, legal ordinances, as though living— to repletion, or to txcess. " A surfeit of the carnal sense
as though you were not dead to the world like your Is human tradition," [lin.AitY the Deacon, in
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Morlifitaiion of Earthly JfmVn

BengelJ Tradition pub up ; it c.o.-s the heavenly in God—to whom Christ has ascended. Our " life" is
perceptions. They put swav true "honour" that tbey "laid up for" us m God ich. l. 6 . and is secured by
may "saiiaU to the full the flesh." .Self-imposed tbe decree of Him who is invisible to the world
ordinances gratify the flesh inc.. self- righteousness), (2 Timothy. 4. 8). 4. Trandatt, " When Christ shall he
though seeming to mortify it.
manifested who is our life (John. 11. 26: 14. 0. 1»). then
shall ye also with Him be manifested ia glory" (i Peter.
CHAPTER IIT.
Ver. 1-15. Exhortation* to Heavenly Aims, as 4. 131. The spiritual life our souls have now in Him,
opposed to Earthly, ontheCuoundof Union to shall be extended to our bodies (Romans, 6. 11). taen
the Kissx Saviour: To Mortify and put off the —and not till then. Those err who think to find s per
old Ma*, and to put on the New: in Charity. fect church before then. The true Church is now
H l'mility. Words of Edification. Tha nk fulnesh: militant. Rome errs in trying to set up a church now
Relative Duties. 1. If...tsen—The connexion with regnant and triumphant. Tbe true Church shall b»s
ch. x. 18, S3, is. he had condemned the " fleshly mind " visible as a perfect and reigning Church, when Christ
and the "satiating to the full the flesh:" in contrast to shall be visibly manifested as her reigning Head. Rome
this he now says, "If then ye have been once for all having ceased to look for Him in patient faith, has set
raised np (Orttk aorisW together with Christ" (vis., up a visible mock-head, a false anticipation of tbe
at your conversion and baptism, Romans, s, 4). seek millennial kingdom. The papacy took to itself by rob
taose thin jiff ...above— Matthew. 0. 33; I'bilippians, S. J».j bery that glory which is an object of hope and cava
sittatb—rather as Orttk. "Where Christ is, sitting on only be reached by bearing the cross now. When the
the right hand of tiod'' {Epbesians. l. -mk The Head Church became a harlot, she ceased to be a bride who
being quickened, the members are also quickened with goes to meet her Bridegroom. Hence tbe millennial
Him. Where the Head is, there the members must kingdom ceased to be looked for. [Aubxrlxn.J 5.
be. The contrast it between the believer's former Mortify—Grerlr/'Makeaoorpseof;*' " make deadr*' put
state, alive to the world but dead to Cod. and his to death." taeretort — uVofe. v. 3.) Follow oat to its
present state, dead to the world but alive to God: and necessary consequence the fact of your having once for
between tbe earthy abode of the unbeliever and the ail died with Christ spiritually at your regeneration,
heavenly abode of the believer {1 Corinthians. 16. 47.4fc(. by daily "deadening your members." of which oniied
We are already seated there tit Him as our Head; and ** the body of the sins of tbe flesh" consists ch. x> II?.
hereafter shall be seated by Him, as the Bes tower of *" The members" to be mortified are the fleshly instru
our bliss. As Elisha % Kings. 2. 2; said to Elijah when ments of lust, in so far as the members of the body are
about to ascend, "As the Lord liveth.,.1 will not leave abused to such purposes. Habitually repress and do
thee:" so we must follow the ascended Saviour with violence to corrupt aesires of which the members are
the wings of our meditations and the chariots of our the instruments cf. Romans, 6. id; 8. 13; Galattans. &.
affections. We should trample upon and subdue our 24. xy. upon the s^rtn—where they find their support
Justs, that our conversation may correspond to our I Hen gel) ,cf. v. x, *' things on earth";. See Eptiesiniia.
(Saviour's condition; that where the eyes of apostles o. 3. 4. isoidissts affection — " lustful passion." evil
were forced to leave Him, thither oar thoughts may concupiscence—more general than the last l A lfort>], the
follow Him (Matthew. 0. si; John. 12. 32). LPearson.J disorder of the external senses; ** lustful passion,"
Of ourselves we can no more ascend than a bar of iron lust within. (BemjelJ covsumssess—marked off by
lift itself up from the earth. Rut the love of Christ the Gree* article as lorming a whole genus by itself, dis
is a powerful magnet to draw us up ihphesians, x. 5, 6i. tinct from the genus containing tbe various species just
The design of the gospel is not merely to give rules, enumerated, it implies a self idolizing craspms spirit:
bat mainly to supply tnotires to holiness. 2. Tnins- far worse than anottter Greek term translated "the love
tate, " bet your mind on the things above, not on the of money" (1 Timothy. 0. lo1. whica is—i.<„ inasmuch
things," Ac. (ch. 2. xo). Contrast " who wind earthly as it is "idolatry." Cf. Hot*, Ephesians, 4. 19. on its
things" (Philippiana, 3. IV. Whatever we make an connexion with sins of impurity. Self and munmon
idol of, will either be a cross to us if we be believers, are deified in the heart instead of Cod Maithew.
or a curse to us if unbelievers. 3. The Greek aonst 0. 24; li'ote, Epbesians. 6. 5:. 6. iXote, Epbesians, &. «j
implies, "For ye have died once for all" ch. x. 12: 7. sometime— ' once.' wslked...waea ye bred in tfeesa
Romans. 0. 4-7 1. It is not said. Ye must die practically —These sins were the very element in which ye " lived "
to the world in order to become dead with Chnst; but (before ye became once for all dead with Chnst to
the latter is assumed as once /or alt having taken place them ; no wonder, then, that ye "u-aJkeaT in them.
in the regeneration: what believers are told is. Develope Cf. on the opposite side, ** tiring in the Spint," having
this spiritual lue in practice. "So one longs for as its legitimate consequence, " vutking in the ^iint '
eternal, incorruptible, and immortal life, unless he be (Lialatians, i. x»'. The limit? comes first in both cases,
weaned of this temporal, corruptible, and mortal life." tbe walking follows. 8. Bat sow—that ye are tse
(ACOUSTLNE.J your Ufa... hid— Psalm 83.3—like a seed longer living in them, ys sJao—like other believers:
buried in the earth; cf. " planted" Romans, o. 6. Cf. answering to "ye also" ;r. 7; like other unbeliever*
Matthew, 13. 31 and 33, "like...leaven...A«i " As the formerly, put off— "Do ye also put away all these,"
glory of Christ now is hid from the world, so also tbe rtx., those just enumerated, and those which follow.
glory of believers' inner life, proceeding from commun (Alford.J an-er, wrata — '..Vote, Epbesians, 4. SU
ion with Hun, is still hidden with Chnst In Cod; but blasphemy—rather "reviling." "evil-speaking.* as it is
fr.4J when Christ, the Source of this life, shall manifest translated Epheaians, 4. 3L filthy oogmttaicarjon—The
Himself in glory , then shall their hidden glory be mam* context favoors the translation*, "abusive, tanfrnage,"
iest, and correspond in appearance to its original. rather than impure conversation. "Foul language^ best
IXeandrjlJ The Christian's secret commnnion with retains the ambiguity of the original. 9. ,Ephesis£s,
Cod will now at times make Itself seen without his 4. 22, S&.) put off — Creek, "vhvU* put off:' utteny
intending it (Matthew, &. it. io ; but bis full mani renounced. [Tittxann.] toe oia man — the unrefestation is at Christ's manifestation .Matthew. 13. 43; generate nature wnich ye had before conversion, ess
Romans, b. 10-23J. ** It doth not yet appear \Grtekt * is duds habits of acting. 10. the new max— )>«*. Epbe
not yet ma n ifesttd *} what we shall be' tl John, 3. S; sians, 4. 33.) Here (neon) the Creek, means "the
1 Peter, 1. 7). As yet Christians do not always recog recently put-on nature:" that lately received at regenera
nise the ** life" of ons another, so hidden is it, and even tion (see Sote, Epbesians, 4. 23, *4j. wsich is reaewrs
at times doubt as to their own life so weak is it, and —Gretk." which is being renewed* (anakainoumenon .
so harassed with temptations Psalm 51.; Romans, T.J. j ra.. its development into a perfectly renewed nature is
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continually progressing to completion, in knowiHge—
rather as the Greek," unto perfect knowledge" (Notes,
ch. l. 8, 9, 10). Perfect knowledge of God excludes nil
sin (John, 17. 3). after ihe image of him that created i i d
—tiz,, of God thai created the new man (Ephesi&n*.
1 10; 1 84). The new creation is analogous to the first
creation (2 Corinthians, 4. 6>. As man was then made
in the image of God naturally, so now spiritually. But
the Image of God formed in us by the Spirit of God,
is as much more glorious than that borne by Adam,
as the Second Man, the Lord from heaven, is more
glorious than the first man. Genesis, 1. 26, " Let us
make man in our image, after oar likeness." The
"image" is claimed for man, 1 Corinthians, u. 7; the
"likeness," James, 3. 9. Okiokn [PrvncipiaS. 6,1 taught.
the image was something m which all were created,
and which continued to man after the fall (Genesis,
f). 6). The likcnta* was something towards which man
was created, that he might strive after it and attain it.
T ;; r :n cm thinks God in the double statement (Genesis,
1. 2&. contemplates both man's first creation and Ins
being "retuuxd in knowledge after the image of Him
that created Him." 11. Where— translate. " Wherein.''
viz., in the sphere of the renewed man. neither. ..nor...
n *r...cor— tractate as Greek, "There is no sveh tinny
as Greek and Jew the difference of privilege between
those born of the natural seed of Abraham, and those
not. Is abolished), circumcision and unclrcumcision
the difference of legal standing between the circum
cised and un circumcised is done away, Galatians. 6. 16)
—bondman, freeman." The present Church is one called
outofthejleth, and the present world-course Kphesians,
x, 1), wherein such distinctions exi.it, to hie in the
>pirU, and to the future first resurrection: and this be
cause Satan has such power now over the flesh and
the world. At Christ's coming, when Satan thall no
tonger rule the flesh and the world, the nations in the
Hash, and the world in millennial felicity, shall be the
willing* subjects of Christ and His glorified saints
i Daniel, 7. 14, 22, 27; Luke, 19. 17, 19; Revelation. SO. l-a;
i. Si;. Israel in Canaan was a type of that future state
when the Jews, so miraculously preserved distinct
now in their dispersion, shall be the central Cnurch of
the Chruuauixed world. As expressly as Scripture
abolishes the distinction of Jew and Greek now as to
religious privileges, so does it expressly foretell that
in the corning new order of things, Israel shall be first
of the Christian nations, not for her own selfish ag
grandizement but for their good, as the medium of
blessing to them. Finally, after the millennium, the
life that is in Christ becomes the power which trans
figures nature, in the time of the new heaven and the
new earth; as, before, it first trim 8 figured the spiritual,
i hen the political and social world. Scythian—hereto
fore regarded as more barbarian than the barbarians.
Tuougn the relation of bond and free actually existed,
yet in relation to Christ, all alike were free In one
aspect, and servants of Christ in another ,1 Corinthians,
7. 2S; Galatians, 3. 28). Canst is all—Christ absorbs
in Himself all distinctions, being to all alike, every
Lhirig that they need for justification, sanctification,
and glorification (1 Corinthians, l. so; 3. si-83; Galatiaas, 2. 801. in ail—who believe and are renewed, with
out distinction of person; the sole distinction now is.
how much each draws from Christ, The unity of the
divine life shared in by all believers, counterbalances
ail differences, even as great as that between the
polished "Greek" and the rude "Scythian." Chris
tianity imparts to the most uncivilised the only spring
or sound, social, and moral culture. 12. toe elect of Gcd
—There u no " the" hi the Greek, "God's elect" (cf.
Romans. 8. 8; l Thesssionians, l. 4). The order of the
words " elect, holy, beloved,* answers to the order of
the things. Election from eternity precedes sanctificaUon in time: the sanctified, feeling God's tore. Imitate

Charity: Peace of God.

it [IJiNUEi.. J bowels of mercies—Some of the oldest
MSS. read singular, "mercy/ Bowel* express the
yearning com passion,which has its seat In the heart, and
which we feel to act on our inward parts 'Genesis,
43. 30 ; Jeremiah, 31. 20 ; Luke. 1. 78, Margin), hum
bleness of mind—True "lowliness of mind.-" not the
mock "humility" of the false teachers ch. 2. 83;
Kphesians, 4. 2. 32). 13. Forbearing—as to present
offences, forgiving—as to past offences, quarrel—
rather as Greek, "cause of blame,'* "cause of com
plaint.'' Const— who had so infinitely greater cause of
complaint against us The oldest MSS. and Vulgate
read "the Lord." English Version Is supported by
one very old MS. and old versions. It seems to have
crept In from Kphesians. 4. 3*. 14. above—rather " over,"
as in Kphesians. 0. 18, Charity, which is the crowning
grace, covering the multitude of others' sins (1 Peter,
4. 8i. must overlie all the other graces enumerated,
which is—i.e., for it is ; lit..*' which thing is.'' bond of
perfect n ess-—An upper garment which completes snd
Keeps together the rest, which, without It. would be
ioose and disconnected. Seeming graces, where love
is wanting, are mere hypocrisy. Justification by faith,
is assumed as already having taken place In those
whom Paul addresses, v. IX "elect of God, holy.. .heloved," and ch. 8. 12; so that there is no plea here for
Rome's view of justification by works. Love and its
works "perfect." i.e., manifest the full maturity of
faith developed (Matthew, 6. 44. 48). I<ove...he ye
perfect. Ac. (James, a. 21, 22; l John. 8. 6). "If we
love one another, God's love la perfected in us" (Bomans, 13. 8; 1 Corinthians. 13.; 1 Timothy, l. 6; 1 John,
4. 121. As to " Bond," cf. ch. 8. a, "knit together in
love " (Epheslans, 4. 3!." keep the unity of the spirit In
the bond of peace." 15. peace of God—The oldest MH&
and versions read, "The peace of Christ" ;cf. Phllippians, 4. 7}. "The peace of God." Therefore Christ
is God. Peace was His legacy to His disciples before
He left them (John, 14. 271." My peace I give unto you."
Peace is peculiarly His to give. Peace follows love
(v. 14; Epheslans, 4. 2. 3 . rule— lit., "sit as umpire ?
the same Greek verb simple, as appears compounded
ich. 2. 18). The false teacher, as a self-constituted
umpire, defrauds you of your prize; but if the peace
of Christ be your umpire ruling in your hearts, your
reward Is sure. " Let the peace of Christ act as umpire
when anger, envy, and such passions arise, and restrain
them." Let not those passions give the award, so that
yuu should be swayed by them, but let Christ's peace
be the decider of every thing. In your hearts—Many
wear a peaceful countenance and speak peace with the
mouth, whilst war is in their hearts (Psalm 88. 3; 66. 21 .
to the which— t.t\, with a view to which state of Christian
peace (Isaiah, 26. 3); 1 Corinthians, 7. 15, "God hath
called us to peace." ye are called—Greek," ye were also
called." The "also" implies that besides Paul's ex
hortation, they have also as a motive to "peace," their
having been once for all called, in one body—(Ephesians. 4. 41—The unity of the body is a strong argument
for "peace" among the members, be ye thank tul—for
your "calling." Not to have "peace ruling in your
hearts" would be inconsistent with the " calling in one
body," and would be practical unthankfulness to God
who called us (Kphesians, 5. 4. 19, 2u;. 18. The form
which "thankfulness" (v. 16) ought to take. Let the
word of Cnrist—The gospel word by which ye have beeu
called, richly— ch. 2. 2; Kouians. 15. 14)—in all wisdom
—Alfobd joins this clause with "teaching," Arc, not
with "dwell In you," as English Version, for so we
find in ch. 1. 28, " teaching In all wisdom ," and the
two clauses will thus correspond, " In all wisdom
teaching." and "in grace singing in your hearts" (so
the Greek order), and
ana—The oldest M>SS. read
"psalms, hymns, spiritual songs'* [Note, Epheslans,
5. 18J. At the Agapte or Love feasts, and in their
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ftmily circles, they were to be so fall of the Word of
Christ in the heart, that the month should give It utter*
mce in hymni of instruction, admonition, and praise
(cf. Deuteronomy. 0. 7). Tketulliam. Apology 38. re
cords that at the Lore-feast*, after the water had been
furnished for the bands and the lights had been lit,
according at any had the power, whether by his re
membrance of Scripture, or by bis powers of com
position, he used to be invited to sing praises to God
for the common good. Panl contrasts 'as in Ephesians,
6. 18. is, the songs of Christians at their social meet tun,
with the bacchanalian and licentious songs of heathen
feaata. Singing usually formed part of the entertain
ment at Greek banquets :cf. James, 6. 13 . with grace—
Greek, " is grace," the element in which your flf^FW
is to be: "the grace" of the Indwelling holy spirit.
This clause expresses the seat and source of true
psalmody, whether in private or public, viz., the heart
as well as the voice; singing 'cf. v. IS. " peace.. .rule m
your fuarU") the psalm of love and praise being in
the heart before it finds vent by the lips, and even
when it is not actually expressed by the voice, as In
closet-worship. The Greek order forbids English Ver
sion." with grace in your heart*;" rather, "singing in
your hearts." to the Lord—The oldest HS& read, "to
God." 17. Lit., "And every thing whatsoever ye do
do all." Ac ; this Includes words as well as deed*, in
the nuns of the Loid Jesus—as disciples called by His
name as His, seeking His guidance and help, and desir
ing to act so as to gain His approval (Romans. 14. 8;
I Corinthians. 10. 31; 2 Corinthians, 6. 15; 1 Peter, 4. 11J.
Cf. " in the Lord " v. 18. and v. 11." Christ Is ail.' God
and the Father—The oldest MSS. omit "and," which
seems to have crept in from Ephesians. 6. 20. by him
—Greek, "through Hun" as the channel of His grace
to us, and of our thanksgiving to Him (John. 14. 6,
end). 18. to your own husbands—The oldest MSS. omit
"own," which crept in from Ephesians. 5. 22. as it is
fit in the Lord—Greek, " was fit." Implying that there
was at Colosse some degree of failure in fulfilling this
(in ty. " as it was your duty to have done as disciples of
the Lord." 19. (Ephesians. 6. 22-33.) be not bitter-Illtempered, and provoking. Many who are polite
abroad, are rude and bitter at home because they are
not afraid to be so there. 20. (Ephesians. R. 1.) onto
tue Lord-The oldest MSS read, "in the Lord," i.e..
this is acceptable to God when it Is done in the Lord,
viz., from the principle of faith, and as disciples in
union with the Lord. 21. (Ephesians. 6. 4.) It is a dif
ferent Greek verb, therefore translate here, " Irritate
not." fiy perpetual fault-finding "children" are " dis
couraged" or "disheartened." A broken down spirit
is fatal to youth. [Bengkl. J 22. (Ephesians, 6. 6, 6.)
This is to fear God, when, though none sees us, we do
no evil: but if we do evil, it is not God. but men. whom
we fear, singleness—" simplicity othearL." fearing Qod
—The oldest MSS. read." the Lord." 23. Aad-Omitted
in the oldest MSS. (cf. Ephesians. 6. 7.8). Cf. the same
principle in the case of all men. Hezekiah (2 Chro
nicles. 31. 21; Romans, 12. 11). do. do it—Two distinct
Greek verbs, " Whatsoever ye do, work at it" (or labour
at it), heartily—not from servile constraint, but with
hearty good wilL 24, the reward of the Inheritance—
" Knowing that it is from the Lord (the ultimate source
or rewanlj ye shall receive the compensation (or re
compense, which will make ample amends for your
having no earthly possession, as slaves now) consisting
of the inheritance," (a term excluding the notion of
meriting it by works: It is all of grace, Romans, 4. 14;
Galatians, 3. IS), for ye serve—The oldest MSS. omit
"for," then translate as Vulgate, "Serve ye the Lord
Christ;'' cf. v. 23, "To the Lord and not unto men"
II Corinthians. 7. 21, 23). 25. But-The oldest MSS.
read." for." which accords with "serve ye." &c. (t\ 24J,
the oldest rcaduig; the for here gives a motive lor obey101

EiAortaivM to Prayer.

ire the precept. He addresses the slaves : Serve ye the
Lord Christ, and leave your wrongs in His bands to
put to rights: translate) " For he that doeth wrong snail
receive baek the wrong which he hath done (by jnst
retribution in kind', and there is no respect of persons"
with the Great Judge in the day of the Lord. He
favours the master no more than the slave (Revela
tion, «. 15).
CHAPTER IV.
Ver. 1-18. EXHOBTATiossCoNTnrcTO. To Prayxp.:
WisnoH is Relation to Tea VscofrvKBTtro : As
to TBx Bearers or the Epistle Ttchicvs ajrd
OHssntrs: Closwg Salctattoxb. 1. give—Greek,
"render:" fit, "afford." equal—i.e.. as the slaves owe
their duties to you, so you equally owe to them your
duties as masters. CT." ye masters do the same things''
Sole, Ephesians. 6. 9>. Alpord translates." fairness,"
** equity," which gives a large and liberal Interpreta
tion of justice in common matters (Philemon. 167.
knowing— ch. 3. 24.) ye also—as well as they. 2. Centisue—Greek, " Continue perseveringly," ** persevere "
(Ephesians, 6.18 , "watching thereunto,-" here." watch
in the same." or "in it," i.e., in prayer: watching
against the Indolence as to prayer, and tn prayer, of
our corrupt wills, with thanksgiving—for every thing,
whether joyful, or sorrowful, mercies temporal and
spiritual, national, family, and individual (i Corin
thians. 14. 17; Phiiippians. 4. fl; 1 Thessalonians, 5. IS!.
3. for us—myself and Timothy (ch. L 1. adoorof nturancf— translate, "a door for the word." Not as in
Ephesians, 0. 19, where power of "utterance" is his
petition. Here it is an opportunity for preaching the
word, which would be best afforded by his release front
prison 1 Corinthians, 10. 9; 2 Corinthians, 2. 12 ; Phile
mon. 22; Revelation, 3. 9). to speak—so that we may
speak, the mystery of Christ—;ch. 1.2T.) for which, ..slst»
—on account of which I am (not only " an ambassador/
Ephesians.fl. 20, but) also in bonds. 4. Alport* thinks
that Paul asks their prayers for his release as if it were
the only way by which he could " make it (the gospel?
manifest" as he ought. But whilst this is included in
their subject of prayer, Phiiippians, 1. 12. 13. written
somewhat later in bis imprisonment, clearly shows
that "a door for the word" could be opened, and was
opened, for its manifestation even whilst be remained
imprisoned (cf. 2 Timothy, 2. 9). 5. ijiotes, Ephesians,
5. 16, 16.) in wisdom—Practical Christian prudence,
them...without—Those not in the Christian brotherhood
(1 Corintnians, 6. 12; 1 Thessalonians. 4. 12). The
brethren, through love, will make allowances for an
indiscreet act or word of a brother; the world will
make none. Therefore be the more on your guard in
your intercourse with the latter, lest you be a stumblingblock to their conversion, redeeming the tine —
The Greek expresses, buying up for yourselves, and
buying ojf from worldly vanities the opportunity.
whenever it is afforded you, of good to yourselves and
others. "Forestall the opportunity, i.e.t to buy up an
article out of the market, so as to make the large? t
profit from it" IConybearr&Howsoh.] 6. with grace
—Greek, " is grace" as its element ch. 3. 16; Ephestana,
4. 2»). Contrast the case of those "of the world " who
" therefore speak of the world" (1 John. 4. 6). Even the
smallest leaf of the believer should be full of the sap of
the Holy Spirit (Jeremiah, 17. 7. 8). His conversation
should be cheerful without levity, serious without
gloom. Cf. Lake. 4. 22; John, 7. 46, as to Jesus' speech.
seasoned with salt—i\e„ the savour of fresh and lively
spiritual wisdom and earnestness, excluding all "cor
rupt communication," and also tasteless insipidttr
[Matthew. 5. 13; Mark. 9. 50; Ephesians. 4. 29 . Cf. all
the sacrifices seasoned with salt (Leviticus, 2. 13). Not
far from Colosse, in Phrygia. there was a sail lake,
which tfves to the image here the more appropriate
ness, how yeought to answer cvtry man— ai'tler,;;. Ji;
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7. Tychicrii— (Note, Ephesians, 0, 2.) who is a beloved
brother — rather, " the beloved brother^' the article
"the" marks him as vxll-knovm to them. 8. for the
tin? purpose— Gretk," for this very purpose " that he
might know your estate—translate-, " that he may know
your state:" answering to v. 7. So one very old MS.
and Vulgate read. But the oldest MSS. and the old
Latin versions." that yi may know our state." How
ever, the latter reading seems likely to have crept in
lrom Ephesians, & 22. Paul was the more anxious to
know the state of the Coloasians, on account of the
reductions to which tbey were exposed from false
teachers; owing to which he had " great conflict for"
them (ch. 3. 1). comfort your hearts—distressed as ye
are by my imprisonment, as well as by your own trials.
0. Onesimus — the slave mentioned in the epistle to
Philemon, 10, 10. "a brother beloved." a faithful...
brother—rather," the faithful brother," he being known
to the Ooloesians as the slave of Philemon, their fellowtownsman and fellow-Christian, one of yon—belonging
to your city, tbey shall make known unto you all things
—Greek," *11 the things here." This substantial repeti
tion of " all my state shall Tychicus declare unto you,"
strongly favours the reading of English Version in v. &,
"' that he might (may) know your state" as it is unlikely
the same thing should be stated thrice. 10. Arisuichna—A Macedonian of Theasalonica (Acts, 27. 2;,
who was dragged into the theatre at Ephesus. during
the tumult. with Gaius, they being " Paul s companions
in travel." lie accompanied Paul to Asia (Acts, 20. 4J
and subsequently (Acts, 27. 2) to Borne. He was now at
Rome with Paul (cf. Philemon, 23, 24}. As he is here
spoken of as Paul's " fellow-prisoner," but in Philemon.
24, as Paul's "fellow-labourer;" and vice versa, Epaphras
in Philemon, 23, as his "fellow-prisoner," but here
(ch. 1. 7) "fellow-servant." Mkyxr In Auokd, con
jectures that Paul's friends voluntarily shared his im
prisonment by turns, Aristarchus being his fellowprisoner when he wrote to the Coloasians, Epaphras
when he wrote to Philemon. The Greek for " fellowprisoner" is lit., fdtouxaptive* an image from prisoners
taken in warfare. Christians being " fellow-soldiers"
( thilippians, i. 25; Philemon, 2j whose warfare Is " the
wood fight of faith." Mark—John Mark (Acts. 12. 12, 25) :
tlie Evangelist according to tradition, sister's son—
rather," cousin," or ** kinsman to Barnabas:'' the latter'
being the better known is introduced to desiguatc
.Mark. The relationship naturally accounts for Barna
bas' selection of Mark as his companion when other
wise qualified; and also for Mark's mother's house at
J erusalem being the place of resort of Christians there
1 Acts, 12. 12:. The family belonged to Cyprus (Acts,
4. 36;; this accounts for Barnabas' choice of Cyprus as
the first station on their journey (Acts, 13. 4;, and for
Mark's accompanying them readily so far. it being the
country of bis family; and for Paul's rejecting him at
the second journey for not having gone further than
1'erga, in Pamphylia. but having gone thence home to
his mother at Jerusalem (Matthew. 10. 37) on the first
journey ;Acts, 13. 13i. touching; whom—n;., Mark, ye
received eomnuuidmenta—possibly before the writing of
this epistle; or the "commandments'' were verbal by
Tychicus, and accompanying this letter, since the past
tense was used by the ancients (where we use the
1 resent: in relation to the time which it would be when
the letter was read by the Colossians. Thus (Philemon,
13:, " 1 have written," for "i write.3 The substance of
them was, "If he come unto you, receive him." St.
real's rejection of him on his second missionary
journey, because be had. turned back at Perga on the
first journey (Acts, 13. 13; 15. 37-39', had caused an
alienation between himself and Barnabas. Christian
love scon healed the breach: for here he implies his
n stored coi.fl ience m Mark, makes honourable allu
sion to Barnabas, and desires that those at Colosse
4C5

Mark, Justus, Epaphras. rfr.

who had regarded Mark in consequence of that past
error with suspicion, should now "receive" him with
kindness. Colosse is only about 110 miles from Perga,
and less than 20 from the confines of Pisldia, through
which province Paul and Barnabas preached on their
return during the same journey. Hence, though Paul
had not personally visited the Colossian church, they
knew of the past unfaithfulness of Mark ; and needed
this recommendation of him, after the temporary cloud
on him, so as to receive him, now that he was about
to visit them as an Evangelist. Again, in Paul's last
imprisonment, he, for the last time, speaks of Mark
(2 Timothy, 4. 11). 11. Justus—i.e., righteous; a com
mon name among the Jews: Hebrew, tzadik (Acts, 1. 23).
of the circumcision—This implies that Epaphras, Luke,
and Demos [v. 12, 14), were not of the circumcision.
This agrees with Luke's Gentile name (the same as
Lucanns), and the Gentile aspect of Ids gospeL These
only, &c.—viz., of the Jews. For the Jewish teachers
were generally opposed to the apostle of the Gentiles
(Philfppians, 1. 15). Epaphras, &c, were also fellowlabourers, but GentBes. unto—i.e., in promoting the
gospel kingdom, which have been— Oi teA.,*' which have
been made" or "have become," i.e., inasmuch as they
have become a comfort to me. The Greek implies com
fort in forensic dangers; a different Greek word ex
presses comfort in domestic affliction. [Bknokl.}
12. (Jurist—The oldest MSS. add "Jesus." labouring
fervently—As the Greek Is the same, translate, " striv
ing earnestly" [Note, c 1. L 2ti; 2. \), lit., striving as in
the agony of a contest, in prayers—translate as Greek,
" in his prayers." complete—The oldest MSS. read " fully
assured." It is translated " fully persuaded." Romans.
4. 21; 14. 6. In the expression "perfect," he refers to
what he has already said, ch. 1. 28; 2. 2; 3. 14. " Per
fect" implies the attainment of the full maturity of
a Christian. Bxnoix joins "in all the wiB of God"
with " stand." 13. a great zeal—The oldest MSS. and
Vulgate have " much labour" tor yon—lest you should
be seduced (ch. 2. 4) : a motive why you should be
anxious for yourselves, them that are in Laodicea...
Hierapolis—churches probably founded by Epaphras, as
the church in Colosse was. Laodicea, called from
Laodice, queen of Antiochus II., on the river Lycus,
was, according to the subscription to 1 Timothy, " the
chiefest city of Phrygia Pacaiiana." All the three cities
were destroyed by an earthquake in a.i>. C2. [Taci
tus, Annals. 14. 27.1 Hierapolis was six Roman miles
North of Laodicea. 14 It is conjectured that Luke,
"the beloved physician" (the same as the EvangeUst),
may have first become connected with Paul in pro
fessionally attending on him in the sickness under
which he laboured in Phrygia and Galatia (in which
latter place he was detained by sickness), in the early
part of that journey wherein Luke first Is found in his
company (Acts, lti. 10; cf. Sote, Galatians, 4. 13). Thus
the allusion to his medical profession is appropriate
in writing to men of Phrygia. Luke ministered lo Paul
in his last imprisonment (2 Timothy, 4. 11). Demas—in
cluded among his "fellow-labourers" (Philemon, 241,
but afterwards a deserter from him through love of
this world (2 Timothy, 4. 10;. He alone has here no
honourable or descriptive epithet attached to his
name. Perhaps, already, bis real character was betray
ing itself. 15. Nymphas—of Laodicea. church.. .in his
house—So old MSS. and Vulgate read. The oldest read,
"TUEin house;'* and one MS., "hur house." which
makes Nymphas a woman.
16. the epu>tle from
L»oaicea— viz., the epistle which 1 wrote to the Laodioeaus. and which you wUl get from them on apply
ing to them. Not the epistle to the Ephesians. See
Introductions to the epistles to Ei>hesians and
Coloasians. The epistles from the apostles were
publicly read in the church assemblies. Ignatius ad
Ei-hesuin 12; Poltcakp ad rhilippcnses 3. 11. 12;

Introduction.
1 THESSAL0NUN3.
Introduction.
CLUlUTad Corinthioe 1. 47; l Thessalonians. 6. 27; Re accords with his ministry being near its close ,cb_ 1. 25;
velation, l. 3, "Blessed Is he tYuArtadeth, and thty that cf. Philemon, J). However, "fulfil" may mean, as in
hear." Thus, they and the gospels were put on a level 2 Timothy, 4. 5, "make full proof of thy ministry.*
with the Old Testament, which was similarly read "Give all diligence to follow it out fully f a monition
(Deuteronomy, 31. 11}. The Holy Spirit inspired St. perhaps needed by Archippns. in the Lord — The
Paul to write, besides those extant, other epistles element in which every work of the Christian, and
which He saw necessary for that day. and for particular especially the Christian minister, is to be done r, 7:
churches ; and which were not so for the church of all l Corinthians, 7. 39; Philippians. 4. l). 18. St. Paul's
ages and places. It is possible that as the epistle to autograph salutation (to 1 Corinthians, 16. SI; sTboathe Uolosaians was to be read for the edification of salonians, 3. 17), attesting that the preceding letter,
other churches besides that of Colosse; so the epUUe though written by an amanuensis, is from himself.
to the Epbesians was to be read in various churches Remember my bonds—Already in this chapter he had
besides Ephesus, and that L&odicea was the last of ' mentioned his "bonds" (e. 31, and again v. 10, an Insuch churches before Colosse, whence he might desig- ' centive why they should love and pray (v. 3 for him;
nate the epistle to the Epbesians here as " the epistle I and still more, that they should. In revere i tial obedifrom Laodicea." But it is equally possible that the ' ence to his monitions in this epistle, shrink from the
epistle meant was one to the Laodiceans themselves. ; false teaching herein stigmatized, remembering what
17. say to Archippue—the Coloeeiane (not merely the a conflict (ch. i. I) be had in their behalf amidst his
clergy, but the laymen) are directed, "Speak ve to i fronds. "When we read of his chains, we should not
Archippus," This proves that Scripture belongs to forget that they moved over the paper as he wrote: his
the laity as well as the clergy; and that laymen may [right] hand was chained tothelleftbandof the]eoidier
profitably admonish the clergy in particular cases when who kept him." Talford.] Grace be with you—(rreefc,
they do so in meekness. Bknqel suggests, that Archip- | "the grace" which every Christian enjoys in some
pus was perhaps prevented from going to the church degree, and which flows from God in Christ by the
assembly by weak health or *cp The word " fulfil.'' Holy Ghost iTitua, 3. 16; Hebrews, U. 26).

THE flBST EPISTLE OF PAUL THE APOSTLE T.O THE

THESSALONIANS.
INTRODUCTION.
rPHE AUTHENTICITY of this epistle is attested by I renews, idwrsut Harem, 5. 6. 1. quoting eh. 8. S3; Clement
*■ of Alexandria, Padagovt*-. 1- 88, quoting oh. t 7; TertuUiau de Raurrecttim* eamie, see. M, quoting en. a. 1; Caiti
iu KuMbuuf ScdeeiaMtical History, a SO; Onsen, contra Ceteue, 8.
The OBJECT OF THE EPI3TI..E.--The«salooica was at this time capital of the Roman second district of Macedonia
ILivj, 45. 20). It lay on the Bay of Tberme, and has always been, and still is, under its modern name Salonika, a place
of considerable commerce. After his imprisonment and scourging at Philippi. St. Paul (ch. 9. I) passed on to Thee*
salonica ; and in company with Silas (Acts. 17. 1-9) and Timotheus (Acts, 16. 9 ; 17. 14, of. with ch. 1. 1; 3. 1-6; S Theeaalonlans, L 1) founded the church there. The Jews, as a body, rejected the gospel when preached fur three raactmue
Sabbaths (Acts, 17. 9); but some few "telle veJ and consorted with Paul and Siloa, and of the devout (it, proselyte* to
Judaism) Greeks a great multitude, and of the chief women not a few." The believers received the word joyfully, notwith
standing trials and persecutions (ah. I. 6; 2. 13) from their own countrymen and from the Jews (oh. a. 14-16). His stay at
Tbessalonica was doubtless not limited to the three weeks in wbiob were the three Sabbaths, specified in Acta, 17. *;
for his labouring there with his hands for his support (ch. a. 9; 9 Thessalonians, 3. 8), his receiving supplies there move
than onee from Philippi (Philippians, 4. 16), bis making many converts from the Gentiles (ch. 1. 9; and as two oldest MSS.
read. Acts, 17. 4, " of the dcrout and of the Greeks a great multitude," Acts, 17. 4), aud hi* appointing ministers,—all inaplt
a longer residence. Probably as at Pisidian Antiocb (Act*. IX 4fl), at Corinth (Acts. 18. 6, 7), and at £phesus (Acts, isi
8, 9), having preached the gospel to the Jews, when they rejected it. he turned to the Gentiles. He probably thenceforth
held the Christian meetings in the house of Jason (Acts. 17. a), perhaps " the kinsman" of Paul meutioned in Roman*.
16. 31. His great subject of teaching to tbem seems to have been the coming and kingdom of Christ, as we may infer from
ch. 1. 10; l is, 19; 3. is; 4. 13-18; fl. ill, », £4; and that they should walk worthy of it (ch. 1 IS; 4. l). And It is an «adesigned coincidence between the two epistles and Acta, 17. 8-9, that the very charge which the assailants of Jason's bote?
brought against him and other brethren was, ** These do contrary to the decrees of Cesar, saying that there is another fawv\
one Jesus." As in the esse of the Lord Jesus Himself (John. 18. 33-37; 19. 19; cf. Matthew, 36. 64), tbey perverted the doetrine of the commg kingdom of Christ into a ground for the charge of treason against Cesar. The result was, Paul ati
Silas were obbged to flee under the cover of night to Berea: Timothy had probably preceded him (Acta, 17. 10, 14). Bui tte
church )k&>i been pbiuted, and ministers appointed; nay, more, they virtually became missionaries themselves, for which they
possessed facilities in the extensive commerce of their city, and both by word and example were extending the gospel in Mace
donia. Achaia, and elsewhere (cb. L 7, 8). Prom Berea also, Paul, after having planted a Scripture-loving ohureb. was
obliged to flee by the Tbessalonian Jews who followed him thither. Timothy (who seems to have come to Berea sepenre y
from Paul and Silas, cf. Acts, 17. 10, with 14) and Silas remained there still, when Paul proceeded by sea to Athena. Vfhifrc
there lie more than once longed to visit the Thessalouians again, and see personally their spiritual state, and " perfect th*x
which was lacking in their faith" (ch. 3. lul; but " Satan (probably using the Tbessalonian Jews as his instruments, John.
13. 37) hindered " him ich. 1 18; ef. Acts, 17. 13>. He therefore sent Timotueus, who seems to hare followed him to Athesss
from Berea (A. 17. 16). immediately on his arrival to Tbsssalonioa (oh. 3. 1): glad as be would have been of Timothy's help ns
the midst of the cavils of Athenian opponents, he felt he must forego that help for the sake of the Thessaloniaa church.
Bliss does not seem to have come to Paul at Athene at all. though Paul had desired him and Timothy to " come to htm wtto.
all speed'* (Acts, 17. 15); but seems with Timothy (who from Tbessalonica called for him at Berea) to have joined Paai
at Corinth first; cf. Acts, 18. l, 0, "When Silas and Timothy were come/Vain Jfaeedowia,** The epistle makes no mention
of Sua* of Athene, as it docs of Timothy [ch. s. l).

1 THE33ALONIAN3. 1.

Salutation.

Timothy's account of the Thessalouieu church was highly favourable. They abounded in faith and charity, and recipro
cated bis desire to Me them (oh. 3. MO). Still, as nothing human on earth is perfect, there were some defect*. Some had
too exclusively dwelt on the doctrine of Christ's coming kingdom, so as to neglect the aober-minded discharge of present
duties (ch. 4. 11, IV. Some who had lost relative! by death, needed comfort and instruction in their doubts as to whether
they who died before Christ's coming would have a share with those found alive in Has kingdom then to be revealed. More
over, also, there had been committed among them sins against chastity and sobriety (ch. 5. 6-7), as also against charity (cb.
4. 8-10; fi. u, 15). There were, too, symptoms in some of want of respectful lose and subordination to their ministers; others
treated slightingly the manifestations of the Spirit in those possessing His gifts (oh. 5. 19). To give spiritual admonition on
these subjects, and at the same time commend what deserved commendation, and to testify his love to them, was the object
of the epistle.
The PLACE OF WRITING IT was doubtless Corinth, where Timothy with Silas rejoined him (Acts, 18. 1) scon
after he arrived there let cb. & 17) in the autumn of 51 AD.
The TIME OF WRITING was evidently immediately after having received from Timothy the tidings of their state
fob. A *)in the winter of 39 A.D., or early in S3. For it wai written not long after the conversion of the Theasalonians (ch.
l. 8, 91, while St. Paul could speak of himself as only taken from them for a short season (ch. 1 17). Thus this epistle was
*>** ssi date of all St PtntCs extant epistles. The epistle is written in the joint names of Paul, Silas, and Timothy, the
three founders of the Theasalonian church. The plural first person " we," is used every where, except in ch. a. 18; 3. 5;
5. 37. ** VTe" is the true reading, ch. 4. 13. The English Vtition, " I," in oh. 4 9; 3. 1, S3, is not supported by the original.
lEdwmtds.}The STYLE is calm and equable, in accordance with the subject matter, which deals only with Christian duties in
general, taking for granted the great doctrinal truths which were not as yet disputed. There was no deadly error as yet
to call forth his more vehement bursts of feeling and Impassioned argument. The earlier epistles, as we should expect,
are moral and practical. 1 1 was not until Judaistio and legalising errors arose at a later period, that he wrote those epistles
'ttf . Romans and Qalatians) which unfold the cardinal doetrines of;graoe and justification by faith. Still later, the epistles
from his Roman prison confirm the same truths. And last of all, the Pastoral Epistles are suited to the more developed
ecclesiastical constitution of the church, and give directions as to bishops and deacons, aud correct abuses and errors of later
growth.
The prevalence of the Gentile element in this church is shown by the faot that these two epistles are among the very few
of St. Paul's writings, in which no quotation occurs from the Old Testament.

the epistles of Paul, except the three pastoral ones,
CHAPTER L
Ver. 1*10. Address: Salutation: HibPrayirtul which have "grace, mercy, and peace." Some of the
oldest Mss. support, others omit the clause following,
THKia First Rxccptioic of th* Gospel, and thrui " from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.'*
Good Ihvluxncb on all Around. 1. Paul — He It may have crept In from 1 Corinthians, l. 3; 2 Co
does not add ** an apostle," die., because in their case, rinthians, 1. 2. 2. {Romans. 1.9; 2 Timothy, 1.3.) The
as in that of the Philippians iSote, Philippians, l. structure of the sentences in this and the following
ii. his apostolic authority needed not any substantia verses, each successive sentence repeating with greater
tion. He mites familiarly as to faithful friends, not fulness the preceding, characteristically marks Paul's
but that bis apostleship was recognised among them abounding love and thankfulness in respect to his con
cb. 3. 6}. On the other hand. In writing to the Galatians, verts, as if be were seeking by words heaped on words
among whom some had called In question his apostle to couvey some idea of his exuberant feelings towards
ship, be strongly asserts it in tbe superscription. An them. We—I, Silvanus, and Timotheus. Romans,
undesigned propriety in the epistles, evincing genuine 1. 9, supports Ai.roKD hi translating, " Making men
ness. Siivuius — a "chief man among the brethren" tion of yoa In our prayers without ceasing'* (v. 3).
{Acts, la. 32}, and a "prophet" {e. 32), and one of tbe Thus,"without ceasing," in the second clause, answers
deputies who carried the decree of the Jerusalem in parallelism to '" always," in the first. 3. work of faith
council to Aulioch. His age and position cause him —Uk working reality of your faith: its alacrity In reto be placed before "Timothy." then a youth (Acts, ceiving the truth, and in evincing itself by its fruits.
j". 1; 1 Timothy, 4. 12). Silvanus (tbe Gentile expanded Not an otiose assent; but a realizing, working faith ;
form of "Silas1'/ is called in l Peter. 6. 12, "a faithful not "In word only," but In one continuous chain of
brother" (cf. 2 Corinthians, 1. 19). Tbey both aided in "work-* (singular, not plural, work*), v. 6-10; James,
planting the Thessalonian church, and are therefore 2.22. So "the work of faith "in 2 Theasalonians, 1.11,
included in the address. This, the first of St. Paul's implies its perfected development (cf. James, l. 4).
epistles, as being written before various evils crept The other governing substantives similarly mark
into the churches, hi without the censures found In respectively the characteristic manifestation of the
other epistles. So realising was their Christian faith, grace which follows each In the genitive. Faith, love,
that they were able hourly to look for tbe Lord Jesus. and hope are the three great Christian graces (ch. 5. 8;
unto the church—Not merely as in the epistles to Ro 1 Corinthians, 13. 13). labour of love—The Greek implies
mans, Ephesiana, Colossians, Philippians, "to the (oi/, or troublesome labour, which we are stimulated
saints," or *' the faithful at Theasalonica.' Though as by love to bear (cb. 2. 9; Revelation, 2. 2], For instances
yet they do not seem to nave bad the final church- of self-denying labours of love, see Acta, 20. 36; Romans.
organisation under permanent " bishops* and deacons, 10.12. Not hereminutertoi labours. Those who shun
which appears In tbe later epistles {Note. Philippians, trouble for others, love little (cf. Hebrews, 6. 10).
1. 1; 1 and 2 Timothy,. Yet he designates them by the patience—translate, "endurance of hope.-* the persever
honourable term "church,'* implying their status as ing endurance of trials which flows from " hope." Ro
not merely isolated believers, but a corporate body mans, 13. 4, shows that "patience" also nourishes
with spiritual rulers ich. 5. 12; 2 Corinthians, l. 1; "hope." hops in our Lord Jesus—lit., "hope of our
Galatians, l. 2). in—Implying vital union. God the Lord Jesus." viz.. of His coming (v. 10! : a hope that
Father—This marks that they were no longer heathen. looked forward beyond all present things for the ma
the Lord Jesus—This marks that they were not Jem, nifestation of Christ, in the sight of God—Your "faith.
but Christians. Grace be onto you. and peace—that ye hope, and love" were not merely such as would pass
may have in God that favour and peace which men for genuine before men, but" in the sight of God,* the
withhold. lAaaxut.] This is tbe salutation in all Searcher of hearts, IGuatAHuaj Things are realty
IH
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what they are before GoU. Blnukl takes this clause
with "remembering." Whenever we pray we remem
ber before God your faith, hope, and love. But its
separation from " remembering" in the order, and its
connexion with *'your...falth." Ac, make me to prefer
the former view, and—The Greek implies," in the sight
of Himwtwis (at oDcej God and our Father ' 4. Know
ing—Forasmuch as we know, your election of God—
The Greek is. rather, "beloved by Ood f so Romans.
1. 7; 2 Thessalonians, 2. 13. "Your election" means
that God hiu elected you as individual believers to
eternal life (Romans, 11. 6. 7; Colossians, 3. 12; 2 Thes
salonians, 2. 13J. 5. oar gospel—viz.. the gospel which
we preached, cams— Greek," was made," viz., by God.
its Author and bender. God's having made our preach
ing among you to be attended with such " power," is
the proof that you are " elect of God" (r. 4). in powerin the efficacy of the Holy Spirit clothing us with power
(see end of verse ; Acts, l. 8; 4, 33; o. 6. 6) in preaching
the gospel, and making it In you the power of God
unto salvation (Romans, l. 10). As "power" pro
duces faitli ; so "the Holy Ghost," love: and "much
assurance'* (Colossiana, 2. I.full persuasion), hope (He
brews. 6. 11). resting on faith (Hebrews, 10. 22). So
fuith, love, and hope {v. 3). as ye know—Answering to
the "knowing," i.e., as we know [v. 4) your character
as the elect of God, so yk know ours as preachers, tor
your sake—The purpose herein indicated is not so
much that of the apostles, as that of God, " You know
what God enabled us to be... how mighty in preaclting
the word -. for your sakes ... thereby proving that He
had chosen (v.A) you for His own." (AlfokdJ Ithlnk,
from ch. 2. 10-12, that, in "what manner of men we
were among you," besides the power in preaching,
there is included also Paul's and his fellow-mission
aries' whole conduct which confirmed their preaching;
and in this sense, the " for your sake * will mean " in
order to win you." This, though not the sole, yet would
be a strong, motive to holy circumspection, ri'z., so as
to win those without (Colussi&os,4. 6; cf. I Corinthians,
0. 18-23). 6. And yt—Answering to " For our gospel,"
v. 6. followers—Greek, " Imitators." The Thessalonians
in their turn became "ensamples" (r. 7) for others to
imitate, of the Lord— who was the apostle of the Father,
and taught the word, which He brought from heaven,
under adversities. I Be no. el. J This was the point in
which they imitated Him and His apostles, joyful wit
ness for the word in much affliction : the second proof
of their election of God (v. 4J ; v. 5 is the first {see Note,
v. 6). received the word in much afiction— (ch. 2. 14;
3. 2-6; Acts, 17. 5*10.; joy of—i.e.,v rought jy " the Holy
Ghost." "The oil of gladness" wherewith the Son of
God was "anointed above His fellows" (Psalm 45. 7),
is the same oil with which He, by the Spirit, anoints
His fellows too (Isaiah, 61. 1, 3; Romans, 14. 17; 1 John,
2. 20, 27}. 7. ensamples—So some of the oldest MSS.
read. Others, " ensample" (singular), the whole church
being regarded as one. The Macedonian church of
Philippl was the only one in Europe converted before
the Thessalonians. Therefore he means their past
conduct is an ensample to all believers now ; of whom
he specifies those "in Macedonia," because he had
been there since the conversion of the Thessalonians,
and had left Silvanus and Ttmotheus there; and those
in " Achala," because he was now at Corinth tn Achala.
8. from yon sounded.. .the word of the Lord—Not that they
actually became missionaries; but they, by the report
which spread abroad of their "faith" icf. Romans. I. 8),
and by Christian merchants of Thessalonlca who tra
velled in various directions, bearing " the word of the
Lord* with them, were virtually missionaries, recom
mending the gospel to all within the reach of their
influence by word and by example (v. 7). In " sounded,"
the image is that of a trumpet filling with Its clearjODjuUng echo all the surrounding places, to God-ward
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—no longer directed to Idols, to that we need not is
■peak any thing—to them in praise of your faith; " for
(r. 9) they themselves" (tbe people in Macedonia,
Achala, and in every place) know it already. 9. Strictly
there should follow, "For they themselves show of
you," &.C.; but. instead, he substitutes that which was
the instrumental cause of the Thessalonians' conver
sion and faith. " For they themselves show of ua what
manner of entering in we had unto you;m cf. v. 6, which
corresponds to this former clause, as r. fl corresponds to
the latter clause. " And how ye turned from, idols to
serve the living.. .God," Ac. Instead of our having "to
speak any thing " to them (in Macedonia and Achaia'
in your praise (r. 8), " they themsetves ;have the start of
us in speaking of you. and! announce concerning [to
the Greek of 'show of means) us, what manner of (how
effectual an) entrance we had unto you " fv. 5; ch. 2. 1}.
the living and trne God—as opposed to the dead and
false goda from which they had "turned.* In the
English Version reading. Acta. 17. 4, "Of the devout
Greeks a great multitude." no mention Is made, as
here, of the conversion of idolatrous Gentiles at Tbessalonfca ; but the reading of some of the oldest MSS.
and Vulgate, singularly coincides with the statement
here: "Of the devout and of Greeks '.viz , idolaters) a
great multitude f so in r. 17. "the devout persons."
i.e.. Gentile proselytes to Judaism, form a separate
class. Paley and Lachmann*. by distinct lines cf
argument, support the "and." 10. This verse dis
tinguishes them from the Jews, as v. t>, from the idola
trous Gctdiles. To wait for the Lord'scoming is a sure
characteristic of a true believer, and was prominent
amidst the graces of the Thessalonians (1 Corinthians,
1. 7, 8). His coming Is seldom called His return (John,
14. 3) ; because the two advents are regarded aa dif
ferent phases of tbe same coming ; and the second
coming shall have features altogether new connected
with it, so that it will not be a mere repetition of the
first, or a mere coining barfc again, his Son. ..nised from
tbe dead —the grand proof of His Divine Sonship (Ro
mans, 1.4). delivered— rather as Greek," Who delivereth us.' Christ hath once for all redtemed us : He v*
our Deliverer always, wrath to come — (ch. 5, 9:
Colossiana, 3. 6.)
CHAPTER IX
Ver. 1-20. His Manner or Preaching, awd
THEIRS OF RlCIlVINO. THK G 08 PEL: HlS DESIRE TO
HAVE REVItUTED TUKM FRUSTRATED BY SaTAJC. 1.
For—confirming ch. 1. 0. He discusses the manner of
his fellow-missionaries' preaching among them 'ch. 1.5,
and former part of r. 9) from v. I to 13; and tbe Thes
salonians' reception of the word (cf. ch. l. o, 7. sad
latter part of v. 9) from v. 13 to 10. yourselves—Not only
do strangers report It, but you know it to be tru*
[AuordJ "yourselves." not in vain—Greek, " no:
vainf i.e„ it was full of "power" ich. l. 5). The Greek
for "was," expresses rather "hath been and is." im
plying the permanent and continuing character of his
preaching. 3. even after that we had suffered beforeat Philippl (Acts. 16.;: a circumstance which would
bave deterred mere natural, unspiritual men from
further preaching. shamefnUy entreated— ignominously scourged (Acts. If). 22. 23). bold—JActa. 4. 3S;
Ephesians, 6. 20.) in oar God—The ground of oar bold
ness in speaking was the realizing of God as ** ocb
God." with mach contention—i.e., lit., as of com pet it*-in acontest: striving earnestness ^Colossians, 1. xs> 2. r.
But here outward conflict with persecutors), rather
than inward and mental, was what the missionaries
had to endure (Acts. 17. 6. 6: Philippl ans. L 30]. 31 7c
—The ground of his " boldness" (e. 2), his freedom from
all "deceit, uncleanness, and guile;" >juile, before God
deceit {Greek, "Imposture"), towards men (cf. 3 G>
rinthians, 1. 12; 2. If; Kpbesians, 4. 14) ; uncfooftnm, ic
relation to one's self (impure motives of carnal self
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Preaching the Gospel.
gratification ingaln.v. 6, or lust; such as actuated false closely attached to another, willing—The Greek ts
teachers of the Gentiles (Philippians. 1. 16; 3 Peter. stronger. " We were well content:" "we would gladly
2. 10, u : Jude. 8. : Revelation, 2. 14, w. So Simon have imparted." &c" even our own li«s" (so the Greek
Magus and Cerinthus taught. [Ebtius.] ) exhortation for "souls" ought to be translated); as we showed in
—The Greek means '* consolation" as well as " exhorta the sufferings we endured in giving you the gospel
tion* The same gospel which exhorts comforts. Its (Acts, 17.). As a nursing mother is ready to impart
first lesson to each is that of peace tn believing amidst not only her milk to them, but her life for them, so we
oatward and inward sorrows. It comforts them that not only Imparted gladly the spiritual milk of the
mourn icf. v. 11 Isaiah, 01. 2, 3; 2 Corinthians, 1. 3, 4). word to you, but risked our own lives for your spiri
of—springing frmnr—hating its source in—deceit, &c. tual nourishment, imitating Him who laid down His
4. as—according as: even as. allowed — Greek, " We life for His friends, the greatest proof of love (John,
have been approved on trial." " deemed fit." This 15. 13). ye were—Greek, "ye were become," as having
word corresponds to " God which trieth our hearts" become our spiritual children, dear—Greek, *' dearly
below. This approval as to sincerity depends solely on beloved." 9. labour and travail—The Greek lor "labour"
the grace and mercy of God (Acts. u. 15; 1 Corinthians, means hardship in bearing; that for " travail." hard
7. 25; 2 Corinthians. 3. 6; i Timothy, l. 11. 12). net as ship in doing: the former, toil with the utmost solici
pleasing — not as persons who seek to please men: tude; the latter, the being weaned with fatigue. [Grqcharacteristic of false teachers (Galattans, 1. 10). 5. tius.J Xanchius refers the former to spiritual (see ch.
used we flattering words—lit.," become ii.e.,have we been 3. 5). the latter to manual, labour. I would translate,
foundj in (the use of) language of flattery :" the resource "weariness (so the Greek is (ran slated, 2 Corinthians,
of those who try to " please men." as ye know—" Ye 1 1. 27/ and travail" [hard labour, toil), for—Omitted in
know* as to whether I flattered you; as to "covetous- the oldest MSS. night and day—The Jews reckoned
cess.- God, the Judge of the heart, alone can be " my the day from sunset to sunset, so that night is put be
witness." cloak of— i.e., any specious nuise under fore day (cf. Acts, 2u. 31). Their labours with their
which I might cloke "covetousnesB." 8. Lit," Nor of hands for a scanty livelihood had to be engaged in
men ihave we been found, v. 6) seeking glory." The not only by day, but by night also, in the intervals
" of " here represents adifferent Greek word from " of" between spiritual labours, labouring — Gree&," work
iu the clause "' oj you... uj others," ALro kd makes the ing." viz., at tent-making ,Acts, is. 3). because wswouid
former [Greek ex} express the abstract ground of the not be chargeable—Greek, " with a view to not burden
giorv; the latter {apo} the concrete object from which it ing any of you" (2 Corinthians, 11. 0. 10J. preached unto
was to come. The former means originating from ; you—Greek, "unto and among you." Though but
the latter means "on the part of." Many teach hereti "three Sabbaths" are mentioned Acts, 17. :*. these
cal novelties, though not for gain, yet for "glory." refer merely to the time of his preaching to the Jews
Paul and his associates were free even from this tn the synagogue. When rejected by them as a body,
motive [Uhotii/bJ (John. 5. 44J. we might have been after having converted a few Jews, he turned to the
taidtnsome—i.e., by claiming maintenance (v. u ; 2 Co Gentiles; of these (whom be preached to in a place dis
rinthians, 11. 9; 11 16; 2 Thessaloniaus, 3. 8;. As, how tinct from the synagogue; " a great multitude believed"
ever, "glory" precedes, as well as "covetousness," the [Acts, 17. 4, where the oldest MBS. read," of the devout
reference cannot be restricted to the latter, though 1 proselytes] AMD Greeks a great multitude"; ; then after
1 think it is not excluded. Translate, "When we he had, by labours continued among the Gentiles for
might iiave borne heavily upon you/ by pressing you some time, gathered in many converts, the Jews, pro
with Vic weight of seO'-glorifying authority, and with voked by his success, assaulted Jason's house, and
Uie burden of our sustenance. Thus the antithesis is drove him away. His receiving " once and again" sup
appropriate in the words following,** But we were gentle plies from Phiiippi, Implies a longer stay at Thes(the opposite of pressing wtiglttUy) among you" v. 7). salonica than three weeks (Philippians, 4. 16). 10. Ys
On weight being connected with authority, cf. Note, are witnesses—as to our outward conduct. God—as to
2 Corinthians, 10. It). " Ills letters are weight]/' U Co our inner motives, houiy—towards God. justly—to
rinthians. 4. 21.'. A I.for I/a transtati(m,v>hich txcludes wards men. unbiameabj — in relation to ourselves,
reference to bis n„hi of claiming maintenance l" when behaved ourielves—Greek. " were made to be," viz., by
we might have stood on our dignity"), seems to me God. among you that believe— rather, "before (is.. In
disproved by v. 0, which uses Vie same Greek word un the eyes of; you that believe:" whatever we may have
equivocally for " chargeable." Twice he received sup seemed in the eyes of the unbelieving. As v. t» refers
plies from Phiiippi whilst at Thessalonica (Philippiaus, to their outward occupation in the world : so r. 10,
4. 10). as the apostles—i.e., as being apostles. 7. we to their character among believers. 11. every one of
were* Greek, " we were made " by God'* grace, gentle you—In private (Acts, 2u. to), as well as publicly. The
—Greek, " mild in bearing with the faults of others ' minister, if he would be useful, must not deal merely
(Tnrxaioj: one, too. who is gentle i though firm) in In generalities, but must individualise and particular
reproving the erroueous opinions of others \2 Timothy, ise, as a lather—with mild gravity. The Greek Is,
2. 24J. borne of the oldest MSS. read, " we became 'His own children.** exhorted and comforted—Kxfiortittle children*' grl. Matthew, a. 3, 4/. Others support latum leads one to do a thing willingly; consolation,
the English Version reading, which forms a belter to do it joyfully IBxnoel) (ch. 5. 14). Even in the
antithesis to v. 6, 7. and harmonises better with what former term, " exhortation," the Greek includes the
follows ; for he would hardly, in the same sentence, additional Idea of comforting and advocating one's
compare himself both to the "infants'* or " Little chil cause: " encouragingly exhorted." Appropriate in this
dren," and to ** a nurse." or rather, "suckling mother." case, as the Thessalonians were in sorrow, both
(.'tnt^n^iuthe fitting characteristicofa nurse, among through persecutions, and also through deaths of
yoa—Greek, "in the midst of you," i.e.. in our inter friends (ch. 4. 13). cha ged—" conjured solemnly," lit.,
course with you being as one of yourselves, none—a "testilying.-" appealing solemnly to you before God.
suckling mother. bv—Greek, "her own children" (cf. 12. worthy of liud — "worthy vj the Lord" iColossians,
v. m. do Galatians, 4. 19. 8. So—to be joined to "we l. 10); "worthily of the saints" (itoinans. 1&JJ. Greek);
were willing;"' " As a nurse cherisheth. die., so we were "...of the gospel' (Philippians. l. 27); "...of the voca
willing." tec [Alfo&v.) But iiKMiEX, " tk>," i.e., sit tion wherewith ye are called" (Epheslans, 4. 1). In
ing that we have such affection for you. being affec consistency would cause God's name to be "blasphemed
tionately desirous—The oldest reading in the Greek among the Gentiles" (Aomans, 2. 24). The Greek article
implies, (it, to connect on*' a self wW* another: to be is eini'liRlical, "Worthy of IRK God who Is calling
«Q9
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70a." inth called—80 one of the oldest Slss. and ! pleasers of God," as certainly as, by the universal voice
Vulgate. Other oldest MS8.,**Who oaHetAus." his I of the world, which even themselves can not conkingdom—to be set up at the Lord's coming, glory- I tradict, they are declared to be perversely "contrary
that ye may share His glory (John. 17. 22; Colossfans, to all men." Joseph ub, Apian, 1 14, represents one
3. 4}. 19. For this cause—Seeing ye have bad such calling them ** Atheists and Misanthropes, the dullest
teachers, {v. 10, 11* IS) f Bum el], " we also (as well as of barbarians;" and Tacitus. Histories, 5, 6, "They
"ail that believe ' in Macedonia and Achaia) thank , have a hostile hatred of all other men." However, the
God without ceasing {'always '...'in oar prayers.' ch. contrariety to all men here meant is, in that they "for
l. 2). that when ye received the word of God which ye bid us to speak to the Gentiles that they may be
heard from Hi Hit, 'God's word of bearing from us,' saved" (v. 10;. 16. Forbidding—Greek, "Hindering us
Romans. 10. 16, 17). ye accepted it not as the word of from speaking," fix. to All up their tins alway—Tend
men* but, even as it is truly, the word ofGod." Auokd ing thus "to the filling up (the full measure of.
omits the " as " of English Version. But the "as" is Genesis, 16. 16; Daniel, 8. 23 ; Matthew. 23. «aj their
required by the clause, ** even as it Is truly." M Ye ac sins at all times," i.*., now as at ail former time*.
cepted it, not \a$) the word of men] (which It might Their hindrance of the gospel*preeehtng to the Gen
have been supposed to be;, but (as) the word of God, tiles was the last measure added to their continually
even as it really is." Tbe<rr«/:for the first "received." accumulating Iniquity, which made them fully ripe
implies simply the hearing of it; the Greek of the second for vengeance, for—Greek* " but." ** But.** they shall
is "accepted." or "welcomed" it. The proper object proceed no further for (3 Timothy. 3. 6} "the** Divine
of faith, it hence appears, is the word of God, at first "wrath has (go the Greeki come upon [overtaken un
oral, then for security against error, written (John, expectedly; the past tense expressing the speedy cer
to. 30. 31; Romans, 15. 4; Gftlatians, 4. 90). Also, that tainty of the Divinely destined stroke, them to the
faith la the work of divine grace. Is Implied by St. uttermost.' not merely partial wrath, but wrath to its
Paul's thanksgiving, effectually workeih also la you full extent," even to the finishing stroke." [EdmpkdaJ
that believe — M Also f besides your accepting it with The past tense implies that the fullest visitation of
your hearts, it evidences itself in your lives. It shows wrath was already begun. Already, in aj>. 4&, a
lie energy In its practical effects on you; for instance, tumult had occurred at the Passover in Jerusalem.
working in you patient endurance in trial (v. 14; cf. when about 30,000 (according to some) were slain:
Galatians, 3, 6; 4. 0. 14. followers—Greek, "imitators." a foretaste of the whole vengeance which speedily
Divine working is moat of all seen and felt In afflic followed iLuke. 10. 43, 44; 21. 24). 17. But we—Re
tion, in Jndea—The churches of Judea were naturally sumed from v. U: In contrast to the Jews, v. 15. 16.
the patterns to other churches, as having been the first taken—rather as Greek, "severed (violently. Acta, 17.
founded, and that on the very scene of Christ's own 7*10) from you," as parents bereft of their children.
ministry. Reference to them is specially appropriate So "I will not leave you comfortless," Greek, "or
here, aa the ThessalonLans, with Paul and Silas, had phanised" (John, 14. 18). for a short time— lit., "for
experienced from Jews in their city persecutions (Acts, the space of an hour." " When we had been severed
17. 6-») similar to those which " the churches In Judea" from you but a very short time (perhaps aUudinc to
experienced from Jews in that country, is Christ Jesus the suddenness of his unexpected departure), we the
—not merely ** la God;" for the synagogues of the Jews more abundantly {the shorter was our separation; for
(one of which the Thessalonlans were familiar with. the desire of meeting again Is the more vivid, the more
Acts, 17, U were also in God, But the Christian recent has been the parting) endeavoured," etc. ;c£
churches alone were not only in God, as the Jews In 2 Timothy, l. 4). He does not hereby, as many explain.
contrast to the Thessalonian idolaters were, but also anticipate a short separation from them, which would
4* Christ, which the Jews were not. of your own be a false anticipation; for he did not soon revi&it
countrymen—including primarily the Jews settled at them. The Greek past participle also forbids their
Thessalon ica, from whom the persecution originated, view. 18, Wherefore—The oldest MSS. read, ".Be
and also the Gentiles there, instigated by the Jews : cause," or "inasmuch as." we would—Greet, **«ce
thus, "fellow-countrymen" (the Greek term, according wished to come ;" we intended to come, even 1 Pan!
to Herodian, implies, not the enduring relation of —My fellow-missionaries as well as myself wished to
fellow- citizenship, but sameness of country for the come; 1 can answer for myself that I intended It more
rime being). Including naturalised Jews and native than once. His slightly distinguishing himself here
Thesaalonians, stand in contrast to tho pure "Jews" from his fellow-missionaries, whom throughout t*"«
in Judea [Matthew, 10. 36). It is an undesigned co epistle he associates w ith himself in the plural, accords
incidence, that 1'aul at this time was suffering perse with the fact, that Silvanus and Timothy stayed at
cutions of the Jews at Corinth, whence he writes (Acts, Berea, when Paul went on to Athens ; where subse
18, a, 8, 18): naturally his letter would the more vividly quently Timothy joined him, and was thence sent iy
dwell on Jewish bitterness against Christians, even as Paul alone to Thessalonica ich.3. U. Satan hindered u
tasj—(Hebrews, 10. 32-34.) There was a likeness in re —On a different occasion " the Holy Ghost, the Spirit
spect to the nation from which both suffered, viz., of Jesus" (so the oldest MSS. read). Acts, 10. 6, 7. for
J ews, and those thdir own countrymen.* In the cause for bad or hindered them in a missionary design; here it
which, and in the evils which, they suffered, and also Is Satan* acting perhaps by wicked men, some of whom
in the stedfast manner in which they suffered them. had already driven him out of Thessalonica. (Acta,
Such sameness of fruits, afflictions, and experimental 17. 13, 14 ; cf. John, 13. 27), or else by some more
characteristics of believers, in all places and at all direct " messenger of Satan—a thorn in the flesh"
times, are a subsidiary evidence of the truth of the [I Corinthians, 13. 7; cf. 11. 14). In any event, the Holy
gospel. 15. the Lord Jesos—rather as Greek, "Jesus Ghost and the Providence of God overruled Satan's
the Lord." This enhances the glaring enormity of opposition to further His own purpose. We cannot.
their sin, that in killing Jesus they killed the Lokd in each case, define whence uinderances In good under'cf- Acts, 3. 14. 16). their own—Omitted in the oldest takings arise; Paul In this case, by inspiration, wis eu
HSS. prophets—(Matthew. :!i. 33-41; 33, 31-37; Luke, abled to say, the hindrance was from Satan. Ghotil *
IX 33.1 persecuted us—rather as Greek (see Margin), thinks Satan's mode of hindering Paul's journey to
"By persecution drove us out" (Luke, 11. 48). please Thessalonica was by instigating the Stoic and Epicu
not Ood—i.e., they do not make it their aim to please rean philosophers to cavil, which entailed on Paul tbc
God. He implies that with all their boast of being necesslty of replying, aud so detained him ; but he
God's peculiar people, they all the while are "no seems to have left Athens leisurely (Acts, IT. 33. >4 ;
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18. i/. Hie Greek for "hindered" is lit., "to cnt a amidst his calamities, be allured by the flattering
trench between one's self and an advancing foe, to pre hope of a more pleasant life to abandon his duty." So
vent his progress ;" so Satan opposing the progress of Elmser and Bi-:ngel, "cajolled out of his faith." In
the missionaries. 19. For-Glving the reason for lis afflictions, relatives and opponents combine with the
tamest desire to see them. Are not even ye in the ease-loving heart itself in flatteries, which it needs
presence of...Christ—" Christ" is omitted in the oldest strong faith to overcome, yonreelves know—we always
MSS. Are not even ye {viz . among others ; the " even" candidly told you so (v. 4 ; Acts, 14. 22). None but a
or "also," implies that not they alone will be his crown! religion from God would have held out such a trying
our hope, joy, and crown of rejoicing before Jesus, prospect to those who should embrace it. and yet suc
when He shall come 12 Corinthians, 1. 14; Pliilippians, ceed in winning converts, we—Christians, appointed
x. 16; 4. 1J? The "hope" here meant is his hope (in a thereunto—by God's counsel (ch. 6. 0). 4. that we should
lower sense!, that these his converts might be found In suffer — Greek. " that we are about (we are sure) to
Christ at His advent .ch. 3. 13). Paul's chief "hope" suffer" according to the appoint went of God (v. 3}. even
was J Ears Christ (1 Timothy, 1. 1). 20. Emphatical as—"even (exactly) as it both came to pass, and ye
repetition with increased force. Who but ye and our know:" ye know both that it came to pass, and that we
other converts are our hope. &c., hereafter, at Christ's foretold it (cf. John, 13. 10}. The correspondence of
coming t For it is ye who arc now our glory and joy. the event to the prediction powerfully confirms faith.
"Forewarned, forearmed." [Eumundb.] The repeti
CHAPTER III.
Ver. 1-13, Proof of his Desire after them is tion of " ye know," so frequently, is designed as an argu
his having Skkt Timothy : His Joy at the Tid- ment, that being forewarned of coming affliction, they
lsos Brouoiit back Cosckrninq their Faith and should be less readily "moved" by it, 5. For this cause
Charity: Pkayktw for them. 1. Wnerefore—be — Because 1 know of your "tribulation" having
cause of our earnest love to you (ch. 2. J7-20>. forbear actually begun in. 4 . when I—Greek, "when 1 also (as
—" endure" the suspense. The Greek is lit applied to well as Timothy, who. Paul delicately implies, was
a watertight vessel. When we could no longer contain equally anxious respecting them, cf. " we," v. l). could
ourselves in our yearning desire for you. left at no longer contain inysell" [endure the suspense). I
Athens alone—See my Introduction. This implies that sent—Paul was the actual sender: hence the "I" here:
he sent Timothy Jrom Athens, whither the latter had Paul, Silas, and Timothy himself had agreed on the
followed him. However, the "we" favours Alford's mission already, before Paul went to Athens: hence the
view- that the determination to send Timothy was " we." v. l {Note}, to know—to learn the state of your
formed during the hasty consultation of Paul, Silas, faith, whether it stood the trial (Colossians, 4. 8J. lest
and Timothy, previous to his departure from Berea, ...have tempted. ..and. ..be—The indicative is used In the
and that then he with them " resolved " to be " left former sentence, the subjunctive in the latter. Trans
alone" at Athens, when he should arrive there: Timothy late therefore, "To know. ..whether haply the tempter
and Silas not accompanying him, but remaining at have tempted you ;t lie indicative implying that he sup
IStrea. Tims the "I," v. 5. will express that the act posed sucli was the case), and lest (in that case; our
of sending Timothy, when he arrived at Athens, was labour may prove to be in vain" (cf. Galatians, 4. 11).
Pauls, whilst the determination that Paul should be Our labour in preaching would in that case be vain, so
left alone at Athens, was that of the brethren as well far as ye are concerned, but not as concerns us so far
as himself, at Berea, whence he uses, v. l, " we." The as we have sincerely laboured (Isaiah, 40. 4; l Corin
non-mention of Silafe at Athens implies, that be did thians. 3. 8). 6. Join "now' with "come.-" "But
not follow Paul to Athens as was at first intended; Timotheus having just now come from you unto us."
but Timothy did. Thus the history. Acts. 17. u, 18, ac LAlford.] Thus it appears (cf. Acts, is. 6] Paul is
cords with the epistle. The word " left behind* (Greek) writing from Corinth, your faun and charity—(ch. l. 3;
implies, that Timothy had been with him at Athens. cf. 2 ThesBalonians, 1. 3,whence it seems their faith sub
It was an act of self-denial for their sakes that Paul sequently increased still more.) Faith was the solid
deprived himself of the presence of Timothy at Athens, foundation; charity the cement which held together
which would have been so cheering to him in the the superstructure of their practice on that founda
midst of philosophic cavillers; but from love to the tion. In that charily was included their " good (kindly)
Th t:$sa Ionian s, he is well content to be left all " alone " remembrance" of their teachers, dtsiring greatly —
in the great city. 2. minister of God, and our fellow- Greek, "having a yearning desire for." we also—The
labourer — Some oldest MSS. read, " fellow-workman desires of loving friends for one another's presence are
with God;" others, " minister of God." The former is reciprocal. 7. eve; yon—in respect to you. in—in the
probably genuine, as copyists probably altered it to midst of : notwithstanding " all our distress {Greek,
the latter to avoid the bold phrase, which, however, is 'necessity*} and affliction," viz., external trials at
.sanctioned by l Corinthians. 3. 9; 2 Corinthians, 0. 1. Corinth, whence Paul writes icf. r. 6. with Acts, 18. 6*10).
English Version reading is not well supported, and is 8. now—as the case is; seeing ye stand fast, we live—
plainly compounded out of the two other readings. we flourish. It revives us in our affliction to hear of
Paul calls Timothy "our brother" here; but in 1 Co your stedfastness i Psalm 22. 26; 3 John, 3, 4). if—Im
rinthians, 4. 17, "my son." He speaks thus highly of plying that the vivid joy which the missionaries " now"
one so lately ordained, both to impress the Thessalo- feel, wilt continue if the Thessalonians continue stednians with a high respect for the delegate sent to them, fast. They still needed exhortation, v. 10; therefore
and to encourage Timothy, who seems to have been he subjoins the conditional clause, "if ye," &c. (Philipof a timid character (l Timothy. 4. 12; 5. 23). " Gospel plans, 4, 1}. 9. what—what sufficient thanks? render
ministers do the work of God with Hun. for Him, and ...again—in return for His goouuess (Psalm 110. 12;. for
under film." [Edmonds.] esiaolish — GretA, " con you—" concerning you." for all the joy—on account of
firm." In 2 Tbeasalonians, 3. 3, God is said to " stab- all the joy. It was "comfort," r. 7, now it is more,
llsh :" He is the true stablisher: ministers are His ets., joy. lor your sakes— on your account, before our
** instruments." concerning — Greek, " in behalf of," God—It is a joy which will bear God's searching eye: a
•,.-■., for the furtherance of your faith. The Greek for joy as in the presence of God, not self-seeking, but dis
"comfort" Includes also the idea "exhort." The interested, sincere, and spiritual (cf. ch. 2. 20; John,
The*salon ians in their trials needed both (e. 3; cf. Acts, 15. 11). 10. Night and day—tfiotc, ch. 2, 0J Night is
14.22). 3. moved—"shaken." "disturbed." The Greek the season for the saints' holiest meditations an.d
is fit. said of dogs wagging the tail In fawning on one. prayers (2 Timothy, 1. 3). praying—connected with,
Therefore LmHASS explains it," That no man should, " we joy." We joy whilst we prey; or else as Alfokd.
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Christians are to Abound

1 THESSALONIANS. IV.

What thanks can w render to Ood whilst we pray ?
The Greek implies a beseeching request, exceedingly—
lit, "more than exceeding abundantly* i'cf. Ephesians,
8. 90). that which it licking— Even the Thessalonians
had polnU la which they needed improvement.
IBxmjxl.] (Luke. IT. 6.) Their doctrinal views as to
the nearness of Christ's coming, and as to the state of
those who had fallen asleep, and their practice In some
pointa needed correction (ch. 4. 1-9). Paul's method
was to begin by commending what was praiseworthy,
and then to correct what was amiss: a good pattern to
all admonlBhers of others. 11. Translate. "May God
Himself, eren our Father (there being but one article
in the Greek, requires this translation, *He who is at
once God and our Father') direct." dtc The " Himself'
stands in contrast with "we" (ch. 2. 18); my desired to
come, but could not through Satan's hindrance; but
if God Himself direct our way :as we pray;, none can
binder Him (a Thessalonians, x. 16. 17 . It is a remark
able proof of the unity of the Father and Son, that in
the Greek here, and In 3 Thessalonians. 2. 16. 17, the
verb is singular, implying that the subject, the Father
and Son, are but one in exsentuxl Being, not in mere
unity of will. Almost all the chapters in both epistles
to the Thessalonians are sealed, each with its own
prayer (ch. 6. 23; 2 Thessalonians. l. 11; 2. 16; 3. 6, 161.
(Benuel.) St. Paul does not think the prosperous
Issue of a journey an unfit subject for prayer i Unmans,
1. 10; 15. S2i. (Edmunds.} His prayer, though the
answer was deferred, in about five years afterwards
was fulfilled in his return to Macedonia. 12. The
"you" In the Greek is emphatically put first: "But"
(so the Greek for "and") what concerns "vou,"
whether we come or not. ** may the Lord make you to
increase and abound in love," Ac. The Greek lot "in
crease" has a more portfire force : that for "abound"
a more comparative force, *' Make you fuU (supplying
"that which Is lacking.* *. 101 and even abound."
" The Lord" may here be the Holy Spirit: so the Three
persons of the Trinity will be appealed to tcf. «. 13),
as in it Thessalonians, 3. 6. So the Holy Ghost is
called " the Lord" 12 Corinthians, 3. IT). " Love" is the
fruit of the Spirit (Galatians, 6. 221, and His office Is
" to Btablish in holiness" (r. 13; l Peter, 1. 2). 13. your
hearts— which are naturally the spring and seat of unholiness. before Ood. even oar Father—rather, " before
Him who is at once God and our Father." Before not
merely men, but Him who will not be deceived by
the mere show of holiness, i.e., may your holiness be
such as will stand His searching scrutiny, coming—
Greek, " presence." or " arrival." with all bis saintsIncluding both the holy angels and the holy elect of
men (ch. 4. 14; Daniel, 7. lO;Zechariah, H. 6; Alatlhew,
26. 31; 2 Thessalonians, 1. 7;. The saints are "Ilia"
(Acts, 0. 13). We must have " holiness" if we are to
be numbered with His holy ones or "saints." On
" unblameable," cf. Revelation, 14. 6. This verse {cf.
v. 12) shows that *' love" Is the spring of true "holi
ness" (Matthew, 6. 44-48; Romans, 13. 10; Coloesians,
3. 14). God is He who really "stablishes;" Timothy
and other ministers ore but Instruments (v. 21 In
" stabllshing."
CHAPTER IV.
Ver. 1-18. Exhortations to Chastity : Brother
ly Love: Quiet Industry: Abstinence from
Undue Sorrow for Departed Friends, tor at
Curjbt*8 Coking all His Saints shall be Glori
fied. 1. Furthermore—Greek. "As to what remains."
Generally used towards the close of his epistles
(Ephesians, 6. 10; l'hilippians, 4. &;. then- with a
view to the love and holmes* (ch. 3. 12, 13) which we
have just prayed for in your behalf, we now give you
exhortation, beseech—'* ask" as If It were a personal
favour, b?—rather as Greek, " in the Lord Jesus :" in
communion with the Lord Jesus, as Christian miniUS

in Ho'iness more and more.

sters dealing with Christian people. [EdkokdsJ as
ye.-receivsd—when we were with you (ch. 2. 13). how
—Grok. the ** how," i.e.. the manner, walk and. ..please
Ood—i.e„ "and so please God," viz , by your walk; in
contrast to the Jews who ** please not God" (ch. 2. IS).
The oldest MSS. add a clause here." even as also ye do
walk ' (cf. ch. 4. 10; 6. 11). These words, which he was
able to say of them with truth, conciliate a favourable
hearing for the precepts which follow. Also the ex
pression, " abound more and more," implies that there
had gone before a recognition of their already in some
measure walking so. 2. by the Lord Jesus—by His
authority and direction, not by our own. He uses the
strong term " commandments," in writing to this
church not long founded, knowing that they would
take it in a right spirit, and feeling it desirable that
they should understand he spake with Divine au
thority. He seldom uses the term in writing subse
quently, when his authority was established, to other
churches. 1 Corinthians. 7. 10; 11. IT; and l Timothy.
1. & (v. 18, where the subject accounts for the strong
expression) are the exceptions. " The Lord" marks His
paramount authority, requiring implicit obedience. 3.
For—Enforcing the assertion that bis "commandments''
were " by (the authority of] the Ijord Jesus' ,r. xf.
Since " this is the will of God," let it be your will also.
fornication—not regarded as a sin at all among the
heathen, and so needing the more to be denounced
[Acts, 15. 201. 4. know—by moral self-control, how to
p.ssess his vessel—rather as Greek, "bow to (u-ourrt
(get for himself ; his oicn vessel," i.e., that each should
have his oxen urife so as to avoid fornication it. 3;
1 Corinthians. 7. %. The emphalical position of "his
own" in the Greek, and the use of " vessel " for uri/e,
in l Peter, 3. 7, and in common Jewish phraseology,
and the correct translation " acquire," all justify this
rendering, in sanctification— (Romans, 6. 19 ; l Corin
thians. 6. 16, 18.) Thus, "his own " stands in opposi
tion to dishonouring his brother by lusting after ; . wife (». 6J. honour— Hebrews, 13. 4J—contrasted with
" dishonour their own bodies" (Romans, l. 24^. 5. is
the lust— Greek, "passion;" which implies that such
a one is unconsciously the passive slave of lust, which
know not Ooa—and so know no better. Ignorance of
true religion is the parent of unchastity [Epht-iUus.
4. 18, 10/. A people's morals are like the objects of
their worship (Deuteronomy, 7. 2C; Psalm n&. 8; Ro
mans, l. 2J. 24). 6. go beyond—transgress the bounds
of rectitude in respect to his brother, defraud —
"overreach" [alfordJ ; "take advantage of.** [Ed
munds.] in any matter—rather as Greek, "in the mat
ter:" a decorous expression for the matter now in
question: the conjugal honour of his neighbour as a
husband, v. 4; v. 7 also confirms this view; the word
" brother" enhances the enormity of the crime. It is
your brother whom you wrong icf. Proverbs, a. 27-3$.
the Lord—the coming Judge (2 Thessalonians. 1. 7. sj.
avenger—the Eighter. of all such—Greek, "concerning
all Uiese tilings;" in all such cases of wrongs against a
neighbour's conjugal honour, testified — Greek, " con
stantly testified." [Alford.} 7. unto—Grvek, "far
the purpose of." unto—rather as Greek, "in;" marking
that "holiness" is the element in which our calling
has place: In a sphere of holiness. Saint is another
name for Christian. 8. desyiseth—Greek, "setteth at
nought" such engagements imposed on him in his call
ing, r. 7; in relation to bis " brother," v. 6. He who
doth so, " sets at nought not man (as for instance his
brother) but God" (Psalm 61. 4J. Or. as the Gmkrah
(Luke, 10. 10; John, 12. 46} is used of despising or rejetting God's minister, it may mean here. " He who despiseth" or " rejecteth" these our ministerial precepts,
who hath also given unto us—So some oldest MSS. read,
but most oldest MSS. read, " Who (without ' also*)
virctlt present, unto you" mot " u*"j. his SpinL—Cnek*

Those Asleep in Jesus
1 THESSALONIANS, IV.
sliall Return -with Him.
** His own Spirit, the Holy rone) ;" thus emphatically saints at Christ's coming is hereby implied, that ye
marking "holiness" (v. "i as the end for which the sorrow not, even as othen—Greek," the rest:" all the rest
Holy :one> is being given. " Unto you * in the Greek, of the world besides Christians. Not all natural
implies that the Spirit la being given unto, into (put into mourning for dead friends is forbidden ; for the Lord
> our hearts), and among you (of. cli. 2. 8; Ephesians, Jesus and Paul sinlessly gave way to it (John, 11. 31,
4. 30 . Giveth implies that sanct ideation is not merely 33, 35; Philipplans. 2. 27). But sorrow as though there
a work once for ail accomplished in the past, but a were "no hope." which indeed the heathen had not
present progressive work. So the Church of England (Ephesians, 2. 12) : the Christian hope here meant is that
Catechism. "mnrtifieUi ipresent) all the elect people of of tite resurrection. Cf. Psalm 16. 9, 11; 17. 16; 73. 24;
God." " His own" Implies that as He gives you that Proverbs, 14. 32, show that the Old Testament Church,
which is essentially identical with Himself. He expects though not having the hope so bright (Isaiah. 58. 16.19.,
yon should become like Himself (1 Peter, 1. 16; 2 Peter. yet had this hope. Contrast Catullus. 6. 4, "When
I. 41. 9. brotherly love — referring here to acts of once our brief day has set, we must sleep one everlast
brotherly kindness in relieving distressed brethren. ing night" The sepulchral inscriptions of heathen
Some oldest MSS. support English Version reading," yk Thesaalonica express the hopeless view taken as to
have;" others, and those the weightiest, read, "We those once dead: as /Eschylus writes, "Of one once
have." We need not write, as ye yourselves are taught, dead there is no resurrection." Whatever glimpses
and that by God; viz.. in the heart by the Holy Spirit some heathen philosophers had of the existence of the
(John. 6. 45; Hebrews, 8. 11; l John. 2. 20. 27). to love- soul after death, they had none whatever of the body
Greet, " with a view to," or " to the end of your loving (Acts. 17. 18, 20, 32). 14. For if-Conflrmation of his
one another." Divine teachings have their confluence statement, v. 13, that the removal of ignorance as to
tnlove. [Bknoel.1 10. And indeed—Greek," For even." the sleeping believers would remove undue grief re
II. study to be quiet—Greek, "make it your ambition specting them. See v. 13, "hope." Hence it appears
to be quiet, and to do your own business." In direct our hope rests on our faith ("if we believe"). "As
contrast to the world's ambition, which is," to make a surely as we all believe that Christ died and rose again
great stir," and " to be busybodies" (2 Thessalonians, (the very doctrine specified as taught at Tliessalonica.
3. 11, U). work with your own hands—The Thessalo- Acts, 17. 3), so also will God bring tliose laid to sleep
nian converts were, it thus seems, chiefly of the work by Jesus with Him" 1 Jesus. So the order and balance
ing classes. Their expectation of the immediate com of the members of the Greek sentence require us to
ing of Christ led some enthusiasts among them to translate). Believers are laid hi sleep by Jesus, and so
neglect their daily work, and be dependent on the will be brought back from sleep with Jesus in His
bounty of others. See end of v. 12. The expectation train when He comes. The disembodied souls are not
was right in so far as that the Church should be always here spoken of; the reference is to the sleeping bodies.
looking for Him ; but they were wrong in making it The facts of Christ's experience are repeated in the be
a ground for neglecting their daily work. The evil, liever's. He died and then rose; so believers shall die
aa it subsequently became worse, is more strongly and then rise with him. But (u His case (bath is the
reproved (2 Thessalonians. 3. 6-12). 12. honestly—In term used. 1 Corinthians, 15. 3. 6, &c.; in their's, sleep:
the Old English sense, *' becomingly:" as becomes your because His death has taken for them the sting from
Christian profession; not bringing discredit on it in the death. The Bame hand that shall raise them is that
eyes of the outer world, as if Christianity led to sloth which laid them to sleep. "Laid to sleep by Jesus."
and poverty [.Romans, 13. 13 ; 1 Peter, 2. 12 . them . . . answers to " dead in Christ" (v. 16;. 15. by the word of
without — outside the Christian Church (Mark, 4. 11). the Lord—Greek," in," i.e., in virtue of a direct revela
have lack of nothing—nut have to beg from others for tion from the Lord to me. So 1 Kings, 20. 35. This
the supply of your wants (cf. Ephesians. 4. 26). So far is the " mystery," a truth once hidden, now revealed,
from needing to beg from others, we ought to work which Paul shows (1 Corinthians, 15. 61, 62\ prevent
and get the means of supplying the need of others. —i.e., anticipate. So far were the early Christiana from
Freedom from pecuniary embarrassment is to be regarding their departed brethren as anticipating
desired by the Christian on account of the liberty which them in entering glory, that they needed to be assured
It bestows. 13. The leading topic of Paul's preaching at that those who remain to the coming of the Lord
Tbe&salonica having been thecomiug kingdom (Acts, " will not anticipate them that are asleep." The " wo "
17. 7j, some perverted it into a cause for fear in respect means whichever of us are alive and remain unto the
to friends lately deceased, as if these would be ex coming of the Lord. The Spirit designed that be
cluded from the glory which those found alive alone lievers in each successive age should live in continued
should share. This error St. Paul here corrects (cf. expectation of the Lord's coming, not knowing but
chu 5. 10). I would not—All the oldest MSS. and ver that Vicy should be among those found alive at His
sions have " ire would not/ My fellow-labourers (Silas coming (Matthew, 24. 42). It is a sad fall from this
and Timothy) and myself, desire that ye should not blessed hope, that dtath is looked for by most men.
be ignorant, them which are asleep—Hie oldest MSS rather than the coming of our Lord. Each successive
read [present), " them which are sUcping:" the same as generation in its time and place represents the genera
"the dead in Christ" (v. 16], to whose bodies (Daniel, tion which shall actually survive till His coming (Mat
12. 2, not their souls; Eoclesiastes, 12. 7; 2 Corinthians, thew, 25. 13; Romans, 13. 11; 1 Corinthians, 15. 61;
6. S' death is a calm and holy sleep, from which the James, 6. e ; 1 Peter, 4. 6. 0). The Spirit subsequently
resurrection shall awake them to glory. The word revealed by Paul that which is not inconsistent with
"cemetery" means a sleeping place. Observe, the the expectation here taught of the Lord's coming at
glory and chief hope of the Church are not to be re- any time, viz., that His coming would not be until
aiixed at death, but at the Lord's coming ; one is not there should be a" falling away first" (2Thesulonians.
to anticipate the other, but all are to be glorified to 2. 2, 31 ; but as symptoms of this soon appeared, none
gether at Christ's coming (Colossians, 3. 4; Hebrews, could say but that still this precursory event might be
11. 40). Death affects the mere individual; but the com realized, and bo the Lord come in His day. Each suc
ing of Jesus the whole Church; at death our bouIs cessive revelation fills in the details of the general
svre invisibly and individually with the Lord ; at outline first giveu. So Paul subsequently, whilst still
Christ's coming the whole Church, with all its mem looking mainly for the Lord's coming to clothe him
bers, in body and soul, shall be visibly and collectively with his body from heaven, looks for going to be with
with Him. As this is offered as a consolation to Christ in the meanwhile (2 Corinthians, 6. 1-10; Philipcnourniug relatives, the mutual recognition of Vm plans, l. 6, 23; 3. 20. 21; 4. 6). Edmunds well says. The
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Joint Glory of the Living ami
1 THES8AL0N1ANS, V
Raised Saints at Chritfs Coming.
" we" Is an affectionate identifying of ourselves with (Daniel. 7. 12; Acts, l. 7). Time denotes quantity ;
our fellows of ail ages, as members of the same body, season, quality. Seasons are parts of times, ye have
under the same Head. Christ Jesus. So Hosea, 12. 4, no need—those who watch do not need to be told v*t«i
"God spake with us in Bethel," i.e.. with Israel "liv the hour will come, for they are always ready. [Bendid rejoice." i.e., Israel at the Red sea 'Psalm 66. 6). ORL.J J. as a thief in the night—The apostles In this
Though neither Hosea, nor David, were alive at the Image follow the parable of their Lord, expressing how
times referred to, yet each identifies himself with the Lord's coming shall take men by surprise .Mat
those that were present. 16. himself—in all the Majesty thew, 24. 43; 2 Peter, 3. 10!. "The night is wherever
of His presence in person, not by deputy, descend— there Is quiet unconcern.- [Benoel.] " At midnight"
even as He ascended 'Acts. 1. II!. with—Greek, "in," (perhaps figurative: to some parte of the earth it will
implying one concomitant circumstance attending His be literal night), Matthew. 26. 6. The thief not only
appearing. shout—Griefr, "signal-shout." " war-shout." gives no notice of his approach, but takes all precau
Jesus is represented as a victorious King, giving the tions to prevent the household knowing of it. So the
word of command to the hosts of heaven In His train Lord (Revelation, 16, 15,'. Signs will precede the com
for the last onslaught, at His final triumph over sin. ing, to confirm the patient hope of the watchful be
death, and Satan ^Revelation, 19. 11-11). the voice of liever ; but the coming itself shall be sudden at last
. . . archangel — distinct from the ** signal - shout." (Matthew, 24. 32-36 ; Luke, 21. 26-32, 35). Cometh —
Michael Is perhaps meant Jude, 9; Revelation, 12. 7), present: expressing its speedy and awful certainty. 3.
to whom especially is committed the guardianship of they—the men of the world. Verses 5, 6 ; ch. 4. 13,
the people of God (Daniel, 10. 13}. tramp of God—the "others." all the rest of the world save Christians.
trumpet blast which usually accompanies God's mani Peace—[Judges, IS. 7, 0. 27. 28; Jeremiah, 6. 14; EzekieL
festation In glory (Exodus, 19. 16 ; Psalm 47. 6) ; here 13. 10.) then—of that very moment when they least ex
the last of the three accompaniments of His appear pect It. Cf. the case of Belshaxxar. Daniel, 5. 1-6, 6,
ing : as the trumpet was used to convene God's people 9. 26-28; Herod. Acts, 12. 21-23. snddec—" unawares"
to their solemn convocations (Numbers, 10. 2, 10; 31. 6), (Luke, 21. 34:. as travail—** As the labour pang** comes
so here to summon God's elect together, preparatory in an instant on the woman when otherwise engaged
to their glorification with Christ {Psalm 60. 1-6; Mat (Psalm 46. 6; Isaiah, 13. 8). shall not escape—G reek,
thew, 24. 31 ; 1 Corinthians, 15. 52'. shall rise first— "shall not at all escape." Another awful feature of
previously to the living being "caught up." The their ruin: there shall be then no possibility of shun
'* first" here has no reference to the jiirsf resurrection. ning it however they desire it (Amos. 9. 2, 3; Revela
as contrasted with that of "the rest of the dead.'* tion, 6. 15. 16). 4. not in darkness— not in ^ftritn^w of
Tint reference occurs elsewhere (Matthew. 13. 41, 42, 50; understanding 'i.e., spiritual Ignorance) or of the moral
John. 5. 29 ; 1 Corinthians. 16. S3. 24 ; Revelation. 20. nature (ie., a state of sin1, Ephesiana, 4. IS. that—
5. 6), it simply stands In opposition to "then," r. 17. Greek, M in order that f with God results are all pur
First." the dead in Christ" shall rise. Then the living posed, that day—Greet, "the day f the day of the
shall be caught up. The Lord's people alone are Lord Hebrews, 10. 26," the day"), in contrast to ** dark
spoken of here. 17. we which are alive...shall becaught ness." overtake—unexpectedly (cf. John. 12. 35). a? a
np—after having been "changed in a moment" (1 Co thief—The two oldest MSS. read, "as (the daylight
rinthians, 15. 61, 52). Again he says, ** we," recom overtakes' thirret" Job, 24.171. Old MSS. tndVulgaU
mending thus the expression to Christians of all ages, read as English Version. 5. The oldest MSS. read,
each generation bequeathing to the succeeding one a " For ye are all," Ac Ye have no reason for fear,
continually increasing obligation to look for the com or for being taken by surprise, by the coming of the
ing of the Lord. [Edmunds.] together with them—all day of the Lord: " For ye are ail sons (so the Greek! of
together: the raised dead, and changed living, forming light and sons of day.' a Hebrew Idiom, implying that
one joint body, in the clouds—Greek, "in clouds." as sons resemble their fathers, so you are in tharacUr
The same honour Is conferred on them as on their light (intellectually and morally illuminated in a
Lord. As He was taken In a cloud at His ascension spiritual point of view), Luke. 16. 6; John, 12. 36. are
(Acts, l. 9), so at his return with clouds [Revelation, not of—i.e., belong not to night nor darkness. The
l. 7;. they shall be caught up in clouds. The clouds change of person from "ye,to"we," Implies this: Ye
are His and their triumphal chariot (Psalm 104. 3; are sons of light because ye are Christians ; and «*,
Daniel, 7. 13). Ellicott explains the GrteJe, " robed Christians, are not of night nor darkness. 6. others—
round by upbearing clouds" (Aids to faith), in the air Qrtek, *' the rest '* of the world: the unconverted ch. 4,
—rather," into the air;" caught up into the region just 13). *' Sleep" here is worldly apathy to spiritual things
above the earth, where the meeting (cf. Matthew, 26. (Romans, 13. 11; Ephesians, 5. 14;; in c, 7, ordinary
l. 6) shall take place between them ascending, and steep; In v. 10, death, watch—for Christ's coming, lit.,
their Lord descending towards the earth. Not that " be wakeful." The same Greek occurs l Corinthians.
the air is to be the place of their lading abode with 16. 34; 2 Timothy, 2. 26. be sober—re training from
Him. and so shall we ever be with the Lord—no more carnal indulgence, mental or sensual (l Peter, 6. W. 7.
parting, no more going out (Revelation, 3. 12'. His This verse is to be taken In the literal sense. Night U
point being established, that the dead In Christ shall the time when sleepers sleep, and drinking men are
be on terms of equal advantage with those found alive drunk. To sleep by day would Imply great indolence:
at Christ's coming, he leaves undefined here the to be drunken by day, great shamelessneas. Now, in
other events foretold elsewhere (as not being necessary a spiritual sense, "we Christians profess to be day
to his discussion), Christ's reign on earth with His people, not night people; therefore our work ought to
saints (1 Corinthians, e. 2, 3), the final judgment and be day work, not night work; our conduct such aa will
glorification of His saints In the new heaven and bear the eye of day, and such has no need of the veil
earth. 18. comfort one auother—In your mourning for of night?* [Edmund**) (v. S). 8. Faith, hope, and love,
are the three pre-eminent graces ch, l. 3 ; 1 Corin
the dead (v. 13).
thians. 13. 13). "We most not only be awake and
CHAPTKR.V.
Ver. 1-28, The Suddenness or Christ's Comino sober, but also armed; not only watchful, but also
a Motive for Watchfulness: Various Precepts: guarded. The armour here Is only defensive ; in
Prater for their being foun i> Blameless. Body, Ephesians, 6. 13-17. also offensive. Here, therefore,
Soul, art> Spirit, at Christ's Comxno:Oonclusion. the reference la to the Christian means of beans?
1. times — the general and Indefinite term for chro guarded against being surprised by the day of the Lord
nological periods, seasons — the opportune times as a thief In the night. The helmet and breastplate
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the Prospect of Final Saltation.
defend the two vital parts, the head and the heart re- should be a sufficient motive to claim your reverential
spectively. "With head and heart right, the whole love. At the same time, the word "work." teaches
man H right' [Edmunds. J The head needs to be ministers that, whilst claiming the reverence due to
kept from error, the heart from sin. For " the breast their office, it is not a sinecure, but a " work f cf.
plate of righteousness," Ephesians, 6. H, we have here "labour" even to weariness: so the Greek), v. 12, be
*' the breastplate of faith and love:" for the righteous at peace among yourselves—The "and" is not in the
ness which is imputed to man for justification, is original. Let there not only be peace between mini"faith working by love" (Romans. 4. 3, ss-24; Gala- sters and their flocks, but also no party rivalries among
tiana, 6. 6). Faith, ha the motive icithin, and love, ex yourselves, one contending in behalf of some one
hibited in outward acts, constitute the perfection of favourite minister, another in behalf of another
righteousness. In Ephesians, a. 17, the helmet is (Mark, 9. 50; 1 Corinthians. 1. 12; 4. 6). 14. brethren
"salvation;" here, "the hope of salvation." In one —This exhortation to "warn (Greek, 'admonish,' as in
aspect *' salvation" is a present possession (John, 3. 36; v. 12) the unruly (those * disorderly* persons, 2 Thesa. 34; l John, 5, 13}; in another, it is a matter of hope salonians, 3. 6, 11. who would not work, and yet ex
(Romans, 8. 24, 26). Our Head primarily wore the pected to be maintained, tit., said of soldiers who will
"breastplate of righteousness" and "helmet of salva not remain in their ranks, cf. ch. 4. 11 ; also those in
tion." that we might, by union with Him. receive both. subordinate as to church discipline, in relation to those
8. For—Assigning the ground of our "hope" {*>. 8). 'over' the church, v. 121, comfort the feeble-minded"
ippointed us — translate, "set" [Acts, 13. 47), in His (the faint-hearted, who are ready to sink " without
everlasting purpose of love fch. 3. 3; 2 Timothy, 1. 91. hope" in afflictions, ch. 4. 13, and temptations . &c,
Contrast Komans, 0. 23; Jude, 4. to—i.e.. unto wrath, applies to all clergy and laity alike, though primarily
to obtain— Gret !:," to the acquisition of salvation:" said. the duty of the clergy (who are meant in v. 12). support
according to Bkngel. of one saved out of a general —Ht, lay fast hold on so as to support, the weak—
wreck, when all things else bave been lost : so of the spiritually. 8b. Paul practised what he preached
elect saved out of the multitude of the lost (2 Thes- :i Corinthians, 9. 22). be patient toward all men—There is
valonians, i. 13. 14). The fact of God's "appointment" no believer who needs not the exercise of patience
of His grace " through Jesus Christ" (Ephesians, 1. 6), "toward" him; there is none to whom a believer ought
takea away the notion of our being able to "acquire" not to show it ; many show it more to strangers than
salvation of ourselves, Christ "acquired (so the Greek to their own families, more to the great than to the
for 'purchased') the church (and its salvation) with His humble; but we ought to show It "toward all men."
own blood" (Acta, 20. 28): each member is said to be [Benqbl,] Cf. "the long-suffering of our Lord" (2 Co
appointed by God to the " acquiring of salvation." In rinthians, 10. 1; 2 Peter, 3. 16). 15. (Romans. 12. 17;
the primary sense, God does the work ; in the 1 Peter. 3. 9.) unto any man—whether unto a Christian,
secondary sense, man does it. 10. died for ui—Greek, or a heathen, however great the provocation, follow
" in our behalf." whether ws wake or sleep—whether —as a matter of earnest pursuit. 16, 17. In order to
we be found at Christ's coming awake, i.e., alive, or " rejoice evermore," we must " pray without ceasing."
asleep. i.e., in our graves, together—all of us together; He who is wont to thank God for all things as hap
the living not preceding the dead in their glorification pening for the best, will have continuous joy.
*• with Hun " at His coming (ch. 4. 13). 11. comfort [Theophylact.] Ephesians, 6. 18; Phillppians. 4. 4, 6,
yourselves—Greek, "oDe another." Here he reverts to " Rejoice in the Lord.. .by prayer and supplication with
the same consolatory strain as in ch. 4. IS. one another thanksgiving;" Komans, 14. 17, "in the Holy Ghost;'
—rather as Greek. "Edify (ye) the one the other:' Romans, 12. 12, "in hope;" Acts. 6. 41, "in being
" Edify." lit., " build up," viz., in faith, hope, and love, counted worthy to suffer shame Jor Christ's name ;"
by discoursing together on such edifying topics as the James, 1. 2, in falling '* into dicers temptations." The
Lord's coming, and the glory of the saints iMalachi, Greek is. " Pray without intermission:" without allow
3. if). 12. beseech — "Exhort" is the expression in ing prayerless gaps to Intervene between the times of
r. 14; here, " we beseech you," as if it were a personal prayer. 18. In every thing—even what seems adverse :
favour (Paul making the cause of the Thessalonlan for nothing is really so (cf. Romans, 8. 26; Ephesians.
presbyters, as it were, his own), know—to have a 6. 20). See Christ's example (Matthew, 15. 3ti; 26. 27;
regard and respect for. Recognise their office, and Luke, 10. 21; John, 11. 41). this—That ye should " re
treat them accordingly (cf. l Corinthians, 16. 18) with joice evermore, pray without ceasing, (and) in every
reverence and with liberality in supplying their needs thing give thanks." "is the will of God in Christ
(1 Timothy, 5. 17j. The Thessalonlan church having Jesus (as the Mediator and Revealer of that will,
been newly planted, the ministers were necessarily observed by those who are in Christ by faith, cf.
novices (1 Timothy, 3. 6), which may have been in part Philipptans, 3. 14) concerning you." God's wtW is the
the cause of the people treating them with less re believer's law. L.mumann rightly reads commas at
spect. Paul's practice seems to have been to ordain the end of the three precepts (v. 1C, 17, 18), making
elders in every church soon after its establishment " this" refer to all three. 19. Quench not—The Spirit
^Vcta. 14. 23). them which labour.. .are over.. .admonish being a holy Are: "where the Spirit is. He burns"
yom—Kot three classes of ministers, but one. as there [Beagel. ! Matthew. 3. 11; Acts, 2. 3; 7. 61). Do not
is bat ons article common to the three in the Greek. throw cold water on those who, under extraordinary
■* Labour*' expresses their laborious life; "are over Inspiration of the Spirit, stand up to speak with
yon," their pre-eminence as presidents or superinten tongues, or reveal mysteries, or pray in the congrega
dents ("bishops." i&., overseers, Phillppians, 1. i, tion. The enthusiastic exhibitions of some .perhaps
" them that have rule over you," lit., leaders, Hebrews, as to the nearness of Christ's coming, exaggerating
13. 17; ** pastors," lit, shepherds, Ephesians, 4. 11); "ad- Paul's statement, 2 Thcssa Ionian*. 2. 2, By spirit), led
naODisb you," one ol their leading functions: the Greek others (probably the presiding ministers, who had not
1 3 ** pot in mind." implying not arbitrary authority, always been treated with due respect by enthusiastic
but gentle, though faithful, admonition 2 Timothy, 2. novices, v, 12), from dread of enthusiasm, todisoourage
14. 24. £&• 1 Peter, 5. 3). in the Lord—Their presidency the free utterances of those really Inspired, in the
over you U in divine thing*; not in worldly affairs, but church assembly. On the other hand, the caution
in. things appertaining to the Lord. 13. very highly— (v. 2U was needed, not to receive ** all" pretended re
U-reek, " exceeding abundantly." for their work's sake— velations as divine, without " proving* them. 20. pro
the high nature of their work alone, the furtherance phesyings—whether exercised in inspired teaching, or
of your salvation and of the kingdom of Christ, in predicting the future. "Despised" by some as
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Hold fast Ute Good:
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beneath "tongues.* which seemed more miraculous;
therefore declared by Paul to be a greater gift than
tongues, though the latter were more showy (l Corin
thians, 14. 6). 21. 23. Borne of the oldest MSS. insert
" But." You ought indeed not to " quench" the mani
festations of " the Spirit," nor " despise prophesying* ;"
"but." at the same time, do not take " air as genuine
which professes to be so: "prove (test) all" such mani
festations. The means of testing them existed in the
church, in those who had the "discerning of spirits"
(I Corinthians, 12. 10; 14. 29; 1 John, 4. 1). Another
sure test, which we also have, is. to try the professed
revelation whether it accords with Scripture, as the
noble Bereans did [Isaiah. 8. 20; Acts, 17. 11; Gal&tians,
1. 8, 9!. This precept negatives the Romish priest's
assumption of infallibly laying down the law, without
the laity having the right. In the exercise of private
judgment, to test it by Scripture. Locke says. Those
who are for laying aside reason in matters of revela
tion, resemble one who should put out his eyes in
order to use a tclaxayte. hold fast that which is goodJoin this clause witli the next clause (r. 22), not merely
with the sentence preceding. As the result of your
"proving all things." and especially all prophesyings,
"hold fast (Luke, 8. 16; 1 Corinthians, 11. 2; Hebrews,
2. 1) the rood, aud hold yourselves aloof from every
appearance of evil" ["every evil species." [BengelA
W'a in.. J . Do not accept even a professedly spirit-in
spired communication, if it be at variance with the
truth taught you (2 Thessalonians, 2. 2). Tittmann
supports EnglvOi Version, "from every evil appear
ance" or "semblance." The context, however, does
not refer to evil appearances in ocrhklvis which we
ought to abstain from, but to holding ourselves aloof
from every evil appearance in others; as for instance,
in the pretenders to spirit-inspired prophesying*. In
many cases the Christian should not abstain from what
has the semblance ('* appearance^ of evil, though really
good. Jesus healed on the Sabbath, and ate with pub
licans and sinners, acts which wore the appearance of
evil, but which were not to be abstained from on that
account, being really good. I agree with Titthann
rather than with Bkkgkl, whom Alford follows. The
context favours this sense ; However specious be the
form or outward appearance of such would-be pro
phets and their prophesying*, hold yourselves aloof
from every such form when it is evil. Iff., "?Hold
yourselves aloof from every evil appearance" or
"form." 23. the very God— rather as the Greek, "the
God of peace Himself:" who can do for you by His own
power what 7 cannot do by all my monitions, nor you
by all your efforts [Romans. 10. 20; Hebrews, 13. a).1.
ri:., keep you from all evil, and give you all that is
good, sanctify you—for holiness is the necessary con
dition of "peace" (Philippians. 4. 6-0). wholly—Greek,
(so that you should bel "perfect in every respect."
ITittmanju.J and— i.e., "and so (omit I pray God;
not in the Grccki may your... spirit and soul and body
be preserved." ire whole—A different Greek word from
" wholly." Translate* " Entire ;" with none of the in
tegral parLs wanting. [Tittmann.] It refers toman
in his normal integrity, as originally designed: an ideal
which shall be attained by the glorified believer. All
three, spirit, soul, and body, each in Its due place,
constitute man ' entire.'* The " spirit" links man with
the higher intelligences of heaven, and is that highest
part of man which is receptive of the quickening Holy
Spirit (1 Corinthians. 15. 47). In the unspiritual, the
spirit is so sunk under the lower animal soul (which
it ought to keep under;, that such are termed
"animal" [English Version, sensual, having merely the
body of organised matter, and the soul the immaterial
animating essence), having not the Spirit (cf. 1 Corin
thians. 2. 14; Notes, 15. 44, 46-48; John. 3. CJ. The un
believer shall rise with an animal (soui -animated; body.
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so may God Keep you wholly.

but not like the believer with a spiritual (sphitendued) body like Christ's (Romans, &. lij. blameless
unto—rather as Greek, "blamelessly (so as to be in a
blameless state? at the coming of Christ." In Hebrevs,
" peace" and "wholly" (perfect in every respect) are kin
dred terms: so that the prayer shows what the title
" God of peace" implies. Brag el takes " wholly" as
collectively, all the Thessalonians without exception.
so that no one should fall. And "whole" (entire).
individually, each one of them entire, with " spirit,
soul, and body." The mention of the preservation of
the body accords with the subject (ch, 4. 16 . Trench
better regards "wholly" as meaning "Having per
fectly attained the moral end." viz^ to be a full grown
man In Christ. "Whole," complete, with no grace
which ought to be In a Christian wanting. 24. Faithful
—to His covenant promises (John, 10. 27-29; 1 Corin
thians, 1. 9; 10. 23; Philippians, 1. C. ha thalcalktfe
you — God. the caller of His people, will cause His
calling not to fall short of its designed end. do itpreserve and present you blameless at the corning of
Christ iv. 23; Romans, 8. 30; l Peter, 5. 10;. Yon must
not look at the foes before and behind, on the right
hand and on the left, but to God's faithfulness to Hi*
promises, God's zeal for His honour, and God's love
for those whom He calleth. 24. Some oldest MSS.
read, "Pray ye also for [lit., concerning) us:" make
us and our work the subject of your prayers, even as
tee have been just praying for you [v. 23). Other?
omit the " also." The clergy need much the prayers of
their flocks. Paul makes the same request in the
epistles to Romans, Ephesiaus, Philippians, Colossiani.
Philemon, and 2 Corinthians : not so in the epistles to
Timothy and Titus, whose intercessions, as his spiri
tual sons, he was already sure of ; nor in the epistles
to 1 Corinthians aud Galatians, as these epistles abound
in rebuke. 26. Hence it appears this epistle was first
handed to the elders, who communicated it to " the
brethren." holy kiss—pure and chaste. " A kiss of
charity*' (1 Peter, 5. 14!. A token of Christian fellowship
in those days cf. Luke, 7. 45; Acta. H). 37), a* It is a
common mode of salutation in many countries, Tiw
custom hence arose in the early church of passing the
kiss through the congregation at the holy communion
(Justin Mabtyb. Apology, 1. 65; Apostolic Constitu
tions, 2. 67J, the men kissing the men, and the women
the women, in the Lord . So in the Syrian church eaca
takes Mb neighbour's right hand, and gives the salu
tation, " Peace." 27. I charge—OVeeJt, ** I adjure you.
read unto all—viz., publicly in the congregation ax a
particular time. The Greek aorist implies a single act
done at a particular time. The earnestness of his ad
juration implies how solemnly-important lie felt this
divinely-inspired message to be. Also, as this was the
first of the epistles of the New Testament, he make*
this the occasion of a solemn charge, that so its bets*
publicly read should be a sample of what should be
done in the case of the others, just as the Pentateucb
and the Prophets were publicly read under the OJd
Testament, and are still read in the synagogue. CC the
same injunction as to the public reading of the Apoca
lypse, the last of the New Testament canon (Revels
tlon, 1. 3). The "all" includes women and childres.
and especially those who could not read it themsefro
(Deuteronomy, 31. 12; Joshua, fi. 33-35;. What Pan
commands with an adjuration. Home forbids un-ier i
curse. [JiKMiLuJ Though these epistles had di&cul
ties, the laity were all to bear them road ;l Peter. 4. 11;
2 Peter, 3. 10: even the very young. 2 Timothy, l. ii
3. 16}. "Holy" Is omitted before "brethren" in mos?
of the oldest NSS,, though some of them aopport tl
26. [Note, 2 Corinthians, 13. 14.) Paul ends as he be«m&
(ch. l. 1}, with "grace." The oldest MjSS, ccti
"Amen," which probably was the response of u*
church after the public reading of the epistle.

IntraJix'ioA.
2 THESSALONIANS, I.
lutrjdiie'ion.
The Subscription is a comparatively modern addi names of Silas and Timothy (besides Panl). who did
tion. The epistle was not, as it states, written from not join the apostle before he reached the latter city
Athens, but from Corinth ; for it is written in the (Acts, 18. 6).

THE SECOND EPISTLE OF PAUL THE APOSTLE TO THE

THESSALONIANS.
INTRODUCTION.
ITS GENUINENESS is attested by Polycarp {Kpittola ad Philippcnsa, sec. 11), who alludes to eh. 3. 15. Justin Martyr.
Dialog** with Trypkonm (p. 191 38>.allude* to ch. 8 3. Ircoxua (3. ch. 7., sec. £> quote* eh. 8. 8. Clement of Alexandria
qaotcs ch. & 8, as Paul* word* [Stromata L 0., p. CM; Padagogwj 1. 17J. Tertullian ide Resurrectione Carnit, eh. Si) quote*
ch. s. i, s, i* part of Paul's epistle.
DESIGN.—The accounts from Tbessalonioa, after the sending of the first epistle, represented the faith and lore of
the Christians there a* on the increase; and their constancy amldat persecutions unshaken. One error of doctrine, howerer,
resulting in practical evil, had sprung np among them. The apostle's description of Christ's sudden second coming il Theasalonfans, 4. 18, Ac, and 5. 91, and the poMtibility of its being at any time, led them to belleTe it was actually at hand. Borne
professed to know by H the Spirit " (ch. 2. 8) that it was so; and others alleged that Paul had said so when with them. A
letter, too, purporting to be from the apostle to that effect, seems to hare been circulated among them. (That cb. 8. 3
refers to such a spurious letter, rather than to St. Paul's first epistle, appears likely from tbe statement, ch. 3. 17, as to bis
autograph salutation being the mark whereby bis genuine letters might be known.) Hence some neglected their daily
business and threw themselves on the charity of others, as if their sole duty was to wait for tbe oming of the Lord.
This error, therefore, needed rectifying, and forms a leading topic of the second epistle. lie in it tells them (cb. II, that
1-cfore tbe Lord shall come, there must first be a great apottassf, and the ilan of Sin must be revealed; and that the Lord's
sodden coming is no ground for neglecting doily business; that to do so would unly bring scandal on the Church, and was
contrary to bis own practice among them (ch. 3. 7-9). and that tbe faithful must withdraw themselves from such disorderly
professors (cb. 3. 6, 10-18). Thus, there are thru divisions of the epistle: (1.) Ch. 1. 1-12, Commendations of the Theasalonians'
faith, love, and patience, amidst persecutions. (3) Ch. S. 1-17, The error as to the immediate coming of Christ corrected,
and the previous rise and downfall of the Man of Sin foretold. (5.) Ch. 3. 1-16, Exhortations to orderly conduct in their
whole walk, with prayers for them to the God of peace, followed by hie autograph salutation and benediction.
DATE OF WRITING.—As the epistle is written in the joint names or Timothy and Silas, as well as his own. and
aa these were with him whilst at Corinth, and not with him for a long time subsequently to his baring left that city
(cf. Acts, 18. 1% with 19. S3; Indeed, as to Silas, it Is doubtful whether he was ever subsequently with Paul), it follows, tbe
).''tce of writing must have been Corinth, and the date, during the one " year and six months" of his stay there. Acts, 19 1 1
t*i*.. beginning with the autumn of A.D. 63, and ending with the spring of A.D. M), say about six months after his first
epistle, early in A. D. 53.
STYLE.—The style is not different from that of most of Paul's other writings, except in the prophetic portion of
it (cb. 8 MS), which is distinguished from tbem in subject matter. As is usual in his more solemn passages (for instance iu
the denunciatory and prophetic portions of his epistles, *.(/., cf. Colossians, 3. 8. 1G, with v. 3; 1 Corinthians, IS. 31-28. with
e. 8, 9; Romans, L 18, with v. 8, 10), bis diction here is more lofty, abrupt, and elliptical. As the former epistle dwells
mostly on £he second Advent in Its aspect of glory to the sleeping and the living saints (I Tbessalonians, 4. and 5.), so this
r pie tie dwells mostly on it in its aspect of everlasting destruction to tbe wicked and him who shall be tbe final consumma
tion of wickedness, tbe Man of Sin. So far was Paul from labouring under an erroneous impression as to Christ's speedy
coming, when he wrote his first epistle (which rationalists Impute to him), that he bad distinctly told tbem, when be was
with them, the same truths as to the apostasy being about first to arise, which he now insists upon in tbis second epistle
(ch. 8. 3 ■. Several point* of coincidence occur between the two epistles, confirming the genuineness of the latter. Thus, cf.
cb- 3.3, with 1 Thessalonians.S. 15, 16; again, ch. 8. 9, the Man of Sin "coming after the working of Satan,". with l Tbes
salonians, 3. 18; 3 5, where Satan's incipient work as the hindertr of tbe gospel, and the tempter, appears; again, mild leomina is enjoined 1 ThemlonJans, 5. 14 ; but, in this second epistle, when the evil had grown worse, stricter discipline
(ch. a 6, 14): M withdraw from " the " company * of such.
Paul probably visited Thessalonisa on his way to Asia subsequently (Acts, 30. 4), and took with htm thence Aristarchus
and Sectindus, Thessalonians : the former became his " companion in travel," and shared with him hla perils at Ephcsus,
also those of his shipwreck, and was his " fellow-prisoner" at Rome (Acta, 87. 8; Colotrians, 4. 10; rhilemon, SU Accord
ing to tradition be became bishop of Apamea.

CHAPTER I.
Ver. 1-12. Addrehh and Salutation : INTRODUC
tion : tuanksuivino for their growth in faith
and Love, and for their Patience in Persecu
tion*. WHICH ARE A TOKEN FOR GOOD EVERLASTING
TO THEM. AND TOR PERDITION TO THEIR ADVERSA
RIES at Cubist's Coxing: Prater for their Per-

fectiok. 1. in God our Father—still more endearing
than the address, 1 Thessalonians. 1. 1. "in God the
Father." 2. from God oar Father—So some oldest MJSS.
read. Others omit " our." 3.We ate bound—Greek," We
owe it as s> debt" (ch. 2. 13}. They had prayed for the
Thessalonians (1 Thessalonians, 3. 13) that they might
"increase and abound in love;* their prayer having
been heard, it Is a small but aboundeu return for thorn
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to make, to thank God for it. Thus, Paul and his fellow*,
missionaries practise what they preach (1 Thessalo
nians, 6. 18). In l Thessalonians, l. 3, their thanksgiving
was for the Thessalonian "faith, love, and patience:"
here, for their exceeding growth in faith, and for their
charity abounding, meet—richt. " We are bound,''
expresses the duty or thanksgiving from its subjective
side as an inward conviction. " As it is meet," from
the objective side as something answering to the state
of circumstances. (Altokd.] Observe the exact cor
respondence of the prayer (1 Thessalonians. 3. 12, " Tbe
Lord make you to abound in love"; and the answer,
" The love of every one of yon all toward each other
abonndeth" (cf. 1 Thessalonians. 4. 10). 4. glory in yon
—moke oui boast of you, fit*.. Mu. your case." "Our

Thanksgiving for their Growth
2 THEBSALOXIAXS. T.
in Faith and Love.
selves" implies that not merely did they hear others thought. 8. In Aiming fire—Greek* "In flame of fire:"
speaking of the Thessalonians' faith, bat they, the or. as other oldest MSS. read. 4n fire of flame. This
missionaries themselves, boasted of it. < T. 1 Tbes- flame of fire accompanied His manifestation in the
**lonians. 1. 8. wherein the apostle said, their faith was bush (Exodus, 3. 2}; also His giving of the law at
so well known In various places, that he and his fel Sinai Exodus, 10. 18); also it shall accompany His
low-missionaries had no need to speak of it ; bnt here revelation at His advent (Daniel, 7. ft, 10 , symbolising
he says, so abounding is their lore, combined with His own bright glory and His consuming vengeance
faith and patience, that he and his fellow-missionaries against His foes 'Hebrews, 10. 27; 12. 29; 2 Peter, 3. 7. ltf.
themselves, make it a matter of glorying in the various taking—lit., "giviTtg" them. as their portion, "venge
churches elsewhere he was now at Corinth in Achaia, ance.'' know not God—The Gentiles primarily (Psalm
and boasted there of the faith of the Macedonian 79. 6; Galatiana, 4. 8; 1 Thessalonians, 4. 61; not of
churches, 2 Corinthians. 10. 15-17 ; 8. 1. at the same time course those involuntarily not knowing God. but those
giving the glory to the Lord), not only looking forward wilfully not knowing Him, as Pharaoh, who might
to glorying thereat at Christ's coming [1 Thessalonians, have known God if he would, but who boasted "1
3. 19), but doing so even now. patience—In 1 Thessa know not the Lord* (Exodus, 6. 2); and as the heathen
lonians. 1. 3, " patience of hope." Here hope is tacitly persecutors who might have known God by the preach
implied as the ground of their patience ; v. 6. 7, state ing of those whom they persecuted. Secondarily, all
the object of their hope, viz., the kingdom for which who " profess to know God but in works deny Him"
they suffer, tribulations — tit, pressures. The Jews (Titus, 1. 16). obey not the gospel—Primarily the un
were the instigators of the populace and of the magi believing Jews (Romans, 10. s, 16). Secondarily, all who
strates against Christians [Acts, 17. 6. 8:. which ye endure obey not the truth .Romans, 2. 8). Christ—Omitted by
—Greek, "are now) enduring." 5. Which—Your en some of the oldest MSS., and retained by others. 9.
during these tribulations Is ** a token of the righteous Who—Greek, " Persons who," Ac. destruction frvni the
judgment of God," manifested in your being enabled preience of the Lord—driven far from His presence.
to endure them, and in your adversaries thereby [Alford.] The sentence emanating from H%m in
filling up the measure of their guilt. The judgment is person, sitting as Judge [BtKGsxl.and dnrinij thrr*
even now begun, but its consummation will be at the far from Him Matthew. 25. 41; Revelation, fi. le ; 12
Lord's coming. David : Psalm 73. 1-14) and Jeremiah 14; cf. 1 Peter, 3. 12; Isaiah, 2. 10, 19). " The presence of
(12. 1-4 were perplexed at the wicked prospering and the Lord" Is the source whence the sentence got*
the godly suffering. But Paul, by the light of the New forth; "the glory of His power" is the instramekt
Testament, makes this very fact a matter of consola whereby the sentence is carried into execution.
tion. It is a proof (so the Greek) of the future judg [Edmunds. 1 But Axjtobd better interprets the latter
ment, which will set to rights the anomalies of the clause (see v, 10 , driven " from the manifestation of
present state, by rewarding the now Buffering saint, and His power in the glorification of his saints.'' (tt«
by punishing the persecutor. And even now " the out from the presence of the Lord is the idea at the
Judge of all the earth does right" Genesis. 18. 26'; for root of eternal death; the law of evil left to its unre
the godly are in themselves sinful and need chastise stricted working, without one counteracting influence
ment to amend them. What they suffer unjustly at of the presence of God, who Is the source of ail light
the hands of cruel men they suffer justly at the bands and holiness (Isaiah, 66. 24 ; Mark, 9. 44;. 10 " Wots
of God: and they have their evil things here that they He shall have come." glorified in his saints—as the
may escape condemnation with the world and have element and mirror in which His glory shall shine
their good things hereafter (Luke. 16. 26; 1 Corinthians, brightly {John, 17. 10}. admired in all them tnat bettrvt
11. 32). [Kdmltnds.] that ye may be counted worthy "Greek," them that believed" Once tbey believed. now
—expressing the purpose of God's "righteous judg they sec: they had taken His word on trust. Now His
ment" as regards you. for which—Greek, " in behalf word Is made good and they need faith no longer.
of which ye are also suffering" (cf. Acts, 6. 41; 0. 16; With uxm^ all celestial inteUigenc*s{Ephe«iaris, 3 i<>
Philipplans, l. 29). "Worthy" implies that, though shall see and admire the Redeemer on account of the
men are justified by faith, they shall be judged *' ac excellencies which He has wrought In them, beeasse.
cording to their works" (Revelation, 20. 12; cf. 1 Thes Ac. — Supply for the sense, among whom ,ru„ those
salonians. 2. 12; 1 Peter. 1. 6, 7 ; Revelation. 20. 4). The who shall be found to have believed; you, too, snail
"also" implies the connection between the suffering be; "because our testimony unto (so the Greek for
for the kingdom and being counted worthy of it. Cf. 'among'/ you was believed" (and was not rejected as
Romans. 8. 17, 18. 0. Seeing (that) it is a righteous thins; by those "who obey not the gospel," e. S). The ear?
—This justifies the assertion above of there being a preaching of the gospel was not abstract discussions,
"righteous judgment" (v. ft), viz." seeing that it Is (lit, but a testimony to facts and truths experimental^
' if at least. " \f at alt events it is?) a righteous thing with known (Luke, 24. 48; Acts, 1. 8). Faith is defined 1?
(i.e.. In the estimation of) God" (which, as we ail feel, Bp. Pearson as "an assent unto train*, credible upee
it certainly is1. Our own innate feeling of what is just, the testimony of God, delivered unto us by the apt.au>>
in this confirms what is revealed, recompense—reunite and prophets" (originally delivering their testitnGBj
in kind, viz., tribulation to them that trouble you orally, but now In their writings.1. "Glorified in Hu
(affliction to those that afflict you); and to you who are saints" reminds us that fioUness is glory in the bad.
troubled, rest from trouble. 7. rest—governed by "to glory Is holiness manifested, 11. Wherefore — Grwt,
recompense'' (v. 6). The Oreek is lit. relaxation: " With a view to which," viz.. His glorification in you
loosening of the tension which had preceded ; relaxing as His saints, also—We not only anticipate the con
at the strings of endurance now so tightly drawn. The ing glorification of our Lord in His saints, bnt v* ate
Greek word for " rest," Matthew. 11. 28, is distinct, viz., pray concerning (so the Greek) you. our God—whom
cessation from labour. Also, Hebrews, 4. 9, "A keep- we serve, count yon worthy—The prominent positro
ing of Sabbath." with ui — viz., Paul. Silas, and of the "you" in the Greek makes it the emphatic
Timothy, the writers, who are troubled like your word of the sentence. May you be found among the
selves, when—at the time when, Ac, not sooner, not saints whom God shall count worthy of their ^*»i|y
later, with his mighty angels—rather as the Greek, {Ephesiana. 4. 11 1 There is no dignity in ns indepen
" with the angels of His might." or "power," i.e., the dent of God's calling of us (2 Timothy, l. 9). The caS~
angels who are the ministers by whom He makes His ing here is not merely the first actual call, but the
might to be recognised (Matthew, 13. 41, 42}. It Is not whole of God's electing act, originating in His "pur
thevr might, but His might, which is the prominent pose of grace given us in Christ before the
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began," and having its consummation in glory, the
good pleasure o£. Arc—on the part of God. (Benuel.)
faith— on your put. Ai.fokd refers the former clause,
"good pleasure," &c, also to man, arguing that the
Greek for ooodness is never applied to God, and translate*. "All [i.«.. every possible] right purpose of good
ness." Waul, "All meetness of goodness.'* i.e., im
part In full to you all the refreshing delights of goodneat. I think that, as in the previous and parallel
clause, "calling' refers to Goo's purpose; and as the
Greek for "good pleasure" mostly is used of God, we
ought to tranetate, " fulfil (His) every gracious purpose
of goodness'* ion your part), i.e., fully perfect in you
all goodness according to Bis gracious purpose. Thus,
" the grace of our God," v. 12, corresponds to God's
"good pleasure * here, which confirms the English
Version, just as " the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ"
is parallel to " work of faith," as Christ especially is
the object of faith. " The work of faith;" Greek, " (no
article : supply from the previous clause all) work of
faith;" faith manifested by work, which is its per
fected development (James, l. 4; cf. Note, 1 Tbessalonlans, 1. 3). Working reality of faith, with power
—Greek, " in power," ijt., " powerfully fulfil in you"
iColossians, 1. 11}. 12. the same of our Lord Jesus—
Our Lord Jesus in Bis manifested personality as the
God-man. in you. sad ye in him—reciprocal glorifica
tion; cf. Isaiah. 28. 6, "The Lord of hosts shall be.. .a
crown of glory ami. ..a diadem of beauty unto...His
people.'* with Isaiah, 62. 3. " Thou (Zionj ahalt be a
crown of glory In the hand of the Lord, and a royal
diadem," Arc John, 21. 19; Galatiaus. 1. 24; 1 Fetor,
4. 14J. The believer's graces redound to Christ's glory,
and His glory, as their Head, reflects glory on them
m the members, the grace of our God and the Lsrd Jesus
Christ—There is but one Greek article to both, imply
ing the inseparable oneness of God and the Lord Jesus.
CHAPTER II .
Ver. 1-17. Correction or their Error as to
Cbejst'b Immediate Coming. Tun Apostasy that
must Precede it. Exhortation to Steufastness,
introduced with thanksgiving tor their
Election by Gox>. 1. How—rather, "But:" marking
the transition from his prayers for them to entreaties
to them, we beseech you—or " entreat you." He uses
affectionate entreaty to win them over to the riant
view, rather than stern reproof, by—rather, " with
respect to:" as the Greek for "of" (2 Corinthians, l. 6).
oar gathering together unto him—the consummating or
final gathering together of the saints to Him at His
coming, as announced, Matthew, 24. 31; 1 Thessalouians, 4. 17. The Greek noun is nowhere else found
except Hebrews, 10. 26, said of the assembling together
of believers for congregational worship. Our instinc
tive feara of the judgment are dispelled by the thought
of being gathered together unto Him ("even as the
hen galhereth her chickens under her wings"), which
ensures our safety. 3. soon—on trifling grounds, with
out due consideration, shaken—fit., tossed as ships
tossed by an agitated sea. Cf. for the same image,
Ephesians, 4. 14. in mind—rather as the Greek, "from
your mind," i.e., from your mental stedfastness on the
subject, troubled— This verb applies to emotional
agitation; as " shaken" to intellectual, by spirit—by a
person professing to have the spirit of prophecy :i Co
rinthians, i& S-10; l John. 4. 1-3). The Thessalonians
had been warned (1 Thessalonians, 5. 20, 21) to " prove"
such professed prophesyings, and to "hold fast (only)
that which is good." by word—cj mouth let v. 6,l$:some
word, or saying alleged to be that of St. Paul, orally
communicated. If oral tradition was liable to such
perversion in the apostolic age (cf. a similar instance,
John, 21. 23;. how much more in our age ! by letter as
from ui—purporting to be from us. whereas it is a
forgery. Hence he gives a test by which to know his
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genuine letters (ch. 3. 17). day of Christ—The oldest
MSS. read, " day of the Lord." is at band—rather, " is
immediately imminent." lit," is present:" " is instantly
coming." Christ and His apostles always taught that
the day of the Lord's coming is at hand; and it is not
likely that Paul would imply anything contrary here :
what he denies is, that it is so immediately imminent,
instant, or present, as to justify the neglect of every
day worldly duties. Chrysostom, and after him
Alford, translates, "Is [already] present" (cf.
2 Timothy, 2. 18, a kindred error). But In 2 Timothy,
3. l, the same Greek verb is translated "come." Wabl
supports this view. The Greek is usually used of actual
presence; but Is quite susceptible of the translation,
" is all but present." 3. by any mesas—Greek, " in any
manner." Christ, in Matthew, 24. 4, gives the same
warning in connexion with the same event. He had in
dicated three ways (t>. 2j in which they might be de
ceived (cf. other ways, v. 0, and Matthew. 24. a, 24). a
falling away— rather as the Greek, "the falling away,''
or " apostasy," viz., the one of which " I told you" before
(v. 6), " when I was yet with you," and of which the
Lord gave some intimation (Matthew, 24. 10-12; John,
5. 43). that man of nu be revealed—The Greek order
is, "And there have been revealed the man of sin."
As Christ was first in mystery, ild& afterwards revealed
l Timothy, 3. 16), so Antichrist (the term used 1 John,
2. 18; 4. 3) is first In mystery, and afterwards shall be
developed and revealed i». 7-0). As righteousness
found its embodiment in Christ, "the Lord our right
eousness," so " sin" shall have its embodiment in " the
man of sin." The hindering power meanwhile restrains
its manifestation: when that shall be removed, then
this manifestation shall take place. The articles, " the
apostasy," and " the man of sin." may also refer to their
being well known o« foretold by Daniel, 7. 8, 25, " the
little horn speaking great words against the Most
High, and thinking to change times and laws;* and
11. 30. the wilful king who "shall exalt and magnify
himself above every God, and shall speak marvellous
things against the God of gods; neither shall he regard
any God." the son of perdition—a title applied besides
to Judas the traitor, John, 17. 12,. and to none else.
Antichrist (the second "beast" coming up out of the
earth) therefore shall at first be " like a lamb, whilst
he speaks as a dragon " (Revelation, 13. 11) : " coming
In peaceably and by flatteries,'* "working deceitfully,'*
but " his heart shall be against the holy covenant"
.Daniel, 11. 21,23. 2s 30). Seeds of "the falling away"
soon appeared (l Timothy, 4. 1-3), but the full develop
ment and concentration of these anti-Christian ele
ments in one person are stiil to appear. Contrast the
King of Zion's coming as Jesus : (U Righteous or
just; (2.) having salvation; .3.) lowly: whereas Anti
christ is (l.) "The man of (the embodiment of) sin;"
1 2.) the son of perdition; (3.? exalting himself above all
that is worshipped. He is the son of perdition, as con
signing many to it, and finally doomed to it himself
(Revelation, 17. 8, 11). " He whose essence and inherit
ance is perdition." [Alford.] As " the kingdom of
heaven " Is first brought before us In the abstract,
then in the concrete, the King, the Lord Jesus ; so
here, first we have (v. 7) "the mystery of iniquity,'
then "the iniquitous one" (r. 8). Doubtless "the
apostasy " of Romanism (the abstract) Is one of the
greatest instances of the working of the mystery of
iniquity, and its blasphemous claims for the Pope
(the concrete: are forerunners of the final concentra
tion of blasphemy in the man of sin, who shall not
merely, as the Pope, usurp God's honour as vicegerent
of God, but oppose God openly at last. 4. Daniel. U.
30,37, is here referred to. The words used there as to
Aotiochus Epiphanes. St. Paul implies, shall even be
more applicable to the man of sin, who is the Piew
! Testament actnal Antichrist, as Antiochus was the
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Old Testament typical Antichrist. Tbe previous
world-kingdoms had each one extraordinary person as
its representative head and embodiment (thus Babylon
had Nebuchadnezzar, Daniel, 2. 3$. end ; Medo-Persla
had Cyrus: Greece had Alexander, and Antiochus
Kpipbanes. the forerunner of Antichrist); so tbe fourth
and last world -kingdom, under which we now live, shall
have one final head, the concentrated embodiment of
all the sin and lawless iniquity which have been in
Pagan and Papal Rome. Rome's final phase will pro
bably be an unholy alliance between idolatrous super
stition and godless infidelity. Who opposeth and exdteih
himself—There Is but one Greek article to both parti
ciples, implying that the reason why he opposeth him
self is in order that he may exalt himself above, Ac.
Alford takes the former clause absolutely, " He that
withstands ,Christ!." i.e , Antichrist (1 John, 2. 18).
As at the conclusion of the Old Testament period,
Israel apostate allied itself with the heathen worldpower actiinf.t Jesus and His apostles (Luke, 23. 12;
and at Thessalonica, Acts. 17. &-9J, and was in right
eous retribution punished by the instrumentality of the
world-power itself (Jerusalem being destroyed by
Rome), Daniel, 9. 20. 27; so the degenerate church (be
come an " harlot"), allying Itself with the godless worldpower (the " beast" of Revelation! against vital religion
(i.e.. the harlot sitting on the beast), shall be judged
by that world-power which shall be finally embodied
in Antichrist Zechariah, 13. 8, 9; 1*. 2; Revelation.
17. 16. 17). in this early epistle, the apostate Jewish
church as the harlot, and Pagan Rome as tbe beast,
form the historical background on which Paul draws
his prophetic sketch of the apostasy. In the pastoral
epistles, which were later, this prophecy appears in
connexion with/Gnosticism, which had at that time in
fected th« church. The harlot (the apostate church) is
first to be judged by the beast (tbe world-power} and its
kings iKevelation, 17. 10); and afterwards the beasts and
their allies (with the personal Antichrist at their head,
who seems to rise after the judgment on the harlot,
or apostate church) shall be judged by the coming of
Jesus Himself (Revelation. 10. *.oj. Anti-Christian
tendencies produce different Antichrists: these separate
Antichrists shall hereafter find their consummation in
an individual exceeding them all in the intensity of his
evil character. IAcbsbxen.] But judgment soon
overtakes him. He is necessarily a child <\ftUath% im
mediately after bis ascent as the beast out of the bottomless pit going into perdition (Revelation, 17. 8, 11).
idolatry of self, spiritual pride, and rebellion against
taxi, are his characteristics: as Christ-worship, humi
lity, and dependence on God, characterize Christianity.
He not merely assumes Christ's character (as the "false
ChrlsU,'* Matthew. 24. 24/. but " opposes " Christ. The
Greek Implies one situated on an opposite side (cf.
l John, 2. 22; 2 John, 7;. One who, on the destruction
of every religion, shall seek to establish his own throne,
and for God's great truth. "God Is man," to substitute
his own He. " Alan is God." [Tuench ] above all that
is called Ocd— (l Corinthians, 8. 6.) The Pope (for In
stance, Clement VL) has even commanded the angels
to admit into Paradise, without the alleged pains of
purgatory, certain souls. But still this is only a foresliadowing of the Antichrist, who will not, as the Pope,
act in God's name, but against God. or that is wor
shipped—Rome here again gives a presage of Antichrist.
The Greek Is Sebasma; and Sebastus is the Greek lor
Augustus, who was worshipped as the secular ruler
and divine vicegerent. The Papacy has risen on the
overthrow of Cesar's power. Antichrist shall exalt
himself above every object of worship, whether on earth
as the Cesar, or in heaven as God. The various pre*
figurations of Antichrist, Mahomet, Rome. Napoleon,
and modern infidel secularism, contain only some, not
ail, his characteristics. It la the union of ail in some
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one person that shall form the full Antichrist, u
union In one Person, Jesus, of all the types and <
phecies constituted the full Christ. (Olmhauskk.)
the temple of God... that he is God—" He will reign s u
times, and half a time* (Daniel. 7. 25 , i.e.. three u
half years, and will sit inthe temple at Jerusalem; \
the Lord shall come from heaven and cast him into
lake of fire, and shall bring to the saints the time
their reigning, the seventh day of hallowed rest,
give to Abraham the promised Inheritance." [Iris.
adtersus Hoerests, 30. 4.J showing himself— with 1
phemoui and arrogant display >cf. a type. Acts
21-23). The earliest fathers unanimously looked t
personal Antichrist. Two objections exist to Ron
ism being regarded the Antichrist, though prota
Romanism will have its culmination in him : :1 1
far is Romanism from opposing all that is called t
that adoration of gods and lords many tUe Vis
Mary snd saints) Is a leading feature in it; ft.
Papacy has existed for more than twelve centuries, ■
yet Christ Is not come, whereas the prophecy rags
the final Antichrist as short-lived, and sooa gc
to perdition through tbe coming of Christ tfievelatl
17. 8, 11). Gregory the Great declared against the pt
arch of Constantinople, that whosoever should asn
the title of "universal bishop" would be" the forenn
of Antichrist/ The Papacy fulfilled this his u
signed prophecy. The Pope has been c-UieU by
followers. " Our Lord God the Poper And At his
auguration in St. Peter's, seated in his ch air upon
high altar, which is treated as his foot*tooL he
vividly foreshadowed him who "exiiteth ntn
above aU that is called God." An objection fata
interpreting the temple of God here as the dttcrot A
rinthians, 3. lfl. 17; 6. 19) is, tbe apostle would se
designate the apostate anti-Christian chnrch "
temple of God." It is likely that, as M&sciah wsj
vealed among the Jews at Jerusalem, so anti-Mess
shall appear among them when restored to their o
land, and after they have rebuilt their temple erf Jm
salem. Thus Daniel. 11. 41, 45 (see my notes ttwr
corresponds," He shall enter the eloriou* land tJude
and he shall plant the tabernacles of his palaces 1
tween the seas In the glorious holy nwmmtamz'm
then (Daniel. 12. 1) ''Michael, the great prince, at
stand up ' to deliver God's people. Ct Xets, Dan.
9. 26, 27. Also the king of Assyria, type of Antichi
Isaiah. 14. 12-14). "Lucifer* (a title of Messiah,
sumed by Antichrist, Revelation. 22. 16? : ** I will ta
my throne above the stars of God." " I will att nj
the mount of the congregation ii.e., God's pJaec
meeting His people of old. the temple1, in the sidn
the north (Psalm 48. 2); I will be like the Most Hie
Revelation, 11. 1, 2. "Tbe temple of God...the h
city" (viz., Jerusalem, Matthew. 4. fi>. etf. Psalm
18, 29, referring to a period since Christ's ascesai
therefore not yet fulfilled (Isaiah. 2. 1-3; EsekieL c
40.-44.; Zechariah, 14. 16-20; Malachi. j. \). "*1b1
temple of God," implies that it Is an internat, net
external, enemy which shall assail the church. Aj
christ shall, the first three and a half years of the p
phetical week, keep the covenant, then break it a
usurp Divine honours in the midst of the w>
Some think Antichrist will be a J ew. At all evecta
will, "by flatteries," bring many, not only of the in
tiles, but also of " the tribes'* of Israel ;«o the </r*esi
" kindreds,'' Revelation, 1L 8, 9}, to own him at thi
long-looked-for Messiah, in the same "city whtrv -i
Lord was crucified." "Sitteth" here implies his .
cupyfng the place of power and majesty: in oppasaii
to Him who " silteth on tbe right hand of the maw* •-*
on high" (Hebrews, l. 3). and who shall come to *~ •*
there where tbe usurper bad sat : Matthew. IS. '\
; Xote, Daniel. 9. 87; Revelation, n. i. J. * U- ^
1 Ezekiel. 23. 2. 3, 6, y. lit. 13. 14, 16. as to Tyre, the typ*
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Man of Sin.
Antichrist, characterized by similar blasphemous Zechariah, 3. 'J. 10). " Wickedness' [transi.ated by the
arrogance. 5. Remember. &c—Confuting those who rt- LXX. by the same Greek, meaning " lawlessness."
present Paul as having laboured tinder error as to which St. Paul employs here), embodied there as a
Christ's immediate cumins;, when writing his first woman, answers to "the mystery of iniquity," here
epistle, and as now correcting that error. I told you— embodied finally in "the man of sin:" as the former
more than once, lit, " I was telling," or " used to tell.'' was ultimately banished for ever from the Holy land to
6. now ye know—by my having told you. The power her own congenial soil, Babylon, so Iniquity and the
mast hare been one "known" to the Thessalonians. man of sin shall fall before Michael and the Lord
what witbholdoTh—that which holds him back; "keeps Himself, who shall appear as the Deliverer of His
him in check:" the power that has restrained the man people (Daniel, 12. 1-3; Zechariah, 14. 3-9). Cf. Matthew,
of ain from his full and final development, is the moral 12. 43, The Jewish nation dispossessed of the evil spirit,
and conservative influence of political states {.Olsuau- the demon of idolatry being cast out through the
sex]: the fabric of human polity as a coercive power; Babylonian captivity, receives ultimately a worse form
as " be who now letteth" refers to those who rule that of the evil spirit, Christ- opposing self-righteousness.
polity by which the great upburstingof godle&sness is Also, the Christian church in course of time taken
kept down. (Alford 1 The "what withholdeth" possession of by the demon of Romish idolatry, then
refers to the general hindrance; "he who now letteth," dispossessed of it by the Reformation, then its house
to the person in whom that hindrance is summed up. "garnished" by hypocrisy, secularity. and rationalism,
Romanism, as a forerunner of Antichrist, was thus kept but "swept empty" of living faith, then finally
in check by the Roman Emperor ithe then representa apostatising and repossessed by "the man of sin."
tive of the coercive power! until Coostantine. having and outwardly destroyed for a brief time {though even
removed the seat of empire to Constantinople, the then Christ shall have witnesses for him among both
Roman Bishop by degrees first raised himself to pre the Jews, Zechariah, 13. 9, and Gentiles, Matthew, i&.
cedency, then to primacy, and then to sole empire above 20). when Christ shall suddenly come (Daniel, 11. 32-16;
the secular power. The historical fact from which Luke, 18. 7.6). already— (3 John. 0. iO;Colosslans.a. 18-23;
Paul starts in Ms prediction, was probably the emperor 1 Timothy, 4. D—cf." even now already" il John. 2. 18;
Claudius' expulsion of the Jews, the representative of 4. 3) as distinguished from " in his own time" of being
the anti-CUristian adversary in Paul's day, from Rome, revealed hereafter. Antiquity, it appears from hence,
thus "withholding* them in some degree in their is not a justification for unscripturol usages or do-ma,
attacks on Christianity; this suggested the principle since these were " already," even in Paul's time, begin
holding good to the end of time, and about to find its ning to spring up: the written word is the only sure
final fulfilment in the removal of the withholdingperson test. " Judaism infecting Christianity is the fuel ; the
or authority, whereupon Antichrist in his worst shape mystery of iniquity is the spark." " It is one and the
ihall start up. thkt he might be—Greek, " in order same impurity diffusing itself over many ages."
thatf ye know that which keeps him back, in God's [Bekgel.1 only he who now letteth will let—The italic
purposes, from being sooner manifested," in order that ised words are not in the Greek. Therefore translate
he nutj be revealed in his own time" (i.e., the time ap- rather, "Only {i.e., the continuance of the mystekv oj
pointed by God to him as his proper time for being iniquity-working will be only) until he who now withmanifested), not sooner (cf. Daniel, 11.36). The removal holdeth (the same Greek as in v. 6) be taken out of the
of the withholding power will be when the civil polity, way." "Only {waiting, Hebrews, 10. 13/ until he," £c.
derived from the Roman empire, which is to be, in its Then it will work no longer in mystery, but in open
hut form, divided into ten kingdoms (Revelation, manifestation. 8. Translate, " The lawless one ;" the
17. 3, 11-13). sliall. with its leading representative head embodiment of all the godless "lawlessness" which
for the time being (" he who now letteth," Greek" with- has been woikinglu "mystery" forages (e. 7): "* the man
holdeth," as in v. 6), yield to the prevalent godless of sin" (p. 3). whom the Lord—Some of the oldest MSS.
"lawlessness'' with "the lawless one" as its embodi read, "the Lord Jesus." How awlul that Ha whose
ment. The elect church and the Spirit cannot well be, very name means God-Saviour, should appear as the
as Dk Burgh suggests, the withholding power meant; Destroyer ; but the saltation of the Church requires
for both shall never be wholly " taken out of the way " the destruction of her foe. As the reign of Israel iu
(Matthew, 2S. 20). However, the testimony of the elect Canaan was ushered in by judgments on the nations for
chunh, and the Spirit in her, are the great hindrance apostasy (for the Canaanltes were originally worship
to the rise of the apostasy; and it is possible that, pers of the true God ; thus Melchisedek. king of Salem,
though the Lord shall have a faithful few even then, was the " priest of the most high God." Genesis, 14. 18:
yet the full energy of the Spirit in the visible church, Ammon and Moab came from righteous Lot), so the
counteracting the energy or " working" of " the mystery Son of David's reign in Zion and over the whole earth,
of Lawlessness" by the testimony of the elect, shall is to be ushered in by judgments on the apostate Chris
> : i ve been so far " taken out of the way," or set aside, tian world. ccQ6ame...*nd ..desiroy—So Daniel, 7. 20.
as to admit the manifestation of *' the lawless one f and "consume and destroy;'" Daniel. 11. 45. He shall
so Da- BuBuu'tJ view may be right (Luke, 18. 8; Revela "consume" him by His mere breath (Isaiah, 11. 4;
tion, 11. 3-12). This was a power of which the Theasalc- 30. 33); the sentence of judgment being the sharp avord
uians might easily " know" through Paul's Instruction. that goeth out of His mouth (Revelation, 10. 15, 21).
7. the mystery of iniquity — the counterwork to "the Antichrist's manifestation and destruction ore declared
mystery of godliness'' (t Timothy, 3. 16). Anti-Chris in the same breath; at his greatest height he Is nearest
tianity latently working, as distinguished from Its final his fall, like Herod his type (Isaiah, l. 24-^7: Acts, 12.
open manifestation. "Mystery" in Scripture means, 20-23). As the advancing fire, whilst still at a distance
not what remains always a secret, but that which is consumes little insects ICobysostom 1 by its mere heat,
for sv while hidden, but in due time manifested (cf. so Christ's mere approach Is enough to consume anti
Ephesians, 3. 4, 6). Satan will resort to a mode of op christ. The mere "appearance of the coming* of the
position more conformed to the then imminent Lord of glory Is sufficient to show to antichrist his
*• appearing' and " presence" of the Saviour, and will perfect nothingness. He is seised and " cast alive into
anticipate film with a last effort to maintain the the lake of fire" (Revelation, 19. 2u). So the world*
dominion of the world ! I>k Bu&oh], just as at His kingdoms, and the kingdom of the beast, give place
first advent he rushed into open opposition, by taking to that of the Son of man and His saints. The Greek
possession of the bodies of men. " Iniquity," Greek, for " destroy" means " abolish" (the same Greek is so
laKtesmtu; defiant rejection of God's law (cf, Acts, tnutltafctf, % Timothy* 1. X9t; *,#.. CS.UIV eyery vestige of
all
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Alan, of Sin.
turn to disappear. CI. as to Gog attacking Israel and 34-26, 28i. They first cast otf the love of the truth, then
destroyed by Jehovah '.Ezekiel, 38. and 30.), so as not God gives them up to Satan's delusions, then they
to leave a vestige of biro, with the brightness of bis settle down into H believing the lie f an awful climax
taming—Greek. " the manifestation (or appearance, of (I Kings, 22. 22, 23: Ezekiel, 14. 0; Job, 12. IS; Matthew.
His presence f the first outburst of His advent—the 24. 6. 11; 1 Timothy, 4. 1). strong delusion— Greek, "tlu
first gleam of His presence—is enough to abolish utterly powerful working of error' answering to the energis
ail traces of antichrist, as darkness disappears before ing " working of Satan" iv, 0); the same expression as
the dawning day. Next, his adherents are " slain with is applied to the Holy Ghost's operation in believers:
the sword out of bis mouth" (Revelation, 10. 21). "powerful" or "effectual .energising working* .Ephe
Bckgel's distinction between " the appearance of His sians, 1. 19). believe a Ue—rather " the lie" which anti
coming" and the "coming" itself is not justified by christ tells them, appealing to bis miracles as proofs
1 Timothy. 0. 14; 3 Timothy, 1. 10; 4. 1. S; Titus, 3. 13, of it (v. 0). 12. they all.. .damned—rather as Greek," that
where the same Greek for appearing [English Version, ail," to. He here states the general proposition which
here "the brightness"; plainly refers to the coming applies specially to antichrist's adherents. Not all in
itself. The expression, "manifestation (appearing) of the Church of Rome, or other anti- Christian systems,
Hi* presence," is used in awful contrast to the revela shall be damned, but only " all who believed not tie
tion of the wicked one In the beginning of the verse. truth" when offered to them, " but had pleasure ia un
9 whose coming—The same Gi ck as was used for the righteousness" (Romans, L 32; 2. 8*. Love of untightLord's coming [v. 8), or personal " presence." is—in its eousness being the great obstacle to bettering the truth
essential character, after—accordvi'j lo the working 13. But—In delightful contrast to the damnation of the
("enemy") of Satan, as opposed to the energy or work lost (v. 12) stands the " salvation * of Paul's converts.
ing of the Holy Spirit in the Church {Sole, Ephesians, are bound—in duty ich.1.3). thanks to God—not to our
1. 19). As Christ is related to God, so is antichrist to selves, your ministers, nor to you, our converts, be
Satan, his visible embodiment and manifestation: Satan loved of the Lord—Jesus ^Romans, 8. 37; Galatians. 2, »;
works through him. Revelation, 13. 2, "The dragon Ephesians, S. 2. 26). Elsewhere God the Father is said
gave hlra ,'the beastj his power., .seat... great authority." to love us [v. IS; John, 3. 16; Ephesians. 2. 4; Colaslying wonders—lit., "wonders" or "prodigies of false elans, 3, 12). Therefore Jesus and the Father are one.
hood." His "power, signs, and wonders," all have from the beginning—" before the foundation of the
falsehood for their base, essence, and aim John, 6. 41}. world" (Ephesians, L 4; cf. 1 Corinthians, 2. 7;
( Alfobd. 1 In Matthew. 24. 24, Jesus implies that the 2 Timothy, 1. 0); in contrast to those that shall " wor
miracles shall be real, though demonic, such mysteri ship the beast, whose names are not written in the
ous effects of the powers of darkness, as we read of in book of Ufe of the Lamb slain from the foundaiioa oi
the case of the Egyptian sorcerers, not such as Jesus the world" Revelation, 13. 8). Some of the oldest MSS
performed in their character, power, or aim; for they read as English Version, but other oldest MSS. and
are against the revealed Word, and therefore not to Vulgate read, "as first-fruits." The Theesaloniai><
he accepted as evidences of truth; nay, on the authority were among the first converts in Europe (cf. Romans,
of that sure Word of prophecy here, and Matthew, 10. 0; l Corinthians, 16. lfi). In a more general sense,
24. 24). to be known and rejected as wrought in support it occure in James. 1. 18; Revelation, 14. 4; so I under
of falsehood [Deuteronomy. 13. 1-3, 6; Galatlans, 1. 8, 0; stand it here Including the more restricted sense,
Revelation. 13. 11-15; 10. SO). The same three Greek chosen you—The Greek is not the ordinary word for
words occur for miracles of Jesus (Acts. 2. 22, and He " elected," implying His eternal selection; but taken
brews, 2. 4 ; showing that as the Egyptian magician for Himself, implying His having adopted them in His
Imitated Moses 2 Timothy. 3. i-\. so antichrist tries eternal purpose. It is found in the LAX. (Deuter
to imitate Christ's works as a "sign," or proof of onomy, 7. 7; 10. 15). through — rather as Greek, "is
divinity. 10. deceivableaess—rather as Greek, "deceit sanctification" as the element In which the choice U>
of (to promote} unrighteousness'' (t>. 12). in—The oldest sulcatum had place (cf. 1 Peter, 1. 2), standing in con
MBS. and versions omit " in." Translate. " Unto them trast to the " unrighteousness," the element In which
that are i*erUliing" (2 Corinthians, 8. 16, 16; 4. 3): the antichrist's followers are given over by God to damna
victims of him whose very name describes his perish tion iv. 12). of the Spirit—wrought by the Spirit who
ing nature, *' the son of perdition;" in contrast to you sanctifies all the elect people of God, first by eternally
whom (v. 13) "God hath from the beginning chosen to consecrating them to perfect holiness in Christ, one*
salvation through sanctijicaiton of the Spirit and belief for all, next by progressively imparting it. belief of ilof the truth." because— fit., "in requital for;" in just truth—contrasted with " believed not the truth" £«. IS.
retribution for their having no love for the truth which 14. you—The oldest MBS. read, *' us," by our gospe*—
was within their reach (on account of its putting a '* through" the gospel which we preach. to,„.giory—is
check on their bad passions), and for their having v. 13, it was " salvation," i.e.. deliverance from slier.:
pleasure in unrighteousness" [p. 12; Romans, 1. IS) ; they of body and soul (l Tbessalonians, 5. 0} ; here is u
are lost because they loved not. but rejected, the truth positive good, even "glory," and that "the glory of
which would have saved them, received not—Greek. our Lord Jesus" Himself, which believers are privi
" welcomed not;' admitted it not cordially, love of the leged to share with Him (John, 17. 22, 24; Romans, i
truth—not merely love of frutft, but love of tuk truth 17, 29; 2 Timothy. 2. 10). 16. Therefore—God's aovereW*
(and of Jesus who is the Truth, in opposition to Satan's choice of believers, so far from being a ground l\.
" lie," v. o. 11; John. 8. 42-44), can sace .Ephesians. 4. 21). inaction on their part, is the strongest incentive to
We are required not merely to assent to. but to lore the action and perseverance In it. Cf. the argument
truth (Psalm 118. 97). The Jews rejected Hun who came Philippians, 2. 12, 13, "Work out your own s&lvariaa.
In His Divine Father's name; they will receive anti tor it is God which worketh tu you." tec. We canto
christ coining in his own name (John, 5. 43;. Their fully explain this in theory; but to the sincere aci
pleasant sin shall prove their terrible scourge. 11. tu humble, the practical acting on the principle is plain.
this canst— Because " they received uot the love of the "Privilege first, duty afterwards." IEdmund-sJ eu*-.'
truth." The best safeguard against error Is " the love fast—so as not to be " shaken or troubled" \v. a?, bod
of the truth." shall send—Greek, " sends," or " is send —so as not to let go. Adding nothing, subtractis;
ing;" the "delusion" is already beginning. God nothing. (Bf.noel.) The Tbessalonians had not hell
Judicially sends hardness of heart on those who have fast his oral instructions, but bad suffered thernserrc»
rejected the troth, and gives them up in righteous judg to be imposed upon by pretended spirit-revelations.
ment tu SaUn'6 delusiuus Jsalah, c, o, io; Romaus, l. ami words and letters pretending to be from Paul v. t,
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Paul ask* their Prawn.
to the effect that "the day of the Lord was Instantly as worldly consolations in trials (Romans, 8. 38. 39J.
imminent." tradition!—truths delivered and (tom*- This for all time present, and then "good hope" for
uiitied orally, or In writing (cb. 3. 8; 1 Corinthians, the future. [Alford.] through gTRce—rather as Oretk,
il. S, Greek," traditions";. The Greek verb from which "in grace?' to be joined to "hath given." Grace is
t he noun comes, is used by Paul l Corinthian.?, 11. 21; the element in which the gift was made, comfort yonr
15. S, From the three passages in which " tradition" is hearts—unsettled as you have been through those who
used in a good sense. Borne has argued for her ac- announced the immediate coming of the Lord, good
■ emulation of univsj>ired traditions, virtually over word and work—The oldest MSS. invert the order.
riding God's word, whilst put forward as of co-ordinate " work and word." Establishment in these were what
authority with It. She forgets the ten passages (Mat the young converts at Thessalonlca needed, not fana
thew, 15 3, 3, 6; Mark, 7. 3, 5, 8, D, 13; Galatians. 1. 14; tical teaching (of. l Corinthians, 16. 68).
Coloasians, 1 6) stigmatizing man's uninspired tradi
CHAPTER 111.
tions. Not even the apostles' sayings were all inspired
Ver. l-is. He Asks their Prayers: His Confid
'-.'/., Peter's dissimulation, Galatians, S. 11-14], but ence in them: Praykh PnRTHEM:ClIARliESAQALMsT
only when they claimed to be so, as in their words Disorderly Idle CoNDrcr; his own Example: Con
afterwards embodied in their canonical writings. Oral cluding Prayer and Salutation. 1. Finally—Id.,
inspiration was necessary in their case, until the canon "As to what remains." may have free coarse— tit.,
of the written word should be complete ; they proved "may run:" spread rapidly without a drag on the
their possession of inspiration by miracles wrought in wheels of It* course. That the new-creating word may
support of the new revelation, which revelation, more "run" as "swiftly" as the creative word at the first
over, accorded with the existing Old Testament revela (Psalm 147. 15). The opposite is the word of God being
tion : an additional test needed besides miracles <cf. "bound" (2 Timothy, 2, y. glorified—by sinners ac
Deuteronomy. 13. 1-6; Acts, 17. UJ. When the canon cepting it (Acts, 13. 48; Galatians. 1. 23. 21). Contrast
was complete, the Infallibility of the living men was "evil spoken of" (1 Peter. 4. it), as it is with you—
transferred to the written word, now the sole unerr (i Thessalonians, 1. 6; 4. 10; 5. 11.) 3. that we...be de
ing guide, interpreted by the Holy Spirit. Little else livered from un reason able... men—lit., men out of place,
has come down to us by the most ancient and untrer- inept, unseemly : out of the way bad: more than ordi
'tl tradition save this, the all-sufficiency of Scripture narily bad. An undesigned coincidence with Acta, 1$.
lor salvation. Therefore, by tradition, we are con 6-9. Paul was now at Corinth, where the Jews "op
strained to cast off all tradition not contained in, or posed themselves" to his preaching: in answer to his
not proveable by. Scripture. The Fathers are valuable prayers and those of his converts at Thessaloalca and
^outnesses to h istoricalfacts, which give force to the inti elsewhere, "the Lord, in vision." assured him of ex
mation* of Scripture : such as the Christian Lord's- emption from "hurt'' and of success in bringing m
<iay, the baptism of Infants, and the genuineness of the " much people.1* Un the unreasonable, out-of-the-way
canon of Scripture. Tradition (in the sense human perversity of the Jews, us known to the Thessalo
testimony) cannot establish a doctrine, but can au- nians, see 1 Thessalonians, 2. u, 10. have not faith—it
t/unticaU a fact, such as the facta just mentioned. In as Greek, "the faith" of the Christian: the only anti
spired tradition, in St. Paul's sense, Lb not a supple dote to what is "unreasonable and wicked." The
mentary oral tradition completing our written word, Thessalonians, from their ready acceptance of the
bat it is identical with the written word now complete; gospel (l Thessalonians, l. .:-, 8), might think " all"
then, the latter not being complete, the tradition was would similarly receive it; but the Jews were far
necessarily in part oral, in part written, and continued from having such a readiness to believe the truth. 3.
»o until, the latter being complete before the death of faithful—alluding to "faith" [v. 2): though many will
St. John, the last apostle, the former was no longer not believe, the Lord (other veryold MSS. read."God")
needed. Scripture Is, according to Paul, the complete is still to be believed in as faithful to His promises
and sufficient rule in all that appertains to making (l Thessalonians, 6. 24; 2 Timothy, 2. 13). Faith on the
* " the man of God perfect, tltorouohly furnished unto ail part of man, answers to faithfulness on the part of
£OOd works" it Timothy, 3. it), 17}. It is by leaving God. stablish yon—as he bad prayed (cb. 2. 17).
>t. Paul's God-inspired tradition for human traditions Though It was on himself that wicked men were mak
that Rome has become the forerunner and parent of ing their onset, he turns away from asking the Thessalothe antichrist It is striking that, from this very nians* prayers for it it* deliverance (v. 'i: so unselfish
chapter denouncing antichrist, she should draw an was he, even In rellglonj, to express his assurance of
Mrtrument for her "traditions" by which she fosters their establishment in the fauh. and preservation
suati-Christianity. Because the apostles' oral word was from evil. This assurance thus exactly answers to his
»■> trustworthy ai their written word, it by no means prayer for them, ch. 2. 17, " Our hotd. stablish you in
follows that the oral word of those not apostles, is as every good word and work." He has before his mind
trustworthy as the tcritttn word of those who were the Lord's prayer, " Lead us not into temptation, Luc
apostles, or inspired evangelists. No tradition of the deliver us from evil:" where, us here, the translation
apostles, except their written word, can be proved may be, "from the evil one:" the great hinderer of
genuine on satisfactory evidence. We are no more "every good word and work." Cf. Matthew, 13. iy,
bound to accept Implicitly the fathers' interpretations " the wicked one." 4. we have confidence in the Lordof Scripture, because we accept the Scripture canon on as "faithful" (p. 3) . Have confidence in no man when
tbelr testimony, than we are bound to accept the Jews' left to himself. IBknoel.] that ye both do—borne of
interpretation of the Old Testament, because we accept the oldest MSS. insert a clause, "That ye both have
the Old Testament canun on their testimony, our done" before, " and are doing, and will do." He means
epistle—as distinguished from a "letter as from us," the majority by "ye," not ail of them (cf. v. 11: ch.
v. S. vis., that purports to be from us, but is not lie 1. 3; 1 Thessalonians, 3. 6). 5. If " the Lord" be here
refers to his first epistle to the Thessalonians. 16, 17. the Holy Ghost (2 Corinthians. 3. 17). the three Persons
nimaelf—by His, own might, as contrasted with our of the Trinity will occur in this verse, lore of Godfeebleness; ensuring the efficacy of our prayer. Here love to God. patient waiting lor Christ — rather as
our Lord Jesus stands flrdt ; in 1 Thessalonians. 3. 11. Greek." the patience (endurance) of Christ," vis., which
*• God our Father." which. ..loved us—In the work of Christ showed I Alford] (ch. 2. 4; l Thessalonians, l. 3j.
oar redumption. Heferring both to our Lord Jesus Ehtius. however, supports English Version (cf. Re
(Romans, s. 37; Galatians. 2. 20) and God our Father velation, 1. 9; 3. 10). At all events, this (.nice,
John, 3. 10;. everlasting- consolation—?ot transitory, "patience," or pusuering endurance, is conneutd
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The Disorderly to be Acvl
with the "hope" (1 Thessalonians. 1. 3. 10) of Christ s it as a punishment of the idle. Paul often quote* ;
ooming. In Altord's translation we may compare adages current among the people, stamping them i
Hebrews, 12. 1, 3, " Bun with patience [endurance)... inspired approval. In the Hebrew. Bereahllh Ra!
looking to JsgrjH...who. for the joy that was before the same saying is found; and in the book Zeror, '
Him. endured the cross:" so we are to endure, as look who will not work before the Sabbath, most not es
ing for the hope to be realized at His coming (Hebrews, the Sabbath." 11. busy bodies—In th* Greek the aim
10. 86, 37'. 6. we command yon—Hereby he puts to a ity of sound marks the antithesis," Doing none of t
particular test their obedience In general to his com' own business, yet overdoing in the business of oUm
mands, which obedience he had recognised in r. 4. Busy about every one's business but their c
withdraw — lit., to furl the sails: as we say, to steer " Nature abhors a vacuum;" su if not doing one's •
o'earofict. v. 14). Some had given up labour as though business, one is apt to meddle with his neighbour's b
the Lord's day was immediately coming. He bad en neas. idleness is the parent of busy bodies (l Tuna
joined mild censure of such in 1 Thesaalonians, 5. 14, 5. 13). Contrast 1 Thessalonians. 4. il. 13. b," IKurn...the unruly;" but now that the mischief had oldest MSS. read, " In the Lord Jesus," So the Or
become more confirmed, he enjoins stricter discipline, 1 Thessalonians, 4. I, implying the sphere wherein s
rtz., withdrawal from their company (cf. 1 Corinthians, conduct Is appropriate and consistent. We exhort;
6. 11; 2 John, 10, 11}: not a formal sentence of excom thus, as ministers is Christ, exhorting our pcopli
munication, such as was subsequently passed on more Christ," with quietness—quiet industry ; laying m
heinous offenders, as in 1 Corinthians, 6. 6; 1 Timothy, restless, bustling, intermeddling officiousnesj ft.
1. 20. He says " brother," i.e., professing Christian; for their own—Bread earned by themselves, not tooth
in the case of unproresslng heathen, believers needed bread (v. 8). 13. be not weary—Tho oldest JJSd re
not be so strict (1 Corinthians, 6. 10-13). disorderly— " Be not cowardly in;" do not be wanting in strenuo
St. Faul plainly would not have sanctioned the Onler ness in doing well. Eumunds explains it. Do i
of Mendicant friars, who reduce such a "disorderly" culpably neglect to do well, viz.* with patient Indus
and lnzy life to a system. Call it not an Order, but a to do your duty In your several callings. In conii
burden to the community ;Bkngel alluding to the to the "disorderly, not-working, bu^ybodies* ,r. Ik
Greek, v. S. for "be chargeable," lit., be a burden), the Gsiatlans, 6. 9!. 14, note that man—mark him isyi
tradition—the oral instruction which he had giren to own minds as one to be avoided ,t>. fl . that *u sat]
thorn when present (p. 10), and subsequently com ashamed—Greek, " made to turn and look into huas
mitted to writing (1 Thesaalonians. 4. 11, IS), which be and so be put to shame." Feeling himself thorn
received of us—Some oldest MSS. read, " Ye received:" by godly brethren be may become ashamed of
others, " tliev received," The English Version reading course. 15. admonish him as a brother — not yet i
has no very old authority. 7. how ye ought to follow as communicated (cf. Leviticus, 19. IT). Do not shuns1
—how ye ought to live so as to "imitate" (so the Gretk far in contemptuous silence, but tell him why he i
" follow'; us (cf. Note, 1 Corinthians, ll. l ; l Thesaalo avoided (Matthew, 18. 16; 1 Thessalonians. 5. ML 1
nians, l. d,'. 8. eat any man's bread— G nek, "eat bread Lord of peace—Jesus Christ. The same title is f
from any man,' i.e., live at any one's expense. Con Him as to the Father, "the God of peace" u
trast v. 12. "Eat theik own bread." wrought—[Acts, 15. 33; 10. 20; 2 Corinthians, 13. ll). An , _
20. 34.) In both epistles they state they maintained title in the prayer here, where the harmony of t
themselves by labour; but in this second epistle they Christian community was liable to interruption fire
do so in order to offer themselves herein as an example the "disorderly." The Greek article mioirrj t
to the idle ; whereas, in the first, their object in doing so trap»fcUion."<Jive you the peace" which itis"His i
is to vindicate themselves from all imputation of mer give.* "Peace "outward and inward, here and hez
cenary motives in preaching the gospel ;l Thessslonians, after (Romans, 14. IT), always—unbroken, not cbai]
2.6,9). [EumunmU Thcypreachedgratuitously.though ing with outward circumstances, by all mssa*--trnj
they might have claimed maintenance from their con " in every way." Most of the oldest MSS. read, i
verts, labour and travail — " toil and hardship" {Note, every places" thus he prays for their peace cftcritiai
1 Thessalonians, 2. o). night and day—Scarcely allowing (" always") arid places. Lord be with yoa all—May '.
time for repose, chargeable — Greek, "a burden," or bless you not only with peace, hut also with fist se
" burdensome." The i'hilippians did not regard it as a ence (Matthew. 25. 2u). Even the disorderly brettd
hard- n to contribute to his support iPhilippuins.4. 16,10), (cf. v. 16, " a brother"} are included in this prayer. <
sending to him whilst he was in this very Thessalonica The epistle was written by an amanuensis rperfaj
(Acts, id. 15, 34, 4oJ. Many Thessalonians, doubtless, Silas or Timothy!, and only the closing salutation wi
would have felt it a privilege to contribute, but as he saw ten by 1'aill's "own hand" icf. Komans, 16. fl; 1 1
some idlers among them who would have made a pretext rinthiana. 16. 21; Colossians. 4. is;. Wherever ft
of his example to justify themselves, he waived his right. does not subjoin this autograph salutation, we ■
His reason for the same course at Corinth was to mark presume he wrote the whole epistle himself ,C aiifcaj
bow different were his aims from those of the false teach 6.11). which—which autograph saiutauon. ttetstaR
ers who sought their own lucre li Corinthians, 11.9,12,13;. to distinguish genuine epistles from spurious oc« i|
It is at the very time and place of wriiing ti.ese epistles forth in my uame ,ch. 2.2/. *n every epistle—Some Hi
that Paul is expressly said to have wroug/U at tent- he signed his name to every epistle with his owe hu
making with Aquila (Acta, 18. a:: an undesigned coin but as there is no trace of this in any MSS otsAi
cidence. 9. (1 Corinthians, 0. 4-8, die; Ualattans, 0. e.i epistles. It is more likely that he alludes to his trr&j
10. For even—translate, " For also." We not only set with his own hand inclosing every epistle, even intiB
you the example, but gave a positive "command." epistles [ltomans,2Cormthjans,r^kbcaians,Fhllipp^
commanded— Greek imperfect, "We were command l Thessalonians) wherein he does not specify hu tssa
ing f we kept charge of you. would not work—Greek, done so. so I write—so I sign my name: this is s s*j
" is unwilling to work." Ben* j el makes this to be the men of ray handwriting, by which youns&y distiatfsd
argument: not that such a one is to have his food with my genuine letters from forgeries. 18. He closes era
drawn from him by others; but he proves from the ne epistle similarly by praying for oback to those wJwcal
cessity of eating, the necessity of working; using this addresses. Amen—Omitted in the oldest MSS. HM
pleasantry. Let him who will not work trftow himselj doubtless the response ofthe concrej;atio:i alter hesrxj
an angel, i.e., do without food as the angels do (but the epistle read publicly; hence it crej.t into copte*.
since he cannot do without food, then he ought to be
The Subscription is spurious, as the epistle was ■""'
'
not uuwillliig to work). It stems to me simpler to take ten not " from Athens," but from I'winth,
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PASTORAL EPISTLES,

I. & II. TIMOTHY & TITUS.
INTRODUCTION.
GK V 17 1 X EX ESS - The ancient church never doubted of their being canonical and written by St Paul. The; are in
tbe Peschito Syriao version of the second century. Muratori's Fragment on the Canon of Scripture* at the close of
the second century, acknowledges them u such. Ireuneiw, advertus Hatreses, I. and III. 3.3; IV. 16. 3; II. 14. 8; III.
1L 1; I. 16. 3, quotes, 1 Timothy, 1. 4, 9; 6. 90; 9 Timothy. 4. 9-11; Titus. 3. 10. Clement of Alexandria, Stromata. 9. 457;
3. 684, 536; 1. 350, quotes, 1 Timothy, 4. 1, DO; 8 Timothy, as to deaconesses ; Titus, 1. 13. Tertullian, dt prascriptiont HotrUieontm. 95. and 6, quotes, 1 Timothy, 6, SO; 9 Timothy, 1. 14; 1 Timothy, 1. IS; «. 13, ae.; 9 Timothy, 9. 9; Titus, 3.10, 11; and
adttrtuM Harden. Eusebius includes the three in the " universally acknowledged" Scriptures. Also Theophilus of Antioch
>M Autotycus, 3. 14), quotes, 1 Timothy, 3. 1. 2; Titus, 3. 1; and Cains (in Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History, 6. Su) recognises
their authenticity. Clement of Home, in the end of the first century. In his first Epistle to Corinthians, oh. 2ft, quotes,
I Timothy, S. 3. Ignatius, in the beginning of the second century, in Epistle to Polycan>, see. 6, alludes to S Timothy,
I I Folyoarp, in the beginning of the second century (Epistle to Philippiana, en. 4), alludes to 9 Timothy, 2. 4; and in
oh. 9. to 9 Timothy, 4. 10. Hcgisippue, in the end of the second century, in Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History, 3. 33, alludes
to 1 Timothy. 3. 3, SO. Athenagoras, in the end of the second century, alludes to 1 Timothy, ti. 16- Justin Martyr, in the
middle of the second century {Dialogue, contra Tryphonen, 47), alludes to Titus, 3. 4. The Gnostic Marcion alone rejected
these epistles.
THE HERESIES OPPOSED in them form the transition stage from Judaism, in its ascetic form, to Gnosticism,
as subsequently developed. The references to Judaism and legalism are clear (1 Timothy, 1. 7; 4. 3; Titus, 1. 10, 14; 3. 9>.
Traces of beginniug Gnosticism are also unequivocal a Timothy, 1. 4). The Gnostic theory of a twofold principle from the
teginning.evil as well as good, appears in germ in 1 Timothy, 4. S,*a In 1 Timothy, 8. SO, the term Gnosis Kn science") itself
occurs. Auother Gnostic error, viz., that " the resurrection is past," is alluded to in 9 Timothy, 9. 17, IS. The Judaism
herein opposed is not that of the earlier epistleB which upheld the law and tried to join it with faith in Christ for justi
fication. It first passed into that phase of it which appears in the epistle to the Colossians, whereby will-worship and angelworship were superadded to J udaising opinions. Then a further stage of the same eril appears In the epistle to the Philiprians. 3. 9, 13, id, whereby immoral practice accompanied false doctrine as to tbe resurrection (cf. 9 Timothy, 3. IS, with
I Corinthians, 15. 12, :w, 33). This descent from legality to superstition, and from superstition to godlessneas, appears more
matured in the references to it in these pastoral epistles. The false teachers now know not the true use of the law
I I Timothy. 1. 7, 8). and further, have put away Qood conscience as well as the faith (1 Timothy, 1. 18 ; 4. 9) ; speak liet in
hypwrrity, are corrupt in mind, and regard godliness a* a means of earthly gain (1 Timothy, 6. 5; Titus, 1. 11); overthrow
the faith by heretic* eating as a canker, saying the resurrection ie post (3 Timothy, 9. 17, IS), leading captive silly women,
ever learning yet never knotting the truth, reprobate as Jannes and JamJbres (3 Timothy, 3. 6-8), defiled, unbelieving, profess.
ing to know God tut in teorie denying Him, abominable, disobedient, reprobate (Titus, l. is, 16). This description accords
with that in the catholic epistles of St. John and St. Peter, and in the epistle to the Hebrewa This fact proves the later
date of these pastoral epistles as compared with Paul's earlier epistles. The Judaism reprobated herein is not that of an
earlier date, so scrupulous as to the law: it was now tending to immorality of praotice. On the other hand, the Gnosticism
apposed in these epistles is not the anti-Judaic Gnosticism of a later date which arose as a consequence of the overthrow
of Judaism by the destruction of Jerusalem and the temple, but it was the intermediate phase between Judaism and bnostienrv, in which the Orieutal and Greek elements of the latter were in a kind of amalgam with J udaiam, just prior to the
overthrow of Jerusalem.
THE DIRECTIONS AS To CHURCH GOVERNORS and ministers, "bishop-elders, and deacons," are such as
were natural for the apostle, in prospect of his own approaching removal, to give to Timothy, the president of the church
at Ephesus, and to Titus holding tbe same office in Crete, for securing the due administration of the church when he
ihould be no more, and at a time when heresies were rapidly springing up. Cf. bis similar anxiety in hie address to tho
Cphesian elders (Acts, Su. 91-30). The Presbyterate (elders : priest is a contraction from presbyter) and Diaoonate had ex
isted from tbe earlftst times in the church (Acta, 6. 3; 11. SO; 14. S3). Timothy and Titus, as superintendents or overseers
(so bishop subsequently meant), were to cxereise the same power in ordaining elders at Ephesus, which the apostle had
exercised iu his general supervision of all the Gentile churches.
THE PECULIARITIES OF MODES. OF THOUGHT, AND EXPRESSION, are such sa the diSereneeof subject
and circumstance* of those addressed and those spoken of in these epistles, as compared with the other epistles, would lead
oa to expect Some of these peculiar phrases occur also in Galatians, in which, as in the pastoral epistles, he, with his
characteristic fervour, attacks tho false teachers. Cf. I Timothy, 3. 6; Titus, 2. 14, " Gave Himself for us," with Galatians,
I. 4 : 1 Timothy, 1. 17; 3 Timothy, 4 18, " For ever and ever," with Galatians, 1. 5: " Before God." 1 Timothy, 5. 91; 8. 13;
3 Timothy. 1 1«; 4. 1, with Galatians, l. 20: " A pillar," 1 Timothy, 3. 15, with Galatians, 9. 9: " Mediator," 1 Timothy, 9. 5,
with Galatians, 3. 90: ** In due season," Galatians, 6. 0, with 1 Timothy, 9. 8; 6. 15; Titus, 1. 3.
TIM E AND PLACE OF WRITING.—The first epistle to Timothy was written not long after Paul had left Ephe
sus for Macedon (ch, 1. 3). Now, as Timothy was iu Macedon with Paul (9 Corinthians, 1. 1) on tbe occasion of Paul's
hATing passed from Ephesus into that country, as recorded Acts, 19. 99; SO. 1, whereas the first epistle to Timothy contem
plates a longer stay of Timothy in Ephesus, Mosheim supposes that Paul was nine months of the ** three years " stay
mostly at Ephesus (Acts, SO. 31) in Macedonia and elsewhere [perhaps Crete], (the mention of only "three months"
and ** two yean," Acts, 19. 8. 10, favours this, the remaining nine months being spent elsewhere); and that during these
nine months Timothy, in Paul's absence, superintended the church of Ephesus. It is not likely that Ephesus and the
neighbouring churches should have bee j left Long without church officers and church organization, rules respecting which
are siren lu this epistle- Moreover, Timothy was still "a youth" (I Timothy. 4. 13), which he could hardly be called afttr
idol's first imprisonment, when he must have been at least thirty-four years of age. Lastly, in Acts, 20. 95, St. Paul assert*
his knowledge that the Ephesians should not all see his face again, so that 1 Timothy, 1. 3, will thus refer to his sojourn at
Ephewa*. recorded in Acts, 19. 10, whence he passed into Macedonia. But tbe difficulty U to account for the false teachers
having sprung up almost Immediately (according to this theory) after the foundation of the church. However, his visit
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recorded Acta, 19, ru uot his first visit The beginning of the church at Ephesus was probably made at hi* visit a year
before (Acta, 18- 19-S1X A polios, Aquila and PrirciUa, carried on the work (Acta, 18- 34-86). Thus, at to the sudden growth
of false teachers, there wu time enough for their springing up, especially considering that the first converts at Ephesu*
were under Apolloe* imperftat Christian teachings at first, imbued as he nu likely to be with the tenet* of Pbilo of
Alexandria, Apollo*' native town, combined with John the Baptist's Old Testament teachings (Acts, ia 84-36). Besides
Ephcsus, from its position in Asia, its notorious voluptuousness and sorcery (Acts, 19. 18, 19), and its lewd worship of Diana
(answering to the Phoenician Ashtoreth), wu likely from the first to tinge Christianity in some of its convert* with
oriental speculations and Asiatic licentiousness of practices. Thus the phenomenon of the phase of error presented in this
epistle, being intermediate batmen Judaism and later Onottteitm (see above), would be such as might occur at an tori* period
in the Ei-heMan church, aa well as later, when we know it bad open ** apostles " of error (Revelation. 8. 8, 6), and Micolaitana infamoua in practice. As to the eloae connection between this first epistle and the second epistle (which most havf
oeeu written at the close of Paul's life), on which Alford reliee for his theory of making the first epistle also written at the
close of St. Paula life, the similarity of circumstances, the person addressed being one and the same, and either in Epoesus
at the time, or at least connected with Ephesus as its church overseer, and baring heretics to contend with of the same
stamp as in the first epistle, aould account for the connection. There U not so great identity of tone as to compel us to
adopt the theory that aome years could not bare elapsed between the two epistle*.
However, all these arguments aoainst the later date may be answered. This first epistle may rarer not to the jtrat
organization of the church under its bishops, or elders and deacons, but to the moral qualification* laid down at a later
period for those officers when scandals rendered such directions needful Indeed, the object for which he left Timothy
at Ephesus be states (1 Timothy, 1. 3) to be, not to organize the church for the first time, but to restrain the false teacher*
The directions aa to the choice of fit elders and deacons refers to the filling up of vacancies, not to their first appointment.
The fact of there existing an institution for church-widows implies an established organisation. As to Timothy's " youth,"
it may bespoken of comparatively youiio compared with Paul now "the aged" (Philemon. 8), and with some of the Ephesian
riders, seuior to Timothy their over$e*r. As to Acts, so. 86, we know not but that "all" of the elders of Ephesus called to
Miletus "never caw Paul's face" afterwards, as he "knew" (doubtless hy inspiration) would be llie case, which obviate*
the need of Alford'$ lax view, that Paul was wrong in this his positive inspired anticipation (for such it was, oat a mere
boding surmise as to toe future). Thus he probably visited Ephesus again (1 Timothy, i. 3; 1 Timothy, 1. 18; 4, to. be
would hardly nave been at Miletum, so near Ephesus, without visiting Ephesus) after his first imprisonment in Ba-ekp.
though all the Epneeian elders whom be had addressed formerly at Miletus did not again see him. The general similarity
of subject and style, and of the ttatt of (As church between the two epistles, favours the view that tbey were near one
another in date. Also, against the theory of the early date is the difficulty of defining, when, during Paul's two or three
years' stay at Ephesus, we can insert aa absence of Paul from Ephesus long enough for the requirements of the case wb:c-*
imply a lengthened stay and superintendence of Timothy at Ephesus (see. however, 1 Timothy, 8. 14, on the other side) after
having been " left" by Paul there. Timothy did not stay there when Paul left Ephesus (Acta, W, 81; 80. 1 ; 8 Corinthian*
i. i). (In 1 Timothy, S. 14, Paul says, " 1 write, hoping to come unto thee iAortip;" but on the earlier occasion of his pass
ing from Ephesus to Maoedon he had no such expectation, but had planned to spend the summer in Macedon, and xl<
winter in Corinth. 1 Corinthians, 16. ft The expression ** Till i come," Ac 1 Timothy, 4. 13. implies that Timothy ws»
not to leave his post till Paul should arrive: this and the former objection, however, do not hold good against Moebeim*
theory.) Moreover. Paul in his farewell address to the Ephesian elders prophetieaUg anticipate the rue of false teacher?
hereafter of their own wives ; therefore this first epistle, which eneaka of their actual presence at Ephesus, would naturally
seem to be not prior, but subsequent, to the address, ia., will belong to the later date assigned. In the epistle to the EpheMiaus no notice ia taken of the Judaeo-Onoatic errors, which would nave been noticed, had they been already in existence,
however, they are alluded to in the contemporaneous sister -epistle to Colossians (Colosaians, 8).
Whatever donbt mast always remain aa to the date of the first epistle, there can be hardly any as to that of the a
epistle. In 8 Timothy, 4 13, Paul directs Timothy to bring the books and cloak which the apostle bad left at *
Assuming that the visit to Troas referred to is the one mentioned is Acta, SO. 6-7, it will follow that the cloak sad parch
ments lay for about seven yean at Troas, that being the time that elapsed between the visit and Paul's firs* imprisonment
at Borne : a very unlikely supposition, that be should have left either unused for so long. Again, when, daring bis
first Roman imprisonment, be wrote to the Colossians (Coloesiana, 4. la) and Philemon (Philemon, 84), Pema* was witb
him ; but when he was writing 8 Timothy, 4 10, Demae had forsaken him from love of this world, and gone to Tliessaloaxm.
Again, when be wrote to the Epheafaos, Colosslane, Philippians, and Philemon, he had good hopes of a speedy liberation ; but here in 8 Timothy, 4 6-8, he anticipate* immediate death, having been at least once already tried (8 Timothy.
4 16). Again, be la In this epistle represented aa in closer confinement, than he was when writing those former epistle* m
In* first imprisonment (even in the Pbilipplana, which represent him in greater uncertainty as to bis life, he cberitbed'
the hope of soon being delivered, Philippians, 8. M; 8 Timothy. 1. 16-18; 8. P; 4 6-8, 18). Again (8 Timothy. 4 SO), be speaks
of having left Tropbimus sick at Miletum. This could not have been on the occasion. Acts, So. U. For Trophimus was
with Paul at Jerusalem shortly afterwards (Act*, 81. SV). Beeidea be would thus be made to speak of an event six or saves
years after it* occurrence, as a recent event; moreover, Timothy was, on that occasion of the apostle being at Miletum, witi
Paul, and therefore needed not to be Informed of Trophimus' sickness there (Acts, So. 417*. Also, the statement (eh. 4 **.
" Erastus abode at Corinth," implies that St Paul bad shortly before been at Corinth, and left Eraatus there; but Paul
bad not been at Corinth for several years before bia first imprisonment, and in the interval Timothy had been witi
him, so that he did not need to write subsequently about that visit He must therefore have been liberated after h»
first imprisonment (indeed. Hebrews, l a 88, 84, expressly proves that the writer was m Italy and at ItixrtM). and re
lumed hts apostolic journeyings, and been imprisoned at Rome again, whence shortly before bis death he wrote eesos>i
Timothy.
Eusebius, Chronicle*, anno 8083 (beginning October, A.D- 67), says. " Nero, to bis other crimes, added the peraecotwo =a*
Christians: under him the apostles Peter and Paul consummated tbeir martyrdom at Rome." So Jerome, Catalog** Sen*town* Ecduiatticorvm. " In the fourteenth year of Nero, Paul was beheaded at Rome for Christ's sake, on the same day
as Peter, and was burled on the Ostian Road, in the thirty-seventh year after the death of our bord." Alfartt reaeecaKt
conjectures the pastoral epistles were written near this date. The interval was possibly filled op (so Clement of Rome statw
that Paul preached as far as " to the extremity of the wett ") by a journey to Spain (Romans, 18. 84, tSi. according to tm
own original intention. Muratori's Fragment on the Canon (about 170 A.D.) also alleges Paul's journey into Spain. So
Ensebius, Chrysostom, and Jerome. Be that as it may. he seems shortly before hi* second imprisonment to have nsjrc-J
Eybeeus, where a new body of elders governed the church (Acts, 20 25J, say in the latter etd of 6fl A.D., or pcjimun426
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iter. Supposing him thirty at his oonTcnlon. he would now be upwards of sixty, and older in constitution than in rears,
through continual hardship. Even four years before he called himself " Paul the aged" (Philemon, t).
Prom Ephesus he went into Macedonia (1 Timothy, 1. 8). He may have written the first epistle to Timothy from
that country. But his use of "went," not "came." in 1 Timothy, 1. 3. " When 1 vent into Macedonia," implies he was
not there when writing. Wherever he was, he writes uncertain how long he may be detained from coming to Timothy
( 1 Timothy, S. 14, 13'. liirk* shows the probability that he wrote from Corinth, between which city and Ephesus the com
munication was rapid and easy. His course, as on both former occasions, was from Macedon to Corinth. Be finds a coin
cidence between 1 Timothy, 9. 11-14, and 1 Corinthians, 14. 84, as to women being silent in church; and 1 Timothy, 5. 17,
13, and 1 Corinthians. 8. 8-10, as to the maintenance of ministers, on the same principle as the Mosaic law, that the ox should
not be mauled that treadeth out the corn; and 1 Timothy, 5. 19, SO, and 9 Corinthians, 13. 1-4, as to charges sgainst elders,
it would be natural for the apostle in the very place where theie directions had been enforced, to reproduce them in his letter.
The date of the epistle to Titus must depend on that assigned to first Timothy, with which it is connected in subject,
phraseology, and tone. There is no difficulty in the epistle to Titus, viewed by itself, in assigning it to the earlier date,
lit,, before Paul's first Imprisonment. In Acts, 18. 18, 19, Paul, in journeying from Corinth to Palestine, for some cause
or other landed at Ephesus. Now we find (Titus, 3. 13) that Apollos in going from Ephesus to Corinth, was to touch at
Crete (which seems to coincide with Apollos* journey from Ephesus to Corinth, recorded Acta, 18. 84, 97; 19. 1>; therefore it is
cot unlikely that Paul may have taken Crete similarly on his way between Corinth and Ephesus ; or, perhaps been driven
oat of his course to It in one of his three shipwrecks spoken of in 9 Corinthians, 1L 86, £6: this will account for his taking
i^hesua on his way from Corinth to Palestine, though out of his regular course. At Ephesus Paul may have written the
epistle to Titus [liny] : there he probably met Apollos, and gave the epistle to Titus to his charge, before his departure for
< ori nth by way of Crete, and before the apostle's departure for Jerusalem (Acts, 13. 19-21, 94). Moreover, on Paul's way
Lack from Jerusalem and Antiooh, he travelled some time in Upper Asia (Acts, 19. 1), and it was then, probably, that
his intention to " winter at Nioopolis " was realised, there being a town of that name between Antioch and Tarsus, lying
on Paul's route to Galatia (Titus, 3. 12). Thus, first Timothy will. In this theory, be placed two and a half years later
Acts, SO. 1; cf. 1 Timothy, 1. 3).
Afford** argument for classing the epistle to Titus with first Timothy, as written after Paul's first Roman imprison
ment, stands or falls with his argument for assigning first Timothy to that date. Indeed, Hug's unobjectionable argu
ment for the earlier date of the epistle to Titus, favours the early date assigned to first Timothy, which is so much akin to
it, if other arguments be not thought to counterbalance this. The church of Crete had been just founded (Titus, L 0), and
yet the same heresies are censured in it as in Ephesus, which shows that no argument, such as Alford alleges against the
-.-artier date of first Timothy, can be drawn from them (Titus, 1. 10, 11, ;s, is ; 3. 9, 11). But vice vena, if, as seems likely
from the arguments adduced, the first epistle to Timothy be assigned to the later date, the epistle to Titus must, from simiUnry of style, belong to the same period. Alford traces Paul's last journey before hie second impriaonment thus: To
Crete tTitus, 1. 3), Miletus (2 Timothy, 4. £0>. Colosse (fulfilling bis Intention, Philemon, 221, Ephesus a Timothy, 1. 3;
■i Timothy. 1. 18). from which neighbourhood he wrote the epistle to Titus, Troas, Macedonia, Corinth (9 Timothy, 4. SO),
Nioopolis iTitus. 8. 13] in Epirut, where he had intended to winter : a place in which, as being a Roman colony, he would
r>e free from tumultuary violence, and yet would be more open to a direct attack from foes in the Metropolis, Borne. Being
known in Home as the leader of the Christians, he was probably [Alford} arrested as implicated in causing the fire in
•;4 A.D.. attributed by Nero to the Christians, and was sent to Borne by the Duumvirs of Nicopolis. There he was im
prisoned aa a common malefactor (3 Timothy, 2. 9); his Asiatic friends deserted him, except Onesiphorua (2 Timothy, 1. 16).
Demis, Cre*ceoB. and Titus, left him. Tychicus he had sent to Ephesus. Luke alone remained with him (2 Timothy, 4.
iu-12). Under these circumstances he writes the second epistle to Timothy, most likely whilst Timothy was at Ephesus
(i Timothy, 2. 17; cf. 1 Timothy, 1. 20; 9 Timothy, 4. 13), begging him to come to him before winter (2 Timothy, 4. 21), and
anticipating his own execution soon (2 Timothy, 4. 8). Tychicus was perhaps the bearer of the second epistle (9 Timothy,
-*. 12). His defence was not made before the emperor in person, for the latter was then in Greece (2 Timothy, 4, 16, 17).
Tradition represents that he was executed by the sword, which accords with the fact that his Roman citizenship would
exempt him from torture: probably late in 87 A.D.,or68 A.D., the last year of Nero
Timothy is first mentioned. Acts, 16. 1, as dwelling in Lystra (not Derbe, of. Acts, 20. 4). His mother was a Jewess
uamed Eunice (2 Timothy. 1. 5): his father. ** a Greek" (i.e, a Gentile). As Timothy is mentioned as " a disciple " in Acts,
16- 1, he muBt have been converted before, and this by St Paul (l Timothy, L. 2}, probably at his former visit to LystM
(Acts, 14. 4): at the same time, probably, that his Scripture-loving mother, Eunice, aud grandmother Lois, were comcitcl
:., Christ from Judaism (2 Timothy, i. 14, 13 . Not only the good report given as to him by the brethren of Lyttra, but
aUo his origin, partly Jewish, partly Gentile, adapted him specially for being St. Paul's assistant in missionary woik,
labouring as the apostle did in each place, firstly among the Jews, and then among the Gentiles. In order to obviate Jewif h prejudices, he first circumcised him. He seems to haTe accompanied Paul in his tour through Macedonia ; but when
the apostle went forward to Athens, Timothy and Silas remained in Berea, Having been sent back by Paul to visit the
Tbessaionian church (1 Thessaloniaus, 3. 9), he brought his report of it to the apostle at Corinth (1 Thessaloniana, 8. 6).
1 lence we find his name joined with St. Paul's in the addresses of both the epistles to Thesaalonians, which were written
at Corinth. We again find him " ministering to" St. Paul during the lengthened stay at Ephesus (Acts, 19. 99). Thence
he was sent before Paul into Macedonia and to Corinth (1 Corinthians, 4. 17; 16. 10). He was with Paul when he wrote the
second epistle to Corinthians (2 Corinthians. 1. 1); and the following winter in Corinth, when Paul sent from thence his
«pistle to Romans (Romans, 16. 21). On Paul's return to Asia through Macedouia, he wear forward and waited for the
apostle at Troas (Acts, 90. 3 5). Next we find him with Paul during his imprisonment at Borne, when the apostle wrote
the epistles to Colossians (Colossians, 1. 1), Philemon (Philemon, 1), aud Philipplans (Philippians, 1. 1). He was imprisoned
and set at liberty about the same time as the writer of the Hebrews (Hebrews, 13.93>. In the pastoral epistles, we find
him mentioned aa left by the apostle at Ephesus to superintend the church there (1 Timothy, I. 3). The last notice of him
is in the re-iuest which Paul makes to him (9 Timothy, 4. 91) to "come before winter," it. about 67 A.D. [Alford.] Eusebius. Ex inastical History, 3. 42, reports that he was first bishop of Ephesus; aud Nioophorus, Ecclesiastical History, a 11,
represents that he died by martyrdom. If then, St. John, as tradition represents, resided and died in that eity, it must
have been at a later period. Paul himself ordained or consecrated hi m with laying on of his own hands, aud those of the
presbytery, in accordance with prophetic intimations given respecting him by those posaessltg the prophetic gift (1 Timothy,
1. 18; 4- 14; 9 Timothy. 1. 6). His aelf denying character is shown by his leaving home at once to accompany the apostle, and
submitting to circumcision for the gospel's sake ; and also by his abstemiousness (noticed 1 Timothy. 3. S3) notwithstanding
bis badily infirmities which would bare warranted a more generous diet. Timidity and a want of self confidence and bold
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seas In dealing with the difficulties of hie portion, seems to hare been a defect in his otherwise beaatifol character u i
Christian minister (1 Corinthians. 16. 10; 1 Timothy. 4. It; S Timothy, l. 7)
THE DESIGN of the first epietle iu (1.) to direct Timothy to charge the false teacher* against oontnratog to tnch
other doctrine than that of the gospel fl Timothy. ]. 8-10 ; cf. Revelation. 1 1-6* ; it I to give htm it.it racism* as to thr
orderly oondoeting of wonhip, the qualifications of bishops and deacons, and the selection of widows who should, in return
for ohnrch eharity. do appointed service fl Timothy. SL, to 6. i>; (3.) to warn against oovetousneat, a sin prevalent at Epheaw,
and to nrge to good works (1 Timothy, «. S-19).
CHAPTER I.
Ver. 1-20. Address: Paul's Design- tv havino
Left Timothy at Ephzsus, viz- to Chick False
Teacbkrs : True Use or the Law ; Harmonizing
with the Gospel: God's Gracr ik Calling Paul
once a Blasphemer, to Experience and to
Preach it: Charges to Timothy. 1. by the com
mandment of God—The authoritative injunction, aa well
as the commission . of God. In the earlier epistles the
phrase is. " Ry the vcitl of God." Here it Is expressed
in a manner implying that a necessity was laid on him
to act as an apostle, not that it was merely at his op
tion. The same exprestrfon occurs in the doxology,
probably written long after the epistle Itself, [Alford.J (Romans, 16. 26.) God oar Saviour—The Father
ich. 2. 3 ; 4. 10 ; Lake. 1. 47 ; 2 Timothy, l. 0 ; Titus, l.
3; 2. 10; 3. 4; Jude, 25!. It was a Jewish expression
in devotion, drawn from the Old Testament cf Psalm
106. 21). cur hope— (Colo* sians, 1. 27: Titos, 1. 2; 2. 13.;
2. my own son— lit., "a genuine son" (cf. Acts. 16.1;
1 Corinthians, 4. 14-17J. See Introduction, mercyAdded here, in addressing Timothy, to the ordinary
sanitation, "Grace unto you iKomans. 1. 7; l Corin
thians, 1. 3, &c.), and peace." In Galatians. 6. is,
" peace and mercy" occur. There are many similarities
of style between the epistle to the Galatians and the
pastoral epistles (see Introduction :; perhaps owing to
bis there, as here, having, as a leading object In writ
ing, the correction of false teachers, especially as to the
right and wrong use of the law (v. 9;. If the earlier
dale be assigned to 1 Timothy, it will fall not long
aiter, or before according as the epistle to the Galatians
was written at Kphesus or at Corinth), the writing of
the epistle to the Galatians, which also would account
for some similarity of style. ." Mercy" Is grace of a
more tender kind, exercised towards the miserably the
experience of which in one's own case especially fits for
the gospel ministry. Cf. as to Paul himself (v. 14, 16;
1 Corinthians. 7. 26; 2 Corinthians. 4. 1; Hebrews, 2. 17;.
{BengelJ He did not use "mercy" as to the churches
because " mercy" in all its fulness already existed to
wards them; but in the case of an individual minister,
fresh measures uf it were continually neecied. "Grace
has reference to the sin* of men ; " mercy ' to their
misery. God extends His grace to men as they are
guilty ; His mercy to them as they are miserable.
JTitENcii J Jesus Curiat—The oldest MSS. read the
order," Christ Jesus." In the pastoral epistle* *' Christ"
is often put before "Jesus," to give prominence to the
fact mat the Messianic promises of the Old Testament,
well known to Timothy (2 Timothy, 3. 16), were fulfilled
in Jesus. 3. Timothy's superintendence of the church
at Ephesus was as locum tenens for the apostle, and so
was temporary. Thus, the otlice of superintending
overseer, needed for a time at Ephesus or Crete, in the
absence of the presiding apostle, subsequently became
a permanent institution on the removal, by death, of
the apostles who heretofore superintended the
churches. The first titie of these overseers seems to
have been "angels'* (Revelation, I. 20/. 3. As I besought
toes to remain— He meant to have added, "So 1 still
beseech thee," but does not complete the sentence until he does tovirtuaUv. not formally, at r. 18. at Ephesus
—Paul, in Acts. 20. 26, declared to the Ephesian elders,
"1 know that ye all snail see my face no more." If.
then, as the balance of arguments seems to favour see
Introduction). Ibis epistle was written subsequently to
4TR

Pauls first imprisonment, the appsrent discrepantr
between his prophecy and the event may be recouciled
by considering that the terms of the former were act
that he should never visit Ephesus again (which this
verse implies he didj. but that they all should see his
face no more." I cannot think with BiE&s.tbattiiii
verse is compatible with his theory, that Paul did not
actually visit Epbesus, though in its immediate neigh
bourhood (cf. ch. 3. 14; 4. 13). The corresponding con
junction to " as " is not given, the sentence not being
completed till it is virtually so at r. IS. I besosfntA mild word, instead of authoritative command, to
Timothy, as a fellow-helncr. tome—The indefinite pro
noun is sfipnffy contemptuous as to them (Galatians, i.
12; Jude. 4,. IElucott.1 teach no other doctriut-uua
what I have taught ;Galat!ans. 1. 6-0), His prophet*
bodlngs some years before ;Acts, 20. 29, 30,1 were now
being realised icf.ch.6.3). 4. fabits—Legends about the
origin and propagation of angels, such as the fate
teachers taught at Colosse (Colossiana, 2. l$-23j. "Je*
ish fables- (Titus, 1. 14). "Profane, and old we*'
fables" (ch. 4. 7; 2 Timothy, 4. 4 . geueatogia-.V'
merely such civil genealogies as were common sbok
the Jews, whereby they traced their descent from the
patriarchs, to which Paul would not object, and which
he would not as here class with " fables," but GooetK
genealogies of spirits and ceons, as they called thra
"Lists of Gnostic emauations." fAuroRD.] So Tketuluak adversus Valentinianot, c. 3, and Irevsc*.
Prof. The Judatzers here alluded to. whilst maia
taming the perpetual obligation of the Mosaic It*.
joined with it a theosophic ascetic tendency, pretendiw
to see in it mysteries deeper than others could see.
The seeds, not the fulUgrown Gnosticism of tbepe**apostolic age. then existed. This tormed the trat»
tion stage between Judaism and Gnosticism. "lb-Iless* refers to the tedious unprofitableness of their
lengthy genealogies fcf. Titus. 3. 9). Paul opposes w
their "otxras," the "King of the o*ons '.so the Greet, r. l"ito whom be glory throughout the ceons of u-ons." Tk
urord "ceon " was possibly not used in the technics
sense of the later Gnostics as yet ; but " the only w*>
God "[p. l"), by anticipation, confutes the subsequent
adopted notions in the Gnostics' own phraseoloi?
questions—of mere speculation (Acts. 26. »ff, not pr*^
tical; generating merely curious discussions. "Que*
tions and strifes of words" (ch. s. 4:; "to no pn&'
i Timothy, 2. 14) ; " gendering strifes" (i Timothy, t S" Vain jangling " (v. 6. 7; of would-be " teachers of tt*
law." tedly eaifytng-The oldest MSS read."fA<itopensatian of God,** the gospel dispensation of God to
wards man (1 Corinthians, 9. ]*J. nh:ch is ibas i:!
element: in faith." Conybkarr translates, "The*1
erdsingof tAesfeu-anWiipof God"(i Corinthisns.8.:'
He infers that the tahe teachers in Kphesus were V®
byters, which accords with the prophecy Acts, *>. »
However, the oldest Latin versions, and Irx.nJtre- ***
Hilary, support BngtiJi Version reading. Cf. «• "faith unfeigned." 5. But—In contrast to the doctrtof the false teachers, the end—the aim. ths coauu^
meat—Gr*.ek. "of the charge" which you oivbt to ur::
on your flock. Referring to the same Grak word ai ^
v. 3. 18; here, however, in a larger sense, as Includics
the gospel "dispensation of God" iXoU, c. 4 and u\,
which was the sum and substance or the "charge* o^
mttted to Timothy wherewith he should "charge' tu<
flock, chamj—Lovg; the fiuin and end of the Is* **u
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Not for the Righteous.
of the gospel alike, and that wherein the gospel is the posers of the taw, for whom it is ' enacted*' (so the Greek
fulfilment of the spirit of the law In 1U every essential for " is made") ; " ungodly and sinners" {Greek, he who
jot and tittle (Romans. 13. 10'. The foundation lajhith does not reverence God. and he who openly sins against
iv. 4 , the "end" is love (p. 14: Titus, 5. 15). out of— Him), the opposers of God, from whom the law comes;
springing as from a fountain, pure heart—a heart puri " unholy and profane" (those inwardly impure, and
fied by faith (Acts, 15. 9 ; 2 Timothy. 2. 22 ; Titus, 1. 15;. those deserving exclusion from the outward participa
good conscience—A conscience cleared from guilt by the tion in services of the sanctuaryj, sinners against the
effect of sound faith In Christ (p. 19; ch. 3. 9; 2 Timothy, third and fourth commandments; "murderers [or as
I. 3: 1 Peter, 3. 21). Contrast 1 Timothy, 4. 2 ; Titus, 1. the Greek may mean, ' smitene) of fathers and...
15; cf. Acta. 23. 1. St John uses "heart." where Paul mothers," sinners against the fifth commandment;
would use "conscience." In Paul tbe understanding is "maualayers," sinners against the sixth commandment
tbe seat of conscience ; the heart is the Beat of love. 10. whoremongers, &c—sinners against the seventh
IBasoxx] A good conscience is joined with sound commandment, men-steslers—i.e., slave-dealers. The
faith: a bad conscience with unsoundness In the faith most heinous offence against the eighth commandment
(cf. Hebrews, 9. 14). faith unfeigned—>'ota hypocritical, No stealing of a man's goods can equal in atrocity the
dead, and unfruitful faith, but faith working by love stealing of a man's liberty. Slavery is not directly as
(Galatians, 6. 6). The false teachers drew men off from sailed in the New Testament: to have done so would
such a loving, working, real faith, to profitless, specu have been to revolutionise violently the existing order
lative "questions" (p. 4] and jangling (p. 6'. 6. From of things. Rut Christianity teaches principles sure
which—viz., from a pure heart, good conscience, and to undermine, and at last overthrow It wherever
faith unfeigned, the well-spring of love, having swerved Christianity has had its natural development (Matthew,
—lit, " having missed the mark (the * end 'J to be aimed 7. 12). liars. ..perjured—offenders against the ninth com
at' It is translated " erred." ch. 6. 21 ; 2 Timothy, 2. mandment, if there be any other thing, o^c.—Answering
16. Instead of aiming at and attaining the graces above to the tenth commandment In its widest aspect. He
named, they "have turned aside ch. 5. 15; 2 Timothy, does not particularly specify it because his object is to
4. 4; Hebrews. 12. 13) unto vain jangling:" lit., "vain bring out the grosser forms of transgression ; whereas
Ulk." about the law and genealogies of angels (r. 7; the tenth is deeply spiritual, so much so indeed, that
Titus. 3. 9; 1. 10J; 1 Timothy. 6. 20, "vain babblings it was by it that the sense of sin, in its subtlest form of
and oppositions," &c. It is the greatest vanity when ** lust," Paul tells us (Romans, 7. 7;, was brought home
divine things are not truthfully discussed (Romans, to his own conscience. Thus, Paul argues, these wouldi. 2U. [Benoxl.J 7. Sample of their " vain talk" (p. 6). be teachers of tlie law whilst boasting of a higher perfec
Dmi ring—They are would-be teachers, not reallyso. the tion through It, really bring themselves down from the
law—the Jewish law (Titus, 1. 14; 3. 01. The Judaizers gospel elevation to the level of the grossly "lawless."
here meant seem to be distinct from those impugned for whom, not for gospel believers, the law was de
in the epistle to the Galatians and Romans, who made signed. And in actual practice the greatest sticklers
the works of the law necessary to justification In oppo for the law as the means of moral perfection, as in this
sition to gospel grace. The Judaizers here meant cor case, are those ultimately liable to fall utterly from tbe
rupted the law with "fables." which they pretended morality of the law. Gospel grace is the only truo
to found on it. subversive of morals as well as of truth. means of sanctiflcation as well as of justification, sound
Their error was not in maintaining the obligation of —healthy, spiritually wholesome (ch. 6. 3; 2 Timothy. 1.
tbe law, but in abusing it by fabulous and immoral in 13; Titus, 1. 13; 2. 2), as opposed to sickly, morbid (as the
terpretations of, and additions to it. neither what they Greek, of "doting" means, ch. 0. 4), and "canker"
say, nor whereof—neither understanding their oxen asser (2 Timothy, 2. 17). " The doctrine." or " teaching, which
tions, nor the object itself about which they make them. is according to godliness" (ch. c. 3). 11. According to
They understand as little about the one as the other. the glorious gospel—The Christian's freedom from the
(ALroBO.J 8. But—"Now we know" {Romans, 3. 10; law as a sanet\hcr, as well as a justijier, implied in tbe
7. 11/. law ii good—in full agreement with God's holi previous v. 9, 10. is what this v. 11 is connected with.
ness and goodness, if a man—Primarily, a teacher ; This exemption of tbe righteous from the law, and as
then, every Christian, use it lawfully—in its lawful signment of it to the lawless as its true objects, is " ac
place in the gospel economy, viz., not as a means of a cording to the gospel of the glory (so the Greek, cf. Note,
" righteous man" attaining higher perfectionthan could 2 Corinthians, 4. 4) of the blessed God." The gospel
be attained by the gospel alone (ch. 4. 8; Titus, 1. 14), manifests God's glory (Kphesians, 1. 17; 3. 16) in account
which was the perverted use to which the false teachers ing "righteous" the believer, through the righteousness
put it. but as a means of awakening tbe sense of sin In of Christ, without "the law" (p. 9): and in imparting
tbe ungodly (p. 9, 10 ; cf. Romans, 7. 7-12 ; Galatians, 3. that righteousness whereby be loathes all those sins
21). 9. law is not made for a righteous man—Not for one against which (p. 9, 10) the law Is directed. The term
standing by faith in the righteousness of Christ put on " blessed," indicates at once immortality and supreme
him for justification, and imparted inwardly by the happiness. The supremely-blessed One is He from
Spirit for sanctili cation. "One not forensicaUy amen whom all blessedness flows. This term, as applied to
able to the law." [Alvord.] For sanctijication, the Gor>, occurs only here and ch. 6. 15: appropriate in
Ijw gives no inward power to fulfil It; but Alford speaking here of the gospel blessedness, in contrast to
Koes too far In speaking of the righteous man as "not the curse on those under the law (p. 9; Galatians, 3. 10).
morally needing the law." Doubtless, in proportion as committed to my trust—tratislate as in the Greek order,
he is inwardly led by the Spirit, the justified man needs which brings into prominent emphasis Paul, "com
not the law, which is only an outward rule (Romans, mitted in trust to me f In contrast to the kind of lawo. 14; Galatians, 5. IS, 23). But as the justified man teaching which they (who had no gospel-commission),
often does not give himself up wholly to the inward the false teachers, assumed to themselves (r. ft; Titus.
leading of the Spirit, he morally needs the outward 1. 31. 12. The honour done him in having the gospel
lav? to show him his sin and God's requirements. The ministry committed to him suggests the digression to
reason why the ten commandments have no power to what he once was, no better (p. 13) than those lawless
condemn tbe Christian, is not that they have no autho ones described above (p. 0, 10J, when the grace of our
rity over him, but because Christ has fulfilled them as Lord (p. 14) visited him. and—Omitted in most (not
our surety (Romans, 10. 4}. disobedient—Greek, "not all) of the oldest MSS. I thaok-Gfree*. "I have (i.e.,
subject:" insubordinate; it is translated "unruly," feelj gratitude." enabled me—The same Greek verb as
Titus, 1. 6. 10. "Lawless and disobedfent" refer to op- In Acts, 9. 22, "Saul increased the more in strength."
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An undesigned coincidence between Paul and Luke,
hia companion. Enabled me, viz., for the ministry.
*' It is not in my own strength that I brine this doc
trine to men, but as strengthened and nerved by Him
who wived me." [Theodoeet.] Man la by nature
"without strength" i Romans. 6. 6'. True conTersion
and calling confer power. (Bus oil.] for that—the main
ground of his " thanking Christ." he counted me faith
ful—He foreordered and foresaw that I would be faith
ful to the trust committed to me. Paul's thanking God
for this, shows that the merit of his faithfulness was
due solely to God's grace, not to his own natural
strength ft Corinthians. 7. 25. Faithfulness is the
quality required in a steward (I Corinthians, 4. S .
putting me into—rather as in 1 Tb essalonia.es, 6. B. "Ap
pointing me tin His sovereign purposes of grace unto
the ministry" (Acta, to. 24\ 13. Who was before—Greek,
" Formerly being a blasphemer." "Notwithstanding
that I was before a blasphemer." Ac. (Acts. 26. 0. 11).
persecutor—{Galatlans, 1. 13.) icjurious—Greek, "inculterf one who acts injuriously from arrogant con
tempt of others. Transit* Romans.!, so," despitefuL"
One who added insult to injury. Bknoex translates,
"a desplser." I prefer the idea, contumelious to otfiers.
IWahl.] Still I agree with Bcsusx that "blas
phemer" is against Gc d," persecutor," against holy wen,
end "insolently-Injurious" includes, with the idee, of
Injuring others, that of insolent ** nppishness "
I Donaldson 1 in relation to one's self. This threefold
relation to God, to one's neighbour, and to one's self,
occurs often In this epistle if. a, 9, 14; Titus, 2. IS). I
obtained mercy—Gods mercy, and Paul's want of it,
stand in sharp contrast [ Lxlicott]. Greek," I was made
the object of mercy." The sense of mercy was perpetual
lu the mind of the apostle ,cf. Note, v. 2). Those who
have felt mercy can best have mercy on those out of
the way (Hebrews, 6. t, 81. because I did it igaorantly
—ignorance does not In itself deserve pardon : but it
is a less culpable cause of unbelief thau pride and wilful
hardening of one's self against the truth ,John, 0. 41;
Acts, 20. 0). Hence it is Christ's plea of intercession
for His murderers Luke, 23. 34); and is made by the
apostles a mitigating circumstance in the Jews' sin. and
one giving a hope of a door of repentance (Acts, 3. 17;
Romans, 10. 2;. The " because," Ac, does not imply
that ignorance was a sufficient reaaoD for mercy being
bestowed; but shows how it waa possible that such a
sinner could obtain mercy. The positive ground of
mercy being shown to him, lies solely in the compas
sion of God (Titus. 3. 6). The ground of the ignorance
lies in the unbelts./, which implies that this Ignorance is
not unaccompanied with guilt. Hut there is a great
difference between bis honest seal for the law, and a
wilful striving against the Spirit of God (Matthew, 12.
at-32; Luke. 11. 621. [WiftsiKOXR,] 14. hMl—Gretk,
"But." Not only so (was mercy shown me), but, Ac.
tr.a grace—by which "I obtained mercy" to. 13). wss
exceeding abundant—Greek, " superabounded." Where
sin abounded, grace did much more abound (Romans.
6. 20). with faith—accompanied with faith, the opposite
of "unbelief to. 13). love—In contrast to " a blas
phemer, persecutor, and injurious." which it in Christ
—as its element and home LAlfobd]: here as its
source whence it flows to us. 15. faithful—worthy of
credit, because " God " who says it " is faithful" to His
word a Corinthians, i.0;i Thessalonlans. 6. 24; 2 Theasalonians. 3. 3; Revelation. 21. 6; 22. 6). This seems to
have become an axiomatic saving among Christians:
the phrase, faitfiful saying, is peculiar to the pastoral
epistles (ch. 2. 11; 4. 9; Titus. 3. 8 . Translate as Greek,
"Faithful is the saying." all -all possible; full: to be
received by all, and with all the faculties of the soul,
mind, and heart. Paul, unlike the false teachers (r. 7).
understa}tds what he is saving, and whereof he affirms ;
aud by his simplicity of style aui subject, setting forth
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the grand fundamental truth of salvation throazh
Christ, confutes the false teachers' abstruse and un
practical speculations (I Corinthians, l. 18-28; Titii*.
2. 1). acceptation— reception (as of a boon/ into the
heart, as well aa the understanding, with all gladness .
this is faith acting on the gospel offer, and welcoming
and appropriating it (Acts.2. 41). Christ—as tromised.
Jesus—as manifested. [Kkngbx.] came into the world—
which was full of sin .'John, L 28; Romans. 5.12; l John.
2.2;. This implies His pre-existeDce. John, 1.9, Ore**,
" The true Light that, coming into the world, UghteUi
every man." to live sinners—even notable sinners luw
Saul of Tarsus. His instance was without a rival since
the ascension, in point of the greatness of the am and
the greatness of the mercy : that the consenter to
Stephen, the proto- martyr's death, should be the snv
cessor of the same 1 I am—not merely. " I teat chieT
1 Corinthians, 15. 9; Epheaiana, 3. 6; cf. Luke, 18. ItJ.
To each believer his own sins must always appeal, as
long aa he lives, greater than those of others, which h?
never can know as he can know his own. chief-TV
same Greek as in v. 16, "first," which alludes to this
16th v. Translate in both verses, "foremost." Wtll
might he infer where there was mercy for Aim, there u
mercy for all who will come to Christ .Matthew, 19. li;
Luke. 19. 10). 16. Howbeit-Gred:. " But:* contzastuu
his own conscious sinfulness with God's gracious vis:
tation of him in mercy, for this cause—for this Terr
purpose, that in me—in my case, first—"foremost."
As I waa "foremost" {Greek for thief, v. 15) in aio, w
God has made me the "foremost" sample of mem.
show—to His own glory the middle Greet voice', Epfcesians, 2.7. slilong-tufteriiig—Urcet," the whole [of Iiui
long-suffering," viz., in bearing so long with me whilst 1
waa a persecutor, a pattern—a sample tl Corinthian!.
10. 0. 11' to assure the greatest sinners of the certainly
that they shall not be rejected in coming to Christ.fcaLf
even Saul found mercy. So David made his oancu?
of pardon, notwithstanding the greatness of his sin, s
sample to encourage other sinners to seek paniai
(Psalm 32. 6, o . The Greek for " pattern " is sornctices
used for "a sketch" or oittfme—the filling up to take
place in each man's own case, believe on him—beW
resia oji Him as the only foundation on which laiHi
relies, to lifs everb sting—the ultimata aim which faith
always keeps in view (Titus, i. SJ. 17. A suitable coc
elusion to the beautifully-simple enunciation of U.*
gospel, of which his own history is a living sample or
pattern. It la from the experimental sense of grace that
the duxology flows. IUengel.) the Kiogeteiajllit., " King of the eternal ages." The LXX. frun*i-■'*
Exodus, 16. 13. "The Lord shall reign for ages audi*
vond them." Psalm 115. 13, Margin, "Thy kingdom i*
an everlasting kingdom," lit., " a kingdom of all ases.'
The " life everlasting " to. 16) suggested here " the Klw
eternal." or exerlasiina. It answers also to "for en*
and ever" at the close, lit., *" to the ages of the age* '
(the countless succession of ages made up of at«
immortal — Tbe oldest MSS, read, "incorruptible'
Vulgate, however, and one very old MS. read aa £ayfc»'
Version (Romans, 1. 23J. invisible—(ch. 0. lfi; £xodu>.
33. 20; John. 1. 18; Colosslaus, L 15; Hebrews. u.t7.i
the only wise God—The oldest MSS. omit "wise,'* wuko
probably crept in from Romans, 16. 27, where it is own
appropriate to the context than here (cf. Jade. fc
" The only Potentate " (ch. 6. 15; Psalm K: 10: John. *
441. for ever. Ac.—See Note, above, The thought or
eternity (terrible as it ia to unbelievers) is delightful to
those assured of grace (v. 16). IBksqel] 18. Be r*
suraes the subject begun at v. 3. The conclusion
(apodosis) to the foregoing, "as I besought theecharge" to. 3), is here given, if not fonualir, at ltss\
substantially. This charge— viz.. 'That thou in the*
(so the Greek) might est war," Ac., *.«., fulfil thyhwt
calling, not only as a Cumtian, but as a ciuukr
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officially, one function of which is, to "charge some that religion. The rain which falls pure from heaven will
they teach no other doctrine" (v. 3). I commit—as a not continue pure, if it be received in an unclean
sacred deposit .ch. 6. 20; 2 Timothy, 2. 8) to be laid be vessel, f Aitcii BP. Whately.1I. It is possible that he
fore thy hearers, according to— in pursuance of: In con Is the Alexander, then a Jew, put forward by the Jews,
sonance with, the prophecies which went before oa thee— doubtless against Paul, at the riot in Ephesus (Acts.
the intimations given by prophets respecting thee at 10. 33). that they may—not " might:" Implying that the
thy ordination, ch, 4. 14 (as, probably, by Silas, a com- effect still continues—the sentence is as yet unremoved.
panlon of Paul, and "a prophet" Acts, 16. 32}. Such learn—Greek." be disciplined," viz., by chastisement and
prophetical intimations, as well as the good report suffering, blaspheme—the name of God and Christ, by
given of Timothy by the brethren (Acts, 16. 2), may doings and teachings unworthy of their Christian pro
have induced Paul to take him as his companion. Cf. fession (Romans, 2. 23, 24; James, 2. 7). Though the
similar prophecies as to others. Acts. 13. 1-3, In con apostles, who were infallible, had the power of excom
nexion with laying on of hands; it 28; 21. 10. 11; cf. munication, accompanied with bodily inflictions,
l Corinthians. 12. 10; 14. 1; Kphesians. 4. 11. In Acts, miraculously sent (2 Corinthians, 10. 8), it does not
20. 2S, it is expressly said that " the Holy Ghost had follow that fallible ministers now have any power, save
made them (theKpheslan presbyters) overseers." Cle that of excluding from church-fellowship notorious bad
ment of Koine. Epiatoki ad Corinthian, states it was the livers.
custom of the apostles ."to make trial by the Spirit."
CHAPTER 11.
!.«., by the " power ofdiscerning," in order to determine
Ver 1-16. Pcbuo Worship. Directions as to
who were to be overseers and deacons in the several INTERCESSIONS FOR ALL MkN, SINCE CHRIST IS A
churches planted. So Clementof Alexandria says as to Ransom for all. TiieDutie3opMenani> Women
the churches near Ephesus, that the overseers were Respectively in Respect to Public Prayer.
marked out for ordination by a revelation of the Holy Woman's Subjection: Her Sphere of Duty. 1.
Ghost to St. John, by them—Greek" in them:" arrayed therefore—Taking up again the general subject of the
as it .were in them : armed with them, warfare— not epistle In continuation (2 Timothy, 2. ij. "What I
the mere "tight" (ch. 6. 12; 2 Timothy, 4. 7). but the have therefore to say to thee by way of a charge (ch.
whole campaign; the military service. Translate as 1. 3, IS), is." &c. that first of sll...be made—Alford
Greek, not a. but "the, good warfare." 19. Holding— takes it. " I exhort first of ail to make." " First of all,"
Keeping hold of " faith" and "good conscience" {«. 5): doubtless, is to be connected with " I exhort f what
not " putting the latter away" as " some." faith is 1 begin with (for special reasons), is, &c. As the destruc
like a very precious liquor : a good conscience is the tion of Jerusalem drew near, the Jews [including those
clean, pure glass that contains it. [Bkngkl.] The at Ephesus) were seized with the dream of freedom
loss of good conscience entails the shipwreck of faith. from every yoke ; and so virtually " blasphemed" {cf.
Consciousness of sin [unrepented of and forgiven] kills ch. l. iu God's name by M speaking evil of dignities "
the germ of faith in man. [Wiesinger.] which— [ch. 6\ l; 2 Peter, 2. 10; Jude, 6). Hence Paul, in op
Orcek singular, trie., "good conscience," not "faith" position, gives prominence to the injunction that prayer
also : however, the result of putting away good con be made for all men, especially for magistrates and
science is, one loses faith also, put away — a wilful kings vTitus. 3. l-3j. [Olshauuen.] Some professing
net. They thrust it from them as a troublesome Christians looked down on all not Christians, as
monitor. It reluctantly withdraws, extruded by force, doomed to perdition ; but Paul says all men are to be
when its owner is tired of lis importunity, and is re prayed for, as Christ died for all (t>. 4-6). supplications
solved to retain his siu at the cost of losing it. One —a term implying the suppliant's sense of rued, and of
cannot be on friendly terms with it and with sin at one his own insufficiency, prayers—implying devotion, in
and the sams time, mads shipwreck—" with respect to tercessions—properly the coming near to God with child
the lalth." Faith is the vessel in which they had like confidence, generally in behalf of another. The
professedly embarked, of which "good conscience™ is accumulation of terms implies prayer iu its every
the anchor. The ancient church often used this image, form and aspect, according to all the relations implied
comparing the course of faith to navigation. The Greek in it. 2. For kings—An effectual confutation of the ad
does not imply that one having ouce hud faith makes versaries who accused the Christians of disaffection to
shipwrecic of it, but that they who put away good the ruling powers (Acts, 17. 7; Romans, 13. 1-7). all...
conscience " make shipwreck with respect to thb faith. ' in authority—lit., "...In eminence.*" in stations of
20. Hymeneai— there is no difficulty in supposing him eminence. The "quiet" of Christians was often more
to be the Hytueueus of 2 Timothy. 2. 17. Though " de dependent on subordinate rulers, than on the supreme
livered over to Satan" ,tbe lord of all outside the king; hence, "att...ln authority" are to be prayed for.
church. Acts, 2t>. lis, and the executor of wrath, when that we may lead—that we may be blessed with such
judicially allowed by trod, on the disobedient, 1 Corin good government as to lead. &c; or rather, as Gnek,
thians, 5. 6; 2 Corinthians, 12. 7 , he probably was re " to pass " or " spend." The prayers of Christians fc r
stored to the church subsequently, and again troubled the government brinK down from heaven peace and
it. Paul, as an apostle, though distant at Rome, pro order in a state, quiet—not troubled from vrithovt.
nounced the sentence to be executed at Ephesus. teaceabie — "tranquil,-" not troubled from within.
involving, probably, the excommunication of the [Olsbauskn.] "He is peaceable {Greek) who makes no
offenders (Matthew, is. 17, lis.1. Toe sentence operated disturbance; he is quiet [Greek) who is himself free frum
not only spiritually, but also physically, sickness, or disturbance." [Tittmann] in all—" in all (possible...
some such visitation of God. falling on the person ex requisite) piety." IALFORD.3 A distinct Greek word.
communicated, in order to bring him to repentance and v. 10, expresses " godliness." honesty—Greek" gravity*
salvation. Alexander here is probably "the copper tTitus, 2. 2. 7). " decorum," or propriety of conduct.
smith" who did St. Paul "much evil" when the latter As *' piety* is iu relation to God, " gravity" is propriety
visited Ephesus. The "delivering him to Satan' was of behaviour among men. In the Old Testament the
probably the consequence of his withstanding the Jews were commanded to pray for their heathen rulers
apostle 2 Timothy, i. 14, 15): as the same sentence on [Ezra, 6. 10; Jeremiah, 29. 7). The Jews, by Augustus'
Hymeneus was the consequence of his " saying that the order, offered a lamb daily for the Roman emperor,
resurrection is past already" i2 Timothy, 2. IS; bis put- till near the destruction of Jerusalem. The Jewish
tin? away good conscience, naturally producing ship- Zealots, Instigated by Eieasar, caused this custom to
trreck concerning faith, v. 10. If one's religion better cease (Josephus B. J.. 2. 171. whence the war originated
iio; las muruls, his moral deficiencies will corrupt his according to Josephus. 3. this—praying for all uieu.
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in thf light of God—not merely before men . as if it were
their favour that we sought (2 Corinthian*. 8. IV. on- i
Saviour—a title appropriate to the matter in hand. He
who is "our Saviour" u wilting that all should be
tared 'v. 4; Romans. 5. 18); therefore we should meet the
will of God in behalf of oihers. by praying for the sal- '
vat ion of all men. More would be converted, if we
would pray more. He hat actually saved u< who be
lieve, being " our Saviour .-" He is willing that all should
be saved, even those who do not as yet believe, if they
will believe (cf. ch. 4. 10; Titus, 2. II). 4. "Imitate
God." Since He wishes that all should be saved, do
you also wish it; and if you wish it. pray for it. For '
prayer is the instrument of effecting such things. |
IChrysostom.) St Paul does not say, "He wishes to \
tart all." fur then He would have savfd all in matter of
fact; bat *' will have all men to be saved." implies the
possibility of man's accepting tt (through God's pre- i
venient grace: or rejecting it through man's own per- '
versity . Our prayers ought to include aUt as God's I
grace included alL to coire—They are not forced, unto !
the knowledge—Greek, "the full knowledge" or "re- ]
cognition" (Sate, l Corinthians. IS. 12; I'hilippiani. 1. 9 .
the truth—the saving truth as it is in, and by, Jesns
(John. IT. 3, 17). 5. r\r there is one God—God's unify in ■
essence and purpose, is a proof of His comprehending
all His human children alike (created in His image)
in His offer of grace cf. the same argument from His
unity, Romans. 3. 90; Galatiane, 3. 2u ; therefore all are
to be prayed for. Verse 4 is proved from r. 6; v. l.
from e. 4. The One God is common to ail Isaiah, 45.
Si; Acts, 17. 2C;. The one mediator is mediator between
God and all men potentially ,Komam. s 2i>; Fphesians.
4. 6. e; Hebrews, 8. 6; 9. 16; 12. 24 . They who nave not
this one God by one Mediator, have none : lit.* a gobetween. The Oretk order is not"a«d one mediator."
but '* one mediator aUc bet« een," Arc. W hilst God will
have all men to be saved by knowing (iod and the
Mediator, there is a legitimate, holy order in the ex
ercise of that will wherewith men oucht to receive it
All mankind constitute, ae It were, okk max before
God. [Bknoel.] the man—rather, "man," absolutely
andgenencally:notamereindieufuai man; the Second
Head of humanity, representing and embodying in
Himself the whole human rase and nature. Tnere is
no "the" In the Greek. This epithet is thus the
strongest corroboration of his argument, viz.. that
Christ's mediation affects the whole race, since thtre is
but the one Mediator, designed as tlie Kepresentative
Man for all men alike cf. Romans, 6. 16; l Corinthians.
8. 6; 2 Corinthians. 6. 19; Colossiana, 2. 14'. His being
"man- was necessary to His bein^ a Mediator, sym
pathizing with us through experimental knowledge of
our nature (Isaiah. 60. 4; Hebrews. 2. 14; 4. 15). Even
in nature, almost all blessings are conveyed to us irom
God. not immediately, but through the mediation of
various agents. The cn>c:ual intercession o' Moses
fur Israel (Numbers. 14., and Deuteronomy. 9. ; of
Abraham for Abimelech (Genesis, 20. 7); of Job [or bis
friends ;Job, 42. ioj. the mediation being pilkwkibed
fry God whilst declaring His purpose of forgiveness:
all prefigure the grand mediation for aM by the One
Mediator. On the other hand, cb.3. 16 asserts that He
was also Gad 6. gave himself— Titus, 2. 11.) Not only
the Father gave Him for us (John. 3. 16 ; but the Son
gave Himself iPhilippians, 1. 6 8). ransom—proper! *• of
» captive slave. Man was the captive slave of Satan,
cold under sin. H* was unable to ransom himself.
because absolute obedience is due to God, and therefore
i»o act of ours can satisfy for the h-.-ist offence, Leviti
cus, 25. 49 allowed one sold captive u be redeemed by one
of his brethren. Tno Son of God. therefore, became
man in order that, being made like unto us in all
things, sin only excepted, as ovr elder brother He
should redeem us (Matthew. 20. 2S; Eubettacs, 1 1;

the One Mediate* <o all Hen.

1 Peter. 1. 1\ 19}. The Greek implies not merely
ran.*<m, but a substituted or etjviralcnt ransom; the
Greek preposition "aRri," implying reciprocity sad
vicarious substitution, fcr all—Greek, "in behalf of
all f not merely for a privileged few; cf. v. 1: the arrnment for pra*/ing in behalf of all is given here, U be
testified—Greek\ " the testimony (that which was to be
testified cf, i John. 5. 8-lH in its own due time?," or
seasons, i.e„ in the times appointed by God fonts beinr.
testified of ch. 8 15: Titus, l. 3 . The oneness of the
Mediator, involving the universality of redemption
(which faith, however, alone appropriates], was the
great subject of Christian testimony [Alpord? (1 Corin
thians, 1.6; 1. 1; 2 Thessalonians. 1. 10). 7. Whtrasla
—For the giving of which testimony. I am crduMC—
lit,, "I was set:" the same Greek as "putting me,'
Ac. (ch. l. 12). prearoer—lit., " herald" '1 Cortathi&ni.
1. 21; 9. 27; 15. 11; t Timothy. 1. II; Titos. 1. S. Hencurs to himself, as in ch.1. 16, In himself* living pattern
or announcement of the gospel, so here " a herald and
teacher of (it to- the Gentiles" Galatians. 2. P; Ephesians. 3. 1-12 : Oolossi&ns, l. 23'. The universality of
his commi«.«ion is an appropriate assertion here. where
he is arguiiit: to prove that prayers are to be made "for
a!l men" <r. V. I speak the truta...and lit njt-a straw
asseveration of his universal commission, characteristic
of the ardour of the apostle, exposed to frequent con
flict Romans, 11. 1; 2 Corinthians, li. si), in huts ui
verity—rather." In the faith and the truth." The sphere
in which his ministry was appointed to be exercised
was Vie faith and the truth v. 4): the gospel truth, the
subject matter of the faith. [WinunoEa.] fLlwdlTbe arfire wish, or desire, is meant, that see—rstber
as Gr«A\ " that the men," as distinguished from " the
women." to whom he has something different to say
from what be said to the men ir. 9-12; l Corictbisas,
11. 14, 16; 14. 34. 35 . The cmi-hnns, however, is not en
this, but on the precept of fraying, resumed from * L
every where — Greet, " in every place," rvz.. of public
prayer. Fulfilling Malachi. 1. 11. "In every placu.
from the rising of the sun even unto the going don
of the same.. .incense shall be offered unto my name:'
and Jesus' words. Matthew, it*. 20; John, 4. XL. 21 hn10; op holy hands — The early Christians turned up
their palms towards heaven, as those craving help do.
So also Solomon 0 Kings. P. 2:; Psalm 141. 2 . Tt*
Jews washed their hands before prayer i Psalm 26. *•
St, Paul figuratively (cf. Job, 17. 9; James. 4. a,' on»
language alluding to this custom herr : so Isaiah. 1.
16, 14. The Greek for ** holy" means lianas which *ore
committed no impiety, nvcl obserred every surred duty
This (or at least the contrite desire to be so) is »
needfui Qualification for eflectual prayer Psalm it
3. i . witncat wrath—piittiiitf It a way Matthew, 5 £.
24;tt. 16'. doubting—rather, "disputing." 03 the Gnti
to tranttaied Philippians, 2. 14. Such things JUaof
prayer (Luke. 9. 46; Romans, 14. 1; 1 Peter. 1 V.
Bexuel sup^rts English Version (cf. an instance.
2 Kings. 7- 2; Matthew, 14. 31; Mark. )l. £2-24; James,
1. 0. 9, 10 The context requires that we understand
these directions as to women, in relation to their ee*
portmeut in public worsliip, though the rules will ho!d
good on other occasions also in modes: apparel—"ic
seemly guise." [Elxicott.1 The adjective means rj^
perly, orderly, decorous, becoming; the noun in secniar
Tvritirjt:s means lono'nct. benm ■) But here ** appsreL
Women are apt to love fine dress; and at Ephesns the
riches of some (ch. CL ir» would lead them to drea
luxuriously. The GrwJt in Titus, '- 3. is a more gese
ral term meaning "deportment." »haniefacedEW
Trcscq unells tins word according Ic its true derrn
tlon, "shaineXastness" {that which U made fast by«
honourable shame'; as "stedfastness* wf. e. IU tt
sob^iew-"self-^eTl^alnt,■ lALroci- ] Habitual mn^T
self-flovernmect. LTUvcn.l 1 prefer Eluodttj
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translation, " tobermindedness :" the well balanced
state of mind arising from habitual self-restraint, with
—Greek, in. brotdered hair—lit., plaits. i.e., plaited hair:
probably with the "sold and pearls" intertwined
(1 Peter, 3. S). Such Rand is characteristic of the
spiritual harlot (Revelation, 17. 4). 10. professing—
Greek, promising; engaging to follow, with good works
—The Greek preposition is not the same as in v. 9 :
" by means of f " through good works." Their adorn
ing is to be effected by means of good works : not that
they are to be clothed in, or witii, them (Ephesians.
2. 10). Works, not words in public, is their province
(r. B, 11, 12: l Peter. 3. l). Works are often mentioned
tn the pastoral epistles In order to oppose the loose
living, combined with the loose doctrine, of the false
teachers. The discharge of everyday duties Is honoured
with the designation, "Good works." 11. learn—not
"teach" (r. 12; l Corinthians, 14. 34). She should not
even pat questions in the public assembly (1 Corin
thians. 14. 36). with all sabjfction — not "usurping
authority" !t\ 12). She might teach, but not in public
(Acta, 18. 2fl). St. Paul probably wrote this epistle from
Corinth, where the precept (I Corinthians, 14. 34} was
in force. 12. usurp authority—" to lord it over the
man" [AxroRD], lit., "to be an autocrat." 13. For—
Reason of the precept: the original order of creation.
Aaam... first—before Eve. who was created for him (1 Co
rinthians, 11. £, i'\ 14. Adam was not deceived—as Eve
was deeeired by the serpent; but was persuaded by his
wife. Genesis. 3. iT,"Hearkened unto.. .voice of.-.wife."
But Genesis, a. 13, Eve says." The serpent beguiied me."
Being more easily deceived, she more easily deceives
I Ben gel] (2 Corinthians. 11. 3). Last in being, she was
first in sin—Indeed, she alone was deceived. The subtle
serpent knew that she was "the weaker vessel." He
therefore tempted her, not him She yielded to the
temptations of sense and the deceits of Satan; he, to
conjugal love. Hence, in the order of God's judicial
sentence, the serpent, the prime offender, stands first;
the woman, who was deceived, next ; and the man,
persuaded by his wife, last (Genesis, 3. 14-19!. In Ro
mans, 6. 12, Adam is represented as the first trans
gressor ; but there no reference is made to Eve. and
Adam is regarded as the head of the sinning race.
Hence, as here, v. 11, in Genesis, 3. 16, woman's "sub
jection" is represented as the consequence of her
being deceived, being deceived— The oldest MSS. read
the compound Greek verb for the simple. "Having
been seduced by deceit:" Implying how completely
Katan succeeded in deceiving her. was in the transgres
sion—Greek, "came to be in the transgression :" became
involved in the existing state of transgression, tit.," the
t:oing beyond a command :" the breach of a positive
precept (Romans. 4. 16). 15. be saved in child-bearing
—Greek, "in M., through) her [lit., the) child-bearing.*
Through, or by, is often so used to express not the
means of her salvation, but the circumstances amidot
which it has place. Thus 1 Corinthians, 3. 16, "He...
shall be saved ; yet so as by [lit.. through,i.e., amidst;
fire:" In spite of the fiery ordeal which he has neces
sarily to pass through, he shall be saved. So here,
"In spite of the trial of child-bearing which she passes
through [as her portion of the curse. Genesis, 3. 16, 'in
■ottow shalt thou bring forth children'), she shall be
naved." Moreover, I think it is implied indirectly
that the very curse will be turned into a condition
favourable to her salvation, by her faithfully perform
ing her part in doing and suffering what God has
Mslgncdtober, viz.. child- bearing and home duties, her
sphere, as distinguished from public teaching, which is
not her*a. but twin's If. 11. 12). In this home Bphere,
not ordinarily in one of active duty for advancing the
kingdom of God, which contradicts the position as
signed to her by God. she will be saved on the same
terms as all others, viz., by living faith, iJorae think
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that there is a reference to the Incarnation " through
the child-bearing" (Greek), the bearing of the child
Jeans. Doubtless this is the ground of women's childbearing in general becoming to them a blessing. Instead
of a curse; just as in the original prophecy (Genesis, 3.
15, 10] the promise of " the seed of the woman" (the
Saviour) stands In closest connexion with the woman's
being doomed to " sorrow " in " bringing forth chil
dren." Her very child-bearing, though in sorrow, being
the function assigned to her by God whereby the
Saviour was born. This may be an ulterior reference
of the Holy Spirit in this verse ; but the primary re
ference required by the context hi the one above given.
"She shall be saved ([though] with child-bearing}."
i.e.. though suffering her part of the primeval curse in
child-bearing; just as a man shall be saved, though hav
ing to bear his part, viz., the sweat of the brow, if
they—" If the women (plural, taken out of * the woman/
v. 14, which is put for the whole seas) continue," or more
tit., shaU (be found at the judgment to! hare continued,
faith and charity—the essentia] way to salvation (ch. 1. s\
Faith Is In relation to God. Charity, to our fellow-man.
Sobriety, to one's self, sobriety—" sobermindedness"
[Note, v, o, as contrasted with the unseemly forward
ness reproved in v. 11). Mental receptivity and ac
tivity in family life were recognised in Christianity as
the destiny of woman. One reason alleged here by
Paul, is the greater danger of self-deception in the
weaker sex, and the spread of errors arising from it.
especially in a class of addresses in which sober re
flectiveness is least In exercise. IN bander,] The case
(Acts, 31. 0) was doubtless in private, not In public.
CHAPTER ILL,
Yer. 1-16. Rules ab to Bishops (Overseers) ani>
Deacons. The Church, and the Gospel-M yuter y
now Revealed to it, are the End or all such
Rules. 1. Translates* Greek" Faithful Is the saying."
A needful preface to what follows : for the office of a
bishop or overseer in Paul's day, attended as it was
with hardship and often persecution, would not seem
to the world generally a desirable and "good work."
desire—lit., "stretch one's self forward to grasp;" aim
at: a distinct Greek verb from that for "deslreth."
What one does voluntarily is more esteemed than
what he does when asked (1 Corinthians. 16. 15). This
Is utterly distinct from ambitious desires after office
in the church (James. 3. 1). bishop—overseer : as yet
identical with " presbyter " (Acts, 20. 17, 28; Titus, 1.
6-7). good work — (if., "honourable work." Not the
honour associated with it, but the work, is the promi
nent thought (Acts. 15. 38; Philipplans, 2. 30. cf.
2 limotby, 4. 6) . He who aims at the office must re
member the high qualifications needed for the due dis
charge of its functions. 2. The existence of church
organization and presbyters at Ephesus is pre-supposed
{ch. 6. 17, 19). The institution of church widows (ch. 6.)
accords with this. The directions here to Timothy,
the president or apostolic delegate, are as to filling up
vacancies among the bishops and deacons, or addino to
their number. Fresh churches in the neighbourhood
also wouldrequlre presbyters ami deacons. Episcopacy
was adopted in apostolic times as the most expedient
form of government, being most nearly iu accordance
with Jewish institutions, and so offering the less ob
struction through Jewish prejudices to the progress of
Christianity. The synagogue was governed by presby
ters, "elders" (Acts. 4. S; 24. 1), called also bishops or
overseers. Three among them presided as " rulers of
the synagogue," answering to " bishops " in the modem
sense [Liqhtfoot, Horce.], and one among them took
the lead. Ambrose (in Amularius de Officii*. 2. 13, and
Bingham, Ecclesiastical Antiquities, 2. li; says, " They
who are now called bishops were originally called
apostles. But those who ruled the church after the
death of the apostles, had not the testimony of miracles.
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and were in many respect* inferior. Therefore they likely to rule well the church. & For—Greek* " But.'
thought it not decent to assume to themselves the the church— rather, "a church' or congregation. How
name of apostle*; but dividing the names, they left shall be who cannot perform the leas function, perform
to presbyters the name of the presbytery, and they the greater and more difficult ? 6. Hot a novice—cot
themselves were called bishops' " Frtsbvter " refers j nst converted. This proves the church of Ephesus was
to the rank; "bishop," to the office or function. established now for some time. The absence of this
Timothy (though not having the name) exercised the rule iu the epistle to Titus, accords with the recent
power at Ephesus then, which bishops in the modern planting of the church at Crete. Greek. Seophyte, lit.,
sense more recently exercised, blaroeltss—** unexcep a young plant ; luxuriantly verdant Romans. & 5 ;
tionable:" giving no just handle for blame, husband 11. 17; l Corinthians, a. a). The young convert has not
of one wife—Confuting the celibacy of Hume's priest yet been disciplined and matured by afflictions and
hood. Though the Jews practised polygamy, yet as he temptations. Contrast Acts. 21. 16. "an old disciple."
Is writing as to a Gentile church, and as polygamy lifted op with pride — Greek* lit.. " wrapt in smoke." so
was never allowed among even laymen In the church, that, inflated with self-conceit and exaggerated ideas ot
the ancient Interpretation that the prohibition here his own Importance, he cannot see himself or others id
is against polygamy in a candidate bishop is not cor the true light {ch. 6. 4 ; 3 Timothy. X *J. ecndeicBsUor;
rect. It must, therefore, mean that, though laymen of the devil—Into the same condemnation as Satan fell
might lawfully marry again, candidates for the Episco into (e. 7; 2 Timothy, 2. SB.. Pride was the cause ot
pate or Presbytery were better to have been married Satan's condemnation (Job. 3$. 15; Isaiah, U. IMS;
only once. As inch. 6. It, "wife of one man." implies a John, 12. 31 ; 16. 11 ; 2 Peter. 2. 4; Jude. o). It cannot
woman married bat once; so "husband of one wife " mean condemnation or accusation on the part of tie
here must mean the same. The feeling which pre deriL The devil may bring a rtproaeh, on men iv'i. but
vailed among the Gentiles, as well as the Jews (cf. as he cannot bring them into condemnation, for he does
to Anna, Luke, 3. 38, 37,. against a second marriage not judge, but is judged. [Bkkgkl.J 7. a good report
would, on the ground of expediency and conciliation in —Gretk, testimony. So Paul was influenced by thesood
matters Indifferent and not Involving compromise of report given of Timothy to choose him as his compan
principle, account for Paul's prohibition here in the case ion Acts, 16. ft}, of them which are without—from the
of one In so prominent a sphere as a bishop or a M yet unconverted Gentiles around |i Cormtbisn-1,
deacon. Hence the stress that is laid in the context 6. 12; Colossians. 4. 6; 1 Thessalonians. 4. U). that ttry
on the repute in which the candidate for orders is held may be the more readily won to the gospel 11 Peur.
among those over whom he ts to preside Titus, l. 16'. 2. 12). and that the name of Christ may be glorified.
The council cf Laodicea and the apostolic canons dis Not even the former life of a bishop should be open i<>
countenanced second marriages, especially in the case reproach. tBtNO^i*] reproach and the sure of tb*
of candidates for ordination. Of course second mar devil—reproacfi of men (ch. 6. 14) proving the ocessk-n
riage being lawful, the undesirableness of It holds good of his falling into the mart of the devil (ch. 6. 9: SUtonly under special circumstances. It is implied here thew. 22. 15; 2 Timothy. 2. 2fi:. The reproach con
also, that he who has a wife and virtuous family, is to tinually surrounding him for former sins might leati
be preferred to a bachelor; for he who is himself bound him into the mart of becoming as bad as his repot*
to discharge the domestic duties mentioned here, is tion. Despair of recovering reputation might, in a ueik
likely to be more attractive to those who hare similar moment, lead some into recklessness of living Jew
ties, ior he teaches them not only by precept, but also miah. IS. 12J. The reason why only moral qualities*:!
by example iv. 4, 6). The Jews teach, a priest should a general kind are specified is. he presupposes in candi
be neither unmarried nor childless, lest be be unmerci dates for a bishopric the special gifts of the Spin:
ful. [iiKKOKL.] So in the synagogue, "no one shall (ch. 4. 14) and true faith, which ha desires to I*
offer up prayer in public, unless he be married." [In evidenced outwardly ; also he requires qualification
Colbo. ch. 6S; VITKJ50A, Synagogue.) vigilant—lit., in o bishop not so irdUpensable in others, ft- Tfcc
sot'cr: ever on the watch, as sober men alone can be; deacons were chosen by the voice of the peopl*
keenly alive, so a* to foresee what ought to be done Cyprian , Epiftle 2. s. says that good bishops never
(1 Ttiessalonlans. 6. 6-S . sober—soberxm tided, of good departed from the old custom of consulting the peopl*-bsbavioor—Greek, "orderly." " Sober " refers to the in The deacons answer to the chaazan of the synagogtwward mind;" "orderly." to the outward behaviour, the attendant ministers, or subordinate coadjutors of
tone, look. gait, dress. The new man bean somewhat the presbyter (as Timothy himself was to Paul, ch. 4.4;
of a sscred festival character. Incompatible with ail Philemon, l J; and John Mark, Acta, 13. 6>. Their doty
confusion, disorder, excess, violence, laxity, assump was to read the Scriptores in the church, to insure
tion, harshness, and meanness (1'hilippians, 4. 81. the Catechumens in Christian truths, to assist th
t Be no sx ] apt io teach— '2 Timothy. 2,24.' 3. Mot given presbyters at the sacraments, to receive oblations, u
to wine—The Greek includes b<ndt* this, not indulging to preach and instruct. As the chazian covered mcl
in the brawling, violent conduct towards oth-rs, which uncovered the ark in the synagogue, containing the Is*proceeds from being given to wine. The opposite of so the deacon in the ancient church put the corona
" patient" or Greek "forbearing," reasonable to others on the communion table. (See Chjiysostom. &
(Aofe, Philippians, 4. 5 . no striker—with either hand Homily on Acts; Theophvlact on Luke 19.; and
or tongue: not as some teachers pretending a holy zeal BaLsaman on (anon 22,. Council c/ LcP<dtceaJ TV
,2 Corinthians, 11. 20), answering to "not a brawler'' appointing of "the seven' in Acts. c. is perhaps v.or tighter icf. 1 Kings. 22. 24: Nehemish. 13. 2i; Isaiah, meant to describe the/irjf appointment of the deae-c
&*. 4; Acts, 23. 8; t Timothy, 2. £4. So., not covetous— of the church. At least the chaxaan previously sug
Greek." not a lover of money," whether he have much gested the similar order of deacons, dcabla tanftsior little Titus. L 71. i. ruling—Greek." presiding over." ■ Ut.. "of double-speech:" saying one thing to tai*
bis own house — children and sen-ants, as contrasted i-erson. and another to that person. [THaoDoan .
with "the church (house) of God (o. 6. U] which he The extensive personal intercourse that deacons »ooi;
may be called on to preside over, having fcifchiidreu— have with the members of the church might pro" *
rather as Greek, "having children who are in sub- I temptation to such a fault. Others explain ft, **»3
jectlon" Titus, 1. 6,. grsvi'.y — i ropriery : rttcrcut1 lug one thing, thinking another" [Proverbs, JJ. lJ
tnodedy on the part of the children. I Alford,] The ' ' .alatiana. 2 13. I prefer the former, tot grs*!' l:
fact that be has children who are tit subjection to him in filthy locrr— All gain is filthy Hit., "base") which is «'
all yruiiry, is tbertoommendaUon in his favour as ono , before a man as a by-end m his work for God [AltoU*]
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ft Peter. S. 81. Hie deacon's office of collecting and dis participle, "they that used the office of deacon well."
tributing alma would render this a necessary qualifica implies that the present verb, "are acr/uiriny to them
tion. 9. the mystery of the faith—Holding the faith, selves boldness." is the result of the completed action of
which to the natural man remains a mystery, but using the diaconate well. Also, St. Paul would not
which has been revealed by the Spirit to them (Romans, probably hold out to every deacon the prospect of pro
16. 25; 1 Corinthians, 3. 7-10), in a pure conscience 'ch. motion to the presbytery in reward of his service. The
I. 6, 19). ("i'ure."t.«.t in which nothing base or foreign Idea of moving upwards in church offices was as yet
is intermixed. Utttkaiw.]) Though deacons were unknown (cf. Romans, 12. 7, &c.; 1 Corinthians, 12.
not ordinarily called on to preach (Stephen and Philip 4-11). Moreover, there seems little connexion between
are not exceptions to this, since it was as evangelists, reference to a higher church rank and the words " great
rather than as deacons, they preached], yet as being boldness." Therefore, what those who have faithfully
office-bearers in the church, and having much inter discharged the diaconate acquire for themselves is "a
course with all the members, they especially needed to good standlug place" [Alfokd] (a well-grounded hope
have this characteristic, wh'ch every Christian ought of salvation) against the day of judgment, ch. 8. 19:
to have. 10. "And moreover," Ac. [AlfobdJ be l Corinthians, 3. 13, 14 (the figurative meaning of
proved—not by a period of probation, but by a search "degree " or " step," being the degree of worth which
ing inquiry, conducted by Timothy, the ordaining one has obtained in the eye of God [Wiesujuzbj); and
president (ch. 6. 22). whether they be "blameless;" boldness (resting on that standing place), as well for
then when found so, " let them act as deacons." preaching and admonishing others now (Ephesians.O. 19:
" Blameless." the Greek "unexceptionable:" as the a firm standing forth for the truth against error), as
resultof public investigation unaccused. (Tittmans.) also especially in relation to God their coming Judge,
II. their wives—rather, "the women," i.e.. the deacon- before whom they may be boldly confident (Acts. 24. 16;
'•Ms. For there is no reason that special rules should 1 John. 2. 28; 4. 17; 3. 21; Hebrews. 4. 10). in the faith
be laid down as to the wives of the deacons, and not —rather as Greek, "in faith," i.e., boldness resting on
also as to the wives of the bishops or overseers. More their own faith, which is in Christ Jeaus—resting in
over, if the wives of the deacons were meant, there Christ Jesus. 14. write I. ..hoping—i.e., "though I
*eems no reason for the omission of "their" uiot in the hope to come unto thee shortly" (ch. 4. 13). As his
'irtfjc:. Also the Greek for "even so" (the same as hope was not veryconfldent (v. 16), he provides for
lor ** likewise." v. 8, and " in like manner." ch. 2. 9), Timothy's lengthened superintendence by giving him
denotes a transition to another class of persons. Fur the preceding rules to guide him. He now proceeds to
ther, there were doubtless deaconesses at Ephesus. give more general instructions to him aa an evangelist,
such as Phebe was at Cencbrea 'Uomans.16. l," servant," having a "gift" committed to him (ch. 4. 14). shortly—
Greek, deaconess}, yet no mention Is made of them in Greek, "sooner," ria., than is pre-supposed in the pre
this epistle if not here; whereas, supposing them to be ceding directions given to him. See my Introduction
meant here, ch. 3. embraces in due proportion all the on this verse. This verse best suits the theory that
persons in the service of the church. Naturally after this first epistle was not written after Paul's visit and
specifying the qualifications of the deacon. Paul passes departure from Ephesus (Acts, l». aud 20.), when be
to those of the kindred office, the deaconess. " Grave" had resolved to winter at Corinth after passing the
occurs in the case of both. "Not slanderers" here, summer In Macedonia (l Corinthians, 16. 6), but after
answers to H not double tongued" in the deacons; so his first imprisonment at Rome (Acts, 38.); probably
"not falsa accusers" (Titus. 2. 3). "Sober" here at Corinth, where he might have some thoughts of
answers to "not given to much wine," in the case of going on to Eplrus before returning to Ephesus.
the deacons (v. 8). Thus it appears he requires the [Biu&8.] 15. But if I tarry long—before coming to thee,
same qualifications in female deacons as in deacons, that—i.e., I write (v. 14) ** that thou mayest know," &c.
only with such modifications as the difference of sex behave thyseli—in directing the church at Ephesus (ch.
suggested. Plist. in his celebrated letter to Trajan, 4. 11). the house of God—the church (Hebrews, 3. 2, 6. 6;
caUs them ** female ministers.'' faithful in all things— 10. SI; l Peter. 4. 17; 1 (3ormthiana, S. 10. " the temple of
of life as well as faith. Trustworthy in respect to the (5od;" Ephesiana, 2.22). which is—i.e.. inasmuch as it is.
alma committed to them and their other functions, the church—"the congregation." The fact that the
&nswering to " not greedy of filthy lucre." v. 8, in the sphere of thy functions is "the congregation of the
case of the deacons. 12. husbands of one wife—{Note, living God" (who is the ever-living Master of the house,
9. * J ruling their children—There is no article in the 2 Timothy, 8. 10. 20. Si), is the strongest motive to faith
Greek" ruling children:" implying that he regarded the fulness in this behaviour as president of a department
having children to rule aa a qualification (v. 4 ; Titus. of " the house." The living God forms a striking con
l. tf). their own houses — as distinguished from " the trast to the lifeless idol, Diana of Ephesus (l Tbessalo. ! mrch of God" INotc, v. 6). In the case of the deacons, mans. 1. 0/. He is the fountain of "truth," and the
as in that of the bishops, he mentions the first condition foundation of our " trust" (ch. 4. 10,'. Labour directed
of receiving office, rather than the special qualifications to a particular church is service to the one great house
for its discharge. The practical side of Christianity is of God, of which each particular church is a part, and
the one most dwelt on in the pastoral epistles, in op each Christian a lively stone (l Peter, S. 6). the pillar
position to the heretical teachers : moreover, as the and ground of the truth—evidently predicated of the
miraculous gifts began to be withdrawn, the safest church, not of ** the mystery of godliness" (an interpre
criterion of efficiency would be the previous moral tation not started till the 16th century; so Bkmjel); for
character of the candidate, the disposition and talent after two weighty predicates, " pillar and ground,'' and
for the office being pre-supposed. So in Acts. 6. s, a these substantives, the third, a much weaker one, and
rimliar criterion was applied, "Look ye out among that an adjective, " confessedly," or '* without con
you seven men of honest report." Less stress is laid on troversy great," would not come. "Pillar" is so used
personal dignity in the case of the deacon than In that metaphorically of the three apostles on whom princi
of the bishop {Notes, cf. t>. 8, 3). 13. purchase to themselves pally the Jewish Christian church depended (Galatlans,
a good degree—lit., "are acqu\rinQ...A...step" Under 2. 9; cf. Revelation. 3. 12 . The church is "the pillar
stood by manyss"a higher step," ie., promotion to the of the truth," as the continued existence (historically)
higher office of presbyter. But ambition of rising of the truth rests on it; for it supports and preserves
neems hardly the motive to faithfulness which the the word of truth. He who is of the truth belongs by
apostle would urge; besides, It would require the oom- the very fact to the church. Christ is the alone ground
uarative, "a better degree." Then the past aorist of the truth in the highest sense d Corinthians. 3, nj.
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God Manifest in the Fltsh.
The Jfyriiry o/GodliM9.
1 TIMOTHY. IV.
The apostles are foundations in a secondary senee before dawn to meet and sing a hymn in alterants
(fpheelins. 2. 20; Revelation, tl. 14). The cbarcb rests responses to Christ, as being God ;" and Ecskbtcs,
on the truth u it U in Christ: not the truth on the Ecclesiastical History, 4. ss. Tbe short unconnectei
church. But the truth as it is in inset/ ii to be dis sentences with the words similarly arranged, and the
tinguished from the truth as it ii acknowledged in the I number of syllables almost equal, and the ideas anti
world. In the former sense it needs no pillar, but thetically related, are characteristics of s Christian
supports itself ; in the Utter sense, it needs the church hymn. The clauses stand in parallelism; each two are
as its pillar, i.e.. its supporter and preserver. [JIaum- i connected as a pair, and form an antithesis turning on
oajltxx.J The importance of Timothy's commission ; the opposition of heaven to earth : the order of this
is set forth by reminding him of tbe excellence of " the j antithesis is reversed In each new pair of clauses: JleA
house" in which he serves ; and this in opposition to I and spirit, angels and Gentiles, world and glory; *sd
the coming; heresies which Paul presdently forewarns there is a correspondence between the first sod the
him of immediately after (ch. 4. 1). The church is to 1 last clause : " manifested in tbe flesh, received up into
be the stay of the truth and its conserrer for the i glory." iWixsisoKR.) justified—i,e., approved to be
world, and God's instrument for securing its continu righteous. (Alfokd.] Christ, whilst "in the flesh.'"
ance on earth, in opposition to those heresies (Matthew. ' seemed to be just such a one as men in the flesa, and
It. 18; 26. so . The apostle does not recognise a church In fact bore their sins; but by having died to sin. scd
which has not the truth, or has it only in park Rome having risen agsun. He gained tor Himself and His
falsely claims the promise for herself. But it is not people justifying righteousness (Isaiah, 50. S; John, id.
historical descent that constitutes a church, but this 10 ; Acts, 22. 14; Romans, 4. 25; e. 7, iu; Hebrews, ft. fc :
only, that it has truth for its foundation. The absence 1 Peter, % 18; 4. 1; 1 John. 2.1) [Uks'GklJ; or rather,sstbc
of the tatter unchurches Rome. The "pillar* is the antithesis to " was manifest in the flesh " requires. He
intermediate; the "ground." or ** basement* similar was justified In the Spirit at the same time thst Ha
to " foundation." 2 Timothy. 2. 19), the final support of was manifest in the flesh, Ce,. He was vindicated ss
the building. (Alfohd.] It is no objection that, Divine "in His Spirit,* t-e„ in His higher nature : in
haying called the church before '* the house of God." contrast to "in the flesh," Bis visible human naturt.
he now calls it the " pillar f for the literal word This contrasted opposition requires "in the Spirit'' to
"church" immediately precedes tbe new metaphors : be thus explained: not "by the Spirit," as alfori'
so the church, or congregation of believers, which explains it. So Romans. L3.4," Made of the seed of
before was regarded as the habUatwn of God, is now, David according to the flesh, and declared to be the >*
from a different point of view, regarded as the pillar of God with power, according to the Spirit of holiness.
upholding the trutb. 16. And—following up v. 15: The by the resurrection from the dead.** So "justified1
pillar of the truth is the church in which thou art re is used to mean vindicated in one's true ciiaracttr
quired to minuter; "and ithat ihouxnayest know bow (Matthew, 1L, 19; Luke. 7. 35; Romans, 3. 4). His mani
grand is that truth which the church so upholds) con festation "in the flesh" exposed huu to misapprchcA
fessedly (so the Greek tor ' without controversy') great sion, as though He were nothing more (John* 6. 41; '<is the mystery of godliness: (via,) Hx who iSO tue 27,. His just'jioation, or vindication, \n respect to li*
oldest MSti. and versions read for 'God') was mani Spirit or higher being, was effected by all that man-fested in (the; flesh [He who) was justified in the Spirit." jested that higher being. His words {Matthew. T. tt,
dec There is set )>efore us the whole dignity of John. 7. 46, His works (John. 2. 11 ; 3. 2; by His Father'-■
Christ's person. If He were not essentially super testimony at His baptism (Matthew, 3. l*), and at the
human (Titus, 2. 13). how could the apostle emphati transfiguration (Matthew, 17. 5;, and especially by His
cally declare that Ho was manifested in (the) jiesh. resurrection (Acts, 13. 33; Romans, 1. 4.', though not cj
ITxEuELLtd. trinted Uxt\ Greek Mew Testament.) this exclusively, as Bxnobx limits it. seen of sag*u(John. 1. 14; Philippisns. 2. 7; 1 John* 1. 2; 4. 2.) Christ, Answering to "' preached unto the Gentiles" .or raihei
in all His aspects, is Himself "tbe mystery of godli "among the natioiw," including the Jews', on the other
ness." Hti who before was hidden " with God * was hand (Matthew, 26. 19; Romana, 18. 25. 26). "Angeu
made mamjnt (John, 1. L, 14; Romans, 10. 25, 86; saw the Son of Cod with us, not having seen E^
Coloesiarn. l. 26; 2 Timothy, l. 10; Titus. 2. 11; 3.4; before" [Cil&yso»toxj: "tot even tneybad seen Ihi
1 John, 3. 6. & . "Confessedly." i.e.. by the universal Divine nature, which is not visible to any creature, ba:
confession of the members of " the church." which is they saw Him incaruate " IThbsodoextJ .Ephesiaas, jIn this respect the " pillar" or upholder "of the truth.' 8t 10; l I'eter, l. U; cf. Colossians, l. 16, 20). what
the mystery—the divine scheme embodied in Christ, angels cauie to know by seeing, the nations learned if
Colosslans. 1. 27) once hidden from, but now revealed prcaclang. He is a new message to the one class a
to, us who believe, of god lines*—rather, "piety:" a well as to the other: in the wondrous union in Hi*
different Greek word expresses godliness (ch. 2. 10). person of things most opposite, rtz., heaven and earth,
In opposition to the ungodliness or \mpietu insepar lies "the mystery." (.WixaUtfQKJt.] If the Engiu*
able from error (departure ,/rom the faith: "doctrines Version, "Gentiles," be retained, the antithesis mil
of devils." "profane fables," ch. 4. 1, 7; cf. ch. o. 3). To be between the angels who are so near the Son of Cod,
the victims of such error, the *' mystery of piety" (i.e.. the Lord of angels, and tlu Gentiles who were so utterly
Christ Himself> remains mmystery unrepealed ,ch. 4. %. " afar off" (Ephesians, 2. 17J. believed on is the wwisIt is accessible only to " piety" (e. 9; : in relation to the wbich lieth in wickedness U John, 2. 15; 5. 19). c>pposeJ
pious It is termed a "mystery/ though repealed to "glory" (John, 3. 10. 17). This followed upon tin
(I Corintliians.2. 7-n ,to imply the surpassing excellence being 'preached," (Romans, 10.it). received up intofioty
of Him who Is the essential subject of it, and who is —Greek, " in glory." However, English Version aaj
Himself "wonderful" (Isaiah, 9. 6), surpassing know be retained thus, "Received up {so as now to btf. w
ledge (Enhesians, 3. 18, 19 , cf. Ephesians, &. 32. The glory," i.e.. into glory (Mark, 16. 19; Luke. 24. 51; Acu,
apostle now proceeds to unfold this confessedly great 1, ii). His reception in heaven answers to His recep
mystery in its details. It is not unlikely that some tion on earth by being " believed on."
formula of confession or hymn existed in the church
CHAPTER IV.
and was generally accepted, to which Paul alludes in
Ver. l-ic. Prxdictiox or a Coxtxo Departc**
the words, "confessedly great is the mystery," dsc, (to nose tux Faith ; Timothy's Duty as to it: G«*jwit) " He who was manifested," die. Such hymns were bal DlAXCTtOKS TO him. The " mystery of imquiO'"
then need (cf. Ephesians, 6. 19; Colossians, 3, 16). here alluded to, and already working (t Thessakmiaes,
Puay ! to, £p. 97. "They are wont on a fixed day 2. 7;, stands opposed to the "mystery of godliness '
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Asceticism and other
1 TIMOTHY. IV.
Marks of the Apostasy.
lost mentioned (I Timothy, 3. 16). 1. TKaw— Greek. the false prophet or beast (ch. 6. 20, 21; Colossians, 2. 8;
"But." In contract to the "mystery of godliness." the l John, 4. 1-3; Revelation. 13. 12-16). Austerity gained
Spirit— shaking by the prophets then In the church for them a show of sanctity whilst preaching false doc
(whose prophecies rested on those of the Old Testa trine (Colossians, 2. 23). Kuskbius, Ecclesiastical His
ment, Daniel, 7. 25; 8. 23, isc; 11. 30. as also on those tory. 4. 20, quotes from Iken.lus tL 28), a statement
of Jesus in the New Testament, Matthew, 24. 11-24). that Saturninus, Marcion, and the Encratites.
and also by Paul himself. 2 Thessalonians, 2. 3 (with preached abstinence from marriage and animal meats.
whom accord 2 Peter. 3. 3; 1 John, 2. 18; Jude, 18). Paul prophetically warns against such notions,the seeds
exprisslj—** in plain words." This shows that he refers of which already were being sown (ch. 6. 20; 2 Timothy,
to prophecies of the Spirit then lying before him. in 2. 17, 18). to be received—Greek, " to be partaken of."
the latter times—in the times following upon the times of them—lit., (created and designed) "for them," <tc.
in which he is now writing. Not some remote future, Though all (even the unbelieving. Psalm 104. 14;
bnt tiroes immediately subsequent, the beginnings of -Matthew, 5. 45) are partakers in these foods created
the apostasy being already discernible (Acts, 20. 20;: by God, "they which believe" alone fulfil God's
these are the forerunners of " the last days" design in creation by partaking of them with tfianks13 Timothy, 3. 1). depart from the faith—The apostasy giving; as opposed to those who abstain from them, or
was to be within the church, the faithful one becom in partaking of them, do not do so with thanksgiving.
ing the harlot. In 2 Thessalonians, 2. 3 (written The unbelieving have not the designed use of such
earlier,1, the apostasy of the Jews from God Joining foods by reason of their "conscience being denied"
the heathen against Christianity) is the ground work (Titus, 1. 16). The children of God alone "inherit the
jn which the prophecy rises ; whereas here, in the earth;* for obedience is the necessary qualification {as
pastoral epistles the prophecy is connected with it was in the original grant of the earth to Adam;,
Gnostic errors, the seeds of which had already been which they alone possess, and know the truth—Ex
sown in the church i AltbeklcnJ (2 Timothy, 2. IS). planatory and defining who are '* they which believe."
Apollonius Tyanajus, a heretic, came to Bphesus in Translate as Greek. "And have full knowledge of the
the lifetime of Timothy, giving heed—(ch. l. 4; Titus. truth'' {Note, Philipplans, l. 0). Thus he contradicts
1. 14.)
reducing spirits—working in the heretical the assumption of superior knowledge sm^. higher moral
teachers. Uohn, 4. 2, 3, 6, "the spirit of error," perfection , put forward by the heretics, on the ground of
opposed to "the spirit of truth,** "the Spirit" which their abstinence from marriage and meats. "The
"speaketh" in the true prophets against them, doctrines trutii" stands in opposition to their "lies" (v. 2). 4, 5.
ofdevts—4if.,"teacbings of (i.e., suggested byj demons." Translate as Greek "Because" (expressing a reason
James, 3. 15, "wisdom-devilish?* 2 Corinthians, 11. IS, resting on an objective fact ; or, as hore, a Scripture
"Satan's ministers." 2. Bather translate," Through quotation)—" For" (a reason resting on something sub
((it.' in:' the element in which the apostasy has place) jective in the writer's mind), every creature.. .good—
the hypocrisy of lying-speakers r" this expresses the (Genesis, 1. 31; Romans, 14. 14, 20.) A refutation by
means through which "some shall (be led to) depart anticipation of the Gnostic opposition to creation : the
from the faith," n's.. the feigned sanctity of the seeds of which were now lurking latently in the
seducers (cf. "deceivers." Titus, 1. 10;. having their church. Judaism (Acts, 10. 11-16; l Corinthians. 10. 25,
conscience seared—Greek, " having their own con 25) was the starting-point of the error as to meats :
science," <fcc., i.e., not only " speaking lies'* to others, but Oriental Gnosis added now elements. The old Gnostic
also having their own conscience seared. Professing heresy is now almost extinct ; but its remains in the
to lead others to holiness, ttuir own conscience is ail celibacy of Rome's priesthood, and in its fasts from
the while defiled. Bad consciences always have animal meats, enjoined under the penalty of mortal
recourse to hypocrisy. As faith and a good conscience sin, remain, if.. .with thanksgiving—Meats, though
are joined (ch. 1. 6); so hypocrisy (i.e., unbelief, pure in themselves, become impure by being received
Matthew. 24. 6. 51; cf. Luke. 12. 46) and a bad conscience with an unthankful mind (Romans, 14. 0; Titus, 1. lb).
here. Thcodoret explains like English Version, 5. sanctified—*' hollowed:" set apart as holy for the use
"seared," as implying their extreme insensibility; the of believing men : separated from " the creature,"
effect of cauterising being to deaden sensation. The which is under ttie bondage of vanity and corruption
Greek, however, primarily means "branded" with the (Romans, S. 19. &c). Just as in the Lord's supper, the
consciousness of crimes committed against their better thanksgiving prayer sanctifies the elements, separating
knowledge and conscience, like so many scars burnt in them from their naturally alien position in relation to
by a branding-iron. Cf. Titus, 1. 16; 3. 11, "con the spiritual world, and transferring them to their true
demned of himself." They are conscious of the brand relation to the new life. So in every use of the creature,
within, and yet with a hypocritical show of sanctity thanksgiving prayer has the same effect, and ought
they strive to seduce others. As "a seal" is used in always to be used il Ccrinthians, 10. 30. 3D. by the
a good sense ,2 Timothy. 2. 19), so "a brand" in a bad word of God and prayer—i.e., " by means of intercessory
sens*. The image is taken from the branding of prayer" ,so the Greek}—i.e.. consecratory prayer iu
criminals. 3. Sensuality leads to false spiritualism. behalf of " the creature " or food—that prayer mainly
Their own inward impurity is reflected in their eyes consisting of " the word of God. ' The Apostolic Con*
in the world without them, and hut.ee their asceticism stitutions, 7. 40, ^ive this at.cient grace, almost wholiy
(Titos. 1. 14, 15). [WitaiNGFit.j By a spurious spiri consisting of scripture. "Blessed art thou, O Lord.
tualism (2 Timothy, 2. is?, which made moral perfection who feedest me from my youth, who givestfood to all
consist in abstinence from outward things, they pre flesh: Fill our hearts with joy and gladness, that we,
tended to attain to a higher perfection. Matthew, having all sufficiency, may abound unto every good
10. 10-12; cf. l Corinthians. 7. 8, 20, 38. gave a seeming work in Christ Jesus our Lord, through whom ylory.
handle to their " forbidding marriage" (contrast ch. honour, aud might, be to thee for ever. Amen." In
ft. HI, And the Old Testament distinction as to clean and the case of inspired men, " the word of God" would
unclean, gave a pretext for teaching to "abstain from refer to their Inspired prayers (1 Kings, 17. l); but as
meats" (cf. Colossians, 2, 16, 17, 20-23). As these Paul speaks in general, including uninspired men's
Judaizing Gnostics combined the harlot or apostate thanksgiving for meals, the ** word of God " more pro
Old Testament church with the beast (Revelation ,1 7. 3), bably refers to the Scripture words used in thanks
or Gnostic spiritualising anti- Christianity, so Koine's giving prayers. 6. If thou put.. .in remembrance—rather
JudaixLag elements tch. 4. 3) shall ultimately be com as Greek. " If thou, suggest to [bring under the notice of)
bined with the open worldly-wise an tt- Christianity of ! the brethren," &c ttess things—viz., the truths stated
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Godliness Profits both for the

1 TIMOTHY. IV

In r. 4. fi. In opporittoo to the erron foretold, e. 1-1
minister— "servant." Donriibed np—The oYeefcta pres
ent, not past: "Continually being nourished In'
(3 Timothy. L 5; 3. 14, 15). the words of faith—rather.
" ...of the faith" fef. v. IS . good doctrine—** the good
Uaehing.' Explanatory of " the faith," In opposition to
the **teachr $s of demons " (English Version, doctrines
of devils, r. 1) which Timothy was to counteract. Cf.
" sound doctrine" icb.i. 10. 6. 3; Titus. 1.9: 2. if. where*
no to then hast attained—** the course of which thou hast
followed;' hast foUomed along by tracing its course
and accompanying ft. (Auord.] Thou hast begun
to follow up. fBESGEL ) The suae Greek occurs,
"Thou hast fully known" [J Timothy. 3. 10). "having
had perfect understanding" (Luke. 1. 31. It is an unde
signed coincidence that the Greek verb is used only by
Paul and Pouts companion. Luke. 7. refuse—reject,
avoid, hate nothing to do icith (2 Timothy, 8. 13; Titus,
3. 10). old wives' ftbles—anile mythes (ch. 1. 4, 0; Titus,
1. 14}. They are " profane." because leading away from
"godliness*' or "piety" (ch. 1. 4-T; 6.20: X Timothy,
2. 16; Titus. 1. 1. 21. exweiae thyself—lit., "exercise
thyself" as one undergoing training in a gymnasium.
Let thy pelf-discipline be not In ascetical exercises as
the false teachers v. 3. 8 : cf. 2 Timothy, 2. 22, 33;
Hebrews, &. 14; 13. 11). but with a view to godliness or
"piety" ch. 6. It, IS). 8. but Uuls—Greek, "profiteth
to fbut- a small extent." Paul does not deny that
fasting and abstinence from conjugal intercourse for
a time, with a view to reaching the inward man
through the outward, do profit somewhat. Acta. IX 3:
1 Corinthians. 7. 5, 7; 9. 20. 87. though in its degenerate
form, asceticism, dwelling solely on what is outward,
v. 3, Ls not only not profitable but Injurious . Timothy
seems to have had a leaning to such outward self-dis
cipline (cf. ch. 5. S3). Paul, therefore, whilst not disap
proving of this In its due proportion and place, shows
the vast superiority of godliness or piety, as being pro.
Stable not merely "to a small extent,*' but "unto
all things;" for, having its seat within, it extends
thence to the whole outward life of a man. Not
unto one portion only of his being, but to every por
tion of it, bodily and spiritual, temporal and eternal.
[Alfobd.J "He who has piety iwbich is 'profitable
unto all things'/ wants nothing needful to hla wellbeing, even though he be without those helps which.
' to a small extent,' bodily exercise furnishes."
ICalvis.J "Piety." which is the end for which thou
art to "exercise thyself (v. 7,] is the essential thing:
the means are secondary, having promise. Ac.—trans
late as Greek, "Having promise of life, that which
tiow Is, and that which is to come." " life" In Its
truest and best sense now and hereafter (S Timothy.
1. 1). Length of life now so far as it Is really good for
the believer; life in its truest enjoyments and em
ployments now, and life blessed and eternal hereafter
(Matthew, 6. 33: Mark. 10. 20. 301. "Now In this time"
[Psalm m. 11; 112.: Romans, 8. 38; 1 Corinthians, 3. Si.
23, "all things are yours.. .the world, life...things pres
ent, things to come") Christianity, which seems to
aim only at our happiness hereafter, effectually pro
motes it here (ch. 0. 0; S Peter, 1. 3). Cf. Solomon's
prayer and the answer (1 Kings 3. 7-13). 9. (Ch. 1. 16.)
This verse [Greek}. " faithful is the saying." Art, con
firms the assertion as to the " promise " attached to
" godliness," v. b and forms a prefatory introduction to
0. 10. which is joined to t*. 9 by "for." So 2 Timothy,
2. IL Godly men seem to suffer loss as to this life: Paul
hereby refutes the notion. (Bbmokl,] "God is the
laviour specially of those that believe" (r. 10), both as
to '* toe life that now is," and also as to " the life which
is to come*" (e. 8). 10. therefore—Greet, " with a view
to this." The reason tchy"we both (' both' is omitted
in the oldest MSS.' labour {endure hardship) and suffer
reproach :some oldeit AIS3. read ' strive'), is bscauss
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we have rested, and do rest our hope, on the living
(and therefore, bfe-givtng, t. 84 God." Sivicur—even
in this life It. bi. specially...those that oeiieve—Their
" labour and reproach** are not inconsistent with their
having from the living God. their Saviour, even the
present life {Mark. 10. 30. **a hundredfold now in this
time.. .with persecutions*, much more the life to
come. If God is in a sense ** Saviour*' of unbelievers
•ch. 2. 4, i.e.. is Killing to be so everlasting! y, and u
temporally here their Preserver and Benefactor, much
more of believers. He is the Saviour of all men
potentially ch. 1. IS ; of believers alone effectually.
11. These truths, to the exclusion of those useless and
even injurious teachings (v. Is. whilst weighing well
thyself, charge also upon others.
13. L^t no mas
despise thy youth—Act so as to be respected in spite of
thy youth 1 Corinthians, 16. it; Titus, 1. u: : cf. "youth
ful" as to Timothy (t Timothy, S. 23 . He was but s
mere youth when he joined St. Paul (Acta, id. }•%,.
Eleven years had elapsed since then to the time sub
sequent to Paul's first imprisonment. He was, there
fore, still young ; especially in comparison with Pant
whose place he was filling; also in relation to elderly
presbyters whom be should "entreat as a father1'
ch. 5. l), and generally in respect to his duties in re
buking, exhorting, and ordaining (ch. 3. l), which
ordinarily accord best with an elderly person (cfa. 6 IS
be thou an example—Greek." become a pattern " iTitus,
2. 7 . The true way of matrir^ men not to despise
.alight, or disregard thy youth. In word—in all thai
thou aayest in public and private, coLversatios—«.e.,
' ' behaviour:" the Old Rng'nh sense of the word, in
charity.. Jiith—the two cardinal principle* of the Chris
tian (Gaiattans, 6.6;. The oldeatMSS, omit** inspirit.*'
in purity—simplicity of holy motive followed out in
consistency of holy action LAlfobjj] (ch. 6. 22; 2 Corin
thians, e. C; James, 3. 17; 4. S; 1 Peter, 1. sai. 13. Till I
come—when Timothy's commission would be super
seded for the time by the presence of the apostle- him
self (ch,L3;3.14). reading—especially in the public con
gregation. The practice of reading Scripture was
transferred from the Jewish synagogue to the ChrisUan church (Lake, 4. 16-20; Acts, 13. 15; 14. 21 ; 2 Corinthians. 3. 14.. The New Testament gospel surd
epistles bein«' recognised as inspired by those wbo bad
the gift of disoerntng spirits, were from the first, ac
cording as they were written, read along with the Otd
Testament in the church (l Thessaloniaus, 5. 23, 27;
Colossians. 4. 16). [J cutis? Maktyk. Apology. Ju 67.1
1 think that whilst public reading is the promuien*.
thought, the Spirit intended also to teach that Scrip
ture reading in private should be " the fountain of all
wisdom from which pastors ought to draw whatever
they bring before their flock." [ Alford.J exaortatia—addressed to the feelings and will with a view to
the regulation of the conduct, doctnne—c^r«at, uninisterial) ''teaching*' or instruction. Addressed to the u>
derstaading.so as to Impart knowledge ch. «i2sBbniac.-.
12. 7, 8). Whether in public or private, exhortation ann
instruction should be based on ■Scripture reading. 11
Heglect not me gift—by letting it lie unused.
lr
2 Timothy. 1. tt, the gift fs represented as a spark -X
the Spirit lying within him. and sure to smoulder by
neglect, the stirring up or keeping in lively exercise of
which depends on the will of him on whom it is be
stowed Matthew, 83. lb, 86. 27. SS). The es\arism or
spiritual gift, is that of the Spirit which qualified hla
for "the work of an evangelist" (£phesiana, a. n.
2 Timothy,*. s.s, or perhaps the gift of discerning $p*n£i
specially needed in his function of ordaining, as over
seer. (B1-.110P Hixi»sJ given thee— by God u Corinthians. 12. 4,6). by prophecy—%.«.. by the Hoiy Spirit,
at his general ordination, or else ccosecraticn, to the
special see of Kphesns, speaking through the prophet*
God's will to give him the graces needed to qualify- him
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lor his work (ch. 1. 18 ; Acta, 13. 1-3). with., laying on
of...hands—So in JostmVs case. Numbers, 27. 18-20;
Deuteronomy, 34. 9. Tbe gift was connected with the
symbolical act of hying on hands. But the Greek
"with," implies that the presbyters' laying on bands
was tbe mere accompaniment of the conferring of the
gift. "By" (2 Timothy, l. 6 ) Implies that Pouts laying
on his bands was the actual instrument of its being
conferred, of tbe presbytery—In 2 Timothy, l. G, the
opostle mentions only his own laying on of hands.
But there his aim la to remind Timothy specially of
Che part he himself took in imparting to him the gift.
Here he mentions tbe fact, quite consistent with tbe
cither, that the neighbouring presbyters took part in
the ordination or consecration , be, however, taking tbe
fVretnost part. Paul, though having the general over
sight of the elders every where, was an elder himself
il Peter. 6. 1; 2 John, 1). The Jewish council was com
posed of tbe elders of the church (the Presbytery, Luke,
2J. CO; Acts, 22, 5j, and a presiding Rabbi; so tbe Chris'
tun church was composed of apostles, elders, and a
president lActs, 15. 16). As the president of the syna
KOgue was of the same order as his presbyters, so tbe
bishop was of the same order as his presbyters. At
the ordination of the president of the synagogue there
were always three presbyters present to lay on bauds,
so tbe early church canons required three bishops to
be present at the consecration of a bishop. As the
president of the synagogue, so the bishop of the church
alone could ordain, he acting as the representative,
and in the name of the whole Presbytery. [Vitrinqa. j
So. in tbe Anglican church, the bishop ordains, tbe
presbyters or priest present joining with him in laying
on h&nda. 15. Hed;Ute—Greek, "Meditate carefully
upon" (Psalm, i. 2; Hi). 16; cf." Isaac," Genesis. 21 63;.
mese things—ir. 12-14.) As food would not nourish
without digestion, which assimilates the food to the
na balance of the body, so spiritual food, in order to
profit us, needs to be appropriated by prayerful
meditation, give thyw if wholly to—fit " Be tn these
things;" let them engross thee wholly; be wholly ab
sorbed in them. Entire selj-dedication, as in other
pursuits, so especially in religion, is the secret of pro*
ticiency. There are changes as to all other studies,
fashionable to-duy, out of fashion to-morrow; this
study alone is never obsolete, and when mode the all
engrossing aim sanctifies all other studies. The ex
ercise of the ministry threatens the spirit of the
ministry, unless it be sustained within. The minister
must be first bis own scholar before he can oe ano
ther's teacher, profiting—Greek, " progress " towards
perfection in the Christian life, and especially towards
the fullest realisation of the ideal of a Christian
minister [v. 13). may appear 10 ah—not for thy glory,
tut for the winning of souls (Matthew. 5. 16]. 16. Take
heed—Give heed Acts, 3. 6). thyself, and.. .doctrine—
"and onto thy teaching.'' The two requisites of a
eood pastor: tils teaching will be of no avail, unless
ins own life accord with it; and bis own purity of life
is not enough, unless he be diligent in teaching.
LCalvlk.J This verse is a summary of v. 12. continue
iu them— (2 Timothy, 3. 14.) m doing this—not '* by
doing this,'' as though he could save himself by works,
thou snalt...s*ve thyself, and them, &c.—(Exekiel. 33. 0;
James, &. 20.) In performing faithfully his duty to
others, the minister is promoting his own salvation.
Indeed he cannot "give heed unto the teaching" of
others. unless he be at tbe same time "giving heed unto
himself."
CHAPTER V.
Ver. 1-2S.
General Directions as to bow
Timothy should Deal with Different Classes
m the Church. 1. an elder—»* aye; probably not
an elder in the ministry: these latter are not men
tioned uU r, i7. "tbe elders that rule," Cf. Acts,
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2, 17, "Your old men," lit., "elders." Contrasted with
" tbe younger men." As Timothy was admonished so
to conduct himself as to give no man reason to despise
his youth (ch. 4. 12); so here he is told to bear in mind
bis youth, and to behave with the modesty which be
comes a young man In relation to his elders. "Re
buke," lit., "Strike hard upon;" Rebuke not sharply: a
different word from " rebuke" 2 Timothy. 4. 2. entreat
—exhort, as brethren—and therefore equals: not lord
ing it over tbem (1 Peter, 5. 1-3). 2. with all parity
—Kespectful treatment of the other sex will promote
"purity." 3. Honour—by setting on the church roll,
as fit objects of charitable sustenance (v. 9, 17, id;
Acts. s. l). bo "honour" is used for support with ne
cessaries (Matthew, 16. 4, 6; Acts. 2a. 10). widows indeed
—(v. 16.) Those really desolate: not like those (in «. 4i
having children or relations answerable for their sup
port, nor bke those (in v. <:• "who live in pleasure;"
but such as, from their earthly desolation as to friends,
are most likely to trust wholly in God, persevere in
continual prayers, and carry out the religious duties
assigned to church-widows [v. fi). Care for widows was
transferred from the Jewish economy to the Christian
{Deuteronomy, 14. 29; 16. it; 24. 17, 19). 4. if any
widow—not "a widow indeed," as having children
who ought to support her. nephtws—rather as Greek,
"descendants," or "grand-children." (iiESYCHiue.l
Nephews in old English meant grand-citildren
(Hooker, Ecclesiastical Polity, a. 20). 1st them—the
children and descendants, learn fi:st—ere it falls to
the church to support them, to show piety at homefilial piety towards their widowed mother or grand
mother, by giving her sustenance. Lit., "...towards
their own Itouse." "Piety" is applied to the reveren
tial discharge of fib&l duties; as the parental relation
is the earthly representation of God our heavenly
Father's relation to us. " Their own " stands in opposi
tion to the church, in relation to which the widow is
comparatively a stranger. She has a claim on her own
children, prior to her claim on the church: let them
fulfil this prior claim which she has on them, by sus
taining her and not burdening the church, parents—
Greek, (living) "progenitors," i.e., their mother or
grandmother, as the case may be. "Let them learn,"
implies that abuses of this kind bad crept into tbe
church, widows claiming church support, though they
had children or grandchildren able to support them.
good and—The oldest MS&. omit. Tbe words are pro
bably inserted by a transcriber from ch. 2. 3. A. widow
indeed, and desolate—contrasted with her who has chil
dren or grand-children to support her tv, 4). trusteth
in God—Perfect tense in GreeJfc,"Hath rested, and doth
rest her hope in God." This r. 5 adds another q ualirication in a widow for church maintenance, besides her
being "desolate" or destitute of children to support
her. She must be not one "that liveth in pleasure"
(v. 6), but one making God her main hope (the accusa
tive in Greek expresses that God is tite ultimate aim
whereto her hope is directed; whereas, ch. 4. 10, dative
expresses hope resting on God as her present stay
tWiE&iKGCRjj, and continuing instantly in prayers.
Her destitution of children, and of all ties to earth,
would leave her more unencumbered for devoting the
rest of her days to God and the church (l Corinthians.
7. 33, 34;. Cf. also " Anna a widow," who remained
unmarried after her husband's death, and "departed
not from the temple, but served God with fastings and
prayers day and night" (Luke, 2. 36, 37). Such a one,
Paul implies, would be the fittest object for tbe
church's help (v. 3j; for such a one if promoting the
cause of Christ's church by her prayers forlt. "Ardour
in prayers flows from hoping confidence in God."
LLso.] in scppUcations and praysrs—Oeefc, "boner sup
plications and prayers f tbe former signifies asking
undo- a huh of need, the latter, prayer [Notes, ch. 2, l;
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Phllippiane, 4. 0). night aod day— Another coincidence
with Luke (Luke, 18. 7. "cry day and night"): contrast
tiatan's accusations " day and night" (Revelation, 12. 10).
6. she that liveth in pleasure—the opposite of such a
widow as is described v. 6, and therefore one utterly undeservlug of church charity. The Grtek expresses
wanton prodigality and excess. [Tittmann.] The
root expresses weaving at a fast rule, and so lavish ex
cess (Note, James. 6. 6). dead while ihe liveth—dead in
the Spirit whilst alive in the flesh (Matthew, 8. if,
Epbesians. 6. 14), 7. theas things—just now spoken
(v. 5, 6). that they may be blameless—viz., the widows
supported by the church. 8. But—Reverting to e. 4,
" If any ia general proposition ; therefore including In
its application the widoufs children or grandchildren)
provide not for his own (relations In general.and especi
ally for those of his own house un particular], he hath
-practically, denied the faith." Faith without love and
Its works is dead ; " for the subject matter of faith is
not mere opinion, but the grace and truth of God, to
which he that believes gives up his spirit, as be that
oves gives up his heart." I M m k . ) If in auy case a
duty of love is plain, it is in relation to one's own
relatives : to fail in so plain an obligation is a plaia
proof of want of love, and therefore of want of faith.
"Faith does not set aside natural d u ties. but strengthens
them." [Bknokl.] worse than an infidel—because even
an infidel (or unbeliever) is taught by nature to proTide for his own relatives, and generally recognises the
duty: the Christian who does not so, is worse
(Matthew, 6. 46, 47). He has less excuse with bis greater
light, than the Infidel who may break the laws of
nature. 0. Translate, "As a widow (i.e., of the eccle
siastical order of widowhood : a kind of female pres
bytery , let none be enrolled (in the catalogue) who is
less than sixty years old." These were not deaoones^en,
who were chosen at a youngor age iforty was the age
fixed at the council of Chakcdon), and who had virgins
(In a later age called widowe) as well as widows among
them, but a band of widows set apart, though not yet
formally and finally, to the service of God and the
church. Traces of such a class appear in Acts, 0. 41.
Dorcas herself was such a one. As it was expedient
(Note, ch. 3. 8; Htus, l. 6) that the presbyter or bishop
should have been but once married, so also In her
case. There is a transition here to a new subject. The
reference here cannot be, as in v. Z,lo providing church
sustenance for them. For the restriction to widows
above sixty would then be needless and harsh, since
many widows might be in need of help at a much earlier
age; as also the rule that the widow must not have been
twice married, especially since he himself, below («, 14 ,
enjoins the younger widows to marry again; as also
that she must have brought up ctiiUlrcn. Moreover, e. 10
pre-suppmes some competence, at least in past times,
and so poor widows would be excluded, the very class
requiring charity. Also, v. 11 would then be senseless.
for then their re-marrying would be a benefit, not an
injury, to the church, as relieving it of the burden of
their sustenance. Triaii.i.ux, tU- i- andis Virginibus, c. 0., UEKMAa. Shepherd, it. 1. 2, and Chkysostom,
Homily 31. mention such an order of ecclesiastical
widowhood, each one not less than sixty years old, and
resembling the presbyters in the respect paid to them,
and in some of their duties: they ministered with sym
pathizing counsel to other widows, and to orphans, a
ministry to which their own experimental knowledge
of the ieelings and sufferings of the bereaved adapted
them, and had a general supervision of their sex.
Ags was doubtless a requisite in pnsbyiers, as it is
here stated to have been in presbyieresses, with a view
to their influence on the younger persons of their sex.
They were supported by the church, but not the only
widows so supported it. 3, 4J. wlia of oue man—in order
nut to throw a stum bllog block in the way of Jews and
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heathen, who regarded with disfavour second map
rlages (Note, ch. 3. 2; Titus, l. 0,. This ia the force of
" blameless." giving no offence, even In matters in
different. 10. for good works—Greek, " is IwnourabU
(excellent; works:" the sphere or element in which the
good report of her had place (Titus, 2. 7;. Thii
answers to ch. 3. 7, as to the bishop or presbyter, " He
must have a good report of them whicu are without.'*
li—if. in addition to being " well retried of," she, &c
she...broagnt up children—either her own \Ch. 3. 4. IS,
or those of others, which is one of the " good worki f
a qualification adapting her for ministry to orphan
children, and to mothers of families, lodged stringer!
—ch. 3. 2, ** given to hospitality," Titus, L 8; In the
case of presbyters. wsshed...sainls' feet—after the ex
ample of the Lord (John, 13. Uti a specimen of the
universal spirit of humbly " by love serving one ano
ther," which actuated the early Christians, relieved
the afflic:sd—whether by pecuniary or other relief,
followed, -good—(l Thessalouians, b. 15; cf. instances in
Matthew, 86. 36. 36.) 11. younger— than sixty years oiii
le. B). refuse—to take on the roll of presbytexeas
widows, wax wanton—lit. ."over-strong" [2 Chronicles.
26. 16;. against Curisi—rebelling against Christ, ihe.r
proper bridegroom. [Julomk.] tbey will—Greek, they
wisli: their deeire is to marry again. 12. EaviagBringing on themselves, and so having to bear at a
burden jGalatians, 6. lu) judgment from God vcf. ch.
3. ti;, weighing like a load on them, cast off their i-:fail h— vis., pledged to Christ and the service of tie
church. There could be no hardship at the age of sixty
or upwards in not marrying again (end of v. ai.wrUre
sake of serving better the cause of Christ as presbyteressea; though, to ordinary widows, no barrier ex
isted against re-marriage (l Corinthians, 7. S* . Thisii
altogether distinct from Rome's unnatural vows of
celibacy in the case of young marriageable women.
The widow -presby teresses, moreover, engaged to re
main single, not as though single life were holier than
married life (according to Rome's teaching), hot be
cause the interests of Christ's cause made it desirable
(Note, ch. 3. 1). They had pledged " their first (ai
to Christ as presbyteress widows : they now wish to
transfer their faith to a husband (cf. 1 Corinthiaas. '.
SS, Hi, 13. withal—"at the same time, nioreoTer.'
learn—usually in a good sense. But these wonien'i
"learning' u idleness, trijiing, and buwybodies' taitl*.
wandering—Greek, " going about." from bouae to aoaseof the members of the church i» Timothy, 3. 67. "They
carry the affairs of this house to that, and of that to thu
they tell the affairs of all to all." ITueophyls.ct.1
tattlers—1U., "trifling talkers." In 3 John. 10. trant
toted "prating.'* busy bodies—mischievously busy: w
considerately curious (2 Thesaalonians, 3. 1 1 . Ads.
10. 19, "curious," the same Greet, Curiosity usuaUy
springs from idleness, which is itself the mother «
garrulity. ICalvin. J ipeaking— not merely "aajis
The subject master, as well as the form, ia involve.: ia
the Greek word. [Alfuhd.J which ihsy cught atf(Titus, 1. ll, 14. younger women—rather as toe cii ;
ought to be supplied, "the younger wuiov >." stu
younger widows in general, as distinguished from ou
elder widows taken on Uu roll ofpresbytzrtsses .v. 9. . Tot
" therelore*'means*eeirt0 that young widows are eifcsfi
to such temptations, " I will," or " desire," 6it i«. 11-1S.
Toe precept here that they should marry again, is net
Inconsistent with 1 Corinthians, 7. 40; for the drcuftatances of the two cases were distinct (cf. 1 Cora
thlans 7. 28J. Here re-marriage is recommended as as
antidote to sexual passion, idleness, and the other evil)
noted v. 11-13. Of course, where there waa no tendsKi
to these evils, marriage again would not be so re
quisite: St. Taul speaks of what is generally desirable,
and supposing there should be danger of such enls.
as vvju iikvy " lie does not Impute a late, hut poinu
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out a remedy, to younger widows." [Chrysostom.]
bear children—(cb. 2. 15)—thus gaining one of the quali
fications {v. 10) for being afterwards a presbyteress
widow, should Providence so ordain it. guide—Greet,
"Rule the house" in the woman's due place: not
usurping authority over the man (ch. 2. 12). give none
occasion—lit. , "startlng-pointf handle of reproach
through the loose conduct of nominal Christians, the
adversary—of Christianity,Jew or Gentile. Fhilipplans,
L 28 ; Titus, 2. 8. " He that is of the contrary part."
Not Satan, who la introduced in a different relation
(v. Mi. to ipeak reproachfully— W., "for the sake of re
proach" (ch. S. 7; 6. l; Titus. 2. 6. 10). If the handU
were given, the adversary would use it for the sake of
reproach. The adversary is eager to exaggerate the
faalU of a few, and to lay the blame on the whole church
and its doctrines. [Benoel.] 15. For—For in the case
of some this result has already ensued: " Some (widows)
are already turned aside after Satan," the seducer (not
by falling away from the faith in general, but) by such
errors as are stigmatized v. 11- 13, sexual passion, idle
ness, <fcc.. and so have given occasion of reproach
iv. 14). " Satan finds some mischief still for the idle
hands to do." 16. If any... have widows—of his family,
however related to him. Most of the oldest MS3. aud
versions omit " man or," and read, " If any woman that
belie-veth." Bat the Beceived text seems preferable. If,
however, the weightiest authorities are to prevail, the
sense will be. He was speaking of younger widows : He
now says. If any believing young widow have widows
related to her needing support, let her relieve them,
thereby easing the church of the burden, v. 3, 4 (there
it was the children and grand-children: here it is t/w
young widow, who, in order to avoid the evils of idle
ness and wantonness, the result of idleness, ». 11, 13 ;
Ezekiel, 10. 49, is to be diligent in good works, such
as " relieving the afflicted." v. 10, thus qualifying herself
for being afterwards a widow-presbyteress). let them—
rather as Greek. " let him." or " her:" " let such a one."
Ac. if. 10). be charged—lit., " be burdened" with their
support, widows indeed—really helpless and friend
less (v. 3, 4j. 17. The transition from the widowpresbytere&ses (v. oj to the presbyters here, is natural,
rule wetl—tU.," preside well," with wisdom, ability, and
loving faithfulness, over the flock assigned to them, ba
counted worthy of double honour—i.e., the honour which
ia expressed by gifts (v. 3, 18), and otherwise. If a pres
byter as such. In virtue of his office, is already worthy
of honour, be who ruUswell la doubly so [ Wiesinokr]
il Corinthians, 0. 14; Galatlans, 6. 6; 1 Thessalonians,
6. 13). Not literally that a presbyter who rules well
should get double the salary of one who does not rule
well I Alvord], or of a presbyteress widow, or of the
deacons. [Chhvsostom.] "Double" is used for large
in general (Revelation, 18. ft), especially they who labour
in the word and doctrine— Oreik, "teaching:'' preaching
of the word, and Instruction, catechetical or otherwise.
This implies that of the ruling presbyters there were
two kinds, those who laboured in the word and teach
ing, and those who did not. Lay presbyters, so called
merely because of their age, have no place here; for
both classes mentioned here alike are ruling presby
ters. A college of presbyters is implied as existing in
each large congregation. As inch. 3. their qualifications
are spoken of. so here the acknowledgments due to
them for their services. 18. the Scripture—(Deuter
onomy, 25, 4; quoted before In I Corinthians, 0. 9.) the
ox that treadeth out—Greek, "An ox whilst treading,"
«fcc. The labourer is worthy of his reward—or "hire:*
quoted from Luke. 10. 7, whereas Matthew, 10. 10 has
" his meat," or" food." If St. Paul extends the phrase,
"Scripture saith," to this second clause, as well as
to the first, be will be hereby recognising the gospel
of St. Luke, his own helper, (whence appears the unde
signed appoiiteneu of th» quotation), as inspired
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Scripture, This I think the correct view. The gospel
according to St. Luke was probably in circul.tt ton then
about eight or nine years. However, it is possible
"Scripture saith" applies only to the passage quoted
from Deuteronomy, is. 4; and then his quotation will
be that of a common proverb, quoted also by the
Lord, which commends itself to the approval of all.
and is approved by the Lord and His apostle. 19.
Against an elder—a presbyter of the church, receive
not—" entertain not." [AltordJ but before two or
three witnesses—A judicial conviction was not per
mitted in Deuteronomy, 17. 6; 19. IS, except on the
testimony of at least two or three witnesses fcf.
Matthew, 18. 16; John, 8. 17; 2 Corinthians, 13. 1;
1 John, 5. 6, 7). But Timothy's entertaining an accusa
tion against any one is a different case, where the
object was not judicially to punish, but to admonish;
here he might ordinarily entertain it without the need
of two or three witnesses; but not in the case of an
elder, since the more earnest an elder was to convince
gaiiiMvers [Titus, l. 9), the more exposed would he be to
vexatious and false accusations. How importantthen
was it that Timothy should not, without strong testi
mony, entertain a charge against presbyters, who
should, in order to be efficient, be "blameless" (ch.
3. 2; Titus, 1. 6). Verses 21, 24, imply that Timothy had
the power of judging in the church. Doubtless ho
would not condemn any save on the testimony of two or
three witnesses, but in ordinary cases he would cite
them, as the law of Moses also allowed, though there
were only one witness. But in the case of elders, he
would require two or three witnesses before even citing
them ; for both their character for innocence stands
higher, and they are exposed to envy and calumny
more than others, f Cknglu] "Keceive" does not,
as Alford thinks, include both citation and convic
tion, but means only the former. 20. Them that sin—
whether presbyters or laymen, rebnke before all—pub
licly before the church (Matthew, is. 15-17; 1 Corin
thians, 6. 9-13; Kpbesiani, 6. 11). Not until this
"rebuke" was disregarded was the offender to be ex
communicated, others...fear—that other members of
the church may have a wholesome fear of offending
(Deuteronomy, 13. 11 ; Acts, 6. 11). 21. I charge thee
—rather as Greek, " I adjure thee;" so it ought to be
translated 2 Timothy, 4. 1. before—" in the presence of
Cod." Lord-Omitted in the oldest MS3. God the
Father, and Christ the Sott, will testify against thee, if
thou dlsregardest my injunction. He vividly sets
before Timothy the last judgment. In which Cod shall
be revealed, and Christ seen face to face with His
angels. LBkkoblu] elect angels—an epithet of rever
ence. The objects of Divine electing love (1 Peter.
2. ti). Not only "elect" [according to the everlasting
purpose of Cod] in contradistinction to the reprobate
angels (2 Peter. 2. 4), but also to mark the excellence
of the angels in general [as God's chosen ministers.
" holy angels," " angels of light"J, and so to give more
solemnity to their testimony [Calvin] as witnesses to
Paul's adjuration. Angels take part by action and
sympathy in the affairs of the earth (Luke. 15. 10;
l Corinthians, 4. 9). these things—the injunctions
v. 19, 20. without preferring one before another—rather
as Greek, "prejudice;" "judging before" hearing all
the facts of a case. There ought to be judgment, but
not pre-judging. Cf. "suddenly," t>. 22; also v. 24.
partiality— in favour of a, man, as "prejudice" is bias
against a man. Some of the oldest MSB. read. " in
the way of summoning (brethren) before a (heathen)
judge." But Vulgate and other good authorities favour
the more probable reading in English Version. 23.
Lay hands—i.e„ ordain ich. 4. 14 ; 2 Timothy, 1. 6;
Titus, l. 6). The connexion is with v. 19. The way
to guard against scandals occurring in the case of pres
byters is, be cautious as to the character of the can
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diftatc before ordaining him : this will apply to other
church officers so ordained, as well as to presbyters.
Thus, this clause refers to v. 19. as next clause,
"neither be partaker of other men's sins," refers to
9, 20. Eixicott. Wiesingkr, &&, understand It of
receiving back into church fellowship or absolution, by
laving hands on those who had been " rebuked1' [v. 20)
and then excommunicated {Matthew, 18. 17/: v. 20
favours this. But as in ch. 4. 14, and Acts. 6. 0; 13. 3;
2 Timothy, 1. 6, the laying on of hands is used of ordina
tion (cf. however as to confirmation. Acts. 8. 17) . it
seems better to take it so here, suddenly—hastily:
v. 24, 26 show that waiting for a time is salutary.
neither be partaker of other men's sins—by negligence
in ordaining ungodly candidates, and so becoming in
some degree responsible for their sins. Or. there is
the same transition from the elders to all in general
who may Bin, as in v. 19, 20. Be not a partaker in
other men's sins by not "rebuking them that Bin
before all," at well as those that are candidates for
the Presbytery, aa also all " that sin." keep thyself
purs—" TavaKL?* is emphatic. "Keep thyself"
clear of participation in otii ek men's sin by not failing
to rebuke them Unit sin {v. 20). Thus the transition
is easy to e. 23, which is concerning Timothy personally;
cf. also v. 24. 23. no longer—as a habit. This injunc
tion to drink wine occasionally Is a modification of the
preceding "keep thyself pure.* The presbyter and
deacon were enjoined to be "not given to wine " (ch. 3.
3, gi. Timothy seems to have had a tendency to undue
ascetics! strictness on this point (cf. Note, ch. 4. 8; cf.
the Naxarene vow. Numbers, 6. 1-4; John Baptist,
Luke. 1. 16; Romans, U.J. -Paul therefore modifies the
preceding words," keep thyself pure," virtually saying,
"Not that I mean to enjoin that kind of purity which
consists in asceticism, nay, be no longer a waterdrinker," i.e„ no longer drink only water, but use a
little urine, aa much as is needed for thy health. So
Ellicott and Wiksinokk. Alfokd thus: Timothy
waa of a feeble frame (Note, 1 Corinthians. 16. 10, li).
and prone to timidity in his duties as overseer where
vigorous action was needed; hence Paul exhorts him
to take all proper means to raise his bodily condition
above these infirmities. God hereby commands be
lievers to use all due means for preserving health,
and condemns by anticipation the human traditions
which among various sects have denied the use of
wine to the faithful. 24. Two kinds of sins are
speclfled : those palpably manifest (so the Greek tor
"open beforehand" ought to be translated: so in
Hebrews, 7. 14.it is translated "evident;" lit., "be
fore" the eyes, i.e., notorious), further explained as
"going before to judgment;1" and those which follow
after the men (" some men they, i> ., their sins, follow
after"), vis,., not going beforehand, loudly accusing,
but hidden till they come to the judgment: so v. 25,
the good works are of two classes: those palpably mani
fest (translate so. instead of " manifest beforehand";
and "those that are otherwise," i.e„ not palpably
manifest. Both alike "cannot be hid;" the former class
in the case of bad and good are manifest already; the
latter class in the case of both are not manifest now, but
shall be so at thefinaljudgment, going before to judgment
—as heralds: crying sins which accuse their perpetrator.
The connexion seems to me this: He had enjoined
Timothy, v. 20. "Rebuke them that inn before all;* and
in tJ. 22. " Neither be partaker of other men's sins,"
by ordaining ungodly men; having then by a digression
at the clause, " keep thyself pure," guarded against an
ascettcal error of Timothy in fancying purity consisted
in asceticism, and having exhorted him to use wine
for strengthening him in his work, he returns to the
subject of his being vigorous as an overseer in rebuk
ing sin. whether in presbyters or people, and in avoid
ing participation in men's sins by ordaining ungodly
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candidates. He says, therefore, there are two clan
of sins, as there are two classes of good works: tin
palpably manifest, and those not so; the former i
those on which thou shouldest act decidedly at ca
when called on. whether to rebuke in general, or
ordain ministers in particular: as to the latter. I
final judgment alone can decide; however hidden □
they " cannot be hid" then. This could only be said
the final judgment (1 Corinthians, 4. 6: tbereft
Alford'b reference of this verse to Timothy's n*
ment in choosing elders must be wrong:), all jud.zr,before then are fallible. Thus he implies, that Time
can only be responsible if he connive at mani/tst,
evident sins ; not that those that are otherwise >!.
escape judgment at last ; just as in the esse of pt
works, he can only be responsible Tor taking ints
count in his judgments those which axe patent foi
not those secret good works which neverthtlea s
not remain hidden at the final judgment.
CHAPTER VL
Ver. i-2i. Exhortations as to Disrcrcriav3 <
Civil Rake : Tax Duty of Slaves, is UFrosmi
to the False Teachings op Gaik-Sxrxki
Timothy's Pursuit is to be God lis ess, which
an everlasting possession : solemx adjotatj
to do so Against Christ's Coming: Charge to
given to the Rjch. Concluding Exhort* ra
I. servants—To be taken as predicate thus. "Let
many as are under thejoke (as} slaves" [Titos. 2 »■. 1
exhortation is natural, as there was a danger of Chi
tutu slaves inwardly feeling above their heaxa
masters, their own masters—The phrase their oc*.
an argument for submlssiveness ; it is not itn*$M
but their own masters whom they are required » 1
spect. all honour—all possible and fitting Kowir. n
merely outward subjection, but that inward ft*w
from which will flow spontaneously right outward a.
duct \XoU, Ephesians, 6. 22). that the tuusa ef Gd~
which Christians are called. blasphemed-Heati"
masters would say. What kind of God assst be t
God of the Christians, when such are the nria cf H
worship (Romans, 2. 24; Titus, 2.5, 10 1 2. aee-rait*
"But." The opposition 1b between those Cbristi
slaves under tlte yoke of heathen, and those that ha
believing masters ;he does not use the phrase * ua
the yoke" in the latter case, for service under I
lievers is not a voJte). Connect the following wo
thus, " Let them (the slaveaj not, because they fl
masters) are brethren (and so souals, masters and saw
alike being Christians., despise them" the master
but rather, &c—" but all the more iso much the u>0
with the greater goodwill! dothemBerrke.beeausen
(the masters; are faithful (i.e.. believers' and befc*
who receive (in the mutual interchangt of retail
duties between master and servant; so the Greet 1
benefit" [English Versioit violates Greek grams-*
This latter clause is parallel to "Because the* a
brethren f which proves that ** they* refers te '
masters, not tlic servants, as TrrntAKN takes U. <
plaining the verb in the common sense (Lake, 1 •
Acts. 20. 35), " who sedutovsty labourfor their mssres
benefit." The very term ** benefit* delicately iby?4
service done with the right mortre. Christian ~f*
will" (Ephesians. 6. T>. If the common sense of C
Greek verb be urged, the sense must be, " Became ua
,the masters) are faithful and beloved vho art *hi
lowly intent on the benefiting" of their servant*. 6
Porphyry, de absttn. u 46, justifies the sense of U
Greek verb given above, which also better sceegd* vt"
the context ; for otherwise, the article " th* hesxi<
will have nothing In the preceding words u> expU
it, whereas ha my explanation above, " the rxaait " *>
be that of the slaves' service. Th«e t&sg* as*3"
fch. 4. li; Titus. 2. 15.) 3. teach otherwisf-than 1 4*3thee to "' teach" |r. 2). The Greek indicative impose. *
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a Great Gain.
puts not a merely supposed case, but one actually ex astes, 5. 16). Therefore, we should have no gain-seek
isting, ch. l. 3. "Every one who teacJus otherwise." ing anxiety, the breeder of discontent (Matthew, 6. 25).
i •■., who teaches heterodoxy, consent not — Greek. 8. And— Greek, " But." In contrast to the greedy gain" accede not to." wholtsome—" sound" ich. 1. 10) : op seekers (v. 6). having—so long as we have food. (The
posed to the false teachers' words, unsound through Greek expresses " food sufficient in each case for our
profitless science and immorality, words of our Lord continually recurring wants." [Alford.D It is implied
Jasus — Paul's inspired words are not merely his own. that we, as believers, shall have this (Isaiah, 33. 16).
hut are also Christ's words. 4. He is proud—M," wrapt raiment— G, *o A-, "covering;™ according to some includ
in smoke:* filled with the fumes of self-conceit ing a roof to cover us, i.e., a dwelling, as well as cloth
ch. 3. 6) whilst "knowing nothing," viz., of the doc ing, let us be therewith content—jit., "we shall be
trine which ts according to godliness (e. 3), though arro sufficiently provided;" "we shall be sufficed.''
gating pre-eminent knowledge (ch. l. 7). doting1 about— [Auoru.] 9. will be rich—Greek, "wish to be rich;"
lit., "sick about;" the opposite of "wholesome" {v. 3). not merely are trilling, but are resolved, and earnestly
Truth is not the centre about which his investigations desire to have riches at any cost (Proverbs. 28. 20. 22).
move, but mere word-strifes, questions— nf contro This wishing (not the riches themselves) is fatal to
versy, strifes of words—rather than about realities "contentment" (r. 6). Uich men are not told to cast
It Timothy. 2. 14). These stand with them instead of away their riches, but not to " trust" in them, and to
" godliness" and "wholesome words'* (v. 3; ch. l. 4; "do good" with them [v. 17. 16; Psalm 62. 10). to be
Titus. 3. 9). evil surmising*—as to those who are of rich—to have more than "food and raiment." fall into
a different party from themselves. 5. Perverse disput temptation—not merely "are exposed to temptation,"
ing**— Useless disputings. The oldest MSS, read, but actually "fall into" it. The Jailing into it is what
"lasting contests" [Wiesinokr] ; "incessant colli- we are to pray against, " Lead us not into temptation"
rtons." [Altokd.] "Strifes of words " had already (James. 1. 14; ; such a one is already in a sinful state,
been mentioned, so that he would not be likely to even before any overt act of sin. The Greek for tempta
repeat over the same idea ,as in the English Version tion and gain, contains a play on sounds—Porismus,
reading) again, corrupt miuos—Greek, " of men cor Peirasmus. snare—a further step downwards (ch. 3. 7).
rupted depraved.' In mind." The inmost source of the He falls into " the snare of the devil." foolish—irra
evil is in the perverted mind (v. 4; 2 Timothy, 3. S; tional, hurtful—to those who fall into the snare. Cf.
Titus. 1. 15). destitute of the truth— ; Titus, l. 14.) They Epbesians, 4. 22, " deceitful lusts" which deceive to
had had the truth, but through want of moral integrity one's deadly hurt, lmts—With the one evil lust (" wish
and of lore of the truth, they were misled by a pre to be rich"; many others join themselves: the one is
tended deeper gnosis [knowledge) and higher ascetical "the root of all evils" (p. 10). which—Oreek, "what
holiness, of which they made a trade. [Wiesinoer.] ever dusts)." drown—An awful descending climax from
•apposing, &c.—The Greek requires. "Supposing [re " fall into;" this is the last step in the terrible descent
garding the matter in this point of view) that piety (James, 1. 15). Translated "sink" Luke, 5, 7. destruc
(so translated for 'godliness') is a means of gain" [i.e., tion., .perdition—destruction in general (temporal or
a way of advancing one's worldly interests : a eternal), and perdition in particular, vis., that of body
different Greek form porisma, expresses the tiling and soul in hell. 10. the love of money—not the money.
gained, gain) ; not " that gain is godliness," as English itself, but the lore of it—the wisliing to be rich iv. »)—" is
Vertion. from each withdraw thyself—Omitted in the a root (Ellicott and Middleton: not as English
oldest MSS. The connexion with v. 6 favours the Version, "the root") of all erils. (So the Greek plural.)
omission of these words, which interrupt the con The wealthiest may be rich not in a bad sense ; the
nexion. 6. But—Though they err in this, there is a poorest may covet to be so (Psalm 62. 10). Lore vf
sense in which " piety is" not merely gain, but "great money is not the sole root of evils, but it is a leading
means of gaui." not the gaining which they pursue, and " root of bitterness" (Hebrews, 12. 16). for"it destroys
which makes men to bo discontented with their present faith, the root of all that is good" [Bkkobl]; its off
possessions, and to use religion as "a cloak of covet- shoots are " temptation, a snare, lusts, destruction,
ousnass" (t Thessalonlans, 2. 5j and mean* of earthly perdition." coveted after—lusted after, erred from—lit.,
gain, but Uie present and eternal gain which piety, "have been made to err from the faith" [ch. 1. 10; 4. 1.)
whose accompaniment is contentment, secures to the pierced— [Luke, 2. 36.) with. ..sorrows—"pains:" the
nouL Wikhinger remarks that Taul observed in "thorns" of the parable (Matthew, 13. 22) which choke
Timothy a tendency to indolence and shrinking from the word of "faith." " The prosperity of fools destroys
the conflict, whence he felt (p. 11) that Timothy them" [Proverbs, 1. 32). Bkkqkx and Wiksihger
needed cautioning against such temptation ; cf. also make them the gnawings of conscience, producing
the second epistle. Not merely contentment Is great remorse for wealth badly acquired ; the harbingers of
gain (a sentiment of the heathen Cicero has. Parad. o„ the future "perdition" {v. 9). 11. But thou—in con
*' the greatest and surest riches"), but " piety with con trast to the "some" [p. 10). nun of God—who bast God
tentment;" for piety not only feels no need of what as thy true riches (Genesis, 15. 1; Psalm 16. 6 ; Lamen
It has not. but also has that which exalts it above tations, 3. 24). Applying primarily to Timothy as a
what it has not. iWiksingkr.J The Greek for con- minister [cf. 2 Peter, l. 2D, just as the term was used
tentment is(raHWafcd"sumcieucy."2Corintkiaus. 0. s. of Moses (Deuteronomy. 33. ij, Samuel (i Samuel, 9. 6),
Bat the adjective (Philippians. 4. 11) •'content, lit, Elijah, and Elisha; but, as the exhortation is as to
"having a sufficiency in one'sself independent of others. duties incumbent also on all Christians, the term
"The Lord always supplies His people with what is applies secondarily to hiin (so 2 Timothy, 3. 17) as a
necessary for them. True happiness lies in piety, but Christian man born of God (James, l. 18 ; i John, 6. 1),
this sufficiency [supplied by God, with which moreover no longer a man of the world raised above earthly
His people are content] is thrown into the scale as a things; therefore. God's property, not his own. bought
kind of overweight" (Calvin] U Kings, 17. l-lti; Psalm , with a price, and so having parted with all right in
37. 19: Isaiah. 33. o. 16; Jeremiah. 37. 21). 7. For-con- himself : Christ's work is to be his great work : be Is
firming the reasonableness of "contentment." and it to be Christ's living representative, flee these things—
la certain— Vulgate and other old versions support this , vis., " the love of money" with its evil results {v. 0, 10).
reading. The oldest MSS.. however, omit "and it is i follow after righteousness— 12 Timothy, 3. 22.) godliness
certain;" then the translation will be, "We brought —"piety." RiglUeousness is more in relation to our
nothing into the world (to teach us to remember) that | fellow man; piefv ("godliness") to God; faith is the root
neither can we carry anything ont (Job, l. si; Ecclesi- of both tKote, Titus. 2. 12). love-by which "faith
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Charge to 6c Faithful, as before
worketh."
pa.tieD.ee—enduring perseverance amidst Orthod^ 61. ] As He hath immortality, so will He sirs
trials, meekness—The oldest MSS. read, "meek- it to us who believe: to be out of Him is death. It is
Bpiritedness.,'t!ir.. towards the opponents of the gospel. mere heathen philosophy that attributes to the sool
13. Fight the good light—BiF.Ka thinks this epistle was Indestructibility in itself, which is to be attributed
written from Corinth, where contests in the national solely to God's gift. As He hath life in Himself, so
ifunea recurred at stated seasons, which will account hath He given to the Son to have life in Himself John,
for the allusion here as 1 Corinthians, 9. 24-26. Contrast 5. 26!. The term used in the New Testament for tnv
"strifes of words" [v. 4). Cf. ch. l. 18; 2 Timothy, 4. 7. mortal, which does not occur, is ** incorruptible,"
The " good profession" is connected with the " good "■ Immortality " is found 1 Corinthians, 16. 63, M, dwell
fight" (Psalm 60. 41. lay hold on eternal life—the crown, ing in the light whica no man can approach unto—After
or garland, the prize of victory, laid hold of by the life comes mention of light, as in John. 1. 4. That light
winner In the good fight (2 Timothy, 4. 7. 8 ; Philip- is unapproachable to creatures, except so far as they an
plans, 3. 12-14;. "Fight (fit.,' strive') with such striving admitted by Him, and as He goes forth to them.
earnestness as to lay hold on the prise, eternal life." [Bkngex.] It is unapproachable on account of its ex
also—not in the oldest MSS. professed a good profes
ceeding brightness. EThsophylact.J If one cannot
sion—Greek, "didst confess thi good confession,' viz., gase stedfostly at the sun, which is but a small part
the Christian confession (as the Greek word is the same of creation, by reason of its exceeding heat and power.
in this verse as that for " confession" In t\ 13, probably how much less can mortal man gaze at the inex
Vie profession here is the confession that Christ* king
pressible glory of God [Tbeophylact ad Autoiyeus}
tlom is the kingdom oj the truth. John, 18. 36, 37j, at (Psalm 104. 2; 1 John. 1. 6 . no man hath seen—[Exodus,
thy being set apart to thy ministerial function (whether 33. 20; John, 1. 18; Colossians, 1. 16; Hebrews, ll. 27;
in general, or as overseer at EphesusJ: the same occa
1 John. 4. ix.) Perhaps even in the perfect state no
sion as is referred to in ch. 1. 18; 4. 14; 2 Timothy. 1. 4. creature shall fully see God. Still the saints shall, is
before many wituestes—who would testify against thee some sense, have the blessedness of teeing Him. which
if thou shouldest fall away. [Bemoel.J 13. quickeoeth is denied to mere man [Matthew. 6. 8 ; 1 Corinthians.
all things—i.e., " inaketh alive." But the oldest MSS.
13. 12; l John, 3. 2; Revelalion.22. 4). 17. Resuming the
read, "preserveth alive f* as the same Greek means in subject from above, v. 6. 10. The immortality of God.
Acts, 7. 19; cf. Neheiniah, 9. 6. He urges Timothy to alone rich in glory, aud of His people through Him. U
faithfulness here by the present manifestation of God's opposed to the lust of money (cf. v. 14-16,'. From
power in preserving all things, as in r. 14, by the speaking of the desire to be rich, he here passes to
future manifestation of God's power at the appearing those who are rich: 1. What ought to be their disposi
of Christ. The assurance that "eternal life," v. 12. will tion; 2. what use they ought to make of their riches,
be the result of " fighting the good fight,*' rests on the and, 3. the consequences of their so using them, nti
fulness and power of Him who is the God of all life, in this world—contrasted with the riches of the future
present and to come, witnessed—It was the Lord's part kingdom to be the portion of believers at Christ's
to witness, Timothy's part to confess (or " profess," v. 12
**api>earing." v. 14. hi gu-minded—often the charac
"tite good confession ." 1 Belno el. J The confession was teristic of the rich isee Romans. 12. 16). Unsi—<frtft.
ihs testimony that He was King, and His kingdom
"to have their trust resting." in... in—rather, ""ujoithat of the trutli (v. 15 ; Note, v. 12; Matthew, 27. ll).
...upon," as the oldest MSS. uncertain riches—rathei
Christ, lu attesting, or bearing witness to this truth, as Greek, "the uncertainty of riches." They who rest
attested the truth of the whole of Christianity.
their trust on riches, rest trust on uncertainty ittcll
Timothy's profession, or confession, included therefore (Proverbs, 2.1.6. K ow they belong tooneperaon.no*
the whole of the Christian truth. 14. keep this coiu- to another, and that which has many masters is po*ui&ndmeut—Greek, "Vie commandment," i.e.t the gospel sessed by none. LTheodobkt.j living tfod— The bes*.
rule of life ich. l. 6; John, 13. 34; 2 Peter, 2. 21; 3. 2). MSS. and versions omit "living." Ho who trusts iii
withoutspoi.unrebukeabie—agreeing with "thou." Keep ru lies transfers to them the duty he owes to God,
the commandment and so be without spot.&c. '* Pure" [Calvin. J who giveth—Greek, "affonieth." all Uus#
(ch. 6. 1i\ Kpnesians, 6. 27; James, l. 27; 2 Peter, 3. 14;. nchly—temporal and eternal, for the body and for uw
uutil the appeariug of... Canst—His coining in person soul. In order to be truly rich, seek to be blessed ul,
C Tuessalouians, 1. 8; Titus, 2. 13). Believers then used and in, God (Proverbs, to. 22; 2 Peter, l. 3J. to ibjsj
in their practice to set before themselves the day of — Greek, " for enjoyment." Not that the heart may
Christ as near at hand ; we, the hour of death. cleave to them as its iuol and trust ich. 4. 3>. E*?)t
[Bexqex ) The fact has in all ages of the church been merit consists in giving, not in holding fast. >'ou-«£certain, the time as uncertain to Paul, as it is to us; ploymentshould be far removed, as from man, so fro.hence, in v. 16, he says, "in His times.-" the church's his resources James, 6. 2, 3J. IBkmjel.] 18. do gxA
true attitude is that of continual expectation of her —like God Himself {Psalm 119. 6s; Acta, 14. 17j sad
Lord's return (I Corinthians, l. 8; Philippians, 1. 6, 10;.
CiTist (Acts. ;o. 3SJ. Tittmann translates, to da, oi
15. in bis times—Greek, "His own tflttiugj times" act well; as the Greek for to be beneficent Is a distinc:
(Acts, l. 7). The plural Implies successive stages in word, agathopoicin. rich in good works—so "rich is
the manifestation of the kingdom of God, each having
faith.'* which produces good works (James, 2. 6}. Usits own appropriate time, the regulating principle and
trasted with 'rich in this world." e. 17. Lit, ttfa
knowledge of which rest with the Father ch. 2. 6;
"rich in honourable (right) works." Greek brim,
2Timothy. l. 8 ; Titus, l. 3; Hebrews, 1. II. he shad show ergens, are works good or right in themselves ; agalkc-u,
—"display:" an expression appropriate in reference good to another.
ready to distribute—fretsiven
to His "appkakinu," which is stronger than His
■' coming," and implies its visibility; " manifest:" make [Alpoild] : the heart not cleaving to possessions, bai
ready to impart to others, willing to commoiucs»vuibLi icf. Acts. 3. wj : " He" is the Fattier ,«. 16.) blessed ready contributors [AlfordJ : liberal in admittia—in Himself: bo about to be the source of blessing to others to share our goods in common unlit ourselve
His people at Christ appearing, whence flows their (Galatlans, t>. 0; Hebrews, 13. 16). 19. L&; lug up io sun
" blessed hope** ich. 1. ll; Titus, 2. 13). only—(John. —"tberelrom (i.e., by this means [Auosu>J; bat
17. 3; Romans, 16. 27 ; Revelation, 16. 4.; King of kings— Benuel makes the Grttk apo mean laying apart
Elsewhere applied also to Jesus (Revelation, l. 6; 17. 14; against a future time,, laying up for themselves »>
10. lb;. 16. Who only hath immortality—in His own a treasure" IAltoriiJ (Matthew, d. IV. SO/. This is *
essence, not merely at the will of another, as all oLher treasure which we act wisely in laying up is tierr.
immortal beings. Ulstin Maatya, ijucest. ad whereas the wisest thing we can do with earthly tna
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sures is "to distribute* them, and give others a share Lirinensjs, a.d. 434.] avoiding—" turning away from**
of them (v. 18). good foundation— {Xote, ch. 3. 13; Luke, (cf. 2 Timothy, 3. 4). Even as they have " turned away
6, 48 ; 1 Corinthians, 3. it.) The sure reversion of the from the truth" (ch. 1. 6; 5. 15; 2 Timothy. 4. i). piofane
future heavenly inheritance : earthly riches scattered —(ch. 4. 7; 2 Timothy, 2. 18.) vain— Greek, "empty f
in faith lay up in store a sure increase of heavenly mere " strifes of words," v. 4, producing no moral fruit,
riches. We gather by scattering (Proverbs, 11. 84; 13. 7; oppositions—dialectic antitheses of the false teachers.
Lake. 16. 0). that...eternal life-The oldest MSS. and [Alford.J Wiksinoek, not so probably, "opposi
versions read. " that which is realty life," its joys being tions to the sound doctrine." I think it likely germs
solid and enduring (Psalm 10. ID. The life that now existed already of the heresy of dualistic oppositions,
is cannot be called so. Its goods being unsubstantial, viz., between the good and evil principle, afterwards
and itself a vapour (James. 4. 14). "In order that 'with fully developed In Gnosticism. Contrast Paul's just
their feet so to speak on this foundation' [De Wkttz)) antithesis (ch. 3. 16; 6. 6, 6; 2 Timothy, 2. 16-23). science
they may lay hold on that which is life indeed." 20, 21. falsely so called—where there is not faith, there is not
Recapitulatory conclusion: the main aim of the whole knowledge. [Chryrostom } There was a true " know
epistle being here summarily stated. 20. 0 Timothy— ledge," a special gift of the Spirit, which was abused
A personal appeal, marking at once his affection for by some (1 Corinthians, 8. 1; 12. 8 ; 14. 6). This gift was
Timothy, and his prescience of the coming heresies, soon counterfeited by false teachers arrogating to them
keep—from spiritual thieves, and from enemies who selves pre-eminenily the gift (Colossians, 2. 8. 18, 23).
will, whilst men sleep, sow tares amidst the good seed Hence arose the creeds of the church, called symbols,
sown by the Son of man. that which is committed to thy i.e., in Greek watchwords, or a test whereby the ortho
trust—Greek," the deposit'* (ch. 1. 18; 2Timothy, 1. 12, 14; dox might distinguish one another in opposition to the
%. 2). 27k true or sound doctrine to be taught, as heretical. Perhaps here, v. 20, and 2 Timothy, l. 13, 14,
opposed to the science falsely so called, which leads to imply the existence of some such brief formula of doc
error concerning the faith [v. 21). " It is not thine: it is trine then existing in the church; if so, we see a good
another's property with which thou hast been en reason for its not being written in Scripture, which is
trusted: Dimwishitnotatall/'CHRYSosTOM.] "That designed not to give dogmatic formularies, but to be
which was entrusted to thee, not found by thee; which the fountain whence all such formularies are to be
thou hast received, not invented; a matter not of drawn according to the exigencies of the several
genius, but of teaching; not of private usurpation, but churches and ages. Probably thus a portion of the so
of public tradition ; a matter brought to thee, not put called apostles' creed may have had their sanction,
forth by thee, in which thou oughtest to be not an and been preserved solely by tradition on this account.
enlarger, but a guardian; not an originator, but a dis "The creed, banded down from the apostles, is not
ciple; not leading, but following. * Keep.' suit h he,' the written on paper and with ink, but on fleshy tables of
deposit' preserve intact and inviolate the talent of the the heart." Uebome, adv. err. Johann. Hieros., ch. 91.
catholic faith. What has been entrusted to thee, let Thus, in the creed, contrary to the " oppositions " (the
that same remain with thee; let that same be handed germs of which probably existed in the church in
down by thee. Gold thou hast received, gold return. Paul's latter days) whereby the ceons were set off in
I should be sorry thou shouldest substitute ought else. pairs, God is stated to be " the Father Almighty,*' or
I should be sorry that for gold thou shouldest substi all-fjoccming " maker of heaven and earth." [Bisbop
tute lead impudently, or brass fraudulently. I do not Hinds.] 21. Which some professing— viz., professing
want the mere appearance of gold, but its actual re these oppositions of science falsely so called, erred—
ality. Not that there is to be no progress in religion (Note, ch. 1. 6 ; 2. 18.—lit., missed the mark (2 Timothy,
in Christ's Church. Let there be so by all means, and 3.7,8). True sagacity is inseparable from faith, grace—
the greatest progress ; but then let it be real progress, Greek, "the grace." viz., of God, for which we Chris
not a change of the faith. Let the Intelligence of the tians look, and in which we stand, fAlfokd. ] be with
whole church and its individual members increase ex thee—He restricts the salutation to Timothy, as the
ceedingly, provided it be only hi its own kind, the doc epistle was not to be read in public. [Bbnoel.] But
trine being still the same. Let the religion of the soul the oldest MSS, read, " be with you ;" and the " thee"
resemble the growth of the body, which, though it de may be a transcriber's alteration to harmonize with
velops its several parts in the progress of years, yet 2 Timothy. 4. 22 ; Titus, 3. 16. Amen — Omitted in
remains the same as It was essentially." [ Vincentjus the oldest MSS.

THE SECOND EPISTLE OF PAUL THE APOSTLE TO

TIMOTHY
INTRODUCTION.
PLACE OF WRITING.—St. Paul, in the interval between lite first and second imprisonment, after hating written
first Timothy from Macedonia or Corinth [ Birks] (it we are to adopt the opinion that first Timothy was written after
bis first imprisonment), returned to Ephesus, as he intended, by way of Troos, where he left the books, Ac. (mentioned
ch. 4. 13), with Carpus. From Ephesus he went to Cret« for a short visit, and returned, and then wrote to Titua Next
he went by Miletus to Corinth (ch. 4. so), and thence to Nicopoltg (Titus. 3. J3). whence he proceeded to Rome. From his
prison there he wrote the second epistle to Timothy, ibortly before his martyrdom. It is not certain where Timothy was at
the time. Some of the internal evidences favour the view of his having been then at Ephesus; tliui the salutation of
Priscilla and AquiU, who generally resided there (oh. 4. 19); also that of the household of Oneiiphorue, who is stated in
ch. 1. 16-19, to have ministered to Paul at Ephssus, a circumstance implying his residence there. Also, the Uymeneus of
ch. 1 17, seems to be the same as the Hymeneue at Ephesus <l Timothy, 1. »|; and probably "Alexander the coppersmith"
<ch. 4. 14) is the same as the Alexander joined with Hjmeueue (1 Timothy, 1. SO), and possibly the same as the Alexander
put forward by the Jews to clear themselves, not to befriend Paul, at the riot in Ephesus (Aots, 19. 33, 34). The difficulty
>*. on this supposition, how to account for ch. 4. 18, SO : if Timothy was at Ephesus, why did he need to be told that Paul
had sent TjcHkou to Ephssusi or that Paul hod left Trophimus. himself an Bphssian (Acta, si. 20), sick at Miletus, which wv
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only thirty mile* from Ephesus? Se«. however, the notes, ch. 4. It, JA Tr&as Lay ou the road to Rome from either Ephsnu
•r Poiitas, so that eb. 4. 11 will accord with tl>e theory of either Epbera* or any other place in the North Vest et Ana
Minor, being Timothy1! place of sojourn at the time. Probably, be had the (racial supciintcndcnce of the Psaliac
churches in Asia Minor, to accordance with hit mission combining the ofnee of evwutfiVist. or iCinermal auaswaary, with
that of pnttdwao oweraser. Epheaus wm probably his head quarters.
TIME UF WRITING.—{II Paula first imprisonment, described in Acts,**, was much milder than that in which
he m when writing second Timothy. In the former, he bad liberty to lodge in bis own hired boose, and to receive all
comers, guarded only by a single soldier ; in the Latter, be was so closely conflaad that Omeatphorus with dificolty found
him ; be was chained, his friends had forsaken hisa, and be had narrowly escaped sentence of execuboa from the Bonaa
Emperor. Medieval legends rmrrsrnt the Mamertine prison, or TnUianwm, as the scene of his ineareeratioo with Peter.
Bat this is irreconcilable with the fact of Onesiphorus, Linns. Pudens, Ae.. baring access to htm. lie was probably undfT
military custody, as in his former imprisonment, though of a severer kind fob. L It-IB; t 1; 4. ML la, 17V (It TberMit
to Troas ten. 4. 13) can hardly bare been that mentioned Acts. it. f-7, the last before bis first imprisonment; for. if it were.
the intern! between that visit and the first Imprisonment would he seren or eight years, a period mart nsuikeiy far him
to bare allowed to pass without sending for his cloak and parchments, when they might hare been of fen ice to bin in the
interim. (S.) Paul's leaving Trophimus sick at Miletus (ch. 4. 9», could not hare bean on the occasion mentioned Art*,
to. IS; for, subsequent to that, Trophimus was with Paul in Jerusalem (Acts, fL *»). MJ The words (ch. 4. ». " Ersstiu
abode at Corinth," imply that St. Paul had shortly before been at Corinth, where be left Erastus. Bat befor* M* ant
imprisonment, Paul bad Dot been at Corinth for several yean ; and in the interral Timothy had been with him,** that
Timothy did not need at a la'er period to be told about that visit (Aets, £0, x, 4). For all these reason* the imprisonment,
daring which he wtoM second Timothy, is shown to be his second imprisonment Moreover, Hebrews, U 0, 14, rfpresenu
the writer (who was probably Paoll as ia Italy, and at liberty. So Clement of Rome (P. 1. S), the disciple of PauL «
pUcitly states, "In the east and west, Paul, as a preacher, instructed tkt wkoU world fit, the Roman Fannin) in right'
eousnesa, and having goo* to (A* extremity of the west, and baring borne witness before the rulers (of Rome), be k> ■*»
remtved from the world." This plainly implies that be fulfilled his design (Romans, 15. I4-fl8) )f a missionary joarner
into Spain. The Canon of the New Testament, compiled about 170 A.D. (called Muratori's Canon), also mentions " tLc
journey of Pant from Rome to Spain." Se* Routh, RHia, Sao-., vol. 4., p. 1-lt.
lit* martyrdom is universally said to have occurred in Nero's reinn. I Eusebius, Strlmiattieal Bittory.X •»; Jeronw.
Cataloffua Seriptorvm,] Fire yean thus seem to hare elapsed between tbe first imprisonment, C3 A.D. (Acts, S&), and
his martyrdom, June «8 A.D., the last year of Nero's reign, lie was probably arrested by the magistrates in Xieopolis (Tina.
1. 12) in Epirus, in tbe winter, on a double charge, first, of being one of the Christians who bad conspired, it was alleged by
Nero's partisans, to set fire to Rome, A.D. *4; secondly, of introducing a novel and unlawful religion. Hi* friends all kft
him, except Luke : Demaa from " lore of this present world :" the otben from various cause* (eh. 4. 1«. 1 IV. On the fint
charge he stems to have been acquitted. His liberation from his first impr sonment took place in C3 A.D., the year before
tbe great fire at Rome, which Nero made the pretext for his persecution of the Christiana Erery cruelty was heaped
on them; some were crucified; some were arrayed in the skins of wild beasts and banted to death by dogs; same were
wnpped in pitch-robe* and set on fire by night to illuminate the etrcus of the Vatican and gardcu* of Nero, ahust that
monster mixed among the spectators in the garb of a charioteer. But now (67 or W A.P) some years had elapsed fine* tit
first excitement which followed the tire. Hence, Paul, being a Roman dtisen. was treated In bis trial with a greater respect
for the forms of law, and hence was acquitted (cb. 4. 17) on the first charge of baring instigated the Christians to their sup
posed act of incendiarism before his Last departure from Rome. Alexander tbe coppersmith seems to have been a witoes*
against him (ch 4. 14). Had he been condemned on the first charge, he would probably hare been burnt alive, as the pre
ceding martyrs were, for anon. His judge was tbe city Prapfect. Clemens Romano* specifies that bis trial was (not be/or?
the emper>>r, bat) "before tht rulen" No advocate ventured to plead bis cause, no patron appeared for him, such as uni* r
ordinary circumstance* might bare sided him ; for instance, one of the powerful .Emibau bouse, under which his faauJr
possibly enjoyed clientship (ch. 4. iff, 17). whence he may have taken his name PauL The place of trial was, probably, one
of the great basilica* in the Forum, two of which were called the Pauline Basilicas, from L. Xmlliua Paulas, who b*i
built one and restored the other. He was remanded for tbe second stage of his trial. He did not expect this to come on Ui
tbe following "winter* (ch. 4. 11), whereas it took place about midsummer; if in Nero's reign, not later than June, loth*
interim Luke was his only constant companion; but one friend from Asia, Onesiphorus. had diligently sought him s&i
rutted him fn prison, undeterred by the danger. Linus, too. the future bishop of Rome, Pudens, the son of a senator, u<l
Claudia, his bride, perhaps the daughter of a British king uYotv, ch. 4. fll), were among his visiton ; and Tychicus, before
he was sent by Paul to Ephesus (ch. 4. It; perhaps bearing with him this eplstleX
OBJECT OF THE EPISTLE—He was anxious to see his disciple Timothy. befon his death, and that Tuaothj
should bring Mark with him (ch. 1.4(4. 8, 11, fll). But feeling how uncertain it was whether Timothy should arrive in no*.
he felt it necessary, *lso, to sire him by letter a last wsrning as to tbe heresies, the germs »f which wen then being sat
tered in the churches. Hence he writes* series of exhortations to faithfulness, and teal for sound doctrine, and pan***
amidst trials: a charge which Timothy seems to have needed, if we are to judge from the apostle's earnestness in urginc
him to boldness in Christ's cause, a* though St. Paul thought he saw in him some sign* of constitutional timidity (ch. 1 M,
4. 1-5; 1 Timothy. 5. SS, S3).
ST. PAUL'S DEATH.— Dionyiius, Bishop of Corinth (quoted In Eusebius, F.aUnattuai History, 1 S3), about A.P. 1>
is tbe earliest authority for the tradition that Peter suffered msriyrdom at Rome ** about the Mine time" as Paul. i" having laboured for some time there. He calls Peter and Paul "the founders of the Corinthian and Roman churobe*
The Roman Presbyter, Cuius (about A. It. 800), mentions the tradition that Peter suffered martyrdom in tbe Vatican, b ■'■
(1 ) Peter's work vuasioay Uu Jtvi (Oalatians, 1 P), whereas Rome was a Gentile church (Romans, L ISK Moreover. ■%■
the first epistle of Peter U. 1; 5. la) represents him as labouring in Babylon in Mesopotamia. (3.) The silence of St- Paul*
epistle* written at Rome, negative* the tnditiou of hi* having rounded, or laboured long at Rome; though it is posntt*
he may hare endured martyrdom then. His martyrdom, certainly, was not, a* Jtron* says," on the same day" with that
of Paul, else Peul would have mentioned Peter's being at Rome in ch. 4. 11. The legend says that Peter, through tm.
was fleeing from Rome at early dawn by the Appian way, when he met our Lord, and falling at His feet, asked, 1*H,
whither goect thou? to which the Lord replied, I go as&in to be crucified. The disciple nturned penitent and asbaflie-'.
and was martyred. The uhunh of Domina quo vedu, on the Appian way, commemorates tbe supposed fact. Paul. sccvJ
ing to Caius (quoted in Eusebius, Ecdettastical History, 3. £8), suffered martyrdom on tht Ottian tray. So alto Jar**who Kites the date, the 14th year of Nero. It wu common to lend prisoners, whose death inuht attract tog murh noti**
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at Rome, to tome distance from the city, under a military escort, for execution; hence (lie foldier'a word, not the execu
tioner'* m was the lmtrument of hii decapitation, (ureeius. Hist, 7. 7.J Paul appears, from Philippine, L. to have
had his partisans eren in the palace, and certainly must hare exercised such an influence as would excite sympathy In his
bebalf. to avoid which the execution was ordered outride the city. Cf. Tteitus, Hist., 4, 11. The Basilica of St. Paul, first
built by Constantino, now stands outside Rome on the road to Ostia: before the Reformation It was under the protec
tion of the kings of England, and the emblem of the order of the Garter is still to be seen among its decorations. The
traditional ipot of the martyrdom ii the trtfontan*. not far from the Basilica. [Consoeor* <£ Hovson.]
CHAPTER I.
Ver. 1-18. ADDfueua : Thankful Expression or
Lovs and Desire to See him; Remembrance of
his Faith and that of his Mother and Grand
mother. Exhortation to Stir up the Gift of
God is dim, and not Shrink from Affliction, En
forced by the Consideration of the Freeness
of God's Grace in our Gorpel Calling, and by
thi Apostle's Example. The Defection of
many: The Stedfastness of Onesiphorub. 1. This
e pis tie is the last testament and swan-like death-song of
Paul. [Benqkl.] according to the promise of life...in Christ
—Paul's apostlesftip is in order to carry into effect this
promise. Of. "according to the faith.. .in hope of
eternal life—promise." &c. (Titus, 1. 1, 21. This
" promise of life in Christ" (cf. v. 10; ch. 2. 8) was
needed to nerve Timothy to fortitude amidst trials,
and to boldness in undertaking the jonmey to Ronio,
which would be attended with much risk Iv. 8). 2. my
dearly beloved son—in 1 Timothy, 1. 2. and Titus. 1. 4,
written at an earlier period than this epistle, the ex
pression used Is in the Greek, "My genuine son."
Axford sees In the change of expression an intima
tion of an altered tone as to Timothy, more of mere
love, and less of confidence, as though Paul saw in him
a want of firmness, whence arose the need of his stir
ring up afresh the faith and grace in him (v. 6). Bat
this seems to me not jnstitied by the Greek word
agapetos, which implies the attachment of reasoning
and choice, on the ground of mtnt in the one "be
loved." not of merely instinctive love. See Trench.
Synonyms ofNew Testament. 3. 1 thank—Greek, "I feci
Gratitude to God." whom I serve from my forefathers—
tchom I serve (Romaus, I. 9) as did my forefathers. He
does not mean to put on the same footing the Jewish
and Christian service of God ; but simply to assert his
own conscientious service of God as he had received
it from his progenitors .not Abraham, Isaac, Ac, whom
he calls " the fathers,' not "progenitors" as the Greek
is here ; Romans. 9. 5). The memory of those who had
gone before, to whom he is about to be gathered, is now,
on the eve of death, pleasant to him : hence also, he
calls to mind the faith of the mother andgrandmother
cf Timothy: as he walks in the faith of his forefathers
(Act*. 23. I; 24. 14; 26. 6, 7; 28. 20 . so Timothy should
persevere firmly in the faith of his parent and grand
parent. Not only Paul, but the Jews who reject
Christ, forsake the faith of their forefathers, who
looked for Christ: when they accept Him, the hearts of
the children shall only be returning to the faith of their
forefathers (Malachi, 4. 6; Luke, 1. IT; Romans, 11. 23,
34. 2S). Probably Paul had. In his recent defence, dwelt
on this topic, viz., that be was. in being a Christian,
only following his hereditary faith, that...I have re
membrance of thee—" How unceasing I make my men
tion concerning thee" [cf. Philemon. 4). The cause of
Paul's feeling thankful is, not that he remembers
Timothy unceasingly in his prayers, but for what
Timothy is In faith (v. 6) and graces: cf. Romans, 1. 8, 9.
from which supply the elliptical sentence thus, "1
thank God (for thee, for God is my witness] whom
I serve, die, that [or how) without ceasing I have re
membrance (or make mention) of thee." Ac. night and
day— [Note, I Timothy, 6. 6.) 4. desiiiug-GreeJfc. " with
l/taming as for one much missed." mindful of thy tears
— not only at our parting (Acts. 20. 37). but also often
«raen under pious feeling*, that I may bt filled with Joy
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—to be joined with " desiring to see thee " [Roman*, l.
11, 12; 16. 32). 5. When I call to remembrance, Ac.—This
increased his " desire to see" Timothy. The oldest MSS.
read, " When I called to remembrance.'" implying that
some recent incident .perhaps the contrasted cowardice
of the hypocrite Demas,who forsook him] had reminded
him of the sincerity of Timothy's faith, faith that is
in thet—Alj-ord translates, "that was in thee." He
remembers Timothy's faith In the past as a fact : its
present existence in him is only matter of his con
fident persuasion or hope, which—Ore**. " such as."
dwelt— "made its dwelling* or abode (John, 14. 23).
The past tense implies they were now dead, first—
before it dwelt in thee. She was the furthest back of
the progenitors of Timothy whom Paul knew, mother
Eunice—a believing Jewess; but his father was a Greek,
i.e., a heathen lActs. 10. 1). The faith of the one parent
sanctified the child ch. 3. 15; 1 Corinthians, 7. 14). She
was probably converted at Paul's first visit to Lystra
[Acts, 14. ti,. It is an undesigned coincidence, and so
a mark of truth, that in Acts, 16. 1 the belief of the
mother afoneis mentioned, just as here praise is be
stowed on the faith of the mother, whilst no notice is
taken of the father. [Pa ley's Horn Paulino?.] and
—Wreck. " but," ix. , notwithstanding appearances.
[Alford.] persuaded that—it dwells, or it shall dwell
" in thee also." The mention of the faith of his mother
and grandmother is designed as an incentive to Btir up
his faith. 6. Wherefore—Greek. " For which cause,"
viz., because thou bast inherited, didst once possess,
and I trust ;? "am persuaded ') still dost possess, such
unfeigned faith. LAuord.J stir op—lit., *' rekindle.'*
" revive the spark of T the opposite of " quench* or ex
tinguish (1 Tbessalonians. 5. 19). Paul noes not doubt
the existence of real faith in Timothy, but hedesires it
to be put into active exercise. Timothy seems to bavo
become somewhat remiss from being so long without
Paul [ch. 2. 22;. gift of God—the spiritual grace received
for his ministerial office, either at his original ordina
tion, or at his consecration to the particular office of
superintending the KpheBian church {Note, l Timothy.
4. 14). imparting fearlessness, power, fore, and a sound
mind [v. 7). by the putting on of my hands— In l Timothy,
4. 14. it Is %tvnth (not by) the laying on of the hands of
the presbytery.' The apostle was chief in the ordina
tion, and to him "dy" i3 applied. The presbytery
were his assistants: so "with," implying merely ac
companiment, is said of them. Paul was the instru
ment in Timothys ordination and reception of the
grace then conferred; the presbyters were the concur
rent participants Id the act of ordination: so the Greek,
dia and me to. So in ordinations by a bishop in our
days, he does the principal act, they join in laying on
bands with hliu. 7. For, dm.— Implying that Timothy
needed the exhortation " to stir up the gift of God in
him," being constitutionally timid: "For God did not
aire us (so the G-eek, viz., at our ordination or conse
cration) the spirit of fear.* The spirit which He gave
us, was not the spirit of timidity {lit., cowardice, which
is weakness), but of "power" [exhibited in a fearle^.-;
"testimony^ for Christ, r. 8). "Power" is the invari
able accompaniment of the gift of the Holy Ghost. Luke,
24. 49 ; Acts. 1. 8; cf. a. 0, " full of faith and of the Holy
Ghost," with v. 8, '"full of faith and power.'' Fear is
the result of "the spirit of bondage" iltoinans, 6. 15).
Fear within exaggerates the causes of fear without.
"The spirit of power" is the spirit of man dwelt in
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by the Spirit of God Imparting power: this power
"casteth out fear" from ourselves, and stimulates ua
to try to cast it out of others (i John, 4. 19). love—
which moves the believer whilst " speaking the truth*
with power, when firing his testimony for Christ (v. 81,
at the same time to do so " in love " (Ephesians, 4. 15).
asoond mind—The Gre/fc is rather. ** the bringing of men
toasound mind." fWaHLj Bknosu- supports English
Version, "a sound mind." or "sobennindedness:" a
duty to which a young man like Timothy especially
needed to be exhorted to ch. 122; l Timothy. 4. 12;
Titus, 2. 4. 6:. So Paul urges him. in ch. 2, 4. to give up
worldly entanglements, which as thorns (Luke, 8. 14)
choke the word. These three gifts are preferable to
any miraculous powers whatever. 8. therefore—seeing
that God hath given us such a spirit, not that of /ear.
Be i*ittbou„.asbaiaed—I agree with Ellicott. in opposi
tion to ALroKD. that the Greek subjunctive here, with
the negative, implies action compl-Ud at one time, not
eon tinned action, which the present imperative would
express: thus implying that Timothy had not de
cidedly yet evinced such feeling of sJiame; though I
think. Paul, amidst the desertion of others who once
promised fa! r, and from being aware of Timothy's con
stitutional timulity Note. v. 7), felt it necessary to stir
him up and guard him against the possibility of un
christian dereliction of duty as to bold confession of
Christ. Shame it. 8) is the companion offrar ,r. 7): if
fear bo overcome, false shame flees. [Bx.ngxl.J Paul
himself (v. is .audOuesiphorus 1. 10', were instances of
fearless profession removing false shame. He presents
in contrast sad instances of fear and shame (v. 16]. of
the tentimony of our L)rd—of the testimony which thou
art bound to give in the cause of onr Lord: he says
"our,'' to connect Timothy and himself together in
the testimony which both should give for their com
mon Lord. The testimony which Chri$t gave before
FilaU il Timothy, 6. VI, 13 . is an incentive to the be
liever that he should, after his Lord's example, witness
a good testimony or confession, nor of me his prisoner—
The cause of God's servants is the cause of God Him
self {Ephesians, 4. 1). Timothy might easily be tempted
to be ashamed of one in prison, especially as not only
worldly shame, but great risk, attended any recogni
tion of Paul the prisoner, be thou partaker—withme. of
the gospel—rather as Greek, for the gospel,*' i.e.. suffered
for the gospel (ch. 2, 3-5; Philemon, 13;. according to the
power of God—exhibited in having saved and called us
if. 9). God who has done the greater act of power («.,
saved tut/, will surely do the less (carry us safe through
alltictwns borne for the gospel). " Think not that thou
hast to bear these afflictions by thine own power, nay,
it is by the power of God. It was a greater exercise of
power than His making the heaven. His persuading the
world to embrace salvation." IChrysohtom.} 9. Who
...called as—viz., God the Father iGalatlans, 1.0;. The
having "saved us" in His eternal purpose of "grace,
given us In Christ before the world began." precedes
His actual "calling" of us in due time with a call made
effective to us by the Holy Spirit; therefore, " saved
us" comes before "called us" iKoinans, 8. 28 30). holy
calling—the actual call to a life of holiness. Hebrews,
3. 1, "Heavenly calling" ITittmann. Synonyms] :
whereas we were sinners and enemies [Ephesians, l,
is; 4. 1). The call comes wholly from God, and claims
ub wholly ftrr God. " Holy" implies the separation of
believers from the rest of the world unto God. not
according to—not having regard to our works in Ha
election and calling of grace Romans, 8. 11; Ephes>ans,
2. 8. it), his own purpose—The origination of salvation
was of His own purpose, flowing from His own good
ness, not for works of ours coming first, but wholly be
cause of His own gratuitous, electing love. |Theoi>ORrr&CAt.vrjf.] grace.. .given us—in His everlasting
purpose, legaxdedaathe same as when actually accom-
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| plished in due time, in Christ—believers being re
garded by God as in Him, with whom the Father makes
the covenant of salvation (Ephesiana. l. 4; 3. 11!.
before the world began — i?re*Jfc. "before the times
(periods; of ages f the enduring ages of which no end
is contemplated a Corinthians. 2. 7; Epheaiaun, 3. 11).
10. But...now...manifest—In contrast to its conceal
ment heretofore in the eternal purpose of God
" before the world began " (v. »; Coloasians, l. 26: Titus.
1. S.3J . appearing—the visible manifestation in the flesh.
aboUsbed death—Greek, " taken away the power from
death." ITjttmann.] The Greek article before
" death,'* implies that Christ abolished death, not only
in some particular instance, but in its very essence,
being, and Idea, as well as In ail its aspects and conse
quences John, 11. 26 ; Eomans, 8. 2, 35; l Corinthians,
16 26. &5; Hebrews. 2. H . The carrying outof the aboli
tion of death into full effect Is to be at the resurrection
(Revelation, 20. 14) . The death of the body meanwhile
is but temporary, and is made no account of by Chrut
and the apostles. broogot...to light— making visible br
the gospel what was before hidden in God's purpose,
life—of the Spirit, acting first on the soul here, about
to act on the body also at the resurrection. imicortaUtr
—Greek, " incorruptibility " of the new life, not merely
of the risen body IAlford] (Komans.8. 11). tkroaga
—&v means of Vie gospel, which brings to light the bft
and immortality purposed by God from eternity, but
manifested now first to man by Christ, who, in His own
resurrection, has given the pledge of His people's fto&l
triumph over death through Him. Before the gospel
revelation from God, man, by the light of nature,
under the most favourable circumstances, had but s
glimmering idea of the possibility of a future being of
the soul, but not the faintest idea of the resurrecuoa
of the body lActs, 17. 18, 32). If Christ were not "the
life," the dead could never live; if He were not the re
surrection, they could never rise; had He not the keys
of hell and death (Revelation. 1. 18), we could never
break through the bars of death or gates of heiL
iliisUOP Pkarhon.] 11. Whereunto— For the publicstionof which gospel. I am appointed— Grorik, " I jou
appointed." pieacner—Greek, " herald." teacher of ifci
Oentiies—(l Timothy, 2. 7.) He brings forward his o«n
example in this verse and v. 12. as a pattern for
Timothy, as a public "preacher." an "apostle," or mar
swnary from place to place, and a " teacher" tn pnvatt
instructing His flock with patient perseverance. It
For the wnich cause— For the gospel cause of which I
was appointed a preacher tt>. 10. lij. X aJso iuff*r—be
sides my active work as a missionary. Elucutt tratalates, " I suffer even these things f the « offering*
attendant on my being a prisoner (t>. 8, \b}. 1 am nst
ashamed — neither be thou (r. 8J. for—Confidence as tn
the future drives away shame. [Bkxoei*.] 1 kw>*~
though the world knows Him not (John, 10. 14; IT. &'.
whom—1 know what a. faithful, promise keeping God
He is [ch. 2. 13). It is not, I know how I have believed,
but, 1 know whom I have believed : a feeble faiu
may clasp a strong Saviour, believed — rather,
"trusted :" carrying out the metaphor of a depositor
depositing Ids pledge with one whom He trusts. last
persuaotd— (Romans, 8. 38.) he is able—in spite of K
many foes around me. that which I have committed ua
him—Greek, " my deposit ;" the body, soul, and spirit.
which I have deposited in God's safe keeping
(l Thessalonians. 6. 23; 1 Peter. 4. 10). So Christ Him
self in dying .Luke, 23. 46). " God deposits with us Ha
word ; we deposit with God our spirit." tG roths I
There is one deposit [His revelation] committed by
God to us, which we ought to keep [t>. is, 14! and
transmit to others (ch. 2. 2) : there is another com
mitted by God to us, which we should commit to His
keeping, viz., ourselves and our heavenly portion, list
day —the day of His appeari ng &. IS: ch. 4. 6;. 13. H&6
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fast the fonn—rather as Greek, *' Have (i.e., keep) a
pattern of sound (tfrreife, healthy, words which thou hast
heard from me. In faith and love." *' Keep " suits the
reference to a deposit in the context. The secondary
position of the verb in the Greek forbids our taking it
so strongly as English Version. " Hold fast." The
Greek for " form" is translated " pattern" in 1 Timothy.
1. 16, the only other passage where It occurs. Have
such a pattern drawn from my sound words, in op
position to the unsound doctrines so current at
Epheauo, vividly impressed (AVahl translates it "de
lineation^ the verb implies to make a lively and last
ing impress) on thy mind, in faith and lore—the element
in which my sound words had place, and in which
thou art to have the vivid impression of them as thy
inwardly delineated pattern, moulding conformably
thy outward profession. So nearly Rengkl explains,
1 Timothy, 3. 9. 14. Translate as Greek, " That goodly
deposit keep through the Holy i ihost," viz., " the sound
words which I have committed to thee" {v. 13; ch. 2. 2).
Id as—in all believers, not merely in you and me. The
indwelling Spirit enables us to keep from the robbers
of the soul the deposit of His word committed to us
by God. 15. til they which are in Asia—Proconsular
Asia : " All who are there now, when they were in Rome
mot "be" or are, but) turned from me" then: were
"ashamed of my chain," in contrast to Oaesiphorus ;
did not stand with roe but forsook me (ch. 4. id. It is
possible that the occasion of their turning from him
was at his apprehension in .Nicopolis, whither they had
escorted him on his way to Rome, but from which
they turned back to Asia. A hint to Timothy, now
in Asia, not to be like them, but to imitate rather
Onesiphorus. and to come to him (ch. 4. 21). Phygellus
and Hermogenes — speciflod perhaps, as being persons
from whom audi pusillanimous conduct could least be
expected; or, as being well known to Timothy, and
apoken of before in conversations between him and
Paul, when the latter was in Asia Minor. 16. Tee Lord
give mercy—even as Ouesiphorus had abounded in
works of mercy, the house of Ooeupaorus—He himself
wras then absent from Ephesu£, which accounts for the
form of expression (ch. 4. I9j. His household would
hardly retain his name after the master was dead, as
Benq el supposes him to have been. Nowhere has Paul
prayers for the dead, which is fatal to the theory, fa
voured by ALFORDaUo, that he was dead. God blesses
not only the righteous man himself, but all his housebold, my chain—Paul in the second, as in his first im
prisonment, was bound by a chain to the soldier who
guarded him. 17. found me—in the crowded metropolis.
:n-» in turn *' may he find mercy of the Lord in that
day" when the whole universe shall be assembled.
18. grant onto him—as well as " unto his house" v. 1C).
tne Lord—who rewards a kindness done to His dis
ciples as if done to Himself (Matthew, 26. 46). of—
from the Lord: "the Lord" is emphatically put in
stead of "from nimself," for solemnity and emphasis
(t Tnessalonians, 3. 6). in how many things—"bow
many acts of ministry he rendered." unto me—Omitted
in the oldest MriS., so that the "ministered" may in
clude services rendered to otliers as well as to Paul.
Tery well—rather as Greek, ''Thou knowest better"
(than I can tell thee, seeing that thou art more of a
regular resident at Kphesus).
CHAPTER IX
Ver. 1-28. Exhortations: To Faithfulness as a
(joon SoldhrofChhwt: Error* tobeShunnkd:
The Lord's Sure Foundation: Tub Right Spirit
rx»a a Servant or Christ. l.Thm therefore—follow
ing my example (ch. 1. b. 12), and that of Onesiphorus
(ch. 1. 18-18). and shunning that of those who forsook
me (ch. 1. 15'. my son— Children ought to imitate their
father, be strong— lit . "be invested with power."
Have power, and show thyself to have it; implying an
149
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abiding state of power, in the grace—the element in
which the believer's strength has place. Cf. ch. 1. 7,
" God hath given us the spirit of power." 3. among
—Greek, "tlirough,' i.e., with the attestation Hit, in
tervention) of many witnesses, viz., the presbyters and
others present at his ordination or consecration
(1 Timothy. 4. 14; 8. 12). commit—in trust, as a deposit
(ch. 1. 14). faithful—The quality most needed by those
having a trust committed to them, who—Greek, ".per
sons) such as shall be competent to teach (them to)
others also." Thus the way is prepared for inculcating
the duty of faithful endurance [v. 3-iS). Thou shouldest
consider as a motive to endurance, that thou hast not
only to keep the deposit for thyself, but to transmit it
unimpaired to others, who in their turn shallfulfil the
same oflice. This is so far from supporting oral tradi
tion now, that it rather teaches how precarious a mode
of preserving revealed truth it was. depending as it
did, on the trustworthiness of each individual in the
chain of succession ; and how thankful we ou^ht to be
that God Himself has given Vie written Word, which
is exempt from such risk. 3. Thou therefore endure
hardness—The oldest MSS. have no " Thou therefore.''
and read, "Endure hardship with" (rne>. "Take thy
share in suffering." [Conybkaki & Howsox.J 4.
" No one whilst serving as a soldier." the affaire. &c.
—"the businesses of life" IAlford): mercantile, or
other than military, him who hath chosen him—the
general who at the first enlisted him as a soldier. Paul
himself worked at tent-making (Acts, 18. 3). Therefore
what is prohibited here is, not all other savo religious
occupation, but the becoming entangled, or overengrossed therewith. 5. And—" Moreover." strive for
masteries—"strive in the games" IAlfoud] : viz., the
great national games of Greece, yet is he not crowned,
except—even though he gain the victory, strive law
fully—observing all the conditions of both the contest
(keeping within the bounds of the course and stript of
his clothes and the preparation for it, viz., as to selfdenying diet, anointing, exercise, self-restraint,
chastity, decorum, &c. (1 Corinthians, u. 24-27). 6. mast
be first partaker—The right of nrst partaking of the
fruits belongs to him who is labouring; do not thou,
therefore, relax Uiy labours, as thou wouldestbe fore
most in partaking of the reward. Conybeare ex
plains, "first," bejorethe idler. 7. Consider the force of
the illustrations 1 have given from the soldier, the con
tender in the games, and the husbandmen, as applying
to thyself in thy ministry, and the Lord give thee,&o.—
The oldest M&S. read, "for the lord wUl give thee un
derstanding." Thou canst understand my meaning so
as personally to apply it to thyself ; for the Lord will
give thee understanding when thou seekest it from
Him " in all things." >iot Intellectual perception, but
personal appropriation of the truths metaphorically
expressed, was what he needed to be given him by the
Lord. B. Rather as Greek, ".Remember Jesus Christ,
raised from the dead.'* Remember Christ risen, so as
to follow Him. As He was raised after death, so If
thou wouldest share His risen "life," thou must now
share His "death" (». ill. The Greek perfect passive
participle, implies a permanent character acquired by
Jesus as the risen Saviour, and our permanent interest
in Him as such, Christ's resurrection is put promi
nently forward as being the truth now assailed it?. 18),
and the one best calculated to stimulate Timothy to
stedfastnessln sharing Paul's sufferings for the gospel's
sake [Note, v. 3). my goipei—that which I always
taught, of the seed of David—The one and only gene
alogy *as contrasted with the "endless genealogies,"
1 Timothy. 1. 4) worth thinking of, for It proves Jesus
to be the Messiah. The absence of the article in the
Greek, and this formula, " of the seed of David " icf.
Romans , l. 3), imply, that the words were probably part
of a recognised short oral creed, lu His death He
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uaund as of His humanity; by His resurrection, of
His divinity. Tliat He was not crucified for His ovm
sin. appears from His resurrection ; tint He was cruci
fied, shows that He bore sin, an Him, though not in
Him. 9. Wherein— In proclaiming which gospel, suffer
trouble—fit., " evil." I am a sufferer of evil as though I
were a doer of evil, bonds— ch. 1. IB.) word.. .not bound
—Though my person is bound, my tongue and my pen
are not (eh. 4. IT; Acts, 38. 91). Or he alludes not merely
to /lis own proclamation of the gospel, though in chains,
but to the freedom of its circulation by others, even
though his power of circulating it is now prescribed
(Phillppians. 1. IS). He also hints to Timothy, that he
being free ought to he the more earnest in the service
of It. 10 Therefore—Because of the anxiety I feel that
the gospel should be extended; that anxiety betng im
plied in v.9. endure—not merely " I passively suffer," but
"I actively and perseveringly endure," and "am ready
to endure patiently all things." the elect—for the sake
of the church: all the members of Christ's spiritual
body (Colosslans, 1. 24). they.. .alto— as well as myself:
both God's elect not yet converted and those already so.
salvation... glory—not only miration from wrath, but
glory In reigning with Him eternally [v. 13!. Olory is
the full expansion of salvation (Acts 2. 47 ; Romans. 8.
21-24. SO; Hebrews, 0. 28). So grace and glory Psalm
84. IS. 11. Greek. "Faithful Is the saying." Tor-For
the fact is so that." if we be dead with Him (the Greek
aorlst tense implies a state once for all entered into
in past times at the moment of regeneration, Romans,
6. 3, 4, 8 ; Colossians, 2. 12), we shall also live with
Him." The symmetrical form of " the saying," v. 11-13.
and the rhythmical balance of the parallel clauses.
make it likely, they formed part of a church hymn
{Note, 1 Timothy. S. 161, or accepted formula, perhaps
first uttered by some of the Christian " prophets" in
the public assembly (1 Corinthians. 14. 26). The phrase
" faithful is the saying." which seems to have been the
usual formula (cf. l. Timothy, l. 16 ; 3 1 ; 4, 0; Titus,
3. 8) in such cases, favours this. 12. suffar—rather, as
the Greek is the same as in t>. 10, " If we endure (with
Him'." &c. (Romans, 8. 17). reign with him—The pecu
liar privilege of the elect church now suffering with
Christ, then to reign with Him (Note, 1 Corinthians, 6 2,.
Reigning is something more than mere salvation {Ro
mans. 6. 17: Revelation, 3. 21; 6. 10; 20. 4. 6). deny—
witft the moutfi. As *' believe" with the heart follows,
v. 12. Cf. the opposite, " confess with thy mouth' ' and
"believe in thine heart" (Romans, 10. 9, I0i. beslso
will deny us— (Matthew, 10. 33.) 13. believe not—" If we
are unbelievers [UL, unfaithful). He remains faith
ful" (Deuteronomy. 7. 9. iu\ The oldest MSS. read,
** For He cannot (it is an impossibility that He should!
deny Himself." He cannot be unfaithful to His word
that He will deny those who deny Him, though we be
not faithful to our profession of faith in Him (Romans.
3. 3j. Three things are impossible to God, to die, to
lie, and to be deceived (Augustine, Symbolism ad
Catechumenot, I. 1.J (Hebrews. 6. 18). This impossi
bility is not one of infirmity, but of infinite power and
majesty. Also, indirectly, comfort is susgested to be
lievers, that He is faithful to His promises to them; at
the same time that apostates are shaken out of their
self-deceiving fancy, that because they chance, Christ
similarly may change. A warning to TtmoUiy to be
stedfast in the faith. 14. them—those over whom thou
dost preside (Titus, 3. l). changing—G>ree£, " testifying
continually:" "adjuring them." before the Lord—
(1 Timothy. 6. 21.) that they strive not about words—
rather, "strive with words:" "not to have a (mere)
war of words' -v. 33, 24; l Timothy, 6. 4) where the most
vital matters are at stake (v. 17. 18; Acts, 18. 16). The
oldest MSS. put a stop at " charging them before the
Lord" (which clause is thus connected with "put them
In remembrance') and read the imperative," Strive not
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thou in words," &c
to no profit—not quail
" words f but Or. neuter, in apposition with "i
in words." " (a thing tending) to no profit," lit,
fitable for nothing ;" the opposite of "meet fn
master's use" lv. 21). to the subverting—sure to
vert overturn) the hearers: the opposite of "edi
(building up) (2 Corinthians, 13. 10). 15.. Study—'
"Be earnest," or "diligent." to show—Greek,
sent." as in Romans. 12. L thyself—as distingn
from those whom Timothy was to charge it. U
proved—tested by trial: opposed to ** reprobate" i
1. 16). workman— Alluding to Matthew. 30. l. £c
to be ashamed—by his work not being " apprc
(Philippians, 1. 20). Contrast "deceitful i>h
(2 Corinthians, 11. 13) . rightly dividing—" rightly
ling" [Vulgate]; "rightly administering" [Aire
fit,, cutting " straight," or " right:" the metaphor
from a father or, a steward (1 Corinthians. 4. u
ting and distributing bread among his <4u
[Vitrujoa & Calvin] (Luke, 12. 42!. LJJL,
verbs, 3. 6, and 11. 6, use it of " making ocea «*j
IJknobl here takes Paul to mean that Tunotbr
make ready a straight way for " the word o4 tr
and may himself walk straight forward acconlii
this line, turning neither to the right nor to thi
"teaching no other doctrine" U Timothy, L*.
same image of a way appears ia the Greek lor
crease" [Note, v. 16). The opposite to " rightly
liDg," or " dispensing"' is, 2 Corinthians. 2. 17. " cc
the word of God- truth—Greek. *' the truth" ;ef.
16. «han— lit., "stand above," separate from, u
perior to. vain—opposed to ** the truth* iv. ]£.
blinga—with loud voice : opposed to the temi
"word" (Titus, 3. 9). increase—<rrwfc, " advance ;
"strike forward.:" an image from pioneers a
away all obstacles before an advancing arm>-.
pretend progress; the only kind of progress they
is to a greater pitch of impiety, more naffciiii
Greek, " a greater degree of impiety." 17. wiL«*:" will have pasture." The consuming prosra
mortification is the image. They pretend to pre
spiritual pasture to their disciples : the only ),!;
is that of a spiritual cancer feeding on tear vl
canker—a cancer or gangrene.
Hymew&i—
1 Timothy, 1. 20.) After his excommunicattanbef
to have been re-admitted into the church sad »a
have troubled it. IB. erred— Greek, "missed Uw
{Note, 1 Timothy, 6. 2lj. is past alrraay— ha* ai
taken place. The beginnings of the subsequent G\
heresy already existed. They "wrested" a Peter
Paul's own words (Romans, 6. 4; Kphesians, 1 S; '
sians. 2. 12] ," to their own destruction." as thom
resurrection was merely the spiritual raising of
from the death of sin. Cf. 1 Corinthians, is. 12.
he shows ail our hopes of future glory rest on the '
reality of the resurrection. To believe it past i>
Seleucians or Hermians did. according to A
tins, Ep, 119. 60, ad Januanum. sec 4J, is to d
in its true sense, overthrow—trying to subvert
foundation" on which alone faith can resiseenre
cf. Titus, 1. 11). 19. Nevertheless—Not withstand)!
subversion of their fuith, " the firm foundation 6
standeth" fast iso the Greek ought to be tron5
The "foundation" here ia "tne church" (Au
"the ground" or basement support "of the 1
(1 Timothy, 3. 16), Christ Himself being the uit
" foundation " (I Corinthians, 3. IV. In the st<
standing of the chinch there is involved the sa
certainty of the doctrine in question (e. 13,-. Thi
"house" (v. 20; answers to the 'foundation :"itn
up of the elect whom " the Lord knoweth" act
ledgetb, recognises, 1'ialm 1. 6 ; Matthew. T. 21; 10. 14 ; 1 Corinthians, 8. 3) as " His," and who pera
to the end, though others ** err concerning the 1
AUuhtw, 21. 24; John. 10. 28; Romans, 10.**, »;iJ
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2. 19). Bin gil takes "the foundation" to be the im church in general yoatnfal—Timothy was a youth
moveable faithfulness of God [to His promises to Uls (l Timothy, 4. is), righteousness—The opposite of
elect [Calvin] I. This contrasts well with the erring "iniquity," (.«., unrighteousness (v. 19; cf.i Timothy,
from the faith on the part of the reprobate, c. 18. 6. 11). pe*c*, with—rather put no comma, "peace with
Though they deny tlte faith, God abates not His faith- them that call on the Lord out of a pure heart"
fulness (ci.r.13). hating—seeing that it has. [Elucott.J (l Timothy, l. 6 ; Ephesians, 6. 6 ; Colossians, 3. 22).
seal—inscription: indicating; ownership sjxX destination; We are to love all men, but it is not possible to be at
inscriptions were often engraven on a "foundation* peace with all men, for this needs community of pur
stone (Revelation, 21. 14). [Alioru.] Tois will agree pose and opinion; they alone who cull on the Lord sin
with the view that " tbe foundation" is the church cerely [as contrasted with the iahte teachers who had
tKphesians, 2. 20). If it be taken God's immoveable only the form of godliness, ch. 3. 6. 8; Titus, 1. 16, lflj
faithfulness, tbe "seal" will be regarded as attached have this community (Theodorktj (Romans, is. is).
to His covenant promise,with the inscription or legend, 23. (Titus, 3. 0.) unlearned—Greek, " undisciplined :"
on one side of its round surface," The Lord knoweth (it not tending to promote the discipline of faith and
is ' knew' in LXX.. Numbers. 16. 5, to which Paul here morals (Proverbs. 6. 23). " TJniu structure :" in contrast
alludes, altering it for his purpose by the Spirit) them with "instructing" (e. 26). aud "wise uuto salvation*'
that are His;" on the obverse Bide, "Let everyone that eh. 3. 16;. avoid—" decline." 24. not strive — " The
i^ameth (as His Lord, Psalm 20. 7, or preacheth in His servant of tbe Lord " must imitate his master in not
name. Jeremiah. 20. 9) Christ." &c. depart—Greek. striving content iously, though uncompromising in ear
" stand aloof." from iniquity— Isaiah. 62. 11.) In both nestly contending fur the faith (Jude, 3; Matthew.
clauses there may be an allusion to Numbers, 16. 6, 20. 12. ioj. gentle unto ail men—" patient" {Greek, " patient
LXX. God's part and man's part are marked out. in bearing wrongs"; in respect to adversaries. He is to
God chooscth and kuoweth His elect; our part is to be
be gentle so that he may occasion no evils: patient so
lieve, and by the Spirit depart from all iniquity, an that he may endure evils, apt to teach—Implying not
unequivocal pr<x>f of our being the Lord's (cf. Deuter
only solid teaching and ease in teaching, but patience
onomy. 2a. 20; Luke, li. 23-27). St. Luclan when asked and assiduity in it. [BblngklJ 25. instructing—Greek,
by his persecutors, "Of what country art thouT re
"disciplining," instruct tup with correctwn, which those
plied,"! am a Christian.** " What is your occupation?
who deal in " uitinstructne" or " undisciplined ques
" I am a Christian." "Of what family T " I am a tions" need [Notes, a. 23; l Timothy. 1. 20,. those that
Christian." [CHRYdOSTOM Orattones, 76.1 He cannot oppose themselves—0-nt.k, "oppositely affected :" those
be honoured with tbe name Christian, who dishonours, ui a different opinion, if ..peradventure—Greek, *' if at
by iniquity. Christ, the Author of the name. Blau- any time." repentance— which they need as antecedent
dina's refreshment amidst her torures was to Bay, "1 to the full knowledge (so the Greek foe " acknowledg
am a Christian, and u~UJi us Christians no evil is ment") oftlie truth II Timothy, 2. 4), their minds being
done' [EvavMVH,Ecctesiastica! History, 6.1.] Apostasy corrupted (ch. 3. 8), and their lives immoral. The cause
from the faith is sure soon to be followed by indul
of the spiritual ignorance which prompts such "ques
gence in iniquity. It was so with the false teachers tions " is moral, having its seat in the will, not tn the
-ch, 3. 2-8. 13). 20. in a great house—14., the visible pro
intellect (John. 7. 17). Therefore repentance is their
fessing Christian church (l Timothy, 3. 15). Paul is tlrst need. That, not man, but God alone can "give"
speaking, not of those without, but of the (visible] (Acts. 6. 3D. 26. recover themselves—Gn ■./;. "awake
family of God. [Calvin.] So the parable of the up to soberness." viz. , from toe spiritual intoxicatiou
sweep net (Matthew. 13. 47-40) gathering together of whereby they have lallen into the snare of the devil.
every kind, good and bad : as the good and bad cannot the snare— (Ephesians, 0. 11, "the wiles of the devil;''
be distinguished whilst under the waves, but only 1 Timothy. 3. 7; 0. 8.} taken captive by him at his will
when brought to shore, so believers and unbelievers —so as to follow the will a/ "that" {the Greek emphati
continue in the same church, until tbe judgment makes cally marks Satan thus) foe. However, different Greek
the everlasting distinction. " The ark of Noah is a type prououus stand for "htm" and ** hisf and the Greek
of the church ; as in the former there were together the for " taken captive" means not "captivated for destruc
leopard and the kid, the wolf and the lamb ; so in the tion," but "for being saved alive* as in Luke, 6. io,
latter, the righteous and sinners, vessels of gold and ''Thou shalt catch men to save them unto life;" also
silver, with vessels of wood and earth" [Jerome, contra there is no article before the Greek participle, which the
Luciferianw, 302} cf. Matthew. 20. id. vessels of gold English Version "who are taken captive," would re
...silver—precious and able to endure fire, of wood aud quire. Therefore translate. " That they may awake,1'
eartn—worthless, fragile, and soon burnt (1 Corinthians, <kc. taken as saved (and willing) captives by him (the
3. 12-15; 16. 47). some.. .some—the former...the latter, to servant of the Lord, v. 24). so as to follow the will of
disnonour—(Proverbs. 10. 4; Komans, 8. 17-23.) 21. If a Him >tho Lord, v. 24, or "God," «. 26). There are here
inaa... purge himself from these—The Greek expresses two evils, "the "snare" and sleep, from which they
" If one (ex. or., thou. Timothy) purify himself (so as are delivered : and two goods to wnich they are trans
to separate from among these" (resssl* unto dishonour;. lated, awaking and deliverance. Instead of Satau's
saacuntd—Set apart as wholly consecrated to the Lord, thrall comes the free and willing captivity of obedience
and meet—Some oldest MSS. omit "aud." the master to Christ (2 Corinthians, 10. &,. It is God who goes
—vis., of *' the house:" the Lord. Paul himself was before, giving repentance (v. 26j ; then the work of His
such a vessel: once one among those of earth, but after servant following is suro to be crowned with success,
wards he became by grace one of gold, prepared onto leading the convert henceiorth to " live to the will
every good work—(ch. 3. 17; Titus, 3. 1.) Contrast of God" lActs. 22. 14: l Peter, 4. 2).
CHAPTER JJL
Titus, 1. 10. 22. also—Greek, "But:" in contrast to
Ver. 1-17. Coming Evil Oats: Signs ok Evil
'every good work," v. 21. flee—There are many lusts
from which our greatest safety is in flight iGenesis. alrkaijy: Contrast in thi Doctrine and Llye
39. 12). Avoid occasions of sin. From the abstemious of Paul, which Timothy should Follow, in ac
character of Timothy (1 Timothy, 6. 23) it is likely cordance with His Early Training in Scrip
that not animal indulgences, but the impetuosity, rash ture. 1. also—Greek, "but" last days—preceding
self-confidence, hastiness, strife, and vain glory of Christ's second coming (2 Peter, 3. 3 ; Jnde. IS). "The
young men (1 John, 2. 14-16), are what he is here latter tunes," l Timothy, 4. l, refer to a period not so
warned against : though tbe Spirit probably intended remote as " the last days," viz., the long days of Papal
toe warning to include both in its application to the and Greek anti-Christianity, perilous- lit., "difficult
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times," In which it is difficult to know what is to be
done: "grievous times." shall coma—ttretk, "shall be
immineutf "suaU come unexpectedly." [Benokl.] 2.
men—In the professing church. Cf. the catalogue. Ro
mans, l. 89, &c where much the same sins are attri
buted to heathen men, it shall be a relapse into virtual
heathendom, with all its beast-like propensities,
whence the symbol or it la "a beast" {Revelation, 13. 1,
11.12. &c; 17. s, 8, 11). covetous—translate, "moneyloving." » distinct Greek word from that for "covet
ous " (Note. Colossians, 3. 6). The connate Greek sub
stantive (1 Timothy, 6. 10} is so translated^ " the lott
ofmoney is a [Greek, not" the ") root of all evil." boasters
—empty boasters LAlford]: boasting of having what
they have not. proud—overweening: lit., showing them
selves above their fellows, blasphemers—rather.** evilspeakers," reviters. disobedient to parent*— The charac
ter of the times is even to be gathered especially from
the manners of the young. [Bkxqcl.] unthankful—
The obligation to gratitude Is next to that of obedience
to parents, unholy—irreligious I AL.roe.D] ; inobservant
of the offices of piety. 3. trace-breakers—rather as the
Greek is translated Romans, l. 31, "implacable." false
accusers—slanderers il Tiinolhy, 3. 11 ; Titus. 3. 3!. in
continent, fierce—at once both soft and hard: incontin
ently indulging Viemselvcs, and tnnuman to others.
despisers, &c.—"no lovers of good" [Auoai>]; the op
posite of ** a lover of pood" i Titus, 1. S). 4. heady—pre
cipitate in action and in passion, high-minded—lit ,
"puffed up" with pride, as with smoke blinding them.
lovers of pleasure... God—Love of pleasure destroys the
love and sense of God. 6. form—outward semblance.
godliness—piety, denying—rather as Greek, "having
denied." i.e., renounced, the power—the living regene
rating, sanctifying influenceof it. turn away—implying
that some of such characters, forerunners of the last
days, were already in the church. 6. of tins sort—Greek,
"of these," such as were described (v. 5). creep into—
stealthily, laden with sins— ; Isaiah, 1.4)—applying to the
"silly women" whose consciences are burdened with
sins, and so are a ready prey to the false teachers
who promise ease of conscience if they will follow them.
A bad conscience leads easily to shipwreck of faith
(1 Timothy, 1. 191. divers lusts—not only animal lusts,
but passion for change in doctrine and manner of
teaching; the running after fashionable men and fashonable tenets, drawing them lu the most opposite direc
tions. [Alfokd.] 7. Ever learning—some new point,
for mere curiosity to the disparagement of what they
seemed to know before, ths knowledge—Greek," the
i#rfcct knowledge.'" the only safeguard against further
novelties. Gnosticism laid bold especially of the
female sex riKawGUs, 1. 13. 3.]: so Roman Jesuitism.
8. Now—Greek, " But;" it is no wonder there should be
now such opponents to the truth, for their prototypes
existed in ancient times. [Alpord.] Junes.. .Jambres
—Traditional names of the Egyptian magicians who
resisted Moses (Exodus, 7. 11, 83), derived from "the
unwritten teaching of the Jews." LTheodokbt.J In a
point so immaterial as she names, where Scripture had
not recorded them, Paul takes the names which general
opinion had assigned the magicians. Ecsebium. Prcrparatxo Evangeiiea, quotes from Numenius, "Jannes
and Jambres were sacred arrioes la lower order of priests
in Egypt) skilled in magic." Hillek interprets Jannes
from the Abyssinian language a trickster, and Jambres
a juggler (Act!«, 13. 8). resist—" withstand," as before.
They did so by trying to rival Moses* miracles. So the
false teachers shall exhibit lying wonders in the last
days (Matthew, 84 24; 8 Thessalonians. 8. 9 ; Revelation.
13. 14, 16'. reprobate—incapable of testing the truth
(Romans, 1. 88). [Besgel] Alford takes passively.
*' not abiding the test f rejected on being tested Jereiniah, o. w 9. ttiev shall proceed no further—though
'or a ftiiu tch. x. io) " they shall adtwnce or in-octed
4U
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Engtiih Version 'increase*) unto more ungodliness,"
yet there is a final limit beyond which they shall not
be able to "proceed further'' (Job. S8. il : Revelation.
11. 7, 11). They themselves shall "wax worse sad
worse" (v. 13,', but they shall at last be for ever pre
vented from seducing others. "Often malice proceeds
deeper down, when it cannot extend itself." [Bixoel.1
their folly—lit.," dementation: " wise though they think
themselves.
shall be man ifest—Greek, "shall be
brought forth from concealment into open dsj"
[Benoel.) [1 Corinthians, 4. 6). as theirs...was—as that
of those magicians was, when not only could they no
longer try to rival Moses in sending boils, but the boils
fell upon themselves: so as to the lice [Exodus, 8. 18;
9. 11). 10. fully known—lit., "fully followed up" and
traced, viz., with a view to following me as thy psttern, so f.tr as I follow Christ; the same Grtek as Lake,
1. 3, " having had perfect understanding o/all things."
His pious mother Lois, and grandmother Eunice,
would recommend him to study fully Paul's Christian
course as a pattern. He had not been yet the com
panion of Paul at the time of the apostle's persecution!
in Antioch, iconium, and Lystra (Acts, 13. 60; 14. 5, W.
but is first mentioned as such Acts, 16. 1-3. However,
be was ** a disciple" already, when introduced to us in
Acts. 16. 1-3; and as Paul calls him * my own ion in
the faith," he must have been converted by the apofiie
previously : perhaps in the visit to those parts tare*
years before. Hence arose Timothy's knowledge of
Paul's persecutions, which were the common talk cf
the churches in those regions about the time of his con
version. The incidental allusion to them here form:
an undesigned coincidence between the history and the
epistle Indicating genuineness. [PaueVs Horn Paul
ina.] A forger of epistles from the Acts would never
allude to Timothy's knowledge of persecutions, when
that knowledge is not expressly meutioned in the his
tory, but is only arrived at by indirect inference : also
the omission of Derbc here, in the epistle, is in mi
nute accordance with the fact that in Derbe no ptrx
rution is mentioned in the history, though Dtrbe and
Lystra are commonly mentioned together. The reason
why he mentions his persecutions before Timothy be
came his companion, and not those subsequent. »u
because Timothy was familiar with the latter as an
eye-witness, and Paul needed not to remind him o-f
them, but the former Timothy had traced up by seekici
the information from others, especially as the dateami
scene of them was the date and scene of his own conver
sion, doctrine—" teaching." manner of life—" conduct,'
"behaviour." purpose—The Greek is elsewhere usuallj
used of God's "purpose." Rut here, as in Acts.il. 3.
of Paul's determined " purpose of heart in cleavirs;
unto the Lord." My set aim, or resolution, in »T
apostolic function, and in every action is, not my self
ish gain, but the glory of God in Christ, loug-soJentf
—towards my adversaries, and the false teachers; to
wards brethren in bearing their inflrraiiies; towards U>
unconverted, and the lapsed when penitent tch. 4. ::
2 Corinthians, 6. 6; Galatians, 5. S3; Eph esians, 4. 3; O
lossians, 3. 18). charity—Low to all men. paiiescv" endurance:" patient continuance in well-doing amids!
adversities (». u; Romans, s. 7). 11. afflictions—" safiefings." which—Greek," such as." in Antioch—cf Piadu
(Acts, 13. 14, 60, 61). Iconium— (Acts. 1-4. 1-6,) Lystu
— ;Acts, 14. 0. 19.) what—How grievous, outof... klL.
Lord delivered me— (ch.4. 17; Psalm 34. 17; 2 Corinthian.
1. 10.) An encouragement to Timothy not to fear per
secutions. 12. Y<a, and—An additional considcrshos
for Timothy : if he wishes to tire godly in Christ, be
must make up his mind to encounter persecution, tiii
will—Greek, "all whose will is to live," &c. So far
should persecution be from being a stumblingblock t*"1
Timothy, he should consider it a mark of the pious. So
the same 6' « ttk is used of the *ame thins. Luke, it. a, a

Paul Appeals to Timothy's
2 TIMOTHY. HI.
Knowledge of his Lift,
** intending [Greek, •wishing) to build a tower. ..couuteth the other must be so too. Alford admits bis trans
the cost." lite godly in Christ—(Galatians,'2. 20; Philip- lation to be harsh, thou Ji legitimate. It Is better
plans, l. 2L) There is no godliness [Greek. " piously") with Englisli Version to take it in a construction legiti
or piety out of Christ. The world easily puts up with mate, and at the same tune not harsh. The Greek,
the mask of a religion which depends on itself, but the " Cod-inspired," is found nowhere else. Most of the
piety which derives Its vigour directly from Christ is New Testament books were written when Paul wrote
as odious to modern Christians as it was to the an this his latest epistle : bo he includes in the clause,
cient Jews. [Bknoel.] shad suffer persecution—and "All Scripture is God-inspired,* not only the Old
will not decline it (GalaUans, 6. 11). Bishop Pearson Testament, in which alone Timothy was taught when a
proves the divine origination of Christianity from its child (v. 15), but the New Testament books according
success being Inexplicable on the supposition of its as they were recognised in the churches which had
being of human origin. The nature of its doctrine was men gifted with "discerning of spirits," and so able to
no way likely to command success: (!) it condemned distinguish really inspired utterances, persons, and so
all other religions, some established for ages ; (2J it their writings, from spurious. St. Paul means, "All
enjoins precepts ungrateful to flesh and blood, the scripture is Cod inspired and therefore useful.-" because
mortifying of the flesh, the love of enemies, and the v:e see no utility in any words or portion of it, it does
bearing of the cross ; (3) it enforces these seemingly not follow it is not God-inspired. It is useful, because
unreasonable precepts by promises seemingly incredi God-inspired, not God-i)isuircd, because useful. One
ble; not good things such as afford complacency to reason for the article not being before the Greei.\
our senses, but such as cannot be obtained till after "Scripture,'* may be that, if it had, it might be sup
this life, and presuppose what then seemed impossible, posed that it limited the sense to the hiera grammata,
the resurrection: (4; it predicts to its followers what •' Holy Scriptures" (0.16) of Hie Gld Testament, whereas
would seem sure to keep most of the world from em here the assertion is more general : " all Scripture"
bracing' it, persecutions. 13. Reason why persecutions ,cf. Gredc, 2 Peter, l. 2U,. The translation," all Scrip
must be expected, and these becoming worse and worse ture that is God-inspired is also useful," would imply
as the end approaches. The breach between ligtit and that there is some Scripture which is not God-inspired.
darkness, so far from being healed, shall be widened. But this would exclude the appropriated sense of the
IAlfoiid.] evil men—in contrast to the " godly" {v. 12). word "Scripture f and who would need to be told
seducers—lit.. " conjurors." Magical arts prevailed at that "all divine Scripture is useful11 ("profitable")?
Kphesus (Acts, ltf. IB;, and had been renounced by many Hebrews, 4. 13, would, in Alfokd's view, have to be
£pbesians on embracing Christianity; but now when rendered, "All naked things are also open to the eyes of
Paul was writing to Ephesus, symptoms of a return Him," die. : so also 1 Timothy, 4. 4, which would be
to conjuring tricks appeared : an undesigned coinci absurd. [Tkkoellbs on Daniel.} Knapp well defines
dence. I Burton.] Probably sorcery will characterise inspiration, " Au extraordinary divine agency upon
the Una! apostasy (Revelation, 13. 15; 18. 23; 22. 15). wax teachers whilst giving instruction, whether oral or
warse—lit., " advance in the direction of worse" (Note, written, by which they were taught how and what
v. 0). Not contradictory to that verse: there the diffu they should speak or write" tcf. 2 Samuel, 23. 1 ; Acts,
sion of the evil was spoken of; here iu intensity. 4. 25; 2 1'eter, l. 21). The inspiration gives the
[ Alfokd.J deceiving, aud being deceived—He who has Divino sanction to all the words of Scripture, though
once begun to deceive others, is the less easily able those words be the utterances of the individual writer,
to recover himself from error, and the more easily and only in special cases revealed directly by God
embraces in turn the errors of others. (Bknqkl.] 14. [i Coriuthians, 2. 13). Itispiration is hero predicated of
But... thou— Whatever they may da Resuming the the writings, " ail Scripture," not of the persons. The
thread begun at v. 10. learned— from me and thy mother question is not tiow God has done it ; it is as to thu
and grandmother [ch. 1. 5; 2. 2). assured of—from Scrip word, not the men who wrote it. What we must be
ture (v. I5j. of whom—plural, not singular, in the lieve is that He has done it, and that all the sacred
oldest MSS., "from what teachers." Not only from writings are every where inspired, though not all alike
me, but from Lois and Eunice. 15. from a child—lit., matter of special revelation ; and that even the very
" from an infant.'' The tender ago of the first dawn of words are stamped with Divine sanction, as Jesus used
reason is that wherein the most lasting impressions of thorn iex. gr.% in the temptation, and John, 10. 31, 36/,
faith may be made, holy scriptures—The Old Testa for deciding all questions of doctrine and practice.
ment taught by his Jewess mother. An undesigned There are degrees of revelation iu Scripture, but not of
coincidence with ch. l. 6; Acts. 16. 1-3. able—iu them* inspiration. The sacred writers did not even always
selves: though through men's owu fault they often do know the full significancy of their own God-inspired
not in /act make men savingly alive, wise unto salva words 1 1 Peter, 1. 10, 11, I2j. Verbal inspiration does not
tion— i.e., wise unto the attainment of salvation. Con mean mechanical dictation, but "ail Scripture is (so) in
trast *" folly" (v. 9). Wise also in extending it to spired by God," that every thiog in it. its narratives,
others. tbraugh faiU—as the instrumoU of this wis prophecies, citations, the whole—ideas, phrases, and
dom. Each knows divine things only as far as his own words—are such as He saw fit to be there. The present
experience in himself extends. He who has not faith, condition of the text is no ground for concluding
has not wisdom or salvation, which is in— i.e., rests on against the original text being inspired, but is a reason
Christ Jesus. 16. All Scripture—Greek, "Every Scrip why we should use all critical diligence to restore the
ture," i.e.. Script ure in its every part. However, English original inspired text. Again, inspiration may be ac
Version is sustained, though the Greek article be want companied by revelation or not, but it is as much
ing, by the technical use of the term " Scripture" being needed for writing known doctrines or facts authori
so notorious as not to need the article (cf. Greek, Ephe- tatively, as for communicating new truths. ITrkaians, 3. 15: 2. 21). The Greek is never used of writings uexlks.} The omission here of the substantive verb
in general, butonly of the sacred Scriptures. The posi is, I think, designed to mark that, not only the Scrip
tion of the two Greek adjectives closely united by ture then existing, but what was still to be written till
"and." forbids our taking the one as an epithet, the Uie canon should be completed, is included as Godother as predicated aud translated as Alfoiid and inspired. The Uld Testament law was the school
Klucott, " Every Scripture given by inspiration of I master to bring us to Christ; so it is appropriately said
God is also profitable." Vulgate in the best AL3S., to be "able to make wise unto salvation through faith
favours English Version. Clearly the adjectives are so in Jesus Christ:'' the term wisdom being appropriated
closely connected, that as surely as one 15 a predicate, to a knowledge of the relations beUeen the Old and
153
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Rew Testaments, and opposed to the pretended wisdom
of the false teachers (1 Timothy, l. 7, *,. doctrine—
Greek, "teaching," i.e.. frac/un? Hie 13/10rant dogmatic
truths which they cannot otherwise know. He so uses
the Old Testament, ltomans. 1. 17. rfproof—" refuta
tion.* convicting the erring of their error. Including
Identical divinity. As an example of this use of the
Old Testament, cf. Gatatinus. 3. 6, 13, 10. "Doctrine
and reproof" comprehend the speculative parts of
divinity. Next foUow the practical: Scripture Is profirable for (l) correction {Grt'k, "setting one right;"
cf an example, l Corinthians, 10 1-10] and instruc
tion [Ortek, " disciplining," as a father does bis child.
Note, ch. x. 25 ; Ephesiaos. 6. 4 ; Hebrews, 12. 6. 11,
or "training" by instruction, warning, example, kind
nesses, promises, and chastisements : cf. an example,
l Corinthians, 5. 13;. Thus the whole science of theo
logy is complete in Scripture. Since Paul is speak
ing of Scripture in general and in the notion of it, too
only general reason why, in order to perfecting the
godly (v. 17), it should extend to every drpartnunU of
revealed trnth. must be that it has intended to be the
complete and sufficient rule in all things touching perfec
tion. See Article VI.. Common 1'rayer Book, in—
Greek. " instruction v-hu-h is in rlghteouinesH," as con
trasted with the "Instruction" in worldly rudiments
(ColossLaus, 2. £0. x*j. 17. man of God— {Note, I Timothy.
<!. 11.) perioct, throiurhly furnished—(Jr., "thoroughly
l*rfected." and so " perfect." 'llic man of God is per
fectly accoutred out of Scripture for his work, whether
he be a minuter '.cf. ch. 4. 2. with ch. 3. 10: or a spiritual
layman. No oral tradition is needed to be added.
CH AITKU IV.
Ver. 1-21. Solemn Charge toTimothy to do His
Duty zealously, for Times or Apostasy ahe at
hasd, and thk apostle is near h1h tiuumphant
End: Requests Him to Come and Bring Mark
with 11 1 m to uom k. ah lu k b alone is with him. the
others having Gone: also his Cloak and Parch
ments: Warns ium auainst Alexander: Tells
what Befell him at nis First Defence: Greet
ings: Benediction. 1. charge—Greek, "adjure."
therefore—Omitted in the oldest MSS. the Lord Jesus
Curist—The oldest MSS read simply, "Christ Jesus."
shall jodge—His commission from God is mentioned.
Acts, 10. 4^; his resolution to do so, 1 Peter, 4. 6; the
execution of His commission, here, at his appearing—
The oldest MSS. read, " and " for " at;" then translate,
"d cuarga thee before God, die.) and by His appearing."
and his kuuraom—to be set up at His appearing, when
we hope to reign with him. His kingdom is real now,
but not visible. Jt shall then be both real and visible
(Luke, 22. Is. 30; Revelation, 1. 7; 11. 16; ID. ej. Now
MtiTeUiWiinUtcmidstofHis enemies expecting till they
sliull be overthrown (I'salm llu. 2; Hebrews, 10. 13}.
Then He shall reign with His adversaries prostrate. 2.
Preach—lit., "Proclaim as a herald." The term for the
discourses in the syuagogue was Daraschoth; the
corresponding Greek term (implying dialectical style.
dialogue, and discussion. Acts, 17. 2. 18; 18. 4. 10) Is
applied In Acts to discourses in the Christian church.
Justin Martyr. Apology 2, describes the order of
public worship, " On Suuusy all meet, and the writings
of the apostles and prophets are read; then the pre
sident delivers a discourse : after this all stand up and
pray: then there Is offered bread and wine and water;
the president likewise prays and gives thanks, and the
lteoule solemnly assent, saying, Amen." Trie bishops
and presbyters had the right and duty to preach, but
they sometimes called on deacons, and even laymen, to
preach. LusKim a. Ecclesiastical History, (i. in; in this
thechurch imitated the synagogue 1 Luke. 4. 17-22; Acts
u. 15,16], be Distant—i^., urgent, earnest, in the whole
work of the ministry, in season, oat of season— (,«., at all
seasons; whether they regard your speaking as seaaon4v4
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able or unseasonable. "Just as the fountains, though
none may draw from them, still flow on; andlheriwi,
though none drink of them, still ran : so must we do
all on our part in speaking, though none give heed to
us." [Chryhustox Homily 30.. vol. 6,p 231.] 1 think
with Chrysostom, there is included also the ides of
times whether seasonable or unseasonable to Timotkv
himself: not merely when convenient, but when incon
venient to thee, night an well as day (Acts, 20. 31). in
danger as well as in safety, in prison and when doomed
to death as well as when at large, not only in church
but everywhere and on all occasions, whenever snd
wherever the Lord's work requires it. reprove—"con
vict," "confute." with— Greek, "in (the elcwenl im
which the exhortation ought to have placet all Ion;suffdrinif tcu. •!. 24, 2V>; 3. loj and UaeJiing :" cf. ch. z. :*.
"apt to teach.* The Greek for "doctrine" here u
didache, but in ch. 3. 10, didascalia. " IHdascalta" u
what one receives ; didache Is what is communicated.
LTiTTMANN.} 3. they—professing Christians. »<u>d
aocUias—Greek, " the sound iNote, l Timothy. 1. 10: doc
trine" {didascalias or " teaching." viz., of the gospel
Presently follows the concrete, " teachers.'' after uwii
own lasts—instead of regarding the will of God they
dislike being interrupted in their lusts by true leachen
heap—one on soother: an indiscriminate mass of false
teachers. Variety delights itching ears. "He who de
spises sound teaching, leaves sound teachers: they seek
instructors like themselves." (UenoelJ Itistiiocorruption of the people in the first instance, that create*
priestcraft (Kxodua. 32. U. to toem •elves—snch as nil
suit their depraved tastes: " populua vult decipi, fi
deciplatur," the people ic«/< to be deceived, so let the*
be deceived. " Like priest, like people" i l Kings. 11 31 ;
Hosea. 4. 0). itching—liking to hoar teachers who grw
them mere pleasure (Acts. 17. 10-xlJ, and do not otfeoii
by truths grating to their ears. They, as it were.tietie
with pleasure the levity of the multitude [Cicero], *hu
come as to a theatre to hear what will delight then
ears, not toleariuSENS';A,i?p. lu. 8] what wihdotuco;
good. " Itch in the ears is as bad as in any other put
of the body, aud perhaps worse." LSolth.) 4. Th*
ear brooks not what is opposed to the man's lusn
turned—Greek, "turned aside" U Timothy, l. «.. Itu>
righteous retribution, that when men turn away mm;
the truth, they should be turned to fables (Jeremish.
2. 10;. fables— (l Timothy, l. 4.; 6. 1 am no lower
here to withstand these things : be thou a worthy soc
et-ssor of me, no longer depending on me for counsel
but thine own master, and swunmutg without the cork'
(Calvin) ; follow my steps, inherit their result, aw
the honour of their end. [A word.J watch taou-&.
" with the wakefulness of one sober.* in all tiuxgv— all occasions and under all circumstances (Titus. 1 ~
euaure affile tious—suffer hardship*. (Axford.) emgelist—A missionary bishop, preacher, and teaebe*
make fnil prool of—fulfil in all its requirements, leanst
nothing uudone (Acts, 12. So; Romans, la. U»;C»
lossians, 4. 171. 6. Greek, " For I am already heiw
offered:" UL. as a hbation; appropriate to the sbeddiw
of hit blood. Every sacrifice began with an iniuaion
libation on the victim's head iNote, cf. Pbibppo."2. 17). A motive to stimulate Timothy to faithful:*--'
—the departure aod final blessedness of Paul: itii k*
end that crowns the work. [HenozlJ As the tunc <•
his departure was indicated to Peter, to to IV:
12 Peter, 1. 14). my departure—Jit, " loosing anchc
{Note, Philippians, 1. *i). Ihasolutum. 7. "I ha"
striven the good strife :" the Greek Is not restricted *
a fight, but includes any competitive content, ex. f ■
that of the race-course (1 Timothy. 6. 12 lAuroar;
l Corinthians. 0. 24, <fcc; Hebrews. 12. l, S). kepi is*
faith—the Christian faith committed to Die as a belwver
and an apostle (cf. ch. 1. 14; Kevelatioa, 2L 10; 5. 101. &•
a crown—rather as Greek, "tlu aosn," The *bro«
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and Briny Mark with him.
forth" marks the decisive moment : he looks to bis with Barnabas (Acts, 15. 37-40; 13. 6. 13}. Timothy had
state in a threefold aspect, tlj The past. I have/ought; subsequently occupied the same post in relation to
(2.J the Immediately present, there is laid up for me ; Paul as Mark once held. Hence Paul, appropriately
ij.itne future, iiu Lord vnll give in that day. (BkmjklJ here, wipes out the past censure by high praise of
crown—A crown, or garland, used to be bestowed at the Mark, and guards against Timothy's making self-com
Greek national games on tbe successful competitor in placent comparisons between himself and Mark, as
wittstiing, running sic. (cf. l Peter. 5. 4; Revelation. 2. 10). though he were superior to the latter (cf. Philemon, 'Hi.
of rigateousness— the reward is in recognition of right- Demas apostatizes. Mark returns to the right way, and
tousncss wrought in Paul by God's Spirit : the crown is no longer unprofitable, but is profitable for the
u prepared for the righteous : but it is a crown which gospel ministry (Philemon. 11). 13. AmA—Greek,
consul* in righteousness. Righteousness will be its " But." Thou art to come to me. but Tychicua I have
ova reword (Revelation, 82. 11). Of. Exodus, 39. 30. sent to Kphesus to supply thy place (if thou so wiliest
▲ man is jus tilled gratuitously by the merits of Christ it) in presiding over the church there in thy absence
through faith: and when he is so justified God accepts (cf. Titus. 3. 12). It is possible Tychicus was the bearer
his works and hononrs them with a reward which is of this epistle, though the omission of "to thee" is
not their due. but is given of grau-e. " So great is God's rather against this view. 13. cloak...! left—Probably
goodness to men that He wills that their works obliged to leave it in a hurried departure from Troas.
.shuuid be merits, though they are merely His own Carpus—a faithful friend to have been entrusted with
Rifts." [fip.. Pops Cklkstiku I.. 12.) give— Greek, so precious deposits. The mention of bis "cloak,"
" shall award" in righteous requital as "Judge" (Acts. so far from being unworthy of inspiration, is one of
17. 31; t Corinthians, s. 10; 2 Thessalonians, 1. 0, 7). in those graphic touches which sheds a flood of light on
that day—not until His appearing (ch. 1. 12). The par the last scene of Paul's life, on the confines of two
takers of the first resurrection may receive a crown worlds: in this wanting a cloak to cover him from
also at the last day, and obtain in that general as the winter cold, in that covered with the rghteousness
sembly of all men, a new award of praise. The of saints, "clothed upon with his house from heaven."
favourable sentence passed on the "brethren" of the I Gaussbn.] So the inner vesture and outer garment
Judge, who sit with Him on His throne, is in Matthew. of Jesus, Paul's master, are suggestive of most instruc
25. 4o, taken for granted as already awarded, when that tive thought (John, It).), books—he was anxious respect
affecting those who benefited them is being passed. ing these that he might transmit them to the faithful,
IbasoEL.J The former, the elect church who reign so that they might have the teaching of his writings
with Christ in the millennium, are fewer than the when he should be gone, especially the parchmentsLatter. The righteous heavenly Judge stands in con containing perhaps some of his inspired epistles them
trast to the unrighteous earthly judges who con selves. 14. Alexander Ue coppersmith—or " smith"
demned Paul, me—individual appropriation. Greek. in general. Perhaps the same as tbe Alexander.
" Not only to me.** them that love—Oreek, " have loved. 1 Timothy, l. 20 (note there) at Ephesus. Excommuni
and do lover imbitual love and desire for Christ's ap cated then he subsequently was restored, and now
pearing, which presupposes faith (cf. Hebrews, 0. 28). vented his personal malice because of his excommuni
Cf. the sad contrast, a. 10, " having loved this present cation in accusing Paul before tbe Roman judges,
world." 9. (v. 2i;ch. 1. 4. 8.) Timothy is asked to come whether of incendiarism or of introducing a new re
to be a comfort to Paul, and also to be strengthened ligion. See my Introduction. He may have been the
by Paul, for carrying on the gospel work after Paul's Alexander put forward by the Jews in the tumult at
decease. 10. Denus—once a " feUow-Ubourer/* of Paul, Kphesus (Acts, 19. 33, 34}. reward—The oldest MSS.
along with Mark and Luke (Colossians, 4. 14; Phile read, "shall reward." or "requite him." Personal re
mon, 24J. His motive for forsaking Paul seems to have venge certainly did not influence the apostle (v. 16. end).
been love of worldly ease, safety, and comforts at 15. our words—the arguments of us Christians for our
home, and disinclination to brave danger with Paul common faith. Believers have a common cause. 16.
(Matthew. 13. 20, 21. 22). Chrysostom implies that At my first answer— i.e. "defence" in court, at my
Thessalonica was bis home. Galatia—One oldest MS. first imbue examination. Timothy knew nothing of
supports the reading " Gaul." But most oldest MS5. this, it is plain, till Paul now informs him. But dur
<fcc, "Galatia." Titos—He must have therefore left ing his former imprisonment at Rome, Timothy was
Crete after ' ' setting in order" the affairs of the churches with him (Pbilippiaus, 1. 1, 7). This must have been,
there (Titus, 1. 6j. Dal initio—part of the Roman pro therefore, a second imprisonment. He must have been
vince of Iilyricum on the coast of the Adriatic. Paul sot free before the persecution in a.i>. 04, when the
had written to him ( l'itus, 3. 12) to come to him in the Christians were accused of causing the conflagration
winter to .Nicopolis [in Epirus), intending in the in Rome; for, had he been a prisoner then, hecertalnly
spring to preach the gospel in the adjoining province of would not have been spared. The tradition LEtjbxbujs,
Daimatia. Titus seems to have gone thither to carry 2. 25J that he was finally belteaded, accords with his not
ont the apostle's intention, the execution of which having been put to death in the persecution, a.d. 64.
was interrupted by his arrest. Whether he went of when burning to death was the mode by which the
his own accord, as Is likely, or being sent by Paul, Christians were executed, but subsequently to it. His
which tbe expression "Is departed" hardly accords with, " first" trial in bis second imprisonment seems to have
cannot be positively decided. Paul here speaks only of been on the charge of complicity in the conflagration;
his personal attendants having forsaken him; he had his absence from Rome may have been the ground of
still friends among the Roman Christians who visited his acquittal on that charge ; his final condemnation was
him (ch. 4, 21). though they had been afraid to stand probably on the charge of introducing a new and un
by him at his trial (v. 16). 11. Tike—artel:** take up" on lawful religion into Rome, stood with me—Greek.
thy journey (Acts, 20. 13, 14). John Mark was probably " came forward with me" [Altobj>] as a friend and
in. or near, Oolosse. as in the epistle to the Colossians advocate, may Lit] not be laid to their charge—The
ColosBians. 4. 10), written two years before this, he is position of " their," in the Greek, is emphatic " May
mentioned as about to visit them. Timothy was now it not be laid to their charge,'' for they were intimi
absent from Ephesus, and somewhere in the interior dated : tinir drawing back from me was not from bad
of Asia Minor; hence he would be sure to fall in with disposition so much as from fear ; it is sure to be laid
Mark on his journey, he is profitable to me for the mi- to the charge of those who intimidated them. Still
nirtry—Mark had been under a cloud for having for- Paul, like Stephen, would doubtless have ottered the
i Paul at a critical moment in his missionary tour same prarer for his rersecutors themselves (Act*, 7. W.
41-
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t TIMOTHY. IV.

17. the Lord—the more because men. deserted me. stood
with me—stronger than "came forward with me" {Greek,
v. 16). strengthened—Greek, "put strength in me." by
me—"through me:" through my means. One single
occasion is often of the greatest moment, the preach
ing—" the gospel proclamation.'1
might be fully
koowo—might be fully made (Note, v. 6). that all the
Gentiles—present at my trial, " might bear" the gospel
proclaimed then. Borne was the capital of the Gentile
world, so that a proclamation of the truth to the Ro
mans was likely to go forth to the rest of the Gentile
world. I was delivered oat of the mouth of the lion—viz.,
Satan, the roaring, devouring lion ; Luke, 32. 31 ; 1 1'cter,
6. 8). I was prevented falling into his snare xh. 2. 20 ;
Psalm 22. 21 ; 2 Peter, 2. ft; t>. iff agrees with this inter
pretation, "The Lord shall deliver me from every evil
work." viz., both from evil and the Evil One, as the
Greek of the Lord's Prayer expresses it. It was not de
liverance from Nero (who was called the Itonl which he
rejoiced in, for he did not fear death ;t».6-t»), but deliver
ance from the temptation, through fear, to deny His
Lord: so Alitor d. 18. And the Lord shall—Hope draws
its conclusions from the past to the future. [ Benukl.J will preserve me—lit., " will save1' (Psalm 22. 21J;
"will bring me safe to." Jesus is the Lord and the
Deliverer (Philipplana, 3. 20; 1 Thessalonians, l. 10J:
He saves from evil; He gives good things, heavenly
kingdom—Greek, " His kingdom which Is a heavenly
one." to whom. Ac.—Greek, "* to whom be the ylory unto
the ages of ages." The very hope produces a dozology: how much greater will be the doxology which
the actual enjoyment shall produce. (Bkmjel.] 19.
Prises and Aquila—(Acts, in. 2, 3; Komans. 16. 3, 4; 1 Co
rinthians, 10. 10, written from Ephesus. where therefore
Aquila and Priscllla must then have been, j houseaold
of Ouesiphorus— If he were dead at the time the ' ' house- j
hold" would not have been called " the household oj \
Onesiphorus." He was probably absent {Note, ch. 1. 16/. |
30. In order to depict bis desertion, he informs
Timothy that Erastus, one of bis usual companions I
(Acts, IS. 22. possibly the same Erastus as in Romans,
16. 23. though bow he could leave his official duties for ■
missionary journeys is not clear), stayed behind at i
Corinth, his native place, or usual residence, of which |
city he was "chamberlain," or city steward and ,
treasurer (Romans, 16. 23); and Tropblmus he left be- 1
hind at Miletus sick. <See on his former history.
Acts. 20. 4 ; 21. 29.) This verse is irreconcilable with I
the imprisonment from which he writes being the first: j
for he did not pass by Corinth or Miletus on his way to
Rome when about to be imprisoned for the first tune.

Pudens and tiie British Claudia.

As Miletus was near Ephesus. there is a presumption
that Timothy was not at Ephesus when Paul wrote, or
he would not need to inform Timothy of Trophimiu
lying sick in his immediate neighbourhood. How
ever. Trophimus may not have been still at Miletni
at the time when Paul wrote, though he had left him
there on his way to Rome. Prisca and Aquila were
most likely to be at Ephesus ve. 19). and he desire!
Timothy to salute them ; so also Ouesiphorus' boosehold ch. l. is.. Paul had not the power of healing si
will (Acts, 19. 12J, but as the Lord allowed him, SI.
before winter—when a voyage, according to ancient
usages of navigation, would be out of the question;
also. Paul would need his "cloak" against the winter
(e. 13). Pndens...Claudia—afterwards husband and wife
(according to Martial IV., u ; XI.. 64J. he a Roman
knight, she a Briton, surn&tued Rujina, Tacitps,
A aneoia, 14, mentions that territories in South East
Britain were given to a British lung. Ccsadnnus, in
reward for bis fidelity to Rome, a.i>. £2. whilst Claudius
was emperor. In 1772 a marble was due up at Chi
chester, mentioning Cogidunus with the surname
Claudius, added from his patron, the emperor's name ;
and Pudens in connexion with Cogiduuus, doubtless
his father-in-law. His daughter wuuld be Claudia, who
seems to have been sent to Rome for education, ss a
pledge of the father's fidelity. Here she was under the
protection of Pomponia, wife of Aulas Plaatius, con
queror of Britain. Pomponia was accused of foretg*
superstitions, a.i>. 67 [Tacitus, Antiats. 3. 32}, pro
bably Christianity. She probably was the instrument
of converting Claudia, who took the name Rvjina from
her, that being a cognomen of the Pomponian sent
(cf. Romans, 16. 13, Huj'us a Christians. Pudens m
Martial and in the Chichester inscription, appears sj
a pagan; but perhaps he or his friend* concealed his
Christianity through fear.
Tradition represents
TinioUiy, a son of Pudens, as taking paxt in converuiu
the Britons. Linus—put third ; therefore not at this
time yet, as he was afterwards, bishop. His name
being here inserted between Pudens and Claudia, im
plies the two were not yet married. "Eubulus" is
identified by some with Ariatobulus, who, with his
converts, is said to have been among the first evange
lists of Britain. Paul himself, says Clxuknt, " visited
the farthest west I perhaps Britain, certainly ^'saiai
and was martyred under the rulers at Rome," who were
Nero's vicegerents in his absence from the city. SOiace be with you—Plural in oldest MSS.. " with roi.s
i.e., thee and the members of the Epheslan and netfbLouring churches.

THE EPISTLE OF PAUL TO

TITUS.
INTRODUCTION.
/2J.ENUINENE88.—Clement of Rome quotes It (Evistola ad CoruUhiostc. S); Irenicus(3. 3, sec. 4) refers to itss Psoi't;
VI Theophilus, ad Auiotycu*,*., sec. 14, quotes it as Scripture. Cf. Clement of Alexandria, Utromata, L W» ; TcrtoUac
Proscriptions Jhereitcorum, 6.
TIME AND PLACE OF WRITING.—This epistle seems to have been written from Corinth [£iras].snbseqsestr;
to his first imprisonment, when Paul was on bu way to Nioopobs (ch. s. 12) in Epirus, where be purposed pawing the wfisss,
shortly before hM martyrdom, AD. 67. £irs« thinks, from the similarity of the epistle to Titus and first Timothy, that bet*
were written from the eame place. Corinth, and st dates not widely apart ; first Timothy shortly after coming to Cone'.'.;
before he bad planned a journey to Epu-os, the epistle to Titus afterwards. The journey to Crete and Epbesos for the b*iro>
of his letters would be easy from Corinth, and he could himself thence easily pass into Epirus. He had shortly befc*
Tistted Crete, wherein a church existed (though without due organization), the first foundation of whiebhe may ha?e part'
laid at his former visit (Acts, 87. 7, Ac.j.wben on his way to his first imprisonment at Rome. That he returned to the East aftfl
hi« first imprisonment appears most probable from Philippians, 1 U ; Philemon. 22. However, there may hare been f»i ■-■'
Christianity sown in Crete, even before his first visit, by the Cretlans who heard Peter's preaching on PenUcort < Acts, i- 1'
L JJCCA8I0N °* WRITINO.-Corrupt elements soon showed themelves in the Cretian church, similar to thote notw*
in the epistles to.Timothy u esistim in the Epheslan church, Judaism, false pretensions to science, and practical untocu

Introduction : Address.
TITUS. I.
Titmf Function in Crete.
nosa 1'aul, on his late visit, bad left Titus in Crete to establish ohurch government, and ordain presbyters (deacons are not
mentioned). Titus had been several times employed by Paul on a mission to the Corinthian churches, and had probably
thence visited Crete, which was within easy reach of Corinth. Hence the suitableness of bis selection by the apostle for the
superintendence of the Cretian church. Paul now follows up with instructions by letter those he bad already given to Titus in
person on the qualifications of elders, and the Braces becoming the old, the young, and females, and warns him against the
unprofitable speculations so rife in Crete. The national character of the Cretians was low in the extreme, as Epimenides,
(looted in ch. 1. 12, paints it Livy, 44. 4S, stigmatizes their ovaries; Folybius, 6. 40. 9, their ferocity and /rand; and 6.'
47. S, their mendacity, so much so, that ** to Cretauise" is another name for to lie: they were included in the proverbial three
infamous '"'ti*'f K or C, " Cappadocia, Crete. CUicia."
NOTICES OF TITUS.—It is strange that be is never mentioned by this name in Acta, and there seems none of those
mentioned In that book who exactly answers to him. He was a Greek, and therefore a Uentile (Qalatians, 1 1, 3), and con
verted by Paul (ch. 1. 4). He accompanied the apostle on the deputation sent from the church of Antioch to Jerusalem,
to consult the apostles respecting the eiroumcinon of Gentile converts (Acts, 16. 8} ; and. agreeably to the decree of the council
there, was not circumcised. He was in company with Paul at Ephesus, whence he was sent to Corinth to commence the
collection for the Jerusalem saints, and to ascertain the effect of the first epistle on the Corinthians (2 Corinthians, 7. 6-9;
S. 8; II. 18), and there showed an unmercenary spirit He next proceeded to Macedon, where he rejoined Paul, who had
been already eagerly expecting him at Truss (3 Corinthians, a. IS, 13, "Titus my brother j" 7. 6). He was then employed
by the apostle in preparing the collection for the poor saints In Judea, and became tho bearer of the second epistle to the Co.
nnthians <x Conn than*. 9. 16, 17, S3). Paul in It calls him " my partner and fellow helper concerning you." His being
located in Crete cTitus, 1- 6) was subsequent to Paul's first imprisonment, and shortly before the second, about 67 A.D., ten
years subsequent to the last notice of him in second Corinthians, 07 A.D. He probably met Paul, as the apostle desired,
at Ificopolis; for hid subsequent journey intoDalmatis, thence (or else from Rome, whither he may have accompanied Paul)
would be more likely, than from the distant Crete (2 Timothy, 4. 10, written subsequently tn the epistU to Titus). In the
unsettled state of thiiws then, Titus' episcopal commission in Crete was to be but temporary, Paul requiring the presence
of Titus with himself, whenever Artemas or Tycblciu should arrive in Crete and set him free from his duties there.
Tradition represents him to have died peaceably in Crete, as Archbishop of Uortyna, at an advanced age.
CHAPTER I.
Ver. 1-16. Address : Fob what End Titus was
Ljcft is Cbxtb: Qualifications for Elders : Gain*
&AYZB8 IN Crxtk Nbkdixq Reproof. 1. servant of
God—not found elsewhere In the same connexion. In
Romans. 1. 1, ilia " servant of Jesus Christ" (Galatians,
1. 10 ; PhMppians, 1. 1; <-(. Acts, 10. 17 ; Revelation, 1.
l; 15. 3). In Romans, 1. l, there follows, "called to be
avn apostle," which corresponds to the general designa
tion of the office first, " servant of God," here, followed
by the special description, "apostle of Jtsus Christ."
The full expression of his apostolic office answers. In
both epistles, to the design, and is a comprehensive
Index to the contents. The peculiar form here would
never have proceeded from a forger, according to the
faith—rather, "for," "with a view to subserve the
faithf this is the object of my apo«tle*hip (cf. v. 4, 9;
Komft"", L 5). to* eiect—for whose sake we ought to
endure all things 12 Timothy, a. 10). This election has
its ground, not in any thing belonging to those thus
distinguished, but in the purpose and will of God from
everlasting .2 Timothy, 1. 6; Romans. 8. 30-33; cf. Luke,
18. 7: Ephesians, 1. 4; Coiossians, 3. 12). Acts, 13. 48,
shows that all faith on the part of the elect, rests on
the divine foreordlnation : they do not become elect by
their faith, but receive* faith, and so become believers,
because they are elect, and the acknowledging; of the
troth—"and (for promoting,1 Vie full knovledye of the
truth," is., the Christian truth (Ephesians. 1. 13:. after
godliness— i.e., which belongs to piety: opposed to the
knowledge which has not for its object the truth, but
error, doctrinal and practical ..v. 11, 1C; 1 Timothy, 6. 3 ;
or even which has for its object mere earthly truth, not
ifrowtb in the divine life. " Godliness," or " piety," is
av term peculiar to the pastoral epistles: a fact explained
hy the apostle having in them to combat doctrine
tending to " ungodliness* (3 Timothy, 2. 1G; cf. ch. 2.
11. 12j. 3. In hope of eternal life—Connected with the
whole preceding sentence. That whereon rests my aim
■jj an apostle to promote the elects' faith and full kiunoUcLot <rf f" truth. Is," the hope of eternal life" (ch. 8,
13: 3. 7; Acts, 23. 6; 24. 16; £3. 20). that cannot lie— Uuijisvns, 3. 4 ; lL 29; Hebrews, a. 18.) promised before the
world began—A contracted expression for "purposed
T>e fore the world began (lit. , before the ages of time', and
promised actually in time," the promise springing from
tHe eternal purpose: as in 2 Timothy, l, 9, the gift of
467

grace was the result of the eternal purpose "before the
world began." 3. In das timtt—Greek. " in Us own sea
sons," the seasons appropriate to it. and fixed by God
for it Acts, 1. 7). manifested—implying that the
" promise, ' v. 2. had lain hidden in His eternal purpose
heretofore (cf. Coiossians, 1. 26; 2 Timothy. 1. 9, 10). his
word—equivalent to " eternal life" (v. 2 ; John, 5. 24; 6,
63; 17. 3, 17). through preaching—Greek, "in preach
ing," or rather as Alfoud (Note, cf. 2 Timothy, 4. 17),
" in the (gospel) proclamation (the thing preached the
gospel) with which 1 was entrusted." according to
rn pursuance of [cf. l Timothy, 1. 1). of God our Saviour
—rather as Greek, " of our Saviour God." God is pre
dicated of our Saviour (cf. Jude, 25; Luke, 1. 47). Also
Psalm 24. 6; Isaiah, 12. 2 ; 46. 16. 21, LXX. Applied to
Jesus, v. 4; ch. 2. 13; 3. 6; 2 Timothy, l. 10. 4. Titus,
mine own ton— Greek, "my genuine child" (I Timothy.
1. 2, it., converted by my Instrumentality (l Co
rinthians, 4. 17; Philemon, 10). after the common faith
—A genuine son in respect to (in virtue of) the faith
common to all the people of God, comprising in a com
mon brotherhood Gentiles as well as Jews, therefore
embracing 'lit us a Gentile (2 Peter, 1. 1 : Jude, 3).
Grace, mercy, and peace—" Mercy " is omitted in some of
the oldest M^S. But one of the best and oldest MSS.
supports it {Notes, cf. 1 Timothy, l. 2 ; 2 Timothy, 1. 2).
There are many similarities of phrase in the pastoral
epistles, the Lord Jesus Christ—The oldest MSS. read
only " Christ J esus." our Saviour—found thus added to
"Christ" only in Paul's pastoral epistles, and 2 Peter,
1. 1. 11; 2. 20; 3. IS. 6. I left thee—"I left thee be
hind' IAuordJ when I left the Island : not implying
jwrmanenci. of commission (cf. 1 Timothy, i. 3). in
Crete—now Candia. set in order—rather as Greek,
" that thou mtghtest/oJJow up (the work begun by me)
letting right the things that are wanting," which I was
unable to complete by reason of the shortness of my
stay in Crete. Christianity, doubtless, bad long existed
in Crete: there were some Cretians among those who
heard Peter's preaching on Pentecost (Acts, 2. ID.
The number of Jews in Crete was large (r. 10; and it
is Ukely that those scattered in the persecution of
Stephen (Acts, 11. 19) preached to them, as they did
to the Jews of Cyprus, ic. Paul also was there on his
voyage to Rome (Acts, 27. 7-12). By all these instru
mentalities the gospel was sure to reach Crete. Rut
until Paul's later visit, after bis first imprisonment at

Qualifications of a

TITUS. 1.

Rome, the Cretian Christians were without church organt ration. This Paul began, and had commissioned
' before tearing Crete) Titus to go on with, and now
reminds him of that commission, ordain—rather, "ap
point," ** constitute.'* in every city—"from city to
city." is ^.appointed thee—<.«., as I directed thee; pre
scribing as well the act of constituting elders, as also
the manner of doing so, which latter includes the
qualifications required in a presbyter presently stated.
Those called •'elders* here are called " bishops." v. 7.
Elder Is the term of dignity in relation to the college of
presbyters ; bishop points to the duties of his office in
relation to the flock. From the unsound state of the
Cretian Christians described here, we see the danger
of the want of church government. The appointment
of presbyters was designed to check Idle talk and specu
lation, by setting forth the " faithful word." 0. {Note*,
cf, l Timothy, 3. 2-4,. The thing dwelt on here as the
requisite in a bishop. Is a good reputation among those
over whom he Is to be set. The Immorality of the
Cretian professors rendered this a necessary requisite
in one who was to be a reprorer: and their unsound
ness in doctrine also made needful great stedfastnes*
in the faith iv. 9, I3i. having faithful children—i.e.. be
lieving children. He who could not bring his children
to faith, how shall he bring others? [BmoaxJ
Alfobd explains. *' established in the faith." not ac
cused—Not merely not riotous, but *' not (even) ac
cased of riot" ("profligacy" [Alfobd]: "Dissolute
life" (WahiJ). unru.y—instOx/rdmatt : opposed t<>
** in subjection'* (1 Timothy, 3. 4J. 7. For . . .must—The
emphasis is on must. The reason why I said " blameleas," is the very idea of a " bishop" (an overseer of the
flock : he here substitutes for " presbyter" the term
which ei presses his duties involves the necessity for
such blamelessness, if he is to have Influence over the
flock, steward of God—The greater the master Is, the
greater the virtues required In His servant [BxvoklI
(1 Timothy, 3. 15) : the church is God's house, over
which the minister is set as a Bteward (Hebrews, a.
W ; 1 Peter, 4. lu, 17). Note, ministers are not merely
church officers, but God's stewards; church government
is of divine appointment, not self-willed—lit., "selfpleasing:" unaccommodating to others: hartfi. the op
posite of "a lover of hospitality" («. 8): so Nabal
(l Samuel. 25.): self-loving and imperious : such a spirit
would Incapacitate him for Leading a willing flock,
instead of driving, not given to wine— ' Notes, l Timothy,
3. 8. 8.) not given to filthy lucre—not making the gospei
a means of gain (l Timothy. 3. 3, %). In opposition to
those " teaching for filthy lucre's sake" (v. li; t Timothy,
6. 5; l Peter, ft. 2). 8. lover of hospitality—needed es
pecially In those days Romans, 12. 13; l Timothy. 3. 2 ;
Hebrews, is. S: l Peter. 4. 0; 3 John, ft). Christians travel
ling from one place to another were received and for
warded on their journey by their brethren, lover of
good men—Greek, " a lover of (all that is) good," men
or things (Philippians, 4. b, 91. sober—towards one's
self: "discreet:" "self-restrained" [Axtori-I (Note,
I Timothy. 8. 9). Just—towards men, holy—towards
Qod (Note. 1 Thessalonians, S. lOt. temperate—" One
having his passions, tongue, hand, and eyes, at com
mand'' [ChrysohtomJ: "continent." 9. Holding fast—
Holding firmly to cf. Matthew, o. 24; Luke, IS. 13). the
faithful—true and trustworthy (i Timothy, 1. lft). word
as be has been taught—Ut„ " the word which is) accord
ing to the teaching'* which he has received (cf.
1 Timothy. 4. 6. end; 2 Timothy. 3. 14). by—translate
as Greek. " to exhort in doctrine (instruction) which is
sound :" sound doctrine or instruction is the element in
which his txkorUng is to have place. On "sound"
(peculiar to the pastoral epistles), see 1 Timothy, l. 10;
6. 3. convince—rather, " reprove" f ai.fobdJ (e. 13).
10. unruly—''insubordinate." and—Omitted in the
oldest Mas* ''There are many unruly persons, vain

Good flub*.

talkers, and deceivers:" " unruly " being predicated of
both va in talkers and deceivers, vaia talker*—opposed
to "holding fast the faithful word "(p. 9*. "Vato jang
ling" n Timothy. 1. fl): "foolish questions, unprofliabie and vain" (ch. 3. B). The source of the evil wis
corrupted Judaism (v. 14). Many Jews were then tiring
in Crete, according to Josephus: so the Jewish leaven
remained in some of them after conversion, decern:;
—lit., " deceivers of the minds of others" {Greek, UaUv
tians. c. 8). 11. months...stopped—Jit., "muzzled,
"bridled" as an unruly beast (cf. Psalm XL 9). whs
—Greek, " (seeing that they are such men as for" inaimuch as they." IEujcott.J snbvett.. .nooses—"over
throwing" their "faith" (2 Timothy, 1 18). "They
are the devil's levers by which he subverts the bouses
of God** [Thxophylact.1 tor filthy lucre—a TunoUij.
3. 3. 8 ; 0. ft.) 12. One—Epimenides of Phsestui. or
Gnossus. in Crete, about COO b.c. He was sent for to
purify Athens from its pollution occasioned by Cykm.
He was regarded as a dinner and prophet. The words
here are taken probably from his treatise "concern
ing oracles1* Paul also quotes from two other hea
then writers, akattjb (Acts, IT. 28) and Mksakdkk
(1 Corinthians, 15. 331. but he does not honour them so
far as even to mention their names, ot tneicielm..
their own—which enhances his authority as a Times.-.
"To Cretanise" was proverbial for to lie; as "to*.' .rinthianise' was for to be dissolute, alway bars—do'
merely at times, as every natural man is. Contrut
w. X " God that cannot lie" They love "fables";*. 1*:
even the heathen poets laughed at their lying assertion
that they had in their country the sepulchre of J opiw.
evil beasts—rude, savage, cunning, greedy. Crete was a
••ountry without tcUdbeasts, £punenides' sarcasm was,
that its human inhabitants supplied the place of vi>l
beasts, alow bellies—Indolent through pampering their
bellies. They themselves are called "bellies," for tost
ia the member for which they live (Boroans, 14. i*<
Philippians, 3. 10). 13. This wituess—" This testunosr
(though coming from a Cretian) is true." sharpls-Gentlenesa would not reclaim so perverse offenders, tut
cney—that those seduced by the false teachers may be
brought back to soundness in the faith. Their malady
is strifes about words and questions (ch. i. i;
1 Timothy. 6. 4J. 14 Jewish tables—(Arot«, 1 Thuotbf.
1.4; 4. 7; 3 Timothy. 4. 4.) These formed the tranaucc
stage to subsequent Gnosticism; aa yet the error ww
but profitless, and not tending to godliness, ^Uhtr
than openly opposed to the faith, commaadaeau «
men—as to ascetic abstinence («. 16; Mark. 7. 7-9; Cok*sians, 2. 10, 20 23; t Timothy, 4. SJ. ttiat turn from w
truth—whose characteristic is that they turn a*v
from the truth i2 Timothy. 4. 4). 16. all tluogi-*1
ternal, "are pure " In themselves ; the distinction^
pure and impure Is not in the thing*, but in the de
position oi bun who uses them: in opposition to " &
uommaudments of men" (v. 14), which forbad certatf
Uunss as if Impure intrinsically. " To the pure" h>
wardJy, i.*., those purified in heart by Jaxtti lAots. &
0 ; Kouians, 14. 2u ; l Timothy, 4. S>, all outward toi&a
are pure ; all are open to their use. Sin alone tonc££
and defiles the soul (Matthew. 23. 26; Luke, il 4X. w
thing pure—either within or without (.Romans, 14. Smind—their mental sense and Intelligence, oansrsg-a
—their moral consciousness of the conformity or dis
crepancy between their motives and acts on the ob*
hand, and God's law on the other. A. conscience sea
a mind defiled are represented as the source o\ iterrors opposed in the pastoral epistles il Tunoihj'. 19; 3. 9; 0. 6). 16. Tbey profess—i.e., make a prn/tss&acknowledging God. He does not deny their teeo
retical knowledge of God, but that tbey practical*
know Him. deny him—The opposite of the previa
" profess" or "confess" Him (lTunothy.&. s ;2 Timothj.
%. 12 ; s. ty. aboouttaole—thenuelves, though lay in -^
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ranch stress on the contracting of abomination from
oatward things (cf. Leviticus, 11. 10-13; Romans, 2. 22).
disobedient—to God (ch. 3. 3; Ephesians. 2. 2: 5. 0). re
probate—rejected as worthless when tested {Notts* Ro
mans, l. 28; l Corinthians. 9. 27: 2 Timothy, 3. 8).
CHAPTER II.
Ver. 1-16. Directions to Trrua : How to Ex
hort Vabioua Classes of Believers: The Grace
or God if Christ oun Grand Incentive to Live
Godly. 1. Bu?...thon— in contrast to the reprobate
seducers stigmatized ch. 1. 11, 16, 16. " He deals more
in exhortations, because those Intent on useless ques*
lions needed chiefly to be recalled to the study of a
holy, moral life; for nothing so effectually allays men's
wandering curiosity, as the being brought to recognise
those duties in which they ought to exercise them
selves." (Calvin.] speak—without restraint: contrast
ch. 1. 11, "mouths.. .stopped." doctrine—" instruction''
or " teaching." 2. sober— translaU d " vigilant," as sober
men alone can be, 1 Timothy, 3. 2. But " sober " here
answers to "not given to wine." v. 3; ch. 1. 7. grave
— " dignified : " behaving with reverent propriety/.
temperate—" self-restrained f "discreet" CAutord.]
cli. 1. 8: 1 Timothy. 2. 9). faith ... charity L love J ...
pa:fence—combined in 1 Timothy, 0. 11. " Faith, hope,
charity" (1 Corinthians, 13. 13). "Patience," Greek,
"enduring perseverance," is the attendant on, and is
supported by."hope" U Corinthians, 13. 7; 1 Thessalonians, 1. 3). It is the grace which especially becomes
old men, being the fruit of ripened experience derived
from trials overcome (Romans, 6. 3J. 3. behaviour—"de
portment.'* as become: ii holiness —" as become th wo
men consecrated to God" [Wabl]: being by our Chris
tian calling priestesses unto God (Ephesians, 5. 3;
l Timothy, 2. 10J. "Observant of sacred decorum/
[Bekoel.) doc false accusers—not slanderers: a beset
ting sin of some elderly women, given to much wine—
the besetting sin of the Cretians (ch. 1. 12). Lit.*
** enslaved to much wine." Addiction to wine is slavery
(Romans, 6. 16; 2 Peter, 2. 19). teachers—In private: not in
public 1 Corinthians, 14. 34 ; l Timothy. 2. 11, 12): In
fluencing for good the younger women by precept and
example. 4. to be sober—Greek." self-restrained," "dis
creet:" the same Greek as in v. 2, *' temperate." But see
Note ; cf. Note, 2 Timothy, 1. 7. Alfokd therefore
translates" That they school [admonish In their duty]
the young women to be lovers of their husbands,'' dec
tthe foundation of all domestic happiness). It was
judicious that Titus* a young man, should admonish the
young women, not directly, but through the elder
women. 6. keepers at home—as "guardians of the
house," as the Greek expresses. The oldest MSS. read,
" Workers at home:" active in household duties (Pro
verbs, 7. 11; 1 Timothy, 6. 13). good—kind, beneficent
(Matthew, 20. 16 ; Romans, 5. 7; 1 Peter, 2. 18). -Nut
churlish and niggardly, whilst thrifty as housewives.
ooedient—rather, "submissive," as the Greek is translaud, see Notes, Ephesians, 6. 21. 22, 24. their ownmarking the duty of subjection which they owe them,
as being their ovm husbands (Ephesians, 6. 22; Colossians, 3. 18). blasphemed— "evil spoken of." That no
reproach may be cast on the gospel, through the in
consistencies of its professors (v. 8, 10; Romans, 2. 24;
1 Timothy. 6. 14; 0. 1). " Unless we are virtuous, blas
phemy will come through us to the faith." [Theofbyxact.] 6. Young—o?reeJc, "The younger men."
to jerminded—self-restrained. [Alford.] ".Nothing is
so hard at thisage as to overcome pleasures and follies."
LCHBYBotsTOM.] 7. In— Withrespect to all things, thy
self a pattern—though but a young man thyself. All
teaching is useless, unless the teacher's example conArm his word, in doctrine—tn thy ministerial teaching
(showing) uncorruptness, i.e., untainted purity of
motive on thy part (cf. 2 Corinthians. 11. 3), so as to be
"a pattern" to all. As "gravity," Ac, refers to Titus
4 59
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himself, so " uncorruptness ;" though, doubtless, uncorruptness of the doctrine will be sure to follow as a
consequence of the Christian minister being of simple,
uncorrupt integrity himself, gravity—dignified serious
ness in setting forth the truth, sincerity—Omitted in
the oldest MSS. 8. speech—discourse in public and
private ministrations, he that it of the contrary part
—the adversary (ch. 1. 9; 2 Timothy. 2. 26). whether he
be heathen or Jew. may be ashamed—put to confusion
by the power of truth and innocence (cf. v. 6, 10:
1 Timothy, 6. 14; 6. l). no evil thing—in our acts, or
demeanour, of you—So one of the oldest MSS. Other
very old MSS. read, " of us," Christians. 0. servants—
"slaves." to pieaae them well—"to give satisfaction."
; Alto in 1. J To be complaisant in every thing; to have
that zealous desire to gain the master's good will which
will anticipate the master's wish, and do even more
than is required. The reason for the frequent recur
rence of injunctions to staves to subjection (Ephesians,
6. 6, &c.; Colossians, 3. 22; 1 Timothy. 0. 1, Ac; t Peter,
2. 181 was, that In no rank was there more danger of the
doctrine of the spiritual equality and freedom of
Christians being misunderstood, than in that of slaves.
It was natural for the slave who had become a Chris
tian, to forget his place and put himself on a social level
with his master. Hence the charge for each to abide in
the sphere in which ho was when converted d Corin
thians, 7. 20-24). not answering again—in co id rat fiction
to the master : so the Greek, " not contradicting."
[Warn*.] 10. Not purloining—Greek. " Mot appropriat
ing" what does not belong to one. It means " keeping
back" dishonestly or deceitfully (Acts, 6. 2, 3). show
ing—manifesting in acts, all—all possible, good—really
good ; not so in mere appearance (Ephesians. 0. 6, 6;
Colossians, 3. 22-24;. " The heathen do not judge of the
Christian's doctrines from the doctrine, but from his
actions and life." [Chhysostom J Men will write,
fight, and even die for their religion; but how few live
tor it I Translate, " That they may adorn the doctrine
of our Saviour God." i.e.. God the Father, the originat
ing author of salvation (cf. Note, I Timothy, 1 . l). God
deigns to have His gospel -doctrine adorned even by
slaves, who are regarded by the world as no better than
beasts of burden. " Though the service be rendered to
an earthly master, the honour redounds to God, as the
servant's good will flows from the fear of God/
[Theophvlact.] Even slaves, low as is their status,
should not think the influence of their example a matter
of no consequence to religion: howmuch more those in
a high position. His love in being "Our Saviour" is
the strongest ground for oar adorning His doctrine by
our lives. This is the force of "for" in v. 11. 11. tits
grace of God—God's gratuitous favour intho scheme of
redemption, hath appeared—Greek," hath been made to
appear," or "shine forth" (Isaiah, 9. 2; Luke, 1. 79),
"hath been manifested" (ch. 3. 4), after having been
long bidden in the loving counsels of God (Coloasians,
l. 20; 1 Timothy, 1. 9, 10). The image is illustrated Acts,
27. 20. The grace of God hath now been embodied in
Jesus," the OrightntssQt the Father's glory," manifested
as the sun of righteousness," "the Word made flesh."
The gospel dispensation is hence termed " the day "
(l Thessalonians, 6. 6, 8; there is a double " appearing,"
that of "grace" here, that of " glory," v. 13; cf. Romans,
13. 12). Connect It not as English Version, but, " The
grace...that bringeth solvation to all men hath ap
peared," or " been manifested" (l Timothy, 2. 4; 4. 10).
Hence God is called " Our Saviour* [v. 10). The very
name Jesus means the same, to all—of whom he
enumerated the different classes (v. 2-0): even to ser
vants ; to us Gentiles once aliens from God. Hence
arises our obligation to all men (ch. 3. 2). 12. Teach
ing— Gree k, "disciplining us." Grace exercises disci
pline, and is imparted in connexion with disciplining
chastisements (1 Corinthians, 11. 32; Hebrews, 12.0. 7/.
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The education which the Christian receives from ** the
grace of God " is a discipline often trying to flesh and
blood: just as children need disciplining. The riteciptine which it exercises teaches as to deny ungodliness
and worldly lusts, and to live soberly, righteously, and
godly, in this present world [Greek, age. or coarse of
things) where such self-discipline is needed, seeing that
its spirit is opposed to God ch. 1. it, ic; l Corinthians,
1. 20; 3. 18, 19.: in the coming world we may gratify
every desire without need of self-discipline, because
ail desires there will be conformable to the will of God.
tnit—Greek. " in order thatf the end of the " disciplin
ing" li ** in order that. . .we may lire soberly," Ac. This
point is lost by the translation, "teaching us.* denying
...lasts— (Lake, 9. 23.) The Greek aoriBt expresses
*' denying once jor all.'' We deny them when we with
hold our consent from them, when we refuse the delight
which they suggest, and the act to which they solicit
us. nay. tear them up by the roots out of our soul and
mind. [St Bernard, Serm. 11. J worldly lusts—The
Greek article expresses. " the lasts of the world," ** all
worldly lasts" | A j.kordJ iGalatians. 6. 16; Ephesiant,
2. 3; 1 John, 'L 16-17; 6. is,. The vorld {cosmos) will
not come to an end when this present age eront or
course of things shall end. live soberly, righteously, and
godly—the positive side of the Christian character; as
"denying.. .lusts" was the negative. "Soberly." i.e..
vfUh self-restraint, in relation to one's self; " right
eously" or justly, in relation to our neighbour; "godly"
or piously, in relation to God (not merely amiably and
justly, but something higher, godly, with lore and
reverence toward God . These three comprise our
" disciplining" in faith and lore, from which he passes
to hope v. 13). 13. I'hilippians. 3. W. XI.) Looking
for—with constant exudation ,so the Gretk) and with
joy (Unmans. 8. 19/. lids will prove the antidote to
worldly lusts, and the stimulus to " live In this present
world" conformably to this expectation. The Greek is
translated " waiting for" in Luke. 2. 26. ttiat—Greek.
" the." blessed—bringing blessedness (Romans, 4, 7, 8/.
hope—i.e., object of hope (Romans, 8. 24;Galatians, 6. 6;
Colossians, 1. fij. ths glorious appearing—There is but
one Greek article to both "hope" and "appearing,''
which marks their close connexion (the hope being
about to be realised ouly at the appearing of Christ;.
Translate, " The blessed hope and manifestation ;cf.
NoU, v. 1 1) of the glory" The Greek for ' ' manifestation"
is translated " brightness" 2 Thessalontans, 1, 8. As
His "coming" (Greek, parousia) expresses the fact ; so
'* brightness, appearing," or "manifestation" (epiphaiteiat expresses His personal visibility when He shall
come, ths great God and our Saviour Jesus—There is
but one Greek article to " God " and " Saviour," which
shows that both are predicated of one and the same
Being. '* Of Him who is at once the great God and our
Saviour." Also. (2.) "appearing" (epiphaneia) is never
by I'aul predicated of God the Father (John, l. i»;
1 Timothy, 6. 16;, or even of "His glory" fas Alfoud
explains it! : it is invariably applied to Christ's com
ing, to which (at His first advent, cf. 2 Timothy, l. 10)
the kindred verb "appeared" [cpephanec!, v. 11, refers
(1 Timothy, 0. 14; 2 Timothy, 4. l, 8). Also. (3.) in the
context (v. 14) there is no reference to the Father, but
to Christ alone ; and here there is no occasion for
reference to the Father in the exigencies of the con
text. Also, (4.) the expression "greatGod," as applied
to Christ, is in accordance with the context, which
refers to the glory of His appearing ; just as " the true
God " is predicated of Christ 1 John. 6. au. The phrase
occurs nowhere else in the New Testament, but often
In the Old Testa Ticiit. Deuteronomy, 7. 21; 10. 17, pre*
dlcated of Jehovah, who, as their manifested Lord,
led the Israelites through the wilderness, doubtless the
Second Person in the Trinity. Believers now look for I
the manifestation of His tilery, inasmuch as they shall
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share in it. Even the Socinian explanation, making
" the great God " to be the Father. " our Saviour." the
Son, places God and Christ on an equal relation to
** the glory'* of the future appearing:afoct incompatible
with the notion that Christ is not Divine: indeed it
would be blasphemy so to couple any mere created
being with God. 14. give himseL'—" The forcible
'Himself. His whole self, the greatest gift ever given.'
must not be overlooked." for as—Grtek" in our behalf."
redeem ui- deliver us from bondage by paying the price
of His precious Wood. An appropriate image in ad
dressing bond servants (v. 9, 10). frox all iniquity—tlie
essence of sin, viz. " transgression of the law:* in
bondage to which we were till then. The aim of His
redemption was to redeem us. not merely from the
penalty, but from the being of all iniquity. Thus he
reverts to the "teaching" in righteousness, or disci
plining effect of the (trace of God that bringeth salvation
tt>. ii, t2). peculiar—peculiarly His ovm, as Israel was
of old. sealous—in doing and promoting "good works."
15. with all atr.hority—translate, "AUthoritauveness"
(cf." sharply." ch. 1. 15;. Let no man despise thee—Speak
with such vigour as to command respect (l Tirnctfay,
4. ia. Warn them with such authority that no one
may think himself above !so the Greek tti.) the need of
admonition. [TlTTXAXti.SvmoiiyvuofXcwTestainejvLl
CHAPTER HI.
Ver. 1-16. What Titus is to Teach Coscersko
Christians' Behaviour towards the Would :
How he is to Treat Heretics: Whkjc axp where
he is to Meet Paul. Salutation. Conclusion.
1. Put them in mind—as they are in danger of forgertine
their duty, though knowing it. The opposition of
Christianity to heathenism, and the natural disposition
to rebellion of the Jews under the Roman empire of
whom many lived in Crete1, might lead many to forget
practically what was a recognised Christian principle
in theory, submission to the powers that be. Diodoros
Siculus mentions the tendency of the Grecians to
riotous insubordination. principalities...powers—Ore- 1.
"magistracies.. .authorities.'' to be lutyect—willing :
so the Greek', to obey—the commands of ' magistrate*:*
not necessarily implying spontaneous obedience. Will
ing obedience is implied in " ready to every good work. '
Cf. Romans, 13. 3, as showing that obedience to the
magistracy would tend to good works, since the
magistrate's aim generally is to favour the good and
punish the bad. Contrast " disobedient" (v. 3). 2. Ta
■peak evil of no man—especially, not of "dignities"
and magistrates, no brawlers—" not quarrelsome." not
attacking others, gentle—towards those who attack as.
Yielding, considerate, not urging one's rights to the
uttermost, but forbearing and kindly LVofe, Philippians, 4. 6). Very different from the innate ffrteduua
and spirit of aggression towards others which charac
terised the Cretians. showing—in acts, sit—all possible.
meekness— \Sote, 2 Corinthians, 10. 1)—the opposite ci
passionate severity, unto all men—The duty of Chris
tian conduct towards all men Is the proper consequence
of the universality of God's grace to all men. so often
set forth In the pastoral epistles. 3. For—Our o*s
past sins should lead us to be lenient towards those a
others. " Despise none, for such wast thou also," **
the penitent thief said to bis fellow-thief, *' Dost thoa
not fear God...seeing that thou art in the same con
demnation." we—Christiana. were—Contrast r. *.
"But when," dtc, i.e., now: a favourite contrast in
Paul's writing, that between our past Butte by nature,
and our present state of deliverance from it by grace.
As God treated us. we ought to treat our neighbour.
sometimes—once, foolish—Wanting right reason in ocr
course of living. Irrational. The exact picture of
human life without grace. Grace is the sole remedy
even for foolishness, disobedient— to God. deceiverled astray. The same Greek* "out of the way."
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Hebrews, 5. 2. Miring—Greek" in bondage to,-* " serv
ing as slaves." divers— the cloved Appetite craves con
stant variety, pleasures—of the flesh, malice—m all fi
nny, hateful ... hating—Correlatives. Provoking the
hatred of others by their detestable character and
conduct, and in turn hating them. 4. To show how
little reason the Cretian Christians had to be prond of
themselves, and despise others not Christians (Aofes,
v. t, 3). It Is to the " kindness and love of God." not to
their own merits, that they owe salvation, kindness
—Greek, "goodness." " benignity," which manifests
His grace, love.. .toward man—teaching ns to have snch
"love (benevolence toward man" {Greek, philanthropy).
" showing all meekness unto all men" (v. 2;, even as God
had " toward man." ch. 2. 11): opposed to the "hateful
and hating" characteristics of unrenewed men, whose
wretchedness moved God's benevolent kindness, of God
our Saviour—Greek, "of our Saviour God." viz., the
Father ich. 1. 3), who "saved us" (v. 6) " through Jesus
Christ our Saviour" (r. 6). appeared—Greek," was made
to appear'' was manifested. 5. Not by—Greek, "Out
of f " not as a result springing from workB," &c of
righteousness—Gretk, "in righteousness," i.e., wrought
in a state of righteousness ; as " deeds.. .wrought in
God." There was an utter absence in us of the element
C righteousness") in which alone righteous works
could be done, and so necessarily an absence of the
works. "We neither did works of righteousness, nor
were saved in consequence of them ; but His goodness
did the whole." [Thkopiiylact.J v/c— Emphatically
opposed to " His." m«rcy—the prompting cause of our
salvation individually: "In pursuance of His meicy."
His kindness and love to man were manifested in re
demption once for all wrought by Him for mankind
generally: His mercy is the prompting cause for our individual realization of it. Fadh is pre-supposed as the
instrument of onr being " saved :" our being so, then,
is spoken of as an accomplisficd fact. Fadh is net
mentioned, but only God's part, as Paul's object here
is not to describe man's new state, but the saving
agency of God in bringing about that state, independent
of all merit on the man'* part {Note, v. 4). or—Greek.
'"through:" by means of. the waatiEg—rather, "the
laver," i.e., the bap'ismal font, or lavatory, of reg-neration—designed to be the visible instrument of regenera
tion. " The apostles are wont to draw au argument
from the sacraments to prove the thing therein
signified, because it ought to be a recognised principle
among the godly, that God does not mock us with
empty signs, but by His power inwardly makes good
what be demonstrates by the outward sign. Wherefore
baptism is congruously and truly called the lava' of
regeneration. We must connect the sign and thin?
signified, so as not to make the sign empty and ineffec
tual; and yet not, for the sake of honouring the sign,
to detract from the Holy Spirit what is peculiarly
His "(Calvin] [1 Peter, 3. 21). Adult candidates for
baptism are presupposed to have had repentance and
faith {for Paul often assumes in faith and charity that
those addressed are what they profess to be, though in
fact pome of them were not so, 1 Corinthians, 6. 11), in
which case baptism would be the visible " laver of re
generation" to them, " faith being thereby confirmed,
and grace increased, by virtueof prayer to God" (Church
of England, Article 37;. Infants are charitably pre
sumed to have received a grace in connexion with their
Christian descent, in answer to the believing prayers of
their parents or guardians presenting them for baptism,
which grace is visibly sealed and increased by baptism,
" the laver of regeneration." They are presumed to
be then regenerated, until years of developed con
sciousness prove whether they have been actually so
or not. "Born of (from) water and (no 'of in Greek)
the Spirit." The Word la the remote and anterior In
strument of the new birth ; Baptism, the proximate
401
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instrument. The Word, the instrument to the individ
ual; Baptism, in relation to the Society of Christians.
The laver of cleansing stood outside the door of the
tabernacle, wherein the priest had to wash before enter
ing the Holy Place : so we must wash in the laver of
regeneration before we can enter the church, whose
members are " a royal priesthood." " Baptism by the
Spirit" (whereof water-baptism is the designed accom
panying seal) makes the difference between Christian
baptism and that of John. As Paul presupposes the
outward church is the visible community of the re
deemed, so be speaks of baptism on the supposition
that it answered to its idea : that all that is inward
belonging to its completeness accompanied the out
ward. Hence he here asserts of outward baptism
whatever is involved in the believing appropriation
of the divine facts which it symbolizes, whatever Is
realized when baptism fully corresponds to it.i original
design. So Galatians, 3. 27: language holding good
only of those in whom the inward living communion
and outward baptism coalesce. "Saved us "applies
fully to those truly regenerate alone; in a general sense
it may include many who, though put within reach of
salvation, shall not finally be saved. " Regeneration"
occurs only once more in New Testament, Matthew,
19. ?8, i.e., the new birth of the heaven anxt earth at
Christ's second coming to renew all material things
the human body included, when the creature, now
travailing in labour-throes to the birth, shall be de
livered from the bondage of corruption into the glorious
liberty of the children or God. Regeneration, which
now begins in the believer's soul, shall then be ex
tended to his body, and thence to all creation, and
renewing—not "the laver ('washing") of renewing." but
"and by the renewing," &c., following "saved us."
To make "renewing of the Holy Ghost" follow "the
laver," would destroy the balance of the clauses of the
sentence, and would make baptism the seal, not only
of regeneration* but also of the subsequent process nt
progreinve mnctification ("renewing of the Holy
Ghost"). Regeneration is a thing oncefor all done; re
newing is a process daily proceeding. As " the wash
ing," or "laver," is connected with "regeneration,'' so
the "renewing of the Holy Ghost'* is connected with
"shed on us abundantly* (p. 6). 6. Wnich—the Holy
Ghost, he stied—Greek, " poured out:" not only on the
church in general at Pentecost, but also "on us" in
dividually. Tills pouring out of the Spirit comprehends
the grace received before, in. and subsequently to,
baptism, abundantly— lira k; "richly" (Colosslans, 3. 16).
through Jesus Christ—the channel and Mediator of the
gift of the Holy Ghost, our Saviour—immediately: as
the Father Is mediately " our Saviour." The Father is
the Author of our salvation, and saves us by Jesus
Christ. 7. Tnat, die,—the purpose which He aimed at
in having " saved us " [v. fij.m's.. "That being (having
been) justified (accounted righteous through faith at
our 'regeneration.' and made righteous by the daily
• renewing of the Holy Ghost') by His grace (as opposed
to works, v. 6) we should be made heirs." his grace—
Greek, " the grace of the former," it, God [v. 4 ; Bomans. 5. 15). heirs—(Galatians, 3. 20.) according to the
hope of eternal life—ch. 1. 2, and also the position of the
Greek words, confirm English Version, i.e., agreeably
to the hope of eternal life: the eternal inheritance fully
satisfying the hope. Bxngbu Ellicott, dsc, explain
it, " heir* of eternal life, in the way of hope," i.e„ not
yet in actual possession. Such a blessed hope which
once was not possessed, will lead a Christian to
practical holiness and meekness toward others, the
lesson especially needed by the Cretians. 8. Greek,
"faithful is the saying." A formula peculiar to the
pastoral epistles. Here *' the saying " Is the statement
(c. 4-7) as to the gratuitousness of God's gift of salva
tion. Answering to the ** Amen." these things. Ax.—
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Greek, " Concerning these things {the truths dwelt on,
v. 4-7; not u EngtUh Version, what follow I will that
thou affirm (insist strongly and persistently, in order
that they who hare believed God the Greek for * believed
in God* is different. John, H. 1. 'They who hare
learnt to credit God ' in what He smith,1 may be care
ful /solicitously sedulous? diligence is necessary) to
maintain M.,' to set before themselves so as to sustain'}
good works." >"o longer applying their cart to "unpro
fitable" and unpractical speculations ;r 9 . these things
•These results of doctrine ."good works") are "good
and profitable unto men." whereas no such practical
results flow from " foolish questions." So Grotivs &
WigbisuEK. But Alfoiuj, to avoid the tautology.
H these Jgood works) are good unto men," explains,
"these (ruins" (tr. 4-7). 0. foolish—Gretk* "insipid:"
producing no moral fruit. "Vain talkers." genealogies
—akin to the " fables" see Note. 1 Timothy, l. 4}. Not
so much direct heresy as yet is here referred to, as pro
fitless discussions about genealogies of ueons, Ac,
which ultimately led to Gnosticism. Synagogue dis
courses were termed daraschoth, i,e„ discussions. Cf.
'Vtuptd^r of this world (freei^ dispensation)." strivings
aoout the law—about the authority of the " command
ments of men," which they sought to confirm by the
law (ch. 1. 14; .We, 1 Timothy, 1. 7), and about the
mystical meaning of the various parts of the law in
connexion with the "genealogies." avoid—stand aloof
from. Same Greek, as in Note, '2 Timothy, 2. It). 10.
heretic—Greek heresy, originally meant a division re
sulting from individual self-will : the individual doing
and teaching what he chose independently of the teach
ing and practice of the church. In course of time it
came to mean definitely "heresy" in the modern sense;
and in the later epistles it has almost assumed this
meaning. The heretics of Crete, when Titus was there,
were in doctrine followers of their own self-willed
"questions" reprobated in v. tt, and immoral in prac
tice, reject—decline, avoid: not formal excommunica
tion, but, "have nothing more to do with him," either
in admonition or intercourse. 11. is.. .subverted— " is
become perverse." condemned of himself—He cannot
say, no one told him better; continuing the same after
frequent admonition he is self- condemned. "He
sinneth" wilfully against knowledge. 12. When I shall

Meet Paul at \icopoiis.

, sendlhavesentlArtemasorTyehicos—to supply thy place
In Crete. Artemas is said to have been subsequent^'
j bishop of LjstnL Treble ua was sent twice by Paul from
; Borne to Leaser Asia in his first imprisonment, (which
| shows how well qualified he was to become Titu*'
successor in Crete! ; Ephesians, 6. 21; and in his second.
2 Timothy, 4. 12. Tradition makes him subsequently
bishop of Cbalcedon, in Bithynia. Hicopolia—"The
■ city of victory." called so from the battle of Actinm. io
Kpirua. This eplaile was probably written from Corinth
in the autumn. Paul purposed a journey through
i tEtolia and Acarnania, into Epirus, and there "to
winter." See my Introduction to the pastoral epistle*.
13. Bring.. .on their journey — Enable them to proceed
, forward by supplying necessaries for their journey.
Zenas—the contracted form of Zenodorna, lawyer— A
Jewish "scribe," who. when converted, still retained
the title from his former occupation. A civil lawyer.
Apollos — with Zenas, probably the bearers of this
epistle. In 1 Corinthians, 16, 12, Apollos is mentioned
asjmrposing to visit Corinth: bis now being at Corinth
(on the theory of Paul being at Corinth when he wrote
accords with this purpose. Crete would be on hi*
way either to Palestine or his native place. Alexandria,
Paul and Apollos thus appear in beautiful harmony
In that very city where their names bad been former!)
Lbe watchword of unchristian party work. It was to
avoid this party rivalry that Apollos formerly wu
unwilling to visit Corinth, though Paul desired hini.
Hippolvtub mentions Zenas as one of the Seventy,
and afterwards bishop of Diospolis, 14. And„.alsoGrtek . " But.. .also." Not only thou, but let others also
of "our" fellow- believers lor "whom we have gained
over at Crete") with thee, for necessary nan—to suppiv
the necessary wants of Christian missionaries and
brethren, according as they stand in need in their
journeys for the Lord's cause. Cf. ch. L 8, " a lover of
hospitality." 15. Greet—"Palate them that love us in
the faith." Ail at Crete had not this lot* rooted m
faitii, the true bond of fellowship. A salutation
peculiar to this epistle, such as no forger would haw
used. Grace—(Trees;, " The grace,'* rts.. of God. wiu
you all—not that the epistle is addressed to oil the
Cretian Christians, but Titus would naturally impart
it to his flock.

THE EPISTLE OF PAUL TO

PHILEMON.
INTRODUCTION.
TTIE testimonies to its authenticity are. Origen, Bomily 19. on Jerrm., vol. I, p. 185, til Huet . cites it as the fetter
of Paul to Philemon concerning Onesimus; Tertullian against Marcion. S. 11, " The brevity of this epistle is the aw
cause of its escaping the falsifying hands of Mardon;" Eaaebius, EetUsiastieal History, s. 89, mentions it among " tt_
universally acknowledged epistles of the canon ;" Jerome, Procemium in Ph&emoneM, vol. iv„ p. 4d, argues for it agate*
those who objected to its canonicity on the ground of its subject being beneath an apostle to write about Ignatius, ft*- 1.
and Magnet. IS., seems to allude to Philemon, SO. Cf. epistle to Polwcarp (eh. L and 6.1. Its brevity n the eanse cf ia e *
being often quoted by the Fathers. Paley, Bora Paulina, has shown striking proofs of its authenticUv in the undented
coincidences between It and the epistle to the Colossiana,
PLACE AND TIME OF WRITING.—This epistle is closely linked with the epistle to the Colosatans. Both wen
carried by the same bearer, Onesimus (with whom, however, Tyohicus is joined in the epistle to the Colossdans}, Celoeasm
*. ». The persons sending salutations are the same, except one, Jesus called Justus (Colossians, 4. Ilk la both shs*
Archippus is addressed (v. *; Colossians, 4. 17). Paul and Timothy stand in the headings ot both. And in both Pm:
appears as a prisoner (». 9; Colossiana, 4. 18). Hence it follows, it was written at the same time and place as the epsftk *
the Coloatians (which was about the same time as the epistle to the Ephesians), vis., at Rome, during Paul's una hnprfeoEment.A.D. 61 ores,
OBJECT.—Onesimus, of Colosse ("one of you," Colossiana, *. W. slate of Philemon, had fled from his master to Row.
after having probably defrauded him <«, 18). He there was oooTerted to Christianity by St Paul, and being induced by has
to return to his master, he was furnished with this epistle, recommending him to Prdlemons favourable re<yT'tion.Mbe»f
now no longer a mere servant, but also a brother in Christ Paul ends by requesting Philemon to prepare him a lodeine.**
he trusted soon to be set free and visit Colosse. This epistle is addressed also to Appbia, supposed from its domestic tailed
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to have been Philemon's wife, and Archippus (a minuter of the Colowi&n church, Colossians, 4. 17), for the some reason,
supposed to be a near relative and inmate.
Onesimus in the Apostolical Canons (73), is saM to have been emancipated by his master. The Apostolical Constitutions
(7. 48) state that he was consecrated by Paul, bishop of Berea, in Macedonia, and that he was martyred at Rome. Ignatius,
Episioia ad Ephenim, ch. L, speaks of him as bishop of the Ephestana.
STYLE. —It has been happilj termed, from its graceful and delicate urbanity, "the polite epistle." Tet there is
not' i in? of insincere compliment, miscalled politeness by the world. It is manly and straightforward, without misre
presentation or suppression of facts; at the same time that it is most captivatlngly persuasive. Al/ord quotes Luther's
eloquent description, "This epistle showeth a right, noble, lovely example of Christian love. Here we see how St. Paul
layeth himself out for the poor Onesimus, and with all his means plcndeth his cause with his master, and so settetb himself
u if lie were Onesimus, and had himself done wrong to Philemon. Tet all this doeth he, not with force, as if he bad right
thereto, but he strippeth himself of his right, and thus enfbrceth Philemon to forego his right also. Even as Christ did for
us with Ood the Father, thus also doth St. Paul for Onesimus with Philemon: for Christ also stripped Himself of His
right, and by love and humility enforced <?) the Father to lay aside His wrath and power, and to take us to His grace for
the sake of Christ, who lovingly pleadeth our cause, and with all His heart 'aveth Himself out for us : for we are all His
Onesiml, to my thinking."
Vet. 1-25. Address. Thanksgiving yon Phixe- answers to v. 6." Thy love and faith toward all saints."
xuk's Lovs and Faith. Intercession jtor One- Paul never ceases to mention him in his prayers, in
m Mrs. Concluding Request and Salutations. order that his faith may still farther show its power in
This epistle affords a specimen of the highest wisdom his relation to others, by exhibiting every grace which
as to the manner in which Christians ought to manage is in Christians to the glory of Christ, Tims he paves
social affairs on more exalted principles. 1. prisoner the way for she request in behalf of Onesimus. 7.
of Jesus Christ—one whom Christ's cause has made a For—A reason for the prayer, v. 4-6. we have—Greek.
prisoner (cf. "in the bonds of the gospel," v. 13). He " we had." joy and consolation—Joined in 2 Corinthians.
does not call himself, as in other epistles, " Paul an 7. 4. saints are refreshed by thee—his house was open to
apostle," as he Is writing familiarly, not authoritatively, them, brother—put last, to conciliate his favourable
oar...fellaw-labonrer — in building up the church at attention to the request which follows. 8. Wherefore—
Colosse, whilst we were at Ephesus. See my Introduc Because of my love to thee, I prefer to " beseech" rather
tion to Colossians. 2. Appbia—The Latin "Appia." than " enjoin," or authoritatively command. Imight,..
Either the wife or some close relative of Philemon. enjoin—In virtue of the obligation to obedience which
She and Archippus, if they had not belonged to his Philemon lay under to Paul, as having been converted
family, would not have been included with Philemon through his instrumentality, in Christ—the element in
In the address of a letter on a domestic matter. which his boldness has place. 9. for love's sake—mine
Archippus—a minister of the Colosslan church (Colos to thee, and [what ought to be] thine to Onesimus.
sians, 4. 17}. fellow-soldier—{2 Timothy, 2. 3.) church Or, that Christian love of which thou showest so bright
in thy house—In the absence of a regular church build an example (p. 7). being such an one—Explain, Being
ing, the houses of particular saints were used for that such a one as thouknowest me to be. viz., Paul (the
purpose. Observe St. Paul's tact in associating with founder of so many churches, and an apostle of Christ,
Philemon those associated by kindred or Christian and thy father in the faith) the aged ia circumstance
brotherhood with his house, and not going beyond it calculated to secure tby respect for anything I request),
4. always —Joined by Alford with "1 thank my and now also a prisoner of Jesus Christ (the strongest
God." 5. Hearing—The ground of his thanksgiving. claim I have on thy regard : if for no other reason, at
It is a delicate mark of authenticity, that he says least in consideration of this, through commiseration
"hearing" as to churches and persons whom he had gratify me}. 10. 1 beseech thee—Emphatically repeated
not seen or then visited. Now Colosse. Philemon's from v. 9. In the Greek, the name "Onesimus" is
residence, he had never yet seen. Yet v. 19 here im skilfully put last; he puts first a favourable descrip
plies that Philemon was bis convert. Philemon, doubt tion of him before he mentions the name that had
less, was converted at EphesuB, or in some other place fallen into so bad repute with Philemon. " I beseech
where he met Paul, love and fsith—The theological thee for my son, whom I have begotten in my bonds,
order is first faith, then lore, the fruit of faith. But Onesimus.** Scripture does not sanction slavery, but
lie purposely puts Philemon's fore in the first place, as at the same time does not begin a political crusade
it is to an act of love that he is exhorting him. toward against it. It sets forth principles of love to our
...toward—Different Greek words: towards...unto. To feilowmen which were sore (as they have done) in dne
wards implies simply direction; unto, to the advantage time to undermine and overthrow it, without violently
of. 6. That, &c—The aim of my thauksgiving and convulsing the then existing political fabric, by stirring
prayers for thee is. in order that the. die, the communi- up slaves against their masters. 11.Which... was...unpro
cation of thy faith— thy. hi> parting of it and itsfruits viz., fitable—Belying his name Onesimus, which means pro
Not only was he unprofitable, but positively
acts of love and beneficence: as Hebrews, IS. 16, "To fitable.
communicate," i.e., to Impart a share) to others; or, injurious, having H wronged" his master. Paul uses a
the liberality to others flowing from thy faith 'so the mild expression, now profitable—Without godliness a
Greek is translated, "liberal distribution," 2 Corin man is so in no station. Profitable in spiritual, as well
thians, 9. 13;. effectual by—Greek, "in:" the element as in temporal things. 12. mine own bowels—as dear to
in which his liberality had place, i.e., may be proved me as my own heart. [Aitord.] Cf. v. 17." as myself,"
by acts in, Ac. acknowledging— Greek, "the thorough The object of my most intense affection as that of a
knowledge," i.e., the experimental or practical recog parent for a child. 13. I—Emphatic*! I for my part.
nition, of every good tiling which is in yon—The oldest Since I had such implicit trust in htm as to desire to
MSB. read, "which is in us," i.e., the practical recog keep him with me for his services. Viou mayest. I
nition of every grace which is in us Christians, in so far would have retained—Different Greek from the "would,"
as we realise the Christian character. In short, that v. 14: "I could have wished." **I was minded" here;
thy faith may by acts be proved to be " a faith which but "I was not witling," Ac, t>. 14. is tby stead—that be
worketh by love." in Christ Jesus—rather as Greek% might supply in your place all the services to me which
"unto Christ Jesus," i.e., to the glory oj Christ Jesus. you, if you were here, would render in virtue of the
Two of the oldest M88. omit "Jesus." Tins verse [ love you bear to me (v. 19). bonds of the gospel—my
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bonds endured for the gospel's take (e. 9). 14. without
thy mind—i.e., consent, should doc bo at—"should not
appear as a matter of necessity. but nf free will.* Had
Paul kept Onesimus, however williug to gratify Paul,
in fact, Philemon might be, he would have no oppor
tunity given him of showing he was so, his leave not
baviDg been asked. 15. perhaps— speaking in human
fashion, yet as one believing that God's Providence pro
bably (for we cannot dogmatically define the hidden
purposes of God In providence) overruled the past evil
to ultimately greater good to him. This thought would
soften Philemon's indignation at Onesimus' past
offence. So Joseph In Genesis, 45. 6. departed—lit..
" was parted from thee f a softening term for " ran
away." to mitigate Philemon's wrath, receive him—
Greek, Have him /or thyself in full possession (Note,
Pbilippiana, 4. l*j. The same Greek as in Matthew, 8.2.
for ever—in this Hfe and in that to come icf. Exodus,
21. 6). Onesimus* time of absence, however long, was
but a short "hour" (ao Greek* compared with the ever
lasting devotion henceforth binding him to his master.
16. .No longer as a mere aervant or slave .thougu still
he is that , but above a servant, so that thou shah
derive from him not merely the services of a slave.
but higher benefits : a servant "in the flesh." he is a
brother ■" in the Lord." beloved, specially to n.e—who am
his spiritual father, and who have experienced his
faithful attentions. Lest Philemon should dislike
Onesimus being called ■'brother." Paul first recognises
him as a brother, being the spiritual son of the same
God. much more unto thee—to whom he stands in so
much nearer and more lasting relation. 17. a partner
—in the Christian fellowship of faith, hope, and love,
receive him as myself— Resuming "receive him that is
mine own bowels." 18. Greek, " But if [thou art not
inclined to 'receive him' because) he hath wronged
thee f a milder term than " robbed thee. ' Onesimus
seems to have confessed some such act to Paul, put
tbat on mine account—1 am ready to make good the loss
to thee if required. The latter parts of v. 10. 21. imply
tbat he did not expect Philemon would probably de
mand it. 19. with mine own hand—not employing an
amanuensis, as in other epistles: a special compliment
to Philemon which be ought to show his appreciation
of by granting Paul's request. Contrast Colosaians,

He mill now Serve as a Eretfcer.

4. IB. which shows tbat the epistle to the ColossiaB
church, accompanying our epistle, had only its dosics
" salutation * written by Paul's own band, albeit, it
—W.,"tf»i I may not say ...not to say," Ac. t&oaowest
... even thine own self—not merely tby possessions. For
to my Instrumentality thou owest thy salvation. So
the debt which " he owetb thee"* being transferred upon
me (1 making myself responsible for it. is cancelled. 20.
let me—"Me" is emphatic: "Let me have profit [so
Greek ' for joy,' onaimen, referring to the name Onemmus, * profitable') from thee, as thou shouldst have had
from Onesimus f tor "thou owest thine own self to
me." in the Lord—not in worldly gain, but in thine
increase in the graces of the Lord's Spirit. [Alfoed )
my bowels—my heart. Gratiiy my feelings by granting
this request, in the Lord—The oldest M&S. read, " m
Christ" The element or sphere in which this act of
Christian love naturally ought to have place. 21.
Having1 confidfnee in tby obedience — to my apostolic
authority, if 1 were to "enjoin" it {v. 8j. which I do
not, preferring to beseech thee for it as a favour it. ft.
thoa wilt also do more—towards Onesimus: hinting at
bis possible manumission by Philemon, besides beinc
kindly received. 22. This prospect of Paul's riiittM
Coloase would tend to secure a kindly reception for
Onesimus, as Paul would know in person bow he bad
been treated, your. . .yon — Referring to Philemon.
Apphia, Archippus. and the church in Philemon's
house. The same expectation is expressed by him.
Philippians, 2. 23. ^written in the same imprisonaiecL
23. The same persons send salutations in the accom
panying epistle, except that "Jesus Justus* is cot
mentioned here. Epaphras, my fellow -prisoner—be bad
been sent by the Colossian church to enquire afler.and
minister to. Paul, and possibly was cast into prison bj
the Roman authorities on suspicion. However, he is
not mentioned as a prisoner in Colossions, A. 12, so
that fellow -prisoner " here may mean merely one «ho
was a faithful companion to Paul in his imprisonment,
and by his society put himself in the position of a
prisoner. So also " Aristarchus, my fellow-prisoner.'
Colossians. 4. 10, may mean, Bk>»on conjectures the
meaning to be that on some former occasion these two
were Paul's " fellow- prisoners," not at Vie time, 26. b*
with your spirit—iGalatlans, fl. IS; 2 Timothy, 4. tL'

THE EPISTLE OF PAUL THE APOSTLE TO THE

HEBREWS.
INTRODUCTION.
CANONICITY AND AUTHORSIUP.—Clement of Rome, at the end of the first century. A.D.. copiously oses 8,
adoptiug Its words just as he does those of the other books of the New Testament; not indeed giving to either the tera
" Scripture." which he reserves for the OM Testament (the canon of the New Testament not yet having been formally «****
liahed), but certainly not ranking it below the other New Testament acknowledged epistles. As oar epistle claims aufsenfr
on the part of the writer, Clement's adoption of extracts from it is virtually sanctioning its authority, and this m tfc*
apostolic age. Justin Martyr quotes it as divinely authoritative, to establish the titles "apostle," as well as "angeL." si
applied to the Son of Qod. Clement of Alexandria refers it expressly to Paul, on the authority of Pantanus, chief of tte
Catechetical school in Alexandria, in the middle of the second century, saying, that as Jesus is termed in it the "aposuV
sent to the Hebrews, Paul, through humility, docs not ha itcall himself apostle of the Hebrews, being apostle to the Geshte.
Clement also says that Paul, as the Hebrews were prejudiced against him, prudently omitted to put forward his name in tf*
beginning; also, that it was originally written in Hebrew for the Hebrews, and that Luke translated it into Greek toe t^
Greeks, whence the style Is similar to that of Acts. He. however, quotes frequently the words of the existing Greek episC*
as St Paul's words. Orioen similarly quotes it as St. Paul's epistle. However, in his Homilies, he regards the style asda
tanct from that of Paul, and as "more Grecian," but the thoughts as the apostle's; adding that the "ancients woo ban
handed down the tradition of its Pauline authorship, must have had good reason fur doing so, though God alone knows U»
certainty who was the actual writer" (i.e., probably " transcriber" of the apostle's thoughts). In the African charea,iB
the beginning of the third century, Tsrtullian ascribes it to Barnabas. Jrtnetus, bishop of Lyons, is mentioned is Eusttst*.
as quoting from this epistle, though without expressly referring it to Paul About the same period. Cams, the presbyter,
in the church of Rome, mentions only thirteen epistles of Paul, whereas, if the epistle to the Hebrews were radoded. tsert
would be /uurteen. So Hie canon fragment of the end of the second century, or beginning of the third, rabhthei ^
4M
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Murutori, apparently omits mentioning it- And to the Latin church did not recognise it as Paul's till a considerable time
after the beginning of the third century. Thus, also, Novatian of Rome, Cyprian of Carthage, and Victorious, also <J
the Latin church. Bnt in the fourth century, Hilary of Poitiers (A.D. 368), Lucifer of Cagliari (A.D. 871), Ambrose of
Milan ( A.I>. 397), and other Latins, quote it as Paul's; and the fifth Council of Carthage (A.D. 419) formally reckoua it
among his fourteen epistles.
As to the similarity of its style to thai of St Luke's writings, this is due to his having been so long the companion of
Paul. Chrysostom* comparing Luke and Mark. says. "Kach imitated his teacher: Luke imitated Paul flowing along
frith more than river-fulness; but Mark imitated Peter, who studied brevity of style." Besides, there ie a greater predo
minance of Jewish feeling and familiarity with the peculiarities of the Jewish schools apparent in this epistle than in
St. Luke's writings. There is no clear evidence for attributing the authorship to him, or to Apollos, whom Al/ord upholds
as the author. The grounds alleged for the latter view are its supposed Alexandrian phraseology and modes of thought.
Bat these are such as any Palestinian Jew might have used; and Paul, from his Hebrreo- Hellenistic education at Jerusalem
and Tarsus, would be familiar with Philo'a modes of thought, which are not, as some think, necessarily all derived from
nts Alexandrian, but also from his Jewish education. It would be unlikely that the Alexandrian church should hare so
undoubtingly asserted the Pauline authorship, if Apollos. (Aeir own countryman, had really been the author. The eloquence
of its style and rhetoric, a characteristic of Apollos1 at Corinth, whereas Paul there spoke in words unadorned by man's
wisdom, are doubtless designedly adapted to the minds of those whom St. Paul in this epistle addresses. To the Greek
Corinthians, who were in danger of idolizing human eloquence and wisdom, he writes in an unadorned style, in order to fix
their attention more wholly on the gospel itself. But the H ebrews were in no such danger. And his Hebneo-Grecian
education would enable him to write in a style attractive to the Hebrews at Alexandria, where Greek philosophy had been
blended with Judaism. The Septnagint translation framed at Alexandria, had formed a connecting link between the
latter and the former; and it is remarkable that all the quotations from the Old Testament, excepting two (ch. 10. 30; 13. 5).
are taken from the LXX. The fact that the peculiarities of the LXX. are interwoven into the argument, prove that the
Greek epistle is an original, not a translation; bad the original been Hebrew, the quotations would have been from the Hebrew
Old Testament. The same conclusion follows from the plays on similarly -sounding words in the Greek, and alliterations,
and rhythmically-constructed periods. Calvin observes, If the epistle had been written in Hebrew, ch. ft. 1517, would lose
all its point, which consists in the play upon the double meaning of the Greek diathece* a "covenant." or a ** testament:*
whereas the Hebrew beriih means only " covenant."
Internal evidence favours the Paulina authorship- Thus the topic so fully handled in this epistle, that Christianity
is superior to Judaism, inasmuch as the reality exceeds the type which gives place to it, is a favourite one with St. Paul
<cf. S Corinthians, 3. 6-18; Galatians. 3. 23-96; i 19, 81-31, wherein the allegorical mode of interpretation appears in its
divinely-sanctioned application, a mode pushed to an unwarrantable excess in the Alexandrian school). So the Divine
Son appears in ch. 1. 3. A*., as In other epistles of Paul (Pbilippians, 2. 6; Colossians, 1. 15-20), as the Image, or manifesta
tion of the Deity. His lowering of Himself for man's sake similarly, cf. ch.ft 9, with S Corinthians. 8. B; Pbilippians, 1 7, 8.
Also his final exaltation, cf. ch. 3. 8; 10. 13 ; .12. 9, with 1 Corinthians, 15. 25 27. The word "Mediator* is peculiar to Paul
alone, cf, ch. 8. 0, with Galatians, 3. 19, 20. Christ's death is represented as the sacrifice for sin prefigured by the Jewish
sacrifices, cf. Romans, 3. 22-26; 1 Corinthians, 5. 7, with Hebrews, 7.—10. The phrase," God of Peaxe," 1b peculiar to St Paul,
cf. eh. 13. 20; Romans, 15. 33; 1 Thessalonians, 5. 23, Also, cf. ch. 9. 4, Jfdrpin, 1 Corinthians, 12. 4. Justification, or
"righteousness by faith," appears in ch. 11. 7; 10. 38. as in Romans, 1. 17; 4. 22; 5. 1; Galatians, 3 11: Philippians, 3. ft The
word of God is the "sword of the Spirit," cf. ch. 4. 12, with Ephesians,6. 17. Inexperienced Christians are children needing
milk, i.e>, instruction in the elements, whereas riper Christians, as full grown men, requite strong nwaf, cf. ch. 5. 19, 13; 6. 1,
with 1 Corinthians, 3. 1, 9; 14. 30; Galatians, 4. 9; Colossians, 8. 14. Salvation is represented as a itchiness of access to God
by Christ, cf. ch. 10. 19. with Romans, 5. 9; Epheslans, 2. 18; 3. 12. Afflictions are a fight, ch. 10. 32; ct Philippians, 1. 80;
Colossians, ft 1. The Christian life Is a rocs, ch. 12. 1; of. l Corinthians, 9. 94; Philippians, 3. 12-14. The Jewish ritual Is a
straits, Romans, 9. 4; cf. ch 9. 1, ft Cf. *' subject to bondage," ch. ft 15, with Galatians, 5. 1. Other characteristics of Paul's
style appear in tills epistle, sis., a propensity "to go off at a word" and enter on a long parenthesis suggested by that word,
a fondness for play upon words of similar sound, and a disposition to repeat some favourite word. Frequent appeals to
the Old Testament, and quotations linked by " and again," cf. ch. 1. 5; 2. 12, IS, with Romans, 15. 9-11 Also quotations
in a peculiar application, cf. oh. ft 8, with 1 Corinthians, IS. 87 ; Ephesians, 1. 22. Also the same passage quoted in a
form not agreeing with the LXX., and with the addition "saith the Lord," not found in the Hebrew, in ch, 10. 30;
Romans, 12. 19.
The supposed Alexandrian (which are rather Phllon-like) characteristics of the epistle are probably due to the fact that
the Hebrews were generally then imbued with the Alexandrian modes of thought of Philo, ic; and Paul, without colouring
or altering gospel truth " to the Jews, became (in style) as a Jew, that he might win the Jews" (1 Corinthians, 9. 20). This
will account for its being recognised as St. Paul's epistle in tbe Alexandrian and Jerusalem churches unanimously, to the
Hebrews of whom probably it was addressed. Not one Greek father ascribes the epistle to any but Paul, whereas in the
Western and Latin churches, which it did not reach for some time, it was for long doubted, owing to its anonymous form,
and generally less- distinctively Pauline style. Their reason for not accepting It as Paul's, or indeed as canonical, for the
first three centuries was negative, insufficient evidence for it, not positive evidence against it The positive evidence is gene
rally for its Pauline origin. In the Latin churches, owing to their distance from the churches to whom belonged the
Hebrews addressed, there was no generally received tradition on the subject The epistle was in fact but little known at all,
whence we Audit is not mentioned at all in the canon of Muratori. When at last, in the fourth century, tbe Latins found
that it was received as Pauline and canonical on good grounds in the Greek churches, they universally acknowledged
it aa such.
The personal notices all favour its Pauline authorship, vis., his intention to visit those addressed, shortly, along with
Timothy, styled "our brother," ch. 13. 23; his being then in prison, ch. 13. 19; his formerly having been Imprisoned in
Palestine, according to English Version reading, ch. 10. 34 ; the salutation transmitted to them from believers of Italy,
ch. IS. 24. A reason for not prefixing the name may be tbe rhetorical character of the epistle whioh led the author to
waive the usual form of epistolary address.
DESIGN.— His aim is to show tbe superiority of Christianity over Judaism, in that it was introduced by one far
higher than the angels or Moses, through whom the Jews received tbe law, and in that its priesthood and sacrifices are far
leas perfecting as to salvation than thoseof Christ; that He Is the substance of which tbe former are but the shadow, and
that the type ncceisarily gives place to tbe antitype; and that now we no longer are kept at a comparative distance as under
46*
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the law, but have freedom of access) through the opened Tail, i.e.. Christ's flesh; benoe be warns them of the dancer ef spot
to which Jewish converts were tempted, when they saw Christians persecuted, whilst Judaism was tolerate*
Roman authorities. He infers the obligation to a lire of faith, of which, eren in the less perfect Old Testament
the Jewish history contained bright examples. He concludes in the usual Pauline mode, with practical ex)
pious prayers for them.
HIS MODE OF ADDRESS Is in it hortatory rather than commanding, just as we might hare expected
Paul addressing the Jewa He does not write to the rtdsre of the Jewish Christians, for in fact there rone-v
Jewish church; and bis epistle, though primarily addressed to the Palestinian Jews, was intended to include tbtH
of all adjoining churches. He inculcates obedience and respect in relation to their rulers (ch. 13. 7, 17, S4): a tact
of the objection that he was by writing this epistle interfering with the prerogative of Peter the apostle of the
aud James the bishop of Jerusalem. Hence arises his geutleand delicate mode of dealing with them (Hebrews,
Su fur from being surprised at discrepancy of style between an epistle to Hebrews, and epistles to Gentile Cfcri
is just what we should expecL The Holy Spirit guided him to choose means best suited to the nature of the ends i
Wordmeorth notices a peculiar Pauline Greek construction, Romans. 11 B. lit., ** Let your lore be witboat disctuv
ye abhorring ... evil, clearing to...good;* which is found nowhere else save Hebrews, 13. 5, lit," Let your cosTereM
without cofetousnesa, ye being content with,* 4c (a noun singular feminine nominative absolute, suddenly psatme m\
participle masculine nominative plural absolute). So in quoting Old Testament Scripture, the writer of the eaatl? to
Hebrews quotes it asaVew writing to Jews would, "God tpok* to our fathers,"not "it is written." Soeh.lH&"i
trust we have a good conscience" is an altogether Pauline sentiment (Acts, S3. 1; U. 16; S Corinthians,!. IS; 4. 1; i Tua^
1 . 3). Though he has not prefixed his name, he has given at the close his universal token to identify him, sit, bis saoRi
salutation, "Once be with you all;" this "salutation with Ida own hand" he declared (S Thessalonians, 1 17.1S u
bia" token in every epistle:" so 1 Corinthians, 10. SI, S3; Coloesians, 4. IS. The same prayer of greetmgcbeeiewrf n
his epistles, and is not found in any one of the epistles of the other apostles written in St. Paul's lifetime; but Harass
the last book of the New Testament Revelation, and subsequently in the epistle of Clement of Rome. This prem thai
whomsoever the body of the epintle was committed to writing (whether a mere amanuensis writing by dictation, or « <
panion of Paul by the Spirit's gift of interpreting tongue*. 1 Corinthians, IS. 10, transfusing Paul's Spirit-taught lectin
into his own Splnt-guided diction), Paul at the close sets his seal to the whole as really his, and sancheaed by as
such. The churches of the East, and Jerusalem, their centre, to which quarter it was first sent, received it as St Pi
from the earliest times according to Cyril, bishop of Jerusalem (A.D. 349). Jerome, though bringing with him frwa E
the prejudices of the Latins against the epistle to the Hebrews, aggravated, doubtless, by its seeming sanrtfee *f
Nuvatian heresy (cb. 6. 4-e"), was constrained by the force of facts to receive it as Paul's, on the almost ansasnoas a
mony of all Greek Christians from the earliest times ; and was probably the main instrument in correcting tha put e
of Rome in rejecting it. The testimony of the Alexandrian church is peculiarly valuable, for it was founded ly Sj
who was with Paul at Rome in his first confinement, when this epistle seems to have been written (Colcesaua. i M,
who possibly was the bearer of this epistle, at the same time visiting Colosse on the way to Jerusalem (where Mail'i ad
lived), and thence to Alexandria. Moreover, 8 Peter, 3. 16, 16, written shortly before Peter's death, and like hit tint epi
written by bim, ** the apostle of the circumcision.*' to the Hebrew Christiana dispersed in the East, saith, "Ai an fob
brother Paul hath written unto you," is., to the Hebrew* ; also the words added, "As also in all his episuaV* darings
the epistle to the Hebrew* frum the rest: then he further speaks of it as on a level with M other Seripturea,* tbas asenifii
once its Pauline authorship and Divine inspiration. An interesting illustration of the power of Christian Mb s&i k
St. Peter, who had been openly rebuked by Paul (Galatians, S. 7-14), fully adopted what St. Paul wrotet<her*t*i»4iS
eucein the gospel of the apostle of the circumcisionand that of the apostle of the uucireuxouision. ItstflsJagfrB*7*1^
sovereignty that He chose as the instrument to confirm the Hebrew*, Paul, fas apoeUe of the Gentile*; sad sstSatf
hand. Peter to open the gospel door to the OentUe* (Acts, 10. 1, ftc,), though being the apoetit of the Jars.- tbas par
unity reigns amidst the diversity of agencies.
Rome, in the person of Clement of Rome, originally received this epistle. Then followed a period in wbiee it «
to be received by the Roman churches. Then, in the fourth century, Rome retracted her error. A plain prcef £* *
unchangeable or infallible. As far as Rome is concerned, the epistle to the Hebrews was not only lost for three cans
but never would have been recovered at all but for the Eastern churches; it is therefore a happy thing fur Chrisie&ia
Rome is not the Catholic ohuroh.
It plainly was written before the destruction of Jerusalem, which would have been mentioned in the epsttlt tod
event gone before, of. ch. 13. 10; and probably to churches in which the Jewish members were the more numereea, u t
in Judee, and perhaps Alexandria. In the latter city were the greatest number of resident Jews next to Jerusaksa.
Leontopolia.in Egypt, was another temple, with the arrangements of which, Wietler thinks the notices in this epau* «
nearly corresponded than with those in Jerusalem. It was from Alexandria that the epistle appears first to haw ass
the knowledge of Christendom. Moreover, ** the epistle to the Alexandrians,* mentioned in the Canon of JkraxaWv'
possibly be this epistle to the Hebrews. He addresses the Jews as peculiarly " the people of God " (ch. 1 IT; 4 *, J»
** the seed of Abraham," i.e., as the primary stock on which Gentile believers are grafted, to which Romans. 11. >**
responds ; but he urges them to come out of the carnal earthly Jerusalem and to realise their spiritual anwe ts
heavenly Jerusalem'' (ch. IS. 19-Z3; IS. 13).
The use of Greek rather than Hebrew is doubtless due to the epistle being intended, not merely for the Hefcrr*.
for the Hellenistic Jew converts, not only in Palestine, but elsewhere: a view confirmed by the use of the HI *■
thinks, probably (cf. S Peter, 3. 16, it;, explained above), the Jews primarily, though not exclusively. addressed, wersfts*'
had left Jerusalem on account of the war and were settled in Asia Minor.
The notion of its having been originally In Hebrew arose probably from its Hebrew lone, method, and sees* 1
reckoned among the epUtles,t*ofoij!r#fi;onrfraCyarl^oip;rt(ped,sloDgwith J ame«,S Peter, Sand 3 John, Jade, and Here*:
A beautiful link exists between these epistles and the univergoUy-aeknouiedoed epistles. Hebrews unites the ordiatLte
Leviticus with their antitypicsl gospel fulfilment. St. James is the link between the highest doctrines of Chnstitt r&
the universal law of moral duty—a commentary on the sermon on the mount—harmoniriDg the decalogue Uw sf W
and the revelation to Job and Elias, with the Christian law of liberty. Second Peter links the teachim ef r*w r
that of Paul. Jude links the earliest unwritten to the latest written Revelation. The two shorter epistles to J«hv
Philemon, apply Christianity to the miuutc details of the Christian life, showing that Christianity can sanrtifj aC arl
relations.
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CHAPmt L
Ver. 1-14. Tns Hiohkbt of all Rkvfxationh is
gl vis d8 how in the son of god, who is gltkatkr
ti1a.v tue angela, and who, uav1nu completed
Reducftion, 8its Enthroned at God's Right
Hakd. The writer, though not inscribing his name,
was well known to those addressed (ch. 13. 19). For
proofs of Paul being the author, see my Introduction.
In the Pauline method, the statement of subject and
the division are put before the discussion ; and at the
dose, the practical follows the doctrinal portion. The
ardour of spirit in this epistle, as in l John, bursting
forth at once into the subject [without prefatory in
scription of name and greeting), the more effectively
strikes the hearers. The date must have been whilst
the temple was yet standing, before its destruction.
TO ad.; some time before the martyrdom of Peter, who
mentions this epistle ofPaul (3 Peter, 3. 16, 16): at a time
when many of the first hearers of the Lord were dead
1. at sundry times — Greek, " in many portions." All
was not revealed to each one prophet; but one received
one portion of revelation, and another another. To
Noah the quarter of the world to which Messiah
should belong was revealed; to Abraham, the nation;
to Jacob, the tribe ; to David and Isaiah, the family;
to Micah, the town of nativity ; to Daniel, the exact
time; to Malachi, the coming of His forerunner, and
His second advent; through Jonah, his burial and re
direction ; through Isaiah and Hosea, His resurrection.
Each only knew in part; but when that which was per
fect came in Messiah, that which was in part was done
away (1 Corinthians. 13. r- . in divers manners—«. p.,
internal suggestion, audible voices, the Urim and
Thummim,dreams, and visions. '* In one way He was
seen by Abraham, in another by Moses, in another by
KLiaa. and in another by Micah: Isaiah, Daniel, and
Ksekiel. beheld different forms" H'ueodohetJ icf.
Numbers, 12. 6-6). The Old Testament revelations were
fragmentary in substance, and mauiioid In form: the
very multitude of prophets shows that they prophesied
only in part. In Christ the revelation of God is full,
not in shifting hues of separated colour, but Himseli
the pure light, uniting in His one person the whole
spectrum (v. 3). spake—the expression usual for a Jew
to employ in addressing Jews, bo St. Matthew, a Jew
writing especially for Jews, quotes Scripture, not by
the formula. ** It is written," but *' said," ate in time
past—From Wti»hi, the last of the Old Testament pro
phets, for four hundred years, there had arisen no pro
phet, in order that the -Son might be the more an object
of expectation. [Bxngex.] AsGod ithe Father! is in
troduced as having spoken here : so God the Son, ch.
2. 3: God the Holy Ghost, ch. 3. 7. the fatheis—the Jew
ish fathers. The Jews of former days (1 Corinthians,
10. l). by—Ortth. " in." A mortal king speaks by his
.kuibassador, not (as the King of kings) in his ambassa
dor. The Son Is the last and highest manifestation of
tied (Matthew, si. 34, 87j: not merely a measure, as in
the prophet*, but the fulness of the Spirit of God
dwelling m him bodily (John, 1. 16; 3. 3t; Colossians,
2. 9 . Thus he answers the J e wish objection drawn from
their prophets. Jesus is the end of all prophecy (Re
velation, 19. 10), and of the law of Moses (John, 1. 17;
6. 46j. 2. in these last days—In the oldest MSS. the Greek
U. "At the last part of these days." The Rabbins
divided the whole of time into '* this age," or " world,"
and "the age to come" ich. 3.6,0.6). The days of Mes
siah were the transition period, or "last part of these
flays " (in contrast to "* in time past"), the close of the
existing dispensation, and beginning of the final dis
pensation of which Christ's second coming shall be the
crowning consummation, by hi* Bon—Greek, " in (His)
Son" (John, 14. 10). The true "Prophet" of God. "His
majesty is set forth, (1.) Absolutely by the very name
' bon.' and by three giorioii* predicates,' Whom He hath
467
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appointed.' * By whom He made the worlds,' ' Who sat
down on the right hand of the Majesty on high f thus
His course is described from the beginning of all things
till he reached the goal (v. t, 3). (£.; Relatively, in
comparison with the angels, r, 4 : the confirmation of
this follows, and the very name 'Son' is proved at v. 6;
the * heirship.' v. 6-9; the * making the worlds,' v. 1013;
the 'sitting at the right hand' of God, v. 13. 14." His
being made heir follows His sonsliip, and preceded
His making the worlds (Proverbs, 8. 32, 23; Ephesians,
3. 11}. As the first begotten. He is heir of the universe
(v. 6), which He made ins t rumen tally, ch. 11. 3, where
"by the Word of God" answers to "by whom" (the
Son of God} here (John, 1. 31. Christ was *' appointed "
(in God's eternal counsel) to creation as an office; and
the universe so created was assigned to Him as a king
dom. He is "heir of all things" by right of creation,
and especially by right of redemption. The promise to
Abraham that he should be heir of the world, had its
fulfilment, and will have it still more fully, in Christ
!Romans, 4. 13 ; Galatians, 3. 16; 4. 7). worlds—the
inferior and the superior worlds (Colossians, 1. 16),
Lit., ages with all things and persons belonging to them :
the universe, including all space and ages of time, and
all material and spiritual existences. The Greek im
plies. He not only appointed His Son heir of all things
before creation, but He also (better than "also He')
made by Him the worlds. 3. Who being— by pre-existent
and essential being, brightness of his glorj—Greek, the
effulgence of His glory. "Light of (from) light.''
INicknic Creed.) " Who Is so senseless as to doubt con
cerning the eternal being of the Son! For when has
one seen light without effulgence T [Athanasius
against Amis, Orat. 3.1 "The sun is never seen
without effulgence, nor the Father without the Sun."
(Thbophylaot.J It is because He is the brightness,
4Tc, and because He upholds, &c. that He sat down
on the right hand, Ac. It was a return to His Divine
glory (John, 6. 62; 17. 6; cf. IKtsd. 7. zfi, 36, where similar
things are said of wisdom), express image—" impress.''
But veiled in the flesh.
** Tbe Son of Clod in glory beams
Too bright for as to scan ;
But we can face the light that streams
From ths mild Bon of man." (S Cor. X 18.)
of his person—67 re-ek, "of His substantial essence:"
hypostasis, upholding all things—Greek,'* the universe/
Cf. Colossians, l. 16, 17, 20, which enumerates the three
facts in the same order as here, by the word—Therefore
the Son of God is a Person ; for He has the word.
LBenqelJ His word is O'wi'i word (ch. 1L 3). of bis
power—"The word" is the utterance which comes from
Hl« (the Son's) power, and gives expression to it. by
himself—Omitted in the oldest MSS. purged—Greek,
"made purijication of ..sins." viz., in His atonement,
which graciously covers the guilt of sin. "Our" is
omitted in the oldest MSS. Sin was the great uncleanness in God's sight, of which He has effected the
purgation by His sacrifice. (Alpokd.J Our nature, us
guilt- laden, could not, without our great High Priest's
blood of atonement sprinkling the heavenly mercy
seat, come into immediate contact with God. Er.it ah j >
says. " Tbe mediation between man and God, who was
present in the Most Holy Place, was revealed in three
forms: il.i In sacrifices (typical propitiations for guilt);
(2.) in the priesthood (the agents of those sacrifices];
(3.) in the Levitical laws of purity [Levitical purity being
attained by sacrifice positively, by avoidance of Levi
tical pollution negatively, the people being thus enabled
to come into the presence of God without dying,
Deuteronomy, 5.iS6]" {Leviticus, 16.). sac down on the
right hud of the Majesty on high—fn) fill ins Psalm 110. 1.
This sitting of the Son at God's right hand was by the
act of the Father (ch. 8. 1; Ephesians, 1. 30): it is never
used of His u'C existing slate coequal with the Father,
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but always of Ills exalted state as Son of man after His
sufferings, and a« Mediator for man in the pretence of
God (Romans. 8. 34]: a relation towards God and us
about to come to an end when lis object has been ac
complished (1 Corinthians, IS. 28). 4. Being-aids, better
—by Uu exaltation by the Father (p. 3, 13: in con trait
to UU being "made lower than the angel* " (ch. 2. 9).
" Better," i.e.. superior to. As *' being" tv. 3) expresses
His essential being; so " being made" ch. 7. 26 marks
what He became in ilia assumed manhood 'Philipplans, 3. 6-y . i'aul shows that His humbled form 'at
which Uie Jews might stumble) is no objection to His
Divine Mes*iahshlp. As tbe law was given by the
ministration of angels and Hoses, it was inferior to
the gospel given by the Divine Son, who both is
(r. 4*141 as God. and has been made, aa the exalted Son
of man jch. 3 6-18), much better than the angels. The
manifestations or God by ant-els (and even by the
arutel of the covenant) at different times in the Old
Testament, did not bring man and God into personal
union, as the manifestation of God in human flesh
does, by inheritance obtained— lie always had the thing
itself, viz., Sonstiip; but Ht " obtained by inheritance,"
according to the promise of the Father. Uie name " Son,"
whereby He Is made known to men and angels. He Is
*' the Son of God " in a sense far exalted above that in
which angels are called " sons of God" (Job, 1. 6; 38. 7).
" The fulness of the glory of the peculiar name * the
Son of God,' is unattainable by human speech or
thought. All appellations are but fragments of its
glory— beams united in it as in a central sun. Revela
tion, 1U. 12. A name that no man knew but He Himself.'
5. For—substantiating His having "obtained a more
excellent name than the angels." onto which— A
frequent argument In this epistie is derived from the
jilence vj Scripture (». 13; ch. 2. 16; 7. 3, 14], [BknqkiJ
this day have I begotten thee— (Psalm 2. 7.) Fulfilled at
tbe resurrection of Jesus, whereby the Father "de
clared." i.e., made manifest His Divine Sonship, here
tofore veiled by His humiliation (Acts, 13. 33; Romans,
1. 4). Christ has a fourfold right to the title "Son of
(tod f it.) By generation, as begotten of God; (8.J by
1 -/mmwjrton, as sent by God; (3,) by resu rrut ion. as "the
first- begotten of tbe dead" tcf. Luke, 20. 36; Romans,
l. 4; Revelation, 1. 6); (4. by actual possession, as heir
of all. [Biatior PttaRsoN.] The Psalm here quoted
applied primarily In a less full souse to Solomon, of
whom God promised by Nathan to David, " I will be
bis Father, aud he shall be my son." But as the
whole theocracy was of Messianic import, tbe triumph of
David over Jladadezer and neighbouring kings
(2 Samuel, b.; 1'salra 2. 2. 3, iM2J is a type of God's
ultimately subduing all enemies under His Son, whom
He sets [Hebrew, anointed, Fsalrn 2. Oi on His "holy
hill of Zioii." as King of tbe Jews and of the whole
earth, the antitype to Solomon, son of David. The " 1"
in Greek is emphatic ; ' tbe hverlastlug Father have
begotten thee this day, ».«.. on this day, the day of thy
being manifested as My Son, " the first- begotten of the
dead" (Colosaiaus, 1. 18: Revelation, 1. 6), when thou
hast ransomed and opened heaven to thy people. He
bad been always Son, but now first was manifested as
such In His once humbled, now exalted manhood united
to His Godhead. Alfokd refers "this day" to the
eternal generation of the Son: The day in which the
Son was begotten by the Father is an everlasting to
day: there never was a yesterday or past time to Him,
nor a to-morrow or future time: " .Nothing there is to
come, and nothing past, but an eternal now doth ever
last' (Proverbs, 30.4; John, 10. 30, 38; 10. 2S; 17. ft. The
communication of the Divine essence in its fulness.
Involves eternal generation; for the Divine essence has
no beginning. But the context refers to a definite
point of time, viz., that of His having entered on the
inJicntana ,*>. 4), The "bringing the first begotten into
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the world" (». <j), is not subsequent, as Alfokd thicks,
to r. s, but anterior to it let Acta, 2. 30-34). 6 And—
Greek." But." Not only this proves His superiority,
but a more decisive proof is Psalm 07. 7, which shows
that not only at His resurrection, bat also in prospect
of His being brought into the world cf. ch. 9. 11; 10. 5)
as man, in His incarnation, nativity Lake, i. 0-14J.
temptation Matthew, 4. 10, ID, resurrection Matthew.
28. 2). and future second advent in glory, angels were
designed by God to be subject to Him. Ct l Timothy.
3. 16, "Seen of angels :" God manifesting Messiah as
one to be gaxed at with adoring love by heavenly in
telligences Epbesians, 3. 10; 2 Thessalonians, L V. 10;
1 Peter, 3. 22:. The fullest realization of Hts Lordship
shall be at His second coming (Psalm 97 7 ; 1 Corin
thians, 16. 24. 25; Philippians, 2. 0). "Worship Him
all ye gods" ("gods," i.e., exalted beings, as anaeU\
refers to God; but it was universally admitted among
the Hebrews that God would dwell, in a peculiar sense,
in Messiah so as to be in the Talmud phrase, " capable
of being pointed to with the finger ") ; and so what was
said of God was true of, and to be fulfilled in, Messiah.
Kimchi says that Psalms 03.-1 01. , contain in them tbe
mystery of Messiah. God ruled the theocracy in and
through Him. tbe worid—subject to Christ ich. t &J.
As "the first-begotten" He has the rights of primo
geniture Romans, 8. 29: Colossi ans. 1. is, 16, 18). In
Deuteronomy, 32. 43. the LXX. have, " Let all the
angels of God worship Him," words not now found in
the Hebrew. This passage of the LXX. may have
been In Paul's mind as to the form, but the substance is
taken from Psalm 97. 7. The type David, in the Psalm
fa9. 27 ;quoted in r. &], is called " God's Jirrt-born, higher
than the kings of tbe earth.-" so the anUtypical firstbegotten, the Son of David, is to be worshipped by
all inferior ^ord*. as angels ("gotis.'* Psalm 97. 7); for
He is " King of kings and Lord of lords" (Revelation,
19. 10}. In the GreeJfc, *' again" is transposed ; but tbis
does not oblige us, as Alford thinks, to translate,
"When He again sftall hace introduced," Ac. viz., at
Christ's second coming ; for there Is no previous men
tion of a,1r*t bringing in; and "again" is often used in
quotations, not to be joined with the verb, but paren
thetically ("that 1 may again quote Scripture".
Englxsli Version is correct icf. Matthew, &. 33; Greek,
John, 12. .-'J. 7. of—The Greek is rather." In reference
to the angels." spirits—or " winds f Who cmployeth
His angels as the winds. His ministers as the lightuiugs; or. He maketh His angelic ministers the direct
ing powers of winds and flames, when these latter are
required to perform Hut will '* Commissions them to
assume the agency or form of flames for His purposes-"'
[AliordJ English Version, "Maketh His angels
spirits,'' moans. He maketh them of a subtle, incor
poreal nature, swift as the wind. So Psalm is. 10. "A
cherub., .the wings of the wind." Verse 14, " minister
ing spirits,'' favours English Version here. As "spirits"
implies the wind-like velocity and subtle nature of
the Cherubim, so "flame of fire" expresses the burn
ing devotion and intense all-consuming seal of the ador
ing Seraphim (meaning " burning'*], Isaiah. 6. 1, The
translation, "Maketh winds His messengers, and a
flame of fire His minister* (!T, is plainly wrong. In tbe
Psalm 104. 3, 4, the subject in each clause cornea first
and the attribute predicated of it second; so the Grtek
article here marks "angels" and "ministers* as the
subjects, and "winds" and "flame of fire." %trniUates.
Schemoth Rabba says, "God Is called God of Zebacta
(the heavenly hosts), because He does what he pleases
with his angels. When He pleases, fle makes them
to sit (J udges.fl. ll);at other times to stand (Isaiah, &? ;
at times to resemble women (Zechariah, 6.9;; at other
times to resemble men (Genesis. 18. x); at times U*
makes them 'spirits;' at times, fire." ** Maketh "im
plies that, however exalted, they arc but creators*.
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Chri&ts Unction above aU.
whereas the Son is the Creator [v. 10, : not begotten | (so the Greek) all changes, as.. .a garment— (Isaiah,
from everlasting, nor to be -worshipped, as the Son 51. ft.) 12. vesture—Gretk. " an enwrapping cloak." fold
(Revelation, 14. 7; 22. 8, 9). 8. 0 God—The Greek has them up—So the LXX.. Psalm 102. 20; but the Hebrew,
the article to mark emphasis (Psalm 46. 6. 7}. for ever "cliange them." The Spirit, by Paul, treats the He
...righteousness—Everlasting duration and rigliteous- brew of the Old Testament, with independence of hand
ness go together (Psalm 46. 2; 89. 14). a sceptre of rigi.t- ling, presenting the Divine truth in various aspects:
tcuiness — lit., "a rod of rectitude," or •'straight sometimes as here sanctioning the LXX. (cf. Isaiah,
forwardness." The oldest MSS. prefix "and' (cf. 34. 4; .Revelation, 6. 14); sometimes the Hebrew; some
Esther, 4. H). 9. iniquity—"unrighteousness.'' Some times varying from both, changed—as one lays aside a
oldest M3S. read, " Lawlessness." therefore—because garment to put on another, thou art the same— (Isaiah,
God loves righteousness and hates Iniquity. God... 40. 4; Malachi, 3. o.) The same in nature, therefore in
thy Qed—Jerome, Augustine, &c., translate, Psalm covenant faithfulness to thy people, shall not fail—
46. 7, "O God, thy God, hath anointed thee." whereby Hebrew, "shall not end." Israel, in the Babylonian
Christ is addressed as God. This is probably the true captivity, in Psalm 102., casts her hopes of deliverance
translation of the Hebrew there, and also of the Greek on Messiah, the unchanging covenant-God of Israel.
of Hebrews here ; for it is likely the Son is addressed 13. Quotation from Psalm 110. l. The image is taken
"O God," as in v. 8. The anointing here meant is not from the custom of conquerors putting the feet on the
that at His baptism, when He solemnly entered on His necks of the conquered Joshua, 10. 24, 26). 14. mini
ministry for us; but that with the " oil of gladness," or stering spirits—Referring to v. 7, " spirits... ministers."
"exulting joy" (which denotes a triumph* and follows They are Incorporeal spirits, as God is, but ministering
as the consequence of His manifested love ofriahleovs- to Him as inferiors, sent forth— present participle:
fi£4*and hatred of iniquity), wherewith, after His tri ** Being sent forth" continually, as their regular service
umphant completion of His work. He has been anointed in all ages, to minister—Greek, " unto (i.e., for) mini
by the Father above His fellows (not only above us. His stry." for them—Greek, "on account of them," &c.
fellowmen, the adopted members of God's family, Angels are sent forth on ministrations to God and
whom "He is not ashamed to call His brethren," but Christ, not primarily to men, though for Vie good of
above the angels, fellow-partakers in part with Him, "those who are about to inherit salvation" (so the
though infinitely His inferiors. In the glories, holiness, Greek) : the elect, who believe, or shall believe, for
and joys of heaven; "sons of God," and angel-" mes whom all things, angels included, work together for
sengers," though subordinate to the Divine Angel- good (Romans, 8. 2aj. Angels' ministrations are not
" Messenger of the covenant"). Thus Ho is antitype to properly rendered to men, since the latter have no
Solomon, " chosen of all David's many sons to sit upon power of commanding them, though their ministrations
the throne of the kingdom of the Lord over Israel." to God are often directed to the good of men. So the
even as his father David was chosen before all the house superiority of the Son of God to angels is shown. They
of his father's sons. The image is drawn from the "all," however various their ranks, minister ; He is
custom of anointing guests at feasts (Psalm 23. 5); or ministered to. They "stand*' (Luke, 1. 19) before God,
rather of anointing kings: not until His ascension did or are "sent forth" to execute the divine commands
He assume the kingdom as Son of man. A fuller ac on behalf of them whom He pleases to save ; He " sits
complishment is yet to be, when He shall be visibly on the right hand of the majesty on high " [v. 3. 13).
the anointed King over the whole earth (set by the He rules ; they serve.
Father) on His holy hill of Zion, Psalm 2. «;. 8. So
CHAPTER II.
David. His type, was first anointed at Bethlehem
Ver. 1-18. Danokk of .Neglecting so Great Sal
(i Samuel. 16. 13; Psalm 89. 20); andyetagain at Hebron, vation, first Spoken by Christ; to whom, not to
first over Judah (2 Samuel, 2. 4), then over all Israel Angels, the New Dispensation was Subjected;
(2 Samuel. 6. 3] : not till the death of Saul did he enter Though He was for a time Humbled Below the
on his actual kingdom, as it was not till after Christ's Angels: This Humiliation took place by Divine
death that the Father set Him at His right hand far Necessity for our Salvation. 1. Therefore—Be
above all principality [Epheslans, 1. 20, 21). The 46th cause Christ the Mediator of the new covenant is so
Psalm in its first meaning was addressed to Solomon; far i.ch. l.) above all angels, the mediators of the old
but the Holy Spirit inspired the writer to use language, covenant, the more earnest—Greek, " the more abun
which In its fulness can only apply to the antitypical dantly." heard—spoken by God ch. 1. l ; and by the
Solomon, the true Boyal Head of the theocracy. 10, Lord [v. 3!. let them slip—lit., "flow past them" (ch.
And—In another passage (Psalm, 102. 25-27) He says. 4. 1). 2. (Cf. v. 3.) Argument a fortiori, spoken by
in the beginning—EwjUsh Version, Psalm 102. 26, "of angels—The Mosaic law spoken by the ministration of
old :" HeOretP, " before,** "aforetime." LXX., "in the angels (Deuteronomy, 33. 2; Psalm 68. 17; Acts, 7. 63;
beginning" (as in Genesis, 1. 1) answers by contrast to Galatians, 3. 19). When it is said. Exodus, -o. i,"God
the end Implied in " they shall perish," &c. The Greek spake," it is meant Ue spoke by angels as His mouth
order here (notin the LXX) is, "Thou in the beginning, piece, or at least angels repeating in unison with His
O Lord," which throws the "Lord" Into emphasis. voice the words of the decalogue. "Whereas the gospel
" Christ is preached even In passages where many might was first spoken by the Lord alone, was stedfasL—
contend that the Father was principally intended.*' Greek, "was made stedfast," or "confirmed:" was en
IBenoel.] laid the foundation of— "firmly founded" is forced by penalties on those violating it. transgression
included in the idea of the Greek, heavens—plural: not —by doing evil; lit., overstepping its bounds: a posith e
merely one, but manifold, and including various orders violation of it. disobedience— by neglecting to do good:
of heavenly intelligences (Ephesians, 4. ioj. works of \ a negative violation of it. recompence—[Deuteronomy,
thine hands—the heavens, as a woven veil or curtain 32. 35.) 3. we—who have received the message of salva
spread out. 11. They—The earth and the heavens in tion so clearly delivered to us (cf. ch. 12. 25). so great
their present state and form " shall perish" (ch. 12. 1 salvation—embodied in Jesus, whose rery uame means
26,27; 2 Peter, 3. 13). " Perish" does not mean annihila ! salvation, including not only deliverance from foes and
tion ; just as it did not mean so in the case of " the from death, and the grant of temporal blessings (which
world that, being overflowed with water, perished'' I the law promised to the obedient), but also grace of
under Noah [2 Peter, 3. 6). The covenant of the pos 1 the Spirit, forgiveness of sins, and the promise of
session of the earth was renewed with Noah and his heaven, glory, and eternal life (p. 10). which—"inasseed on the renovated earth. So it shall be after the ' much as it is a salvation which began," Ac. spoken by
perishiufi by fire (2 Peter 3. is, 13). rfluainut-t/irou?/* I the LoiJ-as the instrument of proclaiming it, >'ot as
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the law, spoken by the instrumentality of angels {v. x).
Both law and gospel came from God; the difference
here referred to lay In the instrumentality by which
each reepectlvely was promulgated :cf. v. 6). Angels
recognise Him as "the Lord" (Matthew, J8. 6; Luke.
2. IV. confirmed nnto at—not by penalties, as the law
wis confirm < d, but by spiritual gifts (r. 4'. by them thai
heard him—{cf. Luke, 1. 2.} Though Paul had a special
and independent revelation of Christ (Galatiani, 1. 10,
17. IB . yet be classes himself with those Jews whom he
addresses, "unto us;" for like them in many particulars
(ex. or., the agony In Gethsemane, ch. 6. 7), he was
dependent for autoptic information on the twelvt
apostles. So the discounts of Jesus. ex. gr. , the sermon
on the mount, and the first proclamation of the gospel
kingdom by the Lord (Matthew, 4. 17), he could only
know by the report of the twelve : so the saying, "It
is more blessed to give, than to receive" lActs, so. 36 .
Paul mentions what they had heard, rather than what
they had seen, conformably with what he began with.
v. l, a, "Spake.. .spoken." Appropriately also in his
epistles to Gentiles, he dwells on his independent call
to the apostleship of the Gentiles; in his epistle to the
Hebrews, he uppeals to the apostles who had been long
with the Lord cf. Acts. 1 21; 10. 4lJ:so in his sermon to
ihe Jews in Antioch of Pisidia (Acts, IS. Si); and "he
only appeals to the testimony of these apostles in a
general way, in order that he may bring the Hebrews
to the Lord alone'* [BengelI. not to become partixant
of particular apostles, as Peter, the apostle of the cir
cumcision, and James, the bishop of Jerusalem. This
verse implies that the Hebrews of the churches of Pales
tine arut S\rria (or those of them dispersed in Asia
Minor [BfcNOEi.], l Peter, l. 1, or in Alexandria) were
primarily addressed in this epistie; for of none so well
could it be said, the gospel was confirmed to them by
the immediate hearers of the Lord : the past tense,
" was coiinrmed," implies some little time had elapsed
since this testification by eye-witnesses. 4 them—
rather, " God also [as well as Christ, *. 3] bearing wit
ness to {/"..."joining in attestation of it." signs and
wouders — performed by Christ and His apostles.
•' Signs " are miracles, or other facts regarded as proof.
of a divine mission; '* wonders* are miracles viewed as
prodigies, causing astonishment (Acta, 2, 22, 3D; poteen
are miracles viewed as evidences of superhuman power.
divers miracles—Greek, "varied (miraculous) powers"
i'l Corinthians, 12. 121 granted to the apostles after the
ascension, gifts, &c—<7redt, "distributions." The
gift of the Holy Spirit was given to Christ without
measure (John. 3. 34 j, but to us it is distributed in
various measures and operations (Romans, 12. 3, 6, &c ;
I Corinthians. 12. 4-llJ. according; to au own will—God's
free and sovereign will, assigning one gift of the Spirit
to one, another to another (Acts, 6. 32; Ephesians, 1. &).
6. For—Confirming the assertion, r. 2, 3, that the new
covenant was spoken by One higher than the mediators
of the old covenant, ns., angels. Translate in the (Jrtek
order, to bring out the proper emphasis, " Not the
angels hath He," <£c the world to come—lm plying. He
has subjected to angels the existing world, the Old
Testament dispensation (then still partly existing as to
its frame-work.) , v. 2, the political kingdoms of the earth
i Darnel. 4. 13; 10. 13, w. xi; 12. l), and the natural ele
ments (Revelation, ». 11; 16. 4), and even individuals
(Matthew, li). 10j. "The world to come" is the new
dispensation brought in by Christ, beginning in grace
here, to be completed in glory hereafter. It is called
'" to come," or " about to be." as at the time of its being
subjected to Christ by the Divine decree, it was as yet
a thing of the future, and is sttU so to us, in respect to
Its full consummation. In respect to the subjecting
of ail things to Christ In fulfilment of Psalm b„ the realiattion is still "to come." Regarded from the Old
Twtamtni, standpoint, which looks prophetically for470
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ward to the New Testament ;and the Jewish priest
hood and Old Testament ritual were In force then
when Pan! wrote, and continued till their forcible
abrogation by the destruction of Jerusalem), it is" the
world to corned Paul, as addressing Jews, appropriately
calls it so, according to their conventional way of view
ing it. We, like them, still pray. "Thy kingdom corned
;or its manifestation in glory is yet future. "This
world" is used in contrast to express the present fallen
condition of the world (Ephesians, t. 2). Believers
belong not to this present world-course, but by faith
rise in spirit to " the world to come," making it a pre
sent, though internal, reality. Still, in the present
world, natural and soda), angels are mediately rulers
under God in some sense: not so in the coming world:
man in it, and the Son of man, man's Head, are to be
supreme. Hence greater reverence was paid to angels
by men in the Old Testament, than is permitted in the
New Testament. For man's nature is exalted in Christ
now, so that angels are our " fellow-servants " (Revela
tion, 22. 9 . In their ministrations they stand on a
different footing from that on which they stood towards
us in the Old Testament.
We are " brethren' of
Christ In a nearness not enjoyed even by angels e. 10-12.
161. 6. fiat—It is not to angels the gospel kingdom if
subject, but, Ac one ... testified—The usual way of
quoting Scripture to readers familiar with It Psalm
8. 6-7. praises Jehovah for exalting sun, so as to sub
ject all the works of God on earth to him : this dignity
having been lost by the first Adam, is realized only is
Christ the Son of man, the Representative Man and
Head of our redeemed race. Thus Paul proves that
it is to ham, not to angels, that God has subjected the
" world to come." In v. 6-8, man is spoken of in-general
r*him...hlm...his>'); then at e. 9, first Jesus Is Intro
duced as fulfilling, as man, all the conditions of the
prophecy, and through death priTfing Himself, snd to
consequently bringing us men. His "brethren.' to
" glory and honour." What—How insignificant in hltuself, yet how exalted by God's grace ! (cf. Psalm 144. it
The Hebrew. EnosK and Ben-Adam, express man sad
Son of man in his weakness: "Son of man" is here used
of any and every child qf man : unlike, seemingly, tbe
lord of creation, such as he was originally {Genua land 2.). and such as lie is designed to be (Psalm RJ.sod
such as he actually is by title, and shall hereafter more
fully be in the person of, and in union with, Jesus, pre
eminently the Son of man (r. 9). art mindful—a* of «t
absent, vuutest—lookest after hum, as one present. *
a little—Not as Bzsgkl, "a little time." toss the
angels—Hebrew, " than God,' Elofiim, i.e., the abstrsct
qualities of God, such as angels possess in an inferior
form, cu„ heavenly, spiritual incorporeal Baton*.
Man, in his original creation, was set next beneath
them. So the man Jesus, though Lord of angels. *t*He emptied Himself of the externals of His Divinitf
■Note, Philippians, 2. C, 7), was in His human nature
" a little lower than the angels ;" though this is net
the primary reference here, but man in gensrsL
crownedst him with glory and bouour—as the appoint
kingly vicegerent of God over this earth iGenesii. :
and 2.). and didst set him over the works of toy has>*Omitted in some of the oldest MSS.; but read byoti*"
and by oldest versions : so Psalm a. ft. " Thou msos*
him to have dominion over the works of thy hinds'
8 (1 Corinthians. IS. 27.) For in thai— i.?.. " For »
that" God saith in the ftk Psalm, "lie put thi $
things (so the Greek, the all things just mentioned •'
subjection under him man , He left nothing.* ££ -1"
no limitation occurs in the sacred writing, the "sJJ
things" must Include heavenly, as well as earthly this-'
cf. 1 Corinthians, 3. Si, *2J. Bat now—as tilings tt*
are, we see not yet the all things put under mss. *■
Bat—We see not man as yet exercising lordship i,rrI
all things, "but rat/trr. Him who was made s littte
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the Path to His Universal Dominion.
lower than the angels (cf. Luke, 22. 43-. we behold (by himself the brighter and more perfect." [ChkysostomJ
faith: a different Greek verb from that for * we see* v. 8, Bringing to the end of troubles, and to the goal full of
which expresses the impression which our eyes pas- glory: a metaphor from the contests In the public games.
sirdy receive from objects around us ; whereas, 'we Cf. " It is finished." Luke. 24. 26; John. 19. 30. I prefer.
behold,' or ' look at,' implies the direction and intention with Calvin, understanding, " to make perfect as a
or one deliberately regarding something which he tries completed sacrifice:" legal and Q&iciaU not moral, per
to see: so ch. 3. 10: 10. 26. Greek), viz., Jesus, on account fection is meant : " to consecrate'1 (so the same Greek is
of His suffering of death, crowned," &c He is already translated ch. 7. 28 : cf. Margin) by the finished expia
so crowned, though unseen by us, save by faith ; here tion of His death, as our perfect High Priest, and so
after all things shall be subjected to Him visibly and our " Captain of salvation" (Luke. 13. 32). This agrees
fully. The ground of His exaltation is " on account of with v. 11, " He that sanctifieth," i.e., consecrates them
His bavins suffered death" (v. 10; Philippians, 2. 8, 9). by Himself being made a consecrated offering for them.
that he by the grace of God—{Titus. 2. 11; 3. 4.) The read So ch. 10. 14, 29; John. 17. 19: by the perfecting of His
ing of Origen. "That He without God" [laying aside consecration for them in His death. He perfects their
His Divinity; or. for every being save God ; or perhaps consecration, and so throws open access to glory [ch.
alluding to His having been temporarily "forsaken,** 10. 19*21; ch. 6. 9: 9. 9, accord with this sense). Captain
as the Kin-bearer, by the Father on the cross!, is not ot tec—lit.. Prince-leader: as Joshua, not Moses, fed
supported by the MSS. The "that," esc., is connected the people into the Holy land, so will our Joshua, or
with ** crowned with glory," &c , thus: His exaltation Jesus, lead us into the heavenly inheritance (Acts,
after suffering* is the perfecting or consummation ol 13. 39). The same Greek is in ch. 12. 2. " Author of our
His work ir. 10) for us: without it His death would faith." Acts. 3. 15, "Prince of life" (5. 31). Preceding
have been ineffectual ; with it, and from it, flows the others by His example, as well as the originator of our
result that His tasting of death is available for (in salvation. 11. ho that sanctifieth—Christ who once for
behalf of, for the good of) every man. He is crowned all consecrates His people to God Uude, 1, bringing
as the Head in heaven of our common humanity, pre them nigh to Him as the consequence and everlasting
senting His blood as the all-prevailing plea for us. glory, by having consecrated Himself for them in His
This coronation above makes His death applicable for being made "peifect (as their expiatory sacrifice)
every individual man (observe the singular: not merely through sufferings " iv. 10; ch. 10. 10, 14, 29; John. 17.
"for all men"), ch. 4. 14; 9. 24; 1 John. 2. 2. "Taste 17, I9j. God. in His electing love, by Christ's finished
death," implies His personal experimental undergoing work, perfectly sanctifies them to God's service and to
of death: death of the body, and death (spiritually} ot heaven once for all : then they are progressively sancti
the soul, in His being forsaken of the Father. "As a fied by the transforming Spirit. "Sanctification is
physician first tastes bis medicines to encourage his glory working in embryo; glory is sanctificatlon come
?dck patient to take them, so Christ, when all men 10 the birth, and manifested." [Alfohd.] they who
feared death, in order to persuade them to be bold in are sanctified—Greek. " they that are being sanctified "
meeting it, tasted it Himself, though He bad no need" cf. the use of "sanctified." 1 Corinthians, 7. 14). of
I Ch bysostom ] <v. 14, 15). 10. For—Giving a reason why one—Father, God : not in the sense wherein He is
."the grace of God" required that Jesus "should taste Father of all beings, as angels: for these are excluded
death." it became him—the whole plan was [not only by the argument, v. 16 ; but as He is Father of His
not derogatory to, but! highly becoming God, though spiritual human sons, Christ the Head and elder
anbelief considers tt a disgrace. [Bbngel.] An Brother, and His believing people, the members of the
answer to the Jews, and Hebrew Christians, whoso body and family. Thus, this and the following verses
ever, through impatience at the delay in the promised are meant to justify his having said, " many sons "
advent of Christ's glory, were in danger of apostasy, fa. 10}. "Of one" is not "of one father Adam," or
stumbling at Christ crucified. The Jerusalem Chris "Abraham." as Bengsl.&c, suppose. For the Saviour's
tians especially were liable to this danger. The scheme participation in the lowness of our humanity Is not
of redemption was altogether such a one as harmonizes mentioned till v. 14. and then as a consequence of what
with the love, justice, and wisdom of God. for whom precedes. Moreover, "Sons 0/ God" is. In Scripture
—God the Father (Romans, 11. 36; 1 Corinthians, 8. 6; usage, the dignity obtained by our union with Christ;
Revelation, 4. 11). In Colossians. 1. 16, the same is said and our brotherhood with Him flows from God being
of Christ, all things—Greek. " the universe of things,' His and our Father. Christ's Son ship (by generation)
" the all things." He uses for " God." the periphrasis, in relation to God is reflected in the sonahlp (by adop
" Him for whom. ..by whom are all things," to mark tion) of His brethren, he is not ashamed—though being
the becomingness of Christ's suffering as the way to His the Son of God. since they have now by adoption ob
being " perfected" as " Captain of our salvation," seeing tained a like dignity, so that His majesty is not com
that His is the way that pleased Him whose will and promised by brotherhood with them (cf. ch. 11. 16).
whose glory are the end of all things, and by whose It is a striking feature in Christianity that it unites
opcratiofi all things exist, in bringing—The Greek is such amazing contrasts as "our brother and our God."
past, " Having brought as He did," viz., in His elect [Tholuck.] "Coil makes of sons of men sons of God,
ing purport (cf. " Ye are sons," viz.t in His purpose, because God hath made of the Son of God the Son of
Galatians. 4. 6; Epbesians, 1. 4). a purpose which is man." (St. Augustine on Psalm a.] 12. (Psalm
accomplished in Jesus" being "perfected through suffer 22. 22.) Messiah declares the name of the Father, not
ings." many— (Matthew, 20. 28.) "The church" (r. 12), known fully as Christ's Father, and therefore their
"the general assembly" (ch. 12, 23). sons—no longer Father, till after His crucifixion (John, 20. 17 , among
children as under the Old Testament law, but sons by His brethren ("the church," i.e., the congregation),
adoption, two glory—to share Christ's "glory" iv. B; that they in turn may praise Him (Psalm 22. 23). At
cf. r. 7; John. 17. 10, 22, 24 ; Romans, 8. 21). Sonshlp, v. 22. the 22d Psalm, which begins with Christ's cry.
holiness {v. 11), and glory, are inseparably joined. " My God, my God. why hast thou forsaken me." and
" Suffering," " solvation," and " glory," in Paul's writ details minutely His sorrows, passes from Christ's
ings, often go together (2 Timothy. 2. 10). Salvation sufferings to His triumph, prefigured by the same in
presupposes destruction, deliverance from which for us the experience of David, will I ting—as leader of the
required Christ's "sufferings." to make ... perfect—to choir (Psalm 8. 2). 13. 1 will put my trust In him—From
consummate: to bring to consummated glory through the LXX.. Isaiah. 8. 17, which immediately precedes
sufferings, as the appointed avenue to it. **He who the next quotation," Behold. I and the children." Ac
suffers for another, not only benefits biro, but becomes The only objection is, the following words, " and again,"
47a
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Christ by Death Overcame Doth.
usually introduce a new quotation, whereas these two the Devourer to Him. His divinity to pierce him. »pare parts of one and the tame passage. However, this parent weakness to provoke, bidden power to tnuufis
objection is not valid, at the two clauses express dis the hungry ravisher. The Latin epigram says, "Mom
tinct Ideas : " I will put my trust in Him" expresses mortis morti mortem nisi morte tnlliaet, JSternx
His rilwl- confidence in God as His Father, to whom vita1 janua clauaa foret." Had not death by death
He flees from Hit sufferings, and is not disappointed: borne to death the death of Death, the gate of eternal lift
which His believing brethren Imitate, trusting solely would have been doted, dertioy— lit., " render power
In the Father through Christ, and not in their own less:" deprive of all power to hurt His people. "Thtt
merits. "Christ exhibited this "trust,* not for Him thou mightest still the enemy and avenger" (Fnlm
self, for He and the Father axe one. but for His own s. S). The same Greek verb is used. 8 Timothy, L. Ift
people" {v. 16). Each fresh aid given Him assured Him, "abolished death." There it no more death for be
as It does them, of aid for the future, until the complete lievers. Christ plants In them an undying seed the
victory was obtained over death and hell (Pbllipiitans, germ of heavenly immortality, though believers have
1.16). [BbvqslJ Behold I and the children, &c.— (Isaiah, to pass through natural death, power — Satan is
8. 18.) "Sons" (v. 10). "brethren" (v. 12). and "chil "strong" (Matthew, IS. 29). of death—Implying that
dren," imply His right and property in them from ever death itself Is a pouter which, though originally fortlnt
lasting. He speaks of them as "children" of God, to human nature, now reigns over it '.Romans, 6. i-':
though not yet In being, yet considered as such in His 6. 9). The power which death has Satan wields. The
purpose* and presents) them before God the Father, author of sin Is the author of its consequences. Cf.
who has given Him them, to be glorified with Him "powerof the enemy" (Luke.10. 19). Satan has acquired
self. Isaiah (meaning "salvation ofJehovah**) typically overman (by God's law. Genesis, 2. 17; Romans, 6. 'HI
represented Messiah, who is at once Father and Son. the power of death by man's sin, death being the
Isaiah and Immanuel (Isaiah, 0. 6). He expresses his executioner of sin, and man being Satan's "lavful
resolve to rely, he and his children, not like Ahax and captive." Jesus, by dying, has made the dying His
the Jews on the Assyrian king, against the confederacy own {Romans, 14. 9), and has taken the prey from the
of Pekiih of Israel, and Kezin of Syria, but on Jehovah ; mighty. Death's power was manifest ; who wielded
and then foretells the deliverance of Judah by God, that power, lurking beneath it. is here expressed, re,
in language which finds its an ti typical full realization Satan. Wisdom 2. 24, "By the envy of the devil
only in the far greater deliverance wrought by Messiah. death entered into the world." 15. fear of death—even
Christ, the antitypical Prophet, similarly, instead of before they had experienced its actual power, kl
the human confidences of His age. Himself, and with their liletiuie— Such a life can hardly be called life.
Him God tub Father's children (who are therefore subject to bondage—lit., "subjects of bondage.-" nc-t
His children, and so antltypical to Isaiah's children, merely liable to it, but enthralled in it icf. Roman;.
though here regarded as His "brethren." cf. Isaiah, 8. 16; Galatians,s. 1). Contrast with this bondage, tie
0. 6, "Father;" and " His seed," 63. 10) led by Him, trust glory of the " eons" (e. 10). " Bondage" Is defined ty
wholly in God for salvation. The official words and Aristotle. " The living not as one chooses:" "liberty,*
acts of all the prophets find their antitype in the Great "the living as one chooses." Christ, by delivering w
Prophet (Revelation, 19. 10), Just as His kingly office Is from the curse of God against our sin, has tatea
antltypical to that of the theocratic kings; and His from death all that made It formidable. Death,
priestly office to the types and rites of the Aaronic viewed apart from Christ, can only fill with horror.
priesthood. 14. He who has thus been shown to be the if the sinner dares to think. 10. For verily — Grtd,
"Captain {Greek, Leader) of salvation" to the "many "For as ice all Jfcnow;" "For as you will doubtless
sons," by trusting and sujfering like them, must there grant." Paul probably alludes to Isaiah, *i. - fore become man like them, In order that His death Jeremiah. 31. 32. LXX.. from which all Jews wouM
may be efficacious for them. [Ai.ford.1 the children know well that the fact here stated as to Messiah, «■'
—before mentioned (v. 13): those existing in His eternal what the prophets had led them to expect, took set a
purpose, though not In actual being, are partakers of him, &c—rather, " It is not angels that He is help-''
—lit., "have {in His purposej been partakers" all in (the present implies duration;; but it Is the seed of
common, flesh and blood — Greek oldest MSS. have Abraham that He is helping.". The verb is id., to h*J$
" blood and flesh." The inner and more important by taking one by the hand, as In ch. 8. 9," When I toe)
element, the blood, at the more Immediate vehicle of them by the hand," <fcc Thus it answers to " snecou.*.'
the soul, stands before the more palpable element, v. 18. and "deliver," v. 15. "Not angels," who ha"
the flesh ; also, with reference to Christ's blood-shed- no flesh and blood, but "the children," who to."
dm£, with a view to which He entered into community " flesh and blood," He takes hold of to help by " Hiawith our corporeal life. " The life of the flesh is in the self taking part of the same" ir. 14). Whatever eft>:
blood : it is the blood that maketh an atonement for Cnrist's work may have on angels. He is not taking bo^
the soul" {Leviticus, 17. 11, 111. likewise—Greek, "In a of them to help them by suffering in their nature v
Bomewhat similar manner:" not altogether in a like deliver them from death, as in our cane, seed of aa»
manner. For He. unlike them, was conceived and born ham— He views Christ's redemption (in complime'
not in sin (ch. 4. 16). But mainly *' in like manner;" not to the Hebrews whom he is addressing, and as eoon;in more semblance of a body, as the Docetiu heretics for his present purpose) with reference to Abraham'
taught, took part of— participated In. The forfeited seed, the Jewish nation, primarily : not that be oinheritance (according to Jewish law) was ransomed eludes the Gentiles (•. 9. " for every man *}, who. nla
by the nearest of kin: so Jesus became our nearest of believers, are the seed of Abraham spiritually 4.
kin by His assumed humanity, in order to bo our v. 12; Psalm 22. 22.25.27), but direct reference to U«Redeemer, that through death—which He could not such as Is in Romans, 4. 11. 12, 16; Galatians, 1 '.!*•
have undergone as God, but only by becoming man. 28, 21), would be out of place In his present arguine.!
Not by Almighty power, but "by His death'' (so tbo It is the same argument for Jesus being the CfcrKGreek) He overcame death. "Jesus suffering death which Matthew, writing his gospel for the Hebrew
overcame : Satan wielding death succumbed." uses, tracing the genealogy of Jesus from AbrabitLBkmokl.] As David cut off the head of Goliath with the father of the Jews, and the one to whom the onthe giant's own sword wherewith the latter was wont raises were given, on which the Jews especially prw>
to win his victories. Coming to redeem mankind, themselves (cf. Romans, 9. 4. 6). 17. Wherefore—***-.*•
Christ made Himself a sort of hook to destroy the " Whence." Found in Paul's speech. Acts, A 18. i*
detil; for In Him there was His humanity to attract all things- which arc incidents! to manhood, the heir;
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Christ a Mtrcl/id and
HEBREWS. III.
Faithful High Prlat.
torn, nourished, eronins up. eull.rins. Sin [9 not. In i number). "largeneM of heart even as the sand that
the original constitution of man, a necessary attendant | in on the sen shore" (1 Kings. 4. 29). M Not only as God
of manhood, so He had no sin. it behoved him— by He knows our trials, but also as man He knows them
moral necessity, considering what the justice and love by experimental feeling."
of God required of Him as Mediator (cf. ch. 6. 3). the
CHAPTER IR
office which He had voluntarily undertaken in order
Ver. 1-19. The Son or God Greater thau Moses,
to " help" man [v. 18). his brethren—(p. U)— "the seed wdkrefohe unbelief towards hlm will incur
of Abraham" (v. IR). and so also the spiritual seed. His a Heavier Punishment than Befell Unbeliev
elect outof all mankind, be—rather as Greek, " that Ho ing Israel in the Wilderness. As Moses espe
might become High Priest :" He was called so. when He cially was the prophet by whom "God in time oast
was "made perfect by the things which He suffered" snake to the Fathers," being the mediator of the law,
iv. 10; ch. 6. 8-10). He was actually made so. when He Paul deems it necessary now to show that, great as
entered within the veil, from which last flows His was Moses, the Son of God is greater. Kbrard in
ever-continuing intercession as Priest for us. The Altord remarks. The angel of the covenant came in
death, as mau. must first be, in order that the bring the name of God before Israel: Moses in the name of
ing In of the Wool into the heavenly Holy Place might Israel before God; whereas the high priest came both
follow. In which consisted the expiation as High in the name of God (bearing the name Jehovah on
Priest, mtrciful-to " the pecple" deserving wrath by his forehead) before Israel, and in the name of Israel
••sins." Mercy is a prime requisite in a priest, since
(bearing the names of the twelve tribes on his breast)
His office is to help the wretched and raise the fallen: before God (Exodus, 28. e-2», 3«-38). Now Christ is
such mercy is most likely to be found in one who has above the angels, according to chs. i. and 2., because
a fellow-feeling with the afflicted, having been so once (U. as Son of God He is higher; and (2} because man
Himself (ch. 4. l.v : not that the Son of God needed to hood, though originally lower than angels, is in Him
be taught by suffering to be merciful, but that in order exalted above them to the lordship of " the world to
to save us He needed to lake our manhood with all its come," inasmuch as He Is at once Messenger of God
sorrows, thereby qualifying Himself by experimental to men. and also atoning Priest-Representative of men
suffering with us, to be our sympathising High Priest, before God (ch. 8. 17, 18). Parallel with this line of
and assuring us of His entire fellow-feeling with us in argument as to His superiority to angels (ch. l. 4) runs
every sorrow. So in the main Calvin remarks here. tttat which here follows as to His superiority to Moses
faithful— true to God ich. 3. 6. 6) and to man (ch. id. 23) (ch. 3. 3] ; (l) Because as Son over the house. He is
in the Mediatorial office which He has undertaken. above the servant in the house («. 6, 6), just as the
High Pruttr-which Moses was not, though "faithful" angels were shown to be but ministering (serving)
(cli. 3. 2 . Nowhere, except In Psalm 110., Zechariah, spirits ch. 1. 14), whereas He is the Son (v. 7, 6); (2) be
a. 13. and in this epistle, is Christ expressly called a cause the bringing of Israel into the promised rest,
Priest. In this epistle alone His priesthood is pro which was not finished by Moses, is accomplished by
fessedly discussed; whence it is evident how necessary Him (ch. 4. l-U). through His being not merely a leader
is this book of the Mew Testament. In Psalm 110., and and lawgiver as Moses, but also a propitiatory High
Zechariah, 0. 13, there Is added mention of the kingdom Priest (ch. 4. 14.-6. 10). I. Therefore—Greet. " Whence,"
of Christ, which elsewhere is spoken of without the i.e.. seeing we have such a sympathizing Helper you
priesthood, and that frequently. On the cross, whereon ought to "consider attentively"... "contemplated fix
as Priest He offered the sacrifice. He had the title your eyes and mind on Him with a view to profiting
"King" inscribed over Him. [Benoel.] to make re by the contemplation ch. 12. 2). The Greek word is
conciliation for the sins—rather as Greek, " to propitiate often used by Lake, Paul's companion (Luke, 12. 24, 27).
(in respect to) the sins:" "to expiate the sins/' brethren—in Christ, the common bond of union, par
.Strictly Divine justice is " propitiated;" but God's lore takers—" of the Holy Ghost." heavenly calling—coming
is as much from everlasting as His justice; therefore, to us from heaven, and leading us to heaven whence
lest Christ's sacrifice, or its typical forerunners, the it comes. Philipplans, 3. 14, " the high calling ;" Greek
legal sacrifices, should be thought to be antecedent "thecalIingaboi)e,'ve..A«atttntV. the Apostle and High
to God's grace and love, neither are said in the Old or Priest of oar profession—There is but one Greek article
New Testament to have propitiated God; otherwise to both nouns. '* Him who is at once Apostle and High
Christ's sacrifice might have been thought to have first 1'riest"—Apostle, as Ambassador (a higher designation
induced God to love and pity man, instead of (as the than " angel '-messenger) sent by the Father (John.
fact really is) His love having originated Christ's 20. 21J, pleading the cause of God with us ; High Priest,
sacrifice, whereby Divine justice and Divine love are as pleading our cause with God. Both His Apostieshlp
harmonized. The sinner is brought by that sacrifice and High Priesthood arecomprehended In the one title.
into God's favour, which by sin he had forfeited; Mediator. [Benoel] Though the title "Apostle" is
hence his right prayer is, *' God be propitiated iso the nowhere else applied to Christ, it is appropriate hero
Greek) to me who am a sinner" (Luke, is. 13). Sins in addressing Hebrews, who used the term of the
bring death and " the fear of death" (r. 16). lie had delegates seut by the High Priest to collect the temple
no sin Himself, and "made reconciliation for the tribute from Jews resident in foreign countries, even
Iniquity" of all others (Daniel, 0. 24;. of the people— as Christ was Delegate of the Father to this world far
" the seed of Abraham" (t>. ioj; the literal Israel first, off from Him (Matthew, 21. 37). Hence as what applies
and then (in the design of God), through Israel, the to Him, applies also to His people, the twelve are
believing Gentiles, the spiritual Israel (I Peter, 2. 10). designated His apostles, even as He is the Father's
18. For—Explanation of how His being made like His (John, 20. 21). It was desirable to avoid designating
bretftren in all things has mode Him a merc>/ul and Him here "angel," in order to distinguish His nature
faithful High Priest for us t>. 17). in that—rather as from that of angels mentioned before, though He is
Greek, "uiiercin Ho Buffered Himself: having been "the Angel of the Covenant." The "legate of the
tempted. He Is able to succour them that are being church" (Sheliach Tsibbur) offered up the prayers in the
tempted* in the same temptation ; and as "He was synagogue in the name of all, and for all. So Jesus.
tempted (tried and afflicted) In all points," He is able " the Apostle of our profession," is delegated to inter
[by the power of sympathy: to succour us in all possible cede for the church before the Father. The words "of
temptations and trials incidental to man (ch. 4. 16;S. 2). our profession," mark that it la not of the legal ritual,
He is the antityplcal Solomon, having for every grain but of our Christian faith, that He is the High Priest.
of Abraham's seed (which were to be as the sand for Paul compares Him as an Apostle to Mosec; as High
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Christ Superior to Moses.

Priest to Aaron. He alone holds both offices combined, we ought so to hold fast our hope as already to rejoice,
and In a more emiuent degree than either, which those as though our hopes were realized. [CbbtoostomJ
two brothers held apart. " Profession," or '* confes firm unto the end—Omitted in Lucifer & Ambrose,
sion," corresponds to God having spoken to as by Ills and In one oldest MS., but supported by moal oldest
Son, sent as Apostle and High Priest. What God pro MSS. 7. Ac.—Exhortation from Psalm 95.. not throui;li
claims we con ess. 3. He first note* the feature of uubellef to lose participation In the spiritual bouse.
resemblance between Moses and Christ, In order to con I Wherefore—Seeing that we are the house of God if we
ciliate the Hebrew Christians whom He addressed, and I hold fast our confidence, &c. (v. c . Jesus is " faithful."
who still entertained a very high opinion of Moses; he be not ye unfaithful (e. 2, 12). The sentence beginnim
afterwards brings forward Christ's superiority to Moses. ' with " wherefore," interrupted by tho parenthesis conWho wss faithful—The Greek implies also that He still 1 finning the argument from Psalm 96., is completed st
is faithful, viz.* as our mediating High Priest, faithful v. 12. "Take heed," &c. Holy Ghost satth—by the toto the trust God has assigned Him (ch. 2. IT). So I spired psalmist: so that the words of the latter are the
Motes in God's house (Numbers, 12. T,. appointed him i words of God Himself. To-day—at length: in Dsvki**
—" made Him" High. Pkiest: to be supplied from the | day, as contrasted with the days of Moses in the wilder
preceding context. Greek, "made :" so In ch. 6. 6; ness, and the whole time since then. during which ther
1 Samuel, 12. 6, Margin; Acts, 2. 36: so the Greek fathers. had been rebellious against God's voice: as for instance,
Not as Alfokd, with Ambrose and the Latins, in the wilderness {v. if). The Psalm, each fresh time
" Created Hun." i.e., as man, in Ills Incarnation. The when used In public worship, by "to-day." will mean
likeness of Moses to Messiah was foretold by Moses the particular day when it was, or is, used, heaihimself (Deuteronomy, is. lfi). Other prophets only obedieiitly. his voice—of grace. 8. Harden not year
explained Moses, who was in this respect superior to hearts—This phrase here only is used of meat's own act :
them: but Christ was like Moses, yet superior. 3. For usually of God's act (Romans. S. IS). When man u
—Assigning the reason why they should "consider" spoken of as the agent In hardening, the phrase uinally
attentively "Christ" (v. 1), highly as they regard Moses is, "harden his neck," or "back" (Nehemiah, 9. 1*.
who resembled Him In faitltfulness (v. 2). was—Greek, provocation, .. temptation—Massah-nicribah. ttanslaUd
"has been." counted worthy cf more glory—by God. in Margin. " tentati on... chiding," or ** strife™ (Exodus,
when He exalted Him to His own right hand. The 17. 17,. Both names seems to refer to that one event,
Hebrew Christians admitted the fact (ch. 1. 13J. buflded the murmuring of the people against the Lord at Rephitho house—Greek, " inasmuch as He hath more honour dim for want of water. The first offence especially
than the bouse, who prejiared it," or "established it." ought to be guarded against, and is the most severely
[Alford,] The Greek verb is used purposely Instead reproved, as it is apt to produce many more. Num
of " builded," In order to mark that the building meant bers, 20. 1-13, and l'euteronomy, 33. 8, mention a second
is not a literal, but a spiritual bouse: the church both similar occasion in the wilderness of Sin. near Kadeta,
of the Old Testament and New Testament; and that also called Mori bah. in the day—Greek. " according to
the building of such a house includes all the {repara the day of," fcc. 0. When—rather, "Where," rb..t«ta«
tions of Providence and grace needed to furnish it with wilderness, your fathers—The authorityof theaneicnU
"living stones," and fitting "servants." Thus, as is not conclusive. [Benobx.] tempted me. proved ratChrist the Founder and Kstablisber [In Old Testament The oldest MSS. read, "tempted (mej In the wsy of
as well as the New Testament) Is greater than the house testing," i.e., putting (me) to the proof whether I wu
so established. Including the servants. Ho Is greater able and willing to relieve them, not believing thst 1
also than Moses who was but a "servant." Moses, as im so. saw my works forty years—They saw, without
a servant. Is a portion of the house, and less than the being led thereby to repentance, my works of power
house; Christ, as the Instrumental Creator of all things, partly in affording miraculous help, partly in execut
must be God, and so greater than the house of which ing vengeance, forty years. The "forty years" joined
Moses was but a part. Glory Is the result of tumour. in the Hebrew and LXX.and below, t*. 17, with "1 wss
4. Some one must be the establlsher of every house: grieved." Is here joined with " they aaw." Both are
Moses was not the establlsher of the house, but a por true: for, during the same forty years that they wen
tion of it (but He who established all things, and tempting God by unbelief, notwithstanding their see
therefore the spiritual house In question, is God/. ing God's miraculous works, God was being grieved
Christ, as being instrunien tally the Establlsher of all The lesson intended to be hinted to the Hebrew
things, must be the Establlsher of the house, and so Christians is, their " to-day" is to last only between
greater than Moses, o. faithful In all his hou»e—i.e., in the first preaching of the gospel and Jerusalem's Im
all God's house (t>. 4). servant—Not here the Greek for pending overthrow, viz., forty years; exactly U*
"slave.™ but "a ministering attendant:*' marking the number of years of Israel's sojourn in the wilderoes*.
high office of Moses towards God, though Inferior to until the full measure of their guilt having been fillet
Christ, a kind of steward, for a testimony, <fcc— in order up all the rebels were overthrown. 10. grieved—dis
that he might in his typical Institutions give "testi pleased. Cf.'*walkcontrary,,'Loviticue,2Q, U.2L tkn
mony " to Israel '* of the things " of the gospel *' which generation—"rViat" Implies alienation and estrawr
were to bo spoken afterwards" by Christ (ch. 8. 6; 9. mtnt. But the oldest MSS. read, "this." uat8, 23; 10. 1). 6. But Christ—was and Is faithful (v. 8). " grieved,* or " displeased." at their first offence, i*>
as a Sou over his own house—rather. " over His (God's, sequently when they hardened their heart in unhtiid
v. 4} house;" and therefore, as the inference from His still more. He sware in His wrath [v. 11): an ascendii*
being one with God, over His ovrnhouse. So ch. 10. Si, gradation (cf. v. 17. 18). and they have not ksevro"having an High Priest over the bouse of God." Greek" But these very persons," &c: they pcrceJTed 1
Christ enters His Father's house as the Master [over was displeased with them, yet they, the same pemvi.
it],butMosesaeaservant[iMit,v.2,6]. [Chrybobtom.] did not a whit the more wish to know my *v<
An ambassador in the absence of the king Is very dis lBkxokl]; cf. "But they," Psalm 106. «. not torn
tinguished—In the presence of the king he falls back my ways—not known practically and believivglr is*
Into the multitude. [Bexqkl.1 whose house are we— ways In which I would have had them go, so as »
Paul and his Hebrew readers. One old MS., with reach my rest (Exodus, is. 20. 11. So—M., "as/ 1
Vulgate & Lucifer, reads, "which house;" but the •ware—Bksoex remarks the oath of God preceded tb
weightiest MSS. support English Version reading, the forty years, not—hi., "If they shall enter, &c '<-'■
rejoicing—rather," the matter of rejoicing." of the hope do so to me and more also)." 2 Samuel, a. 33. Tfc*
—"of pur hope,"* since all our good things lie in hopes, Greek is the same, Mark, t. IX my rest - Lasau.
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vt uuarily, their rest after wandering in the wilderness:
still, even when in it, they never fully enjoyed rest;
whence it followed, that the threat extended further
than the exclusion of the unbelieving from the literal
land of rest, and that the rest promised to the believ
ing in its full blessedness was, and is, yet future: Psalm
25. 13; 37. 9, 11. 82, 29, and Christ's own beatitude
'Matthew, 6. 5} all accord with this. v. 0. 12. Take
heed—to be joined wiih "wherefore," v. 7, lest there be
—Greek (indicative), "lest there shall be;" lest there
be, as I fear there is; implying that it is not merely a
jyossible contingency, but that there is ground for think
ing it will be so. in any —"in any one of you." Not
merely ought all In general be on their guard, but they
ought to be £0 concerned for the safety of each one
member, as not to suffer any one to perish through
their negligence. [Calvin] heart—The heart is not
to be trusted. Cf. v. lo. " They do always err in their
heart." unbelief—faitJtlessness. Christ is faithful;
therefore, saith Paul to the Hebrews, we ought not to
befaWiless as our fathers were under Moses, deuarting—apostatizing. The opposite of "come unto" Him
(ch. 4. 10). God punishes such apostates in kind. He
departs from them—the worst of woes, the living God
—Heal: the distinctive characteristic of the God of
Israel, not like the lifeless gods of the heathen; therefore
One whose threats are awful realities. To apostatize
from Christ is to apostatize from the living Cod (ch.
2. 3). 13. one another— Greek, "yourselves;" let each
exhort himself and his neighbour. daily—Greek, "on
each day." or "day by day." while it is called To-day—
whilst the B to-day" lasts (the day of grace, Luke. 4. 21,
uefore the coming of the day of glory and judgment
nt Christ's coming, ch. 10. 26, 37r. To-morrow is the
clay when idle men work, and fools repent. To-morrow
is Satan's to day; he cares not what good resolutions
yon form. If only you fix them for to-morrow, lest...
of yon—The "you" is emphatic, as distinguished
from " your fathers" {v. 9). " That from among you no
one (so the Greek order is in some of the oldest MSSJ
be hardened" [v. 8). deceit iuloesi—causing you to " err
in your heart." sin—unbelief. 14. For. &c—Enforcing
ttie warning, v. 12. partakers of Christ— cf. v. 1, 0.) So
•■partakers of the Holy Ghost" (ch. 6. 4). hold—G'rrifc.
"hold fast." the beginning of our confidence—i.e., the
confidence (lit., substantial, solid confidence} of faith
which we have begun (ch. ft. 11; 12. 2). A Christian
so long as he is not made perfect, considers himself as
a beginner. IBknorl.1 unto theand—unto thecoming
of Christ (ch. 12. 2). 15. While it is said—Connected
with v. 13, "exhort one another, &c, while it is said
To-day :" v. 14. " for we are made partakers," Arc., being
a parenthesis. "It entirely depends on yourselves
that the invitation of the 95th Psalm be not a mere
invitation, but also an actual enjoyment." Alfokd
translate, "Since [i.e., for) it is said,"&c, regarding
v. 16 as a proof that we must "hold ... confidence ...
unto the end," in order to be "partakers of Christ."
16. For some — rather interrogatively, " For who was
it that, when they had heard (referring to* if ye will
hear,' v. 13), did provoke iGod) V The " for" implies.
Ye need to take heed against unbelief : for, was it not
because of unbelief that all our fathers were excluded
tttzekiel, 2. 3)! "Some," and "not all." would be a
faint way of putting his argument, when his object is
to Bhow the universality of the eviL Not merely some,
but all the Israelites, for the solitary exceptions, J oshua
and Caleb, are hardly to be taken into account in so
general a statement. So v. 17. 18, are interrogative :
(l.) The beginning of the provocation, soon after the
departure from Egypt, is marked in v. 16; (2.) the forty
years of it in the wilderness, v. 17; (3.) the denial of
entrance into the land.of rest, v. 18. Note. cf. 1 Corin
thians. 10. 5, "with the majority of them God was displeasea." how Mil—' 'Nay (why need I put the que*
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tion), was it not all that came out of Egypt" (Exodus,
17. I, 2J? by Moses—by the Instrumentality of Moses
as their leader. 17. But—translate, " Moreover," as it
is not in contrast to v. 16, but carrying out the same
thought, corpses—lit., " limbs," implying that their
bodies fell limb from limb. 18. to them that believed
not — rather as Greek, "to them that disobeyed."
Practical unbelief (Deuteronomy, L 20). 19. they could
not enter—though desiring it.
CHAPTER TV.
Ver. 1-16. The Promise or God's Rest is fully
Realized through Christ: Let ua Strive to
Obtain it by Him. our Sympathizing High
Priest. 1. Let us.. .fear—not with slavish terror, but
godly " fear and trembling' (Philipplans, 2. 12). Since
so many have fallen, we have cause to fear (ch. 3. 17-19).
being left us — still remaining to us after the others
have, by neglect, lost It. bis rest—God's heavenly rest,
of which Canaan is the type. "To-day" still con
tinues, during which there is the danger of failing to
reach the rest. " Today," rightly used, terminates in
the rest which, when once obtained, is never lost (Re
velation. 3. 12). A foretaste of the rest is given in the
inward rest which the believer's soul has in Christ,
should seam to come short of it—Greek, "to have come
short of it ;" should be found, when the great trial of
all shall take place [A lford], to have fallen short of
attaining the promise. The word " seem" is a mitigat
ing mode of expression, though not lessening the
reality. Bengel & Owkn take it. Lest there should
be any semblance or appearance of falling short. 2.
Gospel preached... unto them—in type: the earthly Canaan,
wherein they failed to realize perfect rest, suggesting
to them that they should look beyond to the heavenly
land of rest, to which faith is the avenue, and from
which unbelief excludes, as it did from the earthly
Canaan, the word preached—lit. ."the word of hearing.'"
the word heard by them, not being mixed with faith in
them that heard—So the Syriac and the Old Latin Ver
sions, older than any of our MS5., and Lucifer, read,
"As the word did not unite with the hearers in faith."
The word heard being the food which, as the bread of
life, must pass into flesh and blood through man's ap
propriating it to himself in faith. HeariDg alone is of
as little value as undigested food in a bad stomach.
[Tholuck.J The whole of oldest extant MS. authority
supports a different reading, " unniingled as they were
[Greek accusative agreeing with ' them ') in faith with
its hearers," i.e., with its believing, obedient hearers, as
Caleb and Joshua. So " hear" is used for " obey" in the
context, v. 7, "TcKiay, if ye will hear His voice." The
disobedient, instead of being blended in "the same
body," separated themselves as Korab: a tacit reproof
to like separatists from the Christian assembling to
gether (ch. 10. 23; Jude, 10). 3. For—Justifying his
assertion of the need of " faith," v. 2. we which have
believed—we who at Christ's coming shall be found to
have believed, do enter—i.e., are to enter: so two of
the oldest MSS. and Lucifer and the old Latin. Two
other oldest MSS. read, "Let us enter." into rest —
Greek, "into the rest" which is promised in the 95th
Psalm, as be said—God's saying that unbelief excludes
from entrance, implies that belief gains an entrance
into the rest. What, however, Paul mainly here dwells
on in the quotation is, that the promised "rest" has
not yet been entered into. At r. 11 he again, as in ch.
3. 12-10 already, takes wo faith as the indispensable
qualification for entering it although, &c.—Although
God has finished His works of creation and entered
on His rest from creation long before Moses' time, yet
under that leader of Israel another rest was promised,
which most fell short of through unbelief; and although
the rest in Canaan was subsequently attained under
Joshua, yet long after, in David's days, God, in the
Ujth Psalm, still speaks of the rut oj God as not yet
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attained. Therefore, there must be meant a rest
still future,, viz, that which "remaineth for the
people of God" in heaven, v s-y, when tbey shall rest
from their works, as Uod did from His. v. 10. The
argument is to show that by "my rest," Uod means a
future rest, not /or Himself, but /or us. finished—
Greek* '* brought into existence," "made." 4. he spake
•—God (Genesis, 2. ii. God did rest the seventh day—A
rest not ending with the seventh day, but beginning
then and sull continuing, into which believers shall
hereafter enter. God's rest is not a rest necessitated
by fatigue, uor consisting in idleness, but is that up
holding and governing of which creation was the be
ginning. [Aword.J Hence Moses records the end of
each of the first six days, but not of the seventh, from
all his works—Hebrew, Genesis, 2. 8, "from aB His
iwrfc." God's " work" was one, comprehending, how
ever, many "works." 6. in this place—In this passage
of the Psalm again, it is implied that the rest was
even then still future. 6. it remaineth—still to be
realised, some muu enter—The denial of entrance to
unbelievers is a virtual promise of entrance to those
that believe. God wishes not bis rest to be empty,
but furnished with guests (Luke. 14. 23). they to wnou
it was first preached entered not—lit., "they who first
(in the time of Hoses) had the gospel preached to them."
viz.. In type, as Note, v. 2. uutjebef — Greek, rather
"disobedience" [Sote. ch. 8. 18j. 7. AgaiD—Anew the
promise recurs. Translate as the Greek order is, " He
liuiiteth a certain day. 'To-day."* Here Paul inter
rupts the quotation by, " In (the Psalm of) David
saying after so long a time" (after 5oO years' possession
of Canaan), and resumes it by, "As it has been said
be/ore {so the Greek oldest MS., before, viz., ch. 3. 7, 16),
Today ifyehear Hisvoice.H&c. [alkokdJ. 8. Answer
to the objection which might be made to his reason
ing, viz., that those brought into Canaan by Joshua so
"Jesus" here means, as lu Acts. 7. 4ij did emerttie rut
of God. If the rest of God meaut Canaan. God would
not, after their entrance into that land, have spoken (or
■peak lALfOKDjj of another ifuturej day of entering
the rest. 9. therefore—because God " speaks of another
day" \Noie, v. 8). remaiuetii—still to be realized here
after by the "some (who) must enter therein" {v. 6),
i.e., " tne people of God." the true Israel, who shall
enter into God's rest ("my rest," v. 3;. Gods rest was
a babbatisni. so also will ours be. a rest—Greek,
"Sabbatisni." In time there are many Sabbaths, but
then there shall be the enjoyment and keeping of a
Sabbath rest: one periect ana eternal. The "rest" in
v. « is Greek " catapausis;" Hebrew, " Noah ;" rest from
weariness, as the ark rested on Ararat after its tossiugs
to and fro; and as Israel, under Joshua, enjoyed at last
rest from war in Canaan. But the " rest" in this v. 9 is
the nobler and more exalted (Hebrew} "Sabbath" rest;
la)., cessation: rest from work wlien Jinisiud [v. 4). as
God rested (Revelation. 16. 17). The two ideas of "rest"
combined, kivo the perfect view of the heavenly bab
bath. Best from weariness, sorrow, and sin; and rest
in the completion of i.od's new creation tltevelation,
21. 6j. The whole renovated creation shall share in it;
nothing will there be to break the babbath of eternity;
and the Triune God shall rejoice in the work of His
hands tZephauiah, 3. 17). Moses, the representative of
the law, could not lead Israel into Canaan: the law
leads us to Christ, and there its office ceases, as that
of Mo*es on the borders of Canaan : it is Jesus, the
antitype of Joshua, who leads us into the heavenly
rest. This verse indirectly establishes the obligation
of the Sibbath still ; for the type continues until the
antitype supersedes it: so legal sacrifices contiaued
till the gnsat antitypical sacrifice superseded It. As
then the antitypical heavenly Sabbath rest will not be
till Christ comes, our gospel Joshua, to usher ub into it.
the typical earthly Sabbath must continue uU then.
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I The Jews call the future rest " the day which is all
Sabbath." 10 Tor—Justifying and explaining the word
"rest," or "Sabbatism," just used .SvU, v. 8). fce
that is entered—whosoever once enters, his rest—Gods
rest: the rest prepared by God for His people. (£stid».j
Rather, His rest : the man's rest: that assigned to him
by God as his. The Greek is the same as that for ** his
own" immediately after, hath ceased — The Grrtk
aorist is used of indefinite time. " Is wont to cease," or
rather, "rest:" rests. The past tense implies at the
same time the certainty of it. as also that in this hie
! a kind of foretaste in Christ is already given [Giiutu>,
(Jeremiah. 6. 16; Matthew, 11. si, 2»;. Our highest
happiness shall, according to this verse, consul ui our
being united in one with God, and moulded into con
formity with Him as our archetype. [Calvin.] from
his own works—even from those that were good and
suitable to the time of doing work. Labour was fol
lowed by rest even in Paradise (Genesis, 2. 3. 16J. The
work and subsequent rest of God are the archetyi*
to which we should be conformed. The argument is.
He who once enters rest, rests from labours; bui
God's people have not yet rested from them, ttierelore
they have not yet entered the rest, and so it must be
still future. Ajlvokd translates, "He that entered
into his (or else God's, but rather 'his;' Isaiah, IX 10,
* His rest :' ' the joy of the lard,' Matthew, Jte. 21. 23)
rest (viz., Jesus, our Forerunner, v. 14; ch. 6, 20. "The
Son of God that is passed through the licacensf in con
trast to Joshua the type, who did nor bring God's peo
ple into the heavenly rest;, he himself \emphatvnl\
rested from his works ir. 4, as God (did, from His <nnt'
;so the Greek, works;. Tne argument, though generate
applying to any one who iuts entered his rest, probably
alludes to Jesus In particular, the antitypical Jo&bos,
who, having entered His rest at the Ascension, has
ceased or rested from His work of the new creation.
as God on the Beventh *'ay rested from the work of
physical creation Not that He has ceased to carry on
the work of redemption, nay. He upholds It by Hu
mediation; but He has ceased irom those portions o/
the work which constitute the foundation, the sacrifice
has been once for all accomplished. IX as to Goa's
creation rest, once for all completed, and rested froai.
but now still upheld [Note, v. 4;. 11. Let us ..itaeri o.<
—Seeiug such a promise is before us, which we mar,
like them, fall short of through uu belief, lawurGreek. "strive diligently." that rest— which is itdl
future and so glorious Or, in Al/ord'b transtat^n
of v. 10, "That rest into which Christ has entered be
fore" (v. 14; ch. 0. SO,, tall— with the soul, not mereiy
the body, a» the rebel Israelites fell (ch. 3. IT), after its
same tx*mp.e—Auokd translates, " fall into the samt
example." The less prominent place of the *' fab" is
the Greek favours this The sense is." lestauy fall inu<
such disobedience so the Greek for ' unbelief' means m
they gave a sample of" [GrotiusJ The Jewsav.
" The parents are a sign (warning to their sons " lFor— Such diligent striving It? llj is incumbent on o.
for we have to do with a God whose " word," wheretij
we shall be judged, is heart- searching, and whose eye*
are all-seeing iv. I'Ji. The qualities here attributed »
the word o/ God. and the whole context, show that :i
is regarded in its juuiciax power, whereby it doourfv
the disobedient Israelites to exclusion from Canaan
and shall exclude unbelieving so-called Christians free,
the heavenly rest. The written word of God is not U*
prominent thought here, though the passage is ©un
quoted as if it were. Still the word of God tthe sao*
as that preached, r. 2 , used here in the broadest sensebut with special reference to its judicial power, i>cludks the word of God, the sword of the spirit witi
double edge, one edge for convicting and converts
some (p. 2). and the other for condemning and destn?
ing the unbelieving u\ 14;. KevelaUou, ltf. ii, similar >r

Penetrating Power of
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tiu Word of God.
represents the Word's judicial power as a sharp sword spirit itself, to be divided, instead of the soul from the
fcoimi out of Christ's month to smite the nations. The spirit: so also he makes not only the joints to be divided
Mine word which is saving to the faithful (v. 2) is asunder, but the marrow also to be divided i'r). The
destroying to the disobedient (2 Corinthians, 2. 16, IS). Word's dividing and far-penetrating power, has both
The personal Word, to whom some refer the passage, is a punitive and a healing effect, ducerner of the thoughts
not here meant: for He is not the sword, but has the —Greek, " capable of judging the purposes." intents—
sword. Thus reference to Joshua appropriately follows rather, "conceptions" [Ckkluus]; "ideas." f Alford.J
in v. 8. qnck—Greek, "living :" having living power, As the Greek for "thoughts" refers to the mind and
as "the rod of the mouth and the breath of the lips" feelings, so that for " intents," or rather " mental con
of "the living God." powerful—Gretk, "energetic;" ceptions," refers to the intellect. 13. creature—visible
not only living, but encrgrticaUy efficacious, sharper— or invisible, in his sight—in God's Bight (v. 12). "God's
"more cutting.** two-edged—sharpened at both edge wisdom, simply manifold, and uniformly multiform,
and back. Cf. "sword of the Splrit...word of God" with incomprehensible comprehension, comprehends
( Kpheslans. 6. 17). Its double power seems to be implied all things incomprehensible." opened—lit.," thrown on
by its being "two-edged." " It judges all that is In the the back so as to have the neck laid bare," as a victim
heart, for there it passes through, at once punishing with neck exposed for sacrifice. The Greek perfect
(unbelievers] and searching" I both believers and un tense implies that this is our continuous state in rela
believers! [Chrysostom.] Fhilo similarly speaks tion to God. "Show, O man, shame and/ear towards
of " God passing between the parts of Abraham's sacri* thy God, for no veil, no twisting, bending, colouring,
flee (Genesis, 16, 17. where, however, it is a ' burning or disguise, can cover unbelief {Greek, "disobedience."
lamp* that passed between the pieces] with His word, p. 11). Let us, therefore, earnestly labour to enter the
which is the cutter of all things: which sword, being rest lest any fall through practical unbelief (*. 11). 14.
sharpened to the utmost keenness, never ceases to having, therefore, &c—Resuming ch. 2. 17. great—as
divide all sensible things, and even things not per being " the Son of God, higher than the heavens" (ch.
ceptible to sense or physically divisible, but percepti 7. 26) : the archetype and antitype of the legal high
ble and divisible by the word." Paul's early training, priest, passed into the heavens — rather, "passed
both in the Greek schools of Tarsus and the Hebrew through the heavens," viz., those which come between
schools at Jerusalem, accounts fully for his acquaint us and God, the aerial heaven, and that above the
ance with Philo's modes of thought, which were sure latter containing the heavenly bodies, the sun, moon,
to be current among learned Jews every where, though &c. Theseheavens were the veil which our High Priest
I'hilo himself belonged to Alexandria, not Jerusalem. passed through into the heaven of heavens, the im
Addressing Jews, he by the Spirit sanctions what was mediate presence of God, just as the Levitical high
true in their current literature, as he similarly did in priest passed through the veil into the Holy of holies.
addressing Gentiles (Acts, 17. 28). piercing — Greek. Neither Moses, nor even Joshua, could bring us into
" coming through." even to the dividing asunder of sool this rest, but Jesus, as our Forerunner, already
and spirit—i.e., reaching through even to the separa spiritually, and hereafter in actual presence, body, soul,
tion of the animal soul {the lower part of man's incor and spirit, brings His people into the heavenly rest,
poreal nature, the seat of animal desires, which hehas Jesus—the an ti typical Joshua (v. 8). hold fast — the
in common with the brutes; cf. the same Greek, 1 Co opposite of ' let slip" (ch. 2. 1. ; and " fall away" (ch. c. 6 ,
rinthians. 2. 14, "the natural [animal-soulled] man,** As the genitive follows, the lit. sense is, "Let us take
Jude. lu from the spirit (the higher part of man, hold of our profession," s\c, of the faith and hope which
receptive of the Spirit of God, and allying him to are the subjects of our profession and confession. The
heavenly beingsi. and of the joints and marrow—rather, accusative follows when the sense is "hold fast."
Ircactiing even to) "both the joints (so as to divide them; i'J'i 1 imann.j 15. For—The motive to "holding our pro
and marrow." Christ " knows what Is in man" (John, fession" (t>. u. viz., the sympathy and help we may
X 2ij : so His word reaches as far as to the most in expect from our High Priest. Though " great" («. 14),
timate and accurate knowledge of man's most bidden He is not above caring for us; nay, as being in all
parts, feelings, and thoughts, dividing, i.e,tdistinguisli- points one with us as to manhood, sin only excepted.
ing what U spiritual from what is carnal and animal He sympathizes with us in every temptation. Though
in him, the spirit from thesoul; so Proverbs, 20. 27. As exalted to the highest heavens. He has changed His
the knife of the Levitical priest reached to dividing place, not His nature and office in relation to us. His
parts, closely united as the juints of the limbs, and condition, but not His affection. Cf. Matthew, 26. 38,
penetrated to the innermost parts, as the marrows (the " Watch with me:" showing His desire In the days of
Greek is plural. ; so the word of God divides the closely- His flesh for the sympaUiy ofthose whvm Ht loved: so He
joined part* of man's immaterial being, soul and spirit, now gives His suffering people His sympathy. Cf.
and penetrates to the innermost parks of the spirit. Aaron, the type, bearing the names of the twelve tribes
The clause (reaching even to) "UUi the joints and in the breastplate of judgment on his heart, when he
marrow" is subordinate to the clause, "even to the entered into the holy place, for a memorial before
dividing asunder of soul and spirit." (In the oldest the Lord continually (Exodus, 28. 29J. cannot be toucded
MSS., *&ln Enoltstt Version, there is no "both,'' as there with the feeling ol—Grak," cannot sympathize with our
is in the clause " U/tii the joints a rui,"&c., which marks infirmities.-" our weaknesses, physical and moral (not
the latter to be subordinate.) An image (appropriate sin, but liability to its assaults,. He, though sinless,
io addressing Jews; from the literal dividing of joints. can sympathize with us sinners ; His understanding
and penetrating to, so as to open out, the marrow, by mure acutely perceived the forms of temptation than
the priest's knife, illustrating the previously-mentioned we who are weak can; His will repelled them as in
spiritual "dividing of soul Irom spirit," whereby each stantaneously as the fire does the drop of water cast
(soul as well as spirit; is laid bare and " naked" before into it. He, therefore, experimentally knew what
Hod; this view accords with v. 13. Evidently "the power was needed to overcome temptations. He is
dividing of the soul from the spirit" answers to tiie capable of sympathizing, for He was at the same time
"joints" which the sword, when it reaches unto, divides tempted without sin, and yet truly tempted. 1 1 Jem; ex.. J
asunder, as the "Spirit" answers to the innermost In Him alone we have an example suited to men of
** marrow." " Moses forms the soul, Christ the spirit. every character and under all circumstances. In
The soul draws with it the body; the spirit draws with sj ujpathy He adapts himself to each, as if He had
it both soul and body." Altokd's interpretation is not merely taken on Him man's nature in general,
clumsy, by which he makes the soul xtstlf. and the but also the peculiar nature of that single individual.
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but—" nay, rather. He was :one) tempted." [Alpord.]
like aa we arc—Greek, " according to (our) similitude."
without sin—Greek choria, " separate from sin' ich. 7. 26),
If the Greek ancu had been used, sin would have been
regarded as the object absent from Christ the subject;
but choris here implies that Christ, tho m&ject, is re
garded as separated from sin the object. CTittmann.)
Thus, throughout His temptations in their origin, pro
cess, and result, sin had nothing in Him : He was apart
and separate from it. [Aajord.] 16. come—rather as
Greek, "approach," " draw near." boMly—Greek, " with
confidence,0 or " freedom of speech" (Epheslans, 6. 19).
the throne of grace—God's throne is become to us a
throne of grace through the mediation of our High
Priest at God's right hand (ch. 8. 1 ; 1?, 2 . Pleading our
High Priest Jesus' meritorious death, we shall always
find God on a throne of grace. Contrast Job's com
plaint (J ob. 23. 3-8) and Klihu's " Ir," &c. (Job, 33. 23-28).
obtain — rather, " receive." mercy—"Compassion," by
its derivation [lit., fellow-feeling from community of
suffering), corresponds to the character of our High
Priest, "touched with the feeling of our infirmities"
(r. 15). find grace—Corresponding to " throne of grace."
Mercy especially refers to the remission and removal of
sfns: grace, to the saving bestowal of spiritual gifts.
IEsthjs.] Cf. Come unto me.. .and I will give you rest
ftiie rest received on first believing): take my yoke on
you. ..and ye hhall find rest (the continuing rest and
peace found in daily submitting to Christ's easy yoke:
the former answers to " receive mercy" here; the latter,
to "find grace." Matthew, 11. 28, i9). in time of need—
Greek, M seasonably." Before we are overwhelmed by
the temptation: when we most need it. in temptations
and persecutions: such as is suitable to the time,
persons, and end designed (Psalm 104. 27). A supply of
grace is in store for believers against all exigencies ;
but they are only supplied with it according as the
need arises. Cf. " in due time," Romans. 5. 6. Not. at
Alford explains, "Help in time." i.e., to- day, while
It is yet open to us : the accepted time (2 Corinthians,
G. 2). help— Cf. ch. 2. 18, " He is able to succour them
that are tempted."
CHAPTER V.
Ver. 1-14, Christ's Hian Priesthood : Nrrdkd
Qualifications : Must be a Mas: Must not have
Assumed thr Dionity Himself, but have keen
ArroiNTED by God: Turin low Spiritual Per
ceptions a Bar to Paul's sayiso all he might
ox Christ's Melceusedeolike Priesthood. 1.
For—Substantiating ch. 4. 16, every—i.e., every legiti
mate high priest; for instance, the Levitical, as he is
addressing Hebrews, among whom the Levitical priest
hood was established as the legitimate one. Whatever,
reasons Paul, is excellent in the Levitical priests, is
also in Christ, and besides excellencies which are not
in the Levitical priests, taken from among- men—not
from among angels who could not have a fellow-feeling
with us men. This qualification Christ has, as being,
like the Levitical priests, a man (ch. 2. 14, Id). Being
"from men," He can be "for (i.e., in behalf of, for the
good of) men." ordained— Greek, "constituted," "ap
pointed." both gifts — to be joined with " for sins,"
as "sacrifices" is (the "both.. .and" requires this;
therefore not the Hebrew Mindia, uubloody offerings,
but animal whole burnt offerings, sponUuicouslv given.
"Sacrifices" are the animal sacrifices due according to
the legal ordinance. [Emra.] 2. Who can—Greek,
" Being able:" not phasing himself [Romum, 15. 3). have
compassion—Greek,' estimate mildly," "feel leniently,"
or ' moderately towards :" "to make allowance for f
not showing stern rigour save to the obstinate (ch.
10. 28). ignorant—sins not committed in resistance of
light and knowledge, but as Paul's past sin (i Timothy,
1- W). No sacrifice was appointed for wilful sin com
mitted with a high hand: for such wore to be punished
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with death: all other sfns, viz., ignorances and errors,
were confessed and expiated with sacrifices by the high
priest, out of the way—not deliberately and altogether
wilfully erring, but deluded through the fraud of Satan
and their own carnal frailty and thoughtlessness, infir
mity—moral weakness which is Binful. and makes men
capable of sin, and so requires to be expiated by sacri
fices. This kind of "inflrmity" Christ had not: He had
the "inflrmity" of body whereby lie was capable of
suffering and death. 3. by reason hereof—"on account
of this" infirmity, he ought.. .also for himself, to offer f:r
sins—the Levitical priest ought: in tt.isonr High Priest
is superior to the Levitical. The second "for" is a
different Greek term from the first: "in behalf of the
people. Ac. on account of sins." 4. no mas—of any
other family bat Aaron's, according to the Mosaic law,
can take to himself the office of high priest. This verse
is quoted by some to prove the need of an apostolic
succession of ordination in the Christian ministry ;
but the reference here is to the priesOtood, not the
Christian ministry- The analogy in our Christian dis
pensation would warn ministers, seeuig that God bu
separated them from the congregation of His people to
bring them near Himself, and to do the service of His
honse, and to minister (as He separated the Lentes.
Korah with his company), that content with this, they
should beware of assuming the sacrificial priesthood
also, which belongs to Christ alone. The sin of Korah
was. not content with the ministry as a Lerite, ha
took the sacerdotal priesthood also. No Christian
minister, as such, is ever called Hitrtus, i.e.. sacrificity:
priest. All Christians, without distinction, whether
ministers or people, have a metaphorical, not a literal,
priesthood. The sacrifices which they offer are spirt
tual, not literal, their bodies and the fruit of their lipa,
praises continually ich. 13. 15). Christ alone had a
proper and true sacrifice to offer. The law sacrifices
were typical, not metaphorical, as the Christian's, nor
proper and true, as Christ's. In Roman tiroes tfc*
Mosaic restriction of the priesthood to Aaron's family
was violated. 6. glorified not himself—did not assume
the glory of the priestly office of Himself without the
call of » Jnd {John. s. 54). but he that said—le., the
Father glorified Him or appointed Him to the pries*,
hood. This appointment was involved in, and was
the result of. the Sonship of Christ, which qualified
Him for it. None but the Divine Son couid hare
fulfilled such an office ich. 10. o-&*. The connexion of
Sonship and priesthood is typified in the Hebrew title
for priests being given to David's sons (2 Samuel, 8. I::.
Christ did not constitute Himself the Son of God. bci
was from everlasting the only-begotten of the Fai.^rr.
On His Sonship depended His glorification, and His
being called of God (p. 10;. as Priest, 6. He is here called
simply " Priest:*' in v. 5. " High Priest." He is a JYi«i
absolutely, because He stauds alone in that character
without an equal. He is " High Priest * In respect of
the Aaronic type, and alBO in respect to us, whom He
has made priests by throwing open to us access toGoi
JBknoel.] "The order of Melchisedec* is expiaibeC
in ch. T. 15," the similitude of Melchisedec." The priest
hood is similarly combined with His kingly office ta
Zechari.ih, 6. 13. Melchisedec was at once man. priest
and king. Paul's selecting as the type of Christ on?
not of the stock of Abraham, on which the Jews prided
themselves, is an intimation of Messianic uni versaiisTs.
7. in the days of his flesh— (ch. 2. 14; 10. SO.] Verses *-2"
state summarily the subject about to be handled mors*
fully in cbs. 7. and S. wnen he had effe red—rather, "n
that He offered." His crying and tears were part of
the experimental lesson of obedience which He sub
mitted to learn from the Father (when God was quali
fying Him for the high prie-thnod). " Who " is u> be
construed with "learned obedience" (or rather aa
Greek, "Hii obedience;" the obedience which we ail
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know about). This all shows that " Christ glorified not
Himself to be made an High Priest" (v. 5), but was
appointed thereto by the Father, prayers and Bopplicatoons — Greek, "both prayers and supplications." In
Gethsemane, where He prayed thrice, and on the cross,
where He cried. My God, my God. &c , probably repeat
ing inwardly all the 22d Psalm. ** Prayers'* refer to
the mind : "supplications" also to the body [viz., the
suppliant attitude) Matthew. 26. 30}. [BkkgelJ with
strong; crying and taira—Tho " tears " are an additional
fact here communicated to us by the inspired apostle,
not recorded in the gospels, though implied. Matthew.
36. 37, "sorrowful and very heavy." Mark, 14. 33:
Luke. 22. 44, "in an agony He prayed more earnestly...
His sweat.. .great drops of blood falling down to the
ground." Psalm 2i 1 ("roaring.. .cry "J. 2, 19, 21, 24;
C9. 3, 10, " I ir(pt." able to save him from death— Mark,
14. 36, " All things are possible unto thee" (John, 12. 27).
His cry showed His entire participation of man's infir
mity : His reference of His wish to the will of Gcd,
His sinless faith and obedience, heard in that he le . i e I
—There is no intimation in Psalm 22., or the gospels.
that Christ prayed to be saved from the mere act of
dying. What He feared was the hiding of the Father's
countenance. His holy filial love must rightly have
shrunk from this strange and bitterestof trials without
the imputation of impatience. To have been passively
content at the approach of such a cloud would have
been, not faith, but sin. The cup of death He prayed
to be treed from was, not corporal, but spiritual death.
i.e., the (temporary) separation of His human soul from
the light of God'scountenance. His prayer was" heard''
in Ills Father's strengthening Him so as to hold fast
His unwavering faith under the trial {My God, my
God. was -still His filial cry underit, still claiming God
a* His. though God hid His face), and soon removing
it iu answer to His cry during the darkness on the
cross, ** my God. my God." &c But see below a further
explanation of how He was heard. The Greek lit is,
" Was heard/rum- His /ear" i.e., so as to be saved from
Hi* fear. Cf. Psalm 22. 21 , which well accords with
this, "Save me from the lion's mouth (His prayer):
thou hast heard me/rom the horns of the unicorns."
Or what better accords with the strict meaning of the
Greek noun, "tn consequence of His reverential
fear," i.e.. in that He shrank from the horrors of
separation from the bright presence of the Father, yet
was reverentially cautious by no thought or word of
impatience to give way to a shadow of distrust or want
of perfect filial lore. In the same sense ch. 12. 28 uses
the noun, and ch. 11. 7 the verb. A i. ford somewhat
similarly translates. " By reason of His reverent sub
mission." I prefer "reverent fear." Tho word in deri
vation meant; the cautious handling of some precious,
yet delicate vessel, which with ruder handling might
easily bo broken. [Trench.] This fully agrees with
Jesus' spirit, " If it be possible. ..nevertheless not my
vsiU, but tliy will be done?' and with the context, v. 6,
" Glorified not Himself to be made an Hieh Priest,"
implying reverent fear: wherein it appears He had the
requisite for the office specified v. 4. "No man taketh
this honour unto himself." Alford well SAys. What
is true in the Christian's life, that what we ask from
« .oil. though He may not grant in the form we wish,
yet He grants in His own, and that a better form, does
not hold good in Christ's case; for Christ's real prayer,
" not my will, but thine be done." in consistency with
His reverent fear towards the Father, was granted in
the very form in which it was expressed, not in another.
8. Though He was (so it ought to be translated: a
positive admitted fact: not a mere supposition as were
would imply) God's Divine Son (whence, even in His
agony. He so lovingly and often cried. Father, Matthew.
it;. 39:. yet He learned His iso the Grtek) obedience, not
from His Scnship, but from His sufferings. An the
4T9
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Son, Ho was always obedient to the Father's will ; but
the special obedience needed to qualify Him as our
High Priest, He learned experimentally in practical
suffering. Cf. Philippians. 2. 6 8, "Etfttal wiUi God,
but.. .took upon Him the form of a servant, and be
came dbfdien t unto death," <fcc. He was obedient already
before His passion, but He stooped to a still more
humiliating and trying form of obedience then. The
Greek adage is, Pathemata, mathemata, "sufferings,
discipiinings." Praying and obeying, as in Christ's
case, ought to go hand in hand. 9. made period—com
pleted, brought to His goal of learning and suffering
through death (ch. 3. 10 [Alford], viz., at His glorious
resurrection and ascension, author—Greek, "cause."
auto all.. .that obey him—As Christ obeyed the Father,
so must we obey Him by faith, eternal salvationobtained for us in the short " days of Jesus' flesh" (e. 7;
cf. v. 6, " for ever," Isaiah, 46. 17). 10. Greek, rather,
"Addressed by God (by the appellation) High Priest."
Being formally recognised by God as High Priest at
the time of His being " made perfect" (v. 9). He was
High Priest already in the purpose of God before His
passion; but after it. when perfected. He was formally
addressed so. 11. Here he digresses to complain of
the low spiritual attainments of the Palestinian Chris
tians, and to warn them of the danger of falling from
light once enjoyed; at the same time encouraging them
by God's faithfulness to persevere. At ch. a. 20, he
resumes tho comparison of Christ to Melchisedec. hard
to be uttered—rather as Greek, "hard of interpretation
to speak." Hard for me to state intelligibly to you
owing to your dulness about spiritual things. Hence,
instead of saying many things, he writes in compara
tively few words (ch. 13. 22). In the " we," Paul, as
usual, includes Timothy with himself In addressing
them, ye are—Greufc/'yehavetxcomedull" (theGreek,
by derivation, means hard to more): this implies that
once, when first "enlightened," they were earnest and
zealous, but had become dull That the Hebrew be
lievers at Jerusalem were dull in spiritual tilings,
and legal in spirit, appears from Acts. 21. 20-24, where
James and the elders expressly say of the " thousands
of Jews which believe,'" that " they are all zealouaof the
law:" this was at Paul's last visit to Jerusalem, after
which this epistle seems to have been written {v. 12.
Note on" for the time"). 12. lor the time—considering
the long time that you have been Christians. Therefore
this epistle w;u not one of those early written, which
be the flrBt principles—Grceh:, "the rudiments of the
beginning of," &c A Pauline phrase Notes, Galatians,
4. 3. 9}. Ye need not only to be taught the first elements.
but also "which they be." They are therefore enu
merated ch. 6. l, 2. [Benofl.1 Alford translates.
" That sonte one teach you the rudiments ;" but the
position of the Greek tina. inclines me to take it inter
rogatively, "which," as English Version, Syriac, Vul
gate, foe. of the oracles of God—viz., of the Old Testa
ment: instead of seeing Christ as the end of the Old
Testament scripture, they were relapsing towards
Judaism, so as not only not to be capable of under
standing the typical reference to Christ of such an Old
Testament personage as Melchisedec, but even much
more elementary references, are become—through indo
lence, milk... not...strong meat—" MUk" refers to such
fundamental first principles as he enumerates ch. 6.
l, 2. The solid meat, or food, is not absolutely neces
sary for preserving life, but Is so for acquiring greater
strength. Especially in the case of the Hebrews, who
were much given to allegorical Interpretations of their
law, which they so much venerated, the application of
the Old Testament types, to Christ and His High Priest
hood, was calculated much to strengthen them in the
Christian faith. [Limborch.] 13. useth—Greek, "partaketh,1* i.e.. taketh as his portion. Even strong men
partake of milk, but do not make milk their thief, much
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less their sola. diet, the word of righteoaiaeas—the
gospel wherein *' the righteousness of God is revealed
from faith to faith'' (Romans, 1. 17]. and which is called
"the ministration of righteousness" (2 Corinthians,
3. 0). This includes the doctrine of justification and
fructification ; the first principle*, as well as the jerftetion* of the doctrine of Christ: the nature of the
fllices and person of Christ as the true Melchlsedec.
i.e., "King of righteousness " (cf. Matthew, 3. 16). 14.
strong meat—"solid food." by reason of Die—Grtek.
"habit." them ... of foil age— lit." perfect ?' akin to
" perfection " (ch. c. l). senses—organs of sense, eser
ened—similarly connected with "righteousness" inch.
12. 11. to discern both good and evil—as a child no longer
an infant ilsalah, 7. 16): so able to distinguish between
sound and unsound doctrine. The mere child puts
into its mouth things hurtful and things nutritious,
without discrimination ; but not so the adult Paul
again alludes to their tendency not to discriminate, but
to be carried about by strange doctrines in ch. 13. 8.
CHAPTER VL
ver. 1-14. Warning against Rktrooradikg,
•which boon Leads to Afostahy: Encouragement
to stedfa stn css from god'b faithfulness to ii is
Word and Oath. 1. Therefore— Wherefore: seeing
that ye ought not now to be still ** babes " |ch. 6. n-14).
leaving;—getting further forward than the elementary
"principles." "As in building a house, one must
never leave the foundation; yet to be always labouring
in 'laying the foundation' would be ridiculous."
[Calvin.] the principles of the doctrine—Greek* "the
word of the bednnlng." i.e., the discussion of the first
principles of Christianity (ch. 6. 12). let us go do— Grt■> k,
"let us be borne forward," or "bear ourselves for
ward :"* implying active exertion : press on. St. Paul,
in teaching, here classifies himself with his Hebrew
readers, or (as they ought to be) learners, and says.
Let us together press forward, perfection—the matured
knowledge of those who are "of full age" (ch. 6. 14) in
Christian attainments, foundation of— i.e., consistent}
in "repentance." repeotance from dead works—re... not
springing from the tntal principle of faith and love
towards God. and so counted, like their doer, dead
before God. This rxpentance from dead works is there
fore paired with " faith toward God." The three pairs
of truths enumerated are designedly such as Jewjhh
believers might in some degree have known from tinOld Testament, but had been taught more clearly when
they became Christians. This accounts for the omis
sion of distinct specification of some essential first
principle of Christian truth. Hence, too, he mentions
"faith toward God.' and not explicitly faith toward
Christ (though of course included). Repentance and
faith were the first principles taught uuder the gospel.
2. the doctrine of baptisms—paired with "laying on of
hands." as the latter followed on Christian baptism,
and answers to the rite of confirmation In Episcopal
churches. Jewish believers passed, by an easy transi
tion, from Jewish baptismal purification* (ch. B. 10,
"washings"), baptism of proselytes, and John's bap
tism, and legal imposition of hands, to their Christian
analogues, baptism, and the subsequent laying on of
hands* accompanied by the gift of the Holy Ghost (cf.
v. 4]. Greek. Baptisnwi, plural, including Jewish and
Christian baptisms are to be distinguished from Bap1mna, singular, restricted to Christian baptism. The
feix particulars here specified had been, as it were, the
Christian VaUch sin of the Old Testament; and such
Jews who had b *run to recognise Jesus as the Christ
immediately on the new light being shed on these
fundamental particulars, were accounted as having
the elementary principles of the doctrine of Christ
IUenoel.] The first and most obvious elementary
instruction ot Jews, would be the teaching them the
typical significance of their own ceremonial law in its
ISO
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Christian fulfilment Ealtord.1 resurrection, £cheld already by the Jews from the Old Testament: con
firmed with clearer light in Christian teaching or
" doctrine." eternal judgment—judgment fraught with
eternal consequences either of joy or of woe. 3. will
we do—So some of the oldest MSS. read: but others,
" Let us do." "This," ».«.," Go on unto perfection." if
Ood permit—For even in the case of good resolutions.
we cannot carry them into effect, save through God
"working in us both to will and to do of His good
pleasure" (Philippiana, 1. 13). The " for** in v. 4, refers
to this: I say, if God permit, for there are cases where
God does not permit, ex. gr., "it is impossible," fce.
Without God's blessing, the cultivation of the ground
does not succeed (v. 7,. 4k We must " go on towards
perfection ;" for If we full away, after having received
enlightenment, it will be impossible to renew as again
to repentance, for those—"In the case of those." ccee
enlightened—once for all illuminated by the word or
God taught in connexion with " baptism " [to which,
in v. 2. as once for all done, "once enlightened " here
answers;, cf. Kpheslans. 6, 20. This passage probably
originated the application of the term *' illumination "
to baptism In subsequent times. Illumination, how
ever, was not supposed to be the inseparable ac
companiment of baptism: thus Chrtbostok says,
"Heretics have baptism, not illuminsUion : they are
baptized in body, but not enlightened in soul: as Simon
Magus was baptixed, but not illuminated." That
"enlightened" here means knowledge of the trord of
truth, appears from comparing the same Greek word,
"illuminated,'' ch. 10. 3&, with 26. where " knowledgeof
the truth " answers to it tasted of the heavenly gifttasted for themselves. As "enlightened** refers to the
sense of sight : so here taste follows. " The heavenly
gift :" Christ given by the Father, and revealed by the
enlightening word preached and written: aa conferring:
peace in the remission of sins; and as the Bestowerof
the gift of the Holy Spirit (Acts, S. 19, SO), made par
takers of the Holy Qhost—Specified as distinct from,
though so inseparably connected with, ** enlightened."
and *' tasted of the heavenly gift," Christ, aa answer
ing to " laying on of bands" after baptism, which was
then generally accompanied with the imparta>tion of the
Holy Ghost in miraculous gifts. 6, tasted the good
word of OmI—Distinct from "tasted of (genitive} the
heavenly gift:" we do not yet enjoy all the fulness of
Christ, but only have a taste or Him, the heavenly gift
now ; but believers may taste the whole word accusa
tive) of God already, viz., God's "good word** of pro
mise. The Old Testament promise of Canaan to Israel,
typified "the good word of God's" promise of the
heavenly rest ich. 4J. Therefore, there immediately
follows the clause, "the powers of the world to come.''
As "enlightening" and "tasting of the heavenly gift,"
Christ, the Bread of Life, answers to faith: so *' made
partakers of the Holy Ghost," to charity, which is
the first fruit of the Spirit: and " tasted the pood word
of God, and the powers of the world tocome." to nora,
Thus the triad of privileges answers to the Trinity,
the Father, Son, and Spirit hi their respective worta
towards us. "The world to come" is the Christian
dispensation, viewed especially in ita future giories.
though already begun in grace hese. The world U
come thus stands in contrast to course of this warte.
altogether disorganised, because God is not its sprin;
of action and end. By faith. Christians make the worU!
to come a present reality, though but a foretaste of tat
perfect future. The powers of this new spiritual world,
partly exhibited in outward miracles at that time, ard
then, as now. especially consisting in the Spirit's in
ward quickening influences, are the earnest of toe
coming inheritance above, and lead the believer who
gives himself up to the Spirit, to seek to live as the
angels, to ait with Christ in heavenly places, to set the
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affections on things above, and not on things on earth,
and to look fur Christ's coming and the full manifesta
tion of the world to come. This " world to come," in
its future aspect, thus corresponds to " resurrection of
the dead and eternal life*' v. 2i, theirs* Christian prin
ciple* which the Hebrew believers bad been taught,
by the Christian light being thrown back on their « > I
Testament for their instruction iNote, v. l, 2j. "The
world to come," which, as to Its *' powers." exists
already in the redeemed, will pass into a fully realized
fact at Christ's coming (Colosslans, 3. 4). 6. If— Greek,
"And (yet) luzve fallen away:" cf. a less extreme falling
or declension, Galatians. 6. 4. "Ye are fallen from
grace." Here an entire and wilful apostasy is meant:
the Hebrews bad, not yet so fallen away; but he warns
them that such would be the final result of retrogres
sion, ir. instead of " going on to perfection." they should
need to learn again the first principles of Christianity
v. V. to renew them again— they have been "once"
iv. i) already renewed, or made anew, and now they
need to be " renewed' over "again." crucify to them
selves the Son of Qed—"are rrucijying to themselves"
Christ, instead of. like I'aul, crucifying the world unto
thrm by the cross of Christ (Galaiians, u. 14;. bo in ch.
19. 29, "trodden underfoot the Sou or God, and counted
the blood of Hit* covenant, where with... sanctified, an
unholy thing." "The Bon of Cod," marking His
dignity, shows the greatness of their offence, pat hun
to an open iha-ne— tit., "make a public example of
Him, as if He were a malefactor suspended on a tree.
What the carnal Israel did outwardly, those who fall
away from light do inwardly, they virtually crucify
again the Son of God : ** they tear Him out of the re
cesses of their hearts where He had fixed His abode,
and exhibit Him to the open scoffs of the world as
something powerless and common." (Bleek in
Alfoko.1 The Montonists and Novatians used this
passage to justify the lasting exclusion from the church
of those who had once lapsed. The Catholic church
always opposed this view, and readmitted the lapsed
on their repentance, but did not re-baptlze them.
This pass-ve implies that persons may be in some
sense ** renewed." and yet tali away finally ; for the
words, "reuew again,1" imply that they have been, in
some sense, not the full sense, once run k.wed by the
Holy Ghost; but certainly not that they are "the elect.'
for these can never fall away, being chosen unto ever
lasting life (John. 10. 28;. The elect abide in Christ,
bear, and contiuuously obey His voice, and do not fall
away. He who abides not in Christ, is cast forth as a
withered branch; but he who abides in Him becomes
more and more free from sin: the wicked one cannot
touch -him: and he by faith overcomes the world. A
temporary faith is possible, without one thereby being
constituted one of the elect (Mark, 4. 16, 17). At the
same time it does not limit God's grace, as if It were
*• impossible" for God to reclaim even such a hardened
rebel so as yet to look on Him whom he has pierced.
The impossibility rests in their having known in them
selves once the i>ower of Chris /s sacrifice, and yet now
rejecting it thero cannot possibly be any new means
devised for their renewal afresh, and the means pro
vided by God's love they now, after experience of
them, deliberately and continuously reject : their con
science being seared. and they "twice dead" (Jude.l2i,
are now past hope, except by a miracle of God's grace.
* it is the curse of evil eternally to propagate evil."
[Tboluck.J "He who is led into the whole (ftcompass
of Christian experiences, may yet cease to abide in
them : he who abides not in them, was. at the very
time when he had those objective experiences, not sub
jectively true to them; otherwise there would have been
fulfilled In him, 'Whosoever hath, to him shall be
given, and he shall have more abundance ' (Matthew,
13. 12J, to that he would have abided in them and not
481
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have fallen away." (Tholuck.) Such a one was never
truly a Spirit-led disciple of Christ (Romans, 8, 14-17).
The sin against the Holy Ghost, though somewhat
similar, is not identical with this sin; for that sin may
be committed by those outside the church (as in
Matthew, 13. S4. 31, 32}; this, only by those inside. 7.
the earth—rather as Greek (no article), "land." which
drinketh in—Greek, " which has drunk in: ' not merely
receiving it on the surface. Answering to those who
have enjoyed the privilege of Christian experiences,
being in some sense renewed by the Holy Ghost; true
alike of those who persevere, and those who "fall
away." the ram that cometh oil upon it— not merely fall
ing over it, or towards it, but falling and resting upon
it so as to corer it {the Greek genitive, not the accusa
tive). The "oft" implies, on God's part, the riches of
His abounding grace (''Coming" spontaneously, and
often); and. on the apostate's part, the wilful perversity
whereby he has done continual despite to the oftrepeated motions of the Spirit. Cf. " How ojten."
Matthew, 23. 37. The rain of heaven fails both on the
elect and the apostates, bnngeth iorth—as the nut ami
resultof "having dntnk in the rain.'' See above, herbs
—provender, meet— fit. Such as the master of the soil
wishes. The opposite of "rejected," v. 8. by whom—
rather as Greek, " for (i.e.. on account of) whom." ris ,
the lords of the soil ; not the labourers, as English
Version, viz., God and His Christ (l Corinthians. 3. \>t.
The heart of man is the earth : man is the dresser :
herbs are brought forth meet, not for the dresser, by
whom, but for God, the owner of the soil, for whom It
is dressed. 'The plural is general, the owners wtioeter
Uiey may be : here God. receiveth— " partake th of."
bieBsiug—fruitfulness. Contrast God's curse causing
unfruitfulness. Genesis, 3. 17, is: also spiritually (Jere
miah, 17. 5-8). from God— Man's use of means are vain
unless God bless (1 Corinthians, 3. 6, 7j. 8. that which
—rather as Greek (no article}, "But if it (the 'laud,'
v. 7/ dear:" not so favourable a word as "bringeth
forth," v. 7, said of the good soil, biiers—Greek,
"thistles." lejec-td—after having been tested: so the
Greek implies. R> probate, . .rejected by the Lord, nigh
unto cursing—on the verge of being given up to its own
barrenness by the just curse of God. This "nigh''
softens the severity of the previous "it is impossible,"
&c. {v. 4. Oj. The ground is not yet actually cursed,
whose—"of which [land) the end is unto burning,"
viz., with the consuming fire of the last judgment; as
the land of Sodom was given to " brimstone, salt, and
burning" (Deuteronomy, 28. i3); so as to the ungodly
Matthew, 3. lu, 12; 7. 10; 13. 30; John, 16. 6; 2 Peter, 3.10,.
Jerusalem, which had so resisted the grace of Christ,
was then nigh unto cursing, and in a few years was
burned. Cf. Matthew, 22. 7. Burned up their city;" an
earnest of a like fate to all wilful abusers of God's grace
(ch. 10. 20, 27;. 9. we are persuaded—on good grounds:
the result of proof. Cf. Romans. 16. 14, "I myself am
persuaded of you. my brethren, that ye are full of goodness." A confirmation of the Pauline authorship of
this epititle. beloved — Appositely here Introduced:
lu vk to you prompts me in the strong warnings 1 have
just given, not that I entertain unfavourable thoughts
of you; nay, 1 anticipate better things of you, Greek,
" the things which are belter:" that ye are not thornbearing, or nigh unto cursing, and doomed unto burn
ing, but heirs of miration in accordance with God's
fai'.hfulness (ch. 6 10J. LDiiigs that accompany—Greek,
"things that bold by,"i.«., are close unto "salvation."
Things that are linked unto salvation (cf. v. 19,'. In
opposition to " uigii unto cursing." tiicngn—Greek, " if
even we thus speak." "For it is better to make you
afraid with words, that ye may not suffer in fact." 10.
not unrighteoui—not unfaitlijul to His own gracious
promise. >Tot that we have any inherent right to
claim reward; for (l.) a nttant has no merit, as he
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only does that which is his bounden duty ; (2.) our
best performances bear do proportion to what we leave
undone; (3.1 all strength conies from God; but God has
promised of His own grace to reward the good works of
His people (already accepted through faith in Christ' : it
is His promise, not our merits, which would make It
unrighteous were He not to reward His people's works.
God will be no man's debtor, your work—your whole
Christian life of active obedience, labour of love—The
oldest MSS. omit "labour of," which probably crept
in from l Thes&alonians. 1. 3. As " love' occurs here,
so "hope," v. 11, "faith," e. 13: as in 1 Corinthians,
13. 13: the Paidine triad. By their love he sharpens
their hope aud/uttA. ya have showed— cf. ch. 10. 3WU
toward bis name—your acts of lore to the saints were done
for His name's sake. The distressed condition of the
Palestinian Christians appears from the collection for
them. Though receiving bounty from other churches,
and therefore not able to minister much by pecuniary
help, yet those somewhat better off could minister to
the greatest sufferers in their church in various other
ways (cf. 2 Timothy, 1. IS). SL Paul, as el*ew here, gives
them the utmost credit for their graces, whilst delicately
hinting the need of perseverance, a lack of which bad
probably somewhat begun to show itself. 11. And—
Greek, " But." desire—Greek, " earnestly desire." The
language of fatherly affection, rather than command,
every one of jou—Implying that all in the Palestinian
churches had not shown the same diligence as some of
those whom ho praises in v. 10. " He cares alike for
great and small, and overlooks none." " Every one ol
them," even those diligent in acts of love itt. 10), needed
to be stimulated topt-r^rwetnthe same diligence with
a view to the full assurance of uoi'K unto the end.
They needed, besides love, patient perseverance, rest
ing on hope and J<itth (ch. 10. 30; 13. 7J. Cf. "the full
assurance of faith," ch. 10. 22; Romans, 4. 21; 1 Thessalonlans, 1. 6. unto the end—the coming of Christ.
12. ba not— Greek, " become not." In ch. 6. 11, he said,
"Ye have become dull [Greek, slotltjul) of hearing:"
here he warns them not to become "slothful" absolutely,
vie, also in mind and deed. He will not become sloth
ful who keeps always the end In view : hope is the
means of ensuring this, loilowers—Greet, " imitators:"
so in Ephesians, 6. 1. Greek ; 1 Corinthians, 11. 1.
patience—G'recfc, " tong-svj/ering endurance." There is
the long-svfl'ering patience, or endurance of love, l Co
rinthians, 13. 4, and that of faith, v. 15. them who...
inhetit the promises— Greek, "...who are inheriting"
&o.: to whom the promises are their inheritance. Isot
that they have actually entered on the perfect inherit
ance, which ch. 11. 13, 39, 40, explicitly denies, though
doubtless the dead in Christ have, in the disembodied
soul, a foretaste of it; but "them (enumerated inch. Hi
who in every age have been. are. or shall be, inlterUors
of the promises:" of whom Abraham is an illustrious
example (v. 13). 13. Tor—Confirming the reasonable
ness of resting on "the promises" as infallibly sure,
resting as they do on God's oath, by the instance of
Abraham. "He now gives consolation, by the oath (if
God's grace, to those whom, in chs. 3. and 4., he had
warned by the oatli of God's * wrath.' The oath of
wrath did not primarily extend its force beyond the
wilderness; but the oath of grace is in force for ever."
[BenoelJ 14, multiplying.. .multiply—Hebraism for
superabundantly multiply, thee — The increase of
Abraham's seed is virtually an increase of himself.
The argument here refers to Abraham himself as an
example; therefore Paul quotes Genesis, tl. 17, " thee,"
Instead of, "thy seed." 15. so—thus relying on the
promise. 16. for confirmation — not to be joined, in
English Version, to "an oath f but to "an end."
I Alfobd. | I prefer, "The oath is to them, in resin ct
to confirmation (of one's solemn promise or covenant:
as here, c/ccfaj, an cud of all cqhU wiitfio/% * (ao the
4S2
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Greek U translated, ch. 12. 3!, or "gainsaying." Tt
passage shows. (I.1 an oath is sanctioned even in ti
Christian dispensation as lawful; a.) that the limits
its use are, that it only be employed where it can p
an end to contradiction in dispute*, and for eonflra
tion of a solemn promise. 17. Wherein—Ct. IFhi
fteing the case among men. God, in accommodation
their manner of confirming covenants, superadded
His sure word His aatii: the " two immutable thuu
(r. IS), willing. ..counsel—Gr«ei\" wUlin*...wft:" won
akin. Expressing the utmost benignity. [Bi>on
more abundantly—than had He not sworn. Hi* wci
would have been amplv enough ; but, to mile a
Mirance doubly sure. He " interposed with an oaib* i
the Greek). IM„ He acted ax Mediat>yr% coming beiwee:
Himself and us: as if He were less, while fie man
than Himself by whom He swears [for the lea saom
men usually swear by the greater). Don icon o
yet believe, thou that nearest the promise? [Bxsotiueiri of promise—not only Abraham's literal tail «J-;'
his spiritual, seed ;Galatians. 3. 20'. IB. iassu^j
translate, as in v. 17, "unchangeable." ispeenbU...-lie—"ever to lie:" this is the force of the GrwJc wrk
[Alfokd], His not being able to deny Himself it
proof, not of weakness, but of strength fatcompsrabJf
consolation—under doubts and fears, and so"eccocM
ment," lit., cdtortation. fled for refogt—as iffnm
shipwreck. Or, as one fleeing to one of the yieitieafl
refuge. Kedesh. i.e., holy, implies the holiness of Je#»
our Refuge. Shechem. i.e., shoulder, the goveroiKU
is upon His shoulder (Isaiah, fl. 6>. Hebroo. U
teUmrnhip, believers are called into the fellowafcipo
Christ. Bezer. i-«.. a fortress, Christ is so to all *fc
trust in Him. Ramoth, i.e., high, for Him haUi &*
exalted with His right hand (Acts. 5. 3ii. Golan, u.
joy, for in Him all the saints are justified and shall day
lay hold upon the hope—i.e.. the object of oar tope.**
upon a preservative from sink lug. set oeicrt «*-*"
prize for which we strive : a new image, w» ttejawcourse [ch. 12. l, 2). 19. Hope is found repreaatw m
coins by an anchor, sure and stedfaswsart ia reared
to us: stedfast. or "flrui," [Alfojid] imW/. Xdnai
an anchor as will not keep the vessel from loses*. «
an anchor unsound or too light. LThjophtuci.
which enterath into trat [i.e. the place] within tat n^
Two images beautifully combined : I. The ml u f*
&hip; the world, the sea; the bliss beyond tl»w*
the distant coast; the hope resting on faith, thaG*ov*
which prevents the vessel being tossed to and Iru.Jfi '■
encouraging consolation through the jtoww and m
of God, the cable connecting the ship and ascw
II. The world is the fore-court : heaven, the il«y a
holies ; Christ, the High Priest going before as. » «
to enable us, after Hira, nnd through Him.to«*
within the veil. Estiub explains. As the •'^rf
not stay in the waters, but enters the ground emJ
beneath the waters, and fastens itself in fc*5
our anchor of the soul, is not satisfied with. bJJ
coming to the vestibule, i.e., is not content with meW
earthly and visible goods, but penetrates evenito\tm
which are within the veil, ru., to the Holy of bo»
where it lays hold ou God Himself, and bearenJj «W»
and fastens on them. " Hope, entering within be*"*
hath made us already to be In the things vw*a us, even whilst we are still below, and hare not yen*
cetved them; such strength hope has, as to roata um
tliat are earthly to become heavenly."
dings, as one in fear of shipwreck, to an ancfas.**
sees not whither the cable of the anchor run*-™'
is fastened; but she knows that it is tou*e4 W"
the veil which hides the future glory." ™*^2
oatapttasma; the second veil which shut ui tbeWJJJ
place. The outer veil was called, by a to^** T
term, calumma: "the secoDd tiJ.. the town <»
20. The abseLce of the G'rtek a: Adt wintre* AW-**
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translation, " Where, ah forerunner lor us (ic, In our
behalf:, entered Jesus" [and is now; this last clause is
implied in the "where" of the Greek, which implies
being in a place:1* whither" is understood to "entered,"
t ken out of 4twbere:" whither Jesus entered, and where
He la now). The "for us" implies that it was not
for Himself, as God, He needed to enter there, but aa
our High .Priest, representing and introducing us, liis
followers, opening the way to us, by His intercession
with the Father, as the Aaronic high priest entered
the Holiest place once a year to make propitiation
for the people. The first fruits of our nature are ascend
ed, and so the rest is sanctified. Christ's ascension
is our promotion ; and whither the glory of the Head
has preceded, thither the hope of the body, too, is
called. We ought to keep festal day, since Christ has
taken up and set in the heavens the first fruit of our
lamp, that is, the human flesh. [Chryhustom.] As
John Baptist was Christ's forerunner on earth, so Clurist
is ours in heaven.
CHAPTER. VII.
Ver. 1-28. Christ sHjuh Priksthooi> after the
Order op Mklcbisedkc Superior to Aaron's.
1. this Melchisedec— (ch. ti. 20; Psalm 110. 4.) The verb
does not come till v. S," abideth." king...Driest—Christ
unites these offices in their highest sense, and so re
stores the patriarchal union of these offices. Salem—
Jerusalem, i*., seeing peace: others make Salein dis
tinct, and to be that mentioned Genesis, 33. 18: John,
a. S3, the most higo God—called also " Possessor of
heaven and earth" ^Genesis, 14. id, 22J. This title of
God,*' the Most High." handed down by tradition from
the primitive revelation, appears in the Phoenician
god "Ellon." i.e.. Most High. It is used to imply that
the God whom Melctusedec served is the true God,
and not one of the gods of the nations around, bo
it is used in the only other cases in which it is found
in the .Sew Testament, viz., in the address of the
demoniac and the divining damsel constrained to con
fess that her own gods were false, and God the only
true God. who met Abraham—In company with the
king of Sodom (Genesis, 14. IT, I8j. slaughter—perhaps
defeat, as Alford translates. So Genesis, 14. 17 (cf. 16.)
may be translated, Arioch, king of Ellasar, lived and
reigned aft«r the disaster. IJJekqkl-J However, if
Cbedorlacmer, and Amraphel, and Tidal, were slain,
though Arioch survived, "slauyhttr of the kings"
would be correct, blessed him—as priest he first blessed
Abraham on God's part, next he blessed God on
Abraham's part: a reciprocal blessing. Not a mere
wish, but an authoritative and efficacious lntercessiou
as a priest. The Most High God's prerogative as
"Possessor of heaven and earth," is made over to
Abraham; and Abraham's glory, from bis victory over
the foe, is made over to God. A blessed exchange foi
Abraham (Genesis, 14. id, w). 2. gave—Greek, "ap
portioned:" assigned as his portion, teeth...of ail—vu„
the booty taken. The tithes given are closely associated
with the priesthood: the inedlating priest received tuem
as a pledge of the giver's whole property being God's;
and as he conveyed God's gifts to man if. l, " blessed
htm", so also mans gifts to God. Melchisedec is a
Miuipieof how God preserves, amidst general apostasy.
nn elect remnant. The meeting of Melchisedec and
Abraham is the connecting link between the two dis
pensations, the patriarchal! represented by Mel
chisedec, who seems to have been socially consecrated
by God as Ki>G-rKi*bT. the highest form of that
primitive system in which each father of a household
was priest in it. and the Levitical. represented by
Abraham. In which the priesthood was to be limited to
one family of one tribe and one nation. The Levitical
was parenthetical, and severed the kingdom and priesthood ; the patriarchal was the true forerunner of Christ's,
which, like MekhisedeCs, unites Ote kingship and
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priesthood, and is not derived from other man. or trans
mitted to other man ; but derived from God, ana is
transmitted in Gcdtoanever-endingperpctuity. Melchisedec's priesthood continueth in Chris t for ever. For
other points of superiority, see v. 1G-S1. Melchisedec
must have had some special consecration above the
other patriarchs, as Abraham, who also exercised the
priesthood, else Abraham would not have paid tithe
to him as to a superior : his peculiar function seems
to have been, by God's special call, Kino-priest;
whereas no other patriarch-iciest was also a God-con
secrated king also, first being—Paul begins the mys
tical explanation of the historical fact .allegorical ex
planations being familiar to Jews), by mentioning the
significaucy of the name, righteousness—not merely
righteous: so Christ. Hebrew Malchi means kiny;
Tzedck, rigldcousne*s. King of Salem— not only bis own
name, but that of the city which he ruled, had atypical
significance, viz., pettec. Christ is the true Prince a/
peace. The peace which He brings Is the fruit of rightr
eoustiess. 3. Without father. &c.—Explained by "with
out genealogy*' (so the Greek is for " without descent";,
cf. t». 6. i.e., his genealogy is not knovm; whereas a
Levitical priest could not dispense with the proof of
his descent, having neither beginning of days nor end
of life—viz., history not having recorded his beginning
nor end, as it has the beginning and end of Aaron. The
Greek idiom expressed by "without father," &c one
whose parentage was humble or unknown. "Days"
mean his time of discharging his function, bo the
eternity spoken of in Psalm 110. 4. is that of the
priestly office chiefly, made like—It is not said that he
was absolutely "like." Made like, viz., in the par
ticulars here specified. Nothing Is said in Genesis of
the end of his priesthood, or of his having had in his
priesthood either predecessor or successor, which, in
a typical point of view, represents Christ's eternal
priesthood, without beginning or end. Aaron's end is
recorded; Melchi&edec's not: typically significant. "The
Son of God'* is not said to be mado like unto Mel
chisedec but Melchisedec to be " made like the Son
of God." When Alforh denies that Melchisedec was
made like the Son of God in respect of his priest
hood, on the ground that Melchisedec was prior in
time to our Lord, he forgets Unit Christ's eternal
priesthood was an archetypal reality in God's purpose
from everlatting.to which Melchisedec's priesthood was
"made like** in due time. The Son of God is the more
ancient, and is the archetype: cf. ch. 6. 5. where the
heavenly things are represented as Lhe primary arche
type of the Levitical ordinances. The epithets. " with
out father, <tc, beginning of days nor end. abideth
continually." belong to Melchisedec only in respect to
his priestluwd, and in no Jar as he is a tvpe of the Hon of
God, and are strictly true of Him alone. Melchisedec
was, in his priesthood, "made like" Christ, as far as
the imperfect type could represent the lineaments of
the perfect archetype. "The portrait of a living man
can be seen on the canvas, yet the man is very different
from his picture." There is nothing In the account.
Genesis. 14., to mark Melchisedec as a superhuman
being: he is classed with the other kings in the chapter
as a living historic personage : not as Origin thought,
an angel; nor as the Jews thought, Shem, son of Noah;
nor as Calmet, Enoch ; nor as the Melchi&edekites,
that he was the Holy Ghost; nor as others, the Divine
Word. He was probably of Sheniilic, not Canaanlte
origin: the last independent representative of the
original Shemitic population, which had been van
quished by the Canaanites, Ham's descendants. The
greatness of Abraham then lay in hopes ; of Melchisedec.
in present possession. Melchisedec was the highest
and last representative of the Noechic covenant, as
Christ was the highest and ever-enduring representa
tive of the Abrahamic Melchisedec, like Christ, unites
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Id himself tbe kingly and priestly offices, which
Abraham does not. Alford thinks tbe epithets are.
in some sense, strictly true of Melcbi»edec himself; not
merely in the typical sense given above ; bat that he
had not, as mortal men have, a beginning or end of
life V. A very improbable theory, and only to be resorted to in the last extremity, which has no place
here. With Melchiaedec, whose priesthood probably
lasted a long period, the priesthood and worship of the
true God In Canaan ceased. He was first anil U&t kingpriest there, till Christ, tbe antitype; and therefore his
priesthood U said to last for ever, because it both lasts
s long time, and lasts as long as the nature of tbe
thing Itself iviz.. his life, and the contlnun.ee of God's
worship in Canaan) admits. If Melchiaedec were high
priest for ever in a literal sense, then Christ and he
would now still be High Priests, and we should have
two Instead of one !). Tuoluck remarks. *Melchisedec remains in so far as the type remains in the anti
type, in so far as his priesthood remains In Christ."
the father and mottier of Melchiaedec, as also his chil
dren, are not descended from Levi, as the Levitical
priests (v. 0) were required to be. and are not even
mentioned by Moses. The wife of Aaron. EUaheba,
the mother from whom the Levitical priests spring,
is mentioned : as also Sarah, the original mother of
tbe Jew ish nation itself. As man, Christ had nofather;
as God. no mother. 4. consider—not merely see, but
weigh with attentive contemplation, the fact, also—
"To whom (as his superior) Abraham even paid tithe
(went so far as to pay tithe of (consisting of. i it., fromJ
tiu best of the spoils " Uit., the top of the heap; whether
of corn, tbe first fruits of which, taken from the top,
used to be consecrated to God; or of spoils, from tbe
top of which the general used to take son.e portion for
consecration to God, or for his own use). He paid
' ' tithes of a ll," and those tithes were taken out of the
topmost and best portion of the whole spoils, the
patriarch—in tbe tirtek emphatically standing at the end
of the whole sentence: And this payer of tithe being no
less a personage than " the patriarch," the first fore
father and head of our Jowish race and nation, ISee
Note. v. 3, on Melchisedecs superiority as specially
consecrated king-priest, above the other patriarchpriests. 5. ions of Levi—viz,, those alone who belonged
to the family of Aaron, to whom the priesthood was
restricted. Tithes originally paid to the whole tribe
of Levi, became at length attached to tbe priesthood.
according to the law—sanctioned by Jehovah ich. 0. 19).
of their brethren—with whom, in point of natural
descent, they are on a levoL though, tc.—though thus
on a level by common descent from Abraham, they
yet pay tithe to tbe Levites, whose brethren they are.
.Now the Levites are subordinate to the priests ; and
these again to Abraham, their common progenitor; and
Abraham to Alelchisedec "How great" Iv. 4) then,
must this Alelchisedec be in respect to his priesthood,
as compared with the Levitical, though the latter re
ceived tithes; and how unspeakably great must "the
Son of God" be, to*whom, as the sacerdotal archetype
{in God's purpose), Alelchisedec was made like. Thus
compare tbe "consider." r. 4, in the case of Alelchisedec,
the typo, with the "consider" [Greek, contemplate
attentively. Note, ch. 3. l. a stronger word than here)
in the case of Christ, the archetype. 6. he whose descent
is not counted from them—not from "the sons of Levi,"
as those "who receive the priesthood." This verse
explain! "without descent" (Greek genealogy In both
verses, v. 3). He who needs not, as the Levitical priests,
to be able to trace his genealogy back to Levi, received
—Greek,*1 hath received tithes." blessea—Greek, "hath
bU-ssod." The perfect tense Implies that the signi
ficance of the fact endures to the present time, him
that had—" the possessor of the promises." Abraham's
peculiar distinction and designation, Paul exalts
4S4
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Abraham in order still more to exalt Melchisedec.
When Christ Is the subject, the singular "promise" is
used. "The promises." in the plural, refer to Gods
promise of greatness to himself and his seed, and of
the possession of Canaan, tw.ee repeated before tbe
blessing of Melcnisedec. As tbe priests, though above
the people r. 7, whom It was their duty to "bless."
were yet subordinate to Abraliam ; and as Abraham
was subordinate to Melchiaedec, *bo blessed him.
Alelchisedec must be much above the Levitical priests.
7. The principle that the biesser Is superior to him
whom be blesses, holds good only In a blessing given
with divine auihonty ; not merely a prayerful wish,
but one that is divinely efficient in working its purport,
as that of the patriarchs on their children: so Christ's
blessing, Luke. U. 61; Acts. 3. ?6. 8. Second point of
superiority: Alelchisedec s is an enduring, the Levitictl
a transitory, priesthood. As lha law was a parentken*
between Abrahams dispensation of promise of grace,
and its enduring fulfilment at Christ s coming I Romans,
fi. 2u. Greek, "The law entered as something adsciiitioa!
and by the way";: so the Levitical priesthood was
parenthetical and temporary, between Melchisedecs
typically-enduring priesthood, and its antitypicil
realisation in our ever continuing High Priest, Chiu*.
bate—in the Levitical priesthood, there— in the priest
hood after the order c/ Alelchisedec In order to brim
out tbe typical parallel more strongly. Paul substitutes
" He of whom it is witnessed that he liveth." for toe
more untypical, "He «7»o is made like to Him that
liveth." Alelchisedec "liveth" merely in his rjfioai
capacity, his priesthood being continued in Christ.
Christ, on tbe other hand. Is, in His own person,** everliving after the power of an endless life" £*. 16, s».
Melchiaedec' s death not being recorded, is expressed
by the positive term " liveth." for the sake of bring
ing Into prominence the antitype, Christ, of whom
alone It is strictly and perfectly true, " that He liveth.'
0. as I may so say—to preclude what he is about to say
being taken in the mere literal sense; / may say that.
virtually, Levi, in the person of hi6 father Abraham,
acknowledged Alelchisedec's superiority, and paid
tithes to him. wooreceivtth tithes— cf. v. 5.1 is Ahrsham—Greek" by means of (by the band of) Abraham/
through Abraham. "Payed tithes,'' lit, "hath bten
tithed," i.e., been taken tithes of. 10. in the loins of an
father—i.e.. forefather Abraham. Christ did not, id
this sense, pay tithes in Abraham, for He never was in
the loins of an earthly father. [Alfokd.1 Though.
In respect to His mother. He was "of tbe fruit of
(David's, and so of] Abraham's loins," yet being supernaturally, without human father, conceived, as He »
above the natural law of birth, so is He above tbe lav
of tithes. Those alone bom In tbe natural way, and
so In sin, being under the curse, needed to pay tithe
to the priest, that he might make propitiation for
their sin. Not so Christ, who derived only bis flesh,
not also the taint of the flesh, from Abraham. Boutf
remarks. The blessings which Abraham had bej\**
meeting Alelchisedec. were the general promises, sol
the special one of a natural seed, and so of Levi; hot
the promises under which Christ was comprehended,
and the faith for which Abraham was so cMnmendeJ
followed after Abraham's meeting Melchiaedec, s&l
being blessed by Aim: to which fact. Genesis, 15. '<
"After these things," calls our attention. This ex
plains why Christ, the supernatural seed, is not in
cluded as paying tithes through Abraham to Ale*
chiscdec li. perfection—absolute: "the bringing*
man to his highest state, viz., that of salvation sol
sanctiflcation." under it—The reading In the oldest
AlaS. is, " Upon it {i.e., on the ground of it as it*
basis, the priest having to administer the law. MaUttn.
2. 7: it being presupposed) the people -.ch. 9. 19, 'oil uw
peopled hatn received the law" (the Greek u ptrjtd*
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and so, to Christ.
not aorist: implying the people was still observing the Levittcal priesthood aod the law are inseparablyjoined,
iawi. what farther need—(ch. 8. 7.J For God does since the former is repealed, the latter is so also {Note,
nothing needless, another—rather as Greek, "that a v, 11). ffoir-g before—the legal ordiance Introducing and
different priest (one of a different order) should arise" giving place to the Christian, the antitypical and per
{anew, v. 15!. not be (tailed—Greek," not be said (to manent end of the former, weakness and unprofitable
be) after the order of Aaron," i.e., that, when spoken ness—The opposite of "power" v. 16. 19. For, Acof in the Psalm no. 4, "He is not said to be (as we Justifying bis calling the law weak and unprofitable
should expect, if the Aaronic priesthood was perfect) iv. 181. Hie law could not bring men to true justifica
after the order of Aaron." 12. For—The reason why tion or sanctificatlon before God. which is the "per
Paul presses the words ** after the order of Melchisedec^ fection" that we all need in order to be accepted
in Psalm 110. 4, viz., because these presuppose a change of Him, and which we have in Christ, nothing—not
or transference of the priesthood, and this carries with merely "no one," but "nothing." The law brought
it a change also of the law .which is inseparably bound nothing to its perfected end: everything in it was in
np with the priesthood, both stand and fall together, troductory to its antitype in the Christian economy,
v. 11). This is his answer to those who might object. which realises the perfection contemplated: cf. "un
What need was there of a new covenant? 13. Confirm profitableness" v. 18. did—rather connect with e. IS,
ing the truth that a change is made of the law (r. 12), thus. " There takes place (by virtue of Psalm 110. 4) a
by another fact showing the distinctness of the new repealing of the commandment on the one hand1, but
priesthood from the Aaronic. these things — (Psalm (on the other) a bringing in afterwards (the Greek ex
110. 4)—pertaineth—Grwfc, " hath partaken of" (the per presses that there Is a bringing in of something over
fect tense implies the continuance still of His man and above the law ; a superinducing, or accession of
hood), another— "a different tribe" from that of Levi. something new, viz., something better than the good
14. evident—lit., " manifest before the eyes" as a thing things which the pre-existing law promised [Waul.])
indisputable: a proof that whatever difficulties may of a better hope." not one weak and unprofitable, but,
now appear, then Jesus Christ's genealogy laboured as elsewhere the Christian dispensation is called,
under none, oar Lord—the only place where this now " everlasting," " true," " the second," "more excellent."
common title occurs without "Jesus," or "Christ," "different." "living," "new," "to come," "perfect." Cf.
except 2 Peter, 3. 16. iprang—as a plant, and a branch, ch. 8. 6. bringing us near to God, now in spirit, here
jadah—Genesis. 41*. 10; Luke, L ST. 30 (Hebron of Judah, after both in spirit and in body, we draw nigh onto
where Liohttoot thinks Jesus was conceived;; a. 4, 6; God—the sure token of " perfection." Weakness is the
Revelation, 6. 6. of which tribe... priesthood — '* in opposite of this filial confidence of access. The access
respect to which tribe Moses spake nothing concerning through the legal sacrifices was only symbolical and
priests1 [so the oldest MSS. read, nothing to imply that through the medium of a priest; that through Christ
priests were to be taken from it). 16. Another proof is immediate, perfect, and spiritual. 20. Another
that the law, or economy, is changed, viz., forasmuch proof of the superiority of Christ's Melchisedec-like
as Christ is appointed Priest, "not according to the priesthood: the oath of God gave a solemn weight to it
law of a carnal {i.e., a mere outward) commandment," which was not in the law-priesthood, which was not so
bat " according to the power of an indissoluble (so the confirmed, he was made Priest—rather supply from
Greek) life." The 110th Psalm appoints Him "for v. 22, which completes the sentence begun in this verse,
ever" (v. 17). The Levitlcal law required a definite car «, 21 being a parenthesis, "Inasmuch as not without
nal descent In contrast stands " the power: ' Christ s an oath He was made surety of the testament (for. die.),
spiritual inward living power of overcoming death. of so much better a testament bath Jesus been made
Not agreeably to a statute is Christ appointed, but the surety." 21. Translate in the Greek order, "For
according to an inward living power, it—the change they indeed (the existing legal priests) without the
of the law or economy, the statement [v. 12, 18). far (solemn) promise on oath (sotheGrwjt LTittmann]) are
more— Greek, "more abundantly.'* for that—"seeing made priests.' by him—God. unto him—the Lord, the
that,* *it„ "</.** so Romans, 6. 10. after the similitude Son of God (Psalm 110. 1). not repent—never change
of at elchisedec—answering to *" after the order of Mel- His purpose, after the order of Melchisedec—Omitted
cfaisedec" (ch. 5. 10). The " order" cannot mean a series in some oldest MSB., contained in others. 23. surety
of priests, for Melchisedec neither received his priest —ensuring in His own person the certainty of the
hood from, nor transmitted it to, any other mere man; covenant to us. This He did by becoming responsible
it must mean " answering to the office of Melchisedec." for our guilt, by sealing the covenant with His blcod,
Christ's priesthood is similar to Melchisedec'* in that and by being openly acknowledged as our triumphant
it is " for ever" (v. 16. 17). another—rather as Greek," a Saviour by the Father, who raised Him from the dead.
different." 16. carnal...endless—mutually contrasted. Thus He is at once God's surety for man, and man'a
As " form" and "power" are opposed. 2 Timothy, 3. 6: surety for God, and so Mediator between God and man
so here "the law" and "power," cf. Romans. 8. 3, ch. 8. 6). better—ch. 6.6; 13. 20, 'everlasting." testa
"The law was weak through the flesh;* and v. 18, ment—sometimes translated "covenant." The Greek
■* weakness." " The law" is here not the law in general, term implies that it is appointed by God, and com
but the statute as to the priesthood. " Carnal," as prises the relations and bearings partly of a covenant,
being only outward and temporary, is contrasted with partly of a testament; (L) the appointment made with
"endless,'* or, as Greek, "indissoluble." Command out the concurrence of a second party, of somewhat
ment is contrasted with "life". The law can give a concerning that second party: a last will or testament,
comynandment, but it cannot give life {v. 19). But our so in ch. 0. 16. 17; ;2 ) a mutual agreement in which
High Priest's inherent " power," now in heaven, has in both parties consent. 23. Another proof of superiority:
Him "life for ever;" ch. 0. 14, "through the eternal the Levitlcal priests were many, as death caused the
Spirit ;" ch. 7. 25, "able"..." ever liveth" (John, 6. 28). need of continually new ones being appointed in suc
It is in the power of His resurrection life, not of His cession. Christ dies not. and so hath a priesthood
earthly life, that Christ ofliciates as a Priest. 17. For which passes not from one to another, were—Greek,
—Proving His life to be " endless" or indissoluble "are made." many — one after another: opposed to
(v. 16). The emphasis is on "for ever." The oldest His "unchangeable (that does not pass from one to
M&S. read." He is testified of, that Thou art." die 18. another] priesthood" (v. 24). not suffered to continue—
tnere is—Greek" there takes place," according to Psalm Greek, "hindered from permanently continuing," viz.,
110. 4. disannulling—a repealing, of the command ment in the priesthood. 24. he—emphatic: Greek, Himself.
—ordaining the Leritical priesthood. And, as the So in Psalm no, 4, "Thou art a priest;' singular.
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nut priests "many." enunueth— bttek simple verb, but as they represented the whole priesthood, the
ijot tbe compound aa in v. 23. " Remalneth," viz., daily offerings are here attributed to them : their ex
iu life, unchangeable—Greek, " bath His priesthood un elusive function was to offer the atonement "ones
changeable:** not passing /rem one to another, intrans every year" :ch. 9 7), and "year by year continually*
missible. Therefore no earthly so-called apostolic suc (ch. 10 1). The "daily" strictly belongs to Christ, no;
cession of priests are His vicegerents. The Jewish to the high priests. " who needeth not daily, as those
priests had svect&sort in office because "they could not high priests gear by gear, and their subordinate pneata
continue by reason of death." But this man. because daily), to offer." £c, offer up—The Grrdfe term is
He Itveih erer, hath no successor in office, not even peculiarly used of sacrifices for sin. The high priest's
Jeter (1 Peter. 6. l). 26. Wnertfore—Greek. "Whence:" double offering on the day of atonement, tbe bullock
iiiasmuch as "He reinaineth for ever." aUo — as a for himself, and the goat for the peoples sins, bad its
natural consequence flowing from the last, at the same counterpart in the two Lambs offered daily by the
time a new and higher thing. IAlfordJ save—His ordinary priests, this he dia—not "died first for His
very name Jemvh {v. 22; meaning Savnmr. tothe utter own sins and then the people's," but for the people's
most—altogether, perfectly, so that nothing should be only. The negation is twofold: He needeth not to oflV.r
wanting afterward* forever. [Tittmann.] It means 111 daily: nor (2) to offer for His own sins also: for lie
'"in anywise."" utterly ."in Luke. 13 11. come unto God offered Himself a spotless sacrifice (r. 20: ch, 4. 15 .
—by faith, by him—through Him as their mediating The sinless alone could offer for the sinful, one*—
Priest, instead of through tbe Levitical priests, seeing rather as Greek, " once for alL" The sufficiency of Uw
he ever livetb—resuming "He continueth ever1**. 24; one sacrifice to atone for all sins for ever, resulted
therefore "He is able to tbe uttermost;" He is not. from its absolute spotlessness. 28. For—Reason for
like the Levitical priest, prevented by death, for "He the difference stated in r. 27, between His one sacrifice
ever llveth" (t>. 23). to make intercession—There was but and their oft-repeated sacrifices, viz., because of His
the one offering on earth once for all. But the interces entire freedom from the sinful i)tjirmity to which they
sion for us in the heavens {v. '2Gi is ever continuing, are subject. He needed not, as they, to offer ior Hi*
whence the result follows, that we can never be own sin ; and being now exempt from death a&<!
separated from the love of God in Christ. He intercedes " perfected for evermore," He needs not to rkteat
nuty for those who come unto God through Him, not Wis sacrifice, the word—"the word" confirmed by
for the unbelieving world (John, 17. 9i, As samples " the oath.** which— which oaUi was after the law. vk .
of His intercession, cf. the prophetical descriptions in in Psalm 110. 4, abrogating the preceding law-priest
the Old Testament. " By an humble omnipotency (ior hood, the son—contrasted with " meo." consecrated—
it was by His humiliation that He obtained aU pwer), Greek, "made perfect" once for all, as In ch, a. 10:
or omnipotent humility, appearing in the presence, 6. 9. Notes. Opposed to "having infirmity." Conse
and presenting His poetulations at the throne of crated as a perfected priest by His perfected sacrifice,
God." 1 Uixiiop Pearson. ] He wa* not only the offer and consequent anointing and exaltation totherisnt
ing, but the priest who offered it. Therefore, He has hand of the Father.
become not only a sacrifice, but an intercessor: His
CHAPTER VIII.
intercession being founded on His voluntary offering
Ver. 1-13. Christ, the High Prmht in the Trv;i
of Himself without spot to God. We are not only then Sanctuary. Superseding the Levitical Prisstin virtue of His sacrifice forgiven, but In virtue of the hood: The New, Renders OhsoutTR the Old.
Intercession admitted to favour and grace. [Arch* Covenant. 1, the sum—rather. " the principal point *
itiKHOP Ma<ikk.J 26. such—as is above described. for the participle is present, not past, which would be
The oldest MSS. read, " also." " For to us (as sinners; required if the meaning were ** the sum." " The chief
emphatical; there wns also becoming (besides the other point in (or, ' in the case:' so tbe Greek, ch. 9. 10, IS, IT"
excellencies of our High Priest) such an High Priest." the things which we are speaking." lit , "which are
holy—pious (a distinct Greek word fr»m that for holy, being st>oken." such—so transcendent ly preeminent.
which latter implies cemsccrutwn) towards God: per vis., in this respect, that " He is set on the rich! hand cf."
fectly answering God's will in reverent piety (Psalm Ac. Infinitely above all other priests in this one grarai
10. 10). harmless— Ur,, "free from evil" and gntle. in respect, He exercises His priesthood ln heaven, no*
relation to Himself, undefiled—not defiled by stain in the earthly " hobest place" (ch. 10. 12j. The LevitiaJ
contracted from others, in relation to men. Tempta high priests, even when they entered the Holiest place
tion, to which He was exposed, left no trace of evil in once a year, only stood for a brief space before tht
Him, separate—rather," separated from sinners,*' nz.t synil>ol of God's throne: but Jesus sits on the threw
in His heavenly state as our High Priest above, after of the Divine Majesty in the heaven itself, and this A*
He had been parted from the earth, as the Levitical ever (ch. 10. 11, 12). 2. minister—The Greek term u^
high priest was separated from the people in the sanc plies priestly ministry in the temple, the sanetoarjtuary (whence he was not to go out}, Leviticus. 21. 12. Greek, "the holy places:" the Holy of holies. Hen
Though justifying through faith the ungodly. He hath the heavenly sanctuary is meant, the true—the ante
no contact with thetu a* such. He is lifted above our typal and antitypical, as contrasted with the trek*
sinful community, being "made higher than tbe and symbolical (ch. 9. 24). Greek aleVtinos (used ben
heavens," at the same time that He makes believers as is opposed to that which does not fulfil its idea, as. fct
such mot as sinners), "to sit together (with Him) in instance, a type; alethes, to that which is untrue uheavenly places" (Ephesians, 2. 0). Just as Moses on unreal, as a lie. The measure of alethes ia reality: tfe*
the mount was separated from and above the people, ior alHhivos. ideality. In alethes the idea, correspond!
and alone with God. This proves Jesus is God. to the thing ; in akthinos, the thing to the id**
"Though innumerable lies have been forged against fKALMisin Aj,ford.J Ubernacle—(ch. D. n.) Hisbodsthe venerable Jesus, none dared to charge Him with Through His glorified body as the tabernacle. Christ
any intemperance." [Orioen.J made — Jesus was passes into tbe heavenly " Holy of holies," the tsr
higher before (John, 17. 6), and as the God-MAS was mediate immaterial presence of God, where He inter
7)ia<te so by the Father after His humiliation (cf. ch. cede* for us. This tabernacle to which tiod dwell*, h
1. 4). higher than the heavens—for " He passed through where (.rod in Christ meets us who are " members $
(so iheGretk) the heavens" (ch. 4. 14}. 27. daily— "day His body, of His flesh, and of His bones.* This taber
by day." The priests daily offered sacrifices (ch. 9. 0; nacle answers to the heavenly Jerusalem, where God's
l». 11: Exodus. 29. 38-42). The high priests took part visible presence is to be manifested to ilia perfected
In these daily- offered sacrifices only on festival days; saints and angels, who are united iu Christ the fie*!
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Heavenly, not the Earthly. Holiest Place.
in contradistinction to His personal invisible presence mainly of earthly, the New Testament promises, of
In the Holy of holies, unapproachable save to Christ. heavenly blessings: the exact fulfilment of the earthly
John, 1. 14, "Word...dwelt among as," Greek, "taber promises was a pledge of the fulfilment of the heavenly.
nacled." pitched—Greek, "fixed" firmly, not man—as " Like a physician who prescribes a certain diet to a
Moses '.'\ 6). 3. For— Assuming bis reason for calling patient, and then when the patient is beginning to re
Him "minister of the sanctuary" (v. 2). somewhat—He cover, changes the diet, permitting what he had before
does not offer again His oncefor all completed sacrifice. forbidden ; or as a teacher gives his pupil an eltmeuBut as the high priest did not enter the Holy place tary lesson at first, preparatory to leading hira to a
without blood, so Christ has entered the heavenly Holy higher stage.*" so Rabbi Albo in his Ikkarim. Cf. Jere
place with His own Hood. That " blood of sprinkling' miah, 7. 21, 22, which shows that God's original design
is in heaven. And is thence made effectual to sprinkle in the old covenant ritual system was, that it should
believers as the end of their election a Peter, l. 2). The be pedagogical, as a schoolmaster leading and prepar
term "consecrate" as a priest, is Ht.t to fill the hand, ing men for Christ. 7. Same reasoning as in ch. 7. 11.
implying that an offering is given into the hands of the faultless—perfect In all its parts, so as not to be found
priest, which it is his duty to present to God. if a man fault with as wanting anything which ought to be there:
be a priest, be must have some gift In bis hands to answering all the purposes of a law. The law in its
offer. Therefore, Christ, as a priest, had His blood as morality was blameless. Greek amomos; but insaving us
His oblation to offer before God. 4. Implying that it was defective, and so not jaidtless, Greek amemptos.
Christ's priestly office is exercised in heaven, not in should no place have been sought—as it has to be now;
earth; in the power of His resurrection life, not of His and as it is sought in the prophecy [v. 6-11]. The old
earthly life. For—The oldest MSS. read. " accordingly covenant would have anticipated all man's wants, so
then." it Ac—"if He were on earth. He would not as to give no occasion for seeking something more per
even (so the Greek) be a priest" (cf. ch. 7. 13, 14); there fectly adequate. Cf. on the phrase "place.. .sought."
fore, certainly, could not exercise the high priestly ch. 12. 17. 6. finding fault with them—the people of
function in the earthly Holy of holies, seeing that, <fcc. the old covenant, who were not made ** /aultless " by
"since there are" already, and exist now (the temple it (v. 7) ; and whose disregard of God's covenant made
service not yet being set aside, as it was on the destruc Him to "regard them not" (v. 9). The law is not in
tion of Jerusalem), "those (the oldest MSS. omit itself blamed, but the people who had not observed it,
priests*) who offer the 'appointed) gifts according to he aaith—(Jeremiah, 31. 31-34; cf. Ezekiel, 11. 19; 36.
'the- law." Therefore, His sacerdotal " ministry" must 26-27.) At Rama, the head quarters of Nebuaaradan,
be "in the heavens,'' not on earth (r. l). "If His priest whither the captives of Jerusalem had been led, Jere
hood terminated on the earth. He would not even miah uttered this prophecy ofIsrael's restoration under
be a priest at all." [Bekokx-J I conceive that the another David, whereby Rachel, wailing for her lost
denial here of Christ's priesthood on earth, does not children, shall be comforted; literally in part fulfilled
extend to the sacrifice on the cross which He offered at the restoration under ZerubbabeL and more fully to
as a priest on earth; but applies only to the crowning be hereafter at Israel's return to their own land; spiri
work of His priesthood, the bringing of the blood into tually fulfilled in the gospel covenant, whereby God
the Holy of holies, which He could not have done in forgives absolutely His people's sins, and writes His
the earthly Holy of holies, as not being an Aaronic law by His Spirit on the hearts of believers, the true
priest. The place (the heavenly Holy of holies} was as Israel. "This prophecy forms the third part of the third
essential to the atonement being made as the oblation trilogy of the three great trilogies into which Jeremiah's
ithe blood}. The body was burnt without the gate ; prophecies may be divided: Jeremiah, 21.-25., against
bat the sanctiflcatlon was effected by the presentation the shepherds of the people; 26.-29., against the false
of the blood within the sanctuary by the high priest. prophets ; 30. and 3L, the book of restoration.'*
If on earth. He would not be a priest in the sense of LDblitzoh in Alfo&d.] Behold, the days come—The
the lav of Moses (" according to the law" is emphatic). frequent formula introducing a Messianic prophecy,
b. Wao—vit., the priests, serve unto the example—not make—Greek, "perfect:" "consummate." A suitable
~ajter the example," as Bknoel explains. But as in expression as to the new covenant which perfected
ch. 13. 10, "serve the tabernacle," i.e., doit service: so what the old could not (cf. end of v. 9, with end of v. 10) .
" serve (the tabernacle which is but) the outline and Iera«)...Jauah—therefore, the ten tribes, as well as
shadow." The Greek for " example " is here taken for Judab.sharein the new covenant. Asboth shared the
the sketch, copy, or suggestixe representation of the exile, so both shall share the literal and spiritual re
heavenly sanctuary, which is the antitypical reality storation. 9. Not according to—very different from, and
and primary archetype. "The mount" answers to far superior to, the old covenant, which only " worked
heaven, ch. 12. 22. admonished—The Greek especially wrath" (Romans, 4. 15) through man's " not regarding"
applies to lHvine responses and commands, to make— it. The new covenant enables us to obey by the
perfectly : so the Greek. See—lake heed : accurately Spirit's inward impulse producing love because of the
observing the pattern, that so thou mayest make, &c forgiveness of our sins, made with—rather as Greek,
aaith he—God. the pattern—an accurate representation, " to : ' the Israelites being only recipients, not co agents
presented in vision to Moses, of the heavenly real sanc [Alfohd] with God. I took them by the hand—as a
tuary. Thus the earthly tabernacle was copy of a father takes his child by the hand to support and guide
copy; but the latter accurately representing the grand his steps. "There are three periods: (1.) that of the
archetypal original in heaven (Exodus, 25, 40). 6. now promise; (2.) that of the pedagogical instruction; (3.)
—not time; but. "as it is." more excellent ministry— that of fulfilment." IBenukl.] The second, that of
than any earthly ministry, by how mnch—in propor the pedagogical pupilage, began at the exodus from
tion aa. Mediator — Coming between us and God, to Egypt. 1 regarded them not—English Version, Jere
carry into effect God's covenant with us. "The mes miah, 31. 32, translates, " Although I was an hustond
senger (angel) of the covenant." which—Greek, "one unto them." St. Paul's translation here is supported
which" [Alford]: inasmuch as being cue which, &c. by LXX., Svriac, and Gsbemus, and accords with the
established—trrcel:, "enacted as a law." So Romans, kindred Arabic. The Hebrews regarded not God, so
3. 27. "law of faith;" and 6. 2; 9. 31, apply "law" to the God, in righteous retribution, regarded them not. On
goapel covenant. It is implied hereby, the gospel is " continued not in my covenant," Sea kllini; observes.
founded on the law, in the spirit and essence of the The law was in fact the mere ideal of a religious
latter, upon—resting upon, better promises—enume constitution : in practice, the Jews were throughout,
rated v. 14, 11. The Old Testament promises were before the captivity, more or less poljtheists, except
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in the time of David, and the first rears of Solomon
[the type of Messiah's reign]. Even after the return
from Babylon, to idolatry, there succeeded what was
not much better, formalism and hypocrisy Matthew,
12. 43). The law was (1.) a typical picture, tracing out
the features of the glorious gospel to be revealed; (2.)
it had a delegated virtue from the gospel, which
ceased, therefore, when the gospel came. 10. nuke
with—Greek, "make unto." Israel— Comprising the
before disunited (c. 8 ten tribes kingdom, and that of
Judah. They are united in the spiritual Israel, the
elect church, now: they shall be so In the literal re
stored kingdom of Israel to come. I will put—lit.,
" (IJ Riving." This Is the first of the " better promises"
(r. 6). mind—their intelligent faculty. Id—rather," on
their hearts." Mot on tables of stone as the law (2 Co
rinthians. 3, 3). write—Greek, "inscribe." I will be to
them a God, dtt—Fulfilled first tn the outward kingdom
of Cod. S'ext, in the inward uospel kingdom. Thirdly,
in the kingdom at once outward and inward, the
spiritual being manifested outwardly (Revelation,
2L 3}. Cf. a similar progression as to the priesthood,
(1.) Exodus, 19. 6; 2.) 1 Peter. x. 6: (3.) Isaiah, 01. 6;
Revelation, l. C. This progressive advance of the
significance of the Old Testament institutions, &c.,
says Tiioluce, shows the transparency and prophetic
character which runs throughout the whole. 11. Second
of the "better promises" (v. 6}. they shall not—"they
shall not have to teach." [Alfobp.J hii neighbour—
bo Vulgate reads; but the oldest MSS. have "his
(fellow) citizen." brother—a closer and more endear
ing relation than fellow citizen, from the least to the
greatest— Greek, "from the little one to the great one."
Zechariab, 12. 8, " lie that is feeble among them shall
be as David." Under theold covenant, the priest's lips
were to keep knowledge, and at his mouth the people
were to seek the law : under the new covenant, the
Holy Spirit teaches every believer. Mot that the
Mutual teaching of brethren is excluded whUst the
covenant 1b being promulgated; but when once the
Holy Spirit shall have fully taught all the remission
<>f their sins and inward sanctiflcation, then there shall
be no further need of nun teaching his fellowman.
Cf. 1 Thessalonlans. 4. 0; 6. 1, an earnest of that perfect
slate to come. On the way to that perfect state
every man should teach his neighbour. "The teach
ing Is not hard and forced, because grace renders all
teachable; for it is not the ministry of the letter, but
of the spirit (2 Corinthians. 3. e). The believer's firm
ness does not depend on the authority of human
teachers. Cod Himself teaches." [Bknoeu] The
New Testament is shorter than the Old Testament, be
cause, instead of the details of an outward letter law.
It gives the all-embracing principles of the spiritual
law written on the conscience, leading one to spontane ous instinctive obedience in outward details. None
save the Lord can teach effectually, ** know the Lord."
12. For, &c—The third of "the better promises" (v. 6J.
The forgiveness of sins}*, and will be, the root of this
new state of inward grace and knowledge of the Lord.
Sin being abolished, sinners obtain grace. I will be
merciful—OreeJt, " propitious ;" the Hebrew " salach" is
always used of God only in relation to men. and their
iniquities—Not found in Vulgate, Syriac, Coptic, and
one oldest Greek MS.; but most oldest MSB. have the
words (cf. ch. 10. IT), remember no more—Contrast the
law, ch. 10. 3. IS. he—Coil. made. ..old—" hath [at the
time of speaking the prophecy) antiquated the first
covenant." From the time of God's mention of a new
covenant (since God's words are all realities) the first
covenant might be regarded as ever dwindling away,
until its complete abolition on the actual introduction
of the gospel. Both covenants cannot exist side by
side. Mark how verljal inspiration is proved in Paul's
argument turning wholly on the one word "nxw"
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(covenant;, occurring but once in the Old Testament
that which decayeth—Greek, "that which is being mtiquated," viz., at the time when Jexwmiah spake. For
la Paul's time, according to his new, the new had
absolutely set aside the old covenant. The Greek for
(A'atne A>w (Testament) lmpliesthat it is o/ a di/ereta"
kind, and supersedes the old; not merely recent [tfmfc
nca). Cf. llosea, 3. 4. 5.
CHAPTER IX
Ver. 1-tt. JjtTKRioRiTY or the Old to tbi Nrw
Covenant in the Means or Accsss to Goi>: Tat
Blood or Bulls and Goats or no Real Avail: The
Blood or Christ All-sutficient to Pukqe awai
Sin. whence Flows our Hope or His appearing
again roR our PERrrcT Salvation. 1. Toes verily
—Greek, " Accordingly then." Resuming the subject
from ch. 8. 6. In accordance with the command given
to Moses, "the first covenant had," &c. aid—not
"has," for as a cotenant it no longer existed, though
its rites were observed till the destruction of Jerusalem.
ordinances—of divine right and institution, atmc*worship. a worldly sanctuary — Greek, " its lit., tt'sanctuary worldly," mundane: consisting of the ele
ments of the risible world. Contrasted with thr
lieavcnly sanctuary. Cf. v. 11, IS, "not of this bund
ing," r. 24. Material, outward, perishing 'however
precious its materials were), and also defective re
ligiously. In ». 3-6, *'Vic worldly sanctuary* is du>enssed; in v. e, kc, the " ordinances of worship." The
outer tabernacle, the Jews believed, signified this
world; Uie Holy of holies, heaven. Josepbuh caih
the outer, divided into two parts, "a secular and com
mon place," answering to "the earth and sea;" and
the inner holiest place, the third part, appropriated
to God and not accessible to men. 2. Defining "'Vie
worldly tabernacle." a tabenucle— "Lhe tabernacle.'
made — built and furnished, the fl si — the anterior
tabernacle, candlestick...table—Typifying light and life
i Exodus. 26. 31-30:. The candlestick consisted of a abaft
and six branches of gold, seven in all, the bowls made
like almonds, with a knop and a flower in one branch.
It was carried in Vespasian's triumph, and the figure
is to be seen on Titus' arch at Rome. The table d
Shittim wood, covered with gold, was for the showbread
tExodus, 25. 23-30). show-bread— (it., "the setting forth
of the loaves," i.e., the loaves set forth: "the shore/
the bread." [Alford.] In the outer holy place: so
the Eucharist continues until our entrance into th*
heavenly Holy of holies (l Corinthians, li. so), wbid.
&c.— "which (tabernaclej is called the holy place," as
distinguished from "the Holy of holies." 3. AsdGrcek, "But." after — behind: within, second veilThere were two veils, or curtains, one before the Hob
of holies icatapetasma) here alluded to. the other be
fore the tabernacle door icalumma). called—as opposed
to "the true." 4 golden oenier—The Greek must not be
translated "altar of incense," for it was not in**u#
holiest" place "after the second veil.'* but in **tb*
holy placed but as in 2 Chronicles, 2a. 19. and ExeUaL
8. 11, "censer'' so Vulgate and Syriac. This golT'E->
censer was only used on the day of atonement (other
kinds of censers on other daysJ, and Is therefore as
sociated with the holiest place, as being taken Into :■
on that anniversary by the high priest. The expressi&
"which bad," does not mean that the golden censer m*
deposited there, for in that case the high priest woold
have had to go in and bring It out before bonus*
Incense in it ; but that the golden censer was one d
the articles belonging to. and used for, the yearly
service in the holiest place. He virtually suppose*
(without specifying) the existence of the " altsx ot
incense" in the anterior holy place, by mentioning ft"
golden censer filled with incense from it: the incsflw
answers to the prayers of the saints; and the altar,
though outside the holiest place, is connected with it

Contents of the Holy of Holies :
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Islanding dose In the second veil, directly before the I hovah; the meeting-place of Him and His people, ws
ark oj Ute covenant*, even as wo find an an titypical . cannot—conveniently : besides what met the eye in the
ill tar in heaven. The rending of tbe veil by Christ has i sanctuary, there were spiritual realities symbolised
brought the antitypes to the altar, candlestick, and I which it would take too long to discuss in detail, our
showbrcad of the anterior holy place into the holiest I chief subject at present being the priesthood and the
place, heaven. In l Kings, 6. 22, Hebrew, the altar is I sacrifices. "Which" refers not merely to the cheru
said to belong to Vie oracle, or holiest place (cf. Exodus, bim, but to all the contents of the sanctuary enumer
30. S;. ark— or Shit Liin wood, t.*. acacia. Not in the ated, v. 2-6. 6. The use m:ide of the sanctuary so
second temple, but in its stead was a stone basement furnished by the high priest on the anniversary of
(called "the stone of foundation"; three fingers high, atonement, ordained—arranged, always—twice at the
pot—"golden," added in the LXX., and sanctioned least every day, for the morning and evening care of
by Paul, mourn— An omer. each mans daily portion. the lamps and offering of incense (Exodus, 30. 7, 8).
In 1 Kings, 8. S; 2 Chronicles, b. 10. It is said there went—Greek, "enterf present tense. 7. ones svery
was nothing in the ark of Solomon's temple save the year—The tenth day of the seventh month. He entered
two stone tables of the law put in by MoseB. But the within the ved on that day twice at least. Thus " once1*
expression that there was nothing tii ks therein save means here or. the one occasion only. The two, or pos
the two tables, leaves the inference to be drawn that sibly more, entrances on that one day were regarded
formerly there were the other things mentioned by as parts of the one whole, not without blood— (ch. 8. 3.)
the Rabbi* and by Paul litre, the pot of nmnna (the offered—Greek, "offers." errors—Greek, "Ignorances.-"
memorial of God's providential care of Israel' and the "Inadvertent errors." They might have known, as
rod of Aaron (the memorial of the lawful priesthood, the law was clearly promulged. and they were bound
Numbers, 17. 3. 6, 7. 10). The expressions " before the to study it; so that their ignorance was culpable [cf.
Lord," Exodus, 16. 32, and "before the testimony," Acts, 3. 17; Ephesians, 4. IS; l Peter. 1. 14). Though one's
Numbers, 17. 10, thus mean, "in the ark." "In." ignorance may mitigate one's punishment (Luke, 12. 48),
however, may be used here las the corresponding He- It does not wholly exempt from punishment. 8. The
brew word, es to tilings attached to the ark as apixmd- Holy Ghost— Moses himself did not comprehend the
ages, as the book of the law was put "in the side of typical meaning (l Peter, 1. 11. 12). signifying—by the
the ark," and so tbe golden jewels otTered by the typical exclusion of all from the holiest, save the high
Philistines (1 Samuel, 0. 8J. tables of the covenant— priest once a year, the holiest of all—heaven, the
(Deuterouomy, 0. y. 10. 2.) 5. over it—over "the ark antitype, the first tabernacle— the anterior tabernacle,
of the covenant." clierublms—representing the ruling representative of the whole Levitical system. White
powers by which God acts in the moral and natural it (the first tabernacle, and that which represents the
world. See my Sole. Ezekiel, l. 6; 10. l. Hence Levitical system) as yet "has a standing'' [so the
sometimes they answer to the ministering angels; Greek, i.e., has continuance : lasts). Vie way to heaven
but mostly to the elect redeemed by whom God shall ithe anti typical " holiest place") is not yet made mani
hereafter rule the world and set forth His manifold fest icf. ch. 10. 19, 20). The Old Testament economy is
wisdom: redeemed humanity, combining in, and with represented by the holy place, the New Testament
itself, tbe highest forms of subordinate creaturely life; economy by the Holy of holies. Redemption, by
cot angels. They stand on the mercyseat, and en that Christ, has opened the Holy of holies (access to heaven
ground become the habitation of God from which by faith now, ch. 4. 10; 7. 19, 26; 10. 10. 22; by sight
His glory U to shine upon the world. They expressly hereafter. Isaiah. 33. 24; Revelation, 11. 19; 21. 2, 3) to
say. Revelation, 6. 8-lu, " Thou hast redeemed us." all mankind. The Qrc-k for "not yet" {me po) refers
They are there distinguished from the angels, and asso to the mind of the Spirit: the Spirit intimating that
ciated with the elders. They were of one piece with men should not think the way was yet opened.
the mercyseat, even as the church is one with Christ: ITittmann.] The Greek negative, ou po, would deny
their sole standing is on the blood-sprinkled mercyseat; the fact objectively; me po, denies tbe thing subjec
they gaxe down at it as the redeemed shall for ever; tively. 9. Which—"The which," viz., anterior taber
they are "the habitation of God through the Spirit.'* nacle: "as being that which was," &c. [Alford.]
of glory—The cherubim were bearers of the divine glory. figure—Qr>. eJt. "parable:" a parabolic setting forth of
whence, perhaps, tbey derive their name. The shekinah. the character of the Old Testament, for—"in reference
or cloud of glory, in which Jehovah appeared between to Vie existing time." The time of the temple worship
tbe cherubim over the mercyBeat, the lid of the ark, is really belonged to the Old Testament, but continued
doubtless the reference. Tholvck thinks the twelve still in PauTs time and that of his Hebrew readers.
loaves of the showbread represent the twelve tribes of " The time of reformation" [v. 10) stands in contrast
the nation, presented as a community before God con to this, " the existing time;" though, in reality, "the
secrated to Him [just as in the Lord's supper believers, time of reformation." the New Testament time, was
tbe spiritual Israel, all partaking of the one bread, and now present and existing. So " the age to come,'' is the
becoming one bread and one body, present themselves phrase applied to the gospel, because it was present
before the Lord as consecrated to Him, l Corinthians, only to believers, and Its fulness even to them is still
10. 16, 17]; the oil and light, the pure knowledge of to come. Cf. v. 11. " good things to come." in which —
the Lord, in which the covenant people are to shine tabernacle, not time, according to tbe reading of the
|ihe seven flights), implying perfection]; the ark of the oldest MSS. Or translate, "According to which" para
covenant, the symbol of Gode kingdom in tbe old bolic representation, or figure- were—Greek, " are.''
covenant, and representing God dwelling among His gifts—unbloody oblations, could no^Greek," cannot:"
own; the ten commandments In the ark, the law as the are not able, him that did the service—any worshipper.
baais of union between God and man; the mercyseat The (.YetJt is latreuein. serve God, which is all men's
covering tbe law and sprinkled with the blood of duty; not leitourgein, to serve in a ministerial office.
atonement lor the collective sin of the people, God's make perfect—perfectly remove tbe sense of guilt, and
mercy (in Christ] stronger than the law; the cherubim, sanctify inwardly through love, as pertaining to the
the personified [redeemed] creation, looking down on conscience—"In respect to the (moral-religious) con
the mercyseat, where God's mercy, and God's law, are sciousness.'' They can only reach as far as the outward
set forth as tbe basis of creation, mercyseat—Greek, flesh (cf. ** carnal ordinances," v. 10. 13, 14). 10. Which
*' the propitiatory:" the golden cover of the ark, on — sacrifices, .'food—consisted in [Altord] ; or, have
which was sprinkled the blood of the propitiatory attached to them only things which appertain to the use
sacrifice on the day of atonement; the footstool of Je- of foods, 4c. The rites of meats, oYc, go side by side
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with the sacrifices [Tholucx & WauU.cT Colossians,
8. 16. drinks— Leviticus, lu. 0; 11. 4.) Usage subse
quently to the law added many observances as to
meats and drinks, washing*— Exodus, 88. 4.) and
cams) ordinances—One oldest Mb., Svriae, and Coptic,
omit "and." "Carnal ordinances" stand in apposition
to " sacrifices" (v. 9). Carnal (outward, affecting only
the Jleshi is opposed to spiritual. Contrast ** flesh"
with " conscience'' (e. 13. 14). imposed—as a burden
(Acts, 15. 10, 28) continually pressing heavy, until the
time of reform a tion— G r>.■• k, " the season of rectification*"
when the reality should supersede the type (cli. 8. 8-13}.
Cf. "* better," v. 33. 11. Bat—in contrast to "could not
make.. .perfect* v. 0). Christ—The Messiah, of whom
ail the prophets foretold: not "Jesus* here. From
whom the "reformation" (v. 10). or rectification,
emanates, which frees from the yoke of carnal ordi
nances, and which is being realised gradually now, and
shall be perfectly in the consummation of "the age
(world) to come." " Christ...High Priest,'' exactly
answers to Leviticus, 4. 6, "the priest that is
anointed" an—rather, " having come forward (cf. ch,
10. 7, a different Greek word, picturesquely presenting
Him before us) at High Priest.'' The Levities! priests
must therefore retire. Just as on the day of atone
ment, no work was done, no sacrifice was offered,
or priest was allowed to be in the tabernacle while
the high priest weut into the holiest place to make
atonement (Leviticus, 16. 17, 29). bo not our righteous
ness, nor any other priest's sacrifice, but Christ alone
atones; and as the high priest before offering incense
had on common garruenta of a priest, but after it wore
his holy garments of "glory and beauty" (Exodus, 2B.J
in entering the holiest, so Christ entered the heavenly
holiest in His glorified body, food things to come—
Qrtek, "th* good things to come," ch. 10. l; " better pro
mises," ch. 6. 0; the " eternal inheritance," v. 16; l Peter,
l. 4; the "things hoped for," ch. 11. 1. by a.. tabernacle
—Joined with "He entered." Translate, ** Through
ihe...tabernacW* (of which we know'. IAuord.) As
the Jewish high priest passed through the anterior
tabernacle into the holiest place, so Christ passed
through heaven into the inner abode of the unseen
and unapproachable God. Thus," the tabernacle" here
is the iteavetit through which He passed [Sou. ch. 4. 14;.
But "the tabernacle" is also the glorified body of Christ
(Note, ch. 8. V). "not of this building" .not of the mere
natural "creation, but of the spiritual and heavenly.
the new creation'), the Head of the mystical body, the
church. Through this glorified body He passes into
the heavenly holiest place (v. 34), the immaterial, un
approachable presence of (iod, where He intercedes
for us. fits glorified body, as the meeting-place of
God and all Christ's redeemed, and the angels, answers
to the heaven* through which He passed, and passes.
His body is opposed to the tabernacle, as His blood to
the blood of goats, *c. greater—as contrasted with the
small dimensions of the earthly anterior tabernacle,
more perfect—Effective in giving pardon, peace, sanctiflcation, and access to closest communion with God
(cf. v. 9; ch. lu. 1). not nude with hands—but by the
Lord Himself (ch. 8. 2j. 12. Neither—" ftor yet." by—
"through:" as the means of His approach, goats...calves
—Not a bullock, such as the Levitical high priest
offered for himself, and a goat for the people, on the
day of atonement (Leviticus. 16. fl, 16), year by year,
whence the plural is used, goaU... calve*. Besides the
goat offered for the people, the blood of which was
sprinkled before the mercyseat, the high priest led
forth a second goat, vu„ ihe scapegoat: over it he con
fessed the people's sins, putting them on the head of
the goat, and sent as the sin-bearer into the wilderness
out of sight, implying that the atonement effected by
the goat-sin-offering iof which the ceremony of the
scapegoai is a part, and not distinct, frutu the sin offer400
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ing) consisted in the transfer of the peonies suit on
the goat, and their consequent removal out of sight.
The translation of sins on the victim usual in other
expiatory sacrifices being omitted In the case of the
slain goat, but employed in the case of the goat sent
away, proved the two goats were regarded ai erne
offering. IAkchbishop Maocz.1 Christ's death is
symbolized by the slain goat: His resurrection to life
by the living goat sent away. Modern Jews subititute in Bome places a cock for the goat as as expiation.
the sins of the offerers being transferred to the entrails.
and exposed on the house-top for the birds to carry oat
of sight, as the scapegoat did : the Hebrev for man aod
cock being similar. Gtbher. IBcxtokf.J by-"throogb,"
as the means of His entrance: the key unlocking the
heavenly Holy of holies to Him. The Greek is forcible.
"through the blood of His own" icf e. HI. onoe" once for all." having obtained—having thereby ob
tained; fit.. •' found for Himself." as a thing of insuper
able difficulty to all aave Divine omnipotence, selfdevoting zeal, and love, to find. The access of Cbriit
to the Father was arduous (ch. 6. T). None before bad
trodden the path, eternal—The entrance of our ficdeemer, once for all, into the heavenly holiest place,
secures eternal redemption to us; whereas the Jewish
high priest's entrance was repeated year by year, and
the effect temporary and partial. On " rederovtion.cf. Matthew, 10. 2h; Ephe&ians, 1. 7; Colossians, LU;
1 Timothy, 2. 6; Titus, 2. 14; 1 Peter. 1. 19.
13-29. Proof op, and Enlaeokncent on, thi
" Eternal Redemption" mej.-tioj.rj> e. 12. For His
blood, offered by Himself, purities not only outwardir.
as the Levitical sacrifices on the day of atonement,
but inwardly unto the service of the living God (e. 13. l*
His death is the inaugurating ace of the new covenant,
and of the heavenly sanctuary (». 16-23;. His entrance
into the true Holy of holiest Is the consummation of
His once for all offered sacrifice of atonement (*. S*-S&".
henceforth. His re-appearance alone remains to com
plete our redemption (v. 27, 95;. 13. if—as we known
the case : so the Greek indicative means. Argument
from the less to the greater. If the blood of n#n
brutes could purify in any, however email a degree
how much more shall inward purification, and coo
plete and eternal salvation, be wrought by the blood of
Christ. In whom dwelt all the fulness of the Godnetft
ashes of an heifer— [K umbers, ID. 10-18.) The type is fuJ
of comfort for us. The water of separation, mad* cf
the ashes of the red heifer, was the provision for re
moving ceremonial defilement whenever incurred h
contact with the dead. As she was slain without da
camp, so Christ (cf. ch. 13. 11; Numbers, 19. a, 4). The
asbes were laid by for constant use: so the continually
cleansing effects of Christ's blood, once for all shed. In
our wilderness journey we are continually contract- -■
defilement by contact with the spiritually dead, aai
with dead works, and need therefore continual apphcr
tlon to the autitypical life-giving cleansing blood of
Christ, whereby we are afresh restored to peace u.'
living communion with God in the heavenly HohJ
place, the unclean—Greek, "those defiled" on any pa:
ticular occasion, pnrifyiiig— (rrtdc," purity." tasted
—their effect in themselves extended no further. Ttt
law had a carnal and a spiritual aspect: carnal, u^
instrument of the Hebrew polity. God. their Kv>-<
accepting, in minor offences, expiatory victims iastow
of the sinner, otherwise doomed to death; spiritual a
Vie sliadow of good thing* to come '.ch. 10. V. Ta
spiritual Israelite derived, in partaking of these fcs^
rights, spiritual blessings not flow iug from them, tsi
from the great antitype. Ceremonial sacrifice* rekas1
from temporal penalties and ceremonial dist/uali**
tions: Christ's sacrifice releases from evtHasiinii paw-'
ties [v. 12), and moral impurities on thr conjrana? tin
qualifying from access to God [v. 14). lite 4>nrulc»i*^

Christ is. by His Death,
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Mediator of the New Covenant.
of the Jftfh 'the mere outward man) was by *' sprink "death," being Introduced, requires the Greek to be
ling;" the washing followed by inseparable connexion translated testament, as tt was before covenant) could
(Numbers. 19. 19). So justification is followed by come in, there must be redemption of (i e„ deliverance
renewing. 14. offered himself—The voluntary nature of from the penalties incurred by) Ihe transgressions comthe offering gives It esredal efficacy. He " through mitted under the first testament, for the propitiatory
the eternal Spirit," i.e.. His Divine Spirit :Romans, 1. 4, sacrifices under the first testament reached only as far
In contrast to His " flesh," v. 3; His Godhead. 1 Timothy, as removing outward ceremonial defilement. But in
3. 16; I Peter, 3. 18), " His Inner personality" [AlpoiidJ, order to obtain the inheritance which is a reality, there
which gave a free consent to the act, offered Himself. must be a real propitiation, since God could not enter
The animals offered had no spirit or will to consent In into covenant-relation with us so long as past sins
the act of sacrifice; they were offered according to the were unexplated; Romans, 3. 24, 26, "a propitiation...
law: they had a life neither enduring, nor of any in* His righteousness for tbe remission of sins that are
trinsfc efficacy. But He from eternity, with His cii vine past." the promise—to Abraham, might—Greek," may
and everlasting Spirit, concurred with the Father's receive," which previously they couid not ich. 11. 39, 40).
will of redemption by Him. His offering began on 16. A general axiomatic truth; it Is "a testament i" not
the altar ef the cross, and was completed in His enter the testament. The testator must die before his testa
ing tbe Holiest place with His blood. The eternity ment takes effect (v. 17). This is a common meaning
and infinitude of His Divine Spirit <cf. ch. 7. 16} gives of the Greek noun diathece. So in Luke, 22. 29, *'I
eternal r eternal redemption," r. 12, also cf. v. 16) and appoint (by testamentary disposition : the cognate
infinite merit to His offering, so that not even the in Greek verb diatitltemai) unto you a kingdom, as my
finite justice of God has any exception to take against Father hath appointed unto me." The need of death
it. It was ** through His most burning love, flowing before the testamentary appointment takes effect, holds
from His eternal Spirit," that He offered Himself. good in Christ's relation as ma.n to us; of course not
HEcolampadius.J witbcot ipot—the animal victims in God's relation to Christ, be—(if,. ** be borne;" " be
had to be without out uxtrtf blemish: Christ on the cross involved in the case;" be inferred; or else," be brought
was a victim intcardly and essentially stainless (l Peter, forward in court," so as to give effect to the will.
1. 19). purge— purify from fear, guilt, alienation from This sense {testament) of the Greek diathece here does
Him, and selfishness, tbe source of dead works not exclude its other secondary senses in the other
{v. 22, 23). your-The oldest MSS. read " our." Vulgate passages of the New Testament: (1.) a covenant be
however, supports English Version reading, conscience tween two parties; (2.) an arrangement, or disposition,
—moral religious consciousneas. dead works—all works made by God alone in relation to us. Thus. Matthew,
done in the natural state, which is a state of sin, are 26. 26, may be translated, " Blood of the cownanf.*" for
dead ; for they come not from living faith in. and love a testament does not require blood shedding. Cf.Exodus,
to,'* the living God" (ch. It. 8). As contact with a dead 24.8 (covenant .which Christ quotes, though It Is pro
body defiled ceremonially (cf. the allusion, "ashes of bable He included in sense " testament" auto under the
an heifer," v. 13), so dead works detlle the Inner con Greek word diathece (comprehending both meanings,
sciousness spiritually, to—so as to serve. The cere "covenant" and "testament"), as this designation
monially unclett n could not serve God in the outward strictly and properly applies to the new dispensation!
communion of His people: so the unrenewed cannot and Is rightly applicable to the old also, not in itself,
serve God in spiritual communion. Man's works but when viewed as typifying the new, which is pro
before justification, however life-like they look, are perly a Testament. Moses (Exodus. 24. ft) speaks of the
dead, and cannot therefore be accepted before the liv same thing as (Christ and] Paul. Moses, by the term
ing God. To have offered a dead animal to God "covenant," does not mean aught save one concerning
would have been an insult (cf. Malachi, l. s), much giving the heavenly inheritance typified by Canaan after
more for a man not justified by Christ's blood to offer the death of the Testator, which he represented by the
dead works. But those purified by Christ's blood in sprinkling of blood. And Paul, by the term " testa
Itvina faith do serve (Bomans, 12. 1), and shall more ment,'' does not mean ought save one having conditions
fully serve God (Revelation. 22. 3). living; Goa—there attached to it, one which is at the same time a core*
fore requiring living spiritual service (John, 4. 24). 15. nant [Pou, •Synopsis] ; the conditions are fulfilled by
for this cause—Because of the all-cleansing power oi Christ, not by us, except that we must believe, but even
His blood, this fits Him to be Mediator <ch. 6. 6, en this God works in His people. Tholcck explains as
suring to both parties, God and us, the ratification) of elsewhere, "covenant... covenant.. .mediating victim f
the new covenant, which secures both forgiveness for the masculine Is used of the victim personified, and
tbe stns not covered by the former Imperfect covenant regarded as mediator of the covenant: especially as in
or testament, and also an eternal inheritance to the the new covenant a man (Christ) took the place of the
cooled, by means of death — rather as Greek, "death victim. The covenanting parties used to pass between
having taken place." At tbe moment that His death the divided part* of the sacrificed animals; but. with
took place, the necessary effect is, " the called receive out reference to this rite, the need of a sacrifice for
tbe [fulfilment of the promise" (so Luke, 24. 49, uses establishing a covenant sufficiently explains this verse.
"promise;'' ch. 6. 16; Acts, 1. 4 : that moment divides Others, also, explaining the Greek as "covenant,"
the Old from the New Testament. The "called" are consider that the death of the sacrificial victim repre
the elect "heirs," "partakers of tbe heavenly calling" sented in all covenants the death of both parties as un
(ch. 3. 1). redemption of...trans{rreisions... under.. .first alterably bound to the covenant So in the redemption
testament—the transgressions of all men from Adam to covenant, the death of Jesus symbolized the death
Christ, first against the primitive revelation, then of God (?) in tbe person of the mediating victim, and
against the revelations to the patriarchs, then against the death of man in the same. But the expression is
the law given to Israel, the representative people of not " there must be the death of both parties making
the world. The "first testament" thus' includes the the covenant," but singular," of Him who made (aorist,
whole period from Adam to Christ, and not merely past time : not * of Him making') the testament." Also,
that of the covenant with Israel, which was a concen it is "death," not "sacrifice" or "slaying." Plainly,
trated representation of the covenant made with >or the the death is supposed to be past (aorist, " made") ; and
first testament given to) mankind by sacrifice, down the fact of the death is brought [Greek) before court to
from the fall to redemption. Before the inheritance give effect to tbe will. These requisites of a will, or
by the New Testament (for here the idea of the '* 1st* testament, concur here: 1. A testator; 2. heirs; 3. goods:
hbkxtance," following as the result of Christ's 4. the death of the testator; 6. the fact of the death
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brought forward in court. In Matthew, 26. 28, two
other requisites appear; witnesses, the disciples; and a
teal, the sacrament or the Lord's supper, the sign of
His blood wherewith the testament is primarily sealed.
It Is true the heir is ordinarily the siuressor of bim
who dies and so ceases to hare the possession. But in
this case Christ comes to life again, and is Himself (in
cluding all that He hath), in the power of His now
endless life. His people's inheritance; in His being
Heir (ch. 1. 1), tlitv are heirs. 17. after—ft*., " over." as
we say "upon the death of the testators;" not as
Tuoldck, "on the condition that slain sacrifices be
there," which the (Jrctk hardly sanctions, oibeiwute—
"seeing tlialltis never availing." [Alford.] Bknuel
and Lacumann read with an interrogation. "Since, is
it ever In force (surely nott while the testator livetlif '
18. Whereupon —rather. "' Whence." dedicated — "in
augurated." The Old Testament strictly and formally
feenan on that day ot inauguration. ' Where the di*position, or arrangement, is ratified by the blood of
another, nr,, of animals, winch cannot make a cove
nant, much leas make a testament, it Is not itrictly
a testament* where It Is ratified by the death of him
that makes the arrangement, it is strictly, Greek
dia0u.ee. Hebrew btnth. taneu in a wider sense, a testa
ment" (Bbnoil]; thus, In v. is, referring to the old dis
pensation, we may translate, " the first xcovenanti? or
better, retain "the first testament)," not that the old
dispensation, regarded by it>t{t,i» & testament,b\it it is
so when regarded aa ttie typual representative of Uu
new, which is stnetly a Testament. 19. Fur—Confirm
ing the general truth, v. ic. spoken... accord ids; to the
law— strictly adhering to every direction of "the law
of commandmeuts contained in ordinances" (Ephc*
slans. 2. 16). Of. Exodus. 24. V'Moses told the people
all the words of the Lord, und all the judgments; and
all the people answered with one voice." fee. the blood
of calves—Greek, "the calves," ris., those aacrfflced by
the " young men" whom he sent to do so (Exodus, 24. 6; .
The " peace offerings" there mentioued were * of oxen'
(LXX., 'little calves'), and the ' burnt offerings" were
probably (though this is not specified}, as on tho day ot
atonement, goats. The law in Exodus sanctioned
formally many sacrificial practices in use by tradition,
from the primitive revelation long before, with water
—Prescribed, though not in Exodus, 24., yet in other
purifications, as ex. err., of the leper, and the water oi
separation which contained the ashes of the red heifer.
scarlet wool, and hyssop—Ordinarily used for purifica
tion. Scarlet or crimson, resembling blood : it was
thought to be a peculiarly deep, fast dye, whence it
typified sin uVote, Isaiah, 1. 18). So Jesus wore a
scarlet robe, the emblem of the deep dyed sins He bore
on Him, though He had none in Him. Wool was used
as imbibing and retaining water; the hyssop, as a
busby, tufty plant (wrapt round with the scarlet wool)
was used for sprinkling it. The wool was also a symbol
of purity (Isaiah, l. 16). The hyssopus officinalis grows
on walls, with small lancet formed woolly leaves, an
Inch long, with blue and white flowers. and a knotty
stalk about a foot high. spiuaklrd...the book—ru., out
of which he had read " every precept:" the book of the
testament, or covenant. This sprinkling of the book
is not mentioned in Exodus, 24. Hence Be.ngkl trans'
tales, "And [having taken) the book itself (so Exodus,
34. 7), be both sprinkled all the people, and (r. 21)
moreover sprinkled the tabernacle." But the Greek
supports English Version. Paul. by inspiration^ upplies
the particular specified here, not in Exodus, 24. 7. Trie
sprinkling of the rod (so the Greek for "book") of the
covenant, or testament, as well as of the people, im
plies that neither can the law be fulfilled, nor the peo
ple be purged from their sins, save by the sprinkling ot
the blood of Christ (1 Peter. 1. 2). Cf. p. 2J. which shows
that there is something antltypical to the Bible in
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heaven itself Icf. ltevelatfoii, 20. 12). The Greek,
" itself,* distinguishes the book Use'f from the ** pre
cepts" in it which he "spake." 20. Exodus. 24. a,
'Behold the blood of the covenant, which the L»rd has
made with you concerning all these words.1' The
change is here made toaccord with Christ's inaugura
tion of the New Testament, or covenant, as recorded
by St. Luke. 22. 20, "This cup [isj the Mew Testament
in my blood, which Is shed foryou.^" the only go»pel
In which the " is* has to be supplied. Luke was Paul's
companion, which accounts for the correspondence.
as here too "is" has to be supplied, testament— Sole,
v. It, 17.) TheGreifc diathece means both testament xnd
covenant; the term "covenant" better suits the old dis
pensation, though the idea testament is included, for
the old was one in its typical relation to the new dis
pensation, to which the term ** testament" is better
suited. Christ has sealed the testament with His
blood, of which the Lords supper is the sacramental
sign. The testator was represented by the animals
slain in the old dispensation. In both dispensations
the inheritance was bequeathed: in the new by One
who has come hi person and died: in the old by the
same one. only typically and ceremonially present.
See Alvoku's excellent Sole, ei;joined unto yon—com
missioned me to ratify in relation to yon. In the old
dispensation the condition te be fulfilled oa the
peoples part Is implied in the words, Exoous, 24. t.
i Lord made with you) conorning all then wards ~
But here Paul omits this clause, as be includes the
fulfilment of this condition of obedience to " all these
words'' in the new covenant, as part of God s promise,
in ch. 8. 8, 10, 12. whereby Christ fulfils all for ocr
justification, and will enable us hf putting His Spirit
in us to fulfil all in our low progressive and finally
complete sauetiflcaticn. 21. Gre*k, "And, moreover,
in like manner." The sprinkling oj the tabemace
wiUi blood is added by inspiration here to the accooiit
in Exodus. 30. 35-&0; 40. 0, 10, which, mentions only
Moses' anointiug the tabernacle and its vessels, in
Leviticus. 8. 10, 15, 30, the sprinkling of blood upoa
Aaron and his garments, and upon his sous, and upon
the altar, is mentioned as well as the anointing, so
that we might naturally infer, as JoatTHts has dis
tinctly stated, that the tabernacle and its vessels were
sprinkled with blood as « ell as being anointed:
Leviticus, 16. 16. 10, £0, 33, virtually sanctions this in
ference. The tabernacle and its contents needed puri
fication (2 Chronicles, SO. 31). 23. almost— to be joined
with "all things," viz., almost all thing* under the
old dispensation. Tne exceptions to all things bent?
purified with blood are. Exodus. 10. 10; Leviticus, 1&. 6,
Ax.. 10. 26. 26; 32. 0; > umbers, 3L 22-24. without—
Greek, "apart from." shedding of blood — shed in the
slaughter of the victim, and poured out at the aitar
subsequently. The pouring out the blood cm the otter
is the main part of the sacrifice (Leviticus. 17. iu. and
it could not have place apart from the previous shed
ding of the blood in the slaying. Paul has, perhaps, in
mind here, Luke, 22. 20, "This cup is the New Tegu
ment in my blood, which is shed for you," is—Greek,
"lakes place:" comes to pass, remission—of sins: a
favourite expression of Luke, Paul's companion. l*roperly used of remitting a debt (Matthew. 6. U; IS.
27, 32 : our sins are dubts. On the truth here, cf.
Leviticus, 5. IMS, an exception because of poverty.
confirming the general rule. 33. patterns—"the sug
gestive representations;" the typical copies [Note, ch
s. 5 . Dungi in the heavens—the heavenly Ubernact«
and the thiugs therein, purified with these—with the
blood of bulls and goals, heavenly thinjjs tbemseive*—
the archetypes. Mau's sin had introduced an element
of disorder into the relations of God and His holy
angels iu respect to man. The purification remoTes
this element of disorder, and changes Goa'a wrath
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Heavenly Holiest Place.

against man in heaven (designed to be the place of entail a continual suffering on earth, and consequent
God's revealing Bis grace to n.en and angels) into a oblation of His blood in the heavenly holiest place,
smile of reconciliation. (. f. " peace in heaven" (Luke, since the foundation of the world, if the one oblation
19. 38. "The uncreated heaven of God, though in " in the fulness of time" were not sufficient. Phih dc
itself untroubled light, yet needed a purification In M' ■ ■ '. ■. , p. 637. shows that the high priest of the Hebrews
ao far as the light of love was obscured by the fire of offered sacrifices for the whole human race. " If there
wrath against sinful man." [Dblitzch in Alfobd.1 had been greater efficacy in the repetition of the obla
Contrast Revelation, 12. 7-10. Christ's atonement had tion, Christ necessarily would not have been so long
the effect also of casting Satan out of heaven (Luke. promised, but would have been sent immediately after
10. 18; John, 12. 31: cf. cb. 2. 141. Christ's body, the true the foundation of the world to suffer, and offer Him
tabernacle uVotes. ch. S. 2; 0. 11), as bearing ourtniputed self at successive periods." (Grotius.] now—as the
tin (2 Corinthians, 6. 21), was consecrated (John, 17. case is. once—for all; without need of renewal. Rome's
17, 19) and purified by the shedding of His blood to fiction of an unbloody sacrifice in the mass, con
be the meeting-place of God and man. sacrifice*—The tradicts her assertion that the Wood of Christ is present
plural is us! d in expressing the general proposition, in the wine; and also confutes her assertion tlat tho
though strictly referring to the one sacrifice of Christ mass is propitiatory ; for. if unbloody, it cannot be
once for all. Paul implies, that His one sacrifice, by propitiatory; for without shedding of blood Uiere is no
its matchless excellency, is equivalent to the Levitical remission \v. 22). Moreover, the expression "once" for
many sacrifices. It, though but one, is manifold in its all here, and in v. 28, and ch. 10. 10, 12, proves the
effects and applicability to many. 34. Resumption falsity of her view that there is a continually-repeated
more fully of the thought, " He entered in once into offering of Christ in the Eucharist or mass. The offer
the holy place." v. 12. He has in v. 13, 14, expanded ing of Christ was a thing once done that it might be
the words " by His own blood." v. 12; and in v. 16-23, thought of Tor ever {Note, cf. ch. 10. 12). in the end of
he has enlarged on "an High Priest of good things to the world— Greek, "at the consummation of the ages:"
come." not... iu to...holy places made with haude—as was the winding up of all the previous ages from the
the Holy of holies in the earthly tabernacle {Note. v. 11). foundation of the world; to be followed by a new age
figures — copies " of the true" holiest place, heaven, (ch. 1. l, 2). The last ago, beyond which no further age
the original archetype (ch.8.6). into heaven itself— the is to be expected before Christ's speedy second coming,
immediate presence of the invisible God beyond all which is the complement of the first coming; Jit., "the
the created heavens through which latter Jesus passed ends of the ages;" Matthew. 2S. 20, Is lit. " the consum
{Note, i.'h. 4. 14; 1 Timothy, 6. 16). now—ever since His mation of the age," or world (singular: not as here,
ascension in the present economy (cf. v. 20). to appear plural, ages], Cf. "the fulness of times," Ephesians,
—to PB.KSKNT Hi mm elf; Greek, " to be made to ap l. 10. appeared—Grt'k, "been manifested" «n earth
pear." Mere man may have a vision through a (1 Timothy. 3. 10; 1 Peter, 1. 20!. English Version has
medium, or veil, as Moses had (Exodus, 38. 18, 20-23]. confounded three distinct Greek verbs, by trauslating
Christ alone beholds the Father without a veil, and is ail alike, v. 24, 26, 28, " appear." But, iu v. 2*. it is " to
His perfect image. Through seeing Hlh only can we present Himself," viz., before God in the luavenlv
see the Father, in the presence of Goi—Gruk, "to the sanctuary; in v. 26, "been manifested" on forth; in
face of God." The saints shall hereafter see God's face v. 28, "shall be seen" by ail, and especially believers.
in Christ (Revelation, 22. 4): the earnest of which is now put sway—abolish; iloii^; away sin's power as well by
given (2 Corinihians, 3. 18). Aaron, the Levitical high delivering men from its guilt and penalty, so that it
priest for the people, stood before Vie ark and only should be powerless to condemn men, as also from its
saw the cloud, the symbol of God's glory (Exodus, yoke, so that they shall at last sin no more, iln—
28. 30). for as — in our behalf as our Advocate and Singular number: ail the sins of men of every age are
Intercessor (eh. 7. 25; Romans, 8. 34; 1 John. 2. if. It regarded as one mass laid on Christ. He hath not only
U enough that Jesus should tliow Himsttf for us to atoned for all actual sins, but destroyed .sin itself.
the Father: the sight of Jesus satisfied God in our John, 1. 29," Behold the Lamb of God that taketh away
behalf. Be brings before the face of God no offering the sin (not merely the sins; singular, not plural) of the
which has exhausted itself, and, as only sufficing for world."' by the sacrifice or himself— Greek," by (through)
a time, needs renewal ; but He himself is in person, His own sacrifice;" not by "blood of oOiers" jv. 25).
by virtue of the eternal Spirit, i.e., the imperishable Auuhd loses this contrast in translating, "By His
life of His person, now and for ever freed from death, sacrifice." 27. as—inasmuch as. it is appointed— Greik,
our eternally present offering before God.'* [Dm.iT/rii "it is laid up (as our appointed lot)," Colossians. 1. 5.
in AxroRD.J 25. As in v. 24. Paul said, it was not The word "appointed" (so Htbrew "Seth" means) in
into the typical, but the true sanctuary, that Christ Is the case of man, answers to "anointed" iu the case of
entered; so now he says, that His sacrifice needs not, Jesus; therefore " the Christ," i.e., the anointed, is the
ad the Levitical sacrifices did, to be repeated. Con title here given designedly. He is the representative
strue, " Nor vet did He enter for this purpose that He man; and there is a strict correspondence between the
may offer Himself ojten," i.e., present Himself in the history of man and that of the son of man. The two
presence of God, aa the high priest does (Paul uses the most solemn facts of our being are here connected with
present tense as the legal service was then existing), the two most gracious truths of our dispensation, our
year by year, on the day of atonement, entering the death and judgment answering in parallelism to Christ's
Holy of holies, with—lit, "in." blocd of others—not first coming to die for us, and His second coming to
his own, as Christ did. 36. then—in that case. most. .. consummate our salvation, once—and no more, after
have suffered—rather as Greek, " it would have been this the judgment—viz., at Christ's appearing, to which,
necessary for Him often to suffer." In order to in v. 28, "judgment" in this verse is parallel. Not
** offer" («. 26), or present Himself often before God in "after this comes the heavenly glory." The inter
the heavenly Holiest place, like the legal high priests mediate state is a state of joyous, or else agonizing and
making fresh renewals of this high priestly function. fearful expectation of "judgment;" after the judgment
He would have had. and would have often to suffer. comes the full and final state of joy, or else woe. 28.
His oblation of Himself before God was once for all Christ—Greek, " the Christ:" the representative mak ;
U.e., the bringing In of His blood into the heavenly representing all men, as the first Adam did. once
Holy of holies,, and therefore the preliminary suffering j offered— not "often," v. 26: just as "men," of whom
whk once for all. since the founaation of the world—The He Ls the representative Head, are appointed by God
continued sins of men, from their first creation, would once to die. He did not need to die again and again
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for each individual, or each successive generation of
men. for He represents all men of every age. and
therefore Deeded to die bat once for ell, tou toeihaust the penalty of death incurred by all. He was
offered by the Father, Hie own "eternal Spirit" (v. 14)
concurring; ae Abraham ipared not Iaaac. bnt offered
htm. the eon himself unresistingly submitting to the
father's will (Genesis, 23.!. to bear the suss—Beferring
to Isaiah. S3. IX " He bare the sin of many." viz., on
Sunset/: so "bear" means. Leviticus. 24. 15; Numbers,
&. 31; 14. 34. The Greek Is lit. to bear up (l Peter, 1. 24 .
"Oar sins were laid on Him. When, therefore. He
was lifted np on the cross. He bare op oar sins along
with Him." (Benoel.) saaay—not opposed to aU,
bat to /etc. He, the One, was offered for many: and
that once for ail ;cf. Matthew, to. 28). appear—rather
as Greek, "be seen." No longer in tbe alien "form
of a servant." bat in His own proper glory, without—
apart from. ..separate from.. ."sin." Not bearing the
sui of many on Him as at His first coming (even then
there was no sin in Him). That sin has been at His
first coming once for all taken away, so as to need no
repetition of His sin offering of Himself [v. 28). At His
second coming He shall nave no more to do with sin.
look for aim— mth waiting expectation eten unto the
end so the Greek . It is translated " wait for* in Ro
mans. 8. 19. 23; I Corinthians, 1.7, which see. nntosalvatioD—to bring in completed salvation ; redeeming then
the body which is as yet subject to the bondage of
corruption. Hence, in Philipplans, 3. 20. be says, " we
look for the Saviocr." Note, Christ's prophetical
c fflce, as the Divine Teacher, was especially exercised
<i tiring His earthly ministry; His priestly is now from
Hi* first to His second coming: His kingly office shall
be fully manifested at, and after. His second coming.
CHAPTER X.
Ver. 1-30 CoKCxrjafuK or the Foregoing Argu
ment. The Yearly Beclrkinu Law-Sacrifices
r-AKMOT Perfect the Worshipper, but Christ's
Osce-for-all Offerim) can. Instead of the daily
ministry of the Levltical priests. Christ's service is per
fected by the one sacrifice, whence He now sits on tbe
right hand of God as a Priest-King, until all His foes
shall be subdued unto Him. Ihus the new covenant
(ch. 8. Mi, Is inaugurated, whereby the law is written
on the heart, so that an offering for sin is needed no
more. Wherefore we ought to draw near the Holiest
In firm faith and love: fearful of tbe awful results of
apostasy; looking for the recompence to be given at
Christ's coming. 1. Previously the oneness of Christ's
offering was shown: now is shown its perfection as con*
trasted with the law-sacrifices, having—Inasmuch as
It has but " the shadow, not the very image." te,, not
the exact likeness, reality, and full revelation, such as
the gospel has. The " image" here means the archetype
(cf. ch. 9. 24:. tbe original, solid Image [BengelJ realis
ing to us those heavenly verities, of which the law
furnished but a thadowy outline before. Cf. 2 Corin
thians, 3. 13, 14, 18: the gospel is tbe very setting forth
by the Word and Spirit of the heavenly realities them
selves, out of which it ithe gospel) is constructed. So
Alford. As Christ is " Vie express tmage [Greek, Im
press) of the Father's person" ich. l. 3), so the gospel
is the heavenly verities themselves manifested by re
velation,—(Ac heavenly very archetype, of which the
law was drawn as a sketch, or outline -copy ;ch. S. 6).
The law was a continual process of acted prophecy,
proving tbe divine design that its counterparts should
come ; and proving the truth of those counterparts
when they came. Thus the imperfect and continued
expiatory sacrifices before Christ foretold, and now
prove the reality of, Christ's one perfect an ti typical ex
piation, good things ro cons—(ch. 9. llj—belonging to
'* the world (age) to come." Good things In part made
present by faith to the believer, and to be fully realized
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hereafter In actual and perfect enjoyment. Lbsbug
says, "As Christ's church on earth is a prediction of
the economy of the future life, so the Old Testament
economy Is a prediction of the Christian church.'' In
relation to the temporal good things of the law, the
spiritual and eternal good things of the gospel an
** good things to come.' C^ossians. 2. 17, calls lecal
ordinances "the shadow." and Christ "the body."
never—at any time :v. 1L . with Timer sacrifice* rather,
"with the same sacrifices." rear by year—This clause
in the Greek refers to the whole sentence, not merely
to the words " which they the priests offered" Greek,
" offer**?. Thus the sense is. not as English Version.
bat, the law year by year, by the repetition of the same
sacrifices, testifies its inability to perfect the iconhipj pcrs, vis., on the yearly day of atonement The
"daily* sacrifices are referred to v. n. erntuesllTGreek, "continuously." Implying that they offers
toilsome and Ineffectual ''eonfinnouj*" round of the
''same1* atonement-sacrifices recurring "year by year."
perfect—fully meet man's needs as to justification and
sanctiflcation Sote, ch. 9. 91. comers thereonto—tho*e
so coming unto God, eir, the worshippers ;tbe whole
people coming to God in the person of their representa
tive, the High 1 nest. x. Tor—If the law could, by iu
sacrifices, have perfected the worshippers, they—the
sacrifices, once purged—IF they were once for all
cleansed ch. 7. 27). ccnsciaace—*" consciousnos of tic"
ch, 9. 9,'. 3 Bat—So far from those saenjices ceasing U
be ojfered ;». 2). in, &c —in the fact of their beiroffered. and in the course of their being offered on the
day of atonement. Contrast v. 17. a remembrinee—
a recalling to mind by the high priest's confession, o~
the day of atonement, of the sins both of each past
year and of all former years, proving that the expiatory
sacrifices of former years were not felt by men's con
sciences to have fully atoned for former sins; in fact,
the expiation and remission were only legal and typical
iv. 4, 11 . The gospel remission, on the contrary, is to
complete, that sins are "remembered no more" it. i"i
by God. It is unbelief to " forget" this once for ail
purgation, and to fear on account of " former tins'
.2 Peter, 1. 9 . Tbe believer, once for all bathed, needs
only to "wash* his bands and "feet" of soils, accorduw
as be daily contracts them, in Christ's blood (John.
It. 10). 4. For—Reason why, necessarily, there is »
continually recurring " remembrance of sins* in tie
legal sacrifices ir. 31. Typically, "the blood of balls.*
&c., sacrificed, bad power ; but it was only in virtue
of the power of the one real antitypical sacrifice of
Christ : they had no power in themselves ; they were
not the instrument of perfect vicarious atonements
but an exhibition of the need of it, suggesting to the
faitliful Israelite the sure hope of coming redemption,
according to God's promise, take away—" take of."
The Greek, v. 11, is stronger, explaining the weaker
word here, "take away utterly.'* The blood of brettt
could not take away the sin of man. A maj? mast do
that [Notes, ch. 9. 12-14,. 5. Christ's voluntary selfoffering) in contrast to those inefficient sacrifices, u
shown to fulfil perfectly "the will of God" as to oar
redemption, by completely atoning "for (our) sins'
Wneretore—Seeing that a nobler than animal sacrifice*
was needed to "take away sins." when he cossets—
Greek, " coming." The time referred to is the period
before His entrance into the world, when the ineffici
ency of animal sacrifices for expiation had been proved
[TholuckJ Or. the time is that between Jesus' first
dawning of reason as a child, and the beginning at Hi*
public ministry, during which, being ripened in nomas
resolution. He was in intent devoting Himself to tbe
doing of His Father's will I Alford. ] Bat the time of
" coming" is present: not M when He had come." bet
** when coming into the world:" so, in order to accord
with Alford'8 view, "the world" mast meau H:s
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pfbmc ministry: when coining, or about to coma, inte
public. The Greek verba are in the past: "sacrifice,
£c thou didxt not wisn. but a body thou didst prepare
for me;" and. " Lo, I am come." Therefore, In order to
harmonize these times, the present cow ivy, or about to
come, with the past, "A body thou didst prepare for
me," we must either explain as Alford, or else. If
we take the period to be before His actual arrival in
the world (the earth] or incarnation, we must explain
the past tenses to refer to God's purpose, which speaks
of what He designed from eternity as though It were
already fulfilled. "A body thou didst prepare in thy
eternal counsel.* This seems to me more likely than
explaining "coming into the world," coming into
public, or entering on His public ministry. David, in
Psalm 4ii. (here quoted , reviews Ms past troubles and
God's having delivered him from them, and his conse
quent desire to render willing obedience to God as
more acceptable than sacrifices ; but the Spirit puts into
his mouth language finding its partial application to
David* and Its full realization only in the Divine Son
of David. " The more any son of man approaches the
incarnate Son of God in position, or office, or individual
spiritual experience, the more directly may his holy
breathings In the power of Christ's Spirit be taken as
utterances of Christ Himself. Of alt men, the prophetking of Israel, resembled and foreshadowed Him the
most." [Alford.J a body hut thou prepared roe—
Vreck, "thou didst fit for me a body." "In thy
counsels thou didst determine to make for me a body,
to be given up to death as a sacrificial victim."
[ Wabl.1 In the Hebrew, Psalm 40. 6. it is "mine ears
hast thou opened." or " dug." Perhaps this alludes to
the custom of boring the ear of a stave who volunteers to
«mam underhts master when he m ight befree. Christ's
auumirtg a human body, in obedience to the Fathers
will, in order to die the death of a slave (ch. 2. i u. was
virtually the same act of voluntary submission to
service, as that of a slave suffering his ear to be bored
by his master. His willing obedience to the Father's
wilt is what la dwelt on as giving especial virtue to
His sacrifice (v. 7, 0. 10). The preparing, or fitting of a
body for Him, is not with a view to His mere in
carnation, but to His expiatory sacrifice \p. 10), as the
contrast to " sacrifice and offering" requires; cf. also
Romans. 7. 4; Ephesians. 2. 16; Colosslans, 1. 33. More
probably "opened mine ears," means opened mine
inward ear, so as to be attentively obedient to what
God wills me to do. viz., to assume the body He has
prepared for me for my sacrifice, so Job, Margin,
S3. 18; 86, 10 (doubtless the boring of a slave's ear was
the symbol of such willing obedience) ; Isaiah, 60. 5," The
Lord God bath opened mine ear." i.e., made me obedi
ently attentive as a slave to his master. Others some
what similarly explain, " Mine ears bast thou digged,"
or ''fashioned," not with allusion to Exodus, 31. e, but
to the true office of the ear—a willing, submissive
attention to the voice of God (Isaiah, 60. 4, 6). The
forming of the ear implies the preparation of the body,
i,e., the incarnation; this secondary idea, really in
the Hebrew, though leu prominent. Is the one which
Paul uses for his argument. In either explanation the
idea of Christ taking on Him the form, and becoming
obedient as a servant, is implied. As He assumed a
body in which to make His self sacrifice, so ought we
present our bodies a living sacrifice (Romans, 12. 1J. 6.
burnt offerings—Greek, "whols burnt offerings." thou
hast had no pleasure—as if these could in themselves
atone for sin: God had pleasure in (Greek, " approved,"
or ** waa wtU pleased with") them, in so far as they
were an act of obedience to His positive command
under the Old Testament, but not as having an in
trinsic efficacy such as Christ's sacrifice had. Contrast
Matthew, 3. 17. 7. I come — rather. "I am come"
J*ote, v. 5). " Here we have the creed, as it were, ef
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I Jesus: ' I am come to fulfil the law, Matthew, 5. 17; to
J preach. Mark, 1.3S; to call sinners to repentance, Luke,
6. 32; to send a sword, and to set men at variance,
Matthew, 10 34, 36; I came down from heaven to do the
will of Him that sent me, John, 6. 38. 39 (so here, Psalm
40. 7, 8J; I am sent to the lost sheep of the house of
Israel, Matthew. 16. 24; I am come into this world for
judgment, John, 0. 30; I am come that they might have
life, and might have it more abundantly, John, 10. in.
to save what had been lost, Matthew, is. 11; to seek and
to save that which was lost. Luke. 10. 10; cf. 1 Timothy.
1. 16; to save men's lives, Luke, 9. 66; to send fire on the
earth, Luke. 12. 49; to minister, Matthew, 20. US; as
" the Light." John, 12. 46; to bear witness unto the
truth, John. 13. 37.' See. reader, that thy Saviour
obtain what He aimed at in iby case. Moreover, do
thou for thy part say, why thou are come here I Dost
thou, tiien, also, do the will of God} From what time'.'
and in what way?" LBxkoxx.] When the two goats
on the day of atonement wero presented before the
Lord, that goat was to be iffered as a sin offering on
which the lot of the Lord should fall; and that lot was
lifted up on high in the hand of the hi^h priest, and
then laid upon the head of the goat which was to die ;
so the hand of God determined all that was doi.e to
Christ. Resides thocoveuautof God with man through
Christ's blood, there was another covenant made by
the Father wi;h the Son from eternity. The condi
tion was, "II He shall make His soul an offering for
sin. He shall see His seed," &c. (Isaiah, 63. 10). The
Son accepted the condition, "Lo. I come to do ti.y
will, O God." iBisiiop Pearson.] Oblation, inter
cession, and benediction, are His three priestly offices.
lu the volume. Sx.—lit., *' the roil :" the parchment 313.
being wrapped round a cylinder beaded witn knobs.
Here, the Scripture " volume" meant is the 40th Psalm.
" By this very passage 'written of me.* 1 undertake to
do thy will trtz.. that I should die for the sins of the
world. In order that all who believe may be saved,
not by animal sacrifices, v. 6, but by my death]." This
is the written contract of Messiah (cf. JJeheniiah, 0. 38)
whereby He engaged to be eur surety. So complete is
the inspiration of all that is written, so great the au
thority of the Psalms, that what David says is really
what Christ then and there said. 8. he—Christ, sacri
fice, Ac.—The oldest MSd. read, "sacrifices and offer
ings" (plural;. This verse combines the two clauses
previously quoted distinctly, r. 5. 0, in contrast to the
sacrifice of Christ with which God was well pleased.
0. Then said he—"At that very time (viz., when speak
ing by David'sraouth in theiothl^alm) He hath said."
The rejection of the legal sacrifices involves, as its con
comitant, the voluntary offer of Jesus to make the selfsacrifice with which God is well pleased (for, Indeed
it waa God's own "will" that lid came to do \xx offering
it: so that this sacrifice could not but be well pleasing
to GodJ. I come—" I am come." Uketh away—"sets
aside the first," viz., the legal system of "sacrifices"
which God wills not. tha second—"the will of God"
(«. 7. 9} that Christ should redeem us by His self sacri
fice. 10. By—Greek, "In." So "in," and "through,"
otcur in the same sentence, 1 Peter, l, 'i-i, "Ye have
purified your souls n? obeying the truth through the
Spirit* Also, 1 Peter. 1. 6, in the Gredc. The " in (ful
filment of) which will" (cf. the use of in, Ephesians,
1. 6, "wherein [in which grace] He hath made us ac
cepted In the Beloved";, expresses the originating
cause; "through the offering., of Christ," the instru
mental or mediatory cause. The whole work of re
demption flows from "the will" of God the Father,
as the First cause, who decreed redemption from
before the foundation of the world. The ** will ' here
iboulema) is His absolute sovereign will. His Mgood
will" (evdokia) is a particular aspect of it. are sanctified
—once for ail .and as our permanent state (so the Greek},
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It ii the finished work or Christ in having sanctified
us {i.e., having translated us from a state of unholy
alienation into a state of cons'cration to Cod, having
" no more conscience of sin," v. V once for all and per
manently, not the process of gradual lauctiflcation.
which is here referred to. the body—"prepared" for
Him by the Father (r. 5). As the atonement, or recon
ciliation, is by the blood of Christ (Leviticus, l". nj, so
our sarvtifieatum (consecration to Cod, holiness, and
eternal bliss) i* by the body of Christ (Colossions. 1. 22).
ALroHD quotes the B-wk 0/ Common Prayer Cc-mmunion Service* "that our sinful bodies may be made dean
by His bcnlu, and our souls washed through His most
precious blood." once for all— ich. 7. 27; 9. 12, 20. ti;
JO. 12, J ).: 11. And— A new point of contrast: the fre
quent repetition of the sacrifices, priest—The oldest
A1SS. read. "High priest" Though he did not in
person stand "daily" offering sacrifices, he did so by
the subordinate priests of whom, as well as of all
Israel, he was the representative head. So "daily" is
applied to the huh priests ich. 7. 27). sUndeth— the
altitude of one ministering; in contrast to "sat domi
on the right hand of Cod." v. 12. said of Christ: the
posture of one being ministered to as a king, which—
Greek, " the which," i.e , of such a kind as. take away
—utterly ; lit,, strip off all round. Legal sacrifices
might, in part, produce the sense of forgiveness, yet
scarcely even that [Note, v. 4); but entirety to strip off
one's guilt they never could. 12. this man— Emphatic
(ch. 3. 3J. for ever—joined in English Version with
" offered one sacrifice:" effdred one sacrifice, the efficacy
of which endures for ever; Ut., continuously cf. w. 14),
" The offering of Christ, once fur all made, will continue
the one and only oblation for ever; no other will super
sede it." fBKNOKi,.] The mass, which professes to be
the frequent repetition of one and the same sacrifice
of tlirist's body, is hence disproved. For not only is
Christ's body one. but also His offering is one, and
that inseparable from His suffering (cb. 9. £6). The
mass would be much the same as the Jewish sacrifices
which Paul sets aside as abrogated, for they were an
ticipations of the one sacrifice, just as Rome makes
masses continuations of it, in opposition to Pauls
argument. A repetition would imply that the former
once-for all offering of the one sacrifice was imperfect,
and so would be dishonouring to it r. 2. 18}. Verse 14,
on the contrary, says, "He hath pejifxctkd tor
evxr them that are sanctified," If Christ offered
Himself at the last supper, then He offered Himself
again on the cross, and there would be two offerings;
but Paul says there was only one, once for ail. Cf.
Note, ch. 9. 20. English Version is favoured^ by the
usage in thin epistle, of putting the Greek " for ever "
after that which it qualifies. Also, " one sacrifice for
ever," stands in contrast to " the same sacrifices oftentimes" (p. ID. Also. 1 Corinthians, IS. 26. 28, agrees
with v. 12, 13, taken as English Versiont not joining,
as Auokd does, "for ever" with "sat down;" for
Jesus is to give up the Mediatorial throne "when all
things shall be subdued unto Him," and not to sit on
It for ever. 13. expecting—" waiting." Awaiting the
execution of His Father's will, that all Hts foes should
be subjected to Him. The Son watt* till the Father
shall "send Him lortb to triumph overall His foes."
He is now sating at rest {v. 12 , invisibly reigning, and
having His foes virtually, by right of His death, subject
to Him. His present sitting on the unseen throne is a
necessary preliminary to His coming forth to subject
His foes openly. He shall then come forth to a visibly
manifested kingdom, and conquest over his foes.
Thus He fulfils Psalm llu. 1. 'ibis agrees with 1 Co
rinthians, id. 23-28. He is, by His spirit and His pro
vidence, now subjecting Hts foes to Him In part {Psalm
110.). The subjection of His foes fully shall be at ills
second advent, and from that time to the general
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, judgment (Revelation, 19.. and 20.): then comes 1
[ subjection of Himself as Head of the Church to :
Father (the Mediatorial economy ceasing shea iu t
shall have been accomplished', that Cod may be
, in all. Eastern conquerors used to tread en the an
j of the vanquished, as Joshua did to the five ku.
1 So Christ's total and absolute conquest a; His cor.i:
1 is symbolized, be made his footstool—-tit., "be plat
j (rendered) footstool of His feet." his ese&us-^at
I and Death, whose strength consists In " tin:" Ihu Un
■ taken away {v. 12), the power of the foes u ui
< away, and their destruction necessarily follows. '.
For—The sacrifice being " for ever" in iU efficacy ;r.
needs no renewal. " For," &c. them that aretxxx'.C
—rather as Greek, "them that are being ssnttifiod
The saoctiflcation (consecration to God; of the ek
(I Peter, 1. 2j believers Is perfect in Christ cace let a
(Note, v. 10). (Contrast the law, ch. 7. 19; 6. 9, 10. J
The development of that sanctiflcation ii progrewi
15. The Gretk has ** n-oreover," or'* now." iiiwiuve
—of the truth which 1 am setting forth. The Faiiirr
witness is given ch. 6. 10. The Son's, ch, 10, s. hv*'added that of the Holy Spirit, called accordingly ti
Spirit of grace." v. 2*. The testimony of all Thrte if *>
to the same conclusion (©. lbj. for altar test at au w
arc,—The conclusion to the sentence is in f. IT, "Afe
He had said before. This is the covenant that I w
make with them Iwith the house, oj Israel, ch. 8. 10; be
extended to the spiritual Israel1 . &c, saitn the Loiq:
will put (liim guing: referring to the pinup of the iai
not now as then, giving into the liands. but gtrvtf, a
laws Into their hearts [mind, ch. 6. I0i atd is tfii
minds {hearts, ch. 8. 10,; 1 will inscribe (so the '->>i>"i
them (here he omits the addition quoted in eh. *. J1-'. ii
I will be to Oiem a God, &c, and they shall m* ft-*"
evtry man his neighbour. &c.j, and A.e., after He Aaj
said the foregoing. Ha tucm adds] their iuu. &■
will I remember no more." The great object of u;
quotation here is. to prove that, there benr » &
gospel covenant ** KSatibsioM of sins" it. i7h then U l :
more need of a sacrifice for sins. The object of uu
same quotation in ch. 6. 8-13. is to show tost, then
being a* NitW covenant," the old is anbqtuvted. IS
where remission of these is—as there is under the CW*
covenant (v. 17). " Here ends the finale .ch. ft W* "
the great tripartite arrangement ch. ;. 1-S;I.2& *■ ^
9. 13,-10. IS, of the middle portion of the epuiie It
great theme was Christ a High Priest for erexafwrtt
order of Melchisedec. What it is to be alushpn^
after the order of Melchisedec is set forth, ch. ' 1as contrasted with the Aaronic oraer. That Chrul
however, as High Priest, is Aaron's antitype ia it* btii
Holy place, by virtue of Hts tell sacrifice bare a
earth, and Mediator of a beiier covenant, "hoi
essential character the old only typified, we lisnj
ch. 7. 26,-9. 12. And that Christ's self sacrifice, dta*
through the eternal Spirit, is of everlasting power. *
contrasted with the unavailing cycle of legal dfeflsfl
is established in the third part, ch. 9, 13.-1& '-■ *
first half of this last portion ich. 9. U-tsl, shown* it*
both our present possession of salvation, and oariott I
completion of it, are as certain to as as that He ii •*
God, ruling as a Priest and reigning as a King, atfl
more to appear, no more as a bearer of our sins, bsi j
glory as a J udge. The second half, ch. 10. 1 1". ^^7
ing the main position of the whole, the Hub rt>*
hood of Christ, grounded on His offering 0: Hic:^"
its kingly character, its eternal accomplishment of •'■»
end, confirmed by Psalm 40. and i lu.. and Jereoiah.-^
[Deuizcb %% Au'uhdJ 19. Here begins "*• *J3
and last division of the epistle: our duty n$v ■*■
watting for the Lord's second adwa. £esn*if*w
and expansion of the exhortation ich. L 1*^* *
v. 22, 23 here) wherewith he closed the first part a :*
epistle, preparatory to his great doctrinal. srpuves.

Our Access into God's
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Presence through Clirist.
beginning ch. 7. l. boldness — "free confidence.' outer man: so the whole man. material and immaterial.
grounded on the consciousness that our sins bave been The baptiEm of the body, however, is not the nitre
forgiven, to enter—lit.,'' as regards the entering." by— putting away of material filth, nor an act operating by
Greek." in fit is in the blood of Jesus that our bold- Intrinsic efficacy, but the sacramental seal, applied to
cess to enter is grounded. Cf. Ephesians, 3. 12, "Is the outer man, of a spiritual washing (i Peter. 3 21).
whom we have boldness and access with confidence." " Body " (not merely "flesh." the carnal part, as 2 Co
It is His having once for all entered as our Forerunner rinthians. 7. i) includes the whole material man. which
(ch. 6. 20) and High Priest [v. 2U, making atonement needs cleansing, as being redeemed, as well as the
for us with His blood, which is continually there tch. souL The body, once polluted with sin, is washed, so
12. 24) before Rod, that gives us confident access. as to be fitted like Christ's holy body, and by His
Wo priestly caste now mediates between the sinner and body, to be spiritually a pure and living offering. On
his judge. Wc may come boldly with loving confidence, the "pure water," the symbol of consecration and
not with slavish fear, directly through Christ, the only sanctiflcation, cf. John. 10. 34 ; l Corinthians, 6. u-.
mediating Priest. The minister is iiotolllcially nearer 1 John. 5. 6; Ezekiel. 36. 25. The perfects "having...
God than the layman ; nor can the latter serve God hearts sprinkled... body (the Greet is singular! washed,"
at a distance or by deputy, as the natural man would imply a continuing state produced by a once-for-all ac
like. Each must come for himself, and all are accepted complished act. viz., our justification by faith through
when they come by the new and living wey opened by Christ's blood, and consecration to God, sealed sacraChrist. Thus all Christians are, in respect to access mentally by the baptism of our body. 23. Ch. 3. o. 14;
directly to God. virtually high priests (Revelation. 1.6). 4. 14. profession— Greek, "confession.'' cor faith—
TJiey draw nigh in and through Christ, the only wo- rather as Greek, "our oopk;" which is indeed faith
per High Priest (ch. 7. 25). 20 which—The antecedent exercised as to the future inheritance. Hope rests on
in the Greek is "the entering;" not as English Version, faith, and at the same time quickens faith, and is the
"way." Translate, "Which (entering) He has conse ground of our bold confession (l Peter. 3. 15). Hope is
crated {not as though it were already existing, but nas similarly ;r. 22) connected with purification (i John.
Veen the first to open, inaugurated as a new thing; 3. 3). without wavering—without declension (ch. 3. 14.',
/rota, en. 0. 18, where the Greek is the same,1 for us "stedfast unto the end." he—God is faithful to His
(as) a new [Greek, recent; recently opened, Romans, promises (ch. 6. 17. 18: 11. 11; 12. 26, 28; l Corinthians.
16. 25, 26} and living way" [not like the lifeless way 1. 9; 10. 13; 1 Thes^aloniaus, 6. 24; 2 Thessalonians, 3. 3;
through the law offering of the blood of dead victims. see also Christ's promise, John, 12. -■■ . but man ie
but real, vital, and of perpetual efficacy, because the liv too often unfaithful to his duties. 24. Here, as else
ing and I'/e-giting Saviour is that way. It is a living where, hope and love follow faith: the Pauline triad of
ho\>e that we have, producing not dead, but living, Christian graces, outsider— with the mind attentively
works). Christ, the tirst-fruita of our nature, has fixed on "one another" [Note. ch. 3. 1), contemplating
ascended, and the rest is sanctified thereby. "Christ's with continual consideration the characters and wants
ascension is our promotion; and whither the glory of of our brethren, so as to render mutual help and
the Head hath preceded, thither the hope of She body, counsel. Of. "consider," Psalm 41. 1, and ch. 13. lo.
toe*, is called." [Leo.) the veil—As the veil had to be ** (All, looking diligently lest, any fail of the grace of
passed through in order to enter the Holiest place, so God." to provoke— Greek, "with a view to provoking
the weak, human suffering flesh [ch. 6. 7) of Christ's unto love," instead of provoking to hatred, as is too
humanity iwhich veiled His Godhead) had to be passed often the ca&e. 25. assembling of ourselves together—
through by Him in entering the heavenly Holiest place The Greek, episunagoge, is only found here and
for us; in putting off His rent flesh, the temple veil, its 2 Thessalonians.s. 1 (the gathering together of the elect
type, was simultaneously rent from top to bottom to Christ at His coming, Matthew, 24. 3D. The assem
(Matthew. 27. 51). Not His body, but His weak suffer bling or gathering of ourselves for Christian commun
ing /Fes/i, was the veil; Hie body was the temple [John, ion in private and public, is an earnest of our being
2. 19). 21. High Priest — As a different Greek term gathered together to Him at His appearing. Union is
{archiereus) is used always elsewhere in this epistle strength . continual assemblings together be^et and
for "High Priest," translate as Greek here, "A Great foster Jove, and give good opportunities for "provok
Priest/' one who is at once King and "Priest on His ing to good works,'' by "exhorting one another" (ch.
throne" (Zechariah. 6. 13 ; a royal Priest, and a priestly 3. 13). Ignatius says, "When ye frequently, and in
King, house of God— the spiritual house, the church, numbers meet together, the powers of Satan are over
made up of believers, whose home is luaven, where thrown, and his mischief Is neutralized by your HkeJesus now is [ch. 12. 22, 23). Thus, by "the house of mlndedness in the faith." To neglect such assem
God." over which Jesus is, heaven is included in blings together might end m apostasy at last. He avoids
meaning, as well as the church, whose home it is. the Greek term sunagoge, as suggesting the Jewish
22. {Ch. 4. 16; 7 19.) with a true heart — without synagogue meetings (cf. Kevelation. 2. 9). as the manner
hypocrisy: "in truth, and with a perfect heart;" a heart of some is—" manner," i.e., habit, custom. This gentle
thoroughly imbued with " the truth" [v. 28\ full assur expression proves he is not here as yet speaking of
ance—(ch. 6. 11)—With no doubt as to our acceptance apostasy, the day approaching — This, the shortest
when coming to God by the blood of Christ, As designation of the day of the Lord's coming, occurs
"faith" occurs here. so "hope" and "love,"v. 23, 24. only in 1 Corinthians, 3. 13: a coofirmauou of the
sprinkled from— i.e., sprinkled so as tobecteanscd from, Pauline authorship of this epistle. The church beiiu
evil conscience—a consciousness of guilt unatoned for, in all ages kept uncertain how soon Christ is coming.
and uncleansed away (v. 2; ch. 9. 9). Both the hearts and the day is, and has been, in each age, practically always
the bodies are cleansed. The legal purifications were near; whence, believers have been called on always to
with blood of animal victims and with water, and be watching for it as nigh at hand. The Hebrews were
could only cleanse the flesh (ch. 9. 13, 21). Christ's now living close upon one of v those great types aud
blood purifies the heart and conscience. The Aaronic foretastes of it, the destruction ofJerusalem (Matthew,
priest, in entering the Holy place, washed with irafer 24.), "the bloody and fiery dawn of the great day: that
lebu 9. 19J in the brasen laver. Believers, as priests to day is the day of days, the ending day of all days, the
God, are once for all washed in body (as distinguished settling day of all days, the day of the promotion of
from " hearts") at baptism. As we have an immaterial, time into eternity, the day which, for the church,
and a material nature, the cleansing of both is ex- breaks through and breaks off the night of the present
pressed by "hearts" and "body," the inner and the world" LDKUX2CH in AuokdJ. 26. Cf. on this and
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following verses, ch. 8. 4, &c. There the warning was, who does not accept the benefit, insults Hun who con
thai If there be not diligence in progressing, a falling fers it. He hath made thee a son : wilt thou become s
off will take place, and apostasy may ensue: here it is. slave ? He baa come to take np His abode with thee;
trial If there be lukewannness in Christian common- but thou art introducing evil ir-to thyself." [Chbtsoston, apostasy may ensue, if we sin—Greek present ' ton.] "It Is the curse of evil eternally to propagate
participle: if we be found, sinning, i.e., not isolated evil: so. for him who profanes the Christ without hm,
acts, but a state of sin. [Alford.1 A violation not and blasphemes the Christ within him, there is sub
only of the taw, but of the whole economy of the New jectively no renewal of a change of mind (ch. 6. 6), sad
Testament iv. 28, 2f». wiiiolly — presumptuously, ol jectively no new sacrifice for sins" (ch, 10. to).
Greek " willingly." Afterrcceiving " full knowledge {so [Tholuck.] 30. him—God, who utters no empty
the Greek, cf. 1 Timothy. 8. 4i or the truth." by having threats. Vengeance belongeth unto m*—Greek, "To me
been "enlightened," and by having "tasted" a certain ! belongeth vengeance:" exactly according with Pautt
measure even of grace of " the Holy Ghost* (the Spirit quotation, Romans. 12. la.of the same text. UstsaaD
of truth, John, 11. 17; and "the Spirit of grace,*' v. 20): Judge his people—in grace, or else anger, according as
to/all away (as "sin" here means, ch. 3. 12. 17; cf. ch. ; each deserves: here, "judge." so as to punish the re
a. 0) and apostatize ich. 3. 12) to Judaism or infidelity, probate apostate; there, "judge." so as to interpose in
is not a sin of ignorance, or error :** out of the tray .*" behalf of, and save His people (Deuteronomy, 31 Mi.
the resultj of infirmity, buta deliberate sinning against I 31. Iearful...to fall into the hiLds, &c—It is cood like
the Spirit {«?. 29; ch. 5. 2): such sinning, where a con David to fall into the hands of God, rather than man.
sciousness of gospel obligations not only was. but is I when one does so with filial faith in his father's lore.
present: a sinning presumptuously and perseveringly ' though God chastises him. " It Is fearful" to fall into
against Christ's redemption for us, and the Spirit of ! His hands as a reprobate and presumptuous sinner
grace in us. "He only who stands high can fall low. doomed to His just vengeance as judge [v. 2T). \x*'M
A lively reference In the soul to wiiat is good is neces | Ood—therefore able to punish for ever (Matthew, 10.2$;
sary in order to bo thoroughly wicked ; hence, man { 32. As previously he has warned them by the awful
can be more reprobate than the beasts, and the apostate | end of apostates, so hero he stirs them up by the re
angels than apostate man." [Tholvck.] remauietb. no membrance of their own former faith, patience, tnd
more sacrifice—For there Is but one sacrifice that can ! self- sacrificing love. So Revelation, i. 3. 4. call w
atone for sin; they, after having fully knowti that remembrance—habitually: so the present tense means.
sacrifice, deliberately reject It. 27. a certain— an extra illuminated— "enlightened :" come to "the knowledge
ordinary and indescribable. The indeflniteness. as of of the truth" {v. 2t> in connexion with baptism -V'-tt.
something peculiar of its kind, makes the description ch. 6. 4). In spiritual baptism, Christ, who i* "tbe
the more terrible {cf. Greek, James, l. IS;, looking for Light," is put on. "On the one hand, we are not to
— " expectation:" a later sense of the Greek. Alfohd sever the sign and the grace signified where the sacra
strangely translates, as the Greek usually means else ment truly answers its design; on the other, the glass
where, "reception." The transition is easy from "giving Is not to be mistaken for the liquor. n< r the sheath
a reception to" something or some one, to lookitigfor. for the sword." [Besoel.] fight of— i.t.,con$iding >i
Contrast the "expecting" (the very same Greek as here), afflictions. 33. The persecutions here referred to won
v. 13. which refutes Alford. fiery indignation—lit., to have been endured by the Hebrew Christians at their
"zeal of fire." Fire Is personified: glow or ardour of first conversion, not only in Palestine, but also in
fire, i.e., of Him who Is " a consuming fire." devour- Kome and elsewhere, the Jews in every city incitin*
continually. 28. Cf. ch. 2. 2,3; 12. 26. despised—" set the populace and the Roman authorities against
at nought** [AlkojadJ: utterly and heinously violated, Christians, gazing-stock—as in a theatre (so the Grctt:
not merely some minor detail, but the whole law and often used as the place of punishment in the presence
covenant, as ex. or., by idolatry (Deuteronomy, 17. 2-7). of the assembled multitudes. Acts, 19. 29; l Corin
So here apostasy auswers to such an utter violation thians, 4. 0.** Made ^theatrical spectacle to the world.*
of the old covenant ited—Greek, "dies:" the normal ye became—of your own accord : attesting your Chris
punishment of such transgression, then still in force. tian sympathy with your suffering brethren, coojaswithout mercy—fit., mercies; removed out of the pale ions of—sharers in affliction with. 34. ye had corapuiia
of mitigation, or respite of his doom, under—on the os me in my bonds—The oldest MSS. and versions omit
evidence of. 29. sorer—Greek, " worse," viz .," punish "me," and read, "Ye both sympathised with fty**
ment" (fit, , vengeance), than any mere temporal punish in bonds (answering to the last clause of v. S3; cf eh.
ment of the body. suppo>e ye—an appeal to the He 13. 3, 23; 6. 10), and accepted iso the Greek is translil^
brews* reason and conscience, thought worthy — by ch. 11. 35} with joy 'James, l. 2; joy in tribulations. a
Cod at the judgment, trodden under foot the Bon of God- exercising faith and other graces. Romans. 5. 3; anfl
by " wilful" apostasy. So he treads under foot God the pledge of the coming glory, Matthew, a. i$ th*
Himself who "glorified His Son a* an High Priest" plundering of your 'own; goods" (answering to the first
(ch. 6. 6; 6. 6). an unholy thing— tit., " common," as clause of v. 33). in yonrseives—The oldest MSS. omit
opposed to " sanctified." No better than the blood of "in:" translate," Knowing that ye have for lor to] pw
a common man, thus involving the consequence that selves." better—a heavenly ;ch. 1L 16). enduring—not
Christ, in claiming to be God, was guilty of blas liable to spoiling, substance—possession: peculiar"!
phemy, and so deserved to die ! wherewith he was our own, if we will not cad away our birthright. 35*™sanctified—for Christ died even for him. " Sanctified." Consequent exhortation to confidence and endurance.
In the fullest sense, belongs only to the saved elect. as Christ is soon coming. Cast not away—ImpJyin*
But in some sense it belongs also to those who have that they now have " confidence," and that it will m>'
gone a far way in Christian experience, and yet fall withdraw of itself, unlets they " cast it away" wilfully
away at last. The higher such a one's past Christian (cf. ch. 3. 14). which—Greek," the which:" inasmuch si
experiences, the deeper his fall, done despite unto—by being such as. hath—present tense: It la as certain «
repelling in fact: as "blasphemy" It despite In words if you had It in your hand iv. 37). It hath In rever
(Mark, 3. 21* . " Of the Jews who became Christians sion, recompence of reward—of grace, not of debt: *
and relapsed to Judaism, we find from the history of reward of a kind which no mercenary self seeker
Uriel Acosta, that they required a blasphemy against would seek : holiness will be its own reward ; scti
Christ. They applied to Him epithets used against de voting unselfishness for Christ's sake will be its own
Moloch, "the adulterous branch," &c [Tholvck.] rich recompence [Note, ch. 2. 2; n. 267. 36. pattaxethe Spirit of grace—the Spirit that confers grace. " He Greek, "waiting endurance," ox "enduring perwTer
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ance:" the kindred Greek verb in the LXX., Habakkuk,
8. 3, la translated, " Wait for it" 'cf. Jamea.6. 7). after
ve lure done the will of God—"that whereas ye have
done the will of God" hitherto (v. 32-3oj. ye may now
show sAso patient persevering endurance, and so "re
ceive the promise," i.e.t the promised reward: eternal
life and bliss commensurate with our work of faith
and love (ch. 0. 10-12). We most not only do% but also
suffer (1 Peter. 4* 10). God first uses the active talents of
His servants; then polishes the other side of the stone,
making the passive graces shine, patience, meekness,
Ac. It may be also translated, " That ye may do the
will of God. and receive." &c. [Altokd]: "patience"
itself is a further and a persevering doing of "God's
will f otherwise it would be profitless and no real grace
(Matthew. 7. 21). We should look, not merely fur In
dividual bliss now and at death, but for the great and
general consummation of bliss of all saints, both in
body and soul. 37, 38. Encouragement to patient en
durance by consideration of the shortness of the time
till Christ shall come, and God's rejection of him that
draws back, taken from Ilabakkuk, 2, 3, 4. a little
while—(John, 10. lflj he that sltall cime—lit, "the
Comer." In Habakkuk, It is Vie vision that is said
to be about to come. Christ, being the grand and
ultimate subject of all prophetical vision, is here made
by PanI, under inspiration, the subject of the Spirit's
prophecy by Habakkuk, In its final and exhaustive
fulfilment. 38. just — The oldest MSS. and Vulgate
read, "my just man." God Is the speaker: "He who
is just in my sight." Bin a el translates, "The just
{hall live by my faith:" auswerlng to the Hebrew,
labakkuk, 2. 4, (it, " the just shall live by the faith of
Him," viz. , Christ, the final subject of " the vision," who
" will not lie/ !«., disappoint. Here not merely tho
first beginning, as in Galatlans, 3. 11, but the continu
ants, of the spiritual life of the justified mania relerrtd
to. as opposed to declension and apostasy. As the
juetlu ed man receives his first spiritual life by faith,
so it is byfaith that be shall continue to live (Luke, 4, 4J.
The /.nfA meant here is that fully developed living trust
in the unseen (ch. 11. l] Saviour, which can keep men
stedfast amidst persecutions and temptations [v. 34-36).
bat—Greek." and." if any man draw back—So the Greek
admits: though it miuht also be translated, as A 1 1 on i »
approves, " if he (the just man) draw back." Even so,
it would not disprove the final perseverance of saints.
For "the just man" in this latter clause would mean
one seemingly, and in part really, though not savingly,
"just" or justified: as in Ezekiel, IB. 24, 28. In the He
brew, tills latter half of the verso stands first, and la,
" Behold, his soul which Is lifted up, is not upright In
him." Habakkuk states the cause of drawing back: a
taut lifted up, and in self-inflated unbelief setting
Itself up against God. Paul, by the Spirit, states the
effect, it draws back. Also, what in Habakkuk is," His
soul is not upright in him." is in Paul, " My soul shall
have ao pleasure in him." Habakkuk states thecause,
Paul the effect: He who is not right in his own soul,
does not stand right with God : God has no pleasure
in bim Bemokl translates Habakkuk. " His soul is
not upright in respect to him," viz., Christ, the subject
of " toe vision." %.e.,Christ has no pleasure in him (cf. ch.
12. 25J. Every flower in spring is not a fruit in autumn.
30. A Pauline elegant turning-off from denunciatory
warnings to charitable hopes of his readers (Komans,
ft. 121. saving of the soul—lit., " acquisition ior obtaintna, of the soul." The kindred Greek verb Is applied
to Christ a acquiring the church as the purchase of HU
blood (Acts, 20. 28,'. If we acquire or obtain our soul's
solvation, it is through Him who lias obtained it for
us by bis blood shedding. " The unbelieving man loses
hi* soul: for not being God's, neither is he his own
ref. Matthew, 16. 26. with Luke. u. 261: faith saves the
soul by iinatng it to God.' 'L>&utzlu in Auoud.J
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CHAPTER XI.
Ver. 1-40. Definition of the Faith juhtSpokkn
or (ch. 10. 30j: Examples from thk Old Covenant
you ouk Perseverance ix Faith. 1. Description
of the great things which /aitA (in Its widest sense: not
here restricted to faith in the gospel sense; does for
us. Not a full dfjin-ition of faith in its whole nature,
but a description of its great characteristics in relation
to the subject of Paul's exhortation here, viz., to perse
verance, substatce, ic— it substantiates promises of
God which we hope for, as future in fulfilment,
making them present realities to us. However, the
Greek is translated in ch. S. 14, " confidence i' and it
also here may mean "sure confidence." So Altord
translates,. Thomas Maoibter supports English
Version,1' The whole thing that follows is virtually con
tained in the first principle; now thofirst commencement
of the things hoped for is in us through the assent of
faith, which virtually contains all the things hoped
(or." Cf. Note, ch. 6. 6, "tasted—powers of the world
to come." Through faith, the future object of Chris
tian hope, %% Us beginning, is already present. True
faith iufers the reality of the objects believed in and
hoped for (v. 01. Hugo de St. Victor, distinguished
faith from hope. By faith alone we are sure of eternal
things that ihey auk; but by hope we are confident that
wk bqai.l have them. All hope presupposes faith
[Romans, 8. 26}. evidence—"demonstration:" convinc
ing proof to the believer; the soul thereby seeing what
the eye cannot see. things not seen—the whole invisible
and spiritual world; not merely things future and
things pleasant, as the " things hoped for," but also the
past and present, and those the reverse of pleasant.
" Eternal life la promised to us. but it is when we
are dead; we are told of a blessed resurrection, but
meanwhile we moulder in the dust; we are declared
to be justified, and sin dwells in us; we hear that we
are blessed, meantime we are overwhelmed In endless
miseries; we are promised abundance of all goods, but
we still endure hunger and thirst; God declares He
will immediately come to our help, but He seems deaf
to our cries. 'What should we do if we had not faith
and hope to lean on, and if our mind did not emerge
amidst the darkness above the world by the shining
of the Void and (Spirit of Cod:" [Calvin.] Faith
is an assent unto truths credible upon the testimony
of God [not ou the reasonableness at the thing revealed,
though by this we may judge as to whether it be what
it professes, a genuine revelation], delivered unto us
In the writings of the apostles and prophets. Thus
Christ's ascension is the cause, and His absence the
crown, of our faith: because He ascended, we the more
believe, and because we believe in Him who hath as
cended, our faith is the more accepted. [Bishop
Pearson.] Faith believes what it sees not ; for if
thou seest there la no faith: the Lord has gone away
bo as not to be seen: He is bidden that He may be
believed; the yearning desire by faith after Him who
Is unseen Is the preparation of a heavenly mansion for
us; when He shall be seen it shall be given to us as
the reward of faith [Augustine.] As Revelation deals
with spiritual and invisible things exclusively, faith
is the faculty needed by us, since it is tue evidence of
things not seen. By faith we venture our eternal in*
teres U on the bare word of God, and this Is altogether
reasonable. 2. Fur—So high a description of laith is
not undeserved; for, &c. (Ai-fohd.J by— Greek, " in:"
in respect to...in the matter of, '* it," or, as Greek more
emphatically, " this." the elders—as though still living
and giving their powerful testimony to the reasonable
ness and excellence of faith ich. 12. 1). Notmerely the
anewnts.as though they were people solely of the past;
nay. they belong to the one and the same blessed family
as ourselves tr. 39, 40). "The elders." whom we all
revere ao biguly. * i aul shu*» how we ougiA to seek
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In all its fulness, under the Tell of history, the essen
tial substance of the doctrine svmetinies briefly in
dicated.*' [BaxosxJ ** Tue elders," as " the fathers."
U n title of honour given on the ground of tbeir bright
faith and practice, obtained a gooi report — Greek.
"were testified of." vis., favourably >ct ch. 7. &!. It Is
a phrase of Luke. Paul's companion. Not enly men,
bnt God. (tare testimony to their fai:h (e.4,6,3&. Thus
tuey being testified of them selves have become " wltlasses" to all utters (cb. 12. 1}. The earlier elders had
their patience exercised for a long period of life: those
later, in sharper afflictions. Many things which they
h> ped for and did not see. subsequently came te pass
aud were conspicuously seen, the event confirming
laith. [Bknuel.] 3. we uiid-rstaDd—we perceive with
our spiritual intelligence the fact of the world's crea
tion by God. though we see neither Htm nor the act vt
creation as described, Gene.ii, 1. The natural world
could not, without revelation, teach us this truth,
though It confirms the truth when apprehended by faith
I Romans, 1. 20J. Adam is passed over in silence here as
to bis faith, perhaps as being the first who fell and
brought sin on us all; though it does not follow that
he did not repent and believe the promise, worldi—
lit., "a^es:" ail that exists in time and space, visible
and invisible, present and eternal, framed — "fitly
formed and consolidated f including the creation of
the single parts and the harmonious organization of
the whole, and the continual providence which main
tains the whole throughout all ages. As creation Is
the foundation and a specimen of the whole Divine
economy, so faith in eruation is the foundation and a
fjKicimen of ail faith. [Bknuel] by the word of God
—aot the personal word [Greek logos, John, l. 1) here,
but the spoken word [Greik rhcrnai; though by the In
strumentality of the personal word (ch. 1. 1). not made,
tic—translate as Greek. " so that not out of things
which appear hath that which is seen been made/' not
as In the case of all things which we see re prodused
from previously-existing and visible materials, as, for
instance, the plant from the seed, the animal from the
parent, die, has the visible world sprung into being
from apparent materials. So Also it is Implied in
the first clause of the verce that the invisible spiritual
worlds were framed not (torn previously existing
materials. Besgcl explains by distinguishing "ap
pear," i.e., begin to be seen [viz., at creation), from that
which is seen as already in existence, not merely beu' lining U> be seen; "so that the things seen were not
made of the things which appear," i.e., which begin to
bf seen by us in U*c act vf creation. We were not
*i>ccLAtors of creation; it Is by faith we perceive it.
4. mors excellent sacrifice—because offered In faith.
Now faitti must have some revelation of God on which
it fastens. The revelation in this case was doubtless
God's command to sacrifice animals ('* the firstlings of
tne flock"; in token of the forfeiture of men's life by
fin,, and as a type of the promised bruiser of tho
htrponts head {Genesis. 3. 16), the one coming sacrifice;
this command is implied in God's having made coats
of skin for Adam and Eve (Genesis, 3. 21): for these
*>kins must have been taken from animals slain in
nacrifice; inasmuch as it was not for food they were
Mnin. animal food not being permitted till after the
flood; nor for mere clothing, as, were it to, clothes
might have been made or the fleeces without the need
less cruelty of killing the animal; but a coat of skin
pnt on Adam from a sacrificed animal typified the
covering or atonement [the Hebrew for atone means to
cover) resulting from Christ* sacrifice. The Greek is
more lit. rendered [Kknnicott) by Wicklltti
"a much more sacrifice*" and by Queen Elizabeth's
version "a greater sacrifice." A fuller, more ample
sacrifice, that which partook more largely and essen*
tialiy of the true nature and virtue of sacrifice.
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(Ar.CQBisHOF Maori. J Itwas not any intrinsic merit
In "the firstling of the flock" above "the fruit of the
ground." It was God's appointment that gave it all
its excellency as a sacrifice; if It had not been so, u
would have been a presumptuous act of will worJitp
(Colossians, 2. £..'. and taking of a life which man had
no right over before the flood (Genesis. b\J. The sacnfiae seems to have been a holocaust, and the sign of
the Di vine acceptance of it was probably the consump
tion of it by fire from heaven ;Geneais. 15. Vi. Hence,
"to accept" a burnt sacrifice is In Hebrew" to torn
it to ashes" {Margin. Psaim 20. 3;. A flame seems to
Lava issued from the Shechinah or flan it.g cherubim.
east of Eden /'the presence of the Lord." Genesis, t
16), where the first sacrifices were offered. Cain, in un
believing self- righteousness, presented merely a raaafcejt'ering. not like Abel feeling his need of the pro
pitiatory sacrifice appointed on account of sin. God
* had respect first) unto Abel, ana then; to his offer
ing" (Genesis, t. 4). Faith causes the believers person
to be accepted, snd then his offering. Even ansnimal
sacrifice, though of God's appointment, would not nave
been accepted* had It not been offered in faith, be ob
tained witness—God bf fire attesting His acceptance
or him as " righteous by faith." his gifts—the com
mon term for sacrifices, implying that they most be
freely given, by it—by faith exhibited in his animal
sacrifice, dead, yet speaketh— His blood crying ton
the ground to God. shews bow precious, because ef
his " faith " be was still in God's eight even when
dead. So he becomes a witness to us of the blessed
effects of faith, o J-'aith was the ground of his pleas'
ing God; and his pleasing God was the ground of bii
translation, translated— -Genesis. 6. 22, 2Cj Imply
ing a sudden removal (the same Greek as in Galatam,
t. e: from mortality wltheut death to immortality: sacii
a cHAjiuaas shall pass ever the living at Christ's cow
ing (l Corinthians, 16. 61, 62). hao this testimony—ot,
of Scripture; the Greek perfect implies that this testi
mony continues s:ill: "he has been testified of."
phased Qjc — The Scripture testimouy virtually ex
presses that he pleased God. viz., "Enoch waiked wiu
God." LXX. twajislates the Hebrew tor " walked wita
God," Genesis, 6. b, pliased God, 6. without—Greek.
"apart from faith:" if one be destitute of faith d.
Romans, 14. 23). to pleat—translate, as A trow doe*,
the Greek aerie t, "it la impossible to please God si
aW (Romans, 8. 8). Natural amiabilities and " verb
done before the grace of Christ are not pleasant to GtA.
forasmuch as they spring not of faith in Jesus CbriK,
yea, rather, for that they are not done as God hub
willed them to be done, we duubt not but they bare
the nature of siu." [Article XIII., Eoxk <j Cows*-*
Prayer.] Works not rooted in God are splendid sua
[At uUftTi.sK.) he that cometh to God—as a worshipper
(ch. 7. 19;. must believe—onct for all: Greek aorUt- thai
God is—is : la the true self-existing J ehovah (as cuetrasted with all so-called gods, not gods, Galattarj.
4. 8a the source ef all being, though be sees Him sot
it?, l) as being "Invisible'' [v. 27.'. So Enoch: Hasps?
sage implies that he had not been favoured with wbte appearances of God, yet he believed in Gods l***£
and in God's moral government, as the Re warder '<■
His diligent worshippers, in opposition to antediluru?
scepticism. Also Moses was not so favoured before b*
left Egypt the first time, «. ST. still he believed, sad s
—a different Qreek verb from the former ' 'is.* TrattskU,
" is eventually:" proves to be; lit., becomes, rewariirrenderer of reward. (Alfobd.] So God proved to U
to Enoch. The reward is God Himself diligent!*
"•ought" and "walked with" in partial communis
here, and to be fully enjoyed hereaftet, Cf. Gesesu,
15. 1, "lam thy exceeding great reward.* of tsss*-^
and them only, diligently seek— Greek. " seek oat*
God. Cf. "geek early," I'roverbs. 8. if. ><H oaiy
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" ask* and " seek," but "knock," Matthew, 7. 7; cf. ch.
li. 12; Luke, 13. 34, "Strive" as in an agony of contest.
7. framed of God—The same Greek ch. 8. 6, " admoniahed of God." moved with fear—not mere slavish fear,
but as in Note, ch . 6. 7 ; Greek, reverential fear: opposed
to the world's sneering disbelief of the revelation, and
self-deceiving security. Join "by faith" with "pre
pared an ark" (l Feter, 3. 20). by the which—faith,
condemned the world—for since he believed and was
saved, so might they have believed and been saved,
so that their condemnation by God is by bis case
shown to be just, righteousness which is by faith—
Great," according to faith." A Paunne thought. Noah
is first called " righteous'1 in Genesis. 6. 9. Christ colls
Abel so, Matthew, 23. 36. Cf. as to Noah's righteous
ness, Ecekiel. 14. 14. 2o; 2 Peter. 2. 6, "a preacher of
righteousness." Paul here makes faith the principle
and ground of his righteousness, heir—the consequence
of sonship which flows from faith. 8. From the ante
diluvian saints he passes to the patriarchs of Israel,
to whom "the promises" belonged, called—by God
(Genesis, 12. U. The oldest MbS. and Vulgate read," He
that was called Abraham," his name being changed
from Abram to Abraham, on the occasion of God's mak
ing with him and his seedacovenant scaled by circum
cision, many years after his call out of Vr, " By faith,
he who was (afterwards) called Abraliam (father of
nations. Genesis, 17. 6, in order to become which was
the design of God's bringing him out of Urj obeyed
(the command of God: to be understood in this read
ing), go as to go out" ix. which he should after receive—
He had not fully received even this promise when be
went out, for it was not explicitly given him till he had
reached Canaan (Genesis, 12. 1, 6, 7). When the promise
of the land was given him the Canaamte was still in
the land, and himself a stranger; It is in the new heaven
and new earth that he shall receive his personal in
heritance promised him; so believers sojourn on earth
as strangers, whilst the ungodly and Satan lord it
over the earth; but at Christ's coming that same earth
which was the scene of the believer's conflict, shall be
the inheritance of Christ and His saints. B. sojourned
—asa " stranger and pilgrim." in—Greek, "into," i.e.,
he went into it and sojourned there, as in a strange
country—a country not belonging to him but to others
(*•© the Greek), Acts, 7. 6, C. dwelling in tabernacles—
unit: as strangers and sojourners do: moving from
place to place, as having no fixed possession of their
own. In contrast to the abiding " city" {v. 10). with—
Tueir kind of dwelling being the same is a proof that
their faith was the same. They alt alike were content
to wait for their good things hereafter (Luke, 16. 25).
Jacob was fifteen years old at the death of Abraham.
reus with him of the same promise—Isaac did not inherit
it from Abraham, nor Jacob from Isaac, but they nil
inherited it from God directly as "fellow-heirs." In
ch. 6. 12, 13, 17, "the promise" means tlu- thing pro
mised as a thing in part already attained; but in this
ch. "the promise" is of something still future, ike,
however, Note, ch. 6. 12. 10. looked for—Greek, "he
was expecting.'" waiting for with eager expectation
(Itomans, 8. 19]. a— Greek, "the city," Ac., already
alluded to. Worldly Knoch, son of the murderer Cain,
wu the first to build his city here: the godly patriarchs
waited for their city hereafter (v. 16; ch. 11 22; 13. 14).
; jaadations—Greek, "the foundations" which the tents
li&d not, nor even men's present cities have, whose
bailder and maker—Greek, " designer [Ephesians, 1. 4, 11]
and in Liter-builder," or executor of the design. The
city is worthy of its Framer and Builder tcf. v. 16; ch.
8. 2). Cf. ''found," Note, ch. 0. 12. 11. also Sara herself
— though being the weaker vessel, and though at first
she doubted, was delivered ef a child—Omitted in the
oldest MSS.: then translate, "and that when she was
past age" (Roman*, 4. 18). she judged him faithful who
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had promised—after she had ceased to doubt, being in
structed by the angel that it was no jest, but a matter
in serious earnest. 12. as good as dead—lit." deadened:"
no longer having, as in youth, energetic vital powers.
stars...sand—(Genesis, 25. 17.) 13-16. Summary of the
characteristic excellencies of the patriarchs* faith,
died in faith—died as believers, waiting for, not actually
seeing as yet their good things promised to them. They
were true to this principle of faitli even unto, and
especially in, their dying hour (cf. v. 20) . Tht se all—be
ginning with " Abraham" (v. 8), to whom the promises
were made (Galatians, 3. 16), and who is alluded to in
the end of v. 13 and in v. 16. [Ben a ex & Alfobd.J
But the" all" can hardly but include Abel, Euoch,
and Noah. Now as these did not receive the promise
of entering literal Canaan. some otJur promise made in
the first ages, and often repeated, must be that meant.
viz^ the promise of a coming Redeemer made to Adam,
viz., ** the seed of the woman shall bruise the serpent's
head." Thus the promises cannot have been merely
temporal, for Abel and Enoch mentioned here received
no temporal promise. [Archbishop Mauke.) This
promise of eternal redemption is the inner essence of
the promises made i* Abraham (Galatians, 3. 16). not
having received — It was this that constituted their
" faith." If they had " received" the i hi no pkomiseu
[bo "the promises" here mean : the plural is used be
cause of the frtquent rentwal of the promise to the
patriarchs: verse 17 says bo did receive the promises,
but not the tiling promised;, it would have been sight,
uotfaith. seen them alar iff—John, 8. 66
Christ, as
the Word, was preached to the Old Testament believers,
and so became the seed of life to their sou it., as He is to
ours, and were persuaded of them—The oldest MbS.
omit this clause, embraced them—as though they were
not "afar off," but within reach, so as to draw them to
themselves and clasp them in their embrace. Trench
denies that the Old Testament believers embraod
them, for they only saw them afar ojf: be translates.
" saluted them," as the homeward bound mariner, recotmising from afarthewell known promontories of his
native land. Alfori* translates, "greeted them."
Jacob's exclamation. " I have waited for thy salvation.
O Lord" (Genesis, 4u. 18), is such a greeting of salvation
from afar LDkljtzcuJ. couiessed...were stiaugers—so
Abraham to the children of Heth (Genesis, 23. 4j; and
Jacob to Pharaoh (Genesis, 47. V; Psaun, 110. 19).
Worldly men hold fsst the world ; believers sit loose
to it. Citizens of Uie world do not confess themselves
"strangers on the earth." pilg-iims—Greek" temporary
ilit., by the wayi sojourners." on the earth—contrasted
with "an heavenly M \v. 16',: "our cdizinship is In
heaven* {Greek: ch. 10. 34; Psalm III*. 64; Philippians,
3. 20j. "Whosoever professes that he has a father in
rjeaven, confesses himself a stranger on earth; hence
there is in the heart an ardent longing, like that of a
child living among strangers, in want and grief, far
from his fatherland." I Luther.] "Like chips in
seas, while in, abate the world." 14. For—Proof that
"faith" [v. 13) was their actuating principle, declare
plainly—make it plainly evident, seek—Greek, "seek
after:" implying the direction towards which their
desires ever tend, a country—rather as Greek, "a
fatherland." In confessing themselves strangers here,
they evidently imply that they regard not this as their
home or fatherland, but seek after another and a
better. 16. As Abraham, had he desired to leave his
pilgrim lire in Canaan.and resume his former fixed habi
tation in Vr, among the carnal and worldly, had in his
long life ample opportunities to have done so; and so
spiritually, as to all believers who came out from the
world to become God's people, they might, if they had
been so minded, have easily gone back. 16. Proving
the truth that the old fathers did not, as some assert,
" look only for transitory promises" ;Article VLL, Book
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of Common Prayer}, now— as toe case n. u not
ashamed—(Jrc:I:> "is notashanied of them." Not merely
once did Gal call Himself tluir tfoa, bat Ue is now
not ashamed to iiave Himself called so, they being
cUtre and abiding wi;b Him wbere He is. For, by tne
law, God cannot coum into contact with anything dead.
None remained dead in Christ's presence (Luke, 20. 37,
86}. He who is Lord and Maker of heaven ami earth,
and all things therein, when asked what is thy nau>e I
■aid, omitting all His other titles, "i am the God of
Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob."
ITUEODOB.KT.J Not ouly is He not ashamed, but
glories in the name and relation to His people. The
"wherefore'* does not mean that Gods good pleasure
is the meritorious, but the gracious, consequence of
their obedience (that obedience being the result of His
Spirit's work in them in the first instance). He first so
"called** Himself, then they socalied Him. for—proof
of His being " their God," vtz., " He hath prepared (in
His eternal counsels, Matthew, 20. 83 ; 26. 34, and by
the progressive acts ol redemption. John. 14. 2) for
them a city," the city in which He Hiuuelf reigns, so
that their yearning desires shall not be disappointed
(e. 14, 16). a city—on its garniture by God icf. Revela
tion. 21. 10 27). 17. offered up-M. . " hath offered up, '
as if the work and its praise were yet enduring.
IAlfobi-0 As far as his intention was concerned he
did sacrifice Isaac; and in actual tact " he offered bun."
as far as the presentation of him on the altar as an
offenngto God is concerned, tried—Greek," tempted,"
as in Genesis, 22. 1. Put to the proof of his faith.
Not that God " tempts " to sin. but God *' tempts " in
the sense of proving or trying (James, 1. 13-15). and—
and so. he that had received—rather as (*' reek, "accepted."
%.e.,\oetcoincd and embraced by faith, not merely "had
the promises." as in ch. 7. 0. This added to the diffi
culty in the way of his faith, thai it was in Isaac's pos
terity the promises were to be fullUled ; how then
could they he fulfilled if Isaac were sacrificed? offered
up—rather as Greek,'* was offering np:" be was in the act
"f offering, his ouly begot tea sou—Cf. Genwis. 22. -s,
"Tate now thy son, thine only son." Eu&sbius, Pra
paratio Evangelic*, h lu, and 4. 10, has preserved a frag*
ment of a Ortek translation of Sauchoniatho, which
mentions a mystical sacrifice of the Phoenicians,
wherein a prince in royal robes was the offerer, and
his only son was to be the victim: this evidently was
a tradition derived from Abraham's offering, and
handed down through Esau or Kdora, Isaacs son.
Isaac was Abraham's ** only-begotten son" in respect
of tiarah and the promises : he sent away bis other
sons, by other wives (Genesis. 25. «... Abraham is a
type of the Father not sparing His only- begotten Sou
to fulfil the Divine purpose of love. God no where in
the Mosaic law allowed human sacrifices, though He
claimed the first born of Israel as His. IB. Oi whom
—rather as Gretk, " He {Abraltam, not Isaac, to whom
it was said." IAxfohd.] lia^osx supports EnoiUJi
Version, bo ch. l. 7 usee the tsauie UrtJt preposition,
" unto,' for " in respect to," or " of." This verse gives
a definition of the " only-begotten sou*' [v. 17J. in Isaac
shall thy seed be cadea—(Genesis, 21. 12.) Tne posterity
of Isaac alone shall be accounted as the seed of Abra
ham, which is the heir of the promises .Uomans, u. 7/.
19. Faith answered the objections which reason brought
against God's command to Abraham to offer Isaac, by
suggesting that what God had promised He both could
and would periorin, however impossible tne perform
ance might seem iliomans, 4. 20, 21/. able to iaisn turn
—rather, in general, 'able to raise from the dead."
CI. Konians. 4. 17. "God who quicken*th the dead."
The quickening of tiarah's dead womb suggested the
thougnt of God' * power to raise even the dead, though
nomtiuutceoi it had as yet occurred, he received nim—
"loceived him back." (Al'ord.J iu a flguis-o'-a*.
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"ma parabie." Axfoju> explains, " Becstved
back, risen from that death which be had under
in, under, the figure of Uu. rum," I prefer with the
Pnajusov, Eari ue, and Gubooey ofNyssa, under*!
ing tne figure to be the representation which the »
scene gave to Abraham of Christ in His death ityt
by Isaac's offering in intention, and the ram's at
substitution answering to Christ's vicarious de
and in His resurrection (typified by Abraham';
ceivlng him back alive from the jaws of death, cf. I
rmthians, 1. 9, 10); just as on the day of atoui
the slain goat and the scape-goat together fonucd
joint rite representing Christ's death and resume)
It was then that Abrauam saw Christ's day (J
8, 66, ; accounting God was able to raise evea from
dead: from which state oi the dead he recwred
back as a type of the resurrection tn ChruL 30. ii
is put before Esau, as heir of the chief, rii, the «j
tuai blessing, concerning ttungs to eosM-u>wA, *'<
concerning things to come;" not only cocc*raai*'»£
present. Isaac by faith, assigned to his sob* tli
future, as if they were present. 21. t*.fa tta h
Greek, " coca of the soits" (Geneaia. 47. 29: tt»t.
knew not Joseph's sons, and could not dUun^Lt
by sight, yet he did duttnowLsfi them bt /oda. tarn
ing his hands intentionally, so as to lay his dfatl
on the younger, Ephrelnx, whose posterity ni I
greater than that of MauaaseOi; be also adopted 1
grand-children as his own sons, after having trai
red the right of primogeniture to Joseph tW
40. 22). and worshipped, die—This did not take 1
in immediate connexion with the foregoing, ba: h
it, when Jacob maue Joseph swear that he nooid I
him with hu fathers in Canaan, not in £sTPt.
assurance that Joseph would do so tided aim
pious gratitude to God, which be exprewtd byr*
himseU on his bed to an atutude ol wvr&tp. Bs*i
as Joseph's if. 22;, consisted in his so coflfrlri>h>
tic 1 pating the fulfilment of God* pronuie oi C*
to his descendants, aa to desire to be baud tUi
his proper pos&esston. 'iwvi"f; npon tw wp d *a **
Genesis, 47. 31. Hibrcio and English Venm, "«
the bed's head." LXX. tro-Tutate a& Faul here. Jttjustly reprobates the notion of modero Ecu*
Jacob uwrsiiipped Uu top of Joseph's ttaj, hira^f
an image of Joseph's power, to which Jacob boti
recognition of the future sovereignty of hU
tribe * the father bowing to the son! The Btbrt
translated in English Version, sets it a*ide: tht 6
alluded to afterwards (Genesis, 4a. 2:40. 31, and
likely that Jacob turned himself in his ted boss to
his face towards the pillow, Isaiah. 3a. 2 ilbero *
bedsteads In the East). Paul, by adopting the 1
version, brings out, under the Spirit, an ado*
fact, vie, that the aged patriarch used kis ov%
Joseph's) naff to lean on in worshipping on hs
The staff, too. was the emblem of hu yUgrm stau
on his way to his heavenly city (e. la. It; •*
God had so wonderfully supported him. Geoes
10, *' With my stajf I passed over Jordan, and 1
am become," &c (ct Exodus, 12. 11; Mark, ft. =
1 Kings, 1. 47, the same thing is said of Davufi"
ing on his bed," an act of adoring tbsnkspfu
God for Gods favour to his son before d£*&
omits the more leading blessing of the twelve ss
Jacob; because **he plucas only the flower* *
stand by his way, and leaves the whole uiea^"3
to his readers." IDsutzcb in AlvokdJ sX «
died—" when dying." the departing — " the cio
(Genesis, 60. 24, 26j. Joseph's eminent posiUaou.1
did not make him regard It as his home : la fc-1
looked to God's promue of Cana&u being fulfill*•!
desired that his bones should rest there: tesoi
thus (l.) that he bad no doubt of his posterity ct*
1 Ing the promised land, and ,2.) that he behevtca
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resurrection of the body, and the enjoyment In it of before the exodus. Besides, it is Moses* personal his
the heavenly Canaan. Hu wish was fulfilled (Joshua, tory and faith which are here described. The faith of
24. xi; Acts, 4. 10). 23. parent*—So the LXX. have the the people (" they passed ") is not introduced UU p. 29.
plural, viz., Amrara and Jochebed (Numbers, 26. 6SJ; endured—stedfast hi faith amidst trials. He had fled,
but Exodus, 2. 2. the mother alone is mentioned ; but not so much from fear of Pharaoh, as from a revul
doubtless Amram sanctioned all she did, and secrecy sion of feeling in finding God's people insensible to
being their object, he did not appear prominent in their high destiny, and from disappointment at not hav
what was done, a proper child—Greek, " a comely ing been able to inspire them with those hopes fox
child." Acts, 7. 20, " exceeding fair," Greek,** fair to which he had sacrificed all his earthly prospects.
' ! od." The " faith" of his parents in saving the child This accounts for his strange reluctance and despon
roust have had some Divine revelation to rest on (pro dency when commissioned by God to go and arouse the
bably at the time of his birth), which marked their " ex people (Exodus, 3. 15; 4. 1, 10-13). seeing him. ..in visi
ceeding fair" babe as one whom God designed to do ble—a3 though he had not to do with men, but only
a great work by. His leant]/ was probably " the sign" with God, ever before his eyes by faith, though invisi
Appointed by God to assure their faith, the king's ble to the bodily eye (Romans, l. 20; 1 Timothy, 1. 17;
commandment—to slay all the males (Exodus, 1. 2z). a. 16). Hence he feared not the wrath of visible man:
i 24. So far from faith being opposed to Moses* he was the characteristic of faith («. 1 ; Luke. 13. 4, 6). 28.
aa eminent example of it. IBkngel.] refused—in kept— Greek, *'hath kept," the Passover being, in
believing self-denial, when he might possibly have Paul's day, still observed. His faith here was his
succeeded at last to the throne of Egypt. Thermutis. belief in the invisible God's promise that the destroy
Fharaoh's daughter, according to the tradition which ing angel should pass over, and not touch the inmates
Paul under the Spirit sanctions, adopted him, as of the blood-sprinkled houses (Exodus, 13. S3). "He
Joseph us says, with the consent of the king. Josephus acquiesced in the bare word of God where the thing
states that when a child, he threw on the ground the itself was not apparent.'' ICalvin.] the first-born—
diadem put on him in jest, a presage of bis subse Greek " neuter i' both of man and beast. 29. they—
quent formal rejection of Thermutis' adoption of him. Moses and Israel. Bed sea — called so from its red
Faith mode him to prefer the adoption of the King of sea-weed, or rather from Edom (meaning red), whose
kings, unseen, and so to choose (v. 26, 26) things, the country adjoined it. which...assaying to do—Greek, "of
very last which flesh and blood relish. 25. He which (Red sea) the Egyptians having made experi
balanced the best of the world with the worst of ment." Rashness and presumption mistaken by many
religion, and decidedly chose the bitter. "Choosing" for faith: with similar rash presumption many rush
implies a deli Derate resolution, not a hasty impulse. into eternity. The same thing when done by the be
He was forty years old, a time when the judgment is liever, and when done by the unbeliever, is not the
matured, for a season— If the world has "pleasure" same thing. U1e.ngex.J What was faith in Israel,
(Greek, "enjoyment") to offer, it is but for a season. was presumption in the Egyptians, were drowned—
If religion bring with it "affliction," it too is but for Greek, "were swallowed up." or "engnlphed." They
a season; whereas its "pleasures are for evermore." 26. sank in the sands as much as in the waves of the Red
Esteeming—Inasmuch as be esteemed, the reproaoli of sea. Cf. Exodus, lo. 12, "the earth swallowed them.''
C&rist—i.e., the reproach which falls on the church, and 30. The soundings of trumpets, though one were to
which Christ regards as His own reproach. He being sound for ten thousand years, cannot throw down
the Bead, and the church (both of the Old and >'ew wails, butfaith can do all things. ICaRY&oaioM?. seven
Testament) His body. Israel typified Christ : Israel's days—whereas sieges often last for years. 31. Rahab
sufferings were Christ's sufferings {ct 2 Corinthians, showed her "faith" in her confession, Joshua, 3. ■». u,
i. 5; Colossians, l. 24). As uncircumcision was Egypt's "I know that Jehovah bath given you the land: Je
reproach, so circumcision was the badge of Israel's ex hovah your God, is God in heaven above, and in earth
pectation of Christ, which Moses especially cherished, beneath." the harlot—her former life adds to the
and which the Gentiles reproached Israel on account marvel of her repentance, faith, and preservation
of. Christ's people's reproach will ere long be their (Matthew, 21. 31,33). believed cot—Greek, "were dis
great glory, had respect unto—Gre* k, ' ' (-H.rut.ny hu eyes obedient,'* eiz., to the will of God manifested by the
away from other considerations, he fixed than on the miracles wrought in behalf of Israel (Joshua, 3. s-nj.
[eternal! recompense" i«. 39. 40). 27. not fearing the received—in her house (Joshua, X. 1, 4, a), with peace—
wrath of the kiug—But in Exodus. 2. 14 it is said." Moses peaceably : so that they had nothing to fear in her
feared, and Bed from the face of Pharaob." He was house. Thus Paul, quoting the same examples (v. 17. 31)
afraid, and fled from the danger where no duty called for the power of faith, as James, 3. 21, 36 (see my notes
Mm to stay (to have stayed without call of duty would there) does forjustification by works evidentially, shows
have been to tempt Providence, and to sacrifice his that in maintaining justification by faith alone, ha
hoye of being Israel's future deliverer according to the means not a dead faith, but " faith" which uxrketh by
Divine intimations: his great aim, Note, p. 23). He did love" (Galatians, &. 6j. 32. the time—suitable for the
notfear the king so as to neglect bis duty and not return length of an epistle. He accumulates collectively
when God called turn. It was m spit* of tin king's pro- some out of many examples of faith. Gedeos — put
h'biiwn he left Egypt, not fearing the consequences before Barak, not chronologically, but as being more
which were likely to overtako mm if he should be celebrated. Just as Samson for the same reason is put
caught, after having, in defiance of the kluir. left Egypt. before Jephthae. The mention of Jephthae as an ex
If he had stayed and resumed his position as adopted ample of "faith,'' makes it unlikely he sacrificed the
bod of Pharaoh's daughter, bis slaughter of me Egyp liji of his daughter for a rash vow. David, the warrior
tian would doubtless have been connived at; but his king and prophet, forms the transition from warrior
resolution to take bis portion with oppressed Israel, chiefs to the " prophets." of whom " Samuel" hi men
wiiieh he could not have done had ht staved, was tne tioned as the first. 33. subdued kingdoms—as David
Liiotive of his flight, and constituted the "faith" of did d Samuel. 8. 1. &c.): so also Gideon subdued
lot* act. according to the express statement here. Midian Judges, 7.). wrought righteousness—as Samuel
The exodus of Moses with Israel cannot be meant here, did (I Samuel, 8. 0; 13. 3-33; 15. 33; and David,
for it was made, not in denance, but by the desire, of 3 Samuel, 8. 16). obtained promises—as "the prophets"
the kin*:. Besides, the chronological order would be (v. 33) did; for through them the promises were given
broken thus, the next particular specified here, sis., [cf. Daniel, 9. 21). [Bbsoel.] Rather. " obtained the
the inatitutiou of the Pntsonr, havirg taken place julfi'mcnt o/ promises." which had been previously the
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Power of rail*.

object of their faith (Joshua. SI. 46: l Kings, 8. 66). i was in his last trials. LGuuaura.) Probably it in
Indeed. Gideon. Bank, die., also obtained the things cluded all three: they were tempted in every possible
which God promised. Not " the promises." which are way, by friends and foes, by human and Satanic agents,
still future v. 13. 30 . stopped the souths of lions— by caresses and afflictions, by words and deeds, to for
Note the words, "because he believed In his God." sake God, but in vain, through the power of faith.
Also Samson Judges, 14. 0), David {1 Samuel, IT. 34 37), [ sword—lit., " they died In the murder of the sword. '
Benaiab (2 Samuel. 13. SO). 34. Quenched the violence i In v. 34, the contrary Is given as an effect of faith,
of (ire—(Daniel, 3. 27.) Not merely " quenched the fire," *' they escaped the edge of the sword." Both alike an
but " quenched the power (so the Greek) of the fire.'* marvellous effects of faith. It both accomplishes great
Daniel. 3. and 0. record the last miracles of the Old ■ things, and suffers great thincs. without coantiog it
Testament. So the martyrs of the reformation, though suffering. IChuYsohto**.] Urijah was so siain by
not escaping the Are, were delivered from its having Jehoiakim (Jeremiah, SO. 23 ; and the prophets in Israel
power really or lastingly to hurt them, escaped...sword (i Kings, lb. 10). In sheep-skins—-as Elijah (1 Kings, tt
—So Jephtliah (Judges. 12. 3); and so David escaped 13, LXX.t. They were vn&; as the ''goat-skins'' were
Saul's sword U Samuel. 18. 11; 10. 10. 12); Elijah (1 Kings. black (cf. Zerhariah. 13. 4). tormtnttd-Greei. "In evJ
10. I. tc. ; 2 Kings, 0. 14). out of weakness... made strong; state." 38. Of whom the world was not wortsy-Sonir
—Samson (Judges, 10. 28; is. 10 , Hexekiah (Isaiah, 37. from their being unworthy of living in the world, sj
and 38.). Hilton says of the martyrs, " Tbey shook the their exile in desert. Ac, might seem to Imply. "u>
powers of darkness with the irresistible power of weak world was not worthy of them." The world, in shatutK
ness." valiant in fight—Barak (Judges. 4. 14. u;. And the them out. shut out from itself a source of bles-hv '■
Maccabees, the sons of Matthias, Judas, Jonathan, such as Joseph proved to Potiphar 'Genesis. 39. n. aad
and Simon, who delivered the Jews from their cruel Jacob to Laban (Genesis, 30. 27). In condemning them.
oppressor, Antlochus of Syria, armies—lit., camps; the world condemned itself, eaves—lit., "chinks"
referring to Judges, 7. 21. But the reference may be Palestine, from its hilly character, abounds in jtsrurrj
to the Maccabees having put to flight the Syrian and and cares, affording shelter to the persecuted, ss u«
other foes. 85. Women received their dead raised—as fifty hid by Obadiah (1 Kings, in. 4, 13! and Hyal
the widow of Zarephath (1 Kings, 17. 17, &c.; 21). (l Kings, 19. 8. 13); and Matlathias atd bis sea
The Shunammite (2 Kings, 4. 17, die.; 36). The two (1 Mace s. i», 29); and Judas Maccabeus (2 Msec &. * ■
oldest MSB. read, "They received women of aliens 39. having obtained agrod report—tHreek, " being ben*
by raising their dead." 1 Kings, 17. 84, shows that the witness of." Ihough they were so. yet " they recuvpi
raising of the widow's son by Elijah, led her to the not the promise." ie., the final completion of "sainfaith, so that he thus took her into fellowship, an ahen tion" promised at Christ's coming again (ch. 9. f.
though she was. Christ, In Luke, 4. SO. makes especial "the eternal inheritance" (ch. I*. 15). Abraham dri
mention of the fact that Elijah was sent to an alien obtain the thing promised 'ch. 0 15> inpari. ci2.. blessed
from Israel, a woman of Sarepta, Thus Paul may quote ness in sout after death, by virtue of faith in CanV.
this as an instance of Elijah's faith, that at God's com about to come: the full blessedness of body and soul
mand he went to a Gentile city of Sldonla (contrary shall not be till the full number of the elect shall t*
to Jewish prejudices), and there, as the fruit of faith, accomplished, and all together, no one preceding tf*
not only raised her dead son. but received her as a con other, shall enter on the full glory end bliss. Alcrrvert into the family of God, as Vulgate reads. Still. over, in another point of view," it is probable that son*
English Version may be the right reading. and—Greek, accumulation of blessedness was added to holy seal*,
"but.'" In contrast to those raised again to life, u.- when Christ came and fulfilled all things: even tt *'
tured—" broken on the wheel." Kleaaar (2 Mate. 6. 18, His burial many rose from the dead, who doobuc*!
and, 10, SO, 30). The sufferer was stretched on an instru ascended to heaven with Him" [Flacius in Boeiii
ment like a drumhead, and sconrged to death, not ac- (cf. Note, Epbesians, 4. 8). The perfecting of belterer:
stptiag deliverance — when offered to them. So the in title, and in respect to conscience, took place, oa*
•even brothers, S Mace. 7. 0. 11. 14, 80. 30; and Eteazar, for all, at the death of Christ, by virtue of His ^-' ■
SMace. 0. 21, 88, 30, "Though I might have been de made by death perfect as Saviour. Their perfeetis-s »
livered from death, I endure these severe pains, being soul at, and ever after Christ's death, took place, aid
beaten." a better resurrection— than that of the women's takes place, at their death. But the universal afci
children "raised to life again;" or, than the resurrec final perfecting will not take place till Christs comitition which their foes could give them by delivering them 40. provided—with Divine forethought from eterniS
from death IDaniel, IS. 2; Luke, 80. 35; Philippines, 3. 11). (cf. Genesis. 22. 8. 14). some better thing for as—(ch 7 ■*
The fourth of the brethren (referring to Daniel, IS. 3; —than they bad here, Tbey bad not in this warfA
said to king Antlochus, " To be put to death by men, " apart from us" (so the Greek Is for " without us' »-*is to be chosen to look onward for the hopes which are they bad to wait for us for), the clear revelation oftof God. to be raised up again by Him : but for thee promised salvation actually accomplished, as we tf,w
there is no resurrection to life." The writer of 2 Mac have it In Christ: in their state beyond the grate tbc-*
cabees expressly disclaim* inspiration, which prevents souls also Kern to have attained an increase of heaur^-t
our mistaking Paul's allusion here to it as if it sanc bliss on the death and ascension of Christ: and iW
tioned the Apocrypha as inspired. In quoting Daniel, shall not attain the full and final glory in body a*d&
he quotes a book claiming inspiration, and so tacitly (the regeneration of the creature), until the :<•
sanctions that claim. 36. others—of a different class number of the elect {Including us with them] is w3*
of confessors for the truth (the Greek is different from pleted. The fathers, Chrysostom. Ac., restricted u*
that for "others," v. 35. altoi, heteroi). trial—testing meaning of v. 39, 40 to this last truth, and I incUw '-'
their faith, imprisonment—as Uanani (2 Chronicles, this view. The connexion is, " You, Hebrews, m*y ij
16. 10). imprisoned by Asa. Micaiah. the son of Imlah. more easily exercise patience than Old Testis*
by Ahab (l Kings, 28. 26. 27). 37. stoned—as Zecharlah. believers; for they had much longer to wait, and 0
son of Jehoiada (2 Chronicles. 24. 20-8S; Matthew, still waiting until the elect are all gathered in: r*
83. 36). sawn asunder—as Isaiah was said to have been on the contrary, have not to wait for them." LEsTif'J
by Manasseh: but see my Introduction to Isaiah. I think his object in these verses (39, 40:, is to «**,
tempted—t-v their foes, in the midst of their tortures, Hebrew Christians against their tendency to re*sp*
to renounce their faith: the most bitter aggravation of into Judaism. Though the Old Testament wortfc*
them. Or else, by those of their own household, as Job
such eminence by faith, they are not abo** *
was LBsTive]; or by the fiery darts of Satan, as Jesus attained
in privileges, but the reverse.1* It is not wt *ti ■»
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perfected with them, but rather they with us. They
waited for His coming: we enjoy Him as having come
(ch. 1. 1; 3. 3). Chriit*B death, the means of perfecting
what the Jewish law could not perfect, was reserved for
our time. Cf. ch. 12. 2." perfcctcr {Greek) of our faith."
Now that Christ is come, they in soul share our blessed
ness, being "the spirits of the just made perfect" [ch.
it. 23): so Ali-ord: however, see Note there. Ch. 9. 12
shows that the blood of Christ, brought into the
heavenly holy place by Him, first opened an entrance
into heaven (cf. Johu, 3. I3j. Still the fathers were in
blessedness by faith In the Saviour to come, at death
(ch. a. i&; Luke, is. :*>).
CHAPTER XII.
Ver. 1-29. Exhortation to Follow the Wit
nesses or Faith just Mentioned: Not to Faint
ik Trials: To Remove all Bitter Roots or Sin:
forwb ari under, not a law ok terror, but
the Gospel of Grace, to Despise which will
bbino the Heavier Penalties, in Proportion to
our Greater Privileges. 1. we also—as well as
those recounted in r. 11. are compassed about—Greet,
" have so great a cloud (a numberless multitude above
us, like a cloud, 'holy and pellucid,' Clemens AUxayvdnnus) of witnesses surrounding us." The image is
from a "race," an image common even in Palestineirom
the time of the Gnuco-Macedonian empire, which in
troduced such Greek usages as national games. The
"witnesses" answer to the spectators pressing round
to see the competitors in their contest for the prixe
(Pbilippisns, 3. 14;. Those "witnessed of" [Greek, ch.
11. 5, 30) become in their turn "witnesses" in a two
fold way: (1.) attesting by their own case the faithful
ness of God to His people [ AlpordJ (ch. 6. l - , some of
them martyrs in the modern sense ; (2.) witnessing
our struggle of faith; however, this second sense of
" witnesses," though agreeing with the image here if it
is to be pressed, is not positively, unequivocally, and
directly sustained by Scripture. It gives vividness to
the image: as the crowd of spectators gave additional
spirit to the combatants, so the cloud of witnesses who
have themselves been m the same contest, ought to
increase our earnestness, testifying, as they do, to
God's faithfulness, weight—As corporeal unwieldiness
was, through a disciplinary diet, laid aside by candi
dates for the prize in racing; so carnal and worldly
lusts, and all, whether from without or within, that
would impede the heavenly runner, are the spiritual
weight to be laid aside. "Encumbrance," ail super
fluous weight: the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye,
and the pride of life, and even harmless and other
wise useful things which would positively retard us
(Mark, 10. 60. the blind man casting away his garment
to come to Jesus; 9. 42-48: cf. Epheslans. 4. 22;Colossians. 3. 9, 10). the sin which doth so easily beset us—
Ureck, "sin which easily stands around us;" so Luther,
"which always so clings to usf "sinful propensity
always surrounding us. ever present and ready."
(Wahl.] It is not primarily "the sin" 4c., but sin in
general, with, however, especial reference to "apos
tasy," against which he had already warned them, as
one to which they might gradually be seduced: the be
setting sin of the Hebrews, unbelief, with patience
—Greek, "in persevering endurance" (ch. 10. 36). On
" run" cf. 1 Corinthians, 9. 24, 26. 3. Looking unto— lu .,
"Looking from afar" iSote, ch. 11. 26); fixing the eyes
upon Jesus seated on the throne of God. author—
"Prince-leader." The same Greek is translated "Captain
(of salvation;" ch. 2. It); "Prince (of life," Acts, 3. 16.
Going before us as the Originator of our faith, and the
Leader whose matchless example we are to follow
always. In this He is distinguished from all those ex
amples of faith in ch. 11 (cf. l Corinthians, 11. I). On
H is •' faith" cf. ch. 2. 13 ; 3. 2. Believers have ever looked
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referrtr.x to ch. 11. 40. of our faith—rather as Greek,
"of the faith,'' including both His faith (as exhibited
in what follows) and our faith. He fulfilled the ideal
of faith Himself, and so. both as a vicarious offering
and an example, He is the object of our faith, fcr the
joy.. .set before him— viz.. of presently after sitting down
at the rigid hand of the throne of God; including be
sides His own personal joy, the joy of sitting there as a
Prince and Saviour, to give repentance and remission
of sins. The coming joy disarmed of Its sting the pre
sent pain, cross...shame—the great stumbling-block
to the Hebrews. *' Despised," i.e., disregarded. 3. For
—Justifying His exhortation. "Looking unto Jesus."
consider—by way of comparison with yourselves, so the
Grt>k. contradiction—unbelief, and every kind of op
position (Acts. 28. ID.*, sinners—Sin assails us. Not
sin, but sinners, contradicted Christ. ( Bengel. ] be
wearied and faint—Greet, "lest ye weary fainting,"
Ac Cf. Isaiah, 49. 4, b, as a specimen of Jesus' not
being wearied out by the contradiction and strange
unbelief of those among whom He laboured, preaching
as never man did, and exhibiting miracles wrought by
His Inherent power, as none else could do. 4. not yet
resisted unto blood—Image from pugilism, as he pre
viously bad the image of a race, both being taken from
the great national Greek games. Ye have suffered the
lose of goods, and been a gazingstock both by reproaches
and afflictions; ye have not yet shed your blood (Note,
ch. 13. 7). "The athlete who hath seen his own blood.
and who though caat down by his opponent, does not
let his spirits be cast down, who as often at he hath
fallen hath risen the more determined, goes down to
the encounter with great hope." [Seneca.] against
sin—Sin is personified as an adversary; sin, whether
within you, leading you to spare your blood, or In your
adversaries, leading them to shed it. if they cannot
through your faithfulness even unto blood. Induce you
to apostatize. 5. forgotten—utterly, so the Greek. Cf.
v. 16-17. in which he Implies how utterly soms of them
had forgotten God's word. His exhortation ought to
have more effect on you than the cheers and exhorta
tions of the spectators have on the competitors striv
ing in the games, which—Greek," the which," of which
the following is a specimen, t alfok d. J speaxeth uuto
you—as in a dialogue or discourse, so the Greek, imply
ing God's loving condescension (cf. Isaiah, i. IS), de
spise not—lit., * Do not hold of little account." Betray
ing a contumacious spirit of unbelief (ch. 3. 12), as
" faint" implies a broken down, weak, and desponding
spirit. ' ' Chastening" is to be borne with " subjection"
(v. 0) ; " rebuke'' (more severe than chastening) is to be
borne with endurance (p. 7). " Some in adversity kick
against God's will, others despond; neither is to be
done by the Christian, who is peculiarly the child of
God. To him such adverse things occur only by the
decree of God, and that designed in kindness, viz., to
remove the defilements adhering to the believer, and
to exercise his patience. (Grotius. ) 6. (Revelation.
3. 19J and— Grak," yea and." "and moreover^ bringing
out an additional circumstance, scourgeth — which
draws forth " blood" (v. 4). receivsth—accepts. Takes
to Himself asa sun "in whom He delighteth" (Proverbs.
3. 12). 7. In *. 7, 8, the need of "chastening^ or "dis
cipline" is inculcated; in v. 9, the duty of those to whom
It is administered. If—The oldest MSB. read, " Wltta
a view to chastening [i.e., since God's chastisement is
with a view to your chastening, i.e., disciplinary
amelioration) endure patiently:" so Vulgate. Alkori>
translates it as indicative not to well, "It Is for
chastisement that ye art enduring.' deaieth with ycu
—" beareth Himself toward you" in the very act of
chastening, what sou is he—" What son is there" even
in ordinary life? Much more God as to His sons
(Isaiah, 48. 10; Acts, 14. 22). Tbe most eminent of God's
sainu
were the uaosUUliaed. GodluOftttwiubyaway
W Him tea, U. 20, 13. »). fijusa«-<rr«*,"l,erfect«,"
|ge
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they knew not (Isaiah. 42. 16). We too much look at 1 5. 3J. *'0 happy the servant for whose imrrovemei*.
each trial by Itself, instead of taking It in connection i bts Lord is earnest, with whom He deigns to be angry.
with the whole plan of oar salvation, as if a traveller whom He does not deceive by dissembling sdmooiuos*
were to complain of the steepness and ronghneai of one [withholding admonition, and so leading the man to
turn in the path, without considering that it led him think be needs it notL Tsjlxcixlxji dt Pat.cU.
into green pastures, on the direct road to the city of j Observe the "afterwards:'' that is the time often when
habitation. The Xew Testament alone uses the Greek God works. 12. He addresses them as runners in s
term tor education [paideiai, to express "discipline* race, and pugilists, and warriors. [CitB.Ysat.T0X i
or correction, as of a child by a wise father. 8. if ye be J The "wherefore" is resumed from e. 1. hit up— Ii
withoat—excluded from participation in chasti&ement, . Isaiah. 36. 3, from which Paul here (juntos, it if.
and wishing to be so. all—all kmi; all the worthies "Strengthen ye the weak hands." The /lond is the
enumerated in cb, 11: all the teitntsses (e. \i. are— ' symbol of one's Btrength. Altoej> translates. "Pal
Greek." have been made partakers.'' then are ye bastards i straight again the relaxed hands." EnglLstt Version ex
—of whom their fathers take no care whether tbey are presses the sense well, feeble—/if„"paraJjrsed:" swotd
educated or not; whereas every right minded father hi used only by Luke in the New Testament, i'uuit coai concerned for the moral well-being of his legitimate i panion. Tbe exhortation has three parts: the first re
son, "Since then not to be chastised is a mark of lates to ounielveA, v. 12, 13; the second, to others, v. 14.
bastardy, we ought I not to refuse, but) rejoice in "Peace with all men/' the third, to God, "Hoboes.-.
chastisement, as a mark of our genuine sonship." without wnich." £c. ; and the first is referred to int. la,
[CaaYBosTOM.J 9. falters.. .which corrected us— rallnr ** Lest any man fail of the grace of God;" the sean-i
as Greek. " We bad the fathers of our flesh as correc in the words, "Lest any root of bitterness." £c;u>
tors." subjection—See the punisumentol insubordina third iu v. 16, ** Lest there be any fornicator or pro
tion Deuteronomy, 21. 18. father of spirits—contrasted fane person," &c This threefold relation often occui*
with the fathers of our fUsli. "Generation by men is in Paul's epistles. Cf. Sou., Titus, 2. IX "sobeiu'.
carnal, by God is spiritual." [Bxnobx.] As "Father righteously, and godly." The Greek active verb, not u*
of spirits," He is both the Originator, and the Provi middle or reflexive, requires the sense to be. Lift up o&
dential, and Gracious Sustainer. at once of animal and only your own hands and knees, but also thote of your
spiritual life. Of. "and uvx," viz.. spiritually; also brethren (cf. v. 16; Istuah. 36. 4j. 13. Quoted fruui lav. 10, "that we might be partaken of Him holiness" verbs. 4. 26, LX>L. "Make straight paths for thy feet.'
42 Peter, 1. 4). God is a spirit Himself, and the Creator UlraiafU, i.e., loading by a straight road to joy and grw
of spirits like Himself, in contrast to men who are («. l, 2, 16;. Cease to "halt" between Judaism snd
flesh, and the progenitors of flesh (John. 3. o). Jesus Christianity. tB*j*OfcUj "Paths." ltt..Ktuei tnuhour pattern "learned obedience" ex penmentally by Let your walk be so firm and so unanimous in the ri*tt
suffering (ch. 6. 8). and Uve—and so. thereby, live direction, that a phun track and "highway" may bt
spiritually and eternally. 10. Showing wherein the thereby established for those who accompany and iu'.chastisement of our heavenly Father is preferable to low you, to perceive and walk in Isaiah, Ji -•
that of earthly fathers, for a few days—*.«. , with a view [AXFoitD.j that which is lame—those "weak in tw
to our well-being in the few day* of oar earthly lift; : so laiUi* (Romans, 14. u. having still J udaixiug prejsd) ■■
the Greek, after their own pleasure— Oreek, "according be turned oui oi toe way—t Pro verbs, 4. x7,—and so nu»*'
to what seemed fit to themselves.** Their rule of ing the way. lose tbe prise of " the race " {v. 1). mar
chastening is wli.it may seem fit to their own olten be healed—Proper exercise of itself contribute* w
erring judgment, temper, or caprice. The two defects health: the habit of walking straight onward ui tit
of human education are U.) the prevalence in it ol a right way lends to heating. It. Follow peace witk i*
view to the interests of our short earthly term of men—with tbe brethren especially (.Romans, 14. l*.
day$; fi.Jthe absence in pareuts of the unerring wisdom that so tbe ** lame" among them be not " turned oat <J
of our heavenly Father. ** Tbey err much at one time in the way" (v. 13i. and that no one of them *' fail ol ii*
severity, at another in indulgence [1 Samuel, 2. 13; grace of God" (v. 16). holiness—a distinct Greek ved
Epheaians. 6. 4], and do not so much chasten as tji in k from God's " hoUness" it. 10). Truncate here "ssso
ihey chasten." [Bbvuel.] that ws might be partakers ficauon.1' Hislsabsolute/W^incss: our part istopU'*
of his holiness—-Becoming holy as He is holy (John. His holiness, becoming " holy as He is holy," by #•**■■16. D. To become holy like God, is tantamount to Acatwn. Whilst "following peace with all men.' «
being educated for parsing eternity with God (v. 14; are not so to seek to please them, aa to make Godi v-:'
2 Peter. L 4J. So this "partaking of God's holiness" and oar sauctlhcation a secondary object: this hi10
stands in contrast to the "few days" of this life, with must be our first aim {Gelatians, 1. 10). witboat exes
a view to which earthly fathers generally educate their —Greek, "apart from which." uo man shall sea the hd
sons. 11. jeyoos... grievous—Greek, "matter of joy... —no man as a son; in heavenly glory (Revelation, it
matter of grief." The objection that chastening is 3. 4). In the Kast, none but the greatest favouriM x1*
grievous is here anticipated and answered. It only admitted to the bouour of seeing tbe king id 2 Sevavd,
"seems" so to those being chastened, whose judgments 14. 24). The Lord being pure and holy, none but fi*
are confused by the present pain. Its ultimate fruit pure and holy shall see him .Matthew, 5. 6J. »'**
amply compensates for any temporary pain. The real out holiness lu theui. tbey could not enjoy Hun •!"*' "
objeot of the fathers in chastening is not that tbey And hohness itself <Zecbariah, 14. 20). The connexion J
pleasure in the children's pain. Gratified wishes, our purity with seeing tiu Lord, appears in l John, i - :
Father knows, would often be our real curses, fruit of Ephesians, 6. 6. Contrast v. 16 icf. 1 ThessaJothuu. * -*
righteousness—righteousness (In practice, springlngfrom In Matthew, 24. 3o; Kevelation. 1. 7. it is said thst ^
faith) is tlie fruit which chastening, the tree, yields shall see the Lord; but, that shall be as a Judjt, »**
iPhilippians, I. 11). "Peaceable" (cf. Isaiah, 32. 17,: In I as their lasting portion and God. which, is mean* tx: >
contrast to the ordeal of conflict by which it has been The Greek vero does not denote the mere actk* &
won. "Fruit of righteousness to be enjoyed iu pence ; seeing, but the seer's state of mind to which the otF*
after the conflict." [Tholuck.] As the olive garland, , is presented: so in Matthew, 6. 6, tbey shall tntfe***
the emblem of peace aa well as victory* was pat on the , prehend God, ITittmxks.J None but the hob; cccM
victor's brow In the games, exercised thereby — as i appreciate the holy God, none else therefore shall * ;
athletes exercised in training for a contest. < 'hastise* in His presence. "The bad shall only see Him in ' --'
went is the exercise to give experience, and make the
aa Son of man id. Kevelation, 1. 13, wiib 1; *;*
spiritual combatant irresistibly victorious liuiuans. i form
Matthew, Si. 30; Acts. L 11; 17. 31J: still it nul b J>
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the glory In which He shall judge, not in the lowliness
in which He was judged. his form as God, wherein
He is equal to the Father, without doubt the ungodly
shall not see; for it la only * the pure In heait who shall
see God'" [Auoustins.J "He shall come to judge,
who stood before a judge. He shall come In the form
in which He was j udged. that they may see Him whom
they pierced: He who was before hidden shall come
manifested in power: He, as Judge, shall condemn the
real culprits, who was Himself falsely made a culprit."
15. lest any. .. fall— Greek, "lest any [vie., through sloth
in running) failing' or "falling short of the grace of
<iod...trouole you ** The image is taken from a com*
pany of travellers, one of whom lags behind, aud so
never reaches the end of the Ions and laborious journey.
[Cbrthohtom.] root of bitterness—not merely a " bitter
root," which might possibly bring forth sweet fruits;
this, a root whose essence it " bitterness,'' never could.
Paul here refers to Deuteronomy, 29. 18, "Lest there
should be among you a root that beareth gall and
wormwood" (cf. Acts, 8. 23}. Root of bitterness aovaptebends every person (cf. v. 16J and every principle of
doctrine or practice so radically corrupt, as to spread
corruption all around. The only safety is in rooting
out such a root of bitterness, many—rather, "the
many," ie., the whole congregation. So long as it is
hidden under the earth it cannot be remedied, but
when it " springs up." it must be dealt with boldly.
Still remember the caution (Matthew, 13. 26-SOj as to
rooting out persons. No such danger can arise in root
ing out bad principles. 16. fornicator—(ch. 13. 4; 1 Co
rinthians, 10.8.) or profane— Fornication is nearly akin
to gluttony, Esau's sin. He profanely cast away bis
spiritual privilege for the gratification of his palate.
Genesis, 26. 34, graphically portrays him. An example
well fitted to strike needful horror into the Hebrews,
whosoever of them, like Esau, were only sons of Isaac
according to the flesh. [Bknqbx.] for one rtorstl—
the smallneas of the inducement only aggravates the
gmlt of casting away eternity for such a trifle, so far is
it from being a claim for mercy Icf. Genesis, 3. 0). One
single act has often the greatest power either for good
or for evil. So in the cases of Reuben and Saul, for
evil (Genesis, 49. 4; l Chronicles, 6. 1; 1 Samuel, IS.
12-14J; and, on the other hand, for good, Abraham and
i'hmehas (Genesis, 12. 1, &c; 16. 6, 6; Numbers, 26.
a-15). his birthright—Greek, "his own (so the oldest
_"■ I S& read. Intensifying the suicidal folly and sin of the
actj rights of primogeniture," involving the high spiri
tual privilege of being ancestor of the promised seed,
and beir of the promises In Him. The Hebrews whom
Paul addressed, had, as Christians, the spiritual rights
of primogeniture icf. v. 23): he intimates that they
must exercise holy self-control, if they wish not, like
I * hi, to forfeit them. 17. afterwards— Greek, "even
afterward." He despised his birthright, accordingly
also he was despised and rejected when be wished to
bave the blessing. As in the believer's case, so in the
unbeliever's, there is an "afterwards" coming, when
the believer shall look on his past griefs, and the un
believer on bis past joys, in a very different light from
tli at in which they were respectively viewed at the
lio)S. Cf. " Nevertheless afterward," die., v. 11, with
the *" afterward ' here. Cf. " the cool of the day,"
Genesis, 3. 8, with 0. when he would—when he wished
to bave. " He that will not when he may, when he
will, shall have nay" (Proverbs, 1. 14-30; Luke, 13. 34,
3o; IH. 42). he was rejected—not as to every blessing, but
only that which would have followed the primogeni
ture,
he found no place for repentance—The cause is
here put for the effect,** repentance" for the object which
J£saa aimed at in bis so-called repentance, vis., the
cJiang* of his. father's determination to give the chief
blessing to Jacob. Had he sougfU real repentance with
uars he would have found it (Matthew, 7. 7j. But he
W)7
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did not find it, because this was not what he Bought.
What proves his tears were not those of one seeking
true repentance is, immediately after he was foiled in
his desire, he resolved to murder Jacob I He shed
tears, not for his sin, but for his suffering the penalty
of his sin. His were tears of vain regret and remorse,
not of repentance, "Before, he might have had the
blessing without tears; afterwards, however many tears
he shed, he was rejected. Let us use the time" (Luke,
13. 28,'! [Ukmjkl.J Alfokd explains " repentance"
here, a chance, by repenting, to repair (ie., to regain the
lost blessing). 1 agree with him that the translation,
instead of "repentance," "no place for changing his
fathkr's mind," is forced ; though doubtless this is
what was the true aim of the "repentance" which he
sought. The language is framed to apply to profane
despisers who wilfully cast away grace and seek repent
ance {i.e., not real; but escape from the penalty of their
Bin), butin vain. Cf. " afterward," Matthew, £6. 11, 12.
Tears are no proof of real repentance (1 Samuel, 24.
16, 17; contrast Psalm 66. 8). H—th?. blessing, which was
the real object of Esau, though ostensibly seeking " re
pentance." 18. Tor—The fact that we are not under the
law. but under a blgher.and that the last dispensation,
the gospel, with its glorious privileges, is the reason w by
especially the Hebrew Christians should "look dili
gently," Arc. (d. 16, 16). are not cjihc— Greek, "have not
come near to." Alluding to Deuteronomy. 4. 11, "Ye
came near and stood under the mountain; and the
mountain burned with fire... with darkness, clouds, and
thick darkness.'* "In your comma near unto God, it
bas not been to* &c. the mount — The oldest MSS.
and Vulgate omit "the mount." But still, "the
mount" must be supplied from v. 22. that might be
touched—palpable and material. Not that any save
Moses was allowed to touch it (Exodus, 19. 12, 13).
The Hebrews drew near to the material mount Sinai
with material bodies; we, to the spiritual mount in
the Spirit. The "daikness" was that formed by the
clouas hanging round the mount; the " tempest" ac
companied the thunder. 19. trumpet—to rouse atten
tion, and herald God's approach (Exodus, 10. 16J.
entreated that the word should not be spoken- uf., " that
speech should not be added to them;" not that they
refused to hear the word of God. but they wished that
God should not Himself speak, but employ Moses as
His mediating spokesman. "The voice of words" was
the decalogue, spoken by God himself, a voice issu
ing forth, without any form being seen: after which
*" He added no more" (Deuteronomy, 5. 22). 20. that
which was commanded—"the interdict." [Ttttmann.)
A stern interdictory mandate Is meant. And—rather,
"Even If a beast (much more a man) touch." £c. or
thrust through with a dart—Omitted in the oldest MSS.
The full interdict In Exodus, 19. IS. 13. is abbreviated
here; the beast alone, being put for * whether man or
beast:' the stoning, which applies to the human
offender, alone being specified, the beast's punishment.
v»„ the being thrust through with a dart, being left to
be understood. 21. the sight—the vision of God's
majesty, quake—Greek, "1 am in trembling.'" "fear"
affected his mind; "trembling," bis body. Moses is
not recorded hi Exodus to bave used these words.
But Paul, by Inspiration, supplies {cf. Acts, 20. 3.V.
2 Timothy, 3. ft) this detail. We read in Deuteronomy,
9. 19, IX\„ of somewhat like words used by Moses
after breaking the two tables, through fear of God's
anger at the people's sin in making the golden calves.
He doubtless similarly " feared" In bearing the ten
commandments spoken by the voice of Jehovah. 22.
are come—Greek, "have come near unto" [cf. Deutero
nomy, 4. ID. Not merely, ye shall come, but, ye have
airiady come, mount Sion — aniityplcal Sion, the
heavenly Jerusalem, of which the spiritual invisible
church {of which the first foundation was laid in literal
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Zion. John, 11 15; 1 Peter, t «, U now tbe earnest; and 1 So spirit and spirits are used of a nam or men in ti*
of which the restored literal Jemaalcm hereafter aball I body, under the xnjluenee of the Spirit, the opposite 01
be the earthly representative, to be succeeded by toe flesh John, 3. 6. Tbe resurrection bod.es of the sainti,
everlasting and "new Jerusalem, coming down bom shall be bodies in which the spirit shah altogether pre
God out of heaven" ^Revelation, 21. 2-27: cf. ch. n. 10i. ponderate over the animal suul Xote. l Corinthians.
23, 23. to an inoaauraole company of asfcla, to the I u. 44;. 24. s*w—Not the usual term ikatne, applied
gvatral assembly and church— Ibe city of God having I to the Christian covenant tch. 9. 15', which would
been mentioned, the mention of Its citizens follows. t mean new as different from, and superseding the ola;
Believers being Uke the angels Ijob. l. 6; as. 7 ," sons I but Oreek nea, recent, lately established, having the
of God," are so their "equals" Luke, to. 3C) ; and. 1 freshness of youth, as opposed to age. The mention of
being reconciled through Christ, are adopted into ! Jesus, the Perfecter of our faith it. 2. and Himself
God's great and bleased family. For the foil comple perfected through sufferings and death, in flu resurtion of this we pray (Matthew, 0. 10 . English Vernon j rection and ascension ;ch. 2. 10; 6. 9), is natuxaLj sagarrangement is opposed :l , by "and" always beginning t gested by the mention of " the just made $^erjtcf at
each new member of the whole sentence: |2J " general ' their resurrection cf ch. 7. 22,'- Paul uses "Jesus.''
assembly and church," form a kind of tautology: 3.) I dwelling here on Him as the Person realized as our
" general assembly." or rather, "festal full assembly," ; loving friend, not merely In His tfhcial character as
** the jubilant full company'' (such as were the Olympic i the Christ, and to the blood ofspriaknng—here enumer
games, celebrated with joyons rinsing, dancing, &c. , ated as distinct from "Jesus." Bouax reasonably
applies better to the angels above, ever hymning God's argues as follows; His blood was entirely "poured out"
praises, than to the church, of which a considerable of His body by tbe various wars in which it was shed.
part is now militant on earth. Trans'ate therefore. His bloody sweat, the crown of thorns, tbe scourging
"To myriads (ten thousands, cf. Deuteronomy, 33. 2; the nails, and after death the spear, just as tbe blood
Psalm 68. 17; Daniel. 7. 10; Jnde, II; namely), the full was entirely poured out and extravasated from tbe
festal assembly of angels, and the church of the first animal sacrifices of the law. It was incorruptthe
born." Angels and saints together constitute the ten !l Peter, 1. 18. It);. No Scripture states it was again put
thousands. Cf. ' all angels, all nations" Matthew, 26. into tbe Lord's body. At His ascension, as our great
31. 31. Messiah is pre-eminently "the First-born." or High Priest, He entered tbe heavenly holiest place
" First-begotten" (ch. 1. 0 . and all believers become so "by His own blood" (uot after shedding His bloc4,
by adoption. Cf. the type, Leviticus, X 12, 46. 60; nor irtlA the blood in His body. but), carrying it separ
1 Peter. 1. 18. As the kingly and priestly succession ately from His body (cf. the type. ch. 9. 7. 12. 26; 13. II1.
was in the first-bora, and as Israel was God's " first Paul does not say. By tbe efficacy of His blood, but.
born* (Exodus. 4. 22: cf. 13. 2j, and a "kingdom of "By Hu ownproper blood" (ch. 9. 12): not JtATaam
priests" to God ;£x< dus, 19. cj, so believers (Revela blood, but "the blood of Him who. through tfce
tion, 1. 0 . written 111 uesven—enrolled as citizens there. eternal Spirit, offered Himself without spot unto God"
All those who at the coming of "God the judge of all" ch. 9. 141. So in ch. 10. 29, tlte Son of O'od and the iJood
iwhlcu clause therefore naturally follows), shall be oj the roienant whereicith [tbe professor was sanetififd,
found "written in heaven," i.e., in the Lamb's bwk 0/ are mentioned separately. Also in ch. 13. 12, 20; abo
lift. Though still fighting the good fight ou earth, still cf. ch. 10. 19. with tl. So in the Lord s Supper [l Ccrinin respect to your destiny, and present Me of faith tiuans, 10. 16; 11. 24-20 . the body and blood are sep*'which substantiates things hoped for, ye are already ately represented. The blood itself, therefore, con
members of the heavenly citizenship. "We are one tioues still in heaven before God. the perpetual raosoacitizenship with angels; to which it is said in the psalm, pnee of "the eternal covenant" ich. 13. 20). udob for all
ylortous tilings arc spoken of Vue. t/u>u city 0/ God." Christ sprinkled the blood peculiarly for us at Hi*
t Ai;ou8Tink.J 1 think ALronu wrong in restricting ascension tch. 9. 12}. But it is called "tbe blood rf
'the church of the first-born written in heaven," to spnukling," on account also of its continued use ia
those militant on earth: it is rather, all those who at heaven, and in the consciences of tbe saints on eartu
the judge's coming shall be found written In heaven (ch. 9. 14; 10. 22; Isaiah, 62. 16.. This sprinkling u
ithe true patent of heavenly nobility; contrast "writ analogous to the sprinkled blood of the Taasover. If.
ten in the earth." Jeremiah, 17. 13, and Esau's profane Revelation, 6. 6. " In the midst of the throne, a Lanit•ale of his birthright, «. 10,; these all, from the begin as it had been slain." His glorified body does not re
ning to the end of the world, forming one church to quire meat, nor the circulation of the blood. His bWi
which every believer is already come. The firstborn introduced into heaven took away the dragon's net;1
of Israel were "written* in a roll (Numbers, 3. 40. to accuse. Thus Rome's theory of eoneom (fancy of 16?
the spirits of jost men made perfect—at the resurrection, blood with tbe body, tbe excuse for giving only U*
when the "Jvi>awf shall appear, and believers' bliss bread to tbe laity, falls to tbe ground. The mer t: .
Khali be consummated by the union of tbe glorified of "the blood of sprinkling" naturally folio*! '-body with the spirit: the great hope of the New Testa mention of the ** covenant," which cou Id not be ecu
ment (Romans, 8. 20-23; 1 Tbessalonians, 4. 1G.J Tbe secrated without blood ch. 9. 18,22}. spesketa btOr
place of this clause after "the Junos or all." is my tilings ttian that of Abel—viz., than the spnnklicc '&'
objection to Benokl and Alfoj-.d'h explanation, tbe best MSrt. read tbe article masculine, which refer* '-!
souls of the just in their separate state perfects. Cf. " sprinklinK." not to " blood." which last is neuter d
tXote) ch. it. 30, 40. to which he refers here, and which blood by Abel in his sacrifice spake. This corupwi" "
I think confirms my view: those heretofore spirits, but between tiro t/ttna* of the earn* kind (tis,, Cbr.iis
now to be perfected by being clothed upon with tbe sacrifice, and Abel's sacrifice; is more natural. tM'
body. Still the phrase. " spirits of just men made per between two tilings different in kind and in nsui*
fect, "not merely "just men made perfect," may favour {viz., Christ's sacrifice, and Abel's own blood [it
tbe reference to the happy spirits in their separate roRD], which was not a sacrifice at aili. cf. ch. U. '
state. The Greek is not "the perfected spirits," but Genesis. 4. 4. This accords with the whole tenor d
*' the spirits of Vu perfected just." In no other passage the epistle, and of this passage in particular \v. i? -are the just said to be perfected before the resurrection, which is to show the superiority of Christ's saen^
and the completion of tho full number of the elect and the new covenant, to the Old Testament asm
(Revelation, 0. 11); I think, therefore, "spirits of tbe rices ;of which Abel's Is the first recorded; it, moreore:
just," may here be used to express the jiutt whose pre- was testified to by God as acceptable to Him sbo«
dominant element m the <r perfected date sftall be Spirit. Coin's,, cf. ch. B. and 10. The word " better **mn?fr*
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superiority to something that is ftood; bat Abel's oun
blood was not at all pood for the purpose for which
Christ's blood was efficacious; nay, it cried for ven
geance. So Arciib. Maoek. Hammond. <fc Knatciibull. Bbnoel takes " the blood of Abel " as put for
all the blood shed on earth crying for vengeance, and
greatly Increasing the other cries raised by sin in the
world; counteracted by the blood of Christ calmly
speaking in heaven for us, and from heaven to us. I
prefer Maoee*s view. Be this as it may, to deny that
Christ's atonement is truly a propitiation, overthrows
Christ's priesthood, makes the sacrifices of Moses* law
an unmeaning mummery, and represents Cain's sacri
fice as good as that of Abel. 25. refuse not—through
unbelief, him that speaketh—God In Christ. As the
blood of sprinkling is represented as speaking to God
for us, v. 24; so here God is represented as speaking to
us 'ch. 1. 1. 2). His word now is the prelude of the
last "shaking" of all things (». 27). The same word
which Is heard in the gospel from heaven, will shake
heaven and earth [v. 26). who refused him— Greek,
"refusing as they did." Their seemingly submissive
entreaty that the word should not be spoken to them
by God any more (v. 19) . covered over refractory hearts.
as their subsequent deeds showed (ch. 3. 10). that
spake—revealing with oracular warnings His Divine
will: so the Greek, if we turn away—Greek, "we who
turn away." The word implies greater refractoriness
than " refused," or " declined." him that speaketh from
keaven—God, by His Son in the gospel, speaking from
His heavenly throne. Hence, in Christ's preaching
frequent mention is made of "the kingdom o/ the
heavens " [Greek, Matthew, 3. 2). In the giving of the
law God spake on earth (riz.. mount Sinai) by angels
(ch. 2. 2; cf ch. 1. 2). In Exodus, 20. 22, when God sayB,
*' I talked with you from heaven," this passage In He
brews shows that not the highest heavens, but the visi
ble heavens, the clouds and darkness, are meant, out
of which God by angels proclaimed the law on Sinai.
26. then shook— when He gave the law on Sinai, now
—under the gospel, promised—the announcement of
His coming to break up the present order of things,
is to tbe ungodly a terror, to the godly a promise, the
fulfilment of which they look for with joyful hope. Yet
once more—Cf. my Notes, Higgai, 2. 6, 21, 22, both which
passages are condensed into ono here. The sinking
began at the first coming of Messiah: it will be com
pleted at His second coming, prodigies in the world of
nature accompanying the overthrow of all kingdoms
that oppose Messiah. The Hebrew is lit, " it is yet
one little," i.e., a single brief space till the series of
movements begins ending in the advent of Messiah.
Not merely the earth, as at the establishment of tbe
sinai tic covenant, but heaven also is to be shaken.
Tbe two advents of Messiah are regarded as one, the
complete shaking belonging to the second advent, of
which the presage was given In the shakings at the first
advent: the convulsions connected with the overthrow
of Jerusalem shadowing forth those about to bo at the
overthrow of ail the God-opposed kingdoms by the
coming Messiah. 27. this word. Yet once more—So Paul,
by the Spirit, sanctions the LXX. rendering of Haggal,
S. 0. giving an additional feature to the prophecy in
the Htbrtw, as rendered in Euglisli Version, not
merely that it shall be in a little while, but that it la to
be " once, mom" as the final act. The stress of his argu
ment is on the "once.'* Once for all: once and for
ever. "In sayiDg "once more,' the Spirit implies that
something has already passed, and something else shall
be which is to remain, and is no mora to be changed
to something else; for the once is exclusive, is , not
many times.* JEstiuh.] those things that are shaken
—the heaven and the earth. As the shaking is to be
total, so shall the removal be. making way for the better
tiling* that are unremoveable. Cf. the Jewish economy
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the type of the whole present order of things} giving
way to tbe new and abiding covenant: the forerunner
of the everlasting state of bliss, as of things.. .made—
vis., of this present visible creation: cf. 2 Corinthians,
5. l; and ch. 0. 11," made with hands.. .of this creation,"
i.e., tilings so made at creation that they would not re
main of themselves, but be removed. The new abid
ing heaven and earth are also made by God. but they
are of a higher nature than the material creation, being
made to partake of the Divine nature of Him who is
not made: so in this relation, as one with the uncreated
God. they are regarded as not of tbe same class as the
tilings made. The things mad* In the former sense
do not remain; the things of the new heaven and
earth, like the uncreated God, "shall remain before
God" (Isaiah, 66. 22). The Spirit, the seed of the new
and heavenly being, not only of the believer's soul,
but also of the future body. Is an uncreated and im
mortal principle. 28. receiving—as we do, in prospect
and sure hope, also in the possession of the Spirit the
first fruits. This is our privilege as Christians, let
us have grace—"let us have thankfulness." [Alpord
after Chrysostoh.1 But (1.) this translation is ac
cording to classical Greek, not Paul's phraseology for
"to be thankful." £2.) "To God" would have been
In that case added. (3.) "Whereby we may serve
God," suits the English Version "grace" (i.e., gospel
grace, the work of the Spirit, producing faith exhibited
in serving God), but does not suit " thankfulness." ac
ceptably—Greek.'* well -pleasingly." reverence and godly
fear—The oldest MSS. read, "reverent caution and
fear.'' Reverent caution (same Greek as in ch. 6. 7; see
Note there} lest we should offend God, who is of purer
eyes than to behold iniquity. Fear lest we should
bring destruction on ourselves. 29. Greek,** Foreven:"
"for also." introducing an additional solemn incentive
to diligence. Quoted from Deuteronomy, 4. 24. oar
God—in whom we hope, is also to be feared. He fs
love; yet there is another side of his character, God has
wrath against sin (ch. 10. 27, 31).
CHAPTEKXUI.
Ver. 1-25. Exhortation to Various Graces.
1&peciallyC*>nbta>-cyin Faith, Following Jesus
amidst Reproaches. Conclusion, with Pieces
of Intelligence ani> Salutations. 1. brotherly
love—a distinct special manifestation of "charity" or
"love" (2 Peter, l. 7;. The church of Jerusalem, to
which in part this epistle was addressed, was dis
tinguished by this grace, we know from Acts (cf. ch.
8. 10; 10. 32-34; 12. 12, 13). continue—charity will itself
continue. See that it continue with you. 2. Two
manifestations of "brotherly love,"' hospitality, and
care for those in bonds. Be not forgetful—Implying it
was a duty which they all recognised, but which they
might forget to act on (v. 3. 7, le . The enemies of
Christianity themselves have noticed the practice of
this virtue among Christians. [Julian, Ep. 49.1 en
tertained angels unawares—Abraham and Lot did so
^Genesis, 18. 2; 19. l). To obviate the natural distrust
felt of strangers, Paul says, an unknown guest may
bo better than he looks: he may be unexpectedly found
to be as much a messenger of God for good, as the
angels (whose name means messenger) are; nay, more,
if a Christian, he represents Christ Himself. There is
a play on the same Greek word. Be not forgetful and
unawares; let not the duty of hospitality to strangers
escape you; for. by entertaining strangers, it has escaped
the entertainers that they were entertaining angels.
Not unconscious and forgetful of tbe duly, they have
unconsciously brought on themselves the blessing. 3.
Remember— in prayer and acts of kindness, bound with
them—by virtue of the unity of the members in the
body under one Head, Christ ;i Corinthians, 12. 26).
suffer adversity— Greek, "are in evil state." beiog your
selves also in the body—and so liable to the adversities
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incident to the natural body, which ought to dispose
you the more to sympathise with them, not knowing
bow toon your own torn of suffering may come. " One
experiences adversity almost his whole life, as Jacob;
another in youth, as Joseph; another in manhood, as
Job; another in old age," I Hen o el] 4. is—translate,
" Let marriage be treated as honourable.-" as v. 6 also
is an exhortation, in all—"in the case of all men:"
"among aU." "To avoid fornication let iveky mam
hare his own wife" (1 Corinthians, 7. Jj. Judaism and
Gnosticism combined were soon about to throw dis
credit on marriage. The venerable Paphnutius, in
the council of Nice, quoted this Terse for the justifica
tion of the married state. If one does not himself
marry, he should not prevent others from doing so.
Others, especially Romanist*, translate, "in all tilings*
as In v. IS. But the warning being against lasdviousness, the contrast to ** whoremongers and adulterer* "
in the parallel clause, requires the "in all" in this
clause to refer to pertens. the bed undented—translate,
as Oreek requires " undented** to be a predicate, not an
epithet, "And let the bed '* undented." God will judge
—Most whoremongers escape the notice of human
trlbunals;but God takes particular cognisance of those
whom man does not punish. Gay immoralities wUl
then be regarded in a very different light from what
they are now. 6. conversation—" manner of life." The
lore of filthy lust, and the love of filthy lucre follow
one another as closely akin, both alienating the heart
from the Creator to the creature, such tninga as ys
have—lit, "present things " (Philipplans. 4. 11). I will
never leave thee, nor forsake thee— A promise tantamount
to this was given to Jacob .Genesis, ib. 16), to Israel
{Deuteronomy, 31. 6. 6J, to Joshua < Joshua, i. 6), to
Holomon (i Chronicles, 28. 20). It is therefore like a
Divine adage. What was said to them, extends also
to us. He will neither withdraw Uis presence (" never
leave thee") nor His lielp f ' nor forsake thee"). [titsoku] 6. may—rather as Greek, expressing confidence
actually realized. "So that we boldly (confidently) sny*
(Psalm 66. 4, 11; He. 0 ■ Punctuate as both the Hebrew
and the Greek require, "And (so) I will not fear: what
(then) shall man do unto mer 7. Remember—so as to
imitate : not to invoke in prayer, as Rome teaches,
havs the roll—rather. " who have had the rule over
you :" your spiritual leaders, who—Or., "the which:"
such persons as. who havs spoken unto you—"spake"
(so the Greek aoritt means) during their life-time.
This epistle was among those later written, when many
of the heads of the Jerusalem church had passed away,
whose faith—even unto death : probably death by mar
tyrdom, as in the case of the instances of faith in ch.
ll. 36. Stephen. James the brother of our Lord and
bishop of Jerusalem, as well as James the brother of
John (Acts, IS. H. in the Palestinlsni church, which
Paul addresses, suffered martyrdom, considsring—
Greek, " looking up to." "diligently contemplating all
over." as an artist would a model, the end—the ter
mination, at death. The Greek lsused of decease (Luke.
b. si; S Peter, 1. 16). of their conversation—" manner of
lifer "religious walk" (Galatians, l. 13; Ephesians,4.
ZS ; t Timothy, 4. 12 ; James, 3. 13). Considering how
they manifested the soundness of their faith by their
holy ycalk which they maintained even to the end of
that walk .their death by martyrdom). 0. This verse
is not, as some read It, in apposition with " the end of
their conversation** {v, 8), but forms the transition.
"Jesus Christ, yesterday and to-day ;isj the same, and
(shall be the same) unto the ages" (i.e., unto all ages).
The Jesus Christ (the full name being given, to mark
with affectionate solemnity both His person and His
office) who supported your spiritual rulers through life
even unto their aid " yesterday" (In times pastj . being
at once " the Author and the Finisher of their faith"
(ch. u. 2), remains still the same Jesus Christ "to-day."
610
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ready to help you also, if like them you walk by "hut*"
In Him. Cf. "this same Jesus." Acts, L ll. He who
yesterday (proverbial for the past time, suffered sad
died. Is to-day in glory (Revelation, L \U. " As eight
comes between yesterday aDd to-day, and yet night it
self la swallowed up by yesterday and to-day. so the
suffering did not so interrupt the glory of Jesus Chris;
which was of yesterday, and that which is to-day, as
not to continue to be the same. He is the same wAitday. before He came into the world, and to-day, in
heaven. Yesterday in the time of our predecessors.
and to-day In our age." [BsxosxJ So the doctrine u
the same, not variable : this verse thus forms the
transition between v. 7 and 9. He is always "the
same" (ch. L 12). The same in the Old and in Ke*
Testaments. 9. about—rather as oldest MSS. read,
"carried aside;" era., cf. Kpbesiana. *. 14. divert—
differing from the one faith in the one and the same
Jesus Christ, as taught by them who had the rata
over you 'x. 7,. strange—foreign to the truth, a -r
trines— "teachings" esVib.tsbsd with grace ; net wis
meats—not with observances of Jewish distinction
between clean and unclean meats, to which asceiic
Judaiaers added in Christian times the rejection of
some meats, and the use of others : noticed also by
Paul in l Corinthians. 8, a, 13; 0. 13, Komans, 14,17.
an exact parallel to this verse: these are some of the
"divers and strange doctrines* of the previous sentence.
Christ's body offered once for all for as, is our true
spiritual "meat" to ** eat" (r. lo„ "the stay and the
staff of bread'* (Isaiah, 3. 1). the mean of all "grace"
which have not prontefl—Grctk. "in which they who
walked were not profited;" viz.. in respect to justiflca
tlon, perfect cleansing or the conscience, and sanctic
cation. Cf. on " walked," Acta, 2L 21 ; via., with super
stitious scrupulosity, as though the worship of God m
Itself consisted in such legal observance*. 10. Chris
tianity and Judaism are so totally distinct, that "they
who serve the (Jewish) tabernacle." have no right tr
eat our spiritual gospel meat, tix., the Jewish priest*,
and those who follow their guidance in serving the
ceremonial ordinance. He says, "Serve the tabernacle."
not." serve in the tabernacle." Contrast with this ser
vile worship ours, an altar—the croes of Christ
whereon His body was offered.
The Lord's task
represents this altar, the cross ; as the bread and
wine represent the sacrifice offered on it. Our meat
which we by faith spiritually eat. la the flesh of Chrst.
In contrast to the typical ceremonial meats. The two
cannot be combined (Galatians, 6. 3U. That not u
literal eating of the sacrifice of Christ is meant is tbe
Lord's supper, but a spiritual is meant, appear: frooi
comparing r. i> with 10. "with grace, not with
meats." 11. 13. For just as "the bodies nf tbtw
beasts whose blood is brought into the sanctuary by
&c, are burned without the camp," so " Jesut also
that &c suffered without the gate* of etrewop-'J
Judaism of which His crucifixion outside the gate cf
Jerusalem Is a type, for—reason why they who sem
the tabernacle, are excluded from share in Christ; be
cause His sacrifice is not like one of those sacrifices is
which they had a share, but answers to one whici
was "wholly burned" outside (the Greek is "burst
completely." "consumed by burning"), and wfcKb
consequently they could not eat of. Lev. e. 30, gins
the general rule, "No sin offering whereof any of ll*
blood is brought Into the tabernacle of the congreva
tion to reconcile withal in the holy place, shall he
eaten; It shall be burnt in the fire." The sip offerias*
are twofold, the owftcord. whose blood wssm-aprink.'^
on the outward altar, and of whose bodies the priest*
might eat, and the inward, the reverse, the saactssr?
here the Holy of holies, into which the blood of t^
sin offering was brought on the day of atonement
without the camp- In which were the tabcrnadf asd
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Obedienct to Spiritual Rulers,

Levities! priests and legal worshippers, during Israel's j sacrifices. 17. Obey them that have the rule over yon—
journey through the wilderness; replaced afterwards (cf. v. 7, 24.) This threefold mention of the rulers is
by Jerusalem (containing the temple), outside of ! peculiar to this epistle. Iu other epistles Paul includes
whose walls Jesus was crucified. 12. Wherefore Jesus the rulers In his exhortations. But here the address is
—In order that the Antitype might fulfil the type, limited to the general body of the ciimxli, in contrast
sanctity—Though not brought into the temple "sanc to the rulers to whom they are charged to yield rever
tuary" (v. 11). J lis blood has been brought into the ent submission. Now this is just what might be ex
heavenly sanctuary, and " sanctifies the people" (eii. pected when the apostle of the Gentiles was writing
2. u. 17], by cleansing them from sin, and consecrat to the Palestine Christians, among whom James and
ing them to God. his own—not blood of animals, the eleven apostles had exercised a more immediate
without the gate—of Jerusalem ; as if unworthy of the authority. It was important he should not seem to
society of the covenant people. The fiery ordeal of set himself in opposition to their guides, but rather
His sujering on the cross, answers to the burning of strengthen their hands: he claims no authority directly
the victims ; thereby His mere fleshly life was com or indirectly over these rulers themselves [Bikks.1
pletely destroyed, as their bodies were : the second " -Remember* your deceased rulers iv. 7j :" Obey " your
part of flu offering was His carrying His blood into living rulers ; nay, more, not only obey in cases where
the heavenly Holiest before God at His ascension. no sacrifice of self is required, and where you are perthat it should be a perpetual atonement for the world's suaded they are right (so the Greek for "obey"), but
sin. 13. therefore—this " therefore." breathes the de "submit yourselves" as a matter of dutiful yielding.
liberate fortitude of believers. [Bkwoel.] without when your judgment and natural will incline you iu
tea camp—"outside the legal polity" [Throi>ouktj of an opposite direction. tLey—on their part : so the
Judaism icf. v. llj. "Faith considers Jerusalem itself Greek. As they do their part, so do you yours. So
as a camp, not a city." [Bxncel,] He contrasts with Paul exhorts, l ThessalonlanB, 6. 12, 13. natch—"are
the Jews who serve an earthly sanctuary, the Chris vigilant" {Greek), for—Greek," in behalf of." most give
tians to whom the altar iu heaven stands open, whilst account—The strongest stimulus to watchfulness (Mark,
it is closed against the Jews. As Jesus suffered 13 34-37). Cukysomtom was deeply struck with these
without the gale, so spiritually must those who desire words, as he tells us, De Sacerdotio, B. fl, "The (ear of
to belong to Him, withdraw from the earthly Jerusa this threat continually agitates my soul." do it —
lem and its sanctuary, as from this world in general. " watch for your soul's eternal salvation." It Is a
There is a reference to Exodus, 33. 7. when the taber perilous responsibility for a man to have to give ac
nacle was moved without the camp, which had become count for others' deeds, who is not sufficient for his
polluted by the people's idolatry of the golden calves; own. [EsTius./rom Aquinas ) 1 wonder whether it
so that "every one who sought the Lord went out be possible that any of the rulers should be saved.
unto the tabernacle of the congregation (as Moses [ChrysostomO Cf. Paul's address to tne elders. Acts, v
called the tabernacle outside the camp), which was ?0. £6; l Corinthians, 4. 1-5, where also he connects miwithout the camp:" a lively type of what the Hebrews ulsters' responsibility with the account to be hereafter
should do. viz.. come out or the carnal worship of the given icf. l Peter. 6. M. with joy—at your obedience ;
earthly Jerusalem to worship God in Christ in spirit, autici paling, too, that you shall be their "joy" in the
and of what we ail ought to do. viz . come out from all day of giving account (Philippians, 4. l . not with grief
carnalism, worldly formalism, and mere sensuous —at your disobedience ; apprehending also that in the
worship, and know Jesus in His spiritual power apart day of account you may be among the lost. Instead of
from wordliuess, seeing that " we have no continuing being their crown of rejoicing. In giving account, the
city" (». 14;. bearing—as Simon of Gyrene did. his re stewards are liable to blame if ought be lost to the
proach—the reproach which He bare, and which all Master. " Mitigate their toil by every office of atten
His people bear with Him 14 here—on earth. Those tion and respect, that with alacrity, rather than with
Hebrews who clung to the earthly sanctuary, are grief, they may fulfil their duty, arouous enough in
representatives of ail who cling to this earth. The itself, even though no unpleasantness be added on
earthly Jerusalem proved to be no "abiding city," your part." IGkotiubJ that— Grief in your pastors
having been destroyed shortly after this epistle was is unprofitable for you, for it weakens their spiritual
written, and with it fell the Jewish civil and religious power; nay, more, "the groans (so the Greek for
polity : a type of the whole of our present earthly order 'grief) of other creatures are heard ; how much more
of things soon to perish, one toooma— (ch. 2. 6; 11. id, of pastors!" LBenoel.] so God will be provoked to
14, W; 12. 22 ; Philippians, 3. 20.) 15. As the "altar" avenge on you their "groaning" (Greek:. If they must
was mentioned in v. 10, so the "sacrifices" here icf. render God an account of their negligence, so must
1 Peter, 2. 6, viz., praise and doing pood, v. 16). Cf. you for your ingratitude to them. [GrotiusJ 18.
Psalm 119. ltf: Romans, 12. 1. By him—as the Mediator Pray for us—Paul usually requests the church's Inter
of our prayers and praises (John, 14. 13. uj ; not by cessions for him In closing his epistles, just as he
Jewish observances (Psalm 60. 14, 23; 68. 30. 31; 107. 22; begins with assuring them of his having them at heart
116. IT). It was an old saying of the Rabbis, "At a In his prayers (but In this epistle not till v. 20, 21),
future time all sacrifices shall cease, but praises shall Bomans, 16. 30. " Us," includes both himself and his
not cease." praise—for salvation, conttnaalls—not companions ; he passes to himself alone, v. 10. we
merely at fixed seasons, as those on which the le«aj sac trust we have a good conscience—in spite of your former
rifices were offered, but tbrouxbouL all our lives, jealousies, and the cliarges of my Jewish enemies at
iruit of our lips—(Isaiah. 67. 10; Hosea, 14. 2.} giving J erusalem, which have been the occasion of my im
thanks—Greek, '■confessing." Bk.nobx remarks, the prisonment at Rome. In refutation of the Jews'
Hebrew. Tvdah, Is beautifully emphatic It literally aspersions, he asserts in the same language as here
means ackiuAvlcdgment or confession. In praiBing a his own conscientiousness before God and man. Acts.
creature, we may easily exceed the truth; but in prais 23. 1-3; 2*. 16. 20, 21 (wherein he virtually implies, that
ing God we have only to go on confessing what He his reply to Ananias was not sinful impatience ; for,
really is to us. Hence it Is Impossible to exceed the indeed, it was a prophecy which he was inspired at the
truth, and here Is genuine praise. 16. But—But the sac moment to utter, and which was fulfilled soon after).
rifice of praise with the lips (t>. 16) is not enough; there we tiust—Greek, "we are persuaded." in the oldest
mast be also doing good (beneficence) and communica MSS. Good conscience produces confidence, where the
Holy Spirit rules the conscience (Romans, o 1). honting (i.e., imparting a share of your means. Galatians, cstij
— "iua good way." i- ...,...,,.- (-.-■,-■ «,,!•■
The same Greek word as
6. 6, to the needy, with such—and not mere ritualistic
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"good conscience." Lit. rightly, becomingly. 19. tbe I
rether— Greek, "1 the mart abundantly beseech 70a." j
to do tbi»—to pray for me. that I may bo restored to yon
— (Philemon, 22). It is here first In the letter be men
tions himself. In a way so unobtrusive, as not to pre
judice his Hebrew readers against him, which would
have been the result had he commenced this as his
other epistles, with authoritatively announcing his
name and apostolic commission. 20. Concluding
prayer. God of peace—So Paul. Romans. 15. 33: ifi. 20;
•l Corinthians. 13. 11: Philippians. 4. 9; l.Thesaalonians.
h. 23; 2 Thessalonians. 3. 16. The Judaixing of the He
brews was calculated to sow seeds of discord among
them, of disobedience to their pastors (t>. 17). and of
alienation towards Paul, the God oj peace by diving
unity of true doctrine, will unite them in mutual love.
brought ague from the dead—Greek. " brought up" Ac:
God brought the Shepherd ; tbe Shepherd shall bring
the flock. Here only in the epistle be mentions the
resurrection. He would not conclude without men
tioning the connecting link between the two truths
mainly discussed; the one perfect sacrifice and the continual priestly intercession—the depth of His humilia
tion and the height of His glory—the "altar" of the cross
and tbe ascension to the heavenly Holy of holies, great
— [ch 4. 14.) Suepbard cf the sheep— A title familiar to
his Hebrew readers, from their Old Testament (Isaiah.
63, 11 ; LXX.i: primarily Moses, antitypically Christ;
already compared together ch. 3. 2-7. The transition is
natural from their earthly pastors (». 17;, to the Chief
Pastor, as in 1 Peter, 5. 14. Cf. Ezekiel,3i. 23 and Jesus*
own words. John. 10. 2, 11, 14. through the blood—Greek.
" in," in virtue of the blood (ch. 2. 9j : it was because of
His bloody death for us, that the Father raised and
crowned Him with glory. The "blood" was the seal of
the everlasting covenant entered into between the
Father and Son; tnvirtve of the Son's blood, first Christ
was raised, then Christ's people shall be so (Zechariah,
0. 11. seemingly referred to here; Acts. 20. 28), everlast
ing—the ereriasttngness of the covenant necessitated !
the resurrection. This clause. " the blood of the ever- !
lasting covenant," is asummary retrospect of the epistle
(cf. ch 9. 12). Lord J Has -the title marking His person
and His Lordship over us. But v. 21, " through Jesns
Christ.'' His office, as tin Anointed of the Spirit, mak
ing Him the medium of communicating the Spirit to
us. the holy unction flowing down from the Head on
the members (cf. Acts. 2. 2di. 21. Hake you perfect-

and Salutation.

properly said of healing a rent : join you together in
ferfect harmony. [BcsosuJ to da bis will, working is
yoD— 'ch. 10. 36;—rather as Greet, "doing in you."
Whatever good we do, God does in us. weU-pleasicr
iu his tight—(Isaiah, 63. 10: Ephesians. &. 10.1 throngs
Jesus Canst—"God doing (worktngj in you that, 4c,
through Jesus Christ" .Philippians. 1. 11 J. to wscnv—to
Christ, lie closes aa he began ich. l.l, with giving glory
to Curia t. 32. suffer tbs word—The Hebrews not being
tbe section of the church assigned to Paul (but the Gen
tiles1, be uses gentleentreaty, rather than authoritative
command, few words—com pared with what might be
said on so important a subject. Few. in an epistle
which is more of a treatise than an epistle (cf. I Peter,
6. 12). On the seeming inconsistency with Galatians. fi
ll, cf. Note there. 23. our brother Ttmothy-^o Paul,
1 Corinthians. 4. 17; 2 Corinthians, 1. 1; Colossia-ns. 1.
1; 1 Thessaloniaus, 3. 2. is set at liberty—from prison.
So Aristarchus was imprisoned with Paul Bisks
translates,' 'dismissed* '' sent away," viz, on emi*s3on
to Greece, as Paul promised (Philippians, 2. i»:. How
ever, some kind of previous detention is implied before
his being let go to Philip pi. Paul, though now at tanre,
was still in Italy, whence he sends the salutations of
Italian Christians to. 24), waiting for Timothy to join
biun. so as to start for Jerusalem: we know from 1 Ti
mothy, 1. s, he and Timothy were together at Epoetin
after his departing from Italy eastward. He probably
left Timothy there and went to Phtlippi as he had pro
mised. Paul implies that if Timothy shall not com
shortly, he will start on his journey to the Hebrews »t
once. 24. all—The Scriptures are intended for ail,
young and old. not merely for ministers. Cf. the differ
ent classes addressed. " wives." Ephesians. 5. 22; little
children. 1 John, 2. IS; "all." l Peter. 3, p; 6. a. He
says here " alt" for the Hebrews whom he addresses
were not all in one place, though tbe Jerusalem He
brews are chiefly addressed. They of Italy—not merely
the brethren at Rome, but of other places In Italy. 25.
Paul's characteristic salutation in every one of bis
other thirteen epistles, as he says himself, l Corin
thians, Ifl. 21. 23; Colosaians. 4. 1£; 2 Thessalonians. 1
17. It is found in no epistle written by any other
apostle in Paul's lifetime. It is used in Revelation. St
21. written subsequently, and In Clement of Kotoi
Being known to be his badge. It is not nsed by others
in bis lifetime. The Greek here is, "The urace feu. of
our Lord Jesns Christ] be with you all."

TIIE GENERAL EPISTLE OF

JAMES.
INTRODUCTION.
TII19 Is called by Eatebins (XttUsiastical History, t. S3, about the year A.D. 330) the first of the CathoUc epistles. >.t,
the epistles intended for general circulation, as distinguished from St. Paul's epistles, which were addressed to partieuiir
churehesor individual*. In the oldest M98.of the New Testament extant, they stand btfort the eptitles of St. Paal >H
them, two only are mentioned by Eusebius as unipertnliy aeknowUdgsd (" Homologoumena"). via. the first epistle of Si
Peter, and the first epistle of St. John- All. however, are found In eTery existing MS. of the whole New Testament
It is not to be wondered at that epistles not addressed to particular churches (and particularly one like that of St Jama,
addressed to tbe Israelite believers scattered abroad) should be for a time less known. The first mention of St. J ames' rftftle
by name, occurs early in the third century, in Origen (comment, on John 1. 19. 4. 306, who was kro about 185, and died 9*
A.D.I. Clemens Romanus (first epistle to the Corinthians, ch. 10., cf. James. S. a, 23; ch. 11.. of. James, ft. «; He. il.iv
quotes it. 80 also tbe Shepherd of Hennas quotes ch. 4. 7. Irenteus 1 /Arrases, 4., ]«. 3) is thought to refer to eh. t C
Clemens Alexandrinus commented on It, according to Cassiodorua, Eplirem gyrus iOov- Grese. 3. 51) quote* ch. 5. 1. An
especially strong proof" of its authenticity Is afforded by Its forming part of the old Sprint eeriion, which contains no et!w
cf the disputed books (" Autilegomena," Eusebius. 3. 351, except the epistle to the Hebrews. None of the Latin father) bet v
the fourth century quote it; but ioon after the council of Nice it was admitted as canonical both by the Sssst and «*:
churches, and specified as such in the councils of Hippo and Carthage (A.D. 837). This is just what we rafedit expect ; 1
writing known only partially at first, when subsequently it obtained a wider circulation, and tbe proofs were brtUr xn^n
of its having been recognised in apostolic churches, baring in them men endowed with the discernment of rpirlt*. we*
qualified them for discriminating between luspiied and uninspired writings, was universally accepted. Though doubtei W
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a time, at last the disputed books (St James. 3 Peter. 3 and 3 John, Jade, and Revelation) were universally and undoubtingl y accepted, so that no argument t>r the Old Testament Apocrypha can be drawn from their oase : as to it the Jewish
church had no doubt; It was known not to be Inspired.
Luther's objection to it (" an epistle of straw, and destitute; of an evangelic character") was due to lilt mist&KCU idea
that it (ah. 8.) opposes the doctrine of justification by faith, and net by works, taught by St PauL But the two apostle*.
whiLrt looking at justification from distinct standpoints, perfectly harmonise and mutually complement the definitions of
one another. Faith precedes love and the works of lore; but without them it is dead. St Paul regards faith in the justifi
cation of the sinner before God; St. James, in the justification of the believer evidentially befjrt men. The error which
James meets, was the Jewish notion that their possession and knowledge of the law of God would justify them, even though
they disobeyed it (cf. ch. 1. IS, with Romans, S. 17-20). Ch. 1. 3. and 4. 1, It, seem plainly to allude to Romans, 5. 3; 6. 13; 723; 14. 4. Also the tenor of ch. 8,, on "justification." seems to allude to St. Paul's teaching, so as to correct false Jewish no
tions of a different kind from those which be combated, though not unnoticed by him also (Romans. 3. 17, Ac).
8t. Paul (Galatians, 9, 9) arranges the names" James, CephaB, John," in the order in which their epis:Ies stand. The
St. James who wrote this epistle (according to most ancient writers) is called (Galatians, 1. 19) *' the Wd's brother." He
was son of Alpheus e-r Cleopas (Luke. 34. 13-18) and Mary, sister of the Virgin Mary. Cf. Mark, 15. 40, with John, 19 £5, which
reems to identify the mother of James the leas with the wife of Cleopas, not with the Virgin Mary, Cleopa*'' wife*B sister.
Cleopas is the Hebrew, Alphcui the Greek mode of writing the same name. Many, however.as Hegesippus (£u*c&ius, Eeclenattital History), distinguish " the Lord's brother" from the son of Alpheus. Dut the gospel according to the Hebrews,
quoted by Jerome, represents James, the Lor<T$ brother, as present at the institution of the Eucharist, aud therefore Iden
tical with the apostle James. So the Apocryphal gospel of James. In Acts, James who is put foremost In Jerusalem after
the death of James, son of Zebedee, is not distinguished from James, the son of Alpheus. He is not mentioned as one of
the Lord's brethren in Acts, 1. 14; but as one of the "apostles" (tialatiana, 1. 19). lit is called "the U"»s"(IW„ the little,
Mark, IS. 40), to distinguish him from James, the son of Zebedee. A'ford considers James, the brother of the Lord, the author
of the epistle, to hare bceu the eldest of the sons of Joseph and Mary after Jesus (cf. Matthew, 13. S3), and that James the
tm of Alpheus, is distinguished from him by the latter being called "the less," us., junior. His arguments against the
Lord's brother, the bishop of Jerusalem, being the apostle, are, 0.) The Lord's brethren did not believe on Jesus at a time
when the apostles had been already called (John, 7. 3. S), therefore none of the Lord's brethren could be among the apostles
Cnt it does not follow from John, 7. 3, that no one of them believed); (2.1 the apostles' commission was to preach the gospul
<»«ry where, not to be bishops in a particular locality (but it is unlikely that one not an apostle should be bishop of Jerusalem,
to ■*. li<>m even apostles yield deference. Acta, IS. 13, 19; Galatians, 1. 19; 3.9,12. The Saviours last command to theapostle*
collectively to preach the gotpei every where, is not inconsistent with each having a particular sphere of labour in which he
should be a missionary bishop, as Peter is said to have been at Antiochj.
He was vurnamed "the just" It needed peculiar wisdom so to preach the gospel as not to disparage the law. As bishop
of JerussUem writing to the twelve tribes, he seta forth the gospel in its aspect of relation to the law which the Jews so
reverenced. As St Paul's epistles are a commentary on the doctrines flowing from the death and resurrection of Christ, so
St. James* epistle has a close connexion with His teaching during His lite on earth, especially His sermon on the mount.
In both, the law is represented as fulfilled in love : the very Janguitge Is palpably similar (cf. eh. 1. S, with Matthew, S. 13 ;
ch. 1. 4, with Matthew. S. 48; ch. I. 6; S. IS, with Matthew, 7. 7-11; ch. fl. 13, with Matthew, S 7, and 6. 14, 16 ; ch. 3. 10, with
Matthew. S. 19; ch. 4. 4. with Matthew, 6. 34; ch. 4. 11, with Matthew. 7. 1, 3; ch. 6. 3, with Matthew, 6. 19). The whole
spirit of this epistle breathes the same gospel-rioAtamsneM which the sermon on the mount inculcates as the highest realiza
tion of the law. St James* own character as " the just," or Ugallv right'OVf. disposed him to this coincidence tcf. ch. 1. SO;
3, 10; S. IB, with Matthew, a. So). It also fitted him for presiding over a church still realous for the law (Acts, 31. 18-34; Ga
latians. 9. ISi. If any could win the Jews to the gospel, he was roost likely who presented a pattern of Old Testament
righteousness, combined with evangelical faith (ef. also ch. 2. 8, with Matthew, S. 44, 48). Practice, not profession, is the
teat of obedience (cf. ch. 9. 17 ; 4. 17, with Matthew, 7. 31-S3I. Sins of tongue, however lightly regarded by the world, are an
offence against the law of love (cf. ch. 1. 38; 3. 3-18. with Matthew, S. S3; also any swearinz, ch. 6. 13; cf. Matthew, 5. 33-37).
The absence of the apostolic benediction in this epistle, is probably due to its being addressed, not merely to the believing.
but also indirectly to unbelieving. Israelites. To the former he commends humility, patience, and prayer ; to the latter ho
addresses awful warnings (ch. S. 7-11; 4. 9; s. 1-6).
8t James was martyred at the Passover. The epistle was probably written just before it The destruction of Jerusalem
foretold in it <ch. 6. 1, *o.l, ensued a year after his martyrdom. 69 A.D. Hegesippus (quoted In EutebUiM, 1 381 narrates that
he vas set on a pinnacle of the temple by the scribes aud Pharisees, who begged him to restrain the people who were in large
numbers embracing Christianity. " Tell us," said they in the presence of the people gathered at the feast, " which Is the
door of Jesus?" St James replied with aloud voice, "Why ask ye me concerning Jesus the Son of man? Hesittethatthe
right hand of power, and will come again on the clouds of heaven'* Many thereupon cried. Hosannah to the Son of David.
Bnt St. James was cast down headlong by the Pharisees; and praying. ** Father, forgive them, for they know not what they
do," he was stoned and benten to death with a fuller's club. The Jews, we know from Acts, were exasperated at St Paul's
rescue from their hands, and therefore determined to wreak their vengeance on St James. The publication of his epistle
to the dispersed Israelites, to whom it was probably carried by those who came up to the periodical feasts, made him
obnoxious to them, especially to the higher classes, because it foretold the woes soon about to fall on them and their country.
Their taunting question, " Which is the door of Jesus " (ie.. by what door will He come when He returns )? alludes to his
prophecy. " the coming of the Lord draweth nigh . . . behold the Judge staodelh before the door" (ch. S. 8, 9). Hebrews,
13. 7. probably refers to the martyrdom of James, who had been so long bishop over the Jewish Christians at Jerusalem,
" Remember them which have (rather, 'had') the rule (spiritually) over you, who have spoken unto you the word of God;
wuoae faith follow, considering the end of their conversation."
His inspiration as an apostle is expressly referred to in Acts, IS. 19, SB, " ifjf sentence is," Ac.; " It seemed good to (As
ffottf Ghost and to vm." Ac. His episcopal authority is implied in the deference paid to him by St. Peter and St. Paul (Acta,
14. 17; 31. 18; Galatians, L 19; 3. 9). The Lord had appeared specially to him after the resurrection (1 Corinthians, 15. 7).
St Peter in his flrat epistle (universally from ths first received as canonical) tacitly confirms the inspiration of St. James'
epistle, by incorporating with his own inspired writings no less than ten pasaages from St. James, The "apostle of the
circumcision," St Peter, and the first bishop of Jerusalem, would naturally have much in common. Of. ch. 1. 1, with 1 Peter,
1_ 1; eh. 1. % with 1 Peter, 1. 6; 4. 13, 13; ch. 1. 11, with 1 Peter. 1. 34; ch. 1. 18, with 1 Peter. 1. 8; ch. 3. 7, with 1 Peter, 4. 14;
cb_ 3- 11. with 1 Peter, 3. 19; ch. 4. 1, with 1 Peter. 9. 11; ch. 4. 6. with 1 Peter, S. 5, 6; ch. 4. 7, with l Peter. 6. «, 9; eL «. io,
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with 1 Peter. s. 6; oh. 5. »>, with J Peter. 4. 9. Ita being written id tbe purest Greek shows U rw intended n«t only for
the JewB at Jerusalem, bat also for the Hellenistic, i*.. Gr«ek«peektng Jews
The style if close, curt, and sententious, gnome following after gnome. An Hebrew character pervades the epistle, ai
appears in the occasional poetic parallelisms (oh. S. 1-11/. Cf. ch. 1. i, ** i*> —< iiiMj _" Marvin, synagogue. The images art
analogical arguments, combining at once logic and poetry. Eloqnenos and persuasiveness are prominent charactertsOca.
Toe similarity to Matthew, the moat Hebrew of the gospels, ia just what we might expect from the bishop of Jerusalem
writing to Israelite*. Id It the higher spirit of Christianity is seen putting the Jewish law in its proper place. The law u
enforced in its eferlasting spirit, not in the letter for which the Jews were so leaioua The doctrine* or grace, the <hV
tinguishlng> features of St Paul's teaching to the Helleuists and Gentiles, are less prominent, as being already taught hj that
apostle. St. James complements Pan]* teaching, and show* to the Jewish Christians who still kept the legal ordinances dWn
to the fall of Jerusalem, the spiritual principle of the law, Wa, lor* manifested in obedience. Totketeh "the perfect man'*
continuing in the gospel law of liberty, I* his theme.
CHAPTER I.
required "joy" [Boo ax), as part of tbe "perfect
V*r. 1-17. Inscription : Exhortation ok Hear work " of probation. The work of God In &> man is the
ing. Speaking, and Wrath. The hut subjectisdis- man. If God's teaching by patience hare had a perfect
cussed In ch. 3. 13.-4. 17. 1. Junes—an apostle or the cir work in you, you are perfect. LAlforxj.] entire—that
cumcision, with Peter and John: James in Jerusalem, which has all its parts complete* wanting no integral
Palestine, and Syria; Peter Id Babylon and the E.; John part: 1 Tnessalonlans, 6. 23. "your whole IU.. 'en
In Ephesus and Asia Minor. St. Peter addresses the dis- tire') spirit, soul, and body.-" as "perfect" implies
persed Jews of Pontus, Galalia, Capt*idocia; St. James, withov* a blemish in its parts. 5. Englxsh Version
the Israelites of the twelve tritxs scattered abroad, ser omits "But," which the Grtek has, and which Is Im
vant of God—not that he was not an apostle ; for Paul, portant. "But (as this perfect ent\rtne*s wanting
an apostle, also calls himself so; bat as addressing the nefAift* Is no easy attainment/ If any,' etc. lackIsraelites generally. Including even indirectly the uu- rather, as tbe Greek word Is repeated after St. JameV
believing, he In humility omits trie title "apostle;" so manner, from v. i." wanting nothing.™ translate. "If
Paul in writing to the Hebrews: similarly Jude, an any of you want wisdom/ vis., the wisdom whereby
n l»ofltle. In bis general epistle. Jesat Christ—not men ye may "count it all joy when ye fall in to divers temp
tioned again save in ch. 4. 1: not at all in his speeches tations," and "let patience have her perfect work."
(Acts. IS. 14. 16. and 21. SO. 211. lest his Introducing the This ** wisdom" Is shown In lta effects in detail, ch t
name of J esos oftener should seem to arise from vauity. IT. The highest wisdom which governs patience alike
as being " the Lord's brother." 1 Base el i Ills teach in poverty and riches, is described r. 9, 10. iik—ch.
ing being practical, rather than doctrinal, required less 4. 2.) liberally—So the Greek is rendered by English
frequent mention of Christ's name, scattered abroad Version. It Is rendered with simplicity. Romans. U ?.
—lit., which are in the dispersion. The dispersion of God gives without adding ought which may take off
the Israelites, and their connexion with Jerusalem as from the graclousness of the gift, [Alpokixj Godreit centre of religion, was a Divinely ordered means of quires tbe same " simplicity" in His children t" eye»_
propagating Christianity. The pilgrim troops of the single," Matthew, 0. 2"J, Ut., simple), npbraidatn aot—an
law became caravans of the gospel. [WoiiDswoRTn.] illustration of God's giving simply. He gives to tbe
greeting—found In no other Christian letter, but In i humble suppliant without upbraiding him with his
James and the Jerusalem Synod's epistle to the Gen- i past sin and ingratitude, or bis future abuse of Uod"i
t lit* churches: an undesigned coincidence and mark of I goodness. The Jews pray. " Let me not have need of
genuineness. In the original Greek ichairein) for ! the gifts of men , whose gifts are few, but their upbraid" greeting." there Is aconnexlon with the "joy" to which ! tags manifold; but give me out of thy lance and full
they are exhorted amidst their existing distresses from : baud." Cf. Solomon's prayer for " wisdom," and God i
1 overty and consequent oppression. Cf. Romans, 16. gift above what he asked, though God foresaw his fu
1!6, which alludes to their poverty. 2. My brethren—a ture abuse of His goodness would deserve very differ
phrase often found In St. James, marking community ently. St. James has before bis eye the sermon on th*
of nation and of faith, alt joy—cause for the highest joy. j mount (see my Introduction . God hears every tree
IGrotiub] Nothing but joy. IPiscator.1 Count prayer, and grants either the thing asked, or else sosuenil "divers temptations" to be each matter of joy. thing better than it: as a good physician consults for
IBinoel.1 fail into—unexpectedly, so as to be en- his patient's good better by denying something whioti
tompassed b\i tbem (so the original Grok) temptations tbe latter asks not for his good, than by conceding »
—not in the limited sense of allurements to sin, but , temporary gratification to his hurt 6. ask in faith—
trials or distresses of any kind which teat and purify t t\«., the persuasion that God can and will give. St
the Christian character. Cf. " tempt," i.e.. try. Genesis, James bfgins and ends with faitiv. In the middle oT
22. l. Some of those to whom St. James writes were i the epistle he removes the hindrances to faith, sod
"sick," or otherwise "afflicted" (ch. 6. IS). Every shows its true character. IBsjiqel.) wavering—be
possible trial to the child of God is a masterpiece of tween belief and unbelief. Cf. the case of the Israelites
strategy of the Captain of bis salvation for bis good. who seemed to partly believe in God's power, but lead
3. the trying—the Usting or proving of your faith, viz., i more to unbelief by " limiting" It. On the other hand
by " divers temptations." Cf. Romans. 5. 3, " tribuia- cf. Acta, io. 90; Romans, 4. »> (" staggered nof.. .throe**
t ion " worketh patience, and patience, experience (lu the unbelief," lit., as here," wavered not "J, 1 Timothy. 1 ■
original dokime. akin to dokimion "trying" here: there like a wave of tbe sea—Isaiah. 67. 90: Kphesians. 4. H
It Is experience; here the " trying" or testing, whence ex where the same Grtek word occurs for "tossed to and
perience flows), pattance—the original implies more: fro," as is here translated, "driven with tbe wind.'
perievering endurance and continuance (cf. Luke, 8. ?&}. driven with tbe wind — from without, tossed — froa
4. Let endurance have a perfect work itaken out of the within, by lis own Instability. [Bknuel.] At on* iuc*
previous "worketh patience" or endurance) *.«., have cast on the shore of faith aud hope, at another rolled
its s nil effect, by showing the most perfect degree of back Into the abyss of unbelief ; at one time raised w
endurance, viz., "joy in bearing the cross [Meno- the height of worldly pride, at another tossed in tbe
cbiub], and enduring to the end (Matthew. io. S3). sands of despair and affliction. iWicsisokk.} 7. Fff
(Calvin, i y* may be perfect—fully developed in all the —Resumed from "for" In v. 6. that man—such s
attributes of a Christian character. For this there u wavering self-deceiver, to ma -Real jaith issomeuuzi
oil
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more than a mere thinking or surmise, any thing—viz.,
of the things that he prays for: he docs receive many
things from God, food, raiment, &c.t but these are the
general gifts of His providence: of the things specially
granted in answer to prayer, the waverer shall not re
ceive " any thing." much less wisdom. 8. double-minded
—it*., doublesmdkd, the one soul directed towards
God, the other to something eke. The Greek favours
Alford's translation, " He (the waverer, v. 6; is a man
double-minded, unstable,'1 Ac; or better, Beta's,
The words in this v. 8 are in apposition with "that
man," v. 7; thus the " is," which Is not in the original,
will not need to be supplied, " A man double-minded,
unstable in all his ways!" The word for "double'
minded" is found here and ch. 4. 8, for the first time
it* Greek literature. It is not a hypocrite that is meant.
bat a fickle, *' wavering "man, as the context shows. It
is opposed to the single eve {Matthew, it. 22). 9, 10.
Translate, "But let the brother," &c.. i.e., the best
remedy against doubU-mindedness is that Christian
Simplicity of spirit whereby the "brother," tow in out
ward circumstances, may ** rejoice " (answering to v. 2)
" in that he is exalted." viz., by being accounted a son
and heir of God, his very sufferings being a pledge of
hia coming glory and crown (v. 12), and the rich may
rejoice " in that he is made low," by being stripped of
his goods for Christ's sake [MsNOcmuKj-or, in that he
is made, by sanctified trials, lowly in spirit, which is
true matter for rejoicing. [Goharus.) The design of
the epistle is to reduce all things to an equable footing
(ch. 8, 1; 5. 13). The "low," rather than the *' rich," is
here called "the brother.'' [Bexgjcl. I bo far as one
is merely "rich" in worldly goods, " he shall pass
away;" insofar as his predominant character is that of
a ■ "brother." he " abideth for ever" d John, 2. 17). This
view meets all A lfok.d'8 objections to regarding " the
rich" here as a " brother" at all. To avoid making the
rich a brother, he translates, " But the rich glories in
hU humiliation," viz.. In that which is really his de
basement (his rich state. Philippians, 3. 19), just as the
low is told to rejoice in what is really his exaltation
this lowly state). 11. Taken from Isaiah. 40. 6-8. heat
—rather, "the hot wind" from the (E. or) S., which
scorches vegetation (Luke, 12. 66). The " burning heat "
of the sun is not at its rising, but rather at noon ;
whereas the scorching Kadtm wind is often at sunrise
.Jonah. 4.8). IMlddlklox , Greek Article.] Matthew,
20. 12 uses the Greek word for "heat" Isaiah, 40. 7.
" filo&eth upon it," teems to answer to "the hoi wind"
here, grace of the fashion—i.e.% of the external appear
ance, in hu ways—referring to the burdensome extent
of the rich man's devices. [Bkngel.J Cf. "his ways,*'
i e , his course of life, v. 8. 12. Blessed—Cf. the beati
tudes in the sermon on the mount, Matthew, 5.4, 10, 11.
eudareth temptation—uot the" falling into divers temp
tations " iv. 2) is the matter for "joy," but the enduring
of temptation "unto the end." Cf. Job, 6. 17. when
be is tried—lit., when he has become tested or approved,
when he has passed through the "trying" (v. 3). his
" faith" having finally gained the victory, toe crowu—
not in allusion to the crown or garland given to win
ners in the games; for this, though a natural allusion
for £t. Paul la writing to heathen, among whom such
sanies existed, would be less appropriate for St. James
in addressing the Jewish Christians, who regarded
(ientile usages with aversion, of hie—" life" consti
tutes the crown, lit., the life, the only true life, the
highest and eternal life. The crown implies a kingdom
(Psalm, 21. 3). the Lord—not found in the best MSS.
and versions. The believer's heart fills up the omis
sion, without the name needing to be mentioned. The
"faithful one who promised" (Hebrews, 10. 23). to
them that love aim—In 2 Timothy, 4. 8. " the crown of
righteousness to them that love His appearing.'' Love
produces patient endurance; none attest their love
515
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more than they who suffer for Him. 13. when. ..tempted
—tried by solicitation to evil. Heretofore the "temp*
union" meant was that of probation by ojjlietions. Let
no one fancy that God lays upon him an inevitable ne
cessity of sinning. God does not send trials on you
in order to make you worse, but to make you better
(v. 16, 17). Therefore do not sink under the pressure of
evils (1 Corinthians. 10. 13; . of God—by sgency proceed
ing from God. The Greek is not ** tempted fry," but,
"from God," implying indirect sgency. cannot be
tempted with evil, <tc.—" Neither do any of our sins
tempt God to entice us to worse things, nor does He
tempt any of His own accord" [lit., of Himself; cf. tho
antithesis, v. IS, " Of His own will He begat us" to
holiness, so far is He from tempting us of His own will}.
[UkngelJ God is said in Genesis. 22, 1, to have
"tempted Abraham;" but there the tempting, meant
is that of trying or proving, not that of seducement.
Alford translates according to the ordinary sense of
the <?r«fc,"God is unversed in eviL" Bntas this gives
a less likely sense, English Version probably gives the
true sense ; for ecclesiastical Greek often, uses words in
new senses, as the exigencies of the new truths to be
taught required. 14. Every man when tempted, is so
through being drawn away of (again here, as in v. 13,
the Grttk for " of " expresses the actual source, rather
than the agent of temptation] his own lust. The cause
of sin is in ourselves. Even Satan's suggestions do not
endanger us before they are made our otcn. Koch one
has his own peculiar {so the Greek) lust, arising from
his own temperament and habit. Lust flows from the
original birth-sin in man, inherited from Adam, drawn
away—the beginning step in temptation : drawn away
from truth and virtue, euticed—ltt., taken with a bait.
as lish are. The furtlier progress : the man allowing
himself^asthe Greek middle voice implies) to be enticed
to evil. (BenqelJ "Lust* is here personified as the
harlot that allures the man. 15. The guilty union is
committed by the will embracing the temptress.
" Lust," the harlot, then " brings forth .sin." viz.. of that
kind to which the temptation inclines. Then the par
ticular sin (so the Greek implies], "when it is com
pleted, brings forth death," with which it was all along
pregnant. (Auoai>.J This "death" stands in strik
ing contrast to the "crown of lift" (v. 12) which "pntience " or endurance ends in. when it has its " perftct
work" (v. 4;. He who will fight Satan with Satan's own
weapons, must not wonder if he finds himself over
matched. Nip sin in the bud of lust. 16. Do not err
in attributing to God temptation to evil; nay fas he
proceeds to show), "every good," all that is good on
earth, comes from God. 17. gift.. .gift—>'ot the same
words in Greek: the first, the act of giving, or the gift
in Its initiatory stage: the second, the thing given, the
boon, when perfected. As the* 'good gift" stands in con
trast to " sin" in its initiatory sta^e .v. 15;, so the " per
fect boon" is in contrast to " sin when it is finished."
bringing forth deat/i |2 Peter, l. 3). tram above—(cf. ch.
3. 16.) Father of lights—Creator of the lights in heat en
(cf. Job. 38. 28 1 alfo&d J; Genesis, 4. 20, 21; Hebrews.
12. &) . This accords with the reference to the changes in
the light of the heavenly bodies alluded to in the eud
of the verse. Also, Father of the spiritual lights in
the kingdom of grace and glory. [Bengel.1 These
were typified by the supernatural lights on the breast
plate of the high priest, the U rim. As " God is light.
and in Him is no darkness at all " (1 John, 1. 6). He
cannot in any way be the Author of sin (v. 13), which is
darkness (John, 3. I0i. no vambleneu*... shadow of turn
ing—(Malachi, 3. GJ None of the alternations of light
and shadow which the physical "lights ' undergo, and
which even the spiritual lights are liable to, as com
pared with God. "Shadow of turning," fit., the dark
shadow-mark cast from one of the heavenly bodies,
arising from its turning or revolution, e.g., when the
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moon U eclipsed by the shadow of the earth, and the
sua by the body of the moon. U*ngkl makes a cli
max. " no variation— not even the shadow of a turn
ing:" the former denoting a change in the understand
ing ; the latter, in the will. 18. (John, 1. 13. The be
liever's regeneration is the highest example of nothing
but good proceeding from God. Of his own will—Of His
own good pleasure twhich shows that it it God's essen
tial nature to do good, not evil , not induced by any
external cause, begat he us— spiritually: aom-e-for-a.ll
accomplished act (l Peter, 1.3, 23). In contrast to "lust
when it hath conceived, bringeth forth sin, and sin...
dtath" iv. 161. Life follows naturally in connexion
with light (p. 17}. word of truth—the gospel. The ob
jective mean, as faith la the appropriating mean of re
generation by the Holy Spirit as the efficient agent, a
kind of first fruits—Christ is, in respect to the resurrec
tion," the first fruits" (l Corinthians, 16. 10, 23}: believ
ers. In respect to regeneration, are. as it were, first
fruits (image from the consecration of the tlrst-born of
man. cattle, and fruits to God ; familiar to the Jews
addressed), i.e.. they are the first of God's regenerated
creatures, and the pledge of the ultimate regeneration
of tne creation. Romans, 8. 19, 23, where also the Spirit,
the Divine agent of the believer's regeneration, is
termed "the first fruits," i.e.. the earnest that the re
generation now begun in the soul, shall at hut extend
to the body too. and to the lower parts of creation. Of
all God's visible creatures, believers are the noblest
part, and like the legal " first fruits,'' sanctify the rest;
for this reason they are much tried now. 19 Wherefore
—as your evil is of yourselves, but your good from
God. However, the oldest MSS. and versions read
thus: "Ye know it :so Ephesians. 5. 5: Hebrews. 12.
17), my beloved brethren; Bur (consequently; let every
man be swift to hear.'ve., docile in receiving "the
word of truth " (e. 18. 21). The true method of hearing
Is treated of r. 31-27, and ch. 2. slow to ipeak—(Pro
verbs. 10. 19; 17. 27.28;Ecclesiastes, 6.2.) Agoodwayof
escaping one kind of temptation arising from ourselves
lo. 13). Slow to speak authoritatively as a master or
teacher of others (cf. ch. 3. ll : a common Jewish fault:
slow also to speak such hasty things of God. as in v. 13.
Two ears are given to us, the Kabbis observe, but only
one tongue: the ears are open and exposed, whereas
the tongue is walled in behind the teeth, slow to wrath
— [oh. 3. 13, 14; 4. 6.) Slow in becoming heated by de
bate : another Jewish fault (Romans. 2. 9), to which
much speaking tends. Tittmann thinks not so much
" wrath" is meant, as an indignant feeling of fretfulness
under the calamities to which the whole of human life
is exposed: this accords with the "divers temptations''
in v. 2. Hastiness of temper hinders hearing God's
word: so Maaiuau, 2 Kings, 6. 11; Luke. 4. 28. 20. Man's
angry seal in debating, as if jealous for the honour of
God's righteousness, is far from working that which is
really righteousness in God's sight. True "righteous
ness is sown in peace," not in wrath (ch. 3. is). The
oldest and best reading means "workcth," i.e., praetiseVi not: the received reading is "aorketh," produceth
not. 31. lay spart—once for all iso the Greek)', as a
fliihy garment. Cf. Joshua's filthy garments, Zecbariah, 3. 3, 6; Revelation , 7. 14. " Filthiness " is cleansed
away by hearing the word (John, 16. 3). superfluity of
naugatiueis—excess (for Instance, the intemperate spirit
implied in " wrath." v. 19, 20), which arises from malice
(our natural evil dispatitioH towards one another).
1 Peter, 2. 1 has the very same words in the Greek. So
" malice" is the translation. Ephesians. 4. 31; Colossiatis. 3. 8. "Faulty excess" IBenuxxJ is not strong
enough. Superfluous excess in speaking is also repro
bated as " coming ofevii" (the Greek is akin to the word
for naughtiness here) in the sermon on the mount
'Matthew, 6. 37:, with which St. James' epistle is so
connected, with meekness—in mtidntu towards one
610
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another IAlford]. the opposite to "wrath* (*. *>':
answering to "as new born babes" (l Peter, 2 2.. Afedrness, 1 think, includes also a childlike, docile, humble.
as well as an unconteutious spirit tPsalm 2i 9: 45. 4:
Isaiah. 66. 2; Matthew. 6 5; ll 29-30; 16. 3. 4; centra**.
Romans, 2.8). On "receive." applied to ground receiv
ing *ctM. cf. Mark. 4. 20. Contrast Acts. 17. ll: l Tttssalonians, l. 6. with £ Tbefhalonians, 2. lu. engrailed
word—the gospel tcord. whose proper att ribute is to be
engrafted by the Holy Spirit, so as to be livingly in
corporated with the believer, as the fruitful shoot u
with the wild natural stock on which it is engrafted.
The law came to man only from without, and admo
nished him of his duty. The gospel is engrafted In
wardiy, and so fulfils the ultimate design of the lav
(Deuteronomy, 6. 6; 11. IS; Psalm 119. UJ. Auotitranslates, "The implanted word," referring to te*
parable of the sower (Matthew, is.). 1 prefer Englkh
VtTtion. able to save—a strong incentive to correct our
dulness In hearing the word: that word which we hear
so carelessly, is able .instrumen tally) to save us, ICalyxkJ souls—your true selves, for the "body" is now
liable to sickness and death; but the soul being no *
saved, both soul and body at last shall be so <ci*. 5. 1&,
£u). 22. Qualification of the precept," Beswift to hear?
" Be ye doers.. .not hearers only:" not merely " Do tfcs
word," but "Be doers" systematically and continually,
as If this was your regular business. Si. James here
again refers to the sermou on the mount (Matthew. 7.
21-29). deceiving; your own selves—by the logical faibicr
[the GreeJb implies this) that the mere hearing is ail that
is needed. 23. For—The logical self-deceit (r. 22 illus
trated, not a doe:—more lit. ," a not-doer." ( AJ-FoaP.f
The true disciple, say the Rabbis, learns in order to*;
he may do, not in order that he may merely know or
teach, his uatural face—UL. the countenance of bis
birth: the face he was bom with. As a man may behcM
his natural face In a mirror, so the hearer may percem
bis mora! visage in God's word. This faithful portrait
ure of man's soul in Scripture, is the strongest proof of
the truth of the latter. In it, too, we see mirrored
God's glory, as well as our natural vilenesa. £4. behoidoih—more lit, "he contemplated himself and feaJA
gone his way," i.e., no sooner ha* he contemplated his
image than he is gone his way K ll). " Contemplate'
answers to hearing the word : " goeth his way." te
relaxing the attention after hearing— letting the mind
go elsewhere, and the Interest of the thing heard pass
away: then forgetfutness follows [Alpori>] ;cf. Eaekiel
33, 31). "Contemplate" here, and v. 23. implies that.
though cursory, yet some knowledge of one's self, at
least for the time. Is imparted in hearing the word
ll Corinthians, 14. 24;. aiid...acd—the repetition ex
presses hastiness joined with levity. f BkkqsxJ targettetn what manner of maa he was—in the mirror
Forget fulness is no excuse (v. 26; 2 Peter. 1. 9i . 24. looked
Into—lit., stoopeth down to take a dose look into. Peers
Into: stronger than "beholdeth," or "contemplated.
e. 24. A blessed curiosity if it be efficacious in beam*
fruit. [Bknobu] perfect law of liberty—the gospel-mi*
of life, perfect and perfecting (as shown in the senses
on the mount, Matthew, 6. 48), and making us tralj
walk at liberty (Psalm lie. 3Z.ChwxhQfBngtcLndPravr?
Book Version). Christians are to aim at a higher stan
dard of holiness than was generally understood snd*r
the law. The principle of love takes the place of u»
letter of the law, so that by the Spirit they are free free
the yoke of sin, and free to obey by spontaneous u>
stinct (ch. 2. 8. 10. 12; John, 8. 31-36; 16. 14. 15; cf. 1 O
rinthians. 7. 82; Galatians, 6. l, 13; l Peter, 2. i»: . I- ■
law is thus wot mods void, but fulfilled. ceBtisssU
therein—contrasted with " goeth his way." x. 24: coc
tinues both looking into the mirror of Cod's word, scd
doing its precepts, doer of the work—rather, "a doer
of work ' uVM'oKi'j. an actual worker, blessed is a»
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deed—rather. " in his doing:" in the) very doing there Is
blessedness (Paula: 19. 11). 26, 27. Ad example oi doing
work, religious... religion— The Greek expresses the
external service or exercise ofreligion, "godliness' being
the internal soul or it. " If any ra&ri think himself to be
'so the Greek) religious, i.e., observant of the offices of
religion, let him know, these consist not so much in
outward observances, as in such acts of mercy and
humble piety iMicah, 6. 7. 8) as visiting Vie fatherless.
&c, and keeping one's self unspotted from the world*
(Matthew, 23. 23j. St. James does not mean that these
offices are the great essentials, or sum total of religion;
but that, whereas the law-service was merely cere
monial, the very services of the gospel consist in acts
of mercy and holiness, and it has light for its garment.
Its very robe being righteousness. [Trench.] The
Greek word is only found in Acts. 26. 5, "After the
straitest sect of our religion I lived a Pharisee." Colouians 2. 18, " Wor&lapping of angels." bridleth not
...tongue—Discretion in speech is better than fluency
of speech (cf. eh. 3. 2. 3], Cf. Psalm 30. 1. God alone
can enable us to do so. St. James, in treating of the
law, naturally notices this sin. For they who are free
from grosser sins, and even bear the outward show of
sanctity, will often exalt themselves by detracting
others under the pretence of zeal, whilst their real
motive is love of evil-speaking. [Calvin.] heart—it
and the tongue act and react on one another. 37.
Pure.. .and undented—** Pure ** is that love which has in
It no foreign admixture, as self-deceit and hypocrisy.
"Undeflled' is the means of its being "pure.'' [Tittm a n.v.J "Pure" expresses the positive, "undeflled"
the negative side of religious service; just as visiting
the fatherless and widow is the active, keeping himself
u nspotted from the world* the passive side of religious
duty. This is the nobler shape that our religious ex
ercises take, instead of the ceremonial offices of the
law. before God and the Father—lit., "before Him who
is (our) God and Father." God is so called to imply
that if we would be like our Father, it is not by fast
ing. Ac., for He does none of these things, but in be
ing "merciful as our Father is merciful." Crbtsostok.J visit—^n sympathy and kind offices to alleviate
their distresses, the fatherless—whose "Father" is
God (Psalm 68. 6) : peculiarly helpless, and—not in
the Greek: so close is the connexion between active
works of mercy to others, and the maintenance of per
sonal unworldliness of spirit, word, and deed : no
copula therefore is needed, .Religion in its rise interests
us about ourselves; in its progress, about our fellowcreatures ; in Its highest stage, about the honour of
God. keep himself—with jealous watchfulness, at the
same time praying and depending on God as alone able
to keep us (John, 17. 16; Jude, 24J.
CHAPTER II.
Ver. 1-26. The Sin or Respect op Persons: Dead,
Us working Fajth Saves no M an. 113. St. James
illustrates "the perfect law of liberty" (ch. 1. 25) in one
particular Instance of a sin against it, concluding with
a reference again to that law [v. 12, 13). 1. brethren—the
equality of all Christians as " brethren,'' forms the
ground-work of the admonition, the faith of...Christ—
i.e., the Christian faith. St. James grounds Christian
practice on Christian faith, the Lord of glory—So l Co
rinthians, 2. 8. As all believers, alike rich and poor.
derive all their glovy from their union with Him, " the
Lord of glory," not from external advantages of
worldly fortune, the sin in question is peculiarly in
consistent with His "faith." Bkkoel, making no
ellipsis of the Lord, explains "glory" as iu apposition
with Christ who is the glory (Luke, 2. 32): the true
Shekinah glory of the temple (Romans, 9. 4). English
Version is simpler. The glory of Christ resting on the
poor believer should make him be regarded as highly
by ** brethren" as his richer brother ; nay, more so, if
611
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the poor believer has more of Christ's spirit than the
rich brother, with respect of persons — lit., " in respectings of persons:" in the practice of partial preferences
of persons in various ways and on various occasions.
2. assembly—lit., synagogue: this, the latest honourable
use, and the only Christian use of the term in the New
Testament, occurs in St. James' epistle, the apostle
who maintained to the latest possible moment the
bonds between the Jewish synagogue and the Chris
tian church. Soon the continued resistance of the
truth by the Jews led Christians to leave the term lo
them exclusively (Revelation. 3. 9). The "synagogue"
implies a mere assembly or congregation not necessarily
united by any common tie. " Church," a people bound
together by mutual ties and laws, though often it may
happen that the members are not assembled. ITeench
& Vitbinga.) Partly from St. James' Hebrew ten
dencies, partly from the Jewish Christian churcben
retaining most of the Jewish forms, this term " syna
gogue" is used here instead of the Christian term
" church" (ecclesia, derived from a root, *' called out,"
implying the union of its members in spiritual bonda.
independent of space, and called out into separation
from i ho worldj : an undesigned coincidence and mark
of truth. The people in the Jewish synagogue sat ac
cording to their rank, those of the same trade together.
The introduction of this custom into Jewish Christiau
places of worship is here reprobated by St. James.
Christian churches were built like the synagogues, the
holy table in the east end of the former, as the ark was
in the latter: the desk and pulpit were the chief articles
of furniture in both alike. This shows the error of
comparing the church to the temple, and the ministry
to the priesthood : the temple is represented by the
whole body of worshippers; the church building was
formed on the model of the synagogue. See Vithinoa
Synagogue. 2, 3. "If there chance to have come."
I AlfoiidJ goodly apparel.. .gay clothing— As the Greek
is the same in both, translate both alike, " gay," or
" splendid clothing.1* have respect to him. .Sic—though
ye know not who he is, when perhaps he may be a
heathen. It was the office of the deacons to direct to
a seat the members of the congregation. (Clement,
Constitut. 2. 67, 56. J unto him—Not In the best MSS.
Thus " thou'1 becomes more demonstratively emphatic,
bare—near the speaker, there—at a distance from
where the good seats are. under my footitool—not lit
erally so; but on the ground, down by my footstool.
The poor man must either stand, or if he sits, sit in a
degrading position. The speaker has a footstool as
well as a good seat. 4. Are ye not...partial—fit.. Have
ye not made distinctions or differences [so as to prefer
one to another;. So in Jude, 22. in yourselves—in your
minds, i.e., according to your carnal inclination.
(GrotiusJ are become judges of evil thoughts—The
Greek words for "judges" and for " partial," are akin
in sound and meaning. A similar translation ought
therefore to be given to both. Thus, either for
" judges," Ac, translate, "distinguislters of [i.e., accord
ing to your) evil thoughts;" or, do ye not partially
judge between men, and are become evilly-thinkingjudges (Mark. 7. £1). The "evil thoughts" are in the
judges themselves: as in Luke. 18. 6, the Greek, "judge
of injustice," is transl., " unjust judge." Alfokd &
Waul translate, " Did ye not doubt ■ (respecting your
faith, which is inconsistent with the distinctions
made by you between rich and poor). For the Greek
constantly means doubt in all the New Testament.
So in ch. L 8. " wavering." Matthew, 21. 21 ; Acts, 10.
20; Romans. 4. £0. " staggered not." The same play on
the same kindred words occurs In the Greek of Bomans, 14. 10, 23, judge.. .doubtcih. The same blame of
being a judge, when one ought to be an obeyer, of the
law. is found ch, 4. 11. 5. Hearken—St. James brings to
trial the self-constituted "judges " {v. 4). poor of this
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world—The best MSS. read, "those poor in respect to
tlu world.'' Id contrast to "the rich iu this world"
li Timothy, 6. 17). Not of coarse cut the poor; but the
poor, as a clou, furnish more believers th&u the rich
«4 a class. The rich, if a believer, renounces riches as
his portion: the poor, if an unbeliever, neglects thai
which is the peculiar advantage of poverty Matthew,
6. 3; 1 Corinthians, 1. 26, 27, VSJ. rich in faitu—Vtetr
riches consist in faith, Luke. 12. 2t, "Rich toward
God."' l Timothy, »« i s. " Rich in good works " Revela
tion. 2. »; cf. 2 Corinthians, 8. 9. Christ's poverty Is
the source of the believer's riches, kingdom...promised
- Luke. is. 32; t Corinthians. 2. »; 2 Timothy.4. 8.) 6.
The world's judgment of the poor contrasted with
God's, ye — Christians, from whom better things
might have been expected : there is no marvel that
men of the world do so. despised—fit.. distumoured.
To dishonour the poor is to dishonour those whom God
honours, and so to invert the order of God. [Calvim.J
rich—asa class, oppress—lit., abuse their power against
you. draw jtiix—translate. " is H not they itbose very
persons whom ye partially prefer, v. l-i] that drag you"
(pu..with violence/. [Altord.] befcrcjudguieLt seats
—Instituting persecutions for religion, as well as op
pressive lawsuits, against you. 7. " Is it not they that
blaspheme," &c., as in v. 6. (Alford.) Rich heathen
must here chiefly be meant; for none others would di
rectly blaspheme the name of Christ. Only indirectly
rich Christians can be meant, who, by their inconsist
ency, caused His name to be blasphemed ; so Ezeklel, 36
21,22; Romans. 2. 24. Besides, there were few rich Jew
i*h Christians at Jerusalem (Romans. 16. 26). They
who dishonour God's name by wilful and habitual sin.
" take tor bear' the Lord's name in vain" (cf. Proverbs.
3o. u, with Exodus, lo. 7J. that worthy name—which
is "good before the Lord's saints" (Psalm 62. 0; 64. Or.
which ye pray may be " hallowed " (Matthew. 6. 9i,
and " by which ye are called." IU., which wo* invoked
lor called] upon you (cf. Genesis, 4$. 16; Isaiah, 4. l.
Marvin; Acts, 15. 17), so that at your baptism "into
the name" (so the Greek, Matthew, 2$. io) of Christ, ye
became Christ's people (1 Corinthians, 3. 23}. 8. The
Greek may be translated, " If, however, ye fulfil," &c„
x.t., as Alford, after Edtius, explains, " Stilt I do not
say, hate the rich (for their oppressions) and drive
them from your assemblies : If you choose to observe
the royal law, &c., weU and good; but respect of per
sons is a breach of that law.' I think the translation
is. " If in very deed (or indeed on the one hand) ye fulfil
the royal law. dtc. ye do well , but if (on the other hand)
ye respect persons, ye practise sin." The Jewish Chris
tians boasted of. and rested in, the *' law" (Acts, 16. 1;
21. 18-24; Romans, 2. 17; Galatlans. 2. 12). To this the
"indeed" alludes. "(Ye rest in the law): If indeed
(then) ye fulfil it, ye do well; but if." <fcc. royal—the
law that is king of all laws, being the sum and essence
of the ten commandments. The great King, God, is
love: His law is the royal law of love, and that law.
like Himself, reigns supreme. He " is no respecter of
persons;" therefore to respect persons is at variance
with Him and His royal law, which is at once a law of
love and of liberty (v. 12J. The law is the "whole;"
"the (particular) Scripture" (Leviticus, 10. 18) quoted
Is a part. To break a part Is to break the whole (v. io>.
ye do well-being "blessed in your deed" ("doing."
Margin) as a iloer. not a forgetful hearer of the law
ich. 1. 26). 9. liespect oj persons violates the command
to love all alike " as thyself." ye commit sin—Jit, "ye
work sin," Matthew, 7. 23, to which the reference here
is probably, as in cli. 1. 22. Your works are sin. what
ever boast of the law ye make in words (Note, v. 8).
convinced—Old English for "convicted." at transgres
sors—not merely of this or that particular command,
but of the whole absolutely. 10. The best MSS, read.
" Whosoever slia'l haic kept the whole !aw. and yet
Its
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I shall have offended ((it., stumbled: not so strong as' mil,'
; Romans, 11. li, in one (point: here, the rts^«ti*fl vj
person*.!, is [hereby) become guilty of all." The is* U
one seamless garment which is rent if you but rend s
part: or a musical harmony which is spoiled if tbere be
one discordant note (Tiri.vl>j: or a golden chaw
whose completeness is brokeu if you break one Uik
[Gata k kr. ] You thus break the u-itole law, though &U
the whole of the law, because you offend against lot*.,
which is the fulfilling of the law. if any part of s mac
be leprous, the whole man is judged to be a leper.
God requires perfect, not partial, obedience. Vt'e are
not to choose out parts of the law to keep, which nut
our whim, whilst we neglect others. 11. He is Oce
who gave the whole law; therefore, they who violate
His will in one point, violate it aJL [Besoei.) The
law and its Author alike have a complete unity, riii
...adultery—selected as being the meat glaring cases of
violation of duty towards one's neighbour. 12. Snmmuig up of the previous reasonings, ipeak—Eeferruv
back to cli. l. lb, 26: the fuller discussion of the top
is given ch. 3. judged by the law of lioerty— Ich. L -< i.e., the gospel law of love, which is not a law of ex
ternal constraint, bnt of internal, free, instinctive isclination. The law of liberty, through Gods mercy,
frees us from the curse of the law, that henceforth *t
should be free to love and obey willingly. 11 we will
not in turn practise the law of love to our ne:gul*cr.
that law of grace condemns us still more heavily thfc
the old law, which spake nothing but wrath to tim
who offended in the least particular (t. 13,. Cf. 5Uithew, is. 32-36; John, 12. 48; Revelation, 6. 16, " Wmi
of the (mercifub Lamb." 13. 'The convene of 'filesseu
are the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy" ;MsV
tliew, 6. 7). Translate," T/te judgment ; which Is com
Ing on all of us) shall be without mercy to him who
hath showed no mercy." It shall be such toward ever?
one as every one shall have been. TBrnurl.! "Mercy~
here corresponds to "love,"*. 8, mercy rajetattkafsiBti
judgment— Mercy, so far from fearing judgment in tb*
case of its followers, actually glor'Mth against it. know
ing that it cannot condemn them. >'ot that tknr
mercy Is the ground of their acquittal, but the mere?
of God in Christ towards them, producing mercy e*
their part towards their fetlowmen. makes them to trv
umph over judgment, which all in themselves other
wise deserve. 14. St. James here, passing from tht
particular case of " mercy' or " love" violated by " re
spect of persons," notwithstanding profession of &
" faith of our Lord Jesus " (e. i;. combats the Jewafi
tendency [transplanted into their Christianity) to sub
stitute a lifeless inoperative acquaintance with the let
ter of the law, for change of heart to practical houses.
as if justification could be thereby attained (Romst*
'„'. 3. 13, 23). It seems hardly likely, but that St. Jssdh
had seen St. Paul's epistles, considering that be uses tb
same phraser and examples icf. v. 21, 23, 26, with £>
mans, 4. 3 ; Hebrews. U. 17, 31 ; and v. 14, 84, wot
Romans, 3. 28; Galatlans. 2. 16). Whether St. Jaws
individually designed it or not, the Holy Spirit by Ue
combats not St. Paul, but those who abuse St. Fsb**
doctrine. The teaching of both alike is inspired, sed
is therefore to be received without wresting of words
but each has a different class to deal with : St. Psfi
self-justiciaries; St. James, antlnomian adv<>cat*s o>' 1
mere notional faith. St. Paul urged as strongly ass.
James the need of works as evidences of faith, espe
cially in the later epistles, when niany.werc abusing
doctrine of faith (Titus, a. 14 ; 3. 61. " Believing s&i
doing are blood relatives." [Rtjthrrforj>.J IPs*;
doth it profit—iif., "What is the profit :'* t&oagasxv
say—St. James' expression is not "If a man have fartfe.'
but " if a man say he hath faith;'1 referring to a men
profession of faith such as was usually made at bap
tism. Simon Mas us *o "believed and was baptise*-'
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and yet had "neither part nor lot in this matter," for satisfaction of God, who already knew it well, but to
bis "heart." as his words and works evinced, was not demonstrate it before men. The offering of Isaac at
right in the sight of God. Auobd wrongly denies that time, quoted here, v. 21, formed no part of the
that ** say * Is emphatic. The illustration, v. 16. proves ground of his justification, for he was justified previ
it is: " If one of you say" to a naked brother, " Re ye ously on his simply believing in the promise of spiri
warmed, notwithstanding ye give not those things tual heirs, i.e., believers, numerous as the stars. He
needful." The inoperative profession of sympathy was then justified : that justification was showed or
answering to the inoperative profession of faith, can manifested by his offering Isaac forty years after.
faith save him—rather, "can such a faith [lit.. the faith) That work of faith demonstrated, bat did not contri
save him 1 " the faith you pretend to; the empty name bute to his justification. The tree sliows its life by its
of boasted faith, contrasted with true fruit producing fruits, but it was alive before either fruits or even
faith. So that which self-deceivers claim Is called leaves appeared, 19. Thou—emphatic. Thou self-de
" wisdom." though not true wisdom, ch. 3. 15. The ceiving claimant to faith without works, that there is
"him" also in the Greek is emphatic; the particular one God- rather, "that God is one:'* God's existence,
man who professes faiih without having the works however, is also asserted. The fundamental article of
which evidence its vitality. IS. The Greek Is, "But the creed of Jews and Christians alike, and the point
if." Arc. : the "but" taking up the argument against of faith on which especially the former boasted them
such a one as "said he Itad faith, and yet had not selves, as distinguishing them from the Gentiles, and
works." which are its fruits, a brother, Lc.~a.f-lU>}>: hence adduced by St. James here, thou doost well—so
Christian, to whom we are specially bound to give far good. But unless thy faith goes farther than an
help, independent of our general obligation to help all assent to this truth, "the evil spirits Jit., demons i
our fellow-creatures, be—The Greek implies "be found, '•Devil ' is the term restricted to Satan, their headj
on your access to them." 16. The habit of receiving believe" so far la common with thee, "and (so far from
passively sentimental impressions from sights of woe being saved by such a faith) shudder" (so the Greek),
without carrying them out into active habits only Matthew, H. £9 ; Luke, 4. 84 ; S Peter. 2. 4 ; Jude, 0 :
faardena the heart, one of you—St. James brings home Revelation, 20. 10. Their faith only adds to their
the case to his hearers individually. Depart in peace— torment at the thought of having to meet Him who is
as if all their wants were satisfied by the mere words to consign them to their just doom: so thine .Hebrews,
addressed to them. The same words in the month of 10. 26, 27, it is not the faith of love, but of fear, that
Christ, whose faith they said they had, were accom hath torment. 1 John, 4. 18). 30. wilt thou know—
panied by efficient deeds of love. be.. .warmed—with "Vain" men are not willing to know, since they have
clothing, instead of being as heretofore "naked" {v. 16; no wish to do the will of God. St. James beseeches
Job. 31. 20'. tilled—Instead of being "destitute of food" such a one to lay aside hut perverse unwillingness to
(Matthew, 16. 37*. what doth it profit—concluding with know what Is palpable to all who are willing to do.
the same question as at the beginning, v. 14. Just vain—who deceives! thyself with a delusive hope, restretribution: kind professions unaccompanied with cor ing on an unreal faith, without works—The Greek im
responding acts, as they are of no " profit" to the needy plies separate from the works [Alfobd] which ought
object of them, so are of no profit to the professor to flow from it if It were real, is dead—Some of the
himself. So faith consisting In mere profession is un best MS3. read, "Is Idle," i.e., unavailing to effect
acceptable to God. the object of faith, and profitless what you hope, viz., to save you. 21. Abraham. ..jus
to the professor. 17. faith... being alone—Altord joins tified by works—evidentially, and before men (see Rote,
" ia dead in itself." So Besokl, *' If the works which v. 18). In v. 23, St. James, like St. Paul, recognises the
living faith produces have no existence, it is a proof Scripture truth, that it was his faith that was counted
that faith itself (lit., in respect to itself) has no exist to Abraham for righteousness in his justification be
ence), ue., that what one boasts of as faith, is dead." fore God. when he had offered — rather. " when he
" Faith" is said to be " dead in itself," because when offered" [Alvord], ix„ brought as an offering at the
It has works it Is alive, and is discerned to be so, not altar; not implying that he actually offered him. 23.
in respect to its works, but in respect to it-elf. Eng Or, "thou sec.it." bow — rather, that. In the two
lish Version if retained, must not be understood to clauses which follow, emphasize "faith" In the former,
mean that faith can exist " alone" (i.e., severed from and ** works" in the latter, to see the sense. ( Hf.noki..}
works), bnt thus: Even so presumed faith. If It have faith wrought with his works—for It was by faith he
not works, is dead, being by itself "alone," i.e., sev offered his son. Lit., " was working (at the time) with
ered from works of charity; just as the body would be his works." by works was faith made perfect—not was
"dead" if alone, i.e., severed from the spirit (v. 26). So vivified, bnt attained its fully consummated develop*
E&rtvs. IB. "But some one will say:" so the Greek. ment, and is shown to be real. So "my strength is
Thia verse continues the argument from v. 14, Id. One made perfect in weakness," i.e„ exmts itself most per
may say be has faith though he have not works. Sup fectly, shows how great it Is [Cam ebon ) : so 1 John,
pose one were to say to a naked brother, "Be warmed," 4. 17; Hebrews, 2. 10; 6. 0. The germ really, from the
without giving him needful clothing. "But some one first, contains in It the full grown tree, but Its perfec
(entertaining right views of the need of faith having tion Is not attained till it is matured fully. So ch.
works joined to it) will say" (in opposition to the "say" 1.4." Let patience have her perfect work," i.e., have its
Of the professor), dtc. show me thy faith without tby full effect by showing the most perfect degree of endur
works—if thou canst ; but thou canst not snow, i.e., ance, " that ye may be perfect," i.e., fully developed in
manifest or evidence thy alleged [v. 14, " Bay") faith the exhibition of the Christian character. Altord
without works. '* Show " does not mean here prove to explains, " Received Its realisation, was entirely ex
me. but exJtibit to me. Faith is unseen save by God. emplified and filled up." So St. Paul, Philippians,
To show faith to man. works In some form or other are 2. 12, " Work out your own salvation f the salvation
needed: we are justified judicially by God (Romans. 8. was already in germ theirs In their free justification
33); meritoriously, by Christ (Isaiah, 63. 11); mediately, through faith. It needed to be worked out still to fully
by faith (Romans, 6. l); evidentially, by works. The developed perfection In their life. 23. scripture was
question here is not as to the ground on which be fulfilled—Genesis, 15. 8. quoted by St. Paul, as realized
lievers are justified, but about the demonstration of In Abraham's justification by faith; bnt by St. James,
their failh: so in the case of Abraham. In Genesis. 22. as realized subsequently in Abraham's work of offer
l it ia written God did tempt Abraham, i «., put to the ing Isaac, which, he says, justified him. Plainly, then,
test of demonstration the reality of hu faith, not for the St. James must mean by works the same thing as St.
4P
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Paul means by faith, only that he speaks of faith at Us
manifested development, whereas St. Paul speaks of it
in its germ. Abraham's offering of Isaac was not a
mere act of obedience, bat an act of faith. Isaac was
the subject of the promises of God, that in him Abra
ham's seed should be called. The same God calls on
Abraham to slay the subject of His own promise, when
as yet there was no seed In whom those predictions
could be realised. Hence St. James' saying that Abra
ham was justified by such a work, is equivalent to
saying, as St. Paul does, that he was justified by faith
itself ; for it was in fact faith txpressed in action, as
in other cases savins faith is expressed in words. So
St. Paul states as the mean of salvation faith expressed.
The " Scripture " would not be ''fulfilled.'' as St. James
says it was, but contradicted by any interpretation
which makes man's works justify him before God : for
that Scripture makes no mention of works at all, but
says that Abraham's belief was counted to him for
righteousness. God. in the first instance, "justifies
the ungodly" through faith ; subsequently the believer
is justified before the world as righteous through faith
manifested in words and works (cf. Matthew, %>. 36-37,
•' the righteous," 40). The best authorities read, " But
Abraham believed," &c. and he was called the Friend
of God—He was not so called in his lifetime, though he
was bo even then from the time of his justification; but
he was called so, being recognised as such by all on the
ground of his works of faith. " He was the friend (in
an active sense), the lover of God, in reference to his
works; and (in a passive sense) loved by God in refer
ence to his justification by works. Both senses are
united In John, 16. 14, 16." IBxkubx.) 24. not justified
by faith only—i.e., by *' faith without (separated from :
severed from) works," its proper fruits [Note, v. lOj.
Faith to justify must, from the first, include obedience
In germ (to be developed subsequently), though the
former alone is the ground of justification. The scion
must be grafted on the stock that it may live; it must
bring forth fruit to prove that it does live. 25. It is
clear from the nature of Itahab's act. that it is not
quoted to prove justification by works as such. She
believed assuredly what her other countrymen disbe
lieved, and this in the face of every improbability that
an unwarlike few would conquer well-armed numbers.
In this belief she hid the spies at the risk of her life.
Hence, Heb. 11. 31, names this as an example of faith,
rather than of obedience. " By faith the harlot Kahab
perished not with them that believed not." if an in
stance of obedience were wanting, St. Paul and St.
James would hardly have quoted a woman of previ
ously bad character, rather than the many moral and
plons patriarchs. But as an example of free grace
justifying men through an operative, as opposed to a
mere verbal faith, none could be more suitable than a
saved "harlot." As Abraham was an instance of an
illustrious man and the father of the. Jews, so Bahab
Is quoted as a woman, and one of abandoned character,
and a Gentile, showing that justifying faith has been
manifested in those of every class. The nature of the
works alleged Is such as to prove that St. James uses
them only as evidences of faith, as contrasted with a
mere verbal profession: not works of charity and piety,
but works the value of which consisted solely in their
being proofs of faith: they wore faith expressed in act,
synonymous with faith itself, messengers—spies, had
received.. .had seat — rather, " received... thrust them
forth" (In haste and fear). (Alfojid.) by another way
—from that whereby they entered her house, viz.,
through the window of her house on the wall, and
thence to the mountain, 26. Faith Is a spiritual thing :
works are material. Hence we might expect faith to
answer to the spirit, works to the body. But St. James
reverses this. He therefore does not mean that faith
in all cases answers to the body; but the foux of
£20
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faith without the working reality answers to the body
without the animating spirit. It does not follow that
tteing faith derives its life from works, as the body
derives its life from the animating spirit.
CHAPTKK III.
Ver. 1-18. Danger or Eagerness to Teach.
AND OF AX UNBRIDLED TONOOE : TRUE \N UDO*
Shown by Uncontentiou8 Mkkkne&& L, be n&tlit.. become not ; taking the office too hastily, and of
your own accord, many—The office is a noble one; but
few are fit for it Few govern the tongue well if. %,
and only such as can govern it are fit lor the office:
therefore," teachers" ought not to be many. master*rather, "teachers." The Jews were especially prone to
this presumption. The idea that faith (so-called]
without works (ch. 2.j was all that is required, prompied "many" to set up as "teachers," as has been
the case in all ages of the church. At first ail were
allowed to teach in turns. Even their inspired gito
did not prevent liability to abuse, as St. James here
implies : much more is this so, when self-cnnsutnusl
teachers have no such miraculous gifts, knowingas all might know. we.. .greater condemnation-:::.
James, in a humble, conciliatory spirit, includes him
self: if \oe teachers abuse the office, we shall receive
greater condemnation than those who are mere hearers
(cf. Luke, 12. 42-4ti). Calvin, like English Yaw*,
translates. " Masters," i.e., self-constituted censors snA
reprovers of others. Ch. 4. 12 accords with this riev.
2. all—The Greek implies "all without exception-'
even the apostles, offeud not—lit, stumblcth not : is
void of offence or slip in word : in which respect one
is especially tried who sets up to be a " teacher." S.
Behold—The best authorities read, ** but if." i.c, Nos
whensoever (in the case) of horses (such is the emphatic
position of "horses" in the Greek) we put the hits (to
lit.. Vie customary bits} into their mouths that ther
may obey us, we turn about also their whole body.
This is to illustrate how man turns about his whoto
body with the little tongue. *' The same applies to U.e
pen, which is the substitute for the tongue anion.; tbe
absent." [Bksgejl.] 4. Not only animals, but ex&
ships, the governor liiteth — lit., the impulse of ft*
steersman plcaseth. The feeling which moves the WtgM
corresponds with this. 6. boasteth great things—Tisit
is great moment in what the careless think "Utu
things. (Bend el.} cf. "a world," "the course d
nature," "hell." v. 6, which Illustrate how the liite
tongue's great words produce great mischief, bs*
great a matter a little fire kindleth—The best MaS. resu
"how little a fire kindleth how great a*" &c. Airo&£.
for "matter," translates, "forest." But Gkotii'*
translates as English Version. " material for burnin;
a pile of fuel. 6. Translate. " The tongue, that world
of iniquity, is a fire." As man's little world is an ims&
of the greater world, tho universe, so the tongue is a."
image of the former. (BengklJ so—Omitted in tic
oldest authorities, it — lit., is constituted. **&*
tongue is (constituted), among tho members, the c»
which detileth," &c. (vis., as fire denies with its stuctc.
course of nature—" the orb (cycle; of creation." mtteH
on fire.. .is set on fire — habitually and continue
Whilst a man inflames others, he passes oat of ha
own power, being consumed in the flame tumseh*. hell—i.e.. of the devil. Greek, " Gehenna;" found befi
only and In Matthew, 6, 22. St. James has mace c
common with the sermon on the mount (Proverbs. *
27). 1. every kind—rather, "every nature:" ti*-W
tural disposition and characteristic power), of b**53
—Ce.. quadrupeds of every disposition; as dlsttmrc^f
ed from the three other classes of creation. "bu&
creeping things [the Greek includes not merely 'ser
pents,' as English Version), and things in the sea." *
tamed, and hath been—is continually being tamed, chath been so long ago. of mankind—rather, '" Us li ■

Evils of the Untamed Tongue.
JAMES, m.
Seven Characteristics of True Wisdom.
nature of man:" man's characteristic power taming by profession, referring to ch. 2. 18. out of a good con
that of the inferior animals. The dative in the Greek versation his works—by general "good conduct" mani
may imply, " Hath suffered itself to be brought into fested in particular ** works." "Wisdom" and "know
tame subjection to the nature of men." So It shall be ledge," without these being " shown," are as dead as
in the millennial world: even now man, by gentle firm- faith would be without works. [ AxfordJ with meek
MM, may lame the inferior animal, and even elevate ness of wisdom—with the meekness inseparable from
its nature. 8. do man—lit., no one of men: neither can true wisdom. 14. if ye have—as is the case (this is im
a man control his neighbours, nor even bis own tongue. plied in the Greek indicative), bitter—Ephesiana. 4. 31,
Hence the truth of v. 2 appears, unruly evil—The "bitterness." envying—rather, "emulation," or lit.,
Greek implies that It is at once restless and incapable zeal: kindly, generous emulation, or seal, is not con
of restraint. Nay, though nature has hedged it in demned, but that which Is " bitter." (Bkxgkl.) strife
with a double barrier of the Ups and teeth, it bursts —rather, "ritoZrv." in your hearts—from which flow
from its barriers to assail and ruin men. [Estiub.] your words and deeds, as from a fountain, glory not,
deadly—lit., death-bearing. 9. Gad—The oldest authori and he not against the truth—to boast of your wisdom is
ties read, "Lord." "Him who is Lord and Father." virtually a lying against the truth (the gospel;, whilst
The nncommonness of the application of "Lord" to your lives belie your glorying. Ver. 15; ch. 1. IS, " The
the Father, doubtless caused the change in modern word of truth." Romans, 2. 17. 23, speaks similarly of
texts to " God" (ch. 1. 27). But as Messiah is called the same contentious Jewish Christians. 16. This wis
*• Father," Isaiah, 0. o. so God the Father is called by dom—in whichye "glory." as if ye were "wise" (v. 13, I4j.
the Son's title, " Lord:" showing the unity of the God desceudeth not from above—lit.," is not one descending.''
head. "Father"* implies His paternal love; "Lord." Ac: "from the Father of lights" (true illumination
His dominion, men, which—not " men who;" for what and wisdom), ch. 1. 17; through "the Spirit of truth,"
is meant is not particular men, but men genericaUy. John. 15. 20. earthly—opposed to heavenly. Distinct
|Altobi>.] are made after.. .similitude of God—Though from "earthy," 1 Corinthians. 16. 47. Earthly is what is
in a great measure man has lost the likeness of God in in the earth; earthy, what is of the earth, sensual—
which he was originally made, yet enough of it still lit., animal-like: the wisdom of the "natural" (the
remains to show what once it was, and what in regen same Greek) man, not born again of God: "not having
erated and restored man it shall be. We ought to re- the Spirit" (Jude, 10). devilish—in its origin (from
Terence this remnant and earnest of what man shall " hell," f. 6: not from God, the Giver of true wisdom,
be in ourselves and in others. * Absalom has fallen ch. l. 6\ and also in its character, which accords with
from his father's favour, but the people still recognise its origin. Earthly, sensual, and devilish, answer to
him to be the king's sou." [Benoel] MaD resembles the three spiritual foes of man. the world, the flesh.
in humanity the Son of man. " the express image of and the devil. 16. envying—So English Version trans
His person " (Hebrews, 1. 3), cf. Genesis, 1. 26; l John. lates the Greek, which usually means "seal."" emula
4. 20. In the passage. Genesis, 1. 26. "image" and tion,'* in Romans. 13. 13. *' The envious man stands in
" likeness" are distinct : " image," according to the his own light. He thinks his candle cannot shine in
Alexandrians, was something in which men were the presence of another's sua. He aims directly at
created, being common to all, and continuing to man men, obliquely at God, who makes men to differ."
after the fall, while the " likeness " was something to- strife—rivalry. [Alfokd.] confusion—fit., tumultuous
vxird which man was created, to strive after and at anarchy: both in society (translated "commotions,"
tain it : the former marks man's physical and intel Luke. 21. 9 ; "tumults," 3 Corinthians, 6. 6), and In the
lectual, the latter his moral pre-eminenco. 10. The individual mind : in contrast to the " peaceable " com
tongue, says ^Esop. is at ouce the best and the worst ot posure of true "wisdom." r. 17. St. James does not
things. So in a fable, a man with the same breath honour such effects of this earthly wisdom with the
blows hot and cold. " Life and death are in the power name " fruit," as he does in the case of the wisdom
of the tongue" (cf. Psalm 62. 4). brethren—an appeal from above. Ver. 18; cf. Ga. 6. iy-23, " Works of the
u> their consciences by their brotherhood in Christ, flesh.. /rutt of the Spirit." 17. first pure—lit., chaste,
cnght not so to be—a mild api>eal, leaving it to them sanctified: pure from all that Is "earthly, sensual
selves to understand that such conduct deserves the lanimal). devilish" fr. 15). This is put, "first of all,"
ino^t severe reprobation. 11. fountain—an image of before "peaceable," because there is an unholy peace
the heart: as the aperture 'so the Greek for " place" is with the world which makes no distinction between
/cf.' of the fountain is an image of man's mouth. The clean and unclean. Cf. "undefined" and " unspotted
image here is appropriate to the scene of the epistle, from the world," ch. 1. 27; 4. 4. 8, "purify—hearts;"
Palestine, wherein salt and bitter springs are found. 1 Peter, L 22, "purified... souls" (the same Greek).
Though "sweet" springs are sometimes found near, Ministers must not preach, before a purifying change
yet "sweet and bitter" (water) do not flow "at the of heart, "Peace," where there Is no peace. Seven ttbe
same pla«" (aperture). Grace can make the same perfect number) characteristic peculiarities of true
inouth that "sent forth the bitter" once, send forth wisdom are enumerated. Purify or sanctity Is put
the sweetfor the time to come: as the wood typical of first, because it has respect both to God and to our
Christ's cross) changed Harah'a bitter water into selves, the six that follow regard our fellowmen. Our
sweet. 12. Transition from the mouth to the heart. first concern is to have in ourselves sanctity ; our se
Can the fig tree, «.';c—Implying that it fs an impossi cond, to be at peace with men. geutle—" forbearing:"
bility: as before in v. 10 he bad said it "ought not so making allowances for others : lenient towards neigh
to be." St. James doesnot.asMatthew. 7. 16, 17. make bours, as to the duties they owe us. easy to be en
the question, ** Do men gather fi,:s of thistles V His treated—h^,eaj(fy;'cr*uad>d, tractable; not harsh as to
anmmeut is, No tree '* can" bring forth fruit inconsist a neighbour's faults, full of mercy—as to a neighent uAth its nature, as e.g., the fig tree, olive berries: so 1 our* a miseries, full of„.good fruits—contrasted with
if a man speaks bitterly, and afterwards speaks good " every evil work," v. 16. without partiality—recurring
words, the latter must be so only seemingly, and in to the warning against partial "respect to persons,"
hypocrisy, they ran not be real, so can no fountain... ch. 2. l. 4, 9. Alford translates as the Greek is traits•alt.. .and freih—The oldest authorities read, "Neither lated, ch. 1. 6, "WiiVjring," "without doubting." But
can a 3alt (water spring) yield fresh." So the mouth thus there would be an epithet referring to one's self in
that emits cursing, cannot really emit also blessing. serted amidst those referring to one's conduct towards
13. Who—(cf. Psalm 34. IS, IS.) All wish to appear others. Knglhh Version Is therefore better, withou:
- wise.** few are so. 6how-"by works," and not merely hypoc;is;-Not as Ai-ronn- explains from ch. 1. 22, 20,

Enmity ritX God.
JAMES. IV.
Friendship of the World.
" Without deceiving yourselves" with the name with many, ye have not, because ye ask not—God promuet
out the reality of religion. For It most refer, like the to those who pray, not to those who fichu The peti
rest of the six epithets, to our relation! to other*: onr tion of the lustful, murderous, and contentions, is not
peaceablenes* and mercy toward! other* must be recognised by God as prayer, if ye prayed, there
" without dissimulation." 18. "The peaceable fruit of would be no " wars and fightings." Thus this last
righteousness." He says righteousness, because It la clause 1* an answer to the question. t>. L, "Whence
itself the true wisdom. A* in the case of the earthly come war* and fightings J" 3. Some of them are sup
wisdom, after the characteristic description came its posed to say in objection. But we do ** ask " (pray!, cf.
results; so in this Terse, in the case of the heavenly v. a. St. James replies. It is not enough to ask for good
wisdom. There the result* were present; here, future. things, but we must ask with a good spirit and inten
frnit...iewn—Cf. Psalm 97. 11; Isaiah, 61. 3, "tree* of tion. "Ye ask amiss, that ye may consume it ijour
righteousness.'* Anticipatory, i.e.. the seed whose object of prayer) upon (lit, in) your lust*" (lit., pleas
"fruit,** vie., " righteousness." shall be ultimately ures}: not that ye may have the things you need for the
reaped. Is now "sown In peace." "Righteousness." service of God. Contrast ch. l. &, with Matthew. 6. 31,
now In germ, when fully developed as "fruit," shall be 33. If ye prayed aright, all your proper wants would
itself the everlasting reward of the righteous. As be supplied; the improper cravings which produce
* sowing in peace" (cf. "sovm in dishonour," 1 Corin " war* and fightings * would then cease. Even be
thians, 16. 43) produces the "fruit of righteousness." so lievers' prayers are often best answered when their
conversely "the work" and "efTectof righteousness" 1* desire* are most opposed. 4. The oldest MSS. omit
"peace.'* of them that make peace—" by (implying also " adulterers and." and read simply. *' Ye adulteresses."
that it is for them, and to their good) them that work God is the rightful husband: the men of the world are
peace." They, and they alone, are "blessed." "Peace regarded collectively as one adulteress, and individual
makers," not merely they who reconcile others, but ly as adulteresses, the world—in so far as the man of it
who work peace. "Cultivate peace." (Eotiuh.1 Those and their motive* and act* are aliens to God. *.ff„iti
truly wise towards God, whilst peaceable and tolerant •elfish "lusts" (r. 3), and covetous, and ambitious "van
towards their neighbour*, yet make it their chief con and fightings" (r. l). enmity—not merely " inimical :*
cern to *ow righteousness, not cloaking men's sins, bat a state of enmity, and that enmity itself. Cf. l John.
reproving them with such peaceable moderation as to 2. 15, "love ..the world.. .the love of the Father.** who
be the physicians, rather than the executioners, of sin soever.. .will be—The Greek is emphatic, "shall be rtsolved to be." Whether be succeed or not, if his wu*
ner*. [Calvin.]
be to be the friend of the world, he renders kinsrtf.
CHAPTER IV.
Ver. 1-lT. AoADtwFionTijrosAWDTHDBSouBCi: becomes (so the Greek for " is ") by the rery fact, " the
enemy
of God." Contrast "Abraham the friend of
Worldly Lusts : Uncharitable Judomckts, and
Presumptuous Bkckonino on thb Future. 1. God." 5. in vim—Nowordof Scripture can be so. The
quotation
here, as in Ephesians, 6. It, seems to be no*
whence—The cause of quarrels is often sought in ex
ternal circumstances, whereas internal lust* are the so much from a particular passage, as one gathered by
St.
James
under
Inspiration from the general tenor of
true origin, wars, &c —contrasted with the "peace** of
heavenly wisdom. " Fightings" are the active carrying such passages in both the Old and New Testaments, u
on of "wars." The best authorities have a second Numbers. 11. 29 : Proverbs, 21. 10 ; Galatlans. ft. 17.
"whence" before " fightings." Tumults marked the spirit that dwelleth in m—Other MSS. read,*' That God
era before the destruction of Jerusalem when St. James hath made to dwell in us' (ru., at Pentecost). If »
translated, " Doe* the (HolyJ Spirit that God bath
wrote. He indirectly alludes to these. The members placed
in ns lust to (towards) envy ■ (viz.. a* ye do in
are the first seat of war; thence it passes to conflict be
tween man and man, nation and nation, come they not, your worldly "wars and fightings")? Certainly not:
e*zc.—an appeal to their conscience*, lusts—lit , pleas ye are therefore walking in the flesh, not in the Spin*.
ures, i.e.. the lusts which prompt you to "desire" whilst y© thus lust towards, 1«., with envy against one
(Note. v. %) pleasures : whence you seek self at the cost another. The friendship of the world tends to breed
of your neighbour, and hence flow "fightings." that tnry; UieSpiritproduceSTery different fruit. ALrotr
war—" campaign, as an array of soldiers encamped attributes the epithet "with envy," in the unwarrant
within" IAlfokd] the soul; tumultuously war against able sense of jealously, to the Holy Spirit: 'The Spirii
the interest* of your fellow-men, whilst lusting to ad jealously desires us for His own." In English Ytnia*
vance self. But whilst waning thus against others, the sense is, ** the (natural) spirit that hath its dwell
they (without his knowledge) war against the soul of ing In us lust* with (lit. . to, or toward*) envy." Ye ur*.
the man himself, and against the Spirit; therefore they and because ye have not what ye lust after 'r. ltt>,r*
must be "mortified" by the Christian. 2. Ta lust—A envy your neighbour who has, and to the spirit of e^n
different Greek word from that In v. 1. " Ye desire:" lead* you on to "fight." St. James also here refentc
lit., ye set your mind or heart on an object, have not— ch. 3. 14, 16. 6. But—Nay rather, he—God. gi"C
Toe lust of desire does not ensure the actual possession. more grace—ever increasing grace ; the farther ye de
Hence "ye kill" (not as Margin, without any old part from "envy." [Bknokl j be taith—The sameGoi
authority, "envy") to ensure powession. Not proba who causes His spirit to dwell in believers .v. 5), by tin
bly In the case of professing Christians of that day in a Spirit also speaks in Scripture. The quotation ben s
literal sense, but "kill and envy" (as the Greek for probably from Proverbs, 3. 3t : as probably ProTert*.
" desire to have* should be translated), i «., harass 21. 10 was generally referred to In v. 5. In Bebrtx ft
and oppress through envy. IDrusius.) Cf. Zechariah, is "scorneth the scomerR." rt*., those who thick
11. 6, "•lay:" through envy hate and desire to get out of "Scripture speaketh in vain." resisteth—"ti, srttti
your way, and so are ** murderers" in God's eye*. Himselfinarray against : even as they, like Phsiv*.
fEflTTus.] If literal murder [A LFonD] were meant, I do set themselves against Him. God repays siunenfi
not think It would occur so early in the series; nor had their own coin. " Pride" is the mother of "envy* *
Christians then as yet reached so open criminality. In fi) ; it is peculiarly satanic. for by ItSatan fell, the ar*3
the Spirit's application of the passage to all ages, literal —The Greek means in derivation one who shows kismi'
kitting Is Included, flowing from the desire to possess: above his fellows, and so lifts himself against God. -'
so David and Ahab. There is a climax: "Ye desire." humble—the unen vions, uncovetous, and unanabftic*'
the individual lust for an object ; "ye kill and envy," as to the world. Contrast v. 4. 7. 8obmiL..to Geo-**
the feeling and action of individuals against indivi ye shair be among "the humble." r. 6; also e. *'
duals ; " ye fight and war.'* the action of many against 1 Peter. 6. 6. It &Ut...dcv.l-UcderulsLazi3erprisksai

Usurp not Gods Office of Judge.

JAMES. V.

cnrvare enlisted in the world; resist bis temptations
to these. Faith, humble prayers, and heavenly wisdom,
arc the weapons of resistance. The language is taken
from warfare. " Submit" as a good soldier puts him
self in complete subjection to his captain. "Resist,"
stand bravely against, he will flee—translate, " be siiall
flee." For it is a promise of God, not a mere assurance
from man to man. (Ai-kord.J He shall flee worsted
as he did from Christ. 8. Draw nigh to God—So "cleave
unto Him," Deuteronomy, 30. 20, viz., by prayerfully
(e 2, 3) " resisting Satan." who would oppose our access
to God. he will draw nigh—propitious. Cleanse... hands
—the outward instruments of action. None but the
clean-handed can ascend into the bill of the Lord
(justified through Christ, who alone was perfectly so,
and as such "ascended " thither], purify... hearts—lit.,
make chaste of your spiritual adultery (v. 4, i.e., worldiiness; your hearts: the inward source of all impurity,
double-minded—divided between God and the world.
The double minded is at fault in heart ; the sinner in
bis hands likewise. 9. Be afflicted, &c—iit., Endure
misery, i.e., mourn over your wretchedness through
sin. ReptJtt with deep sorrow instead of your present
laughter. A blessed mourning. Contrast Isaiah, 22.
la, 13; Luke, 6. 25. St James does not add here, as in
ch. 5. 1, " howl," where he foretells the doom of the im
penitent at the coming destruction of Jerusalem,
heaviness—fit.. falling of the countenance, casting down
of the eyes. 10. in the sight of the Lord—as continually
in the presence of Him who aloue is worthy to be ex
alted: recognising His presence in all your ways, the
truest Incentive to humility. The tree, to grow up
wards, must strike its roots deep downwards; so man,
to be exalted, must have his mind deep-rooted in
bnmility. in 1 Peter, 6. 0. it is. Humble yourselves
under the mighty hand of God, viz., in bis dealings
of Providence: a distinct thought from that here, lift
you up— in part in this world, fully in the world to
come. 11. Having mentioned sins of the tongue (ch.
3.!, he shows here that evil speaking flows from the
same spirit of exalting self at the expense of one's
neighbour as caused the "fightings'' reprobated In
this chapter (v. 1). Speak not evil—lit.. Speak not
against one another, brethren—Implying the incon
sistency of such depreciatory speaking of one an
other in brtOtren. speaketh evil of the law—for the
law in commanding, "Love thy neighbour as thyself
(ch. 2. 8), virtually condemns evil speaking and judg
ing. [Esnus.] Those who superciliously condemn the
acts and words of others which do not please them
selves, thus aiming at the reputation of sanctity, put
their own moroseness in the place of the law, and
claim to themselves a power of censuring above the
law of God, condemning what the law permits.
[Calvin.] Such a one acts as though the law could
not perform iuown office of judging, but he must fly
upon the office. [Bbnokl.] This is the last mention
of the law in the New Testament. Auokd rightly
takes the " law " to be the old moral law applied in its
comprehensive spiritual fulness by Christ: "the law
of liberty." if thou judge the law, thou art not a doer
...but a judge—Setting aside the Christian brotherhood
as all alike called to be doers of the law, in subjection
to it, such a one arrogates the office of a judge. 12.
There is one lawgiver—The best authorities read in
addition. " And judse." Translate, "There is one
(alone) who is (at once; Lawgiver and Judge, (namely)
He who is able to save and destroy." Implying, God
alone Is Lawgiver and therefore Judge, since it is He
alone who can execute His judgments; our inability in
this respect shows our presumption in trying to act as
judges, as though we were God. who art thou? ic-The
order in the Greek is emphatic " But (inserted in oldest
jMSS.) thou, who art thou that?" tic How rashly ar
rogant In judging thy fellows, and wresting from God

Woes Coming on the Wicked Rich.

the office which belongs to Him over thee and them
alike, another—The oldest authorities read, "thy
neighbour." 13. Go to now—"Come now f said to
excite attention, ye that say — " boasting of the
morrow." To-day or to-morrow—as If ye bad the free
choice of either day as a certainty. Others read," To
day and to-morrow." such a city—fit., this the btty {viz.,
the one present to the mind of the speaker). This city
here, continue...a year — rather, "spend one year."
Their language implies that when this one year is out,
they purpose similarly settling plans for years to come.
[BknoelJ boy and sell — Their plans for the future
are all worldly. 14. what—fit., of what nature is your
life? i.e., how evanescent it is. It is even—Some oldest
authorities read, "For ye are." Bknqel, with other
old authorities, reads, "For it shall be." the future
referring to the "morrow" (v. 13-16). The former ex
presses, ' ' Ye yourselves are transitory :" so every thing
of yours, even your life, must partake of the same
transitoriness. Keceived text has no old authority.
and then vanisheth away—" afterwards vanishing as it
came;' lit, afterwards (as it appeared) so vanishing.
tALFORD.] 15. Lit., "instead of your saying." die. This
refers to " ye that say" {v. 13;. we shall live—The best
MSS. read. "We shall boUi live and do." Ac, The
boasters spoke as if life . action, and the particular kind
of action, were in their power, whereas ail three de
pend entirely on the will of the Lord. 16. now—as it is.
lejoice In... boastings—"ye boast in arrogant presump
tions," viz., vain confident fancies that the future is
certain to you (v. 13). rejoicing—boosting. [JBenoel.J
17. The general principle illustrated by the particular
example just discussed is here stated : knowledge
without practice is imputed to a man as great and
presumptuous sin. St. James reverts to the principle
with which he started. Nothing more injures the soul
than wasted impressions. Feelings exhaust themselves
and evaporate, if not embodied in practice. As we will
not act except we feel, so if we will not act out our
feelings, we soon snail cease to feet
CHA1TKE V.
Ver. 1-20. "Woes Coming on the Wiokbd Rich :
Eelikvkks should bk Patient unto tub Loan's
Coming : Various Exhortations. 1. Go to now—
Come now. A phrase to call solemn attention, ye
rich—who have neglected the true enjoyment of riches,
which consists in doing good. St. James intends this
address to rich Jewish unbelievers, not so much for
themselves, as for the saints, that they may bear with
patience the violence of the rich (v. 7), knowing that
God will speedily avenge them on their oppressors.
[Besoel.] miseries that shall come—fit., "that ore
coming upon you" unexpectedly and swiftly, viz., at
the coming of the Lord (v. 7) ; primarily, at the destruc
tion of Jerusalem; finally, at His visible coming to
judge the world. 3. corrupted—about to be destroyed
through God's curse on your oppression, whereby
your riches are accumulated (v. 4). Calvin thinks
the sense is. Your riches perish without being of any
use either to others or eveu to yourselves, for instance,
your garments which are moth-eaten in your chests,
garments...moth-eaten—Referring to Matthew, 0. 19, 20.
3. is cankered—"rusted through." [Altoiu*.] rust...
witneu against you—In the day of judgment, viz., that
your riches were of no profit to any, lying unemployed,
and so contracting rust, shall eat your flesh—The rust
which once eat your riches, shall then gnaw your con
science, accompanied with punishment which shall
prey upon your bodies for ever. as.. .fire—not with the
slow process of rusting, but with the swiftness of con
suming fire, fur the last days—ye have heaped together,
not treasures as ye suppose (cf. Luke, 12. 19). but wrath
against the last days, viz., the coming judgment of the
Lord. Alford translates more lit., **/n these lost
days {before the coining judgmentj ye laid up (worldly)

J AMES. V.
Patiently Waiifor the
Lords Coming
treasure " to no profit, instead of repenting and seek English Version be retained, the reeeiring of the earlr
ing salvation (see Note, v. 61. 4. Behold—calling atten and latter rains is not to be understood as the object
tion to their coming doom as no vain threat, labourers of his hope, but the harvest for which those rains are
—lit, workmen, of yon kept back—So English Version the necessary preliminary. The early rain fell at sor
rightly. Not as Altobd, "crieth out /rem you." The ing time, about November or December : the latteT
"keeping back of the hire" was. on the part or the rain, about March or April, to mature the grain for
rich, virtually an act of "fraud," because the poor harvest. The latter rain that shall precede the
labourers were not Immediately paid. The phrase Is coming spiritual harvest, will probably be another
therefore not, " kept back fey you," but "oj you f the Pentecost-like effusion of the Holy Ghost. 8. easing
latter implying virtual, rather than overt, fraud. St. ...drsweth nigh—The Greek expresses present time and
James refers to Deuteronomy, S4. 14, 15, "At his day... a settled state. 1 Peter, 4. 7, "Is at hand." We are
give his hire, neither shall the sun go down upon it, to live in a continued state of expectancy of the Lord's
lest he crt against thee unto the Lord, and it be sin coming, as an event always nigh. Nothing can more
unto thee.*' Many sins "cry" to heaven for vengeance "stabllsh the heart" amidst present troubles than the
which men tacitly take no account of, as uncbastlty realized expectation of His speedy coming. 9. Grodgs
and injustice. [Bemjkl.] Sins peculiarly offensive to not—rather, "Murmur not:" "grumble not" The
God are said to " cry" to Him. The rich ought to have Greek is lit* "groan:" a half-suppressed murmur of
given freely to the poor; their not doing so was sin. A impatience and harsh judgment, not uttered aloud cr
still greater sin was their not paying their debts. Their freely. Having exhorted them to patience in bearing
greatest sin was not paying them to the poor, whose wrongs from the wicked, he now exhorts them to a
wages Is their all. cries of them—a double cry : both forbearing spirit as to the offences given by brethren.
that of the hire abstractly, and that of the labourers Christians who bear the former patiently, sometimes
hired, the Lord or sabsoth—Here only in the New are impatient at the latter though much less griev
Testament. In Romans, 9. SO It is a quotation. It is ous, lest...condemned—The best MS. authorities read,
suited to the Jewish tone of the epistle. It reminds "judged." St James refers to Matthew, 7. 1, "Judge
the rich who think the poor have no protector, that not lest ye be judged." To *' murmur against one sn
the Lord of the whole hosts in heaven and earth Is the other" Is virtually to judge, and so to become liable
guardian and avenger of the latter. He Is Identical to be judged. Judge ... before tbo door—Referring to
with the '* coming Lord" Jesus (v. 7). 5. Translate, Matthew. 24. 33. The Greek is the same in both pas
" Ye have luxuriated... and wantoned." The former sages, and so ought to be translated here as there.
expresses luxurious effeminacy; the latter, wantonness " doors," pluraL The phrase means " is near at hand '
and prodigality. Their luxury was at the expense of (Genesis, 4. 7, which in the oldest interpretations [tin
the defrauded poor [p.4J. on the earth—the same earth Targums of Jonathan and Jerusalem) is explained.
which has been the scene of your wantonness, shall be " thy sin is reserved unto the judgment of the world tthe scene of the judgment coming on you: instead of come.'* Cf. "the everlasting doors.** Psalm K *
earthly delights ye shall have punishments, nourished whence He shall come forth). The Lord's coming to
...hearts—i.e., glutted your bodies like beasts to the destroy Jerusalem is primarily referred to: and ulti
full extent of your heart's desire: ye live to eat, not mately. His coming again visibly to judgment. 10.
ent to live, asiuaday of slaughter—The oldest authori example of suffering affliction — rather, simply, "«"
ties omit " as." Ye are like beasts which eat to tholr affliction," lit., "evil treatment." the prophets—wbo
heart's content on the very day of their approaching were especially persecuted, and therefore were espe
slaughter, unconscious it Is near. The phrase answers dally "blessed." 11. count them happy—(Matthew. jto "the last days," r. 3, which favours Alford's 10.) which endure— The oldest authorities read.
translation there, "in," not" for." 6. Ye hive con "Which have endured,"which suits the sense better
demned. ..the jast—The Greek aorist expresses," Ye are than English Version : "Those who in part days, h>
accustomed to condemn. &c, the just." Their condem the prophets and Job, have endured trials." Sucb,
nation of Christ, "the Just," Is foremost in St. James* not those who " have lived in pleasure and betf
mind. But all the innocent blood shed, and to be wanton on the earth' (v. 6). are "happy." patieec*shed. Is Included, tho Holy Spirit comprehending St. rather, "endurance.1' answering to "endure:" tbeGrei
James himself, called " the just," who was slain In a words similarly corresponding. Distinct from t£?
tumult. See my Introduction. This gives a peculiar Greek word for "patience," «.10. The same word
appropriateness to the expression in this verse, the ought to be translated, "endurance," ch. L 1 Be
same "as the righteous ijust) man," v. 16. The justice here reverts to the subject which he began with. Jm
or righteousness of Jesus and His people is what pecu —This passage shows the history of him is coneernnr;
liarly provoked the ungodly great men of the world. a real, not an imaginary person ; otherwise his caw
he doth not resist you—The very patience of the Just could not be quoted as an example at all. Though t*
one is abused by the wicked as an incentive to boldness showed much of impatience, yet be always returned V
In violent persecution, as If they may do as they please this that ho committed himself wholly to God, and a*
with Impunity. God doth " resist the proud " (ch. 4. G] ; last showed a perfect spirit of enduring submistvt
but Jesus as man, "as a sheep is dumb before the and have seen— (with tho eyes of your mind.) AltoW1
shearers, so He opened not His mouth :" so His people translates from the old and genuine reading. "See
are meek under persecution. Tho day will come when also," <fcc. Tho old reading is, however, capable of fry
God will resist ilit, set Himself in array against His ing translated as English Version, the end of l&e VA
foes and theirs. 7. Be patient therefore—as judgment —the end which the Lord gave. If Job bad mnci ts
is so near (». 1, 8). ye may well afford to be " patient" " endure," remember also Job's happy " end." licoi*
after the example of the unresisting Jvst one (v. 6). learn, though much tried, to "endure to the end.'
brethren—contrasted with the " rich " oppressors, r. l-fl. that—Alford, &c, translates, "inasmuch aa,""fes'
nnto the coming of the Lord—Christ, when the trial of pitiful...of tender mercy—the former refers to the /<*£"-"
your patience shall cease, husbandman waiteth for—i.e., the latter, to the act. His pity is shown in not layirpatiently bears toils and delays throuch hope of the on tho patient cndur*r more trials than he is abb V1
harvest at last. Its "preclonsness" (cf. Psalm 126. 6, bear : His mercy, in His giving a happy ** end* to uV
"precious seed*') will more than compensate for all trials. ( Be.no kl.J 12. But above all—as swearus '■'
the past. Cf. the same Image, Galatians, 0. 8, 0. hath utterly alien to the Christian meek "endurance0 jc^long patience for it—."over it." t'n respect to it. until he recommended, swear not — through Impatience, t1
receive —" until it receive." IAlfokd.J Even if which trials may tempt you [p. 10, 11). In contrast1*
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Sealing of the Sick through Prayer,
JAMES. V.
with Unction of Oil, dec.
this stands the proper use of the tongue, v. 13. St. may be made to any one who can pray* [Bushel.] ; (3J
James here refers to Matthew. 6. 31. &c. let your yea open confession of sin before the church and the world,
bo yea—do not use oaths in your every day conversa in token of penitence. Not auricular confession.
tion, but let a simple affirmative or denial be deemed that ye may be healed—of your bodily sicknesses. Also
enough to establish your word, condemnation—lit., that, if your sickness be the punishment of sin, the
judgment, viz, of "the Judge"* who "standeth before latter being forgiven on intercessory prayer, " ye may
the doors" '«. 9). 13. afflicted—referring to the ** suf be healed" of the former. Also, that yo may be healed
fering affliction" (r. 10). let him pray—not "swear" spiritually, effectual — intense and fervent, not
in rash impatience, merry — joyous in mind, sing "wavering" (ch. L 6). [Bxza.l "When energised''
psalms—of praise. St. Paul and Silas sane psalms even by the Spirit, as those were who performed miracles.
in affliction. 14. let htm call for toe elders—not some (Hammond.] This suits the collocation of the Greek
one of the elders, as Roman Catholics interpret it. to words and tho sense well. A righteous man's prayer is
justify their usage in extreme unction. The prayers of always heard generally, but his particular request for
the elders over the sick would be much the same as the healing of another was then likely to be granted »
though the whole church which they represent should when he was one possessing a special charism of the
pray. [Benokl.1 anointing him with oil—the usage spirit. Alford translates, '* Avoileth much in its
which Christ committed to His apostles was afterwards working' The "righteous" is one himself careful to
continued with laying on of hands, as a token of the avoid "faults," and showing his faith by works (ch. 8.
highest faculty of medicine in the church, just as we 84). 17. EU;is...like passions as we—therefore it can
find in 1 Corinthians, 0. 2, the church's highest judicial not be said that he was so raised above us as to afford
function. Now that the miraculous gift of healing has no example applicable to common mortals like our
been withdrawn for the most part, to use the sign where selves, prayed earnestly — lit., prayed with prayer:
the reality is wanting would be unmeaning supersti Hebraism for prayed intensely. Cf. Luke, 2i. 16,
tion. Cf. other apostolic usages now discontinued right " With desire I have desired," i.«., earnestly desired.
ly, I Corinthians, U.4-16; 10.20. " Let them use oil who Ai-i oki> is wrong in saying, Ellas' prayer that it
can by their prayers obtain recovery for the sick : let might not rain " is not even hinted at in the Old
those who cannot do this, abstain from using the Testament history." In 1 Kings, 17. 1, it is plainly
empty sign." [Whitaker. j Romish extreme unction implied, "As the Lord God of Israel iiveth, before
is administered to those whose life is despaired of, to whom I stand, there shall not be dew nor rain these
heal the aoul, whereas St. James' unction was to heal years, but according to my word." His prophecy of
the body. Cardinal Cajetan [Commentary! admits that the fact was according to a divine intimation given
St. James cannot refer to extreme unction. Oil in the to hira in answer to prayer. In jealousy for God's
East, and especially among the Jews (see the Talmud, honour (1 Kings, 19. I0j. and being of one mind with
Jerusalem and Babylon), was much used as a curative God in his abhorrence of apostasy, he prayed that
agent. It was also a sign of the Divine grace. Hence the national idolatry should be punished with a
it was an appropriate sign in performing miraculous national judgment, drought; and on Israel's profes
cures, in the name of the Lord—by whom alone the sion of repentance he prayed for the removal of the
miracle was performed: men were but the instruments. visitation, as is implied in 1 Kings, 18. 39-42; cf. Luke.
15. prayer—He does not say the oil shall save : it is 4. -25. three years, &c.—Cf. 1 KiBgs. IS. 1, "The thirl
but the symbol, save — plainly not as Rome says, year." viz., from Elijah's going to Zarephath ; the pro
"save'' t/w; so id, but heal "the sick:" as the words, phecy 11;. 1) was probably about five or six months
"the Lord shall raise him up," prove. So the same previously. 18. prayed. .. and—i.e., and so. Mark the
Greek is translated, "made (thee) whole," Matthew. 0. connexion between the prayer and its accomplishment.
21, 22. and if.. .sins—for not all who ore sick, are so her fruit—her usual and due fruit, heretofore withheld
because of some special sins. Here a case is supposed on account of sin. Three and a half years is the time
of one visited with sickness for special sins, have also that the two witnesses prophesy who "have
comn.itted— Ht., 6e in a state of having committed sins, power to shut and open heaven that it rain not." 16.
i.e., be under the consequences of sins committed, The blessing of reclaiming an erring sinner by tho
they—rather, it: his having committed sins shall be mutual counsel and intercessory prayer just recom
forgiven bira. The connexion of sin and sickness is mended, do err—more lit.. " be led astray.'' the truth
implied in Isaiah, 33. 24; Matthew, 0. 2-6; John, 6. 14. —the gospel doctrine and preoept3. one—lit, any: as
The Absolution of the sick, retained in the Church of "any" before. Every one ought to seek the salvation
England, refers to the sins which the sick man con of everyone. [Benoel.] 20. Let him [the converted!
fesses (v. 10) and repents of, whereby outward scandal know—for his comfort, and the encouragement 01
has been given to the church and the cause of roli- others to do likewise, shall save—Future. The salva
gion ; not to sins in their relation to God, the only tion of tho one so converted shall be manifested
Judge. 16. The oldest authorities read, "Confess, hereafter, shall hide a multitude of sins—not his own
TiiF.uEFoRE." <tc. Not only in the particular case of but tho sins of the converted. The Greek verb in
sickness, but universally confess, fanits—your fulls the middle voice requires this. Proverbs, 10. 12,
and e^tnees, in relation to one another. The word is refers to charity "covering" the sins of others before
not the same as sins. Matthew, 5. 23. 24 ; Luke, 17. 4, men; St. James to one's effecting by the conversion ot
illustrate the precept here, one to another—not to the another that that other's sins be covered before God,
priest, as Rome insists. The Church of England recom viz., with Christ's atonement. He effects this by mak
mends in certain cases. Rome compels confession in ing the convert partaker in the Christian covenant
all cases. Confession is desirable in the case of (i.> for tho remission of all sins. Though this hiding of
wrong done to a neighbour; (2.) when under a troubled sins was included in the previous " shall save." St.
conscience we ask counsel of a godly minister or friend, James expresses it to mark in detail the greatness of
as to how we may obtain God's forgiveness and strength the blessing conferred on the penitent through the
to sin no more, or when we desire their intercessory converter's instrumentality, and to incite others to the
prayers fox us i"i'rayono for another";: "Confession same „ood deed.
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THE FIRST EPISTLE GENERAL OF

PETER.
INTRODUCTION.
ITS GENUINENESS ii attested by S Peter, 3. 1 : on the authority of 3 Peter, see the Introduction. Also by Poljettp
fin Hviet/iuM, 4. 14), who, in writing to the Philippians, quote* many passages: in eh. 8. be quotes l Peter, L 13, Si, md
& 9; In oh. 3.. 1 Peter, f. 11. Eusebius says of Pspias, BccUrtattieal History, 3. 39, that he. too, quotes Peter** first cpiitlc
i rename (/7aa*esss 4. P. 3) expressly mention! It; and in 4. 18. 8, 1 Peter, 1 16. Clement of Alexandria, Strwnata, L l,p. £4*
quote* 1 Peter, 1. 11, IS, 13, IS; and p. Ml, 1 Peter, 1. 31, S3; and *., p. 684, 1 Peter. 3. 14-17; and p. £95. 1 Peter, 4 13-14.
Origen, In SumIauM, SecUriaMtical History, 8. 86. mention* thi* epistle ; in Homily 7, on Joshua, to), ii,, p. 63, he meattoni
loth epl*tle*; and Comment on Psalm 3., and on John, he mention* 1 Peter, 3. 1831. Tertullian, Scott*., c 13, quote* ex
pressly 1 Peter, 3. »>, 31 ; and ch. 14.* 1 Peter, 1. 18. 17. Eusebius state* it a* the opinion of tho*e before him, that this w*i
among the universally acknowledged epistles. The PetchUo Syriae Version contiin* it. The fragmeut of the canon call«d
Muratori's, omit* it Excepting this and the Paulioian heretics who rejected it. all ancient testimony is on it* side. The
internal evidence i* equally strong. The author calls himself the apostle Peter, ch. 1. 1, and "a witness of Chrisfi (of
ferings," and an "elder," ch. 8. 1. Tb* energy of the style harmonise* with the warmth of Peter's character; and, at
Erasmus says, this epistle hi full of apostolical dignity and authority, and U worthy of the leader among th« apostle*.
PETER'S PERSONAL HISTORY.—Simon or Simeon, was a natire of Betbsaida on the sea of Cialilee. son of Jcau
or John. With hi* father and his brother Andrew, he carried on trade a* a fisherman at Capernaum, his subsequent place
of abode. He was a married man, and tradition represents his wife's name a* Concordia or Ptrpetutu Clemens AJm ,
says that she suffered martyrdom, her husband encouraging her to be faithful unto death. " Remember, dear, oui Lord."
His wife's mother wss restored from a fever by Christ. He was brouaht to Jesus by hi* brother Andrew, who bad been »
disciple of John the Baptist, but was pointed to the Sarlour as ** the Lamb of God" by his master. Jesus, on first behold
ing him, gave him the name by which ohiefly he is known, indicative of bis subsequent character and work in the church,
** Peter" {Gr*ek\ or "Cephas" (Aramaic), a sfone. He did not join our Lord finally until a subsequent period. The leading
Incidents ha hi* apostoUo life are well known: his walking on the troubled waters to meet Jesus, but sinking throcr^
doubting; bis bold and clear acknowledgment of the Dirine person and office of Jesus, notwithstanding the difficulties m
the way of such belief, whence he wa* then also designated a* th$ stone, or rock; but his rebuke of his Lord when announr
ing what was so unpalatable to carnal prejudices, Christ's coming passion and death; bis passing from one extreme te the
opposite. In reference to Christ's offer to wash his feet; hie self confident assertion that he would never forsake bis Lord,
whatever others might do, followed by his base denial of Christ thrice with curses; his deep penitence; Christ's full for
giveness and prophecy of bis faithfulness unto death, after he had received from him a profession of "lore" as often re
peated as his previous denial. These incidents illustrate his character a* lealous, pious, and ardently attached to the Lord,
but at the same time Impulsive in feeling, rather than calmly and continuously stedfast. Prompt in action, and ready to
avow his convictions boldly, be wss hasty In judgment, precipitate, and too self-confident In the assertion of his own nrdfastness ; the result was that, though he abounded in animal courage, his moral courage was too easily overcome by feat cf
mans opinion. A wonderful change was wrought in him by his restoration after his fall, through the grace of bii risen
Lord. His seal and ardour became lanotEfled, being chastened by a spirit of unaffected humility, Hi* love to the LcrJ
was, if possible, increased, whilst his mode of manifesting it now was In doing and suffering for His name, rather than is
loud protestations. Thus, when imprisoned and tried before the Sanhedrim, for preaching Christ, he boldly avored .v>
determination to continue to do so. He is well called ** the mouth of the apostles." Hi* faithfulness led to his ap
prehension by Uerod Agrippa, with a view to his execution, from which, however, he was delivered by the angel of it*
Lord.
After the ascension he took the lead In the chursh ; and on the descent of the Holy Spirit at reutecoet. be exercised
the designed power of " the keys" of Christ's kingdom, by opening the door of the church, in preaching, for tbe ad
mission of thousands of Israelites ; and still more so in opening (iu obedience to a special revelation) an entrance to tit*
"devout" (i.e., Jewish proselyte from heathendom) GtntiU, Cornelius: ths forerunner of the harvest gathered in frost
idolatrout G entiles at Antioch. This explains iu what sense Christ used as to him the words, " Upon this rock I will
build my church," viM.t on his preaching of Christ, tbe true ** Rock," by connexion with whom only he was given aw
designation: a title shared in common on the same ground* by tbe rest of the apostles, as tbe first founders of the cboreb
on Christ, ** the chief corner stone." A name is often given in Hebrew, not that the person Is actually the thing itself, bet
has some special relation to it, as Elijah means Mighty Jthovoh : so Simon is called Peter ** the rook," not that he is so wa
by connexion with Jesus, the only true Rock (Isaiah, 38. 18; 1 Corinthians, 3. IU As subsequently he identified kmself with '* Satan." and Is therefore called to, in the same way, by his clear oonfession of Christ, tbe Rook, he became identifi
ed with Him, and is aooordingly so called. It is certain that there is no instance on record of Peter's having ever cudcei
or exercised supremacy; on the contrary, he is represented as sent by the apostles at Jerusalem to confirm the Ssunaritt**
baptised by Philip the deacon : again at the council of Jerusalem, not he, but James the president, or leading bislo? ;tbe church of that city, pronounced the authoritative decision : Acts, 18. 19, " My sentence is,** Aa A kind of prunat*.
doubtless (though certainly not supremacy), was given him on tbe ground of his age, and prominent earnestness, scd
boldness in taking the lead on many important occasions. Hence he is called M first ** in enumerating the apostles. Bsoca
too, arise the phrases, ** Peter and tbe eleven," " Peter and tbe rest of the apostles;" and Paul, in going up to Jerusalem aftff
his conversion, went to see Peter in particular.
Once only he again betrayed the same spirit of vacillation through fear of man s reproach, which had caused his dsastl
of his Lord. Though at the Jerusalem council he advocated the exemption of Gentile converts from the ceremonial
observances of the law, yet he, after having associated in closest intercourse with the Gentiles at Antioch, withdrew fras
them, through dread of the prejudices of his Jewish brethren who came from James, and timidly dissembled Disconnect
of the religious equality of Jew and Gentile; for this, Paul openly withstood and rebuked him: a plain refutation of to
alleged supremacy and infallibility (except where specially inspired, as in writing his epistles). In all other cases he sheeri
himself to be. Indeed, as Paul calls him, *' a pillar." Subsequently we find him in " Babylon," whence be wrote this tn*
epistle to the Israelite believers of the dispersion, and ths Gentile Christiana united In Christ, ln'l'ontus. GiUUa, U«padocia, Asia, and Bithyuia.
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Jerome, dt Scriptorum Eccltsiasticorum I., states that " Peter, after having been bishop of Antiocb, and after having
preached to the believers of the circumcision in I'ontus, 4c. [plainly inferred from ch. 1. 1], in the second year of Claudius,
went to Rome to refute Simon Magus, and for twenty-five years there held the episcopal chair, down to the last year of Nero.
ie., the 14th, by whom he was crucified with his head downwards, declaring himself unworthy to be crucified as bis Lord,
and was buried in the Vatican, near the triumphal way." Eusebius, Chron. Ann. 3, also asserts his episcopate at Antiocb. :
his assertion that Peter founded that church, contradicts Acts. 11. 19-22. His journey to Koine to oppose Simon Magus,
arose from Justin's story of the statue found at Rome (really the- statue of the Sabine god, Semo Sannt*. or Hercules,
mistaken as if Simon Magus were worshipped by that name, " Simon i Deo Sancto;" found iu the Tiber in 1574, or on an
Island in the Tiber in 1662), combined with the account. Acts, & 9-24. The twenty-five years' bishopric is chronologically
impossible, as it would make Peter, at the interview with Paul at Antiocb, to have been then for come years bishop of
Rome I His crucifixion is certain from Christ's prophecy, John, SI. 18, 10. Dionysius of Corinth (in EuseLius, Badesiastiml History, 2. 26) asserted iu an epistle to the Romans, that Paul and Peter planted both the Roman and Corinthian
churches, and endured martyrdom in Italy at the same time. So Tcrtullian, contra ifareion, 4. S, and prascriptio Iheretir
nnnN, c. 36. 38. Also Cat us, the Presbyter of Rome, in Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History, 2. 25. asserts that some memorials
of their martyrdom were to be seen at Rome on the road to Ostia. So KusebiuB, Ecclesiastical History, 2. 85, and DemonMtrutio Evangeliea, 3. 118. So Lactantlus de mortibvs Persecuiorttm, c, 2. Many of the details are palpably fnlse: whether
the whole be so or not is dubious, considering the tendency to coucentrate at Rome events of interest. [Atford,] What
is certain is. that Peter was not there before the writing of the epbitle to the Romans (68 A.D.). otherwise he must have
been mentioned in it; nor during Paul's first imprisonment at Rome, otherwise be would have been mentioned in some one
of Paul's many other epistles written from Rome; nor during Paul's second imprisonment, at least when be was writing
the second epistle to Timothy, just before his martyrdom, tie mag have gone to Rome after Paul's death, aud, as common
tradition represents, been imprisoned in the Mamertine dungeon, and crucified on the Janiculum, on the eminence of St,
Pietro in Mentorio, and his remains deposited under the great altar in the centre of the famous basilica of St Peter.
Ambrose, Ep. :i3, EL Paris, 1586, p. 1922, relates that St Peter, not long before bis death, being overcome by the solicita
tions of his fellow-Christians to save himself, was flying from Rome when he was met by our Lord, and on asking, " Lord,
whither gocst thou ?*' received the answer, "I go to be crucified afresh." On this he returned and joyfully went to martyr
dom. The church called " Domiue quo vadis," on the Appian way, commemorates the legend. It is not unlikely that the
whole tradition Is built on the connexion which existed between Paul and Peter. As Paul, *' the apostle of the uncircumcis:on," wrote epistles to Golatia, Ephesus, and Colosse, and to Philemon at Colosse, making the Gentile Christians the
persons prominently addressed, and the Jewish Chrltians subordinate^ so; so, sice versa, Peter, "the apostle of the cir
cumcision," addressed the same churches, the Jewish Christians in them primarily, and the Genttle Christiana also
secondarily.
TO WHOM HE ADDRESSES THIS EPISTLE. -The heading, ch. 1. 1, "to the elect strangers (spiritually
pilgrims) o/ the dispersion" (Greek), clearly marks the Christians of the Jevcish dispersion as prominently addressed,
but still including also Gentile Christians as grafted into the Christian Jewish stock by adoption and faith, and so being
part of the true Israel; ch. L 14; 2. 9, 10; 3. 6; and 4, 3, clearly prove this. Thus he, the apostle of the circumcision, sought
to unite in one Christ Jew and Gentile, promoting thereby the same work and doctrine as Paul the apostle of the uncireumcision. The provinces are named by Peter Id the heading in the order proceeding from North East to South and West
I'ontus was the country of the Christian Jew Aqulla. To Gnlatia Paul paid two visits, founding and confirming churches.
Cresoens, his companion, went there about the time of Paul's last imprisonment just before his martyrdom. Ancyra was
subsequently its ecclesiastical metropolis. Men of Cappadocia, as well as of " Pont us" and "Asia," were among the hearers
of Peters effective sermon on the Pentecost whereon the Spirit descended on the church; these probably brought borne
to tbeir native laud the first tidings of the gospel. Proconsular "Asia" included Mysia, Lydia, Carta, Phrygia, Pisidia,
and Lycaonia. In Lycaonla were the churches of loonium, founded by Paul and Barnabas; of Lystra, Timothy's birth
place, where Paul was stoned at the instigation of the Jews; and of Derbe, the birth-plnce of Gaius, or Cains. In Pisidia
wil Antiocb, where Paul was the instrument of converting many, but was driven out by the Jews. In Caria was Miletus,
containing doubtless a Christian church. In Phrygia Paul preached both times when visiting Galatia in its neighbour
hood, and in it were the churches of Laodloca, Hicrapolis, and Colosse, of whirh last church Philemon and Onesimus were
members, and Archippns and Epaphras leaders. In Lydia was the Philadelphian church favourably noticed. Revelation,
2. 7, &o-; that of Sardis the capital and of Thyatira, and of Ephesus, founded by Paul, and a scene of the labour* of Aquila
avnd Prutcilla and Apolios, and subsequently of more than two whole years' labour of Paul again, and subsequently censured
for falling from its first love in Revelation, 2. 4. Smyrna of Ionia was in the same quarter, and as one of the seven
churches receives unqualified praise. In Mysia was Pergamos. Troas, too, is known as the scene of Paul's preaching and
raising Eutychus to life, and of his subsequently staying for a time with Carpus. Of " Bithynia," no church is expressly
named in Scripture elsewhere. When Paul at an earlier period "assayed to go into Bithynia," the Spirit suffered him not
Out afterwards we infer from ch. 1. 1, the Spirit did impart the gospel to that country, possibly by Peters ministry. In
government, these several churches, it appears from this epistle (ch. 5. 1, S, u feed,'* &c. ), were much In the same state as
when Paul addressed the Ephesian "elders" at Miletus (Acts, 20. 17, 86, " feed ") in very similar language: elders orpresbjier-bishops ruled, whilst the apostle exercised the general superintendenoe. They were exposed to persecutions, though
apparently not systematic, but rather annoyances and reproach arising from their not joining their heathen neighbours
,n riotous living, into which however some of them were in danger of falling. The evils which existed among themselves,
arid which are therefore reproved, were ambition and lucre-seeking on the part of the presbyters (ch. 5. S, 3), evil
thoughts and words among the members in general, and a want of sympathy and generosity towards one another.
HIS OBJECT seems to be, by the prospect of their heavenly portion, and by Christ's example, to afford consolation
c o tbe persecuted, and prepare them for a greater approaching ordeal, and to exhort all, husbands, wives, servants, pres.
.-j-ters, and people, to a due discharge of relative duties, so as to give no handle to the enemy to reproach Christianity,
~_.txt rmther to win them to it and so to establish them in "the true grace of God wherein they stand" (oh. 6. 12). Sec,
aowr«rer, note there, on the oldest reading. At/ord rightly argues, that "exhorting and testifying* there, refer to Peter's
^jcJmjtrtation* throughout the epistle grounded on testimony which he bears to (As gospel truth already veil known to hit
^tzsisra by the, teaching of Paul in those churches. They were already Introduced into (so the Grtk, ch. 6. 12) this gram of
^<xJ as their safe standing ground. Cf. 1 Corinthians, 10. 1,"1 declare unto you the gospel wherein ye stand." Therefore be
Loe*p not, in this epistle, set forth a complete statement of this gospel doctrine of grace but falls back on it as already
-nown, Cf. ch. 1.8, 18, "Ye know;" 3. 15; 2 Peter, 3.1. Not that Peter servilely copies tbe stylo and mode of teaching
^^
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of Paul, bat u an independent witness in his own style, attests the same troths. We mar divide the eptstie into ID
The inscription (ch. 1. 1, I'. HI.) The stirring up of a pare feeling in believers at born again of God. By the
motiie of hope to which God has regenerated as (v. 2-10; bringing forth the fruit of ftiitk, considering the eostlr
price paid for our redemption from sin 49.14-21). Being purified bj the Spirit unto towe of the brethren as begotten of
Ood's eternal word, as spiritual priest-kings, to whom alone Christ is precious (». 22,-cb, 2. 16); after Christ's example m
suffering, maintaining a good emvenation in every relation m. 10,-ch. 3. 1-i). and a good pro/anon of faith as banns is
view Christ's once offered sacrifice, and His future coming to judgment {*. IS.-ch. 4 11); and exhibiting patina w»
ativernty. as liking for future glorification with Christ, (I.) in general as Christians, v. 19-19; ft i each in his own sphere.
eh. 8. 1*1). "The title 'Beloved* marks the separation of the second part from the first, ch. 1 11; and of the third psr:
from (he second,- eh. 4. 11 [Benyd.] /III.) The conclusion.
TIME AND PLACE OF WRITING — It was plainly before the open and tytt-matie persecution of the later reus
of Nero had begun. That this epistle was written after Paul's epistles, even those written during bis imprisonment it
Rome ending -in A.I>. 63, appears from the acquaintance which Peter in this epistle shows he h*s with them. Of. eh. I
13, withl Timothy, 1 2-4; 2. 18, with Ephesians.6, 3; 1.1 with Ephea-ana, I. 4-7 ; 1. 3, with Ephesians, 1. S ; 1. U. wiih
Romans, 11 2; 1 C-lo, with Romans, 9. 32, 33 ; 2.13, with Romans, 13. 1-4; 1 16, with Galatians. 8. 13; 1 19, with
Ephesians, «. 6 ; 3. 1. with Ephesians, 5. 22; 3. 9, with Romans. 12. 17 ; 4. 9. with Philippians, 1 14. and Rotninf, 11
12. and Hebrews, 13. 2; 4. 10, with Romans. 12, 6-8 ; 8. 1, with Romans, 3. 18; S. 5. with Ephesiaus, 5- 21; Philippine
1 1,8-8; S. 8. with 1 Theswalonians, ft 6; 6. 14, with 1 Corinthian*. 14 20 Moreover, in ch. 5. 13. Mark is mentioned u with
Peter In Babylon This must hare been after Colossians, 4. 10 (A. D. 61 -63>. when Mirk was with Paul at Rome, bat intendtng to go to Asia Minor. Again, in 2 Timothy, 4 11 (A.D. 67 or 63). Mark was in or near Ephesus, in A*ia Miner, sa-i
Timothy is told to bring him to Home. So that it is likely tt was after this, vis-, after Paul's martyrdom that Mirk
joined Peter, and consequently, that this epistle was written. It is not likely that Peter would have intrencbed ct>
Paul's field of labour, the churches of Asia Minor, during Puvlt lifetime. The death of the apostle of ths andrcsmeifliou, and the consequent need of some one to follow up his teaching*, probably pare occasion to the testimony given tr
Peter to the same churches, collectively addressed, in behalf of the same truth. The relation in which the Pauline Gettile churches stood towards the apostles at Jerusalem favours this riew. Even the Gentile Christians would naturallr
look to the spiritual fathers of the church at Jerusalem, the centre whence the gospel had emanated to them, for cosnsf!
wherewith to meet the pretensions of Judaiiing Christians and heretics; and Peter, always prominent among the spotty
in J erusalem, would even when elsewhere feel a deep interest in them, especially when they were by death bereft of Paal's
guidance. Jlirkt. Mora Kwangelica, suggests that false teachers may have appealed from Paul's doctrine to that of Jsrov*
and Peter. Peter then would naturally write to confirm the doctrines of grace and tacitly show there was na dtffrrfuabetween his teaching and Paul's. Slirkl prefers dating the epistle A. P. 53, after Paul's second visit to Gabvtia. whta
Hilvanus was with him. and so could not hare been with Peter (A.D, 3D, and before his imprisonment at Rome, whf?
Mark was with him. and so could not have been with I'eter (A.D. 62); perhaps when Paul was detained at Caesarea, and »
debarred from personal intercourse with those ehurches. I prefer the view previously stated. This sets aside the truiiife*
that Paul and Peter suffered martyrdom together at Rome. Origen and Eusebius' statement that Peter visited, &
churches of Asia in person seems very probable.
The PLACE of writing was doubtless Babylon on the Euphrates (ch. 3. 13). It is most improbable that in the sriJ*
of writing matter-of-fact communications and salutations in a remarkably plain epistle, the symbolical languagt c'
prophecy (vis., - Babylon" for Rome} should be used. Joeephua. Antitptitua 13., 1 2 ; 3. 1, states that there was a gm'
mtUtitwle of Jevm in the Chaldean Babylon; It is therefore likely that "the apostle of the circumcision" would at seme tar.*
or other visit them. Some have maintained that the Babylon meant was in Egypt, for that Mark preached in and areas-!
Alexandria after Peter's death, and therefore it is likely he did so along with that apostle in the same region frew
ously. But no mention elsewhere in Scripture is made of this Egyptian Babylon, but only of the Chaldean owe. As1
though towards the close of Caligula's reign a persecution drove the Jews thence to Seleucia, and a plague five years afcr
still further thinned their numbers, yet this does not preclude their return and multiplication during the twenty rtsr
that elapsed between the plsgue and the writing of the epistle. Moreover, the order in which the countries are enumaai^from North Eeast to South and West, is such as would be adopted by one writing from the Oriental BaHyion outs*
Euphrates, not from Egypt or Rome- Indeed. Cosmas ludicopieustcs in the sixth oentury. understood the Babylon ns«£*
to be oufsfcie the Hainan empire. SUvanue, Paul's companion, becamB subsequently Peter's, and was the carrisref l&*
epistle.
STYLE.— Fervour and practical truth, rather than logical reasoning, are the characteristics of this epistle at tfeff
were of its energetic warm-hearted writer. His familiarity with Paul's epistles shown in the language accords with stj:
we should expect from the fact of Paul's having "communicated the gospel which he preached among the Gentt*
(as revealed specially to him) to Peter among others *' of reputation." Individualities occur, such as baptism, * tanswer of a good oonscienoe toward God" (ch. 3. 91); ** consciousness of God " {Greek* ch. 1 19, as a motive for enduring a!ferlngs; " living hope" (ch. 1.3); "an inheritance incomiptiMc, undefined, and that fadeth not away" roh, 1. 4); " Wis <*f
charity' (ch. 3. 14). Christ is viewed less in relation to His past sufferings than as at present exalted and hereafter *3 '*
manifested in all Ills majesty. Glory and hope are prominent features in this epistle (ch. 1. 8), so much w thai V7«*
entitles him " the apostle of hope." The realization of future bliss as near causes him to regard believers as but "rtraur**
nud " sojourners" here. Chastened fervour, deep humility, and ardent love appear, just as wc should expect from oM »^
had been so graciously restored after his grievous fall. "Being converted" he truly does " strengthen his brett^s.
His fervour shows itself in often repeating the same thought in similar words
In some passages he shows familiarity with the epistle of James, the apostle of especial weight with ths Je*&
legalising party, whose inspiration he thus confirms (of. ch. 1. 6, 7, with James, 1. 9, 3 ; 1. 24, with James. X. 1ft * '.
with James. 1- 81; 4 8, with James, 5. So, both quoting Proverbs, 10. 13; 6. 3. with James, 4 6, both quoting Proverbs. *■ Ji'
In most of these cases old Testament quotations are the common ground of both. "Strong susceptibility to os&w
impressions, liveliness of feeling, dexterity in handling subjects, dispose natures like that of Peter to repeat afresate*
thoughts
of others."
The diction
of this[Steiger.]
epistle and of his speeches in Acts is very similar : an undesigned coincidence, and so ft marl ■'
genuineness fcf. ch. *. 7, with Acts, 4 11; 1. 12, with Acts, ft. 32; 2.24, with Acts, 8. 80; 10.39; 6.1, with Acts. 8. 22; i '■'-■
1. 10, with Acts, 3. 19; 10.43; 1.21, with Acts. 8. 15; la 4ml; 4. 6, with Acts, 10. 43; 1 24, with Acts, 3. 19,9*
There is, too, a recurrence to the language of the Lor 1 at the last interview after His resurrection, reegruVi in Jscs- —
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to which we are Elected.

Cf. " tha Shepherd . . of . . . souls," ch. S. ffl; * Feed the flock of God," ** the chief Shepherd." cb ». a, 4, with John, si. 15-in
■ Feed my Bheep . . . lambs;" al.-o " Whom ... ye lorn," cb. 1. 8; S. 7, with John, M. 15-17: " Loveet thou me T" and a Peter.
1. 14, with John, Si. 18. 19. WUsinger well says, " lie who in loving impatience cast himself into the sea to meet the Lord.
iB also the man who moat earnestly testifies to the hope of his return; he who dated his own faith from the sufferings of
hia Master is never weary in holding up the suffering form of the Lord before his readers to comfort and stimulate tliem*.
he before whom the death of a martyr is in assured expectation, is the man who, in the greatest variety of aspects, sets
forth the duty, as well as the consolation, of suffering for Christ : as a rock of the church he grounds his readers agaiust
the storm of present tribulation on the true Hock of ages."
•

CHAPTER. I.
Ver. 1-25. Address to tuk Elected of ttie Godbkatj : Thanksoivino for the Living Hops to
which we are begotten, producing joy amidst
sufferings : this salvation an object of
Deepest Interest to Prophets and to Angels :
Its Costly Price a Motive to Holiness and
Love, as we ark Born again of the EverAbiding Word of God. 1. Peter—Greek form of
Cephas, man of rock, an apostle of Jesus Christ—
-He who preaches otherwise than as a messenger of
Cnrist, Is not to be heard!: if he preach as such, then
it is all one as if thou didst hear Christspeakinginthy
presence.* (Lutber.] to the strangers scattered—lit,
" sojourners of the dispersion;" only in John, T. 35 and
James, 1. 1, in New Testament, and LXX., Psalm 147. 2,
"* the outcasts of Israel :" the designation peculiarly
Kiveu to the Jews in their dispersed state throughout
the world ever since the Babylonian captivity. These
he. as the apostle of the circumcision, primarily ad
dresses, but not in the limited temporal sense only: he
regards their temporal condition as a shadow of their
spiritual calling to be strangers and pilgrims on earth,
looking for the heavenly Jerusalem as their home. 8o
the Gentile Christians, as the spiritual Israel, arc in
cluded secondarily, as baring the same high calling.
He ;ch. 1. 14; 2. 10; 4. 3) plainly refers to Christian Gen
tiles (cf. v. 17; ch. 2. 11). Christians, if they rightly con
sider their calling, must never settle themselves here,
but feel themselves travellers. As the Jews in their
dispersion diffused through the nations the knowledge
of the one God, preparatory to Christ's first advent, so
Ch rislians, by their dispersion among the unconverted,
oiffuse the knowledge of Christ, preparatory to His
second advent. " The children of God scattered
abroad" constitute one whole in Christ, who "gathers
them together in one," now partially and in Spirit,
hereafter perfectly and visibly. "Elect," in the Greek
order, conies before " strangers;" elect, in relation to
heaven, strangers, in relation to the earth. The elec
tion here is that of individuals to eternal life by the
sovereign grace of God, as the sequel shows. " "While
each is certified of his own election by the Spirit, he
receives no assurance concerning others, nor are we to
be too inquisitive [John. 21. 21, 22J: Peter numbers
them among the elect, as they carried the appearance of
having been regenerated." [Calvin.] He calls the
whole church by the designation strictly belonging
only to the better portion of them. [Calvin-.] The
election to hearing, and that to eternal life, are dis
tinct. Kealizntlon of our election is a strong motive
to holiness. The minister Invites all, yet does not hide
the truth that in none but the elect will the preaching
effect eternal blessing. As the chief fruit of exhorta
tion*, and even of threatenings, redounds to "the
elect;" therefore, at the outset, Peter addresses them.
Steigep. translates, To " the elect pilgrims who form
the dispersion in Pontus," &c. The order of the pro
vinces is that in which tbey would be viewed by one
writing from the East from Babylon (ch. 5. 13) ; from
North East southwards to Galatia, South East to Cappadocta. then Asia, and back to Bithynla. West of
Pontus. Contrast the order. Acts. 2. 0. He now was
ministering to those same peoples as he preached to on
Pentecost: "Parthians, Medea, Elamitcs. dwellers In
5-JJ

Mesopotamia and Judea," i.e., the Jews now subject to
the Parthians, whose capital was Babylon, where he
laboured in person; "dwellers in Cappadocia,
Pontus, Asia, Phrygia, Bithynia." the Asiatic dis
persion derived from Babylon, whom he ministers to
by letter. 2. foreknowledge-^foreordaining love (v. 20)
inseparable from Hod's foreknowledge, the origin from
which, and pattern according to which election takes
place. Acts. 2. 23, and Romans, n. 2, prove "foreknowledge*' to be forcordination. Cod's foreknow
ledge Is not the perception of any ground of action
out of himself; still, in it liberty is comprehended,
and all absolute constraint debarred. [Assklm in
Steiger.1 For so the Son of God was "foreknown"
(so the Greek for "* foreordained," v. 20) to be the sacri
ficial Lamb, not against, or without His will, but His
will rested in the will of the Father: this includes
self-conscious action; nay, even cheerful acquiescence.
The Hebrew and Greek " know " include approval and
acknovjled'jing as one's own. The Hebrew, marks the
oneness of loving and ciioodng, by having one word for
both, Bachar iLXX., Greek, hairetizo). Peter descends
from the eternal " election" of God throngh the new
birth, to the believer's " sacctiflcation," that from
thi3 he might again raise them through the considera
tion of their new birth to a "living hope" of the
heavenly "inheritance." [Heidegger.] The Divine
three are introduced in their respective functions in
redemption, through — Greek, "in?* the element in
which we are elected. The " election " of God realized
and manifested itself "w" their sanctiflcation. Be
lievers are "sanctified through the offering of Christ
once for all" (Hebrews. 10. 16J. "Thou must belicvo
and know that thou art holy ; not, however, throuph
thine own piety, but through the blood of Christ."
[Luther,] This is the true sanctiflcation of the
Spirit, to obey the gospel, to trust in Christ. [ Bul
ling er.] sanetincation—the Spirit's setting apart of
the saint as consecrated to God. The execution of
God's choice (Galatians, l. 4). God the Father gives ussalvation by gratuitous election ; the Son earns it by
His blood-shedding: the Holy Spirit applies the merits
of the Son to the soul by the sospel word. [Calves.)
Cf. Numbers, 6. 24-20, the Old Testament triple bless
ing, unto obedience—the result or end aimed at by
God as respects us, the obedience which consists in
faith, and that which flows from faith: "obeying the
truth through the Spirit " (t\ 28). Komans, 1. 6.
"obedience to the faith," and obedience the fruit of
faith, sprinkling, &c—not in justification through
the atonement once for all, which is expressed in tho
previous clauses, but (as tho order proves) the daily
being sprinkled by Christ's blood, and so cleansed
from all sin, which is the privilege of one already
justified and " walking in the litfht." Grace- the source
of "peace." be multiplied—still further than already.
Daniel, 4. 1, "Ye have now peace and grace, but still
not in perfection; therefore, ye must go on increasing
until tho old Adam bo dead." [Luther.] 3. He be
gins, like PauL in opening his epistles with givinfc
thanks to God for the greatness of the salvation : herein
he looks forward [U into the future ft*. 3-0) ; (2.) back
ward into the past fr. 10-12). [Alford.J Blessed
—A distinct Greek word teuJoo^os. " Blessed BE") is
used of God, from that used of man \evlogemenos%
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" Blesjied itf"). Faiher—Ibis whole epistle accords with
tlie Lord* prayer: "Father." ch. 1. 3, 14, IT, 10 ; 2. 2:
"Our." ch.l. 4, end; " In heaven,* ch. 1. 4; " Hallowed
be thy name,* ch. 1. 15, 16: 3. 16; "Thy kingdom come,'*
ch. 2. ©; "Thy will be done.'ch. 2. 16; 3. 17; 4. 2, 19;
"dally bread," ch. 6. 7; "forgiveness of sins." ch. 4.
8. 1; " temptation." ch. 4. 12 : "deliverance," ch. 4. 18
[Rk.voel.1: cf. ch. 3. 7 and 4. 7..for allusions to prayer.
Barak. Hebrew "bless," is lit. to kneel. God. as the
original source of blessing, must be blessed through
all His works, abundant — Greek. " much," *' full."
That God's "mercy" should reach us. guilty and
enemies, proves i Is fulness. "* Mercy" met our misery;
"grace," our guilt, begotten as again—of the Spirit by
the word (v. 23); whereas we were children of wrath
naturally, and dead in sins, onto—so that we have.
lively—Greek. " living," It has life in itself, gives life,
and looks /or life as its object. [De W'ettk.) Liting
is a favourite expression of St. Peter to. 23; ch. 2. 4, 6).
He delights in contemplating life overcoming death
in the believer. Faith and tot* follow hope (t>. 8,21.53.)
"tUnto) a lively hope" Is further explained by "(To!
an inheritance incorruptible.. .fadeth not away," and
"(unto) salvation. ..retdy to be revealed in the last
time." I prefer with Bengel and Steiorii to join as
in Greek, "Unto a hope living (possessing life and
vitality) through the resurrection of Jesus Christ."
Faith, the subjective means of the spiritual resur
rection of the soul, ts wrought by the same power
whereby Christ was raised from the dead. Baptism is
an objective means (ch. 3. 21). Its moral fruit is a
new life. The connexion of our sonship with the
resurrection appears also in Luke, 20. 36; Acts, 13. 33.
Christ's resurrection is the cause of ours, (l.) as an
efficient cause (1 Corinthians, 16. 21 ; (2 ) as an ex
emplary cause, all the saints being about to rise after
the similitude of His resurrection. Our "hope" ts,
Christ rising from the dead hath ordained the power,
and is become the pattern of the believer's resurrec
tion. The soul, born again from its natural state Into
the life of grace, is after that born again unto the life
of glory. Matthew, 10. 28, ** The regeneration, when
the Son of man shall sit in the throne of His glory:" the
resurrection of our bodies is a kind of coming out of
the womb of the earth and entering upon immortality,
a nativity into another life. [Bishop Pearson.]
The fonr causes of our salvation are, (1.) the primary
cause, God's mercy; (2.) the proximate cause, Christ's
death and resurrection; (3.) the formal cause, our re
generation; (4.) the final cause, our eternal bliss. As
John Is the disciple of love, so Paul of faith, and
Peter of hope. Hence, Peter, most of all the apostles,
urges the resurrection of Christ: an undesigned coin
cidence between the history and the epistle, and so a
proof of genuineness. Christ's resurrection was the
occasion of his own restoration by Christ after his fall.
4. To an inheritance—the object of our "hope'' {v. SJ,
which Is therefore not a dead, but a ** living " hope.
The inheritance is the believer's already by title, be*
ing actually assigned to him : the entrance on its possession is future, and hoped for as a certainty. Being
" begotten again" as a "son," he is an "heir," as
earthly fathers beget children who shall inherit their
goods, Tho inlteritance is "salvation" (t>. 6, 8) ; "the
grace to be brought at the revelation of Christ" (v. 13);
"a crown of glory that fadeth not away." incorruptible
—not having within the germs of death. Negations
of the imperfections which meet us on every side here
are the chief means of conveying to our minds a con
ception of the heavenly things which "have not
entered into the heart of man." and which we have
not faculties now capable of fully knowing. Peter,
sanguine, impulsive, and highly susceptible of outward
impressions, was the more likely to feel painfully the
deep seated corruption which, lurking under the out6-0
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ward splendour of the loveliest of earthly thic£
dooms them soon to rottenness and decay. mu&Ln
—not stained as earthly goods by sin. either is the n
quiring, or in the using of them; unsusceptible cf aq
stain. " The rich man is either a dishonest man bim
self, or the heir of a dishonest man." (Jeeoml
Even Israel's inheritance was defiled by the penrJe'i
sins. Deniement intrudes even on our holr thine* =d<?
whereas God's service ought to be undefileti. tail
fadeth not away—Contrast v. 24. Even the most cej
cate part of the heavenly inheritance, ita bloom, con
tinues unfading. "In substance incorruptible : il
purity undented ; in beauty unfading." [Alport
reserved—kept up iColossians, L 5, " laid ep for yon H
heaven." 2 Timothy. 4. 8); Greek Perfect, einradcs 1
fixed and abiding state, "which has been and H ressnl
ed." The inheritance is in security, beyond rus. oq
of the reach of Satan, though we for whom it is reserve
are still in the midst of dangers. Still, if we be t<
llerers. we too, as well as the inheritance, an "fctpV
(the same Greek. John, 17. 12) by Jesus safety Ji. il i
heaven—Greek, "in the heavens," where it can react
be destroyed nor plundered. It does not folio* ihu
because it is now laid up in heaven, it shall sol ker
after be on earth also, for you—It is secure sot o&lr il
itself from all misfortune, but also from all alieuadfsl
so that no other can receive it In your stead. ti< bal
said us (r. 3). he now turns his address direct u> til
elect, in order to encourage and exhort them. 5- H
—Greek. " who are being guarded." He answers tin
objection. Of what use is it that salvation is "re&rredl
for us in heaven, as in a calm secure bivea. »fe«J
we are tossed in the world as on a troubled sea w tsj
midst of a thousand wrecks T [CalvisJ As tte in
heritance is " kept " {v. 4J safely for the far dtsUfij
"heirs," so mast they be "guarded" in their &*r*a|
so as to be sure of reaching it. Neither shall it bj
wanting to them, nor they to it. " We are gwini^ «i
the world as our inheritance is kept in hattez.* 1h^
defines the "you *' of v. 4. The inheritance, reaeoibei^
belongs only to those who "endure unto the ecd." bnt
ing " guarded " by, or in " the power of God. ihrcogh
faith." Contrast Luke. 8. 13. God Himself U oar s&i
guarding power, " It is His power which btcj bj
from our enemies. It is His long-suffering which ut*
us from ourselves." IBenukl ] Jude. 1. "preserr*:
in Christ Jesus;" Philippians, 1. 8; 4. 7. " keep." tfnrf
"guard." as here. Tills guarding is effected, 00 tit
part of God, by His "power." the effioen; cass* ; «
the part of man. "through faith," the effective a«Ba
by—Grcefc, "in." The believer Uvea spiritually «
God and in virtue of His power, and God lives in bus
"In" marks that the cause Is inherent in the me*ei
working organically through them with living «
fluence, so that the means, in so far as the cause wo*
organically through them, exist also in the causa O
power of God which guards the believer is no eitenss
force working upon him from without with mecbitul
necessity, but the spiritual power of God in whai si
lives, and with whose Spirit he is clothed. It oxsfl
down on, and then dwells in him, even as he u m ft
( Stkioku.] Let none flatter himself he is beim j."Ji*
ed by the power of God unto salvation, if he t*"j
walking by laith. Neither speculative knowl«W? *zi
reason, nor works of seeming charity will »***
severed from faith. It is through faith that «*Ir*a--£
is both received and kept, unto salvause—Uw *■**•
end of the new birth. "Salvation,* not menij m
complhshed for us in title by Christ, and mad* <*«t*|
us on our believing, but aetuaUv tnani^-ated, cw|
finally completed, ready te be revealed-Wlwn Ot-aSj
shall be revealed, it shall be revealed. The prej*r
tions for it are being made now. and begss ***
Christ came : "All things are now ready:" o* **»
Uon Is already accomplished, and only w* w
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Is time to be manifested : He " 1b ready to judge."
uiL-s—the last day. closing the day of grace : the
of judgment, of redemption, of the restitution
i thine?, and of perdition of the ungodly. 6.
tie—In which prospect of final salvation, greatly
e—**eiult with joy ;" "are exuberantly glad."
ihoit U realized by faith (». 8} as a thing so
illy present aa to cause exulting joy in spite of
mg afflictions, for a leaion— Greek, "for a little
■ if need be— "if it be God's will that it should
i" [Alford], for not all believers are afflicted.
seed not invite or lay a cross on himself, but only
e Dp* the cross which God imposes ("his cross";.
QOihy, 3. 12. is not to be pressed too far. Not
believer, nor every sinner, is tried with afflic. [Theophylact.} Some falsely think that nottanding our forgiveness in Christ, a kind of
meat, or expiation by suffering, is needed, ye
i heaviness — Greek, "ye were grieved." The
red" is regarded as past, the "exulting joy"
it. Because the realized joy of the coming
ion makes the present grief seem as a thing of
'.•it. At the first shock of affliction ye were arievit now by anticipation ye rejoice regarding the
:t grief as past, through—Greek* "is? the elein which the grief has place, manifold—many
if various kinds (ch. 4. 12, 13). temptations—
i' testing your faith. 7. Aim of the "tempta' trial — testing, proving. That your faith so
t " may be found (aorist : once for all, as the
of its being proved on the judgment-day} unto
tutting in} praise," &c, vis., the praise to be
red by the judge, than that of gold — rather
i sold." though—"which perisheth, yet is tried
Ire." If gold, though perishing (p. IS], is yet
with fire in order to remove dross and test its
*ness, how much more doea your faith, which
never perish, need to- pass through a fiery trial
sore whatever is defective, and to test its
teness and full value? glory— "Honour" is not
nut as ** glory." As ** praise " is in words, so
lur" it in deeds : honorary reward, appearing
uiate as in v. 13. "revelation." At Christ's re
in shall take place also the revelation of the
f God {Romans, 8. 10, "manifestation." Greek,
alien f 1 John. 3. 2. Greek, "manifested...mani"for " appear... appear"). 8. not having seen, ye
though in other cases It is knowledge of the
i that produces lore to him. They are more
*A that have not seen and ret have believed,"
hey who believed because they have seen. On
i own love to Jesus, cf. John, 21. 15-17. Though
wiles had seen Him, they now ceased to know
lereiy after the flesh, in whom—connected with
Ting^ the result of which is " ye rejoice" {Greek,
bow—in the present state, as contrasted with the
state when believers "shall see His face." unMe-[l Corinthians, 2. 0.) full of glory— Greek,
tea," A joy now already encompassed with tjlor v.
dory* is partly in present possession, through
sence of Christ," the Lord of glory," in the soul;
in assured anticipation. ** The Christian's joy is
up with lore to Jesus : its ground is faith ; it is
eiefore either self-seeking nor self-sufficient."
ra.l 9- Receiving—in sure anticipation; "the
your faith," ix., its crowning consummation,
completed "salvation* (Peter here confirms
teaching aa to justification byfaith}; also receivc the title to it and the first-fruits of it. In the
erse v. 10) the "salvation" is represented as
■ present, whereas " the prophets" had it not as
sent. It must, therefore, in this verse, refer to
tsent: Deliverance now from a state of wrath: !
n even now "receive salvation.'' though its \
revelation" is future. of...souis—The immortal ;
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soul was what was lost, so "salvation" primarily con
cerns the soul ; the body shall share In redemption
hereafter; the soul of the believer Is saved already: an
additional proof that " receiving ... salvation" is here
athing present. 10. The magnitude of this" salvationis proved by the earnestness with which "prophets*
and even "angels" searched into it Kven from the
beginning of the world this salvation has been testified
to by the Holy Spirit, prophets—Though there la no
Greek article, yet English Version* is riiiht. lthe pro
phets" generally (including all the Old Testament in
spired authors), as " the angels " similarly refer to them
in general, enquired—perseveriugly : go the Greek.
Much more is manifested to us than by diligent en
quiry and search the prophets attained. Still it is not
said, they searched after it, but "concerning" (so the
Greek for " of) it. They were already certain of the
redemption being about to come. They did not like
us fully see, but they desired to see the one and the
same Christ whom we fully see in spirit. *"As Simeon
was anxiously desiring previously, and tranquil In
peace only when he had seen Christ, so all the Old
Testament saints saw Christ only hidden, and as it
were absent—absent not in power and grace, but in
asmuch as He was not yet manifested in the flesh."
[Calvin.] The prophets, as private individuals, had
to reflect on the hidden and far reaching sense of their
own prophecies; because their words, as prophets, in
their public function, were not so much their own as
the Spirit's, speaking by and in them: thus Caiaphas.
A striking testimony to verbal inspiration : the words
which the inspired authors wrote are God's words ex
pressing the mind of the Spirit, which the writers
themselves searched into, to fathom the deep and
precious meaning, even as the believing readers did.
"Searched " implies that they had determinate marks
to go by in their search, the grace that should come
unto you — viz., the grace of the New Testament : an
earnest of "the grace" of perfected "salvation" "to be)
brought at the (second) revelation of Christ." Old
Testament believers also possessed the grace of God:
they were children of God. but it was as children is
their nonage, so as to be like servants; whereas we en
joy the full privileges of adult sons. 11. what— Greek,
"Xnrf/reH«fo what, or what manner of time." What
expresses the time absolutely: what was to be the era
of Messiah's coming ; "what manner of time;" what
events aud features should characterise the time of
His coming. The "or" implies that some of the pro
phets, if they could not as individuals discover the
exact time, searched into its characteristic features
and events. The Greek for " time " is the season, the*
epoch, the fit time In God's purposes. Spirit of Christ
...in them—(Acts, 16. 7, in oldest MSS., " the Spirit of
.Jesus;" Revelation. 19. 10.) So Justin Martyb says,
"Jesus was He who appeared and communed with
Moses, Abraham, and the other patriarchs." Clemens
A i i XANUMKCs calls Him "the Prophet of prophets,
and Lord of all the prophetical spirit." did signify—
"did give intimation." of—Greek, "the sufferings (ap.
pointed) unto Christ," or foretold in regard to Christ,
"Christ** the anointed Mediator whose sufferings are
the price of our " salvation" [v. 9, 10), and who is the
channel of "the grace that should come unto you."
the glory—Greet, "glories," vit., of His resurrection,
of His ascension, of His judgment and coming king
dom, the necessary consequence of the sufferings,
that should follow—Greet, "after these (sufferings),"
ch. 3. 18-22; 5. 1. Since "the Spirit of Christ" is the
Spirit of God, Christ is God. It is only because the
Son of God was to become our Christ that He mani
fested Himself and the Father through Him in the
Old Testament, and by the Holy Spirit eternally pro
ceeding from the Father and Himself, spake in the
prophets. 12. Mot only was the future revealed to
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them, but this alio, that these revelations of the future
were given them not for themselves, but for our good
Id gospel times. This so far from disheartening, only
quickened tbem In unselfishly testifying in the Spir.t
for the partial good of their own generation (only of be.
IleversJ, and for the full benefit of posterity. Contrast
In gospel times. Revelation, £2. 10. Not that their
prophecies were unattended with spiritual instruction
as to the Redeemer to their own generation, but the
full light was not to be given till Messiah should come;
it was well they should have this "revealed " to them,
lest they should be disheartened in not clearly dis
covering with all their enquiry and searcJt the full par
ticulars of the coming " salvation." To Dar.iel
(Daniel, o. K>, 281 the "time" was revealed. Our im
mense privileges are thus brought forth by contrast
-with theirs, notwithstanding that they had the great
honour of Christ's Spirit speaking in them; and this,
as an Incentive to still greater earnestness on our
part than even they manifested {v. 13. <£c). ui—The
oldest MSS. read "you." as in v, 10. This verse im
plies that ice. Christians, may understand the pro
phecies by the Spirit's aid in their most Important
part, m., so far as they have been already fulfilled,
with the Holy Ghost sent dowm—on Pentecost. The
oldest MSS, omit the Greek preposition en. i e., "in f
then translate, "by." The evangelists speaking by the
Holy Spirit were Infallible witnesses. "The Spirit of
Christ" was in the prophets also (p. 11), but not mani
festly, as In the case of the Christian church and its
first preachers, "bent down from heaven." How
favoured are we in being ministered to, as to "salva
tion," by prophets and apostles alike, the latter now
announcing the same things as actually fulfilled which
the former foretold, which things — ** the things now
reported unto you" by the evangelistic preachers,
"Christ's sufferings and the glory that should follow"
(f. 11, 12). an pels—still higher than "the prophets"
<r. JO). Angels do not any more than ourselves pos
sess an intuitive knowledge of redemption. "To
look into" in Greek is /it., to bend over so as to look
deeply into and see to the bottom of a thing. Seo note
on the same word, James. 1. 25, As thecherublm stood
bending over the mercyseat, the emblem of redemp
tion. In the holiest place, so the angels intently gaze
upon and desire to fathom tho depths of " the great
mystery of godliness, God manifest in the flesh,
justified in the Spirit, seen of anoels." Their " mini
stry to the heirs of salvation" naturally disposes them
to wish to penetrate this mystery as reflecting such
glory ou the love, justice, wisdom, and power of their
and our Cod and Lord. They can know it only through
Its mani Testation in the church, as they personally have
not tho direct share in it that we have. "Angels have
only the contrast between good and evil, without the
power of conversion from sin to righteousness : wit
nessing such conversion in the church they long to
penetrate the knowledge of the means whereby it is
brought about." [Hofman in Alford.] 13. Wuerefore—Seeing that the prophets ministered unto you
in these high gospel privileges which they did not
themselves fully share in though "searching" Into
them, and seeing that even angels *' desire to look
into" them, how earnest you ought to be and watchful
in respect to them, gird np . . . loins—referring to
Christ'* own words, Luke, 12. 36: an image taken from
the way in which the Israelites ate the passover with
the loose outer robe girded up about the waist with a
girdle, as ready for a journey. Workmen, pilgrims,
runners, wrestlers, and warriors (all of whom are types
of the Christian), so gird themselves up, both to shorten
the garment so as not to Impede motion, and to gird
up the body Itself so as to be braced for action. The
believer is to have his mind (mental powers) collected
and always readj for Christ's coming. ' Gather in tho
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strength of your spirit." [Hksslzk.] Sobridy.U.
spiritual self-restraint, lest one be overcome byu*
allurements of the world and of sense, and patieti
hopeful waiting for Christ's revelation, are the tretways of "girding up the loins of the mind,'' to ths
end—rather. " perfectly," so that there may be nothing
deficient in your hope, no castino atcay of your a*ftdenee. Still there may be an allusion to the" end'
mentioned e 0. Hope so perfectiy iGrtek tdtios as to
reach unto the end (Ulos) of your faith and hope, ru.,
" the grace that is being brought unto you in tso the
Greek) the revelation of Christ." As grace shall tiwt
be perfected, so you ought to hope perfectly. " Hope"
is repeated from v. 3- The two appearances sit out
dfferent stages of the oss great revelation of Christ,
comprising the New Testament from the begiuiin; ia
the end. 14. From sobriety of spirit and eud*ra*a «/
hope he passes to obedience, holiness, and rmrmiw*
fear. As— Marking their present actual character is
"born again" ;r. 3.22). obedient—Greek, "children o!
obedience :** children to whom obedience is their char
acteristic and ruling nature, as a child is of the sam?
nature as the mother and father. Contrast £phecii*.
6. 6, " the children of disobedience. " Cf. r. V.
"obeying the Father" whose "children" ye are
Having the obedience of faith (cf. v. at) acd so c!
practice (cf. v. 10, 16). ** Faith is the highest obedieiKt,
because discharged to the highest command." [U
thkiu) fashioning — loo outward fashion ;Gwt
schema) la fleeting, and merely on the surface IS*
"form," or conformation in the New Testames* u
something deeper and more perfect and etsHitaL
the former lasts in—which were characteristic ot sou
state of ignorance of God : true of both Jews ao:
Gentiles. The sanctiflcation is first described neatively iv. 14. " not fashioning yourselves," Ac ; the ^t
ting off the old man. even in the outward fashion, u
well as in the inward conformation), then posiu«lJ
[v. 15, putting on the new man, cf. Kphesians, 4, 22. x
" Lusts" flow from the original birth-sin {inherits;
from our first parents, who by self-willed titan
brought sin into the world), the lust which, everaia^
man has been alienated from God. seeks to &1K'
with earthly things the emptiness of his being ; U<
manifold forms which the mother-lust assumes in
called in the plural lusts. In the regenerate, ai &■'
as the nrw man is concerned, which consutottf by
truest self, "sin" no longer exists; but in the fitib c:
old man it does, ilenoe arises the conflict, tmiflte"
ruptedly maintained through life,wherein the ne* is*3
in the main prevails, and at last coraple:eIy. Ifetu*
natural man knows ouly the combat of his lasts *ti&
one another, or with the law, without power to ct£
quer them. 15. Lit., "Hut irathcrv after the pstw~
of Htm who hath called you (whose ciiaracteri&k that He Is) holy, be {Greek, become) ye yourselves ais
holy." God is our grand model. God's catting « *
frequently-urged motive in Peters epistles. Etstcg
that begets, begets an offspring resembling hue?-IEpiphanics.1 " Let the acts of the offspring tn&.&*
similarity to the Father." [Augustinz.] coarsnaw1
—deportment, course of life: one's way of going ahec
as distinguished from one's internal nature, to whis
it must outwardly correspond. Christians are aire* .■
holy unto God by consecration: they most be so ate"
theiioutvxirdtCKxlkandbelMtiourinaUrtJpocU. ^
outward must correspond to the inward man. &
Scripture is the true source of all authority a <fi~
tionsof doctrine and practice. Be ye... for X ast-Iii*
me you have to do with. Ye are mine. There*1"
abstain from Gentile pollutions. We are too j*^
to have respect unto men, (Calvin.] As 1 as &
fountain of holiness* being holy in my essence he y
therefore zealous to be partakers of holiness, that P
may be as 1 oiso am. (JL>u>ymvb J God is esseaUaiJ
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holy: the creature is holy in so far u it 1b sanctified
by God. God, in giving the command, is willing to
give also the power to obey it, viz., through the sancti
fying, of the Spirit (t>. 3). 17. if—i.e.. ""teeing that ye
call on," for all the regenerate pray as children of
God, "Oar Father who art in heaven." the Fatherrather, "Call upon as Father Him who without ac
ceptance of persons (Acts, 10. 34; Humans, 2. 11; James,
2. l, not accepting the Jew above the Gentile,
2 Chronicles, 10. 7 ; Luke. 20. 21 ; properly said of a
judge not biassed in judgment by re»i>ect of persons)
judgeth," &c. The Father judgeth by His Son, His
Representative, exercising His delegated authority
(John, 5. 22). This marks the harmonious and com
plete unity of the Trinity, work— Kich man's work
is one complete whole, whether good or bad. The
particular works of each are manifestations of the
general character of his life-work, whether it was of
faith and love whereby alone we can please God and
escape condemnation, pass—Greek, "conduct your
selves during." sojourning—the outward state of the
J ews In their dispersion is an emblem of the sojournerIxke state of all believers in this world, away from our
true Fatherland, fear—reverential, not slavish. He
who is your Father, is also your Judge—a thought
which may well inspire reverential fear. TheophyLAtrr observes, A double fear Is mentioned in Scrip
ture : {1.1 elementary, causing one to become serious;
ts.) perfective; the latter is here the motive by which
I'eter urges them as sons of God to be obedient. Fear
is not here opposed to assurance, but to carnal secur
ity '■ fear producing vigilant caution lest we offend
God and backslide. "Fear and hope flow from the
same fountain : fear prevents us from falling away from
hope.' 1 liKNOKL. ] Though tore has no fear in it, yet
in our present state of imperfect love, it needs to have
fear going along with it as a subordinate principle.
Tbis fear drowns all other fears. The believer fears
God and so has none else to fear. Not to fear God
ia the greatest baseness and folly. The martyrs' more
than mere human courage flowed from this. 18. An
other motive to reverential vigilant/ear (v. 17) of dis
pleasing God, the consideration of the costly price of
our redemption from sin- Observe, it is tee who are
thought by the blood of Christ, not heaven. The blood
of Christ is not in Scripture said to buy heaven for us;
heaven is the " inheritance" [v. 4) given to us as sons,
by the promise of God. corraptible—Cf. v. 7, "gold
that perisheth," 23. silver aud noli—Greek, "or." Cf.
I'eter's own words, Acts, 3. 6 : an undesigned coinci
dence, redeemed—Gold and silver being liable to cor
ruption themselves can free no one from spiritual and
bodily death; they are therefore of too little value.
Contrast v. 19, Christ's " precious blood." The Israel
ites were ransomed with half a shekel each, which
went towards purchasing the lamb for the daily sacri
fice (Exodus, 30. 12-16; cf. Numbers, 3. 44-61). But the
Lamb who redeems the spiritual Israelites does so
** without money or price." Devoted by sin to the
justice of God, the church of the firstborn is redeemed
i rom sin and the curse with Christ's precious blood
[Matthew, 20, 28 ; 1 Timothy, 2. 0 ; Titus, is. 14; Revelit ion. S. 9) . In all these passages there is the idea of substitution, the giving of one for another by way of a
ransom or equivalent. Man is " sold under sin" as a
slave; shut up under condemnation and the curse.
The ransom was, therefore, paid to the righteously-in
censed Judge, and was accepted as a vicarious satisfac
tion for our sin by God. inasmuch as it was His own
love as well as righteousness which appointed it An
Israelite sold as a bond-servant for debt might be re
deemed by one of his brethren. As therefore, we could
not redeem ourselves, Christ assumed our nature in
order to become our nearest of kin and brother, and
s , oar Goal or Redeemer. Holiness is the natural
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fruit of redemption " from our vain conversation;" for
He by whom we are redeemed is also He for whom we
are redeemed. "Without the righteous abolition of
the curse, either there could be found no deliverance,
or. what is impossible, the grace and righteousness of
God must havecome In collision" (Steiuer]; but now,
Christ having borne the curse of our sin, frees from it
those whoaremade God's children by His Spirit. *aiu
—self-deceiving, unreal, and unprofitable : promising
good which it does not perform. Cf. as to the Gen
tiles, Acts, 14. 15; Romans, l. 21; Ephesians, 4. 17 ; as to
human philosophers. 1 Corinthians, 3. 20; as to the
disobedient Jews, Jeremiah, 4. 14. couversation—
course of life. To know what our sin is we must know
what it cost, received by tradition from yoar fathers—
The Jews' traditions. "Human piety is a rain blas
phemy, and the greatest sin that a man can commit"
[Luther]. There is only one Father to be imitated,
r. 17; cf. Matthew, 23. D, the same antithesis. (Bengel.] 19. precious—of inestimable value. The Greek
order is, "With precious blood, as of a lamb without
blemish tin itself) and without spot (contracted by
contact with others), (even the blood] of Christ."
Though very man. He remained pure in Him&e'<f
("without blemish") , and uninfected by any impression
of sin from without ("without spot"), which would have
unfitted Him for being our atoning Redeemer: so the
passover-lamb, and every sacrificial victim; bo too, the
church, the Bride, by her union with Him. As Is
rael's redemption from Egypt required the blood of
the Paschal Lamb, so our redemption from sin and
the curse required the blood of Christ; "foreordained"
{v. 20) from eternity, as the passover-lamb was taken
up on the tenth day of the month. 20. God's eternal
foreordi nation of Christ's redeeming sacrifice, and
completion of it in these last times for us, are an ad
ditional obligation on us to our maintaining a holy
walk, considering how great things have been thus
done for us. I'eter's language in the history corres
ponds with this here : an undesigned coincidence
and mark of genuineness. Redemption was no after
thought, or remedy of an unforeseen evil, devised at
the time of its arising. God's foreordaining of the Re
deemer refutes the slander that, on the Christian
theory, there is a period of 4000 years of nothing but
an incensed God. God eJiose us in Christ before the
foundation of tlie world, manifest—in His incarnation
in the fulness of the time. He existed from eternity
before He was manifested, in these last times—1 Corin
thians, 10. 11, " the ends of the world." This last dis
pensation, made up of "limes" marked by great
changes, but still retaining a general unity, stretches
from Christ's ascension to His coming to judgment
21. by him—Cf. " the faith which is fcy Him," Acts, 3. 10.
Through Christ; His Spirit, obtained for us in His
resurrection aud ascension, enabling us to believe.
This verse excludes all who do not " by Him believe in
God," and includes all of every age and clime that do.
Lit., "are believers in God.* To believe in iGreeJbeu)
God expresses an internal trust: ** by believing to love
God, going into Him, and cleaving to Him, Incorporat
ed Into His members. By tbis faith the ungodly is
justified, so that thenceforth faith itself begins to work
by love." [P. Lombard.] To beliei e on {Greek epi, or
dative case) God, expresses the confidence which
grounds itself on God, reposing on Him. "Faith in
[Greek en) His blood" (Romans. 3. 25) implies that His
blood Is the element in which faith has its proper and
abiding place. Cf. with this verse. Acts, 20. 21. " Re
pentance toward {Greek eis, 'into,' turning towards and
going into) God aud faith toward {Greek ew, 'into')
Christ f where, as there is but one article to both
"repentance" and "faith," the two are inseparably
joined as together forming one truth; where repent
ance is, there jaiUt is; when one knows God the father
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8piritus.lly.then he must know the Son by whom alone
we can come to the Father. In Christ we hare life: if
we have not the doctrine of Christ, we have not God.
The only living way to God is through Christ and
His sacrifice, tbit raised him—The raising of Jesus by
God is the special ground of our ** believing f (l.) be
cause by it God declared openly His acceptance of
Him as our righteous substitute; (3.) because by it and
His glorification He received power, viz., the Holy
Spirit, to impart to His elect " faith:" the same power
enabling us to believe as raised Him from the dead.
Our faith must not only be in Christ, but by and
through Christ. "Since in Christ's resurrection and
consequent dominion our safety is grounded, there
'faith' and 'hope' find their stay." [Calvin.] that
your faith and hope might be in God—the object and ef
fect of God.1 raising Christ. He states what was the
actual result and fact, not an exhortation, except in
directly. Yonr/attA flows from His resurrect ton; your
hope from God's having " given Him glory" (cf. v. li.
"glories"). Remember God's having raised and glori
fied Jesus as the anchor of your faith and hope in God,
and so keep alive these graces. Apart from Christ we
could have only feared, not believed and hoped in God.
Cf. *. 3.7 0. 13, on hope in connexion with faith; lore
is introduced in v. 22. 22. purified. ..in obeying the troth
—Greek. "in your (or live) obedience of (i.e.. to) the
truth" (the gospel way of salvation), i.e., in the fact of
your believing. Faith purifies the heart as giving it
the only pure motive, love to God (Acts, 16. 9; Ro
mans, 1. 6. "obedience to the faith"}, through the
Spirit—Omitted in the oldest MSS. The Holy Spirit
is the purifier by bestowing the obedience of faith (e. 2;
I Corinthians, 12. 3). unto—uHth a view to : the proper
result of the purifying of your hearts by faith. "For
what end must we lead a chaste life? That we may
thereby be saved? Ho: but for this, that we may
serve our neighbour." [LuTHm.l d n feigned—ch. 2.
1, 2. "laying aside, .hypocrisies... sincere." love of the
brethren— i.e., of Christians. Brotherly love is distinct
from common love. "The Christian loves primarily
those in Christ ; secondarily, all who might be in
Christ, viz., all men, as Christ as man died for all, and
as be hopes that they, too, may become his Christian
brethren." (SteioerJ Bknoel remarks that as here,
so in 2 I'eter, l. 5-7, "brotherly love" is preceded by
the purifying graces, "faith, knowledge, and godli
ness." &c. Love to the brethren is the evidence of our
rcgenemtion and justification by faith, love one an
other— When the purifying by faith into love of the
brethren has formed the habit, then the act follows, so
that the " love" is at once habit and act. with a pure
heirt—The oldest MSS. read, 'Move) from the heart."
fervently—GreeJ(, "intensely:"' with all the powers on
the stretch (ch. 4. «. " Instantly" (Acts. 20. 7). 23.
< hrlstian brotherhood flows from our new birth of an
imperishable seed, the abiding word of God. This
Is the consideration urged here to lead us to exercise
brotherly love. As natural relationship gives rise to
natural affection, so spiritual relationship gives rise to
spiritual, and therefore abiding love, even as the seed
from which it springs is abiding, not transitory as
earthly things. of...ct..oy— "The word of God "is not
the material of the spiritual new birth, but its mean '
or medium. By means of the word the man receives
the incorruptible seed of the Holy Spirit, and so be- j
comes one " born again :'' John. 3. 3-5, " Born of
water and tlie Spirit :" where there being but one |
Gr«Jfc article to the two nouns, the close connexion of
the sign and the grace, or new birth signified, is im- |
plied. The word is the remote and anterior instru
ment; baptism, the proximate and sacramental instrumeat. The word Is the instrument in relation to the
Individual ; baptism, in relation to the church as a
society (James, 1. 18). We are born again of the Spirit.
£3J
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yet not without the use of means, but by the word cf
God. The word is not the begetting principle itself.
but only that by which it works: the vehicle of the
mysterious germinating power. (Altord.1 «hk'L
liveth and abideth for ever—It is because the Spirit of
God accompanies it that the word carries in it tbe
germ of life. They who are so born again Hk and
abide for ever, in contrast to those who sow to Uic
flesh. "The gospel bears incorruptible fruits, not
dead works, because it is itself incorruptible." LBcsoeu] Tbe word is an eternal divine power. For
though the voice or speech vanishes, there still re
mains the kernel, the truth comprehended in tbe
voice. This sinks into the heart and is living: jn.\i
is God Himself. So God to Moses, Exodus, 4. 12, " I
will be with thy mouth." ILutbeb. 1 The life ii in
God, yet it is communicated to us through the wrd.
" The gospel shall never cease, though its minutrv
shall." ICalov.I The abiding rtsurrectio»-vl«> is
always connected with our regeneration by tbe Spirit.
Regeneration beginning with renewing man's seal *'
the resurrection passes on to the body, then to tbe
whole world of nature. 24. Scripture proof that tbe
word of God lives for ever, in contrast to man's na
tural frailty. If ye were bom again of flesh, corruptible
seed, ye must also perish again as the grass; but to*
that from which you have derived life remains etennily, and so also will render you eternal, flesh—row is
his mere earthly nature, as—Omitted in some of the
oldest MSS. of sua—Tbe oldest MSS. read, "of u*
(i.e,, of the flesh). "Tbe glory" is the wisdom.
strength, riches, learning, honour, beauty, art, virtoe,
and righteousness of the natural man (expressed
by "fiesb"j, which all are transitory (John, S. 8. net
or han (n& English Version reads, absolutely, for tbe
glory of man, in his true ideal realized In tbe better?
Is eternal. witheretn-(Vr«fe aorlst: fit,, "withered.''
i.e., is withered as a thing of the past. So also the
Greek for "/alleth" is "fell away," i.«., is fallen a«r J*
no sooner is than it Is gone, thereof—Omitted in tfct
best MSS. and versions. " The grass" is the P*A:
"the flower" its glory. 26. (Psalm 119.89.) ttis i*
the word . . . preached unto you—That is eternal whkk it
born of incorruptible seed (c. 21) : but ye have reoarK
the incorruptible seed, the word (v. 25); therefore y;
are born for eternity, and so are bound now to live (er
eternity [v. 22, 23). Ye have not far to look for tt*
word; It la among you, even the joyful gospel mesas*
which we preach. Doubt not that the gospel prea&&
to you by our brother Paul, and which ye have es?
braced. Is the eternal truth. Thus the onmos d
Paul and Peter's creed appears. See my intra**"
tion, showing Peter addresses some of the tva*
churches as Paul laboured among and wrote to.
CHAPTER IL
Ver. 1-25. Exhortations: To guileless feeding «
the word by the sense of their privileges as new-he^
babes, living stones in the spiritual temple built £
Christ the chief corner stone, and royal priests, is «etrast to their former state : also to abstinence fn fleshly lusts, and to walk worthily in all relation* t>
life, so that the world without which opposes tba
may be constrained to glorify God in seeing their cx^
works. Christ, the grand pattern to follow in pauew?
under suffering for well-doing. L laying aside—coo
for all : so tbe Greek aorist expresses, aa a gansrt*
put off. The exhortation applies to Christians s&tf
for in none else la the new nature existing which, ■
"the inward man" (Kpheaians, 3. 16), can cast oil 6»
old as an outward thing, so that tbe Christian, threw*
the continual renewal of his Inward man. can aUesLibit himself externally as a new man. But tone-1*
lie vers the demand is addressed, that invwdfa is
regard to the nous Jinind , they mint become chss:-*1
vuta-noeUtha* (re pail/. IbiaiuaaJ 1 ha "its*
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and Coming to Christ
fore" resumes the exhortation begun In ch. 1. 22. followed by fuller and happier experiences. A taste
Seeing that ye are horn again of an incorruptible teed, whets the appetite. CBenqel.] gracious — Greek,
he not again enUmded in evil, which " haa no sub* "good." benignant, kind; as God is revealed to us in'
stantial beinc. but is an acting in contrariety to the Christ, " the Lord " (v. 4), we who are born again ought
being formed in us.M [THKopnYLAcr.] "Malice,' so to be good and fcind to the brethren (cb. 1, 22).
&c, are ntrerly inconsistent with the "love of the " Whosoever has not tasted the word to him it is not
brethren," unto which ye have "purified your souls^ sweet : it has not reached the heart; but to them who
fch, l, 22'. The vices here are those which offend have experienced it, who with the heart believe,
naainst the brotherly love inculcated above. * Christ has been sent for me and is become my own :
Each succeeding one sprints out of that which im my miseries are His, and His life mine.' It tastes
mediately precedes so as to form a genealogy of the sweet." IXuther.] 4. coming'—drawing near (same
sins against love. Out of malice springs Quite; out of Gretk as here. Hebrews, 10. 22) by faith continually ;
mile, hypocrites (pretending to be what we are not. present tense : not having come once for all at conver
and not showing what we really are: the opposite of sion, stone—Peter (i. e.. a stone, named so by Christ)
*' love unfeigned.* and "without dissimulation"); out desires that all similarly should be living stones built
of hypocrisU-*. envies of those to whom we think our on Chriht, the true foundation-stone : cf. his
selves obliged to play the hypocrite; out of envies, evil speech in Acts, 4. 11. An undesigned coincidence and
speaking, malicious, envious detraction of others. mark of genuineness. The Spirit foreseeing the
tiuile is the permanent disposition ; hvjjocrisies the Bomanist perversion of Matthew, 16. 18 (cf. lfl, " Son of
nets flowing from it. The guileless knows no envy. the Living God." which coincides with his language
Cf. v. 2, "sincere." Greek, "guileless.* " Malice de here, "the living stone"), presciently makes Peter
lights in another's hurt ; envy pines at another's good; himself to refute it. He herein confirms Paul's teach
fjuite uopaita duplicity to the heart; hypocrisy ^flattery) ing. Omit the as unto of English Version. Christ is
fmpartsrtuplicity to the tongue ; evit speakings wound positively termed the " living stone :** living, as having
the character of another." [Augustine.] 2. mw-born life in Himself from the beginning, and as raised from
babes—altogether without "guile" (v. 1). As long as we the dead to live evermore (Kevelation. 1. 18) after His
are here we are " babes." In a specially tender relation rejection by men. and so the source of life to us. Like
to God (Isaiah, 40. n). The childlike spirit is iu- no earthly root, He lives and gives life. Cf. I Corin
dispensable if we would enter heaven. "Milk"' is thians, 10. 4. and the type. Exodus, 17. 0; Numbers,
here not elementary truths in contradistinction to 20. 11. disallowed—rejected, reprobated; referred to
more advanced Christian truths, as in 1 Corinthians, also by Christ Himself ; also by Paul : cf. the kindred
3. 2: Hebrews. 6. 12, 13; but in contrast to "guile, prophecies, Isaiah. S. 14; Luke, 2. 34. chosen of God—
hypocrisies." &x. (v. 1) ; the simplicity of Christian lit., "with (or in the presence and judgment of) God
doctrine in general to the childlike spirit. The same elect" or chosen out [v. 0). Alany are alienated from
" word of grace" which is the instrument in regenera the gospel, because it is not every where in favour, but
tion, is the instrument also of building up. " The mo Is on the contrary rejected by most men. Peter an
ther of the child Is also its natural nnrse." [Stetoer.] swers that, though rejected by men, Christ is peculiarly
Trie babe, instead of chemically analysing, instinctive the stone of salvation honoured by God. first so desig
ly desires and feeds on the milk ; so our part is not nated by Jacob in his deathbed prophecy. 6. Ye also,
self-sufficient, rationalising, and questionings, but as lively stones—partaking of the name and life which
simply receiving the truth in the love of it (Matthew, is In "the living stone" (n. 4 ; 1 Corinthians, 3. 11).
1 1 . *6). desire—Greek. " have a yearning desire for." or Many names which belong to Christ in the singular are
■* longing after," a natural impulse to the regenerate, assigned to Christians in the plural. He is "the Son,"
•• for as no one needs to taach new-born babes what " High Priest," "King," " Lamb :" they, " sons,"
food to take, knowing instinctively that a table is " priests." " kings," " sheep," " lambs." So the
provided for them in their mother's breast," so the be- Shulamite called from Solomon. [Benoel.) are built
f lever of himself thirsts after the word of God (Psalm np—Greek, " are being built up,* as in Epheslans, 8. 22.
llftj. Cf. TatiuY lauguage as to Achilles, of the word Not as Alford. " Be ye built up." Peter grounds his
— Not as Alfoui>, "spiritual." nor " reasonable," as exhortations, v. 2, ll, &c., on their conscious sense of
j£ntylish Version in Romans, 12. 1. The Greek logos in their high privileges as living stones in the course of
Scripture is not used of the reason, or mind, but of being built tip into a spiritual house [i.e., "the habi
the word; the preceding context requires that the tation of the Spirit"), priesthood—Christians are at
urvrei fihould be meant here ; the adjective logikos fol once the spiritual temple and the priests of the temple:
lows the meaning of the noun logos, " word.' James, There are two Gretk words for "temple:" hieron [Ute
l . 21. "Lay aitart all fllthiness. 6c, and receive with sacred place), the whole building, including the courts
uieekness the engrafted word," is exactly parallel, wherein the sacrifice was killed; and naos [Vie dwell
-*rid confirms English Version here, aiucere—Greek. ing, viz., of God . the inner shrine wherein God
-i.iiileleft3." Cf. v. 1, " laying aside guile." Ijien.ku.s peculiarly manifested Himself, and where, in the
aye of heretics. They mix chalk with the milk. The HoUest place, the blood of the slain sacrifice was
, rtjcle "the." implies that besides the well known pure presented before Him. All believers alike, and not
,n/A% the gospel, there is no other pure unadulterated merely ministers, are now the dwelling of God (and
loc trine : it alone can make ub guileless [v. 1). grow are called the naos Greek, not the hieron) and priests
—The oldest MS3. and versions read, "grow unto unto God (Revelation, 1. 6). The minister is not. like
tjr-ir<jUion." Being born again unto salvation, we are the Jewish prieRt {Grrek hiertvs), admitted nearer to
Jjso to grow unto so/ration. The end to which growth God than the people, but merely for order's sake leads
-*;a*M Is perfected salvation. *' Growth is the measure the spiritual services of the people. l*riest is the ab
f tii** fulness of that, not only rescue from desiruc- breviation of presbyter in the Church of England
V»x*. but positive blessedness, which is implied in Fraytr Book, not corresponding to the Aaronic priest
r£tws*fcm." (Alford.J thereby—Greek, " rw it:" fed ihUreus. who nnered literal sacrifices). Christ is the
ri it: in iU strrnyth 'Acts. 11. 14). "The word is to only literal Iliereus-pricst In the New Testament
0 desired with appetite as the cause of life, to be through whom alone we may always draw near to God.
^ Atlowed in the hearing, to be chewed as cud is by Cf. v. 9. *' a royal priesthood," i.e., a body of priesti xnfnation with the understanding, aud to be digested kings, such as was Melchisedec. The Spirit never, in
faith." [Tertullian.1 3. Peter alludes to Psalm New Testament, gives the name hiereus, or sacerdotal
a. The first tatftf of God's goodness are afterwards priest, to milliliters of the gospel, kolj-cQuecrated
Mm
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to God. spiritual sacrifices—not the literal one of the
mass, as the Romish self-styled disciples of Peter
teach. Cf. Isaiah, 60. 7. which cf. with " acceptable to
God" here: 19. Si; Psalm 4. 6; 60. H: 61. 17. it) ; Hosea,
14. S ; PhUlppians, 4. 18. *' Among spiritual sacrifices
the first place belongs to the general oblation of our
selves. For never can we offer any thins to God until
we have offered ourselves [2 Corinthians, S. 61 In sacri
fice to Him. There follow afterwards prayers, giving
of thanks, alms-deeds, and all exercises of piety"
I Calvin.] Christian houses of worship are never
called temples, because the temple was a place for
sacrifice, which has no place In the Christian digitisa
tion ; the Christian temple Is the congregation of
spiritual worshipers. The synagogue {where reading
of Scripture and prayer constituted the worship) was
the model of the Christian house of worship (cf. Note,
James, 2. 2. Greek, "synagogue f Acts. 16. 21). Our
sacrifices are those of prayer, praise, and self-denying
services in the cause of Christ (r. 9. end), by Jrsus
Christ— as our mediating High Priest before God.
Connect these words with " offer up." Christ Is both
precious Himself and makes us accepted [Bekoku]
As the temple, so also the priesthood. Is built on Christ
(r.4,6). [Bkza ] Imperfect as are our services we are
not with unbelieving timidity, which is close akin to
refined self-righteousness, to doubt their acceptance
through Christ. After extolling the dignity of
Christians he goes back to Christ as the sole source
or It. 6. Wherefore slso—The oldest MSS. read. " Be
cause tliat." The statement above Is so "becau-te it Is
contained In Scripture." Behold—Calling universal at
tention to the glorious announcement of His eternal
counsel, elfct—So also believers (t>. 9, " chosen," Greek,
"elect generation" .-. precious—In Hebrew, Isaiah. 2$.
16, "a corner stone of preciousnesB." See all my Note
there. So in v. 7. Christ Is said to be, to believers,
" precious." Greek, " vreciocsxess." confounded—
Same Greek as in Romaus, 9. 33 (Peter here as else
where confirming Paul's teaching. See Introduction*
also Romans. 10. 11), "ashamed." In l&aiah. 26. 16,
" make haste." t e„ flee in sudden panic, covered with
the sliame of confounded hopes. 7. Application of the
Scripture just quoted first to the believer, then to the
unbeliever. On the opposite effects of the same gospel
on different classes, cf. John. 9. fH; 2 Corinthians. 2. 16,
16. prtcioui— Greek* "the preciousness" (v. 6). To
you believers belongs the preciousness of Christ just
mentioned, disobedient — to the faith, and so dis
obedient In practice, the stone which, fcc , head of...
coruer— J'salm 118.22.) Those who rejected the Stone
were all the while In spite of themselves unconsciously
contributing to Its becoming Head of the corner. The
same magnet has two poles, the one repulsive, the
other attractive; so the gospel has opposite effects on
believers and unbelievers respectively. 8. noi.e of
stumbling, &c. — Quoted from Isaiah, 6. 14. Not
merely they stunioled. In that their prejudices were
offended; but their stumbling implies the judicial
punisiitnent of their reception of Messiah: they hurt
themselves in stumbling over the corner stone, as
"stumble" means In Jeremiah. 13. 16; Daniel. 11. 19.
at the woid — rather join "being disobedient to the
word.-" so ch. 3. 1; 4. 17. whereanto — to penal stum
bling; to the judicial punishment of their unbelief.
See above, also — an additional thought: God's
ordination ; not that God ordains or appoint* them
to tin, but they are given up to " the fruit of tftetr own
ways" according to the eternal counsel of Cod. The
moral ordering of the world Is altogether of God.
God appoints the ungodly to be given up unto sin, and
a reprobate mind and Ita necessary penalty. "Were
appointed," Greek, " set," answers to "/ lay," Greek,
" set." r. 6. God. in the active, is said to appoint
Christ and the elect I directly]. Unbelievers, in the
636
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passive, are said to be appointed [God setujj. If
directly In the appointment of the sinner*! swfi
course]. [Bkngsx ] God ordains the wicked to pu
ishment. not to crime. (J. Gappex.) *' Appoint*'
or •"set" (not here "roRE-ordained) refers, not to teternal counsel so directly, as to the penal justice
God. Through the same Christ whom sinners rejee
cd. they shall be rejected ; unlike believers, they ai
by God appointed unto wrath as riTTKD for to. Ti
lost shall lay all the blame of their ruin on their on
sinful perversity, not on God's decree: the saved tin.
ascribe all the merit of their salvation to God's ei-c
lng love and grace. 6. Contrast tn the privilege* *r
destinies of believers. Cf. the similar contrast *ii
the preceding context, chosen— "elect" of God. en
as Christ your Lord Is. generation — Implyinr tl
unity of spiritual origin and kindred of behevtn i
a class distinct from the world, rcyil—kintUr- B
lievers, like Christ, the autitypical Mekbisedee. i
at once kings and priests. Israel, in a spiruasl $«-a
was designed to be the same among the nations cf il
earth. Tlie full realizatltm on earth of this, both
the literal and the spiritual Israel. Is as yet (urn
holy nation—autitypical to laraeL peculiar peapis—H
"a people for an acquisition," vs., whom God chc^r
be peculiarly Htt : Acts. 20. 8S. "purchased." HL,i
eniirtd. God's "peculiar treasure' above otbe;
snow forth—publish abroad. Not their pKTt pr».l
but His. They have no reason to magnify themseil
above others, for ouoe they had been in the saint da:
ness, and only through God's grace t &d bees Urc*;
to the light which they must beuo-iurtli sko* }&&■
others, praises—Greek. " virtues * " exceileneiM.' 11
glory, mercy [v. 10,, goodness (Greek, v. 3; S umbel
14. IT, if ; Isaiah. i>3. 7:. The same term fa u-phed;
believers 2 Peter. I. 6. of him who baia eahaa j«?
(2 Peter, I. 8.) out of darkness—of heathen andrrj
Jewish ignorance, error, sin. and misery. sad *>y
of the dominion of the prince of darkness, sumife
—Peter still has in mind Psalm He, 23. hf»i-It
called "His." i£.* God's. Only the spiritual eu/>:+
created by God. not darkness. In Isaiah, 44. 7. ii
physical daikness and evil, not moral, that God fa w
to create: the punisliment of tdu. not sin itself. WU
with charactenstlc boldness, brands asdarimmvfa
all the world calls UgJU; reason, without Ue Hi
Spirit, In spite of Its vaunted iwwer, is spiritual da
nesa. "It cannot apprehend what faith is: there U
stark blind; It gropes as one that is without eyes*
stumbling from one thing to another, and knows!
what it does." ILxthek.J 10. Adapted from Hoi
1. 9. 10; 2. 23. Teter plainly conflrrus Paul, who ^sd
the passage as implying the call of theGentiUs to I
come spiritually that which Israel bad been titers]
" the people of God." Primarily, the prophecy re(
to literal Israel, hereafter to l* fully that *aai
their best days they were only i«rtially, God's pW
not obtained merer—lit., "who were men not c^l
sionated." Implying that it was God'spure men*
their merits, which made the blessed chanse in is
state : a thought which ought to kindle their Iff
gratitude, to be shown with their lite, as well as I*;
lips. 11. As heretofore be exhorted ihcm to *
worthily of their calling, in contr&ui*tinct;oa to tf
own former walk, so now be exhorts them to fiiffl
God before unbelievers. Dearly beloved — bs P
their attention to his exhortation by assuring tfcaa
his love, strangers and vdgtims—(ch. 1.I7J Siysrai
lit., settlers having a house in a city without M
citizens In respect to the rights of citizenship: a ofafl
of the Christian's position on earth ; and pSeri
staying for a time in a foreign land. Fucrei M
analyses the exhortation : l. Purify your souls V
strangers on earth who must not allow yoarseires
be kept back by earthly IujU. and (b; because t*

Submission to Lawful
1 PETER, U.
Ordinances of Man.
Justs war against the soul's salvation. S. Walk the exercise of their authority, earthly governors are
piously among unbelievers (&J so tbat they may cease but human institutions being of nitfn, and in relation
to calumniate Christians, and (b) may themselves be to men. The apostle speaks as one raised above ail
converted to Christ, fleshly-lusts—Enumerated in Ga- human things. But lest they should think themselves
latians, 6. 19, &c. Not only the gross appetites which so ennobled by faith as to be raised above subordina
we have in common with the brutes, but all the tion to human authorities, he tells them to submit
thought* of the unrenewed mind, which— Greek, "the themselves for the sake of Christ, who de&ires you to be
which," i.e., inasmuch as being such as "war," Ac. subject, and who once was subject to earthly rulers
ISot only do they impede, but they assail. [Benoex. 1 Himself, though having all things subject to Uim. and
the soul—i.e., against the regenerated soul : such as whose honour is at stake in you as His earthly re
were those now addressed. The regenerated soul is presentatives. Cf. Romans, IS. 6. "fie subject for con
besieged by sinful lusts. like Sanson in the lap of science' sake." king — the Roman emperor was
Delilah, the believer, the moment that he gives way "supreme" in the Roman provinces to which thia
to fleshly lusts, has the locks of his strength shorn, and epistle was addressed. The Jewish zealots refused
ceases to maintain that spiritual separation from the obedience. The distinction between ** the king as
world and the flesh, of which the Nazarite vow was supreme, and "governors sent by him," implies that
the type. 12. conversation—" behaviour:* "conduct." " if the king command one thing, and the subordinate
There are two things in which " strangers and pilgrims" magistrate another, we ought rather to obey the
ought to bear themselves well: {1 ) The conversation superior." tAuarsTiNx; in Gbotius.J Scripture pre
or conduct, a* subjects (v. 13). servants (v. 18), wives scribes nothing upon the form of government, but
(ch. 3. 1... husbands (eh. 3. 7), all persons under all simply subjects Christians to that everywhere sub
circumstances (r. 8); (2.) confession of the faith (ch. 3. sisting, without entering into the question of the
15. 16,. Each of the two is derived from the will of right of the rulers .trim the Roman emperors had by
(Jod. Our conversation should correspond to our force seized supreme authority, and Rome had, by
Saviour's condition: this is in heaven, so ought that to unjustifiable means, made herself mistreat of Asia!,
be. honest—honourable, becoming, proper (eh. 3. 16) because the de facto governors have not been made by
Contrast " vain conversation." ch. 1. 18. A good walk chance, but by the providence of God. H. governors
does not make us pious, but we must first be pious and —subordinate to the emperor, "sent," or delegated
l>elleve before we attempt to lead a good course. Faith by Oosar to preside over the provinces, for the pun
first receives from God, then love gives to our neigh ishment—No tyranny ever has been so unprincipled as
bour. [Luther. I whertai they speak against you— that some apj«arance of equity was not maintained
stow iv. 16j, that they may. nevertheless, at some time in it : however corrupt a government be, God never
or other hereafter ulorify God. The Greek may be suffers it to be so much so as not to be better than
rendered, " Wherein they speak against you, ere, that anarchy. (Calvin.) Although bad kings often op
{therein) they may, by your good works, which on a press the good, yet that is scarcely ever done by public
t loser inspection titey sticdl bcitold, glorify God." The authority (and it is of what is done by public autho
very works "which, on more careful consideration, rity that Peter speaks), save under the mask of right
must move the heathen to praise God, are at first the Tyranny harasses many, but anarchy overwhelms the
object of hatred and raillery." [Steuokr.] evil doers whole state. IHorneius ] The only justifiable ex
— liecause as Christians they could not conform to ception is in cases where obedience to the earthly
heathenish customs, they were accused of disobedi- king plainly Involves disobedience to the express com
tDCC to all legal authority; in order to rebut, this mand of the King of king*, praise of them that do well
charge, they are told to submit to every ordinance of — every government recognises the excellence of truly
man (not sinful in itself I. by— owing to. they shall Christian subjects. Thus Puny, in lis letter to the
behold—Greek, " they shall be eye-witnesses of;" "shall emperor Trajan, acknowledges "I have found in them
behold on close inspection :" as opposed to their " ignor nothing else save a perverse and extravagant supersti
ance" (r. 16, of the true character of Christians and tion." This recognition in the lona run mitigates per
Christianity, by judging on mere hearsay. The same secution (ch. 3. 13). 15. Ground of his directing them
Grttk verb occurs in a similar sense in ch. 3, 2. to submit themselves (v. 13). put to silence—fit.. " to
"Other u,tn narrowly look at (so the Greek implies; muzzle," "to stop the mouth." ignorance—spiritual :
the actions of the righteous." tlicNosx.] Tehtul- not having ''the knowledge or God." and therefore
i,iak contrasts the early Christians and the heathen : ignorant of the children of God, and misconstruing
These delighted in the bloody gladiatorial spectacles their acts: influenced by mere appearances, and ever
of the amphitheatre, whereas a Christian was excom ready to open their mouths, rather than their eyes
municated if he went to it at all. No Christian was and ears. Their ignorance should move the believer's
found in prison for crime, but only for the faith. The pity, not his anger. They judge of things which they
heathen excluded slaves from some of their religious are incapable of judging through unbelief [cf. v. 12J.
fcervices, whereas Christians had some of their presby Mai utain such a walk that they shall have no charge
ters of the class of slaves. Slavery silently and gradu against you. except touching your faith; and so their
ally disappeared by the power of the Christian law of minds shall be favourably disposed towards Chris
love, ** Whatsoever ye would tbat men should do tianity. 18. as free—as ".the Lord's freemen," con
to you. do ye even so to them." When the pagans de nected with v. 15. Doing well as being free, "Well
serted their nearest relatives in a plague. Christians doing" (v. 15) is the natural fruit of being freemen of
ministered to the sick and dying. When the Gentiles Christ, made free by "the truth" from the bondage of
ief t their dead unburied after a battle, and cast their sin. Duty is enforced on ua to guard against licen
wounded inlo the streets, the disciples hastened to tiousness, but the u-ay in which it is to be fulfilled, hi
relieve the suffering, glorify—forming a high estimate by love and the holy instincts of Christian liberty.
« f the God uhoni Christians worship, from the ex- We are given principles, not details, not using—Greek,
1'inplary conduct of Christiana themselves. We must " not as having your liberty for a veil (clokey of bad
do good, not with a view to our own glory, but to the ness, but as the servants of God." and therefore bound
glory of Vod- the day of visitation—of God's grace: to submit to every ordinance of man [t. 13) which Is of
vUen God shall visit them in mercy- 13. every oidi- God's appointment. 17. Honour ail men—according to
n me* of man—"every human institution" [Alford], whatever lyonowr is due in each case. Equals have a
lit„ " every human creation." For though of divine respect due to them. Christ has dignified our
appointment, yet in the mode of nomination and in humanity by attaining It; therefore, we suguid not
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dishonour, but be considerate to, and honour our
common humanity, even in the very humblest. The
first *' honour* Is in the Greek aorist Imperative, im
plying, ** In every com render promptly every man's
due." [Alfokd.I The second is in the present. Im
plying. Hafntvally and continually honour the king.
'Urns the first is the general precept; the three follow
ing are its three great divisions. Love — present :
Habitually love with the special and congenial affec
tion that you ought to feel to brethren, besides the
general love to all men. Tear God. ..the king—The king
U to be honoured ; bnt God alone, in the highest
sense, feared, IS. Servants— Greek, "household ser
vants.-" not here the Greek for " slaves." Probably in
cluding freedmen still remaining in their master's
house. Matter* were not commonly Christians : lte
therefore mentions only the duties of the servant*.
These were then often persecuted by their unbelieving
masters. Peter's special object seems to be to leach
them submission, whatever the character of the mas
ters might be. Paul not having this as his prominent
design, includes nutters in his monitions, be subject
—Greek, being subject: the participle expresses a par
ticular instance of the general exhortation to good con
duct, v. 11, 12, of which the first particular precept is
given v. 13. "Submit yourselves to every ordinance of
man for the Lord's sake." The general exhortation is
taken up again in e. 16; and so the participle, v. 16," be
ing subject." 1b joined to the hortatory imperatives
going before, etc, "abstain," "submit yourselves,"
"honour all men." with—Greek, " in." all—all possible:
nnder all circumstances, such as are presently de
tailed, fear—the awe of one subject: God, however. Is
the ultimate object of the " fear:" fear " for the Lord's
sake" (v. 13}, not merely slavish fear of masters, good
—kind, gentle—Indulgent towards errors: considerate:
yielding, not exacting all which justice might demand.
Inward—perverse: harsh. Those bound to obey must
not make the disposition and behaviour of the superior
the measure of the fulfilment of their obligations. 10.
Season for subjection even to froward masters.
thankworthy— (Luke, 0. S3.) A course ont of the com
mon, and especially praiseworthy in the eyes of God:
not as Borne interprets, earning merit, and so a work
of supererogation (cf. v. 20i. tor conscience toward Godlit.. ** consciousness of God:" from a conscientious re
gard to God, more than to men. endure— Greek, patient
ly bear up tinder: "as a superimposed burden."
fAxroBD.] grief—Greet, "griefs." 30. what—Greek,
" what kind of." glory—what peculiar merit buffeted
—the punishment of slaves, and suddenly inflicted
[Bjenuel.} this is—Some oldest MS3. read, "for."
Then the translation is, "Bnt if when...ye take it
patiently (It is a glory), for this is." Ac. acceptable—
Greek, " thankworthy." as in v. 10. 21. Christ's ex
ample a proof that patient endurance under undeserv
ed sufferings is acceptable with God. hereunto—to the
patient endurance of unmerited suffering (ch. 3. 0).
Christ is an example to servants, even as He was once
in "the form of a servant." called—with a heavenly
calling, though slaves, for us—His dying for us Is the
highest exemplification of " doing well" (e. 20j. Ye
must patiently suffer, being Innocent, as Christ also
innocently suffered (not for Himself, but for us). The
oldest MS8. for **us...u," read. "you.. .for you.p
Christ's sufferings, whilst they are for an example,
were also primarily sufferings "for «*." a considera
tion which imposes an everlasting obligation on us to
please Him. leaving—ftehvnd : so the Greek: on His
departure to the Father, to His glory, an example—
GreeJfc, "a copy," lit., a writing copy set by masters for
their pupils. Christ's precepts and sermons were the
transcript of His life. Peter graphically sets before
servants those features especially suited to their cure.
follow—close wpon; so the Greek, hit steps—footsteps,
MB
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rtr., of His patience combined with innocence, H BInitiating Christ's icell doing (v. 30) though suffering.
die—Greek aorlst, "Never In a stogie instance did,'
IAlvord.1 Quoted from Isaiah, 63, 9. end, LXX.
neither—nor yet : not even. [Auord.1 Siniessres*
as to the mouth is* muk of perfection. Guile is a com
mon fault of servants, " If any boast of bis innocencj,
Christ surely did not suffer as an evil-doer " [CalvuJ,
yet He took it patiently (r. 20;. On Christ's sinlessness, cf. 2 Corinthians, 6. 21 ; Hebrews, 1. 28. 23.
Servants are apt to "answer again" (Titus, s. B.
Threats of Divine judgment against oppressors are of
ten used by those who have no other anus, as for in
stance slaves. Christ , who as Lord, could have threaten
ed with truth, never did so. committed hmsttj—OT
His cause, as man in His suffering. Cf. the type.
Jeremiah, 11. 20. In this Peter seems to have before
his mind Isaiah. 63 8. Cf. Romans. 12. 19, on our cor
responding duty. Leave your case in His hands, re*.
desiring to make Him executioner of your revenge, be;
rather praying for enemies. God's righteous judge**.'
gives tranquillity and consolation to the oppressed.
24. his own self—there being none other bnt iZ«u*">
who could have done It. His voluntary undertakii*
of the work of redemption is implied. The Gr*'*
puts in antithetical juxtaposition, our, and Hia ows
self, to mark the idea of His substitution for us. Ku
" well-doing" In His sufferings is set forth here u u:
example to servants and to us all l*. arOj. bare— *
sacrifice : carried and offered up : a sacrificial Ictsl
Isaiah, 53. 11. 12, "He hare the sin of ninny:* wfcet*
the idea of bearing on Himself is the prominent one.
here the offering in sacrifice is combined with tt\i
Idea. So the same Greek means, ch. 2 5. car iiss— U
offering or presenting in sacrifice (as the Gr*tk '-:
" bare'' implies) His body. Christ offered in it the j?5-of our sins upon the cross, as upon the altar of God.
that It might be expiated in Him. and so taken a*u
from us. Cf. Isaiah. 53. i0, " Thou shall make Ea
soul an offering for sin." Peter thus means by ** har*'
what the Syriac takes two words to express, to Ua
and to offer: (l.) He hath borne our sins laid upon foIvtz.. their guilt, curse, and punish meet) ; (sj He b*U
so borne them that He offered them along with Bfe»
self on the altar. He refers to the animals upon watt
sins were first laid, and which were then ojTered thtJ
laden. [Vitringa.] Sin or guilt among theSeati^
nations is considered as a burden lying heavily u^ *
the sinner. IGKaaNiUsJ on the tree—the cross, t:
proper place for One on whom the curse was laid : Sfcs
curse stuck to Him until it was legally ^through Hi'
death as the guilt-bearer) destroyed in His body-, t&y»
the hand-writing of the bond against as is ^tkt"^ fej
His death, that we, being dead to sins—the efTer:
His death to "sin" In the aggregate, and to all p*f
tlcular "sins," viz., that we should be as enbrttj *
lirercd from them, as a slave that is oUad, is defcve^from service to bis master. This is our etsLris*
standing through faith by virtue of Christ's deac
our actual mortification of particular .tins is in pre?-*
tion to the degree of our effectually bein^; made ea
form able to His death. "That we should <J*s fc- 5.
sins whose collected guilt Christ carried away in fi*
death, and so live to tub RionTEocsSEte *
Isaiah. 63. 11, *My righteous servant *k»ti jestf,
many'), the gracious relation to clod wlde-h E* ■brought in." [Steioer.] by whose stripes [*>**■
stripe) ye were healed—A paradox, yet tree. "Ye s*
vants (cf. * buffeted.' * the tree,' v. 10. 34; often bear fi*
strt'pe ; but it is not more than your Lord 10k**
bore : learn from Him patience in wrongful snaflvhrsa
25. (Isaiah. 63. 6.) For— Assigning their natural •■
of healing [v. 24). now—now that the atonerae** J*
all lias been made, the foundation is laid for it%d*****
conversion: so " ye Kercturned" or "hare hec&st*'*
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retted to." Ac. Shepherd and Bishop—The designation
of the pastors and ciders of the church belongs in its
fullest sense to the (treat Head of the church, "the
trood Shepherd." As the "bishop" oversees (as the
Greek term means}, so " the eyes of Ote Lord are over
the righteous" (ch. 3. 12). He gives us His spirit and
feeds and guides us by His word. "Shepherd." HeIrew, Portias, is often applied to kings, and enters into
the composition of names, as Pnarnabazus.
CHAPTER III.
Ver. 1*22. Relative Duties or Husbands and
Wives : ExnoRTATiuNs to Love and Forbear
ance: RlOBT CONDUi-T UNDER PERSECUTIONS TOR
rlohtkousnkha' sake, after christ's example,
whose Death Resulted in Quickening to uh
through His being Quickened again, or which
Baptism is the Sacramental Seal. 1. Likewise—
Greek. "Inlike manner." as "servants" in tbeirsphere;
cf. tho reason of the woman's subjection, 1 Corinthians,
11. 8-10; 1 Timothy. 2. 11-14. your own—enforcing the
obligation : it is not stranpers ye are required to be
subject to. Every time that obedience Is enjoined upon
women to their husbands, the Grekidios, "one's own
peculiarly," is used, whilst the wives of men are de
signated only by htauton, "of themselves." Feeling
tbts need of leaning on one stronger than herself, the
wife (especially if joined to an unbeliever} might be
tempted, though only spiritually, to enter into that
relation with another, in which she ought to stand to
Jur ovm spouse (l Corinthians, 14. 34. 35, "Let them
isk their own [idious] husbands at home"); an attach
ment to the person of the teacher might thus spring
up. which, without being in the common sense spirit
ual adultery, would still weaken in Its spiritual basis
the married relation. [Stkioer] tha', it—Greek,
" that even if." £cen4/youhave a husband that obeys
not the word (i.e.. is an unbeliever}, without the word
— independently of hearing the word preached, the
ufiuad way of faith coming. But Benqe?s "without
word," i.e., without direct gospel discourse of the wives,
"they may [tit., in oldest MS3., shall, which marks
the almost objective certainty of the result) be won"
indirectly. "Unspoken acting is more powerful than
unperformed speaking," [<Ecumenius.1 "A soul
converted is gained to itself, to the pastor, wife, or
Jiuabaoti, who sought it, and to Jesus Christ; added to
Hia treasury who thought not His own precious blood
too dear to lay out for thisgain." [Leighton.J "The
. iLscreet wife would choose first of all to persuade her
riuabaod to share with her in the things which lead to
i»lea*edMfc*s: but if this be impossible, let her then
a.lone diligently press after virtue, in all things obeying
tiim so as to do nothing at any time against his will,
eXCept in such things as are essential to virtue and
•solvation." [Clemens Alexandrinus.] 2. beholdon narrowly looking into it, lit., " having closely obF erved." chaste—pure, spotless, free from all impurity,
f-^ir — reverential, towards your husbands. Scrupu* . - .ualy pure, as opposed to the noisy ambitious char
acter of worldly women. 3. Lit., "To whom let there
^elong {.viz., as their peculiar ornament) not the outx-aurd. adornment lusnal in the sex winch first, by the
<jjl. brought in the need of covering. Note, ch. fi. 6] of,
t^o. * but," Ax. plaiting—artificial braiding, in order to
attract admiration, wearing—lit., "putting round,"
•tjr-. the bead, as a diadem,—the arm, as a bracelet,—
tj.etVng«r, as rings, apparel—showy and costly. "Have
oe blush of modesty on thy face instead of paint, and
i oral worth and discretion instead of gold and
ineralda." [Melissa.] 4. But-rather. The "outc ja.nl adornment " of jewellery, Ac., is forbidden, in so
s* »fl a woman loves such things, not in so far as she
T^tsu them froma <enseof propriety, and does not abuse
" —.Qj. Singularity mostly comes from pride, and throws
' 'ess hindrances to religion in the way of others.

and Husbands.

Under costly attire there may be a humble mind.
"Great is he who uses his earthenware as if it were
plate; not leas great Is he who uses his silver as if it
were earthenware." [Seneca in Alfohd. ) hidden—
inner man, which the Christian instinctively hideg
from public view, of the heart—consisting in the heart
regenerated and adorned by the Spirit. This M inner
man of the heart" is the subject of the verb " be."
v. 3, Greek ; " Of whom let the inner man be," vis., the
distinction or adornment, in that— consisting, or
standing in that as its element, not corruptible—not
transitory, not tainted with corruption, as all earthly
adornments, meek and quiet—meek, not creating dis
turbances; quiet, bearing with tranquillity the disturb
ances caused by others. Meek in affections and feel
ings : quiet in words, countenance, and actions.
[Benoel.] in the sight of God— who looks to in
ward, not merely outward things, of great price—the
results of redemption should correspond to Us costly
price (ch. 1. 10). 5. after this manner—with the orna
ment of a tneek and quiet spirit (cf. the portrait of the
godly wife. Proverbs, 31. 10-31). trusted — Greek,
"hoped," "Holy" is explained by "hoped in (so as
to be united to, Greek) God." Hope in God is the
spring of true holiness. [Benoel.] in tutj action—
their ornament consisted In their subordination.
Vanity was forbidden (p. 3j as being contrary to
female subjection. 6. Sara—an example of jaith.
calling him lord—(Genesis, 18. 12.) ye are—tfreefc, "ye
have become:" "children" of Abraham and Sara by
faith, whereas ye were Gentile aliens from the
covenant, afraid with any amssement— Greek, "flut
tering alarm." "consternation." Act well, and be not
thrown into sudden panic, as weak females are apt to
be, by any opposition from without. Bkngex trans
lates, "Not afraid or any fluttering terror coming
from without* (v. 13-16). So hXX .. Proverbs, 3. 26, uses
the same Greek word, which Peter probably refers to.
Anger assails men, fear, women. You need fear no
man in doing what is right: not thrown into fluttering
agitation by any sudden outbreak of temper on the
part of your unbelieving husbands, whilst you do
well. 7. dwell— tin eifc, " dwelling:" connected with the
verb, ch. % 17, "Honour all." knowledge— Christian
knowledge: appreciating the due relation of the sexes
in the design of God, and acting with tenderness and
forbearance accordingly: wisely; with wise considera
tion, them... giving houour to tbe wife— transitu* and
punctuate the Greek rather, " Dwelling according to
knowledge with the female iGreek adjective, qualifying
'vessel:' not as English Version, a noun) as with the
weaker vessel (Note, 1 Thessalonians, i. 4. Both hus
band and wife are vessels in God's hand, and of God's
making, to fulfil His gracious purposes. Both weak,
the woman the weaker. The sense of his own weakness,
and that she, like himself, la God's vessel and fabric,
ought to lead him to act with tei.der and wise con
sideration towards her who is the weaker fabric! . giving
(lit., assigning, apportioning! honour as being also
besides being man and wife) heirs together,'' die.; or
as the Vatican MS. reads, "as to those who are also
(besides beiug your wives) fellow-heirs." (The reason
why the man should give honour to the woman Is, be
cause God gives honour to both as fellow-heirs, cf. the
same argument, v. uj He does not take into account
the case of an unbelieving wife, as she might yet be
lieve, grace of lite—God's gracious gift of life (ch. 1. 4,
13). that your payers be not hindered — by dissension.
which prevent united prayer, on which depends the
blessing. 8. General summary of relative duty, after
having detailed particular duties from ch. S. 18. of
one mind— as to the faith, having compassion one of
another—Greek. " sympathising" in the joy and sorrow
of others, love as brethren—Grerfc. " loving the breth
ren." puiful — towards the afflicted, courteous—
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genuine Christian politeness: not the tinsel of the
world's politeness: stamped with unfeigned lore on
one side, and humility on the other. But the oldest
MSB. read, "bumble-minded.*' It Is slightly different
from " humble," in that It marks a conscious effort to
be truly humble. 9. evil—In deed, railing—in word,
blessing — your reviler* : participle, not a noun after
" rendering, * knowing that — The oldest MSS. read
merely, " because." are— Greek, "were called." in
herit a blessing—not only passive, but also active: re
ceiving spiritual blessinc from God by faith, and in
your turn blessing others frnm love. [Gbrharu in
Af.roni».] " It is not In order to inherit a blessing
that we must bless, but because our portion is bless
ing." No railing can injure you (v. 13). Imitate Cod
who blesses you. The first fruits of His blessing for eter
nity are enjoyed by the righteous even now (r. 10'.
[Bkkobl. ) 10. will love—Greek, " wishes to love." He
who lores life (present and eternal, and desires to
continue to do so, not involving himself in troubles
which will make this life a burden, and cause him
to forfeit eternal life. Peter confirms his exhortation,
v. 0, by Psalm 31. 19-16. retrain— curb. Htt "cau*e
to cease;" implying that our natural incli nation and
custom Is to speak evil. "Men commonly think that
they would be exposed to the wantonness of their
enemies If they did not strenuously vindicate their
rights. But the Spirit promises a life of blessedness
to none but those who are gentle and patient of evils."
[Calvin. 1 evil... gnile—First he warns against sins of
the tongue, evil speaking and deceitful, double-tongued
speaking ; next, against acts of injury to one's neigh
bour. 11, Tn oldest MSS.. Grctk, " Moreover [besides
his words, in <icf» let him." eschew—"turn from.'
ensue— pursue as a thing bard to attain, and that flees
from one in this troublesome world. 12. Ground of
the promised present and eternal life of blessedness to
the meek {v. 10). The Lord's eyes are ever over them
for good, ears ..unto tneir prayers— (l John. 6. 14, 1A.)
f»ee...agsinit—The eyes imply favourable regard; the
face of the Lord upon fnot as English Version,
" against") them that do evil, implies that lie narrow
ly observes them, so as not to let them really and last
ingly hurt Ills people tcS. r. 13). 13. wbo...wi)l harm yon
—This fearless confidence in Cod's protection from
harm, Christ, the Head, in His sufferings realized; so
His members, if ye be-(Vrc*fc.*'lf ye havo become."
followers—The oldest MSS. read "emulous." "zealous
of" (Titus. 2. 141. good — The contrast in Greek is.
" Who will do you err/, if ye be zealous of vood V 14.
Bat and if—" But if even.'' "The promises of this Hie
extend only so far as it is expedient for us that they
should be fulfilled." [Calv.n.J So he proceeds to
state the exceptions to the promise (r. 10), and how the
truly wise will behave in such exceptional cases. "If
ye should suffer ;" if It should so hap) en ; "suffer," a
milder word than harm, for righteousness— '"not the
suffering, but the cause for which one suffers, makes the
martyr'' [AuoutfTiNBl. happy— Not even can suffering
take away your blessedness, but rather promotes it.
jnd— Greek, " but." Do not impair your blessing {v. 8;
by /caring man's frrror In your times of adversity.
Lit.," Be not terrified with their terror," *.«.. with that
which they try to strike into you. and which strikes
themselves when lu adversity. This verse and r. 16, is
quoted from isatab, ft. 13. 13. God alone is to be fear
ed: he that fears God has none else to fear, neither be
troubled — the threat of the law. Leviticus, 26. 36;
Deuteronomy. M. 06, C6; in contrast to which the gospel
gives the believer a heart assured of God's favour, and 1
therefore unruffled, amidst all adversities. Not only I
be not afraid, but be not even agitated. IB. sancti y
—•hallaw; honour as holy, enshrining Him in tjovr \
hearts. So in the Lo-d's prayer, Matthew, <t. 9. God's J
holiness is thus glorified in our hearts as the dwelling
640
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place of His Spirit, the Lord Ood-Tbe oldest M^.
read Christ. Translate, "Sanctify Christ as leH."
and—Greek, "but," or "moreover." Beside* this in
ward sanctificatlon of God in the heart, be aborted?
always to girt, &c aniwer—an apologetic sorwer de
fending your faith, to every man that asketfc res-TV
last words limit the universality of the " always:* not
to a railer. But to every one among the heathen who
enquires honestly, a reason—a reasonable sccoout.
This refutes Home's dogma, " I believe it. because the
church believes it." Credulity is believing without
evidence ; faith is believing on evidence. There is no
repose for reason itself but in faith. This verse dew
not impose an obligation to bring forward a learned
proof and logical defence of revelation. Bnt u beii overs deny themselves, crucify the world, and brave
persecution, they must be buoyed up by some stroa;
" hope:'' men of the world, having no such hot* then*selves, are moved by curiosity to o>Jfc the secret of ton
hope; the believer must be ready to give an experi
mental account "how this hope arose in biro. «li»ti!
contains, and on w bat it rests" ISteio rrI. with-!**
oldest MSS. read, "but with.' Be ready, but with
" meekness.** Not pertly and arrogantly, meeinew(r.4J Tbe most effective way; not self sufficient im
petuosity, fear—due respect towards man. and refer
ence towards God, remembering Ills cause does r*£
need man a hot temper to uphold it. 16. Having a ?:o:
conscience—the secret spring of readitittstagitetittaw1
of our hope. So hope and good conscience go together
m Acts. 24. 16, 10. Profession without practice bu
no weight. But those who hare a good contcie»vcsz
afford to givo an account of their hojw "with meek
ness." whereas— !ch. 2. 12.) they speak evil of you, as rf
evil doers— One oldest MSS. reads, "ye are spok«
against.'* omitting the rest, falsely accuse—* caluti: El
ate;" the Greek expresses malice shown in deeds «
well as in words. U is translated, " despite/ally use,'
Matthew, 6. 44; Luke, 6. 23. conversation— life, conduct
in Christ— who is tbe very element of your Me *>
Christians. "Tn Christ" deiines "good." It is yaw
good walk as Christians, not as citizen?, that calls fort*1
malice (ch. 4. 4. 6. 14). 17. better—one may object. I
would not bear it so ill if I bad ries-Tved it. Peter fr
plies. It Is brtter that yon did not deserve it, in order
that doing well and yet being spoken against, yon w*s
prove yourself a true Curis ian. [Gerhard.] if*
will of God be so— rather as Mie optative is in the oMeft
MSS., "if tbe will of God should will U •o." Too*
who honour God's will as tbeir highest law 'dLttf
have the comfort to know that suffering u God?i ap
pointment ch. 4. 19). So Christ Himself : our icci'"
t ion does not wish it. 18 Confirmation of *. IT.brd*
glorious results of Christ's suffering innocently. F:'" Because." That is "better." p. 17. by means of *fcA
we are rendered more like to Christ in death ar*l s
life ; for His death brought the best issue to Hiatfrf
and to us. (Benciel.) Cnrist—the Anointed HeifOr*
of God: the Holy suffered for sins, tbe Just ft**&
unjust. *i»o—as well as yourselves ft*. IT . Ct oft-1
21; there His suffering was brought forward aaas«
ample to us; here, as a proof of the blessedce«cf s
feriug for well-doing, once—for all: never again »«'
fer. It is "better" for us also once to suffer * ^
Christ, than for t ver without Christ. (UkmulJ v"
now are suffering our " once :** it will soon be a ttes
of the past: a bright consolation to tbe tried, ftrtu
—as though Ho had Himself committed them. ^'exposed Himself to death by His " confession." *n3
as wo are called or. to "give an answer to bitate*
asketh a reason of our hope." This was **wej|«fcrai
in us highest manifestation. As He suffered. *****
Just." so we ought willingly suffer "for rwAVnsr*-^
sake'* Iv. 14:cf.r>. 12. I7t. that »■* might bribg as taO^
—together with Himself in His ascension to tfetr*£t
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h*nd of God (ti. 22). He brings us. "the unjust," jnstl- heretofore in comparative confinement, perhaps then
fied together with Him into heaven. So the result having been, as some fathers thought, translated to
of Christ's death is His drawing men to Rim; spiritual God's immediate and heavenly presence; but this can
ly now, in our having access into the Hoi icst, opened by not be proved from Scripture. Cf. however, John, 3.
Christ's ascension, literally hereafter. "Bring us," 13; Colossians, 1. 18. Prison is always used In a bad
moreover, by the eame steps of humiliation and exalta- sense in Scripture. *' Paradise." and "Abraham's
tion through which Himself passed. The several steps bosom." the abode of good spirits in Old Testament
of Christ's progress from lowliness to glory are trocl- times, are separated by a wide gulf from Hell or
<len over acain by His people in virtue of their one Hades, and cannot be called " prison.'* Cf. 3 Corin
ness with Him ch. 4. 1-3). " To God," is Greek dative thians, 12. 2, 4, where " paradise" and the " third hea
[not the preposition and eve), implying that God ven " correspond. Also, why should the antediluvian
wishes it. [ Bkngei.. J put to death—the means of His unbelievers in particular be selected as the objects of
tmnging us to Ood. in the flesh—i.e., in respect to the His preaching in Hades? Therefore explain : Quick
life of flesh and blood, quickened by the Spirit—The ened in spirit, in which (as distinguished from in peroldest MSS. omit the Greek article. Translate with son: the words "in which," i.e., in spirit, expressly
the preposition *' in." as the antithesis to the previous obviating the objection that "wenfimpliesaperjonat
"in the flesh" requires, "in spirit." i.e., in respect to going) He went iln the person of Noah," a preacher of
His Spirit. "Put to death" in the former metis of righteousness." 2 Peter, 2. 6 : Alford's own note,
life. " quickened" in the other. Not that His Spirit Epbeslans. 'J. 17, is the best reply to his argument from
ever died and was quickened, or made alive again, but "went" that a local going to Hades in person is meant.
whereas He had lived after the manner of mortal men As "He camk and preached peace" by His Sinrit in
in the flesh. He began to live a spiritual "resurrection" the apostles and ministers after His death and ascen
(v. 21) life, thereby he has the power to bring us to sion: so before His incarnation He preached in Spirit
God. Two ways of explaining v. 18, 11). are open to us: through Noah to the antediluvians, John. 14. 18, 28;
I. "Quickened in Spirit," Le„ immediately oil His Acts, 36, 23, "Christ should show," lit., "announce
release from the "flesh," the energy of His undying light to the Gentiles"} and preached unto the spirits
spirit-life was "quickened" by God the Father, into in prison, i.e., the antediluvians, whose bodies indeed
new modes of action, r»r,. "in the Spirit He went down seemed free, but their spirits were In prison, shut up iu
(as subsequently He went up to heaven, v. IS, the the earth as one great condemned cell (exactly parallel
xanae Greek verb? and heralded [not salvation, as to Isaiah, U. 22, 23, " upon the earth . . . they shall be
AiFOKD. contrary to Scripture, which every where re gathered together as prisoners are gathered In the pit,
present* man's state, whether saved or lost, after death and shall be shut up in the prison," <fcc. [just as the
irreversible. Nor is any mention made of the conver fallen angels are judicially regarded as "in chains of
sion of the spirits in prison. See Note, v. 20. Nor is darkness," though for a time now at large on the earth.
tbe phrase here 'preached the gospel' euangeMzo), but 1 Peter, 2. 4j, where v. 18 has a plain allusion to the
heralded idc/nurj or 'preached:' but simply matte the flood, " the windows from on htgh are open." cf.
announcement of His finished work; sothesameGreffe Genesis. ?. 11); from this prison the only way of escape
in .Mark. 1. 45, 'publish.' confirming Enoch and Noah's was that preached by Christ in Noah. Christ, who
testimony, and thereby declaring the virtual condem in our times came in the flesh, in the days of Noah
nation of their unbelief, and the salvation of Noah and preached in Spirit by Noah to the spirits then in
believers; a sample of the similar opposite effects of prison (Isaiah, ci. l, end, "The Spirit of the Lord God
the same work on all unbelievers, and believers, re hath sent me to proclaim the opening of the prison to
spectively; also a consolation to those whom Peter them that are bound"). So in ch. 1. 11, " the Spirit of
addresses, in their sufferings at the hands of unbe Christ" is said to have testitied in the prophets. As
lievers; specially selected for the sake of 'baptism,' Us Christ suffered even to death by enemies, and was
* antitype" ■>. 211. which, as a seal, marks believers as afterwards quickened in virtue of His " Spirit " (or
separated from the rest of tbe doomed world] to the Divine nature. Romans, l. 3. 4; l Corinthians, 15. 45),
spirits iHis .Spirit speaking to the spirits) in prison which henceforth acted in its full energy, tbe first
,'in Hades or Sheol, awaiting the judgment. 2 Peter. 2. result of which was the raising of His body (r. 21. end)
41, which were of old disobedient wheu," &c. n. The from the prison of the arave and Hia soul from Hades;
strongest point in favour of I. is the position of "some so the same Spirit of Christ enabled Noah, amidst re
time." i.e., of old, connected with "disobedient^ proach and trials, to preach to the disobedient spirits
whereas if the preaching or announcing were a thing fastbound In wrath. That Spirit in you can enable
long past, we should expect "BOmetime.'or of old, to you also to suffer patiently now. looking for the resur
be joined to " went and preached." But this transpo- rection deliverance. 20. once— Not in the oldest MSS.
ftition may express that thrir disobedience preceded when ... the long-suffering of God waited in the days of
His preaching. The Greek participle expresses the Noah—Oldest MSS. Greek, " was continuing to wait ©V
reason of His prc'tching, " inasmucli as they were some [if haply men in the 120 years of grace would repent)
time disobedient" lef.ch. 4. 8;. Also " went" seems to until the end of His waiting came in their death by
mean a personal nolng, as in v. 22. not merely in the flood. This refutes Alforo's idea of a second day
*pirU. But see the answer below. The objections are, of grace having been given in Hades. Noah's days are
"quickened" raus; refer to Christ's oorfv [ct. v. 21, end), selected, as the ark and the destroying flood answer
for as Hia Spirit never ceased to live, it cannot be said respectively to "baptism" and the coming destruction
to be "quickened." Cf. John, 5 31; Romans, 8. 11. and of unbelievers by fire, while the ark was a-preparing—
other passages, where "quicken" is used of the bodily (Hebrews. 11. 7.) A long period of God's "long-BUfresurrection. Also, not His Spirit, but His soul, went fenng and waiting," as Noah had fe?' to help him,
to Hades. His Spirit was commended by Him at which rendered the world's uubelief tbo more Inex
wherein-fit., "(by having entered I tnto
death to HisFather.and was thereupon "in Paradise." cusable,
which " eight—seven the sacred number) with un
The theory I. would thus require that His descent to godly
Ham.
ftw-So now. souls—As this term is here
tnu spirits in prison should be after His resurrection!
of firing persons, why should not 'spirits*
Cf- Bpneaians. 4. 9, 10, which makes the descent used
also!
Noahpreached
to their ears, but Christ in spirit,
precede the ascent. Also Scripture elsewhere is silent
their spirits, or spiritual natures saved by water
about auch a heralding, though possibly Christ's death to
—The
same
water
which
drowned the unbelieving,
hsvi immediate effects on the state of both the godly
and tbe ungodly in Hades: the souls of the godly, buoyed up the ark in which the eight were saved. Not
Ml
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to Crass from Sin
u some translate, "were brought safe through the
CHAPTER IV.
water." However, the sense of the preposition may
Ver. 1-19. Like thr Rjhen Christ. Bruit t?
be as in 1 Corinthians, 3. 16, *' they were safely preserv HENCEFORTH OUGHT TO HAVR NO MORE TO PO WIT
ed through the water." though having to be in the Sin. As the end is near, cultivate self-restraint, vaUi
water. 21. wherennto—The oldest MSS. read "which.-" ful prayerfulnest, diarity, hospitality. Scriptvrj
lit., "which (viz.. water. In general; being) the anti speech, ministering to one another according ta tm
type (of the water of the flood) is now saving (the sal several gifts to the glory of God: Rejoicing petx^
vation being not yet folly realized by us. cf. 1 Corin under suffering. 1. for as—Supported by some eUr>
thians, 10. I, 2, 6: Jude. fi; puts into a state o) valvar MSS. and versions, omitted by others, m Dm tti\
tion) as also (two oldest MSS. read * you ' for ' as:' You —in His mortal body of humiliation, arm— Eph*sttnj
also, as well as Noah and his party . to wit baptism.'' 0. 11, 13.) the same mind—of suffering with puiett
Water saved Noah not of itself, but by sustaining the willingness what God Wilis you to suffer, is Out aiU
ark built In faith resting on God's word : it was to suffered—for Instance, Christ first, and in His peno;
him the sign and mean of a kind of regeneration of the the believer : a general proposition, hath ostsed—,U
earth. The flood was for Noah a baptism, as the "has been made to cease." i.c, has obtained by u>
passage through the Red sea war for the Israelites ; by very fact of ills having suffered once for all. a «s«
baptism in the flood be and his family were transferred tion from sin, which had heretofore lain on Lit
from the old world to the new; from immediate destruc (Romans, fi. 6-11. especially 7). The Christian i* h
tion to lengthened probation; from the companionship faith one with Christ: as then Christ by death is jnd:
of the wicked to communion with God; from the sever dally freed from sin ; so the Cnristian who has ii t: ■>.
ing of all bonds between the creature and the Creator person of Christ died, has no more to do with it jodi
to the privileges of the covenant: so we by spiritual daily, and ought to have no more to do with It tctc
baptism. As there was a Ham who forfeited the ally. " The flesh" is the sphere In which sin hu i !*«
privileges of the covenant, so many now. The anti 2. That he, &c.— "That he (the believer, wbohasooci
typical water, vis., baptism, saves you also, not of for all obtained cessation from sin by suffering, in Lb*
itself, nor the mere material water, but the spiritual person of Christ, eu.. in virtue of bis union witt.tirf
thing conjoined with it, repentance and faith, of which crucified Christ) should no longer live the rest of ha
it Is the sign and seal, as Peter proceeds to explain. time in the flesh to the lusts of men, hut to the Till <•■*
Cf. the union of the sign and thing signified, John. 3. 6; God "as his rule. "Rest of his time in the jtesk" tiie
Ephesiaas, 6. £0; Titus, 3. 6; Hebrews. 10. 21; cf. 1 John, Greek bas the preposition "in" here, not in r I"
6. fi. not the, ate.—" flesh" bears the emphasis. '* Not to Christ) proves that the reference is here not to
the patting away of the filth of the flesh" (as is done by Christ, but to the believer, whose remaining tisefcr
a mere water-baptism, unaccompanied with the Spirit's glorifying God is short ie. %). "IiTe" in the tranrt
baptism, cf. Ephesians, 8. 11], but of the soul It Is sense, for heretofore he was dead. Not as Kuou\
the ark 'Christ and His Spirit-filled church), not the ''Arm yourselves...with a view no longer to lit* then*
water, which is the instrument of salvation : the water of your time." 3. may suffice—Greek, " Is ssoldait*
only flowed round the ark; so not the mere water- Peter takes the lowest ground : for not eves ins tact
baptism, but the water when accompanied with the time ought to have been wasted in lust; hot stow rm
Spirit, answer—Greek, "interrogation;" referring to cannot recall it. at least lay out the future to better
the questions asked of candidates for baptism ; elicit account, us—Omitted in oldest MSS. wrssfat-d'wfc
ing a confession of faith " toward God," and a renun "wrought out." Gentiles—heathen: which many cfjou
ciation of Satan [Auoustini. ad Catechumenos, B. 4.. were. when. Arc—"walking as ye bavedooe(Airowl
c. 1. ; CYrKiAN. Ep. 7., ad Rogatianl, which, when in lasciviousness ;" the Greek means printout, uaflowing from "a good conscience,1' assure one of being modest. wantonness, unbridled conduct : not so mceh
"saved." Lit., "a good conscience's interrogation (in filthy lust, excess of wine— "wine-bibbing*." l*>
cluding the satisfactory answer) toward God." * I prefer kukd. .1 abominable—" nefarious.'* " lawless tdoUiris*.'
this to the translation of Wahl. A Lford. &c. violating God's most sacred law; not that oil Fekr«
" enquiry of a good conscience after God :" not one of readers iNote, ch. 1. 1) walked in these, but masy. *?*-.
the parallels alleged, not even 2 Samuel, 11. 7. In the the Gentile portion of them. 4. Woerein—In raped t>
LXX., Is strictly in point. Recent Byxantine Greek which abandonment of your former walk (a $■ rn
idiom (whereby the term meant il.) the question ; (2.) not with them—eagerly, in troops. [BcnoklI aao~
the stipulation ; (3.) the engagement), easily flowing lit., profusion; a sink: stagnant water remainlcj ifttf
from the usage of the word as Peter has it, confirms an Inundation, riot—profligacy. ipeaxiDg erd-<*ABjthe former translation, by the resurrection of Jesus— ing you with pride, singularity, hypocrisy, and ««"*
joined with ** saves you:" In so far as baptism applies crimes it. 14; 2 Peter, 2. 1. However, there ii no "*
to us the power of Christ's resurrection. As Christ's you" in the Greek, but simply " blasphemiK." }
death onto sin is the source of the believer's death seems to me always to be used, either directly or » |
unto, and so deliverance from, sin's penalty and power; directly, in the sense of impious reviling agai** 6*+
so His resurrection life is the source of the believer's Christ, or the Holy Spirit, and the Ohm tan reap*.
new spiritual life. 22. (Psalm 110. l ; Romans, 8. 34, not merely against men as such; Grtek. r. 14. brio*.
38 ; 1 Corinthians. 16. 24; Ephesians, 1. 21; 3. 10; Coloe- 5. They who now call you to account falsely, &*
sians. 1. 16: 2. 10-16.) The fruit of His patience in His have to give account themselves for this very cn>
voluntarily-endured and undeserved sufferings: a pat speakinx iJurte, 15). and be condemned justly. n&J
tern to us, v. 17, IB. gone— (Luke, 21. 61.) Proving —very speedily («. 7:2 Peter. 3. 10(. Christ's c*siK
against rationalists an actual material ascension. is to the believer always near. 6. For — Giviw**1
Lit., " Is on the right hand of God, having gone Into reason for v. ft, "judge the dead," gospel preset ***
heaven." The oldest MS. of the Vulgate and the Latin to...dead—as well as to them now living, and to ths*
lathers, add what expresses the benefit to us of Christ's that shall be found alive at the coming of the Joe*
sitting on God's right hand, "Who is on the tight *' Dead" must be taken in the same literal jJef?*ftV*
hand of God, having swallowed up death that we may e. fi, which refutes the explanation "dead" «« **
become heirs of everlasting life ; " Involving for us a Moreover, the absence of the Greek article dfes r£^
state or Lire, saved, glorious, and eternal. The necessarily restrict the sense of " dead" to P*rtK™*
Grxic MSS. however, reject the words. Cf. with this dead persons, for there is no Greek artlde is a **j*
verse Peter's speeches. Acts, 2. 32-35; 3. 21, 2*i; 10. where "the dead" is universal in meaning E*sS*
seems to be, Peter, as representing the true atuu^ ■■
40,41,
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the church in every age. expecting Christ at any mo 10. lit. and 17, 0 support the Protestant view. " As God
ment, says, The Judge is ready to judge the quick and with His love covers my sins if I believe, so must I also
dead—the dead, 1 say, for they. too. in their lifetime, cover the sins of my neighbour." [Luther.) Cf. the
have had the gospel preached to them, that so they conduct of Sheni and Japheth to Noah (Genesis, o. 23),
might be j udged at last In the same way aa those living in contrast to Ham's exposure of his father's shame.
now [and those who shall be so when Christ shall come) , We ought to cover others' sins only where love itself
tru., "men in the flesh," and that they might, having does not require the contrary 9. (Romans. 12. 13; He
escaped condemnation by embracing the gospel so brews, 13. '-'.; Not the spurious hospitality which
preached, lire unto God in the spirit (though death has passes current in the world , but the entertaining of
passed over their flesh). Luke, 20. 36, thus being made those needing it, especially those exiled for the faith,
like Christ in death and In life [Note, ch. 3. 18). He as the representatives of Christ, and all hospitality to
says." live," not " made alive* or quickened ; for they whomsoever exercised from genuine Christian love.
are supposed to have been already *' quickened to without grudging — Greek, "murmuring." "He that
gether with Christ* (Epbeslans, 2. 5). This verse is giveth, let him do it with simplicity," i.e., open-hearted
parallel to ch. 3. 10; cf. Note there. The gospel, sub sincerity: with cordiality. Not secretly speaking
stantially, was " preached " to the Old Testament against the person whom we entertain, or upbraiding
church ; though not so fully as to the New Testa him with the favour we have conferred on him. 10.
ment church. It is no valid objection, that the gospel every—" Even as each man hath received," hi whatever
has not been preached to all that shall be found dead degree, and of whatever kind. The Spirit's gifts (lit..
at Christ's com i ng. For Peter is plainly referring only "gift of grace." ije.. gratuitously bestowed) are the
to those within reach of the gospel, or who might have common property of the Christian community, each
known God through His ministers In Old and New Christian being but a steward for the edifying of the
Testament times. Peter, like Paul, argues thai those whole, not receiving the gift merely for his own use.
found living at Christ's coming shall have no ad minister the same—not discontentedly envying or dis
vantage above the dead who shall then be raised, in* paraging the gift of another, oce to another— Greek aa
as much as the latter live unto, or " according to," God. In v. 8, "towards yourselves:" implying that all form
even already in His purpose. Alford'k explanation but one body, and in seeking the good of other members
la wrong, " that they might be judged according to men they are promoting the good of themselves. stewardsas regards the flesh." i.e.. be in the state of the com- Referring to Matthew, 25. 15. &.-. ; Luke, 19. 13-26.
pitted sentence on sin. which is death after the jUmh. 11. If any . . , speak—vix.. as a prophet, or divinelyFor "judged " cannot have a different meaning in this taught teacher in the church assembly, the—The Greek
verse from what "judge" bears In v. 6. " Live accord has no article: "as oracles of God." This may be
ing to God" means, live a life with God. sucli as God due to Greek. "God," having no article, it being a
lives, divine: as contrasted with "according to men in principle when a governed noun omits the Greek
the flesh." i*., a life such as men live in the flesh. article, that the governing noun should omit it too.
7. Resuming the idea in v. 6. the end of all things—and In Acts. 7. 38 also, the Greek article is wanting : thus
therefore also of the wantonness (r. 3, 4] of the wicked, Englwii Version, "aa the oracles of God," viz., the Old
and of the sufferings of the righteous. [Benoel.1 TeMament, would be right, and the precept be similar
The nearness meant is not that of mere time, but that to Romans, 12. 6, ** prophesy according to the analogy of
be/ore the Lord: as he explains to guard against misap the faith." But the context suits better thus. "Let
prehension, and defends God from the charge of pro him speak as 'becomes one speaking) oracles or Goo."
crastination : We live in the last dispensation, not His divinely-inspired words are not his own, but God's.
like the Jews under the Old Testament The Lord and as a steward (v. 10) having them committed to
will come as a thief : He is "ready" [v. 6) to judge the him, he ought so to speak them. Jesus was the pat
world at any moment: it is only God's long-suffering tern in this respect (Matthew, 7. 20: John, 11 49; 14 10;
and His will that the gospel should be preached as a cf. Paul, 3 Corinthians, J. 17). Note, the very same
witness to all nations, that Induces him to lengthen term as Is applied, tu the only other passages where it
uut the time which is with Him still as nothing, sober occurs (Acts. 7. 38; Romans. 3. 2; Hebrews. 5. i2j,to the
—"self-restrained." The opposite duties to the sins in Old Testament inspired writings, is here predicated of
e. 3 are here inculcated. Thus " sober" is the opposite the inspired words ithe substance of which was after
of "* lasciviousness " (v. 3). watch—Grwk. " be soberly wards committed to writing) of the New Ttstament
vigilant:" not Intoxicated with worldly cares and prophets, minister — in acts : the other sphere of
pleasures. Temperance promotes wakefulness or spiritual activity besides speaking, as or—"out of"
watchfulness, and both promote prayer. Drink makes the store of his "strength" [Grcik, physical power In
drowsy, and drowsiness prevents prayer, prayer— relation to outward service, rather than moral and in
Greek, '* prayers:" the end for which weftbould exercise tellectual " ability:" so in Mark, 12. 30). giveth-Gre**.
vigilance. 8. above all things—not that " charity " or "suppllcth:" originally said of a Choragus, who sup
love is placed above "prayer," but because love is the plied the chorus with all necessaries for performing
animating spirit, without which all other duties are their several parts, that God in all things may be glori
dead. Translate as Greek, " Having your mutual (lit., fied—the final end of all a Christian's acts, through
towards yoursdtes\ charity intense. " He presupposes Jesus Christ—the Mediator through whom all our bless
its existence among them : he urges them to make It ings come down to us, and also through whom all our
more fervent, charity shall cover the multitude. Ac- praises ascend to God. Through Christ alone can God
Trie oldest MSB. have "covereth." Quoted from be glorified In us and our sayings and doings, to whom
Proverbs. 10. 12 ; cf. 17. 0. " Covereth ' so as not —Christ, be—Greek, "is." for ever and ever—Greek.
harshly to condemn or expose faults: but forbearingiy "unto the ages of the ages." 12. strange—they might
to bear the other's burdens, forgiving and forgetting think it strange that God should allow his chosen
peat offences. Perhaps the additional idea is included. children to be sore tried, fiery trial—like the fire by
By prayer for them, love tries to have them covered by which metals are tested and their dross removed. The
God; said so being the instrument of converting the Greek adds " In your case." which is to try you—Greek,
sinner from his error, "covereth a (not 'the,' as Eng- " which Is taking place for a trial to you." Instead of
iisJi Version} multitude of sins;" but the former idea its " happening to you" as some strange and untoward
from Proverbs is the prominent one. It is not. as chance, it " is taking place" with the gracious design of
Home* teaches, " covereth" his own sins; for then the trying you: God has a wise design in it—a consolatory
Greek middle voice would be used ; and, Proverbs, reflection. 13. inasmuch as—The oldest MSri. read, "in
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proportion m; " "in as far as" ye by suffering are
partakers of Christ's sufferings, i.e.. by faith enter into
realizing fellowship with them: willingly for His sake
suffering as lie suffered, with exceeding joy—Greek,
"exulting joy:" now ye rejoice amidst sufferings: then
ye sliall jcxult for ever free from sufferings (ch. 1. 6, 8).
If we wili not bear suffering for Christ now, we must
bear eternal Bufferings hereafter. 14. fir—Greek, "in
tho name of Christ,™ viz.. as Christiana [v. 16; ch. 3. 14,
above; *' in my name, because ye belong to Christ."
The emphasis lies ou this: v. 15, "as a murderer,
thief." &c.. stan-ls In contrast. Let your suffering be
on account of Christ, not on account of evil-doing
(ch. 2. 2o . reproached—reproach affects noble minds
more than loss of goods, or even bodily sufferings, the
Spirit... npoa yon—the same Spirit as rested on Christ
( Luke, 4. 18). " The Spirit of glory" is Hu Spirit, for He
is the *' Lord of glory (.James, 2. l!. Believer* may well
overcome the " repreach" (cf. Hebrews, li. lie), seeing
that "the Spirit of glory" rests upon them, as upon
Ilim. It cannot prevent the happiness of the right
eous, if they are reproached for Christ, became they
retain before God their glory entire, as having the
Spirit, with whom glory is inseparably joined. [Caltin.I and of God— Greek, "and the [Spirit) of God' im
plying that the Spirit of glory which 1b Christ's Spirit)
is at the same time also the Spirit of God. on their part
he is evil spoken of, out on your part he it glorified—
Omitted in the two oldest Grctk MSS. and Striae and
Coptic versions, but supported by ore very old itS..
Vulgate. Sahidic. Cyjyrtan. <fcc. " Hvil spoken of,"
ht., "blasphemed;" not merely do they "sp>ak against
you,n aa in ch. 3. Ift, but blasphemously mock Chnst
and Christianity itself. 15. Bat—Greek, " For." "Re
proached m the name of Christ" 1 say v. U), "for let
none," &c. as.. .as., as ..as—the as twice in italics in
not in the Greek. The second Greek "as" distinguishes
the class "busybody in other men's matters." from
the previous class of deliMjuents. Christians, from
mistaken seat, under the plea of faithfulness, might
readily step out or their own calling and make themskives judges of the acts of unhellevers. Lit, "a
bishop in what is inot his own. but) another's" pro
vince; an allusion to the existing bultopi or overseers
cf the church : a self-cons U luted bishop in other's
concerns. 16. a Christian — the name given in con
tempt first at Antioch, Acts, 11. 2D; 26. 27, £R : the only
tliree places where the term occurs. At first believers
had no distinctive name, but were called among themselves "brethren," Acts, 0.3; "disciples," Acts, fl. 1:
"those of the way." Acts, 9. 2; "saints," .Romans, 1. 7 :
by the Jews (who denied that Jesus was the Christ,
mid so would never originate the name Christian) in
contempt, " Nazarenes." At Antioch, where first idola
trous Gentiles (Cornelius. Acts, 10. was not »n idola
ter, but a proselyte) were converted, and wide mis
sionary work began, they could be uo longer looked
on as a Jewish sect, and so tltc Gentiles designated
them by the new name "Christians." Tho rise of the
new name marked a new epoch in the church's life.
a new stage of its development, viz., its missions to
the Gentiles. The idle and witty people of Antioch,
wo know from heathen writers, were famous for in
venting nicknames. The date of this epistle must
have been when this had become the generally reoognifaHl debUnatlon among Gendiks lit is nertr applied
by Christians to each other, as it was in after ages—an
undesigned proof that the New Testament was com
posed when it professes], and when the name exposed
one to reproach and suffering, though not seemingly
as yet ta systematic persecution, let him not ue
ashamed—though the world is ashamed of shame. To
suffer for ore's own faults is no honour (r. 15; ch. 2 ?»>.
—for Christ, is no shame [v. 14 ; ch. 3. 14}. but let him
glorify God— not merely glory In persecution: icier
fill

a Subjtd /or Jov.

might have said as the contrast, *' but let him esteem
it an honour to himself," but the honour is to t*
given to G'otf, who counts him worthy of such an hon
our, involving exemption from the coming judrtr.eot-1
on the ungodly, on this behalf—The oldest MSS. and
Vuliate read, "in this r.ame" i e., in re«peet of of
fering for snetaa name. 17. Another ground of consoiation to Christians. All must pasa under the jndstrent
of God: God's own household first, thetrcbistisement
being here, for which they should glorify Him u a
proof of their membership in His family, and a pkd»
of their escape from the end of those whom the Last
judgment shall find disobedient to the gospel, tiw
i lire—Grf'-fc. " season," "fit time." jadg-ment mint bejia
at the house of God— the church of living believers.
Peter has in mind Ezekiel, 9. 6 : cf. Amos, 3. i :
Jeremiah, 25. 20. Judgment is already begun, the
eospel word, as a *' two-edged sword," hsvins the
donMc effect of saving some and condemning odieri,
ard shall t« consummated at the last jodgirent
"When power is given to the destroyer, he observe* to
distinction between tho righteous and the wicked;
not only so. but he begins first at the rightecD*."
[Wj£t>tkin from Hnbhuis.\ But God limits the de
stroyer's power over His people, if... a; w, sdut
shall the end be of them. &c—If even the gndiy law
chastrning judgments now, how much more shall the
ungodly be doomed to damnatory judgments at l«t
gospel of God— the very God who is to jndge then.
18. scarcely—Cf. " so as by fire." l Corinthians, l is '
having to pass through trying chastisements, as PivM
did for his sin. "The righteous" man lias always mr>w
or less of trial, but the is«ue is certain, and the entrasre
into the kingdom abundant at last. The "scarcely"
marks the severity of the ordeal, and the unlikelihood
in a mere human point of view) of the riphteos*
sustaining it; but the righteousness of Christ as 4
God's everlasting covenant make tt all snre. flngo1'!?
—having no regard for God: negative description, rcner— loving sin : positive : the same man is at oc«
God-forgetting and sin- loving, appear — in judgmwv
19. General conclusion from v. 17, IS. Seeing tuat tie
godly know that their sufferings are by God"* viii.to
chasten them that they may not perish with the wqtR
they have good reason to trust God cheerfully ami 1«
sufferings, persevering in weil-domg. let them—Grri.
"let them ateo." *' let etru them," as well as those crt
suffering. Not only under ordinary circumstaiicfi.
but also in time of suffering, let believers commit £-''cf. Note, ch. 3. 14). according to the will of God—i.AV= ,
ch. 3. 17.) God's w;ll that the believer should wSe
v, 17), is for his geod. One oldest MS. and F«l^*
read, "In welldoings:" contrast ill -doings, *- \Our committing of ourselves to (iod is to be. not r
indolent and passive quietism, but accompanied *vA
active well-doings. faiLQlul— to His covenant prociis*
Creator—who is therefore also our Almighty Preserve.
Ue, not we, must keep our sonls. Sin destroyed &
original spiritual relation between creature si
Creator, leaving that only of government. Faith re
stores it: so that the believer, living to ihe toil <■/'•**
(ch. 4. 2J, rests implicitly on his Creator's faith/aloe^*
CHAPTKRV.
Ver. 1-14. EXHORTATIONS TO ELt»tR3, JCJTIOa.
AND ALL INGkNKRaL. 'PaRTISO PRAVKT. *.*> cJ
sion. 1. elders—alike in oflioe and age ;«. 6J. J—»n
an elder—To put one's self on a level with those wb»
we exhort, gives weight to one's exhortations £L :
John, 11. Peter, in true humility for the gospel's »*-doe* not put forward his ajHMttfshtp here, w bcre e -'
presided over ti»e elders. In the apostle*, hip the****
have no successtrs. for " the signs of an Apostle" to**
not been transmitted. The presidents over the e^oyters and deacons, by whatever name deAigw^
angel, bishop, or moderator, &c, though of tksf
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okdbil as '-/»« prenbytcrs, yet have virtually succeeded
to a raperin tendency of the church analogous to
that exercised hy the apostles [this superlntendency
and priority existed from the earliest times after the
apostles ITerttllianS ; just as the Jewish synagogue
(the model which the church followed) was governed
hy a council of presbyters, presided over hy one of
themselves, "the chief ruler of the synagogue.' Cf.
Vitringa, Synofloffw, Part IL.ch. 3. and", witness—
an cvf~witness of Christ's sufferings, and so qualified to
exhort you to believing patience in suffering for well
doing after His example ch. 4. 19 : 2. 20). Tliis ex
plains the " therefore n inserted in the oldest MS3., " I
therefore exhort." resuming the exhortation, ch. 4. 19.
His higher dignity as an apostle is herein delicately
implied, as eve-uriinessino was a necessary qualification
for anostleship: cf. Peter's own speeches. Acts, 1. 21,
22; 2. 32: 10. 39. also—Implying the righteous recom
pense corresponding to the sufferings, partaker <f the
glory—according to Christ's promise : an earnest of
which was given in the transfiguration. 3. Feed—
Greek. "TeDd as a shepherd," by discipline and
doctrine. Lead. feed, heed; by prayer, exhortation,
government, and example. The dign>ty is marked by
the term "eider;" the duties of the oifice, to tend or
oversee, by " bishop." Peter has in mind Christ's in
junction to him," Feed [tend) my sheep.. .Feed pasture,
my lambs" .'John, 21. 16,. Iloinvites the elders to share
with him the same duty cf. Acts. 20. 2S . The flock is
Christ's, which is among you— Whilst having a con
cern for all the church, your special duty is to feed
that portion of it which is among you. oversignt—
Greek, "bishopric." or duty of bishops, i.e., overseer,
not by constraint—necessity is laid upon them. but will
ingness prevents it being felt, both in undertaking and
in fulfilling the duty. [Bjcnqxl.] "He is a true pres
byter and minister of the counsel of God who doeth and
teacheth the things of the Lord, being not accounted
righteous merely because he is a presbyter, but, he■<?4use righteous, chosen into tho presbytery." ICleme.v* Alixaxdrinub.] will i ugly— One oldest MS..
Vulgate. Syriac, and Coptic, add. ** as God would have
ii to be done" Romans, 8. 27). not for filthy lucre—
[Isaiah. 56. 11 : Titus, i. 7. J of a ready mind—promptly
and heartily, without selfish motive of gain-seeking, as
the Israelites gave their services willing heartedly to
tho sanctuary. 3. being lords — Greek. " lording it f
implying pride and oppression. "Not that we have
dominion overyourfalth." Cod's heritage—Greek, "the
i nheritances.'1 i.e.. the portions of the church committed
severally to your pastoral charge. [ .lie sgf.l. j It is ex
plained by "the flock" In the next clause. However,
in v. 8, " flock of God which is among you." answering
to "(God's) heritages'* (plural to express the sheep who
axe God's portion and inheritance. Deuteronomy. 32. 9:
committed to you, favours English Version. The
flock, as one whole, is God's heritage, or flock in the
ftioicular. Regarded in relation to its component sheep,
divided among several pastors, it is in the plural
" heritages." Cf. Acts. 1. 17. 26, "Part" [the same
Greek). Bernard of Ciairvaux. wrote to Pope Eugene,
" Peter could not give thee what he had not : what he
had he gave: the core over the church, not dominion."
being— Greek, "becoming." ensaroples — the most ef
fective recommendation of precept (1 Timothy, 4. IS).
Titus. 2. 7. "patterns." So Jesus. "A monstrosity it
Is to tee the highest rank joined with the meanest
mind, the first seat with the lowest life, a grandilo
quent tonsrue with a lazv life, much talking with no
fruit." [BKRN'ARri.] 4. And—Andso: as the result of
** beinir ensamples " (r. 3). chief Shepherd — The title
peculiarly Christ's own, not Peter's or the pope's,
when. ..shall appear — Greek, "be manifested* :Colos«Lid«. 3. 4). Faith serves the Lord while still unseen.
tliat fadeth not away—Greek, "amarantine" ,cf. ch. L 4).
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' crown— Gretk, Stephanos, a garland of victory, the priae
; in the Grecian games, woven of ivy, parsley, myrtle.
; olive, or oak. Our crown is distinguished from theirs
in that It is "incorruptible" and " fadeth not away."
; as the leaves of theirs soon did. "The crown of life"
1 Not a kingly" crown" a different Greek vori\.diadema):
the prerogative of the Lord Jesus (Revelation. 19. 12J.
glory—Greek, "the glory." viz., to be then revealed {v. 1;
ch. 4. 13). 5. t« younger—The deacons were originally
the younger men, the presbyters older; but subsequent
ly as presbyter expressed the office of church-ruler or
teacher, so Greek ncoterot means not las /i(.) young
men In ace, but subordinate ministers and servants of
the church. So Christ uses the term "younger." For
He explains it by "he that doth serve." lit» he that
ministerethas a deacon ; just as He explains "the great
est" by "he that is chief." tit., "be that rwJefn." the
very word applied to the bishops or pr^oirfcrs. So
" the young men" are undoubtedly the deacons of the
church of Jerusalem, of whom, as being all Hebr^irs.
the Hellenistic Christians subsequently complained
as neglecting their Grecian widows, whence arose the
appointment of the seven others. Hellenistic deacons.
So here, Peter, having exhorted the presbyters, or
elders, not to lord it over those committed to them,
adds. Likewise ye neoters or yonoger. i.*.. subordinate
ministers and deacons, suhmit cheerfully to the com
mands of the elders. IMosiiErM.l There is no Scrip
ture sanction for " younger" meaning lavmen in general
as Alford explains): its use in this stnse is probably
of later date. The " all of you" that follows, refers to
the congregation generally; and It is likely that, like
PauL Peter should notice, previous to the general con
gregation, tho subordinate ministers as well as the
presbyters, writing as he did to the same region
;Ephesus), and to confirm the ten^hin^of the apostle of
the Gentiles. Yea—To sum up all my exhortations in
one. be subject— Omitted in the oldest MSS. and
Versions, but Tibchfndorf quotes the Vatican, MS.
for ft. Then translate, "Gird (ch. t 13 : 4. 1' fast on
humility ilowliness of mind) to one another." The
verb is lit, "tie on with a fast knot" [Wahl.1 Or.
"gird en humility as the slave dress fencou^boma,,:" as
the Lord girded himself with a towel to perform a
servile office of humility and love, washing his disci
ples* feet, a scene in which Peter had played an im
portant part, so that he would naturally have it be
fore his mind. Cf. similarly r 2, with John, si. !5-i7.
Clothing was the original badge of man's sin and
shame. Pride caused the need of man's clothing, and
pride still reigns in dress ; the Christian therefore
clothes himself in humility (ch. 3. 3. 4). God provides
him with the robe of Christ's richteoiistiess. in order
to receive which man must be stripped of pride. God
resisteth. the proud— Quoted, as James, 4. d. from Pro
verbs, 3. 34. Peter had James before his mind, and
gives his eputle inspired sanction. Cf. v. 0, with
James. 4. 7. lit., "arraycth Himself against." Other
sins flee from God: pride alone opporeth itself to God;
therefore. Cod also in turn opposes Himself to the
proud. [GKr.nARD in At.roRi>.] Humility is the
vessel of all graces. [Auoumtink.] 6. ur.der the mighty
hand—afflicting yon (ch. 3. 15): "accept" His chastise
ments, and turn to Him that smiteth you. He de
presses the proud and exalts the humble, in due time
—wait humbly and patiently for His own fit time. One
oldest MS. and Vulgate read." In the season of visita
tion." vis.. His visitation in mercy. 7. Casting—once
for ail: so the Greek aoriat. care-" anxiety." The
advantage flowing from hntrhlina ovrvlves under
God's hand i*. «• is confident reliance on His goodness.
Exemption from care goes along with humble submis
sion to God. careth for you-K*.. "respecting yon."
Care is a burden which faith casta off the man on hi*
Go<L CT. Psalm 22. 10 ; 37. 5 ; 6A. 22. to which Peter

Satan's Activity Calls for our Vigilance.
I PETER. V.
Prayer Jot their Establishment in Gran.
alludes; Luke, 11. 22, 37: PhUlppUns, 4. ft. csreth—not stablish, strengthen." and omit "settle," HLtgrouna\
to strong a uV«fc word u the previous 6¥«* or }Lc on a foundation. Altobjj reads it in spile of
" anxiety." 8. Peter bu in mind Christ's warning to the oldest MSS. The authority of the latter 1 prefer ;
himself to vatch against Satan, from forgetting which moreover the climax seems to require rather a verb cf
befell. Be sober. ..vigilant—" Care," i.e.. anxiety, will compiet ing the work of grace, than, as the Greek means,
Intoxicate the soul ; therefore be sober, i.e., self-re- founding it. The Greek has "shall Himself perfect
•tralned. Yet, lest this freedom from care should lead you:" though you are called on to watch and rouithe
any to false security, he adds. "Be vigilant" against foe, God Himself must really do all In and through
"your adversary." Let this be your "care," <Jod you. The same God who begins must Himself com
provides, therefore do not be anxious. The Devil plete the work. The Greek for "stablish" an as to
seeks, therefore watch. LBbmoiu] because—Omitted be "stedfast in the faith," «. 9} ix the same as
in the oldest MSS. The broken and disjoined sen ' * strengthen," Luke, 22. 32. Teter has in mind Christ"!
tences are more fervid and forcible. Lucira of charge, ** When thou art converted strengthen thj
Cagllari reads as English Version, adversary—4ti , op brethren." His exhortation accords with his name
ponent in a court of justice (Zecbariah, 3. 1). "Satan" Peter, "Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will
means opponent " Devil," accuser or slanderer build my church." "Stablish," so as not to waver
{Revelation. Ix. 101. "The enemy" (Matthew. 13. 39,. " Strengthen " vrith might in the inner man by Hit
"A murderer from the beginning" (John, 8. 44). He Spirit, against the foe. 11. To him—Emphatic To
counteracts the Rospel and its agents. " The tempter.*1 Him and Him alone: not to ourselves. Cf. "Himself,'
roaring lion—Implying his violent and insatiable thirst Note, v. m. glory and—Omitted in the oldest MSS.
for prey as a hungry liou. Through man's sin he got and versions, dominion—u'reeJb, " the might ™ shows is
God's justice on his side against as; but Christ, our so " perfecting." Ac., you. v. 10. 12. Silvanus—Situ.
Advocate, by fulfilling all the demands of justice for the companion of Paul and Timothy : a suitable
us, has made our redemption altogether consistent messenger by whom to confirm, as Peter here does.
with justice, walketh about—(Job. 1. 7; S. 1) So the Paul's doctrine of " the true grace of God" in the sun?
children of the wicked one cannot rest. Evil spirits churches (cf. 2 Peter. 3. 16 . We never meet »iui
are in i Peter, 3. 4 ; Jude. 6. said to be already In Silvan us as Paul's companion after Paul's last jouree*
chains of darkness and in helL This probably means to Jerusalem. His connexion with Peter was phuiib'
that this Is their doom finally: a doom already begun subsequent to that journey, as I suppose—Join " (siu>
In part ; though for a time they are* permitted to roam ful unto you IStkiokr], as I suppose." Silvanus msy
in the world (of which Satan is prince), especially in the have stood in a close relation to the churches in
dark air that surrounds the earth. Hence perhaps Asia, perhaps having taken the oversight of them
arises the miasma of the air at times, as physical and after Paul's departure, and had afterwards gone to
moral evil are closely connected, devour—entangle in Peter, by whim he Is now sent back to theni with this
worldly " care " {v. 7) and other snares, so as finally to epistle. He did not know, by positive observing
destroy. Cf. Revelation. 11 16. 10. 9. [Luke. 4. 13 ; Silvanus* fuithfulness to them ; he therefore says,
ephesians, e. 11-17; James, 4. 7.) stedfast — Cf. "faithful to you, as 1 suppose," from the accounts 1
"established In the truth." 2 Peter. 1. 12. Satan's hear; not expressing doubt. Altokjj joins "1 hare
power exists only In respect to the unbelieving : the written wdo you' which the Greek order favours.
faithful he cannot hurt (l John, &. 18). Faith gives The seeming uncertainty, thus, is not as to Sdvanu*'
strength to prayer, the great Instrument against the faithfulness, which is strongly marked by the Grt-L
foe (James, l. 6, Ac), knowing, Ac—'encouragement article, but as to whether he or some other MmM
not to faint in afflictions:" your brethren suffer the prove to be the bearer of the letter, addressed as it
same ; nothing beyond the common lot of Christians was to five provinces, all of which Silvanus might cot
befalls vou u Corinthians, 10. 13). It is a sign of God's reach: "By Silvanus, thai faithful brother, as 1 (Spec.
favour rather than displeasure, that Satan Is allowed 1 have written to you." (BulKsJ briefly—Grub, 'in
to harass you. as he did Job. Your fellow -Christians few (words)." as compared with the importance of Uw
have the same battle of faith and prayer against subject i Hebrews, 13. 22). exhorting—not so mud
Satan, in tie world—lying In the wicked one, and formally teaching d>xtrines, which could not be done u>
therefore necessarily the scene of "tribulation" iJolm. *o " few words." testily iug—bearing my testimony n
J6. 33). are—are being accomplislicd according to the confirmation (so the Greek compound verb implies ol
appointment of God, 10. Comforting assuratce that that truth which ye have already heard from Paul and
God will finally "perfect" Ills work of "grace" in Silas [1 John. 2. 27). that this—of which I have jsst
thorn, after they have undergone the necessary pre written, and of which Paul before testified to yos
vious suffering. But—Only do you watch and resist (whose testimony, now that he was no longer in those
the foe : God will perform the rest. IUenuxx. J of regions, was called In question probably by some : cf.
all grsce—{Cf. ch. 4. 10.J The God to whom as its 2 Peter. 3. 16. 16). 2 Peter. 1. 12, "the present truik*
source all grace Is to be referred : who in grace com viz., the grace formerly promised by the prophets, tsd
pletes what in grace He began. He from the first now manifested to you. "Grace" is the key-note oi
"called you (so the oldest MSS. read for 'us 'J unto Paul's doctrine which Peter now confirms lEpbeaJata.
(with a view to glory." He will not let His purpose x. 5, *). Their Bufferings for the gospel made them k
fall short of completion. 17 He does so in punishing, need some attestation ai.d confirmation of the trdi».
much more in grace. The three are fitly conjoined: the that they should not fall back from it. whereat J*
call, the glory to which we are called, and the way ■und—The oldest MSS. read Imperatively. "Stand st"
isufferii\g, ; the fourth Is the ground of the calling. Lit., "into which (having been already admitted, ch- I
viz., the grace of Ood in Christ, by — Greek, "In." 8, 21 ; 2. 7, 9. n» stand (therein ." Peter seems to b»"
Christ is He in virtue of whom, and in union with in mind Paul's words (Romans, S. 2 ; 1 Corinthians, tt
whom, believers are called to glory. The opposite is U. " The grace wherein we stand must be true, *^
"In the world" (v.B; John. 10. 33. after that ye have our standing in it true also." [BeNGaxJ Cf e
suffered- Join to "called you:'' suffering, as a neces Steioer. "He began his epistle with grace ch. 1.1
sary preliminary to glory, was contemplated in God's < he finishes it with grace, be has besprinkled tfcr
calling, a while—short and Inconsiderable, as com- I middle with grace, that in every part he might Had
pared with the glory, perfect, 42c—The two oldest I that the church is not saved but by grace." 13. The .
MSS.. and Vulgate and Coptic versions, read. " Shall '< a*
Babj Ion—ALrOBD. Bencxl, &c , trttnslaje, m&*
Deflect ;so thai there shall he nothing dc/cclue In you;, I that is elected together with you in Babylon," *s-

Salutation of the Elect in Babylon..

I PETER, V.

Peter not at Rome.

Peter's wife, whom he ted about with him in his mis- , Legat. ad Caium, sec. 3C. and Joskphus, Antiquities.
sionary journeys. Cf. ch. 3. 7. "heirs together of the 15. 2. 2; 23. 12, inform us that Babylon contained a great
itrace of life." Bat why she should be called "elected many Jews in the apostolic age (whereas thoBe at
together with you in Babylon," as if there had been no Rome were comparatively few, abont £000. Josefuus,
Christian woman in Babylon besides, is inexplicable ! 17. ID; so it would naturally be visited by the apostle
on this view. In English Version the sense is clear: of the circumcision. It was the head quarters of those
"That portion of the whole dispersion Ich l.i.Oreek), or | whom he had so successfully addressed on Pentecost.
church of Christianized Jews, with Gentile converts. Acts, 2. y, Jewish " Parthiaos ... dwellers in Mesopowhich resides in Babylon." As Peter and John were , taniia" (the Partbians were then masters of Mesopoclosely associated, Peter addresses the church in Umbra Babylon) ; these he ministered to in person.
John's peculiar province, Asia, and closes with "your His other hearers, the Jewish "dwellers in Cappadocia,
co-elect sister church at Babylon saluteth you ;" and \ Pontus, Asia, Phrygia. Pamphylia" he now ministers
John similarly addresses the "elect lady,"..*., the |toby letter. The earliest distract authority for Peter's
church in Babylon* and closes witli " the children of ' martyrdom at Rome is Dionysius. bishop of Corinth,
thine elect sister (the Asiatic church) greet thee; cf. in the latter half of the second century. The desirable1htroduction to 2 Johnj. Ki.ASMt'B explains. "Mark ness of representing Peter and Paul, the two leading
who u in the placr nf a eon to me:" cf. Acts, 12. 12, im- j apostles, as together founding the church of the meplying Peer's connexion with Mark; whence the tropolis, seems to have originated the tradition,
mention of him In connexion with the church at Clemsnt of Rome (1 Epistola ad Corinth 'os. sec. 4. 6).
Kibylon. in which he laboured under Peter before be ' often quoted for. is really against it. ile mentions
went to Alexandria, is not unnatural. Fapias reports Paul and Peter together, but makes it as &ilistinguisltfrom the presbyter John (B. 3. S9J. that Mark was in- ing circumstance of Paul, that be preached both in
terpreter of Peter, recording in his gospel the facta the East and West, implying that Peter never was in
related to him by Peter. SUvanus or Silas, had been the West, in 2 Peter, t 14, he says, "I must shortly
Mibstituted for John Mark, as Paul's companion, be- put on* this tabernacle." implying bis martyrdom was
v&ure of Mark's te mporary unfaithfulness. But now near, yet he makes no allusion to Rome, or any in tenMirk restored is associated with Si Ivan us. Paul's com- tiou of his visiting it- 14. kiss cf charity—Romans,
ij&nion, in Peter's esteem, as Mark was already rein- , 16. 10. "an holy kiss :" the token of love to God and
staled in Paul's esteem. That Mark had a spiritual the brethren. Lore and holiness are inseparable. Cf.
■connexion with the Asiatic churches which Peter ad- the instance. Acts, 20. 37. peace—Peter's closing saludreises. and so naturally salutes them, appears from < tation; as Paul's is, " Grace be with you." though he
2 Timothy, 4. 11; Colossians, 4. 10. Babylon — Tne accompanies it with "peace be to the brethren.''
Chaldean Babylon on the Euphrates. See Introduc- \ " Peace™ fflowing from salvation) was Christ's own
tion, on the Place of Whiting this epistle, in salutation after the resurrection, and from Him Peter
proof that Home is not meant as papists assert; cf. ' derives it. be with you all that are id Christ—The oldest
LioBTi'ooT sermon. How unlikely that in a friendly MSS. omit "Jesus." In Ephesians, 6. 24, addressed to
salutation the enigmatical title of Rome given in the same region, the same limitation of the salutation
prtyphecv (John, Revelation, 17. 5), should be used! occurs, whence, perhaps. Peter here adopts it. ConKAbylon was the centre from which the Asiatic disper- , trast " Be with you all" Romans. 16. 24 ; 1 Corinthians.
sion whom Peter addresses was derived. Philo, ' 16. '23.

THE SECOND EPISTLE GENERAL OP

PETER.
INTRODUCTION.
AUTHENTICITY AND GENUINENESS.— If not a crow imposture, its own internal witness U unequivocal in Its
favour. 1 1 has Peter's name and apostlesbip in its heading: not only hi, surname, but his original name, Simon, or
.TOneon. he thus, at the close of his life, reminding his readers who he originally was before his calL Again, iu ch. L IB-IS.
tie mentions his pretence at the transfiguration, and Christ's prophecy o/ his death; and in ch.3. ii. his f/rotherhood with
Paul. Again, in ch. i. 1, the author speaks of himself as author of the former epistle: it is, moreover, addressed so as to
inducts 'but not to be restricted to) the same persons as the first, whom he presupposes to be acquainted with the writings
of Paul, by that time recognned as "Seripture" (ch. 3. 13," the long-sulTi-ring of God." cf. Romaus.1.4). This necessarily
implies a lots date, when Paul's epistles (including Romans) all cauy had Income generally diffused and accepted as Scrip
ture in the ohurch. The church of the fourth century had, besides the testimony winch we have of the doubts of the
earlier Christians, other external evidence which we have not. and which, doubtless, under God's overruling providence.
decided them on accepting it. It is hard to understand how a book palpably falae las it would be. if 1'erer be not the
author) could have been accepted in the Canon as finally established in the couueila of Laodicea, 36" A.D. (if the Wth
article be genuine). Hippo, and Carthage in the fourth century (3SU and 397) Tlie whole tone and spirit of the epistle dis
prove its being an imposture. He writes as one not speaking of himself, but moved by the HUy Ghost ich. 1. ai). An attempt
at such a fraud in the first ages would have brought only shame and suffering, alike from Christians and heathen, on
l he perpetrator: there was then no tonplatton to pious frauds as in later times. That it must have been written in the
.•arlicet age. is plain from [he vide eulfintlyU which MrparatM it and the other New Testament Scriptures from even the
•■axiieM and best of the post-apostolic period. ItaliU well says. " God has allowed a fosse to be drawn by human weakness
around the sacred canon to protect it from all invasion."
Traces of acquaintance with it appear in the earlict fathers. Hermaa. Similia. 6. 4; cf. ch. 1 13. (,rttk luxury in
Die day...lurunatiDs with their own deceivings:" and Shepherd. Vision. J. 7. "They have left their true way lot cn.1 la,;
and I'uim, 4. 3. "Thou hart escaped this world" (cf. ch. i. So). Clement of Rome, ad Corinlhios, c 7. ». and 10, u to JVooa s
i^ackino and Loft deliverance. " Ike Lord making it *nowi that He doe. not abandon tlw* that trust in Him, but ap.
roiut. those otherwise IncUned to ju lament' (cf. ch. 1 5, «, 7, 9). Imueul, A. V. 179 (" the day of the Lord I. a, a thousand
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year*"), and Justin Martyr, stem to allude toch. i. 8. lIippolytus,d« Antuhristc, seems to refer to ch. 1. 31, "fa* prophet*
spaki not o/ (Aw orMprivui* (individual' ability and u-tfi, but what wu !retealed> lo them aloue l>y God." The difficulty it.
neither Terlullian, Cyprian, Clement of Alexandria, nor the oldest Syrian (Petchito) version (the laUr Syriac hasit!, m>r
the fragment known ai Muratori's oanon, mention It. The first writer who hai expressly named it is Origen. in the thirl
century (Homily on Joshua; alto 4th Homily on Leviticus, and )3th on Numbers), who names it " Scripture," quoting ah,
]. 4; 1. 16; however (in Euscbiua, EceltMiaitical Hittojy, 6. 2ij. he mention* that tiie second epistle was doubted by see*
Firtniliau. bishop of Cappadoca. in Spittle ad Cirprtan, speaks of Peter's cpUtUt as warning us to avoid heretic* (a moni
tion which occurs iu the second, not the first epistlei. Now Cappadoeia is one of the countries mentioned tcf. 1 Peter. Li.
wuli eh. 3. 1) a* addressed; and it i* striking, that from Capradocia we get Uie earliest decide testimony. "Internally it
claim* to be written by Peter, and this claim is confirmed by the Christian* of that tery region u whose custody it smohl
to have been found." [ TregsiUs.]
The booki disputed {AntiUgomina), as distinguished from those universally recognised (/WiHoIoo»Mme*ai, are epistles,
S Peter, James, t and 3 John, Jude, the Apocaypte, epistle to Hebrews (cf. Kusebiu*. Eceienasiicai UtAtory, S. X, Si.1.
The AntUxxtnusna stand in quite a different class from tin Spurious : of these there was no •iitpuU, they were universally
rejected, e.g., the ShefJitrd of Hennas, the Rendition of Peter, the Epistle vf Barnabas. Cyril of Jerusalem (A.D. K*'
euumeratet seven Catholic epistle*, including 1 i'eter: so also Gregory of Naziauxuin (A&i A.D.).and Epiphauiu*. A.D. 3tT.
The oldest Greek MHS. extant (of the fourth century) contain the Antdegomtma. Jerome, d* Vtrit Ulustri'stu, conjectured.
from a sut posed difference of style between the two epistles, that I'eter. being unable to write Greek, employed a differed!
translator of his Hebrew dictation in the second epUUe. and not the same as translated the first into Greek. Mark u
said to have been his translator in the case of the gospel according to St. Mark; but ibis i* all gratuitous conjecture.
Much of the same views pervade both epistle*. In both alike be looks for the Lord's coming suddenly, and the end of
the world <cf. ch. 3.8-10, with 1 Peter, 4- 6); the inspiration of the prophet* (cf. 1 Peter, 1.10-13. with ch. 1. 19-xl; 3. tt; the tr*
birth by the divine word a motive to abstinence from worldly lu<t* (1 I'eter, 1. 34,-8- 1; cf. ch. 1. 4}, al«o 1 I'eter, i a, with
ch. L t, both containing iu the Greek the rare word "virtue" (1 Peter, 4. 17, with ch. S. 31.
It u not strauge that dittinctivt peculiarities of STY LK should mark each epistle, the design of both not being the «unr.
Thus the tujtvnnttt of Christ are more prominent iu the first epistle, the object there being to encourage thereby Christian
sufferers ; the plory of the exalted Lord Is more prominent in the second, the object being to communicate fuller "*k»v*'
ledge" of Him as the antidote to the false teaching against which Peter warn* Mb readers llcnoe Hi* title of redeinptiiE" Christ," i< the one employed in the first epistle; but in the second epistle, " the Lord." Hup* 1* characteristic of the fir.,
epistle; fu.1 knowledge, ot the second epistle, luthe first epistle he puis liisoix)*to!»«ou:Aorifi- less prominently forward thai:
in the second, wherein his design i* to warn against false teachers. The same difference m observable iu Pauls ept«k*
Contrast 1 Tm-valmiians, 1.1; 3 Thessaloniana.l. 1; I'hilippiao*. L 1, with Qalatun*, 1. 1; 1 Corinthian*, 1. 1. The referee*
to Paul's writings as already existing iu numbers,and m then a recognised i*rt of Senpturt, unplies tha: this epistle su
written at a la-e date, just before Peter's death.
Striking verital coincidences occur, cf 1 Peter, 1. 19, end, with ch S. 14, end; ch. I. S, " Hi* own." Greek, X 16; A 17, witfc.
1 Pater, I. 1, 6. The omission of the Greek article, 1 Peter,*, 13, with oh. 1. 11; a, 4.3,7. Moreover, two words occur, ch. X, 14
" tabernacle." i.e., the body, and IS, "decease." which at once remind us of the transfiguration narrative in the (aspei
Both epii'lr* refer to the delude, and to Noah as the evjhlh that was aired. Though the first epistle abound* m ap*c*l*£i--*>
of the Old Testament, w hereas the second contain* noue, yet references to the Old Testameut occur often (ch. I. «l; t, ai
IB; a It, 6, 10, IS). Cf. Greek, 1 Peter. 3. 11, " putting away," with ch. 1. 14; 1 Peter. 1. 17, Greek, Pass the time, with ch. t.:*.
1 Peter, 4 1." walksd In," with oh. 1 10; X- 1; " called you," 1 Peter, 1. 10; 1. b; 6. 10, with ch. 1. X.
Moreover, more verbal oolncidenocs with the speeches of Peter in Acts occur in this second, than in the first epistle Ci
Greek, "obtained," ch. L 1. with Acts, L 17; ch. 1 6. Greek, "godliness," with Acts, 3. 11. the only passage where the tsza
occurs, except in the pastoral epistles; and ch. f. 9, with Acts, 10. 1, 7; ch. 1 f, " punished," with Acts. 4. SI, the usaly sw*»
* where the u-rro occurs; ch. S. a, the double genitive, with Acta, 5. at; " the day of the Lord." ch. 3. 10, with Acta, x. w>, whan
only it occurs, except 1 Tiiessiloniaus, 6. 1
The fssfi/itOK*' ofJwU, 17. 18, is strong for its geuuineness and inspiration, by adopting its very wordf, and by referrcoc it as received by the churches to which he. St. Jude. wrote, " Kcinember the words which were spvkeu before of the ojxj$£m*
of our Lord Jesus Christ; how that they told you therr thould b* mocker* in the latt titnt, wAo should walk after therein
ungodly lusi-." Jude, therefore, must have written after 1 Peter, to which he plainly refers : not licfore. as A.tfurd thnab
No less than eleven passages of Jude rest on similar statements of 1 Peter. Jude, 2, cf. ch. 1. 1 ; Jude, 4,c£ co. ». 1; Jaie.
«, cf. ch. 1.4; Jude, 7, d eh. 16; Jude.B.ct cu.1.10; Jude.ll, cf. ch. Ill: Jude, 11. cf. ch. 1 lfi; Jude, ll.cf.eh. 3. ir.Jai16. cf. ch. 1 18 ; Jude, 19, cf. ch. S. 1, and 3. 1 Just in the same way Micah. ch. 4 1*4, leans on the somewhat eartkr ssv
phecy of Isaiah, whose inspiration he thereby confirms A 'ford reasons tliat because J ude, in mauy of the pSL&sa^ae sirto S i'eter. 1* fuller than 8 Peter, he must be prior. This by no means follows. It is at least as likely, if not more sa. t-t
the briefer is the earlier, rather than the fulh-r. The dignity aud energy of the style is quite consonant to wbat w« atuaU
expect from the prompt and ardent foreman of the apastlcs. The dilTereuce of style between 1 and 1 Peter accords viiL C-.
distinctness of the subjects and objects
THE 1>ATK, from what has been said. would be about 63 or 69 A. P., about a year after the first, and ihortlw before ftt
de*truction of Jerusalem, the typical precursor of the world's end, to which ch. 3. so solemnly calls attention, sifter Paali
ministry had closed (cf. Greek ionst,** wrote," past time, ch. 3. IS, just before Peter s own death. It was written toas*s*Mi
the same persons, and perhaps in, or about the same place, as the first. Being without salutations of individuals, and a*
trusted to the care of uo one church, or particular churches as the first is. but directed generally ** to them that bar? tained like precious faith wi;h us." it took a longer time in being recognised as canonical. Had Rome been the t>u*e*sts»
composition or publication.it could hardly have failed to have had an early acceptance—an Incidental axyunaeu: aga. v
the tradition of Peter's martyrdom at Home. The remote scene of its composition in Babylon, or else in sonw v*f the ss.
tiguou* regions beyond the borders of the human empire, aud of it* circulation in Cappadocia, Poutus, Ac, will addiooc*:^
account for it* tardy, but at last universal acceptance in the Catholic church. The former epistle, through its aswrw tf<p~oddrsss, was earlier in its general acceptance,
OBJ EOT.—In ch. S. 17. is, the twofold design of the epistle is set forth, fir, to guard bis readers against " the error" efaAt
teachers, and to exhort them to grow in experimental " knuwledge of our Lord and Saviour." The ground otx wbsca '—3
knoetltdps rests is stated, ch. 1. 11-11. vis, the inspired testimony of apostles and prophets The danarer new, a\» of as, *a,
about to arise from faiK teachers, who soon were to come among them, as Paui alio (to a horn reference Umai*. cti. a. jj;*
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testified in the tame region. The grind antidote Is " (he full knotaledgs of our Lord and Saviour." through which we know
<■■'>! the Father, partake of His nature, escape from the pollutions of the world, and have entrance into Christ'* kingdom.
Tlie aspect of Christ presented is not so mucli that of the put suffering, as of the future reigning. Saviour: His present
potcer, and future new kingdom. This aspect Is taken as beit fitted to counteract the tlienries of the false teachers who
should " deny " HU Lord$hip and His coming agaio, the two very points which, as an apostle and eye witness, Peter attests
fllia "power" and Ilia "coming")} also, to counteract their evil example in practice, blasphcmlug the way of truth, despising
governments, slaves to covetouiness and filthy lusts of the flesh, whilst boasting of Christian freedom, and, worst of all, apos
tates from the truth. The knowledge of Christ, a* being the knowledge of " the way of righteousness," " the right way," is
the antidote of their bad practice, ifeuoe "the preacher of righteousness," Noah, and "righteous Lot," are instanced as
escaping the destruction which overtook the " unjust'' or " unrighteous;" aod Balaam is instanced as exemplifying the awful
result of "unrighteousness" suoh as characterised the false teachers. Thus the epistle forms one connected whole, the
parts beiui closely bound together by mutual relation, and the end corresponding with the beginning ; cf. ch. a. 14, IS, with
cIl 1. i, in both " grace * and " peace" being connected with "the knowledge "of our Saviour; cf. also, cb. 3. 17, with L 4,10.
13; and eh. 3. 18, "grow in grace and knowledge," with the fuller ch. 1. 5-8; and ch. -. 21 , and ch. 3. IS, "righteousness,"
with ch. 1. 1; and ch. 3 1, with ch. 1. 13; and ch. 3. 2. with ch. 1. u».
The germs of Carpocratian and Unontic heresies already existed, but the actual manifestation of these heresies is spoken
of as future (oh. 2. l, 2, &c): another proof that this epistle was written, as it proteases, in the apostolic age, before the de
velopment of the Gnostic heresies in the cud of the first, aud the beginning of the second centuries. The description is too
general to identify the heresies witli auy particular oue of the subsequent forms of heresy, hut applies generally to them all.
Though altogether distinct in aim from the first epistle, yet a counexiou may be traced. The neglect of the warnings to
circumspection iu the walk, led to the evils foretold in the second epistle. Cf. the warning against the abuse of Obnstiau
freedom, 1 Peter. 2. lti. with ch. 2. 19, ** White they promise them liberty, they themselves are the servants of corruption ;"
also the caution against pride, 1 Peter, 6. f>. 6, with ch. a. 18, " they speak great swelling words of vanity."

CHAFfER I.
Vcr. 1-51. Address: Exduutationto ail Graces.
as God has Given tjh, in the Knowledge or
Chrimt, all Things Pertaining to Life: ConriBHED BY THE TESTIMONY OF APOSTLltH, AND ALSO
Pro pu Era. to the Power and Coming op Christ
1. Simon—the Greek form : iu oldest MSS., " Symeon "
(Hebrew, i.e., hearing , as in Acts, 15. 11. His mention
of bis original name, accords with the design of this
second epistle, which is to warn against the coming false
teachers, by setting forth the true "knowledge" of
Christ on the testimony of the orighial apostolic eyewitnesses like himself. This was not iequired in the
first epistle, servant—"slave:" so Paul, Humans, 1. 1.
to them. &c— He addresses a wider ratine of readers
(all believers] than in the first epistle, ch. I., but means
to include csjKcially those addressed in the first epistle,
as ch. 3. 1 proves, obtained—by grace. Applied by
Peter to the receiving of the apostleship, lit,, by allotmtnt : as the Greek is. Luke, 1. 1>; John. IS. 24. They
did not acquire it for tkeuiselves; the Divine election
is as independent of man's control, as the lot which is
cant forth, iifce precious—"equally precious" to all:
to those who believe, though not having seen Christ,
■ i s well as to Peter and those who have seen Him. For
it lays hold of the same ''exceeding great and precious
promises," and the same "righteousness of God our
Saviour." "The common salvation...the faith once de
livered unto the saints" tJude. 3:. with us—apostles
and eye-witnesses (v. IS). Though putting forward his
aposilcehip to enforce his exhortation, he with true hu
mility puts himself, as to " the faith." on a level with all
other believers. The degree of faith varies in different
believers; but in respect to its objects, present justifica
tion. s*nctiti cation, and future glorification, it is com
mon alike to all. Christ is to all believers "made of
God wisdom, righteousness, sanctificatlon, and re
demption." through—Greek, "in." Translate, as the
one article to both nouns requires, " the righteousness
of Bern who is (at once) our Ood and (ourj Saviour."
Peter, confirming Paul's testimony to the same
churches, adopts Paul's inspired phraseology. The
Koepel plan sets forth God't righteousness, which is
Christ's righteousness, in the brightest light. Faith
h ls its sphere in it as its peculiar element : God is in
redemption "righteous." and at the same time a
*' Saviour :*cf. Isaiah. 4i. 21, "a just God and a. Saviour.'*
2. Grace. .. peace— (I Peter, 1. 2.) through— Greek, "in:"
the sphere is which alone orate and ikucc can be uiul610

tlplied. knowledge—Greek, "full knowledge." of Ood.
aud of Jesus cur Lard—the Father is here meant by
*' God," but the Son in v. l: marking how entirely one
the Father and Sou are (John. 14. Ml). The Yulgnte
omits " of God and f but oldest MSS. support the words.
Still the prominent object of Peter's exhortation is " the
knowledge of Jesus our Lord" (a phrase only in Romans.
4. 24 , and, only secondarily, of the Father through Him
it-, 8; ch. 2. ro.o. it;. 3. According as—Seeing that. [AlFOhD.l "As He hath given us all things [needlubfor
life aud godliness, (so. do you give all diligence," Arc.
The oil and flame are given wholly of grace by God,
and "taken" by believers: their i>art henceforth is to
"trim their lamps" <cf. v. S, 4, with 6. <kc.). life and
godliness—Spiritual life mu.st exist first before there
can be true godliness. Knowledge of God experiment
ally is the first step to life (John, 17. SJ. The child must
have vital breath first, and theu cry to, and walk tn
the ways of, his father. It is not by godliness that we
obtain life, but by life, godliness. To lift stands op
posed corruption; to godliness, lust [v. 4J. called us—
v. 10— "calling" (l Peter. 2. Bj. to glory and virtue—
rather, " through (His) glory." Thus English Version
reads us one oldest MS. But other oldest MSS. and
Vulgate read. *' By His own (peculiar glory and vir
tue:' being the explanation of "His divine power:"
glory and moral excellency (the same attribute is given
to God in 1 Peter, 2. o, "praises," lit., xirtues, charac
terise God's "power." "Virtue," the standing word in
heathen ethics, is found only once in I'aul (Philippians.
4. 8), and in Peter iu a distinct sense from its classic
u-age : it (in the heathen sensej is a term too low and
earthly for expressing the gifts of the Spirit. [Trench
Sgnonyins.] 4. Wheieby—By His glory and virtue: His
glory making the *' promises'' to be exceeding grtat; His
virtue making them "precious." [Bekgeu] Precious
promises are the object of prtcious faith, given—the
promises themselves are a gift: for God's promises are
as sure as if they were fulfilled, hy these—promises.
They are the object of faith, and even now have a
sanctifying effsct on the believer, assimilating him to
God. Still more so, when they shall be fulfilled, might
—Greek. " that ye may become partakers of lha Divins
nature." eveu now in part; hereafter, perfectly: 1 John.
3. 2, " We shall be like Him." the divine nature—not
God's essence, but His tioliness. including His " glory*
and **virtue,"«.3: the opposite to "corruption through
lust." Sanctiflcation is the imparting to us of Goi
Himself by the Holy Spirit in the soul. We by faith
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partake also of the material nature of Jesus (Ephesmns. 6. 301. The " Divine power" enables usJo be par
takers of ** the Divine nature.'' escaped the corruption—
which involves in, and with itself, destruction at last of
houl and body: on ** escaped" as from a condemned
cell, cf. ch. 2. H--20; Genesis, 19. 17; lolossians, 1. 13.
through—Greek, " in." " The corruption in the world"
has Its seat, not so much in the surrounding elements,
as in the "lust" or concupiscence of men's hearts. 5.
And besides thie—rather, "And for this very reason."
pit,, "seeing that His divine power hath given unto us
all things that pertain to life andnodliness" (p. 3). giv
ing—lit., introducing, side by side with God's gift, on
your part "diligence." Cf. an instance, v. 10; ch. 3. 14;
•2 Corinthians, 7. 1L all—alt possible, add—IU„" mini
ster additionally," or abundantly !cf. Greek. 2 Coriuthlans, 9. 10) : said properly of the one who supplied all the
equipments of a chorus. So accordingly. " there will
be ministered abundantly unto you au entrance into
the everlasting kingdom of our Saviour" {v. 11). to—
Greek, "in:" in the possession of your faith* minister
virtue. Their faith (answering to "knowledge of
IIim,"p. 3) is presupposed as the gift of God (r. 3; bphesiam, a. 8), and is not required to be ministered by us :
in its exercise, virtue is to be, moreover, ministered.
Each grace being assumed, becomes the stepping-stone
to the Buuceodinc (trace; and the latter in turn qualities
and completes the former. Faith leads the baud: lore
brings up the rear. [Bk>ukl.J The fruits of faith
specified are seven, the perfect number, virtue—moral
excellency: manly strenuous energy, answering to the
virtue (energetic excellency) of GcxL and io—Greek,
" in :" " and in (the exercise of your virtue knowledge."
viz., practical discrimination of good and evil : intelli
gent appreciation of what is the will of God in each de
tail of practice. 6. Greek, "And in your knowledge
self-control." In the exercise of Christian knowledge
or discernment of God's will, let there be the practical
fruit of stIj control as to one's lusts and passions. In
continence weakens the mind ; continence, or self-con
trol, removes weakness and imparts strength. [Uenoel.1 "And in your self-control patient endurance"
amidst sufferings, so much dwelt on in the first epistle,
ch. s., 3., and 4. " And in your patient endurance god
liness ? it is not to be mere stoical endurance, but
united to land flowing from] God-trusting. ( Axtord.]
7. '* And in your godliness brotherly kindness.-" not
suffering your godliness to be moroseness, nor a sullen
solitary habitof life, but kind, generous, and courteous.
I Alfobd.] Your natural affection and brotherly kind
ness ore to be sanctified by godliness, " And in your
brotherly kindness love," viz.. to all men. even to ene
mies. In thought, word, and deed. From brotherly
kindness we are to go forward to love, Cf. 1 Thessalonlons, 3. 12, "Love one toward another {brotherly
kindness), and toward all men" {chanty). So charity
completes the choir of graces In Colosstans, 3. 14. In
a retrograde order, he who has love will exercise
brotlterly kindness; he who has brotherly kindness will
feel godliness needful ; the godly will mix notbing
■■■ :.oic.il with his patience ,* to the patient, Unijterance is
easy ; the temperate weighs things well, and so has
knowledge ; knowledge guards against sudden impulse
carrying away its virtue. IBsnokuJ 8. be—Greek,
"' subsist," i.e., supposing these things to have on ac
tual subsistence in you : " be" would express the mere
matter of fact being (Acts, 10. 20). abound—more than
in others: so the Greik, make—" render," " constitute
you," habitually, by the very fact of possessing these
graces, barren—" inactive." and, as a field lying fallow
and unworked {Greek}, so barren and useless, unfruitful
in—Mther, "...in respect to," etc. " The full knowledge
[Greek1, of Christ" is the goal towards which all these
graces tend. As their subsisting in us constitutes us
not barren or idle, so their abounding in us constitutes
650
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us not unfruitful in respect to it. It is through ftoww
His will, and so becoming like Him, that we grow in
knowing Him (John, 7. 17J. 9. Bat — Greek. "Far/
Confirming the need of these graces (v. &-*; by the fatal
consequences of the want of them, he that lachniGreek. " he to whom these are not present" Wisi-a*
to the spiritual realities of the unseen world, sad annot see- afar off—Explanatory of "blind." Htdcasfus
eyes iGreek} as unable to see distant objects ft:..
heavenly things), and fixing his gaze on present ami
earthly tilings which alone he can see. Perhaps sdegree of ivii/ulneu in the blindness is implied in ths
Greek, "closing the eyes," which constitutes UicoJpsblJity; hating and rebelling against the light afcinic*
around him. forgotten — Greek, "contracted foiptfulness," wilful and culpable obliviousness, tat ts
was purged—The continually present sense of ose'isBi
having been once for all forgiven . is the stroogeit sun .n
lus to every grace (Psalra 130.4). This oweforalisc
com hi i shed cleansing of believers al their new birth u
taught symbolically by Christ. John, 13. 10. Greek, " Bi
that has been batlud icnce for all] needtta not save to
wash his feet ,'of the soils contracted in the doily wit.
but is clean every whit ;in Christ our risuteownrts; ."
"Once purged (with Christ's bloodj, we should hi"
no more consciousness of sin" (as condemning a*. He
brews, lu 2:. because of God's promise. Baptismuits
sacramental pledge of this. 10 Whertfore—Sethw the
blessed consequence of having, and the evil eSecu oi
not having, these graces [c. s. 9). the ia:h«r-the ustrr
earnestly, brethren — marking that it is affectioB fa
them, which constrains hiin so earnestly to urjetanNowhere else does he so address them, utico mate*
his calling them so here the more emphatic*!. £rnfc>
gence—The Greek aorist implies one UftJany tferiIAlfokd.1 to make—Greek middle voice : to make *
far as it depends on you; to do your jari lowdi
making. "To make" absolutely and fimur a (Jtw>
part, and would be in the Active, your uiii&t *^ ***•
tion sure— by "ministering adaLtlionaih in p.^*'AlM
virtue, and in your virtue knowledge? tc tod »art
work all these grace* in ua. yet not so that « thcnlti
be mere mocAines, but willing instnanesis is Hi*
bonds in making His election of us " secure." T^e **"
sunng of our election is spoken of not in reaped uGod. whose counsel is stedfost and everlasting, bat is
respect to our part There is no uncertainty on Huj
part, but on ours the only security is our/twA in Hu
promise and the fruits of the Spirit [r. 5-7. ll). Wh
subjoins election to calling, because the miiisoisu*
effect and proof of God's election, which goes before scJ
is the main thing (Romans, 8. 88. So, 33, where Gotfij
"elect are those " predestinated." and election is "uh;
purpose? according to which He " called'' tbem). w'
know His calling before His eUctian, therefore al)**t
is put first. iall-tfreefc, '• stumble' and fail finalb,Koniaua, 11. 11), Metaphor from one stwmWuj* la *
race (1 Corinthians. &. Wj. 11. on—rather as Gtb*
'* the entrance" which ye look for. ministered—the »*
verb as in v. ». Minister in your faith virtue and ts*
other graces, so shall there be ministertji to sea ta»
entrance into that heaven where these graces siiaf
most brightly. The reward of gTace hereafter &»!
correspond to the work of grace here. atasaasUjGreek," richly." It answers to" abound," r.fc- lifts*
graces abound in you, you shall have yourentrsneehik1
heaven not merely " scarcely' las he had said. I fetft
4. 18), nor "so as by fire," like one escaping »ifa *•
after having lost oil his goods, but in triumph witbat*
"stumbling and falling.'* 12. Wner«tore-« thtsi
graces are so necessary to your abundant entrance te*»
Christ's kincdom (c. lv, 11]. I will not ot BigUfl6*""
The oldest MSS. read. "I will be about always to (J?
yon in remembrance " (an accumulated future : I ™j
regard you as always needing to be reminded : o

tbnfimation of the Prophetical
? PETER, T.
Word by the Transfiguration*
*ill endeavour," v. 15. "I will be sure always to re Greek) : that great One's majesty. 17. received. ..honour
mind you.* [Alford.1 "Always:" implying the —in the voice that spake to Him. glory—in the tight
reason why be writes the second epistle so soon after which shone ronnd Him. came—Greek, "was borne:'*
the drat He feels there it likely to be more and more the same phrase occurs only In 1 Peter, L 13: one of
need of admonition on account of the Increasing cor several Instances showing that the argument against
ruption (ch. 1 1, 2). In the present t ru tli— the gospel-truth the authenticity of this second epistle, from its dis
now present with you : formerly promised to Old Tes similarity of style as compared with 1 Peter, is not well
tament believers as about to be, now in the New Testa founded, such a voice—as he proceeds to describe,
ment actually present with, and In, believers, so that from the excellent glory— rather as Greek, "by (i.e.,
they are " established" in it as a " present" reality. Its uttered by) the magnificent glory " (i.e.. by God : as His
importance renders frequent monitions never super glorious manifested presence is often called by the
fluous: cf. Paul's similar apology, Romans, 16. 14, 15. Hebrews " the Olory " cf. " His Excellency," Deutero
13. Yea—Greek. "But;" though "you know" the truth nomy, 33. 20; Psalm 21. 6). In whom— Greek," in regard
[v. 121. this tabernacle—soon to be taken down (8 Co to whom" (accusative); but Matthew, it. 5, "in whom"
rinthians, 5. 1}: I therefore need to make the most of my (dative) centres and rests my good pleasure. Peter also
short time for the good of Christ's church. The seal of omits, as not required by his purpose, "hear Him,"
Satan against It, the more intense as his time is short, showins his Independence In his inspired testimony. I
ought to stimulate Christians on the same ground, by *m—Greek aorist. past time, " My good pleasure rested
—Greek, " is " (cf. ch. s. 1). 14. shortly I most pot off— from eternity." 18. we—Emphatlcal: we. James and
Greek," the putting off (as a garment) of my tabernacle John, as well as myself, which came—rather as Greek,
is speedy:" Implying a soon approaching, and also a " we heard borne from heaven." holy mount—as the
sudden death (as a violent death is). Christ's words, transfiguration mount came to be regarded, on account
.lohn, 21. 18. 19, "When thou art old," Ac, were the of the manifestation of Christ's divine glory there. 19.
ground of his " knowing," now that he was old, that and—and so, viz. . by this sample of Christ's stlory in H Is
his foretold martyrdom was near. Cf. as to Paul, humiliation (John, 1. 14), and earnest of His coming
» TL 4. «. Though a violent death, he calls It a "de glory in His exaltation. We—all believers, a more
parture'1 (Greek for "decease," ». 15), cf. Acta, 7. 60. sure—rather as Greek, * we have the word of prophecy
15. endeavour—"use my diligence:** the same Greek more sure" (confirmed/. Previously we knew its sureword as in v. 10: this is the field in which my diligence ness by faith, but, through that visible specimen of its
has scope. Peter thus fulfils Christ's charge, "Feed my hereafter entire fulfilment, assurance is made doubly
sheep." decease —"departure." The very word ,'ex- sure. Prophecy assures us that Christ's sufferings,
odtu) used in the transfiguration. Motes and EUas now past, are to be followed by Christ's glory, still fu
conversing about Christ's decease \ found no where else ture : the transfiguration gives us a pledge to make
in the Nt*c Testament, but He. 11. 22, " the departing our faith still stronger, that "the day" of His glory
of Israel" out of Egypt, to which the saints' deliverance will "dawn" ere long. He does not mean to say that
from the present bondage of corruption answers). " the word of prophecy," or Scripture, is surer than the
"Tabernacle" Is another term found here as well as voice of God heard at the transfiguration, as English
there (Luke, 9. SI, 33): an undesigned coincidence con Version; for this is plainly not the fact The fulfilment
firming Peter's authorship of this epistle, that ye may of prophecy so far In Christ's history makes us the surer
be able—by the help of this written epistle ; and per of what is yet to be fulfilled. His consummated glory.
haps also of St. Mark's gospel, which Peter superin The word wss the " lamp {Greek for 'light.' heeded" by
tended, always—Greek, "on each occasion:** as often Old Testament believers, until a gleam of the "daya* occasion may require, to have.. .in remembrance— dawn" was given at Christ's first coming, and especially
Greek. m to exercise remembrance of." Hot merely " to In His transfiguration. So the word is « lamp to us
lemember,** as sometimes we do. things we care not still, until " the day" burst forth fully at the second
•bout; but "have them In (earnest) remembrance," as coming of " the Sun of righteousness." The day. when
momentous and precious truths. IB. For— Reason why It dawns upon you, makes sure the fact that you saw
he is so earnest that the remembrance of these things correctly, though indistinctly, the objects revealed by
should be continued after his death, followed—out In the lamp, whereunto—to which word of prophecy, pri
detail, cunningly devised—Greek, "devised by (man's) marily the Old Testament In Peter's day; but now also
tcistfom,** as distinguished from what the Holy Ghost in our day the New Testament, which, though brighter
teaches (cf. 1 Corinthians, 3. 13). But cf. also ch. 2. 3, than the Old Testament (cf. 1 John. x. 8, endi, is but a
"feigned words.** fables—as the heathen mythologies, lamp even still as compared with the brightness of the
and the subsequent Gnostic " fables and genealogies,'' eternal day (cf. ch. 3. 2). Oral teachings and traditions
of which the germs already existed in the junction of of ministers are to be tested by the written word (Ads,
Judaism with Oriental philosophy in Asia Minor. A 17. 11). dark—the Greek Implies squalid, having neither
precautionary protest of the Spirit against the rational water nor light: such spiritually is the world without,
istic theory of the gospel history being myth, when we and the smaller world (microcosm) within, the heart in
made known nnto you—not that Peter himself had per its natural state. Cf. the "dry places," Luke. 11. 24
sonally taught the churches In Pontua, Galatia, Ac; [viz., u n watered by the Spirit), through which the un
but he was one of the apostles whose testimony was clean spirit goeth. dawn—bursting through the dark
borne to them, and to the church in general*, to whom ness, day-star—Greek, " the morning star," as Revela
this epistle is addressed (ch. 1. 1, including, but not tion, 22. 16. The Lord Jesus, in your hearts—Christ's
restricted, as 1 Feter, to the churches in Pontns, Ac). arising in the heart by His Spirit giving full assurance,
power— the opposite of "fables:" cf. the contrast of creates spiritually full day in the heart, the means to
" word" and "power.0 1 Corinthians* 4. 20. A specimen which Is prayerfully giving heed to the word. This is
of His poxcer was given at the transfiguration; also of associated with the coining of the day of the Lord, as
Hi« "coming" again, and Its attendant glory. The being the earnest of it. Indeed, even our hearts shall
fyreek for "coming" is always used of His second ad notfully realize Christ In all His unspeakable glory and
vent. A refutation of the scoffers (ch. 3. 4): I, James, felt presence, until He shall come {MaJachl, 4. 2).
and John, saw with our own eyes a mysterious sample Isaiah, W. 14. 15. " When you see this, your huart
of His coming glory, were—Greek." were made." eye shall rejolce...For. behold, the Lord will come." How
witnesses—As initiated spectators of mysteries so the ever. Trioellkr' punctuation is best, " U hereunto
th-eek), we were admitted into His Innermost secrets, ye do well to take heed las unto a light shining in a
via., stt the transfiguration, his — Emphatlcal (cf. dark place, until the day have dawned and the mora
4R
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ing star arisen) Id roar hearts." For the day haa al
ready dawned In the heart of believers; what they wait
for is. lis visible manifestation at Christ's coming.
20. "Forasmuch as ye know this" (1 Peter. 1. IS;, first
—the foremost consideration Ln studying the word of
prophecy, laying it d»wn as a first principle never
to be lost sight of. is—Oreek. not the simple verb to be,
but to begin to be, "proves to be," "becometh." No
prophecy Is fonnd to be the result of "private (the mere
Individual writer's uninspired; interj/retation" (solu
tion!, and so origination. The Oreek noun epilusis,
does not mean ln itself origiiuition; hut that which the
sacred writer could not always fully interpret, though
being the speaker or writer as 1 l'eter, 1. 10-11 implies),
was plainly not of his own, but of God's disclosure.
origination, and inspiration, as Peter proceeds to add.
*' But holy men.. .spake (and afterwards irrote)... moved
by the Holy Ghost:** a reason why ye should "give"
all *' heed" to it. The parallelism to v. 10 shows that
" private interpretation," contrasted with " moved
by the Holy Ghost/' here answers to "fables devised
by (human) wisdom." contrasted with "we were eye
witnesses of His majesty" Ac, as attested by the
'voice from God." The words of the prophetical (and
so of all) Scripture-writers were not mere words of the
individuals, and therefore to be interpreted by them,
but of " the Holy Ghost" by whom they were *' moved."
" Private*' is explained, v. 21. "by the will of man" (viz..
the Individual writer). In a secondary sense the text
teaches also, as the word is the Holy Spirits, it can
not be interpreted by its readers any more than by
its writers) by their mere private human powers, but
by the teaching of Vie Holy Ghost {John. 10. it, . " He
who Is the author of Scripture Is Its supreme inter
preter." (Gehhard.) Alfokd translates. *' Springs
not out of human Interpretation/' i.e., 1b not a prognos
tication made by a man, knowing what he means when
be utters it. but. Ac. (John. H. 49-611. .Rightly: except
that the verb Is rather. Doth become, or prove to be.
It not being of private interpretation, you must " give
heed" to it, looking for the Spirit's illumination "In
your hearts" (cf. Notes, v. 1BJ. 31. cams not in old time
—rather, " was never at any time borne" (to us), by
the will of man—alone. Jeremiah, S3. 2ft, "prophets of
the deceit of their own heart." Cf. ch. 3. 6, " willingly/'
holy—One oldest MS. has, " men from God:w the emis
saries from God " Holy," If read, will mean because
they had the Holy Spirit, moved— Greek, "borne"
(along) as by a mighty wind: Acts. 2. 2, 'rushing (the
same Greek! wind/' rapt out of themselves: still not
in fanatical excitement (l Corinthians, 14. 32). The
Hebrew nabi, "prophet," meant an announcer or in
terpreter of God: he, as Gods spokesman, interpreted
not his own "private" will or thought, but God's.
"Man O) the Spirit" (Margin, Hoses. 9. T). "Thou
testified st by thy spirit ln thy prophets." "Seer," on
the other hand, refers to the mode of receiving the
communications from God, rather than to the utter
ance of them to others. "Spake" Implies that, both
in its original oral announcement, and now even when
in writing, it has been always, and is, tlie living voice of
God speaking to us through His inspired servants.
Greek, " Borne (along)" forms a beautiful antithesis to
"was borne." They were passive, rather than active
Instruments. The Old Testament prophets primarily,
but Including also ail the inspired penmen, whether of
the New or Old Testament (ch. 3. 2).
CHAPTER IL
Ver. 1-22. False Tsa curbs to Am»E: Tueir
Bad PftAcricEd and Sure Destruction from
which tiik Godly shall be Delivered, as
Lot was. 1. Bat — In contrast to the prophets
" moved by the Holy Ghost" (ch. l. 21). also—as welt
as ih« true prophets ch. 1. 19-21) l'aul bad already
testified the entrance of fUse prophets into the same
US
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churches, amoog the people— Israel: be is writing to
believing Israelites primarily lA'ote, 1 Peter, L 1J.
Sucn a " false prophet1 was Balaam v. U, . Uert sssu
be—already symptoms of the evU were appearing ;t. fr-E;
Jude, 4-13). false tescacrs—teachers of falsehood. Is
contrast to the true teachers, whom be exhorts hu
readers to give heed to (ch. S. 2). who—such at list.
" the which") shall, privily—not at first openly sod
directly, but by the tcay, bringing in error by the tsk of
the true doctrine (so the Creek; : Eotne objects. Protes
tants cannot point out the exact date of the beginning!
of the false doctrines superadded to the original trata:
we answer, Peter foretells us it would be so, that the
first introduction of them would be stealthy and
unobserved Jude. 4). damnable — liLt "of destruc
tion :" entailing destruction iPhUippiana. S. is\ on all
who follow them, heresies—Mif-choten doctrines, net
emanating from God icf. "will-worship,'* Coluasiaiki. :
23). even—going eren to such a length as to deny both
in teaching and practice. Peter knew, by bitter re
pentance, what a fearful thing it la to deny the Lord
(Luke. 22. 61, 62*. denying — Him whom, above sll
others, they ought to con/ess. Lord1—"Master sad
Owner' [Greek}, cf. Jude, 4, Greek. Whom the true
doctrine teaches to be their Owxeb by right o(
purchase. JAL, " denying Him woo bought them (that
He should be thereby) their Master."* boagttt then—
even the ungodly were bought by Ilia " preooss
blood." It shall be their bitterest self reproach u
hell, that, as far as Christ's redemption was concernd.
they might have bt*en saved. The cental of His pnpitiatory sacrifice Is included in the meaning icf. 1 Jobs.
4. 3;. bring upon themselves—cf. "Godl bringing t* the
flood upon the world." v. 6. Mao brings upon hinuei
the vengeance which God brings upon binx swaVswiftly descending: as the Lord's coming shall be « . ■
and sudden. As the ground swallowed up Koran s*i
Dathan, and " they went down quick into the pit." U
Jude. 11, which U akin to this passage. 2. faUfl«-oaL
so the Greek, pernicious ways—The oldest MSS. sad
Vulgate read, "licentiousness" (Jude. 4j. I*
doctrine and immoral practice generally go togeti'sr
(v. 18, IV). by reason of whom—" on account of whom,'
viz., the followers of the false teachers, the way d
truth shall be evil spoken of—" blasphemed" by thox
without, who shall lay on Christianity itself U*
blame of Its professors' evil practice. Contrast l Pete.
2. 12. 3. through—Greek, "ln covetousness " as tbtu
element (v. 14, end). Contrast 2 Corinthians, U. *.
12. 17. of s long; time—in God's eternal purpose,
/ore of old ordained to condemnation" (Jade, *
lingereth not—thounh tinners think, it lingers, "b
not idle." damnation—Greek, " destruction" (A'oss.v. I
Personified, slumbsretb not—though sinners sosad**
4. If—The apodosis or consequent member of &*
sentence is not expressed, but is virtually contain**
in t . 9. If God in past tune has punished the unfO£*J>
and saved His people. He will be sure to do so »-In our days (cf. end of v. Si. ange.a—the highest c
intelligent creatures (cf. with this verse Jude, 6. r
not spared when they sinned, hell— Greek, '"Tajtsrat"
no where else in New Testament or LVX. : equivsisfc
to the usual Greek, Geenna, Not Iricous intent »iI Peter, 6. b; for though their final doom la hsU, yet**
a time they are permitted to roam beyond it is "t*
darkness of this world." Slaves of 7'ar.urtu saltai
"the abyss," or "deep,' Luke. 8. SI; " the botksEi*
pit," Revelation, 0. 11) may also come uponearttStep by step they are given to Tartarus, until at -^
they shall be wholly bound to It. delivered at U*
judge delivers the condemned prisoner to the ©a*"
(Kevelatlon, SO. 2). into chains—(Jude, c. Ihe oSd**
MSS. read, "dens." as Alfokd translate*; tbe&*^however, may. in Hellenistic Greek, mean " chain*." i*
Jude expresses u. They are "icscivcd* tmw Ul'?
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BUuptumcri against Dignities, Ac
■t of darkness" as their final "judgment" or doom, rupted. in their own corruption. Jude. 10, " natural
ncuvhile their exclusion from the light of heaven ly. ..corrupt themselves. "and so destroy themselves; for
gun. So the ungodly were considered as virtually one and the same Greet word expresses corruption, the
prison," though at large on the earth, from the seed, and destruction, the developed fruit), speak evd
eat that God's sentence went forth, though not of—Greek," in the cast of things which they understand
Ued till 120 years after. 5. eighth—i.e., Noah, and not." Cf. the same presumption, the parent of subse
i otbers. Contrasted with the densely peopled quent Gnostic error, producing an opposite, though
rid of the ungodly." preacher—not only " right- kindred, error, "the worshipping of good angels:"
' himself tef, v. 8), but also "a preacher of right- Colosslans, 2. 18. "intruding into those things which
mss:" adduced by Peter against the licentiousness lie hath not seen." 13. receive—" shall carry ojfas their
t false teachers [v. 2. who have no prospect before due." reward of—i.e., for their ** unrighteousness.*'
but destruction, even as It overtook the ungodly [Ai.ford.J Perhaps it is implied, unrighteousness
I in Noah's days. 6. with—"to overthrow." shall be its own reward or punishment. " Wages of
obd.1 euample—"of (the fate that should befall) unrighteousness" (v. 16) has a different sense, viz., the
who in after time should live ungodly." Of. earthly gain to be gotten by " unrighteousness." in the
, T, "set forth for an example." 7. just— right- day time — translate as Greek, "counting the luxury
filthy coBvenatiao—lit." behaviour iu licentious- which Is in the day time (not restricted to night, as ordi
' (Genesis, 19. 6;. the wicked — Greek* "lawless:" nary revelling. Or as Vulgate, Calvin, &c„ ' the
ft at defiance the faitw of nature, as well as man luxury which is but for a day:' so Hebrews, li. 25, 'the
Jod. Toe Lord reminds us of Lot's faithfulness, pleasures of Bin for a season i and 18. 16. Esau) to
M of bis sin in the cave : so in Rahab's case, be pleasure," i.e., to be their chief good and highest
ad—Greek, " tormented." 8. knoweth how— He is enjoyment. Spots — t» themselves, blemishes —dis
loss for means, even when men see no escape. graces : bringing blame (so the Greek) on the church and
'- not actually from, temptations—trials, to be on Christianity itself, sporting themselves — Greek,
id—Gretk, ** being punished:" as the fallen angels " luxuriating.'' with — Greet. " in.* deceivings — or
actually under sentence, and awaitiug its final else passively, "deceits:" luxuries gotten by deceit. Ct
:ion. Sin is already its own penalty: hell will be Matthew, 13. 22, " Deceitfulness of riches;" Epheslans,
II development. 10. chiefly—they especially will 4. 28, " Deceitful lusts." Whilst deceiving others, they
Bisbed (Jude. 8). after — following after, lust are deceived themselves. Cf. with English Version,
1-iLEnfis—deji It ment : ** hankering after polluting Philippians, 3. 19. "Whose glory Is In their shame."
.niawful use of the flesh." IAlfobd.] goveru- "Their own" stands in opposition to "youf "Whilst
■Ortek, "lordship." "dominion" (Jude, 81. Pre- partaking of the love-feast (cf. Jude, li) with you." they
BBU-. Greek, "Darers." Self^wiU begets pre- are at the same time " luxuriating in their own deceiv
ioa. Presumptuously daring, are not afraid— ings," or " deceits" (to which latter clause answers
b they are so Insignificant in might t Greek, Jude, 12. end: Peter presents the positive side, "they
■■Me not" (Jude, 8, end), speak evil of—Greek. luxuriate In their own deceivings;" Jude. the negative.
pbenie." dignities—Greek, "glories." 11- which "feeding themselves without fear") But several of
though they are. greater — than these bias- the oldest MSS., Vulgate, Syriac. and Sahldic Versions
ax Jude instances Michael, against them— read (as Jude), "In their own love feastsf "their own"
t "dignities," as for instance, the fallen angels: will then imply that they pervert the love-feasts so as
xalted. and still retaining traces of their former to make them subserve their own self indulgent pur
and glory, railing accusation — Greek, " blas- poses. 14. full of adultery—lit , " full of an adulteress,"
n$ judgment" (Jude. 9!. before the L>rd—in the as though they carried about adulteresses always
ce of the Lord, the Judge, in reverence, they dwelling in their eyes: the eye being the avenue of lust.
a from Judgment. [Bjcnobx.] Judgment be- fHoRNEiua.1 Bcsoel makes the adulteress who fills
o God, not the angels. How great is the dignity their eyes, to be "alluring desire." that cannot cease
taints who. as Christ's assessors, shall hereafter —" that cannot be made to cease from sin." beguiling
angels! Meanwhile, railing judgments, though —"laying baits for." unstable—not firmly established
) with truth, against dignities, as being uttered In faith and piety, heart—not only the eyes, which are
neatly, are of the nature of "blasphemies" the channel, but the heart, the fountain head of lust.
: t Corinthians, 4. 4, 6). If superior angels dare Job, 31. T, "Mine heart walked after mine tj/fs." covet
i being in the presence of God, the Judge, speak ous practices—The oldest MSS. read singular," covetousren of the bad angels, how awful the presump- ness." cursed children—rather as Greek, "children of
f those who speak evil blasphemously of good curse," i.e., devoted to the curse. Cursing and covet■ties." s Samuel, 16. 7. 8, Shimei; Numbers, its. ousness, as In Balaam's case, often go together : the
mh, Ac. referred to also in Jude, 11; Numbers, curse he designed for Israel, fell on Israel's foes and
'Were ye 'Aaron and Miriam) not ajraid to on himself. True believers bless, and curse not, and
'n- of my servant Moses?" The angels who so are blessed. 15. have—Some of the seducers are
Mill retain the indelible impress of majesty, spoken of as already come, others as yet to come.
a still "a strong man:'' "prince of this worldf following—out : so the Greek, the way—(Numbers, 22,
ider him are " principalities, powers, rulers of 23. 32: Isaiah, 66. 11.) son of Bosor—the same as Beor
rkness of this world." "We are to avoid lrrever- (Numbers, 28. 6). This form was adopted, perhaps, be
i regard to them, not on their account, but on cause the kindred word Basar means flesh ; and
t of God. A warning to those who use Satan's Balaam is justly termed son of carnality, as covetous,
irreverently and in blasphemy. " When the and the entlcer of Israel to lust, loved the wages of
y cureetb Satan, be curseth his own souL" 13. unrighteousness—and therefore wished (in order to gain
10, is.) But—In contrast to the "angels." v. 11. them from Balak) to curse Israel whom God had
Greet, "Irrational." In contrast to angels that blessed, and at last gave the hellish counsel, that the
in strength." beasts — Greek, "animals" (cf. only way to bring God's curse on Israel was to entice
«. SO), natural—Transposed in the oldest MSS. . them to fleshly lust and idolatry, which often go to
natural," f.e.. born naturally so: being in their gether. 16. was rebuked— Grirt, "had a rebuke," or
tturt Us., naturally) as such (irrational animals), conviction; an exposure of his specious wickedness on
) be taken and destroyed [Greek, "unto capture his being tested (the root verb of the Greek noun
stroction," or corruption. Note. Galatlans, 6. 6: means to convict on testing), his—Greek, "his own.*"
■ of this Terse, "shall perish. IU„ siiall 1)6 u/r- ins own beast cunvictud lmu of his own iniquity, us—
Ml
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lit., "beast of burden:" the ass was the ordinary
animal used in riding in Palestine, dumb — Greek,
'• voiceless-speaking in, man's voice:" marking the
marvellous nature of the miracle, forbade — lit.,
"hindered." It was not the words of the asa (for it
merely deprecated his beating it), but the miraculous
fact of its speaking at all* which withstood Balaam's
perversity in desiring to go after God had forbidden
him In the first instance. Thus indirectly the ass. and
directly the angel, rtbuked his worse than asinine ob
stinacy : the ass turned aside at the sight of the angel,
hut Balaam, after God had plainly said. Thou shalt
not go, persevered in wishing to go for gain: thus the
ass, in act, forbade his madness, ilow awful a con
trast—a dumb beast forbidding an inspired propltet !
17. (Jude, IS, 13.) wells — "clouds" in Jude: both
promising (cf. e. 19) water, but yielding none: so
their "great swelling words" are found on trial to be
but " vanity" (v. la), clouds—The oldest M>S. and
versions read, " mists." dark, and not transparent and
bright as " clouds" often are. whence the latter term
Is applied sometimes to the saints: fit emblem of the
children of darkness. " Clouds" is a transcriber's cor
rection from Jude, 12, where it is appropriate, "clouds
...without water" (promising what they do not per
form); but not here, " mists driven along by a tempest."
mist— blackness; "the ehUlino horror accompanying
darkness." [Bknoel.] IB. allure — Greek, "lay baits
for." throngh— Greek, " in f the lusts of the flesh be
ing the element in which they lay their baits, much
wanton nf ■« — Greek, "by licentiousness:" the bait
which they lay. clean escaped — Greek. " really" Ac.
But the oldest MSS. and Vulgate read, "scarcely,"
or " for but a little time :" scarcely have they escaped
from them who live in error (the ungodly worldj, when
they are allured by these seducers into sin again (v. 20).
19. promise. ..liberty— (Christian)— these promises are
instances of their "great swelling words" it*. 18). The
liberty which they propose is such as fears not Satan,
nor loathes the flesh. Pauline language, adopted by
Peter here, and l Peter, 2. lfl. Note; cf. ch. 3. 16: Bomans, 6. 16-22; 8. 16, 31 ; Galatians. 6. l, 13 ; cf. John,
6. 34. corruption— Note, v. IS, "destroyed.. .rerish._corruption." of whom—"by whatever.. .by the same, be"
SO. after they—the seducers " themselves** hare escaped
(v. 19 ; Note. Hebrews, 6. 46). pollutions—which bring
" corruption" (v. 19). through — Greek. " in." know
ledge—Greek, " full and accurate knowledge " the Lord
and Saviour Jems Christ—solemnly expressing in full
the great and gracious One Irom whom they fall, latter
end Is worse.. .than tn« beginning — i'eter remembers
Christ's words. " Worse" stands opposed to " better"
lr. tl). 31. the way of righteousness—" the way of
truth" (v. 2). Christian doctrine, and "the knowledge
of the Lord and Saviour." torn—back again: so the
Greek, from the holy commandment—the gospel which
enjoins holiness : in opposition to their corruption.
"Holy," not that It makes holy, but because it ought
to be kept inviolate. |Tittmann.| delivered — once
for all: admitting no turning back. 23. But—You need
not wonder at the event; for dogs and stcine they were
before, and dogs and swine they will continue. They
** scarcely" (v. 18) have escaped from their filthy folly.
when they apatn are entangled in it. Then they seduce
others who have In like manner "for a little time
escaped from them that live in error" (v. 16). Peter
often quoted Proverbs in his first epistle [LT;t 17;
4. 8. 18) : another proof that both epistles come from
the same writer.
CHAPTER 111.
Ver. 1-18. StjRCNBMH or Christ's Comino. anp its
accompaniments, declared in opposition to
Scoffers about to Arise. God's Lomj-^ukkekikq a motivtb to repentance, as paul's epistles
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in the Knowledge or Christ. 1. now—" Thisnow
a second epistle I write." Therefore be bad lately
written the former epistle. The seven Catholic epistles
were written by James, John, and Jnde, shortly be
fore their deaths: previously, whilst having the pro
spect of being still for some time alive, they felt it
less necessary to write. [Benokl.] onto yea—The
second epistle, though more general In its address, ret
included especially the same persons as the first eiistio
was particularly addressed to. pure— lit, " pareeben
examined by sunlight:" "sincere.'* Adulterated irita
no error. Opposite to "having the understudies
darkened." Alford explains. The mind, will, sod
affection, hi relation to the outer world, being tamed
to God [the fin n of the soul], and not obscured by
fleshly and selfish regards, by way of—Greek." is!1 ^
putting you tn remembrance (ch. 1. 12, ISj. Ye already
know (v. 3; : it is only needed that I renuwi yon
(Jude, 5). 3. propbets-of the Old Testament, of asThe oldest MSS. and Vulgate read, " And of the com
mandment of the Lord and Saviour ^declared) by
Your apostles" (so "apostle of the Gentiles.'' Kotoim.
it. 18) — the apostles who live among you in the preset*
time* in contrast to the Old Testament "prophets"
3. Knowing this first—from the word of the apostle*,
shall come—their very scoffing shall confirm the troth
of the prediction, fooffers — The oldest M8S. sod
Vulgate add. " (scoffers) in (i.e., with) scoffwB' As
Kevelation, 14. %." Harping with harps," waiiisi »*■'
their own lasts—[ch. z. 10; Jude. 10, 18.) Their own
pleasure is their sole law. unrestrained by reverent
for God. 4. (Cf. Psalm 10. 11; 73. n.j Presumptoous
scepticism and lawless lust, setting nature and ut
so-called laws above the God of nature and revelatioa
and arguing from the past continuity of natar*'*
phenomena that there can be no future interrai-tiw
to them, was the sin of the antediluvians, and tfe*-be that of the scoffers in the last days. Where—Imp
ing that it ought to have taken place before this, i*
ever it was to take place, but that it never wilL the
promise—which you. believers, are so continually loeV
ing for the fulfilment of (v. IS}. What becomes of tfe*
promise which you talk so much of? his—ChrisTi
the subject of prophecy from the earliest days. &
fathers—to whom the promise was made, and *&'
rested all their hopes on it. all things—in the «-■
tural world : sceptics look not beyond this, ae tM
were — continue as they do; as we see them to cos
tinue. Prom the time of the promise of Christ'i «*&
ing as Saviour and King being given to the father*.
down to the present time, all things continue. «-'
have continued, as they new are. from " the besjfr
ning of creation." The " scoffers" here are not » sarily atheists, nor do they maintain that the *-'existed from eternity. Tbey are willing to recopa*
a God. but not the God of revelation. They rea»s
from seeming delay against the fulfilment of &>&
word at all. 5. Refutation of their scoffing fr^
Scripture history, willingly — wllfuUy: they do ro'
unsh to know. Their ignorance is voluntary. Ik?
...are ignorant of—In contrast to r.8. *" Be not iguana:
of this." Lit., in both verses, "ThU escapes tsiz
notice (sagacious philosophers though they the*
themselves. :" "let this not escape you/r Botic"
Tbey obstinately shut their eyes to the Scrlptnre i*
cord of the creation and the deluge : the latter is •*
very parallel to the coming judgment by fire. ■*>**
Jesus mentions, as Peter doubtless remembered. ^
the word of God — not by a fortuitous concurr*«* *
atoms. (Alford. 1 of old—Greek. " from of oW." fc^
the first beginning of all things. A confutation of tw
objection, "all things continue as th«?y were nwi ^r
broimnino of creation.*' Before the flood, c**
same objection to the possibility of the flood &&''
have been urged with the same pbausibihrj: J~£»

Refutation oj the Scojfers.
Hurtling of Vie Heavens and Earth.
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heavens 'sky) and earth have been moai of old, number of those appointed to "salvation" (v. 16) shall
bow unlikely then ttutt they should not eontinve so. be completed, tons-ward—The oldest MSS., Vulgate,
But, replies Peter, the flood came in spite of their Syriac, &c, read, " towards you." any—not desiring
reasonings; so will the confl tgratlon of the earth come that any, yea, even that the scoffers, should perish,
in spite of the " scoffers" of the last days, changing the which would be the result if He did not give space
whole order of things {the present "world,1* or as for repeutance. come—go and be received to repent
Qruk means, "order"], and introducing the new ance: the Greek implies, there is room for their being
heavens and earth (v. 13). earth standing out of— received to repentance (cf. Greek, Mark, 2. 2; John. 8.
Creek, " consisting of." i.e., " formed out of the water." 37). 10. The certainty, suddenness, and concomitant
The waters under the firmament were at creation effects, of the coming of the day of the Lord. Fabeb
gathered together into one place, and the dry land argues from this that the millennium, Ac. must
emerged out of, and above them, in — rather, "oy precede Christ's literal coming, not follow it. But
means of the water," as a great instrument (along with "the day of the Lord" comprehends the whole series
jire) in the changes wrought on the earth's surface to of events, beginning with the pre-mUlennial advent,
prepare it for man. Held together by the water. The and ending with the destruction of the wicked, and
earth arose out of the water by the efficacy of Hie water final conflagration, and general judgment (which hut
itself. IThtmann.] 6. Whereby—Greek, "By which" intervenes between the conflagration and the renova
(plural). By means of which heavens and earth (in tion of the earth, will— Emphatical. But (in spite of
respect to the watkhs which flowed together from the mockers, and notwithstanding the delay) come ana
both' the then-world perished [i.e., in respect to Its oc be present the day of the Lord shall, as a thief—Peter
cupants, men and animals, and its then existing order; remembers and repeats His Lord's image (Luke, IS.
not was annihilated' ; for in the flood *' the fountains 39, 41) used in the conversation In which he took a
of the great deep were broken up" from the earth (l.J part: so also Paul (1 Thessalonians, 6. % and John (Re
below, and " the windows of heaven" (2.) above " were velation, 3. 3; 16. 15 . the heavens— which the scoffers
opened." The earth was deluged by that water out of say shall "continue" as they are (v. 4; Matthew. 24. 36;
which It had originally risen. 7. (Cf. Job, 28. 6. end.) Bevelatlon, 2L u. with a great noise—with a rushing
which are now—"the postdiluvian visible world." In noise. like that of a whizzing arrow, or the crash of a
contrast to "that Vten was," v. 0. toe same — Other devouring flame, elements— the component materials of
oldest MSS. read, " His" (God's;, kept in start— Creek. the world. (Waul.} However, as "the works" in the
" treasured up." reserved — ** kept." It is only God's earth are mentioned separately from "the earth," so
constantly watchful providence which holds together It is Likely by "elements," mentioned after "the
the present state of things till His time for ending it. heavens," are meant "the works therein,* viz., the
& be not ignorant—as those scoffers are (v. 6). Besides sun, moon, and stars (ss Theophilus of Antioch, p. 22,
the refutation of them (e. 6-7) drawn from the history 14S. 22S; and Justin Martyr. Apology. 2. 44. use the
of the deluge, here he adds another (addressed more to word "elements"): these, as at creation, so in the
believers than to the mockers), God's delay in fulfilling destruction of the world, are mentioned. [I3k>gkl.1
His promise Is not, like men's delays, owing to inability But as " elements" is not so used in Scripture Greek,
or fickleness in keeping His word, but through "long- perhaps it refers to the component materials of " the
suflering." this one thing—as the consideration of chief heavens," including the heavenly bodies; it clearly be
importance (Luke, 10. 42). one day...thousand years- longs to the former clause, "the heavens," not to the
Psalm W. 4 : Moses there says, Thy eternity, knowing following, "the earth." &c melt—be dissolved, as In
do distinction between a thousand years and a day. is r. li. the worki... therein—of nature and of art. 11.
the refuge of us creatures of a day. Peter views Your duty, seeing that this Is so, is to be ever eagerly
Gods eternity in relation to the last day; that day expecting the day of God. then—Some oldest MSS.
seems to us, short-lived beings, long in coming, but substitute "thus" for "then:" a happy refutation of
u~ith the Lord the interval is irrespective of the Idea the " thus" of the scoffers, v. 4 [English Version, " as
of long or short. His eternity exceeds all measures they were." GreeJfc, "thus"), shall be — Greek, "an
of time : to His divine knowledge all future things are being (in God's appointment, soon to be fulfilled) dis
present: His power requires not long delays for the solved;" the present tenee implying Vic certainty as
performance of His work: His long-suffering excludes though It were actually present, what manner of men
all impatient expectation and eager haste, such as we —Exclamatory. How .watchful, prayerful, zealous 1
men feel. He is equally blessed In one day and In a to be—not the mere Greek substantive verb of exist
thousand years. He can do the work of a thousand ence (einai), but (/luparefcein) denoting s state or con
years in one day: so In v. 9 it is said. " He is not black ," dition in which one is supposed to be. ITittmann.]
i.e., "slow:'* He has always the power to fulfil His What holy men ye ought to be found to be, when the
" promise." thousand years as one day—no delay which event comes I This is " the holy commandment " men
occurs Is long to God: as to a man of countless riches, tioned in v. 2. conversation...godliness — Greek plural:
*> thousand guineas are as a single penny. God's Ilthavwurs (towards men), godlinesses (or pieties to
ueonologe (eternai-ay« measurer; differs wholly from wards God) in their manifold modes of manifestation.
man's horologe (/u>ur glass). His gnomon (dial-pointer; 12. hasting unto — with Vie utmost eagerness desiring
shows all the hours at once Ir the greatest activity and [Waul], praying for, and contemplating, the coming
in perfect repose. To Him the hours pass away, Saviour as at hand. The Greek may mean "hastening
neither more slowly, nor more quickly, than befits (i.e., urging onmard [ALrouDj) the day of God;" not
Ilia economy. There is nothing to make Him need that God's eternal appointment of the time is change
either to hasten or delay the end. The words, "with able, but God appoints us as instruments of accom
the Lord" (Psalm 00. 4." In thy sight"1, silence all man's plishing those events which must be first before the day
objections on the ground of his incapability of under of God can come. By praying for His coming, further
standing this. [Bkngel.] D. slack—slow, tardy, late; ing the preaching of the gospel for a witness to all na
exceeding the due time, as though that time were tions, and bringing in those whom "the long-suffer
already come. Hebrews, 10. 37, " Will not tarry." ing of God " waits to save, we hasten the coming of
bis promise — which the scoffers cavil at. Ver. 4, the day of God. The Greek verb Is always In New
"Where Is the promise T It shall be surely fulfilled Testament used as Neuter iaa English Version here),
** according to His promise** (v. 13). some—the*' scof- not Active; but the LXX. use It actively. Christ says,
flers." count—His promise to be the result of ** alack- " Surely I come quickly. Amen." Our part is to speed
(taxdiccssj. long-suffering—waiting until the full forward this cocsunuuatiou by praying, "Even so.
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come. Lord Jesus." the coming—Gretk. "presence" of
a person: usually, of the Saviour, tbe day of God— ( ;<:>< I
has given many myriads of days to men: one shall be
the (treat "day of God" Himself, wherein— rather as
Greek* "on account of (or owing to) which" day. hea
vens—the upper ami lower regions of the sky. melt—
Onr igneous rocks show that they were once In a liquid
state. 13. Nevertheless — " But :" in contrast to the
destructive effects of the day of God stand its con
structive effects. As the flood was the baptism of the
earth, eventuating in a renovated earth, partially de
livered from "the curse." so the baptism with fire
shall purify the earth so as to be the renovated abode
of regenerated man. wholly freed from the curse, his
promise — (Isaiah. 65. 17; Oft. 83.) The "we" Is not
emphatical as in English Version, new hesveits— new
atmospheric heavens surrounding the renovated earth,
righteousness — dwelieth in that coming world as its
essential feature, all pollutions having been removed.
14. that ye.. .be found ot him—" in His sight" [ A word ],
at His coming ; plainly implying a personal coming.
without spot — at the coming marriage feast of the
Lamb, in contrast to ch. 2. 13, "Spots they are and
blemishes while they feast," not having on the King's
pure wedding garment, blameless— (1 Corinthians, l. S;
Philippians. 1. 10; 1 Thessalonlans, 3. 13; 5. 23J in
peace— In all its aspects, towards Go'd, your own con
sciences, and your fellowmen, and as its consequence
eternal bUssednesn: "the God of peace" will effect
this for you. 15. account. ..the long -Buffering... is salva
tion—is designed for the salvation of those yet to be
gathered into the church: whereas those scoffers
" count it (to be the resnlt of) slackness" on the Lord's
part (r.o). our beloved brother Paul— A beautiful in
stance of love and humility. Peter praises the very
epistles which contain his condemnation, according to
the wisdom given unto him — Adopting Paul's own
language, l Corinthians, 3. 10, "According to the grace
or God which Is given unto me as a wise masterbuilder." Supernatural and Inspired wisdom "given"
him, not acquired in human schools of learning, hath
written—Greek aorist, "wrote," as a thing wholly past:
Paul was by this time either dead, or had ceased to
minister to them, to yon — Galatians, Ephesians,
Colossians. the same region as Peter addresses. Cf.
" In peace." v. 14, a practical exhibition of which Peter
now gives In showing how perfectly agreeing Paul (who
wrote the epistle to the Galatians) and he are. not
withstanding the event recorded Galatians, 3. 11-14,
Colossians, 3. 4, refers to Christ's second coming. The
epistle to the Hebrews, too (addressed not only to the
Palestinian, but also secondarily to tbe Hebrew
Christians everywhere), may be referred to, as Peter
primarily ^though not exclusively) addresses In both
epistles the Hebrew Christians of the dispersion {Note,,
1 Peter. 1. 1). Hebrews, 9. 27, 28; 10. 35. 37, "speak of
these things'* {v. 16) which Peter has been handling,
viz., the coming of the day of the Lord, delayed
through His " long-suffering," yet near and sudden.
10. also iu all his epistles— Romans. 2. 4, is very similar
to v. 15 beginning. The Pauline epistles were by this
time become the common property of all the churches.
The "all" seems to imply they were now completed.
The subject of the Lord's coming Is handled, 1 Thessalooians, 4. 13.-6. 11 : cf. r. 10, with 1 Thessalonians,
5. 2. Stilt Peter distinguishes Paul's epistle, or
epistles," to you." from "all his {other) epistles,"

by the SpirituaUy UnUanni

showing that certain definite churches, or nartienfc
classes of believers, are meant by M you.* La which
epistles. The oldest MSS. read tbe feminine relatii
(nat#); not as Received text 'hois), " in which (Astc*
some things hard to be understood—ru., in referent I
Christ's coming, t.f/., tbe statements as to tbe mm i
sin and the apostasy, before Christ's coming. "Pai
seemed thereby to delay Christ's coming to a low
period than the other apostles, whence some donbM
altogether His coming." [Benukx.] Though thereto
some things hard to be understood, there areenoss
besides plain, easy, and sufficient for perfecting the trj
of God. "There is scarce anything drawn from '..1
obscure places, but the same in other places mar <
found most plain." [Acgcstink.) It is oar own pr
judice, foolish expectations, and carnal faneiea, tti
make Scripture difficult. [Jxrxmt Taylor.) a
learned — Not those wanting human learning *i
meant, but those larking the learning imparted by ti
Spirit. The humanly earned have been often aw
deficient in spiritual learning, and have originate
many heresies. Cf. 3 Timothy. 2. S3, a duTere
Greek word, " unlearned," lit.. " untutored." ft'bs
religion is studied as a science, nothing is more al
struse; when studied In order to know our doty an
practise it, nothing is easier, mnetable—not jet est!
Wished in what they have learned: shaken by erei
seeming difficulty; who, in perplexing texts, inatead \
waiting until God by His Spirit make them phus i
comparing them with other Scriptures, hastUr sdoji
distorted views, wreet — strain and twist (properl;
with a hand-screw) what is straight in itself, ifr
8 Timothy, 2. 18. other scriptures—PanTs epistles vers
therefore, by this time, recognised in tbe oharct, a
"Scripture:" a term never applied in anycf tbe fift
places where it occurs, save to the OM and .Nei
Testament sacred writings, .Men in each cboith br
ing miraculous cltscernmen-f* oj spirits woaW hafl
prevented any uninspired writing from batee pet ca i
par with the Old Testament word of God; th<
apostles' lives also were providentially nroJensKl,
Paul and Peter's at least to thirty-four ytszi alw
Christ's resurrection, John's to thirtyyearslater.pl
that fraud in the canon is out of question. The tart
first Gospels and Acts are Included in " the otbel
Scriptnres," and perhaps all the New TetUsed
books, save John and Revelation, written later, ut
their own destruction—not through Paul's fault ids.il
17. Ye—Warned by the case of those " njuatrnedaj
unstable" persons (e. 16). knowi&g...bafore—tbe era'
led away with— the very terra, as Peter reuse a ben
used by Paul of Barnabas' being "carried," Gmt ta
away with, Peter and the other Jews in their bypttrW
wicked — '" lawless," as in ch. 2. 7. fill frc«—&*a
Galatians. 6. 4: the true source cf) " st*dfaatt»st|
or stability in contrast with the "unstable' :t. **j
"established" (ch. 1. 12;: all kindred Gretk wre-i
Cf. Jude,20, 21. 18. grow—Not only do not "udlffcw
(v. 17), but grow onward: the true secret cf not &^
backward. Ephesians, 4. 16, " Grow up into Him.*
Head, Chris L" grace and.. . knowledge of...Carist- "tia
grace and knowledge of Christ" [Alford rtebUjl. ^
grace of which Christ Is the author, and the awsadssj
of which Christ is the object. Aw ever-™
" to the day of eternity " the day that has no"*
"the day of the Lord," beginning with the I***1
comics.

THE FIRST EPISTLE GENERAL OF

JOHN.
INTRODUCTION.
ACTIIORSniP.— Polyesrp, the disciple of John (ad Philipptnses, & :i, quote' oh. 4. 3. Ensebins, Beeletuietical RUfory,
3. 3», says of Papias, a hearer of John, and frieiut of Polyoarp, " He used testimonies from the flnt epistle of John."
I renieus, according to Euwbius, ffeWseuutical History, S. 8, often, quoted thin epijtle. So in his work against heresies (3. 13.
3. 9) he quote* from John by name, ch. 1 18. Ac. ; and in 3. 10. 7, he quotes eh. 4. 1-3 ; 5. 1, and S John. 7, 8. Clement of
Alexandria, Stromata, S. M, p. 484, refers to oh. 8. la, as in John's larger epiett*. Bee other quotations, Strtmata, S. 33, 49;
4.1M. Tertullian, advenu* Marcion. S. IB, refers to ch. 4. 1,4a.; advertu* Prax*an,o. 18, to I John,!. 1. See hie other quota
tions, o. t8; and contra Gnoeticoe, 11 Cyprian, Epistle 38 (34), quotes, as John's, oh. 3. 8, 4; and d* Oration* Domini, 8.,
qootes ch. 9. 13-17; and de Oners and BUemos, eh. 1. 8; and dm Bono Patientim, 2.. quotes oh. 1 8. Muratorl's fragment on
the canon states, " There are two of John (the gospel and epistle ?) esteemed Catholic," and quotes ch. l. 8. The Petehito
Syriae contains it Origeu in EutebUis, 8. M, speak* of the first epistle as genuine, and " probably the second and third,
though all do not recognise the latter two:'' on the Goipcl of John, torn IS., vol. 3, he quotes eh. 1. 8. Dionysfus of Alex
andria, Origen's scholar, cites the words of this epistle as those of the Evangelist John. Eusehlns, Ecclesiastical History, X
21, says, John's first epistle and gospel are acknowledged without question by those of the present day, ns well as by the
indents. So also Jerome, in Catalogus Ecclesiosticorum Scriptomm. The opposition of Cosmas Indlc-opleustcs, in the
sixth century, and that of Marcion, because our epistle was inconsistent with his views, are of no weight against such
irrefragable testimony.
The internal evidence is equally strong- Neither the gospel, nor onr eplitle, can be pronounced an Imitation; yet both.
In style and modes of thought, are evidently of the same mind. The individual notices are not so numerous or obvious
as in Pauls writings, as was to be expected In a Catholic epistle; but each as there are, accord with John's position. Tie
implies his apostleship, and perhaps alludes to his gospel, and the affectionate tie which bound him as an aged pastor to
his spiritual "children;** and in ch. 3. 18. 19; 4. 1-3, he alludes to the false teachers as known to his readers; and in ch8. 31, warns them against the idols of the surrounding world. It Is no objection against its authenticity, that the doctrine
of the Word, or Divine second person, existing from everlasting, and in due time made flesh, appears in it, as also in the
gospel, as opposed to the heresy of the Docetsa in the second century , who denied that our Lord t* com* in the flesh, and
maintained He carac only in outward semblance; for the same doctrine appears In Coloesians, 1. 18-18; I Timothy,
t. IS; Hebrews, 1. 1-3; and the germs of docetism, though not fully developed till the second century, were In existence
in the first The Spirit, presclcntly through John, puts the church beforehand on its guard against the coming heresy.
TO WHOM ADDRESSED.—Augustine, Quast.E9o.no., % 39, says this epistle was written to th* Parthian*. Bede, in a
prologue to the seven Catholio epistles, says that Athanasius attests the same. By the Parthian* may be meant the
Christians living beyond the Euphrates in the Parthian territory, outside the Roman empire, " the church at Babylon
elected together with" the churches in the Ephesian region, the quarter to which Peter addressed his epistles. As Peter
addressed the flock which John subsequently tended (and in which Paul had formerly ministered), so John, Peter's close
companion after the ascension, addresses the flock among whom Peter had been when he wrote. Thus " the elect
lady" answers to "the church elected together." See further confirmation of this view in Introduction to 3 John. It is
not necessarily an objection to this view, that John never is known to have personally ministered in the Parthian terri
tory. For neither did Peter personally minister to the churches In Pontus, Galalia, Cappadocta, Asia, Bithyuia, though
he wrote his epistles *o them. Moreover, in John's prolonged life, we cannot dogmatically assert that he did not visit
the Parthian Christians, after Peter had seased to minister to them, on the mere ground of absence of extant testi
mony to that effect. This ts as probable a view as Al/ords, Ac., that in the passage of Augustine, " to the Parthians."
is to be altered by conjectural emendation ; and that the epistle is addressed to the churches at and around Ephesus, on
the ground of the fatherly tone of affectionate address in it, implying his personal ministry among his readers. But his
position, as probably the only surviving apostle, accords very well with his addressing, in a Catholic epistle, a cycle of churches
which he may not have specially ministered to in person, with affectionate fatherly counsel, by virtue of his general apostolic
superintendence of all the churches.
TIME AND PLACE OF WRITING.— This epistle seems to have been written subsequently to his gospel, as it assumes
the readerV acquaintance with the gospel fncts and Christ's speeches, and also with the special aspect of the incarnate
Word, as God tnanifett in the flesh, set forth more fully in his gospel. The tone of address, as a father addressing his
** litti* children' (the continually-recurring term), accords with the view that this epistle was written in John's old age. per.
hnpa about 90 A.D. In ch. 1 18. M It is the lsst time," probably does not refer to any particular event, as the destruction of
Jerusalem, which was now many yeare pa*t, but refers to the nearness of the Lord's coming as proved by the rise of
anti-Christian teacher*, the mark of the lott lime. It was the Spirits purpose to keep the church always expecting Christ
as ready to come at any moment. The whole Christian age is the last time In the sense that no other dispensation is to
arise till Christ comes. Cf. " these last days," Hebrews. 1. SL Ephesus may be conjectured to be the plnce whence it was
written. The controversial allusions to the germs of Gnostic heresy, accord with Asia Minor being the place, and the last
part of the apostolic age the time, of writing this epistle.
CONTENTS—The leading subject of the whole is. fellowship with the Father and the Son (ch. 1. 3'. Two principal
divisional may be noted, (1.) ch. 1. 5,-3. 38: the theme of this portion is stated at the outset. " God is light, and in Him is no
dmknrs* at all ;** consequently, in order to have fellowship with Him, we must walk inlight; connected with which is the
confession and subsequent /oroieeweee o/ our sins through Chriet* propitiation and advocacy, without which forgiveness
theTo could be no light or fellowship with God: a further step in thus walking in the light is, positively keeping God* commifv/menf*. the sum of which is love, es opposed to hatred, the acme of disobedience to Gods word : negatively, he exhorts
them according to their several stages of spiritual growth, children, /athert, young wen, in consonance with their [rhileges
ss forgiven, knowing the Pother, and having overcome the wicked one, not to lone the world, which is incompatible with the
i ndwvllmg of the Um of the Father, and to be on their guard against the anti- Christian teachers already in the world, who
were not of the church, but of the world, against whom the true defence Is, that his believing readers who have the
anmntinaot Ood, should continue to abide in the Son and in th* Father, il) The second division (ch. 3. 99.8. a) di-cuM.g the
theme with which it opens, " He is righteous;" consequently (ad in the firat division), " every on* thai docth righteousness is
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homo/ Ihmr Sonehip in ub involves oar purifying ourselves as He is pure, even u we Aopc to see, and tkaefm to be
made like our Lord when He thall appear ; in tbii second, u in the first division, botb a positive and a negative tide tn
presented of " doing righteousness as He is righteous," involving a contrast between the children of God and tit efeiJdren of the devil. Hatred marks the latter; low, the former: this love give* assurance of acceptance with God far earselves and our prayers, accompanied as they are (». U) with obedience to II is great commandment, to "beUmon Jem,
and love one another:'' the seal (v. 84) of His dwelling in us and assuring our hearts, is the Spirit which He hath pw ui.
1 n contrast to this (as in the first division), be warns against false spirits, the notes of which are, denial of Carin*. sad enherenee to the world. Sonehip, or birth of God is, then, more fully described: its essential feature is unslavua assist:*
God, because God jtrtt loved us, and pave Ilit Son to die for us, and consequent lows I* the brethren, grounded en tbm bm .
sons of God also like ourselves, and so victory over tht world: this victory being gamed only by the man vhobdtummJm*
at tht Son of God, 43.) The conclution establishes this last central truth, on which rests oar fellowship with Ged, (VXi
having corns by the wafer of baptism, the blood of atonement, and the witnessing Spirit, which it tnitk. As in tht epeniwt
he rested this cardinal truth on the apostles' witness of the eye. the ear, and the touch, so now at the dose herattutn
(fod't witness, which is accepted by the believer. In contrast with the unbeliever who mass* God a har. Then Nkei t*
closing statement of hte reason for writing (oh. 5. IS; cf. the corresponding ch, 1. 4, at the beginning), namely, that tidicm
m ChrUt the Son of God mat/ know that they havt (now already) eternal life (the source of " joy," eh. L 4; ef. sisuhhy as
object in writing the gospel, John, SO. 31). and so have confidence aa to their prayers being answered (ecrrespo&env b> el
3. SS in the second parti; for Instance, their intercessions for a tinning brother (unless his sin be a tin wntodesAi fit
closes with a brief summing up of the Instruction of the epistle, the high dignity, sanctity, and safety frees trUdtH
children of God, in contrast to the sinful world, and a warning against idolatry, literal aad spiritual : " Keep ysgneWn
from idols."
Though the epistle Is not directly polemical, the occasion which suggested his writing was probably the risrot tartChristian teachers; and, because he knew the spiritual character of the several classes whom be addresses. ckMdrmuwttkt.
father*, he feels it necessary to write to confirm them in the faith and joyful fellowship of the Father and Sou, and to isr*
them of the reality of the things they believe, that so they may have the full privileges of believiur,
STYLE.—His peculiarity is fondness for aphorism and repetition. His tendency to repeat his own phrases arise* partly
from the affectionate, hortatory character of the epistle ; pertly, also, from its Hebraistic form, abounding is stnlM
clauses, as distinguished from the Grecian and more logical style ot Paul; also, from his child-like simplicity e< spirit
which, full of liia uue grand theme, repeats, and dwells on it, with fond delight and enthusiasm. Moreover, u MJeri itS
says, the appearance of uniformity i% often produced by want of deep enough exegesis to discover the real dictum* £■
postage's which seem to express the same. Contemplative, rather than argumentative, lie dwells more on tbe essenl
than on the particular, en tbe Inner, than on tbe outer Christian life. Certain fundamental truths be reran acts. K.i
again to, at one time enlarging on, and Applying them, at another time repeatiug them la their condensed sunsttdtj. It*
thuugtitu do not march onward by successive steps, as iu the logical style of PauL but rather in circles dries ncii
one ceutral thought which he reiterates, ever reverting to it, and viewing it, now under its positive, now under ill ussn**
aspect. Many terms whloh in tbe gospel are given as Christ'*, in the epistle appear aa tbe favourite erprwswu of J£lnaturally adopted from the Lord. Thus tbe contrasted terms, *' flesh" and "spirit,'' "light" aad "tTsrfnssj* "&*"
and " death," ** abide In Him:** " fellowship with the Father and Son* and with one another," Is a favourite ptn* *ianot found in the gospel, but In Acts, and Pauls epistles. In bun appears the harmonious union of sawassa^ssswsss)
him for his high functions in tbe kingdom of God, contemplative repose of character, and at tbe same time anlest sou, msblned with burning, all-absorbing love: leu adapted for aoiive outward work, such as Paul's, than for spiritual iotm- He
handles Christian verities not as abstract dogmas, but as living realities, personally enjoyed in feUow*bs>ism<»*Si*
Christ, and with the brethren. Simple, and at the same time profound, bis writing is In consonance with his ipmt, sarte
torical, and undialectio, gentle, consolatory, and loving: tbe reflexion of the Spirit of Him in whose breast hi bj it u*
list supper, and whose beloved disciple he was. Ewaid in Alford, speaking of the ** unruffled and heavenly repose" «to£
characterise this epistle, says, ** It appears to be the tone, not so much of a father talking with his beljve* ol»il4rta. a*
of a glorified saint addressing mankind from a higher world. Never ha any writing has tbe doctrine of heavenly left*
love working in stillness, ever unwearied, never exhausted, so thoroughly approved itself, as in this epistle."
JOHN'S PLACE IN THE BUILDING t'P OF THE UlLUlU'H.-As Peter founded, and Ps*up«ptitfe4.e&J*»
completed the spiritual building. As the Old Testament pnts prominently forward the fear of Gad, so John, the la* suss
of the New Testament, gives prominence to tbe lose of God. Yet, as tbe Old Testament is not all limited to srswsafif
the fear of God, hut seta forth also His love, so John, as a representative of the New Testament, whilst breaths* w «o
tinually the spirit of lore, gives also the plainest and most awful warnings against sin, in accordance with his original &£■
acter as Boanerges. " son of thunder." His mother was Salome, mother of the sons of Zebedee, probably sister to J**
mother (of. John, 19. 25. "His mother's Bister," with Matthew, ST. 86; Mark, IS. «), so that be was cousin of oar L*i **
his mother, under God, be may hare owed bis first serious impressions. Expecting, as she did, the Messianic Einpfes '■=
glory, u appears from her petition (Matthew, SO. S0-S3), she doubtless tried to fill bis young and aidcn taund with tbe sss*
hope, yeander distinguishes three leading tendencies in the development of tbe Christian doctrine, the Panose, (si
Jacobean (between which tbe Petrine forms an intermediate link), and the Jonannean. John, in oomxoo&wita J««*
was less disposed to the intellectual and dialectic cast of thought which distinguishes Paul He had not. like the *?w*> J
the Gentiles, been brought to faith and peace through severe conflict ; but, like James, bad reached bis Chnsau adividuality through a quiet development: J amw however, bad passed through a moulding in Judaism preriouBiT. •***.
under the Spirit, caused him to present Christian truth in connexion with the law. in so far as the latter la i»ey*»;
though not letter, is permanent, and not abolished, but established under the gospel. But John, from tbe ant. sal
drawn his whole spiritual development from the personal view of Christ, the model man, and from lnrereocrsr *as
Him. Hence, in his writings, every thing turns on one simple contrast: divine Hfe in communion with Christ; ess*a *
separation from Him, as appears from bis characteristic phrases, "Hfe, Haht, trntn ; death, daftness, tie-' "h»Jat»
and Peter mark tbe gradual transition from spiritualised Judaism to the independent development of Ctiku-JO,
and as Paul represents the independent development of Christianity in opposition to the Jewish stand-point, » **
contemplative element of John reconciles the two, and furms the clo ing point in tl e ti lining of tie ai ttrfobc e^ni
UYcander.]

Our Fellowship with Vie
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CHAPTER I.
Ver. MO. The AVunut's Authority as an
Eye-Witness to the Gosprj. Facts, Having
Seen. Heakd, and Handled Him who was fhom
tbi Beginning: His Object in Waiting: His
Message. If we would have Fellowship with
Him, we must Walk in Light, an He is Light.
I Instead of & formal, John adopts a virtual address
[cf. v. 4J. To wish joy to the reader was the ancient
customary address. The sentence begun in v. l, is
broken off by the parenthetic v. 2, and is resumed at
v. 3, with the repetition of some words from v. 1. That
which was — not "began to be," but wan essentially
{Greek ten. not egeneto} before He was manifested
iv. ft: answering to " Him that is from the beginning"
:ch. 2. 13k so John's gospel, 1. i. "In the beginning
was the Word." Proverbs, 8. 23, "I was set up from
everlasting, from Uie beginning, or ever the earth
was." we—apostles, heard . . . seen . . . looked upon . . ,
aindled—A series rising in gradation. Seeing is a more
convincing proof than hearing of; handling, than
even seeing. "Have heard.. .have seen" (perfects}, as
a possession still abiding with us ; but in Greek (not
as English Version "have," but simply} "looked upon"
(not perfect, as of a continuing thing, but aorist, past
time! whilst Christ the Incarnate Word was still with
us. "Seen," vie.. His glory, as revealed in the trans
foration and in His miracles; and His passion and
death In area! body of flesh and blood. "Looked upon"
as a wondrous spectacle stedfastly, deeply, contem
platively: so the Greek. Appropriate to John's con*
templative character, hands ... handled—Thomas and
the other disciples on distinct occasions after the re
surrection. John himself had leant on Jesus' breast
at the last supper. Contrast the wisest of the heathen
feeling after (the same Greek as here : groping after
with iui bandsI if haply tluy might find God. This
proves against Socinians. he is here speaking of the
personal incarnate Word, not of Christ's teaching
from the beninniog of His official life, of—** concern
ing :" following "heard." "Heard" is the verb most
applying to the purpose of the epistle, vis., the truth
which John had lieard concerning the Word of life, i.e~,
(Christ) the Word who is the life. "Heard," viz., from
Christ Himself, including all Christ's teachings about
Himself. Therefore he puts "of," or "concerning,"
before " the word of life," which is inapplicable to
any of the verbs except " heard;" also " heard" is the
only one of the verbs which he resumes at v. 6. 2. the
life—Jesus, "the Word of life." was manifested— who
had previously been "with the Father." show—trans
late aa in v. 3. "declare" (cf. *. 6}. Declare Is the
general term ; write is the particular (v. 4). that eter
nal liie—Ortik. "the life which is eternal." As the
epistle begins, so it ends with "eternal life." which
we shall ever enjoy with, and in. Him who is " the life
eternal." which — Greek, "the which," the beforementioned (o. 1) life which was with the Father "from
the beginning" (cf. John, 1. 1}. This proves the distinct
ness of the First and Second Persons in the one God
head. 3. That which we have seen and heard—Re
sumed from v. l, wherein the sentence, being inter
rupted by v. 2, parenthesis, was left incomplete, de
clare we unto yon— Oldest MSS. add also: unto vou also
who have not seen or heard Him. that ye alto may
have fellowship with us — that ye also who have not
been, may have the fellowship with us which we who
lisvve seen enjoy ; what that fellowship consists in
be proceeds to state, " Our fellowship is with the Fa
ther and with His Son." Faith realizes what we have
not seen aa spiritually visible; not till by faith we too
nave seen, do we know all the excellency of the true
Solomon. He Himself is ours: He in us and we in
Him. We are "partakers of the Divine nature." We
tu'jw God only by having fellowship with Him; He
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may thus bo knenon, but not comprehended. The re
petition of "with" before the "Son," distinguishes
the persons, whilst the fellowship or communion, with
both Father and Son. implies their unity. It is not
added, "and with the Holy Ghost;" fur it is by the Holy
Ghost or Spirit of the Father and Son in us, that we
are enabled to have fellowship with the Fat)\er and
Son (cf. ch. 3. 24J. Believers enjoy the fellowship of,
but not with, the Holy Ghost. "Through Christ
God closes up the chasm that separated Him from the
human race, and imparts Himself to them in the
communion of the Divine life." [Nkandkb.J 4. these
things—and none other, viz., this whole epistle, writs
we unto you—Some oldest MSS. omit " unto you," and
emphasize " we." Thus the antithesis is between
"we" (apostles and eye-witnesses) and "your." We
write thus, that your joy may be full. Other oldest
MSS. and versions read "oua joy." viz., that our joy
may be filled full by bringing you also Into fellowship
with the Father and Son. Cf. John, 4. 36, end;
Philippians, 2. 2, "Fulfil ye my joy," 16; and 4. 1;
3 John, 8. It Is possible that "your" may be a cor.
rectlon of transcribers to make this verse harmonise
with John, 16. 11; 16. 24; however, as John often
repeats favourite phrases, he may do so here, so
"your" may be from himself. So 2 John, 12, " your'
in oldest MSS. The authority of MSS. and versions on
both sides here is almost evenly balanced. Christ Him
self is the source, object, and centre of His people's joy
(cf. v. 3. end); it is in fellowship with Him that we have
joy, the fruit of faith. 6. First Division of the body of
the epistle (cf. Introduction), declare — GreifA-, "an
nounce £" report in turn: a different Greek word from
v. 3. As the Son announced the message heard from
the Father as His apostle, so the Son's apostles an
nounce what they have heard from the Son. John no
where uses the term "gospel;* but the witness or
testimony, the word, the truth, and here the message.
God is light—What light is in the natural world, that
God, the source of even material light, is in the
spiritual, the fountain of wisdom, purity, beauty, joy,
and glory. As all material life and growth depend
on light, so all spiritual life and growth depend on
God. As God here, so Christ, in ch. 2. 8. is called
"the true light." no darkness at all—Strong negation:
Greek, " JNo. not even one speck of darkness ;" no
ignorance, error, untruthfulness, sin, or death. John
heard this from Christ, not only in express words,
but in His acted words, vie.. His whole manifestation
in the flesh as " the brightness of the Father's glory."
Christ Himself was the embodiment of " the message."
representing fully in all His sayings, doings, and suf
ferings. Him who is Liuht. 6. say — profess, have
fellowship with him — {v. 3.J The essence of the Chris
tian life, walk—in inwardand outward action, whither
soever we turn ourselves. IUenobx.] in darkness—
Greek, "in the darkness;" opposed to "the light" (cf.
ch. 2, 8. 11}. lie— .ch. 2. 4.) do not—in practice, what
ever we say. the truth— (Ephesians, 4. 21 ; John, 3. 21.)
7. Cf. Ephesians, 6. 8, il-M. "Wk waxk :" "God is
[essentially \n His very nature as "the light," v. 6j io
the light." Walking in the light, the element in
which God Himself is, constitutes the test of fellow
ship with Him. Cliriat, like us. walked in the light
(ch. 2. 6. . Alfo&d notices. Walking In the light as He
is in the light, is no mere imitation of God, but
an identity in the essential tlement of our dally walk
with the essential clement of God's eternal being.
we have fellowship one with another—aud of course with
God (to be understood from *. 6), without having fel
lowship with whom there can be no true and Cnrittian
fellowship one with another (cf.v.3). and—as the result
of "walking in the light, as He is in the light." the
blood of Jesos . . . cleanieth us from all ein—daily con
tracted through the sinful weakness of the flesh, and
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the rover of Satan and the world. He Is speaking,
not of justification through Hit blood once for all, but
of the present sanctijicatwn ("cleanseth" is present
which the believer, walking in the light and having /Wtouvhip with God and the taints, enjoys as Hii privi
lege. Of. John, 13. 10, Gre-k. " He that has been bathed,
iteedeth not save to wash his feet, bat Is clean every
whit." Cf. v. 9. "cleanse ui from all unrighteous
ness," a further step besides "forgiving on our sins."
Christ's blood is the cleansing mean, whereby gradual
ly, being already justified and in fellowship with God,
we become clean from all sin which would mar our
fellowship with God. Faith apples the cleansing,
purifying blood. Some oldest MSS. omit "Christ,"
others retain it. 8. The confession, of sins is a neces
sary consequence of " walking in the light " iv. 7). " If
thou 8 halt confers thyself a sinner, the truth li In
thee: for the truth is itself 1<qM. .Not yet has thy
Jlfe become perfectly light, as sins are still in thee, but
yet thou hast already begun to be Illuminated, because
there is in thee confession of sins." [Auqustinr.]
that wa hare no siu— "Have," not "have nod," must
refer not to the past sinful life whilst unconverted,
hut to the present state wherein believers hare sin
even still. Observe, "sin" is in the singular; "(con
fess our) sins" c. 9) In the plural Sin refers to the
corruption of the old man still present in us, and the
stain created by the actual sins flowing from that old
nature in us. To confess our need of cleansing from
present sin is essential to "walking in the light;" so
far Is the presence of some sin incompatible with onr
in the main " walking in light." But the believer hates,
confesses, and longs to be delivered from, all sin, which
Is darkness. " They who defend their sins, will see in
the great day whether their sins can defend them."
deceive ourselves — We cannot deceive God; we only
ninke ourselves to err trom the right path, the truth
— ch. S. 4.) True faith. "The truth respecting God's
holiness and our sinfulness, which Is the very first
spark of light in us, has noplace in us,"* {Alford.J
9. confe«s— with the lips, speaking from a contrite heart;
involving also confession to our feUowmen of offences
com mi i ted against them, be— God. faithful— to His
ownpromises; "true" to HI* word, jast—Not merely
the mercy, but the justice or righteousness of God is
set forth in the redemption of the penitent believer
in Christ. Gods promises of mercy, to which He is
faithful.we in accordance with His justice, to— Greek,
" in order that." Hia forgiving us oursiuj and cleans
ing us from, fee., is in furtherance of the ends of His
etcrnal/aitA,/ unless and jtutiu. forgive—remitting the
ifuitt. cleanse—purify from all fllthiness, so that hence
forth we more and more become free from the presence
of sin through the Spirit of sanctifi cation (cf. Hebrews,
9. 14; and above. Sate, v. 7). unnghteou mess— offensive
to Him who "is just" or righteous: called "stn,"«. 7,
because "sin is the transgression of the law," and the
law is the expression of God's righteousness; so that
inn is unnghUousness. 10. Parallel to v. 8. we have
not sinned—referring to tho comrnissionof actual sins,
even after regeneration and conversion; whereas in
v. 8, "we have no sin," refers to the present aniLT re
maining (until cleansed) from the actual sins com
mitted, and to the him of our corrupt old nature still
adhering to us. The perfect " have . . . stnr.ed" brings
down the commission of sins to the present time, not
merely sins committed before, but since, conversion,
we nuke him a liar—A gradation : v. 6, " we lie f r. 8,
" we deceive ourselves ;" worst of all, " we make Him a
liar," by denying His word that all men are smrers lot
ch. 6. 10). his word is not In us — " His word," which
is " the truth" (v. 8), accuses us truly; by denying it we
drive ft from our hearts (cf. John, $. 38). Our rejection
of " tiii word" in respect to our being sinners, implies
a* the consequence our rejection cf His word and will

Christ our Adrocrrf*.

revealed In the law and gospel as a whole ; for these
throughout rest on the fact that we have sinned, u*l
have sin,
CHAPTER II.
Ver. 1-20. The Advocacy or Christ rs ora
Antidote toSix whilst Walrino in the Ljobt.
for to Know God, we Miner Kur His i Iomrami
ment8. and love the brethren. and rot lots
tbb World, nor Give Heed to Amticbbisti,
AOAIRST WHOM OUR SaXETY IS THROL'OH TBI 1>
WARD ANOINTING OF GOD TO AHU'R IN G»»P : So AT

Christ's Coming wr shall not br Ashamed, l.
Ch. 6. 18.) My little caudreB—The diminutive eipresses the tender affection of an aged pastor sod
spiritual father. Af y own dear children, i.c. sons and
daughters . Note, v. IV. these things — (ch. 1. no J
My purpose in writing what I have just written is,
not that yon should abuse them as giving » licence to
sin; hut, on the contrary, "in order that ye may sot
sin at all" (tho Greek aortst Implying the absence not
only of the habit, bat of single acts of sin [ autordIi.
In order to " walk in the light" ch. 1. & 7). the first »:ep
is confession of sin 'ch. 1. 9 , the next (ch. X. U Is that
we should forsake all sin. The Divine purpose eaj
for its aim, either to prevent the commission of. or
to destroy sin. [Brkorl.] And— Connected with lbs
former: Futhermore, "if any man sin," let him, whilst
loathing and condemning it, not fear to (to at once to
God, the Judge, confessing it. for "we bav» an Advocate
with Him." He Is speaking of a bku*ymsca oecaswf el
srosofinflrmltythroughSetan'sfiRudandroaJsca The
nse of "we" immediately after Implies toast we all are
liable to this, though not necessarily constrained to sin.
we have an advocate—Advocacy is God's family blessuw:
other blessings He grants to good and bad alike, r-at
justification, sanctin cation, continued intercession. act
peace. He grants to His children alone, advocate—
Greek, " paraclete," the same term as is applied to the
Holy Ghost, as the "other Comforter:" showing the
unity of the Second and Third Persons of the Tnnitj.
Christ is the intercessor for us above ; and. in Hu
absence, here below the Holy Ghost is the other to
te roessor in i«. Christ's advocacy is inseparable boa
the Holy Spirit's comfort and working In us, as the spirit
of intercessory prayer, rightecus—As oar "advocate,"
Christ Is not a mere suppliant petitioner. He nJeada
lor us on the ground of justice, or righteousness, as wetf
as mercy. Though He can say nothing good o/ nt, Hcan say much/or us. It Is Hrs righteousness, or obedi
ence to the law, and endurance of its fnU penalty rw
us, on which He grounds His claim for onr aequitui
The sense therefore la, "in that He is righteous:' ra
contrast to our sin (** if any man sin'). The Father,
by raising Him from the dead, and setting Him at Hu
own right, has once for all accepted Christ's claim for
us. Therefore the accuser's charges against Gotfi
children are vain.
* The righteonsneaa of Chr-si
stands on onr side ; for God's righteonsneaa is, «
Jesus Christ, ours.'' [Luther,] 3. And be— Greek
" And Himself, " He is our all* prevailing Advocate,
because He iM Himself " the propitiation.' ab^troet,^
in 1 Corinthians. 1. 30: He is to us all that is needed fr
propitiation " in behalf of our sins:" the propMstse*
sacrifice, provided by the Father's love, removing tfer
estrangement, and appeasing the righteous wrath, u
GodB part, against the sinner. "There Is no mostgruity that a father should be offend*!* with that see
whom he loveth, and at that time offended wish hoc
when he loveth him." [Bishop Pearson.} Taeoni?
other place In the New Testament where Greek pro
pitiation occurs, is ch. 4. 10: it answers In LAX u
Hebrew eaphar. to effect an atonement or r» cn.*W«*»>**
with God; and in lit. 44. 29, to the stn-o^cr%m. 12
Komans, 3. *6, Greek, it is "propitiatory.* ix, «*•
nuuey seat, or lid of the ark whereon God, represented
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u to K'tp His Commandmer.ts, <£a
Rightly to Know Go I
hy the Sheklnah glory above It. met His people, re who loved us when enemies. So Jesus calls it " new."
presented by toe high priest who sprinkled the blood John, 13. 34. 35. "Love one another as I hare lored
of the sacrifice on it. and—Greek "yet." ourj— be you" (the new motive); 15. 12. which thing is ttue in
lievers : not Jew*, in contrast to Gentiles ; for he Is him and in yen — "in Christ all things are always
not writing to Jews (ch. 6. 21). also for the tins of true, and were so from the beginning ; but in Christ
the whole world — Christ's adtocacv is limited to be- and in us conjointly the commanelment [the lore of
linen ;r. 1 ; ch. 1. 7) : I lis propitiation extends as brethren) is then true when we acknowledge the truth
widely as sin extends: Note. 2 Peter. a. 1, ''Denying the which is in Him, and have the same flourishing in us*
Lord that bought them.' "The wliole world" cinnot [Benoel.1 Alfobd explains, " Which thing (the fact
be restricted to the believing portion of the world {cf. thai the commandment is a new one) is true in H<m
ch. i it; and " the whole world,** ch. 5. ltt). " Thou, and in you, because the darkness is passmg away,
too, art part of the world, so that thine heart cannot and the true light is now shining, i.e., the command
deceiTe itself and think. The Lord died for Peter and ment is a new one, and this is true both in the case of
Paul, bnt not for me." [Luther..] 3. hereby—Greek, Christ and in the case of you; because in you the
" in this.** " It is herein, and herein only, that we darkness Is passing away, and in Him the true licht
know (present) that we hare knowledge of (perfect : is shining; therefore, on both accounts, the command
onre-for-all obtained and continuing knowledge of) Is a new one ; new as regards you, because you are
Him \v. 4, i~. 14). Tokens whereby to discern grace newly come from darkness into light; new as regards
are frequently given in this epistle. The Unities, by Him. because He uttered it when He came Into the
the Spirit's prescient forewarning, are refuted, who world to Lighten every man, and began that shining
boasted of knowledge* bnt set aside obedience, " Know which even now continues." I prefer, as Bekoel. to
Him." !•■';.,. as " the righteous" (v. 1, 29): our "Advocate explain. The new commandment finds its truth in its
and Intercessor." keep—John's favourite word, instead practical realization tn the walk of Christians in union
of do, lit., to iratch. guard, and keep safe as a precious with Christ. Cf. the use of "verily." v. 5. John, 4. 42,
thins: observing so as to keep. So Christ Himself. " indeed r 6. 55. The repetition of " in" before " you."
Not faultless conformity, but hearty acceptance of, and " In Him and in you," not *' in Him and you," implies
willing subjection to, God's whole revealed will, is that the love-commandment finds Its realization separ
meant, commandments—injunctions of faith, love, and ately : first it did so " in Him" and then tt does so " in
obedience. John never uses "the law" to express the us," in so far as we now "also walk even as He walk
rule of Christian obedience : he uses it as to the ed;" and yet It finds its realisation also conjointly, by
Mosaic law. 4. I know — Greek, "1 hare knowledge the two being united in one sentence, even as it is by
of (Perfect) Him." Cf. with this verse ch. 1. 8. 5. Not virtue of the love-commandment having been first ful
merely repeating the proposition, e. s. or asserting the filled in Him, that it is also now fulfilled in us,
merely opposite alternative to v. 4, but expanding the through His Spirit in us: cf. a similar case, John. 20.
" know Him" of v. 3. into "in Htm, verily (not as a 17, "My Father and your Father:" by virtue of His
matter of vain boasting] is the love of (i.e., towards) being " My Father," He is also your Father, darkness
liod perfected," and "we are in Him." Love here is past—rather, as In ch. 2. 17, " Is passing away." It
answers to knowledge In ». 3. In proportion as we shall not be wholly "past" until "the Sun of right
'op»i God. in that same proportion we know Him, and eousness" shall arise visibly: "the light isnow shining"
trie* versa, until our love and knowledge shall attain already, though but partially until the day bursts
their full maturity of perfection, his word— Jf w word forth. 9-n. There is no mean between light and dark
is one \NoU, ch. l. 6), and comprises His " command ness, love and hatred, life and death, God and the
ments." which are many tv. 3). hereby—in our progress world: wherever spiritual life is, however weak, there
darkness and death no longer reign, and love supplants
ing
ideal of v.perfected
and
ence.towards
There isthis
agradation:
9, " knowlove
Him;"
v, 6,obedi
fc we hatred ; and Luke, ft. 50 holds good : wherever life is
are in Him?' v. C, "abideth in Him;" respectively. not, there death, darkness, the flesh, the world and
knowledge, fellowship, abiding constancy. [Brhosx.] hatred, however glossed over and hiddeu from man's
6. abideth— implying a condition lasting, without in observation, prevail ; and Luke, 11. 23 holds good.
termission, and without end. He that saith... ought—so " Where love is not, there hatred is; for the heart can
that bis deeds may be consistent with his words, even not remain a void." iBknuku] in the light—as his
xm be—believers readily supply the name, their hearts proper element, bis brother — bis neighbour, snd
bei ng full of Him 'cf. John, 20. 16). " Kven as He walk especially those of the Christian brotherhood. The
ed" when on earth, especially in respect to love. John very title brother is a reason why love should be ex
delights in referring to Christ as the model man, with ercised, even until now— notwithstanding that "the
the words, "Even as He," ttc. "It is not Christ's true light already has begun to shine" [v. SJ. 10. Abid
waUcine on the sea, but His ordinary walk, that we ing in love Is abiding in the tight : for the gospel light
are> called on to Imitate." [Luther. ] 7. Brethren— not only illumines the understanding, but warms the
The oldest MSB. and versions read instead, " Beloved," heart into love, none occasion of stumbling—Iu con
Appropriate to the subject here, tote, no uew cemmand- trast to " He that hateth his brother is in darkness,
raent-n-. love, the main principle of walking as and walketh in darkness, and knoweth not whither
Ch risi walked («. 0), and that commandment, of which he goeth, because that darkness hath blinded his eyes."
one exemplification is presently given, v. 9, 10, the lore "In him who loves there Is neither blindness nor oc
of brethren, ye had from the beginning—from the time casion of stumbling [to himselfJ : in him who does not
that ye first heard the gospel word preached. 8. a new love, there is both blindness and occasion of stumbllr g.
TOTnmsuidment—it was " old," in that Christ ian.i as such He who bates his brother, is both a sturoblintcblock to
-iaA beard it from the first: but "new* [Greek, koine, himself, and stumbles against himself and every thing
iot r^a: new and different from the old legal precept), in within and without: he who loves has an unimpeded
~hnt 1* wa* *-"1 <&°r*V promulgated with Christianity: path." IBenoxlJ John has In mind Jesus' words,
j,puf:h the inner spirit of the law was love even to John, 11. 0. 10. AiroRD well says, "The light and
>n«>*--*ies, yet it was enveloped In some bitter precepts the darkness are within ourselves ; admitted into us
w tii c*» caused it to be temporarily almost unrecognised, by the eye, whose singleness fills the whole body with
ill the gospel came. Christianity first put lore to light." 11. is in darkness...walketh— "is" marks his
,7-etfiTcn on the new and highest motive. Instinctive continuing stats. : he has never come out of "the iso
_v0 to Him who first loved us, constraining us to love Greek) darkness:'' "walketh" marks bis outward
1 1 oven enemies, thereby walking in the steps of Him walk and acts, whitho.— Greeks "where;" including
"*
sol
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the Lust of the FU*K dr.
not only the destination to whxdi, but the way the Spirit" wielded in prayerful waiting on God. Con
whereby, bath blinded — rather as Greek aoriit. trast the mere physical strength of young men, Isaiah,
" blinded" of old. Darkness not only surrounds, bat 40. 30, 3L Oral teacJiing prepared these youth* for the
blinds him, and that a blindness or long standing. 12. profitable use of Out word when written. " Antichrist
little child reu — Greek, " little eon*," or "dear sons and cannot endanger you (v. IS), nor Satan tear from yon
daughter! :'' not the same Greek as in e. IS. "little the word of God." the wicked one — who. aa "prince
ciuldren' "infants" (in age and standing]. He calls of this world." enthrals "the world" tv. 1MT; ch. 4.
all to whom be writes, "little sons" {ch. 2. 1, Greek: 10. Greek, "the wicked one"), especially the young
2. «s; 3. 16; 4. 4; 6. ill ; but only in *. IS and IS he uses Christ came to destroy this "prince of the world.'
the term "little children," or "infants." Our Lord, Believers achieve the first grand conquest over hiss
whose Spirit John so deeply drank into, used to His when they pass from darkness to lutht, but afterwards
disciples (John, 13. S3) the term "little sons," or dear they need to maintain a continual keeping of them
sons and daughter* ; but in John, Si. &, " little selves from bis assaults, looking to God fay whom
children." It is an undesigned coincidence with the alone they are kept safe. Bkkokl thinks John refers
epistle here, that in John's gospel somewhat similarly specially to the remarkable constancy exhibited by
the classification, ** lambs, sheep, sheep," occurs, are youths in Domttians persecution. Also to the yoont
forgiven— "bare been, and are forgiven you.*" all man whom John, after his return from Patrons, led
i>od's stms and daughters alike enjoy this privilege. with gentle, loving persuasion to repentance. Tsui
13. 14. All three classes are first addressed in the youth had been commended by John, In one of his
present, " I write;" then in the past (aorisU tense, " 1 tours of superintendency.asa promising disciple to xht
wrote" tnot " I hare written;" moreover, in the oldest overseers of the church ; he had been, therefore, care
MSS. and versions, in the end of v. 13. It is past, "1 fully watched up to baptism. But afterwards relvi-;
wrote." not as English Version, *' I write''). Two too much on baptismal grace, he joined evil associates,
classes, " fathers " and " young men," are addressed and fell from step to step down, till he became a
with the same words each time (except that the ad captain of robbers. When John, some year* after.
dress to the young men has an addition expressing revisited that church, and beard of the youth's sad fail.
the source and means of their victory) ; but the " little he hastened to the retreat of the robbers, suffered him
suns " and " little children " are differently addressed, self to be seized and taken into the captain's presence.
havakuosrn—end do know: so the Greek perfect means. The youth, stuug by conscience and the remembrance
The " 1 wrote** refers not to a former epistle, but to of former years, fled away from the venerable apostle.
this epistle. It was an idiom to put the past tense, re Full of love the aged father ran after him. called oa
garding the time from the reader* point of view; when him to take courage, and announced to him forgive
lie should receive the epistle the writing would be past. ness of his sins in the name of Christ The youth was
When he uses " I write,** he speaks from hi* own point recovered to the paths of Christianity, and was the
of view, him that i* from the begmuiug—Christ: " that means ef inducing many of his bad associates to repeat
which was from the beginning." overcome—The father*. ami believe. LClimens Alkxandrintjs, Qui* dire*
appropriately to their age, are charactcrixed by know- salvust c 4. 8 : Bubxbius, Ecclesiastical History Bc^k.
Udge. The young men. appropriately to theirs, by ac 3. 80 ; Chrtsobtom. l Exhortation to TBstorx>KJt It]
tivity In conflict. The fathers, too, hare conquered; but 15. Love not the world—that litth in th* wicked cm* lea,
now their active service Is past, and they and the 6. 19), whom ye young men have overcome. Having
children alike ai e characterised by knowing (the father* once for all. through faith* overcome the world (ch. 4. 4;
know Chri*t. " Him that was from the beginning ;" the 6. 4), carry forward the conquest by not loving it
diildren know the Father). The first thing that the "The world" here means "man, and man's worM"
little dkUdren realise is that God is their Father ; an [ A i. fo r 1 1 ) . In his and its state as fallen from* God.
swering In the parallel clause to "little sons... your " Cod loved fwith the love of comixission] the wr-rld.
sins are forgiven you for His name's sake,** the and we should feel the same kind of love for the fall- ■■
universal first privilege of all those really-dear sons world; but we are not to lore the world with conga ■■
of God. Thus this latter clause Includes all, whereas ality and sympathy in Its alienation from God, "*•
the former clause refers to those more especially cannot have this latter kind of love for Use GooV
who are in the first stage of spiritual life. " little estranged world, and yet have also " the love of the
children." Of course these can only know the Father Father in" us. neither—Greek, "nor yet" A man
as theirs through the Son (Matthew, 11. 27). It is might deny in general that he loved the world, whilst
beautiful to see bow the father* are characterized keenly following some one of the tblxoo in rr in
as reverting back to the first great truth of spiritual riches, honours, or pleasures; thie clause preventahfan
childhood, and the sum and ripest fruit of advanced escaping from conviction, any man — therefore the
experience, the knowledge of Him that wa* from the warning, though primarily addressed to the young, ap
beginning (twice repeated, v. 13, 14). Many of them plies to all. love of—i.e.. toward* " the Father." Tse
had probably known Jesus In person, as well as by two, God and the (sinful) world, are so opposed, tkat
faith, youug men.. .strong1 — made so out of natural both cannot be congenially loved at once. 16. all tkat
weakne**, hence enabled to overcome "the strong man i§ in the world—can be classed under one or other of
armed'' through Him that is "stronger." Faith is the three; the world contains these and no more, rest
the victory that overcomes the world. This term of th* flejh—i.e.. the lust which has its seat and sour:?
"overcome" Is peculiarly John's, adopted from his in our lower animal nature. Satan tried this tempta
loved Lord. It occurs sixteen times in the Apoca tion the first on Christ : Luke, 4. 3, " Command thir
lypse, six times in the first epistle, only thrice in the stone that It be made oread." Yonth is especially
lest of the New Testament In order to overcome the liable to fleshly lusts, lost of the eyes — the avenw*
world on the ground, and In the strength, of the blood through which outward things of the world, riches.
of the Saviour, we must be willing, like Christ, to part pomp, and beauty, inflame us. Satan tried this tempwith whatever of the world belongs to us : whence tation on Christ when he showed Him the klncdoe*
immediately after "ye have overcome the wicked of the world in a moment By the lust of the eves
one (the prince of the world)," it is added, " Love not David ft Samuel, 11. 2) and Achan fell (Joshon, T. m
the world, neither the things.. .in the world." and. die Of. David's prayer, Paalm HO. 37; Job's resolve, Psato
—the secret of the young men's strength : the gospel 91. 1 ; Matthew, ;.. ss. The only good of worldly rich**
word, clothed with living power by the Spirit who to the possessor is the beholdlne them with tbenss.
abidUh i'srinaneuUy In them ; this U * the sword of u. Luke, 14. is, "I must go and t>*x u* trifle « hie-
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nmgant assumption: vainglorious display. Pride
Satan's sin whereby he fell, and forms the link
rem the two foes of man, the world (answering to
list of the ryes) and the devil as the last of the
lithe third foe). Satan tried this temptation on
st la setting Him on the temple-pinnacle that. In
toal pride and presumption, on the ground of
Fsther'i care. He should cast Himself down. The
) three foes appear in the three classes of soil on
a the Divine seed falls: The wayside hearers, the
; the thorns, the world: the rocky under-soll, the
Ifce world's awful anti-trinity, the " lust of the
, the last of the eyes, and the pride of life," si miis presented in Satan's temptation of Eve ;
*n she saw that tbe tree wai good fur food,
ant to the eyes* and a tree to be desired to make
nw" (one manifestation of " the pride of life." the
s to know above what God has revealed, Colos« i 6, the pride of unsanctified knowledge), of—
not spring from, "the Father" {used in rela
te tbe preceding "little children," v. 18, or
■ sons"). He who la born of God alone turns to
ho who is of the world turns to tbe world; the
*sof love to God and love to the world, are irreleably distinct. 17. the world—with all who are
i world worldly, passeth away—Greek, "is pass*ay" even now. the last thereof—in its threefold
Fettation .v. 16). he that doeth the will of God—not
mAeshly will, or the will of the world, but that
4 ,r. :i u,, especially In respect to love, abideth for
"even as God also abideth for ever" (with whom
aUyis one; cf. Psalm 65. 19, "God, even Ho
ibideth of old") : a true comment, which Cyprian
rout have added to the text without support of
MSi In contrast to the three passing lusts of
[■rid, the doer of God's will has three abiding
. "riches, honour, and life" (Proverbs, 22. 4,.
ttii children—Same Greek as «. 13: children in
After the fathers and young men were gone, ' ' the
me " with its " many antichrists" was about to
«oddenly on the children* " In this last hour we
•a still live." [Bknobx.J Each successive age
id in it some of tbe signs of " tbe last ti me" which
lea Christ's coming, in order to keep the church
annul waiting for the Lord. The connexion
k tt-17 is. There are coming those seducers who
tbe world ch. 4, s.iui'l would tempt you to go
on na (v. 10) and deny Christ (v. 22). as ye have
-from the apostles, preachers of the gospel {e.g.,
saloniana, a. 3-10 ; and in the region of Ephesus,
& 3». 301. shall come—Greek. " cometh." viz., out
own place. Antichrist is interpreted in two
a false Christ iMatthew, 24. 6. 24). lit, "instead
iit;" or an adversary of Christ, lit., " against
." As John never uses pseudo-Christ, or " false
." for antichrist. It is plain he means an adV of Christ, claiming to himself what belongs to
. sad wishing to substitute himself for Christ aa
preme object of worship. He denies the Son, not
• like the pope, acts in the name of tbe Son.
•slooians. 2. 4, "Who opposeth himself \Greek.
tmenos) (to) all that is called God," decides this,
ad's great truth, "God is man." he would subbis own lie. "man is God." {Treach.J are
Greek, "there have begun to be;" there have
These "many antichrists" answer to "the
'f lawlessness «?reeJt) doth already work." The
>rUnan principle appeared then, as now. In evil
wi evil teachings and writings; but still "tiik
"Lst" meant a hostile person, even as "tbs
' is a personal Saviour. As " cometh" Is used
ist, sobers of antichrist, the embodiment in his
Tson of all the anti-Christian features and spirit
w "many antichrists" which have been, and
a forerunners. John uses the singular of hiro.

and the One to Come.

No other New Testament writer usee the term. He
probably answers to "the little horn having the eyes
of a man, and speaking great things" (Daniel, 7. 8. 20);
"the man of sin. son of perdition" (2 Thessalonians,
2j; "the beast ascending out of the bottomless pi:."
(Revelation, 1 1. 7; 17. 8), or rather," the false prophet. "
the same as "the second beast coming up out of the
earth" (Revelation. 13. 11-18; 16. 13). 10. out from us—
from our Christian communion. Not necessarily a
formal secession or going out ; thus Rome has spirit'
ually gone out, though formally still of the Christian
Church, not of us — by spiritual fellowship (ch. 1. 3).
*' They are like bad humours in the body of Christ, the
church: when they are vomited out, then tbe body
is relieved ; the hotly of Christ Is now still under
treatment, and has not yet attained the perfect sound
ness which it shall have only at the resurrection."
I Augustine, Ep. John, Tract, 3. 4.1 they would. ..have
continued—Implying the indefectibility of grace In the
elect. "Where God's call Is effectual, there will be
sore perseverance." [Calvin.J Still it is no fatal
necessity, but a "voluntary necessity" [DidymuhJ,
which causes men to remain, or else go from the
body of Christ. "We are either among the members,
or else among the bad humours. It is of his own will
that each is either an antichrist, or in Christ."
(Augusti Kb.] Still God's actings in eternal election
harmonize in a way inexplicable to us, with man's free
agency and responsibility. It is men's own evil will
that chooses the way to hell ; it is God's free and sove
reign grace that draws any to Himself and to heaven.
To God the latter shall ascribe wholly their salvation
from first to last* the former shall reproach themselves
alone, and not God's decree, with their condemna
tion ch. 3. f); 6. 18;. that they were not ail of us—This
translation would imply that some of the antichrists are
of us! Translate, therefore, "That all 'who are for a
time among us) are not of us." Cf. 1 Corinthians. 11.
10. "There must be heresies among you. that they
which are approved may be made manifest anion*
you." For " were " some of the oldest AISS. read
"are." Such occasions test who are, and who are not,
the Lord's people. 20. But—Greek, "And." He here
states the means which they as believers have where
with to withstand antichrists (v. 18), viz., the chrism
(so the Greek: a play upon similar sounds), or "anoint
ing unguent,' viz,, the Holy Spirit (more plainly men
tioned further on, as is John's style, ch. 3. 24 ; 4. 13 ;
6. 6). which they ("ye" Is emphatic*! in contrast to
those apostates, v. 19) have " from the Holy One,"
Christ (John, 1. 33; 3. 34; 16. 2G; 16. K: "the righteous'
(v. 1). "pure* (ch. 3. 3), "the Holy One" (Acta, 3. 14) "or
God;" Mark. 1. 24. Those anointed of God in Christ
alone can resist those anointed with the spirit of Satan,
antichrists, who would sever them from the Father
and from the Sou. Relievers have the anointing Spirit
from the Father also, as well as from the Son; even as
tbe Son is anointed therewith by the Father. Hence
the Spirit is the token that we are in the Father and in
the Son; without it a man is none of Christ's. Tho
material unguent of costliest ingredients, poured on
the head of priests and kings, typified this spiritual
unguent, derived from Christ, the Head, to us. His
members. We can have no share iu Him as Jesus,
except we become truly Christians, and so be in Him
aa Christ, anointed with that unction from the Holy
One. The Spirit poured on Christ the Head. 1b by Htm
diffused through all the members. " It appears that
we all are the body of Christ, because we all are
anointed ; and we all in Him are boih Christ's and
Christ, because in some measure the whole Christ is
Head and body." and—therefore, ye know all things
—needful for acting aright against antichrist's seduc
tions, and for Christian life and godliness. In the
same measure as one hath the Spirit, in that measure
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(no more and do less, he knows all these things. 31.
b fa use ye know it. and ih it, Ax.—Ye not only know what
Is the truth (concerning the Son and the Father, v. 13),
but also are able to detect a lie as a thing opposed to
the truth. For right (a straight lino) la the index of
itself and or what is crooked. ( Estj us.] The Greek Is
susceptible of Alkokd's translation, "Because ye
know it. and because no lie is of the truth" (til.,
" every lie is excluded from being of the truth"). 1
therefore wrote (in this epistle} to point out what the
lie is. and who the liars are. 22. a—Greek, "Who ia
the Hart" m., guilty of the lie just mentioned (v. 21,,
tbat Jesus is the Christ— the grand central truth, this
is antichrist—<rrr«fc, " the antichrist:" not however here
ftertoHal, but in the abstract ; the ideal of antichrist
Is "he that denieth the Father and the Son." To
deny the bitter is virtually to deny the former. Again,
the truth as to the Son must be held in its integrity; to
deny that Jesus la the Christ, or that He ia the Son of
God. or that He came in the flesh. Invalidates the
whole (Matthew, 1L 27). 23. Greek. "Every one who
denieth the Son. hath not the Father either" (ch. 4. 2.
*j ; "Inasmuch as God hath Riven Himself to us wholly
to be enjoyed in Christ." [Calvin.] he that acknoicledgeth Vie Son hath the Father alto — These words
ought not to be in italics, as though they were not
in the original; for the oldest Greek MSS. have them,
hath—vix., in his abiding possession as his " portion :"
by living personal "fellowship.*' acknowledged—by
open confession of Christ. 24. Let that—truth respect
ing the Father and the Son. regarded as a seed not
merely dropped In. but having taken root (ch. S. 9). ye
—In the Greek standing emphatically at the beginning
< f the sentence. Ve. therefore, acknowledge the Son.
and so shall ye have the Father alto (v. 23). from the
beginning — from the time of your first hearing the
tospel. remain—translate as before, "abide." ye also—
iu your turn, as distinguished from "that which ye
have heard." the seed abiding in you, VI. v. it, "the
anointing abideth in you ... ye shall abide in Him."
Having taken into us the living seed of the truth
concerning the Father and the Son. we become trans
formed into the likeness of Him whose seed we have
taken into us. 26. this is the promise — Eternal life
shall be the permanent consummation of thus abid
ing in the Son and in the Father iv, 24). he—Greekt
" Himself." Christ. " the Son1 (cf. ch. 1. 1). prcmiaed(Jobn. 3.16. 36; 0. 40, 47. hi; 17. 2. 3.) 26. These things
—{». 18-85 I have I written— Resumed from e. 21 and 14.
sedace you—i.e., are trying to seduoe or lead you into
error. 27. But—Greek, "And you 'contrasting the be
lieving readers with the seducers; the words and you
stand prominent, the construction of the sentence fol
lowing being altered, and no verb agreeing with 'and
you.' u ij til * need not'). ..the anointing." Ac. (resumed
from v. 20 . received of him— (John, 1. 16.1 Bo we "are
unto Cod a sweet savour of Christ." aUdstn in you—
be tacitly thus admonishes them to uy, when tempted
by seducers, " The anointing abideth in us: we do not
need a teacher [for we have the Holy Spirit as our
teacher. Jeremiah, 31. 84; John, 6. 46; 16. 13]: tt teaches
us the truth : In that teaching we will abide."
(Bknoxl.] and—and therefore. God Is sufficient for
them who are taught of Him: they are independent or
all others, though, of course, not declining the Chris
tian counsel of faithful ministers, "Mutual com
munication is not set aside, but approved of, in the
case of those who are partakers of the anointing in one
laxly." {BenoklJ the same auoiottug—which ye once
fjr all received, and which now still abides in you.
of—"concerning." all things—essential to salvation:
the point under discussion. Not that the believer Is
made Infallible, for no believer here receives the Spirit
In all its fulness, but only the measure neerlful for keep
ing uim from soul-destroying error, bo the chuivh.
Mi
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I though having the Spirit in her. is not infallible lor
many fallible members can never make an inoUlible
whole;, but is kept from ever wholly losing the strict
truth, no lit—as anti-Christian teachim. p ahsJJ
abide in him—(p. 24, end—even as "the sndatus
abideth in you." The oldest MSS. read the impmttve. "Abide iu Him." 26. little dtildre - Vmk
" little sons," as in v. 12 : believers of cvsry ctsit
and age. abide in him—Christ. John repeats Minxa*'
tion with a loving appellation, as a father sddranni
dear children, when—/tt., "iff the uncertainty ii not
as to the fact, but the time, appear—Greek, "be onnifested." we—both writer and readers, aaaaaed b&te
him—/it., "/rom Him;" shrink back from HtsaiUned. Contrast "boldness in the dsy of Judgment," cfa.
4. 17; cf. ch. 8. 21; 6. 14. In the apocalypse iwriflo.
therefore, Bknusx thinks, subsequently,, Christ'i aw
ing is represented as put off to a greater distance. £9
The tuading of the second dtruioa of ths epuft
* Cod is righteous; therefore, every one thai dotih
righteousness is born of Him." Love is the grudfta
ture and principle of " righteousness" selected for
discussion, ch. 2. 29,-3. I. If ye knew . , . ys kissDistinct Greek verbs: "If ye are aware fare is. p*session of the knowledge)., je discern or sssajebesd
also tbat." &c. Ye are already aware that Ood i" H< *
iucludes both "the Father." oj whom the believer u
torn fend of this verse, and ch. S. ij, and ■ the Soa"
v. 1, 23) is righteous, ye must necessarily, thereby, re
ceive also the consequence of that truth, ttc* "thti
every one that doeth righteousness (and be alone; ai ,
the righteousness such as the righteous God spprora
is born of Him." The righteous produceth the riffcl
eons. We are never said to be born again y fan*:
but of God, with whom Christ is one. Hull*: »
A i -roiii> defines the righteousness of God, " It li tbt
Divine energy by whose power God wills sed doe
all things which are conformable to Hutferoal law.
prescribes suitable laws to His creat&nv. fulfil* Hb
promises to men, rewards the good, aod pnnisfees tit
ungodly." doeth—"For the graces .'ratae*" are prac
tical, and have their being in being produced 'in beis?
exercised;: for when they have ceased to act, or are
only about to act, they have not even being." UEa"mcnius.] "Cod is righteous, and there/ore the antra
of righteousness : when then a man doeth rubteecvness. we know tbat the source of His riflhteoassesi u
God. that consequently he has acquired by new Up.:
from God that righteousness which he had not by na
ture. We argue from his doing righteous***** to ei«
being born of God. The error of Pelagians is to cot
elude that doing righteousness is a condition of bar
ing a child nf God." [ A lford most truly.] Of. It
7. 47, 60 : Her much love evinced that her sins ■
already forgiven ; not. were the conddien of her
being forgiven.
.CH AFTER III.
Ver. 1-24. Distinguishing Marks or thi Candren or Gos and the Children or tbr lnwn.
BROTBJtBXT Love the Essence or Tbce Bwki
souaMXea. 1. Behold—Calling attention, as to sosm
wonderful exhibition, little as the world sees to ad
mire. This verse is connected with the previous est li
29, thus: All our doing of righteousness b a mere t*t!
that Cod, of His matchleai love, has adopted » *'
children: tt does not save us, but is a proof thv M
are saved of His grace, what nuuiaer of—of whai ag
passing excellence, how gracious on His part, how ■<•
cious to us, levs...bestowed—He doe* not say that uv,
hath given us some gift, but lore itself and the lonsUffl
of all honours, the heart Itself, and that not fox o^
works or efforts, but of His grace. ILvthmrJ ttsj
—"what manner of love f resulting in. proved if.
our baing. Ac The immediate effect am<d At m nw
bestowal of this lovu ia, "UitU as should bs (■»

Our Present Privilege* and
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children of God." should be called—should have re
ceived the privilege of such a glorious title (though
seeming so imaginary to the world), along with the
glonous reality. With God to call is to make really to
be. Who so great as Godt What nearer relationship
than that of sons f The oldest MSB, add. " And we
abe so" really, therefore—" on this account," because
" we axe (really) so." us—the children, like the Father,
it knew him not— viz., the Father. "If they who regard
not God. hoi J thee in any account, feel alarmed about
thy state." [Uenokl.] Contrast ch. 6. i. The world's
whole coarse Is one great act of non-recognition of God.
2. Beloved— by the Father, and therefore by me. now—
In contrast to "not yet." We now already are really
sons, though unrecognised as such by the world, and
■ ■is the consequence) we look for the visible mani
festation of our sonship, which not yet has taken place.
coin not jet appear—Greek, " it hath not yet (of any time,
Greek aorist) been visibly manifested what we shall be"
—what further glory we shall attain by virtue of this
oarsonship. The "what" suggests a something incon
ceivably glorious, but—Omitted is the oldest MSS.
1U Insertion in English Version gives a wrong an
tithesis. It is not, " We do not vet know manifestly
what, «kc, but we know," &c. Believers have some
decree of the manifestation already, though the
world has not. The connexion is. The manifestation
to the world of what we shall be. has not yet taken
I -lace: ice know flu general : as a matter of well-assured
knowledge: so the Greek, that when (fit., "if:" expresslog no doubt as to the fact, bat only as to the time:
also implying the coming preliminary fact, on which
the consequence follows, Malacbi, 1. 0; John, 14. 3) He
:uot "it," ris.. that which is not yet manifested [AxroBD]) shall be manifested (t. 6; ch. 2. 28,, we shall be
like Him (Christ: all sons have a substantial resem
blance to their father, and Christ, whom we shall be
like, is *' the express image of the Father's person," so
tiiat in resembling Christ, we shall resemble the Fa
thers We wait for the manifestation (lit., the apoca
lypse: the same term as is applied to Christ's own
manifestation, of the sons of God. After our natural
birtb, the new birth Into the life of grace is needed,
which is to be followed by the new birth into the life
of glory: the two latter alike are termed "the re
generation" (Matthew, id. £&.. The resurrection of oar
bodies is a kind of coming out of the womb of the
earth, and being born into another life. Our first
temptation was that we should be like God in know
ledge, and by that we fell; but being raised by Christ,
**e become truly like Him. by knowing Him as we are
known, and by seeing Him as He is. [1'earmon,
Creed, j As the first immortality which Adam lost was
to be) able not to die, so the last shall be not to be able
to die. As man's first free choice or will was to be
able not to sin. so our last shall be not to be able to
Aurx. (AuaCHTiNE, Civit, Dei, B. 22. c. 30] The devil
fell by aspiring to God's power; man. by aspiring to
Hue knowledge; but aspiring after God's goodness, we
bKssII ever grow in His likeness. The transition from
Ooti the Father to "He." "Him," referring to Christ
i who alone is ever said in Scripture to be manifested:
not the Father, John, 1. 18), implies the entire unity
oC trie Father and the Son. for, &c—Continual beboldUng generates likeness (2 Corinthians, 9. IB): as the
race of the moon being always turned towards the
ftO-ia. inflects its light and glory, see him—not in His
i a ne rmost God head, but as manifested in Christ. None
i . ut the pare can see the infinitely Pare One. In all
Lli*$*& passages the Greek is the same verb, opsomai:
uot denoting the action of seeing, but the state of htm
to wvrxoae eye or mind the object is presented; hence
I / ,e Greek verb is always In the middle or reflexive voice,
■ , -perceive and inwardly appreciate. ITjttmanv.1
'--ir spiritual bodies will appreciate and recognise
MS
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spiritual beings hereafter, as our natural bodies now
do natural objects. 3. this hope—of being hereafter
"like Him." Failli and love, as well as hope, occur
v. 11. 23. in—rather, "(resting] upon Him:" grounded
on His promises, partfiath himself—by Christ's Spirit
in him (John. 16. 6, end;. "Thou puriflest thyself.
not of thyself, but of Him who comes that lie may
dwell in thee." [Ai'ol-viimU One's justification
through faith is presupposed, as he U pure—unsullied
with any uncleauneas. The Second Person, by whom
both the law and gospel were given. 4. Sin is Incom
patible with birth from God (v. 1-3J. John often bets
forth the same truth negatively, which he had before
set forth positively. He bad shown, birth from God
involves self-purification; he now shows where bin. i.e..
the want of be If•purification, is, there is no birth from
God. Whosoever—Greek, "Every one who," ix. commiiteth sin—In contrast to v. 3. "Every man that hath
this hope in Him purifleth himself:" and t. 7, " He
that doeth righteousness." transgTesseih...the law—
Greek, "committeth transgression of law." God's law
of purity ; and so shows he has no such hope of being
hereafter pure as God is pure, and. therefore, that lie
Is not boru of God. for—Greek, "and." sin is.. .trans
gression of.. .law — definition of sin in general. The
Greek having the article to both, implies that they are
convertible terms. The Greek "sin" (namartta) is
lit, a missing of the mark. God's will being that mark
to be ever-aimed at. "By the law is the knowledge
of sin." The crookedness of a line is shown by being
brought into juxtaposition with a straight ruler. 5.
Additional proof of the incompatibility of sin and
sonsbip: the very object of Christ's manifestation to
the flesh was tv take away (by one act, and entirely,
aorist) all sins, as the scapegoat did typically, ana—
Another proof of the same, in hiin is no sin—not
"was," but "is," as in v. 7," He is righteous," and v 3.
'* He is pure." Therefore we are to be so. 6 He
reasons from Christ's own entire separation from sin.
that those In Him must also be separate from it.
abidetu in him — as the branch in the vine, by vilal
onion living by His life, eianeth not—in so far as he
abides in Christ, so far Is he free from all sin. The
Ideal, of the Curistlan. The life of sin and the life of
God mutually exclude one another, just as darkness
and light. In matter of fact, believers do fall Into sins
(ch. 1. 8-10; 2. 1, 2,: but all such sins are alien from the
life of God, and need Christ's cleansing blood, without
application to widen the life of God could not be
maintained. He slnneth not so long as he abideth
in Christ, whosoever simuth hata ua seen him—Greek
perfect, "has not seen, and does not see Him." Again
the ideal of Christian Intuition and knowledge is pre
sented (Matthew, 7. 23J. All sin as such is at variance
with the notion of one regenerated. Not that "who
soever Is betrayed into sins has never seen, nor
known God;" but in so far as sin exists, in that degree
the spiritual intuition and knowledge of God do not
exist In him. neither—" not even." To see spiritually
is a further step than to know; for by knowing we come
to seeing by vivid realization and experimentally. 7,
8. The same truth stated, with the addition that he who
sins is, so far as he sins, "of the devil." let no man
deceive you — as antlnoinlans try to mislead men.
righteousness — (Irak, "Vie righteousness," viz., of
Christ or God. be that doeth.. .is righteous—not his
doing makes him righteous, bat bis being ri'jhtious
(justified by the righteousness of God In Christ, Ro
mans, 10. 3-10,1 makes him to do righteousness : an In
version common in familiar language, logical in reality.
though not in form, as in Luke. 7. 47; John, 8. 47.
Works do not justify, but the Justified man works.
We infer from his doing righteousness that he is already
righteous [i.e., has the true and only principle of doin<7
righteousness, viz., faith,, and U therefore bom of God
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tv. 9): just as we might say. The tree that bean good loud professions, and even seemingly good works!
fruit is a good tree, and has a living root: not that the . that distinguishes God's children from the devil's.
fruit make.* the tree and its root to be good, but It shows 11. the message — " announcement" m of •oraethiib
that they aro so. he—Christ 8. He that committeth good ; not a mere command as the law. The pspl
sin is of the devil — in contrast to " He that doeth message of Htm who loved us, announced by His serrighteousness," v. 1, He is a son o/ the devil w. 10; vanta. is, that we byte the brethren ; not here all nanJohn. 8. 44,'. John does not, however, say, "born of kind, but those who are our brethren in Christ, children
the devil," as he does "born of God," for "the devil of the same family of God, of whom we have been born
begets none, nor does he create any; bat whoever Im anew. 12. tcho—not in the Greek, of that witte om
itates the devil, trecomes a child of the devil by Im —translatet** evil one," to accord with ** Because his own
itating him. not by proper birth.'* IAuoustine, works were evuV Cf. e. 8, " of the devil," in contrast
Tract 4. 10.] From the devil there is not genera to "of Cod" v. 10. slew.. .him? because his own w#b
tion, but corruption. [Bknc.ku] sinneth from the be were evil, and his brother's righteous—through envy and
ginning;— from the time that any began to sin IAl- hatred of his brother's piety, owing to which God ac
roRDj : from the time that be became what he is, the cepted Abel's, but rejected Cain's offering. Enmity
devil. He seems to have kept his first estate only a from the first existed between the seed of tbe worcm
very short time after his creation. [Benubu] Since and tbe seed of the serpent. 13. Marvel not — The
the fall of man [at the beginning of our world] the devil marvel would be if tbe world loved yon. the worla
tx {ever'} sinning ithls Is the force of "sinoeth f be has —of whom Cain is the representative (e. it), bate 70s
sinned from the beginning, is the cause of all sins, and —as Cain hated even his own brother, and that to Uie
still goes on sinning: present). As the author of sin. extent of murdering him. The world feels its hid
and prince of this world, he has never ceased to seduce works tadtly reproved by your good works. It Weman to sin. [Lueckk.] destroy—break up and do Emphatical : hated though wo be by the world, w
away with : bruising and crushing the serpent's head, know what the world knows not know—as an assured
works of the devil—sin, and all its awful consequences. fact passed—changed our state, Colossiana. 1. H
John argues. Christians cannot do that which Christ "from the power of darkness. ..translated into tbe
came to destroy. 9. Whosoever is born of God—lit, kingdom of His dear Son." from death unto Bfc-Jtf.,
" Every one that Is begotten of God." doth not com " out of the death (which enthrals the unrepenerate
mit sin—his higher nature, as one born or begotten of into the life" (of the regenerate). A palpable coir..-:
God, doth not sin. To be begotten of God and to sin, dence of language and thought, the beloved disciple
are states mutually excluding one another. In so far adopting his Lord's words, because we love the ttrettrti
as one sins, he makes It doubtful whether he be born —tbe ground, not of our passing orer out of dentof God. his seed—the living word of God, made by the into life, but of our knowing that we have so. Xok
Holy Spirit the seed in us of a new life, and the con on onr part is the evidence of our justification sad
tinual mean of sanctiflcation. remaineth—abtdeth in regeneration, not the cause of them. " Let each jo te
him [Sole, cf. v. 6; John, 6. 38). This does not con- his own heart; If he find there love to tbe brethren
i i■ t'.lkt ch. l. M; the regenerate show the utter In let him feel assured that he has passed from deaii
compatibility of sin with regeneration, by cleansing unto life. Let him not mind that his glory Is only hid
away every sin Into which they may be betrayed by den; when the Lord shall come, then shall be appear
the old nature, at once in the blood of Christ cannot in glory. For he has vital energy, but it is still winter
siu, because he is born of God—" because it is of God that time; the root has vigour, but the branches are sit1
he is born" (so the Griek order, as compared with the were dry; within there Is marrow which is vlgorcaorder of the same words in the beginning of the within are leaves, within fruits, bat they must nit
verse): not " because he was bora of God" (the Greek for summer," [Atjgustinb.] He that levels r>
Is perfect which to present In meaning, not aoristj; it Is Most of the oldest MBS. omit ** his brother," wt. .
not said. Because a man was once for all born of God makes the statement more general, aMdetn—still »
he never afterwards can sin; but. Because he is born of death — "in the (spiritual) death" (ending in etenu
God, the seed abiding now In Him, he cannot sin ; death) which is the state of all by nature. His »«
so long as It energetically abides, sin can have no of love evidences that no saving change has passed om
place. Cf. Genesis, 30. o, Joseph, ** How can 1 do this him. 15. hateth—equivalent to " loveth not* fr. M
great wickedness and sin against Cod ?" The priuciple there Is no medium between the two. "Love tri
within me Is at utter variance with It The regenerate hatred, like light and darkness, life and death, new
life is Incompatible with sin, and gives the believer a sarily replace, as well as necessarily exdude. ®*
haired for sin in every shape, and an unceasing desire another." (Alpord.) is a murderer—because indnfcto resist it. " The child of God in this c-tnflict receives ing in that passion, which, if followed ont to **
indeed wounds daily, but never throw* away his arms natural consequences, would make him one, " Where
or make* peace with his deadly foe." [Luther..! The as, v. 10 desires us to lay down our lives for the brt&
exceptional sins Into which the regenerate are sur ren ; duels require one (awful to say ! ) to risk his <**
prised, aro owing to the new life principle being for a life, rather than not deprive onofner of life,* [Bayou.
time suffered to lie dormant, and to the sword of the God regards tbe inward disposition as tanUmcwEt \>
spirit not being drawn instantly. Sin Is ever active, the outward act which would flow from it, whoso
but no loruier reigns. The normal direction of the be ever one bates, one wishes to be dead, bats—sue* *
liever's energies is asainst sin ; the law of God after one still " abldeth In death.** It ts not his fvisrthe inward man Is the ruUng principle of his true self, state, but his present, which Is referred to. He *>
though the old nature, not yet fully deadened, rebels hates (i.e., loveth not) Ms brother (v. 14). caanrt b
and sins. Contrast ch. 6. IS, with John, 8. 31; cf. Psalm this hts present state have eternal life abiding is ss&
]ft. w, 23 ; 32. 2, 3 ; 119. 113, 17G. The magnetic needle, 16. What true love to the brethren is. iUnstrated by tte
the nature of which is always to point to the pole, Is love of Christ to us. hereby — Greek, "herein/ w
easily turned aside, but always resecks the pole, love of God—The words " of God " are not to the «te
children of the devil—(Note, v. 8; Acts. 13. 10). There is nal. Translate, "We arrive at the knowledge ■?•
no middle class between the children of God and the love;" we apprehend what true leve is. be—Osri^
children of the devil, doeih not righteousness — Con and we—on our part, if absolutely needed for the tfca
trast ch. 2. 29. ho that loveih not his brother— (ch. 4. S) of God, the good of the church, or the salvstiov of ■
—a particular instance of that love which is the sum brother, lives—Christ alone laid down His onefcft*^
and fulfilment of all righteousness, and the token !not ns all: we ought to lay down our Km* severally fc*£,i
fit*

Self-Condemnation, Assurance,
1 JOHN. IIX
and Confidence before God.
lives of the brethren ; if not actually, at least virtually, our hearts before Him') if our heart condemn {Greek,
by giving our time. care, labours, prayers, substance : 'know [aught] against us ;' answering by contrast to
"Ifon »o';u, sed owntbus." Our life oiulu not to be •we shall know that we are of the truth') us (it is, 6*.
dearer to us than God's own Son was to Him. The cause God is greater than our heart and knoweth all
apostles and martyrs acted on this principle. 77. this things." 1 f our heart j udges us unfavourably, we may
world's gjod — Ut.. "livelihood" or Rubstance. If we be sure that He, knowing more than our heart knows,
ought to lay down our lives for the brethren (t>.i6), judges us more unfavourably still. [Alford.J A
how much more ought we not to withhold our sub similar ellipsis ("it ia'*j occurs 1 Corinthians, 14. ST;
stance t sfeth—not merely casually, but deliberately 2 Corinthians, 1. 6; 8. 23. The condemning testimony
contemplates as a spectator; Greek, "beholds," shnt- of our conscience is not alone, but is the echo of the
teth up iii* bowels of compassion—which had been mo voice of Him who is greater and knoweth all things.
mentarily opened by the spectacle of his brother's need. Our hypocrisy in loving by word and tongue, not in
"The bowels'* mean the heart, the seat of compassion. deed and truth, does not escape even our conscience,
how — ifoto is it possible that "the love of [It, to) though weak and knowing but little, how much less
God dwelleth [Gretk, obideth) in him? Our super God who knows all things ? Still the consolatory view
fluities should yield to the necessities: our comforts, may be the right one. For the Greek for "we shall
and even our necessaries in some measure, should assure our hearts * (see Note, v. 19', is gain over, per
yield to the extreme wants of our brethren. "Faith suade so as to be stilled, implying that there was a previ
gives Christ to me; love flowing from faith gives me ous state of selfcondemnation by the heart iv. 20 .which,
to my neighbour.** 18. When the venerable John could however, is got over by the consolatory thought,
no longer walk to the meetings of the church, but was " God Is greater than my heart" which condemns me,
borne thither by his discipleB, he always uttered the and "knows all things," {Greek ginoskei. "knows," not
nine address to the church ; he reminded them of kataginoskei, "condemns"), and therefore knows my
that one commandment which be had received from love and desire to serve Him, and knows my frame so
Christ Himself, as comprising all the rest, and form as to pity my weakness of faith. This gaining over of
ing the distinction of the new covenant, "My little the heart to peace is not so advanced a stage as the
children, love one another." When the brethren pres having confidence towards God, which flows from
ent, weaiied of hearing the same thing so often, a heart condemning us not. The first " because*' thus
asked why lie always repeated the same thing, he re applies to the two alternative cases, v. 20. 21 (giving the
plied, " Because it is the commandment of the Lord, ground of saying, that having love we shall gam over, or
and if this one thing be attained it is enough." assure our minds before Him, v, IB}; the second "be
[JeboHS] 18. iu word—Greek, "with yrord...with cause" applies to the first alternative alone, viz., if
tongue, but in deed and truth.'* 19. hereby—Greek, our heart condemn us. When he reaches the second
"herein;" in our loving indeed and in truth («. 18). alternative, v. 21, he states it independently of the
we know — The oldest MSS. have " we shall know," former "because** which had connected it with v. is,
riz.. if we fulfil the command [v. 18). of the truth—that inasmuch as confidence toward God Is a farther
•yte are real disciples of. and belonging to. Vie truth, stage than persuading our hearts, though always pre
as it is in Jesus: begotten of God with the word of ceded by it. 21. Beloved—There is no But contrasting
trutb. Having herein the truth radically, we shall he the two cases, v. 20, 21, because " Beloved" sufficiently
sure not to love merely in word and tongue (v. 18;. marks the transition to the case of the brethren walk
assure— lit , persuade, tit., so as to cease to condemn ing in the full confidence of love [v, 18). The two re
us ; satisfy the questionings and doubts of our con sults of our being able to "assure our hearts before
sciences as to whether we be accepted before God or Him" (e. 19', and of " onr heart condemning us not" (of
not ,'cf. Matthew, 28. U; Acts, 12. SO, "Having made insincerity as to the truth in general, and as to lovi
Uiastus their friend," lit, "persuaded"). The in particular) are, (1.) confidence toward God; (2.) a
-* heart." as the seat of the feelings, is our Inward sure answer to our prayers. John does not mean
judoc; the conscience, as the witness, acts either as that all whose heart does not condemn them, are
our justifying advocate, or our condemning accuser, therefore safe before God ; for some have their con
1 1. fore God even now. John, 8. 9, has "conscience," science seared, others are ignorant of the truth, and it
kiut the passage is omitted in most old MSS. John no is not only sincerity, but sincerity in the truth which
where else uses the term conscience. Peter and Paul can save men. Christians are those meant here ;
alone use it. before him—as in the sight of Him, the knowing Christ's precepts and testing themselves by
omniscient Searcher of hearts. Assurance Is designed them. 23. we receive—as a matter of fact, according
to be the ordinary experience and privilege of the be to His promise. Believers, as such, ask only what is
liever. 20 Luther & Desukl take this verse as con- In accordance with God's will; or if they ask what God
golii;i,' the believer whom his heart condemns; and wills not. they bow their will to God's will, and so
-who. therefore, like Peter, appeals from conscience to God grants them either their request, or something
.•Him who is greater than conscience, " Lord, thou better than It. because we keep his commandments—
j^ntowest all things: thou knowest that I love thee." IT. Psalm tc. 18 : St. 16; I4fi. 18, 10. Not as though our
X*eter*s conscience, though condemning him of his sin merits earned a hearing for our prayers, but when we
i_n denying the Lord, assured him of his love ; but are believers in Christ, all onr works of faith being the
xearing the possibility, owing to his past fall, of de fruit of His Spirit in us, are " pleasing in God's sight f
ceiving himself, be appeals to the all-knowing God : and our prayers being the voice of the same Spirit of
^4, Paul. 1 Corinthians, 4. 3, 4. So if we be believers, God in us, naturally and necessarily are answered by
eveB if our heart condemn us of sin in general, yet Him. 23. Summing up of God's commandments
* j aviDJt tlie one sum of sonship. love, we may still as- under the gospel dispensation in one commandment.
0*%ir* ew /warts 'some oldest MSB. read heart, v. 19, as tiiis is his commandment— singular: for faith and fore
^vell a* v> 20 • ** knowing that God is greater than our are not separate commandments, but are indissolubly
j^s-arl* end knoweth all things. But thus the same united. We cannot truly love one another without
fjrtek is translated "because" in the beginning, and faith in Christ, nor can we truly believe in Him with
„ — /we know, that" In the middle of the verse, and if the out love, believe—once for all: Greek aorlst. on the
&>-er»e were consolatory, it probably would have been, name of his Son—on all that is revealed in the gospel
- jjecause sv en if our heart condemn us," &c There- concerning Him, and on Himself in respect to His
-^-jr© translate. "Because [rendering the reason why It person, offices, and atoning work, as he—as Jesus gave
been stated in v. 19 to be so important to 'aauire us couiuiauduieuk 24. dwelleth iu him—The believer
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1 JOHN. IV.

dwelleth in Christ, and he in him—Christ in the be
liever. Reciprocity. "Thus he returns to the great
key-note of the epistle, abide in Him, with which the
former part concluded " (ch. 2. asi. hereby — " herein
we (believers! know that He abideth in us, viz.. from
(the presence in us of] the Spirit which He bath (riven
as." Thus he prepares, by the mention of the true
Spirit, for the transition to the false " spirits." ch. 4. 1-0;
after which be returns again to the subject of lott.
CHAPTER IV.
Ver. 1-31. Tests or Falhb Phopbets. Love the
Test of Birth from God, and the Nfcessary
Fruit op Knowing His C-reat Love in Christ to
us. 1. Beloved—Tiie affectionate address wherewith
be calls their attention, as to an important subject.
every spirit—which presents itself in the person of a
prophet. The Spirit of truth, and the spirit of error,
■peak by men's spirits as their organs. There is but
one Spirit of truth, and one spirit of antichrist, tryby the tests v. 2, 3!. All believers are to do so : not
merely ecclesiastics. Even an angel's message should
be tested by the word of God : much more men's
teachings, however holy the teachers may seem, be
cause, &c—the reason why we must "try." or text the
spirits, many f*lae prophets—Mot *' prophets" in the
sense " foretellers." but organs of the spirit that in
spires them, teaching accordingly either truth or
error: "many antichrists." are gone oat—as if from
God. into the world—said alike of good and bad pro*
phets (3 John. 7J. The world Is easily seduced (t. 4, 6).
2. "Herein." know., the Spirit of God—whether He be,
or not, in those teachers professing to be moved hy
Him. Every spirit — i.e., Every teacher claiming in
spiration by the Holy Spirit, confesseth—the truth
Is taken for granted as established. Man is required
to covjess it, i e., in his teaching to profess it openly.
Jesns Christ is come in the flesh—a twofold truth con
fessed, that Jesus is the Christ, and that He is come (the
Greek perfect implies not a mere past historical fact,
as the aorist would, but also the present continuance
of the fact and its blessed effects) inthe flesh ("clothed
with flesh:" not with a mere teeming humanity, as the
Docetio afterwards taught : He therefore was. previ
ously, something far above flesh). His flesh implies
His death for us. for only by assuming flesh could He
die (for as God He could not), Hebrews, 2. 9. 10, 14, 16;
and His death implies His love for us (John, 15. 13).
To deny the reality of His flesh, is to deny His love,
and so cast away the root which produces all true love
on the believer's part (e. e-u, 18). Rome, by the
doctrine of the Immaculate conception of the Virgin
Mary, denies Christ's proper humanity. 3. confesseth
not that Jesus Cniitt is come is the flesh — lB.EH.aui
(3. 8), Lucifer. Origin, on Matthew, 25. 14, and
VvXgaU read, " Every spirit which destroys [sets
aside, or does away with) Jesus (Christ)." Cyprian
and Polycarp support English Version text. The
oldest extant MSS., which are, however, centuries after
Polycarp, read, "Every spirit that confesseth not
(i.e., refuses to confess) Jesus" (in His person, and all
His offices and divinity), omitting "Is come In the
flesh." ye have heard—from your Christian teachers.
already is it in the world—in the person of the false pro
phets (v. 1). 4. Ye — Emphatical : Ye who confess
Jesus: in contrast to "them," the false teachers,
overcome them— (ch. 5, 4, 5}—Instead of being "over
come and brought into (spiritual) bondage" by them
(2 Peter. 2. IB). John, 10. B, 5, "The sheepdid not hear
them:" "A stranger will they not follow, but will flee
from him: for they know not the voice of strangers."
he that is in yen—God, of whom ye are. he that is in the
world— the spirit of antichrist, the Devil, " the prince
of this world." 6. of the world—they derive their spirit
and teaching from the world, "unregenerate human
nature, ruled over and possessed by batan, the prince

and of the Chtidm of Gad,

, of this world." (Alfokd. ) speak.. .of the wiilo-thty
< draw the matter of their conversation from the life,
opinions, and feelings of the world, the wi-rld tnrita
them— (John. 15. 18, 19.) TIu world tovt xts <wn. 6.
I We— True teachers of Christ: in contrast to thm. te
I of God—and therefore speak of Cod: in cmtrait to
I " speak they of the world." v. 5. knowets Gea-u his
: Father, being a child "of God" (ch. 2. 13. 14'. kemta
ui— Cr. John. 18. 37, " Every one that is of the troth,
I heareth my voice." Hereby—fr. 2-* —By their etfe*
' inff, or not confessing, Jesus: by the kind of non*«>
given them respectively by thoee who know God. and
by those who are of the world and not of God. fptrit
of truth—the Spirit which comes from God and teicfcfJ
truth, spirit of error—Uiesjnrii which cwmes from Saiin
and seduces into error. 7. -Resumption of the du;q
theme ich. 2. 291. Lore, the sum of nghttovwca is tie
test of our being born of God. Love flows from a sei'e
of God's love to us: cf. v. 9, with ch. 3. 16, which t * re
sumes ; and e. 13, with ch. 3. 24, which similarly s. U
resumes. At the same time, v. 7-21 is connected "iih
the immediately preceding context, v. 2 settir-g forth
Christ's incarnation, Uu great proof of God"stewte.ltf. i
Beloved — an address appropriate to his nhject,!
"love." love—all love is from God as its founua:
especially tbat embodiment of love, God manifct ia
the flesh. The Father also is lore fr. 8 . The /Wi"
Ghost sheds love as Its first fruit abroad in the ban.
knoweth God—spiritually, experimentally . and habitual
ly. 8. knoweth cot — Greek aorist : not otJj k»m&
not now, but never knew, has not once for a& ttor*
God. God is lovs — There ia no Greek article to Isee,
but to God; therefore we cannot translate. Lcn u Qui.
God is fundamentally and essentially lovs: notroerefr
is loving, for then John's argument would rjotsu^1'.
for the conclusion from the premises then •onld be
this. This man is not loving: God is loiivo; then/en
heknenoeth not God in so far as God is wrist;;; -uil
he might know Him in His other attribute*. Sst
when we take fore as God's essence, the anrmaenti*
sound : This man doth not love, and tkerrfm hw
not love: God is essentially love, therrfm he fcuarswi
G'od. 9. toward us—Greek, " in our case." soit-^rfft,
" hath sent." into the world—A proof against Soctoiass,
that the Son existed before He was "sent into U"
world." Otherwise, too. He could not lave been ocr
life <t>. 6), our "propitiation" (v. 10). or our "Savio-r
\v. 14). It is the grand proof of God's lore, flu fc*™*
sent His only-begotten Son, that we might fire (Amgft
Him, who is Out Life, and who has redeemed our fee*
feited life; and it is also the grand moiiee to gsx
mutual love, 10. Hereiu is love—fore in the abstract:
lore, in its highest ideal, is herein. The love sas s3
on God's side, none on ours, not that wo loved Mtbough so altogether worthy of love, he hrvrf al
though so altogether unworthy of love. The Grot
aorist expresses. Not that we did any act of lew ai
any time to Goa\ but that He did the act of lowfc
us In sending Christ. 11. God's love to ui it the sraad
motive for our love to one another (ch. s. 16). #""**
we all admit as a fact. we. ..also — as being b&* 9/
God, and therefore resembling our Father wno it to**
In proportion as we appreciate God's love to a*. *♦
love Him and also the brethren, the chii'lren Or *J
generation) of the same God, the represeniauvet «
the unseen God, 12. God, whom no man haih we9*"
any time, bath appointed His children as the rvm
recipients of our outward kindness which flows fr»
love to Himself, "whom not having seen, we tove/d.
A'ofe, v. 11. 19. 20. Thus e. 12 explains why. instead «■
v. llj of saying," H God so loved us, we ought alas *
love God," he said, " We ought also to love vz*m/*1**\
If we love one another. God d*elleth in ns-forOod ii k«
and it must have been from Him dwelling m w.*r
we drew the real love we bear to the brethren (v. i »•

Loin and Fear Contrasted: God is
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John discusses this, r. 1310. his love—rather, "the
love of li.t., to; Him" ich. 2. 6), evinced by our love
to His representatives, our brethren. i» perfected in us
—John discusses this. v. 17-19. Cf. ch. 2. 6, "Is per
fected." i.e., attains its proper maturity. 13. "Here
in." The token vouchsafed to as of God's dwelling
{Greek, "abide"; in us, thouch we see Him not, is
this, that He hath (riven us "of His Spirit" (ch. 3. 24).
Where tbe Spirit of God is, there God is. One Spirit
dwells in tbe church: each believer receives a measure
"of" that Spirit In the proportion God thinks fit.
Lore is His first frnlt (Gaiatians, 6. 2i'j. In Jesus
alone the Spirit dwelt without measure 'John. 3. 34).
34. And we—Primarily, we apostles, Christ's appointed
eyewitnesses to testify to the facts concerning Him.
Hie internal evidence of the indwelling Spirit (v. 13J is
corroborated by the external evidence of the eye
witnesses to the fact of the Father having "sent His
Son to be the Saviour of the world." seen — Greek,
"contemplated;" "attentively beheld" (A'ofe, ch. 1. 1).
sent — G'n ek, "hath scut:" not an entirely past fact
'fiorist1, but one of which the effects continue (perfect).
15. sball confess — once for all : so the Greek aorist
means, that Jesui is the Son of God — and therefore
" ilit* Saviour of the world" (v. 14). 16. And we— John
and his readers mot as v. 14, the apostles only), known
and believed—True .faith, according to John, is a faith
of knowledge and experience: true knowledge is a
knowledge of faith. ILuecke.] to u*—Greek, "in our
case" (Note, v. 91. dwelietn—Greek, "abideih." Of.
with this verse.- v. 7. 17, 18. (Cf. ch. 3. 19-21.) oar
Jove—rather as the Greek, "love [in the abstract, the
principle of love (Alfoud]) is made perfect (in its
relations) with us." Love dwelling in us advances to
its consummation "with its." i.e... as it is concerned
triih us: so Greek. Luke, 1 63, "Showed mercy upon
(lit., with} her:" 2 John t, "the truth shall be with us
for ever." boldness— "confidence;" the same Greek as
ch. 3.21. to which this passage is parallel. The opposite
to "fear," v. 18. Herein is our love perfected, viz.,
in God duelling in us, and our dwelling in God (v. 16).
Involving as its result, "that we can have confidence
(or boldness) in the day of judgment" (so terrible to all
other men. Acts, 24. 25; Romans. 2. 16). because, &c,
—The ground of our "confidence" is, "bfcause even as
J3e (Christ) is, we also are in this world" (and He will
not, in that day. condemn those who are like Himself).
i.e. we are righteous as He is righteous, especially in
respect to that which Is the sum of righteousness, lore
;ch.. 3. 14). Christ is righteous, and love itself, in
heaven: so are we. His members, who are still "In
this world." Our oneness with Him even now in His
exalted position above Ephesians, 2. c . so that all that
belongs to Him of righteousness, &c, belongs to us
also by perfect imputation, and progressive impartoi ion. is the ground of our love being perfected so that
•ice enn have confidence in the day oj judgment. We
are in, not of. this world. 18. Fear has no place in
love. Bold eotifidence {v. 17), based on lore, cannot co
exist with fear. Lore, which, when perfected, givps
-front confidence, casts out fear icf. Hebrews, 2. 14. 16).
1"he desigu of Christ's propitiatory death was to dWtrer
from this bondage of fear, but—"nay." (Alford.J
i">a-r h.»th torment—Greek, punishment. Fear is always
involving in the mind the punishment deserved.
r Kstivs.] Fear, by anticipating punishment [through
csonscioasnets 0f deserving it J. has it even now. i.«.«
fcfie foretaste of it. Perfect love is incompatible with
exich. a self punishing fear. Godly fear of offending
£__5od is quite distinct from slavish fear of consciouslydeserved punishment. The latter fear is natural to
os all untilfore casts it out. "Men's states vary: one
^ without fear and love; another, with fear without
ove ; another, with fear and love; another, without
with love." [Benoel.] 19. bun—Omitted in the

Love: therefore Hi* Giildren Love,

oldest MSS. Translate. " We iemphatical: we on our
part) love (in general: love alike Him, and the brethren,
and our fellowmtn), because He (emphatical: answer
ing to " w e ;" because it was He who) first loved us in
sending His Son {Greek aorist of a definite act at a
point of time). Be was tbe first to love us: this
thought ought to create in us love casting out fear
[v. lb.-. 30. loveth not.. .brother whom ha hath seen, how
can he lovs God whom he hath not seen—It is easier for
us. influenced as we are here by sense, to direct love
towards one within the range of our senses, than to
wards One unseen, appreciable only by faith. " .Nature
is prior to grace; and we by nature love things seen,
before we love things unseen." [Estius.J The eyes
are our leaders in lore. "Seeing is an incentive to
love." IGEcumbnU'H 1 If we do not love the brethren,
the visible representatives of God. how can we love
God. the invisible One, whose children they are ? The
true ideal of man, lost in Adam, is realized in Christ,
in wh- in God is revealed as He is, and man as be
ought to be. Thus, by faith in Christ, we learn to
love both the true God and the true man, and so to
love the brethren as bearing His image, hath seen—
and continually sees. 21. Besides the argument (v. 20)
from the common feeling of men, he here adds a
stronger one from God's express commandment
(Matthew, 22. 29). He who loves, will do what the
object of his love wishes, he who loveth Gad— he who
wishes to be regarded by God as loving Him.
CHAPTER V.
Ver. 1-21 Who are the Brethren Espfciallv
to be Loved icb. 4. 21): Obedience, the Test or
Love. Easy throccih Faith, which Overcomes
the World. Last Portion ok the Epistle. The
Spirit's Witness to the Believer's Spiritual
Life. Truths .Repeated at the Close: Farsu tit. Warning. 1. Reason why our "brother'*
ch. 4. 21) is entitled to such love, viz., because he is
" born (begotten) of God:" so that if we want to show
our love to God, we must show ft to God's visible re
presentative. Whosoever—67r<*fc,"Every one that." He
could not be our "Jesus" (God Saviour) unless He were
" the Christ;" for He could not reveal the way of salva
tion, except He were a prophet: He could not work
out that salvation. except He were a priest: He could
not confer that salvation upon us, except He were a
king: He could not be prophet, priest, and king, except
He were the Christ. IFearson on the Creed. I born—
translate. " begotten," as in the latter part of the verse,
the Greek being the same. Christ is the " only-begotten
Son" by generation: we become begotten sons of
God by regeneration ai.d adoption, every one that
loveth him that begat—sincerely, not in mere profession
i'fh. 4. :n|. loveth him also thai is begotten of him—viz.,
"his brethren" (ch. 4. 2t). 2.Bj-Greek,"ltt this." As
our love to the brethren is the sign and test of our love
to God. so (John here says) our lore to God (tested by
our " keeping His commandments") is, conversely,
the ground and only true basis of tote to our brother.
we know—John means here, not the outward criteria
of genuine brotherly love, but the inward spiritual
criteria of it, consciousness of love to God manifested
in a hearty keeping of His commandments. When
we have this inwardly-and-outwardly con firmed love
to God. we can know assuredly, that we truly love the
children of God. "Love to one's brother is prior, accord
ing to tbe order of nature [Note, ch. 4. 20) ; lore to
God Is so, according to the order of crace (ch. 6. 2).
At one time the former is more immediately known,
at another time the latter, according as the mind is
more engaged in human relations, or in what concerns
the divine honour." (Estius.] John shows what true
lore is, viz , that which is referred to God as its first
object. As previously John urged the effect, so now
be urges the cause. Fur he wishes mutual love to La
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for Faith Conquer? Ever* fat*

io cultivated among us, as that God should always be j John Baptist came only baptizing with water, and
placed first. ICalvim.) 3. this Is—the love of God con 1 therefore was not the Messiah. Jesus came first to
sists in this, io' grievous—as so many think them. I undergo Himself the double baptism of water and
It is "the way of the transgressor" that "is hard." I blood, and then to baptize us with the Spirit^ieacsWhat makes them to the regenerate " not grievous," j Ing, of which water is the sacramental seal, and with
is faith which ** overcometh the world" it>. 4): in pro i His atoning blood, the efficacy of which, once-tor-sli
portion n"> faith is strong, the grievousness of God's shed, is perpetual in the church; and therefore ii tfo
commandments to the rebellious flesh is overcome. Messiah. It was His shed blood which first gaieiflikTHie reason why believers feel any decree of irksomeness baptism its spiritual sigiiiflc'incy. We are baptized
in God's commandments, is, they do not realize fully tnfo His death; the grand point of union between us
by faith the privileges of their spiritual life. 4. For— and Him. and, through Him. between us and Hoi. it
(Note. v. 3.j The reason why "Uts commandments are is the Spirit, &c.—Vte Holy Spirit is an additional wit
sot grievous." TIioukIi there is a conflict in keeping ness cf. r. 7). besides the lcufrrand the Wad, to JewV
them, the issue for the whole body of the regenerate Sonship and Mt&siahslup. The Spirit attested the»
it victory over every opposing influence ; meanwhile truths at Jesus baptism by descending on Him.snd
there is a present joy to each believer in keeping!them throughout His ministry by enabling Him to spesk
which makes them "not grievous," whatsoever—Greek. and do what man never before or since has spoken or
"all that is begotten of Uod." The neuter expresses done ; and " it is the Spirit that beareth witness" of
the universal whole, or aggrtaaU of Oie regenerate, re Christ, now permanently in the church: both in the
garded as one collective body: John, s. 6; 6. 37, 59, inspired New Testament Scriptures, and in the beans
'where Benukl remarks, that in Jesus' discourses, of believers, and in the spiritual reception of bapusci
what the Father has given Him is called, in the singu and the Lord's supper, because the Spirit is trots—It is
lar number and neuter gender, all whatsoever; those His essential frufA which gives His witness such iswho come to the Son are described in the masculine fallible authority. 7. three— two or three witnessei
gender and plural number, tlicy aU, or singular, every, were required bylaw to constitute adequate testimony.
one. The Father has given, as it were, the whole mass The only Greek MSS. in any form which support the
to the Son. tliat all whom He gave may be one whole: words, ** in heaven, the Father, the "Word, and the
that universal whole the Son singly evolves. In the ex Holy Ghost, and these three are one; and there sre
ecution of the Divine plan, overcometh—habitually, three that bear witness in earth." are the MonUtru*
the world—all that is opposed to keeping the command anna of Dublin, copied evidently from the mede*
ments of God, or draws us off from God, in this world, Latin Vulgate , the Ba\iuiius, copied from the Cetnincluding our corrupt flesh, on which the world's blan plutensian lolyglot; a JS1S. at Naples, with the «or&i
dishments or threats act, as also including Satan, the added in the margin by a recent hand; Ottobonianns.
prince of Vtis world, this is the victory tiiat overcometh 29t>, of the fifteenth century, the Greek of which is amen
—Greek aorist: "...that hath (already) overcome the trantlatuyn of the accompanying Latin. All the old ver
world f* the victory (where faith is) hereby is implied sions omit the words. The oldest MSS. of the Vulsatt
aa having been already obtain- d (ch. 2. 13; 4 4). 5. Who omit them : the earliest Vulgate MS. which has them
—*' Who" else " but he that believeth that Jesus is the being Wizanburgen&ls. 09, of the eighth century. A
Son of God"—"the Christ" Iv. 1;! Confirming, by a scholium quoted In Malthaa, shows tliat the word*
triumphant question defying all contradiction, as an did not arise from fraud : for in the words in all Gmi
undeniable fact. v. 4, that Oie victory which overcomes MSS., " there are three that bear record." as the See*
the world is faith. For it is by believing that we are liast notices, the word "three" la masculine, be
made one with Jesus Vie Son oj God, so that we partake cause the three things {the Spirit, the water, and &
of His victory over the world, and have dwelling in us blood) are stmbojjs orTHETBiNiTY. To ihis Cypnae.
One greater than he who is in the world Ich. 4. 4). 106, also refers, "Of the Fa/A er, Son. and HotySpini.
"Survey the whole world, and show me even one of it Is written. 'And these three are one' (a unttft'
whom it can be affirmed with truth that he overcomes There must be some mystical truth implied in usnt
the world, who Is not a Christian, and endowed with "three" (Greek) in the masculine, though the antece
tliia faith." ItPibCoriuB in Alford.J 6. This—The dents, "Spirit, water, and blood," art neuter. Thai
Person mentioned In v. 5. This Jesus, he that cams the Trinity was the truth meant is a natural in
by water and blood—" by water," when ills ministry was ference: the triad specified pointing to a still Bj*b*r
inaugurated by baptism in the Jordan, and He re Trinity; as is plain also from v. p. "the witness of
ceived the Father's testimony to His Messiahshlp and God." referring to the Trimly alluded to in the Spin*
Divine Sonthip. Cf. v. 6. "lieheveth that Jesus is the water, and blood. It was therefore first written *£ »
Son of God," with John, 1. S3, 34, "The Spirit remain marginal comment to complete the sens* of the***ing on Him... 1 saw and bare record tbat this is the Sen and then, as early at least as the eighth century. «*
of God;" and v. 8. below, "There are three that bear introduced into the text of the Isatin Vulgate. *&*■
witness In earth, the spirit, and the water, ami the testimony, however, could only be borne on earlK v
blood." Corresponding to this Is the baptism of watt* men, not in heaven. The marginal comment, tfcer<"
and the Stnnt which He has instituted as a standi! g lore, that inserted "in heaven," was inappropm*
seal and mean of initiatory Incorporation with Htm. It Is on earth that the context evidently requires tk
and blood—He came by "the blood of His cross" (so witness of the three, the Spirit, the witter, and the fesM"by" Is used. Hebrews, 9. 12: "By," i.e., with, "His to be borne: mystically setting forth the Divine (raw
own blood He entered in once Into the holy place"': a witnesses, the Father, the Spirit, and the Sou. Litstxi
fact seen and so solemnly irirnessrd to by John. "These notices as internal evidence against the words. J«£"
two past facta in the Lord's life are this abiding testi never uses "the Father" and "the Word** aaeommony to ua, by virtue of the permanent application to lates. but. like other New Testament writers. aM«tus of their cleansing and atoning power." Jeius Christ ates " the Son* with " the Father." and always reft*
—Not a mere appellation, but a solemn assertion of " the Word " to " God * as ite correlate, not " the F»
the Lord'sPerson and Messiahship. not by—Oreek."not fher." Vlgilins. at the end of the firth century. »
in the water only, but in the water and is (so oldest the first who quotes the disputed words as in the tex~-<
MS8. addl Uie blood." As "by" Implies the mean but no Greek MS. earlier than the fifteenth is ex***1
through, or urith, which He came: so "in," the ele with them. The term "Trinity" occurs first in v*
ment in which He came. "The" Implies that thevyater third century in Tkrttjluan. fldwmw pra**?. *
and the blood were sacred and well-known symbols. 8. agree in one—*' tend unto one result :' their a&rcvJ*
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testimony to Jesus' Sonshlp and Me&siahship they
dive by the sacramettai uraco in the uaur of bap
tism, received by the penitent believer by the atoning
efficacy of His blood, and by the internal witness of
His Spirit (v. 10) : answering to ihe testimony given to
Jesus' Sonship and Messiah ship by His baptism. His
crucifixion, and the Spirit's manifestations in Htm
LNote, v. 8). It was by His coming by tcater (t.e„ His
baptism in Jordan) that Jesus was solemnly inaugu
rated In office, and revealed Himself as Messiah : this
must have been peculiarly important In John's estima
tion, who was tint led to Christ by the testimony of
the Baptist. By the baptism then received by Christ,
and by His redeeming Wood-shedding, and by that
which the Spirit of God, whose witness is infallible,
has effected, and still effects, by Him, the Spirit* the
water, and the blood, unite, as the threefold witness, to
verify His Divine Messiahship. [Neander.] 9. If,
ic. — We do accept (and rightly so, the witness of
veracious men, fallible though they be. much more
ought we to accept tiie infallible witness of Cod (the
Father}. "The testimony of the Father is, as it were,
the basis of the testimony of the Word and of the
Holy Spirit; just as the testimony of the Spirit is, as
It were, the basis of the testimony of the water and
the blood." llitNGKL 1 for—This principle applies in
the present case, roit, A'c. which— In the oldest MSS.,
"Because He hath given testimony concerning His
Son." What that testimony is we find above in v. l, 6,
"Jesus is the Christ, the son of God;" and below in
v. 10. 11. 10. hath the witness— of Cod. by His Spirit
tv. 8). in himself— Coils Spirit dwelling in bim and
witnessing that "Jesus is the Lord," "the Christ."
and "the Son of Cod" {v. 1.5). The witness of the
Spirit in tl.e believer himself to his own sonship is not
her© expressed, but follows as a consequence of be
lieving the witness of Cod to Jesus' Divine Sonship.
believeth not God—credits not His witness, made him
a liar— a consequence which many who virtually, or
even avowedly, do not believe, may well startle back
from as fearful blasphemy and presumption (ch. 1. 10'.
believeth not the record—Greek, "believeth not in the
record, or witness." Kefusal to credit God's testimony
( " believeth not Cod " ) Is involved in refusal to believe
is [to rest one's trust in) Jesus Christ, the object of
Cod's record or testimony. " Divine faith is an assent
unto something as credible upon the testimony of
God. This Is the highest kind of faith; because the
object bath the idghe-t credibility, because grounded
upon the testimony of God which is infallible."' ".Pear
son* on Creed J "The authority on which we believe
Is divine: the doctrine which we follow is divine."
[ Leo. J g**e—Greek," hath testified, and now testifies."
of—concerning- 11. hath given—Greek aorlst: "Gave"
once lor all. Not only "promised" it. hie is in his
S©i>—essentially (John, I. 4; 11. 25 ; 14. 6); bodily (Colojaians, 2. 9, ; operatively (2 Timothy, 1. 10). (Lanoe
*«• Au'okd.] It is in the second Adam, the Son of
God, that this life is secured to us. which, if left to de
pend on us, we should lose, like the first Adam. 13. the
Son.. .life— Greek, "the life." Bekokl remarks. The
verse has two clauses: In the former the Son is men
tioned without the addition "of God," for believers
it now the Son; In the second clause the addition "of
Ood*" 1b made, that unbelievers may know thereby
^tfjjit a serious thing it is not to have Him. In the
former clause "has" bears the emphasis; in the second,
l,jjC. To liare Vie Son is to be able to say as the bride.
— I am my Beloved's, and mv Beloved is mine." Faith
is tbe mean whereby the regenerate have Christ as a
rtrcMcnt possession, and in having Him ft are life in
tM germ and reality now, and shall have life in its
raHy developed manifestation hereafter. Eternal life
re |s it.; initial, and is an earnest of that which is to
1 1 1 ,irt' : iu the intermediate
oiJ
671state (2.) partial, belonging
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but to a part of a man. though that is his nobler
part, the soul separated from the body ; at and after
the resurrection (3.) perfcctional. This life Is not only
natural, consisting of the union of the soul and the
body (as that of the reprobate in eternal pain, which
ought to be termed deatli eternal, not life), but also
spiritual, the union of the soul to Cod, and supremely
blessed for ever ifor life is another term for happiness.
[Pearson on Creed.) 13. These things-This epistle.
He, towards the close of his gospel (John. 20. SO, 31],
wrote similarly, stating his purpose In having written.
In ch. l. 4, he states the object of his writing this
epistle to be.. " that your joy may be full." To " knout
that we lutve eternal hje" is the sure way to "joy in
God." 13. The oldest MSS. and versions read. " These
things have I written unto you (omitting that belvve
on the name of the Son of God\ that ye may know that
ye have eternal life icf. v. 11). Tit on k (of you I mean)
who believe (not as English Version reads, and that
ye may believe) on the name of the Son of God." Eng
lish Version, in the latter clause, will mean, "that ye
may continue to believe," &c. (cf. v. 12). 14. the confi
dence—" boldness" (ch. 4. 171 in prayer, which results
from fcnou-tno- that we have eternal life v. 13;ch.3 19 22'.
awarding to his will—which is the believer's will, and
which Is therefore no restraint to his prayers. In so
far as God's will is not our will, we are not abiding In
faith, and our prayers are not accepted. Alpohi* well
says, Ii we kntw God's will thoroughly, and submitted
to it heartily, it would be impossible for us to ask any
thing for the spirit or for the body, which He should
not perform : it is this ideal state which the apostle
has in view. It Is the Spirit who teaches us inwardly,
and Himself In us asks according to the will of God.
IS. hear— Greek, "that He IteartVi us." we have the
petitions that we desired of him— we have, as present pos
sessions, everything whatsoever we desired {asked, from,
Him. Not one of our past prayers offered in faith, ac
cording to His will.ii lost. Like Hannah, we can re
joice over them as granted even before the event; and
can recognise the event when it comes to pass, as not
from chance, but obtained by our past prayers. Cf.
also Jehoshapbat's believing confidence in the issue
of his prayers, so much so that he appointed singers
to praise the Lord beforehand. 16. If auy...iee—on any
particular occasion : Greek aorlst. his brothsr—a fel
low-Christian, sinning — in the act of sinning, and
continuing in the sin : present, not unto drain— pro
vided that it is not tnito death, he shall give — The
asker shall be the means, by his intercessory prayer,
of God plant; life to the sinning brother. Kindly re
proof ought to accompany his Intercessions. Life was
in process of being forfeited by the sinning brother,
when the believer's intercession obtained its restora
tion, for them— Resuming the proviso put forth in the
beginning of the verse, " Provided that the sin is not
ut to death." "Shall give life," I say, to, i.e.. obtain
life "for in the case of), them that sin not unto
death.'* I do not say that bo shall pray for it—The Greek
for "pray" means a HHQUB&Tas of one on an equality,
or at least on terms of familiarity, with him from whom
the favour is sought. "The Christian intercessor for
his brethren, St. John declares, shall not assume the
authority which would be Implied in making request
for a sinner who has sinned the sin unto death (l Sam
uel, 15. 36; 16. 1; Mark, 3. 20', that it might be forgiven
him." (Trench, Synonyms of New Testament.) Cf.
Deuteronomy. 3. 26. Greek "ask" implies the humble
petition of an inferior : bo that our Lord never uses
it. but always uses [Greek'; "request." Martha, from
ignorance, once uses " ask" In His case (John, 11. 22).
Asking" for a brother sinning not unto death, is a
humble petition in consonance with God's will. To
"request" for a sin unto death [intercede, as it were,
autlicritat nely fur it, as though we were more merciful
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than God) would s-avoir of presumption : prescrib
ing to Hod In a matter which lies out of tho bounds
of our brotherly yearning (because one sinning unto
death wouid thereby be demonstrated not to be. nor
ever to have been, truly a brother, ch. 2. )9j. how He
shall inflict and withhold His righteous judgments."
Jesus Himself intercedes, not for the world which
hardens itself in unbelief, but for those given to Him
out of the world. 17. " Every unrighteousness (even
that of believer*, cf. ch. l. 9; 3. 4. Every coming short
of right) Is sin:" (but) not every sin is the sin unto
death, and there is a sin not auto death—in the case of
which, thorefore, believers may intercede. Death and
life stand in correlative opposition {v. 11-13). The sin
unto death must be one tending "towards" (so the
Greek), and so resulting in, death. Alford makes it
to be an appreciable act of sin. viz., tiie denying Jesus
to be Vie Christ, Vie Son of God (in contrast to confess
ing this truth, v. 1. 5), ch. 2. 19, 22; 4 2. 3; 5. 10. Such
wilful deniers of Christ are not to be received into
one's house, or wished "Cod speed." Still, I think
with Bknoel. not merely the act. but also the state of
apostasy accompanying the ait. is included—a "state
of soul in which faith, love, and hope, in short, the
new life, is extinguished. The chief commandment is
faith AQdUtve. Therefore, the chief sin is that by which
faith and love are destroyed, in the former case is
life; in the latter, death. As long as It is not evident
(Note * see,' v. ifi that it is a sin unto death, it is law
ful to pray. But when it is a deliberate rejection of
grace, and the man puts from him life thereby, how
can others procure for him life?" Contrast James, &.
14-18. Cf. Matthew, 12. 31, 33. as to the wilful rejection
of Christ, and resistance to the Holy Ghost's plain tes
timony to Hini as the Divine Messiah. Jesus, on the
cross, pleaded only for those who e n ew not wliat they
were doing in crucifying nim, not for those wilfully
resisting grace and knowledge. If we pray for the
impenitent, it must be with humble reference of the
matter to God's will, not with the intercessory request
which we should offer for a brother when erring. 18.
(Ch. 3. 9.) We know—Thrice repealed emphatically, to
enforce the three truths which the words preface, as
matters of the brethren's joint experimental know
ledge. This v. is warns against abusing v. 16, it. as
warranting carnal security, whosoever— Greek. " every
one who," &c Not only advanced believers, but every
one who is born again. " sinneth not." be that is begotten—Greek aorist. ** has been (once for all in past
time) begotten of God:'' in the beginning of the verse it
Is perfect. " Is begotten." or " born" as a continuing
state, keepeth himself.—The Vu'gate translate*. "The
having been begotten of God keepeth him" so one of
the oldest MbS. reads1: so Alfokd. Lit., "He having
been begotten of God (nominative pendent;, it (the
divine generation implied in the nominative) keepeth
him." Soch. 3. 0," His seed remaineth in him. Still, in
English Version reading. God's working by His Spirit
inwardly, and man's working under the power cf that
Spirit as a responsible agent, is what often occurs else
where. That God must keep us, if we are to keep our
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selves from ev.l, is certain. Cf. John. IT. 15. espeeUlir
with this verse, that wicked one toneaeta aim tut-io
as to hurt him. In so far as be realizes bii regenera
tion-lire, the prince of this world hath nothing m kin
to fasten his deadly temptations on. as in Christ's on
case. His Divine regeneration has severed once for ill
his connexion with the prince of tins world. 19. wjtW
lietb iq wickedness—rather, "lieth in tiu vnd&d ou.' is
the Greek is translated v. IP ; ch. 2 13. u ; cf. eh. i. i;
John, 17. 14, 15. The world lieth in the puffer of, sad
abiding in, the wicked one. as the resting pice aid
lord of his slaves: cf. "abideth in death." ch. Z. it con
trast v. 20. " We are in Him that is trae." Whilst the
believer has been delivered out of bis power, the whole
world lieth helpless and motionless still in itjastu
it was; including the wise, great, respectable, *£d all
who are not by vital onion in C:irist 20. SotntcuT
of our Christian privileges, is come—u present, hat
ing come. "He is uekk—all is full of Hioi—HU a*
carnation, work, and abiding presence, is loosahtiac
fact." [Alford.] given us an uudeisUndiair-Ointfi
office is to give the inner spiritual nndersuodirr; to
discern the things of God. that we may kao«—Sjk£
oldest MSS. read. "(So that we know." him that n trst
—God, as opposed to every kind of idol or false s&d
(v. 21). Jesus, by virtue of His onene&s with God. it
also "He that is true" (Revelation. 3. 7). «*■—"«
are in the true* God, by virtue of being "in Hli Sea
Jesus Christ." This is the true God—"This Jeios
Christ (the but named Person) is the true God" (feteaufyiug Him thus with the Father in Ris attribute, "it*
only true God," John, 17.3, primarily attributed to uv
Father?, and eternal life — Predicated of the Son cf
God: Ai.FOHD wrongly aays. He was the h/«.btUB«
eternal life. The Father is indeed eternal l»fe as :w
source, but the Son also is that eternal Itft masuftst^.
as the very pasture ch. l. i) which altoud quotes,
proves against him. Cf. also r. 1 1. 13. Plainly it is ss
the Mediator of eternal lifk to us that Christ it tens
contemplated. The Greek is. " The true tied tod eter
nal life is this" Jesus Christ, i.e.. In behevus in Hun
we believe in the true God. and have eternaline. Tm
Son is called " He that is true," ttertlatiua, 1 7. «
here. This naturally prepares the way for warning
against false gods te.21). Jesus Christ is the only "express image of God's person" whirh is sanctioned, tie
only true visible manifestation of KloeL Ail other re
presentations of God are forbidden as idc-ls. Tbi» u*
epistle closes as it began (ch. l. l, %. 21. AfFecttoaaa
parting caution, from idols—Christian! were tbeaeTrry
where surrounded by idolaters with whom it was im
possible to avoid intercourse. Hence the need of ones
on their guard against any even indirect comproe-R*
or act of communion with idolatry, some at Fws»*
in os, in the region whence John wrote, fell into Urf
snare of eating thlngssacrihced to idol*. The mostiat
we cease to abide " in Him that is true ioy abiditf is
Jesus Christ," we become part of " tbe world that ke~-i
In the wicked one." given up to spintutd. if not u*U
places literal, idolatry (Ephesians, 5. 5 ; Colossi**
3.6.)

THE SECOND EPISTLE GENERAL OF

JOHN.
INTRODUCTION TO II. & III. JOHN.
A TTTHENTICITY.—That these two epistles were written by the same author, appears from thetr ilmiJsrity of toae. so>J-Mu and sentiments. That John, the beloved disciple. wa» theanthorof the second and third epistle, as of the first *?»-•*,
appears from lrena?u*. adversits HareM, 1. 16. 3, who quotes S John, 10, 11; and in 3.. 16. 8. he quote* 1 John, 7. matt '
it, however, as if occurring in I John. Clement of Alexandria (A.D. raj, StrovuUa 3. GB, implies bis kaowiedu *
•7*
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epistles of John besides the first epistle; and in fragments of oil adumbration* (p. 1011), be says, " John's second eplitle
which was written to the virgins (Greek parthenous: perhaps Parthoe is what was meant) is the simplest: hut it was writ
ten to a c.-rtri n Babylonian named the Elect laiy" Diouysius of Alexandria (in Eueebius. Ecclesiastical History, 7. SB),
observes that John never names himself in his epistles, "not even in the second and third epistles, although they are short
epistles, hut simply calls himself the presbyter," a confutation of those who think John the apostle distiuct from John
the prabyUr. Alexander of Alexandria, cites 9 John, lo, 11, %i John's (Soorat.cs, Materia Ecclcsiastica, L 6). Cyprian, de
Hareticis Baptizandia, in referring to the bishops at the council of Carthage, says, "John the apostle, in his epistle, has said.
If any come to you" (2 John, loj: so that this epistle, and therefore its twin sister, 3 John, was recognised as apostolic in
the North African church. The Muratort fragment is ambiguous. The second and third epistles were not in the Peschlto
oroldSj/f-iuc version; and Commas Iudicopleustes in the sixth century, says, that in bU time the Syriac church only acknow
ledged three out of the Catholic epistles, 1 1'e'cr, 1 John, and James. But Ephrem Syrus quotes the second epistle of John.
Eusebius, EccUsiasti:al History, reckons both epistles among the antitegomena or controverted Scriptures, as distinguished
from the horn jlogoumena or universal-'it acknowledged from the first. Still his own opiuiou was that the l wo minor epistles
were genuine, remarking as he does in Demotittratio Evangelical 5, that in John's "epistlti" he does not mention his own
name, lior calls himself au apostle or evangelist, but an "eider" (3 John, 1; 3 John, 1). Origcu in Eusebius. Ecclesiastical
History, t>. 13, mentions the secoud aud third epistles, but odds "not ail admit [.implying that most authorities do.; their
genuiueutss." Jerome, de Virie Llustribm, 9, mentions the two latter epistles as attributed to John the presbyter, whose
sepulchre wm shown among the EphesiauA in his day. But the designation "elder," was used of the apostles by others (eg.
Papias it Eueebius, Ecclesiastical tliitory, 3 St)j, and is used by St. Peter, an apostle, of himself (1 Peter, 9. ] j, Why, then,
should not John also use this designation of himself, in consonance with the humility which Lads him not to name himself
or hi.-. apostle»hip even in the first epistle? The antilegomena were generally recognised as canonical soon after the council
of Nice (A. I). 3.'-5.i. Thus t'ynl of Jerusalem, AD. 3*9, enumerates fourteen epistles of Paul, and seven Catholic epistles.
So Gregory of Noziautum.in A.D.38B. The councils of Hippo, 39-1, and Carthage, 897. adopted a catalogue of New Testa
ment books exactly agreeing with our canon. So our oldest extant Greek MSsS. The second and third epistles of Juhii
from their brevity (which Origcu notices), and the private nature of their contents, were less generally read iu the earliest
Christian assemblies, and were also less quoted by the fathers; hence arose their non-universal recognition at the first.
Their private nature makes them the less likely to be spurious, for there seems no purpose in their lorgciy. The stylo and
colouring too accord with the style of the first epistle.
TO WHOM ADDRESSED.—The third epistle is directed to Gaius or Caius; whether Gaius of Macedonia (Acts, 19. 89).
or Gaius of Corinth iKomnns. 16. £3; 1 Corinthians, 1. 14), or Gaius of Derbe (Acts, SO. 4), it is hard to decide. Mill believe*
tiaiu- bishop of Pergamos (Apostolic Constitutions, 7. «0j, to be the person addressed in 3 John.
The address of tbe second epis;le is more disputed. It opens, " The Elder unto the Elect lady." And It closes, ** The
cbildrcu of thy elect sister greet thee." Now, 1 Peter. 1. 1, 9, addresses the elect in Asia, *c., aud cluses (1 Peter, 5. 13), ** Tbe
church that is at i*ui-yto™,el«(ed together with you, salutetb you." Putting together these facts, with the quotations (above)
from Clement of Alexandria, aud the fact that the word "church" comes from a Greek word (kyriake) cognate to the
Greek for ** lady " (kyria, belonging to the Lord, kyrios), Wordsworth's view is probable. As Peter in Babylon had sent the
aaiutatious of the tlxt church in the then ParUiiau (see above on Clement of Alexandria) Bullion to her iUct sister in Asia.
Bo John, the metropolitan president of the elect church in Asia, writes to the elect lady, i.e.. church, in Babylon. Aeander,
Al/ord. *c, think the Greek kyria nut to mean ** lady," but to be her proper nutnf ; and that she had a " sister, a Christian
matron,** then wiih John.
DATE AND PLACE OF WBITING.-Easebius, Ecclesiastical History, 3. S3, relates that John, after tbe death of
Domitiau. returned from bis exile in Patmos to Ephesus, and went on missionary tours into the heathen regions around,
and also made visitations of the churches around, and ordained bishops and clergy. Such journeys are mentioned, 3 John,
IS; 3 John, 10, 14. If Euseoius be right, both epistles must have been written after the Apocalypse in his old age, which
harmonies with the tone of the epistles, and in or near Ephesus. It was on one of his visitation tours that be designed
to rebuke Diotrephes (3 John, 9, 10).

Ver. 1-13. Address: Greeting: Thanksgiving
FOK the El£CT Lady's Faithfulness in the
Truth: E> joins Lovk: WarnsaoainstDeceivehs,
»..t ■■■■!" we IxtaE our Rewakd: Conclusion. 1. The
elder—In a familiar letter John Rives himself a less
authoritative designation than "aposUe."solPeter, 6.
1. lady— Benokl takes the Grtik as a proper name
Kyria, answering to the Htbrtw "Martha." Being a
person of influence. "deceivers" v. 7.i were insinuating
tneniseives into her family to seduce her and her chil
dren from tbe faith ITjkimjbL whence John felt it
necessary lo * rite a warn inn to her. .lint see my In
troduction, and l Teter, 6. 13.) A particular church,
probably that at Babylon, was intended. "Church"
is derived Irom G're.fc Kuriake, akin to Kuria. or
Kyria here: the latter word among the Ji- mans and
Athenians means the same as eakma, the term appro
priated to designate the clturch assembly, love iu the
Eruta—Christian love rests on the Christian truth (t>. 3,
end). >ot merely "I love in truth" but "1 love in
TU si* truth." all—All Christians form one fellowship,
rejoicing In the spiritual prosperity of one another,
"The communion of love is as wide as the communion
of faith." [Alfokd.] 2. For tiie truth's sake—Joined
with " I love," v. l. " They who love in the truth, also
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love on account of the truth." dwflleth in us, and shall
I be with us lor tvtr— in consoiance with Christ s promise.
3. Grace be with \ ou— One of the oldest MfcS. and several
versions have "us" for i/cv. 'J he 6'rcekia lit., "Grace
shall be with us." i.e.. with both vou and me. A prayer,
however, is inn lied besides a confident affirmation.
| gn ce,. mercy. ..peace—"Grace" covers the sins of men;
mercy," their miseries. Giact must first do away
with man's milt before his misery can be relieved by
mercy. 1 herefore grace stands beioie mercy. Peace is
tbe result of both, and therefore ttunds third in order.
Casting all our care on the Lord, with thanksgiving,
maintains this peace, the Lord—The oldest MSS. and
most of the oldest versions omit "the Lord." John
never elsewhere uses this title iu his epistles, but
" the Son of God." in truth ai.d love—The element or
sphere in which akne grace, mercy, and peace, have
place. He mentions truth In v. 4 ; tote, in v. 6, Paul
uses faith and lore : for faith aud truth are close
akin. 4. I found—probably in one of his missionary
tours of superintendence. See lntroauctian at the
end, and r. 12; a John, 10, 14. of tay children—some.
iu truth—i.e., in the gospel truth, as—even as. "Xhe
Father's commandment" is the standard of "the
I truth," 5. I oa tech— Bather id. Note, I John. 6. 16),
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"I request thee." implying some degree of authority.
not.. .new commandment—It was old in that Christians
heard it from the first in the gospel preaching : new,
in that the gospel rested love on the new principle of
filial imitation of God who first loved us, and gave
Jesus to die for us; and also in that love is now set
forth with greater clearness than in the Old Testa
ment dispensation. Love performs both tables of the
law, and is the end of the law and the gospel alike cl .
Note, l John, 2. 7, 8). that we—Implying that he already
had love, and urging her to joio him in the same Chris
tian grace. This verse seems to me to decide that a
church, not an individual lady, is meant For a man
to urge a woman ("tiiee;" nut thee and thy children)
that he and she should love one another, is hardly like
an apostolic precept, however pure may be the love
enjoined; but all is clear "if the lady" represent a
church. 6. " Love is the fulfilling of the law." and the
fulfilling of the law is the sure test of love. This is
the commandment — Greek, "The commandment is
this." viz., love, in which all God's other command
ments are summed up. 7. As love and truth go hand
in hand u\ 3, 4), he feels it needful to give warning
against teachers of untruth. For—Giving the reason
why be dwelt on truth and on love, which manifests
itself in keeping God's commandments [*, nT. many
—11 John. a. U; 4. l.J are tntercd—The oldest MSS.
read, "have gone forth,' vis., from us. confess not...
Jesus. ..In the flesh—the token of antichrist, is come—
Greek, M coming." He who denies Christ's coming in
the flesh, denies the possibility of the incarnation : he
who denies that be has come, denies its actuality.
They denied the possibility of a Messiah's appearing,
or coming, in the flesh. [Nbaxder.) I think the
Greek present participle implies both the first and the
second advent of Christ. He is often elsewhere called
the Coming One [Greek). Matthew, ll. 3: Hebrews. 10.
37. The denial of the reality of His manifestation in
the flesh, at His first coming, and of His personal
advent again, constitutes antichrist. "The world
turns aurav from God and Christ, busily Intent upon
its own husks; but to oppose God and Christ is of the
leaven of Satan." (BengklJ This is s,—Greek, ""Mils
{such a one as has been just described) is the deceiver
and the antichrist." '1 he many who in a degree fulfil
the character, ore forerunners of the final personal
antichrist, who shall concentrate in himself all the
features of previous anti-Christian systems. 8. Look
to yourselves—amidst the wide-spread prevalence of
deception so many being led astray. So Christ's warn
ing, Matthew. 34. 4. 5. 24. we lose not ... we receive—
The oldest MSS, and versions read, "That ye lose not,
but that yc receive." which we have wrong nt—So one
oldest MS. reads. Other very old MSS., versions, and
fathers, read," which yi have wrought." The we being
seemingly the more difficult reading is less bkely to
have been a transcriber's alteration. Look that ye lose
not the believing state of " truth and love." which we
(as God's workmen, 3 Corinthians, 6. 1; 2 Timothy, 2.
15) were the instruments of working in you. a fall re
ward—of grace, not of debt. Fully consummated glory.
If " which ye have wrought" be read with very old
authorities, the reward meant is. that of their "work
(of faitbj and labour of love." There are degrees of
571
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heavenly reward proportioned to the degrees of cspsbility of receiving heavenly blessedness. Each vessel
of glory banging on Jesus shall be fully hippy. But
the larger the vessel, the greater will be lb capscuy
for receiving heavenly bliss. He who with ow i-oard
made ten, received authority over ten cities. He who
made five pounds received five cities: each sccordiae
to his capacity of rule, and in proportion to his faiLbfulness. Cf. l Corinthians. 16. 41. "There U no hail
reward of the saints. It is either Inst altogether, or re
ceived in full : in full communion with God." ( Bjogel]
Still no service of minister or people shall fail to re
ceive its reward. 9. The loss (o. 8) meant is here ex
plained: the not having God. which results from
abiding not in the doctrine of ihrist, trinsgresstta—
The oldest MSS. and versions read. " Every one *ho
takes the lead: /if., goes, or leads on before; ci. John,
10. 4, "He goeth before them" mot the same CrrcK
Cf. 3 John, 9, "Loveth to have the pre-mwtnet.'
hath not God-{l John. 2. 23; 6, 15.) The second "of
Christ" is omitted in the oldest MSS,. bnt is under
stood in the sense, he—KmphaticsU: HeandHealcu.
10. If there come any—as a teacher or brother. Vx
Greek is indicative, not subjunctive: implying tut
such persons do actually ciw, and are sure to com:
wben any comes, as there will. True love is combiwi
with hearty renunciation and separation from all th*1
is false, whether persons or doctrines, teceive Kirn w.
.. . neitner bid him Q.-d speed— This is not said of (hose
who were always aliens from the church, but of U»»
who wish to be esteemed brethren, and subvert ti»
true doctrine. IGkotils.1 The greeting salaiauca
forbidden in the case of such a one is that tutf*
among Christian brethren in those days, not a men
formality, but a token of Christian brvtherh-fod. 11,
By wishing a false brother or teacher "God (or p«a!
speed." you imply that he is capable asaucn of goal
speed and joy (the lit. meaning of the Grain, andtnst
you wish him it whilst opposing Christ; so yoa iden
tify yourself with "his evil deeds." The Greet of
" partaker" is " having communion with." We csoLot
have communion with saints and with antichrist it
once. Here we see John's naturally flery zeal directed
to a right end. Polycarp. the dud pie ot John. toiJ
contemporaries of Ir&s&va, who narrates tee story
on their authority, that on one occasion when Joba
was about to bathe, and heard that Cerinibus, lis
heretic, was within, he retired with abhorrence, fl"
churning, Surely the house will fall in rains since tis
enemy of the truth is there. 12. I would not write--*
heart full of love pours ltseif out more ireely face o
face, than by letter, rapei—made of Egyptian papyrss.
Pens were then reeds split, ink—made of soot s;o
water, thickened with gum. Parchment was useattf
the permanent MSS. in which the epistles *>ert ob
served. Writing tablets were used merely for tempor
ary purposes, as our slates, face to face—Jit.," moolah
mouth." fnii—Greek, "filled full." Your joy will I*
complete in hearing from me in person the joyluUospel
truths which I now defer com municating till I wssp*On other occasions his writing the glad truths «&*&
the same purpose. 13. Altoro confesses. The r*
mention of the "iady" herself here seems rather K
favour the hypothesis that a diurvh ia i

THE THIRD EPISTLE OF

JOHN.
Vct. 1-14. Addrfus: Wish for Oaitts* Pros
perity- Jot at ms Wai king in thk Truth. Hib
Hospitality to tite Brpthrkn and Svanhfus,
th m Fruit op Lov b. Diotrephes' Opposition ani>
Ambitiov. Praise or Dehktritjs. Conclusion. 1.
I— Emphatic*) : I personally, for my part. On Gaius or
Cat as, see Introduction before second epistle, love In
tbe trntb—f2 John, 1.) "Beloved'* is repeated often In
this epistle, indicating strong affection (v. 1. 2, 5. ID. 3.
above all things— Greek, "concerning all things^ so
Al.tord tin all respects. But Wahl justifies English
Version1 cf. 1 Peter. 4. 8). Of course, since Ills soul's
prosperity is presupposed, "above all things* does not
imply that John wishes Caius' bodily health above
that of his soul, but as the first object to be desired
next after spiritual heaHh. X know you are prospering
la the concerns of your soul. I wish you similar
prosperity in your body. Perhaps John had heard
from the brethren (r. 3) that Cam* was in bad health,
and was tried in other ways v iO), to which the wish,
v. 2. refers, prosper—in general, be in health—in par
ticular, testified of the tmth that is in thee— Grttk. "of
•or to) tlty truth :" thy share of that truth in which
thou walkest. [Alford.1 even as thou— In contrast
to Diotrephes [v. 0;. 4. my children—members of the
church: confirming the view that the elect lady is a
church. 5. faithfully—an act becoming a faithful man.
whatsoever thou doest—A distinct Greek word from the
former "doest:'* translate, "workest;" whatsoever
work, or labour of love, thou dost perforin. So Mat
thew. 20. 10. ** She hath wrought a good work upon me."
ajid to six sogers —The oldest MSS.," And that (i.e., and
those brethren) strangers." The fact of the brethren
whom thou didst entertain being "strangers," en
hances the love manifested in the act 6. borne witness
of thy charity b-fore the cuuich—to stimulate others by
tbe good example. The brethren so entertained by
Calus were missionary evangelists [v. 7); and, probAbly.
in the course of narrating their missionary labours for
tbe edification of the church where John then was.
Incidentally mentioned the loving hospitality shown
them by Cains, bring forward on their journey— "if
thou {continue to) forward on their journey * by giving
them provisions for the way. after a godly sort— Greek,
-' in » manner worthy of God," whose ambassadors
they are, and whose servant tbou art. He who
honours God's missionary servants (v. 7). honours
OodL 7- his name's sake— Christ's, went forth—as mis
sionaries, taking nothing—refusing to receive aught
l>y way of pay, or maintenance, though justly entitled
to it. As Paul at Corinth and at Thessalonica. Gen
tiles—tbe Christians just gathered out by their labours
from among the heathen. As Caius himself was a
Gentil* convert, "the Gentiles'* here must mein the
converts just made from the heathen, the Gentiles to
whom they had yonejorth. it would have been inex
pedient to have taken aught ithe Greekmtden implies,
not that they got nothing, though they had desired it,
but th;it it was of thtir own choice they foofc nothing)
from the infant churches among the heathen : the case
<vvas different in receiving hospitality from Caius. 8.
IVe— In contradistinction to "the Gentiles" or "heatiien" referred to. v. 7. therefore—as they take nothing
fr,,m the Gentiles or heathen, receive—The oJdest
3UaS- read, "take up," As they take nothing from the

Gentiles, we oncht to take them up so a* to support
them, fellow-helpers— with them, to the trn'h—i.e.,
to promote the truth. 9. 1 wrote—The oldest MSS add
"something^ a communication, probably, on the sub
ject of receiving the brethren with brotherly love iv. 8.
10). That epistle was not designed by the Spirit for
the universal church, or else it would have been pre
served, unto the church—of which Caius is a member,
loveth. . . pre-eminence— through ambition. Evidently
occupying a high place in the church where Caius was
(v. 10). among them—over tbe members of tbe church,
receiveth ns nor—virtually. viz., by not receiving with
love the brethren whom we recommended to be re
ceived (v. 8, 10: cf. Matthew, 10. 40}. 10. if I come—
(tj.14.) I will remember— lit. ."I will bring to mind" before
all. by stigmatizing and punishing, pr .■ ting— with mero
silly tattle, neither doth he.. .receive tho brethren—with
hospitality. "The brethren" are the missionaries on
their journey, forbiddeth them that would — receive
them, casteth them—those that would receive the
brethren, by excommunication from the church, which
his influence, as a leading man [v. 9) in it. enabled him
to do. Neander thinks that tho missionaries were
Jews l>y birth, whence it is said in their praise they
took nothing from the Gentiles: in contrast to
other Jewish missionaries who abused ministers* right
of maintenance elsewhere, as Paul tells us, 2 Corin
thians, 11. -J-'; Phtlippfans. 3. 2. fi, 10. Now in the Gen
tile churches there existed an ultra Pauline party of
anti-Jewish tendency, the forerunners of Marcion:
Diotrephes possibly stood at the head of this party,
which fact, as well as his domineering spirit, may
account for his hostility to the missionaries, and to
the apostle John, who had, by the power of love, tried
to harmonize the various elements in tbe Asiatic
churches.
At a later period Mnrclon, we know,
attached himself to Paul alone, and paid no deference
to tbe authority of John. 11. follow not that which is
evil— as manifested in Diotrephes {v. 0, 10). but. ..good
—as manifested in Demetrius (v. 12). is of Gr d— is bora
of God, who is good, bath not teen God—spiritually,
not literally. 12. of all men—who have had opportunity
of knowing his character, of the truth itself—'I ho
gospel standard of truth bears witness to him tlatlie
walks conformably to it, in acts of real love, hospi
tality to the brethren (in contrast to Diotrephes). Ac.
Cf. John, 3. 21. "He that dceth truth cometh to the
light, that his deeds may be made manifest, that they
are wrought in God " we also—besides the testimony
of "all men," and of "tbe truth itself." ye know —
The oldest MSS. read, "thou knowest." 13. I will not
—rather as Greek, "I wish not.. .to write" more. 14.
lace to face—Greek, "mouth to mouth." peace—Peaco
Inward of conscience, peace fraternal of friendship,
peace supernal of glory (Lyra), friends—a title sel
dom used in the New Testament, as it is absorbed in
the higher title of "brother, brethren." Still Christ
recognises the relation of friend also, based on the
highest grounds, obedience to Him from love, and
entailing the highest privileges, admission to the inti
macy of the holy and glorious God and sympathizing
Saviour: eo Christians have '* Mends" in Christ. Here
In a friendly letter, mentiot of "iriends" appropriately
occurs, by name—no less Wan if their mimes were
written. LlitMiiLi

THK GENERAL EPISTLE OF

JUDE.
INTRODUCTION.
AUTIIOR. —He calls himself In the address " the servant of Jesus Christ, and brother of James." See litndwtia* ft*.
Uu et/uttle of Janun, in proof of James the apo*t e, and James tht Jyjrdt brother, the bi«hop of Jerusalem, l<mg «k
and the Mine person. (ialat-ant, 1.19, alone Menu to uie to prove this. Similarly JuJe tlie brother of our Lord, and Jed*
the apostle, teem to be one and the tome. Jerome, contra lldvidxmm. rightly maintain* that by the Lord's brethren u*
meant bit cousins, children of Mary and Cleophaa (the aame as Alphaeoa). From I Corinthian*. 9. J.u" brethren rf tbr
Lord" stands between "other apostles" and "Cephas"), it seems natural to think that the brtthren of the L>rd*n£»
tinguisbed from the apoet lei only became all In* brethr;n were not apostles, but only Jamea and Jude. Jude'sreifc*
for calling himself ** brother of James," wu that James, at bishop of Jerusalem, wai better known than him*cif H*l
he hero, tn the strict sense, brottu-r of our Lord, he probably would hare *o entitled hinue'.f. Hi* o.unmon of bcbqob
of hi* ui/oirt-jAin ii no proof that he was not an avostle * for so alio James omits it in bis hend.ng ; and Paul, in tiw
epistles to the Philippians, Thcssalooiana, and Philemon, omits it iiad the writer been a counterfeiter of the apostle Juie.
he would doubtless have called himself ati "apostle." He was also called Leblspu* and Thaddoeus, probably to distiuft**
him fr.jtn Judas Iwariot, the traitor. Lebbecut, from IW.rcw Ueb, " heart ," means courjgtoaM. Thaddaeu* is the sum »♦
Tbeudas.from if-Mrtw thud, the " breast." Luke and John writing later than Matthew, when there would be co omnia--*
between him and Judas Iscariut, give his name Judas, Theonly circumstance relating to him recorded in the compel* occu.t
John. 14 13, "Judas sailh uuto hiin, not Iscanot. Lord, how is it that thou wilt manifest thyself uuto us, and not nst*
the world ?" 4c. Jerome, Annotation** in Motihmum, says, that he was scut to Edeswa, to Abgarut, king of Otrorocor
Edessa, and that he preached in Syria, Arabia, Mesopoiarnia. and Persia, in which hut couutry he suffered martyrise*
The story i* to.d on Eusebius' authority, that Abganis, on his sick-bed, having heard of Jesu»* power to heal, sent to \«,
Him to come and cure him, to which the L<>rd replied praising his faith, that though he had not seen the Sanvsr. htji'beliered ; adding, "As for what thou bast written, that 1 should come to thee.it is necessary that all those Unto '■•*'
which I was sent, should be fulfilled by me in this place, and that having fulfilled them 1 should be received up u If —
that sent me. When, therefore, 1 shall be received into heaven, I will send uuto thee some one of my die*:p!ei who iti^
both heal thy distemper and give life to thee aud those with thee.™ Thomas is accordingly said to bare been w>?irei t
•end Thaddsrus for the cure and baptism of Abgarus. Tbe letters are said to hare been bhown TUaddaeus among the areaim
of Edeswa- It is possible such a message was verbally scut, and the substance of it registered in writing aUcvaarts A
1 Kings, ft; and Matthew, 1ft. ay. Hegesipiius, in EuMtbita, EceUnustieal Iltitory. 3. 10, states, that when LVmuiaa enqis*4
after David's posterity, some grandsons of J ude, called the Lord's brother, were brought into his presence. Jleing a*»ed M
to their possessions, they said that they had thirty-nine acres of the value of 900J denarii, ou: of which they paid fes
taxes, and lived by the labour of their hands, a proof of which they gave by showing the bnrdne+a of their hands. Brett
interrogated as to Christ and His kingdom, they replied, that it was not of ibis word, but heavenly; and tbatitweo&u
manifested at the end of the world, when lie would come in glory to judge the living and the dead.
AUTHENTICITY. — Eusebius, EccUsuittical tiMory, 3. £3. reckons it among tbe Antiieeomena or eontrvrtrtti >cr;
tures, "thougli recognised by the majority." The reference to tlic contest of Michael, the archangel, with the cerl M
the body of Moses, not mentioned elsewhere in the Old Testament, but found in tbe apocryphal " Rvok of Euoeb," F»
bably raised doubts at to its auihenticity, as Jerome, Cututofpa Scrivtorum EcHttiatticwum. 4-, says. Moreover, ias*
being addressed to one particular church, or individual, caused it not to be so immediately recognised as canon .col counterfeiter would have avoided using what did not occur in the Old Testament, and which ought he regarJeii u
apocryphal.
As to the book of Enoch, if quoted by Jude. his quotation of a passage from it gives an inspired sanction only te &
truth o/that passage, not to tbe whole book; just as Paul, by inspiration, sanctions particular sentiments from Ansa.
Epimeuides, and Menander, but not all their writings. I think, rather, as there is some slight variation beUecs J&>*
ttatemeut aud that of tbe book of Enoch, that Jude. though probably not ignorant of the book of Enoch, sUmf* « luspiml sanction tbe current tradition of the Jews as to Enoch's prophecies; just as Paul mentions the natte* eC •■-'Egyptian magicians, ** J an net and Jambres," not mentioned In the Old Testament. At all events, the prophecy taenle*
to Enoch by J ude was really his, being sanctioned as such by this inspired writer. So also the narration n* to the areList
Michael's dispute with Satan concerning Ihe body of Moses, is by J ude's inspired authority iv. 9) declared true. Ti>f >>v
of Enoch is quoted by Ju*tm Martyr, Irtmrun, Clement of Alexandria, &c Bruce, the Abyssinian uaveiler. bronght:^'
three copies ol it in Ethiopic, from Alexandria, if Mbich archbishop Lawrence, in 1831. gave an English nuutlatioc. '■Ethiopic was a version from the Ureek, and the tireck doubtless a version from the Hebrew, as the names of the ao«^-it show. The Apostolic Constitutiont, Ortytn contra C'tUum, Jeiome, and Avgvitint, pronounce it not canonical V=- :
it in the main edif>iug, vindicating (.lod's Kuverumcut of the world, natural and tpiriiuaL and contradictJu^ none *! -!
Bcripture statements. The name Jesut never occurs, though "Son of man," so often giveu to Messiah in the gt*$*Ufrequent, and terms are used expressive of His dignity, character, and acts, exceedmg the views of Messiah in aaj >&!i
Jewish book. The writer seems to have been a Jew who had become thoroughly imbued with thetacred vntinc^ of DsajAtid. though many coincidences occur beiwren its ttntimentt and the New Testament, the Mesaianic portiot.s arc t*J
distinct eu'Ugh to prove that the writer knew the New Testament. Rather, be seems to have Immediately preceded Cfcr* ■
coming, about the time of Herod the Uieat. and so gives us a most interesting view of believing Jews' opinions before '-'•
advent of our Lord. The Trinity is recognised, 60. 13, 14. Messiah It ** the Elect One" existing from eternity. *i tV'"All kings shall fall down before Him, and worship and fix their hopes ou, this Sou of man," 61. 10-13. H* is the e&£
of worship, 48.3,4; He it the supreme Judge, 60. 10.11; €8 38,39. There shall be a future state of retr.bu:iosu *» *•*■
V4. 2,4; chs. 6ft., 96., M>- 103. The eternity of future puui&hmeut. 103. ft. Yolkmar, in A'ford, thinks the book vataiH**
at the time of the sedition of Iiarchochebas (A.D. 132>. by a follower of Rabbi Akiba, the upholder or tbat importer, T'J
would make the book anti-Christian in its origin. If this date he correct, doubtless it copied some thing* from J acta, P1*'
them the Jewish, not the Christian, colouring.
Eusebius, bafwnttiatio Evangclica 3. ft, remarks, it accords with John's humility that in S and 3 John he calia aisr
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Vhe elder." For the same reason James and Jude call themselves "servants of Jesus Christ," Clemens Alcxaudrinuav
Atwtbrationt, in En. JucL, p. 1007, says, '* Jude, through reverential awe, did not call himself brother, but tuvunt, of Jesua
Chromatid brother of James."
Trttallian, de Cultu Fosminarum, c. 3, cites the epistle as that of the apostle James. Clemens Alexandrians quotes it
Hi, 17) as Scripture. Stromata 3., 9. 11; and (». 5) in Patlagoovi 3 , 8. 44. The Muratori fragment asserts its canouicity.
lliiuth, R-liquii Sacra* 1. :06 J Origen, Commentary on Matthew IX 65, says, "Jude wrote an epistle of few lines, but one
SJci fall of the strong words of heavenly grace." Also, in Commentary on Matthew, 82. 23, he quotes v. 6; and on Matthew.
1*. :o, he quotes v. 1. He calls the writer "Jude the apostle," iu the Latin remains of his works tcf. Davidson. Introduction
1IL i»'. Jerome. Cataloous Striptorum Ecclesiustieorum, 4, reckons it among the Scriptures. Though the oldest MS&
*( tat Peschito omit it, Ephrein gyrus recognises it Wordvtrovth reasons for its genuineness thuo: St Jude. wc kuow,
Qt& before St. John, ie, before the beginning of the seeoul century. Now Eusebius, Ecclesiastical Hiatoi-y, 3. 82. tells us
tiutgt James was succeeded in the bishopric of Jerusalem by Syiueon his brother: and also that Synieon tut in that see
isii A.D. 107, wtieit as a martyr he was crucified in his liOth year. We find that tbeepisile to Jude was known in the East
uJ West in the second century; it was therefore circulated in Symeon's lifetime. It never would have received currency
iocb aj :t had. nor would Symeon have permitted a letter bearing the name of an apo*Ue. his owu brother Jude, brother of
in t>vn apo-tohcal predecessor. St James, to have tieen circulared, if it were not really St. Jude's.
TO WHOM ADDRESSED.—The references to Old Tesiament history, v. 5. 7. and to Jcwiwh tradition. ». 14. 4:eikt it likely that Jewish Christiana are the readers to whom Jude mainly (though including also all Christians, v. 1) writes,
)zx te the kindred epistle. 2 Peter, is addressed primarily to the same class; of. I>itrodutti>yns to 1 and -J Peter. The persons
ngtairjied in it were not merely W/trtintM (as Alfwd thinks}, though no doubt that niu one of their prominent charactertoo. but heretics iu doctrine. " denying the only Lord God. and our Saviour Jesus Christ" Hence he urges believer*
Earnestly to contend for the faith once delivered unto the saints." Insubordination, ^If-Kceking, and liceutiiiusuess. the
(rj'.ttf Antiu^miau teachings, were the evils against which Jude warns his readers; reminding them that, to build thenv
*d\t* ra their most holy faith, and to pray in the Holy Ghost, are the only effectual safeguards. The same evils, along with
s«iiag scepticism, shall oharacteriie the last days before the final judgment, even as in the days when Enoch warned the
trolly of the coming flood. As Peter was in Babylon in writing 1 Peter, 5. 13, and probably also in writ in? 2 I'eter (cf. InL'uschoas to 1 and 3 Peter), it seems not uulikely that Jude addressed his epistle primarily to the Jewish Christian* in
s^iatout Mttopotamian Babylon {a place of great retort to the Jews in that day), or else to the Christian Jeict dispersed
n /Was, (Solatia. Cappadocia, Asia, and liUhynia, the persons addressed by Peter. For J ude is express y said to have
rrttthed iu Mesopotamia (Jerome, Amtotal tones in MatthaanW, and his epistle, consisting of only twenty-five Yerses, oon»
tias ia them no less than eleven passages from 1 Peter <see the list in my Introduction to 3 Peter). Probably in v. 4 ha
^a esses to the fulfilment of Peter's prophecy, " There are certain men crept i» unaware*, who were before of old ordained
SlUieras (Jreek, 'forewritten,' ie., announced beforehand by the apostle Peter's written prophecy) to this condemnation.
Bawdry men denying the only Lord God, and onr Lord Jesus Christ." Cf. S Peter, a 1, '* Tliere shall Is false teachers among
T^wbo privity shall bring in damnabU heresies, eveu denying the Lord that bought them, and bring upon themselves
Wtft d&tntetton." Also, v. 17, 18, plainly refers to the very words of U Peter, 3. 3, " Remember the words which were spoken
fcefen of the apostles of our Lord Jeaua; How they told you there should be mockers in the last time who should walk
"f-r thetr own ungodly lusts.' This proves, in opposition to At/ord, that Jude's epistle la later than Peter's {whose inipfcit»n be thus confirmJ. just as Peter confirms Paul's, 3 Peter, 3. 15, 16', not vice versa.
TIME AN1> PLACE OF WRITING.— Alford thinks, that, considering St Jude was writing to Jews and citing sig.
tal instances of divine vengeance, it is very uulikely he would have omitted to allude to the destruction of Jerusalem, if he
l*i written after that event which uprooted the Jewish polity and people. He conjectures from the tone and references.
That the writer lived in Palestine. But as to the former, negative evidence is doubtful ; for neither does John nllude in
ka epistles, written after the destruction of Jerusalem, to that event Mill fixes on A.D. 8ft. after the death of all the
titles, save John. I incline to think from v. 17, ;8, that some time had elapsed since the second epistle of Peter (written
pvfcsbly about A.D. 68 or 69) when Jude wrote, and, therefore, that the epistle of Jude was written alter tue destruction of
Jerusalem.
Ver. 1-25. Address: Greeting: His Object in
"Rinjia: Warning against Skducers in Docm.vE ANi> Practice from Uod's Vknokance ON
Ar* states. Israel, the Fallen Akoelb, Sodom
aso Gomorrah. Description of thksk Bad
UsS, IS C'OtlTRAST TO MICHAEL: LlKE CAIN. Bauajc, and Core: Enoch b Prophkcy as to them :
Tai apostles' Forewarning: Concludinu Ex
hortation as to Preserving their own Faith,
*>b Trying to Save Others: Doxology. 1.
tsrraat ot Jesui Christ—as His minister and apostle.
bather of James— who was more widely known as
bis bop of Jerusalem and "brother of the Lord" [i.e.,
either cousin, or stepbrother, being son of Joseph by a
former marriage; for ancient traditions universally
--[>c that Mary, Jesus' mother, continued perpetually
■ Tiretni. Jude therefore calls himself modestly
"brother of James." See my Introduction, to them
. . . sanc.ified by 0 d the Father—The oldest MSS. and
renions, Origkn. Lucifer, &c.t read " beloved" for
nva.jied. U English Version be read. cf. Colossians.
L I-'; l Peter. 1. 1. The Greek is not "by." but "in."
•od, the Father's lov«, is the element in which they
ire "beloved." Thus the conclusion, v. 21, correipouds, "Keep yourselves in the loYuof God." Cf.
oil

** Beloved of the Lord" 2 Thessalonians, 2. 13. preseived in Jesus Cnrist— "kept." TransLa.it not "in."
but as Greek, "for Jesus Christ." " Kept continually
(so the Grttk perjut participle means by God the
Father for Jesus Christ." against the day of His com
ing. Jude, beforehand, mentions the source and
guarantee for the tnml accomplishment of believers*
salvation, lest they should be disheartened by the
dreadful evils which he proceeds to »m.ounce. |B>.nukl ] and called— Predicated of " them that are be
loved in t ■ i » i the Father, and preserved in J esus Christ:
who are called." God's effectual caliny in the exercise
of His Divine prerogative, guarantees their eternal
safeiy. 2. Mercs—iu a time of wretchedness. Therelore m-rcv stands first : the mercy of Christ (v. 21/.
peace— in the Holy Giioit {v. 20). love—of God (u. 2u.
The three answer to the Divine Trinity, be multiplied
—in you and towards you. 3. Design of too epistle
(cf. v. 20. 2LJ all dih&ence—(3 i'eter, I. 6.) As the
minister Is to give alt diligence to admonish, so the
people should, in accordance with his admonition, give
ail diligence to have all Christum graces, and to make
their calJini,' sure, the common s.uwiou— wrought by
Christ. Cf. Note, "obtained like precious faith"
2 Peter, 1. l. This community of jaah, and of ttu
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object of faith, saltation, forms the ground of mutual
exhortation by appeal* to common hopes and fears.
It was needful for me—rather, "X felt it necessary to
write (now at once ; so the Greek aorist means ; the
present infinitive " to write," which precedes, expresses
merely the general fact of writing) exhorting you."
The reason why he felt it necessary "to write with
txltortation," he states p. 4, " For there are certain men
crept in," Aus. Having intended to write generally of
Vie common salvation, he found it necessary from the
existing evils in the church, to write specially that
they should contend for the faith against those evils,
earnestly eoutend—Cf. Philippians, l. 27, "striving to
gether for the faith of the gos|>el." once— Greek "once
for all delivered," &c. Ho other faith or revelation
is to supersede it. A strong argument for resisting
heretical innovators (o.4j. lklievers, like Nehemiah's
workmen, with one hand 'build themselves up in
their most holy faith,"* with the other they "contend
earnestly for the faith" against its foes, the saintsall Christians, holy t'i.*., consecrated to God) by their
calling, and in God's design. 4. crept in unawares—
stealthily and unlawfully. Mote, 2 Peter, 2. 1, "privily
shall bring in damnable heresies." Certain men— Im
plying disparagement, be fore...ordain ed-o'r«fc, "forewritten," t?is., in Peter's prophecy, v. 17. IS; and in
Paul's before that, 1 Timothy. 4. 1 ; 2 Timothy. 3. l ; and
by Implication in the Judgments which overtook the
apostate angels. The dts<>l>edient Israelites, Sodom
and Gomorrah, Balaam, and Core, and which are writ
ten " for au example ' (e. 7, and 5, 0. 11). God's eternal
character as the Punisher of sin, as set forth in Scrip
ture "of old." Is the ground in which such apostate
characters are ordained to condemnation. Scripture
is the reflexion of God's book of life in which believers
are "written among the living." 'Fore-written" is
applied also in Romans. 15. 4, to the things written in
Scripture. Scripture itself reflects God's character
from everlasting, which is the ground of His decrees
from everlasting. Bksqpx explains it as an abbre
viated phrase for, ** They were of old foretold, hy
Enoch x li, who did not write his prophecies;, and
afterwards marked out by the written word." to this
condemnation—Jude graphically puts their judgment
as it were present before the eyes, "this" Enoch's
prophecy comprises the "ungodly men" of the last
days before Christ's coming to judgment, as well as
their forerunners, the "ungodly men" before the
flood, the type of the Inst judgment (Matthew, 24.37-39;
2 Peter, 3. 3 7,. The disposition and the doom of both
correspond, the grace of oar God—A phrase for the
gospel especially sweet to believers who appropriate
God in Christ as "our God,* and so rendering the
more odious the vile perversity of those who turn
the gospel state of grace and liberty into a ground of
licentiousness, as if their exemption from the law
gave them a licence to sin. denying the only Lord—The
oldest MSB., versions, and fathers omit "God." which
follows in English Version. Translate as the Greek,
" the only Master:" here used of Jesus Christ, who Is at
once Master and " Lord" (a different Greek word). So
2 Peter, 2. 1, Note. By virtue of Christ's perfect one
ness with the Father, He. as well as the Father, is
termed "the only" God and "ALaster." Grrck" Mas
ter." implies God's absolute ownership to dispose of
His creatures as He likes. 5. (Hebrews, 3. 10.-4. 13.)
therefore—Other oldest MSS. and Vulgate read, " But^'
in contrast to the ungodly, v. 4. thonjrh ye once— rather,
" once for all," Translate. " I wish to remind you, as
knowing all (viz.. that I am referring to. So the old
est MSS., versions, and fathers) once for all." As
already they know all the facts once for all. he needs
only to "remind" them, the Lord—The oldest MSS. and
v onions read. "Jesus." So "Christ" is said to have
accompanied the Israelites in tiie wilderness; so per-
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fectly is Jesus one with the God of the Israelit3
theocracy, saved—brought safely, and into a btate of
safety and salvation, afterward—Greet. ** secondly:"
in the next instance "destroyed them that believed
not." as contrasted with His in the first instance hav
ing saved them. 6. (2 Peter. 2 4.) kept sot their list
estate — Vulgate translates. " their own principality*
which the fact of angels being elsewhere calied "prin
cipalities," favours: "their own" implies that, instead
of being content with the dignity once for all assigned
to them under the Son of God, they aspired higher.
Alford thinks the narrative in Genesis. 6. 2 is al
luded to, not the fall of the devil and his angels, as
he thinks" giving themselves over to fornication" ;r 7)
proves; cf. Greek, "in like manner to these," viz.. to the
angels [v. 6). It seems to me more natural to take
"sons of God" (Genesis. 6. % of the Sethi teg, than of
angels who. as " spirits," do not seem capable of carnal
connexion. The parallel. 2 Peter. 2, 4. plainly refers
to the fall of the apostate angels. And " in like man
ner to these," r. 7, refers to Vie inhabitants of Sfdnm
and Gomorrah, "the cities about tbem" sinning **in
like manner" as they did. [Eannsd: Calyix.) Evtm
if Greek " these," v. 7, refer to the angel*, the sense of
" in like manner as these*1 will be. not that the su-tels
carnally fornicated with the daughters of men. but thai
their ambition whereby their affections went o^.t*
from God and they fell, is in God's view a sin of like
kind spiritually as Sodom's going away from God's
order of nature after strange flesh ; the sin of the
apostate angels after their kind is analogous to that
of the human Sodomites after their kind. Cf- the
somewhat similar spiritual connexion of whorrmtngers and coretousness. The apocryphal book of Enoch
interprets Genesis. 6. 2, as Altord. But though J ode
accords with It in some particulars, it does not follow
that he accords with it in all. The Hebrews name the
fallen angels Asa and Axael. left—of their own accord,
their own—Greek. " their proper." habitation— Hei? ea.
all bright and glorious, as opposed to the "darkness"
to which they now are doomed. Their ambitious »!*•
signs seem to have had a peculiar connexion with this
earth, of which Satan before his fall may have bee*
God's vicegerent, whence arises his subsequent cjinexion with it as first the Tempter, then ** the pr.r . ■
of this world." reserved— As the Greek is the sarw,
and there in an evident reference to their having " kni
not their first estate." translate. "He hath kept-*
Probably what is meant is, He hath kept them us His
purpose : that is their sure doom : moreover, as yet.
Satan and his demons roam at large on the earth. As
earnest of their doom is their having been cast out ii
heaven, being already restricted to " the darkness at
this present world." the "air" that surrounds the
earth, their peculiar element now. They lurk is
places of gloom and death, looking forward wiia
agonising fear to their final torment in the botuaakss
pit. He means not literal chains and darkness, hot
figurative in this present world where, with restrict^
powers and liberties, shut oat from heaven, they, fcto
condemned prisoners, await their doom. 7. Eves*)
—Alford translates. ";I wish to remind you, e. S
that." &c, Sodom, &c.— (2 Peter. 2. «,) giving t*s»
selves over to fornication— following fornication «*«ordinarily, ie., out of the order of nature, Oo "a
like manner to them" [Greek), cf. Note. v. c. Cf. as
spiritual fornication," go w\ whoring from the*." Ptals.
73. 27. going after strange flesh — departing from s»
course of nature, and going after tlmt which is us
natural. In later times the roost enlightened hcathes
nations indulged In the sin of Sodom without coar
punction or shame, are set forth—before our »y*s.
stiff-ring—undergoing to this present time ; altadinjTfc'
the marks of volcanic fire about the Dead sea u*
vengeance—Greek, "righteous retribution." eterEslfla
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—The Luting marks of the fire that consumed the
cities Irreparably, is a type of the eternal fire to which
the inhabitants have been consigned. Bengrl. trans
lates as the Urtek will admit," Suffering (the) jmnUiimetU (which they endure) as an example or sample of
eternal fire (pis, that which shall consume the
wicked)." Ezeklel, 10. 63-65, shows that Sodom's pun
ishment, as a nation, is not eternal. Cf. also 2 I'etcr,
Z 9. 6. alio— rather, "In like manner nevertheless"
i notwithstanding these warning examples ). [Ai.fokd.1
these... dreanwrs—The Greek has not "filthy" of Enylisli
Version. The clause, "these men dreaming" [i.e.. In
their dreams, belongs to all the verbs, "defile," &c;
"despise." izc; "speak evil," &c. All sinners are
spiritualty asleep, and their carnal activity is as it
were a dream (1 Thessalomans, 6. 6,7). Their speakina o-d <(/ dignities is because they are dreaming,
and know not what Vuy are speaking evil of (v. 10(.
"As a man dreaming seems to himself to be seeing
and hearing many things, so tho natural mail's lusts
are agitated by joy, distress, fear, and the other pas
sions. But he is a stranger to self-command. Hence,
though he bring into play all the powers of reason, lie
cannot conceive the true liberty which the sons of light,
who are awake and In the daylight, enjoy" IBknokl].
defiie tne Attti—iv. 7.) dominion—" lordship." dignities
—lit., "glories." Earthly and heavenly dignities. 9.
Michael the archangel—Nowhere in Scripture is the
plural used, " archangels;" but only onk, "archangel."
The only other passage in the New Testament where
it occurs, is 1 Thessolonlans. 4. 16, where Christ is dis
tinguished from the archangel, with whose voice He
shall descend to raise the dead: they therefore err who
confound Curist with Michael The name means. Who
is like God. in Daniel. 10. 13, he is called "One {Mar
gin* thefirst of the chief princes." He is the champion
angel of IirooL In Revelation, 12. 7. the conflict be
tween Michael and Satan is again alluded to. durst
not— from reverence for Satan's former dignity (v. 8).
i Ailing accusation—dreeA*," judgment of blasphemy,'' or
evil speaking. Peter said, angels do not. in order to
avenge themselves, rail at dignities, though ungodly,
when they have to contend with them: Jude says,
that the archangel Michael himself did not rail even
at the time when he fought with the Devil, the prince
of evil spirits—not from tear of him, but from rever
ence of God. whose delegated power in this world
Satan once had, and even in some degree still has.
From the word "disputed." or debated m controversy,,
it is plain it was a judicial contest, about the body of
Masca—his literal body. Satan, as having the power of
death, opposed the raising of it again, on the ground
Df Moses* sin at Meribah, and his murder of the
1-^,-y ptian. That Moses' body was raised, appears from
list preseuce with Elijah and Jesus (who were in the
jody) at the transfiguration: the sample and earnest of
,he coming resurrection-kingdom, to be ushered in by
Michael's standing up for God's people. Thus in each
Lis pen sat ion a sample and pledge of the future resurection was given; Enoch in the patriarchal dispensaion. .Moses in the Levitical, Elijah in the prophetical
t is note-worthy that the same rebuke is recorded
ere. as was used by the Angel of the Lord, or JeovaJi the Second Person, in pleading for Joshua, the
"preventative of the Jewish church, against Satan, in
echa-riah. 3. 2; whence some have thought that also
ere *"the body of Moses" means the Jewish church
-cuvexl by Satan, before God, for Its nlthiness. on
hicli gruitnd he demands that Divine justice should
Lko its course against Israel, but is rebuked by the
;>ril who has " chosen Jerusalem?' thus, as " the body
' Ci»*"lst'' *8 "** Christian cliurch, so "the body of
0b*sj*"' is the Jewish church. But the literal body is
ltieiitly here meant (though, secondarily, the Jewish
ii rc-b. is typified by Moses' body, as it was there re679
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presented by Joshua the High Priest]; and Michael,
whose connexion seems to be so close with JehovahMessiah on the one hand, and with Israel on the other,
naturally uses the same language as Ids Lord. As
Satan {adversary in court) or the Devil {accuser, accuses
alike the church collectively, and "the brethren" in
dividually, so Christ pleads for us as our Advocate.
Israel's, and all believers' full jusufi -ation, and the
accuser's being rebuked finally, is yet future. Josrruus. Antiquities, 4. 8. states that God hid Moses'
body, lest, if it hud been exposed to view, it would have
been made an idol of. Jude, in this account, either
adopts it from the apocryphal "assumption of Moses"
(as Origkn. concerning Principalities, 3. 2, thinks;, or
else from the ancient tradition on « hicli that work was
founded. Jude, as inspired, could distinguish how
much of tiie tradition was true, how much false.
We have no Ruch means of distinguishing, and there
fore can be sure of no tradition, save that which is in
the written word. 10. {2 Peter, 2. 12.) th>so tnings
which—Greek. " all things whatsoever they understand
not" viz , the things of the spiritual world, but what
...naturally—Connect thus, ** Whatever so the Greeki
things naturally (by natural, blind instinct), as the un
reasoning (so the Greek, animals, they know,"&c. The
Greek for the former "know" implies deeper know
ledge ; the latter " know," the mere perception of the
" animal senses and faculties.' 1 1. Woe—Mote, 2 Peter,
2. it. "cursed children." din— the murderer: the root
of whose sin was hatred aud envy of the godly, as It
is the sin of these seducers, ran greedily—lit., "have
been poured forth" like a torrent that has burst its
banks. Keckless of what it costs, the loss of God's
favour and heaven, on they rush after gain like Balaam,
perished in the gainsaying of Cars — Of. Note, v. 1%).
When we read of Korah perishing by gainsaying, we
read virtually also of these perishing in like manner
through theBame: for the same seed bears the same
harvest. 12. spots—So 2 Peter, 2. 13, Greek, spiloi : but
here the Greek is spUades, which elsewhere, in secular
writers, means rocks, viz., on which the Christian lore*
feasts were in danger of being shipwrecked. The old
est MS. prefixes the article emphatically, "the rocks."
The reference to "clouds.. .winds... waves of the sea,**
accords with this Image of rocks. VuJgate seems to
have been misled by the similar sounding word to
translate, as English. Versi-n, "spots;' cf. however,
v. 23, which favours Engltsli Version, if the Greek will
bear it. Two oldest MSS., by the transcriber's effort
to make Jude say the same as Peter, read here "deceivlngs" for "love-feasts," but the weightiest MS.
aud authorities support Englisi*. Version reading. The
love-feast accompanied the Lord's supper (i Corinthi
ans, 11, end]. Korah the Levite. not satisfied with his
ministry, aspired to the sanyiaug priesthood also:
so ministers in the Lord's supper have sought to moke
it a sacrifice, and themselves the sacrificing priests,
usurping the function of our only Christian sacerdotal
Priest, Christ Jesus. Let them beware of Korah s
doom I without fear— Join these words not as EngUsli
Version, but with "feast." Sacred feasts especially
ought to be celebrated with fear. Feasting is not faulty
in itself [Bjcnqel), but it needs to be accompanied with
fear of forgetting God. as Job in the case of his sons'
feasts, feeding titemselva—Greek, "pasturing (tending)
themselves." What they look to Is the pampering of
themselves, not the feeding of the flock, clonis—from
which one would expect refreshing rains. 2 Peter, 2,
17. "wells without water." Professors without practice,
corned about—The oldest MSS have "carried aside,"
i.e., out of the right course (cf. Kphesians, 4. 141. trees
whose fruit wiiberath— rather, "trees of the late (or
waning autumn," viz., when there are no longer leaves
or fruits on the trees {Bengel], &c without fruithaving no good fruit of knowledge and practice:
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sometimes used of what is i>nsitively bad. twice dead
—First when they cast their leaves in autumn and
seem during winter dead, but revive again in spring;
secondly, when they are "plucked up l>y the roots.1*
So these apostates, once dead in unbelief, and then
by profession and baptism raised from the death of
sin to ihe life of righteousness, but now having be
come dead again by apostasy, and so hopclcsi-ly dead.
There Is a climax. Not only without have*, like trees
in late autumn, but without fruit: not only no. but
dead twice ; and to crown all. "plucked up by the
roots." 13. R ging— Wild. Jude has in mind Isaiah
67. 20. shame— plural in Greek, "shames" uf. Philipplans, 3. 10). wanderirg stars—instead of moviigon in
a regular oibit,as lights to the world, bursting forth
on the world like erratic comets, or rather meteors of
fire, with a strange glare, and then doomeil to fall hack
again Into the blackness of gloom. 14. See Introduc
tion on the source whence Jude derived this pro
phecy of Enoch. The Holy Spirit, by Jude has settled
tbe truth of this much of the matter contained in the
bock of Enoch, though probably tb.it book as well as
Jude. derived it from tradition (cf. Note, v. 9). There
are reasons given by some for thinking, the book oi
Enoch copied from Jude rather than vice versa. It Is
striking how, from the first, prophecy hastened to
wards its consummation The earliest prophecies of
the Redeemer dwelt on Ills second coming in glory,
lather than His first coming in lowliness (cf. Genesis,
3. 15, with Romans, 16. 20.. Enoch in his translation
without death, illustrated that iruth which he all his
life preached to the unbelieving world, the certainty
of the Ix»rd's coming, and the resurrection of the
deail, as the only effectual antidote to their scepti
cism and sell- wise confidence In nature's permanence.
AJid—tirak, *' Moreover, also Enoch." &c oftiifse— in
relation to these. The reference of his prophecies was
not to the antediluvians alone, but to all the ungodly
(v. 16). His prophecy applied primarily indeed to the
flood, but ultimately to the final judgment, seveuth
from Adam— Seem is the sacred number. In Enoch,
freedom from death and the sacred number are com
bined: for every seventh object is most highly valued.
Jude thus shows tbe antiquity of the prophecy. Cf.
"of old" Note, v. 4. There were only Jive fathers be
tween Enoch and Adam. The serenth from Adam pro
phesied the things which shall close the seven Ui age of
the world. l&txGKL.J comet h—M., "catue." Pro
phecy regards tbe future as certain as If it were pa*t
saints — Holy angels (cf iJeuteronoiny, 3:t. 2; Daniel.
7. 10; Zechariah, 14. 6; Matthew, 25. 31 ; Hebrews, 12.
JK J 15. Tliis verse and the beginning of Enoch's pro
phecy, is com|>osed in Hebrew poetic parallelism.
the oldest specimen extant. Some think Lame-h s
speech, which is also in poetic parallelism, was com
posed in mockery of Enoch's prophecy; as Enoch fore
told Jehovah's coming to judgment, so Lantech pre
sumes on impunity in polygamy and munier (just as
Cain tbe murderer seemed to escape with impunryl.
convince—convict, bard speeches— such as are noticed
In v. 8. 10. ic ; Malachi. 3. 13, u ; contrast 16, 17. na*
godly sinners— not merely sinners, but proud despi<er$
of Hod; impious, against him— They who speak against
God's children are regarded by God as speaking
against Himself. 16. murmuiers—in secret: muttiriiiff
murmurs against God's ordinances and ministers In
church and state. Cf. v. K, "speak evil of dignities ." j
16. "hard speeches;'* against the Lord, complaints— \
never sathfled with their lot (Numbers, 11. i ; cf. the
penalty, Deuteronomy. 28. 47. 48). walking after thrir
own luits-lc. is.) The secret of their murmuring and
complaining is the restless insatiability of iheirdesires. :
great, swelling words— (2 Peter. 2. 18.) mni's persons—
their mere outward nppearancea and ratik. bee us? of
advantage—for tbe sake of what they may gain from
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them. Whilst they talk great swelling words, they *r«
really mean and fawning towards those of wealth and
rank. 17. But ye. beloved— In contrast to those repro
bates, r. 20, again, remember — Implying that his
readers had been contemporaries of the apostles. Por
Peter uses the very same formula in reminding the
contemporaries of himself and the other apostles.
sp-'ken b* fore—spoken alreidy before now. the ajos'Jw
—Peter Notes, 2 Peter. 3. 2, 3), and Paul before Yf.tx
•Acts, 20.89 ; 1 Timothy. 4. l ; 2 Timothy. 1 II. Jtds
does not exclude himself from the number of &e
apostles here, for in v. 18, immediately after, he uys,
"they told you." not us fraiher as Grt'k. "used to
tell you;" implying that Jude's readers were contem
poraries of the apostles who used to UU them). 18.
mockers— In the parallel. 2 Peter. 3. 3, the same G?ttk
is translated "scoffers." The word is found nowhere
else in the New Testament. How AuoKPcan deny
tbat 2 Peter, 3. 2. 3, is referred to (at least in part'. I
cannot imagine, seeing that Jude quotes the very
words of Peter as the words which the apostlrs used
to speak to his (Jude's) readers, walk after lath* aire
ongedly lasts—fit. "after (according to) tbeirown Itwu
of ungodliness' 19. These be they—Showing tbat their
characters are such as Peter and Paul bad loretcJd.
separate themselves—from church communion in iti
vital, spiritual reality: for outwardly they took part in
church ordinances {v. 1%. Some olde3t WSS. omit
'•themselves:" then understand it. "separate," cast Ml
members of the church by excommunication flssJih.
05 6 ; CC. 6 ; Luke. 6. 22 ; John, 9. 31 ; cf " casteth than
out of the church," 3 John. lo:. Many, howem.
understand "themselves," which indeed is read is
some of the oldest MSB. as Englmh Vervvm has itArrogant setting up of themselves, as bavme irrtiS^i
sanctity and a wisdom and peculiar doctrine, distinct
from others, is implied, sentad — iht . "auutilsoulled : " as opposed to the spiritual, or " bavin: t;.Spirit." It is (ratts'orcd "the natural man." item
thian*,2. 11. In the three-fold division of man's beiii.
body, soul, and spirit, the due state in God's desicn is.
that 'the spirit," which is the recipient of the H k
Spirit uniting man to God, should l>e first, and u,<yM
rule the sou), which stands intermediate betwteoife
body and spirit ; but in tbe animal, or natural bib,
the spirit is sunk into subserviency to the animal-soul,
which is earthly in its motives and alms. Tr.s
"carnal" sink somewhat lower, for in these the JUA
the lowest element and corrupt side of man's bodily
nature, reigns paramount, not having; ihe Spirit- 1b
the animal and natural man the spirit, bis h&tf
part, which ou^bt to be the receiver of the Her
Spirit, is not so; and therefore, his spirit not betas
in iu normal stale, he is said not to hare the spiaii-dJ ohn. 3. 5. 6). In the completion of redemption the i*r*J
of redeemed n an shall be placed in their due reJam u
whereas in the ungodly, Uic soul severed fiom '^*
*;nrit. shall have forever animal life without union '*>
Gotland heaven— a living death. 20. Ke^umiug re
building np yourse.ves—the opposite to the " separat*
themselves' [v. 19 : as "in the Holy Ghost " i* m.posei
to "Having not tbe Spirit." on—as on a foundamBuild tug on the faith is equivalent to buikitsc «
Christ* tbe object of faith, praying in ite H >j &Bs'
—iHomana, 8. i*6; Ephesians, 6. 18. The Holy Spin".
teaches what we are to pray for. and haw. >oret*-"
pray aright save by being in the Spirit, C/\, id tie
element of His influence. (..hry.-wstom states tfcst
ami n.' the charisms bestowed at the oe^mntr* cf «-*
New Trsuunent dispensation, was the ffi/t of rt3v*<
bestowed on some one who prayed in tbe nan e ot tfc*
rest, and taught others lo pray. Moreover. ttfJ
prayers so coi.ceived and often used, wen? reeriT:4
and preserved among Christians, and out of ibex
forma of prayer were framed. Such ia the oritpui d
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liturgies. [Hammond.] 21. Inf. 20. sn.Jude combines at the same time not let pity degenerate into conniv
the Father, the Son. and Holy Ghost ; and faith, I ance at their error. Your compassion is to be accom
hope, and love. Keep yourselves — not in your own1 panied "with fear" of being at all defiled by them.
strength, but *' in the love of God," i.e., God's love to \ hating— Even hatred has its legitimate field of exercise.
you and all His believing children, the only guarantee Sin is the only thing which God hates: so ouuht we.
for their be-ins kept safe. Man's need of watching is eveu the garment—a proverbial phrase: avoiding the
implied : at the same time ho cannot keep himself, most remote contact with sin. and hating that which
unless God in Hts love keep him. locking* far — in borders on it. As garmenis of the apostles wrought
hope, the mercy of our Lord JeiQi Christ—to be fully miracles of good in healing, so the very garment of
manifested at His coming. Alt rcy is usually attributed sinners metaphorically, i.e., anything brought into
to the Father: here to the Son ; so entirely one are they. contact with their pollution, is to be avoided. Cf.
22. 23. None but those who "keep themselves" are as to lepers and other persons defiled, Leviticus, 13.
like'y to "save" others, have com passion—So one oldest 62-67: 15. 4-17: the garments were held polluted: and
MS. reads. But two oldest MSS., Vulgate. &c.t read, any one touching them was excluded, until purified,
"convict?" "reprove to their conviction?' "confute, from religious and civil communion with the sancti
eo as to convince." making; a difference—The oldest fied people of Israel. Christians who received at bap
MSS. and versions read the accusative for the nomin tism the white garment in token of purity, are not to
ative. " when separating themselves" 1 Wahl], referring defile it by any approach to what is defiled. 24. 25.
to r. 19; or " when contending with you." as the Greek Concluding doxology. Now — Greek. "But." y^u—
is translated, v. 9. 23 save with fear—The oldest MSS. Alford, on inferior authority, reads "tbem." You
do not read "with fear" in this position : but after is in contradistinction to those ungodly men mentioned
"snatching them out of the Are" (with which, cf. above, keep... from falling—rather, "guard... (so as to
Amos, 4. 11; l Corinthians, 3. 16; Zechariah, 3. 2. said be) without falling." or stnmblina. before the pretence
of a most narrow escape), they add the following words, of his gliry — i e„ before Himself, when He shall be
forming a third class, "and others compassionate revealed in glory, faultiest—Greek, " blameless." with
with, (in) fear " Three kinds of patients require three exceeding joy—lit., "with exultation " as of those who
kinds of medical treatment. Ministers and Christians leap for joy. To the only...God our Saviour—The oldest
are said to "save" those whom they are made the MSS. add, " through Jesus Christ our Lord." The
Instruments of saving; the Greek for " save " is present, transcribers fancying that "Saviour " applied to Christ
therefore meaning "try to aave." Jude already (*. 9) alone, omitted the words. The sense is. To the only
had reference to the same passage (Zechariah. 3. 1-3). God ithe Father) who Is our Saviour through {i.e.,
The three classes are: (i-i Those who contend with you by the mediation of; Jesus Christ our Lord."
(accusative in oldest MSS.). whom you Bhould convict; dominion— Greek, "micht." power—authority: legiti
(2.) those who are as brands already in the Are. of mate power. The oldest MSS. and Vulgate, after
which hell-fire Is the consummation: these you should " power." have " before ail the age." i.e.. before all
try to sane by snatching than out; (3.) those who are time as to the past; "and now," as to the present;
objects of compassion, whom accordingly you Bhculd "and to all the ages," ue„ far ever, as to the time to
companionate {and help if occasion should offer), but come.

THE REVELATION
OF a JOHN THE DIVINE.

INTRODUCTION.

AUTHENTICITY.—The author calls himself John Ich. 1. 1, 4. 0; 33. 8). Justin Martyr. Dialogue, p. 209 (AD, 131M61),
quotes from the Apocalypse, as John the apostle's work, the prophecy of the millennium of the saints, to be fallowed by
the general resurrection and judgment. This testimony of Justin is referred to also by Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History 4.
23_ Justin, in the early part of the second century, held his controversy with Tryplio, a learned Jew, at Ephcsus, where
J oho had been living thirty or thirty-five years before: he says that " the Revelation had been given to John, one of the
ewelve apostles of Christ." Melito, bishop of Sardis (about 171 A.IU. one of the seven churches addressed.* feuccessor, therefOT»t, of one of the seven angels, is said by Eusebios, Ecclesiastical History 4. S6. to have written treatises on the Apocalypse
—y- John. The testimony of the Bishop of Sardis is the more impartial, as Sardis is one of the churches severely reproved
<<-li- 3- H- **° *'so Theopliilus of Antioch (about 160 A. I'M. according to Eusebius 4. 26, quoted testimonies from the Apo«
,1 ypae of John. EueeMus says the same of Apollonius, who lived in Asia Minor in the end of the second century. Irenieu*
faboot ISC A.D.), a hearer of Polycarp, the disciple of John, and supposed by Archbishop Usher to be the angel oj the church
r>f Smyrna, is most decided again and again in quoting the Apocalypse as the work of the apostle John (W(rre«#4.,20. It; 4 ,
1 3; *•. 3°■ +; *-• •*■ Is s- ?0- '•*'■> B- :w- 2'- 1° B« M- 1. alluding to the mystical number of the beast, 666 (ch. 13. 16), found
- " ^1 old copies, he says, ** We do not hazard a confident theory as to the name of Antichrist ; for if it had l*en necessary
. i-jffct bis name should be proclaimed openly at the present time.it would have been declared by him who saw theapocaiyptia
-fii^n - f0r it was sen at no longtime back, but almost in our generation, towards the end of Domitian's reign.'* In his
>r-lt against herrsits, published ten years after Polycarp's martyrdom, he quotes the Apocalypse twenty times, and make*
W s*i£ extracts from it, as inspired Scripture. These testimonies of persons contemporary with John's immediate successors,
cj more or less connected with the region of the seven churches to which Revelation is addressed, are most convincing.
P^x-tullian. of north Africa (about 890 A.D.), adversus Mureion 3. 14, quotes the apostle Jobu's description in the Apoca.
-^ of the sword proceeding out of the Lord's mouth (ch. IK. IS), and 31, the heavenly city (oh. 31). Cf. dc Rerurrtttio**
£\'t£c Anima 8,9,4c; d*« Pi-oiscriptione hozreticorum S3. The Muratori fragment of the canon (about A.D. &0) refers to
* *j^ ¥2 the apostle writing to the seven churches. Hippotytus, bishop of Ostia, near Rome (about £40 A.l>.), de Antichristo,
*j7. quotes ch. 17. 1-13, as the writing of John the apostle. Among Hippolytus' works, there is specified iu the catalogue
*"
t%** statue, a treatise "on the Apocalypse axd go?ptl according to John.™ Clement of Alexandra (about too A_l>.),
,r* **msata 6, 13, alludes to the twenty-four seats on which the elders sit as mentioned by John in the Apocalypse (ch. 4, &,;
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also, to '* QitU dives Saint*,* tec 49, he mention* John's return from Patmos to Ephesus on the death cf the Raman
tyrant ungrn <abottt ZU A.D.), Commentary on Jlatthew in Euaebiua, EecUsiastieal History ft. S3, mentions Jvhn af'-b?
author of the Apocalypse, without expressing any doubts as to its authenticity; also, in Commentary on klattkew, torn. 1ft C,
he quote* eh. 1. 9, and says," John seems to hare beheld the Ap*<calrpiie in the island of Patmos. ~ Vietorinus. bbbep uf
Peltau in Pannonla, who suffered martyrdom under Diocletian, in 303 A.D.. wrote the earliest extant commentary on
the Apocalypse. Though the Old Syriac PescMto werston doe* not contain the Apocalypse, yet Ephrem Syrui lafcont
378 A.D.i frequently quotes the ApocalypM as canonical, and ascrilxs it to John.
Its eanomcity and inspiration (according to a scholium of Andreas of CappadocU) are attested by Papias, a bearer cf
John, and associate of Polycarp. Papiaawas bishop of Hierapolis, near Laodieea, one of the seven churches. Wtrdsvoftii
conjectures that a feeling of shame, on account of the rebukes of Laodieea m Revelation, may bare operated on the council
of Laodieea, sob* to omit Revelation from its list of books to be read publicly, t?) The epistle uf the churches of Lyoci
and Vicnus to tht churches of Asia and 1'hyrgia (in Eusebiua, EcdttiaMttcxU History 5. 1-J), in the p*r>*vu:t>n oilier
11 Anrelius, A.D. 77, quotes ch- 1. 5 ; 3, 14 , 14. 4, and 99. 11, as Scripture. Cyprian (about 9S0 A.UJ also m Ep. U.
quotes ch. 9. 5 as Scripture; and in Ep.SS, he quotes ch. 3.91, asi'fthesameautbority as the gospel. (For other instances, we
Alfurd's Prolegomena, from whom mainly litis summary of eridence ha* been derived.) Athanasius. tn ttis Festival Epste,
enumerates toe Apocalypse among tbe canonical Scriptures, to which nons must add, and from which none mum tats
away. Jeiome, in Epistola ad I'aulinvm. includes in the Canon the Apocalypse, adding, **lt has as many mysteries u
words. All praise falls short of its menu. In each of its words lie hid manifold sense*." Thus an unmrofcen cbain of
testimony down from the apostolic period, confirms Its can on leity and authenticity.
Tbe Al«gi (Epiphanius Heeresiesii), and Caius the Roman presbyter l Eutebiu* S, 98), towards the end of tbe second. and
beginning of the third century, rejected SL Johns Apocalypse on mere captious grounds. Caius, according to Jerome, d*
Vtris IUustrilma. about 3)0 A.D.. attributed it to Ceriutbos, on the ground of its supporting tbe millennial reign on earth.
Dionysiux of Alexandria mentions many before his time who rejected it because of its obscurity, and because it seened
to support Cerintbus' dogma of an earthly and carnal kingdom: whence they attributed it to Ccrinthu*. This Dionysn*
scholar of Origen, and bishop of Alexandria (A.D. £47), admits its inspiration (in Eusebiua, EceUsutstital History 7. los, bat
attri"Utes it to some John distinct from John the apostle, on tbe ground of Its difference of style and character, as com
pared with St. John's gospel and epistle, as also because the name John is several times mentioned in the Apocalypse, which
Is always kept bask in both the gospel and epistle; moreover, neither does the epistle make any allusion to tbe Apocalypse,
nor the Apocalypse to the epistle; and the style is not pure Greek, but abounds to barbarisms and solecisms. Eatebtos
wavers in opinion {EccU*iastical History 94. 391 as to whether it is, or is not, to be ranked among the undoubtedly fwr^
Script urea His antipathy to the milennial doctrine would give an unconscious bins to his judgment on the Apocalypm
Cyril of Jerusalem (A.D. 383}, Cateehtsit 4. 35, 36, omits the Apocalypse in enumerating the »w Testament Scriptures tc be
read privately as well as publicly. "Whatever Is not read In the churches, that do not even read by thyself : the apostle*
and ancieut bishops of the church who transmitted them to us were far wiser than tbou art," Hence, we aee that, in his
day, the Apocalypse was not read in the cburchea Yet in Cateehesis l. 4, he quotes ch- 9. 7, 17; and in CaJee&ett* L. 1*
33. he draws the prophetical statement from eh. 17. 11, that the king who is to humble the three kings (Dantcl, r.5,»n
the tiuhth kino. In c 19. and 97, he similarly quotes from cb ML 3, 4. Alford conjectures that Cyril bad at soma bat
changed his opinion, and that these references to the Apocalypse were slips of memory whereby be retained pbraseotoC
which belonged to his former, not his subsequent views. Tbe sixtieth canon (if genuine) of the Laodicean council.
In the middle of the fourth century, omits the Apocalypse from the canonical books. Tbe Eastern church in part
doubted, the Western church, after the fifth century, universally recognised, the Apocalypse. Cyril of Alexandria, 6*
Adoratione, 140, though Implying tbe fact of some doubting its genuineness, himself undoubtlngly accepts it as the wsrx
of St. John. Andreas of Cesarea In Cappadocia, recognised as genuine and canonical, and wrote the first entire and con
nected commentary ou, the Apocalypse. The sources of doubt seem to have been, (L) tbe antagonism of many to lbs uullea
niura, which is set forth in it; (9.1 Its obscurity and symbolism having caused it not to be read in the churches, or to be tsocbi
to the young. But the most j»rimifit» tradition is unequivocal in its, favour. In a word, the objective evidence tt de
cidedly for it, the only arguments against it seem to have been subjective.
The pergonal notices of John in the Apocalypse occur ch. 1. 1, 4. 9; 22. 8. Moreover, the writer's addresses to Ik*
churches of Proconsular Asia (ch, 9. 1), accord with the concurrent tradition, that after John's return from his exile in
J'atmos, at the death of Domitian, under Nerva. he resided for long, and died at last in Ephesus, in tbe time of Trails
(Eusebiua, EceUmaMticai History 3. 90, 93). If the Apocalypse were not the inspired work of John, purporting; as it does Is
be an address from their superior to the seven churches of Proconsular Asia, it would have assuredly been rejected in tk&
rspion; whereat the earliest testimonies in those churches) are ail in its favour. One person alone was entitled to use IanSuage of authority such as la addressed to the seven angels of the churches, namely, John, as the last surviving apostle and
superintendent of all the churches. Also, it accords with John's manner to assert tbe accuracy of bis testimony both at
the beginning and end of his book (cf. ch. 1. 9, 3, and 99. 8, with John, 1. 14; SI. 94; 1 John, 1. 1, St). Again, it accords wdh
the view of the writer being an inspired apostle, that he addresses the angels or presidents of the several churches in tfe<
tone of a superior address-in* inferiors. Also, be commends the church of Ephesus for trying and convicting " them which
9ay they are apostles, and are not," by which he implies his own undoubted claim to apostolic inspiration (ch. 2. a), as dectarlng in the seven epistles Christ's will revealed through him.
As to the difference of style, as compared with the gospel and epistle, the difference of tuhjoct in part accounts far i'the visions of the seer, transported as he was above the region of sense, appropriately taking e form of expression abrupt,
and nntiouud by the grammatical laws which governed his writings of a calmer and more deliberate character. Moreover,
as being a Ualilean Hebrew, John, in writing a Revelation akin to the Old Testament prophecies, naturally reverted t*
their Hebraistic style. Alford notices, among the features of resemblance between the styles of the Apocalypse and Jofcsi
gospel and epistle, (1.) the characteristic appellation of our Lord, peculiar to John exclusively, " the Word of God"-eb .*»
18; of. John, 1.1; 1 John, 1. 1); (!) the phrase, "be that overcometh" (ch. 9. 7, 11, 17; 8.6,19,31; It 11; 15. S; 17. 1ft; ft 7,
cf. John, 1ft. 33; 1 John, 8. 13, 14; 4. 4; ft. 4. 8). (8.) The Greek term (ulefAinot) for " true," as opposed to that which is
■hadowy and unreal (ch. 3. 7,14; 6. 10; 15.3; 16 7; 19. 9,0, 1); Sl.fi; 916). This term, found only once in St, Luke (Luke,
16. 11), four times in St Paul il Thessalonl&ns, 1. 9; Hebrews, 8. 9; 9. 94; 10. 99), is found nine times in St John's gospel
(John, I. ft; 4. as. 87; ft. 39- 7.98; 8. 16; 16.1; 17.3; 19. 3ft>. four times to Johns first entitle'! John. ft. 8; ft. 90 1, and ten Uses
to Revelation (cb 3 7, 14; 6. lu; 15 3; 16. 7; 19. 9, 9.11; 91.6; 99. 6). (4-1 The Greek diminutive for " Lamb" (omun, St.
lambkin") occurs twenty nine times to the Ap-walypse. and the only other place where it occurs la John, 21- IS. In Jsbci
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vriUngi alone is Christ called dirtetly " the Lamb" (John, 1. 89, 86>. In 1 Peter, 1. 39, He is called " as a lamb without
Heausb," in allusion to Isaiah, 53, 7. So the use of " witness," or" testimony" (oh. 1.9, 9; 6.9; 11. 7, Ac ; ef. John. 1. 7,6,19,
13. B; I John, LS; 4. 14; 5. 6-11 >. " Keep the word," or "commandment*" (eh. 3. 8,10; 12. 17, A.:.; of. John, a 51, 55; 14.15).
Tut issertion of the same thing positively and negatively (eh. S. 3, 9, 8, 13 ; 8. 8, 17, 18 ; of. John, 1. 3, 6. 7, 90; 1 John,
137,»). Cf. also] John,], 20, 27, with ch. 3. 18, ns to the spiritunl anointing. The seeming solecisms of style are attribut'•■ e to that inspired elevation which is above mere grammatical rules, and are designed to arrest the reader's attention by
the pecoliarity of the phrase, so as to pause and search into some deep truth lying beneath. The vivid earnestness of the
umpired writer, handling a subject so transcending all others, raises him above all servile adherence to ordinary rules,
»> that at times he abruptly pasncsfrom one grammatical construction to another, as he graphically sets the thing described
Wore the eye of the reader. This is not due to ignorance of grammar, for he ** has displayed a knowledge of grammatical
nits in other much more difficult- constructions." [ IFiiur.] The connexion of thiught is more attended to than mere gramnvjeal connexion. Another consideration to be taken into account is, that two-fifths of the whole being the recorded
k&juagc of others, he moulds his style accordingly. Cf. Tregellea' Introduction to Revelation from Heathen Authuritiee.
Trto*lkt well says [HevrTatament Historic Evidence). "There is no book of the New Testament for which we have such
dear, ample, and numerous testimonies in the second century, as we have in favour of the Apocalypse. The more
ctaely the witnesses were connected with the apostle John (as was the cose with Irenseus), the more explicit is their
taiinwny. That doubts should prevail in after ages, must have originated either In ignorance of the earlier testimony, or
rM bom some supposed intuition of what an apostle ought to have written. The objections on the ground of Internal style
«a cetgh nothing against the actual evidence. It is in vain to argue a priori, thai 8L John coutd not have written this
b«*. when we have the evidence of several competent witnesses that he did write it'*
RELATION OF THE APOCALYPSE TO THE BEST OP THE CANON.—Gregory Nyssen. torn. 8, p. «oi. calls
^relation "the last book of grace." It completes the volume of inspiration, so that we are to look for no further revelst»i till Christ Himself shall come. Appropriately the last book completing the Canon was written by John, the last surriror of the apostles. The New Testament is composed of the historical books, the gospels and Acts, the doctrinal epistles,
tad the one prophetical book. Revelation. The same apostle wrote the last of the gospels, and probably the last of the episua,sad the only prophetical book of the New Testament, All the books of the New Testament had been written, and were
■'■ i in thechurch assemblies, some years before John's death. His life was providentially prolonged that he might give the
tjti attestation to Scripture. About the year 100 A.D., the bishops of Asia (the angeU of the seven churches) came to John
■- Ephesos, bringing him copies of the three gospels, Matthew, Mark, and Luke, and desired of him a statement of bis
tpsttolical judgment concerning them ; whereupon he pronounced them authentic, genuine, and inspired, and at their
"west added his own gospel to complete the fourfold aspect of the gospel of Christ (cf. Muratori's Canon; Eusebius -i.
H; Jerome. Proamiwn in MaltKarum ; Victorious on the ApocoXypee ; Theodoret, Mopsusetia). A Oreek divine, quoted in
Alktics. calls Revelation " the Seal of the whole Bible," The Canon would be incomplete without Revelation. Scripture is
» complete whole, its component books, written in a period ranging over 1500 years, being mutually connected. Unity of
wo and spirit pervades the entire, so that the end is the necessary sequence of the middle, and the middle of the beginning.
'»«&*« presents before us man and his bride in innocence and blessedness, followed by mans fall through Satan's subtlety,
tad man's consequent misery, his exclusion from Paradise and its tree of life and delightful rivers. Revelation presents,
a reverse order, man first liable to sin and death, but afterwards made conqueror through the blood of the Lamb; the first
'data and Eve, represented by the second Adam, Christ, and the church. His spotless bride, in Paradise, with free access to
&i tree of life and the crystal water of life that flows from the throne of God. As Genesis foretold the bruising of the serfcors bead by the woman's seed, so Revelation declares the final accomplishment of that prediction (chs- 19., SO. j.
PLACE AND TIME OP WRITING.—The best authorities among the fathers state that John was exiled under T>omi.
has (/reaavs 5. 30; Clement of Alexandria; Eusebius, Ecciesiattieal History 3. 90X Victorinus says that be had to labour in
the mines of Patmos. At Domitian's death, 96 A.D., he returned to Epbesus under the emperor Nerva, Probably it was
munedistely after his return that he wrote, under Divine inspiration, the account of the visions vouchsafed to him in
Pannes (en. 1. 9, 9). However, ch. 10. 4 seems to imply that he wrote the visions immediately after seeing them. Patmos
is one of the Sporades. Its circumference is about thirty miles. "It was fitting that when forbidden to go beyond certiin bocndi of the earth's lands, he was permitted to penetrate the secrets of heaven" (Rede, Explan. Apocalypse on ch. 1)
71k following arguments favour an earlier date, vis., under Nero: (1.) Eusebius, in Evangelical Demonstration*, unites in
■'■e same sentence John's banishment with the stoning of James and the beheading of Paul, which were under Hero. (3 j
(-lemeos Alexandrtnus' story of the robber reclaimed by John, after he had pursued, and with difficulty overtaken him
• -'.ris better with John then being a younger man, than, under Domitian, when he was 100 years old. Arethas, in the
ftxlb century, applies the sixth seal to the destruction of Jerusalem (70 A.D.), adding that the Apocalypse was written be
%J« that event So the Syriac version states he was banished by Nero the Crcsar. Laodioea was overthrown by an earth*
toake.69 A.D., but was immediately rebuilt, so that its being called "rich and increased with goods "is not incompatible
■ Sh this bock having been written under the Neronian persecution (64 AD.). But the possible allusions to it in Hebrews,
10-27; ef. ch. I. 4, 9; 4, 8; 92. 12; Ilebrews.il. 10; of. ch, 31. 14; Hebrews, IS. 93, S3; of. ch. 14 1; Hebrews, 8. 1,9; of. ch. 11. 19;
U 3; XL 3; Hebrews, 4. IS; cf. ch. 1. 16; 2. 19, 16; 19. 13, 15; Hebrews, 4, 9; of. oh. 20.; also 1 Peter, 1. 7. 18; 4. 13, with ch.
1 1; 1 Peter, 3. 9, with ch. 5. 10; 2 Timothy, 4. 8, with cb.9.26,97; 3.31; 1L 18; Ephesians, 6. IS, with ch. IS. 7-19; Philip.
M*as, 4. 3, with ch. 3. 5 ; 13. 8 ; 17- 8; 30. 18. 15; Colossians, 1. 18, with ch. 1. 5 ; 1 Corinthians, 15. 53, with ch. 10. 7; 11. 15-18,
sake a date before the destruction of Laodicea possible. Cerintbus ij stated to have died before John : as then he borfc»ed much in his Pseudo- Apocalypse from John's, it is likely the latter was at an earlier date than Domitian's reign.
Itt TUloch'a Introduction to Apocalypse. But the Pauline benediction (ch. 1. 4) implies it was written after Paul's death
Ujder Nero.
TO WHAT READERS ADDRESSED- Tho inscription states that it is addressed to the seven churches of Asia, i.e.,
froewiaular Asia, St John's reason for fixing on the number seven, (for there were more than seven churches in the region
scant by "Asia." for instance. Magnesia and Trallee), was doubtless because seven is the sacred number implying totality
tad unirersallty: so it is implied that John, through the medium of the seven churches, addresses in the Spirit the church
fill places and ages. Thechurch in its various states of spiritual life or deadncss, in all ages and places, is represented by
«e seven churches, and is addressed with words of consolation or warning accordingly. Smyrna and Philadelphia alone
■1 the wren are honoured with unmixed praise, as faithful in tribulation, and rich in good works. Heresies of a decided
s&d bad by this time arisen in, the churches of Asia, and the love of many had waxed cold, whilst others had advanced
■> greater seal, and oue had sealed his testimony with bis blood.
_
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OBJECT.— It begins with admonitory addresses to the seven churches from the Divtne Son of man. whom Jpbn
taw in vision, after a brief Introduction which sets forth the main subject of the book, viz.. to " show unto Hi» kitu-i
things which must shortly come to pass" (chs. 1.-3J. From ch. 4. to the end ii mainly prophecy, with practical tibsrtations and consolations, however, interspersed, similar to those addressed to the Keren churchea (the representatives of it;
uniTeraal church of every age), and so connecting the body of the book with its beginning, which therefore forms iU ifsr*
priate introduction.
Three schools of interpretation exist: (1.) The Preterieta, who bold that almost the whole has been fulfilled. (11 Tm
Historical Interpreters, who hold that It comprises the history ot the church from fe*t John's time to the end of the world,
the seals being chronologically succeeded by the trumpets, and the trumpets by the vials. (3.) The Futurists, who oonafei
almost the whole as yet future, and to be fulfilled immediately before Christ's second coming. The first theory was no; beiJ
by any of tbe earliest fathers, and is only held now by Rationalists, who limit John's vision to things within bis :<m
horizon. Pagan Rome's persecutions of Christians, and its consequently anticipated destruction, Tbe futurist school is ?■&«
to this great objection : it would leave the church of Christ unprovided with prophetical guidance or support onto ia-r
fiery trials for 1700 or 1800 years. Now God has said, "Surely He will do nothing, but lie rerealeth His secrets onto Ha
servants the prophets." The Jews had a succession of prophets who guided them with the light of prophecy: Thai iter
prophets were to them, that the apocalyptio Scriptures have been, and are, to us.
At/ord. following isaao Williams, draws attention to the parallel connexion between the Apocalypse and Christ's dacourse on the mouut of Olives recorded in Matthew, 24. Tbe seals plainly bring us down to the second coming at Cto»
just as the trumpets also do <cf. ch. 6. 18-17; & 1, Ac; U. 15). and as the vials also do (ch. 16, 17): all three run parallel scd
end in tbe same point. Certain "catchwords* (as Wordsworth calls them) connect the three series of symbols tasrlkr.
They do not succeed one to the other in historical and chronological sequence, but move side by side, the subsequent sects
filling up in detail the same picture which the preceding series had drawn in outline. So Victorinus (on ch. 7. 9. tin e*il-e*
commentator on the Apocalypse, says, " The order of the things said is not to be regarded, since often the Holy bfin:,
when He has run to tbe end of tbe hist time, again returns to the same times, and supplies what He has leas fully rrpreasai'
And Primasius, ad Apocalffpsin in sine, " lu the trumpet* he gives a description by a pleating repetition-, as ii his easioei-"
At the very beginning. St John hastens, by anticipation (as was the tendency of all the prophetsj, to the grand «*■
summation. Ch. 1. 7, "Behold, He comet h with clouds," Ac.; v. 8, 17, ** I am tbe beginning and the ending—ihe first u.i
tht la*t." So the seven epistles exhibit the same anticipation of the end. Ch. 8. IS, *' Him that overeometh, 1 will wrr?
upon him the name of my God, and the name of tbe city of my Ood, which is new Jerusalem, which oomtth don ■-■•-'.
of heaven:" of. at the close, ch. 31. 1 So also ch. 1 SB, " I will give him the morning star: " cf. at the elate, S3. It, " I sea uw
bright and morning star."
Again, the tarthquakt that ensues on tbe opening of the sixth seal, is one of the catchtpords. i.e., a Una connecting efer>
nologicaUy this sixth seal with the sixth trumpet (clL 9. 13; 1L 13): cf. also the seventh vial, ch. 18. 17, 18. The ecae««u&EH
of the opening of tbe sixth teal, it is plain, in no full and exhaustive sense apply to any event, save the terrors whan abaJ
overwhelm the ungodly just before the coming of the Judge.
Again, Ike beast out of the bottomless pit, between the sixth and seventh trumpets, connects this scries with the sextan.
chs. 19., 13., 14., concerning the church and her adversaries.
Again, the sealing of the 144,000 under the sixth seal, connects this seal with the section, ehs. 12.-14.
Again, the loosing of the four winds by the four angels standing on the four comers of the earth, under the exta seal.
answers to the loosing of the /our angels at the Euphrates, under the sixth trumpet.
Moreover, links occur in the Apocalypse connecting it with the Old Testament. For instance, the ** month speafcaf
great things," connects the beaet that blasphemes against Ood, and make* war aoaittst the mint*, with the tittU kern, or last
king, who, arising after the ten kings, shall epeak against the Most High, and vtar out the taints ; also, et the " tarry-"*
months " (ch. 13. fi), or "a thousand two hundred and threescore days" (ch. Ii 6). with the " time, times, sad the dio£*
of time," of Daniel, 7. S3. Moreover, the " forty-two months." ch. lU 8, answering to ch. IS. 8, and 13. 5, Una together u*
period under the sixth trumpet, to the section, chi. 12., IS., 14.
Auberlen observea, "The history of salvation is mysteriously governed by holy numbers. They are the tssSaU^i
of tbe organic edifice. They are not merely outward indications of time, but indications of nature and essence. Not «ij .
nature, but history, is based in numbers. Scripture and antiquity put numbers as the fundamental forms of things, *bet ,
we put ideas." As number is the regulator of the relations and proportions of the natural world. so does it enter m>*t 'r>- I
queutly into the revelations of the Apocalypse, which sets forth the harmonies of tbe supernatural, tbe muoediatelj sins*.
Thus the most supernatural revelation leads ns the farthest into the natural, as was to be expected, seeing the &*i «f
nature and of revelation is one. Seven is the number for perfection <cf. ch. 1, 4; 4. fi, the seven Spirits before the Ikraar.
«lso, ch. I. 0, the Lamb's seven horns and seven eyes). Thus the seven churches represent the church Catholic in its toaary.
The seven teal*—trumpet!— vial*, are severally a complete series each in itself, fulfilling perfectly the Divine course U jsegments. Three-and-a-half implies a number opposed to the divine (seven), but brokeu in itself, and which, in tht oaaes^
of its highest triumph, is overwhelmed by judgment and utter ruin. Four is the number of the world's extension; xw"15'
number of God's revelation in the world. In the /our beasts of Daniel there is a recognition of some power above Isasa. a*
the same time that there is a mimicry of the /our cherubs of ExekieL the heavenly symbols of all creation in its d» «*>
jectlon to Ood (ch. 4. 6-e). So the four corners of tbe earth, tbe four winds, the four anxels loosed from the KopbriKa at*
Jerusalem lying " four-square,'1 represent world-wide extension. The sevenfoldness of the Spirits on the part af wo4«fresponds to tbe fourfold cherubim on the part of the created. John, seeing more deeply iuto the caseutiaiiy God-ffP*^
character of the world, presents to us, not the /our beasts of Daniel, but the seven heads of the beaut, whereby it arrassJ* •'
jfelf the sevenfold perfection of the Spirits of Ood: at the same time that, with characteristic sedf-oontradjetioo,Ub»isa
horns, the number peculiar to the world-power. Its unjust usurpation of the sacred number seven, is marked by the ac
tion of an eighth to the seven beads, and also by the beast's own number, b'i$, which in units, tens, and bundrtda vf?*
upon, but falls short of. seven. The judgments on the world are complete in six: after the sixth seal, and the sixth fi
there is a pause. When seven comes, there comes ** the kingdom of our Lord and His Christ" Six is the t
the world given to Judgment. Moreover, six is half of twelve, as thrt*~and-ahalf is tbe half of seven. Turf** is ti
of the church: cf. the twelve tribes of Iaracl. the derive atars on the woman's head (ch- 12. 1 1, the twelve gates of new J«*«s**»>
Six thus sjmbolises tbe world broken, and without solid foundation. Twice twelve is the number of us as*****
elders; twelve times twelve thousand, the number of the sealed elect: the tree of life yields twelve manner sfW
Doubtieea, besides this symbolic force, there is a special chronological meaning in the numbers; but ss yd, these* s ***
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w%a*!t'l subject of investigation, they have received no solution which we can be sure ii the true one. They are intended to
stimulate reverent enquiry, not to gratify idle speculative curiosity; and when the event shall have been fulfilled, they will
show the divine wL*dom of God who ordered all things in minutely harmonious relations, and left neither the times nor
the wnra to baphassrd.
The arguments for the year-day theory are as follows : Dan. 9. $4, ** Seventy weeks are determined upon." where the
Iltbrtw may be seventy sevens ; but Mede observes, the Hebrew wurd means always seven of days, and never seven of years
(Levlticu<,13. 5; Deuteronomy, 16. 9, 10. MP. Again, the number of pears' wandering of the Israelites was made to correspond
to the number of daps in which the spies searched the land, pi*., forty: of. "each day for a year," Numbers, 14. 33,34. So in
Ezekicl 4 5, 6, " I have laid upon thee the years of their iniquity, according to the number of the days, three hundred and
ninety days—forty days : I have appointed thee each day for a year." St. John, in Revelation itself, uses day* in a sense
which out hardly he literal. Ch. 1 10. "Ye shall have tribulation ten day* :" the persecution of (en years recorded by Eusebius,
seems to correspond to it. In the year-day theory there is still quite enough of obscurity to exercise the patience and pro
bation of faith, for we cannot say precisely when the l,*iO years beyin : so that this theory is quite compatible with Christ's
words, " Of that day and hour knoweth no man," &c. However, it is a difficulty in this theory that *" a thousand years," in
eh. SO. 5, 7, can hardly mean low) by 360 days, i.e., 360,000 years. The first resurrection there must be literal, even as v. 5
must be taken literally, " the rut of the dead lived not again until the thousand years were finished." To interpret the
former spiritualty, would entail the need of interpreting the latter so, whioh would be most Improbable; for it would imply
that Ms rat of the (spiritually) dead lived not spiritually until the end of the thousand years, and then, that they did
come spiritually to life. 1 Corinthians, u. aa, " they that are Christ's at His coming," confirm* the literal view.

CHAPTER I.
Ver. l-S>. Title: Source and Object of tdis
RktolationiBlehninqonthe Reader and Keepek
or it. as the tlhr ib near : inscription to the
Seven Churches : Apostolic Greeting: Key
note. "Behold He Cometh" (cf. at the close.
ch. 22. SO, "Surely I come quickly") : Introductory
Vision or the Son or Man in Glory, amidst
the Seven Candlesticks, with Seven Stars in
His Rioht Hand. 1. Revelation— An apocalypse
or unveiling of those things which bad been veiled.
A manifesto of the kingdom of Christ. The travelling
manual of the church for the Gentile Christian times.
Mot a detailed history of the future, but a representa
tion of the great epochs and chief powers in develop
ing the kingdom of God in relation to the world. The
Church-historical view goes counter to the great princi
ple, that Scripture interprets itself. Revelation is to
teach us to understand the times, not the times to in
terpret to us the Apocalypse, although It is in the na
ture of the case that a reflex influence is exerted here
and is understood by the prudent. [Auberlen.]
The book is in a series of parallel groups, not in chro
nological succession. Still there is an organic histori
cal development of the kingdom of God. In this book
ail the other books of the Bible end and meet : in it
is the consummation of all previous prophecy. Daniel
foretells as to Christ and the Roman destruction of
Jerusalem, and tbe last antichrist. But John's Revela
tion fills up the Intermediate period, and describes the
millennium and final state beyond antichrist. Daniel,
as a godly statesman, views the history of God's
people in relation to the four ujorid-kinqdoms. John,
as an apostle, views history from the Christian Church
aspect. Tbe term Apocalypse is applied to no Old
Testament book. Daniel is the neartst approach to
it: but what Daniel was told to seal and shut up till
Vie time of the end, St. John, now that the time is at
hand (r. 3), Is directed to repeal, of Jesus Christ—com
ing from Him. Jesus Christ, not John the writer,
is tbe Author of the Apocalypse. Christ taught many
thing* before His departure; but those which were
unsuitable for announcement at that lime He brought
together into the Apocalypse. [ Ben o el. J Cf. His
promise, John. is. 15, "All things that I have heard of
my Father. 1 have made known unto you;" also, John,
16. 13. "The Spirit of truth will allow you things to
come." The Gospels aud Acts are the books, re
spectively, of His first advent, in the flesh, and in the
Spirit: the epistles are the inspired comment on them.
The Apocalypse is the book of His second a'lvent and
the events preliminary to it. which God give unto him
—The Father reveal* Himself and His will ia. and by.

His Son. to show—The word recurs ch. 22. 8 : so en
tirely have the parts of Revelation reference to one
another. It is its peculiar excellence that it comprises
in a perfect compendium future things, and these
widely differing : things close at hand, far off, and be
tween the two ; great and little : destroying and sav
ing: repeated from old prophecies and new: long and
short, and these interwoven with one another, opposed
and mutually agreeing ; mutually involving and
evolving one another: so that in no book more than la
this would tbe addition, or taking away, of a single
word or clause (ch. 22, 18, 10) , have the effect of mar
ring the sense of the context and the comparison of
passages together. LBengel.] his servants — not
merely to " His servant John," but to all His servants
(cf. ch. 22. 3). shortly—Greek, "speedily;" Ut^ "in," or
" with speed." Ct " The time is at band," v. 3; ch. 22.
6. "shortly ;" 7. "Behold I come quickly." Not that
the things prophesied were according to man's computatlon near; but this word " shortly" implies a cor
rective of our estimate of worldly events and periods.
Though a "thousand years" (ch. 20.1 at least are In
cluded, the time is declared to be at hand. Luke, 18.
8, "speedily." The Israelite church hastened eagerly
to the predicted end. which premature eagerness pro
phecy restrains (cf. Daniel, 0.). The Gentile church
needs to be reminded of the transitoriness of the world,
which it is apt to make its home, and the nearness of
Christ's advent. On the ono hand Revelation saith.
*' the time is at hand ;" on tbe other, the succession of
seals, 4x., show that many intermediate events must
first elapse, be sent—Jesus Christ sent, by his angel
—joined with "sent." The angel does not come for
ward to "signify "things to John until ch. 17.1; 10.9.
10. Previously to that St. John receives information
from others. Jesus Christ opens tbe Revelation, v. 10,
11 ; ch, 4. 1 ; in ch. 6. l. one of the four living crea
tures acts as bis informant: in ch. 7. 13. one of the
elders ; In ch. 10. 6, 0, the Lord and His angel who
stood on the sea and earth. Only at the end (ch. 17. l)
does the one angel stand by Him (cf. Daniel, 8. 16 ; 0.
21 : Zechariah, 1. 19). 3. bare record of—"testified the
word of God" in this book. Where we should say
*' testifies," the ancients In epistolary communications
use the past tense. The word of God constitutes his
testimony; In v. 3, "the words of this prophecy." the
testimony of Jesus—" tbe Spirit of prophecy" (ch. 10. 10).
and of all thing's that—The oldest MSS. omit "and."
Translate, " Whatsoever things he saw," in apposition
with "the word of God and the testimony of Jesus
Christ " 3. he that resdeth, and they that hear—viz.,
the public reader in church assemblies, and his hearer*.
In the li Ml instance, he by whom John sent the book

The King-Priesthood of Believm.
Significance of the Number Seven.
REVELATION. I.
from Patmos to the seven court-lies, read it publicly: fourfold cherubim;; seven the number of God's reve
a usage most Scriptural and profitable. A special lation lb the world. 6. the faithful witness—of the troth
blessing attends him who read* or heart the apocalyp concerning Himselfand His mission as Prophet, Priest,
tic "prophecy" with a view to keeping the things and King Saviour. *' He was tfu faithful minces, be
therein, (as there Is but one article to " they that hear cause all things that He heard of the Father be faith
and keep those things," not two classes, but only one fully made known to His disciples. Also, because He
is meant : " they who not only hear, but also keep taught the way of God in truth, and cared not for man,
those things." Romans, Sl 13), even though he find uot nor regarded the persons of men. Also, because the
the key to its interpretation, he finds a stimulus to truth which He taught in words He confirmed by
faith, hope, and patient waiting for Christ. Note* the miracles. Also, because the testimony to Himself on
term " prophecy" has relation to the human medium the part of the Father He denied not even In death.
or prophet inspired, here John ; ** Revelation " to the Lastly, because He will five true testimony of to*
Divine Being who reveals His will, here Jesus Christ. works of good and bad at the day of judgment"
God gave the revelation to Jesus : He by His angel [Richard or St. Victor in Trench.] The nomina
revealed it to John, who was to make it known to the tive in Greek standing In apposition to the genitive.
church. 4. John—the apostle. For none but he [sup "Jesus Christ." gives majestic prominence to "the
posing the writer an honest manj would thus sign faithful witness." the first-begotten or the dead—(G>himself nakedly without addition. As sole survivor lossians, l. 18.J Lazarus rose to die again. Christ rose
and representative of the apostles and eye-witnesses to die no more. The image is not as if the grave wis
of the Lord, he needed no designation save his name, the womb of His resurrection-birtii [Auord); bat si
to be recognised by his readers, seven churches—not Acts, 13. 33; Romans, l. 4, treat Christ's rtsurrrctiM u
that there were not more churches in that region, but the epoch and event which fulfilled the Scripture.
the number seven is fixed on as representing to fait*v. Psalm 2. 7, "This day (at the resurrection} have I beThese seven represent the universal church of all times gotten thee." It was then that His Divine Sonship as
and places. See Tbknch's {Epistles to Seven Churches) the God-man was manifested and openly attested br
interesting Note* oh. 1. 10, on the number seven. It is the Father. So our resurrection and our manifested
the covenant number, the sign of God's covenant rela sonship. or (teneration, are connected. Hence "re
tion to mankind, and especially to the church. Thus, generation" is used of the resurrection-state at Is*
the seventh day. Sabbath. Genesis, a. 3: Erekiel. 20. Li. restitution of all things (Matthew, in. ». the Prnw
Circumcision, the sign of the covenant, after seven —or Ruler. The kingsliip of the world which me
days (Genesis, 17. 12 . Sacrifices, Numbers, 33. l, 14, Tempter offered to Jesus on condition of doing horn**?
2» : 2 Chronicles. 29. Sl. Cf. also God's acts typical of to him, and so shunning the cross. He has obtained b?
His covenant, Joshua, A, 4. 16, 16; 2 Kings. 6. 10. The the crass. " The kings of the earth" conspired against
feasts ordered by secant of time, Deuteronomy, 15. 1; the Lord's Anointed (l'salm 2. 2): these He shall break
le. B, is. 16. It is a combination of three, the Divine in pieces (Psalm a. P). Those who are wl** in Use
number (thus the Trinity: the thrice Holy, Isaiah, 0. and kiss the Son shall bring their giorv unto Hha si
3; the blessing. Numbers. t. 34-26), and /our the num His manifestation as King of kings, after fie has de
ber of the organised world In its extension (thus the stroyed His foes. Unto him that levad us—The sides;
four element*, the four seasons, the four winds, the MSS. read the present, "...loceth- us." it is Hu ererfour corners or quarters of the earth, the four living eontlnulng character. He loveth its, and ever shall k*e
creatures, emblems of redeemed creatnrely life, eh. 4. us. His love rests evermore on His people- staked
6 ; Kzekiel. l. 6, 6, wlth/owr faces and four wings each: us—The two oldest MSS. read " freed loosed u frea*
the Jour beasts, and four metals, representing the a bond, us .-" so Andreas and *M matins. Oat very
four world-empires. Daniel, 2. 32, 33; 7. 3; the four' old MS., Vulgate, and Coptic read as English Ftrstss.
sided gospel designed for all quarters of the world; the perhaps drawn from ch. 7. 14. " Loosed us ia [vtrtw
sheet tied at /our corners. Acts, 10. 11; the /our horns, of J His blood." being the harder reading to under
the sum of the world's forces against the church, stand, is less likely to have come from the transcrib
Zechariah, 1. 18). In the Apocalypso, where God's ers. The reference Is thus to Greek httron, the nassn
covenant with His church comes to its consummation, paid for our release (Matthew, £0. 2SJ. In favour of
appropriately the number seven recurs still more fre English Version reading Is the assure whereby the
quently than elsewhere In Scripture. Asia—Procon priests, before putting on the holy garments sod Bo
sular, governed by a Roman proconsul: consisting of lstering, uxuhed themselves : so spiritually believm.
Phrygia, Mysia, Carta, and Lydia: the kingdom which as priests unto God, must first be trashed in Christ'*
Attains HL had bequeathed to Rome. Oraos. . . peace blood from every stain before they can serve God
—Paul's apostolical greeting. In his pastoral epistles aright now, or hereafter minister as dispenser* ri
he inserts "mercy" in addition: so 2 John, 3. him blessing to the subject nations in the millennial kmwhich is.. .was. is to come—A periphrasis for the in dom, or minister before God in heaven. $. Aaf sett
communicable name Jehovah, the self-existing One, —rather as Greek. "And (He) hath." made m rap
unchangeable. In Oreek the indecllnabiiity of the ine oldest MSS. read. " a kingdom." One oldest sfi
designation here implies His unchangeable ness. Per reads the dative. *' for us." Another reads "as," ac
haps the reason why "He which is to come" is used, cusative: so Vulgate* Syriae* Coptic, and And>vttinstead of ** He that shall be," Is because the grand Thls seems preferable. "He made us (to bej a kmitheme of Revelation is the Lord's coming (v. 7). Still it dom." So Exodus. 19. «. "a kingdom of priests,""'
is the Father as distinguished from "Jesus Christ" l Peter, 2. 9. " a royal priesthood." The saints satD
(v. fi) who is here meant. But so one are the Father constitute peculiarlyaJtmcrtom of God, and shall tatsand Son. that the designation "which is to come." selves be kings (ch. 6. 10). They shall share fiif amrmore Immediately applicable to Christ, is used here Prlestthroneinthemillennialkingdom. Theempsatii
of the Father, the seven Spirits which are before bis thus falls more on the kingdom than en friests; uteri
throes—The oldest MSS. omit "are." before—fit.. "In as in English Version reading it is equally diftrib&wd
the presence of." The Holy Spirit In His sevenfold between both. This book lays prominent stress oauV
(i.e., perfect, complete, and universal) energy. Cor* saints' kingdom. They are kings because they si*
responding to " the seven churches." One in His own priests: the priesthood is the continuous ground as-i
essence, manifold in His gracious influences. The legitimization of their kingship: they are kings it rskv
stvm eyes resting on the stone laid by Jehovah (ch. 6. Uon to man, priests in relation to <*od. serving Hot
6). Four Is the number of the creature world (cf. the day and night in His temple ich, 7. 15; k 19!. E*
sM

Christ's Coming with Chud*.
RBVKLATION. I.
John in th* Spirit on the Lord** Day.
priest-kings shall rule, not in an external mechanical no where else in New Testament save 2 Corinthians,
manner, but limply in virtue of what they are, by the 6. IS, a quotation from Isaiah. 9. I John—So "I
power of attraction and conviction overcoming the Daniel " (Daniel, 7. 28; 0. 2 ; 10. 2). One of the many
heart. [Aubkrlrn.] priests—who have pre eminently features of resemblance between the Old Testament
the privilege of near access to the king. David's sons and the New Testament apocalyptic seers. No other
were priest* {Hebrew). 2 Samuel, 8. 18. The distinction Scripture writer uses the phrase, also—as well as
of priests and people, nearer and more remote from being an apostle. The oldest MSS. omit " also." In
God, shall cease: ail shall have nearest access to Him. his gospel and epistles he makes no mention of his
AU persons and things shall be holy to the Lord. God name, though describing himself as "the disciple
mad his Father—There Is but one article to both in the whom Jesus loved." Here, with similar humility,
Greek, therefore It moans. "Unto Him who is at once though naming himself, he does not mention his
God and His Father." glory tod dominion—Greek, " the aposLleship. companion—Greek, "fellow-partaker in
glory and the might* The fuller threefold doxology the tribulation." Tribulation is the necessary pre
occurs, ch. 4. 9, M : fourfold, eh. 5. 13; Jude, 26; seven cursor of "the kingdom," therefore Vie. is prefixed. This
fold, ch. 7. 13; l Chronicles, 20. 11. Doxology occupies must be borne with '* patient endurance," The oldest
the prominent place above, which prayer does below. MSS. omit " In the" before "kingdom." All three are
IT wa thought of God* glory first 'as in the Lord's inseparable: the tribulation, kingdom, and endurance.
prayer), and gave the secondary place to onr needs, patience—translate "endurance." " Persevering, en
we should please God and gain our petitions better during continuance" (Acts. 14. 22} : "the queen of the
than we do. for ever and ever—Greek, " unto the ages." graces (virtues)." [ChrysostomJ of—The oldest
7. with clouds—Greek, " the clouds," viz., of heaven. MSS. read "in Jesus," or "Jesus Christ." It Is in
"A cloud received Him out of their sight" at His Him that believers have the right to the kingdom, and
ascensioo (Acts, 1. 9). His ascension corresponds to the spiritual strength to enable them to endure
the manner of His coming again (Acts, 1. 11). Clouds patiently for it. was—Greek, "came to be." in...Patinos
are the symbols of wrath to sinners, every eye—His —now 1'atmo or Palmosa, See Introduction on this
coming shall therefore be a personal, visible appear island, and Johns exile to it under Domitian, from
ing, shall see—It is because they do not now see Him, which he was released under Nerva. Bestrlcted to a
they will not believe. Contrast John, 20. 20. they also small spot on earth, he is permitted to penetrate the
—they in particular; "whosoever." Primarily, at His wide realms of heaven and its secrets. Thus John
pre-millennial advent the Jews, who shall " look upon drank of Christ's cup, and was baptised with His bap
J Inn whom tbey have pierced,'* and mourn tn repent tism (Matthew, 20. 22). for—Greek, "for the sake of,"
ance, and say, " Blessed is He that cometh in the name "on account of:" so, "because of the word of God
of the Lord." Secondarily, and here chiefly, at the and . . . testimony." Two oldest MSS. omit the second
general judgment ail the ungodly, not only those who "for," thus "the Word of God" and "testimony of
actually pierced Him. but those who did so by their Jesus" are the more closely joined. Two oldest MSS.
ains, shall look with trembling upon Him. St. John is omit "Christ." The Apocalypse has been always
the only one of the evangelists who records the pierc appreciated most by the church ir. adversity. Thus the
ins of Christ's side. This allusion identifies him as Asiatic Church, from the flourishing times of Constanthe author of the Apocalypse. The reality of Christ's tine less estimated it The African Church being more
humanity and His death is proved by His having been exposed to the cross always made much of it. (Bxxpierced: and the water and blood from His side were okl.] 10. 1 was—Greek, "I came to be f "I became."
the antitype to the Levitical waters of cleaning and in the Spirit—in a state of ecstasy: the outer world
blood-offerings, all kindreds... shall wail—ail the un being shut out, and the inner and higher life or spirit,
converted at the general judgment: and especially at being taken full possession of by God's Spirit, so that
Ilia pre-millennial advent, the anti Christian con an immediate connexion with the Invisible world is
federacy (Zechariah, 18. 3-0, 9: 14. 1-4 ; Matthew, 24. 30). established. Whilst the prophet "speaks*' in the Spirit,
Greek, " all the tribes of the land," or " the earth." See the apocalyptic seer is in the Spirit in his whole per
tho limitation to "all." eh . 13. 8. Even the godly whilst son. The spirit only (that which connects us with God
rejoicing in His love, shall feel penitential Borrow at and the invisible world) is active, or rather recipient,
their sins, which shall all be manifested at the general in the apocalyptic state. With Christ this belug " in
judgment, because of—Greek, *'at," or "in regard to the Spirit" was not the exception, but His continual
Him." Even so, Amen—God's seal of His own word: state, on the Lord's day—Though forcibly detained
to which corresponds the believer's prayer, ch. 22. 20. from church-communion with the brethren in the
Tha " even so" is i*rcek, "Amen" is Hebrew. To both sanctuary on the Lord's day, the weekly commemora
(.* •entiles and Jews His promises and threats are un tion of the resurrection, John was holding spiritual
changeable. 8. Greek, "I am the Alpha and the communion with them. This is the earliest mention
Omega*" The first and last letters of the alphabet. of the term "the Lord's day." But the consecration
Cod In Christ comprises all that goes between, as well of the day to worship, almsgiving, and the Lords
as the first and last, the beginning and the ending- supper, is implied Acts, 20. T; 1 Corinthians, IS. 2 ; cf.
Omitted in the oldest MS3., though found in Vvtgate John, 20. 19-26. The name corresponds to "the Lord's
and Coptic Transcribers probably inserted the clause sapper." 1 Corinthians, 11. 20. Ionatus seems to
frornch. 21. 6. In Christ, Genesis, the Alpha of the Old allude to "the Lord's day" (ad Magnes, 9). and Ihkn^us
Testament, and Revelation, the Omega of the New I in the Qua-stt. ad Orthod. 116 (in Justin Martyr).
Testament, meet together ; the last book presenting I Justin Martyr, Apology* 2. 99, Arc, "On Sunday we
to us man and God reconciled in Paradise, as the first J all hold our joint meeting : for the first day Is that on
book presented man at the beginning innocent and in • which God, having removed darkness and chaos, msde
God's favour in Paradise. Accomplishing /i»alfy what 1 the world, and Jesus Christ our Saviour rose from the
I begin. Always the same: before the Dragon, the dead. On the day before Saturday tbey crucified Him;
beast, false prophet, and all foes. An anticipatory and on the day after Saturday, which is Sunday, havconsolation to the saints under the coming trials of the ' ing appeared to His apostles and disciples. He taught
church, the Lord—The oldest MSS. read "the Lord these things." To the Lord's day Puny doubtless
« rod/" Almighty — Hebrew, Sltartdai and Jehovah refers [Ep. 97, B. 10), " The Christians on a fixed day
Siibaoth, i.e., of hosts : commanding all the hosts or before dawn meet and sing a hymn to Christ as God."
lowers in heaven and earth, so able to overcome all Arc Tkrtuluan, de Coron. 3, " On the Lords day we
J lis church's foes. It ocenrs often in Revelation, but , deem It wrong to fast." Mkuto. bishop of Sardls
MI
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(second century), wrote a book on the Lords day
(Kubebios. 4. 26}. Also, Dionvsipb of Corinth, in
Euskbius, Ecclesiastical History, 4. S3., 8; Clement of
Alexandriuus, Stromala. 6. and 7. 12; Oriokn. c. CeU.
8. 22. The theory that the day of Christ's second com
ing is meant. Is untenable, "lite day of the Lord" is
different in the Greek from ** the Lord's (an adjective}
day/' which latter in the ancient church always desig
nates our Sunday, though it is not impossible that the
two shall coincide (at least in some parts of the earth),
whence a tradition is mentioned in Jerome, on
Matthew, 25., that the Lord's coming was expected
especially on the Paschal Lord's day. The visions of
the Apocalypse, the seals, trumpets, and vials, &c.. are
grouped in sevens, and naturally begin on the first day
of the seven, the birthday of the church, whose future
they set forth. [Wordsworth.] great voice—sum
moning solemn attention: Crete order, "I heard a voice
behind me great (loud) as (that) or a trumpet." The
trumpet summoned to religious fea&ts, and accom
panies God's revelations of Himself. 11. I am Alpha
and Omega, the first- and the last: and—The oldest MSS.
omit all this clause, write in a b ■ >■, 1—To this took,
having such an origin, and to the other books of Holy
Scripture, who is there that gives ibe weight which
their Importance demands, preferring them to the
many b"ok* of the world? [Bknoel.J seven ch arches
—As there were many other churches In Proconsular
Asia (e. p>.. Miletus, Magnesia, Tralles;, besides the
seven specified, doubtless the number seven is fixed
upon because of its mystical signification, expressing
totality and universality. The words "which are in
Asia" are rejected by the oldest MSS., A. B, C, Cy
prian, Vulgate, and Syriac: Coptic alone supports
them of old authorities. These seven are representa
tive churches ; and. as a complex whole. Ideally com
plete, embody the chief spiritual characteristics of the
church, whether as faithful or unfaithful, in all ages.
The churches selected are not taken at random, but
have a many-sided completeness. Thus, on one side
we have Smyrna, a church exposed to persecutions
unto death; on the other Sardis. having a high name
for spiritual life, and yet dead. Again, Laodicea, in its
own estimate rich and having need of nothing, with
ample talents, yet lukevxirm in Christ's cause; on the
other hand, Philadelphia, with but a little strength,
yet keeping Christ's word and having an open door of
usefulness set before it by Christ Himself. Again.
Ephesus, intolerant of evil and of false apostles, yet
having left its first tore ; on the other hand. Thyatira,
abounding In works, love, service, and faith, yet suffer
ing the falKe prophetess to seduce many, in another
aspect, Ephesus in conflict with false freedom, i.e.,
fleshly licentiousness (the NicolaltanesJ; so also Pergamos in conflict with Balaam-like tempters to forni
cation and idol-meats; and on the other side, Phila
delphia In conflict with the Jewish synagogue, i.e., legal
bondage. Finally, Sardis and Laodicea without any
active opposition to call forth their spiritual energies:
a dangerous position, considering man's natural in
dolence. In the historic scheme of interpretation,
which seems fanciful, Ephesus > meaning "the beloved"
or "desired" IStierJ) represents the waning period of
the apostolic age. Smyrna ("myrrh'' bitter suffering,
yet sweet and costly perfume, the martyr period of
the Deciati and Diocletian age. Pergamos (a "castle*
or"tower"J, the church possessing earthly power and
decreasing spirituality from Constantine's time until
the seventh century. Thyatira ("unwearied about
sacrifices"), the Papal church in the first half of the
middle ages; like "Jexebel." keen about its so-called
sacrifice of the mass, and slaying the prophets and wit
nesses of God. Sardis. from the close of the twelfth
century to the Reformation. Philadelphia ("brotherly
love"), the first century of the RefortnaUon. Laodicea,
6*3
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the Reformed church after its first sal had becenw
lukewarm. 12. see the voice— i.e.. ascertain whence tie
voice came : to see who was it from whom the mc,
proceeded, that—Greek, " of what kind it was tdtifk.'
The voice is that of Cod the Father, as at Omst'J
baptism and tran figuration, so here in preterm
Christ as our High Priest, spake—The oldest MSa.
versions, and fathers read, "was speaking." beiaf"having turned." seven. .. candlesticks—"lamp-rtacdi."
[Kklly.1 The stand holding the lamp. In Exo-ins.
25. 31, 32, the seven are united In one candlestick or
lamp-stand, i.e., six arms and a central shaft: to
Zechariah. 4. 2, 11. Here the seven are Kporate
candlesticks, typif>ing. as th*t one. the entire cliumi.
but now no longer as the Jewish church Jrepreseri^d
by the one sevenfold candlestick restricted to me oat
ward unity and one place : the several churches in
mutually independent as to external ceremonies i&t
government (provided all things are done to edifica
tion, and schisms or needless separations are tvoidei,
yet one in the unity of the Spirit and ths Uwdsfciriot
Christ. The candlestick is not light, but the beam'*?
light, holding it forth to give light around. IV l«bt
is the Lord's, not me church's: from Him ihe recti")
it. She is to be a light-bearer to His glory. The
candlestick stood in the Holy place, the typt of lb*
church on earth, as the Holiest place was type of ibe
church in heaven. The Holy place's only tight '«
derived from the candlestick, day-light being exdaeel:
so the Lord. God is the church's only light: heri&U*
light of grace, not nature. "Golden* symbolises starve
the greatest preciousness and stLcrtdness : so thai vc
the Zend Avesta "golden" is syaonjmoM «ta
heavenly or divine. iTnEscn.l 13. His glorified fcra
as man could be recognised by John, who had sees it
at the transfiguration, in the midst— Implying CkraVs
continual presence and ceasele*B activity mtaess^
of His people on earth. Ja ch. 4., when He spfw*n n
heaven. His insignia undergo a correspondUtfcasigt;
yet even there the rainbow reminds m of His err*lasting covenant with them, seven—Omitted is t*fl
of the oldest MSB-, but supported by one. Sfflfil au
—The form which John had seen enduring the sp&T
of Othsemane, and the shame aud anguish of C*Jr«7.
he now sees glorified. His glory as Son e/«o» K*
merely Son of God) is the result of His hnp-ilUrioa *s
Son of man. down to the foot—A mark of high n^i.
The garment and girdle seem to be emblems of &j
priesthood. Of. Exodus, 28. 2, 4, 31 ; LXX. Airwi
robe and girdle were " for glory and beanry/'airiccffibined the insignia of royalty and priesthood, ti*
characteristics of Christ's antityptral prietifc***
"after the order of Melchuedec." His being i**"
midst of tiie candlesticks \ou\j seen lnthe(€wt^*i.sfcn
that it is as a king-priest He is so attired. This pri**hood He has exercised ever since His ascensioo;*^therefore, here wears its emblems. As Aaron wore
these Insignia when He came forth from the saoersn
to bless the people (Leviticus, 18. 4. £3, £4. the ebewr
eth, or holy linen coat), so when Christ shall coe*
again. He shall appear in the similaxattireof "bets?
and glory*' (Afarjnn. Isaiah. 4. 2'. The angels *■"*
attired somewhat like their Lord ch. 15. P. T4eor^
nary girding for one actively ecgawed. was it tks &**
but JusKi-iiiM. Ant'quitus, 3.. I. 2. expressly tetts «
that the Levitical priests were girt higher an, »b«t
the breasts or paps, appropriate to calm, msfi^
movement. The girdle bracing the frame tojet^
symbolises collected powers. JligftteoHsnrts sad/a^
fulness are Christ's girdle. The high priest i girdle ■**
only interwoven with gold, but Christ's are allofpil
the antitype exceeds the type. 14. Greek, "Bat' or
"And." like wool—tfrctk. "like iraito wooL" Theeel^r
is the point of comparison: sirnifymg puny v*
glory, bo in Isaiah, 1. IS. Not am, tot hoarj "^
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are the sign of decay. eyes.. .as. .. flame—all-searching
and penetrating like fire : at the same time, also. Im
plying consuming indignation against sin, especially at
His coming "in Aiming fire, taking vengeance" on all
the ungodly, which is confirmed as the meaning here,
by Revelation, iy. it, 12. 15. fine brass—Greek,"chalcofoaniM." derived by some from two Greek words, brass
and frankincense: derived by Bocbart from Greek
choices, brass, and Hebrew libbeen, to whiten ; hence.
brass, which in the furnace has reached a white heat.
Thus it answers to '* burnished Ulashing, or glowing]
brass" Ezeklel. l. Tl Revelation, 10. l, "His feet as
pillars of fir*." Translate, "Glowing brass, as if they
had been made fiery ired-hot* in a furnace." The feet
of the priests were bare in ministering in the sanctuary.
So our great High Priest here, voice ss...miuiy waters
—Eiekiel, 43. 2: in Daniel, 10. 6. It is "like the voice
of a multitude." As the bridegroom's voice, so the
bride's, ch. 14. 2 ; 10. 6 ; Kzekiel, 1. 24. the cherubim, or
redeemed creation. Hi* voice, however. Is here re
garded In Its terribleness to His foes. Contrast Song
of Solomon. 2. 8; 6. 2, with which. ef.ch.a.EO. 16. he had
— Greek, "having." St. John takes up the description
from time to time, irrespective of the construction.
%eith separate strokes of the, pencil. [Alford.J in...
right hand seven stars— (r. 20 ; ch. 2. 1 ; 3. 1.} He holds
them at a star-studded "crown of glory," or "royal
diadem." in His hand : so Isiuah, 62. 3. He ia their
Possessor and Upholder, oat of . . . mouth vent—Greek
"going forth.:" not wielded In the hand. Hi-. Wohd
is omnipotent In executing His will in punishing sin
ners. It la the sword of His Spirit. Reproof and
punishment, rather than its converting winning power,
is the prominent point. Still as He encourages the
cburches. as well as threatens, the former quality of
the Word is not excluded, lis two edges (back and
front) may allude to its double efficacy, condemning
some, converting others. Tkuxullian. adv. Jud.,
takes them of the O'd and the New Testament.
.Richard of St. Victor, "the Old Testament cutting
externally our carnal* the New Testament internally
our spiritual sins." sword— oreek, Eomphaia, the
Thraclan long and heavy broad sword : six times in
He velat Ion, once only elsewhere in New Testament,
viz., Luke. 2. 3o. suu...ln his strength—in unclouded
power. So shall the righteous shine, reflecting the
image of the Sun of righteousness. Trencu notices
that this description, sublime as a purely mental con
ception, would be intolerable If we were to give It an
outward form. With the Greeks, Jvubetical taste
was the first consideration, to which all others must
give way. With the Hebrews, truth and the full re
presentation ideally of the religious reality were the
paramount consideration, that representation being
designed not to be outwardly embodied, but to remain
av purely mental conception. This exalting of the
essence above the form marks their deeper religious
earnestness. 17. So fallen is man that God's manifes
tation of His glorious presence overwhelms him. laid
hie right hand upon me—So the same Lord Jesus did at
the transflgu ration to the three prostrate disciples, of
whom John was one, saying. Be not afraid. The
•* touch" of His hand, as of old. imparted strength,
unto me—Omitted in the oldest MSS, the fiist. ..the
last—(Isaiah, 41. 4 ; 44. o : 44. 12.) From eternity, and
enduring to eternity: " the First by creation, the Last
br retribution; the First, because before me there was
no God formed; the Last, because after me there shall
be no other: the First, because from me are all things;
the Lost, because to me all things return." [Richard
or St. Victor.) 18. Translate as Greek, "And tub
Lavixo One:" connected with last sentence, v. 17. and
was—Greek, "and (yet) I became dead." alive forevermore—Greek, "living unto the ages of ages:" not merely
"J live," but I have life and am the source of it to my
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people. "To Him belongs absolute being,** contrasted
with the relative being of the creature : others may
share. He only hath Immortality; being in essence, not
by mere participation, immortal. [Theodorkt tn
Trench. J One oldest MS. with Engtuh Versurn, reads
"Amen" Two others, and most of the oldest versions
and fathers, omit it. His having passed through death
as one of us, and now living in the infinite plenituue of
Ufe, reassures His people, since through Him death is
the gate of resurrection to eternal life. have.. .keys of
hell—Greek, "Hades;" Hebrew, "Sheol." "Hell" in
the sense, the place of torment, answers to a different
Greek word, viz., Gehenna. I can release from the
unseen world of spirits and from death whom I wiil.
The oldest MSS. read by transposition, " Death and
Hades," or Hell. It Is death iwhich came In by sin,
robbing man of bis immortal birthright, Romans, 5.
12) that peoples Hades, and therefore should stand
first in order. Keys are emblems of authority, open
ing and shutting at will " the gates of Hades" (Psalm.
9. 13. 14 ; Isaiah. 38. 10 ; Matthew. 1(1. 181. 19. The old
est MSS. read, '* Write therefore" (Inasmuch as I, "the
First and the Last, have the keys of death, and vouch
safe to thee this vision for the comfort and warning
of the church), things which are—"the things which
thou hast seen" are those narrated in this chapter (cf.
v. It). " The things which are" imply the present state
of things in the churches when John was writing, as
represented chs. 2. and 3. " The things which shall be
hereafter," the things symbolically represented con
cerning the future history of the chs. 4.-2*. Altokd
translates, "What things they signify;' but the anti
thesis of the next clause forbids this, "tbethingswhich
shall be hereafter," Greek, "which are about to come
to pass." The plural (Grceki " are," instead of the
usual Greek construction singular, is owing to chvrclics
and persons being meant by "tnlngs" In the clause,
"the things which are." 20. in— Greek, "upon my
right hand." the mystery...candl«ticks—in apposition
to, and explaining." the things which thou hast seen,"
governed by " Write." Mystery signifies the hidden
truth veiled under this symbol, and now revealed : its
correlative Is revelation. Stars symbolise lordship
(Numbers, 24. 17 ; cf. Daniel, 12 3, of faithful teachers;
ch. 8. 10; 13. 4; Jude. 13). angels—Not as Alfoicd,
from Ohio en. Homily 13 on Luke, and 20 on Numbers,
the guardian angels of the churches, just as Individ
uals have their guardian angels. For how could
heavenly angels be charged with the delinquencies
laid here to the charge of these angels? Then, if a
human angel be meant (as the Old Testament, analogy
favours. H sepal. 1. 13, "the Lord's Messenger in the
Lord's message ;* Malachi, 2. 7 ; 3. l). the bttJiop, or
superintendent pastor, must be the angel. For where
as there were many presbyters in each of the larger
churches (ase.p., Epbesus, Smyrna, &c., there was but
one angel, whom, moreover, the Chief Shepherd and
Bishop of souls holds responsible for the spiritual state
of the church under him. The term angel, designating
an office, is, in accordance with the enigmatic symbol
ism of this book, transferred from the heavenly to the
earthly superior ministers of Jehovah: reminding them
that, like the heavenly angels above, they below should
fulfil God's mission zealously, promptly and efficieutlv.
" Thy will be done on earth, as It is In heaven ! "
CHAPTER U.
Ver. 1-20. Epistles to Ephesus, Smyrna. Pkroamob, Tiiyatira. Each of the seven epistle* In tins
chapter and ch. 3., commences with "I know thy
works." Each contains a promise from Christ, " To
him that overcometh." Each ends with " He that hath
an ear, let him hear what the Spirit satth unto the
churches." The title of our Lord in each otw. accords
with the nature of the address, and is msinU- taken
from the Imagery of the vulon, ch, l. Each address
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of the Ephesia* Cftwea.

hju a threat or a promise, and most of the addresses find to approve, and only after this notes the short
have both. Their order seems to be ecclesiastical comings, left thy first love—to Christ. Cf 1 Thnotfet.
civil, and geographical : Ephesui first, as being the 6. 13, "cast off their first faith." See the Epaesaii'
Asiatic metropolis (termed "the light of Asia," nnd. first love, Ephesians, L, 15. This epistle was writtei
"first city of Asia"), the nearest to Patmos, where John under Domitian. when thirty years had elapsed sa:->
received the epistle to the seven churches, and also as Paul had written bis epistle to them. Their warmth
being that church with which John was especially con of love had given place to a lifeless orthodoxy. CI
nected; then the churches on the West coast of Asia; Paul's view of faith so-called without love. 1 Cornthen those in the interior. Smyrna and Philadelphia tbians, 13. t. 5. whence—from what a height satss
alone receive unmixed praise. Bardie and Laodicea first works—the works which flowed from thy first fewreceive almost solely censure. In Ephesus, Pergamos, Not merely " feel thy first feelings,'' bat do work*
and Thyatira, there are some things to praise, others flowing from the same principle as formerly, "fiuib
to condemn, the latter element preponderating in one which worketh by love." quickly—Omitted in two old
case (Ephesus), the former in the two others (Pergamos est MSS^ Vulgate and Coptic versions ; supported t?
and Thyatira'. Thus tbo main characteristics of the one oldest MS. I will corns—G reck, ** I am oomiatf is
different states of different churches, in all times and special judgment on thee, remove thy cindiejuck cot splaces, are pourlrayed, and they are suitably encour his place—I will take away the church from Lphes-i
aged or warned. 1. Ephesus—faroed for the temple of and remove it elsewhere. "It is removal of lbs
Diana, oue of the seven wonders of the world. For candlestick, not extinction of the candle, which ii
three years Paul laboured there. He subsequently threatened here ; judgment for some, but that vetr
ordained Timothy superintending overseer or bishop judgment the occasion of mercy for others. So ilhas
there : probably his charge was but of a temporary been. The seat of the church has been chained, bet
nature. St. John, towards the close of his life, took the church Itself survives. What the East has lot,
it as the centre from which he superintended the pro the West has gained. One who lately visited EphtfP
vince, hoidsth—Greek, "holdeth fast," as in v. 25; ch. found only three Christians there, and these w
8. ll: cf. John. 10. 28, 80. The title of Christ here as ignorant as scarcely to have heard the names of &
*' holding fast the seven start (from ch. 1. 16: only that, Paul orSt. John." LTkekch.) C But-How sjaaocilf.
for liavina is substituted holding fast In His grasp), after necessary censure, He returns to praise lor
and walking in the midst of the seven candlesticks," our consolation, and as an example to us, that «
accords with the beginning of his address to the seven should show, when we reprove, we have morepteaon
churches representing the universal church. Walking in praising than in fault-finding, batest the c*ts>expresses His unwearied activity In the church, guard We should bate men's evil deeds, not hate the mea
ing her from internal and external evils, as the high themselves. Nicolaitanes—Ikes Jiua, Barests, L » S
priest moved to and fro in the sanctuary' 2. 1 know and Tkjituluan, Proberi;*t tone Harttuvrum, K
thy works—expressing His omniscience. Not merely make these followers of Nicolaus one of Ou srw»
"thy professions, desires, good resolutions" (ch. 14. 13, (honourably mentioned. Acts, 0. 3, ft). They, Clmxw
end), thy labour—Two oldest MSB. omit "thy:" one Alexaniikinuh. Stromata.2. SO; 3.4; and ErirBUSiv*.
supports It. The a reek means *' labour unto uw»ri- Hareses. £6, evidently confound the later Gbo&c
ntss." patience—persevering endurance, bear— Keif Mcolai tanes, or followers of one Nicolas, with Utosec-'
men are a burden which the Ephesian church regarded Bevelalion. Mich a axis' view is probable: NkoJaoi
as intolerable. We are to "bear (the same Greek, [conqueror of the tteopte) is the Gretk version of fit*
Gelaiiaus. 6. t) one another's burdens" in the case of laam, from Hebrew Belang Am, Destroyer of the psvpkweak brethren ; but not to bear false brethren, tried lie v elation abounds in such duplicate Etoetv and
—by experiment : not the Greek for "test," ae 1 John. Greek names : as Apollyon. Abaddon: Devil, SatanA. 1. The apostolical churches bad the miraculous gift Yea {GreekNai}. Amen. The name like other case!
of discerning stunt*. Cf. Acts, 20. S8 30, wherein Paul Egypt, Babylon, Sodom, is symbolic tX ». 1*. &
preseten My warned the Evltesian elders of the coming which shows the true sense of Mcolai tanes ; they m
false teachers, as also in writing to Timothy at Ephesus. not a sect, bnt professing christians who. like Baiaun
'J'kktl li.iam de baptism., 17. and Jckomk, in Carol, of old, tried to introduce into the church a false tooVir. lUustr. in Luea 7. record of John, that when a dom, i e., licentiousness ; this was a reaction in tee
writing, professing to be a canonical history of the opposite direction from Judaism, the firs: dans*1 B
acts of St. Paul, had been composed by a presbyter of the church combated in the council of Jerusalem, sr-J
Ephesus, John convicted the author and condemned by Paul in the epistle to Galatians. These symbol*
the work. So on one occasion he would not remain Nicolaitanes, or followers of Balaam, abused r*J l
under the same roof as Cennthus the heretic say they doctrine of the grace of God into a plea for lasciriou*
ax* apostles— probably Judaisers. Ignatius, ad Ephe- ness (2 Peter. 8. 16, 16. 19; Jude, 4. II: who both oeaT.1*
sum, 6, says subsequently, "Oneslmus praises exceed the same sort of seducers as followers of Bdmm
ingly your good discipline that no heresy dwells among l"he difflculty that they should appropriate s mm'
you ;" and 0, " Ye did not permit those having evil branded with infamy in Scripture is met ly Htwcg
doctrine to sow their seed among you, but closed yonr The Antinomian Gnostics were so opposed to John"
ears." 3. borne.. .patience—The oldest MSS. transpose a Jndaising apostle, that tbey would assume si *
these words. Then translate as Greek, "persevering nameofchiefest honour one which John branded wita
endurance... borne." "Thou hast borne" my reproach, dishonour. 7. He that hath aa ear—This clause pjbut "thou canst not bear the evil" (v. 8). A beauti cedes the promise in the first three addresses, suceeftJ
ful antithesis, and.. .hast laboured, and hast not fainted to tt in the last four. Thus the promises are enclosed
—The two oldest MSB. and oldest versions read, "and on both sides with the precept urging the deeped
...hast not laboured," omitting "and hast fainted." attention as to the most momentous troth*. ^T
The difficulty which transcribers by English Version man "hath an ear" naturally, but he alone vdj n
reading tried to obviate, was the seeming contradic able to hear spiritually to whom God hat jarec **«*
tion, ' I know thy labour, -and thou hast not laboured.' hearing ear;" whose "ear God bath wakened" »w
But what is meant is, *' Thou hast not been wearied '•opened." Cf. "Faith, the ears of the sool* fi»
out with labour." 4. somewhat. ..because—translate. *' I uksh ALi.xaHDRiNT/8.] the 8pirit saith—uhst f*nj
have against thee (this) that." Ac. It Is not a mere salth, the Spirit saith: so one are the Second snd Thud
"somewhat:" it is everything. How characteristic of ' Persons, onto the chorcbes—not merely to the par
our gracious Lord, Uiot He puts foremost all lie can i ticular, but to the universal church. fiva~tnf ■* -'

Address to Smyrna.
REVELATION. II.
Her Brief Trial*.
—The thing promised corresponds to the kind of there was an obstacle to this, for his being burnt alive;
faithfulness manifested. They who refrain from and with their own bands they carried logs for the
Nicolaitane indulgences (v. 01 and idol-meats v. 14. pile, synagogue of Sstao — Only once is the term
16). shall eat of meat infinitely superior, viz., the fruit ■■synagogue" iu the New Testament used of the Chris
of the tree of 1 ife. and the hidden manna |v. 17). onr- tian assembly, and that by the apostle who longest
comcth—In John's gospel (16. 33' and first epistle (3. is, maintained the union ot the church and Jewish syna
14 ; 6. 4, 6) an object follows, viz.. "the world," "the gogue. As the Jew* more and more opposed Christi
wicked one." Here, where the final issue is spoken anity, and it more and more rooted itself in the Gentile
of. the conqueror Is named absolutely. Paul uses a world, the term " synagogue'* was left altogether to the
similar image, 1 Corinthians, 0. 24. *<&. 8 Timothy, 8. 6; former, and Christians appropriated exclusively the
bat not the same as John's phrase, except Romans, honourable term ** church f contrast an earlier time,
12. SI. will I five—as the Judge. The tree of life in when the Jewish theocracy Is called "the church in
Paradise, lost by the fall, is restored by the Redeemer. the wilderness." Cf. Numbers. 10. 3; ao. 4, " congrega
Allusions to it occur Proverbs, S. IS: It. SO; 13.13; 16. 4; tion of the Lord." Even in James. 2. 2, it is** your (not
and prophetically, ch. 23. 3,14; ExekieL4T. 12; cf. John. the Lord"*) assembly.1* The Jews, who might have been
G. si. It Is lntetesting to note how closely these intro " the church of God." had now, by their opposition and
ductory addresses are linked to the body of Revelation. unbelief, become "the synagogue of Satan." So "the
Thus, the tree of life here, with ch. 33. *: Deliverance throne of Satan" (v. 18! represents th-j heathen's opposi
from the second death (ch. 3. ID, with ch. SO. 14; 31. 8; tion to Christianity; *' the depths of Satan" (v. 24), the
The new name (cb. 3. 17), with ch. 14. 1; Power over the opposition of heretic*. 10. none—The oldest MSS. read,
nation** with ch. 20. 4 ; The morning star (ch- 3. 88), ' ' Fear not those tilings " &c. " The Captain of our sal
with ch. 23. 10; The white raiment (ch. 3. 6). with ch. 4. vation never keeps back what those who faithfully
4; 16. 16; The name tn Vic book 6J life ich. 3. 6), with ch. witness for Him. may bave to bear for His Dames'
13. 8; 20. 16; The new Jerusalem and its citizenship (cb. sake : never entices recruits by the promise they shall
3. 12), with ch. 31. 10. in the midst of the paradise—The find all tilings easy and pleasant there" (Trknch).
oldest MSS. omit "the midst of." in Genesis, 2. 9 devil — "the accuser." He acted, through Jewish
Uiese words are appropriate, for there were oVier trees accusers, against Christ and His people. The conflict
in the garden, but not tn Vie midst of it. Here the of the latter was not with mere flesh and blood, but
tree ofltfe is simply in the paradise, for no other tree with the rulers of the darkness of this world, tried—
is mentioned in it : in ch. 23. 2, the tree of life is " in with temptation by "the devil." The same event is
the midst of the street of Jerusalem:" from this the often both a temptation from the devil, and a trial
clause was inserted here. Paradise (a Persian, or else from God—God sifting and winnowing the man to
Semitic word,*, originally used ot any garden of de separate his chaff from his wheat, the Devil sifting him
light: then specially of Eden: then the temporary in the hope that nothing but chaff will be found in
abode of separate souls in bliss: then " the Paradise ot him ITrrachJ. ten daj,s—Not the ten persecutions
God." the third heaven, the immediate presence of God. from Nero to Diocletian. Lyra explains ten years on
of God—(Ezekiel. 28. IS.) One oldest MS., with i'ul- the year day principle. The sfiortness of the duration
pate, Syriac, and Coptic, and Cyprian, read, "my of the persecution is evidently made the ground of
God," as in ch. 3. 13. So Christ calls God "My God consolation. The time of trial shall be short, the
and your God" (John, 20. 17; cf. Epheslans. l. 17J. God duration of your joy shall be for ever. Cf. the use of
la our God. in virtue of being peculiarly Christ's God. " ten days" for a short time. Genesis, 24. 65; Numbers,
The main bliss of Paradise is, that it is the Paradise of 11. 10. Ten is the number of the world-powers hostile
God: God Himself dwelling there (ch. 21.3). 8. Smyrna to the church: cf. the ten horns of the beast, ch. 13. 1.
—in Ionia, a little to the North of Ephesns. Poly- uuto death—so as even to endure death for my sake,
caRF. martyred in 168 A.D„ eighty-six years after his crown of life—James, 1. 12: 2 Timothy, 4. 8. ** crown of
conversion, was bishop, and probably "the angel of the righteousness,-" 1 Peter. 6. 4, "crown of glory." The
church in Smyrna" meant here. The allusions to per- crown is the garland, the mark of a conqueror* or of
aecutions and faithfulness unto death, accord with this one rejoicing, or at a feast; but diadem is the mark of
view. Ignatius (Martyrium Jgnatii, 3}, on his way a kino. 11. sqsII not be hurt— Greek, "shallnot by any
to martyrdom in Rome, wrote to Polycabp. then (108 means (or possibly) be hurt." the second death—" the
A I » : bishop of Smyrna : if his bishopric commenced lake of fire." "The death In life of the lost, as con
ten or twelve years earlier, the dates will harmonize. trasted with the life Id death ot the saved." [Trench.)
TstttTCLLiAN. Prescription* Htereticorwn, 82, and The phrase "the second death" is peculiar to the Apo
iRKNfua, who had talked with Polycarp In youth. calypse. What matter about the first death, which
tell us, Polycarp was consecrated bishop of Smyrna sooner or later must pass over us, if we escape the
by St. John, the First.. .the Last.. .was dead.. .is alive— second death, " It seems that they who die that death
The attributes of Christ most calculated to comfort shall be hurt by it; whereas, if It were annihilation,
t be church of Smyrna under its persecutions: resumed and so a conclusion of their torments, it would be no
from ch. 1. 17, 18. As death was to Him but the gate way hurtful, but highly beneficial to them. But the
t>o Hfe eternal, so It is to be to them (e. 10, 11). 0. thy living torments are the second death." [Bihhop
works, and—Omitted in two oldest MSS., Vulgate, and 1'KARsoN.l "The life of the damned is death."
(Coptic Supported by one oldest JUS. tribulation— [Augustine.] Smyrna (meaning myrrh) yielded its
owing to persecution, poverty—owing to "the spoil sweet perfume in being bruised even to death. Myrrh
s' rat of their goods." bat then art rich—in grace. Con* was used in embalming dead bodies (John, 10. 30):
X, ara*t iAodicea, rich in the world's eyes and her own, was an ingredient in the holy anointing oil (Exodus, 30.
mp430T before God. "There are both poor rich-men, 23): a perfume of the heavenly Bridegroom (Psalm. 46.
And rich poor-men in God's sight," [Trknch.] bias- 8), and of the bride (Song of Solomon, 3. 6). *' Afflic
P t-.emy of them—blasphemous calumny of thee on the tion, like it, is bitter for the time being, but salutary ;
, , .art of (or arising from) tbem, Ac. say they are Jews, preserving the elect from corruption, and seasoning
^ »id are not—Jews by national descent, but not spirit them for immortality, and gives scope for the exercise
ually of "the true circumcision." The Jews blaspheme of the fragrantly-breathing Christian virtues." IVl^fcarist as "the hanged one." As elsewhere, so at trinoa.] I'oi.YCAJir'B noble words to his heathen
;rnyra» tn®T bitterly opposed Christianity; and at judges who wished him to recant, are well known,
»<jlTCABP's martyrdom they joined the heathens in "Fourscore and six years have I served the Lord, and
■■*^
r«&mourlug for his being mi
cast to the lions ; and when , lie never wronged me, how then can 1 blaspheme my

The Crovm of Lift the Kncard.
REVELATION. IL
Charges agairal Twm
King and SaviourT Smyrna's faithfulness is reward- thtan*. 8. and 10. 26-33. foruieation-often CMuacfci
ed by its candlestick not having been removed ont of . with idolatry. 15. thott-Emphatical: "So nor ibo
its place iv. 6;: Christianity has never wholly left it hast." Ac, As Balak and the Moabitts of obi Ud
whence the Turks call it "Infidel Smyrna." 12. , _
Balaam and his followers literally, so hast Hm &
Tkknch prefers writing Pergamns, or rather. Perga- ! them that hold Viz same Balaam ite or iVtosmiaw
JMUift. on the river Calcus. It was capital of Attalus j doctrine spiritually or symbolically. Iiiml t&n d
the Second's kingdom, which was bequeathed by him idol-meats
'
and fornication in Pergamos, w?re hwcto the Romans. It.C 133, Famous for its library. panied by spiritual idolatry and fornication. »
founded by Eumenes (197-159), and destroyed by Caliph Trench explains. But I prefer taking U, "tide
Omar. Parchment, i.e., 1'ergainena charta, was here also." as well as £phesus ("in like manner" uEpteii:
discovered for book purposes. Also, famous for the Bee below the oldest reading). hast...NicolaimiM, 'ills
magnificent temple of Ksculapius, the healing god. this important difference, Kpheaus, as a couth, tati
[Tacitus, Anna!*, 3. ii3 ] bewhicn bath tbe sharp sword them, and casta them out, but thou " has (Am," re.
with two edges—Appropriate to His address having a in the church, doctrine—tearAinu iAote\ft.«l:rti(io
twofold bearing, u searching power so as to convict tempt God's people to idolatry, which thinj I bw-li
and convert some [v. 13. 17), and to convict and con is sin not to hate what God bates. The Epfcfiua
demn to punishment others (e. li-ie. especially v. IS; church (t». 6) had this point of superiority toFeraiuw.
cf. also Note, ch. 1. I6j. 13. I know thy works—Two But the three oldest MSS., and Vulgate sud $%+<*
oldest MSS. omit this clause: one oldest MS. retains it. read instead of "which I hate." "I.v liksm^m*-'
Satan's seat—rather as the Greek is translated all 16. The three oldest MSS. read."llepent. ikmo*.'
through lloveiation. "throne." Satan, in impious Not only the Nicoiai times, but the whole church *4
mimicry of God's heavenly throne, sets up his earthly Pergamos is called on to repent of net having ftafcitw
throne ;ch. 4. 2). Esculapius was worshipped there Nicolait&ne teaching and practice. Contrail StiiuL
under the serpent form; and Satan, the old serpent, Acts, 20. 20. I will come—1 am coming, flg>t tgutx
as the instigator cf. v. 10, of fanatical devotees of Kscu them—Greek," war with them:" with the .Niwlaiuau
lapius. and. through them, of the supreme magistracy primarily; but including also ciiasUstrtunt o/tfctwec*!
at Pergamos, persecuted one of the Lord's people church at Pergamos: cf. " unto to u." with u* i««*
(Anlipas, even to death. Thus, this address is an of my moatu — Besomed from ch. L 16. but with ■
anticipatory preface to ch. 12. 1-17; Sote, "throne... the allusion to the drawn sword with which tbeu^iof
dragon, i-atan...war with her seed." 5, 9, 17. even in the Lord confronted Balaam on his way to curse biwfc
tnoae days—Two oldest MSS. omit "even:" two retain an earnest of the sword by which he and theatre!
it. wherein—Two oldest MSS. omit this (then trans Israelites fell at last. The spiritual Balaatmus of *
late, "in the days of Amipas. my faithful witness," John's day are to be smitten with the Lord's ipuirnsl.
or "martyr"): two retain it. Two oldest MSS. read, sword, the word or "rod of His mouth." 17. u*"My witness, my faithful one:" two read as English Omitted In the three oldest MSS. the bidden s^*Version. Antipas is another form for Antipater. the heavenly food of Israel in contrast to the nidSimeon Melapbrastes has a palpably legendary story, meats (0. 14). A pot of manna was laid up in theft"?'
unknown to the early fathers, that Autlpas, in Domi- place " before the testimony." The allusion ii b*rr v
tian's persecution, was shut up in a red-hot brazen this : probably also to the Lord's discourse {Jehs,*bull, and ended his life in thanksgivings and prayers. 31-33). Trans/ate, "The manna which is huuka." A*
Jlengstenberg makes the name, like other apocalyptic tbe manna hidden in the sanctuary was by Wro*
names, symbolical, meaning one standing out ''against power preserved from corruption, so Chnst in Bfl *>
all" for Christ's sake. 14 few—in comparison of the corruptible body has passed into the hcareos, uji a
many tokens of thy fait li fulness, hold the doctrine of hidden there until the tune of Uis appearing. Cert*
Balaam—" the teaching of Balaam," viz., that which he Himself is the manna "hidden" from the world. M
" taught Balak." Cf. "the counsel of Balaam," Num revealed to the believer, so that he has already »£**;
bers. 31. 16. Balak is dative in the Greek, whence taste of His preciousness. Cf. as to Christ's on bid-;
Bknorl translates," taught (the Moabitesi for (i.e., to den food on earth, John, 4. ;i2, 34. and Job, 21 fi B*
please) Balak." But though in Numbers it is not ex* full manifestation shah be at His coming. Bete"*1
pres*!y said he taught Balak, yet there is nothing said are now hidden, even as their meat is bidden. M u*
inconsistent with his having done so; and Johkphus, manna in the sanctuary, unlike the other manca. *»
Antiquities, 4. 0. 6. says he did so. The dative is a incorruptible, so the spiritual feast offered toaUshi
Hebraism for the accusative, children— Gnek, "eons reject the world's dainties for CbrUt, is everiailis;:
of Israel." stumbiingbiock—lit., that part of a trap on an incorruptible body and life for ever in Camf*
which the bait was laid, and which, when touched, tbe resurrection, white stonc.uew name.. .as sat ks*
caused the trap to close on its prey: then any entangle eth saving he, cYc—Trkncb's explanation seem* if*
ment to the foot. (TkkmmiJ eat things sacrificed onto White is the colour and hvery of heaven. **>€»* im
idols— Hit act common to the Israelites of old, and the plies sometlilug altogether renewed and besres?.
Nicola i tines in St. John's day : he does not add what The white stone is a glistering diamond, tbe I'm
was peculiar to the Israelites, viz., that they sacrificed borne by the high priest within tbe choseft^a or Urea*
to idols. The temptation to eat idol-meats was a plate of judgment, with the twelve tribes' naiues &
peculiarly strong one to the Gentile converts. For not the twelve precious stones, next the heart. Tbe wc4
to do so involved almost a withdrawal from partaking Urim means light, answering to the colour e*»*
of any social meal with the heathen around. For idol- None but the high priest knew the name writttE nn*
meats, after a part had been offered in sacrifice, were it, probably the incommunicable name of Gcd/'hnearly sure to be on the heathen entertainer's table; hovah." Tbehighpriestconsutied it in somediriiKJ'
so much so, that the Greek "to kill" iViuein) meant appointed way to getdirection from God when oeea&
originally "to sacrifice." Hence arose the decree of The " new name" is Christ's (cf. ch. 3. 12, " I will »n»
the council of Jerusalem forbidding to eat such meats: upon him my new name"J : some new revekuiofi «
subsequently some at Corinth ate unscrupulously and Himself which shall hereafter be imparted to Ha
knuunnyly of such meats, on the ground that the Idol people, and which tbey alone are capable of rsenviat
Is nothing; others needlessly tortured themselves with The connexion with the " bidden manna " wlflth** w
scruples, lest unknowingly they should eat of them, clear, as none save the high priest had access to u»
manna hidden" ...
in the
when tbey got meat from the market, or in a heathen
- sanctuary. Eebems. *
friend's house, St. Paul handles the question, I Cot in - J spiritual priests onto God, shall enjoy the hufeaij

and her Short Coming.
REVELATtOX. Tl
Thyatira's Graces
antitypes to the hidden manna and the Uritn stone. a priestess end prophetess of Baal. Cf. 2 Kings. 9. 23.
What they had peculiarly to contend against at Per SO, "whoredoms of ...Jezebel and her witchcrafts'*
gamos was the temptation to idol-meats, and fornica (impurity was part of the worship of the Pbenician
tion, put In their way by Balaamites. As Phi&ehas Astarte, or Venus). Her spiritual counterpart at Thy
was rewarded with "an everlasting priesthood" for his atira lured God's "servants" by pretendeu utterances
zeal against these very sins to which the Old Testa of inspiration to the same libertinism, fornication, and
ment Balaam seduced Israel : so the heavenly high eating of idol-meats, as the Balaamites and Nicoinipriesthood is the reward promised here to those zeal tanes (v. 6, 14, 15). By a false spiritualism these
ous against the New Testament Balaamites tempting seducers led their victims into the grossest carnality,
Christ's people to the same sins. receiveth it—vis., as though things done in the flesh were outside the
"the stone:" not "the new name?* see above. The true man, and were, therefore, indifferent. "The
"name that no man knew but Christ Himself," He deeper the church penetrated into heathenism, the
shall hereafter reveal to His people. IB. Thyatira—in more she herself became heathenish : this prepares us
Lydia, South of Pergamos. Lydia, the purple seller of for the expressions ' harlot' and * Babylon.' applied to
this city, having been converted at Philippi.a Mace her afterwards." [Aubkrlen.] to teach and to seduce
donian city (with which Thyatira. as being a Mace —The three oldest MSS. read, "And she teaches and
donian colony, had naturally much intercourse), was seduces," or "deceives." " Thyatira was jnst the re
probably the instrument of first carrying the gospel to verse of Ephesus. There, much zeal for orthodoxy,
her native town. John follows the geographical order but little love; here, activity of faith and love, but
here, for Thyatira lay a little to the left of the road insufficient zeal for godly discipline and doctrine, a
from Pergamos to Sardis Strabo, 13. 4). Son of God... patience of error even where there was not a participa
eyes like.. .fire ...feet... like fine brass—or "glowing brass" tion in It." (TitKNCn.] 31. space—Greek, "time." of
[Note, cli. 1. 14, 16. whence this description is resumed}. her fornication.. .she repented not—The three oldest MS-S.
Again His attributes accord with His address. The read,*' And she willeth not to repent of ('it., out of. i.e.,
title " Son of God," iB from Psalm, 2. 7. », which Is re so as to come out of) her fornication." Here there is
ferred to in v. 27. The attribute, "eyes like flame," a transition from literal to spiritual fornication, us
<£c. answers to v. S3. "I am He which searcheth the appears from v. 22. The idea arose from Jehovah's
reins and hearts." The attribute, "feet like.. .brass.*' covenant relation to the Old Testament church being
answers to v. 37, "as the vessels of a potter shall they regarded asamaniage. any transgression against which
be broken to shivers," He treading them to nieces with was, therefore, harlotry, fornication, or adultery. 22.
His strong feet. 19. The oldest MSS. transpose the Behold—Calling attention to her awful doom to come.
English Version order, and read, " Faith and service." I will—Greek present, " I cast her." a bed —The place
The four are subordinate to "thy works:" thus, "I of her sin shall be the place of her punishment. The
know thy works, even the love and the faith (these two bed of her sin shaU be her bed of sickness and anguish.
forming one pair, as * faith works by love.' Galatians. Perhaps a pestilence was about to be sent. Or the bed
6. a), and the service ; ministration to the suffering of the grave, and of the bell beyond, where the worm
members of the church, and to all in spiritual or tem dieth not. taem that commit adultery with her—
poral need), and the endurance of (*.«.. shown by) spiritually: including both the eating of idol-meats and
tbee ' (this pronoun belongs to all four). As love is In fornication. "With her," in the Greek, implies par
ward, so service is its outward manifestation. Similarly, ticipation with her In her adulteries, viz., by suff< ring
ftnth and persevering endurance, or " patient continu her |v. 20), or kiting her alone, and so virtually en
ance (the same Greek as here, Romans, 2. 7j in well- couraging her. Her punishment is distinct from
doing," are connected, and thy works ; and the las;— theirs : she is to be cast into a bed, and her children
Omit the second "and," with the three oldest MSS. to be kitted; whilst those who make themselves par
and the ancient versions: translate, "And (1 know) thy takers of her sin by tolerating her, are to be cast into
works which ore last <to be) more in number than the great tribulation, except they lepent— Greek aorist,
first:" realizing 1 Thessalonians, 4. 1: the converse of "repent" at once: shall have repented by the time
Matthew. 12. 45; 2 Peter, 2. 20. Instead of retrograding limited in my purpose, their deeds—Two of the oldest
from ** the first works" and " first love,** as Ephesus, MSS. and most ancient versions read "her." Thus,
Thyatira's last tcorks exceeded her first (v. 4. 6). 20. a God's true servants, who, by connivance, are incurring
fe« things—Omitted in the three oldest MSS. Tron- the guilt of her deeds, are distinguished from her. One
sfatc then. "I have against tbee that." <fcc. sofferest— oldest MS.. Axdkeas, and Cyprian, support " their."
The three oldest MSS. read," lettest alone." that woman 23. her children— (Isaiah, 57. 3; Ezekiel. 23. 45, 47.) Her
Two oldest MSS. read, "thy wife:" two omit it. proper adherents : not those who sujftr her, but those
Vtilaate and most ancient versions read as English who are begotten of her. A distinct class from the last.
Version. The symbolical Jezebel was to the church in v. 23 (cf. Note there,1, whose sin was less direct, being
of Thyatira what Jezebel. Ahab's "wife," was to him. that only of connivance, kill.. .with death—Cf. tne
gome self-styled prophetess or as the feminine in disaster that overtook the literal Jezebel's votaries of
JJebrewxs often used collectively to express a multitude. Baal, and Ahab's sons, L Kings, 18. 40; 2 Kings. 10. r.,
a set of false propftets), as closely attached to the 7, 24. 25. KM with death is a Hebraism for slay with
crhurch of Thyatira as a wife is to a husband, and as most sure and awful death: so "dying thou shalt die"
powerfully influencing for evil that church as Jezebel (Genesis. 2. 17). JNot " die the common death of men"
did Ahab. As Balaam, in Israel's early history, so (Numbers, 16. 29). all the churches shall know—Imply*
Jezebel, daughter of Ethbaal, king of Sidon (I Kings, Ing that these addresses are designed for the Catholic
j_ e. 31. formerly priest of Astarte, and murderer of bis church of all ages and places. So palpably shall God's
r>redeceasor on the throne, Joseph cs, contra Apion. 1. hand be seen in the judgment on Thyatira, that the
I 3;. was the great seducer to idolatry In Israel's later whole church shall recognise It as God's doing. I am
t»i»tory. Ijike her father, she was swift to shed blood. he—the " I " is strongly emphatical : " that it is I am
^VJholIy given to Baal-worship, like Eth-baal, whoso He who," foe, searcheth.. .hearts—God's peculiar attri
-y ame expresses his idolatry, she. with her strong will, bute is given to Christ. The ''reins" are the seat of the
j educed the weak Ahab and Israel beyond the calf- desires ; the "heart," that of the thoughts. The Greek
^orship (which was a worship of the true God under for "searcheth" expresses an accurate following up of
fie cherub-ox form, i.e., a violation of the second com- all tracks and windings, unto every one of you— lit .,
^andment! to that of Baal (a violation of the first " unto yon. to each," to. according; to your works— to
Pri^miuADdment also]. She seems to have been herself be judged not according to the mere act as it appear*
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to man, but with reference to the motive, faith and
lore being the only motives which God recognises as
sound. 24. yotu.and...the rest—Tlie three oldest MSS.
omit " and:** translate then, ** Unto you. the rest.'' at
many ai hare not—not only do not hola\ but are free
from contact with, and whicn—The oldest MSS. omit
"and:" translate, "whosoever." the depths—These
false prophets boasted peculiarly of their knovAedge of
mysteries and the deep thing* of God: pretensions sub
sequently expressed by their arrogant title, Gnostics
(" full of knowledge''). The Spirit here declares their
so-called "depths" ttu.. of knowledge of Divine
things) to be really "depths of Satan;'' just as in v y.
He says, instead of "the synagogue of God**" the syna
gogue of Satan." Hengstkn berg thinks the teachers
themselves professed to fathom the depUts oj' Satan,
giving loose rein to fleshly lusts, without being hurt
thereby. They who thus think to fight Satan with his
uwn weapons always find him more than a match for
them. The words, " as they speak," i.e. , " as they call
them," coming after not only "depths." but "depths
of Satan.'' seem to favour this latter view, otherwise
1 should prefer the former, in which case, °* as they
apeak," or "call them," must refer to "depths" only,
not also " depths of Satan," The original sin of Adam
was a desire to know evil as well at good: so In
HfiNfisTKNiitKu » view, those who professed to know
"the depths of Satan." It is the prerogative of God
nlone to know evil fully, without being hurt or defiled
by it. I will pat—Two oldest MSS. have " I put," or
"cast." One oldest MS. reads as English Version, none
otaer burdeu—save abstinence from, and protestation
against, these abominations: no"depths" beyond your
reach, such as they teach, no new doctrine, but the
old laith and rule of practice once for all delivered to
the saints. Exaggerating »nd perfecting Paul's doc
trine of grace without the law as the source of justifi
cation and sanctrfication, these false prophets rejected
the law as a rule of life, as though it were an intoler
able " burden." Bnt it is a " light " burden. In Acta,
IS. fa. 29, the very term " burden," as here, is used of
abstinence from fornication and idol-meats: to this
the i . . ■ i here refers. 25. Utat which ye have already—
(Jude, 3, end.) hold fast—do not let go from your
grasp, however false teachers may wish to wrest it
from you. till I come—when your conflict with evil
will be at an end. The Greek implies uncertainty as to
when He shall come. 26. And—Implying the close
connexion of the promise to the conqueror that fol
lows, with the preceding exhortation, v. 25. and keepsth—Greek" and he that keepeth." Cf. the same word
in the passage already alluded to by the Lord, Acts, 15.
Sa, '_y. end. my works—in contrast to "her {English
Version, theiri works* (v. 22). The works which 1 com
mand, and which are the fruit of my Spirit, onto the
•nd— tMatthew, 24. 13.) The image is perhaps from the
race, wherein it is not enough to enter the lists, bnt
the runner must persevere to the end. give power—
Greek, "authority." over the nations—At Christ's com
ing the saints -hull possess the kingdom "under the
whole heaven;" therefore over this earth: cf. Luke, 19.
IT," Have thou authority (the same word as here) over
ten cities." 27. from realm, 2. 8, 9. rule—lit., " rule
as a shepherd." In Psalm. 2. 9, ft is, "Thou shalt
break them with a rod of iron." The LXX. pointing
the Hebrew word differently, read as Revelation here.
The English Version of Psalm. 2. 9 is doubtless right,
as the parallel word, "dash In pieces," proves. But
the Spirit in this case sanctions the additional thought
as true, that the Lord Khali mingle mercy to some,
with judgment on others: beginning by destroying His
anti-Christian foes. He shall reign in love over the rest.
" Christ shall rule them with a sceptre of iron, to make
them capable of being ruled with a sceptre of gold:
severity first, that grace may come after" IThcaczi.
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who thinks we ought to translate " sceptre" ft*
"rod." as in Hebrews. L8}. "Shepherd" is used is
Jeremiah. 6. 3, of hod tie rulers ; so also Zechansb. r.
IS. As severity here is the primary thought, " rota at
a shepherd" seems to me to be used Urns: He who
would have shepherded them with a pastoral red,
shall, because of their hardened unbelief, shepherd
them with a rod of iron, shall they be breksa—So ess
oldest MS., Vulgate, Syriae. and Coptic verewnt read.
Bnt two oldest MSS. read, " As the vessels of a potter
are broken to shivers.* A potter's vessel dashed it
pieces* because of its failing to answer the design OJ
the maker, is the image to depict God's sovereqa
power to give reprobates to destruction, Dot by esprit*,
bat in the exercise of His righteous judgment. Tin
saints shall be in Christ's victorious " armies' when i' ■
shall Inflict the last decisive blow, and afLerwards ihdi
reign with Him. Having by faith "overcome t£t
world," they shall also rule the world. er*n as I—*"«
/ also have received of (Tromj my Father." r;-, it
Psalm. 2. 7-0. Jesus had refused to receive the km
dom without the cross at Satan's hands : He wooli
receive it from none but the Father, who bad appoint
the cross as the path to the crown. As the Father
has given the authority to me over the heathen ss4
uttermost parts of the earth, so I impart a share of it
to my victorious disciple. 28. the morning star— : • . . 1
will give unto him Myself, who am " the morning star'
(ch. 22. 10): so that reflecting my perfect brightness, Hr
shall shine like me. the morning star, and share m
kingly gtorg (of which a star is the symbol. Kiunben.
24. 17; Matthew, 2. 2;. Cf. v. 17. "I will give l.:ui ■
hidden manna," i.e,« Myself. who am that manaa iJoia.
6. 31-Uj.
CHAPTER HI.
Ver. 1-28. The Epistles to Sardis, Pbjlaj n
phi a, amd Laodioea. 1. Sardis—th- ancient capital
of Ly <1 i;t, the kingdom of wealthy Cm s us, on the n«t
Pactolus. The address to this church ia full of rebel*.
It does not seem to have been in vain ; for Mehto.
bishop of Sardls in the second century, was emus?!
for piety and learning. He visited lalesttne to aats
himself and his flock as to the Old Testament caevs.
and wrote an epistle on the subject (Kuksbxus* 4. 3>he also wrote a commentary on the Apocalyp*
LKlm-.iui'*, 4. 26; Jekomk. Catalog** Scryptormm Eeclesiastic trum, 'H.) he that hath the seven Spirits ef fid
—i.e.. he who hath all the fulness of the Spirit tcfa.Lt.
4. 5; 6, 6, with which cf. Zechariah. 3. 9; 4. 10, prorat
His Godhead). This attribute implies His in
power by the Spirit to convict of sin and of a :.■...■
profession, and the seven stars— (ch. 1. 16, 30.) II.
.117 the seven stars, or presiding ministers, flows, ss »
consequence, from His having the seven Spirtfs, or Us
fulness of the Holy Spirit The human ministryu ta
fruit of Christ's sending down the gifts of the Sfa:
Stars imply brilliancy and glory: the fulness of '-*
Spirit, and the fulness of brilliant light in Him. furs ■■
designed contrast to the formality which lie raprova.
...line.. .lives:.. .dead— (I Timothy, 6. 6; 2 Timothy, 5. R.
Titus. L 16; cf. Epbestans, 2. l, 5; 6. 14J "a nan*.'
isVi a reputation. Bardis was famed among i&#
churches for spiritual vitality; yet the Hcnrt-searcfce.
who seeth not as man seeth, pronounces her cUkl iu»
great searching* of heart should her case create aa
even the best of us ! Laodicea deceived herself a* H
her true state (v. 17), but it is not written that she had
a high name among the other churches, aa Sardis h*A
3. Be—Greek, "Become," what thou art not, "«;iul." or " wakeful," lit." waking." the things waits re
main—Strengthen those thy remaining few arscev
which, in thy spiritual deadly slumber. are not yet <x&&
extinct. [Alford.] "The things that remain" caa
hardly mean "the persons that are not yet dead. test
are nady to die;" for v. 4 implies that the " few "iatfatal
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am it Sardis were sot "ready to die," bat were
fail of ate. are—The two oldest MSS. read. " were
woy," Jif.,"were about to die," viz. , at the time when
roc "strengthen" them. This implies that "thou art
ted,"?. l,ls to be taken with limitation; for those
nut have some life who are told to strengthen the
ttta» thai remain, perfect—lit,, "filled up in full
-implement f translate, "complete." Weighed in
the balance of Him who requires living faith as the
eotire of works, and found wanting, before God—
*«*, "In the sight of God." The three oldest MSS..
fvfaU. Syriae. and Coptic, read. " before (in the sight
tt my God:" Christ's judgment is God the Father's
lukment In the sight of men, Sardis bad "a name
ot liring^ *' so many and so great are the obligations
<< pastors, that he who would in reality fulfil even a
&ird of them, would be esteemed holy by men, whereu, if content with that alone, he would be sure not to
«ope hell." [JuAif T/AviLa.] Note, in Sardis and
Uodieea alone of the Seven we read of no conflict
*nb foes within or without the church. Not that
either had renounced the appearance of opposition to
im world; but neither had the faithfulness to witness
for God by word and example, so as to *' torment them
Uat dwelt on the earth" ch. 11. 10). 3. how thou hast
Jwnei— (Colostlans, 2, c ; i Thes&alonlans. 4. 1;
1 Bmothy. e. SO.) What Sardis is to " remember " Is,
a« hew joyfully she had received originally the gospel
3>es>gB,but how the precious deposit was committed
lo her originally, so that she could not say, she had
sot "received and heard* it. The Greek is not aorist
n lo eh. 1 4, as to Epbesns," Thou didst leave thy first
cm'), but " thou bast received' (perfect), and still hast
U permanent deposit of doctrine committed to thee.
■~ie word ** keep" (so the Greek is for English Version.
sold fast") which follows, accords with this sense.
'Keep," or observe the commandment which thou
*3t received and didst hear, heard—Greek aorist,
'didst hear," via., when the gospel doctrine was comutted to thee. Tkknch explains " how," with what
flsowrroiion of the Spirit and power from Christ's
<t ^-sudors the truth came to you, and how heartily
A jealously you at first received it. Similarly Ben.
let, " Jtsgard to her former character .how it once
lOod) ought to guard Sardis against the future hotir,
{*at*oever it snail be, proving fatal to her." But it is
■-. likely that the Spirit repeats the same exhortation
rtaaUy to Sardis. aa to Ephesus. If therefore—seeing
oo art so warned, if, nevertheless, &c. come on thee
a ta«f—in special judgment on thee as a church,
in the same stealthiness, and as unexpectedly as
til be my visible second coming. As tlve fAte/ gives
i ootice of hie approach. Christ applies the language
jch In its fullest sense describes His second coming,
Aacribe His coming in special judgments on
arches and states (as Jerusalem, Matthew, 14.),
me special judgments being anticipatory earnests of
it great hut coming. " The last day is bidden from
that vre>ry day may be observed by us." (Aooua* l. 1 Twice Christ in the days of His flesh spake the
» words (Matthew, 34. 42, 43 ; Luke, IS. 39, 40}; and
ieeply had bis words been engraven on the mind
'-he apoatles, that they are often repeated In their
tings ich. 16. 15; 1 Tbessulonians. 6. 2, 4, 6; 2 Peter,
H. The Greek proverb was that "the feet of the
□ging deities are shod with wool." expressing the
iclees approach of the Divine judgments, and tbeir
ilble nearness at the moment when they were sup'1 the farthest off. (Trknimi. } 4. The three old)£££. prefix "but." or "nevertheless" (notwithKling thy spiritual deadness). and omit "even."
es—persona named in the book of life (v. ft) known
r;atue by the Lord as His own. These had the
ity corresponding to tbeir name; not a mere name
€fcg men as living, whilst really dead (v. ij. The
S96
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gracious Lord does not overlook any exceptional oases
of real saints in the midst of unreal professors, uot
defiled their garment*— viz , the garments of their Chris
tian profession, of which baptism is the initiatory seal,
whence the candidates for baptism used in the ancient
church to be arrayed in white. Cf. also Ephesians.
6. 27, as to the apotlessness of the church when she
shall be presented to Christ; and ch. 19. 8. as to the
" fine linen, clean and white, the righteousness of the
saints.'* in which It shall be granted to her to be
arrayed; and *' the wedding garment." Meanwhile she
Is not to sully her Christian profession with any
defilement of flesh or spirit, but to " keep her gar
ments." For no defilement shall enter the heavenly
city. Not that any keep themselves here wholly free
from defilement ; but. as compared with hollow pro
fessors, the godly keep themselves unspotted from the
world; and when tbey do contract it, they wash it away,
so as to have their "robes white in the blood of the
Lamb" (ch. 7. Hi. The Greek is not " to stain" \Qr*xk
miainein), bat to "defile," or besmear (Greek nio'unein). Song of Solomon, 5. 3. they shall walk with ms
in white—The promised reward accords with the
character of those to be rewarded : keeping their gar
ments undefiled and white through the blood of the
Lamb now, they shall walk with Him in whtte here
after. On "with me," ef. the very same words, Luke.
23. 43: John, 17. 24. "Walk" Implies spiritual life, for
only the living walk: also liberty, for it is only the free
who walk at large. The grace and dignity of flowing
long garments is seen to best advantage when the
person "walks:" so the graces of the saint's manifested
character shall appear fully when he shall serxe the
Lord perfectly hereafter (ch. 22. 3). they are worthy—
with the worthiness (not their own, but that) which
Christ has put on them (ch. 7. 1 1 . Ezekiei, 16. 14,
** perfect through my comeliness which I had put upon
thee." Grace is glory iu the bud. "The worthiness
here denotes a congruity between the saints' state at
gram on earth, and that of glory, which the Lord has
appointed for them, about to be estimated by the law
itself of grace" [Vitrihoa], Contrast Acts, 13. 43. 5.
white—not a dull white, but glittering, dazzling white.
(UROTIUB.J Cf. Matthew. 13. 43. The body trans
figured into the likeness of Christ's body, and emitting
beams of light reflected from Him, is probably the
"white raiment" promised here, the seme—Greek,
"this man;" he and he alone. So one oldest MS.
reads. Bat two oldest MSS., and most of the ancient
versions, "shall tbus be clothed," Ac. raiment—
Greek., "garments." "He that overcometh" shall re
ceive the same reward as they who "have not defiled
their garments" iv. 4); therefore, the two are identical
I will not— Grak," Iv* ill not by any means." blot out...
name out of.. .book ef life—of the heavenly city. A
register was kept In ancient cities of their citizens:
the names of the dead were of course erased. So those
who have a name t/tat they live and are dead [v. i\ are
blotted out of God's roll of the heavenly citizens and
heirs of eternal life : not that in God's electing decree
they ever were In His book of life. But, according to
human conceptions, those who had a high name for
piety would be supposed to be in it, and were, in re
spect to privileges, actually among those in the way of
salvation; bat these privileges, and the fact that they
once might have been saved, shall be of no avail to
them. As to the boofc of life, cf. ch. IS. 8; 17. »: 20. 12.
15; 31. 27; Exodus. 32. 32: Psalm 69. K; Daniel. 12. i. In
the sense of the call, many are enrolled among the
called to salvation, who shall not be found among the
chosen at last. The pale of salvation is wider than
that of election. Election is fixed. Salvation is open
to all, and is pending (humanly speaking) in the case
of those mentioned here. But ch. 20. 16; 21. 27, exhibit
tho book of the elect alone In the narrower sense, after
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the erasure of the others, before, ..before—Greek." in
the presence of." Cf. the same promise of Christ's
confessing before His Father. dsc., those who confessed
II mi, Matthew, 10. 32. 33: Luke. 12. 8. ». He omits "in
heaven" after "my Father," because there is, now
that He 1s in heaven, no contrast between the Father
rn hearen, and the Son on earth. He now sets His seal
from heaven upon many of His words uttered on
earth. [Trench.] An undesigned coincidence, prov
ing that these epistles are, as they profess, in their
words, as well as substance, Christ's own addresses;
not even tinned with the colour of John's style, such
as it appears in his gospel and epistles. The coinci
dence is mainly with the three other gospels, and not
with John's, which makes the coincidence more mark
edly undesigned. So also the clause "He that hath an
ear, let him hear." is not repeated from John's gospel,
but from the Lord's own words in the three synoptic
gospels (Matthew. II. 15; 13. 9; Mark, 4. 0, 23: 7. 10;
Lnke, 8. 8; 14. 35). 6. (Cf. Note, ch. 2. 7.) 7. Philadel
phia—in Lydia. twenty eight miles South-East of
Sardls, built by Attains Fblladelphus. king of Pergamus, who died 138 A.D. It was nearly destroyed by
an earthquake in the reign of Tiberius. (Tacitus.
Annals. 2. 47.] The connexion of this church with
Jews there causes the address to It to have an Old
Testament colouring in the Images employed. It and
Smyrna alone of the Seven receive unmixed praise.
be that Is holy—as in the Old Testament, "the Holy
(hie of Israel." Thus Jesus and the God of the Old
Testament are one. None but God Is absolutely holy
\Greek hagios, separate from evil, and perfectly hating
It). In contrast to "the synagogue of Satan" (r. 9).
tree— Greek alethitws: vert God, as distinguished
from the false gods, and from all those who say that
they are what they are not {v. 9): real, genuine. Furthermore. He perfectly realises all that Is involved in
the names, God, Liaht (John, l. 9; l John, 2. 8), Bread
(John, 6. 32], the Vine (John. 15. I); as distinguished
from all typical, partial, and imperfect realizations of
the idea. His nature answers to His name (John, 17.
3 ; l Thessalonlans, 1. 9). The Greek alettes, on the
other hand, is truth-speaking, truth-loving (John, 3. S3;
Titus, l. 2). ha that bath the key of David—the antitype
of Eiiakim, to whom the "key." the emblem of
authority "over the house of David," was transferred
from Shebna, who was removed from the office of
chamberlain or treasurer, as unworthy of it. Christ,
the heir of the throne of David, shall supplant all the
less worthy stewards who have abused their trust in
God's spiritual house, and " shall reign over the house
of Jacob." literal and spiritual (Luke, 1. 32, 33), "for
ever." "as a Son over His own house" (Hebrews, 3.
2-6 . It rests with Christ to open or shut the heavenly
palace, deciding who is. and who not, to be admitted :
as He also opens, or shuts, the prison, having the keys
of hell {the grace) and death (ch. l. 16). The power of
the keys was given to Peter and the other apostles,
only when.and in so far as, Christ made him and them
Infallible. Whatever degrees of this power may have
been committed to ministers, the supreme power be
longs to Christ alone. Thus Peter rightly opened the
gospel-door to the Gentiles (Acts, 10.; 11. 17, 18; espe
cially 14. 27, end). But he wrongly tried to shut the
door in part again (Galatians, 2. 11-18). Eiiakim bad
"the key of the house of David laid upon his shoul
der:" Christ, as the an titypical David, Himself has the
key of the supreme "government upon His shoulder."
His attribute here, as in the former addresses, accords
with His promise. Though "the synagogue of Satan."
false "Jews'* (v. 9>, try to "shut" the "door" which I
"set open before thee," "no man can shut It" (e. 8).
shntteth—So Vulgate and Syriac versions read. But
the four oldest MSS. read. " shall shut:" so Coptic rersion and Okuiln. shntteth. and uo man opemlb—Two
AM
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oldest MSS,, B. k, Coptic version, and Orioct read.
"shall open." Two oldest MSS.. A, U and Yuigsu
version, support English Version reading. 8. 1 hn
set— Greek, "given:" it is my gracious gift to thee, ores
door—for evangelisation; a door of spiritual usehuneis.
The opening of a door by Him to the PbiUdelpt; itchurch accords with the previous assignation to Him
of "the key of David." and—The three oldest &£.
A. fi, C, and Origin read." which no man can ihoV
for—" because." a little—This gives the idea that
Christ says, He sets before Philadelphia an open davr
because she has some little strength ; whereas tie
sense rather is. He does so because she has " oat Wfc>
strength :" being consciously weak herself, she ii u»
fitter object for God's power to rest on [so Aqtnsij).
that so the Lord Christ may have all the glory, asi
hast kept—and so, the lUtUness oftiiy strength beeralng the source of Almighty power to thee, as saadisi
thee to rest wholly on my great power, thou hat ktyi
my word, Grotius makes "little strength" toneaa
that she had a church small in number* andetienii
resources ; *' a little flock poor ha worldly goods, tai
of small account in the eyes of men." (Trejch.i Se
Alford. I prefer the view given above. The Omt
verbs are in the aorist tense: "Thou didst keep...didst
not deny my name :" alluding to some particular eva
sion when her faithfulness was put to the test. 9. 1
will make— Greek present. "I make." Id., "I pn'
{Note, v. 8). The promise to Philadelphia is baser
than that to Smyrna. To Smyrna the promise »u
that "the synagogue of Satan' should not ytewl
against the faithful in her : to Philadelphia, that afee
should even win over some of "the synsgogw of
Satan" to fall on their faces and confess God u ta kr
of a truth. Translate, "some) of the syiuuoeas." For
until Christ shall come, and aU larael then be atrei
there is but "a remnant" being gathered ool of if*
Jews "according to the election of grace." TAii u
an instance of how Christ get before her as "ores
door," some of her greatest adversaries, tat Jen.
being brought to the obedience of the faith. TV.:
worshipping before her feet expresses the convert*'
willingness to take the very lowest place in the taunh.,
doing servile honour to those whom once thsyper»cuted. rather than dwell with the ungodly. So ttei
Fhilippian gaoler before Paul. 10. petwace—"eadtr-1
ance." " The word of my endurance " is my gstpe-1
word, which teaches patient endurance In expectao*a|
of my coming (ch, 1. 9 . My endurance is the endorsse*
which I require, and which I practise. Christ fitasse^
now endures, patiently waiting until the usurfer N
cast out. and all " His enemies be made His footstool"j
So, too. His church, for the joy before her of shsnsg|
His coming kingdom, endures patiently. Hence, \n
v. 11, follows "Behold, I come quickly." X also—T^j
reward is in kind : "because thou didst keep." &c ' ' 1
also ion my side) will keep thee,'1 Ac frosa fir**.
"(so as to deliver thee) out of." not to exempt frM
temptation, the hour of temptation—the appose * J
seosonof affliction and temptation (so in DeiiteroesarJ
4. 34, the plagues are called "the temptation* d*
Esypt"). lit,, "the temptation:" the sore te*Re*jflsa|
which is coming on: the time of great tribulation &*j
fore Christ's second coming, to try then taat 6»e»ii
upou the earth—those who are of earth, earthy lea. £
13). "Dwell" Implies that their home is earth, a 4
heaven. AU mankind, except the elect (ch. U *. 14-|
The temptation brings out the fidelity of those asjrf ky|
Christ, and hardens the unbelieving reprobates ids. V
30, 31 ; 16. ll. 2U. The particular persecution*! w£ira
befell Philadelphia shortly after, were t)» earnest >'
the great last tribulation before Christ's comae which the church's attention in all acts i* direcW,
11. Behold-Omitted by the three oldest MSS. andssort
ancient versions. I come quickly—the peat isa
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to persevering faithfulness, and the consolation under
present trials, that.. .which thou hut—" The word of
my patience," or "endurance" (v. 10 , which He had
just commended them for keeping, and which involved
with it the attaining, of the kingdom; this they would
lose if they yielded to the temptation of exchanging
consistency and suffering for compromise and ease,
that no man take thy crown—which otherwise thou
wouldest receive: that no temptercause thee to lose it:
not that the tempter would thus secure it for himself
(Colossians, 2. 18). 12. pillar in the temple—In one sense
there shall be "no temple" in the heavenly city, be
cause there shall be no distinction of things into sacred
and secular, for all things and persons shall be holy to
the Lord. The city shall be all one great temple, in
which the saints shall be not merely stones, as in the
spiritual temple now on earth, but all eminent as pil
lars: immovably firm (unlike Philadelphia, the city
which was so often shaken by earthquakes, Strabo, 12.
and 13.). like the colossal pillars before Solomon's tem
ple. Boas (i.e., "In It is strength") and Jachln ("it
shall be established"}: only that those pillars were out
side, these shall be within the temple, my God—uYofe,
ch. 2. T.J go bo more oat—The Greek is stronger, never
mere at all. As the elect angels are beyond the possi
bility of falling, being now under (as the schoolmen
say; "the blessed necessity of goodness." so shall the
saints be. The door shall be once for all shut, as well
to shut safely in for ever the elect, as to shut out the
lost iMatthew, 25. 10; John. 8. 35; cf. Isaiah, 22. 23, the
type, Eiiakmi t. They shall be priests for ever unto God
eh. 1. 6', " Who would not yearn for that city out of
which no friend departs, and into which no enemy
enters." [Augustine in Trench.] write neon him
the name of my God—as belonging to God in a peculiar
sense (ch. 7. 3; 9. 4; 14. 1; and especially 22. 4), therefore
secure. As the name of Jehovah ("Holiness to the
Lord") was on the golden platoon the high priest's forebead (Exodus, 28. 36-38): so the saints In their heavenly
royal priesthood shall bear His name openly, as con
secrated to Him. Cf. the caricature of this in the
brand on the forehead of the beast's followers (ch. 13.
10, 17), and on the harlot (ch. 17. 5; cf. 20. 4j. name of
the city of my God—as one of its citizens (ch. 21. 2, 3, 10,
which is briefly alluded to by anticipation herej. The
full description of the city forms the appropriate close
of the book. The saints' citizenship is now hidden,
but then it shall be manifested: he shall hare the right
to enter in through the gates into the city (ch. 22, 14).
This was the city which Abraham looked Jor. new—
Greek kaines. Not the old Jerusalem, once called "the
boly city," but having forfeited the name. Greek nea
would express that it had recently come into existence;
but Greek kaine, that which is new and different,
superseding the worn out old Jerusalem and its
polity. "John, in the gospel, applies to the old city
the Greek name Rierosolymo. But in the Apocalypse,
alwayB, to the heavenly city the Hebrew name Hierouealem. The Hebrew name Is the original and holier
one: the Greek, the recent and more secular and poli
tical one." [Bbkqkl.] my new name—at present in
communicable, and only known to God: to be herealter revealed and made the believers own In union
with God in Christ. Christ's name written on him
denotes he shall be wholly Christ's. New also relates
to Christ, who shall assume a new character (answer
ing to His "new name") entering with His saints on a
kingdom—not that which He had with the Father be
fore the worlds, but that earned by His humiliation
as Son of man. Gibbon, the infidel [Decline and Fall,,
ch. At)* gives an unwilling testimony to the l'ulnknent
of the prophecy as to Philadelphia in a temporal point
of view, "Among the Greek colonies and churches of
Asia, Philadelphia is still erect,—a column in a scene
of ruina—■a pleasing example that the paths of honour
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and safety may sometimes be the same." 13. (Note,
ch, 2. 7.) 14. Laodiceans—The city was in the SouthWest of Fhrygia. on the river Ljcus. not far from
Colosse, and lying between it and Philadelphia. It
was destroyed by an earthquake, 62 A.D., and rebuilt
by its wealthy citizens without the help of the state.
[Tacitus, Annals. 14. 27.] This wealth (arising from
the excellence of its wools led to a self-satistied, luke
warm state in spiritual thing*, as v. 17 describes. See
Note on Colossians, 4. 16, on the epistle which is
thought to have been written to the Laodicean church
by Paul. The church in later times was apparently
flourishing; for one of the councils at which the canon
of Scripture was determined, was held in Laodieea in
361 A. L>. Hardly a Christian is now to be tound on or
near its site, the Amen—(Isaiah, 66. 1C. Hebrew, " Bless
Himself in the God of Amen... swear by the God of
Amen;" 2 Corinthians, 1. lu.J He who not only says,
but is, the Truth. The saints used Amen at the end of
prayer, or in assenting to the word of God ; but none,
save the Son of God, ever said, " Amen, I say unto
your for it is the language peculiar to God, who avers
by Himself. The New Testament formula, " Ameu. I
say unto you," is equivalent to the Old Testament forniula."a.« I Live, saith Jehovah." In St. John's gospel
alone He uses (in the Greek) the double "Amen,"
John, L, 61 ; 3. 3, Are., in English Vernon* ** Verily,
verily." The title happily harmonizes with the ad
dress. His unchanging faithfulness as "the Amen"
contrasts with Laodicea*s wavering of purpose," neither
hot nor cold" [v. 16). The angel of Laodieea has with
some probability been conjectured to be Archippus,
to whom, thirty years previously, Paul had already
given a monition, as needing to be stirred up to dili
gence in hiB ministry. So the Apostolic Constitutions,
8. 46, name him as the first bishop of Laodieea : sup
posed to be the son of Philemon (jVhilemon.xj. faithiul
and true Witness—As " the Amen" expresses the un
changeable truth of His promises ; bo " the faithiul
and true witness,'* the truth of His revelations as 10
the heavenly things which He has seen and testifies.
"Faithful," i.e., trustworthy (2 Timothy, s. U. 13).
"True"* is here [Greek atethinos'i not truth-speaktng
[Greek alethes}, but " perfectly realizing all that is com
prehended in the name Witness'* [l Timothy, 6. 13).
Three things are necessary for this : (l.j To have seen
with his own eyes what He attests ; (2.) to be com
petent to relate it for others; (3.) to be willing truth
fully to do so. In Christ all these conditions meet.
[Taknch.J beginning of the creation of God—not Ha
whom God created first, but as in Colossians. 1. 15-itJ
(cf. Notes there), the Beginner of all creation, its
originating instrument. Alt creation would not bo
represented adoring Him, if He were but one of them
selves. His being the Creator is a strong guarantee for
His jaithfulneas as " the Witness and Amen." 15.
neither cold—The antithesis to "hot," id., boiling
("fervent," Acts, Is. 25 ; Komans. 12. n ; cf. Son;; of
Solomon, 6. 6; Luke. 24. 32;, requires that " cold"*houid
here mean more than negatively cold; it is rather,
positively, icy cold: having never yet been wanned.
The Laodiceans were in spiritual things cold compara
tively, but not cold as the world outside, and as those
who had never belonged to the church. The lukewarm
state, if it be the transitional stage to a warmer, is a
desirable state (for a little religion, if real, is better
than none}; but most fatal when, as here, an abiding
condition, for it is mistaken for a safe state (e. 17).
This accounts for Christ's desiring that they were cold
rather than lukewarm. For then there would not be
the same "danger of mixed motive and disregarded
principle." [Altoud.] Also, there is more hope of
the cold, i.e., those who are of the world, and not yet
warmed by the gospel call; for, when called, they may
become hot and fervent Christians ; such did the once
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cold publicans, Zaccheus And Matthe w, become. But
the Inkewarm has been brought within reach of the
holy tire, without being heated by it into fervour:
hiv ins religion enough to lull the conscience in false
security, but not religion enough to save the soul: as
Dernu, 2 Timothy. 4. Such were the halters between
two opinions in Israel fi Kings, 18. 21; cf. 2 Kings, 17.
41 ; Matthew, 6. 241. 16. neither oold nor hoi—So one
oldest Ma, B.. and Vulgate read. But two oldest
MS:*.. Svriac. and Coptic, transpose thus, "hot nor
cold." It is remarkable that the Greek adjectives are
in the masculine, agreeing with the angel, not femi
nine, agreelnR with the church. The Lord addresses
toe angel as the embodiment and representative of the
church. The chief minister is answerable for his flock,
if he have not faithfully warned the members of it. I
will—Greek, ** I am about to," ** I am ready !<> ." I have
It in my ramd : implying graciously the possibility of
the threat not being executed, if only they repent at
once. His dealing towards them will depend on theirs
towards Him. spue thee out of my moath—reject with
righteous loathing, as Canaan spued out its inhabi
tants for their abominations. Physicians used Ittfetwarm water to cause vomiting. Cold and hot drinks
were common at feasts, but never lukewarm. There
were hot awl cold springs near Laodicea. 17. Selfsufficiency is the fatal danger of a lukewarm state
(Note, v. 16). thou sayest—virtually and mentally : if
not in so many words, increased with goods—Greek,
" have become enriched." implying self-praise in selfacquired riches. The Lord alludes to Hose*, IS. 8.
The riches on which they prided themselves were
spiritual riches; though, doubtless, their spiritual selfsumcieucy (" I have need of nothing") was much fos
tered by their worldly wealth; as, on the other hand,
poverty of spirit is fostered by poverty in respect to
worldly riches, knowest not that thou—in particular,
above all others. The " thou" in the Greek is eraphaUcaL ait urrstcaed—Greek, "art the wretched one."
miserable—So one oldest MS. reads. But two oldest
MSS. prefix "the." Translate, "the pitiable:" "the
one especially to be pitied " How different Christ's
estimate of men, from their own estimate of them
selves, " I have need of nothing r* blind—whereas
Laodicea boasted of a deeper than common insight
into Divine things They were not absolutely blind,
else eye-salve would have been of no avail to them ;
but short-sighted. 18. Gentle and loving irony. Take
my advice, thou who fanciest thyself in need of nothing.
.Not only art thou not in need of nothing, but art in
need of the commonest necessaries of existence. He
graciously stoops to their modes of thought and speech:
Thou art a people ready to listen to any counsel as to
how to buy to advantage: then, listen to my counsel ifor
I am " (JounsfUor," Isaiah. 9. 6)," buy of mi* (m whom.
according to Paul's epistle written to the neighbouring
Colosse. and intended for the Iaodicean church also,
Colossiaiu. 2. l, 3; 4. 18, are hidden ail the treasures
of wisdom and knoiciedge). " Buy" does not imply that
we can, by any work or merit of ours, purchase God's
free gift: nay, the very purchase-money consists in the
renunciation of all self-righteousness, such as Laodicea
had .!■. 17). " Buy" at the cost of thine own self-suffi
ciency {so St. Paul, Phllippians, 3. 7. 8): and the Riving
up of all things, however dear to its, that would pre
vent our receiving Christ's salvation as a /res gift, e.g.t
self and worldly desires. Cf. Isaiah, 66. 1, "Buy...
without money and price," geld tried in— lit ," fired
(tud (rush) jrom the tire." i.e., just fresh from the fur
nace winch has proved its purity, and retaining its
bright gloss. Sterling spiritual wealth, as contrasted
with iu counterfeit, in which Laodicea boasted itself.
Having bought this gold she will be no longer poor
l>. 17. oi me—the source of "unscarcliable riches"
(F-phesians 3. w. Laodicen was a city of extensive
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money transactions. ICickko.] mayest he rich—Creek.
".•.enriched." white raimtat—"garments." laomtaears
wools were famous. Christ offers infinitely whiter
raiment. As "gold tried in the fire" expresses fai'.U
tested by fiery trials : so " white raiment,," Ckriafj
righteousness Imputed to the believer in jnatlficatioo,
and imparted In sanctincation. appear—Greek, "t>e
manifested," viz., at the last day, when every one with
out the wedding-garment shall be discovered. Tr» strip
one, is In the Run the image of putting to open shame.
So also to clothe one with fine apparel is the image of
doing him honour. Man can discover his shame, God
alone can cover it, so that his nakedness shall not be
manifested at last fColossians. 3. 10-14). Blessed is he
whose sin is so covered. The hypocrite's «h*m» may
be manifested now, it must be so at last.
anosat...
with eye-salve—The oldest MSS. raad,"ibuy of me> eyesalve icollyrium. a roll of ointment* to anoint thine
eyes." Christ has for Laodicea an ointment far more
precious than all the costly unguents of the Best. The
eye is here the conscience or inner light of the mind.
According as it is sound and "single" (Greek haptens,
"simple"), or otherwise, the man sees aright spiritu
ally, or does not. The Holy Spirit's auction, like the
ancient eye-salve's, first smarts with conviction of ate.
then heals: He opens our eyes first to ourselves in our
wretchedness, then to the Saviour In His preciousness. Tbxnch notices that the most sunken churches
of the seven, vu„ Sardis and Laodicea, are the ones in
which alone there are specified no opponents from
without, nor heresies from within. The church owe*
much to Uod's overruling Providence which has mau>
so often internal and external foes, in spite of them
selves, to promote His cause by calling forth her ener
gies in contending for the faith once delivered to the
saints. Peace is dearly bought at the cost of spiraasJ
stagnation, where there is not Interest enough sell in
religion to contend about it at alL 19. (Job. 4. 17;
Proverbs, S. 11, 11; Hebrews, 12, 5. «.) So in the case
of Manasses it Chronicles, S3. 11-13). As sassy—All.
"He scourge th every son whom He receiveth. And:
shalt thou be an exception t If excepted from sufleruw
the scourge, thou art excepted from the number of the
sons," (Auammxz.] This is an encosiragesxtasst to
Laodicea not to despair, but to regard the rebuke as a
token for good, if she profit by it. I lore—Greek phiic,,
the love of gratuitous ajfection, independent of any
grounds for esteem in the object loved. Bat in tt<>
case of Philadelphia (*. P). " I hare loved thee* (6mu:
egupesa) with the love of esteem, founded on the jotii
meet. Cf. Note in my Engl. Gnvmonof Behod^ Jofec
1L 16-17. I rebuke—The "1" in the Greek staads first
of the sentence emphatically. I in my irsarmrr k
altogether unlike man's, in the case of all ecviosn / tear
rebuke. The Greek elencho. Is the same verb as m
John, 16. 6, "{the Holy Ghost) will ameince .rebate
unto conviction: the world of sin." fhaetww "thii
tise." The Greek paidruo. which In *-**««4— f tjTcfi
means to instruct, in the New Testament means k
instruct by chastisement) Hebrews, U. a. ejj. David
was rebuked unto conviction, when he cried. " 1 have
sinned against the Lord:" the chastnUntj followed,
when his child was taken from hint a ^vuuneJ. li 13
14). In the Divine chastening* the sinner at one sad
the same time winces under the rod and learns ruhi
eousness. be lesions—habitually. Present tense in ti*
Greek, of a life-long course of seat The opposite <J
"lukewarm." The Greek by alliteration marks iti* ;
Laodicea had not been "hot" [Greek sestosi. she a
therefore umed to " be acajous'* [Grrek zetessei : both tn
derived from the same verb, Greek see, to benL rsessi
—Greek aorist: of an act to be once for ail done, are
dons at once. 20. stand—waiting in wonderful
scension and long-suffering, kseck— Sonsuf iiot
6. 2./ Tuts is a lartlwr uianifestation of JJu iovxv
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Door and Knocks.

desire for the sinner's salvation. He who is Himself j Lord's mediators of blessing and administrators of His
• the Door." and wbo bids ns " knock" that it may be I government In setting up His throne In Israel at Sinai.
** opened unto" us, is first Himself to knock at the This privilege of our high calling belongs exclusively
door of oar hearts. If He did not knock first, we to the present time whilst Satan reigns, when alone
should never come to knock at His door. Of. Song of there Is scope for conflict and for victory r2 Timothy, 2.
Solomon, 6. 4-0. which Is plainly alluded to here; the 11, 12). When Satan shall be bound (ch. 20. 4) there
Spirit thus in .Revelation sealing the canonlcity of that shall be no longer scope for it, for all on earth shall
mystical book. The spiritual state of the bride there, know the Lord from the least to the greatest. This,
between waking and sloping, slow to open the door the grandest and crowning promise, is placed at the
to her Divine lover, answers to that of the lukcvxirm end of all the seven addresses, to gather ail in one. It
Xaodicea here. "Love in regard to men emptied also forms the link to the next part of the book, where
(humbled; God; for He does not remain in His place the Lamb Is Introduced seated on His Father's throne
nnd call to Himself the servant whom He loved, but (ch. 4. 3, 3; 6. 6, 6). The eastern throne Is broader
He comes down Himself to seek htm, and He who is than ours, admitting others besides him who, as chief.
all-rich arrives at the lodging of the pauper, and with occupies the centre. Trench notices. The order of
His own voice intimates His yearning love, and seeks the promises in the seven epistles corresponds to that
n similar return, and withdraws not when disowned, of the unfolding of the kingdom of God from Its first
and is not Impatient at insult, and when persecuted beginnings on earth to its consummation in heaven.
still waits at the doors." INicolaus Cabasilas in To the faithful at Ephesus. (1) the. tree of life in the
Trench.] my voice— He appeals to the sinner not Paradise of God Is promised (ch. 3. 7), answering to
only with Ells hand (His providences) knocking* but Genesis, 3. {2J Sin entered the world and death by sin :
with His voice (His wordTead or heard : or rather. His but to the faithful at Smyrna It is promised, they sltall
Bptrit Inwardly applying to man's spirit the lessons to not be hurt by the second death (ch. 2. nj. The promise
be drawn from His providences and His word). If we of the hidden manna (ch. 2. 17) to Pergamos (3) brings
refuse to answer to His knocking at our door now. He us to the Mosaic period, the church in the wilderness.
will refuse to hear our knocking at Mis door hereafter. (4.) That to Thy.it tra, viz.. triumph over the nations (ch.
1 n respect to His second coming also. He is even now 2. 20. 27). forms the consummation of the kingdom in
at the door, and we know not how soon He may knock; prophetic type, the period of David and Solomon char
therefore, we should always be ready to open to Him acterised by this power over the nations. Here there
immediately, if any man hear— for man is not com is a division, the seven falling into two groups, four
pelled by irresistible force : Christ knocks, but does not and three, as often, e. g„ the Lord's prayer, three and
break open the door, though the violent take heaven four. The scenery of the last three passes from earth
by the force of prayer (Matthew. 11. 12} : whosoever to heaven, the church contemplated as triumphant,
does bear, does so not of himself, but by the drawings with Its steps from glory to glory. (5.) Christ promises
of God's grace (John, 6. 44): repentance is Christ's gift to the believer of Sardts not to blot out his name out
(Acts. 6. 3:). He draws, not drags. The Sun of right of the book of life, but to confess him before His
eousness, like the natural sun, the moment that the Father and the angels at the judgment day. and clothe
door is opened, pours in His light, which could not him with a glorified body or dazzling whiteness {v. 4,
previously find an entrance. Cf. Hilar y on Psalm 118. 6). To the faithful at Philadelphia (6.) Christ promises,
8ft. I will come in to him—as I did to Zaccheus. sap they shall be citizens of the new Jerusalem, fixed as
with him. and he with me—Delightful reciprocity. Cf. Immovable pillars there, where city and temple are
" dwelleth in me, and I in Him," John. 6. 66". Where one (v. 12) ; here not only individual salvation is
as, ordinarily, the admitted guest sups with the ad- promised to the believer, as in the case of Sardls. but
mitter, here the Divine guest becomes Himself the also privileges in the blessed communion of the church
bost, for He is the bread of life, and the Giver of the triumphant. (7.) Lastly, to the faithful of Laodlcea Is
marriage feast. Here again He alludes to the imagery given the crowning promise, not only the two former
of the Song of Solomon, 4. 10, where the Bride Invites blessings, but a seat with Christ on His throne, even
Ilim to eat pleasant fruits, even as He had first pre as He has sat with His Father on His Father's throne
pared a feast for her, "His fruit was sweet to my (t>. 21).
taste." Cf. the same interchange, John, 21. 9-13, the
CHAPTER IV.
feast being made up of the viands that Jesns brought,
Ver. I'll. Vision ot God's Throne in Heaven:
and those which the disciples brought. The consum The Four, asp Twenty Elders: The Four Living
mation of this blessed intercommunion shall beat the Creatures. Here begins the Revelation proper; and
Marriage Supper of the Lamb, of which the Lord's first, chs. 4. and 5. set before us the heavenly scenery
supper is the earnest and foretaste. SI. sit with me la of the succeeding visions, and God on His throne, as
my throne—(ch. 2. 26. 27; 20. 6; Matthew, 19. 28; 20. 23; the covenant God of His church, the Revealer of them
John. 17. 22. 24; 3 Timothy. 2. 12.) The same whom to His apostle through Jesus Christ. The first great
Christ had just before threatened to spue out of His portion comprises the opening of the seals and the
mouth, is now offered a seat with Him on His throne! sounding of the trumpets {chs. 4.-11.). As the com*
*■' The highest place is within reach of the lowest : the munlcatlon respecting the seven churches opened with
faintest spark of grace may be fanned into the mighti a suitable vision of the Lord Jesus as Head of the
est flame of love." (Trench.) even as I also—Two church, so the second part opens with a vision suit*
thrones are here mentioned, (l.) His Father's, upon able to the matter to be revealed. The scene is
wblch He now sits, and has sat since His ascension, changed from earth to heaven. 1. After this—Orcck.
after His victory over death, sin, the world: upon this " After these things," marking the opening of the next
none can sit save God, and the God-man Christ Jesus, vision in the succession. Here is the transition from
for it is the Incommunicable prerogative of God alone; " the things which are" (ch. 1. 19). the existing state of
(3.) the throne which shall be peculiarly His as the the seven churches, as a type of the church In general,
once humbled and then glorified Son of man, to be set in John's time, to "the things which shall be here
up over the whole earth (heretofore usurped by Satan) after," viz., in relation to the time when John wrote.
at His coming again : In this the victorious saints shall I looked—rather as Greek. "I saw" in vision : not as
share (l Corinthians. 6. 2). The transfigured elect English Version means, I directed my look that way.
church shall with Cnrist judge and reign over the na was—Omit, as not being In the Greek, opened'—" stand
tions in the fl;sh. and Israel the foremost of them: ing open f not as though John saw it in the act of
ministering blessings to them as angels were the bete* oreued. Cf. Exekiel. U 1; Matthew, 3. 16; Acts.
4U
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Vision of God's Throne in Heaven.
The Four and TVenry Elders.
7. 66; 10. 11. But In those visions, the heavens opened, (Acts. 1.0]; at His coming again ich. L 1). 4, seats—
disclosing the visions to those below on earth. Where rather as the Greek is translated in this very verse.
as here, heaven, the temple of God, remains closed to " thrones," of course lower and smaller than the grand
those on earth, but John is transported in vision central throne. So ch. 10. 10. " the seat (rather throne
through an open door up into heaven, whence he can of the beast," in hellish parody of God's throce. fear
see things passing on earth or in heaven, according as and twenty elders—Greek, " the four and twenty for as
the scenes of the several visions require, the first voice one oldest MS., ' twenty-four1) elders :" the well-known
which I heard— the voice which I heard at first, viz.. In elders. IAuord.] ButTRKGELi.Bsrniin.«&ii*5, "Upon
ch. 1. 10 ; the former voice, was as it were—Omit was, the twenty-four thrones (I saw; omitted in two oldest
it not being in tbe Greek. "Behold" governs in sense MSS.) elders sitting :' which is more probable, as t£e
both "a door," be., and "the first voice which/ &c. twenty/our elders were not mentioned before, whereas
Come up hither—through the "open door." be—come the twenty four thrones were. They are not angels.
to pass, hereafter—Greek, "after these things:*' after for they liave white robes and crowns of victory, im
the present time (ch. 1. 10). 2. And—Omitted in tbe plying a conflict and endurance. "Thou hast redeemed
two oldest MSS., Vulgate* Syriac. I was—Greek, " I us") : they represent tire Heads of the Old and Sew
became in tbe Spirit" (Note, ch. 1. 10 : 1 was completely Testament churches respectively, the Twelve Patri
rapt In vision into the heavenly world, was set—cot archs cf. ch. 7. 6-3, not in their personal, but in their
was placed, but vxu situated, lit., lay. one sat on the representative character), and Twelve Ape-sties. So In
throne—the Eternal Father: the Creator (r, 11) : also. cf. ch. 16. 3, " the song of Moses, and of the Lamb." the
v. 6, with ch. 1. 4, where also the Father is designated double constituents of the church are Implied, the Old
" Which is, and was, and is to come." When the Son, Testament and the Sew Testament. " Eiders" Is the
"the Lamb,** Is introduced, ch. 6, 6-a, a new song is very term for the ministry both of the Old and .New
sung which distinguishes the Sitter on tlu throne from Testament, the Jewish and tbe embolic Gentile
the Lamb, " Thou bast redeemed us to Hod* and v. is, church. The tabernacle was a "pattern" of tbe hea
'* Unto Him that sitteth upon tbe throne, and unto the venly antitype* tbe Holy place, a figure of hsayex
Lamb." So also in ch. 6. T. as in Daniel. 7. 13, the Son itself. Thus Jehovah's throne is represented by tbe
of man brought before the Ancient of days is distin mercy-seat In the Holiest, with the Sbckinah cloud
guished from Him, The Father in essence is invisible, over it. "TheBeven lamps of fire before the-throne'*
but in Scripture at times is represented as assuming (v. 6) are antltypical to the seven-branched candlestick
a visible form. 3. wss—Omitted in the two oldest also In the Holiest, emblem of the manifold Spirit of
MSS., but supported by Vulgate and Coptic, to look God: *' the sea of glass" (v. a corresponds to the molten
upon—Greek* "in sight," or "appearance." Jasper— sea before the sanctuary, wherein the priests washed
From ch. si. n, where it is called most precious, which themselves before eutering on their holy service ; so
the jasper was not, Ebrard infers it was a diamond. introduced here iu connexion with the redeemed
Ordinarily, the jasper is a stone of various wavy " priests unto God* (cf. Note, ch. 16. 2.'. The " four liv
colours, somewhat transparent: inch. 21. li, it repre ing creatures" (v. 0, 7) answers to the cherubim over
sents watery crystalline brightness. Tbe sardine, out tbe mercy-seat. So the twenty-four throned and
cornelian, or else a fiery red. As the watery bright* crowned elders are typified by the twenty four chiefs
doss represents God's holiness, so the fiery red His of the twenty four courses of priests." Governors cf tbe
justice executing fiery wrath. The same union of white sanctuary, and governors of God" (i Chronicles, Si. 6;
or watery brightness and fiery redness, appears in ch. 25.). 6. proceeded—Greek* "proceed." tbundcrisgi and
1. It; 10. 1 ; 1■j'.ekicl. L 4 ; 8. 2 ; Daniel. 7. 0. rainbow voices—The two oldest MSS. transpose, ** voices aid.
ionnd about the throne—forming a complete circle [type thunderings." Cf. at tbe giving of the law on Sinai,
of God's perfection and eternity: not a half circle as Exodus, 10. 10. "The thundermgs express God's
the earthly rainbow) surrounding the throne vertically. threats against the ungodly : there axe voices in tbe
Its various colours, which combined form one pure thunders (ch. 10. 3), i e., not only does He threaten
solar ray, symbolize the varied aspects of God's provi generally, but also predicts *rwwl judgments " lu Bo
dential dealings uniting ia one harmonious whole. nus.) seven lamps.. .seven Spirits—The Ho.'y Spirit in
Here, however, the predominating colour among the His sevenfold operation, as the light-and-UXe caver scf.
prismatic colours is green, the most refreshing of ch. 6. 8, seten eyes...the seven Spirits of God; i. 4; 21. £2;
colours to look upon, and so symbolising God's con Psalm 119. 106; and fiery-purifier of tbe godly, and cor^
solatory promises In Christ to His people amidst sumer of the ungodly (Matthew, 3. 11). 6. 'lwo oldest
judgments on Hj foes. Moreover, the rainbow was MSS., A, B, Vulgate, Coptic, and Syriae, read. "* Ass d
the appointed token of God's covenant with all flesh, were a sea of glass." like...crystal— not imperfectly
and His people in particular. Hereby God in type transparent as the ancient common glass, but like rock
renewed to man the grant originally made to the first crystal. Contrast the turbid "many waters" on whks
Adam. Tbe antitype will be the "new heavens and the harlot " sitteth" Ich. 17 J. Cf. Job. ST. is. " the sky
the new earth" restored to redeemed man, just as the ...as a molten looking- glass." Thus, primarily-, tbe per*
earth, after the destruction by the flood, was restored ether which separates Cod's throne from St. John, and
to Noah. As tbe rainbow was first reflected on the from all things before it, may be meant, symbolism;
waters of the world's ruin, and continues to be seen the "purity, calmness, and majesty of God's rule."
only when a cloud is brought over the earth, so [Aitobd.I But see the analogue in the temple, the
another deluge, viz., of fire, shall precede the new molten sea before the sanctuary iSote. v. 4. above .
heavens and earth: the Lord, as here, on his throne, There Is in this sea depth and transparency, but not
whence (v. 6) proceed "lightnings and thunderings," the fluidity and instability of the natural sea -cf. ch.
shall issue the commission to rid the earth of its 21. 1). It stands solid, calm, and clear. Ood's >hoV
oppressors ; but then, amidst Judgment, when other ments are called "a great deep" (Psalm 36. 6'. In dL
men's hearts fall them for fear, tbe believer shall be 16. 2, It is a "sea of glass mingled with JtrTj* Thus
reassured by the rainbow, the covenant token, round there Is symbolized here the purificatory baptism ci
the throne {cf. Da Bueoh, Rev.). The heavenly bow water and tbe Spirit of all who are made ** kings and
speaks of the shipwreck of the world through sin: it priests unto God." In ch, 16. 3, the baptism with tbe
speaks also of calm and sunshine after the storm. fire of trial is meant. Through both all the kingThe doud is the regular token of God's and Christ's priests have to pass in coming to Cod: His jud^vtcntj*,
presence, e.g., in the Tabernacle-Holiest place ; on which overwhelm tbe ungodly, they stand firmly upon,
Mount Sinai at the giving of the law; at the ascension I as on a solid sea of glass: able like Christ to walk oa
000

The Four tiling Creatures:

REVELATION. IV.

the sea, as though it were solid, round about the throne
—one in the midst of each side of the throne, fonr
be is ti—The Greek for " beasts." ch. 13.1, II, ts different,
therion. the symbol for the carnal man by opposition
to God losing his true glory, as lord, under Him, of
the lower creatures, and degraded to the level of the
beast. Here it is zoon, "living creatures :" not beasts.
7. calf—"a steer.*' CAlford.) The LXX. often use
the Greek term here for an ox ! Exodus. 22. I; 29. 10.
Ac), as a man—The oldest MSS. have "as of a man."
8. about him—Greek, "round about him.1* Alford
connects this with the following sentence: " All round
and within (their wings) they aro (so two oldest MSS.,
A. B. and Vulgate read full of eyes." St. John's object
ia to show that the six wings in each did not interfere
with that which he had before declared, viz., that they
were " full of eyes before and behind." The eyes were
round the outride or each wing, and up the inside of
each when half expanded, and of the part of body in
that inward recess, rest not—lit, "have no rest.'' How
awfully different the reason why the worshippers of
the beast " have no rest day nor night." viz., "their
torment for ever and ever." Holy, holy, holy—The
** tris-hagiou" of the Grck liturgies. In Isaiah, & 3. as
here, it occurs ; also Psalm 09. 3, 6. 0, where He is
praised as " holy." (1.) ou account of His majesty (v. u
about to display itself. (2.) His justice (v. 4) already
displaying itself. (3.) Hts mercy d'.6-fe) which displayed
itself in time past. So here "Holy," as He "who was:-"
**Holy," as He "who is'' "Holy," as He "who is to
come." He showed Himself an object of holy worship
in the past creation of all things : more fully He shows
Himself so in governing all things : He will, in the
highest degree, show Himself so in the consummation
of ail things. "Of (from} Him, through Him, and to
Him, are all thing*: to whom be glory forever. Amen."
In Isaiah. 6 3 there is added, "the whole earth is
full of His glory." Hut in .Revelation this is deferred
unlU the glory of the Loki> fills Vie earth* His ene
mies having been destroyed. (Bkngxl.) AlmightyAnswering to "Lord of hosts" (Sabaoth), Isaiah, 6. 3.
The cherubim here have six wings, like the seraphim
in Isaiah. 6.: whereas the cherubim in Ezekiel. 1.6 bad
four wings each, Tliey are called by the same name,
** living creatures." But whereas in Exekiel each liv
ing creature has all four faces, here the four belong
severally one to each. See my Note, Exekiel, l. u.
The four living crtatures answer by contrast to the
four world-powers represented by four hearts. The
fathers identified them with the four gospels, Matthew
the lion, Mark the ox. Luke the man, John the eagle:
these symbols, thus viewed, express not the personal
character of the evangelists, but the manifold aspect
of Christ in relation to the world [Jour being the
number significant of world-wide extension, e •/ . the
four quarters of the world, presented by them severally:
the lion expressing royalty, as Matthew gives promi
nence to this feature of Christ: the ox, laborious
endurance, Christ's prominent characteristic in Mark ;
man, broUierly sympaOiy with the whole race of man,
Christ's prominent feature in Luke; the eagle, scaring
majesty, prominent in John's description of Christ as
the Divine Word. But here the context best suits the
view which regards the four living creatures as
representing the redeemed election-church, in Its rela
tion of ministering king-priests to Cod. and ministers
of blessing to the redeemed earth, and the nations on
it, and the animal creation, In which man stands at the
bead of all. the. Item at the head of wild beasts, the ox
at the head of tame beasts, the eagle at the head of
birds and or the creatures of the waters. Cf. ch. 6.
6-10, " Thou hast reactnud us by thy blood out of every
kindred... And hast made us unto our God kings and
priests: and we shall reign on the earth ;" and ch. 20.
4. the partakers with Christ of the first resurrection,

their Meaning.

who conjointly with Him reign over the redeemed
nations that are in the flesh. Cf. as to the happy and
willing subjection of the lower animal world, Isaiah.
U. G-S; 65. 25; Ezckiel. 34. 25; Hosea. 2. 18. Jewish
tradition says, the "four standards" under which
Israel encamped in the wilderness, to the East Judah,
to the North Dan, to the West Ephraim. to the South
Reuben, were respectively a lion, an eagle, an ex, and
a man, whilst in the midst was the tabernacle con
taining the Sheklnah symbol of the Divine presence.
Thus we have "the picture of that blessed period when
—the earth having been fitted for being the kingdom
of the Father—the court of heaven will bo transferred
to earth, and the 'tabernacle of God shall be with men '
{ch. 21. J), and the whole world will be subject to a
never-ending theocracy" (cf. Da Buroii, Rev,). The
point of union between the two views given above is,
Christ is the perfect realisation of the ideal of man:
Christ is presented in His fourfold aspect in the four
gospels respectively. The redeemed election-church
similarly, when in and through Christ (with whom she
shall reign) she realizes the ideal of man, shall com
bine in herself human perfections having a fourfold
aspect : (1.) kingly righteousness with hatred of evil
and judicial equity, answering to the " lion;" (2.) labor
ious diligence in every duty, the "ox;" (3.) human
sympathy, the "manf (4.) the contemplation of hea
venly truth, the " eagle." As the high-soaring intelli
gence, the eagle, forms the contrasted complement to
practical labour, the ox bound to the soil ; so holy
judicial vengeance against evil, the lion springing sud
denly and terribly on the doomed, forms the contrasted
complements human sympathy, the man. In Isaiah,
6. 2, we read, " Each had six wings: with twain he cov
ered his face [in reverence, as not presuming to lift up
his face to God], with twain he covered his feet Lin
humility, as not worthy to stand in God's holy pres
ence), and with twain he did fly (in obedient readiness
to do instantly God's command]. 9-11. The ground of
praise here is God's eternity, and God's pover and olory
manifested in the creation of all things for His pleasure.
Creation is the foundation of all God's other acts of
power, wisdom, and love, and therefore forms the first
theme of His creatures' thank spiv in «s. The four living
creatures take the lead of the twenty-four elders, both
in this anthem, and in that new song which follows on
the ground of their redemption (ch. 6. 8-10). 9. when
—i.e., whensoever : as often as. A simultaneous giv
ing of glory on the part of the beasts, and on the part
of the elders, give—" shall give" in one oldest MS.
for ever and ever—Greek, " unto the ages of the ages."
10. fall—immediately. Gretk, "shall fall down:" im
plying that this ascription of praise shall be repeated
onward to eternity. So also "Shalt worship.. .shall cast
their crowns," viz., in acknowledgment that all the
merit of their crowns (not kingly diadems, but the
crowns of conquerors) is due to Him. 11. 0 Lord—The
two oldest MftiS., A, B, Vulgate, and Syriac, add, "And
our G od." " Our" by virtue of creation, and especially
redemption. One oldest MA, IS. and Syriac, insert "the
Holy one." But another, A. Vulgate, and Coptic, omit
this, as English Version does, glory, &c,—" the glory
—the honour— the power." thou—Emphatlcal in the
Greek: "It is thou who didst create." all things—
Greek, "the all things:" the universe, for—Gretk, "on
account of:" " for the sake of thy pleasure." or " will.'*
English Version is good Greek. Though the context
better suits. It was because of thy will, that "they
were" (so one oldest MS., A, Vulgate, Syriac. and Cop.
tic read, instead, of English Version "are:" another
oldest MS., B, reads, "They were not, and were cre
ated." were created out of nothing), i.e., were existing*
as contrasted with their previous non-existence. With
God to will la to effect; to determine is to perform, bo
in Genesis, 1. 3, "Let there be light, and there was

Meaning of" Who is
REVELATfON. V.
VTorikv to Open the Bookf
fight:" In Hebrew an expressive tautology, the same David-descended, lion-aspect of Christ being that pro
word and ieoM and letters being used for ** let there minent in Matthew, whence the lion among the four
be," and ** there was," marking the simultaneity and fold cherubim is commonly assigned to him. Git*
identity of the will and the effect. D. Longinto, on hard in Benoel thought Jacob to be meant, being,
the Sublime, sec 9. a heathen, praises this description doubtless, one of those who rose with Christ and
of God's power by "the lawgiver of the Jews, no ordi ascended to heaven (Matthew, 27. 61 63). The elders
nary man," as one worthy of the theme, were created in heaven round God's throne know better than John,
still in the flesh, the far-reaching power of Christ aW
—by thy definite act of creation at a definite time.
of David— (Isaiah, 11. 1, 10.) >'ot merely **a sucker
CHAPTER V.
Ver. 1-14. The Book with Seven Seals: None comeupfrom David's ancient root" (as Altord limits
Worthy to Open it but the Lamb: He Takes it it), but also including the idea of His being Himself
AMIDST THE PrAISRM OF TBI REDEEMED. AND OF the root and origin of David : cf. these two troths
the whole Heavenly Host. 1, in—Greek, "(lying) brought together. Matthew, 22. 42-4S. Hence He ii
upon the right hand." &c. His right hand was open, called not merely Son of David, bui also David. He
and on it lay the book. On God a part there was no is at once "the branch" of David, and "the root" of
withholding of His future purposes as contained in David, David's Son and David's Lord, the Lamb shun
the book: the only obstacle to unsealing it is stated v. 3. and therefore the Lion of Juda: about to reign orer
IAlfobd.J book—rather, as accords with the ancient Israel, and thence over the whole earth. prevaiW—
form of books, and with the writing on the backside, "a Greek. " conquered :" absolutely, as elsewhere (ch. t Si :
roll." The writing on the back implies fulness and gained the tictory: His past victory over all the powers
completeness, so that nothing more needs to be added of darkness entitles Him now to open the book, w
(ch. 22. 18J. The roll, or book, appears from the con open—i.e., so as to open, &c. One oldest MS., B, reads,
text to be "the title deed of man's tnAeritancs" (De "He that openeth," i.e., whose office it is to open, bat
BdbohI redeemed by Christ, and contains the succes the weight of oldest authorities Is with English Ver
sive steps by which He shall recover it from its usurper, sion reading, ru.. A, Vulgate, Coptic, and Obigxx. 1
and obtain actual possession of the kingdom already I beheld, and, lo—One oldest MS., A, omits ** and, lc/
M purchased" for Himself and His elect saints. How Another B, Cyprian, &c.. support "aDd, lo." but
ever, no portion of the roll is said to be unfolded and omit "and I beheld." iu the midst of the throne—i€read; but simply the seals are successively opened, not on the throne (cf. v. 7), but in the midst of the com
giving final access to its contents being read as a per pany (ch. 4. 4J which was ** round about the throne."
fect whole, which shall not be until the events symbol Lsmo—Greek arnion ; always found in .Revelation ex
ised by the seals shall have been past, when Ephesians, clusively, except in John. 21. 15 alone : it expresses
3. 10 shall receive Its complete accomplishment.and the endearment, viz., the endearing relation in which Christ
Lamb shall reveal God's providential plans in re now stands U us, as the consequence of His previous
demption in all their manifold beauties. Thus the relation as the sacrificial Lamb, So also our relation
opening of the seals will mean the successive steps by to Him: He the precums Lamb, we His dear Lambs, one
which God in Christ clears the way for the final open with Him. Benoel thinks there is in tVredt orofcw.
ing and reading of the book at the visible setting up the idea of taking Ute lead of tiu Jtock. Another object
of the kingdom of Christ. Cf., at the grand consum of the form Greek armoii, the Lamb, is to put Hun us
mation, ch. 20. 12. "Another book was opened... the the more marked contrast to bred; thcrion, the Beast.
book of life'' 22. 10. None is worthy to do so save the Elsewhere Greek amnos is found, applying to Him as
Lamb, for He alone as such has redeemed man's for the paschal, sacrificial Lamb (Isaiah, 63, T, LXX;
feited inheritance, of which the book u the title deed. John, l. 29, 3$; Acts, 8. 32; l Peter. 1. 1W. as it had beei
The question (r, 2j is not (as commonly su pposed). Who slain—bearing marks of His past death-wounds. He
should reveal the destinies of the church (for this any was standing, though bearing the marks of one slain.
inspired prophet would be competent to do ? but. Who In the midst of heavenly glory Christ crucified is still
has the worth to give man a new title to his lost in the prominent object, seven horns—i.c, perfect »»$&.
heritance? [De Bukgh.] sealed...seven seals— Greek, "seven" symbolizing per/ertton; " horns," might. In
"sealed up." or "firmly sealed," &c. The number contrast to the horns of the anti-Christian worfciseven (divided into four, the world-wide number, and powers. ch. 17. 3, &c; Daniel, 7. 7. 20.8.x sevea eyes.three, the Divine) abounds in Revelation, and ex the seven Spirits...sent forth—So one oldest MS.. A.
presses completeness. Thus, the seven seals, represent* But B reads, "being sent forth." As the seven tamps
ing all power given to the Lamb ; the seven trumpets, before the throne represent the Spirit of God immanent
by which the world-kingdoms are shaken and over in the Godhead, so the seven eyts of the L*mb represent
thrown, and the Lamb's kingdom ushered in ; and the the same sevenfold Spirit profluent from the incarnate
seven rials, by which the beast's kingdom is destroyed. Redeemer in His world-wide energy. The Greek fa
2. strong—(Psalm 103. 20.) His voice penetrated hea "sent forth," apostellomcna. or else apestalmenoi, is
ven, earth, and Hades [ch. lu. 1-3). 3. no man—Greek, akin to the term apostle, reminding us of tue Spirit"no one." Not merely no man. but also no one of any impelled labours of Christ's apostles and ministers
order of beings, in earth— Greek.*' upon the earth." throughout the world : if the present tense be read, as
under the earth—viz., in Hades, look thereon—to look seems best, the idea will be that of those labours «■■*;•
upon the contents, so as to read them. 4. and to read tinuallv going on unto the end. "Eyes" symbolise Hi>
—Inserted in Enolitii Version Greek text without good all-watchful and wise providence for His church; and
authority. One oldest MS.. Oriokn. Cyi-rian. and against her foes. 7. The book lay on the open band of
Hilary, omit the clause. To read would be awkward Him that Eat on the throne for any to take who was
standing between "to open the book" and "to look found worthy. [Altord.J The Lamb takes it from
thereon." St. John having been promised a revelation the father in token of formal investiture into His uni
of " things which must be hereafter," weeps now at his versal and everlasting dominion as Son of man. This
earnest desire being apparently frustrated. He is a introductory vision thus presents before us. in sum
pattern to us to imitate, as an eager and teachable mary, the consummation to which all the events in the
learner of the Apocalypse. 6. one of—Greek, " one from seals, trumpets, and vials converge, viz , the setting up
among." The "eider " meant is. according to some (in of Christ's kingdom visibly. Prophecy ever hurries to
Lyra), Matthew. With this accords the description the grand crisis or end, and dwells on intermediate
here given of Christ," the lion, which is (so the Greek) events only in their typical relation to, and representa
of the tribe of Juda, the root of David:*' the royal, tion of. the end. 8. had taken—G'i tck, " took," ted
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and Twenty-four Elders,

down before the Lamb— Who shares worship and the and power, tea thousand times ten thousand—Greek,
throne with the Father, harps—Two oldest MSS., A, "myriads of myriads." 12. to receive power—Wreck.
B, Syriac, and Coptic, read. " a harp:" a kind of guitar, "the power." The remaining six (the whole being
played with the hand or a quill, vials—" bowls" seven, the nnmber for perfection and completeness) are
ITitsaxixEtij : censers, odours — Greek, " incense." all. as well as " power," ranged under the one Greek
prayers of saints—as the angel offers their prayers [ch. article, to mark that they form one complete aggregate
B. 3) with incense {rl. Psalm 141. x). This gives not the I belonging to God and His coequaL the Lamb. Cf. ch.
least sanction to Home's dogma of our praying to | 7. 12, where each of all seven has the article, riches—
saints. Though they be employed by God in some way ! both spiritual and earthly. Blessing—Ascribed praise :
unknown to us to present our prayers [nothing is said the will on the creature's part, though unaccompanied
of their interceding for us), yet we are told to pray by the power, to return blessing for blessing conferred.
only to Him (cli. 19. 10; 22. 8, 0). Tlieir own employ [AxjroRD.J 13. The universal chorus of creation. In
ment is praise (whence they all have harps): ours is cluding the outermost circles as well as the inner (of
prayer. 9. sung—Greek, "sing:" it is their blessed saints and angels), winds up the doxology. The full
occupation continually. The theme of redemption is accomplishment of this is to be when Christ takes ilia
ever new, ever suggesting fresh thoughts of praise, em great power and reigns visibly, every creature—" All
bodied in the "new song." us to God—So Aid. B, Cop His works in all places of His dominion " (Psalm 103.
tic, Vulgate, and Cyfbian. But A omits "us :" and 22). under the earth—the departed spirits in Hades,
X reads instead, "to our God." out of—The present such as at e—So B and Vulgate. But A omits this, in
election-church gathered out of the world, as distin the us—Greek, " upon the sea.*" the sea animals which
guished from the peoples gathered to Christ as the are regarded as being on the surface. [Alfoiid.] all
subjects, not of an election, but of a general and world that aia iu them—So Vulgate reads. A omits "all
wide conversion of all nations, kindred. ..tougue... peo (things)" here (Greek panta), and reads, "I heard all
ple... naiion—The number four marks world-wide ex [Greek pantos) saying:" implying the harmonious con
tension : the four quarters of the world. For "kin cert of ail in the four quarters of the universe. Bless
dred," translate as Oreek, "tribe." This term and ing, &c—Greek, "tlie blessing, the honour, and the
" people" are usually restricted to Israel: " tongue and glory, and the might to tin ages of the ages." The/ournation" to the Gentile.* (ch. 7. 9; 11. 9; 13. 7, the oldest fold ascription indicates world-wide universality. 14.
reading; 14. 6). Thus there is here marked the election- said—So A, Vulgate, and Syriac, read. But B, and
church gathered from Jews and Gentiles. In ch. 10. 11, Coptic read, "(I heard) saying." Amen—So A reads.
for " tribes," we find among the four terms "kings:" But B reads, "the (accustomed) Amen." As in ch. 4.
in 17- 16, " multitudes." 10. made us-A, B, it. Vulgate, 11, the four and twenty elders asserted God's worthi
Syriac, and Coptic, read "them." The Hebrew con ness to receive the glory, as having created all things,
struction of the thud person for the first, has a graphic so here the four living creatures ratify by their
relation to the redeemed, and also has a more modest ■** Amen" the whole creation's ascription of the glory to
sound than us, pnwij, LBksoel.J unto our God—bo B, Him. four and twenty—Omitted in the oldest MSS.:
K read. But A omits the clause, kings—So B reads. Vulgate supports it. him that liveth for ever and ever
But A, jc. Vulgate, Coptic, and Cyprian, read, "A —Omitted in all the MSS.: inserted by commentators
kingdom." s> reads also "a priesthood" for priests. from ch. 4. 9. But there, where the thanksgiving is exThey who cast their crowns before the throne, do not , pressed, the words are appropriate; but here less so. as
call themselves kings in the sight of the great King their worship is that of silent prostration. " Worship
(ch. 4. io, hi; though their priestly access has such ped" (viz.. God and the Lamb). So in ch. U. l. "wor
dignity, that their reigning on earth cannot exceed it. ship" is used absolutely.
So in ch. 20. 6. they are not called " kings" IBenuklJ
CHAPTER VL
we thai! reigu ou the earth—This is a new ieature added
Ver. 1-17. TnE Opening of tiik First Six of thx
to ch. I. 0. & Vulgate, and Coptic, read. " They shall Seven Seals. Cf. Note, ch. 6. 1. Many (Mxde, Flkmreign," A, H read. *' They reign," Altord takes this | inu, Newton, die.) hold that all these seals have been
reading, and explains it of the church even now, in I fulfilled, the sixth having been so by the overthrow of
Christ her Head, reigning on the earth: "all things are I Paganism and establishment of Christianity under
being put under her feet, as under His; her kingly office Constantino's edict, 313 a.d. There can, however, be
and rank are asserted, even in the midst of persecu no doubt that at least the sixth seal is future, and is
tion." But eveu if we read (I think the weightiest to be at the coming again of Christ. The great objec
authority is against it) " They reign," still it is the pro tion to supposing the seals to be finally and exhaust
phetical present for the future : the seer being trans ively fulfilled ithough, probably, particular events may
ported into the future when the full number ui the re be partial fulfilments typical of the final and fullest
deemed (represented by the four living creatures) shall one), is that, if bo, they ought to furnish (as the destruc
be complete, and the visible kingdom begins. The tion of Jerusalem, according to Christ's prophecy, does)
saints do spiritually reign now; but certainly not as a strong external evidence of Revelation. But it hi
they shall when the prince of this world shall be clear they cannot be used for this, as hardly any two
bound [Notes, ch. 20. 2-0:. So far from reigning on the interpreters of this school are agreed on what events
earVi now. they are " made as the filth of the world constitute the fulfilment of each wal. Probably not
and the off-scouring of all things." In ch. U. id, is. Isolated facts, but classes of events preparing the way
the locality and time of the kingdom are marked. for Christ's coming kingdom, are intended by the open
Kelly translates, " reign over the earth" (Greek epi tecs ing of the seals. The four living creatures severally
gees,, which is justified by the Greek (LXX.. Judges. cry at the opening of the first four seals, "Come."
V. 6; Matthew, 2. 22.'. The elders, though ruling over which fact marks the division of the seven, as often
ttte eurtli, shall not necessarily (according to this pas occurs iu this sacred number, into four and three. 1.
sage) remain on the earth. But English Version is jus one of the seals—The oldest MSS.. A, B, C, Vulgate,
tified by ch. 3. 10, "The elders were meek, but the flock and Syriac read, "one of the seven seals." noise—The
of the meek independently is much larger." IB&kqelJ three oldest MSS. read this in the nominative or da
11. I beheld—the angels : who form the outer circle, tive, not the genitive as English Version, " I heard
w hilst the church, the object of redemption, forms the one from among the four living creatures saying, as (it
Inner circle nearest the throne. The heavenly hosts were) the voice (or, as with the voice) of thunder." The
ranged around gaze with intense love and adoration at first living creature was like a lion (ch. 4. 7): his voice
this crowning manifestation of God'a lore, wisdom* la in consoE&Qce. Implying the lion-like boldness
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the Seals.
with which. In the successive great revivals, the faith His presence between the cherubim) ; because it is
ful have testified for Christ, and especially a little be only for the sake of, and in connexion with. His re
fore His com inn shall testify. Or, rather, their earnest deemed, that God mitigates His judgments on lbs
ness in praying for Christs coming. Come and tee—One earth. A measure—" A chcecix." Whilst making food
oldest ALS. B. has " And see." But A, C, and Vulgate scarce, do not make it so much so that a chxentx
reject it. Alford rightly objects to English Version (about a day's provision of wheat, variously estimated
reading, "Whither was John to come? Separated as at two or three pints) shall nut be to be got ** for a
he was by the glassy sea from the throne, was he to penny* [denarius, eight-and-a-half pence of our monej,
cross itT Contrast the form of expression, ch. 10. a. It probably the day's wages of a labourer). Famms
la much more likely to be the cry of the redeemed to generally follows the sword. Ordinarily, from sixteen
the Redeemer, "Come" and deliver the groaning to twenty measures were given for a denarius. The
creature from the bondage of corruption. Thus. v. 2 sword, famine, noisome beasts, and the pestilence, are
is an answer to the cry, went (Itf.. came) forth corre God's four judgments ou the earth. A spiritual fam
sponding to "Come." "Come," says Orotius. Is the ine, too, may be included in the judgment. The
living creature's address to John, calling his earnest " Come," in the case of this third seal, is said by tbe
attention. Bat It seems hard to see how "Come" by third of the four living creatures, whose likeness is a
itself can mean this. Cf. the only other places In. man: Indicative of sympathy and human compassion
Revelation where it is used. ch. 4. 1; 23. 17. If the four for the sufferers. God in it tempers judgment with
living creatures represen t the four gospels, the " Come" mercy. Cf. Matthew. 24. 7. which indicates the very
will be their invitation to every one (for it is not writ calamities foretold in these seals, nation rising against
ten that they addressed Jolm) to accept Christ's salva nation (the sword), famines, pestilent*.* <v. S„ and
tion whilst there is time, as the opening of the seals earthquakes [v. 12). three measures of barity for a peaay
marks a progressive step towards the end (cf. ch. 22. —the cheaper and less nutritious grain, bought by the
17). Judgments are foretold as accompanying the labourer who could not buy enough wheat for bis fam
preaching of the gospel as a witness to all nations (ch. 14. ily with his day's wages, a denarius, and. therefore,
fl-ll; Matthew, 24. 614). Thus the invitation. " Come," buys barley, see thou hurt not the oil and the wiae—
here, is aptly parallel to Matthew, 24. 14. The open the luxuries of life, rather than necessaries: the oil and
ing of the four first seals are followed by judgment* wine were to be spared for the refreshment of the
preparatory for His coming. At the opening of the fifth sufferers. 7. and see—Supported by B. Omitted by
seal, the martyrs above express the same (v. S, 10; cf. A, C. and Vulgate. The jonrth living crraiurt, wno
Zechariah, 1. 10). At the opening of the sixth seal, the was "like a flying eagle," introduces this seal: imply
Lord's coming is ushered in with terrors to the un ing high-soaring intelligence, and juucnient descend
godly. At the seventh, the consummation is fully ing from on high faialiy on the uu^ooiy. aa to* kinc
attained (ch. 11. 16). 2. Evidently Christ, whether in of birds on his prey 8. pale—'"livid." |ALrojtr>J
person, or by His angel, preparatory to His coming Death—personified. Hell—Hades personified, cats
again, as appears from ch. 19. 11, 12. bow— (Psalm 45. 4, them—Death and Hades. So A, C, read. But B and
fij crown—Greek stcphanos, the garland or wreath of a Vulgate read, "to him." fourth part of the eartft—.
conqueror, which is also implied by His white horse, Answering to the first four teals ; his portion as ose
white being tbe emblem of victory. In ch. 19. 11, 12, of the four, being a fourth part, death— pestilence; c£.
the last step in His victorious progress is represented: Exekiel. 14. 21, with the four judgments here, ih* luvmt,
accordingly there He wears many diadem* (Greek famine, pestilence, and wild beasts: the farm** the
diademata; not merely Greek stephanoi, crowns or consequence of the sword ; pestilence, that of fa&ine;
wreaths), and is personally attended by the hosts of and beasts multiplying by the consequent depopula
heaven. Cf. Zechariah. 1. and 6V. especially v. 10 below, tion, with the beasts—Greek, by: more direct agency.
with Zechariah. l. 12; also cf. the colours of the four These four seals are marked off from the three last, by
horses, and to conquer—i.e., so as to gain a lasting the four living creatures introducii^ them with
victory. All four seals usher in judgments on the earth. " Come." The calamities indicated are not restricted
as the power which opposes the reign of Himself and to one time, but extend through the whole period o£
His church. This, rather than the work of conversion church history to the coming ot Christ, before which
and conviction, is primarily meant, though doubtless, last great and terrible day of the Lord they shall reach
secondarily, the elect will be gathered out through His their hfghest aggravation. The first seal is the sum
word and His judgments. 3. and see—Omitted In the mary, Christ going forth conquering till all enemies
three oldest MSS.. A. B.C. and Vulgate. 4. red-the are subdued under Him. with a view to which the
colour of blood. The colour of the horse in each case judgments subsequently specified accompany tae
answers to the mission of the rider. Cf. Matthew, 10. preaching of the gospel for a witness to aii nation*. S,
24-36. "Think not I am come to send peace on earth: I The three last seals relate to the invisible, aa the firsi
came not to send peace, but a sword." Tbe white horse four to the visible world; the fifth, to the martyrs who
of Christ's bloodless victories is soon followed, through have died as believers; the sixth, to those who bawe
man's perversion of the gospel, by the red horse of died, or who shall be found at Christ's coming, unbe
bloodshed; but this Is overruled to the clearing away lievers, viz., "the kiiigs-.great men... bon dmau...free
of the obstacles to Christ's coming kingdom. The man ;" the seventh, to the silence in heaven. Tfes
patient ox is the emblem of the second living creature scene changes from earth to heaven: so that interpre
who, at the opening of this seal, saith, "Come." The tations which make those three last consecutive to Lots
saints amidst judgments on tbe earth in patience "en first four seals, are very doubtful. I eaw— in spirit.
dure to the end." that they should kill—The Greek is For souls are not naturally visible, under tie *-t -indicative future, " that they may, as they also shall, —As the blood of sacrificial victims slain on the al&ar
kill one another." B. Come and see—The two oldest was poured at the bottom oftlit altar, so the souls of
MSS., A, C, and Vulgate, omit "and see." B retains those sacrificed for Christ's testimony are symbolically
the words, black—Implying sadness and want, had— represented as under the altar, in heaven ; for the life
Greek, "having." a pair of balances—the symbol of or animal soul is in the blood, and blood is often re
scarcity of provisions, the bread being doled out by presented as crying for vengeance Genesis. 4. ia. The
weight. 8. a voice—Two oldest MSS.. A, 0. read, "a* altar in heaven, antitypical to the altar of sacrifice,, is
it were a voice." B reads as English Version. The Christ crucified. As it is the altar that t-ar>ctUtej tbe
voice is heard "in the midst of the four living crea gift, so it is Christ alone who makes our obedi«sce,
tures" (as Jehovah in the Hheklnah cloud manifested and even our sacrifice of life for the truth, acceptable
604
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to God. The sacrificial altar was not In the fanctuary,
but outside: so Christ's literal sacrifice, and the figur
ative sacrifice of the martyrs took place, not in the
heavenly sanctuary, but outside, here on earth. The
only altar in heaven is tiiat antitypical to the templealtar of incense. The blood of the martyrs cries from
the earth under Christ's cross, whereon they may be
considered virtually to have been sacrificed : their
souls cry from under the altar of incense, which is
Christ in heaven, by whom alone the incense of praise
is accepted before God. They are under Christ. In
His immediate presence, shut up unto Him in joyful
eager expectancy until He shall come to raise the
sleeping dead. Cf. the language of 2 Maco. 7. 36, as
indicating Jewish opinion ou the subject. Our brethren
who have now suffered a Bhort pain are dead under
(Greek, Gods covenant of everlasting life, testimony
which they held—i.e., which they bore, as committed to
them to bear. Cf. ch. 12. It, "Have .same Greek as
here; the testimony of Jesus." 10. Ht>w ioug— Greek,
" I ntil when?" As in the parable the woman (symbol
of the church) cries day and night to the unjust judge
forjustice against her adversary who is always oppress
ing her cf. below, ch. 12. 10): so the elect (not only on
earth, but under Christ's covering, and in His presence
in Paradise cry day and nigiU to God, who will assur
edly, in His own time, avenge His and their cause,
** though He bear long with them." This passage need
not be restricted to some particular martyrdoms, but
have been, and are receiving, and shall receive partial
fulfilments, until their last exhaustive fulfilment be
fore Christ's coming. So as to the other events fore
told here. The glory even of those in Paradise shall
ouly be complete when Christ's and the church's foes
are cast out. and the earth become Christ's kingdom
at His coming to raise the sleeping saints. Lord—
Gre*k. " Master;" implying that He has them and their
foes and all His creatures as absolutely at His disposal,
as a master has his slates; hence, in v. 11, "fellowservaidi," or fellow-slaves follows, holy—Greek, " the
Holy one." avenge— "exact vengeance for our blood.7'
on— Gre*:k. "from them." that dweil on the earik— the
ungodly, of earth earthy, as distinguished from the
church, whose home and heart are even now in hea
venly places. 11. white robes—The three oldest ilSS,,
A, B, C, read, "A white robe was given." every one of
—One oldest MS. B, omits this. A, C, read, "unto
them, unto each," i.e., unto them severally. Though
their joint cry for the riddance of the earth from tlie
ungodly ii r.ot yet granted, it is intimated that it will
be so in due time ; meanwhile, individually they re
ceive the white robe, indicative of liKbt, joy, and
triumphant victory ovor their foes : even as the Cap
tain of their salvation goes forth ou a white horde
conquering and to conquer; also of purity and sanctity
through Christ. Maimunides says that the Jens used
to array priests, when approved of, in white robcx:
thus the sense is, they are admitted among the blesseu
oiies. who, as spotless priests, minister unto i.od and
the Lamb, should—So C reads. But A. B, " siiall rest. *
a little season— One oldest MS., B, omits "little." A,
C, support it. Even if it be omitted, is it to be in
ferred that the "season" is short as compared with
eternity. Bengkl fancifully made a season [Greek
chronus. the word here used.; to be oue thousand one
hundred and eleven one-ninth years, and a time ten.
12. 12. 14, Greek kairosi to be a fifth of a season, i.e., two
buu<lred and twenty-two two-ninths years. The only
distincliou in the Greek is, a season [Greek chronus) is
a sort oi ag^reyate of Unas. Greek kairos, a specific
time, and so of short duration. As to their rest, cf. ch.
11. 13 (tho same Greek anapauomai); Isaiah, 67. 2;
Daniel. 12. 13. until their.. .brethren.. .be lulfllled—in
number. Until their full number shall have been
completed. The number of the elect is definitely fixed:
BJ6

of the Sixth Seal.

perhaps to fill up that of the fallen angels. But this
is mere conjecture. The full blessedness and glory of
all the saints shall be simultaneous. The earlier shall
not anticipate the later saints. A, C, read, "shall
have been accomplished;" B. s, read, "shall hare
accomplished (their course]." 12. As v. 4, 6-8, the
sword, famine, and pestilence, answer to Matthew, 24.
6. 7: ami v. 9, 10, as to martyrdoms, answer to Matthew,
24. 9. 10 ; so this passage, v. 12-17, answers to Matthew,
24. 29, 30. "the sun shall be darkened, and the moon
shall not give her light, and the stars shall fall from
heaven. ..then shall all the tribes of the earth mourn,
and they shall see the Son of man coming." &c:
imagery describing Uu portents of the immediate com
ing of the day of the Lord ; but not the coming itself
until the elect are sealed, and the judgments invoked
by the martyrs descend on the earth, the sea, and the
trees (ch. 7.). and, lo— So A reads. But B, C, omit " lo."
earthquake—Greek, "shaking" of the heavens, the sea,
and the dry land: the shaking of these mutable things
being the necessary preliminary to the setting up of
those tilings which cannot be shaken. This is one of
the catchwords [Wordswortu J connecting the sixth
seal with the sixth trumpet (ch. 11. 13; and the seventh
rial (ch. 16. 17-21) ; also the seventh seal (ch. 8. 6). sack
cloth—One kind made of the 'hair" of Cilician goats,
was called " cilicium," or Cilician cloth, and was used
for tents, &c Paul, a Cilician. made such tents (Acts,
IS. 3). moon—A, B, C, and oldest versions read, " the
whole iiioon;" the full moon : not merely the crescent
moon, as blood—(Joel, 2. 31.} 13. stars... felL..as a fig;
tree casteth her.. .figs— (Isaiah, 34. 4; Kahum, 3. 12.)
The church shall be then ripe for glorification, the
anti-Christian world for destruction, which shall be
accompanied with mighty phenomena in nature. As
to the stars falling to the earth. Scripture describes
natural phenomena as they would appear to the spec
tator, not in the language of scientific accuracy ; and
yet. whilst thus adapting itself to ordinary men. it
drops hints which show that it anticipates the dis
coveries of modern science. 14. d? parted—Greek, " was
separated from" its place: "was made to depart.* Not
as .AmiRu, "parted asunder;'' for, on the contrary, it
was rolled together as a scroll which had been open hi
rolled up and laid aside. There is no "asunder one
from another" here in the Greek, as in Acts. 15.39,
which ALFORD copies, mountain... moved out of... places
—(Psalm 121. l. Margin; Jeremiah. 8. 23; 4. 24; Nalium,
1. 6.1 This total disruption shall be the precursor of
the new earth, just as the pre-Adamlc convulsions
prepared it for its present occupants. 15. kings.. .hid
themselves—Where was now the spirit of those whom
the world had so greatly feared? [Bxxoxu] gieat
men—statesmen, and high civil officers, nc.i men...
chief captains—The three oldest MSS., A, B, C, trans
pose thus, "chief captains.. .rich men." mighty—The
three oldest MSS., A, B, C, read, " strong " physically
(Psalm 33. 16), in—(if., into: ran into, so as to hide
themselves in. dens— " caves." 16. from the face—
; Psalm 84. 10.) On the whole verse, cf. Hosea, 10. 8;
Luke, 23. SO. 17. Lit., "the day, the great (day)," which
can only mean the last great day. After the Lord has
exhausted all His ordinary judgments, the sword,
(amine, pestilence, and wild beasts, and still sinners
are impenitent, the great day of the Lord itself shall
come. Matthew, 24. plainly forms a perfect parallelism
to the six seals, not only in the events, but also in the
order of their occurrence: v. 3. the first seal v. 6, the
second seal; v. 7, the third seal; r. 7. end. the fourth
seal; p. 9. the fifth seal, the persecutions and abound*
ing iniquity under which, as well as consequent
judgments accompanied with gospel- preach ing to all
nations as a witness, are particularly detailed v. 9-28;
v. 29, the sixth seal, to itand—to stand justified, and
not condemned before the J udge. Thus the sixth seal
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brings as to the verse of the Lord's coming. The un
godly " tribes of the earth " tremble at the signs of
His Immediate approach. But before He actually
inflicts the blow in person, "the elect" must be
"gathered" out.
CHAPTER VII.
Ver. 1-17. Sealing of tue Elect of Israel. The
Countless Multitude or tiis Gentile Elect, l.
And—So B and Syriac. But A, C, Vulgate, and Coptic,
omit*' and." after these things—A, B. C, and Coptic,
read, "after this.'' The two visions in this chapter
come in as an episode after the sixth seal, and before
the seventh seal. It is clear that, though " Israel" may
elsewhere designate tho spiritual Israel, "the elect
(church; on earth" ( AlfobdJ, here, where the names
of the tribes one by one ate specified, these names
cannot have any but the literal meaning. The second
advent will be the time of the restoration of the king
dom- to Israel, when the times of the Gentiles shall have
been fulfilled, and the Jews shall at last say, ** Blessed
is He that cometh in tho name of the Lord." The
period of the Lord's absence has been a blank in the
history of the Jews as a nation. As then Revelation
Is the Book of the Second Advent [L>e Burgh]
naturally mention of God's restored favour to Israel
occurs among the events that usher in Christ's advent,
earth... sea... tree—The judgments to descend on these
are in answer to the martyrs' prayer under the fifth
seal. Cf. the same judgments under the fifth trumpet,
the sealed being exempt (ch. £>. 4). on any tree— Greek,
" against any tree" (Greek epi ti dendrpn : but '* on the
earth.** Greek epi tees gees). 2. from the tut—Greek,
"...the rising of the sun." Tho quarter from which
God's glory oftenest manifests Itself. 3. Hart not—by
letting loose the destructive winds, till we have sealed
the servants of our God— Parallel to Matthew. 24. 31.
"His angels ...shall gather together His elect from the
four winds." God's love is such, that Hie cannot do
any thing in the way of judgment, till His people are
secured from hurt (Genesis, 19. 23). Israel, at the eve
of the Lord's coming, shall be found re embodied as a
nation ; for its tribes are distinctly specified (Joseph,
however, being substituted for Dan : whether because
Antichrist is to come from Dan, or because Dan is to
be Antichrist's especial tool l Aretha 8, tenth cen
tury], cf. Genesis, 40. IT; Jeremiah. 8. 16; Amos, 8. 14:
just as there was a Judas among the Twelve). Out of
these tribes a believing remnant will bo preserved from
the judgments which shall destroy all the anti-Chris
tian confederacy (ch. 6. 12-17), and shall be transfigured
with the elect church of all nations, viz., 144,000 (or
whatever number Is meant by this symbolical num
ber), who shall faithfully resist the seductions of
Antichrist, whilst the rest of the nation, restored to
Palestine in unbelief, are his dupes, and at last his
victims. Previously to the Lord's judgments on Anti
christ and his hosts, these latter shall destroy twothirds of the nation, one-third escaping, and, by the
Spirit's operation through affliction, turning to the
Lord, which remnant shall form the nncleus on earth
of the Israelite nation that is from this time to stand
at the head of the millennial nations of the world.
Israel's spiritual resurrection shall be "as life from
the dead" to all the nations. As now a regeneration
goes on here and there of individuals, so there shall
then be a regeneration of nations universally, and this
in connexion with Christ's coming. Matthew, 21. 34,
" this generation (the Jewish nation) shall not pass till
all these things be fulfilled," which implies that Israel
can no more pass away before Christ's advent, than
Christ's own words can pass away (the same Greek),
Matthew, 34. 35. So exactly Zechariab. 13. 8, o; 14. 2-4.
Ml; cf. 12. 2-14; 13. 1. 2. So also Ezekiel. 8. 17, 18; 0. 1-7,
especially v. 4. Cf. also Eaekiel, 10. 2, with ch. 8. 6.
where the final judgments actually fall on the earth,
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with the same accompaniment, the fire of the altar cast
into the earth, including the fire scattered over the cUy.
So again ch. 14. 1. the same 144.000 appear on Zion with
the Father's name In their forehead, at the dose of
the section, chs. 12., 13., 14., concerning the church and
her foes. Not that the saints are exempt from trial :
«. 14 proves the contrary; but their trials ore distinct
from the destroying judgments that fall on tbe world:
from these they ore exempted, as Israel was from Lbs
plagues of Egypt, especially from the lost, the Israelite
doors having the protecting seal of the blood-mark,
foreheads—the most conspicuous and noblest part cf
man's body: whereon the helmet, "the hope of solva
tion,'' is worn. 4. Twelve is the number of the tribes,
and appropriate to the church : 3 by 4 : 3, the Divine
number, multiplied by 4. the number for icorld-vide
extension. 12 by 12 implies fixity and wmpktrnes*.
which is taken a thousand-fold in 144000. A thtwxnd
implies the world perfectly pervaded by the Divine; for
it Is ten, the world number, raised to tbe power of
three, the number of God. of all the tribes—iU.. "oat
of every tribe:" not 144,000 of each tribe, but the acsregate of the 12,000 from every tribe, children—Gnxl\
"sons of Israel." Ch. 3. 12; 31. 12, are no objection, u
Alford thinks, to the literal Israel being meant ; for.
In consummated glory, still the church will be that
"built on the foundation of the (Tuxlre', apostles
(Israelites), Jesus Christ (an Israelite) being trie chief
corner-stone." Gentile believers shall have the nasu
ofJerusalem written on them. In that they shall share
the citizenship antityplcal to that of the literal Jeru
salem. 5-8. Judah (meaning praise) stands first, a*
Jesus* tribe. Benjamin, the youngest. Is hast ; and
with bim is associated second last. Joseph. Reuben.
as originally first-born, comes next after Jadah. to
whom it gave place, having by sin lost its prirooeeaiture-right. Besides the reason given above, another
akin for the omission of Dan, is, its bavins; been tbe
first to lapse into idolatry (Judges, 18 J; for which
same reason tbe name Epbraim, also [cf. Judres, 17 :
Hosea, 4. 17), is omitted, and Joseph substituted. Also,
it had been now for long almost extinct. Long before,
the Hebrews say LGkotius), it was reduced to the ore
family of Hussim, which perished subsequently in tte
wars before Ezra's time. Hence it is omitted 1 Chro
nicles, 4.-8. Dan's small numbers are joined here to
Kaphtali's, whose brother he was by tbe same mother.
[Bekqe.l.1 The twelve times twelve thousand sealed
ones of Israel are tbe nucleus of transfigured huraa&itr
[Aubkiilen I, to which the elect Gentiles are joined,
"a multitude which no man could number." r. 9 rie,
the church of Jews and Gentiles indiscriminately, in
which the Gentiles are the predominant element,
Luke. 21. 24. Tbe word "tribes," Greek, impiie-s that
believing Israelites are In this countless multitude'.
Both are in heaven, yet ruling over the earth, a
ministers of blessing to its inhabitants ; whilst npc=
earth the world of nations Is added to the kingdom cf
Israel. The twelve apostles stand at the head of the
whole. The upper and the lower congregation, tbouffa
distinct, are intimately associated. 9. nomas—tirrek.
"noone." of all nations—Greek."ovTOF etrry n*t£icn.m
Tbe human race is one nation by origin, but afterwards
separated itself into tribes, peoples, and tongues; bene*,
the one singular stands first, followed by tbe> three
plurals, kindreds — Greet, "tribes." people — GmJr,
"peoples." The " first-fruits unto the Lamb." the
144.000 (ch. 14. 1-4) of Israel, are followed by a copious
harvest of all nations, an election out of the Gentiles,
as the 144,000 are an election out of Israel lXp*«, * $.
white robes— (.tfbfc, ch.«.ll;alsoch. 3-S. 18; a.4.) palas
in... hands—the antitype to Christ's entry into Jerusa
lem amidst the palm-bearing multitude.
This shall
be just when He is about to come visibly and taks
possession of His kingdom. The palm-branch is she
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symbol of joy and triumph. It was used at the feast
of tabernacles, on the fifteenth day of the seventh
month, when they kept feast to God in thanksgiving
for the ingathered fruits. The antitype shall be the
completed gathering in of the harvest of the elect re
deemed here described. Cf. Zechariah. 14. 10, whence
It appears that the earthly feast of tabernacles will be
renewed, in commemoration of Israel's preservation
In her long wilderness like sojourn among the nations
from which she shall now be delivered, just as the
original typical feast was to commemorate her dwell
ing for forty years in booths or tabernacles in the
literal wilderness. 10. cried—Greek. "cry,"in the three
oldest MSS.. A. B, C. Vulgate, Syriae, and Coptic It
is their continuing, ceaseless employment. Salvatbu
—lit., "tub salvation:" all the praise of our salvation
be ascribed to our God. At the Lord's entry into
Jerusalem, the type, similarly salvation is the cry of
the palm-bearing multitudes. Hosanna means scire us
now: taken from Psalm 118. 25, in which Psalm (14. 15.
22. 20; the same connexion occurs between salvation.
the tabernacles of the righteous, and the Jews' cry to
be repeated by the whole nation at Christ's coming.
" Blessed be He that cometh in the name of the Lord.1*
11. The angels, as in ch. 5. 11, in their turn take up the
anthem of praise. There it was "many angels," here
it is "alt the angels." stood—" were standing." [AlroRD.l 12. Greek, " The blessing, the glory, the wis
dom, the thanksgiving, the honour, i/ie power, the
might [the doxology is sevenfold, implying its totality
and completeness.), unto the ages of tite ages." 13.
answered—vis., to my thoughts: spoke, asking the
question which might have been expected to ansa in
John's mind from what has gone before. One of the
twenty-four elders, representing the Old and .New
Testament ministry, appropriately acts as interpreter
of this vision of the glorified church. What, &c—tfreefc
order, " These which are arrayed in white robes, who
are theyr 14. Sir-Greefe, " Lord." B. C, Vulgate.
Syriae, Coptic versions, and Cyprian read, "My
Lord." A omits "My," as English Version, thou
knowest—Taken from Erekiel. 37. S. Comparatively
ignorant ourselves of divine things, it is well for us to
look upwards for divinely-communicated knowledge,
came—rather as Greek, "come;" implying that they
are just come, great tribulation—Greek, "the great
tribulation:" ** the tribulation, the great one," viz., the
tribulation to which the martyrs were exposed under
the fifth seal, the same which Christ foretells as about
to precede His coming (Matthew, 24. 21. great tribula
tion), and followed by the same signs as the sixth seal
(Matthew, 24. 20, SO), cf. Daniel, 12. l: including also
retrospectively all the tribulation which the saints of
all ages have had to pass through. Thus this seventh
chapter is a recapitulation of the vision of the six seals,
ch. 0„ to till up the outline there given in that part of
it which affects the faithful of that day. There, however, their number was waiting to be completed, but
here it is completed, and they are seen taken out of
the earth before the judgments on the anti-Christian
apostasy: with their Lord, they, and all His faithful
witnesses and disciples of past ages, wait for His com
ing and their coming to be glorified and reign together
with Him. Meanwhile, in contrast with their previous
sufferings, they are exempt from the hunger, thirst,
and scorching heats of their life onearth (v. 16), and are
fed and refreshed by the Lamb of God Himself (v. 17;
ch. 14. 1-4. 13) : an earnest of their future perfect
blessedness in both body and soul united ich. 2L t-0;
22. 1-6). washed—robes... white in the blood of.. .Lamb—
(ch. l. :>: Isaiah, l. 18: Hebrews, 9. 14; l John. 1. 7; cf.
Isaiah. 01. 10; Zechariah, 3.3-5.) Faith applies to the
heart the purifying blood: once for all for justification,
continually throughout the life for sanctifl cation, 15.
T her elore—Because ihey are so washed white; for with
out
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out it they could never have entered God's holy hea
ven : ch. 22. 14, "Blessed are those who wash their
robes (the oldest MSS. reading) that they may have
right to the tree of life, and may enter in through the
gates into the city," 15; 21. 27; Epheeians, 5. 20, 27. be
fore—Greek, "in the presence of." Matthew, 6. 8;
l Corinthians. 13. 12, "face to face." throne...tern pie—
These are connected because we can approach the
heavenly King only through priestly mediation; there
fore, Christ is at once King and Priest on His throne,
da; a;.ii night— it., perpetually; as those approved of
as priests by the Sanhedrim were clothed in white, and
kept by turns a perpetual watch in the temple at Jeru
salem : cf. as to the singers, 1 Chronicles, 0. 33. "day
and night?' Psalm 134. l. Strictly "there is no night'
in the heavenly sanctuary (ch. 22. 5). in his templein what is the heavenly analogue to His temple on
earth, for strictly there is "no temple therein" (ch. 21.
•22), "God and the Lamb are the temple" filling the
whole, so that there is no distinction of sacred and
secular places, the city is the temple, and the temple
the city. Cf. ch. 4. 9, " the four living creatures rest not
day and night, saying. Holy," &c. shall dwell among;
them— rather [Gretk sccnosei ep* autous), "shall be tho
tabernacle over them" (cf. ch. 21. 3; Leviticus. 26. 11;
especially Isaiah, 4. 5. 0 ; 8. 14 ; 25. 4 ; Ezekiel, 37. 27;.
His dwelling among them is to be understood as a
secondary truth, besides what is expressed, viz., ilia
being their corert. When once He tabernacled among
us as the Word made flesh. He was in great lowliness;
then Ha Bhall be in great glory. 16. (Isaiah, 49. 10.)
hunger no more—as they did here, thirst any more—
(John. 4. 13.) the sub—literally, scorching in the East.
Also, symbolically, the sun of persecution, neither...
light—Greek, "by no means at all... light"* (fall), £c.
beat—as the sirocco. 17. in the midst of the throne— i.e.,
in the middle point in front of the throne (ch. 5. 0).
feed— Greek, "tend as a shepherd.'1 living fountains of
water—A, B, Vulgate, and Cyprian read, (eternal)
"life's fountains of waters." "Living'* is not sup
ported by the old authorities.
CHAPTER VIIT.
Ver. 1-13. SevfsthSf.au Preparation for the
Seven Trumpets. Tux Four First, asd thk Con
sequent Plaques. 1. was—Greet, "came to pass:"
"began to be." silence in heaven about... half an hour—
The last seal having been broken open, the book of
God's eternal plan of redemption is opened for the
Lamb to read to the blessed ones of heaven. The halfhour's silence contrasts with the previous jubilant
songs of the great multitude, taken up by the angels
(ch. 7. 9-11). It is the solemn introduction to the em
ployments and enjoyments of the eternal Sabbath-rest
of the people of God, commencing with the Lamb's
reading the book heretofore sealed up. and which wo
cannot know till then. In ch. 10. 4. similarly at the eva
of the sounding of the seventh trumpet, when the
seven thunders uttered their voices, John la forbidden
to write them. The seventh trumpet (ch. 11. lfr-iO)
winds up God's vast plan of providence and grace in
redemption, just as the seventh seal brings it to the
same consummation. So also the seventh vial, ch. 13.
17. Not that the seven seals, the seven trumpets, and
the seven vials, though parallel, are repetitions. They
each trace the course of divine action up to the grand
consummation in which they all meet, under a differ
ent aspect. Thunders, lightnings, an earUiquake, and
voices, close the seven thunders and the seven seals
alike (cf. ch. 8. 5, with ch. 11. 19). Cf. at the seventh
vial, the voices, thunders, lightnings, and earthquake,
ch. 16. 18. The half-hour silence is the brief piuse
gives to Jons between the preceding vision and the
following one, implying, on the one hand, the solemn
introduction to the eternal snbbatfsm which is to fol
low the seventh seal; and, on the other, the eUenco
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which continued during the Incense accompanied
prayers which usher in the first of the seven trum
pets 'ch. 8. 3-5). In the Jewish temple, musical instru
ments and singing resounded during the whole time of
the offering of the sacrifices, which formed the first
part of the service. But at the offering of incense,
solemn silence was kept (Psalm 02. 1, " My soul wadet/t
upon God," Margin, "is silent;" 65. 1, Margin], the
people praying secretly all the time. The ha'f-hour
stillness implies, too, the earnest adoring expectation
with which the blessed spirits and the angels await the
aucceeding unfolding of God's judgments. A sttort
space is" implied; for even an hour is so used (ch. 17. 12;
18. 10, 19. 3. the seven angels—Cf. the apocryphal
Tobit, 12. 15, "I am Raphael, one of the seven holy
angels which present the prayers of the saints, and
which go In and out before the glory of the Holy one."
Of. Luke, l. 19, " I am Gabriel, that stand in the pres
ence of God." ttooi—Greek, "stand." seven trumpets
—These como in during the time whilst the martyrs
rest until their fellow-servants also, that shouidbe killed
as tlity were, should be fulfilled; for it is the inhabiters
of the earth on whom the judgments fall, on whom also
the martyrs prayed that they should fall {ch. 6. 10 .
All the ungodly, and not merely some one portion of
them, are meant, all the opponents and obstacles in
the way of the kingdom of Christ and His saints, as is
proved by ch. 11. 15, 18, end. at the close of the seven
trumpets. The Revelation becomes mbre special only
as it advances further (ch. 13.; 16. 10; 17.; 18). By the
seven trumpets the world-kingdoms are overturned to
make way for Christ's universal kingdom. The first
four are connected together ; and the last three, which
alone have Woe, woe. woe {v. T-13). 3. another angelnot Christ, as many think : for He, in Revelation, is
always designated by one of Bis proper titles; though,
doubtless, He is the only true High Priest, the Angel
of the covenant, standing before the golden altar of
incense, and there, as Mediator, offering up His peo
ple's prayers, rendered acceptable before God through
the incense of His merit. Here the angel acts merely
as a n.inistcring spirit, just as the twenty-four elders
}iave vials full of odours, or incense, which are the
prayers of saints, and which they present before the
Lamb. How precisely their ministry, in perfuming
the prayers of the saints and offering them on the altar
of incense, is exercised, we know not, but we do know
they are not to be prayed to. If we send an offering
of tribute to the king, the king's messenger is not
allowed to appropriate what is due to the king alone,
there was given onto him—The angel does not provide
the Incense ; It is given to him by Christ, whose meri
torious obedience and death are the incense, rendering
the saints' prayers well-pleasing to God. It is not the
saints who give the angel the incense ; nor are their
prayers Identified with the Incense; nor do they offer
their prayers to htm. Christ alone is the Mediator
through whom, and to whom, prayer is to be offered,
offer it with the prayers—rather as Greek, "give it to
the prayers,* so rendering them efficacious as a sweet'
smelling saronrto God. Christ's merits alone can thus
incense our prayers, though the angelic ministry be
employed to attach this incense to the prayers. The
saint's praying on earth, and the angel's Incensing in
heaven, are simultaneous, all saints—The prayers
both or the saints in the heavenly rest, and of those
militant on earth. The martyrs' cry Is the foremost,
and brings down the ensuing judgments, geldeu altar
—Antitype to the earthly. 4. the smoke... which came
with the priyers... ascended np—rather, " the smoke of
the imense roR (or given to: 'given' being under
stood from v. 3) the prayers of the saints ascended up,
out of the angel's hand, in the presence of God." The
angel merely burns the incense given him by Christ the
High Priest, so that its smnke blends with the ascend-
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lng prayers of the saints. The saints themselves are
priests ; and the angels In this priestly ministrauoa
are but tlteir fellow servants ch. 19 10. S.caititafc
the earth—i.e., unto the earth : the hot ccnui off the
altar cast on the earth, symbolize God's fiery judjments about to descend on the chimin foes in aasver
to the saints* inccnse-perfuinwi prayers whith hire
just ascended before God, and those of the rosrirn.
How marvellous the power of the saints' iirajfri!
there wtre—" there took place.* or "ensued.* wsts
...thundering!. &c — B places the "voice*" after ** thmv
derlnga." A places it after "lightnings." 8. *>una-hbw
the trumpets. 7. The common feature of the fimfoai
trumpets is, the judgments under them affect tioniraJ
objects, the accessories of life, the earth, trees, gnus,
the sea. rivers, fountains, the light of the sun. moon.
and stars. The last three, the woe-trumitU is. u.
affect men's life with pain, death, and hell He
language is evidently drawn from the plagues of Eeypt,
five or six out of the ten ex-ictly correspondiaj: it*
hail, the fire (Exodus, 9. 24, the watih tHrwdto'Avi
(Kxodus.7. lQJ.the darkness Kxo<ius, iO.il], thetotwu
(Exodus. 10. 12). and perhaps the d*ath (ch. a. in
judicial retribution in kind characterizes the inflic
tions of the four first, tiiose elements which had bwa
abused punishing their abusers, mingled wit a -A, fi.
and Futgate, read. 0*r«Jk."...is blood." So in the cue
of the second and third vials ch. 10. 5, 4J. epos la
earth—Gresk, "unto the earth." A. B. Fulfils, snd
Sirriacadd." And the third of the earth was bnroitnV*
So under the third trumpet, the tftird of U« rivers i»
affected ; also, under the sixth trumpet, the tAird pari
of men are killed. In Zechariah. 13. 8. 9, ttdi trips*
lite division appears, but the proportions rerersed,
two parts killed, only a third preserred. liert, na
rcrsa, two-thirds escape, one-third is smitten. It*
Are was the predominant element, all greca gms-w
longer a third, but all is burnt up. 8. as it were—wt
literally a mountain : a mountain like burniM m*&
There is a plain allusion to Jeremiah, 51. 25; Ask*. '■
4. thud part of the sei became bl cd—In tU reniid
second vial, the whole sea (not merely a tAirdi becefia
blood. The overthrow of Jericho, the type of the ictiChristian Babylon, after which Israel, under Josh**(the same name as Jesus), victoriously took possesses
of Canaan, the type of Christ's and His people's kw
dom. is perhaps alluded to in the sieves trumytf,
which end in the overthrow of all Christ's foes. ssA
the setting up of His kingdom. On the *w;fa day.ai
the sevenVi time, when the seven priests blew the *r^»
rams' horn trumpets, the people shouted, andthev/siis
fell flat: and then ensued the blood shedding cf the f«*
A mountain-like fiery mass would not naturally etuif*
water into blood; nor would the third pari of duj* b*
thereby destroyed. The symbolical interpretrti to*
the sliips here to be churches. For the 6rt*k here U
thips is not the common one. but that used in tte
gospels of the apostolic vessel In which Chmt taoftl:
and the first churches were in the shape of an inrtrtri
ship: and the Greek for destroyed is aso used at feewt'
leal corruptinpi [I Timothy, 6. 6J. 10. a lamp—a t*rA.
11. The symbolixers interpret the star fallen /n*
heaven, as a chief minister (Amirs, according to Bi>
likokr. Benuxx, &c. : or some future false teacher. &
as Is more likely, the event be still future failus ttw
his high place in the church, and instead of sbiniei
with heavenly light as a star, becoming a torch lit «'-i
earthly fire and smouldering with smoke. And w*
wood, though medicinal in some cases, if used as wi
nery water, would not only be dis*greeabie to lw
taste, but also fatal to life : so *' heretical wt-rmvtca
changes the sweet Siloas of Scripture into d*ag^
Maralis." [Wordsworth.) Contrast the coore»
chance of bitter Marah water into sweet Eiodoi i*
I S3, die. Aj-tokd gives a* an illustration inanbyB*
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point of view, the conversion of water into fire-water
or ardent spirits, which may yet go on to destroy even \
as many as a third of the ungodly in the latter days.
12. third part—Not a total obscuration as in the sixth
seal ich. 6. 12. 13). This partial obscuration, therefore,
comes between the prayers of the martyrs under the
firth seal, and the last overwhelming judgments on the
ungodly under the sixth seal, at the eve of Christ's
coming, tbe night likewise—withdrew a third part of
the light which the bright Eastern moon and stars
ordinanly afford. 13. an ang;al—A. B, Vulgate, Syriac,
and Coptic, read for " angel," which is supported by
none of the oldest MS3., "an eagle:" tbe symbol of
judgment descending fatally from on high; the king
of bird* pouncing on the prey. Cf. this fourth trum
pet and tbe flying eagle with the fourth seal intro
duced by the fourth living creature, "like a flying
eagle." ch. 4. 7; 6. 7. 8 : the aspect of Jesus as presented
by the fourth evangelist. John is compared in the
cherubim (according to the primitive interpretation!
to a flying eagle: Christ's divine majesty in this simili
tude is set forth in the Gospel accord ng to John, His
judicial visitations in the .Revelation of John. Con
trast "another angel," or messenger, with "the ever
lasting gospel." ch. 14. & through the midst of heaven—
Greek, **in the mid-heaven," i.e.. in the part of the sky
where the sun reaches the meridian: In such a position
as that the eagle is an object conspicuous to alL the
inbabiters of the earth—the ungodly, the " men of the
world." whose " portion is in this life." upon whom the
martyrs had prayed that their blood might be avenged
(ch. 8. 10!. Not that they sought personal revenge, but
their zeal was for the honour of God against the foes of
God and His church, the other—Greek**' Vie remaining
voices.**
CHAPTER IX.
Ver. 1-21. Thb Fifth Trumpet: The Fatlkn
Stab, Opens the Abyss wiiknce Issue Locusts.
The Sixth Trumpet. Four A.ngkls at the Eu
phrates Loosed. 1. The last three trumpets of the
seven are called, from ch. 8. 13, the icoe4rvmpets. fall
—rather as Greek, " fallen." When John saw it, it was
not in the act of falling, but hid fallen already. This
is a connecting link of this fifth trumpet with ch. 12. 8.
0, 12, "woe to Ute inJutbiters of the earth, for the devil
fs sow down," &c. Cf. Isaiah, 14. IS. "How art thou
fallen from heaven, Lucifer, Son of the Morning T the
bottomless pit— Greek, " the pit of the abyss:" the orifice
Of the hell where Satan and his demons dwell. 3. upon
—Greek, "unto," or "into." as the scorpions of the
earth—As contrasted with the "locusts" which come
Tip from hell, and are not " of the earth.** have power—
viz., to sting. 4, not hurt the grass...neither.. .green
thing...neither.. .tree— the food on which they ordinarily
prey. Therefore, not natural and ordinary locusts.
Their natural instinct is supernaturally restrained to
mark the judgment as altogether Divine, those men
which— Greck."tlte men whosoever." in—Greek, "upon
their forehead." Thus this fifth trumpet is proved to
follow the sealing in ch. 7., under the sixth seat Xone
of the saints are hurt by these locusts, which is not
true of the saints in Mahomet's attack, who is sup
posed by many to be meant by the locusts ; for many
true believers fell in the Mahomedan invasions of
Christendom. 5. they. ..they—The subject changes: the
first " they" is the locusts ; the second is the unsealed.
five months—the ordinary time in the year during which
locusts continue their ravages, their torment— the
torment of the sufferers. This fifth verse and v. 6 can
not refer to an invading army. For an army would
kill, and not merely torment. 6. shall desire—Greek*
"eagerly desire:" set their mind ou. shall flee—So B,
V-ui^ate. Syriac. and Coptic read. But A. s read,
■• fieeth/'viz., continually. In ch. 6. 16. which is at a
later stage of God's judgments, the ungodly seek anni
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hilation, not from the torment of their suffering, but
from fear of the face of the Lamb before whom they
have to stand. 7. prepared uuto battle— Greek, "made
ready unto war." Cf. Note, Joel, a. 4, where tbe re
semblance of locusts to horses Is traced: the plates of
a horse armed for battle are an image on a larger scale
of the outer shell of the locust, crowns— IN ahum. 3.
17.) Elliott explains this of the turbans of Maliomedans. But how could turbans be "like gold'/' Alford understands it of the head of the locusts actually
ending in a crown shaped fillet which resembled gold
in its material, as the faces of men—The " as" seems to
imply the locusts here do not mean wn. At the same
time they are not natural locusts, for these do not
sting men [v. 5). Tbey must be supernatural. 8. hair
cf women—long and flowing. An Arabic proverb com
pares the antlers of locusts to the hair of girls.
Ewald in Alford understands tbe allusion to be to
the hair on the legs or bodies of the locusts: cf. "rough
caterpillars." Jeremiah. 51. 27. as the teeth of lions—
(Joel. l. 6, as to locusts.) 8. as it were breastplates of
iron— not such as forms the thorax of the natural
locust, as. -chariots — (Joel. 2. 6 7.) battle — Greek,
" war." 10. tails like unto scorpions—like unto the tails
of scorpions, and there were stings—There is no oldest
MS. for this reading. A, B, at. Syriac. and Coptic read,
'and (they have) stings: aud in their tails lis) their
power dit., authority: authorized power; to hurt,* Ac
11. And—So Syriac, But A. B, h. omit "and." had—
Greek, "have." a king...r/iicA is the smgt\—English
Version, agreeing with A, tt, reads the [Greek, article
before " angel," in which reading we must translate,
"They have as king over them the angel." Lc. Satan
(cf. v. 1). Omitting the article with B. we must trans
late, "Tbey have as king an angel." ic. : one of tho
chief demons under Satan : 1 prefer from v. 1, the
former, bottomless pit—(ir«eJfc, "abyss." Abaddon—i.e.,
perdition or destruction (Job. £6. 6; Proverbs, 27. SOi.
The locusts are supernatural instruments in the hands
of Satan to torment, and yet not kill, the ungodly.
under this fifth trumpet. Just as in the case of godly
Job. Satan was allowed to torment with elephantiasis,
but not to touch his life. In v. 20, these two woetrumpets are expressly called" plagues." Andrsas
of Cesarea, a.d. oOO, held, in bis Commentary on Reve
lation, that the locusts mean evil spirits again per*
mitted to come forth on earth and afflict men with
various plagues. 13. Greek, " The one woe." hereafter
—Greek, "after these things." I agree with Arxvi:r\
De Hi'f.oh, A'c. that these locusU from the abyss refer
to judgments about to fall on the ungodly immediately
before Christ's second advent. None of the interpre
tations which regard them as past, are satisfactory.
Joel. l. 27; 2. l-il, is strictly parallel, and expressly
refers (2. 11) to tub day of iiik Lord great and
VfcRY tekkiblk: v. 10 gives the portents accompany
ing the day of the Lord's coming. Vie earth quaking,
the htarens trembling, the sun, moon, and stars, with
drawing tlicir shining: v. 16. 31.32, also point to the
immediately succeeding deliverance of Jerusalem: cf.
also, the previous List conflict in the valley of Jehoshaphat. and the dwelling of God thenceforth in Zion,
blessing J udah. 1)e liunou confines the locust-judg
ment to the Israelite land, even as the sealed in ch. 7.
aro Israelites : not that there are not others sealed as
elect in the earth; but that, the judgment being con
fined to Falestijie, the sealed of Israel alone needed to
be expressly excepted from the visitation. Therefore,
he translates throughout, "the land" U.e.. of Israel
and J udah), instead of "the earth." I incline to agree
with him. 13. a voice— lit., "one voice." from—(.'fret,
"out of." the four horns—A, Vulgate (Amiatinus MS.),
Coptic, aDd Syriac. omit " four." B and Cyprian sup
port it. The four horns together gave forth their voice,
not diverse, but one. God's revelation .e.g..the gospel).
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though In its aspects fourfold (/our expressing wortrfwitle extension: whence /our is the number of the evan
gelists), still has but one and the same voice. How
ever, from the parallelism of this sixth trumpet to the
firth seat (eh. 0. o. 10', the martyrs' cry for the avenging
of their blood from the altar reaching its consumma
tion under the sixth seal and sixth trumpet, I prefer
understanding this try from the four corners of the
■altar, to refer to tlio saints' prayerful cryfrom the four
quarters of the world. incm-ed by the angel, and
ascending to God from the golden altar of incense, and
bringing down in consequence fiery judgments, s
omits the whole clanse, "one from the four horns." 14.
in—Greek Opt to potamo\ "on,"* or "at, the great
river." Euphrates— tof. ch. 16. u.) The river whereat
Babylon, the ancient foe of God s people, was situated.
Again, whether from the literal region of the Euphrates,
or from the spiritual Babylon [the apostate church,
especially Uomf), four angelic ministers of God's judg
ments shall go forth, assembling an army of horsemen
throughout the four quarters of the earth, to slay a
third of men. The brunt of the visitation shall be on
Palestine. 15. were — *' which hsd been prepared.''
(Tregbxles rightly.) for an hour. Ac—rather as Greet,
"for (i.e.. against tiik hour, and day, and month, and
year," reappointed by God. The Greek article [teen).
put once only before all the periods, implies that the
hour in the day, and the day in the month, and the
mouth in the year, and the year itself, had been de
finitely fixed by God. The article would have been
omitted had a sum total of periods l>een specified, wt,
391 years and one mouth (tlte period from a. v. 1281,
when the Turks first conquered the Christians, to 1672,
their last conquest of them, since which last date their
empire has declined), slay— not merely to "hurt* {v. 10).
as in the fifth trumpet, third part— Note, ch. 8. 7-12.)
of men—viz., of earthy men, ch, 8. 13, " inhabiters of the
earth." as distinguished from God's sealed people fof
which tho sealed of Israel, ch. 7., form the nucleus).
16. Cf. with these 200.ooo.000, Tsalm 68. 17: Daniel, 7.
10. The hosts here are evidently, from their numbers
and their appearance (v. 17), not merely human hosts,
but probably wftrnaU though constrained to workout
God's will fcf. v. I. X). and I heard— A. B, s. Vulgate,
Syriac, Coptic, and Cyprian, omit **and.* 17. thus—
as follows, of Are—the /if ry colour of the breastplates
answering to the fire which issued out of their mouths,
of jacinth—lit., of hyacinth colour, the hyacinth of the
ancients answering to our dark blue iris: thus, their
dark-dull- coloured breastplates correspond to the smoke
out of their mouths. bnnutOLe — sulphur-coloured:
answering to tho brimstone or sulphur out of their
mouth*. 18. By thete three— A, 13. C. j* read apo for
hupo), "From,:" implying the direct ion whence the
■laughter came; uot direct instrumentality as "by"
Implies. A. it, C, y. also add "plagues'* after "three."
English Version reading, which omits it, is not well
supported, by the firs — Greek, "tncing to the fire,lit., out of. 19. their— A, B, C, « read. ** the power of
the horses." ia their mouth— whence issued the fire,
smoke, and brimstone (v. 171. Many interpreters un
derstand the horsemen to refer to the myriads of Turk
ish cavalry arrayed in scarlet, blue, and yellow tfire,
hyacinth, and brimstone}, the lion-hcaded horses denot
ing their invincible courage, and Vie fire and brimstone
out of their mouths, the gunpowder and artillery, in
troduced into Europe about tills time, and employed
by the Turks; the tails, like serpents, having a venom
ous sting, tho false religion of Mahomet supplanting
Christianity, or. as Elliott thinks, the Turkish
Pachas' horse tails, worn as a symbol of authority, (!)
All this is very doubtful. Considering the parallelism
or this sixth trumpet to the sixth seal, the likelihood ia
that events are intended immediately preceding the
lord'a coming. " The fata prophet*" (as Isaiah », 15
010
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proves), or second beast, having the boms of s lamb,
but speaking as the dragon, who supports by him
miracles the final Antichrist, seems to me to beio'toJ
ed. Mahomet, doubtless, is a forerunner of htm. ba:
not the exhaustive fnlflller of the prophecy here: Sstia
will, probably, towards the end, brine oot all the
powers of hell for the last conflict t.Xote,~ devils." t.s.
cf. v. 1. t, 17, is), with them—with tho serpent beii=
and their venomous fangs. 20. the rest of the nw-t t..
the ungodly, yet—So A, Vulgate, Syriac, and Cuftir.
B. s read, " did not even repent of." viz., so ss to pre
up " the works." &c. like Pharaoh hardening ^
heart against repentance, notwithstanding thepU^n.
of their hands—Deuteronomy. 31. 29 ) hxpeaal'r t£e
idols made by tlieir hands. Cf.ch. 13. 14. lVtheuLi^
of the beast;" ch. 10. 20. that they shcnld trt-SoB
reads. But A. C, j( read. "... shall not." implxir.? i
prophecy of certainty that it shall be so. devib—^na.
"demons:* which lurk beneath the idols which i in
ters worship. 21. sorctries — witchcrafts by mtssi d
drugs (so the Greek). One of the fruits of the u re
newed flesh : the sin of the heathen: about to be rtpti's J
by apostate Christians In the last days, eh. 21 IV**cerers." The heathen who shall have rejected tst
proffered gospel and clung to their fleshly lost*, sad
apostate Christians who shall have relapsed into ~£e
same, shall share the same terrible judgments. ^
worship of Images was established in the East in MS
a.d. fornication— singular : whereas the other sm? -""
in the plural. Other sins are perpetrated at interna
those lacking purity of heart indulge in one parjetaal
fornication. I B t so r. r.. ]
CHAPTER X.
Ver. l-u. Vision or th a Ljttlb Book. Asia
episode was introduced between the sixth and sewctt
seals, so there is one here (ch. 10. ill, 141 after tae
sixth and Introductory to the seventh trumpet ct &.
15. which forms thegrand consummations. Th*cai.o
and her fortunes are the subject of this episode : as da
judgments on the unbelieving inhabiters of the earti
[ch. 8. 13) were the exclusive subject of the fifth ssd
sixth woe-trumpets. Ch. 6. 11 is plainly referred w £
v. fl below; inch. 6, lithe martyrs crying to be averjS'J
were told they must "rest yet for a little season* a
time: in v. 6 here they are assured, "There shall hi
no longer iany interval of J time.-" their prayer tbsii
have no longer to wait, but (v. 7} at the trumpets****
iiia1 of tlte seventh angel shall be consummated. ar-J
the mystery of God (His mighty plan heretofore bit'..c,
but then to be revealed: shall be finished. IV WW
optn book (r. % 9, 10} is given to John by the aavri waS
a charge (r. II) that he must prophesy ago m amxrm
ing (so the Greek) peoples, nations, tongues. asutkt*f<
which prophecy (as appears from ch. ll.; aftecU ifctfd
peoples, nations, tongues, and kings only in relays ^
Iskakl and tjie cuuitCB. who form the main esject of the prophecy. 1. Another mighty aigei-«
distinguished from the mighty anotl who asked u w
the former and more comprehensive book .ch. i -.
"Who is worthy to open the bookT clothed wUi i
cloud—The emblem of God coming in judgmect. »— AB. C. x read "The :" referring to ch. 4. 3i the rcviV-i
already mentioned, rainbow npon bis head—The- ez?
blem of covenant mercy to God's people. *mid5t ]-sd.-<
ment on God's foes. Resumed from ch. 4. 3 iseeAVus
there,', faces* ...the inn— (ch. 1. 18; IS. l.i fe*t«p^i
of fire— (ch. 1. 16; Kzekicl, 1.7.) The angel, a* repre««'
tative of Christ, reflects His glory, and tears the irsinnia attributed in ch. 1. 15. 10; 4. 3. to Christ bJmu^.
The pillar of fire by night led Israel throojrh the w&
derness, and was the symbol of God's presence. S. Ba
hsi-Greek. "Having.' in hti hand-in his lefthaaiij
as in v. 6 \Note). he lifts up his right hand ta fceortm,
a little book— A roll Jr'tffa In comparison wtth the " bo-tk'
(ch. 6. I) which contained the vtooU rut schece at
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Oath of the Angel that
God's purposes, not to be fully read till the final con appointed season or lime of delay is at an end (the
summation. This other, a less book, contained only a same Greek Is here as in ch. 6. 11, chroiius',. Isot aa
portion which John was now to make his own (u. 9. English Version implies. Tune shall end and eternity
11, and then to use in prophesying to others. The berfin. 7. But—Connected with v. 6, "There shall be
New Testament begins with the word "book" (Greek no longer time {i.e., delay), but in the days of tbe voice
biblus), of which "the little book" [Grrek biblaridion) of the seventh angel, when he is about to (so the
is the diminutive, "the little bible," the Bible in Greek} sound his trumpet (so the Greek , then ML, also;
miniature, npon the sea...earth—Though the beast with which conjunction often introduces the consequent
seven heads is about to arise out of the sea (ch. 13. 1), member of a sentence) the mystery ot God is finished,'*
and the beast with two horns like a lamb (ch. 13. 11) lit, has been finislud: the prophet regarding the
out of the earth, yet it Is but for a time, and that time future as certain as if it were past. A, C, n. *ud
shall no longer be [v. 8, 7) when once the seventh trumpet Coptic, read the past tense (Greek etelesthee). B reads.
is about to found ; the angel with his right foot on the as English Version, tbe future {Greek Celesthee), " should
sea, and his left on the earth, claims both aa God's, be finished" icf. ch. 11. 15-1?). Sweet consolation to
and as about soon to be cleared of the usurper and his the waiting saints t The seventh trumpet shall be
followers. 3. As...lion—Christ, whom the angel repre sounded without further delay, the mystery of God—
sents, is often so symbolised (ch. 6. 6," the Lion of the tbe theme of the " little book," and so of the remainder
tribe of JutiVj. seven thundeis — Greek, "the seven of the Apocalypse. What a grand contrast to the
thunders.'* They form part of the apocalyptic symbol "mystery of iniquity — Babylon." The mystery of
ism ; and so are marked by the article as well known. God's scheme of redemption, once hidden in God's
Thus thxmderings marked tbe opening of the seventh secret counsels, and dimly shadowed forth in types
seal (ch. 8. l, 6}: so also at the seventh vial (ch. 10. 17, and prophecies, but now more and more clearly re
18). Wordsworth calls this the prophetic use of the vealed according as tbe gospel-kingdom developes it
article: "the thunders, of which more hereafter." self, up to its fullest consummation at the end. Then
Their full meaning shall be only known at the grand finally His servants shall praise Him moat fully, for
consummation marked by the seventh seal, the seventh the glorious consummation of the mystery in having;
trumpet (cb. 11. 10), and the seventh vial, uttered their taken to Himself and His saints the kingdom so long
—Greek, " spake their own voices^' i.e„ voices peculiarly usurped by Satan and the ungodly. Thus this verse la
their own, and not now revealed to men. 4. Wiie o— s an anticipation of ch. 11. 16-18. declared to—Greek,
reads, "Whatsoever things." But most MS3. support " declared tbe glad tidings to." " The mystery of God**
English Version, uttered their voices—A, B, C. m omit is tbe gospel glad tidings. The office of the prophets is
" their voices." Then translate, " Had spoken.' unto to receive Vie glad tidings from God, In order to de
me—Omitted by A, B. C. k. Syriac. seal up—The oppo clare them to others. The final consummation is the
site command to ch. 22. 10. Even though at the time of great theme of the gospel announced to, and by. the
the end the things sealed in Daoiel's time were to be prophets (cf. Galattans, 3. 8). B. spake.. .and said—So
revealed, yet not so the voices of these thunders. Syriac and Coptic read. But A. B, U. "(1 heard) again
Though heard by John, they were not to be imparted speaking with me, and saying" (Ureek talousan...
by him to others in this book of Revelation : so legousan). Utile book—So tc and B read. But A, C,
terrible are they that God in mercy withholds them, "the book." 9. Greek, "1 went away." John here
since "sum Sent unto the day is the evil thereof." leaves heaven, his standing-point of observation here
The godly are thus kept from morbid ponderings over tofore, to be near the angel standing on the earth and
the evil to come ; and the ungodly are not driven by sea. Give— A, B, C. and Vulgate read the infinitive,
despair into utter wrecklessness of life. Alpord adds "Telling him to give." eu it up—appropriate its con
another aim in concealing them, viz., "godly fear, see tents so entirely as to be assimilated with fas food),
ing that the arrows of God's quiver are not ex and become part of thyself, so as to impart them the
hausted." Besides the terrors foretold, there are more vividly to others. His finding the roll sweet to
others unutterable and more horrifying lying In the the taste at first, is because it was tbe Lord's will he
background. 5. lifted up his hand—So A and Vulgate was doing, and because, divesting himself of carnal
read. But B. G, tc- Syriac, Coptic, "...his right hand.'* feeling, he regarded God's will as always agreeable,
It was customary to lift up the hand towards heaven, however bitter might be the message of judgment to
appealing to the God of truth, iu taking a solemn be announced. Cf. Psalm 40. 8, Margin* as to Christ's
nath. There Is in this part of the vision an allusion to Inner complete appropriation of God s word, thy belly
Daniel, 12. Cf. v. 4, with Daniel. 12. 4, 0; and this v. 6. bitter—Parallel to KxekieL 2. 10, "There was written
c. end. with Daniel, 13. 7. But there the angel clothed therein lamentations, and mourning, and woe." as
in linen, and standing upon the waters, sware "a honey — (Psalm 19. 10; 119. 103.) Honey sweet to tbe
time, times, and a half," were to Interpose before the mouth, sometimes turns into bile in the stomach. The
consummation: here, on the contrary, the angel stand thought that God would be glorified (ch. 11. 3-6. 11-18)
ing with his left foot on the earth, and his right upon gave him the sweetest pleasure. Yet. afterwards the
the sea, swears there shall be time no longer. There be belly, or carnal natural feeling, was embittered with
lifted up both hands to heaven; here he has the little grief at the prophecy of the coming bitter persecutions
book now open (whereas In Daniel the book is sealed) in of the church (ch. 11. 7-10), cf. John. 16. 1, 2. The reve
?n$ left /land [v. 2), and he lifts wp only his right hand lation of the secrets of futurity is sweet to one at first,
to heaven. 6. liveth for ever and tver—Greek, "liveth but bitter and distasteful to our natural man, when
unto the ages of the ages" (cf. Daniel, 12. 7). created we learn the cross which is to be borne before the
heaven.. .earth. ..sea. *c—This detailed designation of crown shall be won. John was grieved at the coming
God as the Creator, is appropriate to the subject of apostasy and the sufferings of the church at the hands
tbe angel's oath, viz,, the consummating of the mys of Antichrist. 10. the Utile book-So A, C. But B, K.
tery of God (v. 7), which can surely be brought to pass and Vulgate," the book." was bi iter—Greek, "was em
by the aame Almighty power that created all things, bittered." 11. he said—A, B, and Vulgate read, "they
and by noae else, that there should be time no longer— say unto raef an indefinite expression for " it was said
Greek, ** that time fie., an Interval of time) no longer unto me." Thou must—The obligation lies upon thee,
shall be." The martyrs shall have no longer a time to as the servant of God, to prophesy at His command,
wait for tbe accomplishment of their prayers for the again—as thou didst already in the previous part of
purgation of the earth by tbe judgments which shall this book of Kevelation. before—rather as Greek [epi
remove their and God's foes from it [ch. 0. IU. The taois), "concerning many peoples," dux, viz., in their
Oil
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and Worshippers tritA a Reed.

relation to the church. The eating of the book, as in shall yield to his pretensions. "WoKPswoRTiiohjetti
Ecekiel's case, marks John's Inauguration to his pro that, in the twenty rive passages of the Ac;s, wherein
phetical office — here to a fresh stage In it, viz.. the the Jewish temple is mentioned, it is called Jwrw,
revealing of the things which befall the holy city and , not twos, and so in the aiwstolic epistles; but this i>
the church of God—the subject of the rest of the book. I simply because no occasion for mentioning tht Html
Holy place tGreek naos] occurs in Acta and theepistki;
CHAPTER XL
Ver. 1-19. Measurement of the Temple. Tm indeed, in Acts. 7. 48. though not directly, there dots
two Witnesses' Testimony: Theik Death, Re I occur the term naos, indirectly referring to the Jerosurrection, and Ascension: The Earthquake: ] salem temple Holy place, lnaddressingGentiie&iiiThe Third Woe: The Seventh Trumpet Usukhs tians, to whom the literal Jerusalem Ump'.t iu du
in Christ's Kingdom. Thanksgiving or the familiar, it was to be expected the term *aesshoiH
TWKNTY-Koun Eld eh s. This eleventh chapter Is a ! not be found in the literal, but in the spiritual mm.
compendious summary of. and introduction to, the In e. 19. naos is used in a local sense: cf. also ch. it ^
more detailed prophecies of the same events to come 17; 16. 5. 8. 2. Bat-Gretk. "And.* the cstrUmttotl
in chs. 12.. 13.. 14., i.v., 16., 17., 1" , 19., SO. Hence we —all outside titc Holy place (p. 1). leave wt-of thy
find anticipatory allusions to the subsequent pro measurement, lit. "cast out ;" reckon as rabaUoved.
phecies: cf. r. 7. "the beast that ascendeth out of the it—Emphatlcal. /( is not to be measured: wherai
bottomless pit" fnot mentioned before), with the de the holy place is. given— by God's appointment, tata
tailed accounts, ch. IS. l. 11; 17. 8; also v. 8, "the great the Gentiles— Iu the wider sense, there are meant bin
-City," with ch. 14.8:17.1,5; 18.10. 1. and the angel itood "the times of the Gentiles," wherein Jerusalem ii
—Omitted in A, Vulgate, and Coptic. Supported by B " trodden down of the Gentiles." as the parallel, Late,
and Syriac. If it be omitted, the reed will, in construc SI. 2*, proves : for the same word is uied here [GfnC
tion, acree with "saying." So Wordsworth takes it. patein), "tread under foot." Cf. also Psalm r». l;
The reed, the canon of Scripture, the measuring reed of Isaiah. «3. is, forty. ..two months— .ch. 13.51 TbesaEt
the church, our rule of faith, speaks. So in ch. 10. 7, period as Daniel's "time, times,andabair"fen,IlH:
the. altar is personified as speaking (cf. Note there). The and v. 3, and ch. 12. 6. the woman a fugitive in tk
Spirit speaks in the canon of Scripture (the word wilderness "a thousand two hundred and thretscot"
canon is derived from Hebrew kaneK **• reed," the days." In the wider sense, we may either adopt da
word here used: and John it was who completed the year-day theory of 1260 years ;on which, and the papal
canon). So VicrojuNim. Aquinas, and Vitiunoa. rule of l2tQ years, see my Notes, Daniel. 7. K; 8. it; ft
"Like a Tod," viz., straight: like a rod of iron (ch. t. 11). or rather, regard the 2300 days [Daniel. L W,V&
27, unbending, destroying all error, and that " cannot days (Daniel. 12, 11. I2i. 1290 days, and ifCo dm u
be broken." Ch. 2. 27; Hebrews, 1. 8, Greek, "a rod symbolical of the long period of the Gentile Ubb.
of straJghtness," English Version, "a sceptre of right whether dating from the subversion of the Jewish
eousness:'* this is added to guard against it being theocracy at the Babylonian captivity (the ttafoV?L
thought that the reed was oue "shaken by the wind." having been never since restored to Israel:, or froa
In the abrupt style of the Apocalypse, ** saying* is the last destruction of Jerusalem under Titus, sod ex
possibly indefinite, put for "one said." Still Words- tending to the restoration of the theocracy at the eas
worth's view agrees best with the Greek. So the ing of Him " whose rhtht it is f the different ep*v»«
ancient commentator, Andreas of Cesarea, in the end marked by the 2-.:oo. 133ft, 1290. and 12£0 days, will eo*.t*
of the fifth century [cf. Note, v. 3. 4). the temple—Greek fully cleared up till the grand consummation: Iwt
noon (as distinguished from the Greek hicrons or meanwhile, onr duty and privilege urge us to raws?.temple in general), the holy place, "the sanctuary.*' gate them. Some one of the epochs assigned by to*-'*
the altar—of incense ; for it alone was in the sanctuary may be right, but as yet it is uncertain. The timet cf
{Greek naos).
The measurement of the holy place the Gentile monarchies during Israel's «ve% tima
seems to me to stand parallel to the sealing of the punishment, will probably, in the narrower sense i. :.
elect of Israel under the sixth seal. God's elect are be succeeded by the much more restricted lime* cf
symbolised by the sanctuary at Jerusalem (1 Corin the personal Antichrist's tyranny in the Holy Laai
thians, 3. 16. 17, where the same Greek word naos occurs The long years of papal misrule may be followed If
for "temple." as here}. Literal Israel in Jerusalem, the short time of the man of sin . who shall eonceBtntc
and with the temple restored (Ezekiel, 40. 3, 4, where in himself all the apostasy, persecution, and evii of tire
also the temple is measured with the measuring reed, various forerunning antichrists. Antiochus, M*l«#?*
41.. 42., 43., 44.). shall stand at the head of the elect Popery, just before Christ's advent. His time shall t*
church. The measuring Implies at once the exactness the bicapitulation and open consummation o£^
of the proportions of the temple to be restored, and "mystery of iniquity" so long leavening the w**
the definite completeness (not one being wanting] of Witnessing elm relies may be followed by witeetsS
the numbers of the Israelite, and of the Gentile elec individuals, the former occupying the longer, tht !*#*'
tions. The literal temple at Jerusalem shall be the the shorter period. The tAree and a ha'/ ill» °**7]
typical forerunner of the heavenly Jerusalem, in which being three and a half years of £60 days each, doc*
there shall be all temple, and no portion exclusively which the two witnesses prophesy in sackcloth' is ■<
set apart as temple. John's accurately drawing the sacred number seven balved.im plying the anti-Cbrht-^
distinction in subsequent chapters between God's ser world-power's time is broken at best: it answer* »
vants, and those who bear the mark of the beast, is the aTiree and a half years' period in which Christ «*
the way whereby he fulfils the direction here given him nesscd for the truth, and the Jews, His own peof -to measure the temple. The fact that the temple is disowned Him, and the God-opposed world-power o*"
distinguished from them thai worship therein, favours citted Him {cf. Note. Daniel. 9. 271. The three asd »
the view that the spiritual temple, the Jewish and half, In a word, marks the time in which the earth?
Christian church, is not exclusively meant, but that rules over the heavenly kingdom. It was the dungs*
the literal temple must also be meant. It shall be re of Antiochus* treading down of the temple, and peoebuilt on the return of the Jews to their land. Anti cution of faithful Israelites. The resurrection of tt*
christ shall there put forward his blasphemous claims. witnesses after three and a half days, »csw*"1f
The seated elect of Israel, the head of the elect church, Christ's resurrection after three days. Tbe «***
alone shall refuse his claims. These shall constitute power's times never reach the sacred fulness of $<*"
the true sanctuary which is here measured, t\e.. ac times 3*>. t «., 25«0. though they approach w it to BJ
curately marked and kept by God, whereas the rest {Daniel, 8. l*j. The forty-two months awnex w i**"1
ei2
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forty-two sojourninps (Numbers, 33. 1-50) in tho wilder
ness, as contrasted with the Sabbatic rest in Canaan:
reminding the church that here, in the world-wilderness. tho cannot look for her Sabbatic rest. Also,
three and a half years was the period of ihe heaven
being shut op, and of consequent famine in Elias' time.
Tims, three and a half represented to the church the
idea of toil, pilgrimage, and persecution. 3. I will
give power—There is no "power" in the Greek, so that
"give" must mean "give commission," or some such
word, my two wi'nessf ■— Greet:, " the two witnesses of
me." The article implies that the two were well known
at least to John, prophesy—preach under the inspira
tion of the Spirit, denouncing judgments against the
ajosute. they are described by symbol as "the two
olive trees" and " the two candlesticks," or lamp-stands,
" standing before the God of the earth." The reference
is to Zechariah, 4. 3, 12. where two individuals are
meant, Joshua and Zerubbabel, who ministered to the
Jewish church, just as the two olive trees emptied the
oil out of themselves into the bowl of the candlestick.
8o in the final apostasy God will raise up two inspired
witnesses to minister encouragement to the afflicted,
though sealed, remnant. As two candlesticks are men
tioned r. 4, but only one in Zechariah, 4., I think the
twofold church, Jewish and Gentile, may be meant by
the two candlesticks represented by the two witnesses:
just as in ch. E\, there are described first the sealed of
Israel, then those of all nations. But see Note, v. 4.
The actions of the two witnesses are just those of
Moses when witnessing for God against Pharaoh (the
type of Antichrist, the last and greatest foe of Israel ,
turning the waters into blood, and smiting with
plagues ; and of Elijah (the witness for God in an
almost universal apostasy of Israel, a remnant of 7ixo,
however, being left, as the 144,000 sealed, ch. 7.) causing
fire by his word to detour the enemy, and shutting
heamn, so that it rained not for Viree years and six
months, the very time {Vieo days) during which the two
witnesses prophesy. Moreover, the words "witness"
and " prophesy" are usually applied to individuals, not
to abstractions (cf. Psalm 62. 8). Db Buksjh thinks
Elijah and Moses will again appear, as Malachl, 4. 6. 0
seems to imply (cf. Matthew, 17. 11; Acts, 3.21}. Moses
and Elijah appeared with Christ at the transfiguration,
which foreshadowed His coming millennial kingdom.
As to Moses, cf. Deuteronomy, 34. 5. 6; Jude, 9. Elias'
genius and mode of procedure bears the same relation
to the second coming of Christ, that John the Baptist's
did to the first coming. [Bb>gel] Many of the early
church thought the two witnesses to be Enoch and
Elijah. This would avoid the difficulty of the dying a
second time, for these have never yet died; but, per
haps, shall be the witnesses slain. Still, the turning the
voter to blood, and the plagues [v. 6), apply best to
Moses (cf. ch. 15. 3, "the song of Moses"). The transfiguration-glory of Moses and Elias was not their per
manent resurrection-state, which shall not be till
Christ shall come to glorify His saints, for He has pre
cedence before all in rising. An objection to this
interpretation is. that those blessed departed servants
of God would have to submit to death (r. 7. S), and this
in Moses' cue a second time, which Hebrews. 9. 27
denies. See my Note, Zechariah. 4. 11, 12. on the two
witnesses as answering to " the two olive trees." Tho
two olive trees are channels of the oil feeding the
church, and symbols of peace. The Holy -Spirit is the
oil in them. Christ's witnesses, in remarkable times
of the church's history, have generally appeared in
pairs : as Motes and Aaron, the inspired civil and
religious authorities; Caleb and Joshua; Ezekiel the
priest, and Daniel the prophet: Zerubbabel and
Joshua, in sackcloth—The garment of prophets, espe
cially when calling people to mortification of their sins,
and. to repentance. Their very exterior aspect accorded
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with their teachings : so Elijah, and John who came in
his spirit and power. The sackcloth of the witnesses
is a catchword linking this episode under the sixth
trumpet, with the sun black as sackcloth (in righteous
retribution on the apostates who rejected God's wit
nesses) under the sixth seal (ch. 0. 12). 4. standing
before the God of the earth—A, B. C. Vulgate, Syriac,
Coptic and Andkkas read "Lord" for "God:" so
Zechariah. 4. 14 Ministering to (Luke, l. 10), and as
in the sight of. Him who, though now so widely dis
owned on earth, is its rightful King, and shall at last
be openly recognised as such (v. 16). The phrase alludes
to Zechariah. 4. 10. 14. "the two anointed ones that
stand by the Lord of the whole earth." The article
" the* marks this allusion. They are " the twocandlesticks," not that they aro the church, the one candle*
slick, but as its representative light-bearers {Greek,
Philippians. 2. 16. phosteres), and ministering for its
encouragement in a time of apostasy. Words worth's
view is worth consideration, whether it may not consti
tute a secondary sense: the two witnesses, theoiirt trees,
are the two tkstamexts ministering their testimony
to the church of the old dispensation, as well as to that
of the new, which explains the two witnesses being
called also the txeo candlesticks (the Old and New Tes
tament churches : the candlestick in Zechariah. 4. is
but one, as there was then but one testament, and one
church, the Jewish). The church in both dispensations
has no light in herself, but derives it from the Spirit
through the witness of the twofold word, the two olive
trees : cf. (Note) v. 1, which is connected with this, the
reed, the Scripture canon, being the measure of the
church: so Primasius X . p. 314 : the two witnesses
preach In sackcloth, marking the ignominious treat*
ment which the word, like Christ Himself, receives
from the world. So tbe twenty-four elders represent
the ministers of the two dispensations by the double
twelve. But v. 7 proves that primarily the two
testaments cannot be meant; for these shall never be
"killed," and never "shall have finished their testi
mony" till the world Is finished. 6. will hurt— Gret fc,
"wishes," or "desires to hurt them." fi:e...devoureth—
Cf. Jeremiah, 6. 14; 23. 29.) cut of their mouth—Not
literally - but God makes their Inspired denunciations
of judgment to come to pass and devour their enemies.
if any man will hart them—Twice repeated, to mark the
immediate certainty of the accomplishment, in this
manner— so in like manner as he tries to hurt them
(cf. ch. 13. 10). Retribution in kind. 6 Tbtss... power
—Greek, "authorised power." it rain not—Greek huetot
brecttee)," rain shower not." lit,, "moisten not' (the
earth), smite.. .with all xltgnet— Greek, "with [lit, in)
every plague." 7. finished their testimony—The same
verb Is used of Paul's ending his ministry by a violent
death, the beast that asceudeth out of the bottomless pit
—Greek. " the wild beast., the abyss." This beast was
not mentioned before, yet he is introduced as "the
beast." because he had already been described by
Daniel (7. 3, 11). and he Is fully so in the subsequent
part of the Apocalypse, tir.,ch. 13. 1; 17. 8. Thus, John
at once appropriates the Old Testament prophecies ;
and, also, viewing his whole subject at a glance, men
tions as fnmlliar things (though not yet so to the reader)
objects to be described hereafter by himself. It is a
proof of the unity that pervades alt Scripture, make
war against thfm—alluding to Daniel. 7. 21, where the
same is said of the little horn that sprang up among
the ten horns on the fourth beast. 8, dead bodies—So
Vulgate, S\rriac nnd Andreas. But A, B, C. the oldest
MSS , and Coptic read tbe singular, "dead body." Tbe
two fallen in one cause are considered as one. the
great city—Eight times in the .Revelation elsewhere
used of Babylon ch. 14. 8; 16. 19; 17. 18; 18. 10, 18. 18,
19, 21). in ch. 21. 10 (English Version as to the jtew
Jtrutaltm.\ the oldest MSS. omit "the great'' before
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city, so that it forms no exception. It must, therefore,
have an anticipatory reference to the mystical Babylon.
wh:cl»—Greek, " the which," viz.. the city which, spirit
ually—in a spiritual sense. Sidom—The very term
applied by Isaiah, 1. 10 to apostate Jerusalem (cf.
Kztkiel, 16. 48). Egypt— the nation which the Jews' be
setting sin was to lean upon, where. ..Lord was crucifhd
—This identifies the city as J erusalem, though the Lord
was crucified outside of the city. Kuskbius mentions
that Uie scene of Christ's crucifixion was enclosed
within the city by Constantino; so It will be probably
at the time of the slaying of the witnesses. The Beast
[e.g., Napoleon and France's efforts] has been long
struggling for a footing in Palestine : after his ascent
from the bottomless pit he struggles much more.
IBbnobx 1 Some one of the Napoleonic dynasty may
obtain that footing, and even be regarded as Messiah
by the Jews, in virtue of His restoring them to their
own land; and so may prove to be the last Antichrist.
The difficulty is, how can Jerusalem be called "the
great city," i.e.. Babylon ? By her becoming the world's
capital of idolatrous apostasy, such as Babylon origin
ally was. aud then Borne has been ; just as she is here
called also " Sodom and Egypt." also our—A. B, C.
Origin, Andreas, iic, read, "alBo their." Where
their Lord also, ob well as they, was slain. Cf. ch. 18.
24, where the blood of all slain on earth is said to be
found in Babylon, just as in Matthew, 23. 35, Jesus
saith that, " upon the Jews and J krcbalkx" (cf. t\ 37,
38) shall "come all the righteous blood shed upon
earth:" whence it follows Jerusalem shall be the last
capital of the world-apostasy, and so receive the last
aud worst visitation of all the Judgments ever inflicted
on the apostate world, the earnest of which was given
in the Roman destruction of Jerusalem. In the wider
sense, in the Church -historical period, the church being
the sanctuary, all outside of it is the world, the great
city, wherein all the martyrdoms of saints have taken
place. Babylon marks Its idolatry, Egypt its tyranny,
Sodom its desperate corruption, Jerusalem its preten
sions to sanctity on the ground of spiritual privileges,
whilst all the while it is the murderer of Christ in the
person of His members. All which is true of Rome.
So Vitiunoa. But in the more definite sense, Jeru
salem is regarded, even in Hebrews (ch. 13. 18-14). as
the world-city which believers were then to go forth
from, in order to " seek one to come." 9. they—rather,
"(some) of the peoples." people — Greek, " peoples.*
kindreds—Greek, "tribes:" all save the elect (whence it
Is not said. The peoples, die, but [some] of the peoples.
Ac. : or, some of the peoples. &c.t may refer to those of the
nations, «£c., who at the time shall hold possession of
Palestine and Jerusalem), shall see—So Vulgate, Svriac,
and Coptic. But A, B.C. ANDP.KAs.the present," see."
or rather (Greek blepousin), "look upon." The pro
phetic present, dead bodies—So Vulgate, Syriac. and
Andreas. But A, B, C, and Coptic, singular, as in v. 8,
"dead body." Three and a half days answer to the
three and a half years (Notes, v. 2, 3), the half of seven,
the full and perfect number, shall not suffer—So B,
Syriac, Coptic, and Andreas. But A, C, and Vulgate
read, "do not suffer." in graves—So Vulgate and
I'iumasiuh. But B, C, Syriac, Coptic, and Andreab,
singular: translate, "Into a sepulchre." lit., a monu
ment. Accordingly. In righteous retribution In kind,
the flesh of the anti-Christian hosts is not buried, but
given to all the fowls in mid-fuaven to eat (ch. IS. IT. 18,
21). 10. they that dwell upon...earth—those who belong
to the earth, as Its citizens, not to heaven (ch. 3. 10; 8.
13: 12. 12; 13. 8). shall—So Vulgate, Svriac, and Coptic.
But A. B, C read the present: cf. Note on "shall not
suffer," v. e. rejoice over them—The anti- Christianity
of the last days shall probably be under the name of
philosophical enlightenment and civilization, but
really man's deification of himself. Fanaticism shall
014
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lead Antichrist's followers to exult in having at hut
seemingly silenced in death their Christian rebukers.
Like her Lord, the church will have her dark passionweek followed by the bright resurrection-morn. Ittss
curious historical coincidence that, at the fifth Lateran
council. May 6, 1514, no witness (not even the Moravians
who were summoned) testified for the truth, as Hns
and Jerome did at Constance: an orator ascended the
tribunal before the representatives of Papal Christen
dom, and said. There is no reclamant, no opponent
Luther, on October 31, 1M7, exactly three and a half
years afterwards, posted up his famous thesis on the
church at Wittenberg. The objection Is, the years are
years or £05, not 360 days, and so two and a half days
are deficient: but Btillths coincidence is curious: and
if this prophecy be allowed other fulfilments, besides
tho final and literal one under the last Antichrist, this
may reasonably be regarded as one. sesd gifts cat ts
another—as was usual at a joyous festival, tenntated
them—etz., with the plagues which they bad power to
inflict (r. 6, 6;: also, by their testimony against the
earthly. 11. Translate as Greek, " After the three days."
Ac. the Spirit of life—the same which breathed lift
into Israel's dry bones, KzekieL 37. 10. 11 [where see
my Notes), "Breath came into them.*' The passage
here, as there, is closely connected with IsraeTs restora
tion as a nation to political and religious life. U
also concerning the same. Hosea. 6. 2. where Ephraim
says. " After two days will He revive us : in the thiri
day He will rane us vp, and we shall live Is His sight.1
into—so B and Vulgate. But A reads [Greek en aute%£,
"(so as to be) in them." stood upon their feet—the very
words in Kzekiel, 37. 10. which proves the allusion to
be to Israel's resurrection, in contrast to "toe times
of tlit* Gentiles" wherein these "tread under foot the
holy city," great fear—such as fell on the soldiers
guarding Christ's tomb at His resurrection (Matthew.
£8. 4), when also there was a great earthquake ft. z,
taw—Greek, " beheld." 13. They—So A, C Vulgate.
But B, Coptic, Syriac. and Andreas read, **I heard.''
a cloud— Greek, " the cloud :" which may be merely the
generic expression for what we are familiar with, as we
say "the clouds." Hut I prefer taking the article as
definitely alluding to the cloud which received Jesus
at His ascension. Acts, 1. 0 (where there is do article,
as there is no allusion to a previous cloud saeh as
there Is here). As they resembled Him in their three
and a half years' witnessing, their three and a half days
lying in death (though not for exactly the same time,
nor put in a tomb as He was), so also in their ssceesion: their ascension is the translation and transfigure
tion of the sealed of Israel (ch. 7J. and the elect of sJ
nations, caught upout of the reach of the anti-Chris&aa
foe. In ch. 14. 14. 16, 1C. He is represented a* sitting a
a white cloud, their enemies beheld them—and we*
thus openly convicted by God for their unbelief axsi
persecution of His servants : unlike Elijah's ascerjai-s
formerly. In the sight of friends only. The chord;
caught up to meet the Lord in the air. and tnan^rLrure:
In body, Is justified by her Lord before the worii
even as the man-child (Jesus) was "caught cp su&a
God and His throne* from before the draox*n sUm*h*$
ready to devour the woman's child as soon as iwrs. 15"In that same (fit., the) hour." *r.-At eartba.sak?—
answering to the ** great earthquake'' under Use s£x&
seal, just at the approach of the Lord (ch. ft. iSi. Cnrcst
v. as delivered unto His enemies on the fifiii day of the
week, and on the sixth was crucified, and on the Satbath rested : so it is under the sixth seal susd sixth
trumpet that the lost suffering of the charca. beges
under the fifth seal and trumpet, is to be cessans^
mated, before she enters on her seventh day of etexsa;
Sabbath. Six is the number of the world-power"!
greatest triumph, but at the same time verge* on s
the Jjiviue number, when its utter destruction i

The Kingdom of the
REVELATION. XL
World Becomes Christs.
Cf. 660 in ch. 13. IK, >* the number of tbe beast." shall break to pieces all these kingdoms, and It shall
teutli part of the city tell— i.e.. of "the great city" (ch. stand for ever." It is tbe setting up of heaven's sove
it. i'j;Zecharial), li.'i . Ten is the number of the world- reignty over the earth visibly, which, when invisibly
InngdoifiM (ch. 17. 10-12}. and tlie beast's horns (ch. 13. 1), exercised, was rejected by the earthly rulers heretofore.
and the dragon's ;ch. 12. 3). Thus, in the Church-his The distinction of worldly and spiritual shall then
torical view, it is hereby implied, that one of the ten cease. There will be no beast in opposition to tlie
apostate world -kingdom a fill. But in the narrower woman. Poetry, art, science, and social life will be at
view a tenth of Jerusalem under Antichrist falls. The once worldly and Christian, kingdoms—A, II, C, Vul~
nine-tenths remain, and become when purified the gatc read the singular. "The kingdom (sovereignty) of
centre of Christ's earthly kingdom, of mm—Greek* (over) the world Is our Lord's, and His Christ's." There
** names of men." The men ore as accurately enume is no good authority for English Version reading. The
rated as If their names were given, seven thousand— kingdoms of the world give way to theidngdomof (over)
Elliott interprets seven dvliads or provinces, i.e., the world exercised by Christ, The earth-kingdoms
the seven Dutch united provinces lost to the papacy; are many: 11 us shall be one. The appellation "Christ,''
and "names of men," titles of dicnity, duchies, lord Vie Anointed, is here, where His kingdom is mentioned,
ships, &c Rather, seven thousand combines the two appropriately for the first time used in Revelation.
mystical perfect and comprehensive numbers seven Forit is equivalent to Kino. Though priests and pro
and thousand, implying the full and complete destruc phets also were anointed, yet this term is peculiarly
tion of the impenitent, tbe remnant—consisting of the applied to Him as King, Insomuch that " the Lord's
Israelite inhabitants not slain. Their conversion forms anointed " is His title as Kino, In places where He is
a blessed contrast to ch. 16. 0; and above, ch. ft. 20. 21. distinguished from the priests. The glorified Son of
These repenting (Zeehartah. 12. 10-14; 13. 1) become in man shall rule mankind by His transfigured church in
the flesh the loyal subjects of Christ reigning over the heaven, and by His people Israel on earth: Israel shall
earth with His transfigured saints, gave glory to the be the priestly mediator of blessings to tbe whole
God of heaven—which whilst apostates, and worshipping world, realising them first, he — Not emphatical in
the beast's image, they had not done. Ood of heaven— the Greek, shall reign for ever and ever—Greek. " unto
The apostates of the last days. In pretended scientific the ages of the ages." Here begins the millennial reign,
enlightenment, recognise no heavenly power, but only the consummation of "tbe mystery of God" (ch. 10. 7),
the natural forces in the earth which come under their 16. before Ood—B and Syriac read "before the throne
observation. His receiving up into heaven the two of God." But A, C, Vulgate, and Coptic read as Engwitnesses who had power during their time on earth to lish Version. %es,u—Grt>k. "thrones.'* 17. thanks—for
shut heaven from raining (v. 6 , constrained His and the answer to our prayers (ch. 6. 10, 11) tn destroying
their enemies who witnessed it, to acknowledge the God them tchich destroy the earth {v. 18), thereby preparing
of heaven to be God of the earth (v. 4J. As in e. 4 He the way for setting np the kingdom of thyself and thy
declared Himself to be God oj the earth by His two saints, and art to come—Omitted in A, B, C, Vulgate,
witnesses, so now He proves Himself to be God of •Syriac, Cyprian, and Amdrkas. The consummation
heaven also. 14, The second woe—That under tbe sixth having actually come, they do not address Hun as they
trumpet ch. 9. is 2i); including also tbe prophecy ch. did when It was still future, "Thou that art to come."
n. 1-13 : Woe to the world, joy to the faithful, as their Cf. v. IB, " Is come." From the sounding of the seventh
redemption drawth nigh, the third woe cometh quickly trumpet He is to His people Jah, the ever-present
—It is not mentioned in detail for tbe present, until Lord who is, more peculiarly than Jebovah " who is,
first there is given a sketch of the history of the was, and is to come." taken to thee thy great power—" to
origination, suffering, and faithfulness of the church thee " is not in the Greek. Christ takes to Him tbe
in a time of apostasy and persecution. Instead of the kingdom as His own of right. 18. the nations wtre
third woe being detailed, tbe grand consummation is angry—Alluding to Psalm 90. 1, LXX,, "The Lord is
summarily noticed, the thanksgiving of the twenty- four become King : let the peoples become angry." Their
elders in heaven for the establishment of Christ's king anger Is combined with alarm (Exodus, 16. 14; 2 Kings,
dom on earth, attended with the destruction of the lft. 20. 28. "thy rage against me Is come up into mine
destroyers ofOie earth. 15. Sounded—with hut trumpet. ears, I will put my book in thy nose." 4c.). Translate,
Evidently " the j.aht trumpet." Six is close to seven, as the Grerk is the same, " The nations were angered,
but does, not reach it. The world-judgments are and thy anger is come." How petty man's impotent
complete in six, but by the fulfilment of seven, tbe anger, standing here side by side with that of the omniworld-kingdoms become Christ's. Six is the number potentGod! dead...beJudged—Proving that this seventh
nf tbe world given over to judgment. It is half of trumpet is at the end of ail things, when the judgment
twelve, the church's number, as three and a half is half on Christ's foes, and the reward of His servants, long
of seven, tbe Divine number for completeness. Bkn- prayed for by His saints, shall take place, the prophets
o kl thinks the angel here to have been Gabriel, which —as, for instance, the two prophesying witnesses {v. 3),
name is compounded of El God, and Geber mighty and those who have showed them kindness for Christ's
wla.s (ch. 10. l). Gabriel therefore appropriately an sake. Jesus shall come to effect by His presence that
nounced to Mary the advent of the mighty God-man : which we have looked for long, but vainly, in His ab
cf. the account of the man-child's birth which follows sence, and by other means, destroy tbsm which destroy
(ch. 12. l-0\ to which this forms the transition, though the earth—Retribution in kind (cf. ch. 16. 0; Luke. 10.
the seventh trumpet in time is subsequent, being the 27). Daniel. 7. 14-18. my Notes, 19. A similar solemn
consummation of the historical episode chs. 12. and IS. I conclusion to that of the seventh seal. ch. 8. 6, and to
The seventh trumpet, like the seventh seal and seventh ' that of the seventh vial. ch. 16. 18. Thus, it appears,
vial, being the consummation. Is accompanied differ- | the seven seals, the seven trumpets, and the seven
ently from the preceding six : not the consequences I vials, are not consecutive, but parallel, and ending in
which follow on earth, but those is heavbm. are set " the same consummation. They present the unfolding
before lis. the great voices and tltanksgiving of the | of God's plans for bringing about the grand end under
IwerUy-^our elders tn heaven, as the half-hour's silence j three different aspects, mutually complementing each
In heartrntA the seventh seal, and Vie voice out of the \ other, the temple—the sanctuary or Holy place {Greek
\r-mpU tn lieaven, "It is done." at the seventh viaL This vaosK not the whole temple (Greek aiertm). opened in
3 parallel to Daniel, 2. 44. " The God ofiteaven shall set heaven — A. C read the article, "the temple of God
ip a kingdom, which shall never be destroyed : and ' which is in heaven, was opened.* the ark of his testslie biofidom shall not be left to other people, but it meat—or "...His covenant." As in tbe first verse the
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earthly sanctuary was measured, so here its heavenly who, however, are related closely to Israel's twelva
antitype is laid open, and the antitype above to the I tribes. The church, in pawing over into the Gentile
ark of the covenant in the Holiest place below la Been, I world, is (1.) persecuted, (2.) then seduced, as heathen
the pledge of God's faithfulness to His covenant in ism begins to react on her. This is the key to the
saving His people, and punishing their and His ene meaning of the symbolic woman, beast, harlot, and
mies. Thus this forms a fit close to the series of false prophet. Woman and beast form the same contrumpet-judgments, and an introduction to the episode tr*Al &a the Son of man indthebeasts in lMnitL Asibe
(ch. 12. and 13.) as to His faithfulness to His church. Son of man comes from heaven, so the woman is seen
Here first His secret place, the heavenly sanctuary, is tn heaven (v. 1). The two beasts arise respectively ov(
opened for the assurance of His people: and thence of the sea (cf. Daniel. 7. 31 and the earth (ch. 13. 1. ill :
proceed His judgments in their behalf (cb. 14. Lfi, 17; their origin Is not of heaven, but of earth earthy.
15. 6; 16. 17}, which the great company in heaven laud Daniel beholds the heavenly Bridegroom comin;
as "true and righteous." This then Is parallel to the visibly to reign. John sees the woman, the Brice.
scene at the heavenly altar, at the close of the teals whose calling is heavenly, in the world, before the
and opening of the trumpets fch. 8. 3), and at the close Lord's coming again. The characteristic of woman, in
of the episode fchs. 12.-16.) and opening of the vials ch. contradistinction to man, is her being subject ; the
surrendering of herself, her being receptive. Tbis
lfi. 7, 8j. See Note at the opening of next chapter.
similarly is man's relation to God. to be subject to, sod
CHAPTER XIL
Ver. 117. VmionofthhWomam.hkr Child, and receive from, God. AU autonomy of the human spirit
the Persecuting Dragon. 1. This episode (chs. 12 . reverses roan's relation to God. Woman-like recrt 13., 14., and 15.) describes in detail the persecution of tivity towards God constitutes faith. By it the rndiIsrael and the elect church by the beast, which hail vidual becomes a child of God: the children collect iu't
been summarily noticed, ch. u, 7-10, and the triumph are viewed as " the woman." Humanity, in so far *s
of the faithful, and torment of the unfaithful. So also it belongs to God, is the woman. Christ, the Son cf
chs. 16.-20. are the description in detail of the judgment the woman. Is in e. 5 emphatically called "the suson the beast, Ac. summarily noticed in ch. 11. 13, 18. child") Greek huios arrheent "male-child"). Though
The beast in v. 3, Ac.. Is shown. not to be alone, but to born of a woman, and under the law for man's sake.
be the instrument in the hand of a greater power of He is also the ton of God. and so the bu&band of tlis
darkness, Satan. That this is so, appears from the church. As Son of the woman. He is " Son of man;" as
time of ch. 11. being the period also in which the events male-child. He is Son of God, and husband of the
of chs. 12. and 13. take place, viz., ueo days (». 0. 14 ; church. All who imagine to have life in themselves
ch. 13. 5; cf. ch. 11. 2. 3). great—in size and signifi are severed from Him, the source of life, and, standing
cance, wonder—Ore**, "sign:" significant of moment in their own strength, sink to the level of senseless
ous truths, in heaven- not merely the sky, but the beasts. Thus, the woman designates universally the
lumen beyond just mentioned, ch. 11. 19; cf. v. 7-9. kingdom of God; the beast, the kingdom of the world.
woman clothed with the ■un...moon under her feet—The The woman of whom Jesus was born, represents ihe
church, Israel first, and then the Gentile church : Old Testament congregation of God. The woman's tra
clothed with Christ. " the Sun of righteousness.1' vail-pains (r. 2) represent the O.'d Testament believers'
" Fair as the moon, clear as the sun." Clothed with ardent longings for the promised Redeemer. (X the
the Sun, the church is the bearer of Divine superna joy at His birth Isaiah.d.c. As new Jerusalem called
tural light in the world. So the seven churches (i.e., also "the woman." or "wife.''ch. 21. 2, 9-12) with its
the church universal, the woman) are represented as twelve gates is the exalted and transfigured church, so
light bearing candlesticks (ch. 1.). On the other hand, the woman with tlio twelve stars is the church mili
the moon, though standing above the sea and earth, is tant. 2. pained—Greek, " tormented" (basonuometteJ.
altogether connected with them, and is an earthly light: De Burgh explains this of the bringing in of the tb>tsea, earth, and moon represent the worldly element, in begotten into the world again, when Israel shall at
opposition to the kingdom of God—heaven, the sun. last welcome Him, and when " the man-child shall rule
The moon cannot disperse the darkness and change it all nations with the rod of Iron." But there is a plain
into day : thus she represents the world-religion contrast between the painful travadmg of the wemaa
(heathenism) In relation to the supernatural world. here, and Christ's second coming to the Jewish church,
The church has the moon, therefore, nnder her feet ; the believing remnant of Israel. " Be/ore she travailed
but the stars, aa heavenly lights, on her head. The she brought forth... a man-ciiiu/', i.e., almost u-i-thoii
Devil directs his efforts against the stars, the angels travail-pangs, she receives (at His second advent!, &s
of the churches, about hereafter to shine for ever. The if born to her, Messiah and a numerous seed. 3. ap
twelve stars, the crowu around her head, are the peared—*' waa seen." wondai—Greek, "sign" Csemrw**].
twelve tribes of Israel. [Aubkklen.] The allusions red—So A and Vulgate read. But B. C. and Coptic read,
to Israel before accord with this: cf. ch. 11. lo, "the " of fire." In either case, the colour of the dragon im
temple of God:" " the ark of His testament." The ark, plies his fiery rage as a murderer from the beginning.
lost at the Babylonian captivity, and never since His representative, the beast, corresponds, having arte*
found, is seen in the "temple of God opened In heads and ten horns ;the number of horns on the fourth
heaven," signifying that God now enters again into beast of Daniel, 7,), ch. 13. 1. But there, ten crowns are
covenant with His ancient people. The woman cannot on the fen horns (for, before the end. the fourth emigre
mean, literally, the virgin mother of Jesus, for she did is divided into fen kingdoms) ; here, sercn crowu
not flee into the wilderness and stay there for 1200 (rather, "diadems," Greek dmdemata. not stepham-i,
days, whilst the dragon persecuted the remnant of her " wreaths") are upon his seven heads. In Daniel. 7.. the
seed {v. 13-17). (De Bi'Ron.] The sun, moon, and antl-Christian powers up to Christ's second coming are
twelve stars, are emblematical of Jacob, Leah, or else represented by four beasts, which have among tfceru
Itacbel. and the twelve patriarchs, i.e., the Jewish seven heads, i.e., the first, second, and fourth beasts
church : secondarily, the church universal, bavins) having one head each, the third, four heads. His uni
under her feet, in due subordination, the ever changing versal dominion as prince of this fallen world, is im
moon, which shines with a borrowed light, emblem of plied by the seven diadem s (contrast the ' many diadems
the Jeuish dispensation, which is now in a position of on Christ's head," ch. 19. 12, when coming to destroy
inferiority, though supporting the woman, and alto of him and his), the caricature of the seven spirits of God.
the changeful things of this world : and having on her His worldly-instruments of power are marked by the
head the crown of twelve stars, the twelve arostles. ten horns, ton being the number ut the world. U mark*
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hl< fletf-contraclictioiis that he and the beast bear both
the Dumber seven {the Divine number) and ten (the
world number:. 4. drew—Greet present, " draweth."
"(trans down." His dragging down the stars with his
tail lashed back and forward in his fury), implies his
persuading to apostatize, like himself, and to become
earthy, those angels and also once eminent human
teachers who had formerly been heavenly <cl. v. I; ch.
1. 20: Isaiah. 14. 12). stood—"stands" [Auord]: per
fect, Greek hesteken. ready to b<* delivered—"about to
hring forth." lor to devour, ttc. — "that when she
brought forth he raislit devour her child." So the
dragon, represented by his agent Pharaoh (a name
common to all the Egyptian kinus, and meaning, ac
cording to some, crocodile, a reptile like the dragon,
and made an Egyptian idol), was ready to devour Is
rael's males at the birth of the nation. Antitypically,
Hie true Israel. Jesus, when born, was sought for de
traction by Herod, who slew all the wiles in and
round Bethlehem. 5. man-child — Greek, "a son, a
male.* On the deep significance of this terru.cf. Notes,
v. 1, 2. rule— Greek Ipoimainein), " tend as a shepherd"
see Note, ch. 2. 27'. rod of iron—A rod is for long-con
tinued obstinacy, until they submit themselves to obe
dience [fiszroaxj: ch. 1 27; Psalm 2. 9, which passages
prove the Lord .testis to be meant. Any interpretation
which ignores this must be wrong. The male-son's
I'irth cannot be the origin of the Christian state (Chris
tianity triumphing over heathenism under ConstanUoe). which was not a Divine child of the woman, but
h-td many impure worldly elements. In a secondary
sen?e. the ascending of the witnesses up to heaven an
swers to Christ's own ascension, "caught up unto (Sod.
and unto His throne:" as also His ruling the nations
with a rod of iron is to be shared in by believers (ch.
!. S7i. What took place primarily In the case of the
Divine Son of the womnn. shall take place also in the
caseof those who are one with Him, the sealed of Israel
ch. 7.), and the elect of all nations, about to be trans
lated and to reign with Him over the earth at His
appearing. 6. woman fled — Mary's flight with Jesus
Into Egypt Is a type of this, where she hath — So C
reids. But A, B add " there." a place—that portion
of the heathen world which has received Christianity
professedly, viz., mainly the fourth kingdom, having
its seat in the modern Babylon, Rome, implying that
alt the heathen world would not bo Christianized in
the present order of things, prepared of God—lit . "from
God." Not by human caprice or fear, but by the de
termined counsel and foreknowledge of Cod, the
woman, the church. JUd into the vrUderness. they
should feed her—Orefk. " nourish her." Indefinite for
"she should be fed." The heathen world, the wildernext, could not nourish the church, but only afford her
an outward shelter. Here, as in Daniel, 4. 26, and else
where, the third person plural refers to Vie hrav&ilu
ywers who minister from God nourishment to the
church. As Israel had its time of first bridal love, on
its first going out of Egypt into the wilderness, so the
Christian church's vnMerwss-time of first lore was the
apostolic age, when it was separate from the Egypt of
this world, having no city here, but seeking one to
come ; having only a place in the wilderness prepared
of God (v. 6, U). The harlot takes the world city as her
own, even as Cain was the first builder of a eiiy,
wherea* the believing patriarchs lived in tents. Then
apostate Israel was the harlot, and the yotm-r Christian
charch the woman: butsoon spiritual fornication crept
in. and the church in ch. 17. is no longer the woman,
but the harlot, the great Babylon, which, however, has
io it hidden the true people of God 'ch. 19. 4). The
deeper the church penetrated into heathendom, the
more she herself became heathenish. Instead of over
coming, she was overcome by the world. (AurmLUr.]
Thus, Uu woman is " the one Inseparable church of the
eiT
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Old and New Testament" (TIknostexbfro], the stock
of the Christian church being Israel {Christ and His
apostles being Jews), on which the Gentile believers
have been graced, and into which Israel, on her con
version, shall be graffed, as into her own olive tree.
During the whole Church-historic period, or "times of
the Gentiles," wherein "Jerusalem is trodden down of
the Gentiles," there Is no believing Jewish church, and
therefore, only the Christian church can be "the
woman." At the same time there is meant, second
arily, the preservation of the Jews during this Churchhistoric period, in order that Israel, who was once " the
woman," and of whom the man-cliild was born, may
become so again at the close of the Gentile times, and
Btand at the head of the two elections, literal Israel,
and spiritual Israel, the church elected from Jews and
Gentiles without distinction. fczekiel. 20. 36, 36, " I
will bring you into the wilderness of the people [Hebrew.
peoples), and there will I plead with you.. .like as I
pleaded with your fathers In the wilderness of Egypt"
(cf. my Note there): not a wilderness literally and
locally, but spiritually a state of discipline and tried
among the Gentile "peoples," during the loDg Gentile
times, and one finally consummated in the last time
of unparalleled trouble under Antichrist, in which the
sealed remnant (ch. 7.) who constitute "the woman."
are nevertheless preserved "from the face of the ser
pent" iv. 14). thousand two hundred and threescore daysAnticipatory of v. 14, where the persecution which
caused her to flee is mentioned in its place : ch. 13.
gives the details of the persecution. It is mostuulikely
that the transition should be made from the birth of
Christ to the last Antichrist, without notice of the long
intervening Church-historical period. Probably the
1260 days, or periods, representing this long interval,
are icecap. tulated on a shorter scale analogically
during the last Antichrist's short reign. They are
equivalent to three and a half years, which, as half of
the Diviue number seven, symbolize the seeming vic
tory of the world over the church. As they include the
whole Gentile times of Jerusalem's being trodden of the,
Gentiles, they must be much longer than 1260 years; for,
above five and a half centuries more than 12G0 years
have elapsed since Jerusalem fell. 7. In Job, 1. and 2..
Satan appears among the sons of God, presenting him
self before Cod in heaven, as the accuser of the saints:
again in Zechariah, 3. l, 2. But at Christ's coming aa
our Redeemer, he fell from heaven, especially when
Christ suffered, rose again, and ascended to heaven.
When Christ appeared before God aa our Advocate,
Satan, the accusing adversary, could no longer appear
before God agiinst us, but was cast out judicially
(Romans. S. 33. 34). He and his angels henceforth range
through the air and the earth, after a time (viz., the
interval between the ascension and the second advent)
about to be cast hence also, and bound In hell. That
"heaven" here does not mean merely the air, but the
abode of angels, appears from v. 9, 10, 12; l Rings. 22.
10-22. there was—Greek, "there came to pass," or
" arose." war in heaveu—What a seeming contradiction
in terms, yet true ! Contrast the blessed result of
Christ's triumph, Luke, 10. 38, "peace in heaven."
Colossian?. 1. 20, " made peace through the blood of His
cross, by Him to reconcile all things unto Himself;
whether. ..things in earth, or things in heaven." Michael
and his angels ... the dragon ... and bis angels — It was
fittingly ordered that, as the rebellion arose from
unfaithful angels and their leader, so they should be
encountered and overcome by faithful angels and their
archangel, in heaven. On earth they are fittingly en
countered, and shall be overcome, as represented by
the beast and false prophet, by the Son of man and
His armies of human saints 'ch. 19. 14-21). The conflict
on earth, as in Daniel. 10 . has its correspondent conflict
of angels in heaven. Michael U peculiarly the prince.
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or presiding angel of the Jewish nation. The conflict
In heaven, though judicially decided already against ;
Satan from the time of Christ's resurrection and ascen
sion, receives its actual completion lu the execution
of judgment by the angels who cast out Satan from
heaven. From Christ's ascension he has no standing*
ground judicially against the believing elect. Luke. !
10. 18. " 1 beheld (In the earnest of the future full fulfil- ,
ment given in the subjection of the demons to the
disciples) Satan as lightning fall from heaven." As
Michael fought before with Satan about the body of 1
the Mediator of the old covenant f.Jude, 9). so now the ,
Mediator of the new covenant, by offering His sinless
body In sacrifice, arms Michael with power to renew |
and finish the conflict by a complete victory. That
Satan is not yet actually and finally cast outof heaven,
though the judicial sentence to that effect received its
ratification at Christ's ascension, appears from Kpho- ,
elans, 0. 12. " spiritual wickedness in high {Greek*
heavenly) places." This is the primary Church-his
torical sense here. But. through Israel's unbelief.
Satan has had ground against that, the elect nation,
appearing before God as its accuser. At the eve of its
restoration, in the ulterior sense, his standing-ground
in heaven against Israel, too, shall be taken from him,
"the Lord that hath chosen Jerusalem "rebuking him,
and casting him out from heaven actually and for ever
by Michael, the prince, or presiding angel of the Jews.
Thus Zecbarioh, 3. 1-0 is strictly parallel, Joshua, the
high priest, being representative of his nation Israel,
and Satan standing at God's right baud as adversary
to resist Israel's justification. Then, and not till then,
fully (». 10, "now," &c) shall a ll things be reconciled
nnto Christ in hkavxm (Colossians, 1. 20). and there
shall be peace in heaven (Luke. IS. 33). against—A. B,
C read, "with." 8. prevailed not— A and Coptic read,
*' He prevailed not. " Bnt B, C read as English Version.
neither—A, li, C read, "not even" [Greek oude) : a climax.
Not only did they not prevail, but not even their place
was found any more in heaven. There are four grada
tions in the ever deeper downfall of Satan: (1.) He is
deprived of his heavenly excellency, though having
■till access to heaven as man's accuser, up to Christ's
first coming. As heaven waa not fully yet opened to
man (John, 3. 13), so it was not yet shut against Satan
and his demons. The Old Testament dispensation
oouid not overcome him. (2.) From Christ, down to
the millennium, be is judicially cast out of beaven as
the accuser of the elect, and shortly before the millen
nium loses his power against Israel, and has sentence
of expulsion fully executed on him and his by Michael.
His rage on earth is consequently the greater, his power
being concentrated on it, especially towards the end,
when "he knoweth that he hath but a short time"
iv. is). (3.) He is bound during the millennium (ch. 20.
1-4). (4J After having been loosed for a while, he Is
cast for ever Into the lake of fire. 9. that old serpentAlluding to Genesis. 3. 1. 4. Devil—the Greek for " ac
cuser," or "* slanderer.* Satan—the Hebrew for adver.
son/, especially in a court of justice. The twofold
designation. Greek and Hebrew, marks the twofold
objects of his accusations and temptations, the elect
Gentiles and the elect Jews. world—(Jreefc, " habitable
world." 10. No*— Sow that Satan has been cast out
of heaven. Primarily fulfilled in part at Jesus* resur
rection aud ascension, when He said (Matthew, 28. 18!,
" All power [Greek exousia. * authority.' as here : see
below] is given unto me In heaven and in earth.-" con
nected with r. 6. " Her child was caught up unto God
and to His Vtrone." In the ulterior sense, it refers to
the eve of Christ's second coming, when Israel is about
to be restored as mother-church of Christendom. Satan,
who bad resisted her restoration on the ground of her
uuworthiness, having been cast out by the instrumen
tality of Michael, l&raels angelic prince [Sou, v. 7).
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Thus this is parallel, and the necessary preliminary to
the glorious event similarly expressed, ch. 1L 16. " The
kingdom of this world is become (the very word here.
Greek egencto* 'lscome/'hathcometopassloorLord'a
and His Christ's," the result of Israel's resuming bci
place, salvation, kc.—Grrtk, " the salvation (tt2.,faJiy.
unally, and victoriously accomplished, Hebrews, ft. 5;
cf. Luke, 3. 6, yet future : hence, not till nom do the
blessed raise the fullest hallelujah for saltation to lbs
Lamb. ch. 7. 10: 19. 1), the power {Greek dvaofflw, and
the authority {Greek exousia: Ugittmate power: sea
above) of His Christ." accused then before oar Ged d>y
and night—Hence the need that the oppressed ehorcb,
Gods ©Kit elect (like the widow, continually comtng. to
as even to weary the unjust judge), should cryaaymd
night unto Him. 11. they—Emphatic in the tirttk.
"They" in particular. They and they alone. They
were the persons who overcame, overcame—(Eotcam,
8. 33, 34. 37; 16. 20J him—(l John. £. 14. IS.) it is (be
same victory ia peculiarly Jobanneau phrasei over
Satan and the world which the gospel of John descn>■•>
in the life of Jesus, his epistle in the life of each be
liever, and his Apocalypse in the life of the cbnrefc.
by— Or- rk [dia to haima : accusative, not genitive. '--.
English Verswn would require, cf. Hebrews, 8.1JL. **«
account of (on the ground of) the blood of the Iamb:'
" because of Ac.:" on account of. and by vbrtneof iu
having been shed. Had that blood not been shed,
Satan s accusations would have been unanswerable: u
it is. that blood meets every charge. ^udrroKV toextions the Rabbinical tradition that Satan accuses no
all days of the year, except the day of atoneotf".
Tittmann takes the Greek dia, as it often means, <mt
of regard to the blood of the Lamb: this waa the im
pelling cause which induced them to undertake lbs
contest /or the rake of it ; but the view given above a
good Greek, and more in accordance with the genem
sense of Scripture, by the word of tbeir tesnswt?GreeJfc, "on account of the word of tbeir testocH
On the ground of their faithful testimony, eves vc</>
death, they ore constituted victors. Tbeir tesdnns*
evinced their victory over him by virtue of thetCo"!
of the Lamb. Hereby they conless themselves wor
shippers of the slain Lamb, and overcome the bust,
Satan's representative : an anticipation of ch. IK '•■
" them that had gotten the victory over the beast" id
ch. 13. 15, lti). unto—Greek [achrC. "even as tar is."
They carried their not-love of life as far as ere* t*W
death. 12. Therefore — because Satan ia cast out d
heaven (r. 9). dwell— ltf„ "tabernacle." Not «5?
angels sthd the souls of the just with God, but also tf*
faithful militant on earth, who already in spirit taber
nacle in heaven, having tbeir home and dtiges&r
there, rejoice that Satan is cast out of their bona.
" Tabernacle" for dwell is used to mark that, thos.^
still on the earth, they in spirit are bidden "in &
secret of God's tabernacle*' They belong not Wv
world, and, therefore, exult in judgment having by
passed on the prince of this world, the inJooiSen ri"8o Andreas reads. But A. B, C omit. The word',
probably, were inserted froiu ch. S. 13, is ee«Mt £:*>rather as Greet (cnteber.1, ** is pon** downf John recv*ing the heaven as bis standing-point cf view wne* « -'
looks down on the earth, unto you—earth and ■
with their inbabiters : those who lean upon, and e** tiatly belong to, the earth (contrast John. a. T. Jfsn with John, 3. 31; 8.23; Hi dipplan*, s. l». cod; 1 Jst '4. 5) and its sea-like troubled politics. Furious si '-'
expulsion from heaven, and knowing that his tier
earth is short until he shall be cast down low*. »«Christ shall come to set up Hm kingdom ch. SB- :. ■
Satan cotk e titrates all his power to destroy as tea'-1
eouls n> he can. Though no longer avhle to accuse a*
eU'-'t in heaven, he can te-upt ana persecute on earThe more light becomes victorious, tue greater wit' t*
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the struggles of the powers or darkness ; whence, at
Uw last crisis. Antichrist will manifest himself with an
intensity of iniquity greater than ever before, short
time—Greek, " season" Ikavron) : opportunity for his as
saults. 13. Resuming from v. ft. the thread of the dis
course, which had been interrupted by the episode,
v. 7-1^ (giving in the invisible world the ground of the
corresponding conflict between light and darkness in
the risible world]: this verse accounts for her flight
into the wilderness [v. 6). 14. were giveu— by God's de
terminate appointment, not by human chances (Acts,
s -11.}. two—<?r«Jk, " Ou two wings of the great eagle."
Alluding to Exodus. 10. 4: proving that the Old Testa
ment chnrch. as well as the New Testament church.
is included in "the woman." All believers are in
cluded (Isaiah, 40. 30, SI). The great eagle is the world.
power; In Ezekel. 17. 3. 7, Babylon and Egypt; in
early church-history. Rome, whose standard was the
eagle, turned by God's providence from being hostile
into a protector of the Christian church. As " wings'"
express remote parts of the earth, the two wings may
here mean the east and west divisions of the Roman
empire, wilderness—the land of the heathen, the Gen
tiles; in contrast to Canaan, the pleasant and glorious
land, God dwells in the glorious land ; demons (the
rulers of the heathen world, ch. 9. 20; l Corinthians, 10.
•ju.. in the wilderness. Hence. Babylon is called the
desert of the s*a. Isaiah, 21. 1-10 (referred to also in ch.
14. 8; 16. 2). Heathendom, in its essential nature, be
ing withont God, is a desolate ■wilderness. Thus, the
woman's flight into the wilderness is the passing of
tlie kingdom of God from the Jews to be among the
(^entiles (typified by Mary's flight with her child from
J udea into Egypt}. The eagie-flight is from Egypt into
the wilderness. The Egypt meant is virtually stated
(ch. 11. 8) to be Jerusalem, which has become spirit
ually so by crucifying our Lord. Out of her the New
Testament church flees, as the Old Testament church
out of the literal Egypt; and as the true church subse
quently is culled to flee out of Babylon |ihe woman
become an harlot, i.e., the church become apostate).
IAubrklkx.J her place—the chief seat of the-thenworld empire, Rome. The Acta of the Apostles de
scribes the parsing of the church from Jerusalem to
BorMu The Roman protection was the eagle-wing
which often shielded Paul, the great instrument of
this transmigration, and Christianity, from Jewish op
ponents who stirred up the heathen mob6. By degrees
the church had "her place" more and more secure,
until, under Constan tine, the empire became Christian.
Still, all this Church-historical period is regarded as a
wilderness- time, wherein the church is in part pro
tected, in part oppressed, by the world-power, until just
before the end the enmity of the world-power under
Satan shaU break out against the church worse than
ever. As Israel was in the wilderness forty years, and
had forty-two stages in her journey, so the church for
forty-t wo months, three and a half years or times [lit.,
etetuons, used for years in Hellenistic Greek iMduis,
the Atticist). Greek kairous, Daniel. 7. 26; 18. 7], or 1260
days (v. ft) between the overthrow of Jerusalem and the
coming again of Christ, shall be a wilderness-sojourner
I i-foro she reaches ber millennial rest (answering to
Cauaan of old). It is possible that, besides this Churchhistorical fulfilment, there may be also an ulterior and
narrower fulfilment in the restoration of Israel to
Palestine, Antichrist for seven times (short periods
analogical to the longer ones) having power there, for
the former three and a half times keeping covenant
with the Jews, then breaking it in the midst of the
week, and the mass of the nation fleeing by a second
exodus into the wilderness, whilst a remnant remains
la the land exposed to a fearful persecution (the
** 144,000 sealed of Israel." ch. 7., and 14. 1. standing
■with the lamb, after the conflict u over, on mount
010
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Zion: "the first-fruits" of a large company to be
gathered to Him). [Dx Burgh ] These details are
very conjectural. In Daniel, 7. 25; 12. 7. the subject.
as perhaps here, is the time of Israel's calamity. That
seven times do not necessarily mean seven years, in
which each day is a year, i.e„ 2520 years, appears from
Nebuchadnezzar's seven times (Daniel, 4. 23'. answering
to Antichrist, the beast's duration. 15, 16. flood —
Greek, '* river" (cf. Exodus, 2. 3 : Matthew. 2. 20 ; and
especially Exodus, 14.). The flood, or river. Is the
stream of Germanic tribes which, pouring on Rome.
threatened to destroy Christianity. But the earth helped
the woman, by swallowing up the flood. The earth, as
contradistinguished from water, is the world consoli
dated and civilised. The German masses were brought
under the influence of Roman civilisation and Chris
tianity. IAuber i.k.v. ] Perhaps it includes also, gene
rally, the help given by earthly powers (those least
likely, yet led by God's overruling providence to give
help) to the church against persecutions and also
heresies, by which she has been at various times as
sailed. 17. wroth with— Greek, "at." went—Greek.
"went away." the remnant of her seed — distinct in
some sense from the woman herself. Satan's first effort
was to root out the Christian church, so that there
should be no visible profession of Christianity. Foiled
in this, he wars (ch. 1L 7; IS. 7) against the invisible
church, viz., "those who keep the commandments of
God. and have the testimony of Jesus" (A, B. C omit
"Christ"). These are "the remnant," or rest of her
seed. as distinguished from her seed, "the man-child'*
[v. &). on one hand, and from mere professors on the
other. The church, in her beauty and unity (Israel at
the head of Christendom, the whole forming one per
fect church), is now not manifested, but awaiting the
manifestation of the sons of God at Christ's coming.
Unable to destroy Christianity and the church as a
whole. Satan directs his enmity against true Christians,
the elect, rtinnaut: the others he leaves unmolested.
CHAPTER XIIL
Ver. 1-18. Vision of the Beast that Came out
oftukSea: TheSecond Beast, out of the Earth.
Exercising the Power of the First Beast, and
Causing the Earth to Worship him. 1. 1 stood—
So B. N. and Coptic read. But A, C. Vulgate. andSyriac.
" Tie stood." Standing on the sand of the sea, he gave
his power to the beast that rose out of the sea. upon
tne eaud of the sea—where the four winds were to be
seen striving upon the great sea (Daniel. 7. 2). beast—
Greek, "wild beast." Man becomes "brutish" when
lie severs himself from God, the archetype and true
ideal, in whose image he was first marie, which ideal Is
realized by the man Christ Jesus. Hence the worldpowers seeking their own glory, and not God's, are
represented as beatts; and Nebuchadnezzar, when in
self-deification he forgot that ** the most High ruleth in
the kingdom of men." was driven among the beasts.
In Daniel. 7. there are four beasts : here the one beast
expresses the sum total of the God-opposed worldpower viewed in its universal development, not re
stricted to one manifestation alone, as Pome. This
first beast expresses the world-power Attacking the
church more from without: the second, which Is a
' revival of, and minister to. the first, is the world-power
' as the false prophet corrupting and destroying tha
j church from within, out of the sea—(Daniel, 7. 3: cf. my
Note. ch. 8. 8)—out of the troubled waves of pecphs, mwfj tUudes. nations, and tongues. The rarth (». 11), on the
' other hand, means the consolidated, ordered world of
j nations, with its culture and learning, seven beads and
] ten horns—A, B, C transpose, "ten horns and seven
' heads." The ten horns ore now put first (contrast the
; order, ch. 12. 3) because they are crowned. They shall
■ not be so till the last stage of the fourth kingdom (the
| Romas;, which shall continue until the fifth kingdom.
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Christ's, shall Bnpplant it and destroy it utterly: this
lut stage is marked by the ten toe* of the two feet of
the image in Daniel. 2. The seven implies the worldpower setting up itsolf a* God. and caricaturing the
seven spirits of God; yet its true character as God-op
posed is detected by the number ten accompanying the
seven. Dragon and beast both bear crowns, but the
former on the heads, the latter on the horus (ch. IS. 3;
13. l). Therefore, both heads and horns refer to king
doms: cf. cb. 17. 7. lo. 12, " kings" representing the king
doms whose heads they are. The seven kings, as pecu
liarly powerful—the great powers of the world—are
distinguished from the ten, represented by the horns
(simply called "kings." cb. 17. 12). In Daniel, Ute ten
mean the last phase of the world-power, the fourth
kingdom divided into fen parts. They are connected
with the sevenOi head (ch. 17. 12). and are as yet future,
t Auberlrn.1 The mistake of those who interpret the
beast to be Rome exclusively, and the ten horn* to
mean kingdoms which hare taken the place of Rome
in Europe already, it, the fourth kingdom in the image
1ms two legs, representing the eastern as well as the
western empire: the ten toes are not upon the one
foot (the West . as these Interpretations require, but
on the two (East and West} together, so that any theory
which makes the ten kingdoms belong to the West
alone must err. If the ten kingdoms meant were those
which sprung up on the overthrow of Rome, the ten
would be accurately known, whereas twenty-eight dif
ferent lists are given in so many interpreters, making in
all sixty-five kingdoms! [Tyho in Da Ruttou.) The
seven heads are the seven world-monarchies, Egypt,
Assyria, Babylon. Persia, Greece, Rome, the Germanic
empire, under the last of which we live [AuuerlenI,
and which devolved for a time on Napoleon, after
Francis, Emperor of Germany and King of Rome, had
resigned the title in 1£08. Fabkr explains the healing
of the deadly wound to be the revival of the Napoleonic
dynasty after its overthrow at Waterloo. That secular
dynasty, in alliance with the ecclesiastical power, the
Papacy (v. 11, &c.J. being "the eighth head." and yet
"of the seven"* (ch. 17. 11). will temporarily triumph
over the saints, until destroyed in Armageddon (ch. IB.).
A Napoleon, in tills view, will be the Antichrist, re
storing the Jews to Palestine, and accepted as their
Messiah at first, and afterwards fearfully Oppressing
tbern. Antichrist, the Bumming up and concentration
of all the world evil that preceded, is the eighth, but
yet one of the seven ich. 17. 11). crowns—Greek. " dia
dems." nameof blasphemy—SoC, Co/>ftc.and Andreab.
A, B, and Vulgate read, " names," &c, viz.. a name on
each of the heads; blasphemously arrogating attributes
belonging to God alone (cf. Note. ch. 17. 31. A charac
teristic of the tittle horn in Daniel. 7. S, ito, 21; 2 Thesaaloutans.2. 4. 2. leopard.. .bear.. .lion—This beast unites
in Itself the God-opposed characteristics of the three
preceding kingdoms, resembling respectively the
leoparrf, bear, and (ion. It rises up out of Uie sea. as
Daniel's four beasts, and has ten lu>rns, as Daniel's
fourth beast, and seven head*, as Daniel's four beasts
had in all, viz.. one on the first, one on the second, four
on the third, and one on the fourth. Thus it represents
comprehensively in one figure (V world-power (which
in Daniel is represented by four) ofall times and places,
not merely of one period and one locality, viewed as
opposed to God: just as the woman is the church of all
&?es. This view is favoured also by the fact, that the
beast is the vicarious representative of Satan, who simi
larly has seven lieads and ten horus: a general descrip
tion of liis universal power in ail ages and places of
the world, Satan appears as a seriwnt. as being the
arcltetypoof the beast nature (ch. 12. 9 . "If the seven
heads meant merely seven Roman emperors, one can
not understand why they alone should be mentioned
in the original uauce of Satan, whereas it Is perfectly
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intelligible if we suppose tliem to represent Satan's
power on earth viewed collectively." [Auberulv] 3.
one of—lit., "from among.'* wounded... healed—Twice
again repeated emphatically (». 13. 14): cf. ch. 17. s. il,
" the beast that was. and is not, and shall a$>xnd oat
of the bottomless pit* {cf. v. u below : the Germanic
empire, the seventh head, (revived in the eighths, asyet
future in John's time (ch. 17. 10). Contrast the change
whereby Nebuchadnezzar, being humbled from his
self-deifying pride, was converted from his beast like
form and character to iian'h form and true position
towards God: symbolised by his eagle-wings being
plucked, and himself made stand upon his feet as a man
iDauiel. 7. 41. Here, on the contrary, the beasts bead is
not changed into a human head, but receives a deadly
wound, i.e., the world- kingdom which this head repre
sents, does not truly turn to God. but for a time its
God-opposed character remains paralysed (*' as it were
slain:" the very words, marking the beast's outward
resemblance to the Lamb " as it were slain." Notes, ch.
6. 6. Cf. also the second beast's resemblance to the
Lamb. v. 11). Though seemingly stain (Greek for
" wounded") it remains the beast still, to rise again in
another form (v. 1 1). The six first heads were heathen
ish, Egypt. Assyria, Babylon. Persia, Greece, Rome ;
the new seventh world-power (the Pagan German
hordes pouring down on Christianized Rome;, whereby
Satan had hoped to stifle Christianity [cb. 11. 15. m,
became itself Christianized 'answering to the beast's.
as it were, deadly toound: it ttsw slain, and %t is not.
ch 17. 11). Its ascent out ofUie bott omless pit answers
to the healing of its deadly wound (ch. 17. 8). No essen
tial change is noticed in Daniel as effected by Cunsuanityupon the fourth kingdom: it remains essentially
God-opposed to the last. The beast, healed of it*
temporary and external wound, now returns, not only
from the sea, but from the bottomless pit, whence it
draws new anti-Christian strength of hell (v. 3, n. is.
14; ch. 11. 7; 17. 8). Cf. the seven evd spirits taken ia\o
the temporarily dispossessed, and Vie last stale wto
than tlie first, Matthew. 12. 43-45. A new and worse
heathenism breaks in upon the Christianized world,
more devilish than the old one of the first heads of the
beast. The latter was an apostasy only from the
general revelation of God in nature and convene*;
but this new one U from God's revelation ot lute in
His Sou. It culminates in Antichrist, the man ol sin.
the son of perdition cf. ch. 17. 11]: % TbessaJonlitns, x.
3; cf. 2 Timothy, 3. 1-4. the very characteristics of oM
heathenism (Romans. 1. 2j ";:>. (Aulbklev] More
than one*wound seems to me to be meant, e.g., that
under Constantino (when the Pagan worship of the
emperor's image gave way to Cnristianity;, followed
by the healing, when inia^e-worship and the other
Papal errors were Introduced into the church: again,
that at the Reformation, followed by the lethargic
form of godliness wiViout the pouter, and about to end
in the last great apostasy, which I identify with the
second beast (v. ill. Antichrist, the same seventh worldpower in another form, woiidered after—followed with
wondering gaze. 4. which gave— A, B, C. Vulgate,
Svriac, and Andreas read, "because he gave," pewer
—Greek, "the authority'' which it had: its Authority.
Who is like onto the bsast!—The very lao^ua^e appro
priated to God, Exodus. 15. II (whence, in the Hebme,
the Maccabees took their name : the opponents of the
Old Testament Antichrist, Antiocuusi; Psalm 3& 10;
71. 10; 113. 5; Mirah.7. IS: blasphewru&ly (p. 1, 5.' assigned
to the beast. It is a parody of the name " MichaeT
(cf. ch. \'l. 7;, meaning. "Who is like unto God;' 5.
blasphemies—So Andreas reads. 11 reads "blasphemy. '
A, " blasphemous things" (cf. Daniel. 7. 8. 11. 26J. power
—"authority:" legitimate power iGreckexousiaj. taeoatinne— Greek, "to act," or "work" (poiesatj. B reads,
" to make tear" icf. v, 4). Rut A. C, Vulgate. Striae,
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a id ANDRE\somit " war." forty... two nnnths— [Notts,
ib. 11. 2,3; 12.6.) 6. opened.. .month—The usual formul-i
in the case of a set speech, or series of speeches Ver.
it. 7 expand w. 8. blasphemy—So B ami Andreas. A.
(J read, "blasphemies." and them—So Vulgate. Coptic.
Andrkah. and Primasiub read. A, O omit "and:"
"them that dwell Uit., tatfemacle) iu heaven," mean
rot only angels, and the departed souls of the righteous.
but believers on earth who have their citizenship in
heaven, and whose true life is hidden from the antiChristian persecutor in Vie secret of Gods tabernacle.
Note, ch. ll 12: Joira. 3. 7. 7. power—Greek, "autho
rity." all kindreds.. .tongue*...nation*—Greek, "every
tribe.. .tongue.. .nation." A, B. C, Vulgate, Syriac.
Andreas, and Primasius add "and people," after
• tribe** or " fciudred." 8. all that dwell upon the earth
—being of earth earthy: in contrast to "thorn that
dwell in heaven." whose names are not written— A, B.
V, Syriae. Coptic, and An i>keas read singular, "(every
one) whose [Greek hou : but B. Greek hon, plural; name
is not written." Lamb siain from the foundation of the
world—The Greek order of words favours this transla
tion. He was s'ain iu the Father's eternal counsels:
cf. 1 Peter, l. 19, JO. virtually parallel. The other way
of connecting the words is. " WriLten from the founda
tion of the world in the book of life of the Lamb slain.'*
So in ch. 17. fc. The elect The former is in the Grttk
more obvious and simple. "Whatsoever virtue was
in the sacrifices, did operate through Messiah's death
alone. As Me wis 'toe Lamb slain from the founda
tion of the world.' so all atonements ever made were
only effectual by His blood." [Bishop Pearson.
Creed.) 9. A general exhortation. Christ's own words
of monition calling solemn attention. 10. He that lead,
eth into captivity—A. B. C, and Vulgate read, "if any
cue 'be) for captivity." shall go into captivity—Greek
present, "goeth into captivity." Cf. Jeremiah, 15. 2.
which is alluded to here. s. B, l. read Bimply, "he
iroeth away," and omit "into captivity.*' But A and
Vulgate support the words, he that kilieth with the
sword, mast be killed with the sword—So B, C read. But
A reads, " if any (is for) being [lit., to be) killed." &c.
Ah of old, so now. those to be persecuted by the beast
in various ways, have their trials severally appointed
them by God's fixed counsel English Version is quite
a different sense, viz, a warning to the persecutors that
they shall be punished with retribution in kind.
Here—Herein: in bearing their appointed sufferings
Lea the patient endurance.. .of the saints. This is to be
the motto and watchword of the elect during the period
of the world-kingdom. As the first beast is'to be met
by patience and ja>Ui (v. iu„ the second beast must be
opposed by true wisdom {v. 18;. 11. another beast—" the
false prophet." oat of the earth—out of society civilised,
consolidated, and ordered, but still, with all its cul
ture, of earth earthy: as distinguished from " the sea,"
the troubled agitations of various peoples out of which
the world-power and its several kingdoms have
emerged. "The sacerdotal persec tiling power. Pagan
and Christian; the pagan priesthood making an image
of the emperors which they compelled Christians to
worship, and working wonders by ma^ic and omens;
the Romish priesthood, the inheritor of pagan rites,
images, and superstitious, lamb like in Christian pro
fessions, dragon-like in word and act" [Alfoed, and
so the Spanish Jesuit Lacu.nza, writing under the
name Ben Ezra]. As the first beaBt was like the Lamb
in being, as it were, wounded to death, so the second
is like the I iamb in having iioo lamb-Uke horns (its
essential difference from the the Lamb Is marked by
its having two, but the Lamb skvkn horns, ch. 6. 8 .
The former paganism of the world-power, scorning to
be wounded to death by Christianity, revives. In its
second boast form it is Christianised heathenism
ministering to the former, and having earthly culture

m

akin to the First, out of the Sea.

and learning to recommend it. The second beast's,
or false prophet's rise, coincides in time wiLh the
healing of the beast's deadly wound and its revival
(ch. 13. 18-14). Its manifold character is marked by
the Lord, Matthew, 2*. 11, 24." Many false prophets
shall rise." where He is speaking of the last days. As
the former beast corresponds to the first four beasts of
Daniel, so the second beast, or the false prophet, to the
little horn starting up among the ten horns of the fourth
beast. This anti-Christian horn has not only the mouth
of blasphemy {v. 6), but also " the eye3 of man" iDaniel.
7. 6): the former is also In the first beast [v. 1. 6), but
the latter not so. "The eyes of man" symbolize cun
ning and intellectual culture, the very characteristic
of "the false prophet" (v. 13-16; ch. 10. 14>. The first
beast is physical and political; the second a spiritual
power, the power of knowledge, ideas [the favourite
term in the French school of politics], and scientific
cultivation. Both alike are beastt, from below, not
from above ; faithful allies, worldly anti-Christian
wisdom Btanding in the service of the worldly antiChristian power: the dragon is both lion and serpent:
mightand cunning are his armoury. The dragon gives
his external power to the first beast (p. 2;, his spirit to
the secoud, so that it speaks as a dragon (p. 11). The
second, arising out of Vie earVi, is in ch. 11. 7. and 17.
8, said to ascend out of the bottomless pit : its very cul
ture and world wisdom only intensify its infernal
character, the pretence to superior knowledge and
rationalistic philosophy (as In the primeval temptation.
Genesis, 3. 6, 7, "their eyes fas here J were opened")
veiling the deification of nature, self, and man. Hence
spring Idealism. Materialism, Deism, Pantheism*
Atheism. Antichrist shall be the culmination. The
papacy's claim to the double power, secular and spirit
ual, is a sample and type of the twofold beast, that out
of the sea. and that out of the earth, or bottomless pit.
Antichrist will be the climax and final form. I'm mahius of Adrumetum. In the sixth century, says, " Jle
feigns to be a lamb that he may assail the Lamb—the
body of Christ." 12. power—Greek, "authority." befur*
him—"In his presence^ as ministering to. and uphold
ing him. "The non-existence of the beast embraces
the whole Germanic Christian period. The healing of
the wound, and return of the beast, is represented [in
regard to its fowl anti Christian manifestation, though
including also, meanwhile, its healing and return under
Popery, which is baptized heathenism) in that principle
which, since 1TS9, has manifested itself in beast-like
outbreaks." IAi'Iseulkn.J which dwell therein—the
earthly-minded. The church becomes the liarlot; the
world's political power, the anli-Chrlstian beast; the
world's wisdom and civilisation, the false prophrt.
Christ's three offices are thus perverted: the first beast
is the false kingsiiip; the harlot, the false priesthood;
the second beast, the false proplut. The beast is the
bodily, the false prophet the intellectual, the harlot the
spiritual power of anti-Christianity. [Ai'hekl&n.]
The Old Testament church siood uuJer the po-ver of
the beast, the heathen world power: Vie midile-aneschurcli under that of the harlot : in moilern times the
false prophet predominates. But in the last (htysall
these God-opposed powers which have succeeded each
other shall co operate, and raise eacii other to the mo3t
terrible and intense power of their nature: Uit false
prophet causes men to vorship Vic beast, and Vie beast
carries the harlot. These three forms of apostasy are
reducible to two : the apostate cliurch and Vie apostate
world, pseudo-Christianity and anti-Christianity, the
harlot and the beast; for the false prophet is also a
beast; and the two beasts, as different manifestations
of the same bdost-like principle, stand in contradict no
tion to the harlot, and are finally judged together,
whereas separate judgment falls on the harlot. [AtiBealen.J deadly wouud-G'n£jc, " wuiiuU of death.". 13.

The Beast's Mark.
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Xatne, and Xtmber.
wonder*—Grecik. "signs." so that—so jrr-'at that, maketh C, Lbrnato, 316, Coptic, and Syriac omit it night
flra — Greek, " make th ev en Are." This is the very buj—Greek. " may be able to buy.** toe s&ark, or ten
miracle which the two witnesses perform, and which name—Greek, the mark iris.), the name of the beast,"
Elijah long ago had performed : this the beast from The mark may be. as in the case of the sealing of the
the bottomless pit. or the false prophet, mimicks. Not saints in the forehead, not a visible mark, but symbo
merely trlcks,bnt miracles of a demoniacal kind.and by lical of allegiance. So the sign of the cross in Popery.
demon aid, like those of the Egyptian magicians, shall The Pope's interdict has often shut oat the excoaunube wrought, most calculated to deceive: wrought "after nlcate from social and commercial intercourse. Under
the working {Greek, energy} of Satan." 14. deceiveth the final Antichrist tins shall come to pass in its most
the in tnnt dwell ob the earth—the earthly-minded, bat violent form, number of his name—Implying that the
not the elect. Kven s miracle is not enough to warrant name has some numerical meaning. IS. wisdom—tbs
belief in a professed revelation, unless that revelation armoury against the second beast, as patience andfaith
be io harmony with God's already revealed will, by against the first. Spiritual wisdom is needed to solve
the means of those miracles—rather as Greek, "on ac the mystery of iniquity, so as not to be beguiled by it.
count ('/(because of: In consequence of those miracles." count... for—The "for' implies the possibility of our
winch he had power to do — Greek, "which were given calculating or counting the beast's number. Us
him to do." in the sight of the beast—"before him" number of a man—i e., counted as men generally count.
(v. 12K which—A, B, C read,* 'who:" marking, perhaps, So the phrase Is used la ch. SI. 17. The number Is the
a personal Antichrist, had—So B and Andreas read. number of a man, uot of God; he shall extol himself
But A, C, and Vulgate read, "hath." 16. he bad power above the power of the Godhead, as the ulks c>J no.
—Greek, "it was given to him." to give life—<?r«fc, [Aquinas. 1 Though it is an Imitation of the Divice
"breath." or "spirit." lunge — Nebuchadnezzar set name, it is only human, six hundred tkreseoortaadsa
up in Dura a golden image to be worshipped, probably — A ami Vulgate write the numbers in full in the Greet.
of himself; for bis dream had been interpreted," Thou But B writes merely the three Greek letters standir.^
art this head of gold f the three Hebrews who refused for numbers, CA, A", St. C reads 616, but Irxs ac: ,
to worship the image were cast into a burning fur 328, opposes this and maintains 688. Lb-kn^us, ia the
nace. All this typifies the last apostasy. Pliny, in his second century, disciple of Polycarp, John s disciple,
letter to Trajan, states that he consigned to punish explained this number as contained in the Greek letters
ment those Christians who would not worship the of Lateinos (L being SO: A. 1: T. a»; £, 6: I. lu; >', tf;
emperor's image with Incense and wine, bo Julian, O, 70; S, 800]. The Latin is peculiarly the language of
the apostate, set up his own image with the idols of the the church of Borne in all her official acts: the forced
heathen gods in the Forum, that the Christians in doing unity of language in ritual being the counterfeit of ths
reverence to it, might seem to worship the idols. So true unity: the premature and spurious anticii at:■ Charlemagne's image was set up for homage : and the of the real unity, on ly to be realized at Christ's coining.
Tope adored the new emperor iDtipin, vol. 6, p 126). when all the earth shall speak * one language " cZepoNapoleon. thesucce**or of Charlemagne,designed after auiah, 3. 9j. The last Antichrist may have a dust
be had first lowered the Tope by removing him to connexion with Borne, and so the name Latexr^s ffiffia
Fontatnbleau. then to *' make an idol of him" [Mano may apply to him. The Hebrew letters of Baton**
rial de Salute Hclenc] : keeping the Pope near him. be amount to 6fl6 [BunsknJ: a type of the false projwit.
would, through the Pope's influence, have directed whose characteristic, like Ualaain's, will be high
the religious, as well as the political world. The re spiritual knowledge perverted to Satanic ends. The
vived Napoleonic dynasty may, in someone represen number sue is the world-number: in £fie It occurs in
tative, realise the project.becoming the beast supported uuits, tens, and hundreds. It is next neighbour to the
by the false prophet (perhaps some openly infidel sup- sacred seven, but is severed from it by an impassable
planter of the papacy, under a spiritual guise, after the gulf. It Is the number of the world given our to judg
harlot, or apostate church, who is distinct from the ment ; hence there is a pause between the sixth aid
second beast, has been stripped and judged by the seventh seals, and the sixth and seventh trumpet*.
beast, ch. 17. 16J ; he then ni'uht have an image set up in The judgments on the world are complete in six: hj
bis honour as a test of secular and spiritual allegiance. the fulfilment of seven, the kingdoms of the world
speak—" False doctrine will give a spiritual, philo become Christ's. As twelve ia the number of tfct
sophical appearance to the foolish apotheosis of the church, so six. its half, symbolises the world-kingdom
Croat u rely personified by Antichrist." [Aiulklen.] broken. The raising of the six to tens and hundred!
J rhomb, on Daniel, 7., says. Antichrist shall be "one (higher powers) indicates that the beaut, not wi ths tail
of the human race in whom the whole of Satan shall ing his progression to higher powers, con only rise to
dwell bodily." Koine's speaking images, and winking greater ripeness for judgment. Thus 666, the judged
pictures of the Virgin Mary and the saints, are au worid power contrasts with the Ml.vOu sealed asd
earnest of the future demoniacal miracles of the false transfigured ones the church number, twelve, squared
prophet in making the beast's or Antichrist's image to and multiplied by looo, the number symbolising the
ttpeok. 16 to receive a mark—fit., "that they should world pervaded by God; ten, the world-number, raised
give them a mark:" such a brand as masters stamp on to the power of three, the number of God;. (A v ess.
their slaves, and monarch* on their subjects. Soldiers lkn.I The mark [Greek diaragmai and name are ©as
voluntarily punctured their arms with marks of the and the same. The first two radical letters of Chrui
general under whom they served. Votaries of idols [Greek Christas}, Ch and R, are the same as the first
branded themselves with the idol's cypher or symbol. two of charagma. and were the imperial monogram c'
Thus Anuochus£piphanes branded the Jews with the Christian Borne. Antichrist, personating Christ,
ivy leaf, the symbol of Bacchus (2 Maccabees, 6. 7 ; adopts a symbol like, but not agreeing with, Chris:v
3 Maccabees, 8. saw. Contrast God's seal and nam* in monogram. C/t, A'. St: whereas the radicals in "Christ*
the foreheads of His servants, ch. 7. 8; 14. 1; S3. 4; and are Oh, R. St. Papal Rome has similarly substituted
halations, ts. 17, " 1 bear in my body the marks of the the standard of tlu Keys for the standard of lac Ota.
Lord Jesus," i.e., I am His soldier and servant. The So ou the Papal coinage (the image of power, Motto* ».
mark in the right hand and forehead Implies the 22. 201. The two first letters of " Christ." <% R, repre
prostration of bodily and intellectual powers to the sent seven hundred, the perfect number. The Ca. X,
beast's domination. *' In the forehead by way of profes St represent an imperfect number, a triple /«£«m
sion ; In the hand with respect to work and service.'' avxty (apostasy, from upttuary perfection. tWa&is1 AicjcsTi.NK.] 17 Aad.so a. B. and Vulgate read. WOJ&TUj

The Lamb Standing
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CHAPTER XIV.
Ver. 1-20. The Lamb Seen on Zion with the
U4,ouO. Tbdk Song. The Goavkl Proclaimed
BKroRE the End by one Angel: The Fall of
Kabtxox. by Another : The Doom or the Beastwofcshippbrk, by a third. tue blessedness of
the Dead in the Lord. The Harvest. The Vin
tage. In contrast to the beast, false prophet, and
apostate church Ich. 13.), and introductory to the an
nouncement of judgments about to descend on them
and the world (v. 8-11. anticipatory of ch. 18. 2-cj. stand
here the redeemed, "the divine kernel of humanity,
the positive fruits of the history of the world and the
church." LAubkrlek.J Chs. 14.-16. describe the
preparations for the Messianic judgment As ch. 11.
becins with the 144,000 of Israel (cf. ch. 7. 4-8. no longer
exposed to trial as then, but now triumphant), so ch.
] a. begins with those who have overcome from among
the Gentiles (cf. ch. 15. 1-5, with ch. 7. 0-17): the two
classes of elect forming together the whole company of
transfigured saints who shall reign with Christ. 1. a—
A. 1>. C. Coptic, and Orioen read. **t/te Lamb." Lamb
...oiL..8wn—having left His position " in the midst of
the throne," and now taking His stand on Swn. his
Father's name — A, 11. C read, "His natne and His
Father's name." iu—uV«A:,"upon." God's and Christ's
■name here answers to the seal "upon their foreheads"
in ch. 7. 3. As the 144.**X) of Israel are " the first fruits'*
iv. 4}, so "the harvest" {v. 16) is the general assembly
of Gentile saints to be translated by Christ as His first
act in aisuming His kingdom, prior to His jiuigmeut
ten. 16.. the seven last vials) on the anti- Christian
world, in executing which His saints shall share. As
Noah and Lot were taken seasonably out of the judg
ment, but exposed to the trial to the last moment IDs
ltuKoii). so those who shall reign with Christ shall
first suffer with Him, being delivered oat of the judg
ment*, but not out of the trial* The Jews are meant
by "the saints of the most High.-" against them Anti
christ makes war, dtanging their times and laws ; for
true Israelites cannot join in the idolatry of the beast.
any more than true Christians. The common affliction
will draw closely together, In opposing the beast's
worship, the Old Testament and New Testament people
of God. Thus the way is paved fur Israel's conversion.
This last utter scattering of the holy people's ;wtccr
leads them, under the Spirit, to seek Messiah, and to
cry at His approach, "Blessed Is He that comec-h in
the name of the Lord." 2. from—Greek. " out of." voice
of many waters—as is the voice of Himself, such also is
the voice of His people. I heard the voice of harpers—
A. B. C. and Orioen read, " the voice which 1 heard
(was;asof harpers." 3. suug—Greek, " sing." as it were
—So A, C. and Vulgate read. It is as it were a new
song : for it is. in truth, as old as God's eternal purpose.
Bui B. Syriae, Coptic, Orioen and Andreas omit
these words, new song— ich. 6. 0. 10.) The Bong is that
of victory after conflict with the dragon, beast, and
false prophet : never sung before, lor such a conflict
had never been fought before ; therefore new : till now
the kingdom of Christ on earth bad been usurped;
they sing the new song in anticipation of Hu taking
possession of His blood-bought kingdom with His
saints, four beasts— rather as Greek, "four living
creatures." The harpers and singers evidently include
the 144,000: so the parallel proves (ch. 16. S, 3), where
the same act Is attributed to Vte general company of
taint*, the harvest |c. 15? from all nations. Not as A lfurd. "the harpers and song are in heaven, but the
144,000 ore on earth." redesmsd—fit., "purchased." Not
even the angels can learn that song, for they know not
experimentally what it is to have " come out of the great
ti itml ition. and washed their robes white in the blood
of the Lamb" Ich. 7. 14). 4. virgins — spiritually
[Matthew, 24, U; in contrast to the apostate cutucu,

on Zion with His Company.

Babylon (v. 8). spiritually "a harlot" (ch. 17. 1-6; Isaiah,
1. 21; contrast 2 Corinthians, 11. 2; Ephesians, 5. 26-ltf).
Their not being defiled witii women, means they were
not led astray from Christian faithfulness by the tempt
ers who jointly constitute the spiritual "harlot."
follow the Lamb whituersoever he poach—in glory, being
especially near His person; the fitting reward of their
following Htm so fully on earth, redeemed—"pur
chased" being the—rather, "as a first fruit." Not
merely a H first fruit" in the sense in which all believers
are so, but Israel's 144,000 elect are the first fruit, the
Jewish and Gentile elect church is the harvest; in a
further sense, the whole of the transfigured and trans
lated church which reigns with Christ at His coming, is
the first fruit, and the consequent general ingathering
of Israel and the nations, ending hi the last judgment,
is the full and final harvest. 5. gnite—Bo Andreas*
in one copy. But A, B. C, orioen. and Andreas in
other copies read, " falsehood." Cf. with English Ver
sion reading Psalm 32. 2; Isaiah, 63. 0; John, 1. 47.
for—So B. Syriae, Coptic* Orioen, and Andreas read.
But A. C omit, without fault—Greek, "blameless:" in
respect to the sincerity of their fidelity to Him. Not
absolutely, and in themselves blameless; but regarded
as such on the ground of His righteousness in whom
alone they trusted, and whom they faithfully served
by His Spirit in them. The allusion seems to be to
Psalm 16. 1, 2. Cf. v. 1, "stood on mount Sion." before
the throne of God—A. B, C. Syriae, Coptic. Orioen, and
Andreas omit these words. The oldest Vulgate MS.
supports them. 6. Here begins the portion relating
to the Gentile world, as the former portion related to
Israel. Before the end the gospel is to be preached for
a witness unio all tuitions: not that all nations shall
be converted, but all nations shall have had the op
portunity given them of deciding whether they will be
lor. or against. Christ. Those thus preached to are
"they that dwell (so A, Coptic, and Syriae read. But
B. C. Orioen. Vulgate, Cyprian, 312, read, "arr.'cf.
Matthew, 4. 16; Luke. 1. 79. having their settled home)
on the earth," being of earth earthy: this last season of
grace is given them, if yet they may repent, before
"judgment' («. 7) descends: if not, they will be left
without excuse, as the world which resisted the preach
ing of Noah in the 120 years " whilst the long-suffering
of God waited." " So also the prophets gave the people
a last opportunity of repentance before the Babylonian
destruction of Jerusalem, and our Lord and His
apostles before the ltomau destruction of the holy city.1*
lAUBfcRLLN.J The Greek for "unto" [epi, in A, U)
means fit., "upon," or "over." or "in respect to" t Mark.
0. 12; Hebrews. 7. 13;. So also "to every nation" {Greek
epi, in A, B, C, Vulgate. Syriae. Orioen, Andreas.
Cyprian, and Primasiuki. This, perhaps, implies
that the gospel, though diffused oeer the globe, shall
not come savingly unto any save the elect. The world
is not to be evangelised till Christ shall come: mean
while, God's purpose la "to take out of the Gentiles a
people for His name," to be witnesses of the effectual
working of ilia Spirit during the counter-working of
"the mystery of iniquity." everlasting gospel—the gos
pel which announces the glad tidings of the everlasting
kingdom of Christ, about to ensue immediately after
the "judgment" on Antichrist, announced as imminent
in v. 7. As the former angel " flying through the mtdst
of heaven" (ch. 8. 13) announced "woe," so this angel
"flying in the midst of heaven" announced joy. The
three aneels making this hut proclamation of the gos
pel, the fall of Babylon (v. »). the harlot, and the judg
ment on the beast-worshipiwrs (e. 9-11). the voice from
heaven respecting the blessed dead {v. 13/. the vision
of the Sou of man on the cloud (v. 11), the harvest
[v. 16). and the vintage {v. 16), form the compendious
Bummary, amplified in detail in the rest of the book.
7. icu titii— the loiciunncr to eiuUacuu the love of
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< " -d niaui fested in Uie gospel. Kepentance accompanies
tuili, give gloiy to him—mid not to the beast (cf. ch.
I-. 4; Jeremiah. 13. 16). the hour of his judgment—"The
hour" implies the definite time. " Judgment." not the
l -.'ueral judgment, but that upon Babylon, the beast,
and his worshippers (t?. 6-12). worship him that made
l.eivea—not Antichrist—who "sittcth in the temple of
God. showing Himself that He is God" (cf. Acta. 14. lb).
sea.. .fountain*— Distinguished also in ch. 8. 6, 10. 8.
*notaer—So Vulgate. But A, B. Sgriac. and Akdjikas
add. "a second .■" "another, a second angel.' Babylon
—Here first mentioned: identical with (lie harlot, the
a i mi. tat* church: distinct from the beast, and judged
sefiarately. is fallen—Anticipation of ch. 18. 2. A,
Yulgaic% Syriac, and Am»hkas support the second " is
fallen." But B. C, and Coptic omit it. that great city
—A, B, C, Vulgate. Sgruic. and Coptic omit '"city."
Then translate. "Babylon the great." The ulterior and
t xhauative fulfilment of Isaiah. 21. 9. because—So Andk£ah. But A, C, Vulgate, and Syriac read, "which."
B and Coptic omit it. Even reading " which." we must
understand it as giving the reason of her falL all na
tions—A, B. C read, "ail the nations." the wine of the
wrath of her fornication— the wine of the wrath of God,
the consequence of her fornication. As she made the
nations dru:.k with the wine of her fornication, so she
herself shall be nmde drunk with the wine of God's
wrath. 9. A, B, C. and Andreas read, "another, a
third angel." Cf. with this verse ch. 13. 16, 16. 10. The
same—Creek, "he also," as the just and inevitable re
tribution, wine of... wrath of God— (Psalm 76. 8.) with
out mixture— whereas wine was so commonly mixed
with water, that to mix wine is used in Greek for to
four out wine: this wine of God's wrath is undiluted:
there is no drop of water to cool its beat. Nought of
grace or ho[»e is blended with it. This terrible threat
1,1 iy well raise us above the fear of nian's threats.
This unmixed cap is already mingled and prepared for
Satan and the beast's followers, indignation— Greek
iorges], "abiding wrath," But the Greek for "wrath*
above (Greek thumoui is boding indignation, from
[Greek Onto) a root meaning to boil: this is temporary
ebullition of anger; that is lasting [Ammomusj, and
accompanied with a purpose of vengeance [Ouioen on
J si.hu 2. 6). torroeuted...in the presence of the...auge:s
— il'salra 49. 14; m. 10; lx». 21; Isaiah. 66. 84. J God's
enemies are regarded by tlie saints as their enemies,
and when the day of probation is past. their mind shall
be so entirely one with God's, that they shall rejoice
in witnessing visibly the judicial vindication of God's
righteousness in sinners' punishment. 11. for ever and
ever—Greek, "unto a^*s of a,jes. ' no rest day nor night
—Contrast the very different sense In which the same
is said of the four living creatures in heaven, "They
rest not day and nfcht, saying, Holy, holy, holy," itc.:
yet they do *' rest" in another sense : they rest from sin
and sorrow, wearin^s and weakness, trial and tempta
tion {v. 13): the lost have no rest from sin and Satin,
terror, torment, ami remorse. 12. Here, &c— Resumed
from ch. 13. 10. where see the Note. In the fiery ordeal
of persecution which awaits all who will not worship
the beast, the jaith and patience of the followers of
Gi>d and Jesus shall be put to the test, and proved.
pitieiice—Greek Ihupomcne), patient, persevering endur
ance. The second " here" is omitted in A, B, C Vulr
oate, Syriac, Coptic, and P&iM asius Translate, " Here
is the endurance of the saints, who keep," Ac. Un
faita of Jesus— :he faith which has Jesus for its object.
13. Encouragement to cheer those jiersecuted under i he
lc ist. Blessed— m resting from tlicir toils, and. in the
cam of the saints just before alluded to as pern cu ted
by the beast, in resting from persecut*orin. Their full
bfcw.dnem in now "from henceforth." i.e.. pbom this
time, when the judgment on the beist, and the bar
veoUualhtriiig of the elect are uuaiuient. The tinii
til

Blessedness of the Dead vn the L/md.

so earnestly longed for by former martyrs is now ail
but come: the full number of their fellow-terrasit is
on the verge of completion : they have no longer Co
" rest (the same Greek as Pere, anapausis. yet for a little
season,' their eternal rest, or cessation from toils
(2 Thessalonians. l. 7. Greek anesu. relaxation after
hardships. Hebrews, 4 8. 10, sabbatunn of rest: std
Greek catapausis, akin to the Greek here), is chaw ai
hand now. They are olessed in being about to sit dc** n
to tlie marriage supper of ttte Lamb tch. 19. W. one is
having part in rax first resurrection sch. a. ft, and ia
horinff right to the tree of life :ch. 22. It). In t. n It
follows the explanation of why they are pro&outircd
"blessed" new in particular, viz., tlu Son of man e*
the cloud is just coming to gather them in as tar harr.-i
ripe for His garner. Write—to put it on record ft*
ever. Tea. aaitu the Spirit—The words of God the
Father (the " voice from heaven) ' are echoed hack ac4
confirmed by the Spirit {speaking in the "Word. ch. t
7; 22. 17; and in the saints, 8 Corinthians. 6. 6; 1 tine,
4. 14J. All "God's promises in Christ are yea" g Co
rinthians. 1. SO', ununne—Omitted in A. B, C. Vuiyau,
Strriac, and Coptic, that they may—The Grrtk include*
also the idea, They are blessed, in Utat they all all ns\
from their toils lso tlie GreJc). and—So B and A>dbeas read. But A, C. Vulgate, and Svuu read
"for." They rest from their toils, because their thre
for toil is past; they enter on the blessed rcsU teiaa*
of tlieir faith evinced by their works, which, therefore.
"follow with (bo the Greek) them." Their works ars
specified because respect is had to the cooling jui:ment, wherein every man shall be "judged according
to bis works." His works do not go before the be
liever, nor even go by his side, but fallow him at L&e
same lime that they go wdh him as a proof that be »
Christ's. 14. crown—liretk tstepliaium,, oariandof vie
tory : not His diadem as a king. Tb* victory is de
scribed in detail, ch. 19. 11-21. one ta:— "one sitling"
iGreck cathemenon homotom is the reading of A, B. l.
Vulgate, and Coptic. 15. Tnmst in—Greek* "becc-*
The angel docs not command the "Son cf man" r. jl,
but is the mere messenger announcing to the Sob the
will of Got Uie Failter, in whose bauds are kept \h*
Units and Vie seasons, thy sickle— Alluding to >UxL
4. 29. where also it is "sendth the sickle." The >*
sends His sickle- bearing angel to reap the righteous
when fully ripe, harvest—the harvest crop. By u-«
/wrt>Mt- reaping the elect righteous are gathered out tj
the xintage the anti-Christian offender* arc remoT&i
out of the earth, the scene of Christ's coming kinsdwn.
The Son of man Himself, with a golden crown, is in
troduced in the Itarveat gathering of the elect, a nun
angel in the vintage {v. 1S-20/. is ripe—I U.. " is diied"
Ripe for t:lory. 16. thrust ia— Greet, "c*st." l".stt
of the temple.. .in heaven— ich 11. 19J 18. from the aia;
—upon which were offered the incen«.-icoompaiuol
prayers of all saints, which bring down in svn&wex GiAt
fiery judgment on the ch urch's foes, the Jirt Lcing tain,
from the altar and cast upon Vu earth, faliy nfeGreek, "come to their acme:" ripe for ponLshmitai19. " The vine" is what is the subject of jade nent, he
cause its grapes are not what God looked for eo-jsuk.ing Its careful culture, but "wiid grapes*7 iLulah, l
The apostate world of Christendom, not the work! ol
heathendom, who have noi heard of Christ, is the otject of judgment. CT. the emblem, ch 19. 16; Isaiah.
03. 2, 3; Joel. 3. 13. 30. withiuc the ciy—JerusaJ«a.
'The scene of the blood-shedding of Christ and Ku
people shall be also tlie scene of God's veDgtaice ■■&
the anti-Christian foe. Cf. the ** lioisemea,' ch. k ie,
V, blood—answering to the red wine. The sl*ntA,.*J
of the apostate* is what is here speken of, not tU-'
eternal jiunishment. eveuouto tiiebdne br;Alf<—-fii-.t
avenging " armies of heaven." by tse tpaee of a th*Esa-i
...six hnadied lorljujci—lit., "a thousand six Luruu
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farionga off" [W. Kelly J Sixteen hundred is a
square number; 4 by 4 by 100. The four quarters.
:■ > u i b, South, East, and West, of the Holy land, or else
of the world (the completeness and universality of the
w>>rld wide destruction being hereby indicated). It
tlocs not exactly answer to the length of Palestine as
tnven by Jkkohr. J60 ftoman miles. Bkngex thinks
the valley of Kedron, between Jerusalem and the
mount of Olives, is meant, the torrent in that valley
being about to be dfscoloured with blood to the extent
of t60o furlongs. This view accords with Joel's proj-Miecy that the valley of Jehoshaphatis to be the scene
of the overthrow of the anti-Christian foes.
CHAPTER XV.
Ver. l-S. The Seven Last Vials of Plagues:
Song or ide Victors over theBkast. 1. the seven
last plague*—Greek, "seven flag ues which are the last."
is fi-.led up—&{„ "was finished," or "consummated:"
the prophetical past for the future, the future being to
God as though it were past, so sure of accomplishment
is His word. This verse is the summary of the vision
that follows: the angels do not actually receive tbe
vials till v. 7; but here, in v. 1, by anticipation they
are spoken of as having them. There are no more
plagues after these until the Lord's coming in judgment.
The destruction of Babylon :ch. 18.) is the last: then
in ch. 19. He appears. 2. sea of glass—Answering to
the molten sea or treat brazen laver before the mercy■eat of the earthly temple, for the purification of the
priests; typifying the baptism of water and the Spirit
of ail who are made kings and priests unto God. mingled
with fire— Answering to the baptism on earth with fire,
i.e.. fiery trial, as well as with the Holy Ghost, which
Christ's people undergo to purify them, as gold is puri
fied of its dross in the furnace, them that had gotten
the victory over—Greek, " those (coming} off from (the
couflict with) the beast conquerors." over the number
cf his name—A, B, C, Vulgate, Syriac, and Coptic omit,
tbe words in English Version, "over his mark/ The
monk, in fact, is the number of his name which the faith
ful refused to receive, and so were victorious over it.
stand on tbe mi of glass—Alfohd and Dx Buit.au ex
plain '" on (the shore of) the sea:" at the sea. So the
preposition {Greek) epi, with the accusative, is used for
at, ch. 3. 20. it has a pregnant sense: "standing" im
plies rest, Greek epi with the accusative Implies motion
Uncords. Thus the meaning is, Having come to the
sea. and now standing at it. In Matthew, 11. 26,
where Christ walks on the sea, the Greek oldest MSS.
have the genitive, not the accusative as here. Allusion
is made to the Israelites standing on the shore at the
JUrt *vs, after having passed victoriously through it, and
after the Lord bad destroyed the Egyptian foe (type
of antichrist) in it. Moses and the Israelites' song of
triumph (Exodus. IS. l) has its antitype in the saints'
*' song of Moses and the Lamb" {v. 3). Still English
Version is consistent with good Greek, and the sense
will then be. As the sea typifies the troubled state out
of which the beast arose, and which is to be no more
id tbe blessed world to come (ch. 21. 1), so the victori
ous saints stand on it. having it under thur feet [as the
itxrman bad the moont c.'t. 12. 1. see Note) : but it is now
do longer treacherous wherein tbe feet sink, but solid
like glass, as it was under the feet of Christ, whose
triumph and power the saints now share. Firmness
of footing amidst apparent instability is thus repre
sented. They can stand, not merely as victorious
Israel at the Red sea. and as John upon the sand of
t-ne shore, but upon the sea itself now firm, and reflect
ing their glory as glass : their past conflict shedding
the brighter lustre on their present triumph. Their
J.appiness is heightened by the retrospect of the
dangers through which they have passed Thui this
corresponds to ch. 7. 14. 16. barp« of God—in the hands
of these heavenly virgins, infinitely surpassing the

the Song of Moses and ttie Lamb.

timbrels of Miriam and the lsraelitesaes. 3. song of
Moses...»nd... the Limb—The New Testa icnt,song o." the
Lamb (i «.. the song which the Lamb shall lead, as be
ing " the Captain of our salvation." just as Moses was
leader of the Israelites, the song In which Um.se who
conquer through Him [Romans, 8. 37] shall join, ch. 12.
11) is the antitype to the triumphant Old Testament
song of Moses and the Israelites at the Red sea
(Exodus, 15.}. The churches of the Old and New Tes
tament are essentially one in their conflicts and
triumphs. The two appear joined in this phrase, as
they are in the twenty-four elders, similarly. Isaiah,
12., foretells the song of the redeemed (Israel foremosU
after the second anlitypical exodus and deliverance at
the Egyptian sea. The passage through the Red sea
under the pillar of cloud was Israel's baptism, to which
the believer's baptism in trials corresponds. The elect
after their trials (especially those arising from the beast)
shall be taken up before the vials of wrath be poured
on the beast and his kingdom. So Noah and his family
were taken out of the doomed world before the
deluge; Lot was taken out of Sodom before its destruc
tion; the Christians escaped by a special interposition
of Providence to Petla, before the destruction of Jeru
salem. As the pillar of cloud and jire interposed be
tween Israel and the Egyptian foe, so that Israel was
safely landed on the opposite shore before the Egyp
tians were destroyed; so the Lord, coming with clouds
and in flaming Are, shall first catch up His elect people
"in the clouds to meet Him in the air," and then shall
with fire destroy the enemy. The Lamb leads the song
in honour of tbe Father amidst the great congregation.
This is the "now song' mentioned ch. 14. 3. The sing
ing victors are the 144.000 of Israel, " the first fruits."
and tbe general "harvest'* of the Gentiles, servant
of God—(Exodus. 14. 31; Numbers. 12. 7; Joshua, 22. 5.)
The Lamb is more: He is the Son. Great and marvel
lous are thy works, tUc— Part of Moses' last song. The
vindication of the justice of God that so He may be glo
rified, is the grand end of God's dealings. Hence His
servants again and again dwell upon this iu their praises
(ch. 10. 7; 13. 2; Proverbs, 10. 4; Jeremiah. 10. 10; Daniel,
4. 37). Especially at the judgment ; Psalm, 60. 1-6; 146.
17). saints—There is no MS. authority for this. A, B,
Coptic and Cyprian read. " of the nations." C reads
"of the ages," and so Vulgate and Syriac. The point
at issue in the Lord's controversy with the earth is,
whether He, or Satan's minion, the beast, is " the King
of the nations ;" here at tho eve of the judgments de
scending on the kingdom of the beast, the transfigured
saints hail Him as " the King of the nations" (EzekteL
21.37). 4. Who shall not—Greek. "Who iathereb.it must
fear thee?" Cf. Moses' song. Exodus, lu. 14-10, on the
fear which God's judgments strike into the foe. thee—
So Syriac. But A, B. C, Vulgate and Cvtrian reject
" thee." all nations shall come— Alluding l.i Psalm 22.
27-31 ; cf. Isaiah. 00. 23 ; Jeremiali, 10. : u. The conver
sion of alt nations, therefore, shall be when Christ
shall come, and not till then; and the first moving
cause will be Christ's manifested judgments preparing
all hearts for receiving Christ's mercy. He s iall effect
by His presence what we have in vain tried to e fleet ia
His absence. The present preaching of the gospel is
gathering out the elect remnant; meanwhile "the
mystery of iniquity" is at work, and will at last come
to its crisis, then shall judgment descend on the
apostates at the harvest- :nd of this age (Greek Matthew,
13. 39, 40, when the tares shall be cleared out of the
earth, which thenceforward becomes Messiah's king
dom. The confederacy of the apostates agtinst Chiist
becomes, when overthrown with fearful judgments, ihe
very means, in Gods overruling providence, of pre
paring the nations not joined in the anti-Christian
league to submit themselves to II ;m . are—lit..'" v. etc: '
the prophetical past for the iuuitUiate future, judg
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Sewn Vialt to the Sese* AngtU.

m9M—Greek* righteousnesses." 6. So eh. 11. 1«; cf. ch. fire into the earth previous to the aeries of tram pets
18. 17. "The tabernacle of the testimony" approprb [ [ch. 8. oj. upon—ijo Coptic. But A. B. C. VulgeUe and
tUely here comes to view, where God's faithfulness in ' Syriac read," into." sore upon tbe men—antitype to the
avenging His people with judgments on their foes is sixth Egyptian plague. "Noisome,"*!*., evil fcf. Imvabout to be set forth. Weneedtogetaglimpse within teronomy, 2S. S7, 3S>. The very game Greek word la w*A
the Holy place to ** understand" the secret spring and in the LXX. as here, Greek heikos. The reason why the
the end of Cod's righteous dealings, bo bold—Omitted \ sixth Egyptian plague is the first here, hi because it wo?
by A, B. C. Syruic. and Andrbas. It Is supported \ directed against the Egyptian magicians, Jsncrs and
only by Vubjate, Coptic, and JPriuahius. but no MS. J ombres, so that they could not stand before Moses ;
C. haviog—So Breads, iiut A. C read "who have" not and so here the plague is sent upon those who in tit*
that they had them yet icf. v. 7), but they ore by anti beast-worship bad practised sorcery. As tbey seb.
cipation described according to their ofiice. lima—So milled to the mark of the beast, so tbey mast bear th*
XI icads. Iiut A, C. and » ulgate, "a stone." On the mark of the avenging God. Contrast ch. 7.3; Esekxi.
principle that the harder reading is the one least likely 0. 4, 0. " Grievous." distressing to the sufferers, ma
to be an interpolation, we should read, "a stone puna which hod the mark of tne beast—Therefore this first
(and is omitted in A, It, C.and Andreas) brilliant" (so viol Is subsequent to the period of the beast's role.
the Greek, : probably the diamond. With Engltah Ver 3. angel—So B and Andreas. But A. C. and Fss/sssu
sion, cf. Acta, 1. 10 ; 10. 30. golden girdles—resembling omit it. upon—Greek, "into." became a*„ .blood—an
the Lord in this respect (ch. 1. 13). 7. one of tits four swering to another Egyptian plague, of a dead scad—
btasu—Greek. " living creatures." The presentation of putrefying, living soul—S3 B and Andrkas. Bat A.
the vialB to the angels by one of the living creatures, C and Syriac. " soul of life" icf. Genesis, i. 9tK T. B.
implies the ministry of the church as the medium for MJ. in tbe tea—So B and Akdrsas. But A. C. and
manifesting to angels the glories of redemption Ephe- Syriac read, *'ias respects) the things in the aesw" 4.
ttians, 3. io. visit—" bowls :" a brood shallow cup or (Exodus. 7. £0.) angel—So Syriac, Coptic und An ukxas.
him I. The breadth of the vials in their upper part But A, B, C. and Vulgate omit it. 5. acgd of L&e waters
would tend to cause their contents to pour out all at —i.e., presiding over tbe waters. 0 Lord—Omitted by
once, implying the overwhelming suddenness of the A, B, C. Vulgate. Syriac. Coptic and A2*'i>itEju&, *&£
woes, lull of... wrath—How sweetly do the vials full of sboit be— A. B.C. Vulgate md A>x>kka* for tbiAciame
odourt,i.t., the incense-perfumed prayers of the saints, read, "(which art and wast; holy." The Lord is, o>j*
contrast with these 1 B. tempi*.. .idled—Isaiah, 6. 4; cf. no longer He that shall come, for He is cftte mra*Exodus. 40. 34; 'i. Chronicles. 6. 14, us to the earthly geauce; and therefore the third of the three elanx^
temple, of which this is the antitype, the glory of God, found in ch. 1. 4. 8 ; and 4. 8. is here and in ch. u. it.
and.. .power—then fully manifested, no man was able to omitted, judged ibus—lit., "these things." "Too*
entsr...the temple—because of God's presence In His didst inflict tliis judgment.'' 6. Ch. 11. is. end; GeuesiK
manifested glory and power during the execution of 9 ti, Isaiah, 40. 2«j An anticipation of ch. its ao. 34; cL
ch. IS. 16. For—A, B. C, and Am>rsa& otnlt.
these Judgments.
out of—Omitted in A. C. Syriac-. and Coptic. Tr
CHAPTEK. XVI.
Ver. 1-Jl. Tns SfcVK.*. Vial* and thb Consequent then, "l heard the altar Ipersouifiedj saying." Om it
Plague.-*. The trumpets shook the world kingdoms in the prayers of saints are presented before God : be
a longer process; the vials destroy with a swift and neath it are tbe souls of the martyrs crying for vex
sudilen overthrow the kingdom of the beast in parti geonce on the foes of God. 8. angel—So Vopne smA.
cular who had invested himself with the world king A-SDRKA.s. Llit A, B, C, Vulgate and Syria*: omit iL
dom. The Hebrews thought the Egyptian plagues to upon—Not as in v. n, 3. "into." sun—whereas by the
have been influted with but on interval of a month fourth trumpet tbe sun is darkened ich. s. iz; in athirc
between them severally. [Bkngel referring to >eder part, here by the fourth vial the sun's bright «corct*uc
< nam.] As Moses took ashes from an earthly common power is intensified, power was gives unto aim— rati *r.
furnace, so angels, as priestly-ministers in the heavenly " unto tt ," the sun. me a—Greek, " the men* via., lb-*
temple, take holy tire in sacred vials or bowls, iroin the «bo had the mark of the beast iv. Si. 9. tten—GmL
heavenly altar to pour down (cf. ch. it. 6J. The same "(ft* men." repented not to give him glory—;cb_ ». s* ,
heavenly altar which would have kindled the sweet Affliction, if it doe*, not melt, hardens the smoer. 4 1
incense of prayer bringing down blessing upon earth, by the better result on otliers ch. u. 13; 14. ?; to. 4> 'man's sin kindles the tlery descending curse. Just as siigel—Omitted by A. B, C. Vulgate and Syriac, Bat
the river Nile, which ordinarily Is the source of Egypt's Coptic and Andrkah support it. tea:—Greek. " tkrcsv
fertility, became blood and a curse through Egypt's sin. of the beast f set up in arrogant mimicry of Goc 1. a great voice— ci; , God's. These seven vials (the de throne; the dragon cave his throne to the beast tofc U.
tailed expansion or the vintage, ch. 14. ivlu being called 2). darkness—parali el to the Egyptian plague of dezx" the last," must belong to the period just when the ness, Pharaoh being the type of antichrist fd". ch. u
term of the beast's power has expired ^whence refer 2, 3. Notes; cf. the filth trumpet, ch. &. S. graw«c *-l* :
ence is made in them all to the worshippers of the tongues for pain—Greek, " owing to the pain" occaaiourJ
beast as the oljectsof the judgments;, close to the end by the previous plagues, rendered more ap-paUis* :»
or coining of tne Son of man. The first four are dis the darkness. Or, as "gnashing of teeth" hi one of tec
tinguished from the hist three, just as in the case of accompaniments of hell, so this "gnswinc of Isser
the seven seals and the seven trumpets. The first tongues" Is through rage at the baffling of thesr hoses
four are more general, affecting the earth, the sea, and the overthrow of their kingdom. Tbey medisatsprings, and the sun, not merely a portion of these j revenge and are unable to effect it; hence their trsntr
natural bodies, as in the case of the trumpets, but the [i . kutu"c ] Those In anguish, mental and bodily, Ubi
whole of them; the last three are more particular. ' their lips and tongues. 11. sores—Ibis shows that eor£
affecting the throne of the beast, the Euphrates, and ' fresh plague was accompanied with the oocUaaaaer
the grand consummation. Some of these particular I of the preceding plagues : there was on accumuiat^ :
judgments are set forth In detail in chs. 1T.-1'0. out of not a mere succession, of plagues, repented sat—>.?
the temple—B and Syriac omit. But A, C, Vulgate and v. 0.J 13. sngel—So Coptic and andrkas. A. IV
Andreas support the words, the vials-8o Syriac Vv'gate and ^'vrsac ondt. kings of the rssf tfrt ^
and Coptic. But A, B, C. Vulgate and Andreas resd, "the kings who are from the rising of the sms.* in
"the teem vials." upm— Greek, "into" 2. went— ference to the Euphrates similsrly occur* in tee sata
Greek, "wout away." poured out—cu the auge! coat , iruuiptit. Tht uijiiu,* up of Uivka&hiaU*. it
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The World King* Ga'hered
to Dottle at Armageddon.
to be taken fl amatively, as Babylon itself, which is | firms his testimony to the beast by miracles, as the
*i tooted ou It, is undoubtedly so,ch. 17.fi. The waters Holy Ghost attested similarly Christ's divine mission.
of the Euphrates fcf Isaiah, 8. 7, 8) are spiritual Baby- unclean spirits like frogs— the antitype to the plague of
loo's, i.*., the apostate church's (of which Rome is the frogs sent on Egypt. The presence of the "unclean
chief, though not exclusive representative), spiritual spirit" in the land (Palestine) is foretold, Zechariah, 13.
and Uraporal powers. The drying up of the waters of 2. in connexion with idolatrous prophets. Beginning
Babylon expresses the same thing as the ten kinds' with infidelity as to Jesus Christ's coming in the flesh,
stripping, eating, and burning the whore. The phrase men shall end in the grossest idolatry of the beaut, the
" way may be pre pared for" is that applied to the Lord'* incarnation of all that is self-deifying and God-opposed
> mmg Isaiah, 40. 3; Matthew, 3. 3; Luke, 1. 78). He in the world-powers of all ages : having rejected Him
shall come from the East (Matthew. 24. 27: Ezekiel. 43. that came in the Father's name, tbey shall worship one
2, " the glory of the God of Israel came from the way o/ that comes in bis own, though really the devil's repre
the Bat? i: not alone, for His elect transfigured saints sentative ; as frogs croak by night in marshes arid
of Israel and the Gentiles shall accompany Him, who quagmires, so these unclean spirits in the darkness of
are * kings and priests unto God" (ch. l. 6). As the error teach lies amidst the mire of filthy lusts. They
anti-Christian ten kings accompany the beast, so the talk of liberty, but it is not gospel liberty, but license
taints accompany as kings the King of kings to the last for lust. Their being three, as also seven, in the de
decisive conflict. De Burgh. &c.. take it of the Jews, scription of the last and worst state of the Jewish na
who also were designed to be a kingdom of priests to tion, implies a parody of the two divine numbers, three
God on earth. They shall, doubtless, become priest- of the Trinity, and seven of the Holy Spirit (ch. 1. 4).
kings in the flesh to the nations In the flesh at His Some observe that three frogs were the original arms
coming. Abraham from the East iif Isaiah. 41. 2. »,». of France, a country which has been the centre of infi
refers to him. and not Cyrus, conquering the Chaidesn delity, socialism, and false spiritualism. A, B, read,
kings is a type of Israel's victorious restoration to the "a* if were frogs," instead of "* like frogs," which is not
imeit- kingdom. Israel's exodus after the last Egyptian supported by MSS. The unclean spirit ont of the
plagues typifies Israel's restoration after the spiritual mouth of the dragon symbolizes the proud infidelity
Babylon, the apostate church, has been smitten. Is which opposes God and Christ. That out of the beauts
rael's promotion to the priest kingdom after Pharaoh's mouth is the spirit of the world, which in the politics
downfall, and at the Lords descent at Sinai to establish of men, whether lawless democracy or despotism, sets
the theocracy, typifies the restored kingdom of Israel man above God. That out of the mouth of the faJse
at the Lords more glorious descent, when antichrist prophet is lying spiritualism and religious delusion,
shall be destroyed utterly. Thus besides the trans which shall take the place of the harlot when she shall
figured saints, Israel secondarily may be meant by have been destroyed. 14. dsvnt—Greek, "demons."
"the kings from the East'' who shall accompany the working; miracles—Greek, "signs." g-o forth unto—or
" King of kings ' returning " from the way of the East" " for," i.e., to tempt them to the battle with Christ, the
to reign over His ancient people. As to the drying up kings of in-1 earth and—A, B, Synac. and Axdrkas
Again of the waters opposing His people's assuming the omit " of the earth and." which clause is not in any
kingdom, cf Isaiah, 10. 26; U. U.)6; Zechariah, 10. 9-U. M.S. 'Jrans'aU," Kings of the whole habitable world."
The name Israel iGenesls, 33. 28) implies a prince with who are "of this world." in contrast to "the kings of
Ood. Cf. Micah, 4. 8, as to the return of the kingdom to from) the East" [the suurisina;. r. 12. viz., the saints
Jerusalem. Durham. 200 years ago. interpreted the to whom Christ has appointed a kingdom, and who are
drying up of the Euphrates to mean the wasting away "children of light." God in permitting Satan's mir
of too Turkish power, which has heretofore held Pales acles, as In the case of the Egyptian magicians who
tine, and so the way being prepared for Israel's restora were His instruments in hardening Pharaoh's heart,
tion. But as Babylon refers to the apostate church, gives the reprobate up to judicial delusion preparatory
not to Manoiuetauism, the drying up of the Euphrates to their destruction. As Aaron's rod was changed
(answering to Cyrus' overthrow of literal Babylon by Into a serpent, so were those of the Egyptian moirimarching Into it through the dry channel of the cians. Aaron turned the water Into blood ; so did the
Euphrates must answer to the draining off of the apos magicians. Aaron brought up frogs ; so did the ma
tate church's resources, the Roman and Greek corrupt gicians. With the frogs their power ceased. So this,
church having been heretofore one of the greatest bar or whatever is ant i typical to it, will be the last effort
riers by its idolatries and persecutions in the way of of the dragon, beast, aisd false prophet. baXlU—GretJt,
Israel's restoration and conversion. The kings of Ute " war :" the final conflict for the kingship of the world
forth who are earthly i». 14). stand in contrast to the described ch, 10. 17-21. 15 The gathering of the worldkings from the East who are heavenly. 13. tke dragon kings with the beast against the Lamb is the signal
—Satan, who gives hu power and throne (ch. 13. 2) to for Christ's coming; therefore He here gives the charge
the beast, false prophet—distinct from the harlot, the to be watching for His coming and clothed in the
aitoetate church .of which Rome is thechief. though not garments of justification and aanctiflcation, so as to be
sole, representative), ch. 17. 1-3, 18; and identical with accepted, thief—(Matthew, 24. 43; 2 Peter. 3. 10.) they
</te second beast, ch. 13. 11-15, as appears by comparing —saints and angels, shame— lit.,"unseemliness" {Greek
ch. 19. 20 with ch. 13. 13; ultimately consigned to the aschemosunee;; Greek, 1 Corinthians. 13. 6: a different
lake of fire with the first beast; as is also the dragon a word from the Greek, ch. 3. 18 {Greek aischunee). 16.
little later (ch. 20. 10/. The dragon, the beast, and the he—rather. " they (the three unclean spirits) gathered
false prophet. " the mystery of iniquity," form a blas them together." UEngtiiii Vvrswn be retained. " He"
phemous anti-Trinity, the counterfeit of "the mystery will refer to Cod who gives them over to the delusion of
of godliness" God manifest in Christ, witnessed to by the three unclean spirits; or else the sixOi angel [v. 12).
the Spirit. The dragon acts the part of God the Armageddon—Hebreto Har, a mountain, and Megxldo
Father, assigning his authority to his representative in Manasseh of Galilee, the scene of the overthrow of
the beast, as the Father assigns His to the Son. They the Canaanite kings by God's miraculous interposi
are accordingly jointly worshipped; cf. as to the Father tion under Deborah and Barak; the same as the great
and Son, John. 6. 23 : as the ten-horned beast has Its plain of Esdraelon. Josiah. too as the ally of Babylon,
ten horns crowned with diadrms {Greek, ch. 13. l), so was defeated and slain at Megiddo; and the mourning
Christ has on His head many diadems. Whilst the of the Jews at the time just before God shall interpose
false prophet, like the Holy Ghost, speaks not of him for them against all the nations confederate against
self, but tells all men to worship the beast, and con Jerusalem, is compared to the mourning for Josiah at
0X7
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M&ddrio. Mestddo comes from & root, ffodad. "cut
off," Mid means slaughter. Cf Joel. 3. 2, 12. 14. where
"the valley of Jelioshaphat1' (meaning in Hebrew*
" judgment of God"j is mentioned as the scene of God'*
final veimeance on the God-opposing foe. Probably
some treat plain, antitypicsl to the valleys of Meaiddo
and Jehoshnphat. will be the scene. 17. angel—So
Andreas. But A. B. Vulgate and Syriac omit it.
into—So Andreas .Greek eis). But A. B. "npon" (Greek
tpi). great—So B, Vulgate, Syriac, Coptic and Andrkah. But A omits, of heaven—So Band Andreas.
But A, Vulgate. Svriac, and Coptic omit. It is done—
" It is come to pass." God's voice as to the final con
summation, as .Ie?us" voice on the cross when the work
of expiation was completed. " It is finished." 18 voices
...thunders... lightLiogs—A has the order. "lightnings
...voices... thunders.' This is the same close as thai of
the seven seals and the seven thunders; but with the
difference that they do not merely form the conclu
sion, but introduce the consequence, of the last vial.
trix., the utter <lestruction of B tbylon and then of the
antt-Chnstian armies, earthquake—which is often pre
ceded by a lurid state of air, such aa would result from
the vial poured upon it. men were—So B. Vulgate,
Syriac, and Asdrkah. But A and Coptic read, "A
man was." so mighty—Greek, "'such.'* 19. the great
city—the capital and seat of the apostate church, spirit
ual Babylon (of wnich Rome is the representative, if
one literal city be meant). The city in ch. 11. 8 (see
Note), is probably distinct, viz., Jerusalem under anti
christ [the beast, who is distinct from the harlot or apos
tate church). Inch. 11. 13. only a tenth falls of Jerusa
lem, whereas here the city (Babylon) " became [Greek]
into three part&" by the earthquake, cities of the na
tions—other great cities in league with spiritual Baby
lon, great... cams in remrinbrenee — Greek, "Babylon
the great was remembered " Hi. 18. 6!. It is now that
the last call to escape from Babylon is given to God's
people in her (ch. 18. 4). fierceness- the boil-inn over
outburst of His wrath iGrt'k thumou orgees). cf. Note,
ch. 14. 10. 20. Plainly parallel to ch. 0. 14-iT. and by
anticipation descriptive of the last judjiment. the
mountains—rather as Greek, "there were found no
mountains." 21. lell—Gretk. "descends." upon nun
—Greek, " the men." was—Greek, " is." men— not those
s t nick who died, but the rest. Unlike the result in
the rase of Jerusalem (ch. 11. 131, where "the remnant
...affrighted. ..gave glory to the God of heaven."
CHAPTER XVII.
Ver. M«. TnR Harlot Babylon* Gaud: The
Bkahton which she Rides, having Seven Heads
and Ten Horns, miaii. bk the Instrument or
Judgment on Her. As ch. 16. IS stated generally the
vial judgment about to be poured on the harlot, Baby
lon's power, so chs. 17. and 18 give the same in detail,
so ch. 19. gives in detail the judgment on the beast and
the fake prophet, summarily alluded to in ch. 10. 13-15.
in connexion with the Lord's coming. 1. unto me—A.
B. Vulgate, Syriac, and Coptic omit, many — So A.
But B, "the many waters" 'Jeremiah, 61. 13): v. 15.
below, explains the Bense. The whore is the apostate
church, just as the woman (ch, 12) is the church whilst
faithful. Satan having failed by violence, tries too
successfully to seduce her by the allurements of the
word: unlike her Lord, she was overcome by this
temptation : hence she is seen sitting on the scarletcoloured beast, no longer the wife, but the harlot; no
longer Jerusalem, but spiritually Sodom (ch. 11.8).
2 drunk with— Greek, "owinsf to." It cannot be Pagan
Rome, but Papal Rome, if a particular seat of error be
mesnt but I incline to think that the judgment (ch.
18. 2) and the spiritual fornication ch. 18. 3), though
finding their culmination in Rome, are not restricted
to ft, but comprise the whole apostate chnrch, Roman,
titeek, and even Protestant, in so fax as it has been
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seduced from its " first love" (ch. 2. 41 to Christ, the
heavenly Bridegroom, and given its affections in
worldly pomps and idols. The m«an ch. 12. l is th*
congregation of God in its purity under the Old ard
New Testament, and appears again as the Bride of \i*.
Lamb, the transfigured church prepared for the mar
riage feast. The woman, the invjstble church, is tal
ent in the apostate church, and is the cburch militant;
the Bride is the church triumphant. 3. the wiUere-as
—Contrast her in ch. IS. 6, 14, having a plat* in the iriictenww- world, but not a home : a sojourner here, loos
ing for the city to come. Now, on the contrary, she w
contented to hare her portion in this moral wilder
ness, upon a scarlet. .beast—The same aa in ch. IX i,
who there is described as here, "having scree beads
and ten horns therein betraying that he is representa
tive of the dragon, ch. 12. 3). and upon his beads nan.- :
(so the oldest MSS. read) of blasphemy;" cf. also r .12-1*,
below. with ch. 10. IP, £0, and ch. 17. IS, u. 16. Rome.
resting on the world-power, and ruling it by the claim
of supremacy, is the chief, though not the exclusive,
representative of this symbol. As the dragon is fiery red, so the beast is blood-red in colour : implying its
bl»od guiltiness, and also deep-dyed sin. The srarii
isalBo the symbol of kingly authority, full—ail over
not merely "on his heads." as In ch. 13. l. for its op
position to God is now about to develop itself in all
its intensity. Under the harlot's superintendence, the
world-power puts forth blasphemous pretensions worse
than in Pagan days. So the pope is placed by th?
cardinal in God's temple on the altar to stt there* and
the cardinals kiss the feet of the pope. This ceremony
is called in Romish writers the adoration, Histoire
de Clerge Amsterd . 1716 ; and Lettenbunch's Notiti*
Oirce Romaniu. 16M, p. 125 ; He:degger Myit. Bob., i.
511. 614, 507: a Papal coimNumismsla pooti Ileum. Pari*.
1679. p. W lias the blasphemous legend, " Quern ertaiJ,
adorant* A'lffrftna and Anting are the worship roeax.t
by St. John's word nine times used in respect to the
rival of God [Greek proskuneinK v46om*iJafv*, too,
is the scriptural term for on idol, or any creature warshipped with the homage due to the Creator. Still
there is some check on the God opposed world-power
whilst ridden by the harlot : the consummated anti
christ will be when, having destroyed her. the beast
shall be revealed as the concentration and Incarnatson
of all the self-deifying God-opposed principles wfcv\
have appeared in various forms and degrees hereto
fore. "The church lias gained outward recognltk>Ti by
leaning on the world-power, which in its turn uses tte
church for its own objects ; such is the picture here
of Christendom ripe for judgment." [Aubehlks.] Tfce
seven heads In the view of many ore the seven feecostive forms of government of Rome: kings, crajsua.
dictators, decemvirs, military tribune*, emperors, ths
German emperors [WohdkworthI, of whom Napoleon
is the successor [v. 11). But see the view given, Note*.
r. 9, 10, which i prefer. The crowns formerly on toe ten
horns ch. 13. l) have now disappeared, perhaps an in
dication that the ten kingdoms into which the Ger
manic-Sclavonic world [the old Roman empire, indud
ing the East as well as the West, the two legs of the
image with five toes on each, i.e., ten in all] is to be di
vided, will lose their monarchical form in the ea4
[AvberlenI: but see v. 12, which seems to imply
crowned kings. 4, The colour scarlet, it is reioarkabie..
is that reserved for popes and cardinals, Paul 11
made it penal for any one but cardinals to wear hats
of scarlet : cf. Cosremoniale Rom., 3. sect, ». e, 4, Tbi-t
book was compiled more than 340 years ago by Marce!lus. a Romish archbishop, and dedicated to Leo X.
In it ore enumerated five different articles of dm-*
of scarlet colour. A vest is mentioned studded with
pearls. The pope's mitre is of goldtad ptvctoist a&met
These are the very characteristics outwardly wmti
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Revelation thrice assigns to the harlot or Babylon. So
Joachim, an abbot from Calabria, about a d. 1200, when
a-ked by Richard of England, who bad summoned him
to Palestine, concerning antichrist, replied that "he
was born long a?o at Rome, and is now exalting him
self above all that is called Ood." Roger Hoveden
Angl. Chron.,1.2. and elsewhere, wro'e," The harlot ar
rays! in gold is the church of Rome." Whenever, and
wherever (not in Rome alone) the church, instead of
being "do i lied (as at first, ch. 12. 1) with the sun" of
heaven, is arrayed in earthly meretricious gauds, com
promising the truth of God through fear, or flattery, of
the world's-power, science, or wealth, she becomes the
harlot seated on the beast, and doomed in righteous
retribution to be judged by the beast (v. 16). Soon, like
Rome, and like the Jews of Christ's and the apostles'
time leagued with the heathen Rome, she will then be
come the persecutor of the saints (p. 6). Instead of
drinking her Lord's "cup" of suffering, she baa "a cup
full of abominations and fllthineBses." Rome, in her
medals, represents herself holding a cup with the selfcondemning inscription, "Sedet super universitm."
Meanwhile the world-power gives up its hostility and
accepts Christianity externally: the beast gives up
Its God-opposed character, the woman gives up her
divine one. They meet half way by mutual conces
sions: Christianity becomes worldly, the world becomes
Christianized. The gainer is the world, the loser is the
church. The beast for a time- receives a deadly wound
(ch. 13. 3). but is not really transfigured: he will return
worse than ever [v. 11-14). The Lord alone by His com
ing can make the kingdoms of this world become the
kingdoms of our Lord and His Christ. The "purple"
is the badge of empire : even as iu mockery it was put
on our Lord, decked — tit,, " gilded." stones — Gretk,
" stone." nltbhw as—A, B, and Andreas read, " the
filthy (Impure) things." 5. upon. ..forehead.. .name—as
harlots usually had. What a contrast to " Holiness
to the Lord," inscribed on the mitre on the high
priesL's forehead, my stery—Implying a spiritual fact
heretofore hidden, and incapable of discovery by mere
reason, but now revealed. As the union of Christ and
the church is a "great mystery" a spiritual truth of
momentous interest, once hidden, now revealed, Ephesians. 5. 31, 32): so the church conforming to the world
and thereby becoming a harlot is a counter "mystery"
tor spiritual truth, symbolically now revealed). As
iniquity in the harlot is a leaven working in " mys
tery," and therefore called "the mystery of iniquity/
so when she Is destroyed, the iniquity heretofore worklog (comparatively; latently In her, shall be revealed
in the man of iniquity, the open embodiment of all
previous evil. Contrast the "mystery of God" and
"godliness," ch. 10. 7; l Timothy. 3. 16. It was Rome
that crucified Christ; that destroyed Jerusalem and
scattered the Jews; that persecuted the early Christians
In Pagan times, and Protestant Christians in Papal
times ; and probably shall be again restored to its
pristine grandeur, such as it had under the Oesars,
just before the burning of the harlot and of itself with
her. SoHiPPOLYTUB.de Antichristo (who lived in the
second century), thought. Popery cannot be at one and
the same time the "mystery of iniquity." and the monifested or revealed antichrist. Probably it will compro
mise for political power (v. 3,' the portion of Christi
anity still in Its creed, and thus shall prepare the way
for antichrist's manifestation. The name Babylon,
which in the image, Daniel, 2., is given to the head, is
here given to the harlot, which marks her as being con.
rjected with the fourth kingdom, Rome, the last part
of the Image. Benedict XIII., in his induction for a
jubilee, ad. 1726. called Rome " the mother of all be
lievers, and the mistress of all churches" .harlots like
herself). The correspondence of syllables and accents
in Greek U striking : He porn* kai to thtrion ; IU
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numphe kai to arnion. The whore and tl:e beast : the
Bride and the Lamb, of harlots— Greek, "of th*, har
lots and of the abominations." Not merely Rome,
but Christendom as a whole, even »s formerly Israel
as a whole, lias become a harlot. The invisible church
of true believers is hidden and dispersed m the visibly
church. The boundary lines which separate harlot and
woman are not denominational nor drawn externally,
but can only be spiritually discerned. If Rome were
the only seat of Babylon, much of the spiritual profit
of Revelation would be lost to us: but the harlot
"sitteth upon many waters" [v. V, and * all nations
have drunk of the wine of her fornication" !r. 2; ch. 18.
3; "the earth," ch. 19.2). External extensivencssover
the whole world, and internal conformity to the world
—worldUncss in extent and contents — is symbolized
by the name of the world city, " Babylon." As the
sun shines on all the earth, thus the woman clolhed
with the sun is to let her light penetrate to the utter
most parts of the earth. But she in extf rnally Chris
tianizing the world, permits herself to bo seduced by
the world: thus her universally or catholicity is not
that of the Jerusalem which we look for ("the mother
of us alt." ch. 21. 2; Isaiah. 3, 2-4; Galatians, 4. 20', hut
that of Babylon, the world-wide but harlot city ! [As
Babylon was destroyed and tut) Jews restored to .Jeru
salem by Cyrus. soourCyrus—a Persian nam e,meanini;
the sun— the sun of righteousness, shall bring Israel,
literal and spiritual, to the holy Jerusalem at if if*
coming. Babylon and Jorusalem are the two opposite
poles of the spiritual world.) Still the Romish church
is not only accidentally, and as a matter-of-fact, but in
virtue of its very principle, a harlot, the metropolis
of whoredom, "the mother of harlots ;" whereas the
Evangelical Protestant Church is, according to her
principle and fundamental creed, a chaste woman: the
Reformation was a protest of the woman against the
harlot. The spirit of the heathen world-kingdom Rome
had, before the Reformation, changed the Church in
the West into a Church-State, Rome: and in the Ea*t.
intoaSkiJe-G'/iurcA, fettered by the world-power, hav
ing its centre in Byzantium ; the Roman and Creek
Churches have thus fallen from the invisible spiritual
essence of the pospel into the elements of the world.
(Aubrrlen.J Cf. with the "woman" called "Baby
lon" here, the woman named "wickednoss" or "law
lessness," "iniquity" (Zecharlab. i. 7, s. 11), carried to
Babylon: cf. ** the mystery of iniquity" and "the man
of sin," "that wichd one,' lit., "tltc lawless one"
(2 Thessaloniaus, 2. 7, 8 ; also Matthew, 24. 12). S.
martyri—witnesses. I wondered wuii great admiration
—As the Ure-k is the same in the verb and the noun,
translate the latter "wonder." John certainly did not
it lin in- her in the modern English sense. Elsewhere
iv. 8; ch. 13. 3). all the earthly-minded ("they that
dwell on the earth"; wonder in admiration of the
beast. Here only is John's wonder called forth: not
the beast, but the woman sunken into the harlot, the
church become a world loving ai ostate. moves his sor
rowful astonishment at so awful a change. That the
world should be beastly Is natural, but that the faiihful bride should become the whore iu monstrous, and
excites the same amazement in him, as the same awful
change in Israel excited in Isaiah ard Jeremiah, "flurrible thing" in them answers to "abominations'' here.
"CofTupfio opiinti pe&nma:" when the church fals.
she sinks lower than the goti less world, in proportion
as her right place is In. her than the world. It is
striking that in p. 3, ' woman" has not the article," 4<Ae
woman," as if she had been before mention* d : for
though identical in one sense with the woman, ch. 12.,
in another sense she is not. The elect are never per
verted into apostates, and still remain as the true
woman invisibly contained in the harlot ; yet Chris
tendom regarded as Uic woman has apostatized from
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Its first faith. 8. beast... was, andisnot—<cf.«. 11. 1 The
time when the beaut " is not " Is the time during which
it baa " the deadly wound :" the time of the seventh
head becoming Christian externally, when Its beastlike character was put into suspension temporarily.
The healing of it* wound answers to iU attending out
of the. bottomless pit. The beast, or anti-Christian worldpower, returns worse than ever, with Satanic powers
from hell fch.ll.7J.not merely from the sea of convulsed
nations (ch. 13. 1). Christian civilisation gives the beast
only a temporary wound, whence the deadly wound Is
always mentioned in connexion with its being heated
up, the non-existence of the beast in connexion with
its reappearance; and Daniel does not even notice any
change in the world-power effected by Christianity. We
are endangered on one side by the spurious Christi
anity of the harlot, on the other by the open antiChristianity of the beast : the third class is Christ's
"little flock." go—So B. Vulgate, and Andreas read
the future tense. But A and Incs'^cun, " goeth." into
perdition—The continuance of this revived seventh (*.«.,
the eighth) head is short: it is therefore called "the
son of perdition.'* who is essentially doomed to it
almost immediately after his apnearance. names were
—So Vulgate and Akdrkas. But A. B. Syriac, and
Coptic read the singu)ar,"name is." wruten in— Gn;t 1:,
" upon." which—rather. " when they behold the beast
that it was." he. So Vulgate, was, and is not, end yet
is— A. B, and Andbkas read, "... and shall come" [lit.,
" be present." viz., attain: Oreek kai parestaii. The He
brew tetragrammaton, or sacred four letters in Jehovah
•' who is, who was, and who is to come," the believer's
object of worship, has its contrasted counterpart in
the beast *' who was, and is not. and shall be present,"
the object of the earth's worship. IBknukx.) They
exult with wander in seeing that the beast which had
seemed to have received its death blow from Christi
anity, is on the eve of reviving with greater power than
ever on the ruins of that religion which tormented
theru (ch. 11. 10). 9. Cf. ch. 13. IS: Daniel, 12. 10. where
similarly spiritual discernment is put forward as needed
in order to understand the symbolical prophecy, uvsn
heads are ssven mountains — The connexion between
mountains and kings must be deeper than the mere
outward fact to which incidental allusion is made,
that Rome (the then world-city) Is on seven hills
(whence heathen Borne had a national festival called
Septimontium, the feast of the seven-hilled city [Plu
tarch]: and on the imperial coins, just as here, she
is represented as a woman seated on stten hill*. Coin
of Vespasian, described by Captain Smyth, Boman
coins, p. 310; Ackennan, 1., p. H7i. The seven heads
can hardly be at once seven kings or kingdoms |r. io .
and seven geographical mountains. The true con
nexion is. as the head is the prominent part of the
body, so the mountain is prominent in the land. Like
"spa," and "earth" and "waters.„peoples" (v. 16), so
" mountains " have a symbolical meaning, ris. pro
minent seats of power. Especially such as are pro
minent hindrances to the cause of Cod [Psalm 08. 10,
17; Isaiah. 40. 4; 41. 16; 49. 11 ; Kzekiel. 3S. Si; especially
Babylon (which geographically was in a plain, but spi
ritually is called a destroying mountain, Jeremiah. 6L
25) in majestic contrast to which sUnds mount Zion,
" the mountain or the Lord's home" (Isaiah. 2. 2], and
the heavenly mount; ch. 31. 10."agreat and high moun
tain.. .and that great city, the holy .Jerusalem." So in
Daniel, 4. 36, the stone become" a mountain — Mes
siah's universal kingdom supplanting the previous
world kingdoms. As nature shadows forth the great
realities of the spiritual world, so seven-hilled Kome
is a representative of the seven-headed world-power
of which the dragou lias been, and is the prince. The
" seven kings" sre liorehy distinguished from the " ten
kings*' («. uj : the former arc what the latter are not*
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"mountains." great seats of the world-power. The
seven universal God-opposed monarchies, are Egypt
(the first world-i'ower which came Into collision with
God's people), Assyria. Babylon. Greece, Mcdo-Ferui,
Kome, the Germantc-ScJaTonic empire [the dag of tee
fourth kingdom mixed with its iron io >'ebuchadnucar's image, a fifth material. Daniel. 3, 33, 34, 4% 43,
symbolising this last headi. These seven might seem
not to accord with the seven heads in Daniel^*. 4-7.
one head on the first beast (Bibyion).on?on the second
(Medo-Persia!, four on the third (Greece; vis.. Egypt,
Syria, Thrace with Bithynla. and Greece with Macedon;: but Egypt and Greece are in both lists. Syr*
answers to Assyria .from which the name Syria is
abbreviated >, and Thrace with Bithrnia answers to the
Gothic -Germanic -Sclavonic hordes which, pourint
down on Kome from the .North, founded the Germa
nic Sclavonic empire. The woman sitting on the seven
implies the Old and New Testament church confirm
ing to, and resting on, the world-power. t.c. on all the
seven world-kingdoms. Abraham and Isaac disseo
bling as to their wives through fear of the kings of
Egypt foreshadowed this. Cf. Ezekiel. 16. and as., on
Israels whoredoms with Egypt, Assyria. Babylon; and
Matthew, 7. S4; 24. 10-12. 23-28. on the characteristics of
the New Testament church's harlotry, viz , distrust,
suspicion, hatred, treachery, divisions Into parties,
false doctrine. 10. there are—translate, "they (the srren
beads) are seven kings." five.. .one—(ireek. " the five.the one:" the first five of the seven an fallen (a word
applicable not to forms of government paving ascot,
but to the fall of once powerful empires : Egypt, Eze
kiel, 2tf. and 30.; Assyria and Nineveh, N'ahum, 3 1-iS;
Babylon, ch, 1*. 3; Jeremiah, 60. and 61.; Medo-Penua.
Daniel. B. 3-7. 20-22; 10. 13; II. 3; Greece. Daniel 1L
4J. Rom*, was " the one " existing in St. John's days.
" Kings " is the Scripture phrase for kingdoms, because
these kingdoms are generally represented in character
by some one prominent bead, as Babylon by Nebu
chadnezzar, Medo-Persia by Cyrus, Greene by Alex
ander, &c. the other is not yet come—Not as Autokd.
inaccurately representing Aubkbuu*. the ChritUan
empire bejrinnino vnth Constant me ; but. the Genuanic-Sdavonic empire Iteginning and continuing in its
beast-like, te., hkathkx anti-Christian character fur
only "a short space." The time when it is said of it
"it is not" (e. 11!. is the time during which It is
"wounded to death," and has the "desvily wound" Jch.
IS. 3". Trie external Christian) s*tion of the migrstfn;;
hordes from the North which descended on Rome, is
the wound to the beast answering to the earth svalio* ing up the flood heathen tribes) sent by the draws.
Satan, to drown the woman, the church. The emph ■
sis palpably is on "a short space." which therefore
comes first in the Greek, not on "he must continue,
as if his continuance /Wr some (considerable] ttsae were
implied, as Alfortj wrongly thinks. The time of ex
ternal Christi animation (whilst the beast's wound con
tinues! has lasted for upwards of fourteen centnrie-j,
ever since Constantino. Kome and the Greek churcfc«
have partially healed the wound by restoring: imageworship. 11. beast that.. .is not—his beastly character
being kept down by outward Christianization of trie
state until he starts up todife again as "the eighth"
king, bis "wound being healed" fch. 13, 3:, antichrist
manifested in fullest and most intense opposition to
God. The He is emphatical in the Greek. He, pecu
liarly and pre-eminently: answering to "the little horn"
'.villi eyes like the eyes of a man. and a mouth speak
ing great things, before whom three of the: ten harm
were plucked up by the roots, and to whom the whole
ten "give their power and strength" re IX 13. Ift.
That a personal antichrist will stand at the head of the
an ti -Christian kingdom, is likely from the aaakcy of
Anttochus Eplphanes, the Old Testament antichrist,
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** the little born" in Daniel. 8. 9-12: also, " the man of lords, ic.—anticipating ch. ID. IB. are—not in the Greek,
sin. son of perdition" (2 Tbessalonians. 2, 3-8). Answers Therefore translate, "And they that are with Him.
here to ** goetb into perdition," and is applied to an in called, chosen, and faithful (shall overcome them, viz.,
dividual, viM. , Judas, in the only other passage where the beast and his allied kings)." These have been with
the phrase occurs (John. 17. 12). He is essentially a Christ in heaven unseen, but now appear with Him.
child of destruction, and hence he has but a little time 15. (Ver. l ; Isaiah. 8. 7.) In impious parody of Jeho
Ascended out of the bottomless pit, when be ** goes vah who "sltteth upon the flood." [Alford.J Also,
into perdition" (v. 8. 11). "Whilst the church passes contrast the "many waters," ch. 10. 6. "Alleluia." The
through death of the flesh to (dory of the Spirit, the " peoples," &c„ here mark the universality of the spi
beast passes through the glory of the flesh to death," ritual fornication of the church. The " tongues" re
1 A iiiRKLKN. I is of the seven—rather. " springs out of mind us of the original Babel, the confusion of tongues,
the seven.* The eighth is not merely one of the seven the beginning of Babylon, and the first commence
restored, but a new power or person proceeding out ment of idolatrous apostasy after the flood, as the
of the seven, and at the same time embodying all the tower was doubtless dedicated to the deified heavens.
liod-opposed features of the previous seven concen Thus. Babylon is the appropriate name of the harlot.
trated and consummated; for which reason there are The pope, as the chief representative of the harlot,
said to be not eight, but only seven beads, for the eighth 1 claims a double supremacy over all peoples, typified
is the embodiment of all the seven. In the birth by the "two swords" according to the interpretation
pangs winch prepare the " regeneration" there are van. of Boniface VIII. in the BulL •■ Unam Sanctam." and
earthquakes, and. disturbances [Aubkblkn], wherein represented by the two keys, viz., spiritual as the
antichrist takes his rise (" sea." ch. 13. 1 ; .Mark. 13. 8 ; universal bishop, whence he is crowned with the mitre;
Luke. 21. 0-11). He does not fall like the other seven and temporal, whence he Is also crowned with the
(v. 10), but is destroyed, going to his own perdition, by tiara in token of his Imperial supremacy. Contrast
the Lord in person. 12. ten kings...received no kingdom with the pope's diadems the "many diadems" of Htm
as yet ; but receive power as kings ... with the beast — who alone has claim to. and shall exercise when He
Hence and from v. 14, 16. it seems that these ten kings shall come, the twofold dominion (ch. 19. 12}. 16. upon
or kingdoms, are to be contemporaries with the beast the beast—But A, B, Vulgate, and Syriac read, "And
in its last or eighth form. viz.. antichrist. Cf. Daniel. the beast." shall make her desolate—having first dis
3. 34, 44, " the stone smote the image upon his feet' mounted her from her seat on the beast {v. 3). naked
lav, upon the ten toes, which are In v. 41-44, inter —stripped of all her gaud (t>. 4). As Jerusalem used
preted to be "kings." The ten kingdoms are not, the world-power to crucify her Saviour, and then was
therefore, ten which arose in the overthrow of Rome destroyed by that very power, Rome: so the church,
(heathen), but are to rise out of the last state of the having apostatised to the world, shall have judgment
fourth kingdom under the eighth head. I agree with executed on her first by the world-power, the beast
Aijokd that the phrase "as kings," Implies that they and his allies ; and these afterwards shall have judg
reserve their kingly rights in their alliance with the ment executed on them by Christ Himself in person.
beast, wherein " they give their power and strength So Israel leaning on Egypt, a broken reed. Is pierced
unto" him (v. 13). They have the name of kings, but by it, and then Egypt itself Is punished. So Israel's
not with undivided kingly power. (AVordbwohth.] whoredom with Assyria and Babylon was punished
See Atjbcbxkk'h not so probable view. Note, v. 3. one by the Assyrian and Babylonian captivities. So the
hear—a definite time of short duration, during which church when it goes a whoring after the world as if it
" the devil is comedown to the inhabitere of the earth were the reality, instead of witnessing against its apos
and of the sea. having great wrath, because he knoweth tasy from God, is false to its profession ; being no
that he hath but a short time.' Probably the three longer a reality itself, but a sham, the church is rightly
and a half years (ch. 11. 2. 3; 13. 5). Antichrist is in exist judged by that world which for a time bad used the
ence long before the faU of Babylon ; but it Is only at church to further its own ends, whilst all the while
its fall he obtains the vassalage of the ten kings. He " hating " Christ's unworldly religion, but which now
in the first instance imposes on the Jews as the Mes no longer wants the church's aid. eat her flesh—Greek
siah, coming In his own name ; then persecutes those plural," masses of flesh," i.e. ."carnal possessions;* im
of them who refuse his blasphemous pretensions. Not plying the fulness of carnality into which the chnrch
until the sixth vial, in the latter part of his reign, does is sunk. The judgment on the harlot is again and
he associate the ten kings with him in war with the again described (ch. 18. 1; 10. 5): first by an "angel
Lamb, having gained them over by the aid of the spi having great power" (ch. 18. l), then by " another voice
rits of devils working miracles. His connexion with from heaven" (ch. 18. 4-20), then by "a mighty angel'1
Israel appears from his Bitting "In the temple of God" (ch. 18. 21-24). Cf. Ezekiel, 16. 37-44. originally said of
12 Thessalonians, 2. 4), and as the antltypical "abo Israel, but further applicable to the New Testament
mination of desolation standing in the Holy place" church when fallen into spiritual fornication. On the
(Daniel. 0. 27; 12. 11 ; Matthew, 2*. is), and " in the city phrase, *' eat.. .flesh" for prey upon one's property, and
where our Lord was crucified" (ch. 11. 8). It Is re injure the character and person, cf. Psalm 14. 4 ; 27. 2;
markable that Ikkn.kuh. Har.. 6. 25, and St. Cyril of Jeremiah. 10. 25; Micah. 3. 3. The first Napoleon's
Jerusalem (Ruffinus Hist., 10. 37), prophesied that an edict published at Rome in 1809. confiscating the Papal
tichrist should have bis seat at Jerusalem, and should dominions and joining them to France, and lately the
restore the kingdom of the Jews. Julian the apos severance of large portions of the pope's territory from
tate, long after, took part with the Jews, and aided in his sway, and the union of them to the dominions of
building their temple, herein being antichrist's fore the king of Italy, virtually through Louis Napoleon,
runner. 13. one mind—one sentiment, shall give-So are a first instalment of the full realization of this
Coptic But A. B, and Syriac." give." strength—Greek, prophecy of the whore's destruction. "Her flesh"
*• authority.* They become his dependent allies (v. 14). seems to point to her temporal dignities and resources,
Thus antichrist sets up to be king of kings; but scarcely as distinguished from "herself (Greek). How striking
has he put forth his claim when the true King of a retribution, that having obtained her first temporal
kimos appears and dashes him down in a moment to dominions, the exarchate of Ravenna, the kingdom of
destruction. 14. These shall . . . war with the Lamb—in the Lombards, and the state of Rome, by recognising
league with the beast. This is a summaryanticipation the usurper Pepin as lawful king of France, she should
of ch. IS. 19. This shall riot be till after they have first be stripped of her dominions by another usurper of
executed judgment on the harlot [v. 16, ltJJ. Lord of France, the Napoleonic dynasty ! bum... with fixe—the
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le^al punishment of an abominable fornication. 17.
hath pat—the prophetical past tense for the future.
folfil—Greek."do" or "accomplish." The Greek poiesai.
Is distinct from that which in translated "fulfilled,"
Greek telcsthetontai, below, bis will—Greet, ft is mind,
or purpose: whilst they think only of doing their own
purpose, to agree — lit, " to do (or accomplisJi} one
mind " or " purpose.* A and Vulgate omit this clause.
But B supports it. the words of God—foretelling the
rise and downfall of the beast: Greek hoi logoi in A. B,
and Andreas. English Version reading is Greek ta
rhemata, which is cot well supported. Not mere arti
culate utterances, but the efficient wortls of Him who
Is the Word. Greek logos, fulfilled — ich. 10. 7.) 18.
reigneth — lit., "hath kingsltip over the kings." The
harlot cannot bo a mere city literally, but is called so
In a spiritual sense (ch. 11. 8}. Also the beast cannot
represent a spiritual power, but a world-power. In
this verse the harlot is presented before us ripe for
judgment. The 18th chapter details that judgment.
CHAPTER. XVIIL
Ver. 1-2*. Babylon's Fall: God's PeoplbCallkd
out of her: the Kino and Merchants of the
Earth Mourn, wniLHTTHESAixTS Rfjoice at her
Fall. 1. And—So Vulgate and Andreas. But A, B,
Syriac, and Coptic omit "and.* power—Greek "au
thority." lightened—"Illumined.* wiih—Greet." owing
to." 2. mig;htily...strong— Not supported by MSS. But
A, B, Vulgate, Syriac, and Coptic read, "with tit., in)
a mighty voice." is fallen, is fallen—So A, Vulgate.
Sf/riac, and Andreas. But B and Coptic omit the
second "is fallen" (Isaiah, 21. 9; Jeremiah. 51. 8).
This phrase is here prophetical of her fall, still future,
as e. 4 proves, devils—Greek, " demons." tns hold—a
keep or prison. 3. tba wine— So B. Synac, and Coptic,
But A, C, and Vulgate emit, drunk—ch. 14. 8, from
which perhaps " the wine " may have been interpolated.
They have drunk of her fornication, too consequence
of which will be wrath to themselves. But A, B, and
O read, "(owing to the wrath of her fornication all
nations] b&ve fallen." Vulgate and most versions read
as English Version, which may be the right reading,
though not supported by the oldest MSS. Babylon,
the whore, is destroyed, before the beast slays the two
witnesses {ch. 11. J, and then the beast is destroyed him
self, aboudance — lit., "power." delicacies — Greek,
" luxury." See Note, I Timothy. 5. 11, where tbo Greek
verb "wax wanton" is akin to the noun here, Transtalc, " wanton luxury." The reference is not to earthly
merchandise, but to spiritual wares, indulgences.
Idolatries, superstitions, worldly compromises, where
with the harlot, i.e.. the apostate church, has made
mercltandijie of men. This applies especially to Rome;
but the Greek, and even in a less decree Protestant
churches, are not guiltless. However, the principle of
Evangelical Protestantism Is pure, but the principle of
Rome aud the Greek churches is not so. 4. Come out
of her, my people—Quoted from Jeremiah, 50. 9; 61. 6, 45.
Even In the Romish church God has a people: but they
are in great danger: their only safety is in coining out
of her at once. So also in every apostate or worldconforming church there are some of God's Invisible
and true church, who, if they would be safe, must
come out. Especially at the eve of God's judgment on
apostate Christendom : as Lot was warned to come out
of Sodom, just before its destruction, and Israel, to
come from about the tents of Dathanand Abiram. So
the first Christians came out of Jerusalem, when the
apostate Jewish church was judged. "State and Church
are precious gifts of God. But the Suite- being dese
crated to a different end from what God designed it,
viz., to govern for, and as under, God, becomes beast,
like; the Church apostatising becomes the harlot. The
true woman Is the kernel : beast and harlot are the
shell; whenever the kernel U mature, the shell is
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thrown awny." [AunERUKs.) "The harlot is cot
Rome aloue ithouyh she is preeminently so), but every
church that has not Christ's mind and spirit. FaUe
Christendom, divided into very many sects, istruiv
Babylon, i.e., confusion. However, in all Christendom
the truo Jesus-congregation, the woman clothed wi:h
the sun, lives and is hidden. Corrupt, lifeless Christen
dom is the harlot, whose great aim is the pleasure of
the flesh, and which is governed by the spirit of nature
and the world." IHahn in Aubeuljex.] The first
justification of the woman is in her being called out of
Babylon, tte harlot, at the culminating stage of the
latter's sin. when judgment is about to fall: for apos
tate Christendom, Babylon, is not to be convened,
but to be destroyed. Secondly, she has to pass throop
an ordeal of persecution from the beast, which purines
and prepares her for the transfiguratioD-glorf st
Christ's coming fcb. 2a 4; Luke. 21. 2SJ. b« sot partakers — Greek, "have no fellowship with her sun."
that ye receive not of her plagues—as Lot's wife, b?
lingering too near the polluted and doomed city. 5.
her blcb—as a great heap, reached—Greek, "reache-1
so far as to come into close contact with, and to dean
unto." 6. Addressed to the executioners of God'*
wrath, reward—Greek, "repay.** she rewarded—£»cItih Version reading adds "you" with cone of the
oldest MSS. But A. B, C. Vulgate. Syriac, and Cefat
omit It. She had not rewarded or repaid the worldpower for some injury which the world-power had
inflicted on her ; but she bad giren the world-power
that which was its due, riz., spiritual delusioiis, be
cause it did not like to retain God in its knowledge
the unfaithful church's principle was, Pvpulus **■•
decijd, et decipiatur, " The i>eople like to be deceived.
and let them be deceived." double—of sorrow. Con
trast with this the double of joy which Jerusalem shs-3
receive for her past sulTl-ring {Isaiah, CL 7: Zech&ruh,
tt. 12) : even as she has received double punishment for
her sins (Isaiah, 40. 2). unto her—So tyriac Ceptic.
and An ii it ka a. A, B, and C omit It. in lis cap—is. ;>;
oh. 14. 6; 17. 4). filled—lit., mixed, fill to her doable—of
the Lord's cup of wrath. 7. How much—i.e., in propor
tion as. lived deliriously — luxuriously : A'ote, *. X
where the Greek is akin, sorrow—Greek, '* mourning
as for a dead husband. I sit—So Vulgate, But A, K,
and C prefix " that. " I am no widow — for the worldpower is my husband aud my supporter. I shall ues;
sorrow—Greek, "mourning." "I am seated ithis fo*s
time). ..I am no widow... 1 shall see no sorrow," maits
her complete unconcerned security as to the past.
present, and future. [Bksoxl.] I shall never hare la
mourn as one bereft of her husband. As Babylon wu
queen of the East, so Kome has been queen of ta*
West, and is called on imperial coins ** the der***
city." So Papal Borne is called by Anunian MarceJiiB.
15. 7. "Babylon is a former Borne, and Borne a latu:
Babylon. Borne is a daughter of Babylon, and by her.
as by her mother, God has been pleased to subdue Ik*
world under oue sway." [St. Augustine.] As tse
Jews* restoration did not take place till Babylon's fail
so R, Kimcbi, on Obadiah, writes, " When Rous*
(EdomJ shall be devastated, there shall be redexnp:H£
to Israel.'* Romish idolatries have been the greti
stumblingblocks to the Jews' acceptance of Chris
tianity. 8. death — on herself, though she thottdi
herself secure even from the death of her biubasdniourning—instead of her feasting, famine—insteaJ vt
her luxurious delicacies (v. 3. 7). fire— ■ Note, ch. 1". ii!
Literal fire may burn the literal city of Kome, whits
is situated in the midst of volcanic agencies. As tte
ground was cursed for Adam's sin, and the earth under
.Noah was sunk beneath the flood, and Sodom was
burnt with fire, so may Kome be. Hut as the hark*:
Is mystical {the whole faithless church), tbo tmrnxa?
may be mainly mystical, symbolizing utter c
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and removal. B*nokl Is probably rUht in thinking true " Incense*' v. hich God loves 'Psalm 14t. 2; Malachl.
Rome will once more rise to power. The carnal, faith l.ll). fine hour—Thesiwuiatw of the Latins. i'Aliord.J
less. And worldly elements in all churches, Ronmn, beasts — of burden : cattle, slaves—Greek. " bodies "
Greek, and Protestant, tend towards one common souis of men— ;Ezekiel, 27. 13.) Said of slaves. Apcentre, and prepare the way for the last form of the propriato to tha spiritual harlot, apostate Christen
beast* ni,, antichrist. The Pharisees were in the dom, especially Rome, which has so often enslaved
main sound in creed, yet judgment fell on them as both bodies and souis of men. Though the New
on the unsound Sadducees and half heathenish Sa Testament does not directly forbid slavery, which
maritans. So faithless and adulterous, carnal, worldly would, in the then state of the world, have incited a
Protestant churches, will not escape for their sound slave-revolt, it virtually condemns it. ashere. Popery
ness of creed, the Lord—So B. C, Syriac, and am»i;;.is. has derived its greatest gains from the sale of masses
But A and Vulgate omit. "Strong" is the meaning of for tlie souls oj men after death, and of indulgences
God's Hebrew name. El. jndgeih—But A, B, and C purchased from the Papal chancery by rich merchants
read the past tense [Greek krinas), " who hath judged in various countries, to be retailed at a profit. [Mcher:" the prophetical past for the future : the charge mm;im III., 95. 90.] 14. Direct address to Babylon.
in v. 4. to God's people to come out of hrr, implies, tne fruits that thy bouI lasted after—Greek.'1 thy autumnthat the judgment was not yet actually executed. 9. ripe-fruits of the lust (eager desire) of the soul." dainty
Lived dellciously — Greek, luxuriated. The faithless —Greek, "fat:" "sumptuous*' in food, goodly—" splen
church, instead of reproving, connived at the solf- did." "bright," in dress and equipage, departed —
tndalgent luxury of the great men of this world, and supported by none of our MSS. But A, B, C, Vulgate,
san ctioned it by her own practice. Con trast the world's Syriac, and Coptic read, " perished." thou shalt—A,
rejoicing over the dead bodies of the two witnesses (ch. C, Vulgate, and Syriac read, " They (men) shall no
11. 10) who had tormented It by their faithfulness, with more find them at all." 15. of these things—of the things
its lamentations over the harlot who had made the mentioned, o. 12, 13. which—" who." made rich by—
way to heaven smooth, and had been found a useful Greek, " derived riches from her." stand afar ofT for
tool in keeping subjects in abject tyranny. Men's the fear— [cf. v. 10.) wailing— Greek, "mourning." 16.
carnal mind relishes a religion, like that of the apostate Aod — So Vulgate and Andreas. But A. B. and C
church, which gives an opiate to conscience, whilst omit, decked—fit., "gilded." stones.. . pearls—Greek,
leaving the sinner licence to indulge his lusts, bewail "stone.. .pearl." B and Andreas read " pearls." But
her—A, B. C, Syriac, Coptic, arid Cyprian omit "her." A and C, " pearl." 17. is come to nought—Greek " is de
10. God's judgments inspire fear even in tho worldly, solated." shipmaster—Greek, "steersman," or "pilot."
but it is of short duration, for the kings aDd great all the company in ships — A, C, Vulgate, and Syriac
men soon attach themselves to the beast in Its last read, " Every one who saileth to a place" (B has "...to
and worst shape, as open antichrist, claiming all that the place"): erery voyager. Vessels were freighted
the harlot had claimed in blasphemous pretensions with pilgrims to various shrines, so that in one month
and more, and so making up to them for the loss of (a„d. 1300) 200,000 pilgrims were counted in Home
the harlot, mighty— Rome in Gretk means strength; [D'Aobigne, Reformation]: a source of gain, not only
though that derivation is doubtful. 11. shall—So B. to tho Papal see, but to sliipmasters, merchants, pilots,
But A and C read the present, " weep and mourn." <.i<:. These latter, however, are not restricted to those
merchandise—Greek, " cargo:" wares carried In ships; literally " shipmasters," &c but mainly refer, in the
ship-lading (cf. v. 17). Rome was not a commercial city. mystical sense, to all who share In the spiritual traffic
and is not likely from her position to b<> so. Hie of apostate Christendom, 18. when they saw—Greek
merchandise must therefore be spiritual, e.on as tho horontes. But A. B, C, and Andreas read, Greek bit'
harlot is not literal, but spiritual. She did not wit pontes, "looking at." Greek blepo is to use the eyes, to
ness against carnal luxury and pleasure-seeking, the look; the act of seeing without thought of the object
source of the merchants' gains, but conformed to them seen. Greek horao refer to the thing seen or presented
(v. 7). She cared not for the sheep, but for the wool. to the eye. [Tittmann.] smoke—So B.C. But A reads,
Professing Christian merchants in her lived as if this ** place." What city is like—cf. the similar boast as to
world were the reality, not heaven, and were unscru the beast, ch. 13. 4: so closely do the harlot and beast
pulous as to the means of getting gain. Cf. Zechariah, approximate one another. Contrast the attribution of
6. 4-u {Notes), on the same subject, the judgment on this praise to God, to whom alone it is due, by His
mystical Babylon's merchants for unjust gain. All servants (Exodus, 15. 11). Martial says of Rome,
the merchandise here mentioned occurs repeatedly in "Nothing is equal to her;" and Athen^us, "She is
the "Roman Ceremonial." 12. (Note-, ch. 17. 4) the epitome of the world." 19. wailing—"mourning."
stones... pearls—Greek, " stone.. .pearl."' fine linen — A. costliness—her costly treasures : abstract for concrete,
B. and C read [Greek) busainou for bussou, i.e., "fine that had ships— A, B, and C read, "that had their
linen manufacture." [Alford.] The manufacture ships:" lit., "the ships." 20. holy apostles—So C reads.
for which Egypt (the type of the apostate church, ch. But A, B, Vulgate, Syriac, Coptic, and Andreas read,
11. 8] was famed. Contrast "the fine linen"* (EzekieL "Ye saints and ye apostles." avenged you on her—
16. 10) put on Israel, and on the New Testament Gretk, "judged your judgment on Uit., exacting it
church (ch, 19. 8). the Bride, by God (Psalm 132. 9). from) her." "There is more joy in heaven at the
thyine wood—the citrus of the Romans : probably the harlot's downfall, than at that of the two beasts. For
cvpressus thywides, or the thuia articutata. "Citron the most heinous ofalt sins is the sin ofthose who know
wood." [Alford.1 A sweet smelling tree of Cyrene God's word of grace, and keep it not. The worldiineas of
in Libya, used for incense, all manner vessels—Greek, the church is the most worldly of all worldliness.
"every vessel," or "furniture.** 13. cinnamon— de Hence, Babylon, in Revelation, has not only Israel's
signed by God for better purposes: being an ingredient sins, but also the sins of the heathen; and John dwells
In the holy anointing oil, and a plant in the garden of longer on the abominations and judgments of the har
the Beloved (Song of Solomon, 4. 14); but desecrated to lot, than on those of the beast. The term 'harlot'
vile uses by the adulteress (Proverbs, 1, 17). odours— describes the false church's essential character. She
of incense. A. C, Vulgate, and Syriac prefix "and retains her human shape as the woman, does not be
amomium" fa precious hair ointment made from an come a beast; she has the form of godliness, but denies
Asiatic shrub). English Version reading is supported its power. Her rightful lord and husband, Jehovahby Coptic and Andreas, but not oldest MSS. oint- Christ, and the joys and goods of His house, are no
menU—Gre**, '* ointment." frankincense—Contrast the longer her all in ail, but she runs after the visible and
rsH
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the Heavenly Church's Thanksgiving.

TtiD things or the world, in 1U manifold forms. The people—Greek, " multitude." Alleluia—Hebrew. "Praise
fullest form of her whoredom is. where the church ye J ah.* or Jehovah : here first used in Revelation,
wishes to be itself a worldly power, uses politics and whence Klliott infers the Jew* bear a prominent part
diplomacy, makes flesh her arm, uses unholy means In this thanksgiving. Jah is not a contraction of
for holy ends, spreads her dominion by sword or Jehovah, as it sometimes occurs jointly with the
money, fascinates men by sensual ritualism, becomes latter. It means "He who is:" whereas Jehovah is
* mistress of ceremonies' to the dignitaries of thejwoi id. , "He who will be. Is, and was." It implies God ex
flatters prince or people, and.like Israel, seeks the help , perienced as a present help ; so that " Hallelujah,'
of one world-power against the danger threatening i sasy Kim r; hi in Bengkl. is found first in the Psalms
from another." LAubbrlen.) Judgment, therefore, anthe destruction of the ungodly. "Hallelu-Jah" occurs
begins w%lh the harlot, as In privileges the house of God. four times in this passage. Of. Psalm 148. 4-9. whichis
21. a—ilrttii, *'oue. * millstone—Cf. the judgment on > plainly parallel, and Indeed identical In many of the
the Egyptian hosts at the Bed sea. Exodus. 16. 5, 10; ■ phrases, as well as the general idea. Israel, especially,
iSulitmnah. 9. 11. and the foretold doom of Babylon, the ! will join in the H alleluia, when " her warfare la accom
world-power. Jeremiah, 61. 03, 64. with violence—Greek, j plished " and her foe destroyed, salvation — Greek,
'* with impetus." This verse shows that this prophecy " The-salvation. ..the glory.. .the power." and hosoor
is regarded as still to be fulfilled. 32. pipers-flute- —So Coptic. But A. B, C, and Syriac omit, unto tie
players. " Musicians," painters, and sculptors, bsve Lard our God—So Andreas. But A, B. C and Coptic
desecrated their art to lend fascination to the sensuous read. " (Is) of our God." *,«., belongs to Him. 2,
worship of corrupt Christendom, craftsman—artisan. which did corrupt the earth—Greek, "used to corrupt"
23. What a blessed contrast isch. 22. 6. respecting the continually. " Instead of opposing and lessening, she
city of God : " They need no candle (just as Babylon promoted the sinful life and decay of the world by her
shall no more have Vu tight of a candle, but for a own earthuness, allowing the salt to lose its savour,"
widely different reason) for the Lord Ood glveth them [Adberlxn.J avenged—Greek, "exacted in retribu
light." For "candle." translate as Greek, "lamp." tion." A particular application of the principle (Gene
bridegroom... bride. ..no more...in thee— Contrast the hea sis, 9. 6). blood of his servsnts—literally abed by the
venly city, with its Bridegroom, Bride, and blessed Old Testament adulterous church, and by tbe New
marriaoe supper (cii. 19. 7. » ; 21. 2, 9< Isaiah. 62. 4. 6). Testament apostate church -, also virtually, though
thy merchants were— So most of the best authorities not literally, by all who, though called Christians,
read. But A omlU the Greek article before " mer hate their brother, or love not the brethren of Const,
chants," and then translates, " The Rreat men of, Ac., but shrink from the reproach of the cross, and show
were thy merchants." sorceries—Greek, " sorcery." 24. unkind neas towards those who bear it. 3. again —
Applied by Christ (Matthew, 23. 36) to apostate Jeru Greek, "a second time." rose np— Greek, "goeth up,"
salem, which proves that not merely the literal city for ever and ever—Greek, " to the ages of the ages." 4.
sat — Grttk,
Kome, and the church of Rome Ithough the chief repre beasts — rather. " living creatures."
sentative of the apostasy), but the wboli of the "altteth." 5. out ot—Greek, "out from the throne" us
A,
B,
C.
Praise
our
Ood—Cf.
the
solemn
act
of praise
faithless church of both the Old and New Testament
is meant by Babylon the harlot ; just as the whole performed by the Levttes l Chronicles, la. 38 ; 23. a,
church (Old and New Testament) is meant by "the especially when the house of God was filled with the
woman" (ch. 12. 1). As to the literal city, Abinghuh Divine glory (2 Chronicles, 6. 13). both—Omitted in A.
in Bengel says, Pagan Rome was the general shambles 11. C, Vulgate. Coptic, and Syriac. Translate as Greek,
for slaying the sheep of Jesus. Fred. Seyler in "the small and the great.'' 6. many waters—Contra*;
Benuel calculates that Papal Rome, between a.i>. 1640 the "many waters" on which the whore sitteth id...
and 1680, slew more than 000,000 Protestants. Three 17, 1). This verse is the hearty response to the stir
reasons for the harlot's downfall are given: (l.) The ring call "Halleluia 1 Praise our God," &c (c. t. Si.
worldly greatness of her mercAuuhf, which was due to the Lord Ood omnipotent — Greek, "the Omnipotent'
unholy traffic iu spiritual things. (2.) Her sorceries, or reigneta—lit., reigned: hence reigneth once for aSL
juggling tricks. In which the false prophet that minis His reign is a fact already established. Babylon, the
ters to the beast in its last form, shall exceed her; harlot, was one great hindrance to His reign being re
cf. "sorcerers" ich. 21. 8; 22. 16), specially mentioned cognised. Her overthrow now clears the way for His
among those doomed to the lake ol fire. (S.) Her per advent to reign; therefore, not merely Borne, but the
secution of (Old Testament) "prophets' and (New whole of Christendom in so far as it is carnal and
compromised Christ for the world is comprehended
Testament) "saints."
in the term " harlot." The beast hardly arises when
CHAPTER XIX.
Ver. 1-21. Tiir. Church's Thanksgiving in Hea he at once "goeth into perdition:" so that Christ is
ven i*ok the Judgment on the Haklot. The prophetically considered as already reigning, so soon
Marriage or the Lamb: the Copper; the Bride's does His advent follow the judgment on the harlot.
Preparation; John la Pohrldden to Worship 7. glad... rejoice—Greek, "rejoice.. .exult." give—So B
the Angel : The Lord and His Hosts Come forth and Andreas. But A reads, " we will give." glory—
tor War: the Beast and the False Prophet Greek, " the glory." the marriage of the Lamb is caste—
Cast into the Lake or Fire: the Kings and The full and final consummation is at ch. XL 2-9, Are.
their Followers Slain by the Sword out op Previously there must be the overthrow of the beast.
Christ's Mouth. 1. As in the case of the opening of Ac. , at the Lord's coming, the binding of Satan, the
the prophecy, ch. 4. 8; 6. 9. dec.: so now, at one of the millennial reign, the loosing of Satan, and bis but over
great closing events seen in vision, the judgment on the throw, and the general judgment. The elect-church,
harlot {described in ch. 18.), there is a song of praise in the heavenly Bride, soon after the destruction of the
heaven to Ood: cf. ch. 7. 10, Ac., towards the close of harlot, is transfigured at the Lord's coming, and joins
the seals, and ch. 11. 16-18, at the close of the truinpest: with Him in His triumph over the beast. On the
ch. 16. s, at the saints' victory over the beast. And—So emblem of the heavenly Bridegroom and Bride, cf.
Andreas. But A, B, C, Vulgate, Syriac, and Coptic Matthew. 22. 2 ; 26. 6, 10 ; 2 Corinthians. 11 2. Per
omit, a great voice—A, B, C. Vulgate, Coptic, and An fect union with Him personally, and participation in
dreas read, " as it were a great voice." What a con His holiness, joy, glory, and kingdom, are included in
trast to the lamentations, ch. 18 ( Cf. Jeremiah, 61. 48. this symbol of " marriage ;" cf. Song of Solomon every
The great manifestation of God's power in destroying where. Besides the heavenly bride, the transfigured,
■Babylon calls forth a great twee of praise in hcavtn. translated, and risen church, reigning over the earth
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with Christ, there is also the earthly bride, Israel, in
the flesh, never yet divorced, though for a time sepa
rated, from her Divine husband, who shall then be
re-united to the Lord, and be the mother-church of the
millennial earth. Christianized through her. Note, we
ought, as Scripture doe3. restrict the language drawn
from marriage-love to the Bride, the church as a whole,
cot use it as individuals in our relation to Christ,
which Rome does lu the case of her nuns. Indi
vidually believers are effectually -called guests ; collec
tively, they constitute Vie bride. The harlot divides
her affections among many lovers : the bride gives hers
exclusively to Christ. 8. granted—Though in one sense
she " made herself ready," having by the Spirit's work
In her put on "the wedding garment," yet In the fullest
sense it is not she. but her Lord, who makes her ready
by " (/raw (iiij/ to her that she be arrayed In fine linen."
It is He who by giving Himself for her. presents her tc
Himself a glorious churcli nut having spot, but holy and
without blemisli. It is He also who sanctifies her, natu
rally vile and without beauty, with Vie wasliing of
water by the tcord, and puts His own, comeliness on
her, which thus becomes hers, clean and white — So
A n ureas. But A, B transpose. Translate, " Bright
and pure ?' at once brilliantly splendid and spotless as
is the bride herself, nghteoosnew— Gruk, "righteous
nesses:" distributive^ used. Each saint must have
this righteousness : not merely be justified, as if the
righteousness belonged to the church in the aggregate ;
the saints together have righteousnesses, viz.. He is ac
counted as "the Lord our righteousness'1 to each saint
on his believiDg. their robes being made white in the
blood of the Lamb. The righteousness of the saint is
not, as AxroRD erroneously states, inherent, but is
vmputed : if it were otherwise, Christ would be merely
enabling the sinner to justify himself. Romans, 5. 18. is
decisive on this. Cf. Article XL. Church of England.
The justification already given to the saints in title
and unseen possession, is now uivex them in mani
festation : they openly walk with Christ in white. To
this rather than to their primary justification on earth.
the reference is here. Their justification before the
apostate world which had persecuted them, contrasts
with the judgment and condemnation of the harlot.
" Now that the harlot has fallen, the woman triumphs."
[ALriiEKt.Es.] Contrast with the pure fine linen (in
dicating the simplicity and purity) of the bride, the
tawdry ornamentation of the harlot. Babylon, the
apostate church, is the antithesis to new Jerusalem,
the transflgured'Church of (<od. The woman (ch. 12.),
the harlot (eh. 17.1, the bride (ch. 19.}, are the three
leading aspects of the church. 9. He— God by His
angel saith unto me. called — effectually, not merely
externally. The "unto," or "into," seems to express
this : not merely invited to (Greek epi), but called into.
so as to be partakers of [Greek eis), cf. 1 Corinthians,
1. 9. msrTtage supper—Orerk, "the supper of the mar
riage." Typified by the Lord's supper, true—Greek,
"genuine;'' veritable sayings which shall surely be
fulfilled, viz.. all the previous revelations. 10. at—
Greek, "before." John's intending to worship the
angel here, as in ch. 22. 8. on having revealed to him
the glory of the new Jerusalem, is the involuntary im
pulse of adoring joy at so blessed a prospect. It forms
a marked contrast to the sorrowful wonder with which
he had looked on the church in her apostasy as the
harlot (ch. 17. 6). It exemplifies the corrupt tenden
cies of our fallen nature that even John, an apostle,
should have all but fallen into "voluntary humility
and worshipping of angels.'* which Paul warns us
against, and of thy brethren— i.e., a ftllow-servant of
thy brethren, have the testimony of Jesus— iNote, ch.
12. 17.) the testimony of—i.e.. respecting Jesus, is the
spirit of prophecy—is the result of the same spirit of
prophecy in you as in myself. We angels, and you
ISA
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apostles, all alike have the testimony of (bear testi-'
mony concerning) Jesus by the operation of one and
the same Spirit, who enables me to show you these
re velation b, and enables you to record them : where
fore we are fellow-servants, not I your lord to be
worshipped by you. Cf. cb, 23. 9, " I am fellow-servant
of thee and of thy brethren the prophets;" whence the
" for the testimony," &&. here may be explained as
giving the reason for his adding " and (fellow-servant)
of thy brethren that have the testimony of Jesus,'* I
mean, of the prophets; "for it is of Jesus that thy
brethren, the prophets, testify by the Spirit in them."
A clear condemnation of Romish invocation of saints,
as if they wore our superiors to be adored. 11. behold
a white hori e : and he that sat upon him—Identical with
ch. 6. 8. Here as there he comes forth "conquering
and to conquer." Compare the ass-colt on which He
rode into Jerusalem. The horse was used for war:
and here He is going forth to war with the beast. The
ass is for peace. His riding on it Into Jerusalem is an
earnest of His reign in Jerusalem over the earth, as
the Prince of peace, after all hostile powers have been
overthrown. When the security of the world-power,
and the distress of the people of God, have reached
the highest point, the Lord Jesns shall appear visibly
from heaven to put an end to the whole course of the
world, and establish His kingdom of glory. He comes
to judge with vengeance the world-power, and to
bring to the church redemption, transfiguration, and
power over the world. Distinguish between this coming
(Matthew, 24. 27. 29, 37. 39; Greek parousui) and the
end. or final judgment (Matthew, 26. 31 ; 1 Corinthians,
15. 23). Powerful natural phenomena shall accompany
His advent, (auuerlen.) 13. Identifying Him with
the Son of man similarly described, ch. 1. 14. many
crowns—Greek, "diadems.'" not merely [Greek stephanoil
garlands of victory, but royal crowns, as Kino of
kings. Christ's diadem comprises all the diadems of
the earth and of heavenly powers too. Contrast the
Papal tiara composed of three diadems. Cf. also the
little horn (antichrist) that overcomes the three horns
or kingdoms. Daniel. 7. 6. 24 [Quaere, the Papacy? or
some three kingdoms that succeed the Papacy, which
itself, as a temporal kingdom, was made up at first
of thru kingdoms, the exarchate of Ravenna, the
kingdom of the Lombards, and the state of Rome,
obtained by Pope Zachary and Stephen II. from Pepin,
the usurper of the French dominion). Also, the seven
crowns (diadems) on the seven heads of the dragon (ch.
12. 3), and ten diadems on the ten heads of the beast.
These usurpers claim the diadems which belong to
Christ alone, be had a name written—B and Syriac
insert, " He had nanus written* and a name written,"
&c, meaning that the names of the dominion which
each diadem indicated, were written on them seve
rally. But A, Vulgate, Oriqkn, and Cyprian omit the
words, as English Version, name... that no man knew but
. . . himself — (Judges, 13. 18 ; 1 Corinthians. 4. 9. 11 ;
1 John, 3. 2.' The same is said of the "new name" of
believers. In this, as in all other respects, the disciple
Is made like his Lord. The Lord's own "new name" is
to be theirs, and to be " in their foreheads f wbenev
we may infer that His as yet unknown name also is
written on His forehead: as the high priest had "Ho
liness to the Lord" inscribed on the mitre on his brow.
John saw it as "written" but knew not its meaning.
It is, therefore, a name which in all its glorious significancy can be only understood when the union of
His saints with Him. and His and their joint trinmph
and reign, shall be perfectly manifested at the final
consummation. 13. vesture dipped in blood — Isaiah,
63. 2. is alluded to here, and in v. 15, end. There the
blood is not His own. but that of His foes. So here
the blood on His " vestnre." reminding us of His own,
blood shed for even the ungodly who trample on it.
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Is a premonition of the shedding of their blood in
righteous retribution. He sheds the blood, not of the
godly, as the harlot and beast did. but of the blood
stained ungodly, including them both. The Word of
God—who made the world, ia He also who under the
same character and attributes shall make it anew.
His title. Son of God, is applicable, in a lower sense,
also to His people ; but "the Word of God" indi
cates His incommunicable Godhead, joined to llit
manhood, which He shall then manifest in glory.
"The Bride does not fear the Bridegroom : her love
castetb out fear. She welcomes Him : she cannot be
happy but at His side. The Lamb [v. 8, the aspect of
Christ to His people at His coining J is the symbol of
Christ in His gentleness. Who would be afraid of a
lamb ? Even a little child, instead of being scared, de
sires to caress it. There is nothing to make us afraid
of God but sin, and Jesus is the Lamb of God titat
taketh away the sin of the world. What a fearful con
trast is the aspect which He will wear towards His
enemies! Not as the Bridegroom and the Lamb, tut
as the Tavenging] judye and warrior stained in the
blood of His enemies." 14. the armies ... in heaven—
Cf. "the horse-bridles,* ch. 14.20. The glorified saints
whom God " will bring with" Christ at His advent; cf.
ch. IT. 14, "they that are with Him called, chosen,
faithful :" as also " His mighty angel*.* white and
clean — Greek, " pure.* A. B. Vulgate, Svriac, aud
Cyprian omit "and.* which Okiokn and Andreas
retain, as English Version. 15. outof his mouth.. .sword
—(ch. L 16; 2. 12. 10.) Hera in its avenging power,
2 Thessalonlans, 2. 8, "consume with the Spirit of His
mouth' (Isaiah, 11. 4. to which there is allusion here1;
not in its convicting and converting efficacy (Ephealans, 6. 17; Hebrews, 4. 12. 13. where also the judicial
keemiess of the sword-lfke word is included]. The
Father commits the judgment to the Son. he shall
rule— The He is emphatic*!, He and none other, in
contrast to the usurpers who have misruled on earth.
"Bule." lit., "tend as a shepherd:" but here in a
punitive sense. He who would have shepherded them
with pastoral rod and with the golden sceptre of His
love, shall dash them in pieces, as refractory rebels.
with "a rod of iron." treadetta. ..wine-press — (Isaiah,
AS. 3.) of the fierceness and wrath—So Andreas reads.
But A, B. Vulgate, Coptic, and Orioen read, "of the
fierceness for batting indignation) of the wrath." omit
ting "and." Almighty—The fierceness of Christ's wrath
against His foes will be executed with the resources of
omnipotence. 16. " His name written on His vesture
and on His thigh." was written partly on the vesture,
partly on the thigh itself, at the part where in an eques
trian figure- the robe drops from the thigh. The thigh
symbolizes Christ's humanity as having come, after
the flesh, from the loins of David, and now appear
ing as the glorilied "Son of man." On the other hand
His incommunicable Divine name, "which no man
knew," is on His head (». 12!. [Mfnochius.] Kino
of kinos: cf. ch. 17. 14. In contrast with v. 17. the
beast being in attempted usurpation a king of kings,
the ten kings delivering their kingdom to him. 17.
vx— Greek, "oue." in the sun— so as to be conspicuous
in sight of the whole world, to all the fowls— fFzekiei,
39. 17-20.) and gather yourselves— A, B. Vulgate. Syriac,
Coptic, and Andreas read, "be gathered," omitting
" and." of the great God—A. B. Vulgate, Syriae. Coptic,
and Andreas read, "The great supper [i.e., banquet)
of God." 18. Contrast with this "supper." v. 17. 18.
the marriage-supper of the Lamb, v. 0. captains—Greek,
"captains of thousands," i.e.. chief captains. The
"kings" are "the ten" who "give their power unto
the beast." free and bond—spec ified in ch. 13. 11. as
"receiving the mark of the beast." The repetition of
ilesh (In the Greek it is plural : masses offlesh) five times
in this verse, marks the gross carnality of the fol6tt

GoinQ forth to War with Antichrist.

; lowers of the beast. Again, the giving of their ne*h
to the fowls to eat. is a righteous retribution for their
not suffering the dead bodies of Christ's witaases to
be put in graves. 19. gathered together — at Arma
geddon, under the sixth vial. For " their armies" in
B and Andreas, there is found "His armies' in A.
war—So Andreas. But A, B read. "the. war." «2_
that foretold, ch. lfi. 14; 17. 4. 20 and with him, At-A
reads, "and those with him." Breads, "and he who
was with him. the false prophet." miracles—Greek,
"the miracles" Hit., "signs"; recorded already tch. 13.
14) as wrought by the second bca^t l>eJorc {lit, in stpbt
of) the first beast. Hence it fallows the second beast
is identical with the false prophet. Many expositor!.
represent the first beast to be the secular, the secoed
beast to be the ecclesiastical power of Rome ; aM
account for the change of title for the latter from the
"other beast" to the "false prophet.' is because by
the judgment on the harlot, the ecclesiastical power
will then retain nothing of its former character sa*e
the power to deceive. 1 thiDk it not. unlikely that the
false prophet will be the successor of the spiritual
pretensions of the Tapacy ; whilst the beast in its la-l
form as the fully revealed antichrist will be thesecuto
representative and embodiment of the fourth worldkingdom, Rome, in its Ust form of intensified opposi
tion to God. Cf. with this prophecy, EaekicL 38. 3.
Daniel, 2. 34, 3o. 44; 11. 44. 45; 12. I; Joel, 3. MT;
Zechariah. 12. ; 13.; 14. Daniel (7. 8) makes no ni«tion of the second beast, or false prophet, but mentioLS
that "the little horn" has "the eyes of a man," i'~
cunning and intcllectu.il culture : this is not a feature
of the first beast in ch. 13.. but is expressed by tfc*
Apocalyptic " false prophet," the embodiment of
man's unsanctified knowledge, and the subtlety of ti*
old sert»ent. The first beast is a political power; tA*
second is a spiritual power—the power of ideas. Bs;
both are beasts, the worldly anti-Christian wisdox
serving the worldly anti-Christian power. The drap^
is both lion and serpent. As the first law in Gotfi
moral government is that "judgment should begiEi *i
the house of Cod." and be executed on the harlot, l»
faithle-s church, by the world-power with which *^
had committed spiritual adultery, so it la a sec&i-i
law that the world-power. after having served as God'
instrument of punishment, is it-self punished. Aslte
harlot is judged by the beast and the ten kings, sotht*
are destroyed by the Lord Himself coining in perss.
So Zephaniah, ch. 1. compared with ch. 2. And Jere
miah, after denouncing Jerusalem's judgment i-j
Babylon, ends with denuuueing Babylon's own dace
Between the judgment on the harlot, and toe Lopii
destruction of the beast, &c, will intervene that seis
in which earthly-m in dedness will reach Its culminates,
and anti-Christianity triumph for its abort three &
a half days during which the two witnesses lie de*i
Then shall the church be ripe for her glorification. U>:
anti-Christian world for destruction. The world ti
the highest development of iu material and spirited
power, is but a decorated carcase round which t"
eagles gather. It is characteristic, that antichrist a;J
his kings, in their blindness, imagine that they cw:
wage war against the King of heaven with eartfeiy
hosts ; herein is shown the extreme folly erf Babtanian confusion. The Lord's mere appearance, witout any actual encounter, shows antichrist hi* act*ingncss : cf. the effect of Jesus' appearance even in H*
humiliation, John. 18. 6. fAuBEttLKN.) had receivrtrather as Greek, " received." once for all. tats tisi
worshipped—lit.. " them worshipping :" not aa act ^
for all done, as the " received " implies, bat tbos* *»
the habit of "worshipping." These bota ware east...
into a lake—Greek, **. . . the lake of ftre,r Gehenna. S*u*x
ik subsequently cn«t into it. at the close of the cs.brcak which succeeds the millennium (cb. at is.

Satan Bound
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Then Death and Hell, as well those not found at the
general judgment "written in the hook of life:" this
constituted "the second death." aliva—a living death; I
not mere annihilation, "Their worm dieth not, their \
lire Is not quenched." 21. the remnant—Greek, "the
rest," i.e.. "the kings and their armies" (p. lit] classed
together in one Indiscriminate mass. A solemn con
firmation of the warning in Psalm 3. 10.
CIlAPTFJt XX.
Ver. 1-15. Satan Bound, and tiie First-risen
Saints' Reiqn with Christ, a Thousand Years:
Satan Loosed Gathers the Nations, Goo and
Magoq, bound tub Camp or the Saints, and is
finally Consigned to the Lake of Fire: Tub
*;enekal Resurrixtion and Last Judgment. 1.
The destruction of his representatives, the beast and
the false prophet, to whotn he had given his power,
Virone. and auUioritv. is followed by the binding of
Satan himself for a thousand years, the key ot the
bottomless pu — now transferred from Satan's hands,
who had heretofore lieeu permitted by Cod to use it
in letting loose plagues on the earth: he is now to be
made to feel himself the torment which he had inflict
ed on men: but bis full torment is not until he Is cast
into "the lake of fire" (o. 10;. 2. the old— ancient ser
pent (ch. 12.0). thousand years—As seven mystically
implies universality, so a tltousand implies perfeclv/n,
whether in good or evil. [Aquinas on ch. 11.] Thousand symbolizes that the world Is perfectly leavened
and pervaded by the Divine : since thousand is ten,
the number of tbe world, raised to the Vtird power,
three being the number of Cod. [Aubkrlbs. J It may
denote literally also a thousand years. 3. ibut him—
A. B, Vulgate, Syriae, and Andreas omit " him." set
a seal upon him—Greek, "over him," i.e., sealed up the
door of the abyss over his head. A surer seal to keep
him from getting out than his seal over Jesus in tbe
tomb of Joseph, which was burst un the resurrection
morn. Satan's binding at tins juncture is not arbi
trary, but is the necessary consequence of the events
(ch. 19. 20 ; just as Satan's being cast out of heaven,
where he had previously been the accuser of the breth
ren, was the legitimate judgment which passed on him
through the death, resurrection, and ascension of Christ
(ch. 12. 7-10). Satan imagined that he had overcome
Christ on Golgotha, and that his power was secure for
ever, but the Lord in death overcame him, and by
His ascension as our righteous Advocate cast out
Satan the accuser from heaven. Time was given him
on earth to make the beast and harlot powerful, and
then to concentrate all his power in antichrist. The
anti-Christian kingdom, his last effort, being utterly
destroyed by Christ's mere appearing, his power on
earth is at an end. He had thought to destroy God's
people on earth by anti-Christian persecutions (just as
he bad thought previously to destroy Christ) : but the
church is not destroyed from the earth, but is raised
to rule over it, and Satan himself Is shut up for a thou
sand years In the ' * abyss" {Greek for " bottomless pit";,
the preparatory prison to the "lake of fire," his final
doom. As before he ceased by Christ's ascension to be
an accuser in heaven, so during the millennium he
ceases to be the seducer and the persecutor on earth.
As long as the devil rules in the darkness of the
world, we live In an atmosphere impregnated with
deadly elements. A mighty purification of the air
will be effected by Christ's coming. Though sin will
not be absolutely abolished—for men will still be in
the flesh t Isaiah, 65. 20]—sin will no longer be a uni
versal power, for tbe flesh is not any longer seduced
by Satan. He will not be, as now,"the god and prince
of the world"—nor will the world ** lie in the wicked
one"—the flesh will become ever more isolated and be
overcome. Christ will reign with His transfigured
taints over men in the flesh- [Aubeiiixs.1 This will
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be the manifestation of " the world to come," which has
been already set up invisibly in the saints, amidst
" this world" (2 Corinthians, 4. 4 ; Hebrews, 2. 6; 5. 5).
The Jewish Rabbis thought, as the world was created
in six days and on the seventh Cod rested, so there
would be six millenary periods, followed by a Sabba
tical millennium. Out of seven years every seventh
is the year of remission, so out of the seven thousand
years of the world the seventh millenary shall be the
millenary of remission. A tradition in the house of
Ellas a.d. 200. states that the world is to endure C0O0
years : 2000 before tbe law, 2000 under the law, and
iovo under Messiah. Cf. Note and Margin, Hebrews,
4. 9 ; ch. 14. 13. Pa pian, Justin Martyr. Lrexaus,
and Cyprian, among the earliest fathers, all held the
doctrine of a millennial kingdom on earth : not till
millennial views degenerated into gross carnalistn was
this doctrine abandoned, that he should deceive—So
A. But Breads, "that he deceive" (Grafc plana, for
planeesee). and—So Coptic and Andreas. But A. B,
and Vuloatt omit "and." 4, 5. they sat—the twelve
apostles, and the saints In general, judgment was given
unto them—[Note, Daniel, 7. 22.) The ottice of judging
was given to them. Though in one sense having to
stand before the judgment seat of Christ, yet in another
sense they ' 'do not come into judgment [Greek] . but have
already passed from death unto life." sou is—This term
is made a plea for denying the literality of the first re
surrection, as if the resurrection were tbe spiritual one
of tbe souls of believers in this life : the life and reign
being that of the soul raised in this life from the death
of sin by vivifying faith. But " souls" expresses their
disembodied state lcf.ch.0.0) as John saw them at first;
"and they lived" implies their coining to life in tlie
body again, so as to be visible, as tbe phrase, v. 5," this
is the first resurrection," proves: for as surely as "the
rest of the dead lived not (again) until, &c," refers to
the bodily general resurrection, so must lite first resur
rection refer to the body. This also accords with 1 Co
rinthians, 15. 23. "They that are Christ's at His com
ing." Cf. IWm, 49. 11-16. From ch. 6. 9. 1 infer thai
"souls" is here used in the strict sense of spirits dis
embodied when first seen by John : though doubtless
'"souls" is often used in general for persons, and even
for dead bodies, beheaded—fit., "smitten with an axe:"
a Roman punishment, though crucifixion, casting to
beasts, and burning, were the more common modes of
execution. The guillotine in revolutionary France,
still continued in imperial France, is a revival of the
mode of capital punishment of l'agau imperial Gome.
Faul was bdteaded, and no doubt snail share the first
resurrection, in accordance with his prayer that he
"might attain unto the resurrection from out of tbe
rest of the dead" [Greek cxanastasis). The above facts
may account for the specification of this particular
kind of punishment, for.. .tor— Urtek"iox the sake of ;'
"onaccountof C " because of." and whicn—Greek "and
the which :" And prominent among this class (the beheaded], such as did not worship the beast, &c. So
ch. 1. 7, Greek, "and the which," or "and such as,"
particularizes prominently among the general class
those that follow in the description. LTrkokllks.]
The extent of the first resurrection is not spoken of
here. In 1 Corinthians. 15. 23, 61 ; 1 Thessaloniani, 4.
14, we find that all "InChrist" shall share in it. John
himself was not "beheaded," yet who doubts but that
he shaJl share in the first resurrection t The martyrs
are put first, because most like Jesus in their suffering
and death, therefore nearest Him in their life and
reign ; for Christ indirectly affirms there are relative
degrees and places of honour in His kingdom, the
highest being for those who drink His cup of suffering.
Next shall be those who have not bowed to the worldpower, but have looked to the things unseen and eter
nal neither—" not > et." reigned with Chxut—over the

Blessedness of the Partakers
REVELATION, XX.
in the First Besurrtdicn.
earth. foreher da... hands — Greek. " forehead... hand." If revelation is to recommence in the millennial king
5. Bat—E. Coptic, and Anurias read, "and." A and dom, converted Israei must stand at the head of huma
Vulgate omit tt. again— A, li, Vulgate* Coptic, and nity. In a religious point of view, Jews and Gentiles
Andreas omit It. Lived is used for lived apatn, as stand on an equal footing as both alike needing mercy;
in ch. 2. 8. John saw them not only when restored to but as regards God's instrumentalities for bringing
life, but when in the actof reviving. [Bksokl.] first about Bis kingdom nn earth, Israei is His chosen
resurrection—" the resurrection of the just." Earth is people for executing His plans. The Israelite priestnot yet transfigured, and cannot therefore be the meet kings on earth are what the transfigured priest boo
locality for the transfigured church ; but from heaven are In heaven. There shall be a blessed chain of giv
the transfigured saints with Christ rule the earth, there ing and receiving—God. Christ, the transfigured Bride
being a much freer communion of the heavenly and the church, Israel, the world of nations. A new time
earthly churches (a type of which state may be seen of revelation will begin by the out-pouring of the ful
in the forty days of the risen Saviour during which He ness of the Spirit. Ezekiel fens. 40. -iS). himself son of
appeared to His disciples), and they know no higher a priest, sets forth the priestly character of Israel ;
joy than to lead their brethren on earth to the same Daniel the statesman, its kingly character ; Jeremiah
salvation and glory as they share themselves. The (33. 17-21). both its priestly and kingly character, in
millennial reign on earth does not rest on an Isolated the Old Testament the whole Jewish national life was
passage of the Apocalypse, but all Old Testament pro religious only in an external legal manner. TheJie*
phecy goes on the same view (cf. Isaiah. 4. 3; 11. 9: 35. 81. Testament church insists on inward renewal.but leaves
Jesus, whilst opposing the carnal views of the king its outward manifestations free. But in the millennial
dom of God prevalent among the Jews in His day. kingdom, all spheres of life shall be truly Christianized
does not contradict, but confirms, the Old Testament from within outwardly. The Mosaic ceremonial law
view of a coming earthly, Jewish kingdom of glory : corresponds to Israel's priestly office : the civil law
beginning from withtn.and spreading itself now spirit to its kingly office : the Gentile church adopts tbe
ually, the kingdom of God shall manifest itself out moral law, and exercises the prophetic office by tbe
wardly at Christ's coming again. The Papacy is afilse word working inwardly. But when the royal and U»
anticipation of the kingdom during the Church-histor priestly office shall be revived, then—the principle* of
ical period. "When Christianity became a worldly the epistle to tbe Hebrews remaining the same—alio
power under Constantino, the hope of the future was the ceremonial and civil law of Moses will develop
weakened by the joy over present success." (Bknqbl.] its spiritual depths In the Divine worship 'cf. Matthew,
Becoming a harlot, the church ceased to be a bride 6. 1T-19). At present is the time of preaching: but then
going to meet her Bridegroom: thus millennial hopes the time of the Liturgy of converted souls forming
disappeared. The rights which Rome as a harlot "the great congregation" shall come. Then snail our
usurped, shall be exercised in holiness by the Bride. present defective governments give place to perfect
They are "kings " because they are " priests" (v. 8 ; ch. governments in both Church and State, Whereas en
1. 6; 5. 10); their priesthood unto God and Christ (ch. 7. der the Old Testament the Jews exclusively, and ia
Ifi) is the ground of their kingship in relation to man. the New Testament the Gentiles exclusively, enjoru*
Men will be willing subjects of the transfigured priest- revelation of salvation fin both cases humanity beuts
kings, in the day of the Lord's power. Their power is divided and separated), in the millennium botaJew
that of attraction, winning the heart, and not coun and Gentiles are united, and the whole organism of
teracted by devil or beast. Church and State shall mankind under the first-bom brother, Israel, walks
then be co-extensive. Man created "to have dominion in the light of God, and the full life of humanity is at
over earth" Is to rejoice over his world with unmixed, last realised. Scripture does not view the human ran
holy joy. St. John tells us that, instead of the devil, as an aggregate of individuals and nationalities, bat
the transfltrured Church of Christ: Daniel, that instead as an organic whole, laid down once for all in the first
of the heathen beast, the holy Israel, shall rule the pages of revelation [Genesis. 9. 2&-2T ; 10. 1. 6, 18. li. tt
world. (Auskiilen.J 6. Blessed—icf. ch. 14.13; 10. 9.) Deuteronomy, 35. 8. recognize* the fact that fromtbt
on inch the second death bath no power—even as it has first tbe division of the nations was made with a rela
none on Christ now that He is risen, priests of God- tion to Israeli. Hence arises the importance of the
Apostate Christendom being destroyed, and the believ Old Testament to the church now as ever. Three tnnJ
ing church translated at Christ's coming, there will re groups of nations, Hamites, Japheiites, and Shemite*.
main Israel and the heathen world, constituting the correspond respectively to tbe three fundamental ele
majority of men then alive. which, from not having come ments in man—body, soul, and spirit. The flower cf
into close contact with the gospel, have not incurred Shem, the representative ofspiritual life, is Israel, even
the guilt of rejecting it. These will be the subjects as the flower of Israel Is He in whom all mankind a
of a general conversion [ch. 11. 16). "The veil" shall summed up, the second Adam (Genesis, 12. 1-s.i. Thm
be taken off Israel first, then from off " all people." Israel is the mediator of Divine revelations for all tin*.
The glorious events attending Christ's appearing, the Even nature and the animal-world will share in tv
destruction of antichrist, the transfiguration of the millennial blessedness. As sin loses its power, dear
church, and the binding of Satan, will prepare the and death will decrease. [Auberlek.] Earthly acJ
nations for embracing the gospel. As indtrtdwol-re- heavenly glories shall be united in the two-fold elec
generatlon goes on now, so there shall be a "regener tion. Elect Israel in tbe flesh shall stand at the head
ation" of nations then. Israel, as a nation, shall be of the earthly, the elect spiritual church, the Bridt
"born at once—in one day." As the church began at in the heavenly. These two-fold elections are a ■'
Christ's ascension, so the kingdom shall begin at His merely for tbe good of the elect themselves, but for iH
second advent. This is the humiliation of the modern good of those to whom they minister. The beavectr
civilized nations, that nations which they despise, most church is elected not merely to salvation, but to rate
Jews and uncivilized barbarians, the negro descen in love, and minister blessings over the whole earth.
dants of Ham who from the curse of Noah have been as king-priests. The glory of the transfigured samu
so backward, Kush and Sheba. shall supplant and sur shall be felt by men in the flesh with the sameecopass them as centres of the world's history {cf. Deu sciousness of blessing as on the mount of transfi^urv
teronomy. 32. 21; Romans, 10. 19; 11. 20. &cJ. The Jews tlon the three disciples experienced in witnessing ifc*
are our teachers even in New Testament times. Since glory of Jesus, and of Moses and Elias, when Peter ex
their rejection revelation has been silent. The whole claimed. " It is good for us to be here:" in 2 Peter, l
Bible, even the New Testament, is written by Jews, 16-18, the transfiguration is regarded as the eameet U

Apostasy under Gog and Magog.
REVELATION. XX.
The Last Judgment.
Cbri.it'* coming in dory. The privilege of "our high Paradise regained, to show the perfect security of be
calling in Christ" is limited to the present time of lievers, unlike the first Adam whom Satan succeeded
Satan's reign; when he is bound, there will be no scope in robbing of Paradise; and shall, like Pharaoh at the
for suffering for, and so afterwards reigning with Him lied sea. receive in this last attempt his final doom.
i'ch. 3. 21; cf. -Vote, l Corinthians. 6. 2). Moreover, none 11. great— in contrast to the " thrones," v. i. white—
can be saved in the present age and in the pale of the the emblem of purity and jnstice. him that sat on it—
Christian church, who does not also reign with Christ The Father. [Alford.1 Kather. the Sen, to whom
hereafter, the necessary preliminary to which is suf "the Father hath committed all judgment." God in
fering with Christ now. If we fail to lay bold of the Christ, i.e., the Father represented by the Son, is Ho
crown, we lose all. " the gift of grace as well as the before whose judgment-seat we must all v. ami. The
reward of service." IDr. BURon.l 7. expired— Grab, Son's Mediatorial reign is with a view to prepare the
"finished." 8. Gog and Magog— (Rotes, Ezekiel, 38, and kingdom for the Father's acceptance, which having
30.) Magog Is a general name for northern nations of done He shall give it up to the Father. " that God may
Japheth's posterity, whose ideal head Is Gog (Genesis, be all in all." coming into direct communion with His
10, 2. A has but one Greek article to "Gog and creatures, without Intervention of a Mediator, for tho
Magog," whereby the two, viz.t the prince and the first time since the falL Heretofore Christ's Proj>hepeople, are marked as having the closest connexion. tical mediation had been prominent in His earthly
li reads the second article before Magog wrongly. ministry. His Priestly mediation is prominent now
Hillkr tOnomasticon) explains both words as signi in heaven between His first and second advents, and
fying lofty, elevated. For " quarters" the Greek is His Kingly shall be so during the millennium and at
" corners." to battle—Greek, "to the war," in A, B. the general judgment, earth and heaven fled away—The
Bat Andrea* omits "the." 9. on the breadth of the final conflagration, therefore, precedes the general
earth—so as completely to overspread it. Perhaps we judgment. This is followed by the new heaven and
ought to translate. "... of the [holy] land." the camp earth i'ch. 2L). 12. the dead—"the rest of the dead"
of the taints . . . and the beloved city—the camp of the who did not share the first resurrection, and those
saints encircling the beloved city, Jerusalem (Kccleslas- who died during the millennium, small and great— R
ticos. 24. 11). Contrast "hateful" in Babylon (ch. 18. 2; has "the small and the great." A, Vulgate, Syriac,
Deuteronomy. 32. 15. LXXJ. Ezekiel's prophecy of and Andreas have ** the great and the small." The
Gog and Magog (38. and 39.) refers to the attack made wicked who bad died from the time of Adam to Christ's
by antichrist on Israel be/ore the millennium : but second advent, and all the righteous and wicked who
this attack Is made after the millennium, so that "Gog had died during and after the millennium, shall then
and Magog" are mystical names representing the final have their eternal portion assigned to them. The godly
adversaries led by Satan in person. Ezekiel's Gog and who were transfigured and reigned with Christ during
Magog come from the „V.. but those here come " from it. shall also be present, not indeed to have their por
the four corners of the earth." Gog is by some con tion assigned as if for the first time (for that shall have
nected with a Hebrew root, "covered." from God—So been fixed long before, John, 6. 24), but to have It con
B, Vulgate, Syrian Coptic, and Andreas. But A firmed for ever, and that God s righteousness may be
omits the words. Even during the millennium there vindicated in the case of both the saved and the lout,
is a separation between heaven and earth, transfigured in the presence of an assembled universe. Cf. "We
humanity and humanity in the flesh. Hence it is pos must all appear." <bc.. Romans, 14.10; 2 Corinthians,
sible that an apostasy should take place at its close. In 5. 10. The saints having been first pronounced just
the judgment on this apostasy the world of nature is themselves by Christ out of "the book of llfe,"shall
destroyed and renewed, as the world of history was be sit as assessors of the Judge. Cf. Matthew, 23. 31. 32,
fore the millennial kingdom ; it is only then that the 40, "these my brethren." God's omniscience will not
new heaven and new earth are realized in final perfec allow the most imigniflcant to escape unobserved, and
tion. The millennial new heaven and earth are but His omnipotence will cause the mightiest to obey the
a foretaste of this everlasting state when the upper and summons. The living are not specially mentioned: as
lower congregations shall be nolonger separate, though these all shall probably first .before the destruction of
connected as in the millennium, and when new Jeru the ungodly, v. 0) be transfigured, and canght np with
salem shall descend from God out of heaven. The in the saints long previously transfigured ; and though
herited sinfulness of our nature shall be the only influ present for the confirmation of their justification by
ence during the millennium to prevent the power of the Judge, shall not then first have their eternal state
the transfigured church saving all souls. When this assigned to them, but Bhall sit as assessors with the
time of grace shall end. no other shall succeed. For Judge, the books...opened—(Daniel. 7. 10.) The book.i
■what can move him in whom the visible glory of the of God's remembrance, alike of the evil and the good
church, whilst the influence of evil is restrained, evokes (Psalm GO, 8; 130.4; Malacbi.3. 10): Conscience (Romans,
no longing for communion with the church's King? 2. 16, 16', the Word of Christ (John, 12. 43). the Law (GaAs the history of the world of nations ended with the latians. 3. ioj, God's eternal counsel (Psalm lbO. 16).
manifestation of the church in visible glory, so that book of life—(ch. 3. 6; 13. 8 ; 21. 27 ; Exodus, 33. 32, 33;
of mankind in general shall end with the great sepa Psalm 60. 28 ; Daniel, 12. 1; Phllippians, 4. 3.) Besides
ration of the just from the wicked [v. 12). [Al'duilkn.] the general book recording the works of all, there is a
10. that deceived— G reck. " that deceiveth," Ac, lake of special book for believers in which their names are
fire—his final doom : as " the bottomless pit" (v. l) was written, not for their works, but for the work of Christ
his temporary prison, where—So Coptic But A, B, for, and tn, them. Therefore it is called "the Lamb's
Vulgate, and Syriac read, " where also." the beast and book of life." Electing grace has singled them out from
the false prophet arc— ch. 10. 20.) for ever sod ever— the general mass, according to their works—"We are jus
Greek, " to the ages of the ages." day and night—figura tified by faith, but judged according to (not by) our
tive for -without intermission (ch. 22. 6), such as now works. For the general judgment is primarily de
is caused by night interposing between day and day. signed for the final vindication of God's righteousness
The same phrase is used of the external state of the before the whole world, which in this chequered dis
blessed (ch. 4. 8). As the bibs of these is eternal, so pensation of good and evil, though really ruling the
tho woe of Satan and the lost must be. As the beast world, has been for the time less manifest. Faith is
and the false prophet led the former conspiracy against appreciable by God and the believer alone ch. 2. 17).
Christ and His people, so Satan in person heads the But vwrks are appreciable by all. These, then, aro
last conspiracy. Satan shell be permitted.to enter this made the evidential test to decide men's eternal state.

iAVr Earth,
KKVKLATION. XXI.
The A'ew i/euKit
thus showing that God's ad mini* [ration of judgment would detract from a i-erfect state. A '"river" and
ii altogether righteous. 13. deith and hell— Gretk, "water" are spoken of in ch. 24. 1, 2, prohibly literal
Hades. The essential Identity of the dying and risen fie., villi Mich cnanges of the natural properties ol
body Is hereof shown ; for the sea and grave give up water, as correspond analogically to man's own trans
thexr dead. The body thatsinuelor FervedGod, shall. figured bodyj, as well as symbolical. The sea wasaxitt
Jn righteous retribution, be the body also that shall the eiemeut of the world's destruction, and is suU the
sutler, or be rewarded. The " sea" may have a Bym- source of death to thousands, whence after the millen
bolical[CLUVfcB/tx>»t AuuusTiNKj.behides the literal. nium, at the general judgment, it is specially said.
Then it shall
meaning, as tn ch. 8. S ; 12. IS ; 13. 1 ; la. 17. 19 : so "The tea gave up the dvad.. in it."
"death" and "bell" are personifications (cf. ch. 21. ij. ease to destroy, or disturb, being removed altogether
But the literal sense need hardly lie departed from : on account of its past destructions. 2. Aad I J one—
all the different regions wherein the Inxiies and souls "John" is omitted in A. B. Vulgate, Syriac. (*>ptt<\
of men had been, cave them up. 14. I>eatu and Hades. and .Aniireas; also the "I" in the Greek of the*:
as personified repre»ent stives of llio enemies of Christ authorities is not enipbatical The insertion of "I
and tile church, are said to be cast into the lake of fire John' in the Greek would somewhat interfere with
to express the truth that Christ and His people shall the close connexion which subsists between "the new
never more die, or be in the slate of disembodied heaven aud earth," v. 1, and the "new Jerusalem" in
spirits. This is the second death— inlj, "the Like ot this verse. Jerusalem.. .out of heaven—(ch. 3. 12 ; Gala
fire" is added In A. Ii. and Andreas. English Ver liana, 4. 20. "Jerusalem which is above;" Hebrews. 1L
sion, which omits the clause, rests on inferior MSS. to; u.23; 13. 14J The descent of the new Jerusalem out
In heli the ancient form of death, which was one of ojhearen is plainly dhoinct from the earUUy Jerusalem
the enemies destrujed by Christ, shall not continue, in which Israel in the fle±h shall dwell during the mubut a death of a far different kind reigns there, "eter- lenmum, and follows on the creation of the new beaten
lastino dcstnicliou from the pretence of the Lord: ' an and earth. Jehu hi his Gospel always writes [Greek]
abiding ted.in.ony of the victory of Christ 15. The Ifiervsolwna of the old city; in the Apocalypse always
blissful lot of the righteous is not here specially men Uierousaleem of the heavenly city (ch. 3. 12!. Hum
tioned, as their bll*s had commenced be/ore the fii^il saltern is a llebrew name, the original and holy appeilatlon. Ii u rosiAiima Is the common Greek term, used
judgment. CX. however. Matthew. 25. 31, 41, 48.
iu a political sense. St. Paul observes the same dis
CHAPTER XXL
Ver. 1-27. The New H haven and Eahto: New tinction when refuting J ud&iani (Gabuians. 4. a ; cf.
Jerusalem out or Heaven. The remaining two 1. 17, 18 ; 2 l ; Hebrews, 12. 22). though not to in tie
chapters describe the eternal and consummated king epistles to Romans and Corinthians. [ Btxczu] knit
dom of God and the saints on the new earth. Aa the —made up of the blessed citizens of "the holy city.*
world of nations is to be pervaded by Divine influence There is no longer merely a I'aradise as in Eden [thoogk
(n the millennium, so the world of nature shall be, there Is that also. ch. 2. 7), uo longer a mere garden. La
not annihilated, but transfigured universally in the now the city of God on earth, costlier, statelier, and
eternal state which follows it. The earth was cursed more glorious, but at the same time the result of labour
for man's sake : but Is redeemed by the second Adam. and loins such as had not to be expended, by man in
Now is the church : In the millennium shall be the dressing the primitive garden of riden. " The lively
kingdom; and after that hhall be the new worid where stones" were severally in time laboriously chi&eik-d
to God shall be all In all. The " dsy of the Lord" and into shape, after the pattern of " Uie Chief comer
the conflagration of the earth are in 2 Peter. 3.. spoken stone." to prepare them for the place which they sluLi
of as if connected together, from which many argue everlastingly nil in the heavenly Jerusalem. 3. oa
against a millennial interval between His coming and of heaven — So Andreas, Bat A and Vulgate real
the general eoiifl.iKration of the old earth, preparatory " out of the throne." the tabernacle— Alluding to ttf
to the new: but "day" is used often of a whole period tabernacle of God in the wilderness (wherein mui
comprising events intimately counectcd together as are signs of His presence were given,1: of which this is the
the Lord's second advent, the millennium, and the antitype, having previously been in heaven: ch, 11. is ;
general conflagration and judgment. Cf. Genesis, 2. 4, 15. 6, "the temple of the tabernacle of the teatinunjr
as to the wide use of "day." Man's soul is redeemed by in heaven;" also 13. fl. Cf. the contrast in Hebrews. $.
regeneration through the Holy Spirit now; man's body 23, 24, between "the patterns" and. "the beavesJy
ahall be redeemed at the resurrection; man's dwelling- things themselves, * between "the figure*" and "the
plate. His inheritance, the earth, shall be redeemed true." The earnest of the true and heavenly taberoac^
l*rfecily at the creation of the new heaven aud earth, waa afforded iu the Jerusalem temple described tj
which shall exceed in glory the first Paradise, aamuch Ezekiel 40., &c.. as about to be, vis., during the mUlesas the second Adam exceeds in glory the first Adam nium. dwell with them—IU., "tabernacle with them ;"
before the fall, and as man regenerated in body and the same Greek word as is used of the Divine Sue
soul shall exceed man as be was at creation. 1. ths " tabernading among us.* Then He was in the weak
first—i.e., the former, passed away— Gieek in A, B is ness of thejUJi: but at the new creation of heaven asd
" were departed " [Greek apedthon. not as in English earth He Bhall tabernacle among us in the glory of Hi*
Version, pareelthe). was— Greek, "is," which graphi manifested Godhead (ch. 22. I1, they—in.Greri: exnptucally sets the thing before our eyes as present, no tical, "fAeVUD particular), his people—Greek. "Bit
more sea — The Bea is the type of perpetual unrest yopies:" "the nations of the saved" being all pecu
Hence our Lord rebukes it as an unruly hostile liarly nis. as Israel was designed to be. So A reads.
troubler of His people. It symbolized the political But B. Vulgate. Syrtac , and Cyptie read, " His pe&fhf
tumults out of which " the beast" arose, ch. 13. 1. As singular. God himself...with them—realising folly EU*
the physical corresponds to the spiritual and moral namei ImmanueL 4. all tears — Greek, "every tear."
world, so the absence of sea, after the metamorphosis no mors dssth—tfrreJfc, "death shall be no more." There
of the earth by fire, answers to the unruffled state of fore It Is not the millennium, for in the latter there u
bond peace which shall then prevail. The sea, though death (Isaiah, 65. 20; l Corinthians. IS. 26. 64, -the U&
severing land? from one another, is now, by God's enemy... destroyed Is deaths" ch. 20. 14. after the mil
eliciting of good from eviL made the medium of com lennium}, sorrow— Greek, "mourning.** pasted awij
munication between countries through navigation. —Grrek, "departed," as in t>. 1 e>. sat— <fr*ek, "tit
Then man shall posses* inherent powers which shall tetli." all things new—not recent, but cAattgtd flv*
make the sea uo longer Hereditary, but an element which the old [Greek fcatna, not nca.. An earnest of t**
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regeneration and trans figuration of nature is given
already in the regenerate soul, unto me—So Coptic and
Andheas. But A, B, Vulgate, and Syriac omit, true
and faitftful—So Akdkkam. But A, B, Vulgate, Syriac,
and Coptic transpose, "faithful and true" [tit., genuine!.
6. It is done—Tne same Greek as inch. 10. 17. "It is
come to pass."* S/oVuigate reads with English Version.
But A reads, "They [these words, v. 6/ are come to pass."
All is as sure as if it actually had been fulfilled. For
itresUonthe word of the unchanging God. When the
consummation shall be, God shall rejoice over the
work of His own hands, as at the completion of the
lint creation God saw everything that He had made,
and behold it was very good. Alpha,. .Omega— Greek
in A. B. "the Alpha.. .the Omega"" fch. 1. 8). give unto
...athirat...water of life—(ch. 22. 17: Isaiah, 12. 3; fid 1;
John. 4. 13.H; 7. 37,38.) This is added lest any Rhould
despair of attaining to this exceeding weight of glory.
In our present state we may drink of the stream, then
we shall drink at the Fountain, freely— Greek, "gra
tuitously :' the same Qreik as is translated, "(They
bated me) without a cause," John, 16. £5. As gratuitout as was man's hatred of God, so gratuitous is God's
love to man: there was every cause in Christ why man
should love Him, yet man hated Him ; there wa«
every cause in man why (humanly speaking) God
should have hated man. yet God loved man: the very
reverse of what might be expected took place in both
ca-ses. Even in heaven our drinking at the Fountain
shall be God's gratuitous gift. 7. He that overconieth
—Another aspect of the believer's life : a conflict with
ain, Satan, and the world is needed. Thirsting for
salvation is the first beginning of, aud continues for
ever (in the sense of an appetite and relish for divine
joys; a characteristic of the believer. In a different
sense, the believer "Bhall never thirst," inherit all
things — A, B, Vulgate, and Cyprian read, "these
things." t<i2., the blessings described in this whole pas
sage. With "all things,*' cf. l Corintliians, 3. 81-23. I
will be hit God— Greek, "... to him a God." i.e„ all that
Is implied of blessing In the name "God." he shall be
any bod—"He" is emphatical : He in particular and in a
l>et-uliar sense, above others: Greek, "shall be to me a
aon," In fullest realization of the promise made in
type to Solomon, son of David, and antitypically to
the Divine Hon of David. 8. the fearful—Greek, " the
cowardly," who do not quit themselves like men so as
to " overcome" in the good fight : who have the spirit
of slavish "fear." not love, towards God: and who
through fear of man are not bold for God or " draw
back." Cf. v. 27: ch. 22. 15. unbelieviug — Greek,
"faithless." abominable— who have drunk of the barlot's " cup of abomination i." sorcerers — one of the
characteristics of antichrist's time, all liars—Greek,
"all We liars:" orelse "all whoare bars:" cf.lTimothy,
4. 1. 1. where similarly lying, and dealings with spirits
and demons, are joined together as features of "the
latter times." second death—ch. 20* 14: "evertastittgdestruction," 2 Thessalonians. l. 0; Mark. 0. 44, 46, 48.
"Where their worm dieth not, and the fire is not
quenched." 9. The same angel who bad shown John
Babylon, the harlot. Is appropriately employed to show
bim in contrast new Jerusalem, the Bride (ch. 17. 1-6J.
The angel so employed is the one that had the seven
last plagues, to show that the ultimate blessedness of
the church is one end of the Divine judgments on her
foes, unto me — A, B, and Vulgate omit, the Lamb's
wife—in contrast to her who sat on many water* (ch.
17. 1), i.«.. intrigued with many peoples and nations of
the world, instead of giving her undivided affections,
as the Bride doth, to the Lamb. 10. The words cor
respond to ch. 17. 3. to heighten the contrast, of the
bride and the harlot mountain — Cf. Ezekiel. 40. 2,
where a similar vision is given from a high mountain.
that great—Omitted in A, B. Vulgate, Syriac, Coptic,
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Descends from Heaven,

aud CYPRIAN. Translate then, "the holy city Jeru
salem." descending—Even in the millennium thoearth
will not bo a suitable abode for trnosn^ured saints,
who therefore shall then reign in heiven over the earth.
But after the renewal of the earth ut the close of the
millennium and judgment, ihey shall descend from
heaven to dwell on au earth assimilated to heaven it
self. "From God" implies that "we (the cityj are God's
workmanship." 11. Having tlte glo;y of God — not
merely the Suechinah cloud, but God Himself as her
glory dwelling in the midst of her. Cf. the type, the
earthly Jerusalem in the millennium (Zechariah, 2, 5;
cf. v. 23, below), her ligh\^Grcck. " light-giver f pro
perly applied to the heavenly luntinarus which diffuse
light. Cf. Note, I'hilippians, i. is, the ouly oth«r pas
sage where it occurs. The " and " before " her light ■*
is omitted In A, II. and Vulgate, even like — Greek,
"as it were." jasper—representing watery crystalline
brightness. 12. And—A, B omit. Ezekiel. 48. SU-3o.haa
a similar description, which implies that the millennial
Jerusalem shall have its exact antitype in the hea
venly Jerusalem which shall descend on the finallyregenerated earth, wall great and high— setting forth
the security of the church. Also, the exclusion of the
ungodly, twelve aogels—guards of tlte twelve Rites:
an additional emblem of perfect security : whilst tho
gates being never shut [v. 26) imply perfect lilxrty and
peace. Also, angels shall be the brethren of the hea
venly citizens, names of.. .twelve tribes—The inscription
of the names on the gates implies that none but the
spiritual Israel, Goo's elect, shall enter the heavenly
city. As the millennium wherein UUral Israel in the
flesh shall be the mother-church, is the antitype to the
Old Testament earthly theocracy in the Holy land, so
the Jieaienly new Jerusalem is the consummation
antitypical to the spiritual Israel, the elect church of
Jews and Gentiles being now gathered out: as the
spiritual Israel now is an advance upon the previous
literal and carnal Israel, so the heavenly Jerusalem
shall be much in advance of the millennial Jerusalem.
13. On the north.. .on the south—A. B. Vulgate. Syriac,
and Coptic read, "And on the North and on the South.'*
In Ezekiel, 48. 32. Joseph, Benjamin, Dan (for which
Manasseh is substituted in ch. 7. 0), are on the East.
Reubon, Judah, Levi, are on the North. Simeon.
Issachar, Zebulun, ou the South, Gad. Asher. Naphtali, on the West. In Numbers, 2, Judah. Issachar.
Zebulun, are on the East. Keuben, Simeon. Gad. on
the South. Ephrairn, Manasseh. Benjamin, on the
West. Dan. Asher, Naphtali, on thejVorf/i. 14. twelve
foundations—Joshua, the type of Jesus, chose twelve
menout of the people, to carry twelve stones over the
Jordan with them, as Jesus chose twelve apostles to
be the twelve foundations of the heavenly city, of
which He is Himself the chief corner stone. Peter is
not the only apostolic rock on whose preaching Christ
builds His church. Christ Himself is the true founda
tion : the twelve are foundations only in regard to their
apostolic testimony concerning Him. Though Paul
was an apostle, besides the twelve, yet the mystical
number is retained, 12 representing the church, eta., 3
the divine number, multiplied by 4 the world-number,
in them the names, 4c—as architects often have their
names inscribed on their great works. So the names
of the apostles shall be held In everlasting remem
brance. Vulgate reads, "in them," But A. B, Syriac,
Coptic, and Andrkas read, "upon them." The*?,
authorities also insert " twelve" before "names." 35.
bad a golden reed—So Coptic. But A. It. Vulgatf. and
Syriac read, " Had fas) a measure, a golden reed." In
ch. 11. 2, the non-measuring of the outer courts of the
temple implied its being given up to secular and hea
then desecration. So here, on the contrary, the city
being measured implies the entire con secratinn of every
part, all things being brought up to the most exact
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standard of God's holy requirements, and also God's
accurate guardianship henceforth of even the most
minute parts of His Holy city from all evil, twelve
thousand furlongs— lit.." tol2,000 stattii:" one thousand
furlongs being the space between the several twelve
gates. Bengel makes the length of each tide of the
city to be 12.000 stadii. The stupendous height, length.
and breadth being exactly alike, imply Its faultless
symmetry, transcending in glory &U our most glowing
conceptions. 17, hundred... forty.. .four cubits—Twelve
times twelve: the church-number squared. The wail
is far beneath the height of the city, measure of a man,
that is. of the angel—The ordinary measure nsed by men
is the measure here nsed by the angel, distinct from
"the measure of the sanctuary." Men shall then be
egital to the angtls. 18. the building—" the structure"
[Tkeoelles], Greek endomeesis. gold, like.. .clear glass
—Ideal gold, transparent as uo gold here is. [Alfoad.]
Excellencies will be combined in the heavenly city
which now seem incompatible. 19. And — So Syriac,
Coptic, and Andreas. But A. B, and Vulgate omit.
Cf. v. 14 with this verse : also Isaiah, 61. 11. all manner
of precious stones—Contrast ch. is. 12 as to the harlot.
Babylon. These precious stones constituted the "foun
dations." chalcedony — Agate from Chalcedon: semiopaque, sky-blue, with stripes of other colours,
[Alford.] 20. sardonjx-A gem having the redness of
the cornelian, and the whiteness of the onyx, sardios
—{Note, ch. 4. 3.) chryiolite—Described by Pliny as
transparent, and of a golden brightness, like our topes:
different from our pale green crystallised chrysolite,
beryl—of a sea-green colour, topas— Flint, 37. 32,
makes it green and transparent, like our chrysolite,
ch rysoprssus—somewhat pale, and having the purple
colonr of the amethyst [Puny, 37. 20, 21. J Jacinth—
The flashing violet brightness in the amethyst is diluted
In the jacinth. [Pusy. :..*. 41.1 21. every several—Grid;
"each one severally." M. no temple.. .God.. .the temple—
As God now dwells in the spiritual church. His
"temple" (Greek naos. shrine; 1 Corinthians. 8. 17;
e. 191, so the church when perfected shall dwell in Him
as ber "temple" (naos: the same Greek). As the
church was " His sanctuary" so He is to be their sanc
tuary. Means of grace shall cease when the end of
grace is come. Church ordinances shall give place to
the God of ordinances. Uninterrupted, immediate,
direct, communion with Him and the Lambfcf. John,
4. 23), shall supersede Intervening ordinances. 23. in
it—So Vulgate, But A. B, and Andreas read, "(shine)
on it," or lit., "for her.** the light—Greek, " the lamp"
(Isaiah, 60. 19, 20). The direct light of God and the Lamb
shall make the saints independent of God's creatures,
the sun and moon, for light. 24. of them which are
saved... in—A, B, Vulgate, Coptic, and Andreas read,
(the nations shall walk) "by means of her light:"
omitting " of them which are saved." Her brightness
shall supply them with light, the kings of the earth—
who once had regard only to their own glory, having
been converted, now in the new Jerusalem do bring
their glory into it, to lay it down at the feet of their
God and Lord, and honour—So B, Vulgate, and Syriac
But A omits the clause. 25. not be shut.. .by day—there
fore shall never be shut - for it shall aluxxy* be day.
Gates are usually shut by night: but in it shall be no
night. There shall be continual free ingress into it, so
as that all which is blessed and glorious may continu
ally be brought into it. So In the mtilennial type. 26.
All that was truly glorious and excellent in the earth
and Its converted nations shall be gathered Into it ;
and whilst all shall form one Bride, there shall be
various orders among the redeemed, analogous to the
divisions of nations on earth constituting the one great
human family, and to the various orders of angels.
27 any thing thst defileth— Greek koinoun. A, B. read
Unman}, "anything unelran." in the Lamb's book ot
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. life— iNote. ch. 20, 12, 15.) As all the filth of the old
Jerusalem was carried outside of the walls and burnt
there, so nothing defiled shall enter the heavenly city
but be burnt outside (cf. ch. 22. 16). It is striking that
the apostle of love who shows us the glories of the
heavenly city, is he also who speaks most plainly of
the terrors of belL On v. 26. 27, Altord writes a
Note* rash in speculation, about the heathen nation t,
above what is written, and not at all required by the
sacred text : cf. my Note, v. 26.
CHAPTER XXn.
Ver. 1-21. The Hives or Lire : ths Trrb or
Lire: tue other Blessednesses or the Rsdeemsd. John Forbidden to Wo&mcu* the
Anoel. Nearness or Christ's Coxing to Fix
Men's Eternal State. Testimony or Jesus, His
Spirit, and tue Bride, any Addition to which,
or Subtraction from which, shall be Eter
nally Punished. Closino Benediction. l» pare
—A, B, Vulgate, and Hilary, 22. omit, water af hfe—
Infinitely superior to the typical waters in the fir:-;
Paradise Genesis, 2. 10-14); and. even superior to those
figurative ones in the millennial J erusalem , Ezekiel, 47.
1, &c, 12; Zechariah. 14. 8', as the matured fruit is
superior to the flower. The millennial waters repre
sent full gospel grace ; these waters of new Jerusalem
represent gospel-glory perfected. Their continuous
flow from God, the Fountain of life, symbolizes the
uninterrupted continuance of life derived by the saints,
ever fresh, from Him: life hi fulness of joy, as well as
perpetual vitality. Like pure crystal, it is free frotD
every taint : cf. ch. 4. 6, " before the throne a sea of
glass, like crystaL" clear— Greek, "bright," Z. The
harmonious unity of Scripture is herein exhibited.
The Fathers compared It to a ring, an unbroken circle.
returning into itself. Between the events of Genesis
and those at the close of tbe Apocalypse, at least 60wj
or 7000 years intervene ; and between Moses the first
writer, and John the last, about 1500 years. How strik
ing it is that, as in the beginning we found Adam and
Eve, his bride, in innocence in Paradise, then templed
by the serpent, and driven from the Tree of life, and
from the pleasant waters of Eden, yet not without x
promise of a Redeemer who should crush the serpent :
so at the close, the old serpent cast out for ever by the
second Adam, the Lord from heaven, who appears
with His Bride, the church, in a better Paradise, an-i
amidst better waters ft>. l) : tbe tree of life also is there
with all its healing properties, not guarded with a
flaming sword, but open to all who overcome icb, 2. 7 .
and there is no more curse, street of it— i*^ of tbe
city, on either side of ths river— Altord tronstaU*.
"Id tbe midst of the street of it (the city; and of the
river, on one side and on tbe other ** (for the second
Greek entevthen. A, 11, and Syriac read, ekeithtn ; the
sense is the same ; cf. Greek, John, 19. ]8i; thus the
trees were on each side in the middle of the space be
tween tbe street and the river. But from Exehiel. 47. 7.
I prefer Sngiish Version, The antitype exceeds the
type : in the first Paradise was only one tree of rife ;
now there are " very many trees at the bank of (a*
river, on *he one side and on the other.n To ma>good sense, supposing there to be but one tree, wshould either, as Mede, suppose that the Greek jo*street is a plain washed on both sides by tbe rive* .as
the first Paradise was washed on one side by the
Tigris, on the other by the Euphrates], and that in the
midst of the plain, which itself is in the midst of the
river's branches, stood the tree; in which case we may
translate, " In the midst of the street (plain) tfsrtf,
and of the river (having two branches flowing;: cm this
and on that side, was there tbe tree of life." Or eh*
with Durham suppose. fAe tree was in the midst ri
the river, and extending its branches to both bank*
But ct Ezekiel, 47. 12, the millennial type of Use msal
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Paradise ; which shows that there are several trees of
the out kind, all termed "the tree of life." Death
reigns now because of sin: even in the millennial earth
•in. and therefore death, though much limited, shall
not altogether cease. But in the final and heavenly
city on earth, sin aud death shall utterly cease, yielded
her fruit every month — Greek, "according to each
month :" each month had its own properfruit, just as
different seasons are now marked by their own pro
ductions : only that then, unlike now, there shall be
no season without its fruit, and there shall be an endless
variety, answering to twelve, the number symbolical
of the world-wide church (cf. Notts, ch. 12. I ; 21. 14).
Akchbishop Whatkly thinks that the tree of life
waa among the trees of which Adam freely ate Cenesis.
S. 9. 16, 17J. and that his continuance in immortality
wax dependent on his continuing to eat of this tree :
having forfeited it. he became liable to death; but atill
the effect* of having eaten of it for a time showed
themselves in the longevity of the patriarchs. God
could undoubtedly endue a tree with special medicinal
powers. But Genesis, 3. 22, seems to imply, man had
not yet taken cf the tree, and that if he had, be would
have lived for ever, which in his then fallen state would
have been the greatest curse, leaves.. .for.. .healing—
( Kxekiel. 47. 9, 12. 1 The leaves shall be the health-giving
preventive securing the redeemed against, not healing
them of sicknesses. Whilst "the fruit shall be for
meat." In the millennium described by Ezekiel, 47.,
and ch. 20. , the church shall give the gospel -tree to
the nations outside Israel and the church, and so shall
heal their spiritual malady: but in the .final and perfect
new Jerusalem here described, the state of all is eter
nally fixed, and no saving process goes on any longer
(cf. «. U). Alford utterly mistakes In speaking of
"nations outside." and "dwelling on the renewed
earth, organized under kings, and saved by the Influ
ences of the heavenly city." (!) Cf. v. 3, 10-27: the
"nations" mentioned (ch. 21. 24) are those which have
long before, vis., in the millennium (ch. 11. 16), become
the Lord's and His Christ's. 3. no more corse—of which
the earnest shall be given In the millennium (Zecharinh, 14. 11}. God can only dwell where the curse
and its cause, the cursed thing sin. (Joshua. 7. 12),
are removed. So there follows rightly, "Bat the
throne of God and of the Lamb (who redeemed us
from the curse, Galatians. 3. 10, 13) shall be in it" Cf.
in the millennium, EzekieL 48. 36. serve him—with
worship (ch. 7. 161. 4. see bis face—revealed in divine
glory, in Christ Jesus. They shall see and know Him
with intuitive knowledge of Him, even as they are
known by Him (1 Corinthians, 13. 0-12), and face to face.
Cf. 1 Timothy. 0. 10. with John, 14. D. God the Father
can only be seen in Christ, in—IS reck, "on their foreheads." Not only shall they personally and in secret
ten. 3. 17) know their sonship. but they shall be known
a* sons of God to all the citizens of the new Jerusalem,
so that the free flow of mutual love among the mem
bers of Christ's family will not be checked by suspicion
as here. 5. there—So Andrea*. But A. B, Vulgate,
and Syriac read, "itbere shall be no night) any longer:"
iireek eU for ekei. they need—A, VuIqoU, and Coptic
read the future. "They shall not have need." Breads
"(Andthereshallbejnoneed." candle—Greek. " lamp."
A. Vulgate. Syriac, and Coptic Insert "light {of a
candle, or lamp)." B omits it. of the sun—So A. But
B omits it. giveth . . . light—" iUumlnea." So Vulgate
and Syriac. But A reads, "shall give light." them—
So B and Andreas. But A reads, "upon them."
reifn—with a glory probably transcending that of their
reign In heaven with Christ over the millennial nations
in the flesh described in ch. 20. 4, 0: that reign was but
for a limited time, " a thousand years:" this final reign
is " unto the ages of the ages." 6. These sayings are
uue—Thrice repeated ;ch. id. y , 21. 6). For we are slow
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to believe that God is as good as He is. The news
seems to us, habituated as we are to the misery of
this fallen world, too good to be true. INanqle.!
They are no dreams of a visionary, but the realities
of God's sure word, holy—Su Andreas. But A. B,
Vulgate, Syriac, and Coptic read, "tthe Lord God of
the) spirits (of the prophets)." The Lord God who
with His Spirit inspired their spirits so as to be abie
to prophesy. There is but One Spirit, but individual
prophets, according to the measure given them [l Co
rinthians, 12. 4-U], had their own spirits [Ben gel]
(1 Peter, 1. 11: 2 Peter, 1. lit), be done— Greek, "come to
pass." 7, "And" Is omitted in Coptic and Andreas
with English Version, but is inserted by A. B, Vulgate
and Syriac, blessed—(ch. l. 3.) 8. Both here and in
ch. 19. 9. 10, the apostle's falling at the feet of the angel
is preceded by a glorious promise to the church, ac
companied with the assurance, that *' These are the
true sayings of God." and that those are " blessed''
who keep them. Rapturous emotion, gratitude, and
adoration, at the prospect of the church's future glory
transport him out of himself, so as all but to fall into
an unjustifiable act: contrast bis opposite fueling at the
prospect of the church's deep fall [Aubehlkn ), ch. 17. 6.
where cf. the Note, and on ch. 19. 9, 10. saw and heard
—A, B, Vulgate, and Syriac transpose these verbs.
Translate lit.. " 1 John (was he) who heard and saw
these things." It is observable that in ch. 19, 10, the
language is, "I fell before his feet to worship him;"
but here,"I fell down to worship (God?) before the feet
of the angeL" It seems unlikely that John, when once
reproved, would fall into the very same error again.
Beng el's view, therefore, is probable: John had first
intended to worship the angel (ch. 19. 10). but now
only at his Jeet intends to worship (God). The angel
does not even permit this. 9. Lit.. "See not:" the
abruptness of the phrase marking the angel's abhor
rence of the thought of his being worshipped however
indirectly. Contrast the fallen angel's temptation to
Jesus. "Fall down and worship me" (Matthew, 4. 9).
for — A, B, Vulgate, Syriac, Coptic Andrea*, and
Cyprian omit "for.-" which accords with the abrupt
earnestness of the anil's prohibition of an act deroga
tory to God. and of—" and (the fellow-servant) of thy
brethren." 10. Seal not-Butiu Daniel, 12.4. Oicf.8.26}.
the command is, " Seal the book." for the vision shall
be '* for many days." The fulfilment of Daniel's pro
phecy was distant, that of John's prophecy is near.
The New Testament is the time of the end and fulfil'
menL The Gentile church, for which John wrote his
Revelation, needs more to be impressed with the short
ness of the period, as it is inclined, owing to its Gentile
origin, to conform to the world and forget the coming
of the Lord. The Revelation points, on the one hand,
to Christ's coming as distant, for it shows the succes
sion of the seven seals, trumpets, and vials ; on the
other hand, it proclaims. 'Behold 1 come quickly.' So
Christ marked many events as about to intervene
before His coming, and yet also saitb. Behold I come
quickly, because our right attitude is that of continual
prayerful-watching for His coming (Matthew. 26. 6. 13.
19; Mark. 13.3S-37 IAobkklenJ; cf. ch. 1. 31. 11. uajuit
—•• unrighteous f in relation to one's fellowmen: op
posed to " righteous." or "just" las the Gr«*inaybe
translated) below. More literally, "he that doeth
unjustly, let him do unjustly still." filthy—in relation
to one's own soul as unclean before God : opposed to
" holy." consecrated to God as pure. A omits the
clause "lie which is filthy lot him be filthy still" But
B supports it. In the letter of the Vienne and Lyons
Martyrs in EcbEBXUs) in the second century, the
reading is. " He that is lawless [Greek anomos) let him
be lawless; and he thai is righteous let him be righteous
Hit, 'be justified*) stilL" No MS. is so old. A. B,
Vulgate, Syriac, Coptic. Andrkas, and Cyprian read.
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- let him do righteousness" {i Jolm, 2. to ; 3. 7). The "obeyetb:" for until one has obeysd the gospel call, be
punishment, of sin is sin, the reward of holiness U cannot pray to Jesus " Come :" so " hear" is used. cb.
holiness. Eternal punishment is not so much an arbi 1. S; John, 10. 10. Let him that hears And obeys Jesus'
trary law. as a result necessarily following io the very voice (v. 1G: ch. 1. 3) join in praying "Come." Ctch.
nature of things, as the fruit results from the bu<l. G. l. Note, io. In tbe other view, which makes "'Oome'*
No worse punishment can God lay on ungodly men an invitation to sinners, this clause urges those who
than to Rive them up toth em selves. The solemn lesson hear savingly tho invitation themselves, to address tbe
derivable from this verso Is, Be converted now In the same to others, as did Andrew and Plitlip after they
short time left [v. 10, end: before '" I come" (v. 7, It), or had heard and obeyed Jesus' invitation, "Come,'
else you must remain, unconverted for ever: sin in the themselves, let him tnat is atbint come—as the Bride,
eternal world will be left to its own natural conse the church, prays to Jesus "Come," so she urges all
quences: holiness In germ will there develop itself into whosoever thirst for participation in the full manifes
perfect holiness, which is happiness. 13. And— fncono tation of redemption-glory at His coming to su, to
of our MSS. But A. 1). Wlgate. Syriac. Coptic, and comb to Him in the meantime and drink of the Hring
Cyprian omit It. beheld, 1 come quickly— rcf. v. 7.) my waters, which are tbe earnest of "the water of life pare
reward it with me— (Isaiah, 40. 10;CJ. 11.) to girt— Greek. as crystal. .out of the throne of God And of the Lamb'
"to render." every mm—fireek. "to each." shall bs— (v. 1} in the regenerated heaven and earth. Ado—So
So Bin Mai. Hut B in TiscnKNPORr. and A, Syriac Syriac. But A. B, Vulgate, and Coptic omit " and-"
read "is." 13. 1 *m Alpha—Greek."...the Alpha and Vie whosoever will—i.e., is willing and desirous. There is
Omega." A. ii, V%lgatt.Syr\o.c> Oriosn. and Cyprian a descending climax: Let him that heareth effectually
transpose thus, "the First and the Last, tbe Beginning and savingly Christ's voice, pray individually, as tbo
and the End." Akdkxas supports English Version. Bride, the church, does collectively, "Come. Lord
Cf. with these divine titles assumed here by the Lord Jesus" (». 20}. Let him who, though not yet having
Jesus, ch. 1. 8, 17; SI. 0. At the winding up of the actually heard unto salvation, and so not yet able ;<>
whole scheme of revelation He announces Himself join in tbe prayer, " Lord Jesus, come.'* still thirsts for
as the One before ichom, and after whom there is no it, come to Christ. "Whosoever is even uttUino. though
(■'rut, 14. do Ins commandments—So B, Syriac, Coptic. his desires do not yet amount to positive thirsting, kt
and Cyprian. Hut A. s. And Vulgate read. (Blessed him take the water of life freely, i.e., gratuitously,
are they thatj "wash their robes," viz., in the blood oj 18. For—None of our M3S. has this. A, B. Vulgate.
the Lamb (cf. ch. T. 14). This reading takes awsy the snd Andheas read. " I," emphatical in the Greek. "I
pretext for the notion of salvation by works. But even testify." onto these things—A, B, and AKDHszaaread.
English Version reading is quite compatible with sal "unto them." add . . . add—Just retribution in kin...
vation by grace: for God's first and grand gospel 19. book—.None of our MS8. read this. A. B, k, Vul"commandment" Is to believe on Jesus. Thus our ijate, Syriac, and Coptic read, ' '(take away his part, i.e..
"right- to iCr'fk. privilege or lawful authority over) portion; from the tree of life, ' i.e., shall deprive him o'
the tree of life is due not to our doings, but to what He participation iu the tree of life, and from the things—
has done for us. The rigM, or privilege, is founded. Ho Vulgate. But A. B, k. Syriac, Coptic and A>not on our merits, but ou Cod's grace, througn— dbjcas omit "and;'' then "which are written in tins
Qr*rk. " by tho gates." 1 5. Bat—So Coptic But A, B. book" will refer to " the holy city and the tree of life, '
HirroLYTtw, Andbkah. and Cytrian omit, dogs— As in the beginning of this book (ch. l. 3) a blessing;
Orctk% " the doga :" the impure, fllthy (p. n ; cf. Philip- was promised to the devout, obedient student of it.
plans, 3. 2). maketa—including also " whosoever prae- so now at its close a curse is denounced against tho**
iiw:'Aalie." [\V. Kelly.] 16. mine angel—for Jesus who add to, or take from, it. 30. Amen. Bven so,
is Lord of the Angels, unto you—ministers and people come — The Soug of Solomon IS. it) closes with the
in the seven representative churches, and, through same yearning prayer for Christ's coming. A. B, and
yon, to testify to Christians of all times and places. S omit "Even so," Greek nai: then transfaU for
n»t...oflipring of David— Appropriate title here where si men, "So be it, come. Lord Jesus f joining the
assuring His church of "the sure mercies of David," "Amen," or "So be it," not with Christ's saying [far
secured to Israel first, and through Israel to tbe Cen He calls Himself the "Amen" at the beginning of sen
times. Hoot of David, as being Jehovah: tbe offspring tences, rather than puts it as a confirmation at the
of David as man. David's Lord, yet David's son eud), but with St. John's reply. Christ's "I come.''
(Matthew, 23. 42-45). the morning star— that ushered in and St. John's "Come," are almost coincident in
the day of grace in the beginning of this dispensation, time: so truly does the believer reflect the mind of his
and that shall usher In tho everlasting day of glory at Lord. 21. our—So Vulgate, Syriac and Coptic. But A,
Its close. 17. Reply of the spiritual church and St. B. and K omit. Christ—So B, Vulgate, Syriac. Capttc^
Jntan to Christ's words [v. 7, 12, 10). the Spirit—in the and Andkjbas. But A. K omit, with you all— So
churches, and in tho prophets, the bride—Not here none of our AISS. B has "with all the saints." A
called " wife/ as that title applies to her only when the and Vulgate has "with all" M has " with the saints, '
full number constituting the church shall have been This closing benediction, Paul's mark in his epistle*.
completed. The invitation "Come" only holds good was after Paul's death taken up by St. John. The Old
whilst the church n still but an affianced Bride, and Testament ended with a "curse** in connexion with
not the actually wedded wife. However, "Come" may the lav: the New Testament ends with a blessing it.
rather be the prayer of the Spirit in the church and union with the Lord Jesus. Amen— So B, k. and
in believers in reply to Christ's "I come quickly." Andrea*. A and VulgaU Fuldensis omit it.
crying. Even so. "Come" (p. 7. 12); ». 20 confirms this
view. The whole question of your salvation hinges
on this, that you bo able to hear with joy Christ's May the Blessed Lord who has caused all boiy
announcement, "I come," and to reply, "Oome." Scriptures to be written for our learaine, bless thts
UlENUEL.] Come to fully glorify thy Bride, 1st him humble effort to make Scripture expound itself, and
that heareth— i.e , let him that heareth the Spirit and mako it an Instrument towards the conversion c(
Bride saying to the Lord Jesus, "Come," join the sinners snd the edification of saints, to tbe glory of
J l fide as a true believer, become part of her, and so His great name and the hastening of His kingdom.
say with her to Jesus, "Come." Or "heareth'
Amen,
•M
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